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TOP PK AND SIMS-1940-41
Strawhat Legit Season Grossed
Nearly $3,000,(1 to Set Record
By HOBE MORRISON
Strawhat legit season just concluding has been the most successon record. With few exceptions,
the summer theatres have coined
juicy profits, in many cases setting
new boxollice figures. Estimated
total gross of nearly $3,000,000 for
the season is almost double what
was anticipated before the summer
got under way.
ful

There were some remarkable

.

Hollywood, Sept. 2.
Joe Pasternack, now producing
for Metro, plans to team Mickey
Rooney and Greta Garbo In a
comedy.
Title is tentatively 'The Bellhop
Princess.'

Broadway

reputations.

star casts
sellouts in

were involved complete
advance of the opening

all-

season was unprecedented. For instance, not a single strawhat folded
during the summer. Several spots,
such as the Westchester playhotfte,

(Contnued on page 59)

Prod.viaPascal,

Theatre Guild

Charge They Incited
Shooting

Boston, Sept. 2.
Boston's two powerful DX-ers can't
see how their broadcasts could have
had any connection with the shooting of Pierre Laval and Marcel Deat
in France, as asserted by Fernand de
Brlnon, Vichy ambassador to occupied France.
Latter claimed that

up by Moscow, London
and Boston radios had done their
'the stirring

work' in bringing about the shoot-

London, Sept, 2.
Pascal, when here rein
that he
is
disclosed
negotiation with the Theatre Guild
in New York to merge with It on
production of four George Bernard
Shaw plays. Deal, the producer
said, would provide for putting the
shows on Broadway first and then
filming them with the legit casts.
(Officials of the Theatre Guild in
New York yesterday (Tuesday)
confirmed that they are in negotia(Continued on page 31)

Huge Combo Orange Bowl
Benefit

Actors'

May

Sohre

Cuffo

Fla.

Headache

ing.

Douglas Schneider, co-ordinator of
for

WRUL,

said:

seems a little strange to tie it onto
the Boston radio. In our good-will

'It

broadcasts to France, the station
to give the full news, includGerman as well as British and

aims
ing

Russian communiques.'
F. P. Nelson, of

WBOS,

said

he

could not possibly see how this station's broadcasts could have the effect of 'inciting the people to riot,'

because the programs were confined
to straight news.

Utilizing

Back Covers

attended by city officials of
Miami and Miami Beach, and Alan
ing

idea of utilizing the back
covers of song sheets for advertising

executive

secretary

Theatre Authority, to stage a

which ended

last

Sunday

for

20 Mins.

of the screen's new comedy team,
Bud Abbott and Lou Costello, whose

three films of the year lifted the
season's grosses for thousands of
theatres;

Bob Hope, who made

a

(Continued on page 24)

8-YR.
IN

of the

OLD AND PARENTS

ALLFAMILY CONCERT

Heinzl Weber, eight-year-old son
of Henry Weber, will appear with
his father in the Hayden two-piano
concerto on Sept. 13 over
in
Chicago, Program will go out over
\tk stations from .9 to 10 p.m,
Marion Claire, soprano of the Chicago Opera Co., .and the boy's
mother, will sing an aria from 'Mignon' and 'Laddy Boy' to make it an

Army

Bumper Strawhat Crop
Of Likely Pix Talent

mam-

Morale Branch has evolved
two experimental trucks completely

Army.

They are
outfitted to show pix.
now in the field and have proven
themselves to be practical enough
scale.
large
on
a
to duplicate
Trucks, in addition to carrying
(Continued on page 53)

(Tues.) that the film industry will
its record of high patriotic

stand on

and be prepared to answer
any critics when the U. S. Senate
sub-committee opens its investigation in Washington next Tues. (9).
Hearing before the body was to have
service

investigation
was repeatedly reported during the past week. It was
learned that the matter was suggested 10 days ago, but Willkie was
unwilling to assent until he had
His
isiven the subject close study.
to

participate,

which will

Congressman Pads Out
*10GYrly. Pay via Radio
Stint

for

$50 Weekly

Washington, Sept. 2.
Something new In glamor is being ballyhooed by WifrDC, Washington, which—<very afternoon except Saturdays and Sundays presents a real, live Congressman on a
commercial program featuring the
merits of a local dry cleaning e.">tablishment. He is Rep. Luther Patrick,
Democrat of Alabama, who

—

Chevalier

Returning

To Paris for Revue,
Pic After Long Drift
Paris, Aug. 15.
After the greatest hesitation, with

scores of admissions followed by an
equal number of denials, Maurice
Chevalier is coming to Paris to head
the next revue at the Casino de Paris
and to make a film for a FrancoGerman company. Chevalier himself
made this announcement over the

tears downtown from his office on
Capitol Hill every afternoon to pad
out his $10,000-a-year Congressional
salary by a rumored $50 per week.
Using an Alabama drawl, the pop(Continued on page 15)

M-G May Keep Bowes' ApL
As Hideaway for

Its

Stars

radio from Vichy.

Chevalier headed the

last

Casino

show before the Germans came

to

Pari.s, sharing top billing with dusky
Josephine Baker. When the Nazis

poured into town he left for the free
number of new the.spian aspirants is zone and drifted about the Riviera
more numerous, and that there are resorts before tying up with a Maraddiconsequently
companies,
a single, more
seilles revue.
properly tional candidates for screentests In
It was towards the end of last year
the next three or four weeks.
Fact that there were fewer Holly
wood names in the barnyard casts
accounts for the extra number of
youngsters getting a film break.
Most of the larger majors will
have four to five prospects assigned
for tests after Sept. 15, when film
companies consider the strawhat sea-

tial

(Continued on page 4)

to visiting

It
was estimated that
all-out benefit each year,
and exploited, could gross
close to $100,000, and would attract
visitors frorh all over the nation.

against charges of making
'warmongering' films, Wendell L.
1940 Republican Presidennominee, declared yesterday

Willkie,

decision

Soldiers on maneuvers in the field
as well as those in camps will
eventually be able to see regular feature films in their off-time under
plans now being worked out by the

WGN

ganized charities in this locality. If with 1940. Talent scouts for major
plan is adopted, it will film companies, with another week
Corelli's
eliminate the 30 or 40 benefits staged
or so to go before the summer
each season by various charity orThose for-free shows stocks call it a season, claim the
ganizations.

have proved big headache

Instead of The

Bones, Sez

Confirming that he had been retained to dcfend-motlon pIctAre pro-

ducers

started today (Wed.), but postponement was ordered by. Sen. D. Worth
Clark to permit Willkie further opportunity for preparation of facts.
That the political leader had been
considering a proposal from film
executives to represent th^m at the

RqD Them Pix,

(3).

moth benefit show in the Orange
Material for now screen faces is
Bowl stadium on Feb. 22 next, the rated considerably higher among the
proceeds to be divided among all or- strawhats this year as compared

staged

New

5G

Minneapolis, Sept. 2.
Edgar Bergen received $5,000 for
a single night's appearance in front
of Minnesota State Fair grandstand,
working for about 20 minutes. This
is by far the largest amount ever
paid any act by the Fair.
Show surrounding Bergen Included
Ted Weems orchestra. Buster West,
etc.

Miami, Sept. 2.
Plans were formulated, at a meet-

Corelli,

Bergen's

FLINN

all-family affair.

stars.

Of Song Sheets for Ads

C.

Outstanding are the performances
Gabriel

Hob DX-ers Disclaim

JOHN

In the glow of incandescents that
write film history in evening skies
from the marquees of 15,000 theatfes,
new boxoffice names were added to
a long list of popular favorites,
many of whom shone to heightened
successes, during the 1940-41 season,

cently,

news broadcasting

ress
DeMille's 'North
West Mounted' No. 1 Grosser Next to 'Gone With the
Wind,' at Pop Prices

By

standpoint, the

Laval, Deat

—

—

Pix-Play

were not unusual.

From almost every

Abbott & Costello the Newcomers Bob Hope's Prog-

HEPBURN, CRAWFORD

Shaw s

By Wilie on larmongering' Rap

ROONiy, B[TTE

fig-

ures set at various spots during the
season. It was significant that at a
number of theatres the. grosses were
far above previous years even on
non-name shows or plays without

Where

Mickey and Garbo

and the

Fibns Tatriodc Service Defended

A.&GJOBiP[,

Major Edward Bowes vacated the
apartment he has used for 20 years
on

the

sixth

floor

of

the

Capitol

(Locw-Metro) theatre building, and
taking a suite at the Waldorf-

is

He has made the Capitol
home ever since the theawas built. Bowes recently re-

Astoria.
his N. Y.
tre

Cap's

managing

that he announced he would return
to Paris in February after a short
Switzerland to entertain
trip
to

signed

the top role in 'Gadalquivir.*

Cnpit"! theatre auditorium.

as

the

di-

rector.

Apartment is open for leasing but
French prisoners. This had followed Metro may consider holding it as
residence for screen stars
denials that he was going to Paris. hideaway
Soon after he again denied he was when they are in New York, because
headed for the occupied zone and said it's an Ideal under-cover spot even
categorically that 'I will go only if though in the heart of Times Square.
the government goes there. We ac- It contains 12 rooms and four baths
Apartment
tors should not mix in politics.' Then and Is air-conditioned.
son closed.
The average major company cov came the announcement that he has numerous entrances and exits,
during
would go to Spain in the fall to take and has one window looking Into t'—
showt
different
ered some 250

purposes will be inducted by Harold
Max Wolf, Metro sound engineer,
Leonard's new Immortal Music Pub. who was present at the meeting, volCorp. (BMI) with 'Ecstasy,' of the unteered to make a survey of the
maestro's own composition.
sound facilities of stadium, and set up
enable
In return for Fred Waring 'intro- equipment
would
which
• ducljjg'
the tune, he and his commer- everyone to hear the show clearly.
cial sponsor.
Chesterfield, with a Stadium's acoustics are very poor,
trademark replica of the ciggie and in past years have been conbrand, will be given the prominent tributing factor in rejecting plans
the season just concluded.
back-cover space.
of a similar nature.

—

—

.

MISCELLANY

Wednesday, September

't»«« M

BERLE-ING
By Milton

Artists

and showmen who

contributed whole • hearted
service to national defense
Hollywood, Sept. 2.
City lads, not country yokels, land
the lop cowboy hero Jobs in films.
Most of all, now, they come off the
iootball grids; seldom off the range
or out of the horse sectors, where
normally they would be expected to
shape up for the riding, shooting,
buUdogging and general
roping,
roughhoiising chores demanded in
the saddle operas.
Football is the prime prcpper. Last
year's crop of pigskin stars hurdling

were Slingin' Sammy Baugh
from Texas Christian, John Kimbrough from Texas A. & M.. and
Tom Harmon, of Michigan. Two of
this trio were placed in westerns.
Baugh in Hepublic's clilthanger,
•King of the Texas Rangers'; Jarrin'
into pix

'Lone Star
Ranger, at 20th-Fox, with a second,
'Rainbow Trail," in preparation. Harmon's first is a straight gridder.
•Harmon of Michigan," for Columbia.

Kimbrough

Jav.'n

intj

Leo Goes

to

Mahomet

Alexander Woollcott was unable to go to Metro last week,
so Leo the Lion went to Alec.
Studio wanted him to go from
New York to the Coast for a
short sequence in 'Babes on
Broadway,' but he wasn't able
to make the trip.
Instead, Metro shot the scene
in which Woollcott appears at a
mike as the familiar Town Crier
—at Fox-Movietone studios in

Manhattan on Friday

(29).

during past tveek
Larry Adicr

Edward Arnold.

Get

Term

Elliott Lewis.
F. Lewis, Jr.

Mathews
James Melton,
Ken Murray
Ed.

Irving Berlin

Hal Block
Bay Block Orch.

Ann Brown

Georee Raft
Boblnson

Lanny Boss
Dave Bablnoff.
M. G. Smith
Lowell Thomaa
Barry Wood.

Eddie Cantor.
Melvyn Donglaa
Betty Grable
Harry Goldberr
L. H. Goldenson

A. F.

Wazman

Herman Weak

Knykendall

Nathan Tarn Ina

FrisclUa Lane.

Contracts

Hollywood, Sept.

CAPRA, ASTAIRE

PLANE TO N.Y.

FROM COAST

TWA

Broadway Department

Broadway Rose don"t have to worry about
ing steady company with a silkworm.

Ex-Vaude Strong Man
Now No. 1 Icelandic Host

—

One of Crosby's horses got so conceited, because he finally won a race,
his bridle doesn't fit him.
Saw them shoot a quickie picture the other day and the actors had just
enough time to remove their makeup after the last scene to make the
preview.
Republic is thinking of starring Cab Calloway in 'Jive Bomber."
There's a certain actress who punishes her children by taking

William West.

Hollywood, Sept.

Hollywood is the only place in the world where a girl has to decide
whether she wants a career or just one husband.
Pictures sure bring out the hidden talents of actors. Tracy invented the
electric light, Ameche Invented the telephone and now Errol Flynn comes
along and invents the oxygen helmet.
Illusio Department
Do you think BMI songs were the cause of Mack Gordon losing weight?
Woody Herman was requested by the management of the Palladium
not to play such intoxicating music because it was killing their liquor
sales.

Badlo Department
There's a certain radio comedian who is so tight-fisted whenever he has
a headache he listens to the Bayer Aspirin program.
There's No Truth to the Rumor
That Fred Astaire is taking dancing lessons from Arthur Murray. That
Fred Allen is writing Howard and Shelton's radio material. That William
Randolph Hearst is financing Orson Welles' next picture. That Jack Benny
wears a toupe made of Jello.

Hancnall Descriptions

Lana Turner: Sweeter in a sweater
Perc Westmore: Pan-Handler
Georgia Sothem: Southern Exposure
Abbott and Costello: A
.
modern Moss and Frye.
.

.

.

Conlin

& Glass
& Malone
& Donnelly

Erickson

shortages

supposed to shine.
Republic had to send 100 extras
home because Sol refused to shine
'Down Mexico Way.'

A PLAY
WAITS ON SCHULBERG

2.

Budd Schulberg, author of 'What
Makes Sammy Run,' has. several
Broadway legit production bids to

bond

fall

Vt.,

on

literature.

to

BEOADWAT' TESTS

GEORGE WASHINGTON

being tested for the role of 'Dr.

Is

Art Arthur
the

first in

George Washington waa the father and flrat prealdent of the
Hl« picture appears on the $1 banknote, of which
and COSTELLO arc Ihiportant coll«clorH, having groaied

trnJted States.

ABBOTT

stories.
is

writing script for

the series.

like

other

studios

completed with Don Ameche, Rosaand Kay Francis starred,
and comes up next in 'H. M. Pulham,
Esq.' and 'Johnny Eager.'
Robert
Taylor-Lana Turner will be starduoed In latter.

lind Russell

this

month

to start work
will take' him all
of the winter to com-

Figures

and most

it

Arline Returns
Hollywood, Sept.

Away from
years, Arline

2.

the screen for four

Judge returns

lywood as femme
Maxie Rosenbloom

to

Hol-

interest opposite
in 'Harvard,

Here

find

someone

to

make

the legit

adaptation of 'Sammy," or to colNolan
Roles
laborate with him on it during the
winter at Norwich, between his sesLloyd Nolan, originally slated for
sions on the new book.
the Michael Shayne role at 20th-Fox,
There has been only perfunctory is exchanging that part for an impor-

Swaps

2.

Rod Cameron, Canadian, being
grodmed for stardom at Paramount,
Broadway,' central figure for series
made from the Borden Chase

faced

Son of film producer B. P. SchulI Come" at Columbia.
berg planed to the Coast last week
Filming starts tomorrow (Wed.)
to attend the Billy Soose-Ceferino
Garcia fight Sept. 16 and will stay with Lew Landers directing and
as producing
In the meantime with Soose and his Wallace MacDonald
manager, Paul Moss, both friends of supervisor.
his.
When he returns east' he hopes

are out.'

to be

late
It.

plete.

to settle for 20 Uncle
total number of such get-

Parade had

ups which could be garnered in the
county. Wires to Chicago and New
York costumers had brought the response: 'Sorry. All our Uncle Sams

mag

Metro,

.

—

Hollywood, Sept.

Metro's Van Heflin Buildup

18 stars, 69 featured players and 34
Hollywood attention in role opposite
others under picture deals.
Five new names have been added Katharine Hepburn in stage version
during the past month,
Walter of 'Philadelphia Story," has been
Brooke, Adele Longmire, Ray Mont- handed two. important assignments
gomery, Phil Silvers and Kaaren
following his Metro break-in.
Verne.
He took his celluloid bow at Metro
in 'The Feminine Touch,' recently,

adapt the book for the stage, but Instead he wants to write a new nbvel
with a prizefight background. He'll
probably go to his place at Norwich,

'DE.

Browne

with a lack of leading men as its
Hollywood, Sept. 2.
Warner's personnel list has now major casting problem, js giving a
reached a total of 121, highest in the high-speed buildup to Van Heflin.
company's history. Figure includes New York legit player, who came to

they are running out of Uncle Sams.
With the theme of the CIO Labor
Day parade here national defense
bands were all ordered to strike up
on Irving Berlin's 'Any Bonds Today' it was planned to have SO Uncle Sams accompany the parade
handing out the defense stamp and

Sams —the

&

Cook & Oatman
Joe Darcey
thankfA the only trenches we have

2.

'SAMMY' AS
Sept

.

—

Morning mists in the last two
121 WARNER PLAYERS
weeks have been clouding production
and gumming up budgets on cow- Highest Fersonnel Boster In Studio's
poke films in San Fernando Valley
History Lists 18 SUrs
where the California sun is always

playdates

Detroit,

.

and is now a half-dollar-a-year man.
Went to a night baseball game in Hollywood. The outfielder had nothing to do and looked so lonely for nine innings Beatrice Fairfax sent him
a letter.
My brother (the inventive one) crossed a frankfurter with a reefer and
is selling them as mariweenes.
Whatever Became of
T

job

Afterpiece: Americans should be
in this country are on a movie set.

and Pantages

defense

.

.

.

Observations
Billy the Midget has just been appointed to a high-ranking Government

Shortage of Uncle Sams

other

away

their scratch sheets.

Rubin

plus his wrestling career, which included matches with Frank Gotch,
•when he was champ, and HackenEchmidt, enabled him to buy the
hotel

Among

to

She's keep-

Now that the summer season is
flown back to Capistrano.
Every time a certain comedian forgets a line in his routine the audience
prompts him.
Peggy Hopkins Joyce's latest boy friend won't marry her until he can
afford to divorce her in the manner to which she is accustomed.

Tierney

Sahotage Suspected?

•

Hollywood, Sept. 2.
Harry L,angdon, once a star in his
own right, signed up with Monogram
Reykjavik, Iceland, Aug. 26.
Adopted as unofficial clubhouse by for a series of pictures as a comic
British and now American officers teammate of Charlie Rogers, to be
quartered here. Hotel Borg, leading
produced by Barney Sarecky and
hostelry, intrigues Yank niilitary visDixon R. Harwin.
itors to Iceland's capital city because
Series starts Sept. 15 with 'Here
owned by A. Josefsson, jiu-jitsu expert and strong man, who made his We Go Again,' to be directed by

P

silk stockings.

over, the herrings at Grossinger's have

To Make 'Em Laugh Again

Money earned on such

From stockbroker

Georgie Price has returned to show business.
stock gags.

(Continued on page 62)

also appeared at Keith
vaudeville theaftes.

2,

five days on my new picture, 'Rise and Shine," and
it wasn't the biography of a bootblack.
In this picture I play the character known as 'Seabiscuit,' so Zanuck
took my dressing room away and gave me a stall.
"There are so many comedians in the picture, the only one doing straight
la the makeup man.
'Sun Valley Serenade' is now at Grauman's Chinese. My mother has
already seen the picture so many times she's become snowblind.
Took Jack Benny and Bope Hope to see the picture with me. Before
seeing it they congratulated me. After seeing the picture they congratulated each other.

Have been working

Holly woodiana

At Fort Monmontii, NJ.

Fort Monmouth, N. J., Sept, 2.
Kimbrough comes off a Texas
Another flock of Hollywood addiHe's been familiar with tions has been made to the rapidlyranch.
horses all his lite and rides as to the expanding Training Films Produclearning
been
he's
But
born.
saddle
tion Unit headquartered here. Among
to shoot a six-gun 'western' fashion the
newcomers is Dick Green
as part of the equipment for his pic- (brother of songwriter Johnny), who
They like his initial was an assistant director at Metro
ture chores.
Slingin'
20th.
at
much
showing very
and RKO and was with the field
football
professional
Sammy, playing
artillery in Texas before his transthis fall, will be cavorting between fer here.
By GEORGE FBOST
goalposts at the same time his starOther recruits are Steve Miller,
This was a big week for the skyring serial is on general playing time, writer-reader from Metro and 20thand
all
informs
Fox; Ben Eisenberg, writer; Richard hawks.
as Republic gleefully
Blank, writer at Metro; Dave Zimsundry.
Eddy Duchin planed into La GuarObserving these graduations from merman, indie shorts writer; Ray dia Field, N. Y., yesterday (2), from
of
Newark Morning
the chalk-striped arena to the silver Goldstone,
Latin-America aboard an Eastern
screen, otHfer top gridders who be- Ledger, and Ray Bullock from Unifilms
Air
Line cloud-chaser. He and his
versity of Southern California. All
lieve they will get the call to
next season are learning to ride, have been assigned to scenario de- band had appeared at Rio's Copatwirl and fan a gun, to make the partment.
cabana Casino.
Eleven new men have been added
quick draw and other refinements in
Monday saw American Airline
to the animation department. They
the art of being a saddle hero.
ships tote in. from Los Angeles,
Certain it is that film scouts will are Clarence Hartman, Frank Onait/be watching the grid grads this fall us. Art Moore and L.ars Calonius. Geraldine Douglas, actress; Director
for probable options on the more all from the Disney plant; Bruce Frank Capra and actor Joseph Shildcolorful, personable performers who Ellison, Chicago advertising illus- kraut.
might easily make the stellar grade trator; Hervey Armington, miniature
Sunday's (31) airport crowds saw
set modeler, and Lawrence Guttenin westerns. And, in as much as-the
Tyrone Power plane to L. A., while
army is likely to grab quite a few of tag, sign painter. There are also arrivals at the airport were Fred
two new inkers, Arnold Kivala, of
the younger huskies out of the stufrom L. A., and Betty MilAstaire,
the Fleischer studios, and Carmen
dios as weU as off the college grad
ler, 'Miss Wisconsin,' on her way to
Eletto, of Terrytoons.
ranks, the. scanning of the football
Speed-up in film making has been the Atlantic City beauty marts.
fields and the appraisal of the star
Abbott
and Costello, among those
sysso great recently that two-shift
performers there will be all the
route to the
tem has been instituted in the cut- who choose the
more intensive this fall.
West Coast this week, had the airting and editing department.
Many western stars and top char(Continued
on page 29)
acter and riding men have been *e-

living for years in the U. S. as such.
He toured with RingUng's circus and

Berle

just found out

.E. G.

James Cagney.

E. L.

:

Oscar Levant

Fred Astslre
Jos. Bernhard

Jaanita Hall

More H'wood Recruits

M >«»<

POINT
THE
»««««**«

Gridiron Cowi)oys Score Touchdown,

H'wood Picture Contracts the Goal

1941

3,

»»»»»»»««»»»»»»»»»4»«»»

25,000 of

them at the RKO Boston, Boston, lant v/r.c.k.
Personal Management oft EDWARD SHERKfAN

Hollywood

interest

in

the

screen

rights to 'Sammy." But in any
Schulberg would want it done

case,
first

as a play, figuring to cash in on
that way from both ends.

It

tant spot in

"Law and Order,

Inc.'

Job starts as soon as Nolan finishes his present chore In 'Bridges
Built at Night" at Warners.

Wednesdajt September

%ane

Gets

Then Shelves
Hollywood, Sept.

in Block Buy,
It;

2.

As if it were poison ivy, 'Citizen
Kane' has been bought, paid for and

DENNIS MORGAN SET

WGN

NBC BARS PROPAGANDA
With Heavy Bally- TUNES FROM SUSTAINERS
Safe,

Figure Playing
However, With

'Name' Players Best Bet
When It Is Reckoned
Grooming Novices Takes
Heavy Nut

Morgan, a tenor, was a band
singer before going into pix.
Fear of legal reprisals by William
Randolph Hearst and expected opB.O. CALLS
position by his newspaper is assigned as the cause for the dunking South America Seethes,
of 'Citizen Kane,' which deals with
By BILL BROGDON
the imaginary career of a journalResult of B.A. Theatre
Hollywood, Sept. 2.
Theatre operators have
istic tycoon.
Screen newcomers seem headed
not forgotten the trouble caused by
Fire 'Caused by Nazis' towards their biggest year during
lawsuits of Russian nobles over the
1941-42 as nearly every studio plans
picture based on the life of Rasputin,
the hatching of embi°yo actors and
they say.
Buenos Aires, Aug. 26.
actresses.
And the cost of popping
Whether independent exhibs will
houses.

THE TURN

take their chances on the filming of
'Citizen Kane' is still to be de-

termined.

Notables as ?ro-Red' in His New Book

DESPITE GAMBLE

Others

Dennis Morgan, Warner, contract
player, has been booked for nine
song concerts by
Concert Bubut on its eastern kin chain.
reau, starting in Chicago Oct. 4. FurNational Pictures, the Orson Welles
ther dates have been relegated bepicture is purchased but doomed to
cause of aim commitments.
go unscreened in a total of 515 film
vails,

Eugene Lyons Names Plenty of Film

20th-Fox Backing Unknowns

FOR 9 SONG CONCERTS

oblivion

to

NEW FICES

IliTRO

Hearst hre Feared

by Fox-West
Coast Theatres as one of the first
block-of-flve placed on sale by RKO
under the consent decree. Not only
on the Coast, where F-WC prerelegated

s

YEAR FOR HLM SPROUTS

BIG
F-WC

MISCEIXAMT

1941

3,

NBC is barring from its sustaining broadcasts any song that smacks
propaganda for .any cause.
Net has refused to allow any band
to clear the title 'V For Victory,' or
use the lyric on remote broadcasts.
of

Show Folks Affected
By

Myriad Hollywood names get mention as contributors to the Communist cause and as participants in
various Red front groups in Eugene
Lyon's new volume, 'The Red Decade."
Former N. Y. Times correspondent in Moscow and present

editor

of

American Mercury

esti-.

mates the film colony was 'milked'
of $2,000,000 for Communist purposes.

Lyons appears to find particular
glee in the support .given by the
picture folk to the fight of the Spanish people against fascism and even
draws the red herring across the
those whose sympathies were
with China and the sharecroppers.

trail of

Statute in Illinois

On Assumed Names

He quotes William

Bledsoe, editor of

the
Screen Guild
Magazine,
as
terming Hollywood social conscious'Communism with two butlers
Chicago, Sept.
and a swimming pool.'
New Illinois statute that makes It
Donald Ogden Stewart heads the
mandatory for all businesses operat- list of names mentioned by Lyons.
ing under an assumed name to regis- He's termed Hollywood leader with
2.

ness

Government investiga- new faces before the public will be
no small matter.
ter the right names of all owners 'fine lieutenants' rostered as Dudley
Moderno theatre in^ the provinIn fact, the tremendous expense of
Nichols, Francis Hackett, Humphrey
town of Cruz del Eje, Cordoba, debuting new players is one of the will take in actors, bands and acts, Cobb, Dalton Trumbo, Irwin Shaw,
because the house had been lent to main factors that has in the past according to the chief clerk of the Tess Slesinger, Sam Ornitz, Frank
organization, caused studios to hesitate in gam- County Court here. Clerk takes the Scully, Oliver H. P. Garrett, Boris
anti-totalitarian
the
Accion Argentina, has caused a bling on what is likely to be a los- position that all performers, acts or Ingster, Lillian Hellman, John How(Continued on page 29)
bands using professional names as
strong reaction throughout South
(Continued on page 12)
business names must register their
America. More than 60 were inArgentine

tion of charges that Nazis set fire to

the

cial

Sid Whipple,

New

Aide

To N.Y. World-Telly

Ed.,

jured in the blaze.
Two men, Jose Alvarez and Virgilio Dilacio, both employed by a big
German construction firm building
Appointment of Sidney B. Whip- a dam at Cruz del Eje, are under
ple, until recently drama critic of arrest, charged with having brought
the N. Y. World-Telegram, to the a bottle of chemicals into the theatre
post of assistant to the daily's exec- during a children's show and setting
utive editor, Lee B. Wood, has cre- it ablaze.
Kid sitting near by put
ated a vacancy for the drama post the finger on Alvarez, who admitted
that will be filled within the next striking a match, but said he was

Leaves Drama Post Open

lew

days.

Frank Farrell, amusement
shows

editor, meanwhile is covering
this week.

Indications are that the appoint-

ment will not be made from the
amusement staff. There are five
being considered for the post, one
of whom is from another newspaper.

BOONERS LIKE
Top

Vt

Legit

Dollar top theatre about to be
launched in New York is looked on
with favor by scenario-hunters for
major studios. Story editors see in
$1 top idea an important added test-

ing ground for scripts, which are always more easily judged when seen
on a stage than when read.
Plan of the theatre's operators is
to do new plays and frequently experimental ones, which appeals to
the film scouts.
Scheme is also to
put on a new show each four weeks,
moving the previous one to another
hou.se if it is successful. In this way
It is
conceivable that the $1 top
sponsors could have three or four
plays running at once.
On the other hand, astute Broad
wayites among the play scouts aren't
optimistic about the chances of the
low-priced theatre, which has been
tried before;
It is pointed out that
with a hit play it is possible to sell

while

on you

if

burned up the Nazis.
Argentina,
throughout
Papers
Uruguay and other LaUn

Chile,

Incident as
countries described the

20th's

and 'typical of Nazi
even before there was
that the Swat.ska

'outrage'

an

methods.'

much evidence
spielers

of

responsible.

were

Details
the
the

how mothers struggled toward
and how kids rushed along

exits,

over the seals to get out
widely
fire broke, were

aisles or

when the
commented

on.

are
Investigations of Nazi activities
several S. A.
currently under way in
Recent action o Bolma
countries.

attempted
in breaking up
by the ArNazi putsches, and probes
gentine Chamber of DeP"t'« ^^"^
Commit ee
Congressional
Uruguayan
formerly taking
have aroused many
while Fifth Columnists

and Chile

a

siesta

'

worked.

That Ole Itch

away.

CBS thrush
Chicago, Sept.

CBS

2.

thrush, has been

Bigned

by 20th Century-Fox, foltest made two weeks ago.
She reports for work about Sept.

lowing a
15.

Miss Evans has been a

CBS

staff

vocalist (or the past year and a half.
Deal on the Coast set by Joe Rivkin.

BIZ IN

End appears in
American

of the

U.S.

sight for activities
division of UFA,

Theatrical attorneys, however, feel
that this rule applies only to acts
which have their principal places of
Acts origbusiness in this state.
inating in other states would not be
bound by the laws of Illinois, and
would not have to register proper
names with the Illinois clerk.

JOE DIMAGGIO CLAN

C

Tuttle.

now prexy

2.

of

the

League, and
Pacific Coast Baseball
mags, is
former writer for fiction
business as the
breaking into the film
'Hashknile
yarns,
writer of two
Stevens.
Hartley' and 'Sleepy
Sunbeam
Tales will be filmed by
Prbductions,

starting

Hashwith
Fine ArU

the
knife' in October at
Nate Watt will pro duce.
studio.

BILL WHITES ADOPT SON

WB

'Smm IN WHITE

TO BE FILMED

IN

TEXAS

Fort Sam Houston, Tex., Sept. 2.
Warner Bros, making preliminary
plans for a Technicolor picture, 'The
Soldier in White,' to be largely filmed
at the base hospital here.
The picture will be centered around the life
of medical department specialists,

known

The

as 'soldiers in white.'

is now training about 300 specialists each month, and also conducts classes for medical and dental

school

officers.

Lieut.-Col. John J. Moore, commandant of the medical department
of the hospital, will be in charge of
willing to proarrangements here. Actors for the
and g.m., concerning the black outduce the picture under the auspices picture are expected here In six'
look for himself, his employes and
of a major studio or under financial
weeks.
the 15 or so theatres throughout the
steam arranged by himself.
country which use his product exLatest addition to the package is
clusively.
J. Carrol Naish, as patriarch of the
UFA did have a ses.sion with the DiMaggios on the San Francisco
crystal ball, however, Nitze admitted,
waterfront. Others are Joe, the big
that gave it sufficient tipofT on things boy
of the New York Yanks, his
It piled up several feato come.
wife, Dorothy Arnold, and his two
Trads Mark neRlateretf
tures last spring for release this fall. brothers, both of whom
rOtlNDED BT SIMn BIT.VERMAN
are also good
l>ubll»h«i] Weekly by VAlllGTV, lac.
With prospects of a drought by the ballplayers.
8l'l Sllvorman, Presldont
time cool weather set in, UFA played
1G4 Wast 4(11) Street, New Yorlt. N. T.
it cagey and saved what it could for
season,
audience-pulling
the
top
BunscniPTiON
ill
rather than releasing the pix during
Forclun
Dealt
Annual
)10
Hand;
26 Ccnla
SImkIo Coploa
the summer. Nitze stalls on saying
how many he has- on hand, but it is
110
Gives
Freer
Rein
No, 13
Vol. 143
not believed to be any great number.
It's as a result of this thrifty squirHollywood, Sept, 2.
rel technique, therefore, that the
Samuel Ooldwyh and William
Deutsche theatres are now showing
Advance Production Chart. 18
New Wyler made a new deal permitting
their patrons familiar stuff.
48
Band Routes
York showcase, for instance, the 98th the director to work on two outside
56
Bills
Previous pact has
Street, has a double-feature of oldies. pictures a year.
61
Chatter
It recently replaced 'Sieg im Westen' been exclusive.
Concert
Wyler's first outsider under the
('Victory in the West') with 'Feld15
Exploitation
zugim Polen' ('Campaign in Poland') new contract is 'Mrs. Miniver,' star29
Chart
Booking
Film
and 'Blitzkrieg im Westen' ('Blitz- ring Greer Garson, at Metro.
8
Film Reviews
krieg in the West'), dualled. That's
18
Showings
Film
Trade
a pretty hard dose to take— about
63
Forum
three solid hours of marching Ger54
Reviews
House
of
Detour
man soldiers, tanks and guns.
-60
Inside Legit
Customs authorities are holding up
49
Inside IVusic
the new pictures while they 'inHollywood, Sept. 2.
48
Inside Orchestras
vestigate the possibility that they
Universal put 'It Started with
31
Inside Pictures
would incite to riot.' That's about Adam' back before the cameras to36
laside Radio
the only legal ground.? they have for day after losing several days while
12
International News
Holdup, Deanna Durbin recovered from a serefusing to release them.
60
Literati
however, is said to be a delaying vere cold.
57
Legitimate
action until Congress gets around lo
Picture, Joe Pasternak's finale as
49
Music
a law embargoing the pix. Among a Universal producer before moving
55
New Act
the epics in the Customs vaults is a over to Metro, still has seven days
51
Night Clubs
Goebbels super-special, 'Bismarck,' of filming before the windup.
52
Night Qlub Reviews
which compares Hitler, with the
62
Obituary
notorious Prussian ruler-soldier and
45
Orchestras
finds the latter no match.
Quentin
4
Pictures

commented George

Nitze,

UFA

prez

Croldstone,

who

is

New

Wyler

Him

INDEX

.

End

Hollywood, Sept.

W

Dale Evans,

among

local

a play doesn't catch

can't give the tickets

FOR

A SPOT

DANGLED AS

Nazis that 'something would be done.'
recently
Fact that the house also
showed a Russian picture further

seats at much more than $1, so
there's no use limiting one's self to
that,

heard

were

threats

Cradle

For Film Scripts

IN

midst of German film distribs. Outfit is curpro and rently reduced to having its accounts
PIC BAIT
play repeat engagements of pix alanti-democrats both strong in the
ready released here, while U. S. Cusfor some
battling
section having been
a toms authorities show no sign of reArgentina,
Hollywood, Sept. 2.
Accion
When
time.
leasing the 12 new Reich films and a
has
Practically
whole
DiMagglo
the
which
group
militant, year-old
number of newsreels and shorts they family, with baseball, romance and
almost 1,000,000 followers in this are now holding.
intermingled in a screenplay, is
country secured the use of the theaWe don't look into the future,' fish
being
package
by Nat
offered
as
a
picls,
show of anti-dictator
tre for a

IT

Favored As

just lighting a cigaret.
Incident occurred in the
considerable local tension,

proper name.

UFA

—
—
—
—
—

—
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William C. Whites (Ruth
baby boy,
Morrisi have adopted a
Post
Metro's
ve
HAEEIET PAHSONS, PBOD.
now one year old, whom they
White. They
William Post has been plucked by
Hollywood, Sept. 2.
tagged William Michael
Harriet Parsons makes her debut first got the tot about a month ago, Metro from cast of 'My Sister Eileen,'
He's being sent
as an associate producer at Republic but kept mum about it until all the Broadway legiter.
with 'Mattie Harrigan,' based on her papers were signatured and every- to the Coast under the standard sixown story and starring Judy Canova. thing was legal.
months-with-options termer for a
Yarn is a hillbilly version of the
Mrs. White thinks the kids an role in 'Steel Cavalry.'
Mata Hari spy I'heme, with songs and angel exclaiming: 'He cries only
He worked at RKO in several
dances.
minor parts couple years ago.
when we do the wrong thing!'

San

Kale

The

Wm.

Hollywood, Sept.

2.'

aiding a Hollywood
ca.sh for prisoners
at California's San Quentin. La West
has addressed a plea to all studios
asking donations be sent either to
her or direct to the stale big house
in care of Warden Clinton Duffy.
Money will be used for prizes to
prisoners for meritorious work.

Mae West

is

drive to collect
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Colunmists Fidler, Hopper

(Parsons

'Invited') to

Government

Wednesday, September

p^ftlETY

PICTUBE8

Appear Before

Propaganda

Probers

Hollywood, Sept. J.
Jack Townley, writer who performed an emergency operation as
director of the Billy

Conn

ternately

Just Sensitive

Hollywood, Sept. 2.
Fidler, syndicate columnand radio commentator on tidings
ol the film industry, was subpoenaed
by wire to appear in Washington

on, Townley works alas a writer and a direc-

tor.

Jimmie

Hollywood, Sept.

2.

In a major studio story huddle,

wiih high exec!!, producers and
writers draped around the council table, somebody suggested the
production of 'The Flying Dutchman,' a sea mystery of ancient
days, naturally with a background in Holland. High exec
nixed the idea.
'Wheeler and Nye,' he explained, 'would accuse us of antiNazi propaganda.'

Sept. 8 to testify before the Clark
sub-committee of the Senate inter-

commerce committee investialleged war propaganda by
and motion picture companies.
Along "with Louella O. Parsons,
Hedda Hopper and other columnist.<>,
Fidler was originally extended an
'invitation' to Washington but dertate

gating

air

clined with the explanation that his
syndicate and radio work would pre-

vent his appearance. The subpoena,
by telegraph, ordered him to ap-

FOX GIVES GUN
TO BIG BUDGET
'FURY'
Hollywood, Sept. 2.
20th-Fox today started rolling on

If not, he was told,
he would be served by the U.S. Marshal in the Los Angeles district.

pear, or else.

ILLIAN GISH RESIGNS

AMERICA HRST GROUP

violation may
Fidler
penalties.

Hollywood, Sept. 2.
various
Lillian Gish resigned last week
sent back word that he would accept
from the America First committee.
the subpoena and appear at the inhere to Chicago to
from
went
vestigation if he is provided with She
transporatlon and living quarters In deliver her resignation in person to
Washington.
General Robert Wood. In the letter
Expenses OK
she stated that she did not believe
Under Senate biir 159, passed last that the organization would function
January, the Interstate Commerce as it has when she joined, and she
Committee is empowered to give ac- was not going to be used as a cat'scess to its funds for use by sub- paw by it to testify against the motion 152,
result in

and that

its

committees, thereby making it legal
to cover expenses entailed by subpoenas.
Kedda Hopper, currently on vacation in Canada, failed to answer the
and was
immediately,
Invitation

tion picture industry.
Bow-out was accepted.

L.

A.

TO

N. Y.

Fred Astaire.
Fred Beetson.
Irving Berlin.
Clara Blandick.

a personal appearance. scheduled in
Dixon, 111.. Sept. 15. It is not known
•whether she accepted the invitation.

OK

Shine.'

First-named has a budget of $2,according to the studio. TyOthers
rone Power tops the cast.
are Maureen O'Hara, George San-

000,000,

ders, Roddy McDowall, John Carradine, Virginia Gilmore, Elsa Lanchester, Harry Davenport and Dudley Digges. John Cromwell directs.

Sets for the picture cost $135,000
it has the longest shooting sched69 days, of any 20th-Fox proPhilip
duction in several years.
Dunne wrote the screenplay from
'Benjamin Blake,* novel by Edison
Marshall.

and

ule,

Frank Capra.
Harry Carey.
Bing Crosby.
J. Cheever Cowdin.
Doug Dawson.
Reginald Denny.

For

Favorable impression she created
in a personal appearance at preem
of 'Parachute Battalion' in Atlanta
a couple weeks ago determined RKO
to send Dorothy Comingore on a
Player was in New York
p.a. tour.
last week, from where she went to
Boston and Washington prior to her
return to the Coast on Sunday (7)
to begin work in 'Valley of the Sun.'
Miss Comingore wasn't in 'Parachute Battalion' but was sent to Atlanta for general publicity purposes,
Rest of the tour was buildup for
'Citizen Kane,' in Which she made
her initial screen appearance after

having served with Orson Welles in
the Mercury Theatre.
Determined to get roles to her lik
Ing, she has already undergone two
suspensions in the short time since
RKO pacted her. She is anxious to
don title part in RKO's version of

Theodore

N.Y. to L.A.
Al Daft.
Jock Lawrence.
Harpo Marx.
Tyrone Power.

Budd Schulberg.
Maj. Albert Warner.

Vera Zorina.

Financial differences are reported
•s the cause of Clark's resignation.
to Paramount from Re-

He moved

Kozinsky Bros, to Mono
Hollywood, Sept. 2.
Kozinsky brothers. Franklin and
Maurice, who produced 'Paper Bullets'

independently,

Monogram

to

signed

make on*

with

film,

'I

Killed That Man.'
Phil Rosen directs from script by
Ctorge Bricker.

As

ested in Involving the United
States in war.'
'No more false and shameful
accusation could be made, striking as it does not only at the loyalty of the persons concerned,
but at the quality and extent xjf
their personal patriotism to' a

country and cause in which they
so vitally and sincerely belffcve.
This accusation is baseless. It is
resented and indignantly denied.

order that your Committee
may prepare lor its hearings on
this Resolution, it seems proper
that you be advised of the position of the motion picture indusr
'In

try.

"The Industry will prove that
the charges made against it are
wholly unsupported by the facts

and constitute an unjustified attack upon, and challenge, to, the
fundamental American principle
of freedom of expression.
'We have been accused of u.sing the screen 'as an instrurnent

Government propaganda.' We
conceive it to be the obligation
and duty of the industry to cooperate in every way with our
Government in connection with
the National Defense Program
recommended by the President
and adopted by the Congress of
the United SUtes.

of

'To yield to the demand that
picture makers ignore the fact
that we live in an era of destruction and tyranny that surpasses
the blackest period of barbarism,
that all the principles upon
which American life is based are
being destroyed in a great part
of the world, would best serve
the purposes and interests of the
most bitter enemies of our way
of life. There can be no compromise by the industry with respect to thU issue.'

medium through -which

fine

'a

to

teach Americanism to the youth ol
Most ol the films are
being shown under the sponsorship
ol the V.F.W.
'We hope that more films ol this
type will be produced by film companies so that more people will,
through seeing these films, realize
some of the sacrifices that have gone

our country.'

into

making

this

country ol

an

President

Roosevelt's

foreign

poll

cies and
action in

an adherent for unity of
America for full aid to
Britain and speedy national defense.
Willkie will lace a committee of
senators who are overwhelmingly
isolationist in their views. Only one
of their number, S^n. Ernest W.
MacFarlane (Dem., Ariz.) is a supothers,

.

a debatable matter.

He

is

is

not likely,

ours,*

at the
ment.'

same

tirne assist

our Govern-

also gave a pat on
the back to the radio industry which,
they said, had given them $250,000

The veterans

-worth of radio time free last year
in order to aid the V.F.W.'s Ameri-

canism program.

Sen. Clark Assures

Fibn Biz of 'Ample

Tnne for

Rebuttal'

Washington, Sept.

2.

Ample opportunity for the picture
industry to offer all the rebuttal testimony it desires, after the committee

gets

through

with

its

own

quizzing, was promised by Senator
D. Worth Clark, .Idaho Democrat,

at a huddle with Charles C. Pettijohn, general counsel of the Motion
derstand that their, services for na- Picture Producers & Distributors of
tional
defense have set a high America, Inc., and Austin C. Keough,

standard for other industries.
Entry ol Willkie into the Iray
climaxed a week of numerous conferences preparatory to the Washington investigation.
Some confusion was reported because a committee subpoena had been served on
Nicholas M. Schenck, president ol
Loew's, to appear as a witness. Subsequently, it was explained that service of the subpoena was premature
and had been ordered as a matter
ol routine because ol delay in advising Chairman Clark ol the film

Hollywood, Sept. 2,
Shooting on 'The Lady Is Willing'
indefinitely,
has Seen postponed
awaiting the recovery of Marlene
Dietrich, who fractured an ankle on
the set when she fell while protect
ing an infant in her arms.
Ankle will be in a cast for at least
a month, but Miss Dietrich will be
able to work sooner in close-ups
Industry's roster ol willing witMitchell Leisen, producer-director at
nesses.
Other top executives had
Columbia, has doused all lights to
been listed lor subpoenas but none
await further developments.
was served lollowing a meeting In
Washington on Saturday (30) between Clark and Keough, who outlined the plans lor voluntary coop-

'Indignantly Denies'

propaganda 'designed' to incite
the American people to war and
that the alleged propaganda 'is
in the hands of groups inter-

public with Siegel.

Gam

Stymies Filming on lady'

recently

.

Hellinger's first -production,
and Shine,' adapted from
Thurber's 'My Life and Hard

Dietrich's Bosted

Pickford.
Charles D. Prutzman.
Claude Rains.
Sol C. Siegel.
Dr. Irving Somach.

'You have invited me to appear before your Sub-committee
proposed
Senate
considering
Resolution 152, and as you have
been advised, I welcome the opportunity to do so.
'The Resolution is based upon
charges that the motion picture
industry has been engaged in

In the Sol C. Siegel unit at Para-

Claudette Colbert

Mary

Powwow

mount, pulls out Sept. 13 after six
months on the lot. 'Fly By Night,'
flnislied, was the last of five
Alms on which he worked.

'

praise were Warntfs' 'Service Wllh
the Colors' and 'Meet the. Fleet,*
which the V.F.W. said had furnished

William L. Wilson, chairman ol
the charges contained in the Senate said
film committee.
resolution.
Latter group included the patriotic
'I leel that perseverence and a deHerbert Freston, Mendel Silberberg
and Maurice Benjamin, latter of termined effort on the part ol all ol
Loeb St Loeb. Los Angeles attorneys. us will result in our spreading the
doctrine otAmericanism through the
Isolatlonlstio Committee
outspoken supporter of length and breadth of our land and

however, to raise the issue, so deLinda Darnell and Jack termined Is he that the film indusOakie top the cast. Allan Dwan is try's record of the past 18 months
directing.
will completely explode opposition.
He has given the film leaders to un-

Striking the keynote of the film
industry's position towards the impending senatorial investigation of
'war propaganda' films. Will H. Hays,
Warners'
president of the MPPDA, in a letter
addressed to Senator D. Worth
Hollywood, Sept. 2.
Clark, subcommittee chairman, deMaj. Albert Warner arrived Satur- clared the accusation 'is resented and
day (30) for conferences with his indignantly denied.' Missive was
brothers, Harr^ and Jack.
dated Saturday (30) and was in reHe returns east next weekend to sponse to an invitation to Hays to
testify before the Senate investigatappear before the subcommittee.
ing committee.
Hays wrote:

Hollywood, Sept. 2,
Colbert Clark, associate producer

from a visit with friends in New
Hampshire, and met with film executives through Sunday evening and
nearly all day Monday.
In the group that surveyed the
situation with Willkie were Austin
C. Keough, chairman of the law
committee of the Motion Picture
Producers & Distributors of AmerInc; J. Robert Rubin (Loew's)
and Joseph H. Hazen (WB), and
representative of the Motion Picture
Producer's Assn., of Hollywood, who
had come east for the purpose of
coordinating the Industry's answer to

Times.'

Drei.>!er's 'Sister Carrie.'

Clark Scrams Siegel

starring

2.

produced by War-

ner Bros, were given high praise in
mark his first public appearance as a report by a special committee ol
private counsel since he re-entered
the Veterans of Foreign Wars which
law practice following l:ist fall's
campaign, was reached on last Sat. ended a five-day convention heie
He returned to New York Friday (29). Singled out for special
(30).

committee on interstate commerce

'Rise

James

Arthur W. Kelly.
Marion Kirchner.
Beth Lonergan.
Victor Moore.

Hays

Patriotic films

1:

Mark

Matty Fox.
Mrs. Jules Girden.

SoRKOSetsPJLTour

sConttnued from p«Kc

and John Payne, also started today.
Henry King directs. George Barnes
Tess Slesinger
is first cameraman.
and Frank Davis wrote the screenplay from the Philip Dunning-Philo
Higley play of the same name.
The other one to get the gun is

Jimmy Durante.

Publicity Personals,

Philadelphia, Sept.

WiHkie Defends Pix

The
porter of the Administration.
in addition to Clark, are
Homer T. Bone (Dem., Wash.) and
the two Republicans, Charles W.
and
Wayland
Tobey, N. H.,
C.
Brooks, 111.
Willkie is said to subscribe to the
belief that the unprecedented Senatorial procedure of holding a hearing by a sub-committee to ascertain
if charges will support a more thorough investigation by ti\e Senate

'Day,'

also sent a summons by wire. Louella O. Parsons will be in the east
around the time of the hearing, with

Dot Comiogore

three big productions, 'Son of Fury,*

'Renriember the Day' and 'Rise and

Fidler
attorney,
his
Consulting
learned that, the telegraphic sumitMns is legal, under Senate resolu-

and Radio's Free Time

Patriotic Pix

picture,

'The Pittsburgh Kid,' at Republic,
has been rewarded wilh a new contract by Herbert J. Yates, headman
of the organization.

From now

ist

1911

Veterans of Foreign Wars Laud WB s

Hot Dice!

Summoned

3,

eration and information.
Whether additional film leaders
will appear before the committee
than previously programmed is a

the Paramount attorney serving as
chairman of the industry's self-defense committee. Trio had heads together most of the morning Saturday (30), with Peltijohn and Keough
individual
offering to bring any
wanted from ranks ol companies
making up the Hays organization.
The committee expects to spend all

time the first week hearing the
So lar, that comprises
only Senators Gerald P. Nye, North
Dakota Republican, and Bennett
Champ Clark, Missouri Democrat,
uncompromising members of the isoFilm
lationist bloc high command.
figures won't be put in the witness
chair until Monday (15), whjle no
arrangements have been
definite
made for going into radio's conduct
and the way commentators have
handled the war-peace hot potato.
its

'prosecution.'

'Inconvenient' for Fidler

Only person known

to

have been

now left to WiUkie's discre- subpoenaed, besides Nick Schenck,
Listed to testify, however, are was columnist Jimmy Fidler. SumWill H. Hays. Walter Wanger, presi- mons was issued after Senator Worth
dent of the Academy ol Motion Pic- Clark had a reply that the colture Arts and Sciences, Y: Frank umnist-commen' t or could not coninvitation.
the
Freeman, president ol the Motion veniently
accept
Picture Producers Assn., of Holly
Commenting merely that he had been
wood, Barney Balaban, Darryl F. led to believe the committee could
Zanuck and George J. Schaefer, get much valuable information from
chairman ol the industry's general Fidler, Clark said he was not parcommittee on national delense.
ticularly desirous of going into the
the squawks about CBS restrictions
on free criticism. Instead, he felt
the probers ought to have the benefit
Mitchell
of general knowledge of Hollywood
conditions that a veteran legman
could provide. Fidler attracted atHollywood, Sept. 2.
Thomas Mitchell, hurt in a horse tention to himsell by sending nuand-buggy crash last spring, goes merous Senators copies of his indictmatter
tion.

Thomas

hack

to

work next week

Back

at

RKO

•Joan ol Paris,' with Michele
gan, French
importation, as

lemme

in

Morthe

ment

in the

CBS, which was published
Congressional Record at Sen-

of

ator Nye's request.

Lacking funds to hire a special
Picture starts Sept. 8, with David force, the Senate committee is not
Hempstead producing and Robert working up any case of its own.
Stevenson directing.
Rather, Chairman Clark is letting
Nye and Clark ol Missouri prepare
data to back up accusations in the
BOSSmO
B£AINCHILD
and has
investigation
resolution
given major producers latitude to
Hollywood, Sept. 2.
First executive job by Felix Jack
submit synopses of any pictures dealson, new associate producer at Uni- ing with the controversial peaceversal, is "The Llle ol Thomas New- war topic, Clark wrote for informasom,' his own screenplay.
tion about the features that might
Filming starts late this fall, with treat this theme and said he'd like
Jackson working under production descriptive matter, without singling
supervision of Bruce .Manning, his out any films as "horrible examples
former writing partner.
ol warmongering.'
star.

OWN

Wednesday, September

AND

'PULL'
Always 6 Fix

PI€TUIIES

1941

8,

'PACKAGE' EVIL

Work Is WB's Way

in

Reported

To Insure Constant Product Flow
Efforts to smooth out the lulls and
humps in Warner Bros.' production,
so that the distribution department
product
is assured a smooth flow of
well in advance of release, as re-

Stevens Kept Jumping

To

New York

to

over

Ten Percenter Gimmick

Four Biggies

Hollywood, Sept.

2.

George Stevens, currently directing the Katharine Hepburn-Spencer
Tracy picture, 'Woman of the Year,'

the

Plan calls for minimum
of half-dozen pix before the cameras
every working day.
High mark of the year is currently being hit with 11 features on
the stages. Twelve more go in the
next two months, with 12 additional
In preparation for the two months
following. Three went into producweekend.

tion yesterday (Tuesday).
'You're in the Army Now,'

(If

Selling

Metro moves over to Columbia as
producer and director of 'Mr. Twilight,' when he washes, up his Culver City chore.
Cary Grant and Jean Arthur costar in 'Mr. Twilight,' second and
at

the producer-director stint for
Stevens at Columbia. First of the
are two-picture deals was 'Penny Seren-

tacts of

They
'Remem-

ade.'

By ABTHDR

work are 'Male Animal,'

•Died With Their Boots On,' 'Kings
Through the Night,'
Row,** 'All
•Bridges Built at Night,' 'Man Who
Came to Dinner,' 'Captains of the
Clouds' and 'The Body Disappears.'
Scheduled for an early start are
•Always in My Heart,' 'Background
to Danger,' 'Night Freight,' 'Manhattan Fury,' 'Bad Men of Montana,'
'Here Come the Girls,' "The Man
Kill' and 'The Damned
Don't Cry.'
In the preparatory stage for November-December lensing are 'Jook
Girl,' 'Mark Twain,' 'Yankee Doodle
Dandy,' 'Rhapsody in Blue,' 'Night
Before Christmas,' 'Dust to Dust,'
'Gentleman Jim,' 'Men of Iron,'
'Mississippi Belles,' 'Up at the ViUa,'
'In This Our Life' and 'Saratoga

They Couldn't

Trunk.'
Par's 11 at the Post
Hollywood, Sept. 3.
Paramount has 11 new pictures
Elated to go in the next two months,
starting off with 'Tombstone,' costarring Richard Dix and Frances

Other September starters

'The

Lady Has

Gun

Plans,'

for Hire,'

"The

Tor

pedo Boat' and 'Prison Windows.'
October slate calls for "The Wizard
of Arkansas,' 'Out of the Frying Pan,
•True to the Army,' 'Holiday Inn,
Take a Letter, Darling' and 'Mr. and
Mrs. Cugat.'

EZZEU SUCCEEDING
ESPY AS GOLDWYN Yf

.

Marvin

Hollywood, Sept. S.
head of Goldwyn

Ezzell,

Studios, Inc., for the past five years,
has been named v.p of Goldwyn
Productions, Inc., succeeding to the
spot to be vacated by Reeves Espy.

EzzeU will

fiU

both Jobs temporarily,

new head Is named.
Espy moves out next week under

until a

a friendly agreement with
Goldwyn
to become producer of
pictures
under supervision of Sol Lesser at

A

RKO.

WELLES SEWS UP
ENTIRE PATHE

UNGAB

Hollywood, Sept 8.
Progress of a producer in Hollyis mostly determined by his

ability

are

Executive Changes

Any) Won t Happen Before Dec. 15

Arthur Landan, Ex-Agent,
Joins

RKO

as Breen Aide

Aollywood, Sept. 1.
Arthur Landau, after as years in
the agency biz, ha* joined RKO ai
an aide to Jo* Breen. I^andau was
one of th« outstanding agents, a
specialist In handling writers and
stories. He was a partner in Small-

Landau

MUST TAKE THE CRUMBS

last of

kok

Fleet's In,' 'This

'Connections'

Keeps Producer Talents
and Genius Under Wraps

wood

Gifford.

of

Stars, Writ-

Directors as Parcel,
Plus Lack of Social Con-

ber Tomorrow' and 'Wild Bill HicRides.'
Others in

Own

RKO

ers,

by consent decree selling,
were made in confabs at the studio
from which sales chief Grad Sears
quired

returned

Pilot

to get talent, directors and
writers for the material he is going
to produce. Many Individuals In pro-

duction ranks

who

are

making

Co.,

and

later

had

his

own

As

Riyal to Ex-Hubby

Hollywood, Sept. 2.
Maria Korda, first wife of Alexander Korda, United Artists producer,
,

w

going into the film production
business on her own, with a company
to be known as M. Maxine Korda
Productions.

Recent
court
contract,
which
cleared up the old marital disagreement, gave Maria Korda an Income
of $1,250 a month under life Insurance annuities; $15,000 to clear title
to Jewels, and legal expenses of
$4,500.

Harpo Back West
Hollywood, Sept. 2.
Harpo Marx returns to the/ Coast
next Sunday (7) after spendmg the

summer in the east playing several
strawhat engagements.
Silo appearances included blaying
1

Ijimself in

The Man Who C^me

to

Dinner,' with George S. Kaufman
and Moss Hart, and 'The Yellow
Alexander Woollcott.

Jacket," with

RKO—

Reported exec changes at
if
they are coming won't occur before about Dec. 15, It has been
learned. Board meeting slated originally for June 15, and postponed,
will be held around that time. Report will also be presented at th*
meeting on completion of almost
two years operation by RKO sine*
it came out of reorganization proceedings.
That occurred in midJanuary, 1040.
Scheduled to have their stewardship reviewed. In addition to prez

—

He was agent for both Marie George J. Schaefer,
are Malcolm
Dressier arid Jean Harlow imtll their
Kingsberg, exec v.p. of Keith-Albee
deaths.
Orpheum, and Leon Goldberg, secLikely that Landau will devote
retary of the same subsid, which
time to writers and story material
controls
theatre operations.
suggestions for Breen.
biz.

RKO

Kingsberg and Goldberg originally
came into the far-flung Radio-Keith-

SELZNICK,

S. F.

inter-

mediate pictures today are better
qualified for upper bracket production duties than a good portion of

HOUSE ON UA

those that are turning out the socalled 'A' product.

Orpheum subsid structure via the
Mike Meehan interests, which they
represented.
With Meehan having
been bought out, the two execs are
on their own and subject purely to
the board's appraisal of their work.
Sfchaefer's departure from RKO
after the board conclave continues to
be freely rumored In the Industry,
although there has never been one

But the former have not the
proper connections. Even though
whit of Intimation by a member of
they were assigned to handle the
the board or anyone else who actu'A' or topnotch type of production,
ally could be counted in the know
many of them would not hazard the
bearing out the rumors.
In fact,
Hollywood, Sept 1 . anything that has been indicated has
chance, fearing that all they would
Hollywood, Sept. 2.
have is the assignment but not the
David
impending
been
to the contrary and It Is unof
the
Discussion
Orson Welles' next Mercury Pro- ingredients
to put into it for the O. Selznick deal and approval of the derstood Schaefer is being offered a
duction, The Magnificent Amberfinished product.
pact for acquisition of the United new five-year termer, although with
sons,' gets under way at the RKOThere are many reasons for this. Artists theatre, San Francisco, were six-month options.
Pathe lot in Culver City Sept, 18. One
is social.
Another, the lack of top subjects on the agenda at the
With that in production, and with sufficient intimate
acquaintance
with
meeting of United Artist owners here
follow
three more Welles pictures to
top rung stars or directors, or no in- today (Tuesday).
Question of seimmediately, he will have all the
side contact with an
agent who lecting a president for the company
available space on the lot tied up.
is handling important personalities was
also up for discussion, it Is
is
present,
at
David O. Selznick,
within the ranks of the industry.
20TH; 5 PIX
understood.
but
he
studio^
the
same
quartered at
Hollywood has many producers,
In town for huddles with owners
can't get started there because Welamong the major plants today, who Mary Pickford, Charles CHiaplin and
les has precedence on the space.
Hollywood, Sept S.
thrive and succeed on nothing but Alexander Korda before, during and
With 20th-Fox since 1938 as assoacquaintanceship and contact.
after the executive session, were
Most vital, of course, is the high- Arthur W. Kelly, operating head, ciate producer, Harry Joe Brown
ENGLISH PIC bracket name or names who head and Edward C. Raftery, counsel and checked off the lot following coma picture cast. Then come the di- secretary of U. A. Kelly came In at pletipn of 'Wild Geese Calling.'
Five productions, originally asrectors and top
writers.
In the the end of last week and Is expected
studios there is always one, two or to
(Wednesday) signed to Brown, are being releave tomorrow
more individuals in the producer night.
Raftery arrived yesterday assigned to other producers. They
Hollywood, Sept I.
group who are 'political' enough to (Monday) from Nashville, where he are 'Sioux City,' 'One Night In
Bucharest,' 'Down to the Sea In
Production of 'Cheyenne' has been have a star, director or writer under had been representing UA in the
Ships,' 'Lucky Baldwin' and 'Dedeferred indefinitely by Walter Wan- obligations to them. Too, they may Crescent (Tony Sudekum) trial.
have an agent who Is also in the
UA owners were expected to give layed Action.'
ger, who is tied up by a deal with
same
spot.
deal
by
which
comtheir
approval
to
'Eagle
of
shooting
the
in
Argosy
Agent Tleup
partner
the
Frisco
pany
becomes
in
not
does
and
England
Squadron' in
The agent tieup is an Important house. Details following a hitch In
want two pictures In work at the one. For
Par Inks Robinson, Boyer,
a great number of the original negotiations, were worked
same time.
top-spot producers place themselves out in a flying visit to S. F. by Harry
During the lull, Winston Miller
McCrea for bales'
under the guidance of 10%ers. Some Buckley, UA v.p., who will be In
the
polishing
and Nancy Gross are
probably need them, while others charge of company's Impending ciran
on
script of 'Cheyenne,' based
might not, to transact negotiations cuit.
Hollywood, Sept 2.
original by William Rankin. Wanger and biz with their employers. Howlast
Theatre
opening,
slated
for
scoring
Charles Boyer, Edward G. Robinmeanwhile is supervising the
ever, all seem to realize that having Thursday (28), according to newsson and Joel McCrea were tied by
of his latest completed picture. 'Sun- a friendly or Intimate agency connecbillboards, was postpaper
ads
and
Boris Morros as the flrst three of IS
down,' slated for release by United tion and paying it commission means
poned when negotiation! hit the
Artists.
that the agent will go out of his way snag. Plans now are to unveil it next principals for seven episodes in Tales
to see that the producer progresses week with the pictures originally of Manhattan,' to be produced this
and gets the right material and scheduled, 'Major Barbara,' (Pascal- autumn by Paramount
Story deals with the adventures of
GOLDWYN'S TAKE
talent for his production.
UA) and 'Tanks a Million' (Roachwearers of an evening suit worn by
Though this system has its ad- UA).
Over $100,000 Rental From 'Foxes' vantages in the agent who handles
Herman Cohen,' who hod operated various characters In the picture.
at Musio Hall
star talent in all branches of the the house independently since aoindustry, favoring his producer client qulring Jo* Schenck's interest five
Blumenthars
Rental obtained by Samuel Gold- in delivering freelance topnotch per- years ago, wiU receive around Par
as well as influencing top $150,000 for it UA wUl own a S0%
wyn from the Music Hall, N. Y., on sonalities,
London Suit Settled 1st
calibre people who are under con- share of it, with th* oth*r 60% being
run
Foxes'
Little
first week of 'The
tract on the lot where the producer divided between D. J. McNerney,
Paramount
Pictures applied to N. Y.
there, was $34,000, not a record but is employed to work in his particular UA's S. F. exchange head, and Joe supreme court yesterday (Tuesday)
near it. Second week, winding up current assignment. It also has its Blumenfeld, who ar* also partners for permission to hold up all proceedin numerous other operations.
in
Benjamin Biumenthal's
ings
(Wednesday), which in- drawbacks.
tonight
These disadvantages sometimes
Buckley flew to th* Coast from $965,000 suit against It, until such
cludes the upped admish prices of kick back on the producer, for he
New York early last week and re- time as Biumenthal's similar action
the Labor Day holiday, will prob- may be persuaded from time to time turned east over th* weekend. He In London is deterjnined. The proably produce around $38,000 in film by his agent to not only cast per- was in Los Angeles on Friday (29) moter claims Par backed down on
That means that a total of sons whom latter is anxious to get in to bring down final papers and out- a deal whereby he secured a purrental.
whom the line operations to the owners.
British
Paramount's
chaser
for
weU in excess of $100,000 will be his picture, but others
wing and feels
theatre holding;^.
turned over by the M. H. to RKO, agent has under his
the package.
Blumenthal says ha was hired in
Goldwyn's distribs, for a minimum should be included in
again one will find that the
August, 1938, by Paramount with
run offour weeks. Holdover beyond Then
1ST the understanding the "money was
will cajole his producer client
that also appears possible on basis of agent
into taking not only his personally
to be at least £2,300,000. The purcurrent strong biz.
chaser Blumenthal says he secured
RKO's deal with the Hall for slugged name talent but a director,
he may not feel
wa£ willing to pay £2,500,000 but
'Foxes' is similar to that of other and writers whom
qualified to work on
Paramount allegedly backed out
distribs on most pictures that play are perfectly
Hollywood, Sept. 1
He does this because the
It calls for 25% rental his script.
the house.
'Shanghai Gesture' went Into work
way
on gross up to $80,000, 30% to $90,- agent tells him it is the perfect
package, at the same at the Hal Roach studio ai Arnold
000 and 50% on everything over that. to wrap up his
Pro Tern
he Pressburger's first job tmder his re Jed Harris'
Subtracted from the rental is a few time subtly hinting that should
pro leasing deal with United Artists.
thousand dollars' advertising allow- shy away from the bundle the
ducer might find it all unwrapped Josef Von Sternberg directs, with
ance by the producer.
Hollywood, Sept 2.
Gene Tlerney, Victor Mature an4
Pic did $114,000 for the opening and given to someone else, either on
Jed Harris, after flirting with vatop spots.
week and is expected to clear better his own lot or elsewhere. That has Ona Munson in th*
Pressburger's deal calls for a maxi- rious picture offers for the last six
than $120,000 for the second. Rec- happened very frequently at major
mum of four pictures a year for years, has signed a four-week
ord was set by 'Top Hat' in 1935 with studios in the past five years.
has three years. Johnny Miles waa signed temporary deal with RKO.
of operation
This method
Opening week of that en$131,006.
Will work with Sol Lesser.
as publicity director.
(Continued on page 12)
gagement took in Labor Day.

AGENDA

L0TF0R4PIX

HARRY JOE BROWN OUT
AT
HANGING

WANGER'S

DEAL HALTS THEYENNE'

And

Wants

Maria Korda Sets Up

S

PRESSBURGER GUNS

HLM UNDER UA DEAL

RKO

I
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PICTURES

Too Soon to Gauge
Quality;

Still

1941-42 Shorts

Selling

On

on Old Reps

William

For US. Exhibs, Bad (hies to Enemy

Hollywood, Kept. i.
Lundigan drew player

ticket at Metro.

By MIKE

WEAR

PAR EXPANDING

While major distributors have announced plans for strengthening
their 1941-42 lineup of shorts, and
several have bolstered their sales
and exploitation alignments in vary-

John Carroll handed
contract by Metro.

ITS

INDUSTRIAL PIX UNIT

ing degrees, it is too early to tell
•whether new one and two-reel^product is shaping up stronger than in
the past season. Additionally, it is
much too early to ascertain whether
shorts are going to stand alone on
their merits, or are going to continue
as the stepchild of the industry along
with newsreels.
Despite the fact that numerous
distributors are obviously pushing
the short features more than they
have in recent years, there is little to
indicate thus far that they won't continue to serve as bait to swing feaThe Consent
ture-product deals.

divi-

Paramount's industrial film

an auxiliary of the
shorts department just
two years ago, is being expanded
and given increased status as the
result of its coin it has piled up for
the company. It's under the direction of George T. Shupert.
Latest step has been to add Eugene Moore, radio and film scripter,
Films— which
to its writing staff.
Paramount plays no part in dis-

sion, started as

New York

—

tributing will continue to be directed by Leslie Roush, who does
many of Par's regular shorts. Justin
Herman, scrivener in the shorts ^deDecree forbids five majors to force partment, also does much of the
Commercials are .shot at
shorts but there is nothing in its writing.
wording which prevents the shorts Eastern Service Studios, Astoria,
lineup- figuring in actual clinching of L. I., when not made on location.
'Course, the
certain product deals.
Par ofTers complete service from
company with the best all-round conception to delivery on the advershorts lineup stacks up as most likely tising pix, specializing in the pubto swing more feature deals, other lic relations type rather than the
even if the frequently-used sales training films.
factors
considered,
neglected short feature figures as in Among outfits for whom it has made
previous seasons.
films are Metropolitan Life, WestJust now the situation looks as if inghouse. National Association of
end Manufacturers, Better Vision Instidistribution
the onus is on the
of the business, together with the tute, Ford Motor Co., American
publicity-adand
staffs
exploitation
Steel Institute, Hat Style
Iron
men, when the real answer is on the CouncU, and New York State BuOnly with a few reau of Milk Publicity.
producing end.
companies will the salesmen have
.

&

something outstanding to sell although they are the boys who are
looked on for improved business. But

Inker Inks

Hollywod, Sept, 2.
number of exwho might be inveigled into •Metro hooked UP ^"^^d (Tex)
buying obvious money-making short Avery, creator of the cartoon charfeatures, especially if they are faced acter, 'Bunny Bugs,' to a five-year
with high terms on program pic- pact as director of a new cartoon
tures. It looks as though there is an unit to be produced in Technicolor.
opportunity for name shorts to tap
Avery has been connected with
recently neglected coin sources, but the studio for six years, chiefly as
It will take a. b>6 improvement In supervisor
of the Merrie Melody

there apparently are a
hibitors

production.

series.

Newsreelers Expanding
Another factor, which promises to
become additionally prominent this
season,

is

the growth

new

with Paramount.
Sara Allgood signed player ticket

pattern.

majors, either operating
under or outside the Decree, have
figured out ideas for putting over
what they consider is stronger product in the new season. Paramount
Is giving the 'Quiz Kids' initial picture a special preem in Chicago,
Warner Bros, is tradeshowing Its first
Universal,
batch of new shorts.
which several months ago reported
realigning its shorts production to fit
exhibitor wants as It previously did
on features, has announced a 'Booker's goodwill short subjects contest'
running through to Oct. 11.

Several

DEALS FOR HRST 5

Universal is showing its conviction
that the public is interested in name
bands, if projected on the screen in
entertaining fashion, by arranging a
series of name-band shorts.
Ted
Lewis already has completed one,
while Russ Morgan, Skinnay Ennis
end Jan Garber are on the future

lineup.
Several of these are being
pre-released so that they may apply
to the last three releases on the 194041 contract.

However, it all simmers down
whether or not the producing end

to
is

able to bolster shorts quality because
madistributing-exploitation
the
chinery is ready and waiting.
Resume of Best Shorts of the

Konth on Page

17.

In

S.

my

.

.'

rest of their lives.

No doubt you've read about the gas rationing by the Government. I
Detroit, Sept. 2.
think it win help picture houses like mine on account of that folks instead
Deal for its first block-bf-flve films of riding around will stay In town and may drop in a pic house to kill
theatres on the bottom of a hill will make money,
has been signed here by 20lh-Fox time. Aggie sez, the
coast down and in that way save gas. I lald how
with Butterfteld Circuit, Schulte's because people could
hill? And the only answer she gave me wa^ 'tha
Circuit and Co-Operative Theatres about going back up the
war will be over by then.' Which I thought was a screwy answer. I. waj
of Michigan, manager Lester Sturm
rationing us exhlba
announced. While first-run release thinking that maybe II the Plx producers would start
one good picture a week and sending the bad product to the enemy w«
in Detroit will continue to be shared
could get 'em disgusted and maybe stop the war.
by the Fox and Adams under a^ franF. F. Actors
chise which has several years to run,
Say, Joe, I've been giving a lot of thought to this thing of actors playing
the deal covefs about, 240 Michigan
camps F.F. (for free). It is doing a lot of actors that can use the worR
theatres.
outta a lot of employment. The first thing the Government did was to
Twentieth also has reduced the take off the Theatrical Project of the WPA and the first thing they are
number of screenings from both a asking for now Is entertainment from these same people. You don't sea
morning and afternoon showing of any carpenters going to camp and putting up a building for free, or eleca feature to just a single on its fu- trlclans wiring the place, or shoe manufacturers giving shoes away, or
ture blocks.
clgaret people giving smokes away the only guy does anything for frea
Is the actor.
The Government Is spending billions of dollars and a lot of
dough on gyms, baseball fields, etc., but not a dime on entertainment. 11
they would throw a coupla million for entertainment the actor could furCabot as 'Hickok'
nish laughs and build up the morale of the boys. Now some colonel or
some society dame gets a lot of actors together, promises them that a big
Hollywood, Sept. 2.
car will bring them to and from the camp, they give 'em a dinner at the
Bruce Cabot signed a two-picture officers' mess and then the actors get up and entertain. And who Is in tha
deal with Warners, first of which audience? A lot of officers and their wives, nurses, etc., end very few
will be 'Wild Bill Hickok Rides,' co- rookies mostly in the back. The actor is always ready to go on because
he wants to hear a few laughs for a change from his landlord's •voice,
starring with Constance Bennett.
but the landlord don't take laughs for even a no-wlndowed room.
Shooting on 'Hickok' starts toI'm as patriotic as the next guy Is and even the two guys after him,
morrow (Wednesday), with Ray Enbut I am for the performer and If actors won't work for nothin' then they
right directing and Warren William
will put a lot of vaudeville and legit actors to work and it wouldn't cost
in one of the important roles.
the Government hardly anything against what they spend for other things
that don't mean as much to the morale of the boys as entertainment does.
Everybody Is makln' dough outta the defense program except actors and

—

Padfic Coast Indies (250 Theatres)

soldiers.
I would write more about this to you but I gotta get going as I promised
Best to the
to appear at a big show at the camp they're giving tonight.

gang, sez

Starting

Anti-ASCAP

Los Angeles, Sept 2.
Charging that ASCAP is an 'lUegal
combination conspiring and operating in restraint of trade* more than
150 exhibitors, representing over 250
Arizona,
California,
In
theatres
Idaho,
Oregon, Washington and
Alaska, will file suit on Thursday (4)
under the Sherman anti-trust laws
In U. S. District Court demanding
$300,000 triple damages and an injunction to prevent ASCAP from
making any further seat-tax royalty

Suit in

L A.

1940, following with a complaint in
York
the U. S. District Court in
in February, 1941 which wound up
with the signaturing of the consent
arrangement on March 4, 1941.

New

collections.

license for 25,000.

Your

—Bert Ewor

P. S.
advice.'

pal.

Lefty.
sez,

'A good scare

Par (British) and G-B
Shot FDR-ChurchQl Pix

Is

worth more to a man than good

$1-A-DAY TAX ON FREE
PIX

KAYOED

IN INDIANA

ASCAP

State statutes prohibiting
collections in Florida and Nebraska
Best newsreel pictures of the hishave been upheld in (he U. S. Su- toric Churchill-Roosevelt meeting at
preme Court, with the latest statute sea arrived In New York last week
enjoining
in the State of from London, the work of Ministry
Washington currently being ap- of Information of Great Britain.
pealed
Under the M. of I., Paramount's
Large Theatres, et Al.
British office and Gaumont-Britlsh
The action, mentions Largo Thea- In London were allowed crews
tres, Inc., et al as plaintiffs, and aboard Churchill's
boat.
This enAS(^AP, its directors and officers as abled both crews to get full covdefendants.
It sets forth that exerage, with the advance understandhibitors pay for the right to show a
ing that footage made by both would
picture which would be rendered
be released simultaneously to all
valueless without music and that

ASCAP

L

as one of the initial 1941-42 offerings, Metro has The Tell-Tale
Heart,' Edgar Allen Poe story.

Coolacres, Cal., Sept.

Dear

.

Action la to be filed by
Albert J. Law, former special assistant to Attorney General Homer
Cummlngs, attached to the anti-trust
law violation division of ihe Dept. of
RKO and Metro
in Washington, now general
RKO has strengthened its exploita- Justice
counsel for the Pacific Coast Confertion of shorts while Metro, which
ence of Independent Theatre Own- without such 'right to exhibit or
always has gone heavy on its bally
perform would be restricted from a
ers."
for the shorter features, has several
which 1b being launched free fiow of interstate commerce.'
Suit,
ambitious plans ready tor launching,
The complaint will state 'that a
under the auspices of the PCCITO,
liatter company is readying a na
portion of the motion
is believed to be the only one of the substantial
tional defense two-reeler, as yet un<
kind ever filed against ASCAP by picture films have been synchronized
titled, which is said to be the slicktheatre operators individually, and with music In such manner that the
film
est
documentary
type
of
made
I
part films could not be exhibited or
i on this subject Metro in recent will affect exhibitors in every
utilized
without
performing the
^'
months has gone for the idea of mak- of the United States. There are over
separate causes of action, in each music synchronized therewith; that
ing shorts from documentaries v/hen 150
It is alleged that exhibitors such musical compositions have been
lively stories could be obtained of which
They also have listened to patron re- are deprived of the privilege of bar- recorded on the film and have become an Integral part of the film
quests for certain stories to be gaining for Individual compositions
screened.
They did Frank Stock or those they have any use for. Com- Itself; that a great majority of the
music synchronized with the films
ton's 'Lady- or the Tiger' and also plaint contends that no exhibitor
Happiest Man on Earth,' latter a uses more than 2,500 compositions a has been copyrighted music, the
Coming year though obliged to pay for a public performance for profit rights
short story prize winner.

up

Laurie, Jr.

Joe:

last letter I told you about the women here that started a Barn
Theatre and put on Uncle Tom's Cabin for an opener. Well, I got the
at 20th-Fox.
biggest laugh this week when they- were supposed to put on 'Rain' and
Ray Middleton's actor option lifted they had to call it off because the amateur actors couldn't study one show
by Republic.
while doing another. The last night of Uncle Tom, the gal that was doing
Arthur Kennedy's acting contract 'Topsy,' got It mixed up with Sadie Thompson and said, 'I never was born;
renewid at Warners.
You can Imagine what the
I. Just grew up you psalm-singing S.B.
Walter Brooke, little theatre play- audience did.
er, placed under term contract at
And the l)anker who played Marks the lawyer got It all bawled up with
Warners.
the
lawyer, have a card a3
said,
'I'm
Marks
and
Davidson
the Reverend
you must go back to San Francisco.' So now the show is off for a week s(^
they can get the old words outta their systems so they don't Interfere wit^
business
none
them
closing up as they
hurt
my
20TH-FOX SETS 3 MICH. the new ones. It won't
drew plenty of people and relatives. You know, people like to go to ama>
teur shows to see their friends act so they can have something on 'em tht

of so-called

newsreel theatres with their demand
Bookers for
for pungent shorts.
these houses admit there is an amazing lack of information regarding
This is
shorts, and their quality.
evidenced by some of the slipshod
short reels which appear in these
houses.
Many are content with a
travelog or a March of Time, with
little variation f^om this accepted

By Joe

acting

Cecil Kella way .Inked player deal

1941

Good Fdnis

Lefty Ui^es Rationing

Stndio Contracts

3,

for

which have been controlled by

the defendant, ASCAP; that ASCAP
Dates Back to 1930
Return of sums paid ASCAP for therefore has had the power to fix
seat
royalties
since
1930,
when the price of, control and otherwise
sound was in more or less general unreasonably restrain the usage of a
use, win be asked for in the com- substantial portion of the motion
plaint, as well as an Injunction en- picture films passing In interstate
joining ASCAP from further collec- commerce.'
Exhibitors -have submitted
tions.
figures showing a total of approxiRe-Inked
mately $100,000 paid out in the past
Hollywood, Sept. 2.
10 or 11 years, asking for three times
Gene Tierney, signed 18 months
that amount under the triple damago by 20th-Fox, was handed a new
age section of the anti,-trust laws.
Major objective of the suit is to contract running to Jan. 1, 1944.
Currently Miss Tierney is on loanquestion the legality of the ASCAP
setup. Various Government actions out to Walter Wanger in 'Sundown'
have previously, been filed against and is slated to shift temporarily to
ASCAP, one Federal case harking the Hal Roach studio for a top spot
Her first
back to 1934, The Government filed in 'Shanghai Gesture.'
against starring role was in 'Belle Starr' on
information
criminal
a
ASCAP in Wisconsin in November, the home lot.

Gene Tiemey

S. newsreels.
Realizing that American theatre
audiences' Interest demanded earliest possible showing. Paramount arranged for special plane service to
get the footage in early last week.
Instead, the Gaumont reel, also approved by the British M. of I., actually beat the special service plane
Into N. Y., although coming across
by Clipper ship.
Gaumont clips
were handled by News of Day In
N. Y., going to all five American
newsreels at the same time.
It
would have made no difference

five U.

which

reached

country first,
since Par's also was pledged to
be distributed simultaneously to all

Wabash,

Temporary

and

-re-

straining order has been granted In
Wabash County court here In tha
suit of Leroy Dennis and others
against James Glvens, Indiana state
treasurer
and others, preventing
collection of the ^1-a-day tax on
'free movies' sponsored by business-

mens' groups and civic associations,
which the Indiana attorney general
has declared to come under tha
classification of 'wagon shows.'
The court ordered notice, given to
the defendants that hearing on petition to

make

the injunction perma-

nent would be held here on Sept
15.

Contention of plaintiffs is that the
'wagon show' tax was passed originally to apply to 'medicine shows'
which entered the state. The films,
it was contended, are operated by
residents of the state.

AnnabeEa Examined
Pre-Trial Yesterday

this

reels.

Ind., Sept. 2.

injunction

Annabella (Mrs. Tyrone) Power
was examned before trial yesterday
(Tuesday) in N. Y. supreme court in

connection with a $47,000 suit against
'Day' Begins
her by Thomas Hayes Hunter, asHollywood, Sept. 2.
signee of Film Rights, Ltd., British
20th-Fox
started
work today company. Hunter claims commis(Tues.) on 'Remember the Day' on sions allegedly
due on securing tha
location at Lake Arrowhead with actress
a contract with World Films
Claudette Colbert, st'arrlng and John Corp., 20th-century Fox subsidiary
Payne in the top male role.
in England, and also her subsequent
Shooting began with Henry King 20th-Fox contract.
directing.
Examination was ordered over the

Leathernecks to Lets
Hollywood, Sept. 2.
Walter De Leon and Sid Silvers,
who have finished scripting 'The
Fleet's In' at Paramount, have been
assigned to screen, play on 'Hula
Honeymoon,' elaborate musical to be
produced this fall.

protests of the actress who was engaged In a strawhat In Connecticut
with her husband.
The actress
claimed she had to return to the
Coast immediately and asked for a
postponement, but Justice J. Sidney
Bernstein In N. Y. supreme court
•

overruled this contention on Friday
(29).
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15% Tax

Idea Stuns

Show

Biz

Tax committee of the Senate, which is doping out the $4,000,000,000
new taxation bill, delivered a haymaker to the solar plexus of the film
business when it voted to put a 1B% tax on amusement admissions at
the tagend of last week, according to opinion In the trade. It Is figured as a $217,000,000 tilt in theatre ticket taxation, and one that Is
figured to add another $25,000,000 nick on the distributors since it is
estimated that would be carrying the freight on a percentage of all
boxoflice dollars collected.
This tax committee intends reporting this

15%

tax on the floor of the
Senate today (Wednesday) where it has to be voted by senators before it can go to a conference committee of the House- and Senate.
Chief hope of the industry is that House representatives on this committee will stand by their guns and insist that the House's original
10% levy be restored. At least the film business feels it will receive
more just representation from the House leaders.
Thing about the surprise 15% tilt that nettles industry leaders is
that it was taken up unannounced in a committee executive session,
with the film business given no chance to be heard or even state its
side of the question. Some are inclined to feel that because film business representatives forestalled asking too much leeway on the original 10% proposal as a patriotic duty, the Congress has taken the idea
Vaa\ the picture industry is a pushover for heaping on added taxes.

APPLIES TO ALL

Army Gamp

—

WAIT TO

Trial of William BiofT
E. Browne, respectively

PILE UP PIX

uct

selling of 1941-42 prodofficially got
under way this

Amusement Patrons

WiD Be Jmnped Over 100% by New Tap
Fox

MINIMUM

SCALE FOR

m

YORK'

UMPTO

PhiUy

—

and George
Hollywood

representative and president of International Alliance of Theatrical Stage

Although

Employees, Inc., by the Government,
on charges of extorting $550,000 from
four major film companies, was postponed to Sept. 15 yesterday (Tuesday) in N. Y. federal court. Mathias
F. Correa, U. S. prosecutor, told
Judge John Bright that even on that
date he was not certain of the trial
because of lack of a judge.

show

business.

They adamantly

MINNESOTA

(PAR)-U

STALLED ON PROD. DEAL
Minneapolis,

Sept.

2.

Because they can't agree oh terms
and conditions, Minnesota Amus. Co.
(Paramount circuit) and Universal
have been unable to make a 1941-42
deal.
With the distributor demanding much stifter terms than ever before, negotiations conducted by E. T.
Gomersall and Manie Gottleib, western sales and district manager, respectively, for Universal, and John
J. Friedl, Minnesota Amus, president,
got the parties nowhere and ended

be swelled only $37,800,000. Treasury estimates of the over-all in-'
N. Y. taxi association did likecrease In admissions tax yield under wise incidentally; it's part of a na(Continued on page 12)

tional drive.

2.

Even with the new agreement.
is

It

understood, several of the majors

—primarily

Paramount

—have

made

which had been going on with distrib reps for several months, was
sending out notice to theatre officer*
that no civilian is to be permitted In
an

Army

theatre.

Although

Army

has always attempted to discourage
civilian attendance, this new order
definitely eliminates everyone but
soldiers, officers and their wives and
children as officially

listed..

Quick Showings
Distribs agree to provide pictures
Army at the time they play
In pracfirst run in the territory.
tice this is expected to mean that
War Dept. theatres will get_fllm«
four or five days after their firstto the

run openings.

Major companies have always exThey were reported pressed themselves as In favor of
more rapid clearance than the 30
so far apart that further dickering
to 90 days and In a few cases as
was regarded as useless.
much as six months demanded by
One of the principal reasons why exhibs. Being more dependent on
no agreement could be reached was their commercial accounts than the
because the Minnesota Amus. in Army, of course, they always bowed
some cases has not played its Uni- to the former's demands. Squawk
versal first-runs In the Twin Cities by draftees, however, has been so
for more than 100 days after their great about the age of pix that disnational release dates.
tribs felt it was not In the interest
aside from
fit good public relations

—

U Deal
Spokane, Sept. 2.
H. C. McBride, manager of the
Granada, has signed a three-year
contract with Universal for entire
output.
He opens with new policy
McBrlde'a

of a first
Sept. 19.

McBride

run,

single

feature on

a former publicity and
exploitation man for the western
division of Universal, and opened
the State for them prior to its puris

chase by Evergreen interests. The
new policy makes it the only independent first run house, and the
only single feature house here.

—

—
—

break for the soldiers to let the
exhibs force them to delay pictures

3l

any longer.
Another factor, which may have
led to stronger stand by the Army
with the distribs andpas a result, by
the distribs with their exhibitor accounts, was a recent changeover
from fiat rental to percentage deals.
All pix are now playing on percentage instead of all on fiat rental, as
before. That's understood to mean
a very substantial take for the distribs, with the result that the Army
felt it was entitled to a better break.

PREVIEW BAN MODIFIED

Suing 20th. Par,

Philadelphia, Sept.

vocal.

in a stalemate.

re-

Hackmen

—

breaths at the
agreement
entered into by the distributors with
the War Department Morale Bran(;h
last week whereby clearance prebefore
pictures
viously demanded
played Army camps Is abolished.
Both the War Department and distributors are counting on fear of
public opinion by the exhibs to keep
them from making their howls too
their

reservations in certain territories in
deference to the exhib demands.
Paramount affiliates, particularly E.
Richards-Saenger in the south,
V.
Bioff and Browne are accused of
said to have put up the strongare
having extorted the money from
Warner Bros., Paramount, Loew's est battle against the loss of protection.
War Dept. has been bitter
and 20th Century-Fox, under threats
about
the Saenger attitude from the
of calling a strike in the union.
start, it has been learned.
War Dept.'s end of the confabs,

RKO for Failure to Deliver Pix

fused to reopen hearings to take up
Cowboys,
Beef
the last-minute ideas for swelling the
take from the bill, heading off any
Minneapolis, Sept. 2.
industry move to make a record with
Local union of taxicab drivers has
protests that the patrons will resent
the additional 5% tap to the extent written film producing companies in
that ticket sales will decline and Hollywood requesting them hencethe Treasury's slice may fall far forth not to portray cab drivers as
short of experts' guesses.
The ex- 'rough, uncouth, unscrupulous inperts themselves had a hard job ar- dividuals who drive without regard
. riving
for life and limb of their passenat any likely figure.
Furfher study of the effect of the gers.' Pictures have been putting
contemplated higher levy led Sen- them in a bad light with the public
ate experts Friday (29) to revise and hurting their business, the taxitheir estimates of yield.
While the cab writers claim.
Most of the local drivers are men
Senate Committee action initially
was exoected to bring in another with families, interested In doing a
$72,500,000— making the aggregate good job for themselves and their
boost over current yield $132,500,000 companies and are regarded as solid,
—second thought was the take would substantial citizens, it's pointed out.

Distribs

Exhibs throughout the country ara
most of them under

squawking

Of Bioff and Browne

Other 3 Non-Decree Firms

by

llieatres

Consent - Decree Companies
Find That They're in No
Panic to Sign Up for 1941- Again Postpone Trial
42 Product
Ditto the

I

All

Loud) at Fast Gearances Given

eiJORDISTIUBS

week under terms of the Consent
Decree, and a number of circuit affiliate deals are set, the vast bulk
of selling on the initial group of decree productions remains to be accomplished. Pretty much the same
situation prevails with the three
major non-decree distributors and
some of the indie distributors which
began their new selling season a
couple of months ago, several privately admitting their keen disap4
pointment over 1941-42 deals to date.
While business is good with most of
Washington, Sept. 2.
these distribs, it is not measuring up
Matty
in N.Y. Again
Tax load on the patrons of motion
to earlier expectations.
pictures, legit, dancehalls and other
Actually the selling season is recommercial entertainment will be
Matty Fox, after 10 days on the ported as being far behind last year
jumped over 100% if Congress fol- Coast, returned to New York over which also was regarded as unusulows the recommendations of Senate the weekend to resume control of ally laggard.
While distributors
Finance Committee which has rapped Universal's homeoffice affairs.
He have had their salesmen around
show business hard in frantic moves was west to attend celebration of calling on custmcrs, the exhibitors
to increase Federal revenues by Nate Blumberg's wedding annl a are not buying just now. The sales
around $4,000,000,000.
The emerg- week ago Sunday.
resistance accordingly, so far this
ency tax bill comes up in the Senate
No date has been set yet for the fall, is reported double that of 1940.
tomorrow (Wednesday) carrying a annual switch in which Fox goes to Mainly it can be attributed to the
greatly intensified levy on admis- the Coast for the winter, while Consent Decree alignment and the
sions.
Blumberg returns east to take charge fact that many exhibs are not willWithout advance warning, the at the h.o. Shift is expected shortly, ing to be rushed into new pacts even
Bolohs Wednesday (27) decided to with Blumberg returning to the for the first groups of pictures.
wipe out all exemptions, except for studio at the end of December.
Some deals have been made with
kids and men in uniform, and to
circuits,
indeoutstanding
both
hike the long-established 10% rate.
pendent and producer-owned, beBreath-taking addition In the tax
cause of intensified activity on the
40-55c
burden on amusements was necessiBut
selling front during August.
tated by elimination of several items
the total number of accounts set for
approved by the House along with
Initial groups of films is extremely
the House's refusal to require marsmall.
Have Enough For A While
ried couples to make joint income
Having completed a series of tryAside from the fact that exreturns.
Chances of killing the recom- out engagements at various box of- hibitors are feeling their way slowmended rate jump to 15% are not fice scales for 'Sergeant York,' it was ly on buying under the decree, the
encouraging, .despite the failure of announced yesterday by Grad Sears, basic reason for failure to go for
the Finance Committee to. take tes- in charge of Warner distribution, initial picture groups is that many
subsequent
particularly
timony concerning the possible ef- that the film would start in distribu- theatres,
tion generally with minimum prices runs, have enough product to run
fect of such a heavy additional bite
on turnstile volume. The Senate Is of 55c, eves., and 40c, mats. Contract
(Continued on page 12)
terms with theatres, Sears said,
disposed to trail along with the
would be 50-50, without guarantee,
committee, and the time to organand Warners will share in advertisize a fight is so inauspicious that the
ing above the usual house budgets.
20tb Confabs C. D. Sales
best hope is to put heat on members
Sears said he discussed sales probof the House with the idea of getlems on his trip to the Coast and
ting conferees from the lower chamHollywood, Sept. 2.
found nothing in the new situation
ber to balk when secret huddles
created by the consent decree to
Herman Wobber planed here from
take place In efforts to reconcile difchange his earlier announced policy San Francisco today to begin conferences between the two versions
of selling Warner product individu- ferences
with Joe
20th-Fox
at
of the bill. House Ways and Means
ally this season, and not in groups Schenck, Darryl Zanuck and other
crowd, however, may he hard to
of five or fewer pictures. He was production executives.
sway, because they are in a spot of
convinced that the new sales requirewill report on the comWobber
having to agree to a hodge-podge of
ments made it more advantageous pany's first month's operation under
additional levies which will fill the
for producers to expand the number the consent decree.
hole resulting from death of the
of larger budget pictures. The num$300,000,000 mandatory joint return ber
of releases by Warners this year,
clause.
he said, depended entirely on the
Outsmarted Show Biz
figure the studio was able to proBy taking final action Friday (29), duce, consistent with market poswith the bulk of the Senate out of sibilities.
town over the Labor Day weekend,
and the House almost entirely absent until the middle of the month,
the Senate Financers outsmarted the Don't Libel the Petrol

Tax Load on

Exhibs Squawking (But Not Too

actions.

All exhibitor units in other

Be InSystem Invoked

Selepted List of Scribes to
vited

— Honor

Hollywood, Sept.

2.

The Producers Association has
agreed again to permit general press
previews, as a matter of courtesy,
ahead of release date on pictures, by

canvassed to a margin sufficient to enable corThe United Motion Picture Thea- territories are being
take part in the suit and exhibs
Owners of Eastern Pennsylvania, were urged not to make any con- respondents and reviewers to meet

tre

New

Jersey and Delaware, tracts on these pictures.
Four years ago UMPTO called a
soon in U. S. district
among its members
20th-Fox, RKO and buying strike
Paramount, charging breach of con- against Par, when the latter was
tract for alleged failure to deliver also accused of failing to deliver
product promised on Its 1940-41 product allegedly due on the 1936-

Southern
will

suit

file

court

against

Pictures cited by UMPTO
officials as having been promised
under last year's contract are 'Sun
Valley Serenade,' 'Belle Starr,' and
schedule.
.

'How Green Was

My

Valley.'

The

against RKO is based on the
non-delivery of 'Citizen Kane' under
the terms of the '40-41 termer, and
Paramount is accused of holding
back with Bob Hope's 'Nothing But
suit

The Truth."
The suits
George

He

announced

were

P. Aarons,

said he

would

UMPTO
file

by

deadlines.
invitations

List

of

those to

whom

will go, however, has
been pared down to around 100
General
working newspaper folk.
previews, aside from the trade press
which sees films by different arrangement
under
provisions
of the
The strike lasted for
37 schedule.
several months and resulted in a consent decree, will be held either
suit being filed by Paramount in in sludios- OF in out-of-bounds ther
atres.
which the exhibs found themselves
The honor system will be applied
charged with attempted violation
to these privileged press previewers.
of the Federal anti-trust laws.
UMPTO, at a meeting at the Belle- Every invitation will carry a revue -Stratford Hotel last Wednesday minder from the Studio Publicity
Committee that corre(27) voted to declare the post of Directors
chairman of the board vacant. spondents are not to print notices
Lewen Pizor, president, was elected or comment prior to the date of nato assume the duties ot< the chair- tional release, and local newspapers
man until the next election in Janu- are not to run notices until the date

counsel.
three separate ary.

of local showing.

'

FILM REVIEWS
those 1941 arrangements
BIRTH OF THE BLUES course
early 1900 background; or such

Wednesday, September
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guistic mishaps as calling
club," in en era before that

(MUSICAL)
Paramount releaae of B. 0. DeSylva
Fcaturaa Blng
|Uont& Bell) production.
Maiy MRrtln, Brian Donlevy,
Croaby,

it

a

in

Miniatnre Re?iews

lin'nite

word was

(Par)
•Birth of the Blues'
Hallelujah for the
(Musical).

coined.
As the Dixielanders leave for a
Chicago engagement— "to spread the
Screenplay. Horry Tugeiid jazz gospel'
the finale introduces
BcherlrlnKor.
and Waller DeLeon from original by Tu- Ted Lewis, the- Dorseys, Duke Elend; camera, William Mellor; editor, Paul lington, Louie yyrmstrong, George
Weatherwax; H pop song excerpts and one
of
original by Johnny Mercer; mualo arranger, Gershwin and finally the dean
Robert Emmett Dalon: mualc advisor. jazz, Whiteman, for a sock finale.
Hnl
director,
aMt.
Franklin;
Arthur
All of which will make it tough for
Previewed (tredeahow) In proWalker.
Running some of the forthcoming band cavaljection room. N. T., Aug. 28,
folcade pictures, now in work, to
time, 80 MIN8.
BIng Crosby low. 'Birth of the Blues' is plenty
Joff I^mbcrt
Mary Martin in the groove for the fans. Abel.
Betty Lou Cobb
nrl.in Donlevy
Memphis
Carolyn r^e
Aunt Phoebe Cobb
Eddie (Rocheater) Anderaoo
Louey
Jack Teagarden
Pepper
Lives
J. Carrol Nnlsh
BInckle
Warren Hymer
I,linny
Warner Bros, release of William Jacoba
Horace JfncMnhon production (tradeahow). Foalurea Ronald
"Wolf
""by Eliy Reagan. Joan Perry. James Gleason. DiRuby
Pepper
Borbard
Motile
rected by A. Edward Sultierlond. ScreenDan Beck play Fred .Nlblo, Jr.. from novel by Jerome
Doek
Harry Barrla Odium; camera. Ted McCord; editor, Doug
RuilR
Perry Botkin Gould. Reviewed In projection room. N. T.,
Harry llosenthal Aug. 30 '41. Running time. 6S MIN8.
Plnno' Player..'.
DonaM Kerr Matt Sawyer
Ronald Reagan
Pkecler
Victor Potel
Joan Perry
Trumpet rinyer
Jane Abbott
Minor Watson Sergeant Danlela
Jamea O'eaaon
Henri Lnmlicrl
Ronnie Coobey City Editor
Howard da Sllva
Jeff (as boy)
Kayo Emerson
Rose Ch.idwlck
Edward Brophy
Ortlcor Slattery
Peter Whitney
'Birth of the Blues' is Bing Cros- Hoy
Chnrlea Drake
by's best filmusical to date. It'll sing Snappy Lucaa
Mra. Slocum
^f"„,''fV""
p'-nty of black ink at the b.o.
Welden
B/n
Moxle Karpcr
Jilm has everything for mass ap- Col. Andrews
Howard HIckmnn
Clllt Clark
peal, from melody to comedy, and Ueut. Buckley
Tom Stevenson
for the show bunch it's just so much Charlca
ips
Phil
Paul
saga Hot Foot
jive history in swingtime.
Joseph Crehsn
Yntes
J*bn Maxwell
of Basin Street, New Orleans, cradle Qlllla....
of the Dixieland jazz idiom, it proand
bounce
with
story
its
jects
'Nine Lives Are Not Enough' is an
gusto; forthright in its allegiance to
but
jazz style; plus absurdly-titled Class-B picture,

Carolyn Loe, Bildio (Ilocheater) Anderson,
Victor
by
Dlr«ct«4
Tea«arden.
Jack

b.o.

—

'9
Lives Arc Not Enouch'
(WB). Whodunit about a newspaper reporter is a hectic action

picture potent lower-biller.
'Among the Living' (Par).
Very good, suspenseful 'B.'
•Law of the Tropics' (WB).
Passable Class-B picture from a

hackneyed yarn about romance
In the rubber country.
The Blonde From Slnptpore'
Dull drama of Far East
(Col).
for minor dual bookings.
'Sign of the Wolf (Mono).

Are Not Enough

9

.

picture should draw moderately at juve matinees, but not

Dog

otherwise; mild filler.
'The Pltlsbargh Kid' (Rep).
Boxer Billy Conn starred In a
pretty good dual supporter that
sports fans will go for.
'No Greater Sin' (University).
Will do only mild biz even in the
number of situations
limited

much

which can handle

—

'

I

makeup and ill-designed
Lovey Mine,' in becoming
clothes, but she plays with appeala manner to melt any waterfront ing freshness.
James Gleason and
mob (which she does In the film Edward
Brophy are a laughable flatjob

Up

a Little Closer,

plot): does a terrific 'noodling'
on 'Waitin<; at the Church'; duets

•Wait Till the Sun Shines, Nellie,' in
1941 style with Bing; while Ruby
Elzy, d'^ky vis-a-vis to Rochester,
croons 'St." Louis Blues' like an inCrosby bings personally
digo aria.
with solo vocals, ensemble clowning and kidding - on - the - sauare
crooning, the most legit being 'Melancholy Baby' (with Carolyn Lee);
Moon'
of the Silvery
•By the.. Light
,
^
Illustrated song slide
In a tiptop
.
.

Howard da Silva Is
admirably demoniac as the city ediPeter Whitney plays a moron

foot pair, while
tor.

to out-goof

Lenny

in 'Of

Mice and

Men.'

Although the script is a lulu for a
low-budget effort, Eddie Sutherland's direction is obviously responsible for the film's roaring pace and,
probably sharing credit with the
cameraman, for some of the in-

ventive
Lj^gj,

photographic
plainly just

'Nine
casual ef-

bits.

a

it.

Stranger* (Col). Actionless western starring Charles
Starrett, weak entry.
'Day In Soviet Russia' (Soviet).
Kaleidoscopic documentary, good
b.o. in view of the times.
'Sunset Murder Case' (Indie).
Sally Rand meller highly disappointing, even for duals.
'Coando Canta El Corazon'
Hugo del Carril,
(Argentine).
the star, won't save this one.
'Persona Honrada Se Necesita'
Click farce for
(Argentine).
Latin hoxoffices.
'Prairie

A

a then unorthodox
lively action, comic
arresting romance, a plug-ugly cab- crammed with
vivid characterizaaret menace. ?.nd a wealth of caval-' situations and
It opens with a wallop, has
tions.
CP'''' jazzapation.
closes with an
Bing is the licorice-stick disciple headlong pace and
It's an audience
climax.
explosive
who foersonsted by Ronnie Cosbey
register as the
should
and
satisfier
premise
his
as a boy) adheres to
feature on duals. Lacks
supporting
music,
levee
inan's
colored
that the
marquee strength and production
at the foot of Basin Street, was
bound to sweep the country. Co- values for top -billing.
sounding title not
Picturesque
featured in the band that ultimately
to fit comfortably
proves his point are Jack Teagarden only is too long
marquees, but has tenu—the Jackson T., who rot only slius in theatre
connection with the story. Pichis sli'^e-horn but handles lines like ous
newspaper refrantic
about
a
ture
is
B i/«Tit nlus Harry Barris (of the
getting in a
always
who's
porter
Rinker.
original Rhythm Eoys: Al
but invariably seems to land on
r-w a CBS producer, was the third jam,
For the purposes of this
his feet.
in the actual combo); and Harry
he writes a gangster expose
Rosentha'. himself no mean mauler film,
For the that blows up in a libel suit.
of the black-and-whites.
Bounced down to the status of a
trade, there's also Perry Botkin on
lowly leg-man covering a police car,
the euitar and his Local 802 comedy
he breaks several sensational murbyilay.
uncovers the culprits
Mary Martin is introduced in al ders, finally
(including his original gangster) and
fresco fashion, as is Brian Donlevy,
marries an heiress.
Memfrom
a mean man on the horn
Yarn
is in the form of a blazing
band
the
rest
of
the
what
phis, just
whodunit, with suspense piled up
has been waitine for— an ofay who
aftd action so fast that the average
can toot like a Satchmo.
time for the
introduced into the spectator won't have
Effectively
calm thought needed to
proceedings are the winsdme Caro- moment of
There's a bushel of
the villain.
lyn Lee, a cute kidlet who, for once,
stuff of the sort audiences
may make good the show biz hope newspaper
it's exaggerated
although
and
love
for 'another Shirley Temple'; Eddie
beyond belief it's nearly all funny.
(Rochester) Anderson, in a punchy
Some of the twists in the newspaper
role as general factotum to Crosby;
situations, in fact, have almost the
plus assorted menaces in J. Carrol
For inappearance of burlesque.
Naish. Warren Hymer and Horace
stance, instead of the reporter tellMai^Mahon. the cabaret mobsters.
ing off the city editor, as in most
There's but one original melody,
i^^this case the editor keeps
more a lyric 'material' song by pictures,
city
the
reporter
out
the
booting
"The
captioned
Johnny Mercer,
room door.
Waiter and the Porter and the UpRonald Reagan is not only a brash
stairs Maid,' plus 14 other pops, from
to end all screen reporters;
reporter
the title song to "Memnhis Blues,'
hilariously scatter-brained
Tiger Rag,' he's also
•Melancholy
Baby,'
and devilishly resourceful. What he
•After the Ball.' 'St. Louis Blues,'
does to the opposition photographer
Paderewski's 'Minuet' and others
shouldn't happen to a Giant fan in
spliced in as part of the plot proBrooklyn. Reagan gives a superbly
gression.
performance.
Joan
helter-skelter
Vocally. It's not altogether Crosby
Perry suffers from occasional uneither. Miss Martin handles 'Cuddle

LAW OF THE TROPICS

to the sensational 'M' that

of

Germany

Directed by Ray EnScreenplay. Charlea Qrayaon, from
rlght.
book by Alice TIadala Hobart; camera. Sid
HlckoT; fllm editor, Frederick Rlc«iard>.
Reviewed In projection room. N.T., Aug.
Running time, T« -MINS.
30. 41.

Hobart Boaworth.

Conatanco Bennett

Joan Madlaon
Jim Conway

Tom

Jeffrey

Lynn

Renl" Toomfy
Mona Morla

Marahall

nitn
Davla
TH,,

HolmrL Uosworlh
Frank Puglla
.Thomna Jackson
Paul Harvey

MnBuire.'
Alfred King. .Sr
Alfred King. Jr
Hotel Clerk
Capt. of Itlver Hoat

CrnlK Stevens
Rolnnd Drew
Charles Jndels
''I

Bartender

« ^^"^

"olf

Tailor

^t^AKn

If

scripted
to proand
Convide passable entertainment.
stance Bennett and Jeffrey Lynn are
familiar names, but hardly enough to
Hence
ignite a boxoffice bonfire.
satisfactory
is
a
'Law of the Tropics'
but not hefty
item,
supporting
enough for top billing.
Yarn picks up the yotithful rub-,
ber man as he's going to the seaport
to meet his bride-to-be from the
U. S. and bring her back to the
Amazon River processing settlement
When the
where he's stationed.
girl decides to remain at home and
VtMs leaves him a certain object of
ridicule among the natives, a singer
in a seaport nitery looks after him
when he gets hinged. Then, as a
detective from the U. S. arrives on
her trail, she marries the rubber
representative and poses as the girl
fairly well
proficiently produced

nished lady

is

a

selfishness of large corporations,
rousing slugfest between the rubber
man and the company president's
son, and a not-too-convlncing bluff

pulled on the rubber tycoon by the
wife. Of course the detective
finally catches up with the fugitive
gal and there's one of those Hollywood concocted renunciation scenes
before the hero follows her onto the
boat, folds her into a fadeout clinch

Hobe.

tropics.

Blonde from Singapore

fortt

.

AMONG THE

.

—

. .

LIVING

monotonous'

—

some

with standard perthe footage
formances, with Don Beddoe and
Adele Rowland prominent in good
supporting roles. Edward' Dmytryk
has the impossible directing assignment to make the amateurish script
Walt.

jell.

SIGN OF THE

WOLF

Monogram

Malvern pro-

relenae of Paul

Features MIchnel Whaleii. Grace
Directed by Howard Brethorinn
Bradley.
Screenplay. Elizabeth Hnpklna and Etimond
duction.

Running time, SR MINS.
Michael Whnten
Rod Freeman

dunl.

Judy

Grace

Bradley

Dairyl Hickman
Mnntnn Morelnnd

nilly

Hen
Beulah

Beavers
Cmsliy
Tony Pnton
Joseph Bernard
I..nulfl«

Wade

Cunning
lied

Hank

'

Ed Brady

•'"''•i<

Martin
Dr. Morton

.E<ldle

Ka<ia

Rrnndon Hurat

And Grey Shadow and Smoky.

Juve audiences should relish this
dog picture, but adults are likely to
find it only a minor item.
It's fair
enough as a filler for duals, but it
generate much
boxoffice
its own.
Lacks marquee
names, novelty or production value.
Script was adapted from' an old
Jack London story about two rival
Alsatian shepherd (commonly and

doesn't

power on

incorrectly

known

as police)

dogs,

while the other saves his owner's

wrongly blamed for the foxkillings and flnally uncovers the plot
and the culorits. There's a mild romantic angle involving the dogs'
femme owner and a handsome young
fox -breeder, plus two Negro servants
for comedy relief and a moppet actor
for the juve element
Yarn opens with the two dogs getting into a fight and causir.-; their
life,

is

and prepares to accompany her back disqualification at the national chamto trial. and (naturally) vindication. pionship show, apparently in MadiIt's
pretty slick-paper-maggy and son Square Garden, N. Y. Girl who
owns them favors one of the pups,
quite obvious.
Presence of Constance Bennett in so she sells the other. But her Negro
the picture may draw some interest, servant likes the other dog, so hides
Miriam Hopkins was rather it on the plane in which they are
as
widely quoted as turning down the flying back to Canada. Idea of the

'Washington Escapade' is the new
but it'll have neighborhood
Hollywood, Aug. 27.
audiences screaming in the aisles, handle on 'Government Girl' at
Columbia release of Jack Fler. production.
even though it's hardly the kind of Paramount.
Features Florence Rice, Leif Erikson. Gor'Honor of the West' became 'Bui don Jonea and Don fieddoe. Directed by
picture to draw big grosses. Kobe.
lets for Bandits' at Columbia.
Edward
Dmytryk;
Jackson T. trio the 'Wniter-Porterscreenplay,
George
The Black Widow' at Warners Brlcker; atory by Houston Branch. Camera,
U-<-talrs Maid' fol-de-rol.
W. O'Connoll: film editor. Richard Fanil.
was re-titled The Body Disappears.' L.
Film isn't overboard on 52d street
In studio Projection Boom, Aug.
The Americanos' at Universal is Previewed
Jive by any manner of means, but
20. '41.
Running time, 67 MINS.
Mary Brooke
Paramount releaae of Sol C. Slegel pro- now "The Kid from Kansas.'
Frorence Rice
It'll delight the hepcats and satisfy
LeU Erlkaon
Paramount switched from 'Snow- Terry Preacott
the va.ster majority not so hep. duction. Featurea Albert Dekker. Suaan
"Wafnea" Bllllnga
Harry Carey. Fk-ances Farmer. ball in Hell' to 'My
Gordon Jonea
Favorite Blonde.' Sergeant Burns
When Crosby, as a kid, swings Pad Hayward,
Directed by stunrt Helaler. Screenplay by
Don Beddoe
'The Sentence' is release tag on Prince Sail
erewski, and brings down the wrath X..eater Cole and Garrett' Fort, from atory
Alexander D'Arcy
'Dust
to
Brian
Dust'
Sultana
solid
by
Cole
and
Marlow;
editor.
Everett
at
Warners.
Adele 'Rowland
of his musicianlv father, it'.<!
Douglas; camera. Theodor Sparkuhl.
PreLumnlen Hare
'The Stork Pays Off" at Columbia Ir Reginald Bevln
The jailhouse viewed
stuff for the initiate.
In Projection Room (tnideshowing),
Tada
Richard Terry
jam session, with the Memphis horn N. Y., Aug. 28, '41. Running time. 67 became 'Bachelors' Babies.'
CapU Nelson
Emoi-y Pamell
man (Donlevy) in the clink, is an- :iIINS.
Albert Dekker
^
other directorial highlight. 'Waiting John Radon
'The Blonde from Singapore' is a
Paul Raden
Albert Dekker
at the Church' reminds of the unioue Millie Plckena
weak entry for lower bracket spots
Susan Hayward
Tradeshow Reviews
Vesta Victoria; and, of course, the Dr. Ben Saundei9
Harry Carey
in the secondary duals. Script looks
Frances Farmer
rival mob trying to coerce its attrac- Elaine Raden
like a sophomoric effort, hastily conGordon Jones
Since all films distributed by
tion not to take a better offer is an- Rill Oakley
cocted and thrown together on a
.-...Jean Phllllpa
Peggy Nolan
other semi-historical chanter from Pompey
the five major 'consent decree'
short schedule. Neither director nor
Emeat Whitman
the Joe E. Lewis days Chicago, not Mrs. Plckena
Maude Ebume
cast could have done anything with
companies henceforth must be
Frank M. Thomoa
SherllT
Kew Orleans.
the material at hand.
tradeshown, the distinction will
Harlan Briggs
It may be coincidence that Buddy Judge...*.
Story concerns an air pilot and his
be dropped with this issue, coArchie Twltchell
Rellly
DeSylva, who supervised this pro- Tom
mechanic who indulge in poaching
Woman In Cafe
Dorothy Sebaatlan
incidental with the Labor Day
duction (with Monta Bell handling MInlater
pearl diving in order to secure capiWtlllam SUck
teeoff of the new selling season.
the reins), had much to do with
tal to buy a plane and join the Far
By the very nature of Metro,
Shirley Temple's first introduction
Here is a good 'B' that will get
East RAF.
Pilot Erikson meets
Paramount, RKO, 20th-Fox and
on the old Fox lot In DeSylva. honeyed comment. It's possible, in
former showgirl and adventuress
Brown & Henderson musicals, and fact, that 'Among the Living* may
Warner Bros, releases for 1941Florence Rice, slips her the bag of
cute kidlet Carolyn Lee may be his- even be a sleeper for fancy takings.
outlaw pearls and spends the rest of
42, they must be first tradeLester Cole and Garrett Fort have
tory repeating itself. And, of course,
the picture trying to get the gems
shown. The other three majors
songsmith-director Victor Schertzin- framed a good screenplay on the
back—while falling in love with the
of the so-called 'big eight' are
ger, himself an alumnus of Tin Pan original story furnished by Cole and
blonde.
not subject to such conditions
Picture is filled with Innocuous
Alley, was likewise no mere accident Brian Marlow. It's a study in human
nor, of course, are the independsituations that have been convenientThe detail passions and a sharp portrait of a
as a directorial choice.
ents.
ly set up aiming for dramatic values,
Is as faithful as Lindy's, excepting of violently insane man, somewhat akin
routine, in one of those early piC'
ture-houses: and thematically does
•Birth of th^ Blues' as the. credits
unreel.
Crosby, Miss Martin and

min-

unreeling.
This is getting
a fact that's discovered
reels back.
Miss Rice. Erikson, Gordon Jones
and Alexander D'Arcy carry most of

utes

one of which falls Into the hands of
from home.
and is u^ed by silver fox thieves,
There's some brave talk about the

TITLE CHANGES
2.

line ot dialog after SO

Kelso; from Jack I..ondon atory; camera.
romance be- Fred
Jackman. Jr.; musical .director.- Edtween an ambitious young rubber ward Kay; film editor. Jack Ogllvle. At
company representative and a tar- New York theatre, N. y.. Aug. 27, '41;

part because she'd look absurd playrnuch
anyone so
opposite
ing
younger than she as Jeffrey Lynn.
While Miss Bennett isn't exactly the
season's first daisy and doesn't look
it, that doesn't hurt the picture—or
even her standing. In fact, her maturity suits the part of a womanwith-a-past and, in a way, explains
why she ultimately falls for the amIn the
bitious, wide-eyed innocent.
same way, her slight brassiness also
It's good casting
fits the character.
and a skillful performance.
Jeffrey Lynn also plays with re
alive and is the actual killer.
freshing directness. As he has gained
In spots this fllm has the same experience, he has learned variation
chilling suspense as 'M.' This is par- of mood and has acquired authority.
ticularly heightened in the well- He should continue to develop. Others
photographed scene when the mad- in the cast are mostly standard.
man chases the blonde through dark Regis Toomey has little to do but
streets and finally strangles her. appear
and sternly
sympathetic
Cameraman Theodor Sparkuhl did an masculine. Mona Maris radiates sinall-around good' job, but this par- cerity and warmth as his wife. Hoticular bit is the standout.
bart Bosworth has persuasive simThe acting is generally excellent. plicity, but he tends to speak too
Besides Dekker, Susan Hayward,. is hurriedly for clarity. Frank Puglia,
plenty sharp, and Harry Carey is Thomas Jackson, Paul Harvey and
properly restrained as the doctor Craig Stevens are acceptable in supwho sold his ethics to get the coin porting parts.
for a fine hospital. Frances Farmer
Direction has pace and shows aphas extremely little to do and is preciation of mood, but in some inwasted, but good supporting jobs are stances the editing makes confusing
turned in by Gordon Jones and
jumps between scenes. Production
Maude Eburne.
is rather modest, yet creates a reaDirector Stuart Heisler kept the
sonably authentic sense of outdoor
story moving at a good pace and
space.
However, the gowns and
didn't
inject
any
unnecessary
makeup of Miss Bennett and Miss
hokum.
Scho,
Maris hardly suggest the sultry

Hollywood, Sept.

handed

Trite story of a tropic

came out young

just prior to the Hitler

nothing else, it's a redeemer for Albert Dekker, playing
a dual role here, from his unfortimate 'Dr. Cyclops' of last year.
Dekker clearly proves his acting talent and another 'A' try will probably
soon be forthcoming.
This is essentially a plot built
Dekker
around character studies.
plays both the part of an insane man
and his sane twin brother; Harry
Carey is in the role of a doctor who,
by falsifying a death certificate 25
years before, made it possible for an
insane boy to be hidden in the family
mansion until, as a man, he nus
amuck and kills a Negro servant and
Susan
a blonde cabaret hustler.
Hayward Is likewise a sociological
study as the clothes-himgry, sexy
daughter of a rooming-house keeper
who nearly gets hersell strangled by
the unsiispected killer. There's also
a graphic picture of a violent mobout to do lynching when they grab
the sane brother and refuse to believe his story that his twin is still
regime.

Warner Broa. release of Bon Sloloft proStars Conatnnco Bennett, Jeffrey
duction.
Lynn; featurea Regie Toomey, Mona Maria,

but miss by a wide margin. Erikson
is

original story apparently stressed the
fact that it was the unwanted dog
that brought help when the plane
crashed and that ultimately proved
the hero of- the fox-stealing episode.
Two dogs, Grey Shadow and
Smoky, are well trained and perform
creditably, particularly when doing
the various tricks called for in the
story. Most of the action takes place
In Canada, so there are nimierous
snowy outoors scenes of rather con-

vincing atmosphere.
Other scenes
take place in and aroimd the fox
farm.
Michael Whalen and Grace
Bradley are the romantic leads, both
acquitting themselves satisfactorily
in the modest acting requirements.
Miss Bradley, however, has a curious
way of enimciating, as if she had a

head

cold.

Mantan Moreland and

Louise Beavers are acceptable as the
Negro "servants; Darryl Hickman is
standard as the kid, while Wade
Crosby is a properly odious heavy.
Direction has reasonable pace, but
the photography is frequently too
dark.
Hohe.

THE PITTSBURGH KID
Republic releaae of Armand Schaefer
production.
Stars, Billy
Conn; features
Jean Parker, Dick Purcell. Alan Baxter,
Directed by Jack Town-

Veda Ann Borg.
ley.

Screenplay by Earl Felton and Hous-

ton Branch, baaed on Collier's atory, 'Kid

by Octavus Roy Cohen; camera,
Reggie L.annlng; editor, Ernest NIma. Previewed In projection room, N.y., Aug. 20,
1S4I.
Running time, 76 MINS.

Tinsel,'

Billy

Conn

Patricia Mallory
Clltr Halllday
Joe Barton

Barbara Ellison
.Max
Fccta

Billy

Conn

Joan Parker
Dick Purcell
Alan Baxter

Veda Ann Borg

lilll.ion

Jonathan Hole
Johnson
Ernest Whitman
Knockout Riley
John Kelly
Magenta
Etta McD.inlel
Garvey
Dick Elliott
Morrle
John Harmon
Devlin
Robert Barron
And Arthur Donovnn, Henry Armstrong,
Freddie Steele, Jack Roper, Sam Baiter,
Dan Tobey.

Grabbing clean-cut, personable
young Billy Conn immediately after
excellent showing against Joe
Louis and building a fllm around the
heavyweight contender turns out to
be something of a triumph for Republic. Conn's no Academy winner
for acting, but he makes the grade,
and he has been given a formula
his

story that proves a rather satisfactory showcase for the ring trade. Result is a picture that will rate top
billing in action houses and will provide okay support in situations
where this type prodiict is usable.
Publicity the fllm has garnered on
sports pages, as well as in entertainment sections, should do plenty
to pre-seU it to fight fans who won't
need too much urging. And with
Conn likely to meet the winner of
there
the' Nova-Louis
fight,
title
should be a continuous barrage of
chatter about the boy which will not
hurt the film's b.o. one bit. On the
other hand, its appeal to the nonsports fans is nil.
Conn's prime defect as an actor,
(Contihued on page 17)
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LABOR DAY ON BmY HRRIF
'hsd Sod $22,000

Frisco Leader;

AIvinoReyPlus'Aimt'(3dWk),Nice

FILM THEflTBE

'Sun Valley Big $18,000; 'Aloma'14G

$35,000 in So-So

Bocko $22,000. Will hold for a second
frame, despite the fact that the picture has benefit of ads in only two
of the town's four dailies. The two
finally
however,
papers,
Hearst
okayed small ads plugging the
vaudeville only, first copy breakmg
in the Call Thursday and the Examiner Friday. Biz big over Labor

Day all over town.
Orpheum is holding

'Mr. Jordan'
for a third frame with a new second
feature, and the Geary's return roadshow of 'Fantasia' is doing a healthy
biz. 'Aloma of the South Seas* drew

Last week, 'Wild Geese* (20th)
and 'Dance HaU' (20th), neat $8,500.
000.

Metropolitan (Indie) (3,300; 30-40featuring Diosa Costello, wiiih Francef
Faye as -added attraction. 'Coimtry
Fair' (Rep) on screen. Opened nicely and continued to build for swell

55)—Tommy Reynolds orchestra

$6,000.

State (Loew) (3,200; 28-39-50)—
'When Ladies Meet* (M-G) and 'KUdare*s Wedding Day' (M-G). House
certainly taking

In

it

swellegant $15,000.

and heading for
Last week, 'Life

Music

Hall

— 'Aloma'-

Week

Record for Holiday Period
—'Wild Geese' $55,000 for
Roxy, 'Dive Bomber' Booming $48,000 in Strand

Astor

served-seat,

two-a-day

for
an
strong
House was dark

opened
$9,500.

roadshow
excellent
last

week

after 10-day run of 'Vatican* (RKO),
which finished with a big $6,500.
Golden Gate (RKO) (2,850; 39-4465)— 'Citizen Kane* (RKO) and Prof.
Lamberti on stage. Welles' opus getting heavy play for a whameroo

assuring a holdover.

$22,000,

Last

week, 'Jungle Cavalcade' (RKO) and
vaude wound up with fine $16,400.
Orpheum (Blumenfeld) (2,400; 35-

—

Jordan* (Col) and
and Lady* (Col) (3d wk).
Aided by a new second feature and
the Labor Day holiday, 'Mr. Jordan'
Last (2d)
is pulling a fine $8,500.
week with 'Richest Man in Town*
(Col) as co-feature, big $10,300.

40-50)
'Officer

'Mr.

Paramonnt (F-WC) (2,470; 35-4060)—'Life Andy Hardy* (M-G) and
'Kildare's Wedding* (M-G) (3d wk).
$7,500 will wind up this one.
Last (2d) week, okay at $11,500.

About

St Francis (F-WC) (1,475; 35-4060)—'Wild Geese* (20th) and 'Very
Young Lady* (20th). Probably a
under average at $4,700. Last
(moveover) week, '(Charley's Aunt'
(20th) and 'Dressed to Kill' (20th)
picked up $5,800 in its fourth week
on Market street,
little

(F-WC)
—Warfleld
'Aloma* (Par) and

(2,650; 35-40-50)
'Lady Louisiana' (Rep). Attracting considerable
attention, hut probably won't get

tjver $14,000, neat profit. Last week,
'Wild Geese' (20th) and "Very Young
Lady' (20th) so-so $12,500.

ladies' Sturdy $15,000
In Okay Prov.; Tom, Dick'

200 in opening session.

Broadway

— 'Whistling in the
— 'Frightened Lady'
Hollywood — 'Sergeant York'
(WB) (10th wk).
Music Hall — 'Little Foxes'
(RKO-Goldwyn) (3d wk).
—
Palace 'Father Takes a Wife'

Estimates for This

Albee

(RKO)

(2,200;

Week
28-39-50)—

Tom, Dick* (RKO) and 'Lady Scar(RKO).
Doing a landolTice

face'

business

with tops $12,000 in the
Last week, 'Hold Ghost' (U)
'Repent Leisure* (RKO) (3d
wk), nifty $7,000.
Carlton (Fay-Loew) (1.400; 28-3950)— 'Wild Geese' (20th) and 'Dance
Hair (20th) (2d run), holding to
steady, $2,000.
Last week, 'Manpower* (WB) and 'Sons o* Guns*
(WB) (2d run), same.
Fay's (Indie)
(2,000; 10-25-35)—
Raiders of Desert* (U) and 'Tin Pan
offing.

and

Alley* (2dth) (reissue). Managing to
hold own with a good $2,500. Last
week, 'One NiKht of Love* (Par) (re-

(RKO).
(Reviewed In Vambtv July
'Aloma of
Paramount
South Seas' (Par) (2d wk).

—

New

(Mechanic)

(1,581;

15-28-33-

Valley* (20th). Nicely exploited to possible $6,000, good figure
in this house of limited capacity.
Last week, 'Wild Geese* (20th), drew
daytime femma response to

44)— 'Sun

(U)

some

mildly satisfying $4,900.
Stanley (WB) (3,280; 15-28-39-44-

55)— 'Dive Bomber' (WB). Zooming
weet
away to a terrif $16,000 I^st added

second of 'Manpower' (WB),
good $6,600 to rosy opener of $13,300.

IN BUFF.; 'JEKYLL' lOG
Buffalo, Sept.

2.

Not much to get excited over this
of
Labor Day week, with plenty bet
folks flocking out of town. Best
dualed with
is 'Aloma of South Seas'
'Parson Panamint' at the Buffalo.

Estimates for This Week
35-55)—
(3.500;
(Shea)
Buffalo
'Aloma' (Par) and 'Parson PanaLast
i^int^ (Par)._. Nice $13,000
week, 'Whistlmg Dark* (M-G) and
Bob Armstrong orch on stage, fine

*^G?eat Lakes (Shea) (3,000: 35-55)

—'Jekyll-Hyde* (M-G) and Thanl^
Million* (UA).^
week, -Life Andy Hardy* (M-G) and
wk),
(2d
(20th)
•Private Nurse*
potent $10,000 or near that figure.
Hipp (Shea) (2,100; 30-45)-'Life
Andy Hardy' (M-G) and 'Private
$7,000.
Nurse* (20lh) (2d run). Neat
Last week, 'Manpower' (WB) and
(M-G), staunch
'Ringside Maisie'
£8 000
Lafayette (Hay man) (3,300; 30-40)
—'Mr. Jordan' (Col) and 'Prisoner
Excellent
(Col).
Island'
Devil's
Last week, 'Hold Ghost (U)
$9,000.
(3d wk) and 'Men Timberland (U),

good

$6,500.

20th Century (Dipson)

(3,000; 30-

Trim
Kane' (RKO).
week, 'Navy Blue and
Gold' (M-G) and 'Mata Hari' (M-G)
(reissues), poor $5,000.

44)— 'Citizen
Last
$8,500.

champs

and

Hills' did the trick.

'Shepherd

Valley

.

Serenade'

(20th) (5).
(Reirietoed in Vabiety July 23)

Strand— TJive Bomber'

(WB)

Estimates for This

(2d wk).

Week
Astor

of Sept. 11
Jekyll and

— 'Dr.

$6,500 for the holiday initialer. Last
week, 'Stars Look Down' (M-G) finished 10 days to okay $4,500 in the

Broadway—Fantasia' (Disney)
(44th wk).

Capitol—When Ladies Meet'

final seven.

(2d wk).
Criterion- 'West Point Widow'

(M-G)

Chlcaro (B&K) (4,000; 35-55-75)—
'Charley's Aunt* (20th) (3d week)
and the Alvino Rey orchestra on the
stage.
Picture is bang-up boxoffice
magnet and with orchestra is holding to a nifty $35,000.
Last week,
with the Horace Heidt orchestra on
stage, brilliant $46,500 for its second
week.

(Par).

— 'Sergeant York'
— "Little Foxes'
(4th wk).
Paramonnt — 'Aloma of the
Hollywood

(WB)

(11th wk).

Mnslo

Hall

(RKO-Goldwyn)

South Seas* (Par) (3d wk).
Serenade'

Garrick (B&K) (900; 35-55-65-75)
—'Ringside
Maisie'
(M-G)
(2nd

Strand—'Dive Bomber" (WB)

week). This series indicated strength,
and comes up for its holdover week
with predictions of $4,500 after scor-

Boxy—'Sun
(20th) (2d

Valley

wk).

(3d wk).

ing in the

'HARDr

DX

.seating

sion.

Broadway (Disney)

55-75'Fantasia' (Dis(1,895;

'

State-Lake (B&K) (2,700; 28-44)—
'Three Sailors' (UA) and Cab Callo-

way unit on stage. Good line-up figures to bring in good $20,000 curLast
rently on holiday strength.
week was a wow at $22,300 for
'Dance Hall* (20th) and the Earl
Carroll 'Vanities' unit on stage.
United Artists (B&K-M-G) (1.700;
Begins Hardy'
35-55-65-75)
'Life
(M-G) (3d wk). Looks like final
session for this one, but will get neat
$10,000 after having taken down

—

—

wk).

For

first

week winding up

to-

week.
Globe (Brandt) (1,180; 28-35-55)—
(Indie).
N^at
'No Greater Sin'
$7,500 likely but probably won't hold.
In ahead, '40,000 Horsemen'
(2d wk), satisfactory $6,000.

—Hollywood
'Sgt York'

(WB)
(WB)

(Indie)

(1,225;

75-$1.10)

(10th

wk) and

tontinued on page 31V

Metropolitan (WB) (1,600; 28-44)—
Average
(WB)..
'Smiling Criiost'
Last week, 'Jungle Caval$5,000.
cade'. (RKO), unexciting $4,000.
28-55)—
(Loew)
(2,242;
Palace
Only so-so
'Jekyll-Hyde' (M-G).
$16,500, Last week, 'Shepherd Hills'
Light
(Par), couldn't find a flock.
«ii snn.

to all right $8,500.

marquee are aiding the take

to
a good $11,000 and the holiday is
helping, too. Last week, 'Shepherd
Hills' (Par) wound up short stay to
mild $6,400 for final seven days.

ney) (43d wk). Took an added spurt stage. Sockeroo $22,500. Last week,
in 42d stanza just concluded Satur- 'Kildare's Wedding Day* (M-G), with

day. Red Skelton's first film starrer prices, very good $12,000. Last week,
getting around $17,000, surpris- 'Hold Ghcsl' (U) (2d wk), fell off to
is
ingly strong, giving it an additional shadow, $8,000.

Dollar

(B&K) (1.500; 35-55-65—'Manpower'
(WB). Names on

this

theatre men are wondering when
they're going to get their share of
defense coin that other boom towns
report.
Estlmatei for This Week
(3.434; 28-39-44Capitol (Loew)
66)— 'Life Andy Hardy' (M-G), plus
Patricia Bowman, Paul Haakon on

Keith's
(RKO) (1,830; 39-55)—
'Citizen Kane' (RKO). Much healthier now on its return at popular

'Million

Roosevelt
75)

Unofficial estimates place population of Washington and environs
well over million mark now and

$19,000.

Last week, 'Billy

week, 'Hold Ghost' (U) and 'Melody
Three* (RKO) finished short fourth

week

should be.

Criterion (Loew's) (1,662; 35-44-5575)_'Whistling in Dark' (M-G) (2d

and

selling the flicker looks for bang-up
session at maybe $20,000, great. Last

socking through in fine style.
Exhibs still regard situation a bit

maintaining
however,
woefully,
show business here as far from what

stanza.

at $5,800.

Baby* (WB) satisfactory $7,200.
Palace (RKO) (2,500; 33-55-66)—
'Citizen Kane' (RKO) and 'Scattergood Broadway* (RKO). Opened on
Saturday (30) and with powerful' ad

at the Capitol, 'Dive Bomber' at the
Earle and 'Citizen Kane' in Keith's

day (30) night for $12,600, swell. John Barton, others, on stage, fair
This tops $12,200 garnered on the enough $18,500.
previous week.
Columbia (Loew) (1,234; 28-44)—
Capitol (Locw's) (4,520; 35-55-85- 'Charley's Aunt" (20th) (2d run).
'Life
Andy Hardy' Third downtown week, average
$1.10-$1.25)
(M-G) (2d wk). Micltey Rooney's $5,000. Last week, 'Whistling Dark'
latest in the Hardy family series, (M-G) (2d run), disappointing $4,500.
sensibly held for a second session,
Earle (WB) (2.216; 28-39-44-66)—
cashing in on Labor Day week. 'Dive Bomber*
(WB), plus stage
Sturdy $23,000, which is even better show. Superb $21,500.
Last week,
than the okay $20,000 on initial 'Mr. Jordan* (Col), plus vaude, solid

week

capacity.

(M-G)

Kid*

Washington, Sept. 2.
With ace attractions as a hypo,
grosses are on the upturn in leading
downtown spots. 'Life Andy Hardy'
are

first

Oriental (Iroquois) (3,200; 28-44)—
'Dragon' (RKO) and 'Knew Answers'
(Col).
Holidays helping this one
over the hurdles as the theatre
struggles behind
a
long list of
houses playing these pictures ahead
of it.
Looks like $7,500, not what
this house rates for its location and

$22,500

IN UPPISH

it

Week

Apollo (BicK) (1,200; 35-55-65-75)
—'Panamint' (Par). Western doing
all right and will
come up with

Mr.

Hyde' (M-G) (4th wk).

of

Unfinished Business* reopened the
Rivoli Labor Day, doing capacity
and getting strong second day (Tuesday) with a boost from flattering
newspaper reviews.
Estimates for This Week
Astor (Loew*s) (1,012; 35-55-85$1.10-$1.25)— 'Jekyll-Hyde' (M-G) (3d
wk). Bettering previous week's take
by small margin with highly profitable $19,300. Spencer Tracy starrer
got splendid $19,200 on second ses-

—

the

'Sergeant York'

at the Hollywood, now in its 10th
week on the Street, reached close to
$28,000 for the session concluded
Sunday (31) night. 'Jekyll-Hyde* at
the Astor and 'Fantasia' at the
Hollywood also beat previous week's
takings.

$1.10-$1.65-$2.20)

16)

Dakota'

of

(5).

Roxy—'Sun

hometowners.

dance

— 'Badlands

Rlalto

—

All's well

screen.

Globe

(Indie).

1.

$12,000, 'Serenade' lOG 'ALOMA' NICE $13,000
Providence, Sept. 2.
with the main-stemmers
as holiday weekend weather, though
warm, stayed on the threatening side
and helped keep a few people at
home. Loew*s with 'When Ladies
Meet,' RKO Albee with 'Tom, Dick
and Harry,' and Majestic with 'Sun
Valley Serenade* are tops. Strand is
looking fair with second week of
Here Comes Mr. Jordan.'
Metropolitan opened its fall and
winter season with a three-day
stage-pic policy, and with a break in
the weather, packed them in. Tommy Reynolds orchestra, featuring
Dwsa Costello, held down the stape
spot, with 'Country Fair* On the

Dark* (M-G) (2d wk).

reaped a golden
Old records fell by the
wayside in big quantities, with managers generally rating business 15%
ahead of last year. Weather afforded no particular break, with sultry
heat on two days figured to discourage theatre attendance.
Peculiarly, it cut no figure, with Times
Square flooded with visitors and

'LitUe Foxes' at the Music HaU
did the outstanding landoffice biz,
with a terrific $120,000 or even more
prospect for second week of this
Day In
attraction. It is rated the best Labor
weekend exodui and troplaal tem- Day week in the Hall's history, inperatures, biz here this week ii rosy.
suring the Bette Davis film at least
Strong product all around Is helping
two more weeks, and maybe a fifth.
is
'Div«
Bomber'
considerably.
Next best is the Paramount with
utilizing the oversized capacity of
'Aloma of the South Seas,*, plus
the Stanley to chalk up a most Im- Tommy Dorsey's band and
stage
pressive figure.
show. House was swamped on the
Estimate! for This Week
three-day holiday with extra shows
Ceniory (Loew*s-UA) (3,000; 15- accounting for the remarkable $73,28-44)—'Jekyll-Hyde* (M-G). Draw- 000 on tap. This smashes the old
ing an impressive response for a big Labor Day week mark here, and is
$14,000. Last week, second of 'Life rated a record for any week not
Andy Hardy' (M-G), added steady having a New Year's eve to help.
$7,300 to fine Initial round at $13,400. Figures to go at least three weeks.
Records fell also at the Strand
Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,340;
Jordan' and Roxy, latter with 'Wild Geese
'Mr.
15-28-39-44-55-66)
Calling,' establishing a Labor Day
(Col). Plus stage layout built around
weekend attendance mark and may
Ciro Rimac's music, attracting a
hit a smasheroo $55,000 week. 'Dive
healthy figure, $15,500. Last week,
leaning Bomber,' new Errol Flynn money(Col),
Society*
•Blondie
maker, aided by Sammy Kaye's orheavily on stage layout of 'Truth or
chestra, is heading for close to $48,Consequences* to hit okay $12,800.
000 at the Strand, Labor day weekKeith's (Schanberaer) (2,408; 15- end bein^ classed as the best in 10
28-39-44)— 'Woman Is Mine' (U). years. Biz is topping the 1940 correFairish goings helped by holiday sponding week by 15%.
prices to mild $8,(t00. Last week,
It was much the same at the other
third of 'Hold Ghost' (U). added a cinemas, with the State's $29,000
steady $4,900 to total of $18,600 In racked up through heavy three-day
preceding braces,
_
trade.
Ed Sullivan's Harvest Moon

Baltimore, Sept.
In spite of extra heavy Labor

27)

Criterion

EVE AURA

harvest.

'BOMBER' $16,000

prices. Balaban
Katz tried
stem the exodus by advertising in
big space to the' public, telling them
they'd have more fun staying in the
city instead of bucking the rigors of
the traffic jams.
Saturday (30) broke with considerable rain which slowed down -traffic on the highways.
General outlook is for bright returns for the Labor Day week. Best
of the town will be the Palace which
has 'Citizen Kane' on a regular price
and grind policy. Excellent salesmanship is breathing plenty of life
into this one for a bang-up $20,000,
a big item of the season.
'Charley's Aunt* is now in its third
week in the Chicago and this time
with the Alvino Rey orchestra. Pic
ture had two great weeks and will
do a nifty $35,000 on the third. Cab
Calloway is giving the lift to Three
Sailors* at the State-Lake, with •
good $20,000 on tap.
to

(M-G).
Aug.

2.

&

upped

(43d wk).
Capitol

all picture theatres

BALTO UPBEAT.

of Sept.

— 'Dr. Jekyll 4,and Mr.
—'Fantasia' (Disney)
—'When Ladies Meet'

Hyde' (M-G) (3d wk).

(Jteuleuied In Variety

$20,000

With a big week-end to handle at
holiday prices, the loop houses all
started the week with a fine advantage despite yelps of some managers
that the exodus of people over tha
Labor Day holiday counteracts the

(Subject to Change)

YEAR'S
Andy Hardy* (M-G) and 'Perfect
thumbs down from the cricks, but Crime' (Col) (2d wk), oke $8,000.
Strand (Indie) (2,000; 28-39-S0>—
is holding up well at the Warfield,
with 'Dr. I. Q.' helping on first 'Mr. Jordan' (Col) and 'Rags Riches'
Broadway resembled New Year's
'Sun Valley Serenade,* (Rep) (2d wk). Paced at fairly good •va on Saturday and Sunday nights
broadcast.
$5,000 after knocking oft hefty $10,- preceding Labor Day (Monday),
new Fox entry. Is doing solidly.
and

Estimates for This Week
Fox (F-WC) (5,000; 35-40-50)—
'Sun Valley* (20th) and 'Private
Nurse* (20th). Doing nice solid biz
Last (2d-flnal)
for okay $18,000.
week, 'Dive Bomber' (WB) and
'Nurse's Secret* (WB), finished with
neat $11,500.
Geary (Curran) (1,286; 55-75-1.101.65)—'Fantasia* <RKO). Repeat re-

$20,000,

Chicago, Sept.

Runs on Broadway

First

Tonuny Dorsey Smasheroo
$73,000, New Paramount

NEW

Chi 'Kane

Cab Calloway-'Sailors' Trnn

issue) and 'BulleU 0*Hara' (WB),
San Francisco, Sept. 2.
neat $2,800.
AU eyes were on the Golden Gate
MaJesUc (Fay) (2,200; 28-39-50)— 'Little F o X e s' Sensational
this weelc to pick up reactions on 'Sun Valley' (20th) and 'Dressed to
'Citizen
of
run
pop-price
first
$120,000 Second Week at
the
Kill' (20th). Playing to hefty $10,Kane,' which is going great guns for

juicy $12,200 last week.
Woods (Essaness) (1,200; 35-55-65)
'Adventure Washington' (Col). Not

Last week,
at mild $4,500.
'Underground' (WB) faded quickly
on second session after strong initial
week and wound up meekly at

much
I

$6,200.

Tradeshow Shorts Also
Warner Bros, is planning to tradeshow its 1941-42 shorts, with the first
national tradeshowing set for the
of Sept. 8, in accordance with
Warners' policy on product.
Nine shorts are slated for the first

week

•

Wedneeday, September

PICTURE GROSSES

10

Titt Kid' World

extra time here and show a profit
Second week died at $1,900.
Nebraska (J. H. Cooper-Par) (1,236' 10-15-20)—'Old Colorado' (Par)
and 'Father Son' iWB). Just about
average $1,600. Last week, 'Kisses
Breakfast' (WB) and 'Sleepers West
(20th). Likewise.
Stuart (J. H. Cooper-Par) (1.884;
10-25-40)— 'Whistling Dark' (M-G).
Mild exploitation, mild $2,800. Last
(M-G).
'Jungle Cavalcade" (RKO) and 'Two week,
Wedding*
'Kildare
in Taxi' (Col) (2d wk), $4,200, big.
Pleasant surprise at $2,500.
10- •Bomber* Beoord $10,000 on Seootad
Music Box (H-E) (850; 30-40-50)—
Varsity (Noble-Federer) (1,100;
StonEO—'Ladles Meet' 80
(WB) and
'Life Andy Hardy' (M-G) and 'Navy 20-25)— 'Strange Alibi*
Hot
four
wk).
(3d
got
First
(M-G)
Gold'
Blue,
'Sons o' Guns* (WB).
Portland, Ore.. Sept. I.
swell $3,800. days, latter five for $2,000. not too
Fifth,
release from
'Diva Bomber* is heading for a
Last week, 'Wild Gee-se' (20lh) and bad. 'Jungle Cavalcade' (RKO) opens
while 'Char'Dressed to Kill' (20th), dual, 3d Wednesday (3). Last week. Blondie record-breaking figure
ley's Aunt' and 'When Ladies Meet*
week, socko $3,600.
Society' (Col). Fairish $2,100.
are giving the whole town a strong
Orptaeum (H-E) (2,600; 30-40-50)

Preem

in Pitt.

mHing'-Beniie Hefty

OK 9G.

name

week. Despite hot
weather, the annual County Fair
which will draw an estimated million people, and all the mills under
this

defense order pressure operating

all

day Sunday and Labor day, -there
a downtown theatre that won't
be In the black. Outstanding attractions, solid gelling, and more loose
change in the pockets than ever before will tell the story.
Leading the monejr parade, the big
Stanley is depending on flesh in the
persons ot Frankie Masters band,
Jerry Colonna, and the Mills Bros,
for a smash bill and gross. Despite
critical reviews .'Dr. Jekyll' will give
the Penn a potent week.
isn't

—'Dive

opening week after a sixweek summer shutdown, the Fulton
chose 'Pittsburgh Kid' starring hometown hero Billy Conn. Big campaign aimed at sports fans via sports
pages and including personal appearances opening day (Sat.) by
Conn sent house off to a fast start,
'Charley's Aunt' at the Senator is
flirting with the record set by. the

For

its

(WB)

Bomber*

wk).

(2d

Last week, same film,
$6,700.
magnificent $10,500.

Great

Falomar (Sterling)

(1,350;

21-40)—

and

'Rags to
'Fiesta Stars' (Rep)
show,
plus stage
(Rep)
Riches'
headed by Fifl D'Orsay. Big $5,800.

and 'Mad Doctor' (Par),
Roosevelt

50)— 'Hold

(Sterling)

for

a

W20G
Boston. Sept.

(2d run), $2,500, big.

Holidays

Up Denver;

'Snn Valley' $13,000,

IIG

'Aloma' 12G, 'Kane'

25-35-

A

BiU (WB) (800; 25-35-50)—'Manpower' (WB). Third try after one
week each at Penn and Warner. Still
a little something left for this smallseater at $2,800.
Last week, 'Blos-

Denver, Sept.

'Citizen Kane* and Denham's 'Aloma
of the South Seas* strong enough to
holdover. Theatres packed after the
laborites parade.

(20th) satisfactory

Paramount (H-E) (3,000; 35-40-50)
—'Wild Geese' (20th) and 'Nurse's
Secret* (WB). Good enough at $6,000.

.

Boston (RKO) (3,200; 28-33-44-5565)— 'Private Nurse* (20th). With
stage show headed by Gypsy Rose
Lee, nifty $22,000. Last week, 'Lady
Scarf ace' (RKO) and Abbott and
Costello on stage, $30,100, terrific.

The week also marked the reopening of the Aldlne, downtown deluxer.
shuttered all summer.
Estimates for This Week
Aldlne (WB) (l,303;'35-46-57-68)—
'Our Wife' (Col). Jeeoft week for
the Chestnut street house is good for
$10,000, par tor this course.
Arcadia (Sablosky) (800; 35-46-57)
—'Kiss Boys' (Par) (2d run) (2d
wk). Tlve days of this run netted a
poor $1,200. First week of the second run showing okay $3,500. 'Ringside Maisie' (M-G) opened yesterday

(Mon).

Boyd (WB)

(2,560;

35-46-57-68)—

(M-G). Chiller connectLast
satisfactory $16,000.

'Dr. Jekyll*

ing

for

week, 'Lffe Andy Hardy' (M-O)
skidded on Its second round to mildish $9,000.

Medium 7iG

•

Immense 12G

to

Lone
Winner;

SOCKS

—

.

—

•

ttMBHiifllMiiMiiiii

Bomber.'

Earle (WB) (2.758: 35-46-57-68-76)
—'Whistling Dark* (M-G) with Ben
Bernle, and Brenda and Cobina
heading stage show. Hefty $24.00o
thanks to an extra midnight show
Sunday night. Last week, 'Parson
Panamint' (Par) with Cab Calloway
Heat Wallops Mpls.;
good for $21,500.
Fox (WB) (2.423; 35-48-57-68)—
'Dive Bomber* (WB) (2d wk). Hold'Sunny'-Scandals 16G,
over still gettinir the trade with good
$12,000 in the tills. Opening week, a
'Aloma'
chirpy $19,500.
Karlton (WB) (1,066; 35-46-57-68)
—'Life Andy Hardy* (M-G) (2d run).
Minneapolis, Sept. S.
Just even with the board with $4,500.
hot
weather
Unexpected return of
Last week 'Charley's Aunt' (20th)
is probably responsible for current
slightly under with $4,000 for second

Fenway (M&P) (1.373; 28-39-44Estimates for This Week
55)— Dive Bomber* (WB) and 'PasAladdin
(Fox)
25-40)— sage Hongkong' (WB) (both con(1,400;
'Dive Bomber* (WB), after a week tinued from two weeks at Met).
soms Dust' (M-G) fourth week at the Denver. Nice $4,500. Last Around $5,000 indicated, okay. I^ast
downtown, excellent $2,800.
week, 'Hold Ghost* (U), after week* week. 'Bad Men Missouri' (WB) and boxoffice let-down.
Taking many
Senator (Harris) (1,750; 25-35-50) at Denver, fine $5,500.
'Forced Landing* (Par), $3,800.
people out of town. Labor Day
—'Charley's Aunt" (20th). Off to a
Broadway (Fox) (1,040; 25-35-40)
Keith Memorial (RKO) (2,900; 28- weekend holiday Isn't any help
flying start and heading for a great —'Life Andy Hardy*
(M-G) and 39-44-55)—'Citizen Kane' (RKO) and either, and the State Fair, winding
$11,000.
Last week, 'Hold Ghost' 'Meet Again* (RKO).
After two 'Scattergood Broadway' (RKO), tak- up, also takes a toll. However, con(3d wk.). Buckled a bit imder pres- weeks at the Orpheum. Fair $2,500.
ing $20,000, hefty and holdover. Last ditions still are fairly healthy.
sure of fresh opposition but passable Last week, "Charley *s Aunt*
(20th), week, third stanza for 'Hold That
Combination of George White's
at $3,900.
after a week each at Denver and Ghost* (U) and 'Accent on Love* Scandals' on the stage and the flim.
Stanley (WB) (3,800; 25-40-60)— Aladdin
and day-and-date with (20th), good $13,500.
The
It's a strong bill.
In front.
•Life With C^aroline' (RKO).
Plus Rialto, nice $4,000.
have beep inMetropolitan (M&P) (4,367; 28-39- fact that stage shows
Frankie Masters and orchestra, Jerry
Denham (Cockrill) (1.750; 25-35in recent weeks aids Its
frequent
)_' Aloma* (Par) and 'Bride
Colonna, Mills Bros., on stage. House 40)—'Aloma' (Par).
Giant $12,000, 44-55
power.
pulling
Flirting
(20th).
has developed terrific momentum and Is holding. La.st week, Tarson Wore Crutches'
Among the straight film new
with hefty $16,500. Last week, 'Dive
and stage show is a magnet for flesh Panamint' (Par), poor $5,000.
comers Doth 'Parson of Panamint
hungry workers.
Heading for a
Denver (Fox) (2.525; 25-35-40)— Bomber' (WB) and 'Passage Hong- and 'Aloma of South Seas* are holdweek, $14,000,
sizzling $27,000. Last week, 'Kildare's 'Sun Valley*
(20th) and 'Queen's kong' (WB), second
ing up well. There's a trio of holdWedding' (M-G) and Lou Breese Or- Perfect Crime' (Col). Superb $13,28-39-44Orpheum (Loew) (2,900;
overs, 'Life Begins for Andy Hardy,'
chestra, Dennis Day, Brenda and Co- 000. Last week, 'Dive
Bomber* (WB), 55)—' Jekyll and Hyde* (M-G) and 'Moon Over Miami* and 'Wild Oats,'
bina on stage up in the clouds at fine $11,000.
'Whistling In Dark* (M-G), shaping with the first-named In the lead.
$27,500.
Orphenm (RKO) (2.600; 25-35-40) up for a smash $22,000. Last week,
Estimates for This Week
Warner (WB) (2,000; 25-35-50)— —'Citizen Kane* (RKO) arid 'Scat- 'Life Andy Hardy* (M-G) and
Aster (Par-Singer) (900: 15-28)—
•Life Andy Hardy' (M-G) (2d wk.). tergood Broadway* (RKO).
Hefty 'Queen Perfect Crime' (Col), hold
White Zombie' (Indie) (reissue) and
Up there with the best of the Hardy $11,000, and Is staying a second over, $15,500, terrif.
and
Town*
(Par)
series for a neat $8,000. Last week, session.
Last week, 'Life Andy
Paromoont (M&P) (1,797; 28-39 'Wide Open
Perfect Crime' (Col) and
'Queen's
'Manpower' (WB) okay $5,800 on Hardy* (M-G) and 'Meet Again 44-55)— 'Dive Bomber* (WB) and
for Breakfast* (WB). First
move-over from Penn.
(RKO). fair $7,000 for second week. 'Passage Hongkong' (WB) (both con- 'Kisses
headed
for godd $1,500 in Ave
pair
Paramount (Fox) (2,200; 25-40)— tinued from two weeks at Met), oke
Latter pair open Tuesday (2)
'Rugples Red Gap* (Par) (reissue) $7,500. Last week, 'Bad Men Mis- days.
Last week, 'Getaway'
and 'Broadway Limited* (UA). Fine souri' (WB) and 'Forced Landing' for four days.'Her First Beau* (Col),
(M-G) and
Seattk Cool, B.O. Hot;
$5,500.
Last week, 'Puddin* Head* (Par), $6,000.
satisfactory $1,000 for five days.
(Rep) and 'Highway West* (WB)'
State (Loew) (3,600; 28-39-44-55)
Century (P-S) (1,600; 28-30-44)—
strong $8,000.
(M-G) and
ladies' Great {10,500,
—'Jekyll and Hyde'
RUlto (Fox) (878; 25-40)—'Hold 'Whistling in Dark' (M-G), headed 'Life Andy Hardy' (M-G) (2d wk).
Ghost* (U), after a week each at for possible $18,500. very big. Last Moved here from State after big
'Aont'
Denver and Aladdin, and 'Robbers week. 'Life Andy Hard:!"^ (M-G) and week there. Big $4,700 Indicated.
Range* (RKO). Good $2,000. List 'Queen Perfect Crime' (Col) (2d Last week, 'Dive Bomber' (WB) (2d
wk), mild $3,100 after good $9,300
week,
'Charley's Aunt* (20lh). afler wk), $11,000. good.
Seattle, Sept. 2.
first week at State.
a week each. at Denver and Aladdin
Translnx (Translux) (900; 15-25
Majority of major houses have
Esquire (Berger) (290: 28-44)—
day-and-date with the Broad- 44)— 'Cock of Air' (UA) (revival)
new shows and they got a 'double and
'Wild Oats* (Indie) and 'Sun Worway,
and
'Deadly
Game'
(Mono),
and
'Two
in
Taxi'
(Col),
marking
^^oliday' break when it rained,
time at $2,000 gait. Last week, 'Give shippers* (Indie), with Mrs. Jardine
feooler weather holding down treks good $2,500.
sex lecturer (2d wk). Going
Me a Sailor' (Par) (revival) and McCree,
the country and resorts.
'Here
hard after sex seekers. Looks like
'Officer and Lady' (Col) (1st run),
rComes Mr. Jordan' is new show at Fair Is
satisfactory $700.
Last week, big
Lincoln
^ the Liberty. 'Charley's Aunt' opened
$3,100, good.
$1,500.
at the Paramount and 'When Ladies
*Aloma' $3,500
Gopher (P-S) (998; 28)— 'Parson
Meet' is at Fifth for a first stanza.
of Panamint' (Par).
Aeavily exFAIR
INDPLS.
'Dragon* surprised at B.M. and
Lincoln, Neb., Sept. 2.
ploited and may reach mild $2,000.
State Fair is virtually the only
stays for a second. Palomar is givLast week, 'Ringside Maisie' (M-G),
'Sons Gnns'
ing top attention to its stage show, winner In town this week with biz 'Ladles* Nice $9,000
$3,000, satisfactory.
Plus
Del
Courtney
only
IIG
so-so
in
the cinemas. Previous
with Fifl D*Orsay the hot one there.
Orpheum (P-S) (2,800; 39-44-55)—
'Dive Bomber* did best gross' in a years exhlbs have been able to
'Sunny' (RKO) and George White's
Indianapolis, Sept. 2.
blue moon at Orpheum opening pocket a little of the overflow but
Ordinarily the extra holiday would 'Scandals' on stage. Picture holding
week and roars along in its second quality of the grandstand .show
Oarnes-Carruthers 'Belles of Lib keep the turnstiles spinning over an up Its boxoffice end and should
week.
Stage
erty*) has kept most of the after
extended weekend, but theatre man- share in credit for draw.
Estimates for This Week
show liked. Stretching to big $16,Blue Monse (Hamrick-Evergreen) dark coin at the fair grounds. agers this year again have the com- 000, very good, all things considered.
'Aloma of the South Seas* Is leading petition of the Indiana State Fair,
(850; 30-40-50)— 'Dragon* (RKO) and
Last week, 'Moon Over Miami'
the pack.
Variety, Noble-Federer always a sellout. So the final count
•Meet Again* (RKO) (2d wk). Big
(20th), mild $6,000 in eight days.
owned subsequent house shuttered will be just about' average. Loew's
$3,000. Last week, same fllms, swell
State
(P-S)
28-39-44)—
(2,300;
Sunday (31) and Is now coming and Indiana are dividing top coin
$4,700.
down to make way for a street ex- among the film houses, former duel- 'Aloma' (Par). Heavily advertised
Coliseum (H-E) (1,900; 21-35)
pansion project. Replacement house, ing 'When. Ladies Meet' and 'The and selling appeal built on sexy
•Caught Draft* (Par) and 'Shepherd State, may be ready Oct. 1.
Get Away' and latter playing "Dive angle. Getting stronger male than
feminine play, although roughly
Hills'
(Par)
(2d run).
Excellent
Bomber,' single feature.
Circle Is handled by
Estimates for This Week
some critics.
Light
$3,500.
Last week, 'Bombay* (M-G)
doing all right with 'Aloma of the
Colonial
(Monroe-Noble-Federer)
$7,000 looks about all.
Last week,
and 'Rage in Heaven* (M-G) (2d
South Seas* and 'World Premiere.'
'Life Andy Hardy' (M-G), big $9,500.
(750; 10-15)— 'Girl Havana*
(Rep)
run), nice $3,000.
Lyric is in the black with 'Three
and 'Kid Santa Fe' (PRC) split with
Uptown (Par) (1,300; 28-39)—'Met
Fifth Avenne (H-E) (2,349; 30-40- 'Still Alive* (RKO) and 'Arizona Sons O* Guns* on the screen and
in Bombay* (M-G). First neighboreO)—'When Ladies Meet* (M-G) and Bound' (Mono). Off key £800. Last Del Courtney orch on the stage.
hood showing. En route to fair
Estimates for This Week
•Ringside
Maisie*
(M-G).
Great week, 'Arkansas Judge* TRep) and
Last week, 'Caught Draft*
$2,800.
Circle (Katz-Dolle) (2,600; 25-30$10,500.
Last week, 'Life Andy 'Outlaws Grande* (PRC) split with
(Par). First neighborhood showing.
Hardy* (M-G) and 'Navy Blue, Gold* 'Meet Missus' (Rep) and 'Kansas 40)— 'Aloma* (Par) and 'World Pre- Very big $4,000.
miere*
(Par), okay $7,500.
Last
(M-G) (2d wk), $6,000f big.
World (Par-Steffes) (350; 28-39Cyclone' (Rep). Ditto.
week,
and
'Man Hunt* (20th)
'Dance 44-55 >—'Moon Miami' (20th)
Liberty (J-vH) (1,650; 30-40-50)—
Lincoln (J. H. Cooper-Par) (1.503;
(2d
'Mi. Jordan' (Col).
Big blasts in 10-25-40)— 'Aloma' (Par). Tops the Hall' (20th) about the same with wk).
Here after eight days at
Orpheum and not so forta at $1,000.
press, billboards and other stunts list at okay $3,500. Last week, 'Life $7,400.
IndUna (Katz-Dolle) (3,100; 26-30- Last week, 'Shining Vlctorv* (WB),
getting public attention, zooming Andy Hardy' (M-G).
Proved that
(Continued on page 31)
light $1,200.
•

m

for oke? $5,500.

EstlmaUs for This Week
2.

Labor Day put the first-runs over
the top here, with the Orpheum's

going over ior a nice
week, 'Caroline* (RKO)
Hall"

Last week, 'Charley's Aunt* (20th)
and 'Bride Crutches* (20th), ended
third week for a high $6,800. and
moved to the Mayfair.
United Artists (Parker) (1,000; 3540-50)—'When Ladies Meet' (M-G)
coin from the holiday influx.
In
stage and 'Rookies on Parade' (Rep).
mulling
is
MetroiJOlitan
Last week,
$8,000.
shows this season, but thus far is line for great
Hardy* (M-G) and 'Highplanning them only for occasional 'Life Andy
"closed second week
weeks when big names are avail- way West' (WB)
able.

(3.300;

ciety* (Col)
$5,600. Last

doing big biz at the SUte. 'Citizen
Kane* is a hefty ticket for the Keith
Memorial, while the RKO-Boston,
with stage show headed by Gypsy
Rose Lee and Billy Gilbert, is run'Aloma
ning about even with it.
of the South Seas' is more or less
shipwrecked, but garnering .some

$9,000.

Penn (Loew's-UA)

2.

'Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde' started
to standee biz. at the Orpheum

off

and 'Very Young Lady' (20th), moveover of 'Aunt* from Paramount for
Strong $5,000. Last
fourth week.
week, 'Barnacle Bill* (M-G) and
'Ringside Maisie' (M-G), closed third
stanza for okay $3,500.
Orpheum (H-E) (1,800; 35-40-50)
—'Aloma' (Par) and 'Blondie So-

—

substantial

60)—'Dr. JekyU' (M-G). Critics nosuperb
like but customers do.
$18,000 in prospect, maybe more.
Last week,
'Life
Andy Hardy'
(M-G), bang-up $18,500.

SPOTS.

and stuck to character throughout and 'Dance
most of the holiday weekend. Also $6,500.

Estimates for This Week
Folton (Shea-Hyde) (1,600; 25-30-

premiere opened house after sixweek summer shutdown. Excellent
ballyhoo built around Billy Conn,
with the mayor proclaiming Conn
Day, and Conn making appearances
on opening day gave the house a big

HUB

2

$6,100, good.
(800; 30-40-

(U) (4th. wk).
week, same fiim,

Ghost'

Nice $2,800. Last
$3,800, wonderful.

60)— 'Pittsburgh Kid' (Rep)—World

Heading

Philadelphia, Sept. 2.
With wickets getting a nice workout over the long weeE-enO, there's
a cheery note along Philly's film
rialto this sesh. Although there was
heavy stream of citizens out
town for the last fling of summer,
thera also were plenty who stuck
close to home because of the can«
cellatlon of holiday leaves by defense plants.
tone.
Netting the biegest take is the
Estimates for This Week
'Whistling In the Dark'
Broadway (Pifirker) (2.000; 35-40- Earle with Bernle
and stage show.
(WB) and plus Ben
'Dive Bomber*
50)
'Broadway Limited' (UA) (2d wk). The combo was aided by a special
midnight showing on Sunday night.
Still going big for a record $10,000.
Also In the blue chips are 'Sun ValFirst week took a terrific $11,000.
Mayfolr (Parker-Evergreen (1,500; ley Serenade,' 'Wild Geese Calling,'
Aunf (20th) 'Dr. Jekyll' and the holdover of 'Divt
35-40-5(F)— 'Charley's

—

JEKYLL'

Last week, 'Bowery Blitz' (Mono)
and stage, Pollack Bros, circus,
$7,600, smash.
Paramount (H-E) (3,039; 30-40-50)
—'Charley's Aunt' (20th) and 'PriImmense
(20th).
Nurse'
vate
$12,000. Last week, 'Caroline' (RKO)

Winter Garden (Sterling) (16-30)
Ghost.'
'Life
first week of 'Hold
'Love Crazy' (M-G) and 'Ride on
Andy Hardy' in holdover week at
Trim
Warner after solid session at Penn Vaquero' (20th) (2d run).
$2,700.
Last week, 'Pot O' Gold'
is giving an excellent account of it(UA) and 'Singapore Woman' (WB)
self.

start.

$24,000 In

FORTE PORTLAND

Pittsburgh, Sept. 2.
will live up

The Golden Triangle
its

1941

PhiOyfJekyrm'BomberBigH.O.

'Caroline'-Frankie Masters $27,000

to

8,

run.
Keith's (WB) (2.220: 35-46-57-68)-Stm
'Hold Ghost' (U) (2d run).
plenty of vitamins with ok^ $5,000
Last week, 'Caroline'
this.
for
(RKO), plenty punko for $3,000 on
secorid-run try.
.
Stanley (WB) (2.916; 35-46-87-68)
—'Sun Valley* (20th). Glen Millar
fans pepping this one up to tuneful
$16,500. Last week. 'Hold Gihost* (U),
disappointing $9,500 for holdover

Stknton (WB) (1.457; 35-46-57)-Solid $6.0O0.
'Wild Geese' (20th).
Last week. 'Kildare Wedding Day'
(M-O) cleared the tape with $4,500.

Yanities-'Battalion'

Smash $23,000,

Cleve;

'JekyH' Smart $17,500
Cleveland, Sept.

B.

After a lean summer, the Palace U
back in the big league again with
'Vanities,'
Earl
Carroll's
backed by 'Parachute Battalion/ is
keeping trie turnstiles whirling with
the RKO deluxer heading for $23,000.
Ideal weather conditions also are
galvanizing 'Dr. Jekyll* at the State
for a socky figure, with 'Hold That
Ghost' at Hipp nearly stepping on
its heels In a close race.
It looks
like the beginning of a theatrical
boom in every stand.
Estimates for This Week
AUen (RKO) (3.000; 30-35-42-55)—
Knocking
'Charley*s Aunt* (20th).
*em over on moveover, and assured
of around $7,000 and h.o. Last week.
'Manpower' (WB) (3d wk), smart

vaude.

$5,500.

Hipp (Warners) (3,700; 30-35-42Rolling utt
(U).
sizzling $17,000, doing the besl
matinee biz in town. Last week,
'Charley's Aunt' (20th) beat the preholiday jinx by nabbing a fine $13,-

56)— 'Hold Ghost'
a

500.

Palace (RKO) (3,700; 30-35-42-53r
'Parachute Battalion* and Earl
Carroirs 'Vanities* on stage. Initial
flesh show of season Is potent dynamite, with bouse uncorking every
ballyhoo trick in its repertory.
66)

—

Standee line started

flrst

day and

so consistently that a
$23,000 is In sight. Last week,
'Caroline* (RKO), nice $8.d00.
SUte (Loew's) (3.450; 30-35-42-66)

holding up

smash

—'Jekyll-Hyde'
cricks,

(M-G). Ribbed by
but the Spencer Tracy name

smart
with the aid of shrewd selling. Last
week, 'Life Andy Hardy' (M-G)
copped more than satisfactory $10,000 on second round.
Stillman (Loew's) (1,972; 30-36-4265)—'Whistling Dark' (M-G) (2d
wk). Red Skelton's cabght on like
wildfire here, due to local vaude
dates, pleasing $5,000. Last week it
landed $8,000.
is

pulling

it

up

to

$17,500,

'

Wednesday, September

8,
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PICTURE GROSSES

Grabs Top Del Coin,

'Ghost'

'Aloma' Leads L'viHe

'Aloma

$24,1

$8,500;'JekyirBig8G,

'Aloma' Okay 17G;'JekyU' Big $14,<

Tork' Robust 2d

WL

Louisville, Sept.

Detroit, Sept.

2.

Key

Continuing to run strong, this
town's five flrst-runs are set to
garner a tidy $75,000 this week
helped by the added holiday. Bulk
of the money seems headed for the

Fox where Abbott and

Costello

in

'Hold That Ghost,' paired with 'Tillie
the Toiler' is the continuation of a
stream of comedies which have hit
the house. This bill may fall short
of Jack Benny's 'Charley's Aunt'
which preceded it for two weeks.
United Artists got away to a strong
start in its Initial week with 'Jekyll
and Hyde' and 'Whistling in the
Dark,' which promises plenty of
holdover time in next few weeks.
Michigan is hitting above average

with 'Aloma of South Seas' and 'Pot
o' Gold.'

'Charley's Aunt,' after

two strong
is showing

at the Fox, still
prenty in its switch to the

weeks

Adams

while the Palms-State has taken over
the Michigan's 'Life Begins for Andy
Hardy' and 'Ringside Maisie.'
Estimates for This Week
Adams (Balaban) (1,700; 30-40-55)
—'Charley's Aunt' (20th) Od wk)
and Lady' (Col). Still
'Officer
and
brisk at $8,000. Last week, Tom,
Dick' (RKO) (4th wk) and 'For
Beauty's Sake' (20th), o.k. $5,500.
Foi (Fox-Michigan) (5,000; 30-4065)— 'Hold Ghost' (U) and 'Tillie
Toiler' (Col). Choice $24,000. Last
week, 'Charley's Aunt' (20th) and
'Dance Hair (20th) (2d wk), healthy
$19,000 behind a terrific $30,000 in its
first week.
Michigan (United Detroit) (4,000;
80-40-55)—'Aloma' (Par) and 'Pot of
Gold' (UA). O.k. $17,000. Last week,
liife Andy Hardy' (M-G) and 'Ringside Maisie' (M-G), smash $20,000.
Palms - State (United Detroit)
H.OOO; 30-40-55)— 'Life Andy Hardy"
iM-G) and 'Ringside Maisie' (M-G)
|5d wk). Slick $12,000 coming up.
Last week. 'Kiss Boys' (Par) and
Tog" (WB) (3d wk), satisfactory

United Artists (United Detroit)
iO-40-55)— 'Jekyll and Hyde'
nil-G) and 'Whistling Dark' (M-G).
Reopened for the season is making a
big start with $14,000 in sight.
(2,000;

h

^

Okay Omaha; 'Kane'

SjiC/Aloma^ Big $8,900
Sept.

2.

good here with 'Sun
Serenade' and 'Accent or

G.rossas very

yali«T

'Sun Valley Big $33,000 in 2 Spots,

2.

Three-day holiday gave plenty of
localites an opportunity to gas- up the
old jalopy and hit the road for a last
weekend trip before school and the
daily grind set in, but the Labor Day
holiday also discovered a good portion

of

town

to patronize the

the

population

staying

downtown

-t-

Los Angeles, Sept. 2.
'Sun Valley Serenade' is topping

Broadway Grosses

in

first

runs. H.o.'s continue to get the top
rating of the current pix, with the
product nothing to write home
about.
'Aloma of South Seas' is
bringing 'em in in fine style, but

new

'Bomber' $23,500 on Two H.O. Runs

Estimated Total Gross
This Week
$420,400
(Based on IS theatres)
Total Gross Same Week
Last Tear
|424.0««
(Based on 11 theatres)

otherwise 'Andy Hardy' at the
Brown (3d wk.) and 'Sgt. York' at
the Mary Anderson. (2d wk) are the
attention getters.
National reopens Friday (5) with
a policy of musical' shows and pix,
three shows daily. Town has been
barren of live talent shows for quite
a spell and venture at the National
should be timely, particularly with
town populated by a large number
Kansas City, Sept. 2
of defense workers who have the
Labor Day week is being greeted coin to spend for live talent shows.
Cincinnati, Sept. i
Soldier
trade, with Fort Knox and
by a royal straight flush, with every
Bowman Field close by, is practically
With Labor Day working in its
regular film house playing attractive nil as far as being
a b.o. factor is b.o.
bulge, biz by and large in
films. '.'Sun Valley Serenade' in the concerned,
cinema center is in holiday stride
two Fox first-runners, and 'Dr.
Estimates for This Week
Jekyir at the Midland opened on
Brown (Loew's-Fourth Avenue) and a few degrees up over last week,
regular
opening
days.
Newman
15-30-40)— 'Life Andy Hardy' Current top-coin tuggers are 'Sun
brought in 'Aloma of the South Seas (1,400;
(M-G) and 'Queen Perfect Crime' Valley Serenade.' in the Palace, and
on Monday, and Orpheum was al(Col).
Stepping into third down- 'Citizen Kane'
ready in the swim with 'Tom, Dick
at the Albee, both
town week, and still catching a
and Harry' holding over for a strong
healthy b.o. trade. Pacing for ex- with great marks, with Son}a Henie
second week. Town's total will be
cellent $2,500 after last week's fine pix in front.
one of the better ones of the year.
$3,500.
Estimates for This Week
Extended playing time is on the
Kentucky (Switow) (1,200; 15-25)
Albee (RKO) (3,300; 33-40-50)—
docket for 'Sun Valley,' 'Aloma' and
'Blood Sand' (20th) and 'Night in
'Tom, Dick,' latter likely going a
'Citizen Kane'
(RKO).
Excellent
Lisbon'

'JEKYU'

$10,1

'SERENADE' 14G

IN

LUSn

K.C.

CINCY LEADER

very unusual here.
Estimates for This Week
Esquire and Uptown (Fox Midwest) (820 and 2,043; 10-28-44)— 'Sun
Valley Serenade' (20th) day and
dating in both spots. Shining brightly and week will be one of best in
months :at $10,750. Last week, 'Hold
Ghost' (U) played a second week,
third,

(Par).

Bumper

biz over

La

bor Day holiday and promises to $13,000. Same last week with 'Dive
hold to usual steady pace thereafter, Bomber' (WB).
pointing toward fine $1,700.
Last
Capitol (RKO) (2,000; 33-40-50)—
week, 'In Navy' (U) and 'Fog' (WB),
'Dive Bomber'
(WB).
Movcover
pulled better than average $1,500.
Loew's Slate (Loew's) (3,300; 15- from Albee for second week. Slow
30-40)
'Jekyll-Hyde' (M-G) and $4,000. Last wfek, 'Hold Ghost' (U),
'Whistling Dark' (M-G).
Wrapped second week of switchover, fair
up big holiday biz, and can take $3,500.
light $4,500.
things easy the balance of the week.
Family (RKO) (1,000; 15-28)— 'San
Midtend (Loew's) (4,101; 10-28-44) Excellent $8,000. Last week, 'Mr.
'Jekyll-Hyde' (M-G) and Tanks Jordan' (Col) and 'Tillie Toiler' Antonio Rose' (U) and 'Officer and
a Million' (UA). Tracy picture do- (Col), strongly rated by cricks and Lady' (Col), split with 'Rawhide
Rangers' (U) and 'Bullets O'Hara'
ing okay at $10,000. Last week, 'Mr. managed fine $8,200.
Last week,
(WB).
Nice $2,100.
Jordan' (Col) and 'Dare Not Iiove'
Mary Anderson (Libson) (1,000; 'Desperate Cargo' (PRC) and .'Ac(Col), above average at $8,500.
$1-62-30)— 'Sgt. York' (WB). Eight
with
Newman (Paramount) (1,900; 10- days on first stanza brought in cent on Love' (20th), divided
'Fugitive
28-44)— 'Manpower' (WB) gets held plenty of shekels, and h.o. stanza is 'Dance Hall' (20th) and
Valley' (Mono), okay $2,000.
over for five days and coupled with following through in first-class manGrand (RKO) (1,430; 33-40-50)
'Parson Panamint' (Par) as new en- ner. Currently pacing for fine $6,Transferred
Jordan'
(Col).
'Mr.
try on a dual bill for that short 000, after last week's terrific $11,000.
frdhi Palace for second week. Nifty
week. Combo, light $2,800. 'Aloma
Blalto (Fourth Avenue) (3.400; 15South Seas' (Par) opened solo on 30-40)— 'Aloma' (Par) and 'Flying $5,000. Last week, 'Life Andy Hardy'
Labor Day. Last week, 'Manpower' Blind' (Par). Dorothy Lamour is (M-G) (2d run). sweU $5,200.
(WB). pleasant $7,300.
Keith's (Libson) (1.500; 33-40-50)
strong marquee name, and pulling
Orpheum (RKO) (1,500; 10-28-44) 'em in plenty strong. Will be town's —'This Woman Is Mine' (U). Poor
—'Tom, Dick' (RKO) and 'Highway b.o. topper this week, with h.o.'s in $3,500. Last week, 'Manpower' (WB)
West* (WB) (2d wk). Rogers is the the other houses the only opposish. (2d run), dull $2,800.
reason for big biz.- and film has Headed for strong $8,500. Last week.
Lyrlo (RKO) (1,400; 33-40-50)
earned this .<^cond week extension. Wild Geese' (20th) and 'Private 'Life Andy Hardy' (M-G) (3d run).
Top heavy $7,000. Last week, the Nurse' (20th), fairish $6,500.
Okay $3,600. Last week, 'Charley's
first for same bill, lusty $9,250.
Strand (Fourth Avenue) (1,400; Aunt' (20th), second moveove'r and
Tower (Joffee) (2.110; 10-30)— .15-30-40)—'Woman Is Mine' (U) and fourth week on front line, all right
'Bachelor Daddy' (U) on screen with Hello Sucker' (U). Aiming at aver- $3,000.
stage vaude bill. Film helping to age $3,200.
Last week, 'Caroline'
PaUce (RKO) (2,600; 33-40-50)
better than average $6,500.
Last (RKO) and 'Men Timberland' (U) 'Sun Valley Serenade' (20th). Wham
week 'Private Nurse' (20th) eind well liked by critics and tabbed all $14,000. Last week, 'Mr. Jordan'
vaude. average $6,000.
right $3,000.
(Col), dandy $10,000.

—

—

SweU lOa

Omaha.

ti-es, chie/tv /irst runs, includino
N. Y.;
Total Gross Same Week.
Last Tear
$1,858,600
(Based on 25 cities, 167 theatres)

LA Opening Tops $26,0001

—

$7,500.

"Sun Valley'

City Grosses

Estimated Total Gross
This Week
$1,828,100
(Based on 24 cities, 165 theo-

at the Orpheum going nicely
SJltizen Kane* and 'Repent at Leis
at the Brandeis are also do-

Love
lire'

okay. 'Aloma' and 'West Point
at the Omaha are good for
fibove average grosses.
ifig

Widow'

EsUmates for This Week
Orphenra (Trlstates) (3,000; 10-3040)—'Sun VaUey* (20th) and 'Accent
6h Love' (20th).
Swell $10,000,
Last week, 'Million Dollar Baby' on
screen and Gene Krupa band and
fcts on stage, smash $20,850 at 10-40
Sc.

—

—

NATIONAL BOXOFFICE SURVEY

Brandeis (Mort Singer) (1,500; 10
£5-35-40)—'Citizen Kane' (RKO) and

Repent Leisure' (RKO),

$5,500, good.

Last week, 'Dive Bomber' (WB) and
'ilurry, Charlie' (RKO) second week,

okay

$4,000.

Omaha

(Tristates)

(2,000;

10-30-

40)—'Aloma'
'Point
(Par)
and
Widow' (Par), big $8,900. Last week,
'Manpower'
(WB) and 'Beauty's
Sake' (20th), light $7,500.
State (Goldberg) (900; 10-20-25)•Dictetor' (UA) and 'Rookies Pa
tade' (Hep) split with 'Lady Chey
enne' (U). 'Blondie Society' (Col),
•underground' (WB). fair $900. Last
•week,
'Caught Draft'
(Par) and
'Woman's Face' (M-G) split with
'Washington
Melodrama'
(M - G),
Tlight Destiny' (WB) and 'Time for

Bhythm*

Town

(Col),

good

$1,000.

(Goldberg)

(1.500; 10-20-25)

T-Wide Open Town'
Draft'

(y)

(Par)

split

(Par). 'Caught

and 'Man Lost Self

triple

with

'Thundering

frontier' (Col). 'Bjscuit Eater' (Par)
fend 'Desert Bandit!' (Rep), 'Blood
Sand' (20th), 'Parole Fixer' (Par).

«n

Improved

Saddle Mates'

$1,000.

(Rep).

and 'South Panama'

Last

week.

'Fog'

(WB)

(PRC),

triple

WUt with 'Arizona Gang' (PRC),
£eyy Bat' (PRC) and 'Outlaws Rio'

Hot

—

'Jekyll,'

new film season and the rekey spots of strong product, film
were taxed to th« limit of their
holiday
crowds. To the house
weekend
capacities by
staffs, whose Job it wag to handle the crush, It was a
day of labor and no foolin'.
From key cities in every section of the country,
With the

start of the

lease generally in

theatres of the nation

—

Varibtt correspondents report universal upsurge at
the boxoffico. Holdover films in many first runs in
the current week are topping earlier stanzas both In
attendance and receipts. Standout, of course, is the
all-time new. second week record at Radio City Music
Hall. 'Little Foxes' (Goldwyn-RKO) turned in a giant
$120,000, following initial $114,000. And end of the run
not yet in sight.
Excellent business Is credited to the new films.
Sonja Henie Is skating on solid ice in 'Sun Valley'
(20th). which has started big Jn Kansas City, Cincinnati. Los Angeles, Denver and half a dozen other cities,
'Jekyll and Hyde' (M-G) bowled over bad newspaper

(PRC), 'Model Wife' (U), 'Farmer's criticisms to a smash ISO in Pittsburgh, big $14,000 in
Baltimore, and giant $40,500 in two houses in Boston.
Daughter' (Par), fair $850.
Strong also in Cleveland. Washington and Louisville.
Avenne - Military -

Dundee

—

(Gold-

perg) (960-600-300; 25)
'Dictator'
(UA), 'Rookies Parade' (Rep) split
ylth "^ady Cheyenne" (U), 'Blondie
yoclety'
(Col) and 'Underground'
,y™B), good $1,000.
Last week.
Caught Draft'
(Par),
'Woman's
(M-G) spUt with 'Washington
Melodrania' (M-G), 'Flight Destiny'
(WB) and 'Time lor Rhythm' (Col),

the town in the straight picture divi-slon, turning in a big $33,000 for the

combined State and Chinese. 'Aloma
of the South Seas,' with a stage show
at the Paramount, is ringing the bell
for a swell $26,000.

'My Life With Caroline' picked up
smartly over the weekend and is
heading for a good $23,000 at Pantages and RKO.
Nice weather failed to dent picture
house receipts, a. large portion of the
holiday throngs staying in town over

Labor Day weekend

to give business
upward push. Mail carriers'
convention and parade crowds rated
a strong

as helping.

Estimates for This Week
Carthay Circle (F-WC) (1,615; 83$1.10-$1.65)— 'Fantesia' (Disney) (31st
wk). Showing remarkable strength
with $7,000 in sight due to the Labor
Day weekend, which is upping juve^
nile attendance.
Last week came
through better than expected at
$5,900.

Chinese (Grauman-F-WC) (2,034;
30-44-55-75)—'Sun Valley' (20th) and
'Charlie Chan Rio' (20th).
Strong
opening with holiday mobs giving
this combo excellent $14,000.
Last
week, 'Our Wife' (Col) and 'Richest

Man Town'

Charley's Aunt' (20th). already out several weeks,
held to $35,000 in third week in Chicago, opened to
capacity $12,000 In Seattle, and knocked off 17G in

Newark.
There

is

keen interest

in first

popular price show-

ngs of 'Citizen Kane' (RKO). which reached $22,000
and a holdover in Frisco; an excellent $13,000 in Cincinnati; $20,000 in Boston and a terrif $20,000 in Chi-

'Kane' and Crawford-Taylor

Washington and Denver,

is

heartening to

RKO

sales

staff.

Meanwhile, the ultimate releases of the 1940-41 season are in the upper money brackets everywhere.
'Dive Bomber' (WB) swooped to $23,500 In a two theatre holdover in Los Angeles, and 12G In tiilrd week in
Boston. It opened in Washington to $21,500, touched
a new second week record at $10,000 in Portland, and
had 'em standing in Baltimore, $16,000.
'ALOHA' TBOnCAL SMILES TO B.O.
'Aloma of the South Seas' (Par) brought troplg
smiles with $26,000 opening at the Metropolitan, Los
Angeles, and was satisfactory in more than a dozen
other important keys.
Latest of the Hardy series. 'Life Begins for Andy'
(M-G) maintains a fast pace. In Washington, sock
$22,500; holdovers in Pittsburgh, 'Frisco, Detroit and
Chicago.

And from Los Angeles comes figures of $23,500 for
'Life with Caroline' (RKO) In two theatres, indicating
approval of Ronald Colman's new film.
Boxoffice closeups.
'Little Foxes' (RKO) won in
competition against .sunshine and ocean at seashore
bookings In Atlantic City and Asbury Park.
'Sergeant York' (WB) had a good second week at upped
admissions in Louisville.
'Here Comes Mr, Jordan'
(Col) full-fledged holdover in Providence, Cincinnati
and Frisco. 'Hold That Ghost' (U) led Detroit with
'Fantasia' (Disney-RKO) passed l\t 3Ut week
$24,000.
at the Carthay Circle, L.A. 'When Ladles Meet' <M-a)
starting strong in first few bookings, which means that
Joan Crawford is in a sturdy sequel to 'Scarfacc
Woman.' She's teamed with Robert Taylor.

(Col), so-so $9,200.

Downtown (WB)

(1,800; 30-44-55)

—'Dive Bomber'. (2d wk). Rolling
up hefty $12,500 on holdover as a
singleton. Last week wound up with
smash $14,900.
Four Star (UA-F-WC) (900; 30-4455)— 'Stars Look Down' (M-G). Neat
$4,000 on initial week.
Last week.
Blossoms Dust' (M-G) (6th wk)
completed run with poor

$2,650.

Hollywood (WB) (2.756; 30-44-55)
—'Dive Bomber' (WB) (2d wk). Approximately $11,000 in the bag on repeat. Last week, also solo,
nifty $14,000.

Orpheam (B'way)

rang up

(2,200; 30--44-55)

Hongkong' (WB> and
'.Sweetheart of Campus' (Col). With
Nick Lucas topping stage show, good
$9,500. Last week. "Reluctant Dragon'
(RKO) and 'Hit Road' (U). with
—'Passage

show,

stage

approximately

$7,800,

n.s.h.

Panlare (Pan)

30-44-55)—
and "Time for
Rhythm' (Col). Running up robust
$12,500. Last week, 'Hold Ghost' (U)
(3d wk) and 'Meet Again' (RKO),
slumped to slightly under $5,000,
(2,812;

(RKO)

•Caroline'

poor.

Paramount (Par) (3,595; 30-44-5575) 'Aloma' (Par) and stage show
packing 'em in to the tune of over
Last week, 'Parson Pana$26,000.
mint' (Par) and "This Way Please'
(RKO). with Ethel Waters (3d wk)
and Earl Hines on stange, ended with
strong $18,500.

—

EKO (RKO)

'Caroline'

(2,872;

30-44-55)—

(RKO) and 'Time Out

for

Rhythm'

(Col). Pointing to a swell
Last week, 'Hold Ghost' (U)
wk) and 'Saint's Vacation'
(3d
(RKO), brought $8,500, better than
expected on the third week of the

$11,000.

Abbott and Costello

starrer.

State (Loew-F-WC) (2,204; 30-4453-75)
'Sun Valley'
(20th)
and
'Charlie Chan Rio' (20th).
Mighty
strong $19,000.
Last week, 'Our
Wife' (Col) and 'Richest Man in

—

Town'

Sonja Hehie Cutting Figures, 'Dive Bomber* Soars, * Aloma'

Good Reports on

11

(Col), fair $10,600.

United ArUsta (UA-F-WC)

—

(2,100;

30-44-55)
'Our Wife' (Col) and
'Richest Man In Town' (Col). Not so

good $2,500, Last week, 'Life Andy
Hardy' (M-G) and 'Private Niirse'
(20th), oke $4,700.
Wllahlre (F-V^C) (2,296; 30-44-55)
—'Life Andy Hardy' (M-G) (2d wk)
and 'Broadway Limited' (UA). A
healthy $6,000 with this moveover.
house repeating a picture for the first
time in months and showing the UA

(Hal Roach)'; streamliner first-run.
Last week. 'Life Andy Hardy' (M-G)
and 'Private Nurse' (20th), excellent
$6,400 on moveover.

'SUN valley; 'JEKYLL'
$7,000 EACH, MEMPHIS
Memphis. Sept.

2.

This Is the best all-round week the
town has had all summer.
Bullish takes are plentiful,
I«oks like 'Sun Valley Serenade'

and 'Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde' will
give the two LO'ew houses a slender
margin over the Malco's 'Aloma of
the South Seas.'
Warner is vamping nicely with
second stanza of 'Dive Bomber.'
Estimates for Thla Week

Warner (WB)

(2,000;

10-33-44)—

'Dive Bomber' (WB) (2d wk). Broke
the year's record on first week and
is holding strong to likely $3,000 on
h.o.
Last week, a booming $9,000.
Palace (Loew) (2,200; 10-33-44)—

and Hyde* (M-G). Yes-andno reaction from press and public

•JeHyll

—
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NAZIS AID FRENCH FILM PRODUCTION,

StoU to Try Vaude
For London Theatre

REALIZING SALE OF

OWN

PIX IS FUTILE

Oswald StoU has changed his

mind about the new

policy of StoU's

Kingsway. Originally intended to play one picture and five
policy Is now to be straight
theatre,

acts,

Commendable Progress Made by Gallic Companies Though It's Still a Far Cry From the

vaudeville, starting Sept. 1.
Opening program will be headed
Billy Cotton's band and Randolph
Sutt6n. Second week has Joe Loss'
band as topper, supported by O'Gorman Brothers and six acts. Others
lined up are Ronald Frankau, Troise
and his mandoliers, Les Allen,

Selling Slow
; Continued

by

from page

through until October or November
Old Days
some even December. Many instances are reported where exhlbs
have 50 to 60 new features currently
Paris, Sept. 2.
decreed that it will advance as much on hand, being films due them under Douglas Byng, Jack Doyle and Movita, Rawicz and Landauer, Carroll
With the first full pic season of as 65%. of the film cost of production the 1940-41 contracts or new pic- Levis.
if the producer can show proof of tures
from indies or non-consent
the post-armistice period gone into
Experiment is for five weeks, and
needing and meriting It. Naturally, companies. There are thousands of
limbo, France finds herself a long the scenario, director and acting tal- such subsequent-run accounts In the if a success will run indefinitely.
cry from the proud position she once ent must be acceptable, and' producer U. S„ which is not making the goingpleasanter for sales forces.
occupied in the cinematographic himself must smell right, politically any
and socially. In many cases, howSalesmen have made the rounds
world both for quantitative and
ever, it will bring aid' to the small with their first batch of 1941-42 ofqualitative production.
but talented and square-shooting ferings, "but exhibs' interest is low
Whatever progress has been regis- producer.
because of the product on hand to
Tough t« Submit
carry them along for two or three
tered is quite commendable, however.
Some of the high-ranking meggers months.
The will to produce, the will to
This is perhaps the greatest single
of the old order may find It rather
maintain former high standards and
tough submitting to the dictates of factor to hold up setting new deals
the will to give expression to a par- the 'Vichy lords. In desiring to pre- under the Consent Decree or to
many
into new commitments for the
rush
despite
the
tially gagged voice
serve some independence they may
full year's lineup offered by other
obstacles encountered, is growing be liquidated In favor of more mediocre talent which favors collabora- distributors. It Is proving an added
with each succeeding day.
London, Aug. 15.
with the
to go along
headache
tion with the new order. The only
With the addition of David Niven
For the Nazis, the French pict in- hope remaining is that good old general tendency to hold bacf; and
to the cast, co-starring with Leslie
dustry could be a very useful thing, French common sense and the laissez see what happens with other comHoward, 'Spitfire' is understood penDecree
under'
the
setup.
panies
As France would be per- faire mentality has not been comIndeed.
ciled- in for release by Samuel GoldSmaller Exhib Stalling
pletely crushed.
manently added to the list of nations
wyn. Niven is getting special leave
It now looks as it 8,000 to 10,000
Legislation recently passed curfrom his army post.
In the totalitarian lineup, its cinema
in communities of 5,000
tails the length of feature pix and theatres
'Portrait of a British Foreman,'
would become another powerful ve- taboos
programs, population or larger are going to next in line for Ealing Studios, will
double-featufe
Furhicle for fascist propaganda.
with object of spurring on produc- hold off making 1941-42 deals until star Tommy Trinder.
Yarn is an
thermore, French cinema, for which tion of documentary and other short October at the earliest. Others have original
by J. B. Priestley.
the Germans have a healthy respect, features.
This legislation becomes sufficient backlog of product to wait
20th's 'Young Mr. Pitt,' starring
By Robert Donat, is on a 12-week shootcould be made to produce a rich har- effective this week.
until November or December.
average
then, the
waiting until
vest of earnings for German capital.
From this week on, too, programs in exhib in such spots will be able ing schedule. Big budgeter has 128
The Germans already directly conspeaking parts. Original yarn was
the free zone will have a documentary
to buy three or four blocks, made scripted
trol all the industry in the occupied
by Viscount Castlerosse;
or newsreel and an animated or
up of 15 or more features.
zone and indirectly that of the free
Sydney Gilliat handling the screenshort feature for the first half of the
zone. After victory this temporary
Idea of making deals for 15 or play. In the featured brackets are
program and a long-footage feature
state of affairs could be made permore
features' by numerous subse- Robert Morley, Felix Aylmer, Frank
for the second half. TTiis policy has
manent.
quent-run exhibs Is already develop- Pettingell. Femme spot went to
been in effect In the occupied zone
A Frenchman close to the trade since last June 1. Length of long- ing into an industry trend. Instead Phyllis Calvert, her second big role
revealed to Vapiety that the Ger- footage feature pix after Aug. 27 in of any mad rush to grab up initial for 20th.
Ealing Studios' 'Siege' (formerly
mans have proved to be pretty good both zones were reduced to 4,225 groups of 3-5 films, many exhibitors
are waiting for an accumulation of Big Blockade') completed.
psychologists in the pic bizT They feet, with
the entire program limited
Hard Steel.' for
Produchave realized that the continent, to 12,350 feet Before Aug. 27 pro- several groups before seeking product pacts.
with

—

GOLDWYN

.

SEEN

RELEASING PIC

•

.

ONSPITHRE

GHW

tions at Denham, added Hay Petrie
their army
which they control
grams had already been limited to
Picture Is
This is to the liking of the ex- to the featured lineup.
and power politics, cannot be brow- 13,975 feet and feature films to 5,850
hibitor because he realizes from from the novel, 'Steel Saraband,' by
beaten into spending to see Nazi feet.
This naturally necessitated
pix.
So they have gone ahead much shearing of already completed past experience that he will be able Roger Dataller.
cheaper
to
buy
30-40%
in
Novemproducers
French
and encouraged
films and a complete revision of picber than presently. Another angle,
as they have done in Spain, Italy and tures on the lot or about
'Flame' Fair $7,500
to go on
other countries where German pic the lot, while It will alter the con- of course, is, that none can use the

—

money

is Invested
to turn out films
of purely national vintage, apparently foreign of any German influences.

French and German-French facaded firms have been active since
the fateful armistice was signed In
June, 1940. Continental has become
the most powerlul and active German-controlled French firm in the
occupied zone.

ception

of

film

production in the

future.

HOLD UP 'GONE'
FOREIGNDATES

20 Fix Completed

In the year that has followed the
armistice some 20 pix have been

Despite the fact that 'Gone With
completed in French studios. Of this the Wind' Is presently polishing off
number about five were started be- the bulk of it* second year (secondfore the French lay down their arms
run) dates in the' domestic market,
while the remainder have been completely new productions. The num- the picture li not being rushed out
ber of films started before and dur- Into the cheaper runs in the foreign
ing the outbreak of war, and not yet field, particularly the British Emcompleted, is not known, because the pire, though it's been playing a
mortality rate is high. The Germans
second time In some countries.
destroyed some, the French others
Large grosses anticipated from
While that Is not exactly highpowered production in the Holly- 'Gone' at lower admission scales

new product
even

if

until

later

this

fall,

—

sense of the word, it is not a would be partly tied up in Britain
be sneezed at, and shows that and Australia and New Zealand be- ard Lawson, Lester Cole, Joel Sayre
and Madeline Ruthven.
the French still have a hold on lifi
cause of prevaiing frozen coin pacts
William Dieterle, King Vidor and
even if some of the injection fluid Is
which permit the withdrawal of Clifford Odets also come in for menAryan.
tion because they were interviewed
With the go signal given to Retour only about one-third of net revenue.
~ In the free zone, 22 pictures are pres- Picture Is still playing in one of its by the Daily Worker and their
'opinions, by some coincidence, fitted
ently on the lot in various stages of original first-run theatres in Lon into the
current drives backed by
'Gone' has chalked up 8
completion. Another 15 or so are don.
the Stalin trade journal.'
slated for early production, while weeks to date in that city, with the
'Commissars'
another 30 are already skedded for film now in its 5th consecutive week
Herbert Biberman, along with
next season, with actors and direc- at the Ritz, the underground house
which also serves as an air-raid Lionel Slander and Ornitz, is labeled
tors already announced.
shelter.
Film originally ran five a 'political commissar,' because he
New legislation, on the whole, has weeks at the Ritz but returned after tutored 'a sort of informal workers
had more of a hampering than a sal doing 12 weeks, at the Empire and school' at the Hollywood Health
utary effect on the industry, thereby seven at the Palace. This makes 61 Cafeteria. Among Red Front
orbringing it into line with the re- weeks in all at the raid-sheltered ganizations Lyons names is the
mainder of the political picture, in Ritz.
Theatre Committee for the Defense
several cases steps have been taken
Elsewhere in Britain, it has played of the Spanish Republic, among
lb needle the muchly harassed and only the main
key cities. Picture whose patrons were George Abbott,
crippled, industry.
likely will go out on second-year Heywood Broun, Rex Ingram, AlOne of the few bright spots in the prices as soon as there is a light- bert Maltz, Herman Shumlin and
dim film horizon Is the Vichy gov- ning of present frozen coin restric- Albert Bein.
Another, Lyons says, was the
crnm£nt's placing of 50,000,000 francs tions.
Hollywood Citizens Committee for
(over $1,000,000) at the disposition
the Federal Theatre. Its supporters
of the industry to help bolster proare named as Helen Gahagan, Gilduction. While one or more rats can
in
Brazil
bert W. Gabriel, Anthony Veiller,
be smelled in the woodpile, it should
John L. Day, Paramount's man- Joseph
Santley,
Viola
Brothers
do more harm than good, even
ager in Bra2U, arrived in New York Shore, Sylvia
Sidney and Alan
though It places the industry in the
Campbell. 'Films For Democracy' is
last
week.
•ame relation to the government as
another group listed by Lyons, with
He'U huddle with John W. Hicks,
In Germany, Italy, Spain and other
sponsors mentioned including Lee
countries of the same Uk.
company's foreign chief, and other

wood

total to

'

Day

From

In Skidding B. A.

bought today.

Buenos Aires, Aug. 26.
Subsequent-runs are helped by the
It's a pretty bad week all around
clearance setup which enables those
in smaller cities to play normally when a second-run house with a
six to eight weeks back of national triple feature comes into the first
release date. This keeps them from money division. But that's the sitshowing most pictures until near the uash. 'Flame of New Orleans' did a
end of October (excepting 20th-Fox fair $30,000 ($7,500 U. S.) at the
which had new product on release Opera, but the surprise was the
in August). Added to this factor is Ocean, ordinarily not even listed in
the setup which finds dilatory buy- the place division. .However, films
ers,
admittedly with a bunch of at latter were 'Comrade X,' 'Kitty
features, which they haven't picked Foyle' and 'South of Suez.'
Estimates in pesos, currently at
up from 1940-41.
These small city exhibs count for 25c (4.15 to the V. S. dollar) follotu:
Ambas.sador (La'utaret and Cavalo)
something when it is realized that
(1,400;
$2,
$1.50)
'Affectionately
the average distributor sells to some Yours' (WB). Only
fair with $11,000,
6,000 of them out of 10,000. Even if just about what the fourth
week of
the distrib gets only an average 'Great Lie' did the week before
price of $25 per picture, it means
Ideal (Lococo) (1,046; $3, $2.50, $2)
$7,500,000 for the company handling —'Citizen Kane' (RKO). Holding to
nice $18,000. First week $23,000.
50 features annually.
Bex (Cordero, Cavalo and Lau-

Names 'Reds'
s Continued from page 3^

Tax Jump
^Continued from page Tj

tiondon, Aug. IS.
Sir

taret)
(3,305;
$1.50)— 'Ziegf eld
$2,
Girl' (M-G).
Fair $20,000 after a
very nice $43,000 for the first sUnza.

the Senate formula likewise were
pruned as time went on, so that the
committee report will predict a total '^aln of $97,800,000 above the
present receipts from this source.

Encouragement for industry people fearing the bite will hurt trade
was seen in the attitude of chairman
Walter F. George, Democrat of
He was against the idea
Georgia.
of upping the tariff, though he did
not state his feeling publicly, so
there is chance he will not insist
on keeping the revision in the bill
if the House conferees make a fight
when the secret parleys are held
Actual vote by which the levy was
stiffened in committee was not announced, though it is understood
top-ranking solons on the panel
were generally against any boo.st In
the rate.
The Treasury's figures and committee experts' guesses were hard to
reconcile, while the process of estimating the productivity of bites on
the ticket-buyers was of . the grabbag kind. On the whole, there is
pretty general agreement the rates
proposed by the Senate would boost
the Treasury income from admissions to the vicinity of $175,000,000.

How "They Figure It
At the outset, statisticians said
the removal of exemptions and upping of the percentage would bring
in $72,500,000 more than the $60,000,000 expected from the House
action dropping the base to lie.
This would mean a total grab from
patrons of $208,500,000. Finally the
table issued by the Finance Committee listed the prospective yield
at $97,800,000 more than the present law brings in, making the likely
approximately
haul
$173,800,000.
This would be close to 10 times what
was taken in annually during the
period 1933-39.
In hitting amusements hard, the
Senate unit also stiffened the yearly
fee on slot machines of the payoff
kind, lifted the raw stock tax from

exempted civic concerts
reluming no profit to sponsors, and
sliced the bite on bowling alleys
from $15 to $10 each. Persons mainnewsreels,

taining mechanical gadgets that hivoWe gambling for either coins or
redeemable tokens would have to
pay $200 apiece for an annual license,

.

Evil of 'Pull'
s^Contlnned from page

get full cooperation, suitable casting and directorial help. Then for
months these boys were permitted to
flounder around, see the people they
thought they needed for a picture
assigned to those of other producers, and feeling that their particular chore for these people would
be more advantageous than the one
they were on. But there was no help
from the front office, so the boys
would quit, only later to find one of
the so-called political or 'in' producers having their former assig'nment to make, and the 100% all
around cast and personnel they desired going through the movemenfa
its

making.

This method of operation

Opera (Lococo)

<

broken the hearts of many producers who have just come on studio
payrolls and expected to do big
things. They have had story assignments.
Even the stories in good
shape for production.
But the
stumbling block came in top name
castings.
Their studio heads told
them when they started they would

.

shakes.

is

a set

one here in Hollywood. Breakdown
$1.50)— 'Flame of New Orleans.' Did of
it has been attempted, but never
$30,000 despite so-so reviews and
achieved, as it is too well set and
blue penciling.
(2,500;

$2.50

$2

Broadway (Lautaret and Cavalo)
$1.50)— 'Eran Nueve Sol-

practical for the studio heads.

On the other hand the intermeFrench) diate producer goes along in his own
way, turns out pictures that he
knows distribution and front office
Su.ipacha (Lococo) (950; $2, $1 50) will call satisfactory. For that's all
he can do. The talent he knows is
—'Public Deb No. 1' (20th).
Not
bad $12,000, although comedy didn't commandeered. The agents he does
always get across to localites.
biz with are only too anxious to
Ocean (Coll. Di Fiore, Gattl & give him what they have, while the
«l-20)-*Comrade so-called big shot agents have not
£?•
(RKO) and the time to bother with his small,
^
'South of Suez* (WB) for a house
record of $23,000 in this second run- and what they consider, 'unimportant
needs.'
(1,863; $2,

terones'

(Gibe-Radiolux;

$10,000, somewhat better than the
last French-made here, 'El Lago de
la Damas.'

ner.

Wanger, Libby Holman and William
Dodd.
Frandhot Tone is credited with
being among the most active workers in behalf of the Spanish Republic
cause, with donors including
Fred Keating, Guy Endore, Biberman, Sidney Buchman, Cobb, Lewis
Pressman, Helen Hall, Ned H. Dear- Milestone, Gale Sondergaard (Mrs.
"ackson,
Walter Biberman), Nicholi and Stewart
E.

•

,

but Jukeboxes, flicker machines, etc.,
would be taxed only $10, as against
the $25 fee proposed by the House.

Normandie (Lococo) (1,420; $2.
$1.50)— 'Nice Girl?' (U). Quite satisfactory $18,000 with Durbin the
for this second run, better than
the $10,000 second week at the Ideal,
and just about up to the first run.
Monumenial (Coll and Di Fiore)—
'Persona
Hofirada
Se
Necesita'
(Lumiton - Argentine-Made)
Satisfactory with $11,000 but no great of

draw

-

And that fellow has no defense
against this operation. He does not
get financial remuneration for his
services which will permit him to
get around in the same social strata
that the 'A' producer does. He cannot afford to cough up that 10% for
agency cooperation, and just plods
along contented that he is getting
by and receiving screen credits for
his work.

.

yARlETr

n St. Miirtlo'a riace. Tfafal«ar Square

Spain

INTERNATIONAL

Woos Pix from

Argentine,

British Press

Frematore

In Tellinf of

His Govt Film Post

Promising Biz Once Held by UJS.
Buenos Aires, Aug.

28.

Spanish- Aim Interests here have
been dangling some pretty sweetloolcing bait tot Argentine pic producers in the past three months and
promising that U all goes well,
locaily-mades will be able to talce
the place in Franco-land once held
by Hollywood.
It's an open 'secret' that the trade
drummers from Madrid are being
pushed by Berlin with several ideas
First is to get films
in mind.
urgently needed In Spain, now that
U. S. imports are getting lower.
Spaniards figure that Argentines are
a fairly good substitute and that
since practically none sneaks in aiiy
argument,
they're
pro-democracy
'safe' for Spanish consumption.
Second is an attempt to unfreeze
the attitude of Argentines who have
determined to block showings of
Spanish-mades here in S. A.'s richest theatre market unless B. A.
product is permitted greater latitude
Opposish developed here
in Spain.

market y,en when
Argentines found tax hurdles too
Spain's

to

England's Cinemas

Pay

800G Entertainment Tax
London, Aug.

15.

Figures recently made available to
the film trade indicate cinemas contribute an estimated $800,000 weekly

Biz as Good-WiU

Aid in S. America
Buenos Aires, Aug.

Major

slice of the cultural side

of

who's

essential

Idea

is

to

make

it's Spain, not the U. S.,
buddy.
As proof of good intentions, Spanish reps here have let it be known
that showings of five Argentines are
already under way for the new sea-

its

son.

Schless Expects to Sell

Complete

revealed to Varictt here by Philip
L. Barbour, music director pt Nelson
Rockefeller's Coordinating Committee, jUst before leaving B. A. on the
last
half of en extended
South
tour.

Barbour, now. on a year's loan
this post as foreign press and
foreign station relations rep for
NBC, disclosed that exchange of artists was liecoming increasingly important in the inter-American pro-

from

WB Lme

In

Aostralia Before Return
Sydney, Sept. 2.
Robert Schless, Warner Bros, sales
here ostensibly to line up a
product deal with Greater Union
Theatres, is leaving for U. S., Sept.
Clippering
25,
directly
San
to
Francisco.
Before he leaves, Warner exec expects to have some deal
made whereby the company's full
chief,

-

gram and explained
realized that only by

it

was now

letting estabexperienced
trained
and
of both North and South
America handle the job would it be
lished,

showmen

successful.

Pointed out, as an example, that
brought from South America

artists

to the States and sent around to a
string of colleges, women's clubs
and fancy-name organizations would
draw polite palm warming from the
out of smart set but be practically useless
agree- as a real -good-will builder because

line of pictures will get distribution
in Australia.

Because

Warners ducked

its pact with Hoyts by mutual
at the end of last month, it is
not likely they will renew.
pact
with Greater Union appears more
logical, and the understanding here
i^ that this circuit could stand additional A-1 pictures.
Latter now
has Columbia. Universal, Republic
and Monogram, with first call on
most of Paramount's No. 1 pictures
and some of Metro's lineup. Hoyts
has RKO, 20th-Fox, some Metro and

ment

A

Baires' Intensive Distrib

Plans

May Presage Yank

Competish

knowledge of showmanship

to make the Yanqui-Latin
axis a reality. This was exclusively

needed

American

in S.

America

Buenos Aires, Aug.

26.

Intensive distribution of the .entire Latin American market, as done
by U. S. companies instead of the
present hit-or-miss system, looms as
the outstanding feature of policy of
Baircs Films, Argentine's new million-dollar producing company. 'Outfit which has just preemed its first
pic, 'Ultimo Refugio' ('Last Refuge")
here, was the dream of Natalio Botano, publisher of Critica, South
America's leading afternoon daily,
who died two weeks before the initial

release.

Wide-scale Latin exhibition plan,
with one eye on possible U. S. show-

may

herald the start of more
competish to Hollywood
films south of the border, it's believed here. None of the other Big
Five long established Argentine producers has ever been overly active
in going after the Spanish-speaking
market outside of Argentina, Chile
and Uruguay up to now not having
the urge, dash or experience. Baires,
back'ed by far more pesos than any
other company and with a U. S.style publicity setup, figures it can
clean up where the others have
ings,

intensive

Public
Mr.
and Mrs. Average
wouldn't see and hear them, or have
any real .interest in what they were failed to move.
Those coming
trying to put over.
from the States to S. A. under the
same sort of arrangements would
fare in exactly the same way.
Barbour— and apparently the high

SWISS AROUSED BY NAZI
FILM COLLABORATION

well— now believes that
tango band is sent from Argen-

command

22G,

Coward s 'SpinT Steady 8G

London, Aug. 15.
flop in town, barely doing $2,500.
West End legit biz is at its zenith. But management hoping may get by
the first time in years that the in present boom.
'Non-Stop
Vanities,'
Prince
London's show front is practically
of
devoid of flops. Whether musicals, Wales (8th week) (R). House has
regular clientale, and there is quite
revues, straight plays or even rea following for this type of show,
vivals,
t

It's

they're all in the money.

and 'Room

Latins feel

with Latin-America.

Shows Due; 'Applesauce' Tops At

Most important show due in the
West End, at the Prince's, is Firth
Shepherd's musical revue, by Dougla? Furber and Manning Sherwin.
Tltis is having a preliminary canter
at Manchester, with London opening
Indications would certainly set the scheduled for next week. From rejob as something of no small pro- ports. Shepherd has another hit.
portions.
With 300 mobile cinemas Another leg show of importance is
to be serviced, routed and supplied 'Hi Gang,' which is a ready-made hit
with films, it adds up to being up from radio. This -is being presented
with the largest circuits in Britain. by George Black sometime in OctoMoreover, the very need for an ber, either at the Hippodrome or
appointment would indicate every- Palladium. Two shows of lesser imthing isn't straight with way films portance are 'Squaring the First
Circle,' by Soviet writer Valentine
are handled now for the troops.
Katayev, at the Vaudeville, Aug, 21,

26.

Uncle Sam's South American goodwill program will be entrusted to
U. S. entertainment industry rather
than to some of the longtiiir organizations and officials who talk a nice
'hemisphere solidarity' but lack the

is the desire of Spain, as the
brother' of Rome-Berlin, to
solidity her stringy 'blood chains'

Third

little

cording to the dope, Kimberly has
been submitted to the trade bodies
for their approval in the position,

It's an honorary job, and Kimberly
has been operating gratis for the
Entertainments Tax.
Amount is based on an average military in connection with training
admission of 25c, and equalj a 22^% projectionists.
cut to the exchequer.
Kinematograph Renters Society,
Average
weekly attendance is figured at be- without
sidestepping
Kimberly's
tween 16-17,000,000.
ability, would like to see their onetime prexy, David Griffiths, at least
working alongside the appointee.
Renters feel the job is more than
one man could tackle.

Emphasize Show

London Legit Biz Whammo; Name

London, Aug. 15,
It seems the press got ahead of
the authorities in announcing ap'
pointment of Paul Kimberly as Controller of Cinematography, a War
Office tie-in, and to take care of all
film matters for the military.
Ac-

in

pix

steep to clear:

13

KIMBERLY UP FOR OK

as

if a
tina to the U. S. for Instance, it
sliould go as a strictly show biz operIt should play in theatres,
ation.

5,'

by

Peter.

Wendey,

at

especially

seem
droves

from the provincials who
invading the town in
Doing around $10,000,

to be
lately.

well above 'getting-out' figure.

•No Time for Comedy,' Haymarket
(20th week) (C).
Has been in the
money since noening. Never went
below $6,400, which is still profitable,
and has touched as high as $8,000.
which is about its present intake.
Good for several more- months at
this rate.

•Quiet Weekend,' Wyndhams (3rd
week) (C). As sequel to Esther Mccracken's 'Quiet Wedding,' this one
had reputation to live up to, and it's
making it. Started healthily at $G,-

and is now bettering $0,800.
Seems set for lengthy run.
•Bise Above It,' Comedy
(10th
week) (R). Voted one of the clev400,

the Garrick. Tjiere is also a short erest and bluest revues in a long
season revival at the New of Chek- time, and is attracting the town's
smart set. For small house, $6,400,
hov's 'Cherry Orchard.'
With two which is what It's doing, is just about
Soviet-written plays due, some idea capacity.
can be gleaned on the popular senti•The Light That Failed,' Globa
ment here, as reversed from that of (10th week) (C). This is return of
a few months ago.
Then there's the long postponed
Menzies-Macrea musical, starring
Jack Hulbert and Cicely Courtneidge,
to be tried out in the sticks and not
due at the Palace until early next
year.
Also in prospect are a new
musical by Ivor Novello and a revue
starring George Formby. Both these
ventures will be presented by Tom
Arnold, but are likely to have long
provincial runs before coming to
the West End.
Of legit shows, the most important

H.

M.

Tennent's

'The

Nutmeg

Tree,' at the Lyric, which has been
held up due to indisposition of
Yvonne Arnaud, who plays the lead.
Show is not likely to be seen before
end of September, with short season
of The English Ballet as stopgap.

A

Estimates, Bating $4 to the
Key: n— Revue. D— Drama, H— Uuelcal,

show after provincial tour, and rewritten by author-actor Emlyn Williams to fit his personality. Making

money

at

at $7,000,

which rate

It

can stay for quite awhile.

•Up and
week) (M).

Dolnr,'

Saville

(14th

Has been money spin*

ner for Firth Shepherd since open*
steady $12,000,- ant}
ing.

Doing
sometimes even above
virtually capacity.

that,

Ckwd

which

is

for several

more months.

Strike vs.

CoL

in

Mexico;

6 Cos. Get Stay

— Operetta. C— Comedy.

'A p p I e s a n c e,' Palladium (24th
week) (R). Opened middle last AuMexico City, Sept. 2.
gust at Holborn Empire, but folded
after two weeks due to big SeptemStrike has been called, against
ber blitz.
Since reopening here Metro and Columbia by the Mexican
March 5, has been steady money- exchange workers' union, but th«
maker, sometimes as high as $25,000. other six
U. S. major distributors
Now nearer $22,000, plenty profitable.
'Black Vanities,' Victoria Palace have been granted a temporary ex(IBth week) (R). Big since opening, tension before workers wiU walk out.
Strike against two went into efwith most week capacity.
Doing
steady $16,000, and can go on indef- fect today (Tuesday) at noon.
initely at this pace. Closed for two
Not clear how much additional
weeks to give cast holiday, and re- time has been given, the other Yank
sumes Aug. 25.
distribs, but distributor reps arc
•Blithe
Spirit,'
Piccadilly
(7th
hopeful that entire dispute will b*
week) (O). Popularity of Noel Coward obvious by this one. Is in the ironed out because of this extension.
real money, steady $8,000, with some
weeks as high as $9,600. At these
intakes, management can sit back for Theatre Union, Grcoits

Berne, Sept. 2.
some time.
Action of the director of the Swiss
'Close Qoarters,' Apollo (2d week)
In Deal for Upped Pay
Cinema Chamber in signing an (O). English adaptation of W. O.
and agreement in Berlin which prevents Somin's continental classic was done
might as a commer- the Swiss from exhibiting any films here, at the Haymarket, four years
London, Aug. 15.
wherever
Deal inked this week between
cial proposition, and as an attraction which might prove displeasing to ago, starring Flora Robson and Oscar Homolka. Ran for eight months. theatre chains and National Assn. of
meriting attention because of its other members of the Axis-dominatNot likely to duplicate this with
public interest;
ed International Cinema Chamber Beatrix Lehmann and Karel Stepa- Kinema & Theatrical Employes will
has aroused public resentment here. nek, although quite healthy at $2,- mean upped pay envelopes for staffs
throughout Britain. Those signing
The Swiss delegate is being accused 800.
'Chn Chin Chow,' Palace (4th the wage pact include Moss Empires
KOWTOWING TO NAZIS
of having agreed voluntarily to submit to a censoring of films in this week) (O). Last war's operetta has and General Theatres Corp. Alattained a new record as the most though aimed strictly at the circuits,
B. A. Ban on BrlUeh Fie Secalls COUntryi
y»oi
revived ui
levivcu
in revivals
icvivau ui
in this
luu. war.
of all
Deference to Belch Films
Meeting had been held in Berlin Thiers" itsNhird revival andV'funnUy NAKTE boss Tom O'Brien has indicated Indie operators would inl la
under the guidmg hand of Nazi prop- enough, it's doing better than any of
line and adopt the new wage pact,
tres,
Buenos Aires, Aug. 28.
aganda minister Joseph Goebbels. its predecessors. Has exceeded $8,
since the nation-wide setup now i^
Although Argentina is currently with a number of neutral countries 000, which means nice bit of change
for its promoters. Will pay off pro- force at this signing replaces about
the
ratification
of
Final
totalirepresented.
probe
of
making an all-out
duction costs in the next three weeks, 18 separate agreements.
British Info Chief
Swiss
the
now
up
to
is
agreement
Deal is viewed in labor circles as
tarian fifth columning, picts even rewith principals, who are on percentFederal Council, which has been age, starting to earn real coin.
U. S. on Distrib Biz motely likely to offend the Nazis are placed in a delicate position by the 'Lady Behave,' His Majesty's (3d an Important step in collectiv.
bargaining.
That's the action of the delegate in approving
still on the verboten list
London, Aug. 15.
week) (M). New combo of Jack
Ministry of Information (Films Di- inference being taken by local anti- the agreement, it is contended by the Hylton, William MoUison and Stanvision) chief Sydney Bernstein Clipley Lupino has certainly hit top cylpress.
See Chile Pic Upbeat
as result of the action of local
inder.
Show only plays five days
pered for the U. S. last weekend, and axis press
B. A. municipal censorship board on
per week, as Lupino refuses to do
it's understood he'll make deals for
British-made 'Voice in the Night,'
Monday is
12 shows per week.
Santiago, Chile, Aug. 26.
distributing
latest
MOI feature- the
therefore layoff day. But still manin South America by CoSock biz and excellent reaction,
Singapolre Pic Grosses
length documentary, Target for To- distributed
ages to do $14,000. Voted season's even by those not just back-patting
night.'
He has this among other lumbia.
hit.
out of pure patriotism, h^ given
Blue pencilers had an o.o. of the
matters for discussion with U. iS. bigBetlrement.'
Martin's
'Ladies
St.
In
to
the
Up
Doe
50%fo
pic in private and instead of yes or
gies.
This revival is local producers hope that latest
(3d week)
(D),
making profit, although show was Chilean-made Aim 'La Chica del
Following the blowup which fol- no-ing it per custom, let it be known
San Francisco, Sept. 2.
deemed to have exhausted its stay- Crillon' ('The Girl of Crillon') may
lowed the commercial release ar- that it might offend Germany, and
Film grosses in Singapore have ing powers some two years ago, set the Industry here on its feet.
rangementi for "Target,' MOI ap- passed the buck to the Ministry of
staged at the St.
Pic, based on a novel by Joaquin
proached both the renters and ex- Foreign Affairs. Action Is in Itself jumped 50% as a result of the war when it was first Averaging
$2,000,
E. Bello and directed by Jorge Delano,
Fisher, James's theatre.
to Joe
hibs for a get together on future an instance of kowtowing and def- boom, according
with very inexpensive cast.
was preemed simultaneously in seven
plans in connection with feature- erence to the Nazis, it was pointed owner of the Capitol theatre there
'Me and My Girl,' Coliseum (3d
and 30 other houses throughout the year) (M). This is its second re- houses, including the Cervantes her*
length films. Exhibs had squawked out by Critica and other dailies.
on restrictions which heW the docuvival since war, and doing better and No. 1 houses in Paciftc port city
Explained that all the German Malay States.
mentary to the circuits for three Ambassador Edmond Von Thermann
Fisher currently Is lecturing on than ever. Started slowly some six of Valparaiso and-'nearby summer
weeks, and later refused to book it has to do now is to let out a peep, the Coast with films he shot him- weeks ago, barely doing $4,000. Then resort of Vina del Mar.
until matter had been straightened whereupon ban affecting the entire self.
Between dates, he is grabbing was given airing by the British
Immediately
Corp.
out. It's likely, in view of the fuss, country instead of only the city of off a flock of footage here which Broadcasting
So. Africa Bans 'HcGlnty'
jumped to $8,000, and is now nearer
film will be handed out
Censors in Johannesburg hav*
to all takers, B. A., will be imposed. Case is the he'll use later oh an Australian tour, $12,000. Could stay for lengthy run
banned 'Great McGinty* CPar). Ban
sans restrictions. Profits from screen- latest of a long series involving during which he will shoot another
at this rate.
ing of Target' wiU go
'New Ambassadors' Bcvne,' Am- covers all South Africa.
to the Treas- films which hit the Nazis and Fa- subject for his return trip to Amer-

United Artists.
William T. Powers and H. G.
two National Theatres (20thFox) executives, also arrived here
about the same times as Schless.
Powers only would admit that his
business in Aussie Is with Charles
Munro, chairman of Hoyts circuit.
Their visit also is linked with reports that an effort will be made to
revive
the
former contemplated
joint booking monopoly with Greater Union, to have been undertaken
through revival of General TheaStuart,

niteries,
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else it

films,

etc.,
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TO FLAMING
LIFE

ON

THE SCREEN
Seething out of the shadows deep in a

woman's

heart. ..Slumbering desires. ..Dark deeds

...Hidden fury exploding into mighty drama!

w,,^
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EXPLOITATION

Key Odes:

Shifts in Several

NW

Par PromotHMis; Other Hieatre Items

SJ. Daily Plngs^ Fix

Par

San Francisco, Sept 2.
The "Movie Vacation' idea is being heavily plugged here by the

Buildiiig
'

Chronicle.

Sheet

Number ol changes in the United
Artists sales district taking in Pittsburgh, Indianapolis, Cleveland and

Expect theatre to reopen Sept. 12.
Maurice H. Bailey, who runs a number of theatres in the New Haven
Cincinnati were made by district area, is associated with Morris A.
manager Bert M. Steam last week. Nunes, head of York-Haven in the
In the Indianapolis exchange, Guy new corporation. Shubert was built
Hancock, formerly of RKO, was 26 years ago as a memorial for Sam

named to the sales
Edward Golden.

staff in place of

S.

—

NW

only

cuit,

Cairo,

111.,
already operating
the Malone, 400-seater and the Rex,
a 300-seater in the same town.
Leon Jarodsky dismantling the
Pans, 400-seater in Paris, HI.
He
still operates the Lincoln and Roxy

staff also.

Gilbert Sessler, Par salesman out
of Sioux FaUs, S. D.,

moves

Min-

to

neapolis as branch sales' manager, a
cover
Becker
will
new post
Sessler's territory in S. D. and part
Forrest Meyers, booker
of N. D.
here, moves to Sioux Falls and Joe
advances
to
Rosen, utility clerk,
booker.

More

Field P.A.s

OKAY IN MPLS.

Hollywood, Sept.

TELENEWS'

Harry Lamont's Addition
Crlckmore Heads Seattle Censors
Fort Edward, N. Y,. Sept. 2.
Seattle, Sept. 2.
The Bradley leased by Mr. and
Seattle's new theatre censor board,
Mrs. Lew Fischer to Harry Lamont named by Mayor MiUikin, had its
Albany, who took possession
1.
Lamont conducts a small
chain in the Hudson Valley.

of

organization

Sept.

electing E. J.

Balph Stnt Bcslens
Detroit Sept
Ralph

for personal reasons.

had been with Paramount
since 1927 with the excepUon of the
Stitt

when Publix

Ed Fisher Back

folded.

In Cleve.

Cleveland, Sept

2.

Ed Fisher has returned
exchange to become

to local
publicity
Ohio, Indiana,

UA

rep again, covering
Kentucky and Pennsylvania. During
the last three months he managed
the Imperial, nabe.

Uncle

Sam

Gets

Ken Fay

Hartford, Sept.

2.

Saturday night (30) Kenneth Fay,

manager of the
checked out

m

the

manager
assistant

Rialto.
prior to his

WB

Army Thursday

nabe,
induction

(4).

New

Frank Ramsey, formerly
manager of the downtown
is

Strand.

Newark Shakeup
Newark, Sept. 2.
In theatre personnel here
shifted Clark Forrest Loew's
^.s^^tant manager, to a similar post

Shakeup

has

wuh the Paramount-Newark. Albert
a. Lippe will take over Forrest's old
job at Loew's and will also handle
publicity. House will be represented
in New York by Pete Argyris filling
in for Abe Simon, now in Saratoga.

Shubert,

New

Haven, Sold

York-Haven Enterprises, Inc., have
taken over the Sam S. Shubert theanear the Hotel Taft, New Haven,
and will renovate so that the house
may reopen shorOy on a spUt-week
basis. Plan using
name bands plus
aims haM oX week, the remainder
tre,

oemg used

for

legit

stage

business

meeting this week,
Crickmore chairman.
agent of the stage-

2.

S. Stitt, advertising director

of United Detroit Theatres, resigned
effective Monday (1); resignation is

year and a half

He's

hands union.

shows.

CHAS. SCHLAIFER DUE

TO JOIN SJ. AD AGCY.
San Francisco, Sept. 2.
Charles Schlaifer, for many years
right-hand man to Herman Cohen
at the United theatre here, probably
will join an advertising agency hefe
with sale of the theatre. Schlaifer
was in the hospital for an operation
at the time the house was sold to
Blumenfeld interests and is still recovering at his home. Has had sev-

eral offers as a result of the national
attention attracted to his exploiiatlon work here but so far has not
made a final decision as to which

accept.
Schlaifer has brousht

briefies.

F&N

NEWS
L FUMERS

PIPES RADIO

INTO 4 ST.

lar Wednesday airing by the moppets, which will take place from the
It's the first
stage of the theatre.

they

studio.

ever

St. Louis, Sept 2.
Harry C. Arthur, Jr., guiding head
of Fanchon Sc Marco's interests here,
worked outside a made a deal with radio station
KXOK, owned and ope^ted by the
Star-Times, whereby radio news programs will be piped Into four large

Solon's Radio Stint
I^^^Conttimed from page

1=^=

ular solon from the Cotton State has
resorted to what one local paper
calls a 'more or less effective imitation of Will Rogers' to lure listenFor Instance according to the
ers.
same rag— 'the other day he turned
a 'jeep car' Arkansas feature into a
battle between the Army and a

—

phalanx of chiggers.'
While the above description

may

not seem exactly clear to readers, it
in with the puckish caperings
in which Rep. Patrick indulges from
time to lime. The youthful-looking
Alabama member of the House of
Representatives has enlivened the
staid Congressional Record on several occasions with original poems
and parodies. He also has saved the
day for several Congressional hearings by injecting a bit of fun into
such dull proceedings.
fits

their campaign for the Civil War
Paramount has but eight
months in which to generate the
same kind of excitement In less
time than that, however, Orson
Welles managed to achieve the
.greatest publici ty pen etration of any
story.

picture save

PREEM TRIMMINGS FOR
SHORT

Tonight's opening will include a
4S-minute broadcast, a haU-hour of
it on 48 NBC Blue stations and 15
minutes local (WLS) in Chicago.
NBC portion will include the regu-

Up to this week Paramount has
received 28,000 letters from U.S. and
Canadian fans and 9,000 from Latin
Americans. About 65% of the mail
concerns players fans wish to see
in the picture.
Nearly 15% have
urged the studio to follow Hemingway's story and cut Maria's hair
within a half-inch of her scalp. The
concensus of another sizeable group
of correspondents Is that snipping a
woman's hair makes her ugly.
While David O. Selznick's flacks
had three years in which to put over

FOOTBALL

.

film houses during the flve-mlnute
'breathers' that occur between the
feature pictures.
F.&M. paid approximately $3,500 for apparatus to
carry the station's wires to the sound

screen and arrangements have been
exceptional news

made whereby any
bulletin

that

may be worthy

of

bsoadcast to the theatre audience
may be released directly by an apparatus that will disconnect the picture sound track during the time the
broadcast Is made.
This is believed to be the first city
in the U. S. to carry radio news
programs to audiences via the screen
sound system. The innovation, effective Friday (5), will be used in
the Ambassador, downtown deluxer;
5,000-seater Fox, the Missouri and

St

Louis, all in midtown. In return for the service, the radio station gels a trailer on the screen.
the

'Ground

atten-

Nazimova.

For Pablo: Thomas Mitchell, Akim
Tamiroff, Wally Beery, Edward Arnold,' Oscar Homolka, Fortunio Bonanova, Fritz Kortner, Brian Donlevy,
J. Carrol Naish, Edward G. Robinson, Charles Laughton and Ernest
Hemingway, bimsell For El Sordo:
Victor McLaglen, Victor Jory, George
Bancroft Irving Picbel, Lionel Barrymore, Sig Rumann. For the Gypsy:

Cesar Romero, Joseph Calleia, Joseph
Schildkraut, Leo Carrillo, Alan Hale,
Humphrey Bogart For Anselmo:
Harry Carey, Walter Brennan, Samuel H. Hinds, Lynne Overman. For
General Golz: Conrad Veidt, Erich
Von Strohelm, DesI Amaz.
For the prize male role in the picture, that of young Robert Jor^ian:
Stirling Hayden, Tyrone Power, Kacdonald Carey, Gary Cooper and
Robert Taylor.
These, of course, are the names
that will be bandied about in the
press until the great day of the final
selection comes.
Then, more than
likely, the cast will include a lot of

Paramount contract nlayers and one
two big names from other lots.

or

But it is certain that a whale of a.
white soace In newspapers and
magazines will be filled wi'h stories
about 'For Whom the. Bell Tolls' between now and the time the picture
lot of

is

—

WnXA UABTm

released.

HoMover

Clh»s Into

Another (Non-Hays) Pic
Armand
a

new

mo-

Denis, explorer and

tion picture producer, is

radio.

—

with his con-

man, Esther Fernandez, Betty Field,
Vivien Leigh, Luisc Halner, Barbara Stanwyck, Frances Farmer,
Patricia Morlson, Annabella, Hedy
Lamarr, Katharine Hepburn, Margaret SuUavan and Ida Lupino. For
Pilar: " Ethel
Barrymore, Blanche
Yurka, Gale Sondergaard, Marjorie
Rambeau, Pola Negri, Norma Talmadge, Nita Naldi, Katherlne Cornell, Janet Beecher, Fay Balnter,

Pilots' Glorified

Hollywood, Sept. 2.
Rep. Patrick is no newcomer to
Soldiers without wings get a break
His Tirst assignment was a
broadcast for the Maryland-Virginia in 'Ground Pilots,' a tale of the nonatre ads than any other exploitcer
Milk Producers' Assn. over WJSV flying crews in the U. S. Air Corps,
in recent years, campaigns he worked
appeared anony- to be produced by Ralph Dietrich at
out for the UA here being picked up here although he
20th-Fox, based on Dietrich's origby as many as 400 other theatres mously on that occasion. He also
inal story.
throughout the U. S. He was also was heard in Birmingham, Ala., and
Outdoor shooting will be done at
has decribcd himself in his Concalled to Hollywood at various limes
Chanute Field, 111., with cooperation
by James Roo.scvolt. Jr., Walter gressional Directory biography as of
the army.
Wanger and Sam Goldwyn to work 'World War Veteran, teacher, writer,
on national campaigns. Adman also lawyer, radio commentator' not to
WITH BEO
achieved considerable rep for such mention Mason, Knight of Pythias
Willa Martin has been added to
creations as his "UA Charley' char- and Lion and Eagle.
Number of Rep. Patrick's distin- the publicity sUff at the RKO h.o.
acter, which is copyrighted, and his
handle fashions and
the
'Additorial' non-theatre page ads di- guished colleagues who know about Sliell
rected at the Gallup-polled 32,000,- his radio talents has not been es- women's angle.
Femme also runs a syndicate suptablished.
He has been known,
000 who don't go to films.
copyrighted his however, to comment on his fellow plying film news to a string of 17
also
Schlaifer
slogan, 'Only the big pictures play House members in a way which papers, but may curtail that in light
SHie has also
single bill,' and was the first man to might be interesting to them it they of the RKO tieup.
stop apologizing for singles and cared to tune in on the cleaning worked for numbier of other film
establishment program.
companies at 'various times.
make them a selling point.

more

GWTW

troversial 'Citizen Kane.'
Elements in the bally to be unfolded include the purchase price
of the book ($150,000); the color of
Hemingway's personality; the racy
character of the love story; the drama
in the Spanish civil war scene and
as much controversy as can possibly
be aroused over the selection of actors for various roles.
Floek of Tests
Tests for the roles were begun
Aug. 18 and will continue for six
weeks. Those going before the camera—for Maria—Include Ingrid Berg-

he'll

tion to Frisco as a result of his the-

Whom

the Bell Tolls
that the studio hopes will top th«
terrific impact of the campaign foi
'Gone With the Wind.' As in the
case of GWTW, a lot of voluntary
assistance is being given by fans with
casting Ideas.

OWN

REELS

2.

Paramount Is gearing itself for t
campaign on Ernest Hem

ingway's 'For

tions.

the glint of bronzed bodies in the
Memphis, Sept. 2.
Quebec.
Consent decree has upped by at
Paramount office picnic held at sun... the whispering palms blendleast a deuce the number of field Wilson followed by dinner dance at ing' with a lover's kiss... in glowing
San Francisco, Sept. 2.
press agents operating for film com- Park Hotel, Lockport, now operated Technicolor. .The
carefree South
panies in the Memphis exchange ter- by Burt Bartley, former member of Sea Lovers consorting
Telenews, which already has three
at the sacred
ritory.
RKO has added Fred Ford Buff Par office staff.
houses in California and has another
pool."
Territory was
In recent months.
George W. Erdman, secretary
building In Dallas, is now setting up
formerly handled out of Atlanta by Cleveland
Exhibitors
Association,
its own newsreel producing system.
Don Prince.
notched with his wife spent part of their va20th-Fox
First project will be a 13-week
Spence Pierce onto flacking task, cation in Buffalo. Erdman formerseries entitled Tootball Forecast,*
though technically attached to At- ly connected with Elmwood theatre
which has already been sold to 50
lanta office.
here.
Warner also has Informed local
George Maurer, former manager PAR'S 'QUIZ KIDS'
theatres outside the Telenews houses,
staflf a publicist will soon be added Shea's Bellvue, Niagara Fall.';, now
although first 400-foot subject has
to its force here.
with Metro sales development denot yet been shot. Ellis Levey,
Chicago, Sept. 2.
Metro has had Todd Ferguson partment in N. Y.
C^ast head for Telenews, has made
based in Memphis for some time.
First world preem of a short with deals with the sports editors of the
Perry Spencer remotes from Atlanta
Mllberr Back With Mills
all the hullabaloo attendant to the Los Angeles Times, San Francisco
Albany, Sept 2.
for Republic. Ditto Jack Dailey out
of Dallas for Paramount
Sam Milberg, a Republic salesman opening of an important feature is Chronicle and Oakland Tribune, and
is in negotiation with the Seattle
here in the days Bernie Mills held
'Quiz
the Albany franchise, has gone back being staged by Paramount for
Times and Portland Oregonian, for
L. A. Variety Tent's Fete
work for Mills as salesman in the Kids' unveiling at the Chicago'theatre last-minute
pre-game
forecasts
Newly organized Variety Club of to
Producers Releasing
territory
of
Southern California's induction bantonight (Wednesday). It Is in which wiU hit screens just ahead of
here
Corp. films.
Coast Conference games.
Pacific
quet and charter presentation has
Lee Goldsmith now assistant book- line with the Increased emphasis Levey
been changed from Sept 16 to Sept
has long employed a newser for Universal in Albany. He is
placed on shorts under consent reel man for spot coverage and has
29, at the Los Angeles Ambassador
Marchetti is being
Alfred
newcomer.
hotel. Club headquarter permanentdecree selling, with Paramount lead- made several subjects, but this is
head booker.
ly established at the hotel. Date was
deflnite producing
ing all other companies on promo- the first time a
moved back because so many indus- New Tramaiisbnre, N. T., Cinema
setup has been worked out.
tional work being put behind the
try

time

W

publicity

Hollywood,, Sept 2.
Icebox prowling Is disclosed
as the real reason for the hospitalization of a femme film star
whose beauty was threatened by
excess avoirdupois.
Studio doc
had confined the gal to her
home, with a nurse in attendance
and a strict diet, but she continued to take on weight where
it showed to the least advantage.
Checkup disclosed that the patient was making nocturnal raids
on the refrigerator while the
nurse slept.
Now she is in the hospital,
where she can't prowl extra ra-

HOT'ALOMA'ADS

B. Tim' Temborius recently remodeled the Grand in Breese, 111., cepted the copy may indicate a vaand reopened under a new tag, the riation from their previous policy
Avon; 400-seater.
to consume and tone down strong
V. L. Davis and A. Curley, coowners of the Ohio, Golconda, 111., sex stuff.
will give house complete facelifting.
Ads told public to 'thrill to
Aloma, the love prize of the islands.'
Garfleld's Bandolph Bonse
They asked public to see, among
Buffalo, Sept 2.
other things, 'a hundred smilingB. M. Garfield, of Randolph, now
operating the Randolph, having dis- eyed maidens dancing to sensuous
posed of his theatre interests in strains of a South Sea Love Song;

leaders wanted to attend the
Rochester. N. Y., Sept 2.
event including John H. Harris and
New 400-seat theatre will be erectBob'O'Donnell. Southern California
ed in Trumansburg, N. Y., by Cortent of Variety Clubs officers are
nell Theatres, Inc., of Elmira. PresCharles P. Skouras, chief barker;
ent house in this village is the Burg,
Duke Clark and Bob Poole, assistant owned by James and John Ryan..
chief
barkers;
Harry
Htmiber,
C. C. Young of Geneva, district
dough guy; Guy Wayne Ball, proper- manager
for Schines, has leased the
ty master, and Dr. A. H. Giannini,
Springs theatre and reClifton
Walter Wanger, Al Hanson, Charles opened it with Robert Emory, forBuckley and Jack Berman, canvass- mer manager of the Riverside, Bufmen.
charge.
falo, in

'BeD

Along Lines of 'Gone

Filnuide Wei(kt

current co-op screen tailers to the
Idea, urging fans to pick their film
vacation from the attractions listed
in the daily theatre guide.

Promotions
Par'!
Minneapolis, Sept. 2.
Minneapolis, Sept. 2.
Minnesota Amus. Co. (Par) went
Promotions at Paramoimt exchange in Paris.
Mrs. Mildred Karsch reports her
here finds A. Selby Carr, office mannew flicker house in Rolla, Mo., near red hot in newspaper ads for 'Aloma
ager, boosted to northwestern Minof
the
Ft
South
Leonard
Seas'
at its ace house, the
Wood
army
training
nesota salesman and Duane Becker,
camp, doing sock biz.
State, currently. Fact that sheets acassistant booker, upped to the sales
-

Campap

Its

backing .idea

with display ads and daily theatrepage reminders, but is devoting its

Shubert.

Berk & Krumgold handled the
In Cincy, Jack Finberg was pro- deal from their N. Y. office.
moted to city salesman, replacing
^ving Sochin, resigned. Mitchell
McCntcheon'a New One
Blachschleger, office manager, was
St. Louis, Sept 2.
advanced to the post vacated by
O. W. McCutcheon erecting new
Finberg salesman for the West Vir- house in Sikeston, Mo. Rodgers Cirginia-Kentucky territory. Art Young,
for many years with Universal, was
named Cincy office manager.

not

is

Up

IS

assembling

picture of five reels which will

include cuts from 'Dark Rapture'
other unused sequences from
previous pictures which had been
banned by the Motion Picture Producers Si Distributors of America,

and

Inc.
The film will be specially released about the- first of November in
theatres which do not require a Hays

office seal,

and no attempt

will

be

made to secure such a seal.
Banned material Include exotic
dances, dance contests between natives of Africa, and certain rituals
which heretofore have not been
shown on U. S. screens. Assembling
is being done in N. Y. and on the
Coast

'Dark Rapture' was withdistribution Iqr Univer-

drawn from
sal

Aug.

23,

16
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THE PITTSBURGH KID

mighty sad piece of melodramatic
tripe. Exhibs may get 'em in on the
idea of seeing a daring Rand dance
(which they don't see), but that's all.
Routine gangster murder yarn has
been manhandled in casting, acting,
directing and scripting.. Miss Rand
hints some promise as an actress
even though handed a stupid heroine
role here in which she has been
inanely directed and accorded goshawful closeups.
'.Not even given the break to show
off adequately in the one peacock
dance obviously badly trimmed by
censors yarn is just another gang-

•

(Continued from page 8)
as might be Imagined, is his reading
of lines. It's one continuous monoAnd he has plenty ot lines,
tone.
too, tot he's In the Octavus Roy
.

Cohen yarn from beginning

to end.

speaks clearly, however, looks
okay and handles himself well, albeit
B bit stiffly.
While the glovesman's limp delivery of the dialog is perfectly excusable, as the guy's obviously a
fighter and not .an actor, there seems
no apology for the same kind ot
single-tone talk from the rest of the

He

difficult

It's

cast.

to

tell

whether

holding

themselves
down to Conn's level or they are
really that bad and the latter susare

they

just

—

picion seems the correct one.
Poor work by the players, trite
story line and the spots tiiat director Jack Townely has frequently allowed to slow to a crawl will keep
the picture from registering at the
b.o. with any more of the public
than those to whom Billy Conn is
big beans. Its entertaining qualities
don't go beyond the young pug from
Pittsburgh.
Screen play that Earl Felton and

Boy, in anger at being duped by
the phoney medico, calls on him and
the doc pulls a gun. In the result-

ant scuffle the MX), is killed. The
lad, up for murder, refuses to reveal
reason for the battle because he
doesn't want the public disgrace on
his wife and coming baby.
His attorney gets the tale out of him,
however, and he's cleared. Result is
town council's voting of money to
the health commissioner for cleaning
up the prosties. He had previously
been denied it, council wanting the
prevalence of the disease played
down as giving the community a bad
name. Commissioner and the gal
reporter in the meantime, of course,

Houston Branch have carved from
Cohen's Collier's story may disappoint some of the ring coterie in
that there's not enough exhibition of
there's

fighting;

for

sufficient

all

Story
general purposes, however.
up Conn with the death of his
manager just as he finds himself a
comer. Jonathan Hale, a sharpshootIng manager, thinks the kid's a good
bet and sets his flaxen-locked vixen
of a daughter, Veda Ann Borg, on

piclcs

in encouraging blood tests by showing how painless a Wasserman is

and

him

—

ton

Jamca

an interesting go with Conn

room.

Rubel;
Flood.

the

champ whom Conn

as one

based

Mlllbr,

selves in the cast is Arthur Donovan, who referees' tlw championship
Henry Armstrong, who has

tussle;

Jack Roper, MINS.
.Steven Monroe

battles;

Sam

i

'Bone.V

Mutual sports columnist of Sue Rvans
announcer Jud Evans
who

Baiter,

the air,
does a radio
stint; Freddie Steele and

Dan Tobey.
Herb.

Jim Dawson
Barton
Craig
Dr. AVesLrldge

Undertaker

NO GREATER

Whittling Jones
Lew Preston

SIN

University Films (Edward Qoldcn) production and release; JefTroy Bernerd, production asaoctnte.
Features Leon Amo:r,
Luana Walters. Directed by William Nlsh.
Screenplay by Michel Jacoby from orlRlnal
by Mary C. Jlansone; camera, Harry Neumann; .editor, Kobert Golden. At Globe,
N.T., week Aug. 28, IMl. Running time,

n

MINS.

Dr.

Sandra

Luana Walters

Townscnd
Bill

Leon Ames

Cavanugh

Thome

Betty

Jotin

Qallaudet

George Taggnrt
Adelo Penrco
Guy Usher
Bodll nosing
William Gould
Tristram ColTln

on

book

by

James

L.

camera. Benjamin Kline; editor,
Sweeney: asst. director, Tommy
Previewed In studio projection
Aug. .28, 41.
Running time, 68

anything happens

— and

audiences. It's a
action houses.
Starrett

weak

then it softpedals the heroics required by action
filler

for the

and comedy sidekick. Cliff
Edwards, blow into a Nevada town
to set up an office. Opposition of an
eastern doctor culls all the paying
patients, with the pair taking cowDr. Hobson
Scaturo
Rolf Hnrolde hand jobs on a ranch.
Strange poiJarvls
Lee Shumny soning of cattle breaks out; Starrett
is accused, but he indulges in the
This is the initial attempt In a formula routines to finally catch the
non-sexer film to bring into the open villain of the yarn.
the scourge of syphtlTs and rip from
Picture drags through the first
It the years-old mask of mystery, half,
and picks up only nominal
ignorance
That speed to the finish. It's an inadeand hush-hush.
would appear to be a commendable quate actioner, and Columbia must
aim were the motives of the pro- needs hop up future issues of the
ducer purely (well, even almost series for continuance.
purely) altruistic and were there an
Edwards and Lew Preston and His
assurance that exhibs wouldn't sen- Ranch Hands provide several cowsationalize advertising to turn it boy ditties with strumming accomInto nothing more than a common paniment.
Interludes provide the
exploitation pictured There's no such best parts of the picture.
Waif.

Pa James

Ma

James

Benton

Br. Raleigh

Mayor

Henry Roquemoro
Frank Jnquet

assurance, of course, and the likeliis too great that it will wind
up with the roughest ads newspapers
will accept and the wildest marquees
and houseboards the cops will allow.
Even so, trade will be thin in the
limited number of situations that can
handle a film of this type. It's too
tough and unpleasant a suljject.
Pic. is the first from the production incubator of Edward Golden,

hood

A

Day

in Soviet

distribution

setup

in

England and the U. S. As might be
expected on the slim budget with
which the pair operated, the cornercutting

plenty apparent. Photogfrequently fuzzy and the
cutting and editing (done by Golden's son, Robert) often amateurish.
Recording is likewise not good,
which leaves very little in the way
of assets on the technical side.
Mary C. Ransone's original story
puts quite a load of meller around
the educational stuff, but it's not ob-

raphy

O'Connor
Carlo RoKsmorc
NItn Mndera
Jane BaIrd

London, Aug.

14.

Anglo-Amrrlcan Film Corp. release of
DiCentral Newsreel .Studios Production.
rected by M. Slutflky, R. Karmcn; scenario
by B. Yagllnc, M. Tseltlln; music. Daniel
Pokras-s; lyrics. V. Lcbcdev-Kumoch; e<lltora,
Herbert .Marsh.Tll and Sidney Cole:

is

.is

•

Quentin Reynolds: camera.
M. O.shurkov, n. Ncbylltsky.
-Running
London.
theatre,
lime. 60 .MINS.

Stalin's 'Hour of Charm' would,
normal times, get mere attention

in

as

capable celluloidiana slightly overBut these are other days and
the terrain depicted here has long
been built into a first cousin to the
Thus it's doubtful if
mysterious.
many would resist the urge for a
look at the Soviet way. Film has
It's exall the- looks of natural b.o.
long.

cellent dramatography, travels on a
script that clicks in workmanlike

(With Son(s)

Eildlc

Monumental,
—
.MINS.

Dorr

Ttlll Durny
Monte Carter
Henry King and Orchestra

|

17

attention here because del Carrll .
currently In the States, angling foi

Hollywood possibilities, and directoi
Richard Harlan is the only U. S. di
any local lot

rector on

Story is that old fave about a rich
about town who's confined ti

man

he loses
running around town
his year oft the

his pop's estancia after
lot

of cash

When he

i

finishes

farm he heads back

to the

brlghl

lights, seeks out his singer sweetheart and marries her without tipping off the old folks. The pair seta
out with the gal's troupe, goes
through poverty and finally makes
good. Parents are finally reconciled

and accept an invitation for what
they think is the wedding. Turns
out to be the baptism of the first
born with resultant confusion and
final settlement.

Dialog in spite of its commonplaces
is amusing and expressions likely to
be picked up by nabe audiences may

help build interest -Plot develops
slowly with repetition ot scenes and
songs usually looking as if they'd
been shuffled in from a deck of
cards.. Finale comes with a review
of old tangoes presented in an oldfashioned style.
Characters, while
apparently out of stock, manage to
garner laughs. Horserace sequence
which provides the punch close ia
-

-

-

-

also rather good.
Del Carril's warbling and handling
of the guitar, especially in 'Silencio,'
a new tango especially written for
the pic, are up to standard but his
acting is still weak. Alda Luz does
well as his chief support Photog-

raphy good and musical background
Ray.

better than average.

'

Gordon

Lester

20,

production and release. Stars Hugo
features
Alda Luz, Jose
Fellsa
Mary,
Oscar ValUcelll,
Adrian Cueno, Maria Ester Games, Julio
Scarcella,
Blcky Astorl, Eva Guerrero,
Jorge Petroslno. Julio Renato, Fausto Foronl.
Agustin Barrios, Alberto Terrenes,
King Wallace and Emillo Fuentes. Story,
R. M. Taboada, R, PIneym and R. de
Solana. .Directed by Rlctiard Harlan.
At
Carrlll;

Olarra,

Druco llltchell

Rankin
Editor
Interne
Staufer

Buenos Aires, Aug.

EFA

Del

Lena Andre
Mary Rrodel

Everett

Sings')

(ABGENTINE-MADE)

Esther Mulr
Frank O'Connor
George Douglas

Tom

Buenos

Aires.

Running

Honrada

Persona

Necesita

Se

.

time,

('Honest Person Needed')

(ABGENTINE-MADE)
Three author credits are tagged on
Buenos Aires, Aug. 20.
'Cuando Canta El Corazon' ('When
Lumlton Films production and release.
the Heart Sings'), latest Argentine, Features Francisco Petrone,- Alicia Vlgnoli,
made from Establepimlentos Fllma, Marcelo Ruggero, Pedro Mnrateo, Carlos
Morgantl, Rosa Cata, Edna Norrell, Pedro
dores Argentinos while three more Blbe,
Alberto Terrenes, Salvador Mlnal.
are unlisted. That oldie about too Jose Ruzo, Rcnee Pocovl, Alfredo Fornamany cooks fits the solution ^exactly. reslo. Story,, SIxto Pondal RIos and Cnr>
Only the presence of 'Hugo tiel Car- los Ollvarl. Directed by Francisco MuAt Monumental theatre, Buenu*
Klca,
ril and inclusion of a potpourri of
Aires.
Running time, 77 MINS.
popular tangoes hold it together, at
least for the downtown houses in
Done with the same writing combo,
Latin America. It may do better in
the nabes, but it's definitely grade B. producer and director as- the smash
Picture was watched with particular Argentine hit, 'Tuesday, Orchids,*
'Persona Honrada se Necesita* ('Honest Person Needed') rates as a good
sentimental fafce without achieving
any top ranking.- It's likely to be a
good draw at Latin boxofflces, especially in the nabes, and may be ot
some Interest for U. S. presentation
because of Its backgrounds of city
life in Buenos Aires.
Story, while conventional. Is given
of Time; 18 min. Documentary type
yarn which editorializes along ob- plenty of movement by Director
vious anti-Nazi lines. Neat audience Francisco Mugica, and clever dialog
package because of world interest in by Sixto Pondal Rios and Carlos Ollwhat goes on upon the peace front. varia adds-to the attractiveness. Sentimental touches accent the second
'Information Please,' with Anna
half, but the hackneyed' backgroimd
Decided has been submitted to a treatment
Neagle guesting; 9 min.
pickup over recent issues, with pro- which takes the' curse off by injectdeciding
apparently
that ing Irodic and ingenious episodes
ducers
more' down-to-earth questions are carried out with naturalness and conviction.
needed.
Story tells of a crook who wins a
Truant Officer Donald.' Walt Disney Donald Duck cartoon comedy; lottery but can't go to collect because
Most laughj-provoklng piece he's wanted by the cops. He adver8 min.
tises for an innocent young girl to do
of business from this studio in a
the job, wins her trust, but falls in
couple of months or more.
love at the same time. He's inspired
20TU-FOX
by her pure life, gives himself up,
'Winter in Eskimo Land.' Father returns the money he has stolen and
Hubbard Alaskan Adventure; 10 goes for a stretch in the jug. At the
min.
Lowell Thomas' fine voice end of his sentence he returns to join
lending- balance to superb wintry her.
Morality hasn't been stressed, and
photography.
Mugica kids his plot. Shots at the
'Bringing Home the Bacon.' TerryRiver Plate football stadium in a
toon cartoon comedy; 7 min. Brightly
football game which highlights the
conceived and trimly galted in exe- pic are well done.
cution, with typical characters of
Francisco Petrone is especially
this series.
good in the title role, playing with
understanding not only on the farce
Universal
"The Screwdriver,' Walter Lantz portions, but the emotional scenes.
cartoon
comedy. Seven minutes. Alicia Vignoli is not only easy on the
eyes, but turns in a nice performWoody Woodpecker as a Jerk with ance.
Especially noteworthy Is the
a jalopy setting a dizzy pace that comic, Marcelo Ruggero, who helps
sends a soft-hearted traffic cop to keep the light tone of the piece.
a padded cell. Built for pop audiPhotography good and musical
ence appeal, and cllcko results.
background adequate.
Ray.
ay.
to

Resume of Best Shorts^ of the Month
COLUMBIA
Tee

Up,'

World

Patty

reeler.

of

Sports

one-

Berg,

young

golf

features.

METRO
'Glimpses of Florida,' FitzPatrick
color traveltalk (1941-42 subject);
Much overdone subject
10 min.
made appealing by ace color photography and FitzPatrlck's own neat
Underwater scenes in
narrating.
color reach a new high in cameraing.

'Coffins on Wheels,' two-reeler in
•Crime Does Not Pay' series; 18 mins.
dramatic
constructed
Compactly
short story exposing a used-car
Gangster short with crimracket.
inals brought to justice. Swell cast.
'Man Who Changed the World,'
Carey
Miniatures series; 10 min.
Wilson relates story of James Hargreaves who invented spinning jenny

and did more

to

change world his-

'

.

Everybody Happy?' Name'Is
band musical, with Ted Lewis and
other revue artists. Eight minutes.
'One-Two-Three, Go!' Our Gang Showmanlike presentation of Lewis'
one-reel comedy; 10 min. Kid char- 'band act, with Kay, Katya & Kay,
acters in safety crusade subject. dance trio; Charles Whittier and
These laugh pictures go on and on, Four LeAhn Sisters rating laurels
but are better in single-reel version. with the maestro. Strong reason for
name-band musicals even this long.
Best for juvenile audiences.
tory than all the wars. Neatly reenacted. One of better ones in this

gi'oup.

PARAMOUNT

'Dizzy

Doings.'

Personality

Pilot.'

.

Frisco

SmaU-Seater
Testing

Single-Bii

San Francisco, Sept.

The Vogue,

mu- went

sical.
Eighteen minutes. Novel way
Popeye, the Sailor
stringing together some song-andSpinach- of
cartoon comedy; 7 min.
dance acts, spotlighting Mary Healy,
eating job tries to keep Poopdeck
Frank
Gaby, Rhythm Rascals, the
Pappy from becoming a test pilot, Theodores and Ted Arkin
and
Maintains high enunsuccessfully.
Dorothy Roberts.
Okay for avtertainment average in series.
audiences.
erage
'What's LaCrosse?' Grantland Rice
Warner Bros,
Sportlight; 9 min. Ted Husing's narration interestingly traces the origin
'Carnival of Rhythm.' Two-reeler
of old Indian game up to present- in color with Katharine Dunham's
day vogue. Skillfully executed ath- dance troupe. Lavish color overletic topic done up brown.
comes jerky direction. Dance numDay.' bers trimmed of sexy tinge by deft
Hap-Hap-Happy
'It's
a
Gabby cartoon comedy in color; 7 cutting. Cashes in on current Latinmin. This talkative know-it-all talks American music craze.
himself into a ludicrous camp trip.
'We, the Animals, Squeak.' Looney
Max Fleischer's studio has done deft Tune cartoon comedy. Seven minanimation and colorful background, utes. Leon Schlesinger's infectious
with numerous original quirks.
Porky Pig as spieler on animal radio
program.
Holds to series laugh
BKO
'Peace—by Adolf Hitler.' March gait.

'Pest

former salesmanager of- Monogram. commentator,
Working with him on it was Jeffrey R. Karmen,
Bernerd, former chief of the Gau- At Phoenix
mont-British

Wynne

Russia

(SOVIET-MADE)

('When the Heart

Sugar Knne

champ, doing her stuff on links,
aided by Bill Stern's deft corrtments.
Charles Starrett Partly
spoiled
by some alleged
Clllt Fdwards
Paul McCarty comedy.
Forbes Murray
Never Heil Again,' Three
'I'll
Frank LaRue
Trio of
18 min.
comedy;
Archie Tn'ltchell Stooges
roughhouse clowns romp around as
Fr.lncis Walker
Edmond Cobb top men in mythical kindom of
James Corey
and
dictators
the
Kids
Moronica.
Rusa Powell
and Ranch Hands
Axis partners—and it's funny. This'U
make 'em forget many of tt'ose 'D'

Third of new series of Charles
Starrett westerns, detailing the adventures .of a frontier sawbones,
needs injections of action and riding
'Prairie Stranger' rolls
to survive.
along to the half-way mark before

Cuando Canta EI Corazon

Paul Sutton
Stanley Price
VInce Barnett

PRAIRIE STRANGER

affections
back to Miss
(WITH SONGS)
to provide the necessary
combination when fighter's in the
Hollywood, Aug. 29.
•midst of losing the big bout.
Columbia release ol William Berke proAmong the sports figures who play duction, stars Charles Starrett. Directed
by
Lambert
Hlllyer.
Screenplay by Winsthemselves or a semblance of them-

Conn's

Parker

of his sparring partners;

Penny

This one is a thin excuse for an
ried boy and girl (George Taggart hour's screen time. Picture will find
and Adele Pearce), is rather pro- it tough making the grade even on
ficient.
Most of the players are dual setups.
This Sally Rand opus has been a
Hollywood regulars in indie and
major B productions. Leon Ames is long time getting a clean bill of
state censors.
the health commissioner and Luana health from the N. Y.
And with its release one wonders
Walters
the
reporter.
William what all the shooting was about.
Nigh's direction keeps action at a
Excepting that the film doesn't do
good pace, although his handling of right by the fan dancer, 'Sunset
the tenderer scenes leaves plenty Murder Case' stands out only as
a
wanting.
Herb.

with a rough interior. Baxter's out
to plug Conn but gets it himself instead and the Pittsburgh kid goes up
for a mutder rap in the process.
Comes out all right, of course, with
the aid ot Miss Borg, who tosses

—

George Hlrllman production and release.
Features Sally Rand.
Directed by Louis
Screenplay by Arthur Hocrl, Paul
Franklin from Harold Joyce atory; camera,
Mork Stengler; editor, Martin G. Cohn;
music,
Hugo RIesenfeld; special music.
Sam Coslow. At Stanley, N. Y.. week
Aug. 31. -n. Running time, S9 MINS.
Katliy O'Connor
."Sally Rand
Oliver Helton
Reed Hndley
Lou Fleming
Dennio Moore
Gasnler.

can be administesed by a
reputable physician.
Acting, aside from that of the mar-

of

it,

ster
Detective-pappy of
the nightclub dancer having been
shot down in cold blood by mobsters, she sets out to avenge the
deed. As projected, it's all extremely
corny.
There is a large cast, but it's
minutely small on thespian ability!
Sugar Kane, who sings with Henry
King^s ork (which is okay), shows
some promise as the vapld-mlnded
femme. Dennie Moore, despite the
hammy sequences, shows something.
One song, "I'd Rather Look At You,'
is fairly good.
This production has been nearly
two years getting to N. Y. exhibs. It
wasn't worth the wait.
Wear,

(WITH MUSIC)

He which

herself.

course, but gives in
and the femme builds him, with
the help of newspaper columnist
Dick Purcell, to a championship
bout with the top slug, who happens
Meantime,
to be in Hale's stable.
Hale's daughter has been giving
Conn a heavy play and he's falling
for it, much to the annoyance of
her b.f., Alan Baxter, a smoothie

resents

the

principles on which it
works. Also in stressing that there's
a positive treatment for the disease

.

managing

and

'prostitute' are

—
distortion.

Sunset Murder Case

Words

and

—

another way, making
Manhattan serve for the States as an
example in behaviorism.

I,ora

'syphilis'

.

it

Baptl StephanI
Lulgl
Martin

freely used, although not bandied
about.
Major educational value is

Billy's scent.

or to put

have

also fallen for each other.
There's
little
punch - pulling.

Femme almost has him inked to a
pact with her father when daughter
of Conn's former manager, Jean
Parker, who's in love with the guy,
decides she'U. have him from Hale
by Insisting on contractual rights

REVIEWS

FIZ.N

jectionable in view of the obvious fashion, it has topline camera work,
type of audience a pic like this and much charm.
would get. Story, in fact, is better
•A Day in Soviet Russia' Is a
than the screenplay that Michel kaleidoscope of activity. Whole of
Jacoby has fashioned from it, with the Soviet Is covered; its industrial
some of its dialog embarrasingly life, public facilities, people, occupabad.
tions, pleasures.
Yarn tells of a public health comSome of the stuff screened will
missioner out to clean up an indus- evoke 'ah's'; for example, a quadtrial and army town of prostitutes ruple-engined plane
that sleeps 64
and the syphilis they are spreading. passengers, a mammoth streamlined
He enlists the local paper in his pleasure steamer transporting at 60
campaign with a gal reporter (that's m.p.h., a road-test for the ordinary
a bit far-fetched) assigned to aid Soviet auto. Technically there's one
him in investigating and to write the aspect of the Aim that falls shortstories.
Interwoven with this are editing is definitely abrupt. •
the difficulties of a youth who wants
A couple of hundred feet or so are
to get married but who finds he has devoted to Quentin Reynolds for
the disease. He goes to a quack who introing the subject. He handles a
takes his coin and does nothing for cigaret lighter like there was no
him, but tells him that he is cured. such thing as. a camera present.
Lad then marries the sister of the Narration is gaily unobtrusive.
gal reporter and just before their Queer though is constant reference,
baby is to be born it iis discovered when making a comparison of things
they both have syphilis.
U. S., to New York City as America;

2.

302-seat de luxe nabe,
Sunday (31) in a

single-bill

determine whether or not
such a policy can pay out here.
House is owned by Sam H. l-evin's
San Francisco Theatres, Inc., which
is associated with T. Sc D. Jr., which
in turn is affiliated with the Golden
test

to

State chain.
Vogue, acquired by S. F. Theatres
about eight months ago, was chosen
for the test because of its small capacity and fact that the better type
of films do particularly well there.

HIS TBOUBIES BEGIN
Hollywood, Sept. 2.
Louie Greenspan, after 15 years
newspaper work, wants to
learn motion picture production.
Starts today in the RKO produc-

in trade

tion (lepartmeiit

I

•

le 191 pictures already completed, cutting or shooting
jprcsentinp opproximotelv 28% of the total output of
11 films slated for delivery under the 1941-42 schedule
Total of 52 pictures have been comy 10 studios.
leted, RKO and 20th-Fox tafcing the lead among the
lajors ujith seven each, while Poramount ond Metro
Paramount and Universal have
jllou) tiJith five each.

Colombia
PromtMd rom41-42

Hhoot-

Now

Inc

Cut line

pletrd

1

•

12
4

•

0

0

2

48
16
4

'eatares

Vesterns
ierlals

2

T<i

RO
32
11
4

47
16
2
68
3
Totals
Pictures in cutting room or awaiting releases:
LADY, musical; prod., Robert
GO WEST
Sparks; dir., Frank Strayer; camera, Henry Freulich;
10 writing credits. Cast: Penny Singleton, Glenn Ford,
\nn Miller, Allen Jenkins, Charles Ruggles, Onslow
Jtevens, Edith Meiser, Bob Wills and Texas Cowboys.

YOUNG

AARMON of MICHIGAN,

drama; prod., Wallace
Charles Barton; no writing credits;
Cast: Tom Harmon, Anita
:amera, John Stumar.
..ouise, Osqar -O'Shea, Warren Ashe, Larry Parks, ForEvashevski.
UacDonald;

dir.,

>st

BACHELORS' BABIES,
PAYS, comedy;
.vriting credits;

formerly

THE

STORK

Jack Fier; dir.. Lew Landers; no
camera, L. W. O'Connell. Cast: Maxie
prod..

Rosenbloom, Rochelle Hudson,- Victory Jory, Danny
McKay, Forest MacMahon, Bobby

.Vlummert, George
Larson.

KING OF DODGlE CITY, western; asso. prod., Leon
Barsha; dir., Lambert Hillyer; orig. screenplay. Gerald
Geraghly; camera, Benjamin Kline. Cast: Bill Elliot,
Tex Hitter, Judith Linden, Dub Taylor, Gus Ashe, Dick
Anderson, Pierce Lydon.

TWO LATINS FROM MANHATTAN, formerly
GIRLS FROM PANAMA, drama; asso. prod.. Wallace
MacDonald; dir., Charles Barton; orig. screenplay,
Albert Duffy; camera, John Stumar. Cast: Joan Davis,
Jinx Falkenburg, Joan Woodbury, Carmen Morales,
Marquita Bonanova, Don Beddoe, Richard Fiske, Lloyd
Tim Ryan, Chuck

Bridges, John Dilson, Dick Elliott,
Morrison.

THE MEN IN HER LIFE, formerly WOMAN OF DETONIGHT BELONGS TO US, drama;

SIRE, formerly

grod.-dir., Gregory Ratoff ; screenplay, Lady Eleanor
lercin-Smith; camera, Arthur Miller and Harry
Stradling. Cast: Loretta Young, Dean Jagger, Eugenie
I.eontovich, Conrad Veidt, Victor Varconi.
TEXAS, western; asso. prod., Sam Bischoff; dir.,
George Marshall; story, Michael Blankfort, Lewis Meltzer.; screenplay, Horace McCoy, Michael -Blankfort,
Lewis Meltzer; camera, George Meehan. Cast: William
'

I

'

.

Holden, Glenn Ford, Claire Trevor. George Bancroft,
.

'
'

!

.

.

Edgar Buchanan, Andy Tombes, Edmund MacDonald,
Harrison Green, Merlin Nelson, George Lloyd, Ralph
Peters, Addison Richards, Don Beddoe.
BLONDE FROM SINGAPORE, drama; asso. prod.,
Jack Fier; dir., Edward Dmytryk; story, Houston
Branch; screenplay, George Bricker; camera, Lou
O'Connell. Cast: Florence Rice, Leif Erickson,. Gordon Jones, Don Beddoe, Adele Rowland, Alexander
Darcy.

!

YOUXL NEVER GElT RICH,
'

•

•

1

:

•

1

.

;•,

I

(

«
-

ME, comedy;

prod.idir.,

.

I

.

;

ELLERY QUEEN AND THE MURDER RING, formerly DUTCH SHOE MYSTERY, meller; prod., Larry

;

Darmour;

[

dir.,

James Hogan;

story,

EUery Queen;

I

screenplay, Dwight Taylor; camera, James Brown.
Cast:
Ralph Bellamy, Margaret Lindsay, Charley
Grapewin. James Burke, Mona Barrie, Paul Hurst,
Blanche Yurka, Tom Dugan, Leon Ames, George Zucco,
Dennis Moore, Charlotte Wynters, Jean Fenwick, Pierre

j,

Watkin.

j

SECRETS OF THE LONE WOLF, formerly LONE
WOLF DOUBLECBOS6, meller; prod.. Jack Fier; dir.,
E<*ward Dmytrykf no wriUng creditsr camera, Phil
Tannura.
Cast: Warren William, Ruth Ford, Eric
Blore, Thurston Hall, Fred Kelcey, Mario Dwyer,

,'

i

}i
I

Victor Jory, Victor Kilian.

1:

ROYAL MOUNTED PATROL,

meller; prod.,

Wm

dir., Lambert Hillyer; no writing credits: camGeorge Meehan. Cast: Charles SUrrett, Russell
i;
Hayden, Wanda McKay, Lloyd Bridges, Don Curtis.
HONOR OF THE WEST, western: prod., Leon
} Barsha; dir., Wally Fox; no writing credits; film editor,
Thorsen; camera, George Meehan.
(: Mel
Cast: Bill
EUiott, Tex Ritter, Dorothy Short, Joe McGuinn, Ralph

Berke;

\

era,

Jj:

j.r

Theodore.

r

Colmnblla Plx In Production
THE LADY IS WILLING, comedy-drama; prod.-dir.,
Michell Leisen; no writing credits; camera, Theodore
Tetzlaff.
Cast: Marlene Dietrich, Fred MacMurray,
^°SeT Clarki Marietta Canty, Ruth
I] \ Ford, Stanley Ridges, Chester Clute.
T^OVB, SUPPER, musical; prod., Leon
1
T.
Barsha; dir., Charles Barton; no writing credits; cami
era, Franz Planer.
i
Cast: Jinx Falkenburg, Buddy
Rogers, Eye Arden, Bert Gordon, Benny Baker,
4
Henry
^9'^ Beddoe, Bwnadene Hayes, Harry Barris.
Red Stanley, Perce Launders, Larry Parks, Lloyd
^^^ridges, Walter Sandy, Don Porter.
li

J j

'j

'

I

UNTITLED GARBO, drama; prod., Gottfried Reindir., George Cukor; no writing credits; camera,
Joseph Rittenberg. Cast; Greta Garbo, Melvyn Douglas, Ruth Gordon, Robert Sterling.
UNTITLED TARZAN, drama; prod., B. T. Fineman;
dir., Richard Thorpe; no writing credits; camera, Clyde
DeVinna. Cast: Johnny Weissmuller, Maureen O'Sullivan, Philip Dorn. Tom Conway.
THE NEW YORK STORY, drama; prod., Sam Marx;
dir., Mervyn LeRoy; camera, George Barnes; no writing
Cast: Edward G. Robinson, Edward Arnold,
credits;
Laraine Day, Marsha Hunt.
WHEN LADIES MEET, drama; co-producing, Robert
Z. Leonard and Orville O. Dull; dir., Robert Z. Leonard;
no writing credits; camera, Robert Planck. Cast: Joan
Crawford, Greer Garson, Robert Taylor, Herbert

41-42

Slioot-

Now

Cutting To ko
SO
-5
7
8
30
Pictures In cutting room or awaiting release:
SljnLIN' THROUGH' drama (Technicolor), asso.
prod, Victor Saville; dir., Frank Borzage; orig. by
pitted

Init

SEPT. 10
SEPT. 10

(11 a.m.), 'Riders of
(2 p.m.),

THURS, SEPT. 11

'Weekend in Havana'

FRI.,

SEPT.

(11a.m.)..

12 (11 a.m.)

.

.

{

j

(20th), 20th-Fox, P. R.

'.S'^"^^''''""

iHonky^Tonk^"'"'

^^^Vr"'"''

}

20th-Fox, P.R.

}

ATLANTA
WED,
WED,

THURS,
THURS,
THURS,
THURS,

'

BOSTON

Richard Hall.

HER HONOR, formerly ACHILLES, comedy; prod.,
Jr.; dir., Norman Taurog; no writing
credits; camera, Leonard Smith. C^ast: Walter Pidseon,
Rosalind Russell, Lee Bowman, Claire Trevor, Vera
Vague, Richard Nichols.
John Considine,

BABES ON BROADWAY, musical; prod., Arthur
Freed; dir., Busby Berkeley; no writing credits; camera,
Lester White. Cast: Mickey Rooney, Judy Garland,
Fay Bainter, Ray MacDonald.

PANAMA

dir,.

HATTIE, musical; prod.. Arthur Freed;
Norman McLeod; no writing credits; camera

credits not set.
Cast: Ann Sothern,
Red Skelton, Rags Ragland, Ben Blue.

George Murphy,

PULHAM,

ESQ., drama; dir.. King Vidor;
Marquand; camera, Ray June. Cast:
Hedy Lamarr, Robert Young, Ruth Hussey, Charles
H. M.

original story, J. P.

Cobum, Van

Heflin, Bonita Granville.
KATHLEEN, drama; prod., George Haight; dir.,
Harold S. Bucquet; original story, Kay Van Riper;
camera Sid Wagner. Cast: Shirley Temple, Herbert
Marshall, Laraine Day, Felix Bressart, Gail Pa^ick.
THE YEARLING (production suspended until
spring), drama
(Technicolor), asso. prod., Sidney
Franklin; dir., Victor Fleming; orig. screenplay, MarCast:
jorie Kinan Rawlings; camera, Hal Rosson.
Spencer Tracy, Gene Echman, Ann Revere, Chill Wills,
Adeline deWalt Reynolds.

Promlixd

Tom-

41-4:

plcted
0
1

Features

Westerns

Wayne

re-lssnes

.

.

26
16
8

ShootInK
1
1

•

8

Now
Cuttinc To CO
3
22
2
12
0
0

Totals
50
9
2
S
34
Pictures in cutting room or awaiting release:
BODIE, western; prod., Scott R.
Dunlap; dir.. Spencer Bennett; screenplay, Jess Bowen;
Aim editor, Carl Pierson; camera, Allen Thompson.
Cast: Buck Jones, Tim McCoy, Raymond Hatton, Christine Mclntyre, Dave O'Brien.
MOUNTAIN ROUNDUP, western; prod., Geo. W.
Weeks; dir, S. Hoy Luby; story. William L. Nolte;
screenplay, .Earle Snell, John B. Lahos; camera, Robert Clinex. Cast: Ray Corrigan, John King, Max Terhune, Lita Conway.

GUN MAN FROM

GENTLEMAN

FROM

DIXIE,

LOUISIANA BELLE, drama;

WED., SEPT. 3 til a.m.), 'Glamour Boy' (Par), Paramount Ex.
WED, SEPT. 3 (2:30 p.m.), 'Night of Jan. 16' (Par), Paramount Ex.
THURS, SEPT. 4 (10 a.m.), 'Outlaw Trail' (RKO), RKO PJl.
THURS, SEPT. 4 (11:10 a.m.), 'Dude Cowboy' (RKO), RKO P.R.
THURS, SEPT. 4 (12:20 p.m.), 'Riding the Wind' (RKO), RKO PJL.
THURS, SEPT. 4 (2:30 p.m.), 'Skylark' (Par), Paramount Ex.
MON, SEPT. 8 (10:30 a.m.), 'We Go Fast' (20th), 20th-Fox PJl.
MON., SEPT. 8 (2:30 p.m.), 'Yank in the R.A.F.' (20th), 20th-Fox P.R.
TUES, SEPT. 9 (10 a.m.), 'Last of the Duanes' (20th), 20th-Fox PJl.
TOES, SEPT. 9 (2 p.m.), "Man at Large' (20th), 20th-Fox P.R.
TUES, SEPT. 9 (3 p.m.), 'Great Guns' (20th), 2Dth-Fox PJl.
WED, SEPT. 10 (10:30 a.m.), 'Riders of Purple Sage' (20th), 20th-Fox PJl.
WED, SEPT. 10 (2:30 p.m.), 'Weekend In Havana' (20th), 20th-Fox, P.R.
(•Married Bachelor')
(m-G),RKO,P.H.
(.'Smilin' Thru'
('Married Bachelor') /vr
i iiK-n t> w
\ tf^'^^'
I 'SmUin'_ Thru'
'Female of Species'
FRI, SEPT. 12 (10 a.m.).
(M-G),RK0,P.R.
( 'Honky Tonk'
!(
J
'Female of Species'
FRI, SEPT. 12 (2:15 pjn.).
(M-G),RKO,P.R.
\
'Honky Tonk'

THURS, SEPT. 11

(10 a.m.)

THURS, SEPT. 11

(2:15 p.m.)

formerly

'

prod.,

^°'

•

.

BUFFALO
WED,
WED,

Monogram

SEPT. 3 (2 p.m.), 'Glamour Boy' (Par), Niagara T.
SEPT. 3 (3:30 p.m.), 'Night of Jan. 16' (Par), Niagara T.
SEPT. 4 (10 a.m.), 'Outlaw TraU,' (RKO). 20th-Fox P.R.
SEPT. 4 (11:10 a.m.), 'Dude Cowboy' (RKO), 20th-Fox, PJl.
SEPT. 4 (12:20 p.m.), 'Riding the Wind' (RKO), 20th-Fox P.R.
SEPT. 4 (2 p.m.), 'Skylark' (Par), Niagara T.

THURS,
THURS,
THURS,
THURS,

MON, SEPT. 8

j

(2:30 p.m.)..

'

TUES, SEPT. 9 (10:30 a.m.),
TUES, SEPT. 9 (2:30 p.m.)..
WED.,SEPT.10

|

FBI, SEPT. 12

(20th), 20th-Fox,
R.A.F. }

P.a

(1:30 p.m.)

.

(1:30 p.m.)..
{

(20th) , 20th-Fox, P.R.

'.QreV Gu^^*' j

{

(2:30p.m.)..

THURS, SEPT. 11

Yank In^he

'Last of the Duanes' (20th), 20th-Fox, PJl.

'•I'ttllnd^X!^^ }

.

j ismiUn''^ l^ru'*"*'"' ]

Sy

^Oth-Fox. P.R.

(^-G).

WCO, P.R.

(M-G), RKO, P.R.

j

^^,1/

CHARLOTTE
WED,

SEPT. 3

L1L WED, SEPT.

(10:30 a.m.), 'Glamour Boy' (Par), Paramount Ex
3 (2:30 p.m.), 'Night of, Jan. 16' (t>ar). Paramount Ex.
4 (10 a.m.), 'Outlaw Trail' (RKO), Paramount

Edward Finney; THURS, SEPT.

PR
PR

Al Herman; story and screenplay, Fred Mython; THURS, SEPT. 4 (11:10 a.m.), 'Dude Cowboy' (RKO), Paramount
Le Picard. Cast: Jack LaRue, Marian THURS, SEPT. 4 (12:20 p.m.), 'Riding the Wind'
(RKO), Paramount PR.
Marsh, Clarence Muse, Mary Ruth.
THURS., SEPT. 4 (2:30 p.m.), 'Skylark' (Par), Paramount Ex.
LET'S GO COLLEGIATE, comedy; prod., Lindsley
Parsons; dir., Jean Yarbrough; story and screenplay, MON, SEPT. 8 (1:30 p.m.), 'We Go Fast' (20th), 20th-Fox PR
Edmond Kelso; camera. Mack Stengler. Cast: Frankie MON, SEPT. 8 (3 p.m.), 'Yank in the R.AJ.' (20th), 20th-Fox'
Darro, Mantan Moreland, Jackie Moran, Keye Luke, TUES, SEP'T. 9 (11 a.m.), 'Last of the Duanes' (20th). 20th-Fox P R
Gale Storm, Gordon Jones.
TUES, SEPT. 9 (1:30 p.m.), 'Man at Large' (20th), 20th-Fox
SPOOKS RUN WILD, formerly GHOSTS IN THE TUES, SEPT. 9 (3 p.m.), 'Great Guns' (20th),
NIGHT, meller; prod., Sam Katzman; dir., PI 1 Rosen; WED, SEPT. 10 (11 a.m.), 'Riders of Purple 20th-Fox, PJl
Sage' (20th), 20th-Fox PJl
original screenplay, Carl Foreman, Charles Marion; WED,
SEPT. 10 (2 p.m.), 'Weekend in Havana' (20th), 20th-Fox, P.R.
camera, Marcel Le Picard. Cast: Bela Lugosi, Leo
Gorcey, Hunt Hall, Bobby Jordan, Dorothy Short, Dave THUBS, SEPT. 11 (1:30 p.m.).. r'';'"':''''™?"^*^*'"'' I ""-CJ), 20th.Fox.
*^
'Smilin' Thru'
O'Brien.
j
I
p.R.
Monogram. Plx In Production
FRI, SEPT. 12 (1:30 p.m.). ( 'Female of Species'
(M-G),20lh-Fox,P.R.
('Honky Tonk'
TONTO BASIN OUTLAW, western; prod., George
I
Weeks; dir., S. Roy Luby; screenplay, Earl Snell, John
Vlahos; camera, Robert Cline.
Cast: Ray Corrigan,
John King, Max Terhune.
WED, SEPT. 3 (1:30 p.m.), 'Glamour Boy' (Par), Cinema T.
dir.,

cainera. Marcel

PR
PR

CHICAGO

HERE COME THE MARINES, comedy-drama; dir, WED., SEPT. 3 (2:45 p.m.), 'Night of Jan. 16' (Par), Cinema T.
Lewis Gamier; no other production credits. Cast: THURS, SEPT, 4 (10 a.m.), 'Outlaw
Trail' (RKO), Universal P.R.
Wallace Ford, Toby Wing, Grant Withers, Violet Lynch. THURS., SEPT,
4 (11:10 a.m.), 'Dude Cowboy' (RKO), Universal P.R.
THURS, SEPT, 4 (12:20 p.m.), 'Riding the Wind' (RKO), Universal PJt
THUBS, SEPT. 4 (1:30 p.m.), 'Skylark; (Par), Cinema T.
Paramount
Fromlfifd
41-42

Studio
H. Sherman
PIo. Corp. of Am..
Fleischer

Metro
Piomlwd Com,

WED,
WED,

SEPT. 3 (10:30 a.m.), 'Glamour Boy' (Par), Paramount Ex.
SEPT. 3 (12:30 p.m.), 'Night of Jan. 16' (Par), Paramount Ex.
SEPT. 4 (10 a.m.), 'Outlaw Trail' (RKO), RKO PJl.
SEPT. 4 (10:30 a.m.), 'Skylark' (Par), Paramount Ex.
SEPT. 4 (11:10 a.m.), 'Dude Cowboy' (RKO), RKO PJl.
SEPT. 4 (12:20 p.m.), 'Riding the Wind' (RKO), RKO P.R.
MON, SEPT. 8 (11 a.m.), 'We Go Fast' (20th), 20th-Fox, P.R.
MON, SEPT. 8 (2 p.m.), 'Yank in the R.A.F.' (20th), 20th-Fox, P.R.
TUES, SEPT. 9 (9:30 a.m.), 'Last of the Duanes' (20th), 20th-Fox, P.R.
Marshall.
FEMALE OF THE SPECIES, comedy; prod., Joseph TUES, SEPT. 9 (11 a.m.), 'Man at Large' (20th), 20th-Fox, P.R.
L. Manckiewz; dir., W. S. Van Dyke; no writing credits: TUES., SEPT. 9 (2 p.m.), 'Great Guns' (20th), 20th-Fox, P.Rv
Cast: Don Ameche, Rosalind WED, $EPT. 10 (11 a.m.), 'Riders of Purple Sage' (20th), 20th-Fox, P.R.
camera, Bill Daniels.
Russell, Kay Francis.
WED., SEPT. 10 (2 p.m.), 'Weekend in Havana' (20th), 20th-Fox, P.R.
Metro Plx in ProducUon
Bachelor' |
) 'Married
THURS, SEPT. 11 (10:30 am.)
(M-G),RKO, P.R.
'Smilin' Thru'
SHADOW OF THE THIN MAN, comedy-drama;
J
J
( 'Female
of Species'
prod.. Hunt Stromberg; dir., W. S. Van Dyke; no writ(M-G),RKO,PJl.
FRI, SEPT. 12 (10:30 a.m.).
ing credits; camera, William Daniels. Cast: William
( 'Honky Tonk'
J
Powell, Myrna Loy, Donna Reed, Robert Nelson,

I

„
reaturea

,

'.G?ear*G'i^T j
Purple Sage' (20th), 20th-Fox, P.R.

musical; asso. prod.,

hardt;

Wesley

LAW

i

I

THE CHOCOLATE SOLDIER,

dir., Roy Del Ruth; no writing credits;
camera, Karl Freund. Cast: Nelson Eddy, Rise Stevens,

Victor Saville;

Nigel Bruce, Florence Bates.

dir.,

Ruggles; screenplay, Cldude Binyon; camera, Joseph
Walker. Cast: Barbara Stanwyck, Henry Fonda, Edgar
Buchanan, Melville Cooper, Harold Waldridge, Charles
Arnt.
LONE STAB VIGILANTES, formerly THE
OF THE WINCHESTER, western; prod., Leon Barsha;
dir., Wally Fox; no writing credits; camera, Benjamin
Kline.
Cast: Bill Elliott, Tex Ritter, Virginia Carpenter, Frank Mitchell, Luana Walters, Bud Buster,
George Chesboro, Francis Walker.

j

I

ALBANY

comedy- prod.. Sam
I,eigh Jason; no writing credits; camera,
Planer. Cast: Joan Blondell, Janet Blair, John

Bischoff;

YOU BELONG TO

;

•

Sam BischoS; dir.-, Sidney Lanfield; screenplay, Michael
Fessier, Ernest Pagano; camera, Phil Tannura.
Cast:
Fred Astaire, ' Rita Hay worth, Martha Tilton, Sunnie
C'Dea, Kay St. Germalne (40-41).

Sept. 3-13)

WED, SEPT. 3 (2 p.m.), 'Glamour Boy' (Par), 20th-Fox, pll.
WED., SEPT. 3 (3:30 p.m.), 'Night of Jan. 16' (Par), 20th-Fox, PJl.
Trail' (RKO), 20th-Fox, PJl.
Jane Cowl and Jane Murfln; camera, Olive Marsh. THURS., SEPT. 4 (10 a.m.), 'Outlaw
Cast: Jeanette MacDonald, Brian Aherne, Ian Hunter, THURS., SEPT. 4 (11:10 a.m.), 'Dude Cowboy' (RKO), 20th-Fox, PJl.
Patrick O'Moore, Jackie Horner, Eric Lonsdale, David THURS, SEPT. 4 (12:20 p.m.), "Riding the Wind' (RKO), 20th-Fox, P.R.
(Par), 20th-Fox, PJl.
'Skylark'
Clyde.
4
p.m.),
THURS.. SEPT.
(2
HONKY TONK, drama; asso. prod., Pandro Berman;
MON,SEPT.8 (2 p.m.).. j'.^fn^^/^t RA.F.l (20th), 20th-Fox, P.R.
dir.. Jack Conway; no writing credits; camera, Bill
Cast: Clark Gable, Lana Turner, Claire
Daniels.
the
Duanes' (20th), 20th-Fox, P.R.
of
a.m.),
'Last
TUES, SEPT. 9 (11
Trevor, Marjorie Main, Frank Morgan, Albert Dekker,
Rags Ragland, Chill Wills. Henry O'Neill.
(20th) 20th-Fox. P.lt
j
TUES.,SEPT.9(2p.i. )

Franz
Howard.

h
!

asso. prod.,

(From

(Alphabetically arranged according to Exchange City, and chronolopfcally
sequenced occording to calendar date and hour of screenings. A ready
reference lor all crhibttors, embrocing i4LL the fine major distributors
runs second u>ith 16.
under
one table. This mill be brought up fo date each uieefc. listing the
in
Among the 10 studios listed there are 93 pictures
ensuing 10 days from Variety's date of publicaWarners, with schedule of releases for the
all nearing release, with 41 shooting.
Legend: T. for Theatre; P.R. for Projection Room. Films bracketed
tion.
five cutting ond four completed, has eight shooting toith
shoum as double features in that sequence.)
will
be
on
expectations that the studio will swing into action
a more extensive scole be/ore the end of this month.
the largest number of pictures auioiting release or in
the cutting rooms, 17 at each studio, u)hile Columbia

THREE GIRLS ABOUT TOWS,

*
j
!

com. drama;

1941

3,

TRADE SHOWINGS

Advance Production Chart
Hollywood, Sept. 2.
Operations at the studios are eurrentlv in high toith

' )

Wednesday, September

UAfUEff

PICTURES

18

)

.
.

'

Com-

Shoot-

Now

plelt^d-

liiK

Cutting

&

4

0

0

3

0

12
4

Totals
41
5
5
17
Pictures in cutting room or awaiting release:

M0N,SEPT.8

(10:30 a-n..).

MON, SEPT. 8

(2 p.m.),. {

l^!'^''^^^/^^^'-

.

j

Toco

111

29
9

8
5

TUES.. SEPT.

9 (10:30 a.m.)

^^

R.A.F.

. .

}

j

TUES,SEPT.9(2p.m)..
14

'.^a'nk in^'the'

['^^^V

Gu'r^'*"' }

}

j

(20th). 20th-Fox,

P.R

(20th). 20th-Fox, P.R.
(20th), 20th-Fox, P.R.

(20th), 20th-Fox, P.R.

WED, SEPT. 10 (10:30 a.m.), 'Weekend in Havana' (20th), 20th-Fox. P R.
THE GREAT MAN'S LADY, formerly PIONEER WED, SEPT. 10 (2 p.m.), 'WeekeniJ in Havana' (20th), 20th-Fox, P.R.
WOMAN, drama; asso. prod-dir., William A. Well- THUBS, SEPT, 11 (10 a.m.). 'Married Bachelor' (M-G), H. C. Igel's, P.R.
(Continued on page 20)

(Continued on page 20)

Wednrisdaj, September 3, 194.1

19

Irene

Robert

DUNNE

MONTGOMERY

UNFINISHED
BUSINESS
PRESTON FOSTER
Eugene Pallette • Esther Dale •Walter Catleft
June Clyde • Dick Foran • Samuel S. Hinds
Screenplay by Eugene Thatkrey

Produced and Directed by

GREGORY

La

CAVA

^^yinother money honey for

your

box-office from Gregory
La Cava, the master craftsman

who gave you
'Tifth

A UNIVERSAL PICTURE
NATIONAL RELEASE SEPT. 12

^^My

Man

Godfrey'', ''Stage Door''

and

Avenue Girl"!

) ))

.

,

Wednesday, September

PICTURES

20

R

)

Advance Production Chart

3,

1941

Trade Showings
sContlnued from page 18s

(Continued from page

18)

cameraj William
L. River;
screenplay, W.
Mellor. Cast; Barbara Stanwyck, Joel McCrea, Brian
Donlevy, Lloyd Corrigan, Etta McDaniel, Thurston
Hall, Katherine Stevens, Helen Lynd, Mary Treen,
Lucien Littlefleld, Anna Q. Nilsson.

man;

NIGHT OF JANUARY
Sol

Siegel;

C.

dir.,

16TH, drama; asso. prod.,
William Clemens; screenplay,

camera, John Mescall.
Dekker.
MALAYA, formerly

Norman

Alnslcy,

Abel, Ernest Cossart, Grant Mitchell, Mona Barrie,
James Rennie, Virgina Sale, Fritz Feld.
GLAMOUR BOT. comedy; asso. prod., Sol C. Siegel;
dir., Ted Tetzlaff; orig. screenplay, Bradford Ropes, Val
Cast: Jackie Cooper,
Burton; camera, San Fapp.
Susatma Foster, Ann Gillis, Darryl Hickman, Jackie
Searle, William Wright (40-41).
SECRETS OF THE WASTELANDS, western; Harry
Sherman prod.; dir, Defwin Abrahams; screenplay,

Gerald Geraghty; camera. Russell Harlan. Cast: Bill
Boyd, Brad King, Andy Clyde, Barbara Britton. Doug-'
Fowley, Keith Richards.

BIRTH OP THE BLUES,
Bell;

dir.,

Victor

musical; assoc. prod.,
Schertzinger; screenplay,

CINCINNATI

Repabfic
<'oin-

CllKlli;

ll>K

30

WED., SEPT. 3 (2 p.m.). 'Glamour Boy' (Par), Paramount Ex.
WED., SEPT. 3 (3:30 p.m.), 'Night of Jan. 16' (Par), Paramount Ex.
THURS., SEPT. 4 (10 a.m.), 'Outlaw Trail' (RKO), RKO Thea. Dept.
24
THURS., SEPT. 4 (11:10 a.m.), 'Dude Cowboy' (RKO), RKO Th.. Dept.
29
(12:20 p.m.), 'Riding Wind' (RKO), RKO Th. Dept.
4 THURS., SEPT. 4
THURS., SEPT. 4 (2 p.m.), 'Skylark' (Par), Paramount Ex.

.<!liunl-

3
3
•

3
0
•

0
•

•

TOKO

6
•
3
66
Pictures in cutting room or awaiting release:

KING OF THE TEXAS RANGERS,

serial;

57

Brown,

screenplay,
Jr.; story,

MERCY ISLAND,

Beaver;,
Martha O'DriscoU,- Richard Denning, Lane Chandler,

MacDonald, Joseph Crahan, John St Polis,
Tom T^ler, Harry Woods.
TWILIGHT ON THE TRAIL, western; Harry SherJ. Farrell

dir., Howard Bretherton: rfo writing
camera, Russell Harlan. Cast: William Boyd,
Brad King. Andy Clyde, Jack Rockwell, Wanda McKay,
Norman Willis, Robert Kent, Tom London, Frank Austin, Clem Fuller, Johnny Powers.
FLT BY NIGHT, drama; asso. prod., Joseph Sistrom;
dir., Robert Slodmak; no writing credits; camera, John
Cast: Richard Carlson, Nancy Kelly, Albert
Seitz.
Basserman, Martin Kosleck.
THE REMARKABLE ANDREW, drama; prod., Richard Blumenthal; dir., Stuart Heisler; novel and screenplay, Dalton Trumbo; camera, Theodor Sparkuhl. Cast:
William Holden, Ellen Drew, Brian Donlevy, Rod
Cameron, Richard Webb, Nydia Westman, Spencer
Charters, Frances GifTord, Porter Hall, Wallis Clark,
Tom Fadden, Murdock MacQuarrie, Broderick O'Farrell, Bruce Mitchell, Brick Sullivan, James A. Millican,

man

production;

credits;

Margaret McWade.

LOUISIANA PURCHASE,

musical (Technicolor);
ssso. prod., Harold Wilson; dir., Irving Cummings;
screenplay, Jerome Chodorov, Joseph Fields; based on
story by B. G. De Sylva; camera, Harry Hallenberger;
color camera, Ray Rennahan. Cast; Bob Hope, Victor
Moore, Zorina, Irene Bordoni, Donna Drake, Raymond
Walburn, Maxie Rosenbloom, Frank Albertson, Phyllis
Ruth, Donald MacBride, Andrew Tombes, Charles
LaTorre, Sam McDaniel, Frances Giilord, Catherine
Craig,

SWEATER

meller; prod.,

Armand

Schaefer;

DOWN MEXICO WAY,

western; prod., Harry Grey;
Joseph Santley; no writing credits; camera, Jack
Marta. Cast: Gene Autry, Smiley Burnette, Fay McKenzie, Harold Huber, Sidney Blackmer, Arthur Loft,
Duncan Renaldo.
SAILOR BE GOOD, formerly GOBS IN BLUE, musical; asso. prod., Albert J. Cohen; dir., Al Rogell; story,
Herbert Dalmas; screenplay. Art Arthur, Mafcolm
Stewart Boylan; camera, Ernest Miller. Cast: William
Lundigan, Shirley Ross, Chick CHiandler, Cliff Nazarro,
Mae Clarke, Ruth Donnelly, Jane Kean, Bill Shirley.

i

RKO-Radio
Froinl««d C«fn4l-4t
pictcd

Stndio

24

»

6

•
•

Westerns
W. Disney

Ooldwyn

S.

H. Wilcox

2

W.

2
3
1

Dietcrlie

Jcrrold Brandt....
J. Votlon

SlMwtIpk
4
0
0

'

Xow
CottlBf
6

110

3
3

0

4

10
0
«

0

To so
9.

2
3

0

1

2
2

0
0
0
0

2

10 (10 a.m.), 'Weekend in Havana' (20th), 20th-Fox, P.R.
10 (2:30 p.m.), 'Weekend in Havana' (20th), 20th-Fox, P.R.

THURS. SEPT. 11
SEPT.

FRI.,

(1

Married Bachelor' |
Smilin' Thru'
5

p.m.).

Female of Species'

12 (1 p.m.)

iky Tonk'

(M-G), 20th-Fox,
P.R.

(M-G), 20th-Fox, P.R.
\

DALLAS
WED,
WED,

SEPT. 3
SEPT. 3
SEPT.
SEPT.
SEPT.
SEPT.

THURS,
THURS,
THURS,
THURS,

(10:30 a.m.), 'Glamour Boy' (Par), Paramount Ex.
(2 p.m.), 'Night Of Jan. 16' (Par), Paramount Ex.
4 (10:30 a.m.), 'Skylark' (Par), Paramount Ex.
4 (1 p.m.), 'Outlaw Trail' (RKO), Paramount P.R.
4 (2:10 p.m.), 'Dude Cowboy' (RKO), Paramount P.R.
4 (3:20 p.m.), 'Riding the Wind' (RKO), Paramount P.R,

MON, SEPT. 8 (10 a:m.).
MON, SEPT. 8 (2:30 p.m.),

.<

I

"^^^
'We Go

'

Fast'

[

^^Oth), 20th-Fox, P.R.

'Yank in the R.A.F.' (20th), 20th-Fox, P.R.
'Man at Large'
__
„.^. _
)
«0th), 20th-Fox, P.R.
'Riders Purple Sage' |
'Great Guns' (20th), 20th-Fox, P.R.
WED, SEPT. 10 (10 a.m.), 'Weekend in Havana' (20th), 20th-Fox, P.R.
THURS, SEPT. 11 (10:30 a.m.), 'Married Bachelor' (M-G), 20th-Fox, P R.
THURS, SEPT. 11 (2:30 p.m.), 'Smilin' Thru' (M-G), 20th-Fox, P.R.
FRI, SEPT. 12 (10:30 a.m.), 'Female of the Species' (M-G), 20th-Fox, P R.
FRL, SEPT. 12 (2:30 p.m.), 'Honky Tonk' (M-G), 20th-Fox, P.R.

DENVER
WED,
WED,

SEPT. 3 (10 a.m.), 'Glamour Boy' (Par), Paramount Ex.
SEPT. 3 (2 p.m.), 'Night of Jan. 16' (Par), Paramount Ex.
22 THURS, SEPT. 4 (10 a.m.), 'Outlaw Trail' (RKO), Paramount P.R
THURS, SEPT. 4 (11:10 a.m.), 'Dude Cowboy' (RKO), Paramount P.R.
BEFORE THE FACT, drama; prod, dir., Alfred Hitch- THURS, SEPT. 4 (12:20 p.m.), 'Riding the Wind' (RKO), Paramount P.R.
cock; from the novel by Frances lies; camera, Harry THUBS., SEPT. 4 <2 p.m.), 'Skylark' (Par), Paramount Ex.
Stradling.
Cast: Cary Grant, Joan Fontaine, Cedric
MON, SEPT. 8 (1:30 p.m.)..
(20th), 20th-Fox, P.R.
Hardwicke, Nigel Bruce, Dame
0

0

1

Totals
44
7
5
10
Pictures in cutting room or awaiting release:

May

Whitty, Isabel

Jeans, Heather Angel, Auriol Lee.

DUDE COWBOY,

western; asso. prod.. Bert Gilroy;

David Howard; screenplay, Morton Grant; camera,
Harry Wild. Cast: Tim Holt, Marjorie Reynolds, Eddie
Dew, 'Lasses White, Ray Whitley, Helen Holmes.
dir.,

LOOK WHO'S LAUGHING,

TALKING, comedy;

asso.

formerly

prod.-dir.,

LOOK WHO'S
Allan

Dwan;

screenplay, James V Kern; camera, Frank Redman
Cast: Edgar Bergen, 'Charlie McCarthy,' Jim Jordan,
Marion Jordan, Lucille Ball, Lee Bonncll, Dorothy
Lovett, Harold Peary, Isabel Randolph, Irving Bacon,

j

TUES, SEPT. 9 (10:30 a.m.),
TUES, SEPT. 9 (1:30 p.m.)

WED,
WED,

(20th), 20th.Fox, P.R.
'-crMt^ Gu?^'*' }
10 (10:30 a.m.), 'Riders of Purple Sage' (20th), 20th-Fox. P.R.
10 (1:30 p.m.), 'Weekend in Havana' (20th), 20th-F*x, P.R.

SEPT.
SEPT.

THURS. SEPT. 11
FBI, SEPT.

T,^„k°l/fh'e' R.A.F. 1
"of the Duanes' (20th), 20th-Fox, P.R.

'Last

. .

12

(1:15

o

{

'Married Bachelor' ) (M-G), Paramount,
\
( 'Smilin' Thru'
p.R.
J
'Female of Species' ) (M-G), Paramount,
'Honky Tonk'
p.R.
J

m)

(M5 Dm)
•

^
•

•

(

DES MOINES

Neil Hamilton.

MEXICAN SPITFIRE'S BABY, formerly LORD WED, SEPT. 3 (12:30 p.m.), 'Glamour Boy' (Par), Paramount Ex.
EPPING SEES A GHOST, comedy; asso. prod.. Leslie WED., SEPT. 3 (2 p.m.), 'Night of Jan. 16' (Par), Paramount Ex
Goodwins; dir., Cliff Reid; screenplay, Jerry Cady; THURS, SEPT. 4 (10 a.m.), 'Outlaw Trail'
(RKO), Paramount P
camera, Jack MacKenzie.
Cast: Leon Errol, Lupe
Cowboy (RKO), Paramount P.R.
!!^- * ^}^-^^ ''••"•^'
Velez, Don Woods, ZaSu PjtU, Elizabeth Risdon.
P""-^' '"^"""8
*
^'""i' (RKO). Paramount P.a
i^^^"
SIX GUN GOLD, western; asso. prod., David How- JSJ^o!'
THURS, SEPT. 4 (2:30
p.m.), 'Skylark' (Par), Paramount Ex
ard; dir., Bert Gilroy; orig. story, Tom Gibson
( 'We
(Jo Fast'
)
screenplay, Norton S. Parker.
Cast: Tim Holt, Lee MON, SEPT.8 (12:30 p.m.).
(20th), 20th-Fox, P.R.
) 'Yank
in the R.A.F. f
'Lasses' White, Ray Whitley, Jane Clayton, Fern Em
TUES, SEPT. 9 (10:30 a.m.), 'Last of the Duanes' (2()th),
met, Lane Chandler, Davidson Clark.
20lh-Fox P.R.
WEEKEND FOB THREE, comedy; asso. prod., Tay TUES, SEPT. 9 (12:30 p.m.)
«Oth), 20th-Fox, P.R.

11^

Garnett; dir., Irving Reis; orig. by Budd Schulberg;
screenplay, Dorothy Parker and Alan Campbell; camCast: Dennis O'Kepfe, Jane Wyatt,
Philip Reed, Edward Everett Horton, Franklin Pang
born, Marion Martin.

MR. ALDBICU'S BOY, comedy-drama; asso. prod.,
Joseph Sistrom; dir.. Hugh Bennet; no writing credits;
camera, Don Fapp. Cast: Jimmy Lydon, Charles Smith.
Mary Anderson, John Litel, Olive Blakeney.
NO HANDS ON THE CLOCK, drama; prods., Wil-

Garnett; dir.,' Peter Godfrey; orig. story, Efric Hatch;
camera, Robert DcGrasse. Cast: Anne Shirley, James
Craig, Charles Cobufn, Astrid AUwyn, Jed Prouty,
Russell Gleason.

liam Pine, William Thomas; dir., Frank McDonaldscreenplay, Maxwell Shane; based on novel by Geoffrey
Holmes; camera, Fred Jackman, Jr. Cast: Chester Mortis, Jean Parker. Rose Hobart, Billie Seward,
Rod
Cameron, Dick Purcell, Keye Luke, James Kirkwood.
MIDNIGHT ANGEL, formerly AIR RAID, drama:
•sso. prod.. Burt KeUy; dir., Ralph Murphy; no writing
credits; camera, Theodor Sparkuhl.
Cast:
Robert
Preston, Martha OOTriscoU, Eva Gabor, Philip Merivale.
THE MORNING AFTER, drama; asso. prod., Joseph
Blstrom; dir., William Clemens; no writing credits;

WED., SEPT.
WED., SEPT.

TUES, SEPT. 9 (10 a.m.).
TUES, SEPT. 9 (2:30 p.m.),

GIRL, drama; prod., Sol C. Siegel; asso.
Joseph Sistrom; dir., William Clemens; story,
eulah Marie Dix, Bertram Milhauser; screenplay. Eve'
Greene; camera, John Mescall. Cast: Eddie Bracken,
June Preisser. Betty Jane Rhodes. Phil Terry, Nils
Asther, Don Castle, William Henry, Ella Neal, Kenneth
Howell, Johnny Johnston, William Cabanne, Freida
Inescourt, Charles D. Brown.
Paramount Fix Now in Prodnctlon
grod.,

CLEVELAND

dir.,

DeAlan Le May, Charles Burnett, Jesse
Thelma Strabel; camera, Victor MilIiOuise

f

««h), 20th-Fox, P.R.
•Ya^nk'^n^Hie' R.A.F. [
'Last of the Duanes'
(20th), 20th-Fox, P.R.
TUES.,SEPT.9 (9 a.m.)... 'Man at Large'
'Great Guns'
'Last of the Duanes'
'Man at Large*
TUES., SEPT. 9' (1:30 p.m.).
(20th), 20th-Fox, P.R.
'Great Guns'
'Riders Purple Sage'
WED., SEPT. 10 (9:30 a.m.)
'Weekend in Havana' (20th), 20th-Fox, P.R.
'Riders Purple Sage'
(20th), 20th-Fox, P.R,
WED., SEPT. 10 1:30 p.m.).
'Weekend in Havana'
'Married Bachelor'
(M-G), Palace
THURS., SEPT. 11 (1 p.m.).
'Smilin' Thru'
Thea., P.R.
(
'Female of Species'
(M-G), Palace
FRI., SEPT. 12 (1 p.m.)
( 'Honky Tonk'
Thea., PJl.
J
|

vey.

Hayden, Mary Ander-

Lynne Overman, Walter Hampden,

«Oth), 20th-Fox, P.R.

'^l^^Jt^l R.A.F.

(1:30 p.m.)..

,

Srod.; asso. prod., William H. Pine; dir, Cecil B.
tille;

9:30 a.m.).
{

Jr.; dir.,

P.R.
P.R.
P.R.

"

drama; Cecil B. DeMiUe

Ray Milland, John Wayne, Paulette Cioddard.
Raymond Massey, Robert Preston, Susan Hayward,

MON.,SEPT.8
MON.,SEPT.8

as

William Whitney and Jack
English; orig. screenplay by Ronald Davidson, Norman
S. Hall, William Lively, Joseph O'Donnell, Joseph F.
Poland; camera. Reggie Liannlng. Cast: Sammy Baugh,
Duncan Renaldo, Neil Hamilton, Pauline Moore, Monte
Blue, Josef Forte, Howard Hughes, Bob Barron, Stanley
Blystone, Roy Barcroft, William Kellogg, Buck Bryant.
DOCTORS DONT TELL, drama; prod., Albert J.
Cohen; dir., Jacques Tourneur; no writing credits;
camera, Ernest Milles. Cast: John Beal, Florence Rice,
Gladys Gale; Edward Norris, Bill Shirley, Grady Sutton, Douglas Fowley, June Bryde, Ward Bond, Howard Hickman, Betty Blythe, Betty Farrington, Mary
Currier ('40-41).
OUTLAWS OF DEADWOOD. formerly BAD MAN
OF DEADWOOD, western; prod- dir., Joseph Kane; no
writing credits; camera, Bill Nobles. Cast: Roy Rogers,
George 'Gabby' Hayes, Sally Payne ('40-41 ).
CHEROKEE TRAIL, formerly THREE- TEXAS
RANGERS, western; prod., i,ouis Gray; dir., Les Orlebeck; no writing credits; camera, Ernie Miller. C^ast:
prod., H. S.

dir.. Bill Morgan; no writing credits; camera, Reggie
Lanning. Cast: Ray Middleton, Gloria Dickson, Otto
Kruger, Don Douglas, Terry Kilburn, Forrester Har-

RIDERS OF THE TIMBEBLINE, formerly TIMBER
WOLVES, western; Harry Sherman production; dir,

ner. Cast:

<20th), 20th-Fox, P.R.

KID, drama; prod., Armand MON.,SEPT.8 (10 a.'n.)..|'.Yan^„^*hg'jj^;^j. I (20th) 20th-Fox, P.R.
dir., Jack Townley; no writing credits; cam'
)
Reggie Lanning. Cast: Billy Conn, Jean Parker, MON., SEPT.8 (2:30 p.m.).. ( 'We (3o Fast'
(20th),20th-Fox, P.R.
) 'Yank in the R.A JF. J
TUES., SEPT. 9 (10 a.m.), 'Last of the Duanes' (20th), 20th-Fox. P.R.
Whitman, John Kelley, BXta McDaniel.
APACHE KID, western; prod.-dir., George Sherman; TUES., SEPT. 9 (10 a.m.)
«Oth), 20th-Fox. P.R.
no writing credits; camera, Harry Neumann. Cast:
'Gr'eVG^nr}
Don Barry, Lynii Merrick, John Elliott, Robert Fiske,
Man at Large' ^^^'^'>' 20th-Fox, P.R.
TUES., SEPT. 9 (2:30 p.m.). . |
IieRoy Mason.
'Grw* Gw^'^*' \
Bepnbllc Plx In Prodaetlon
WED, SEPT. 10 (10 a.m.), 'Riders of Purple Sage' (20th), 20th-Fox, P.R.

Eissa.

Lasky,

(

era,

dir., Howard Bretherton: no writing credits; camera,
Cast: WilUam Body. Bradley King,
Russell Harlan.
Andy Clyde, Jean Phillips, Duncan Renaldo, Mickey

REAP THE WILD WIND,

.R?d1rs'p^rpi?"lS

Schaefer;

OUTLAWS OF THE DESERT, formerly SHEIK OF
BUFFALO BUTTE, western; Harry Sherman prod.;

BAHAMA

}

drama;

Veda Amborg, Don Douglas, Allan Baxter, Ernest

bert Clark; dir.. Stuart Heisler; screenplay, Lester
Cole and Garrett Fort; camera, Theodore Sparkuhl.
Cast Albert Dekker, Susan Hayward, Harry Carey,
Frances Farmer, Gordon Jones, Jean Phillips, Maude
Ebume, Archie Twitchell, Ernest Whitman, William
Stack, Ella Neal, Catherine Craig, Eddy Chandler.

Cast: Madelene Carroll, Stirling
son, Leigh Whipper.

(10:30 a.m.)

THE PITTSBCBGH

Harry Tugend and Walter DeLeon; camera, William
Cast: Bing Crosby, Mary Martin, Brian Donlevy, Carolyn Lee, Eddie (Rochester) Anderson, Jack
Teagarden orch.
AMONG THE LIVING, drama; asso. prod., ColMellor.

Lesley Selander; no writing credits; camera, Russell
Harlan. Cast: William Boyd, Brad King, Andy Clive,
Eleanor Stewart, Victor Jory.
PASSAGE, draina (Technicolor) asso.
prodL-dir.,
Edward H. Griffith; screenplay, Virginia Van Upp; camera, Leo Tover and Allan Davy.

11-

WED., SEPT. 3 (1:30 p.m.), 'Glamour Boy' (Par), Paramount Ex.
WED., SEPT. 3 (3 p.m.), 'Night of Jan. 16' (Par), Paramount Ex.
THURS., SEPT. 4 (10 a.m.), 'Outlaw Trail' (RKO), 20tta-Fox P.R.
Tim Tyler, Rufe Davis, Bob Steele, Chuck Morrison, THURS, SEPT. 4 (11:10 a.m.), 'Dude Cowboy' (RKO). 20th-Fox P.R.
Richard Beach, Lee Shumway, Lois Collier, Tom THURS., SEPT. 4 (12:20 p.m.), 'Riding the Wind' (RKO), 20th-Fox P.R.
Chatterton, Joel Fredkin, Peggy Lynn, Roy Barcroft,
THURS., SEPT. 4 (1:30 p.m.). 'Skylark' (Par), Paramount Ex.
Philip Trent.

las

Monte

THURS.. SEPT.

HER JUNGLE MATE,

rn»mlsp»l

Gus Glassmire,

SULLIVAN'S TRAVF.LS, drama; asso. prod.,
Paul Jones; dir., Preston Sturgess; no writing credits;
camera, John Seitz. Cast: Joel McCrea, Veronica
Lake, Raymond Walburn, William Demarest, Franklin
Pangborn, Porter Hall, Byron Foulger, Margaret
Hayes, Torben Meyer, Robert Greig, Eric Blore, Al
Bridge, Esther Howard, Almira Sessions, Frank Moran.
George Renevant
SKTLABK, comedy; asso. prod.-dir., Mark Sandscreenplay by Allan Scott; adaptation, Z.
rich;
Myers; camera, Charles Lang. Cast? Claudette Colbert,
Ray Milland, Brian Aherne, Binnie Barnes, Walter

Preston Foster, Albert

asso. prod., Monta Bell; dir., Al Santell; screenplay, THURS., SEPT. 11 (2 p.m.)
«Oth), 20th-Fox, P.R.
!
j .'^rdlrsVu'r^le "la"|e'
Frank Butler; story, E. Lloyd Sheldon, Jack DeWitt;
camera, William Mellor. Cast: Dorothy Lamour, Rich- THURS., SEPT. 11 (2 p.m.), 'Smilin' Thru' (M-G), H. C. Igel's, P.R.
ard Denning, Helen Gilbert.
FBI., SEPT. 12 (10 a.m.), 'Female of the Species' (M-G), H. C. Igel's, P.R.
C.
Igel's, P.R.
FRI., SEPT. 12 (2 p.m.), 'Honky Tonk' (M-G), K.

Delmar Daves, Robert Pirosh, Eve Greene; camera,
John MescalL Cast: Ellen Drew, Robert Preston. Nils
Asther, Donald Douglas, Roy Gordon, Margaret Hayes,
Clarence Kolb, Harry Hayden, Edwin Stanley, Paul
Stanton, Willard Robertson, James Flavin, Georges
Renavent, Paul Irving. Cecil Kellaway, Jean Phillips,
Barry A. Bailey, Brodcrick O Farrell, J. W. Johnston,
Jack Richardson, Hayden Stevenson, Alice White,
Keith Richards, Rod Cameron, George Guhl, Byron
Foulger, Eric Wilton,
Sam Ash, Pop Byron,

Cast:

.

era, Russell Metty.

UNEXPECTED UNCLE,

comedy;

asso.

prod.,

Tay

Zl^
WED,

'

SEPT.

i^?e"at

Guns'*'

!

'^'^"^
^"'Ple Sage' (20th), 20th-Fox, P.R.
'Weekend in Havana' (20th), 20th-Fox, P.R.
Married Bachelor' ) (M-G), 20th-Fox,
p.m.)
'''"•^'

10 (1 p.m.),

THURS, SEPT. 11
FRI, SEPT.

.

{

"
(1

12 (1 p.m.)

Smilin' Thru'
I'S
Species'

.

.

|
I

\

i^*"'^'*,?'

'Honky Tonk'

P.R.

(M-G), 20th-Fox, P.R.
]

DETROIT

OBLIGING YOUNG LADY, comedy-drama; as.<io. WED, SEPT. 3 (1:30 p.m.). 'Glamour Boy' (Par), Paramount Ex
prod., Howard Benedict; dir., Richard Wallace; orig; by i?J?i^c*^liJii
(Par). Paramount Ex.
9 P;I"-^' '^'2*'* °'
Ferenc Molnar; screenplay, Sajn and Bella Spewack.
<RKO), Max Blumenthal P.R.
IIU: \ J}? ^^-^^
Cast: Joan Carroll, Edmond O'Brien, Ruth Warwick,
^•"•^'
Cowboy' (RKO), M. Blumenthal P.R.
\ /li^i?
Richard Carlson, Franklyn Pangborn, Marjorie Gate- ^on^"
P
W*"''' (RKO), M. Blumenthal P.R.
\
"l-''
son, John Miljan. George Cleveland, Charles Lane, THURS, SEPT. 4 (1:30 p.m.),
'Skylark* (Par), Paramount Ex.
Andrew Tombes, Pierre Watkin, Fortunio Bonanova,
HON, SEPT. 8 (10:30 a.m.)..|'.^«
Elmira Sessions,
(20th), 20th-Fox, P.R.
'Yank In the R.A.F.
BIDING THE WIND, western; prod., Bert Gilroy;
'We <3o Past'
dir., Edward Kllly; story, Bernard McConville; screen-, MON, SEPT. 8 (1:30 p.m.)
(20th), 20th-Fox, P.R.
'Yank in the R.A.F.
(Continued on page 22)
(Continued on page 22)
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Advance Production Chart

1941

3,

Trade Showings
:Continued from page 20^

Casl:

United Artists

western; prod., Bert

dir., Edward Killy; no writing crediU; camera,
Harry Wilde. Cast: Tim Holt, 'Lasses White, Ray

Gilroy;

Whitley.

RKO

rriinilwd

Coin-

Slioot-

Now

4l-4'{

iilrtcil

Inn

Culling

Wanger
Roach
Korda

Now In Production
A DATE WITH THE FALCON, meller; prod., HowRoot,
PIx

ard Benedict; dir., Irving Reis; screenplay, Lynn
Frank Fenton; camera, Robert DeGrasse. Cast: George
Sanders, Wendy Barrie, James Gleason, Allen Jenkms,
Mona Maris, June Martel, Edward Gargan, Frank Martinelli, Alec Craig.

4
10
5

0

1

1

2

0

3
0

9

1

!()

1

Small

GlorU

Pics

Lesser

1

0

Loew-Lewin

2
1

Rowland

1

Howard Hawks; screenplay, Charles Brackett. Billy
Wilder; camera, Gregg Toland. Cast. Gary Cooper,
Barbara Stanwyck, Oscar Homolka, S. Z. Sakall, Richard Haydn, TuUy Marshall, Henry Travers, Leonid
Kinskoy, Allen Jenkins.

Pascal

1

0
0
0
0

CALL OUT THE MARINES, formerly THE MABINES ARE READY, comedy drama; prod., Howard

dir.,

BALL OF

FIRE, drama; prod.,

dir.,

John Twist; camera, Russell Metty.
Shirley. Desi Arnaz, Eddie

20th Century-Fox
plrt<il

BhootIns

Now

«

7

5

1«

4

0

1

1

26
2

52

7

6

11

28

in. cutting rooms or awaiting release:
LAST OF THE DUANES, drama; asso. prod., Sol
dir., James Tingling; story by Zane Grey;
screenplay, Irving Cumniings, Jr, and William ConCast: George
selman, Jr.; camera,. Charles Clarke.
Montgomery, Lynne Roberts, Eve Arden, Francis Ford.
Stone.
Joseph Sawy^^F' Truman Bradley.
George
IN THE R. A.F„ drama; asso. prod., Lou
A
Darrdl Ware
screenplay,
King;
Henry
dir..
Edelman;
and Karl Tunberg; camera, Leon Shaniroy. Cast:
Tyrone Power. Betty Grable. John Sutton. Reginald
Gardiner. Donald Stuart, John Wilde. Richard Frazer.

M. Wuitzel;

MARRY THE

BOSS' DAUGHTER, comedy;

FAST, comedy; asso. prod.. IjOu Ostrow; dir.,
William McGann; orig. by Douglas Welch; camera,
Harry Jackson. Cast: Sheila Ryan. Lynn Barl. Alan

Tom

Dugan.

MAN AT LARGE, meller;

asso. prod.,

Ralph Dietrich;

Eugene. Forde; orig. screenplay, John Iiarkin;
camera, Virgil Miller. Cast: Marjorie Weaver, Richard
Derr, George Reeves, Milton Parsons, Steve Geray.
VALLEY, drama; Darryl
GREEN WAS
F. Zanuck, production; dir., John Ford; screenplay,
Philip Dunne; camera. Arthur Miller.
Cast: waiter
Pidgeon, Maureen O'Hara, John Loder, Anna Lee,
Roddy McDowell.. Donald Crisp, Sara Allgood, Evan
Evans^ James Monks, Patric Knowles, Arthur Shields,
dir.,

HOW

MY

Rhys Williams,
IN HAVANA, formerly CARIBBEAN
formerly HONEYMOON' IN HAVANA,

t.ichard Frazer,

WEEKEND
CRUISE,

musical (Technicolor); asso. prod., William LeBaron;
dir., Walter Lang; music. Mack Gordon and ^rry
'Warren; camera, Ernest Palmer. Cast: Alice Faye,
Carmen Miranda, Cesar Romero, John Payne, Coblna
Wright. Jr., George Barbier, Leonid. Kinshy.
DANGEROUS BUT PASSABLE, drama; prod., Walter Morosco; dir., Alfred Werker; no writmg credits;
camera, Lucien Andriot. Cast: Lynn Bari, John Sutton, Dan Dailey, Lillian Yarbo.
SMALL TOWN DEB, drama; prod., Lou Qstrow; dir.,
Harold Schuster; no writing credits; camera, 'virgU
Miller.
Cast: Jane Withers, Jane Darwell, Cobina
Wright, Jr., Bruce Edwards, Katharine Alexander,
Cecil Kellaway, Buddy Pepper.
GREAT GUNS, comedy; prod., Sol M. Wurtzel; dir.,
Monty Banks; no writing credits; camera. Glenn MacWilliams. Cast: Laurel and Hardy, Sheila Ryan, Ed-

^
Amund
W:

MacDonald, Dick Nelson,

2OU1-F0X Plx Now in Frodnctton
YOUNG AMERICA, comedy drama; prod., Sol M.
Wurtzel; dir., Louis King; no writing credits; camera,
Lucien Andriot. Cast: Jane Withers, Glenn Roberts,
Ben Carter, Jane Darwell, William Tracy, Irving

Bacon.

LONE STAR BANGER,
|el;
.

dir.,

James

western; prod., Sol M. Wurt-

Tinling.

Cast:

John Kimbrough,

Sheila Ryan, George E. Stone.

SWAMP WATER,

drama;

prod..

THURS., SEPT.
FRI.,

Havana'

in

(20th). 20th-Fox, P.R.
(20th), 20th-Fox, P.R,

(M-G),Max

Bachelor'•)

('Married

II (1:30 p.m.).

X
(1:30 p.m.)..
SEPT. 12 /.on

Havana'

in

'Riders Purple Sage'

V

(20th), 20th-Fox, P.R,

20th-Fox. P.R.

| .s^i,i„. ^hru'
'Female of Species'

)

.jjQ^^y .pjin^.

\

Blumenthal's, PJl.

.

\

]

(M-G),Max
P

Blumenthal's,

R.

'i

INDIANAPOLIS

WED., SEPT. 3 (1:30 p.m.). 'Glamour Boy' (Par), Paramount Ex.
WED., SEPT. 3 (3 p.m.). 'Night of Jan. 16' (Par), Paramount Ex.
THURS., SEPT. 4 (10 a.m.), 'Outlaw Trail' (RKO). Paramount P.R.
THURS., SEPT. 4 (11:10 am.). 'Dude Cowboy' (RKO). Paramount P.R.
LeRoy Prinz; THURS., SEPT.' 4 (12:20 p.m.). 'Riding the Wind' (RKO), Paramount P.R
camera. Bob THURS.. SEPT. 4 (1:30 p.m.), 'Skylark' (Par), Paramount Ex.
23

Cast:

Douglas Fairbanks,
J.

Jr.,

Akim

Carrol Naish, John Emery.
(being

made

in

Eng-

MON., SEPT.

We Go

8 (1:30 p.m.)
I

TUES., SEPT. 9

WED., SEPT.

in the R.A.Fat Large

SEPT.

12 (9 a.m.)

•

Havana'

in

'Riders Purple Sage'
Married Bachelor'
1-Smilin' Thru'
'Female of Species'

11 (9 a.m.)
(

FRI.,

Weekend

10 (1:30 p.m.).

THURS., SEPT.

Fast'

'Yank

'Great Guns'
Last of the Duanes'

(1:30 p.m.)

(20th).20th-Fox,

F..X.

(20th), 20th-Fox, P.R,

(20th), 20th-Fox, P.R.

(M-G), 20th-Fox,
P.R.

(M-G), 20th-Fox, P.R.

'Honky Tonk'

(

KANSAS CITY

dir.,

8 (2 p.m.)..

TUES., SEPT.

9 (2 p.m.)..

3®
'Yank

\

'Man

A =. J (20th), 20th-Fox, P.R,
in ^.l^*'
the D
R.A.F.
at Large'
(20th),20th-Fox, P.R.
'Great Guns'
j

\

TUES., SEPT. 9

(2:30 p.m. )

J

\
)

dir.,

Jean Renoir; screenplay, Dudley Nichols; based on
novel by Vereen Bell; camera. Lucien Ballard. Cast:
'Walter Huston. Walter Brennen. Dana Andrews, EuJohn Carradine, Anne
fene
laxter, Mary Howard, Guinn Williams, Russell Simpson, Joseph Sawyer, Ward Bond, Paul Burns.
CONFIRM OR DENY, drama; asso. prod., Len Hammond, dir., Fritz Lang; no writing predits; camera, Leon
Shamroy. Cast: Don Ameche,- Joan Bennett, John
Pallette, Virginia Giimore,

Loder.

HOT SPOT, drama; prod., Milton SpeHlng; dir., H.
Bruce Humberstone; no writing credits; camera, Edward Cronjager. Cast; Betty Grable, Victor Mature,
Carol« Landis, Laird Cregar.
CADET GIBL, drama; prod., Sol M. Wurtzel; dlr„
Bay McCarey: no writlne credits: camera. Charles

WED., SEPT.

.

10 (10 a.m.).

^G^e"

WED, SEPT. 10

p.m.).

(2

Ss

.

{

THURS., SEPT.

Universal

FRI.,

Com-

Shoot-

41-42

pitted
1

Inic

Featnres
Carrlllo-Devlne-

Foran
Westerns
Frank Lloyd
SerUIs

44

4

0
0
6
0

7
7

3
4

CaftlDV
14

25

0
1

0
«

LIPS,

formerly

TUES., SEPT.
TUES., SEPT.

BURMA CONVOY,

formerly

JAILHOUSE BLUES,

formerly

HALF WAY TO

SHANGHAI, drama; asso. prod.. Marshall Grant; dir..
Noel Smith; screenplay. StanW Rubin and Roy Chanslor; camera, John Boyle.
Cast:
Charles Bickford,
Evelyn Ankers, Frank Albertson, Cecil Kellaway, Truman Bradley, Willie Fung, Viola Vaughn, Keye Luke,
Len Christy. Dorothy Vaughn, Clrace Lem.

livan. Six Sweethearts.

FLYING CADETS, .drama; asso. prod.. Paul
Malvern; dir.. Erie Kenton; no writing credits;
camera. John W. Boyle. Cast: Edmund Lowe. William
Gargan, Peggy Moran. Frank Albertson, Frank

comedy-drama; asso. prod., Ken Goldsmith; dir..
Charles Lament; screenplay. Marion Orth. Paul
Gerard Smith and Brenda Weisberg; camera. Jerome
Ash. Cast: Johnny Downs. Jane Frazee. Mischa Auer.
Walter Catlett, Sunnie O'Dea. Iris Adrian, George
Barbier, Nell O'Day, Joe Brown, Jr., Rosario and
Antonio, .Ronald Peters, Ed Kane, Greta Grandstedt,
Ann Duran.
MOB TOWN, drama; asso. prod.. Ken Goldsmith; dir., William Nigh; no writing credits; camera,
Elwood Bredell. Cast: Dick Foran, Anne Gwynne.
Kids. William Wright, Claire Whitney,

Eva

TERROR OF THE ISLANDS,

meller; asso. prod.,
Paul Malvern, dir., Joseph Lewis; no writing credits;
camera, Jerry Ash. Cast: Una Merkel. Nat Pendleton,
Claire Dodd, Richard Davies, John Eldredge. Lionel
Atwill, Noble Johnson, Rosina Galli, Al Kikume.
asso. prod..

Ken Goldsmith;

dir., Joe May; story, Robert Lee Johnson; screenplay,
Robert Lee Johnson, Brenda Weisberg; camera, Jerome
Ash.
Cast: Gladys George, Barton MacLane, Billy
Halop, Huntz Hall, Gabriel Dell, Bernard Punsley,
Evelyn Ankers, Charles Lang, Shemp Howard, Bobs
Watson, Hally Chester. Walter Kingsford, Elly Malyon,
Edward Pawley, John Harmon. Less Lee Brooks,
Charlie Moore, Kernan Cripps, George Sparks ('40-41),

Cowan.'

dir.,

j

(2:30 p.m.)..
(20th), 20th-Fox, P.R.
F. 1
^ .yank^in^thl
9 (10:30 a.m.), 'Riders of Purple Sage' (20th), 20th-Fox, P.R.

RA

9 (2 p.m.)

. .

| icre'at*

Guns^*'

20th-Fox. P.R.

}

WED-., SEPT. 10 (2:30 p.m.), 'Weekend in Havana' (20th), 20th-Fox, P.R.
THURS., SEPT. 11 (10:30 a.m.), 'Married Bachelor' (M-G), 20th-Fox, P.R.
THURS.. SEPT. 11 (2:30 p.m.), 'Smilin' Thru' (M-G), 20th-Fox, P.R.
FRI., SEPT. 12 (10:30 a.m.), 'Female of the Species' (M-G), 20th-Fox, P.R,
FRL, SEPT. 12 (2:30 p.m.), 'Honky Tonk' (M-G), 20th-Fox, P.R.

MEMPHIS
WED,

SEPT.
WED., SEPT.

3 (10:30 a.m.), 'Glamour Boy' (Par), Paramount Ex.
3 (2 p.m.), 'Night of Jan. 16' (Par), Paramount Ex.
4 (10 a.m.), 'Outlaw Trail' (RKO), 20th-Fox P.R.
THURS, SEPT. 4 (10:30 a.m.), 'Skylark' (Par), Paramount Ex.
THURS, SEPT. 4 (11:10 a.m.), 'Dude Cowboy' (RKO), 20tli-Fox P.R.
THURS, SEPT. 4 (12:20 p.m.). 'Riding the Wind* (RKO), 20th-Fox P.R.
MON, SEPT. 8 (10:30 a.m.), 'Yank in the R.A.F.' (20th), 20th-Fox, P.R
MON, SEPT. 8 (2:30 p.m.), 'We Go Fast' (20th), 20th-Fox, P.R.
TUES, SEPT. 9 (10:30 a.m.), 'Last of the Duanes' (20th), 20th-Fox, P.R.
TUES, SEPT. 9 (1:30 p.m.), 'Man at Large' •(20th), 20th-Fox, P.R.
TUES, SEPT. 9 (3 p.m.), 'Great Guns' (20th), 20th-Fox, P.R.
WED, SEPT. 10 (10:30 a.m.), 'Riders of Purple Sage' (20th), 20th-Fox, P.R
WED, SEPT. 10 (2:30 p.m.), 'Weekend in Havana' (20th), 20th-Fox, P.R.
Married Bachelor' \ (M-G), Paramount,
THURS, SEPT. 11 (1 p.m.)
Smilin' Thru"
P.R.
J
Female of Species'
(M-G), Paramount,
FBI, SEPT. 12 (1 p.m.)
'Honky Tonk'
P.R.
]

MILWAUKEE

SING ANOTHER CHORUS, formerly MAID IN WED,
MANHATTAN, formerly SING ANOTHER CHORUS, WED,

ARIZONA CYCM>NE,

«°^»'>' ^Oth-Fox.' P.R.

Bachelor'

\I

T

Thomas, Roy Harris, Charles Williams.

HIT THE ROAD, drama;

"Married

.

BIG HOUSE BLUES, THURS., SEPT.

formerly
RHAPSODY IN STRIPES, comedydrama; asso. prod.. Ken Goldsmith; dir.. Albert <S
Rogell; no writing credits; camera, Elwood Bredell.
Cast: Anne Gwynne, Nat Pendleton, Robert Paige,
Elizabeth Risdon, John Kelly. Charles Sullivan.
SWING IT SOLDIER, formerly RADIO REVELS
OF 1942, musical; asso. prod.. Joseph G. Sanford; dir..
Harold Young; no writing credits; camera, Elwood
Bredell.
Cast: Ken Murray, Frances Langford, Don
Wilson, Skinnay Ennis and orch, Susan Miller. Senor
Lee, Lewis Howard. Iris Adrian. Tom Dugan, Blanche
Stewart. Elvina Allman, Hanley Stafford, Peter Sul

Dead End

«0"'^' 20th-Fox. P.R.

}

WED., SEPT. 3 (1:30 p.m.), 'Glamour Boy' (Par), Ambassador T.
WED.» SEPT. 3 ft pjn.), "Night of Jan. 16' (Par), Ambassador T.
THURS.. SEPT. 4 (10 a.m.), 'Outlaw Trail' (RKO). RKO P.R.
THUBS., SEPT. 4 (11:10 a.m.), "Dude Cowboy' (RKO), RKO P.R.
THUBS., SEPT. 4 (12:20 p.m.), 'Riding the Wind' (RKO), RKO P.R.
THUBS., SEPT. 4 (1:30 p.m.), 'Skylark' (Par), Ambassador T.
MON., SEPT. 8 (10:30 a.m.), 'Last of the Duanes' (20th), 20th-Fox, P.R.

George Wag-

dir.,

Purplf S^ag^'

'Honky Tonk'

(

MON.. SEPT. 8

BEYOND THE LAW,

Jack Barnhard;

«0'h>' ^^th-Fox, P.R.
!

LOS ANGELES

gner; orig. screenplay. George Waggner; camera, Stanley Cortez. Cast: 'William Gargan, John Litel, June
Clyde, Anne Nagel. Mary Gordon. Addison Richards.
Eddie Hart, Charles Sherlocl;, Chuck Morrison, Russell
Hicks.

asso. prod..

.

12 (1 p.m.)

To (to

Totals
65
1
5
17
Pictures in cutting rooms or awaiting release:

SEALED

SEPT.

Gunr"

(M-G). Vogue T.
'.M^^f^^? ^^^^^f^'"^'
\
'Smilin' Thru'
•
'Female of Species'
(jj.G), Vogue T.
)

II (1 p.m.)
<

Promised

t"

^'Ri^derfpuSTaS }

.

Quig. Dorothy Vaughan.

Len Hammond;

)

MON., SEPT.

1

(Technicolor); prod., Alex>
Zoltan Korda; screenplay, Lawrence
Stallings; camera, Lee Garmes, Duke Green.
Cast:
Sabu, Jerome Cowan, John Qualen, Rosemarie DeCamp, Patricia O'Rourke, Frank Puglia.

drama;

Gillette.

WE GO

George Lessey,

1
1
1

JUNGLE BOOK, drama

ander Korda;

asso.

RIDERS OF THE PURPLE SAGE, western; prod^
Sol M. Wurtzel; dir.. James Tingling; orig. by Zane
Grey; camera. Lucien Andriot. Cast: George Montgomery, Mary Howard. Patsy Patterson. Lynn Roberts,
Jane Richmond. Oscar. O'Shea, Leroy Mason, WUUam
Pagan, Richard Lane, Ethan Laidlaw, Robert Barrat,

Forest, £^nest Truex,

0
0

land); prod., Walter Wanger; dirs., Harry Watts, Ernest
Schoedisack. No other credits.

Sully.

Don

-weekend
'Weekend

o«

.

[

\

'Riders Purple Sage'

i

10 (1:30 p.m.

•

Ostrow; dir.. Thornton Freland; orig.
screenplay. Jack Andrews; camera, Charles Clark.
Cast: Brenda Joyce, Bruce Edwards, George' Barbier,
Hardie Albright, Ludwig Stossel, Bodil Rosing, Frank

Curtis,

2

0

0
0

musical; Hal Roach produc-

EAGLE SQUADRON, drama

Lou

James

WED., SEPT.

camera.

Harry Stradling.

Tamiroff, Ruth Warrick,
H. B. Warner.

YANK

prod..

\
10 (10:30 a.m.).

{

J

<2'>th),

'J^Zt'o^^nf

.

\

CatHns To go

Features

Westerns
Totals
Pictures

WED., SEPT.

.

WED., SEPT. 3 (1:30 p.m.), 'Glamour Boy' (Par), Paramount Ex.
WED., SEPT. 3 (3 p.m.), 'Night of Jan. 16' (Par), Paramount Ex.
THURS., SEPT. 4 (10 a.m.), 'Outlaw Trail* (RKO), Paramount P.R.
THURS., SEPT. 4 (11:10 am.), 'Dude Cowboy' (RKO), Paramount P.R.
THURS., SEPT. 4 (12:20 p.m.), 'Riding the Wind' (RKO), Paramount P.R.
UA Pictures in Production
CORSICAN BROTHERS, drama; prod., Edward THURS^ SEPT. 4 (2:30 p.m.). 'Skylark' (Par), Paramount Ex.
)
'We <3o Fast'
Small; dir., Gregory RatofT; story, Alexander Dumas;
(20th).20th-Fox, P.R
MON., SEPT.8 (10 a.m.).
screenplay. Howard Estabrook, George Bruce;
'Yank in the R.A.F.

June Havoc, Jack Briggs, Jack Durant, William
Holtz, Henry Daniell, Fortunio Bonanova.

Lou

41-42

9 (3 p.m.)

1

0

0

tion; prod-dir.. Leroy Prinz, Hal Roach, Jr.; story, Kenneth Higgins; screenplay, Cortland Fitzsimmons, camCast: Frances Langford, Johnny
era. Bob Pittack.
Downs, Marjorie Woodworth, Harry Langdon, Noah
Beery, Jr., Tanner Sisters, Esther Dale, Allan Lane.
MISS POLLY, comedy; Hal Roach production; dir.,
Frank Guiol; story. Ned Seabrook; screenplay. Eugene
Conrad; camera, Bob Pittack. Cast: ZaSu Pitts, Slim
Summerville, Elyse Knox, Dick Clayton,- Brenda
Forbes. Kathleen Howard. Dink Trout.
SUNDOWN, drama; Walter Wanger production; dirs.,
Ernst .Lubitsch and Henry Hathaway; screenplay.
Barre Lyndon and Sheridan Gibney.
Cast;
Bruce
Cabot. Gene Tierney, George Sanders. Joseph Calleia.
Carl Esmond. Reginald Gardiner,

STREET GIRL, formerly FOUR JACKS AND A
QUEEN, comedy; prod.. John Twist; dir.. Jack Hively;

PromlMd Com-

TUES., SEPT.

'Last of the Duanes'
'Man at Large'
'Great Guns'

Man

ALL-AMERICAN COED,

Simms.

Anne

]

.

conelli.

.

Jr.,

3
7
0

»
0
•

0
0
0

FIESTA, comedy; prods., Hal Roach, Jr.,
LeRoy Prinz; no writing credits;
(^ast: Armida, Antonio Moreno.
Al Gilks.
George Givot. George Humbert, Nick Moro, Frank 'Yac-

PLAYMATES, musical comedy; prod.-dir., David
screenplay, James Kern, M. M. Musselman;
camera. Frank Redmond. Cast: Kay Kyser, John Barrymore, Lupe Velez, Patsy Kelly, May Robson, Ginny

Blees,

2
5

Pittack.

•Butler;

Foy,

.

|

To fo

4
35
5
3
Totals
Pictures in cutting rooms or awaiting release:

Benedict; dir., Leslie Goodwins; screenplay, James Edward Grant; camera. J. Roy Hunt. Cast: Victor McLaglen, Edmund Lowe, Tim Holt, Jack Holt, Binnie
Barnes, Simone Simon, Corinna Mura.

original screenplay,
Cast: Ray Bolger,

1
1

1

Pressborper

Samuel Goldwyn;

f

TUES., SEPT. 9 (10:30 a.m.)

[

White.

LAND OF THE' OPEN RANGE,

George Montgomery,

Carole Landi.<!,
John Sheppeid, William Tiacy.
Clarke.

(Continued from page 20)
play, Erie Snell, Morton Grant; camera, Harry Wilde.
Tim Holt. Mary Douglas, Ray Whitley, Lee
Cast:

western; asso. prod., Will
Joseph Lewis; no writing credits; camera,
(Continued on page 27)

SEPT. 3
SEPT. 3

(1:30 p.m.), 'Glamour Boy' (Par), Paramount Ex.
(2:45 p.m.), 'Night of Jan. 16' (Par), Paramount Ex.
4 (10 a.m.), 'Outlaw Trail' (RKO), 20th-Fox P.R.
4 (11:10 a.m.), 'Dude Cowboy' (RKO), 20th-Fox P.R.
4 (12:20 p.m.), 'Riding the Wind' (RKO), 20th-Fox P.R.
4 (1:30 p.m.), 'Skylark' (Par), Paramount Ex.

THURS, SEPT.
THURS., SEPT.
THURS, SEPT.
THURS., SEPT.

MON, SEPT. 8

(2

p.m.)..
} .?'a'nk°°in''the'

TUES, SEPT. 9 (10:30 a.m.),
TUES, SEPT. 9 (2p.m.)..

WED,
WED,

SEPT. 10
SEPT. 10

QunT'

j

(20th) , 20th-Fox.

)

P.R

(20th). 20th-Fox. P.R.

(10:30 a.mS, 'Riders of Purple Sage' (20th), 20th-Fox, P.R.
(2 p.m.), 'Weekend in Havana' (20th), 20th-Fox, P.R.

THURS, SEPT. 11

(1:30 p.m.)

Married Bachelor')
.

\

FRI, SEFT, 12

R.A.F.

'Last of the Duanes' (20th), 20th-Fox, P.R.

['.Great"

(1:30 p.m.).

.

[

Smilin' Thru'

(M-G), 20th-Fox,
P.R.

(

inonk? Tonk'

20th-Fox.

}

P.R

MINNEAPOLIS
WED,
WED,

SEPT. 3
SEPT. 3
THURS., SEPT.

THURS,. SEPT.

THURS, SEPT.
THURS, SEPT.

MON, SEPT. 8
TUES, SEPT.

'Glamour Boy' (Par), Warner Bldg.

(1 p.m.),

(2:15 p.m.), 'Night of Jan. 16' (Par), Warner Bldg.
4 "(10 a.m.), 'Outlaw Trail' (RKO), 20th-Fox P.R.
4 (11:10 a.m.) 'Dude Cowboy' (RKO), 20th-Fox P.R.
4 (12:20 p.m.). 'Riding the Wind' (RKO), 20th-Fox PJl.

4 (1 p.m.), 'Skylark' (Par),
(2 p.m.)..

|

Warner Bldg.

'Ya^nlf^n^the' R.A.F.

|

(Continued on page 27)

P.R
P.R

(20th), 20th-Fox,

9 (11 a.m.), 'Last of the Duaiies' (20th), 20th-Fox,
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THE ONL^ WAY TO DESCRIBE

A YANK ir}c
THE R A F >^
IS TO 1941^

WHAT
THE BIG

PARADE

WAS TO
TYRONE POWER>'.ai ,uL?^u^:UL^.xfisj^s^^
JOHN SIJTTON
Produced by
r'f

A.

*Wf^ liilllV

WRBYL

F.

.

REGINALD OARplNER

ZANUCK

Associate Producer Lou fdelman^ Screen Play ftyDarroll
lyrics

•

Directed

.'

GLADYS

COOW

l)y>Hi^JRif;i|^

Ware and Ka^

Us Any Harm" by Leo, ?obtn and; Ratphj«^^
and Music; "flhYa low", "Another UWft Dream Won't Oo

,

,

,

,

|
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Foxes,'
'Little
production,
starring Bette Davis, and released
by RKO. Showing exclusively at

3,

1941

wyn's

Top Films of 1940-41
i

and

'

tello films, and William Wyler, Raoul the jackpot.
Abbott and Costello
Walsh, Michael Curtiz. George Cukor

stanza.

stars of

latest

the

of

Xife Begins
for Andy Hardy,' starring Mickey
Rooney and Lewis Stone, is in posiits predeany
of
exceed
tion to
cessors and reach a pinnacle with

Hardy Family

Metro's
holding
where.

series,

best for the
lor extended

year.

runs

FommpRO
Jldr5,
reinnie D.U. Star«

|Qifl.4l
IJ'*"^'**

Holdover engagements
showings.
became the rule In nearly every exhibition spot. Re-bookings swarmed
the Universal exchanges. Additional
prints were tossed into circulation.
While some film executives were be-

rade,' 'Nice Girl' (U).

Alice Faye, 'Tin Pan Alley,'
•That Night in Rio' (20th-Fox).
Jady Garland, 'Strike Up the
Band,' 'Ziegfeld Girl,' 'Life Be-

moaning
I

Andy Hardy' (M-G).

gins lor

I

BeUy Grable, 'Tin Pan Alley,'
'Moon Over Miami,' 'Down Ar-

'conditions,'

Abbott

and

and
'In

Costello,

the

Navy,'

'Buck
'Hold

Don Ameche, 'Moon Over
Miami,' 'Down Argentine Way,'
That Night

in Rio'

RKO

(20th-Fox),

Boys Goodbye' (Par).
James Cagney, 'Bride Came

'Kiss

Dictator' (UA).

Charles Chaplin,

'The

Gary Cooper, 'North
Mounted Police' (Par),

Ginger Rogers; dir. Sam Wood.
'Tom, Dick and Harry,' Ginger Rogers; dir. Garson Kanin.
'Mr. and Mrs. Smith,' Lombard, Montgomery; dir. Alfred Hitchcock.
'Devil and Miss Jones,' Jean Arthur, Chas. Coburn; dir. Sam Wood,
•Sunny,' Anna Neagle; dir. Herbert Wilcox.
'No, No, Nanette,* Anna Neagle; dir. Herbert Wilcox.
'Reluctant Dragon,' Walt Disney.
•'My Life With Caroline,' Ronald Colnvan; dir. Lewis Milestone.
•'The Little Foxes," Bette Davis; dir. William Wyler.

"Kitty Foyle,'

Great

West

'The
Westerner* (UA), 'Meet John
Doe' (WB).
Bins Crosby, 'Rhythm on the
River,' "Road to Zanzibar' (Par).

•

Recently released.

I

I

|

.

|

^om

(Alphabetically)

Abbott
Privates,'

Extended runs extended themselves

,

P

'North West Mounted Police,' Cooper, Goddard; dir. Cecil B. DeMille.
'Caught in the Draft,' Bob Hope, Dor. Lamour; dir. David Butler.
'Road to Zanzibar,' Crosby, Lamour, Hope; dir. Victor Schertzinger.
'Love Thy Neighbor,' Jack Benny, Fred Allen; dir. Mark Sandrich.
'Virginia,' Madeleine Carroll, Fred MacMurray; dir. E. H. Griffith.
'Shepherd of Hills,' J. Wayne, B. Field,. H. Carey; dir. Henry Hathaway.
'Arise My Love,' Claudette Colbert, Ray Milland; dir. Mitchell Leisen.
'I Wanted Wings,* R. Milland, Brian Donlevy; dir. Mitchell Leisen.
ICiss the Boys Goodbye,' Mary Martin, Don Ameche; dir. V. Scliertzinger.
•'Aloma of the South Seas,' Dor. Lamour, Jon Hall; dir. Alfred Santell,

|

That Ghost' (U).

Blonde,'
'Strawberry
C.O.D.,'
'City lor Conquest' (WB).

'Navy'
into subsequent showings.
struck the public risibles in the very
spot where Chaplin in 'Shoulder
Arms' had tickled the boxoffice 25
years ago. It is a fact that more
fllmgoers attended 'Navy* thian any
other picture of the season.
Comes next another success yam,
the boxoffice exploitation of Katharine Hepburn in 'Philadelphia Story'
(M-G). Off the screen for more than
two years, during which she toUfed
in the legit version of Philip Barry's
satiric expose of society life on the
Main Line, Hepburn's return was
„
,
,
„ ,. ^ „
In
fllmuslcals; Rosalind Russell, for
greeted by long queues at theatre
her two fine comedy performances in lobbies. Not overlooking, of course,
'TMs Thing Called Love' (Col) and 0,^^ she had highly expert and capThey Met in Bombay' (M-G), Dor- a^le assistance from James Stewart,
othy Lamour firmly estabUshed her- f^^^ Grant and Ruth Hussey, and
sell by displaying versatiUty.
And almost perfect direction from George
Katharine Hepburn scored her great- (^or
est screen success, after a two years'
arbitrary general listing ol
absence, in 'Philadelphia Story.'
season's features in boxoffice
Although the boxoffice bell rang^^m^ beyond the highspots menloudest for Rooney, Abbott-Costello tioned. Is virtually Impossible, in
and Bob Hope, top Igrosses also were y^e light of the extraordinary upturned in by James Ca^ey, Errol i^^t of theatre business that showed
Flynn, Gary Cooper, Clark Gable, jtself in August, the closing month
Tyrone Power, Don Ameche and of the season. At least three, and
Bing Crosby.
probably four, films from as many
That Midas touch in show busi- different studios sky-rocketed in
ness, that elusive element that en
first runs. Standout is Samuel Goldthuses the public and loosens its dollars at the boxoffice, manifested itsell in all its varied and baffling
nU-orforc lJtW-«l
D.V. UllCtWIO, IQdA-dl
forms during the film season.
Thumbing through the booking
sheets of important first-run thea(Alphabeticallv)
tres, scanning the returns of hunDavid Batter, 'Caught in the
dreds of subsequent showings, and
Draft' (Par).
analyzing the weekly telegraphic
Charles Chaplin, 'The Great
reports from VAHiErr correspondents
Dictator' (UA).
In all key release cities, there is but
one conclusion to be reached: the
George Cnkor, 'Philadelphia
showman and the alchemist deal with
Story' (M-G).
fragile material.
Neither rule nor
Michael Cnrtls, 'Santa Fe
rote governs the boxoffice.
Dollar
Trail,' 'The Dive Bomber' (WB).
success is based on ingredients, propCecil B. DeMllle. 'North West
erly fused, of story material, treat
Mounted Police' (Par).
ment, performance, timeliness and
Alexander Hall, 'Here Comes
exploitation.
Mr; Jordan,' This Thing Called
The outstanding film successes of
Love' (Col).
the season ranged a wide span of
'Foreign
Hitchcock,
Alfred
subject matter, and an even wider
Correspondent' (UA), 'Mr. and
field ot creative and acting talent.
Mrs. Smith' (RKO).
In actual receipts, the presentation of
Frill Lane, 'Western Union,'
'Gone With the Wind' (Selznick'Return of Frank James,' 'ManMG), at popular prices, garnered the
hunt' (20th-Fox).
largest receipts. In the previous seaWalter Lang, 'Tin Pan Alley,'
son 'Gone' had exceeded every known
'Moon Over Miami' (20th-Fox).
figure for theatre intake when it
Mitchell LelscD, 'Arise My
was shown .at the $1.10 scale. There
Love,' 'I Wanted Wings' (Par).
were millions, apparently, who waitFrank Lloyd, 'Howards of Vired until the 'regular* release, not
ginia' (Col), 'Lady From Cheycounting return customers. Although
enne' (U).
bookings did not exceed 8,000 thea
Arthur Lnbln, 'Buck Privates,'
tres, the total paid at the wickets
'In the Navy,' 'Hold That Ghost'
was sufficient to add $4,000,000 to the
(U).
film rental account.
Ronben Mamoollan, 'Mark of
DeMille's Topper
Zorro,' 'Blood and Sand' (20thOf the season's regular releases,
Fox).
DeMiUe's 'North West Mounted PoVictor Sohertzlnger, 'Rhythm
lice,' cashed in on the pioneering by
on the River,' "Road to Zanzibar,'
Metro in advanced admissions on
'Kiss the Boys Goodbye' (Par).
Tpwn,' toward the end of the
Walsh,
'Strawberry
BaonI
previous season. Par urged its own
Blonde,'
'High Sierra,' 'Man
and Independent theatre outlets to
Power' (WB).
advance prices for the DeMllle meloSam Wood, "Kitty Foyle,' 'Devil
drama. Domestic film rental soared
and Miss Jones' (RKO).
to $2,750,000, with sufficient untiUed
William Wyler, 'The Westsoil to warrant substantial additional
erner' (UA), The Letter* (WB),
Income. Europe's battle royal temUttle Foxes' (RKO).
porarily has deferred the foreign
George B. Belts, 'Andy Hardy's
revenues which ultimately will lift
Private Secretary,' 'Life Comes
Voxih West' Into the class with the
to Andy Hardy* (M-G).

Katharine Hepbnrn, 'Philadelphia Story' (M-G).
Dorothy Lamoar, "Road to
Zanzibar,' 'Caught in the Draft,'
'Aloma of the South Seas' (Par).
Myrna Loy, '3rd Finger, Left
Hand,' 'Love Crazy' (M-G).
Ginger Rogers, "Kitty Foyle,'
Tom, Dick and Harry' (RKO).
Bosalind Bnssell, "This Thing
Called Love' (Col), 'They Met
in Bombay' (M-G).

PARAMOUNT

|

Male B.O. Stars, 194041

Costello flaunted business Indices.
They were no flash-in-the-pan. 'In
the Navy' followed with the benefit
of national word-of-mouth boosting.

gentine Way'. (20th-Fox).

|

when 'Buck

tors who allowed independent competition to cash in at the mutuels.
Audiences grew daily at the first

Deanna Durbln, 'Spring Pa-

'Gone With the Wind,' Clark Gable, Vivien Leigh; dir. Victor Fleming,
'Philadelphia Story,' Hepburn, J. Stewart, Cary Grant; dir. Geo. Cukor.
'Strike Up the Band,' Mickey Rooney-Judy Garland; dir. Busby Berkeley.
'Comrade X,' Clark Gable, Hedy LaMarr; dir. King Vidor.
'They Met in Bombay,' Gable, Roz Russell; dir. Clarence Brown.
'Andy Hardy's Pri. Sec.,' M. Rooney, L. Stone; dir. George B. Seitz.
'Ziegfeld Girl,' Judy Garland, J. Stewart, H. LaMarr; dir. Robt. Leonard.
'Escape,' Norma Shearer, Robt. Taylor; dir. Mervyn LeRoy.
'Men of Boys Town,' Spencer Tracy, M. Hooney; dir. Norman Taurog.
'Love Crazy,' Myrna Loy, William Powell; dir. Jack Cummings.
^'Life Begins for Andy Hardy,' M. Rooney, L. Stone; dir. Geo. B. Seitz.

|

V

With equal astonishment, showmen
are viewing the initial engagements
of 'Dive Bomber' IWB), last release
of an outstanding program. A Warner sales executive declares it will
surpass at the boxoffice the previous
'Santa Fe Trail,' 'Bride
leaders,
Came C.6.D.' and 'Knute Rockne.'

Privates- was released was overUoo^ed by numerous first-run opera-

(Alphabeticallv)
Bette Davis, 'The Letter,' 'The
Great Lie,' 'Bride Came C.O.D.'
(WB), 'Little Foxes' (RKO).

METRO

is

It

every-

'

rush at the boxoffice

COLUMBIA
•Penny Serenade,' Irene Dunne, Cary Grant; dir. George Stevens.
This Thing Called Love,' R. Russell, M. Douglas; dir. Alexander Hall.
'Howards of Virginia,' Cary Grant, Martha Scott; dir. Frank Lloyd,
'She Knew AU the Answers,' Tone, Joan Bennett; dir. Richard Wallace.
•"Here Comes Mr. Jordan,' Montgomery, Rita Johnson; dir. Alex Hall.

•

the

CoincidenUlly,

Brief summary of the sUange behavior of the Abbott and Costello
enhanced films is as weird as some of the
In the same group is Columbia's
stars previousdrawing values. Ginger Rogers im- shadow antics of the
burlesque and new release, 'Here Comes Mr. Jorproved as a boxoff ice asset during ly long established in
popularized as radio dan,' unique in story and treatment,
the season, as did also Betty Grable, more recently
excellently acted by Robert
goldand
and musicomedy zanies. The

and Rouben Mamoulian made conepicuous contributions.

Among women

Top-Rating Pictures for 194041

York,

registered $112,000 on its opening
week with signs of exceeding tliat
record summer figure in the current
it

most successful film ventures of all
wherever time, including 'Ben Hur,' 'The Birlh
ratings
financial
'Caught in the Draff was shown, of a Nation," 'Big Parade,' 'Covered
snd the continuing fine records of Wagon' and the same director's own
'10 Commandments.'
Mickey Rooney and Bette Davis.
In contrast to 'Gone' and 'North
Showmen also are unstinting in
praise of exceUent directorial work. West,' in a season significant for a
successes
of which there were numerous not- group of sUndout popular
from
Cecil B. DeMilU next rating goes without protest
able examples.
Abbott and
achieved the distincUon of turning any source to the trio ot
Universal—
for
farces
in the season's biggest grossing pic- Costello screen
and
Navy
the
In
ture. 'North West Mounted Police' "Buck Privates,
in the or(Par); Arthur Lubin is credited with 'Hold That Ghost'— listed
although Navy hit
directing the three Abbott and Cos- der of release,

niche lor himself high in the esteem

New

Radio City Music Hall,

^Continued from pai« 1;

DA

20TH-FOX

'Comrade X,'
Bombay' (M-G).

Clark

Gable,

They Met in
Bob Hope, 'Road

Pan Alley,' Alice Faye, Betty Grable; dir. Walter Lang.
'Moon Over Miami,' Don Ameche, Betty Grable; dir. Walt. Lang.
'Mark of Zorro,' Tyrone Power; dir. Rouben Mamoulian.
'Down Argentine Way,' Don Ameche, Betty Grable; dir. Irv. Cummings.
'Tobacco Road,' Chas. Grapeyi^in; dir. John Ford.
'Return of Frank James,' Henry Fonda, Gene Tierney; dir. Fritz Lang.
"Blood and Sand,' Tyrone Power; dir. Rouben Mamoulian.
TTiat Night in Rio,' Alice Faye, Don Ameche; dir. Irv. Cummings.
"Western Union,' Robert Young, Randolph Scott; dir. F. Lang.
'Man Hunt,* Joan Bennett, Walt Pidgeon; dir. Fritz Lang.

'Tin

to Zanzibar,'

'Caught in the Draft' (Par).

Tyrone Power, 'Mark

of Zorro,'

'Blood and Sand' (20th-Fox).

Mickey Booney, 'Strike Up the
'Andy Hardy's Private
Secretary,' 'Men of Boys' Town,'
Band,'

Begins for Andy Hardy'
(M-G).

'Life

Montgomery, Rita Johnson and a
good cast under Alexander Hall's di-

UNITED ARTISTS

|

"The Great Dictator,' Charles Chaplin.
'Thief of Bagdad,' Conrad Veidt, Tabu; dir. Ludwig Berger.
'Foreign Correspondent,' Joal McCrea; dir. Alf. Hitchcock.
"The Westerner," Gary Cooper; dir. William Wyler.
"That Hamilton Woman,' Vivien Leigh, L. Olivier; dir. Alex Korda.
'Son of Monte Cristo,' Louis Hayward, Joan Bennett; dir. R. V. Lee.

rection.

there Is a single phase of the
exhibition field that has marked the
closing season as indicative of new
things to come, it is the trend among
theatre operators to break down the
long established system of regular
changes of attractions, usually limited to one week, in the larger first
runs.
Extended playing of popular
features dates back to the earliest
If

I

I

supported
film days, and many
profitably one or more small capacity theatres given over exclusively
But the more spato this policy.
cious houses for years have clung
tenaciously to weekly and bi-weekly
change.
Within the past 12 months radical
departures from booking routine
have encouraged theatre operators
to extend playing time. The effect
of such a policy, in more imiversal
use, is viewed by showmen as encouraging to production and the
probable solution to the Uls of
double billing. It removes a ceiling

UNIVERSAL
the Navy,' Abbott & Costello; dir. Arthur Lubin.
'Hold That Ghost,' Abbott & Costello; dir. Arthur Lubin.
'Buck Privates,' Abbott & Costello; dir. Arthur Lubin.
"Back Street,' Charles Boyer, Margaret SuUavan; dir. Bruce Manning.
'Spring Parade,' Deanna Durbin; dir. Henry Koster.
'Nice Girl?' Deanna Durbin; dir. William Seller.
'Lady From Cheyenne,' Loretta Young, Robt. Preston; dir. Frank Lloyd.
"In

cities

|

I

|

WARNERS
{

"Santa
'Bride
|

I

{

from film rental

possibilities.

No

Capra at Columbia;
'Penny Serenade' No.

1

Fe

Errol Flynn, Olivia DeHaviland; dir. Michael Curtiz.
James Cagney, Bette Davis; dir. William Keighley.
'Knute Rockne,' Pat O'Brien, Ronald Reagan; dir. Lloyd Bacon.
'Strawberry Blonde,' Cagney, DeHaviland; dir. Raoul Walsh.
'The Letter,' Bette Davis; dir. William Wyler.
'The Great Lie,' Bette Davis; dir. Edmund Goulding."Meet John Doe,* Gary Cooper, Barbara Stanwyck; dir. Frank Capra.
"Man Power,' E. G. Robinson, Dietrich, George Raft; dir. Raoul Walsh.
"High Sierra,' Humphrey Bogart, Ida Lupino; dir. Raoul Walsh.
•'Dive Bomber,' Errol Flynn, Fred MacMurray; dir. Michael Curtiz.
•

Trail,'

Came

C.O.D.,'

Recently released.

Highlights of each distributor's top

For the first time in a dozen years
Columbia had no Fn
Capra production
rector

lor

and

exhibitors, as the diRiskin, scenarist,

Bob

switched to Warners.
With accurate estimate on 'Mr.
Jordan' deferred until wider returns,
Columbia's leader for the season was
'Penny Serenade' (Irene DunneCary Grant; directed by George
Stevens). Its success was general,
a holdover in many spots.

Original exploitation was used in
runs by placehient ot newspaper advertising copy on pages two
or three in hundreds of dailies, insertions being
timed to regular
initial

amusement colunm announcements
the opening campaign. Film
was released in nearly all keys before the first run engagements in
New York and Chicago.
after

a shoot-'em-up, which registered
big through the midwest and south.
Of significance is growing recognition of some ot the newer and
story at Metro is in the potency of
younger
notably
Metro
talent,
studio's screen talent, of the type to
Katherine Grayson, who appeared
carry smoothly finished product to
in 'Private Secretary'; Laraine Day,
upper boxoffice brackets.
Picture giv^n top spot in a re-make of Trial
ratings hit the groove of star values,
of Mary Dugan'; Ruth Hussey, who
for the most part Mickey Rooney
scored as comedy lead in "Philadelfigured in four releases in the first
phia Story,*
Ann Rutherford,

Crawford's Comeback;

grossers;

Metro's Gables, Rooneys

two of them Hardys; also 'Strike
the Band,* teamed with Judy
Garland, and 'Men of Boys' Town,'
hitched with Spencer Tracy.
The
two Clark Gable entries, 'Comrade
X' and 'Bombay,' are high on the
10,

Up

list.

Some light on the heavy manpower at Metro Is reflected by the
fact that in the first 10 on the studio's list only George Seitz is credited with two pictures. Work of the

and

who

held her place opposite Rooney

in the

Hardy

series.

Studio also uncovered Red Skelton from vaudeville as a screen
comedian.

Hope, Bing, Benny-Allen,
Lamour, 'Va.' Par's Tops

At Paramount, man of the hour is
Bob Hope. 'Caught in the Draft'
following is represented: Fleming, whisked him onto the rare atmosCukor, Berkeley, Vidor, Brown, phere of upper stardom. This picThing Called Love' (Rosalind Leonard, LeRoy, Taurog and Cum- ture is second on the company's list
Russell-Mclvyn Douglas) was one of mings. •
of grossers, not too far behind 'North
the
year's
provocative
pictures,
Two other films did excellent West Mounted.' The Hope-Dorothy
stirring no little comment on account business. They are Joan Crawford Lamour combination also appeared
of the connubial theme.
Director in 'A Woman's Face,' which served with Bing Crosby In 'Road to Zanziwas Alexander Hall, who 'also di- to usher her back into fast company, bar.! Latter continues among sturected 'Mr, Jordan.'
and Robert Taylor in 'Billy the Kid,' dios best boxoffice personalities.
'This

Wednesdayt September

3,

Earlier In the season h* scored In
'Bhythm On the River.'
Backed by good ballyhoo, Xove
Thy Neighbor,' starring Jack Benny
and Fred Allen, was a money-maker
everywhere, but others on the list
were spotty. 'Shepherd of the Hills,'
re-make of the Harold Bell Wright
\

was taken right to heart In
the midwest, but slumped In eastern
cities where folklore is not taken

1941

PICTURES

leasa, the two Deanna Durbin com
edlas with cong, 'Spring Farad*' and
'Nica Girl',

'Lady from Cheyenna,' producad
by Frank Lloyd, did waU In tha wlda
open spacer

Highlights for Warners
Warners, in tha stride of former

successful seasons; stressed strong
so seriously.
'Virginia,' directed In color by E. story material and established perGriffith, with Madeleine Carroll sonalities, plus the characteristic em08 heroine, drew well In the second- phasis on promotion and exploitation.
ary theatres.
With the trend to extended playIn varying degrees, these elements
ing time and the automatic entry contributed to the high grosses of
of Paramount product to its formid- 'Santa
Fe Trail,' starring Errol
able theatre affiliations, studio will Flynn; 'Bride Came C.O.D.', in which
probably clip much of Its lesser James Cagney and Bette Davis

H.

'Foyle,'

R«>ai.ipii„

Hollywood, Sept 2.
hat bought 'Burlesque' from
to launch Ray Bolger as

RKO

Paramount

Par made It In 1930 with Hal
Skelly and Barbara Stanwyck who
also appeared in tha stage original.

AFl

SWIFTLY

EASES OUT CIO

approduct during the coming season peared together, and 'Knute Rockneand concentrate on more ambitious AU American,' a fine piece of current
films.
Americana in which Pat O'Brien impersonated one of the creators of

RKO's

•Rirte.ine'

solo star.

Cagney, Bett«, Flynn

novel,

RKO',

IN DETROIT

Goldwyn's

modern football.
As the season
*Kane'

closes,

Detroit,

'Dive

Sept.

2.

•Foxes/ Welles'
Swift moves of the AFL here in
Bomber,' starring Flynn and Fred
At RKO, in the excitement at' MacMurray, is registering heavily organizing front-of-the-house theaupon the release of the in the first runs with promise of un- tre workers in its established trade

tendant

Goldwyn's 'Little Foxes,' showmen
are not likely to overlook the increasing popularity of Ginger Rogers,
whose two starring films, 'Kitty
Foyle' and Tom, Dick and Harry,'
turned
shown.

handsome

On

profits

where

her slender shoulders

rested the major load of carrying a
program of rather uneven boxoffice
values.
Adapted
'Foyle' was a natural.
from a best selling novel with frank
romantic twists, film was excellently
exploited in advance of release and
then stood up to promises. In addition to 'Foyle' Sam Wood also directed 'Devil and Miss Jones,' starring Jean Arthur.

More was expected from Alfred
'Mr.
and
Hitchcock's production,
Mrs. Smith,' than was realized at the

unions, has blocked the threat of
usual success.
Cagney also played in 'Strawberry a move by the CIO into the theatre
Blonde' and 'City for Conquest,' and field. Report is that the threatened
Miss Davis held her spot as one of confiict here town is just settling
the screen's leading women stars by down from a transportation strike
her work in 'The Letter' and "The resulting from a jurisdictional fight
between the rival unions has caused
Great Lie.'
Frank Capra's single production tha withdrawal of a charter granted
of the year, 'Meet John Doe,' was by the CIO from Washington.

—

—

While Detroit, because of its CIO
an interesting experiment In powerful screen entertainment, but lacked strength through the new automobile
the boxoffice dash of some of his unions and because it has become
an economic guinea pig for the naprevious films.
Although withheld until the new tion, was selected as the jousting
season,

'Sergeant

York,'

starring

is

pointed to top figures as a

boxoffice draw.

feeling

now

is

that the

other grounds.

After the

CIO began

and gathered

BOB HOPE NO. 1

No Real Standout at 20th;

Mickey Rooney
Northwest film

WITHNWFANS

had

negotiations-

that raids on

To S.A.
NW

Theatre

to Picket Junket

Powwow

Seattle, Sept. 2.
of the northwest, affiliated with or a part of Evergreen and
Hamrick-Evergreen circuits, are arriving here for the annual convention Sept. 4, to be held at the Olympic hotel. Spyros and Charles Skouras will be present
Plans for the
fall season will be announced.
Two Sterling chain (John Danz)
houses, the Roosevelt and Palomar,
both of Seattle, will be represented,

Showmen

it

can standards of fair treatment of

Cameramen AH Tie

In

The message said in part;
'Labor
organizations
in
South
America are being contacted and ar>
rangements are being made to picket
Walt Disney, during his current the Disney tour and his pictures. It
tour of South America, will make a is not our desire to do a thing to
pictur^^in which he himself will embarrass the Administration in
probably appear— for the Rockefeller South America, but we must insist
Committee on Inter-American Rela- that the. company immediately comtions. It will be 16 mm. and in color ply with all terms of the Governfor showing to school groups ^d ment's award and make immediate
other organizations' to better acquaint adjustments of the monies due employees.
The State Department
them with South America.
March of Time crews are also should insist that the Disney comshooting footage for the Rockefeller pany comply with the Government
group, which is having a difficult award and American standards of
time getting authentic South Ameri- fair treatment of- labor, including

Interest
in hav-

a

At 20th-Fox, not a

real standout,

survey

tory.
He's the No. 1 boxoffice bet and
his last several pictures, including,
particularly, 'Caught in the Draft,'
have been the top grossers.

UA;

Two

U—

'

C

Federal statutes, before permitting Disney to represent the
Unitd States as a goodwill ambassador in South America.'
Disney studio has been closed for
two weeks, with a recent announce-

•all

ment

'
:

the shutdown had been

that

extended two more weeks. Closing
was ordered when the company and
the Guild clashed about temporary
layoffs.
Comparison of layoffs
207 Guilders tp 49 non-Guilders,

was

trip

through Latin America accompanied
by a cameraman. He figures such a
Screen
scheme would have many advan- Convict
tages. For one, it would provide him
Slashers; Union
with educational footage of South
America hypoed by the presence of
the film player in it. In that way it
Jackson, Miss., Sept. 2.
might get into theatres as well as to
Two men were convicted Wedneseducational groups. A second point day (27) in connection with the recent slashing of the screen of the
is that it would be a good will builder .for the U. S. in S. A. were the Pix, nabe here, and a union official
star's tour properly handled.
In ad- was released after Judge Leon Henfiled
dition, publicity for the player on drick nolle pressed charges
both continents would make the rel- agairist him. Judge Hendrick found
atively small cost of the try profit- Frank Baygents, foriner inmate of

with United Detroit theatres. Allied
Theatres and Co-Operative Theatres,
It
the three largest groups here.
placed the AFL in an advantageous
contracts
having
already
spot
through its established unions and
Singular thing revealed by the
with the chains inclined to move tosurvey is that nearly all the 'best ward terms to prevent dual unionAbdraws' are male luminaries.
ism from entering the Detroit theabott and Costello are gorging to the
The move here also had
tre field.
front fast, but exhibitors are doubtput on some pressure because of
screen writing.
ful as to how long they'll stay there,
possibility
Tyrone Power held his strength at pointing to the fate of the Ritz Bros, national watching of the
a foothold in the
the boxoffice, although not too hand- and Marx Bros, as we}l as Laurel of the CIO getting
theatres.
somely supported by being handed and Hardy.
Hope, however, has
two re-mak6s, 'Mark of Zorro' and held his position among the leaders
While the regular contract for the able.
operators expired Sept. 1 a new one
'Blood and Sand.'
As another means of obtaining
tor the past two years and continuOf new importance at the studio is ally has gained ground until now will not be shaped up, it was said, footage, Macgowan is contacting all
until after the negotiations for the the amateur motion picture hobbyists
Betty Grable, who figured promi- he's out in front, it's pointed out.
local has been wangled.
nently in 'Tin Pan Alley,' best on the
new
can who are going to S. A. on
be
Clark Gable, Spencer Tracy and
list, and in 'Moon Over Miami' and
As evidence that the CIO head- business or pleasure trips. All of the
Gary Cooper still are close to the
'Down Argentine Way.'
its charter -here,
40 reels he has cGlled on the U. S.
Bette quarters withdrew
top, in the order named.
The flbnusicals led the 20th-Fox
union were withdrawn for showing in Latin America have
the
of
pickets
Davis leads among the feminine
list, but the late season release, 'Man
the houses. The un- been taken by amateurs and are in
names with Ida Lupino coming up at several of
Hunt,'
with
Joan
Bennett
and fast. Melvyn Douglas is regarded as expected withdrawal still is some- color. Fact that it is amateur is beWalter Pidgeon, is climbing fast on
puzzler to those who have cause much of it is excellent in qualaAother star who has been develop- thing of a
Its merits as one of the best of the
inside line on the budding iy and hasn't been seen south of the
an
had
following
ing a considerable public
interpretation drawn
topical melodramas.
border as most of the Hollywood
and Tyrone Powers, Ginger Rogers fight with the
a strategic retreat
travelog product has.
and Barbara Stanwyck are not far that it is more of
Chaplin Bellwethered
abandonment of any
behind the leaders.
Outside the than a complete
Macgowan has also prepared about
to move into the
attempts
future
20 reels of 16 mm. footage on S. A.
Ford Disappointed larger cities, Gene Autry is up at
theatre realm.
for U. S. exhibition.
The 60 reels
For UA not even Chaplin in 'The the top.
have been garnered by going over
An amazing comeback for Joan
Great Dictator' struck the boxoffice
millions of feet of amateur and pro
pace to which exhibitors have been Crawford because of her click in 'A
Theatre Stenched
pix. Under a new arrangement with
accustomed for a score of years. It Woman's Face' is reported. On the
2.
Sept
Minneapolis,
Hollywood producers, Macgowan has
was big, but not tremendous. For other hand, Deanne Durbin has
the reason that Chaplin swerved slipped considerably and, because of
White Bear theatre, White Bear, also got them to agree to give him all
from conventional farce, of which their infrequeiit appearances, Charles Minn., Twin City suburb, was com- their new stuff on S. A. for nonhe long has been the master, to a Laughton and Charles Boyer mean pelled to empty a full house and re- theatrical showing there. Film in
film with a message he did not en- less than a year ago.
fund admissions last Sunday night Latin America is principally distribtirely satisfy his audiences, however
In the smaller towns westerns still when somebody tossed a particularly uted through the embassies and conmuch they agreed with his anti-Nazi bring a healthy b.o. response. Else- virulent stench bomb during the sulates. All embassies were recently
equipped with projectors, which they
viewpoint.
where comedies are the most sure- showing of 'Shepherd of the Hills.'
'Bagdad' was a beautiful picture, fire boxofTice.
House, .owned by David Ratner, is can lend out
expertly produced, despite the handiinvolved in litigation with owners
caps of completing in Hollywood
had
of competing Avalon which
Crab (be)
what was started in London before
Opportunity for
town sewed up exclusively until the
the
Hollywood, Sept. 2.
bombers arrived.
Counting
White Bear's entry into field. RatHollywood, Sept. 2.
'Zorro' and 'Blood and Sand,' this
Buster Crabbe, former swimming
ner is suing Avalon owners for damSusan Hayward and Barbara Britwas the third re-make of a one-time
ages claiming conspiracy to put his champ, climbed out of the water
silent success. Tabu was far short of ton, Paramount contractees, are to theatre out of business. He also has today and mounted a horse in 'Billy
be tested for the role of Maria in
the elder Fairbanks at his best.
product complaint with Arbitra- the Kid Wanted,' first of a series of
westerns for Producers Releasing
Greatest disappointment on the 'For Whom the Bell Tolls.'
tion,
Corp.
UA list for the season was John Miss Hayward has just finished
Sam Newfield directs the Sigmund
Ford's production,
'Long Voyage second femme lead. in 'Reap the Wild
Neufeld production.
Home,' a memorable theatre experi- Wirid,' and Miss Britton had a supRKO Hunts Cradles of Jazz
ence. The experts are still analyz- porting role in .'Louisiana Purchase.'
Hollywood, Sept 2.
ing the reason for its almost univerBOGELL VICE MOE&AN
Elaborate tests for locations for
sal lack of appeal. Absence of name
Hollywood, Sept. 2.
the William Dieterle production for
players, perhaps.
GORDON'S 2 FOB HALL
RKO, 'Syncopation,' are being made
Switch in director assignments at
Or- Republic has Al Rogell replacing
New
and
Chicago
York,
Hollywood,
Sept.
2.
New
in
Abbott and Costello At
backgrounds
authentic
g^t
to
on 'Newspapermen
leans
William
Morgan
John Hall Productions assigned
Are Human.'
That's All, Brother Paul Gordon, former producer-direc- significant in the history, of jazz.
Morgan needed a few extra days
Location tests by camera crews
The season at Universal can be tor in Paris, as associate producer of
retakes
and added sctnes
told In capital letters 'A &
two pictures, starting with 'The Cap- will be brought here within next to wind up
couple of -weeks for inspection of on his latest 'Mercy Island,' which
'A' ratings also for 'Back Street,' tain of the Koepenick.'
re-make of the Fanny Hurst story
Second is 'The Lower Depths,' a Dieterle and his associate producer, removed his guiding hand on the
newspaper yarn.
Charles L. Glett
which scored solidly in general re- tale of old Russia by Maxim Gorky.

Filmusicals the Best B.O.

comparable to the best of this studio's
product of the>|>ast. For sundry reasons, 'Tobacco Road' missed the boxoffice bell by a mile, and specials
such as 'Chad Hanna,' 'Western
Union' and 'Brigham Young' bogged
down badly because of mediocre

labor.'

For Pan-Am. Goodwilfins

estab-

lATSE, for a contract

to

arbitration

—

of the

2.

Long distance picketing of Walt
Disney's South American goodwill
tour was presaged in telegraphic
protest by the Screen Cartoonists
Guild to Sumner Welles, Assistant
SecreUry of State. Wire stated that
the local union' was in contact with

that the State Department
comply with the U.S. Government
award calling for 'Ameri-

MOT, Amateur

lished unions had some members
holding cards in two unions AFL
hurriedly rounded up 800 ushers,

v.p.

by Dbney

HoUjrwood, Sept

manded

Disney,

To make it all the more binding, of S. A. for showing here.
Macgowan is also trying to
and block out the CIO entirely, imMinneapolis, Sept. 2.
were started by one of the major companies
Bob Hope has run well ahead of mediate negotiations
M. Kennedy, intynational ing one of its stars make
in popularity among Roger
fans, according to a
just concluded in this terri-

Out

South American labor organizations
and was making arrangements with
workmen south of the Panama Canal
establish picket lines on Disney
and all his works.
Copies of the wire to Welles were
sent to John R. Steelman, director of
due to moveover- arrangements be- the Labor Conciliation Service, and
tween these houses and the Coliseum the Rockefeller Committee for the
development of cultural relations
and Orpheum.
with Latin America. The SCG de-

can stuff to educate the Unite'd
States
Arrangements with Disney
and MOT have- been made by Kenneth Macgowan, 20th-Fox producer,
girls
candy
and
cashiers, doormen
now on a leave of absence to the
charters
its
uncovered
by
previously
Rockefeller organization, to produce
and formed them into a B local of or otherwise acquire 16 mm. pix of
the lATSE.
U. S. for showing in S. A., and pix
report

Orson Welles' 'Citizen Kane' had a
disheartening fling as a roadshow,
is in the new .season's list for
regular release. 'My Life with Caroline' (Ronald Colman, directed by
Lewis Milestone) is of too recent release for accurate classification.
With new studio executive personnel and reorganization grief in
the past, RKO may come through
better in the new season.
but

and

organizing
strength to

its

sufficient

picketing

start

boxoffice.

,

the

spot,

Gary Cooper, had its initial showings counter-moves of the AFL, made
during the late weeks of the season, swiftly, will transfer the battle to
and

Cartooiiists Giuld Reacfaes

23

Amphibian

Two

Jam

the

Mississippi state penitentiary,
guilty of malicious mischief and

property destruction and gave him
a $100 fine and 30-day jail senThe judge also found
Chester Russell, operator in a Negro
theatre, guilty as an accessory before the screen slashing and fined
him. $50.
Similar charges filed In connection
with the attack on the theatre C. B.
Carroll, business agent of the local

tence.

operators' union, were nolle pressed.
for several months has
been picketing the theatre to secure
for union projectionists.

The union

employment

BRC

Sales

Head Extends

Coast Product

Powwow

Hollywood, Sept. 2.
Arthur Greenblatt sales chief of
Producers Releasing Corp., will stay
on here for a few days for confabs
with producers, following two-day
regional sales nuddle at the Hollywood Roosevelt hotel over the weekGreenblatt will confer with
end,
George Batcheller, in charge of feature production, and Sig Neufeld,
supervisor of westerns, and the execs
the

of

eight

under the

PRC

units

now

operating

banner.

Campaign was laid out at the sales
meet for PRC's first special. 'Swamp
Woman,' in which Ann Corio will be
starred. Franchise-holders and salesat. the conclave included Sam
Decker, Louts Rustin. Dave Nathan-

men
son,

.

Max

Meyer.

Ralph

Dostal,

Ed

Charies Owens, Bjorn Foss and
Morris.

HOPALONG'S PAL POWDEES
'

Hollywood, Sept.

2.

Brad King checked out of the Hopalong Cassidy cavaliers at Paramount

months

in
which he /"aliened throu'»h five films
as a pal of BUI Boyd, th" t'tle rider.
Nick Lucats, former Notre Dame
football star is chief candidate for
after six

the lob.

in

the' saddle,

i

\

Wednesday, September

26

I**

"Gosh!"

3,

1941

Wednesday, September

3,

1941
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N.Y.

Trade Showings

IN PHILLY SEPT. 16-18

sContlnued from page 22^

Xi;ES..SEPT.9(2p.m.)..

j:^,\V*o^»rf

New York

(20th), 201h-Fox, P.R.

WED., SEPT. 10 (11 a.m.), 'Riders of Purple Sage' (20th). 20th-Fox PR
WED., SEPT. 10 (2 p.m.), 'Weekend in Havana' (20th), 20th-Fox PR
,HURS..SEPT.U(lp.m.)..
'

FRI.,

SEPT.

12 (1p.m.).

'Female of Species'
'Honky Tonk'

J
(

'^^^J^^^^

\
)

(M-G),

(

Warner Bldg.

MON.,SEPT.8

p.m.)..

|

'ya^nif^/the' r.A.F. | ^^Oth), 20th-Fox, P.R.
Duanes' (20th), 20th-Fox, P.R.

(11 a.m.), 'Last of the

9 (1 p.m.)

20th-Fox, P.R.
Guns'^' | "'*"^)'
WED., SEPT. 10 (11 a.m.), 'Riders of Purple Sage' (20th), 20th-Fox, P.RI
WED., SEPT. 10 (1 p.m.), 'Weekend in Havana' (20th), 20th-Fox, P.R.
<M-G),^20th-Fox,
SEPT.
(10 a.m.).
.

| '.Q^eat^

n

THURS..
FRI.,

.

SEPT.

.

{ '.^.^^[i^^"^

Thr

j

(

'Female of Species'

(

'Honky Tonk'

12 (10 a.m.)

|

(M-G),20th-Fox,P.R.

J

NEW ORLEANS

.

.

\

SEPT.

12 (1:30 p.m.)

.

J

{

^^-G), 20th-Fox, P.R.

}

-Honk? 'Tonk'

.

NEW YORK CITY-NEW

8 (2 p.m.)..

TUES., SEPT.

'.ya^kln^h^e R.A.F.

9 (10:30 a.m.).

TUES., SEPT.

WED., SEPT.

|

\
)

j
(

THURS., SEPT.
!I'HURS.,

'^^1

9 (2 p.m.), 'Great

10 (2 p.m.)..

SEPT.

11 (9:30 a.m.)
11 (1:30 p.m.).

|

JERSEY

'Honky Tonk'

OKLAHOMA

(M-G), M-G-M,
P.R.

(M-G), M-G-M,
P.R.

CITY

'Married Bachelor') (M-G), 20th-Fox,
J
THURS., SEPT. 11 (9:30 a.m.)
P.R.
('Smilin' Thru'
f
('F
'Female of Species'
FRI., SEPT. 12 (9:30 a.m.)
(M-G), 20th-Fox, P.R.
( 'Honky Tonk'
.

OMAHA
WED, SEPT. 3 (1:15 p.m.), 'Glamour Boy' (Par), 20th-Fox P.R.
WED., SEPT. 3 (3 p.m.), 'Night of Jan. 16' (Par). 20th-Fox P.R.
THURS., SEPT. 4 (1:15 p.m.), 'Skylark' (Par), 20th-Fox P.R.
FRI., SEPT. S (10 a.m.), 'Outlaw Trail' (RKO), 20th-Fox P.R.
FRI., SEPT. 5 (11:10 a.m.), 'Dude Cowboy' (RKO), 20th-Fox P.R.
FRI., SEPT. 5 (12:20 p.m.), 'Riding the Wind' (RKO), 20th-Fox P.
'We Go Kasf
MON., SEPT.
(20th),20th-Fox,
i

9 (2p.m.)..

i

FRI.,

SEPT.

(

(

'Hoiiky Tonk'

SEPT.

3

WED.,. SEPT. 3

WED., SEPT. 3
SEPT. 3
SEPT.
SEPT.
SEPT.
SEPT.
SEPT.

WED,

THURS,
THURS,
THURS,
THURS,
THURS,

(10:30 a.m.).

MON, SEPT. 8

(2:30 p.m.)..

\

}

TUES, SEPT.
TUES, SEPT.
TUES, SEPT.

'Yank

m

the R.A.F.

PARIS CALLING, drama;

prod., Benjamin Glazer;
L. Martin; no writing credits; camera, Milton Krasner. Cast. Elisabsth. Bergner, Randolph Scott,
Basil Rathbone, Lee J. Cobb. Gale Sondergaard, Edward Ciannelli, Charles Arnt, Otto Reichow, William
dir.,

Edwin

dirs..

Ken Nolan, Paul Bryan, Frace Lenard,
western; a.sso.-prod., Henry MacFord Beebe. John Rawlins; no writing or
Cast: Helen Parrish, Lon Chaney, Jr.,

credits.

Jr.,

Sr.,

Don

Terry,

Roy

dir.,

Charles Lament; no writing credits; cam-

Jerome Ash. Cast: Hugh Herbert, Anne Gwynne,
Frazee, Micha Auer, Robert Paige, Richard
Davies, Ernest Truex, Eddy Waller, Andrew Tombes,
Sterling HoUoway.

Jane

APPOINTMENT FOR LOVE,

drama; prod., Bruce
Manning; dir., William Seiter; no writing credits; camCast: Charles Boyer, Margaret
era, Joe Valentine.
Sullavan, Reginald Denny, Virginia Brissac, Mary Gordon, Charles Ray, J. M. Kerrigan, Doris Lloyd, Cecil
Kellaway, Romaine Callender, Lilyan Irene, Roman
Bohnen.
IT STARTED WITH ADAM, formerly ALMOST AN
ANGEL, drama; asso. prod., Joseph Pasternak; dir.,
Henry Koster; no writing credits; camera, Rudolph
Mate. Cast: Deanna Durbin, Charles Laughton, Robert
Cummings, Margaret Tallichet, Guy Kibbee, Leonard
Elliott,

Irving Bacon,

Gus

Schilling.

Warners
P.R.

I

rrninlKPd
41-42

(20th), 20th-Fox, P.R.

i^e'ekendrHavana'.)
(Continued on page 29)
.{

Noah Beery,

Harris, Chief Thundercloud, Henry Hall. Tom Chatterton, Robert Barron, Harry Cording, Charles Stevens.
NOBODY'S FOOL, comedy; asso. prod., Ken Gold-

smith;

(M-G), 20th-Fox, P.R.

j

(10:30 a. m.).

Cline; no writing credits; camera, Charles Van Enger.
Cast: W. C. Fields, Gloria Jean, Butch and Buddy,
Beatrice Roberts.
KID FROM KANSAS, formerly THE AMERICANOS,
western; asso. prod., Ben Pivar; dir., William Nigh; no
writing credits; camera, John Boyle. Cast: Dick Foran,
Leo Carrillo, Andy Devine, Marcia Ralston, Ann Doran,
Antonio Moreno, Francis McDonald, James Seay, Nester Paiva, Leyland Hodgson, Guy Usher, Tony Paton,
Stanley Price, Beatrice Roberts, Carmela Cansino,
Wade Boteler ('40-41).
HELLZAPOPPIN, comedy; prod., Jules Levey; dir.,
Henry C. Potter; no writing credits; camera, Elwood
Bredell. Cast: Olsen and Johnson, Martha Raye, Jane
Frazee, Mischa Auer, Katherine Johnson.
GHOST TOWN BUCKABOO, western; asso. prod.,
Will Cowan; dir., Ray Taylor; no writing credits;
Cast: Johnny Mack
camera, Charles Van Enger.
Brown, Fuzzy Knight, Nell O'Day, Anne Nagel, Herbert Rawlinson, Gleen Strange, Henry Hall, Lloyd
Ingraham, Ernie Adams, Harry Tenbrook, Blackie
'Whitcford, Frank Brownlee, Jack C. Smith, Guardsmen
Quartette ('40-41).
Universal Plx Now in Prodnction

era,

iya^nk^/the' R.A.F. I
9 (10 a.m.), 'Last of the Duanes' (20th), 20th-Fox, P.R.
9 (11:30 a.m.), 'Man at Large' (20th), 20th-Fox, P.R.
9 (2:30 p.m.), 'Great Guns' (20th), 20th-Fox, P.R.

WED, SEPT. 10

Alex

Jesters.

Noah Beery,

P.R.

(10:30 a.m.), 'Glamour Boy' (Par), Paramount Ex.
(12 noon), 'Night of Jan. 16' (Par), Paramount Ex.
(2 p.m.), 'Glamour Boy' (Par), Paramount Ex.
(3:30 p.m.), 'Night of ,Jan. 16' (Par), Paramount Ex.
4 (10 a.m.), 'Outlaw Trail' (RKO), RKO P.R.
4 (10:30 a.m.), 'Skylark' (Par), Paramount Ex.
4 (11:10 a.m.), 'Dude Cowboy' (RKO). RKO P.R.
4 (12:20 p.m.), 'Riding the Wind' (RKO), RKO P.R.
4 (2:30 p.m.), 'Skylark' (Par), Paramount Ex.
'We Go Fast'
)
(20th), 20th-Fox,

MON, SEPT. 8

prod.,

THE GREAT MAN, formerly NEVER GIVE A
SUCKER AN EVEN BREAK, comedy; dir., Edward

camera

'Great Guns'

12 (10:30 a.m.)

asso.

Gottlieb; dir., Arthur Lubin; no writing credits; camera, John Boyle.' Cast Abbott and Costello, the Merry
Macs. Dick Foran, Johnny Mack Brown, Anne Gwynne,
EUa Fitzgerald, Samuel S. Hinds, Charles Lane, Wade
Boteler, Harold Daniels.
BADLANDS OF DAKOTA, feature western; asso.
prod., George Waggoner; dir., Alfred E. Green; no
writing credits; camera, Stanley Cortez. Cast: Robert
Stack, Ann Rutherford, Richard Dix, Frances Farmer,
Brod Crawford, Hugh Herbert, Andy Devine, Fuzzy
Knight, Lon Chaney, Jr., Addison Richards, Carleton

OVERLAND MAIL,

PHILADELPHIA
WED,

Dick Curtis, Robert Strange, Glenn Strange, The
Buck Moulton, Carl Sepulveda ('40-41).
BOMBAY CUPPEB, drama; asso. prod., Marshall
Grant; dir., John Rawlins; no writing credits; camera,
Stanley Cortez. Cast: William Gargan, Irene Hervey,
Charles I.ang, Maria Montez, Mary Gordon, Lloyd

Edmunds,

WED., SEPT. 10 (11 a.m.), 'Riders of Purple Sage' (20th), 20th-Fox. P.R.
WED., SEPT. 10 (2 p.m.), Weekend in Havana' (20th), 20th-Fox, P.R.
Married Bachelor') (M-G), 20th-Fox,
THURS., SEPT. 11 (10:30 a.m.)
'1
P.R.
'Smilin' Thru'
'Female of Species'

(Continued from page 22)
Charles 'Van Enger. Cast: Johnny Mack Brown, Fuzzy
Knight, Nell O'Day, Beatrice Roberts, Herbert Rawlinson,

Notables,

Marcia Ralston.

R.

or property through coercion or

by

threats of force, or violence, the
court pointed out that the law applies only when labor leaders use
their power for personal aggrandizement and not when in bona flde interests of their

membership.

'Individuals may obtain power' in
labor organizations,' the opinion recited, 'which is capable of use to
obtain unwilling payments from employers through bringing about or
threiitening to
bring about
violence, or through coercion.'
Nick

and Weston were charged in five
counts with obtaining $6,500 from
local flicker house owners in 1937
through exorbitant wage demands
which were ditched after the payment was made.

Advance Production Chart

Rae;

R.A.F. |
I 'Yank in the
9 (11 a.m.), 'Last of the Duanes' (20th), 20th-Fox, P.R.
( 'Man at Large'
(20th), SUrFilmEx.

TUES., SEPT.

TUES., SEPT.

$10,000 each for violating the Federal labor anti-racketeering act, ac-

Cohen, a Brooklyn exhibitor ording to the decision of the U, S.
and not the Cohen who withdrew Circuit Court of Appeals filed here
from this Allied organization to join Saturday (30). Convicted on Sept.
the Allied Theatre Owners of New 18, 1940, in U. S. District Court after
York, and Robert Goldblatt, of Tar- a trial lastmg
a week, Nick and
rytown, were placed on the commit- Weston have been
at liberty on
tee representing the N. Y. area at bonds pending
the appeal.
that time.
Abraham Stone, of Al"The Appellate Court overruled all
bany, and attorney Leonard Rosen- contentions of error in the trial bethal, of Troy, were picked from the fore Judge John Caskie
Collet, holdAlbany area.
H. P. Wallace, indie ing specifically that the anti-racketexhibitor of Auburn, and Abbott eering statute was constitutional.
Francis, of Buffalo, later were se- The high tribunal also overruled as
lected ioT the western Buflalo-Syra- unsound the contention of the decuse division.
fense that the Federal act was unOperating
committee
may be constitutional in that it denied freepicked this week in Albany.
doih of speech in providing punish-

Max

Young, The

(20th), 20th-Fox, P.R.

WED., SEPT. 3 (10:30 a.m.), 'Glamour Boy' (Par), Paramount Ex.
WED., SEPT. 3 (2 p.m.), 'Night of Jan. 16' (Par), Paramount Ex.
THURS., SEPT. 4 (10:30 a.m.), 'Skylark' (Par), Paramount Ex.
THURS., SEPT. 4 (12:30 p.m.), 'Outlaw Trail' (RKO), Paramount P.R.
THURS., SEPT. 4 (1:40 p.m.), 'Dude Cowboy' (RKO), Paramount P.R,
THURS., SEPT. 4 (2:50 p.m.), 'Riding the Wind' (RKO), Paramount P.R.
MON., SEPT. 8 (10 a.m.), 'Yank in the R.A.F.'' (20th), 20th-Fox, P.R.
MON., SEPT. 8 (2 p.m.), 'We Go Fast' (20th), 20th-Fox, P.R.
TUES., SEPT. 9 (10 a.m.), 'Great Guns' (20th), 20th-FDx, P.R.
TUES., SEPT. 9 (2 p.m.), 'Man at Large' (20th), 20th-Fox, P.R.
TUES., SEPT. 9 (4 p.m.), 'Last of the Duanes' (20th), 20th-Fox, P.R.
WED., SEPT. 10 (10 a.m.), 'Weekend in Havana' (20th), 20th-Fox, P.R.
WED., SEPT. 10 (2 p.m.), 'Riders in Purple Sage' (20th), 20th-Fox, P.R.

8 (2 p.m.)..

organization agreed on.

•

(20'h). 20th-Fox, P.R,

Havana'

'Riders Purple Sage' (
(
'Married Bachelor' \
'Smilin' Thru'
I
'Female of Species'
J
I

pleted and the western setup of the

RIDE 'EH COWBOY, comedy;

(20th), 20th-Fox, P.R.

.

in

St. Louis, Sept 2.
is being held there.
ment for organized labor by making
John P. 'Big* Nick and Clyde it a crime to communicate wage
modified reorganization of the
de«
group was undertaken several Weston, former execs of lATSE, mands to employers.
months ago in Albany, when a ses- Local No. 143, must serve five-year
Holding that the law made it a
jolts
in
the
pen
and pay lines of felony to attempt to obtain money
sion for the eastern section was com-

Corrigan, Wade Boteler, Richard Davies, Turhan Bey,
Truman Bradley, Roy Harris, Billy Wayne, Warren
Ashe, Peter Lynn, Pat O'Malley ('40-41).

^k"^,?'
Last of the
Duanes I)
Guns' (20th), 20th-Fox, P.R.

'Weekend

Philadelphia

'

WED., SEPT. 3 (10 a.m.), 'Glamour Boy' (Par), Normandie T.
WED., SEPT. 3 (11:30 a.m.), 'Night of Jan. 16' (Par), Normandie T.
THURS., SEPT. 4 (10 a.m.), 'Skylark' (Par). Normandie T.
THURS., SEPT.
(10 a.m.), 'Outlaw Trail' (RKO), RKO P.R.
THURS., SEPT.
(11 a.m.), 'Dude Cowboy' (RKO), RKO P.R.
THURS., SEPT.
(12:20 p.m.), 'Riding the Wind' (RKO), RKO P.R.
THURS., SEPT.
(2:30 p.m.), 'Outlaw Trail' (RKO, RKO P.R.
THURS., SEPT.
(3:40 p.m.), 'Dude Cowboy' (RKO), RKO P.R.
THURS., SEPT.
(4:50 p.m.), 'Riding the Wind' (RKO), RKO P.R.

MON., SEPT.

in

same time the na-

tional convention

'

WED., SEPT. 3 (10:30 a.m.), 'Glamour Boy' (Par), Paramount Ex.
WED., SEPT. 3 (12 noon), 'Night of Jan. 16" (Par), Paramount Ex.
THURS., SEPT. 4 (10 a.m.), 'Outlaw' Trail' (RKO), 20th-Fox P.R.
THURS., SEPT. 4 (10:30 a.m.), 'Skylark' (Par), Paramount Ex.
THURS., SEPT. 4 (11:10 a.m.), 'Dude Cowboy' (RKO), 20th-Fox PJl.
THURS., SEPT. 4 (12:20 p.m.). 'Riding the Wind' (RKO), 20th-Fox P.R.
MON., SEPT. 8 (9 a.m.), 'Last of the Duanes' (20th), 20th-Fox, P.R.
MON., SEPT. 8 (1:30 p.m.). 'We Go Fast" (20th), 20th-Fox, P.R.
MON., SEPT. 8 (3 p.m.), 'Yank in the R.A.F.' (20th), 20th-Fox, P.R.
TliES., SEPT. 9 (9 a.m.), 'Riders of Purple Sage' (20th), 20th-Fox, P.R.
TUES., SEPT. 9 (1:30 p.m.), 'Man at Large' (20th), 20th-Fox, P.R.
TUES., SEPT. 9 (3 p.m.), 'Great Guns' (20th), 20th-Fox, PJl.
WED., SEPT. 10 (2 p.m.), 'Weekend in Havana' (20th), 20th-Fox, P.R.
(M-G) ,^20th-Fox,
,^1^^^^^°''
THURS., SEPT. U (1:30 p.m.)
FRI.,

Sept. 16-18, at the

state

(10 a.m.), 'Glamour Boy' (Par), Whitney T.
(11:30 a.m.), 'Night of Jan. 16' (Par), Whitney T.
4 (10 a.m.), 'Skylark' (Par), Whitney T.
4 (10 a.m.), 'Outlaw Trail' (RKO), 20th-Fox P.R.
4 (11:10 a.m.), 'Dude Cowboy' (RKO), 20th-Fox P.R.
4 (12:20 p.rn.), 'Riding the Wind' (RKO), 20th-Fox P.R.

(1

TUES., SEPT. 9

TUES., SEPT.

Must Serve S-year Prison Terms

Allied unit plans hold-

convention

its

Nick and Weston Lose Appeals,

A

P.R.,

NEW HAVEN
WED., SEPT. 3
WED., SEPT. S
THURS., SEPT.
THURS., SEPT.
THURS., SEPT.
TIIVRS., SEPT.

ing

27

48

Studio

Lasky

2

('»m..pirtpil

4
0

.SIidoI-

Now

InK

CultlnK

8

5

0

0

50
4
8
5
Totals
Pictures in cutting rooms or awaiting release:
asso..

31
2

38

TROPICS, formerly KING RUBBER,
prod.,
Ben Stoloff; dir., Hay En-

LAW OF THE
drama;

Toko

right; orig. screenplay, Barry Trivers; camera, Sid
Hickox. Cast: Jeffrey Lynn, (jonstance Bennett, Mona.
Maris, Regis Toomey, Roland Drew, Hobart Bosworth,
Frank Puglia.

NINE

LIVES

ARE

NOT

ENOUGH,

meller;

asso. prod., William Jacobs; dir., A. Edward Sutherland; screenplay, Fred Niblo, Jr.; camera, Ted McCord.
Cast: Ronald Regan, Joan Perry, Howard da Silva.
Peter Whitney, Faye Emerson, Charles Drake, James
Gleason, Edward Brophy, Cliff Clark, Billy Dawson,
Tom Stevenson, 'Vera Lewis, Walter Soderling. Ben
Weldon, Paul Phillips, Howard Hickman, Olaf Hytten,
Eddie Chandler, John Maxwell.

THE MALTESE FALCON,

drama;

asso.

prod,

Henry Blanke;

dir., John Huston; screenplay by John
camera, Arthur Edeson. Cast: Humphrey
Bogart, Mary Astor, Gladys George, Peter Lorre, Lea
Patrick, Barton MacLane, Ward Bond, Sidney Green-

Huston;

Jerome Cowan, James Burke.
BLUES, musical-drama; asso.
Henry Blanke; dir., Anatole Litvak; screenEdwin Gilbert, Robert Rossen, Hsl^old Arlen,
Johnny Mercer; play by Edwin Gilbert; camera, Ernest

street,

NEW ORLEANS

prod.,
play,

Heller. Cast: Priscilla Lane, Richard Whorf, Betty
Field, Lloyd Nolan, Jack Carson, Peter Whitney, Wally
Ford, Billy Halop, Elia Razita, Joyce Compton, Georga
Lloyd, Charles Wilson, Herbert Hayworth, William
Gillespie,

Matt McHugh, Ann Edmunds.

ONE FOOT IN HEAVEN,

drama;

asso.

prod..

dir., Irving Rapper; screenplay, Casey
Robinson, Abem Finkel, Harry Chandlee, Ralph Block;
camera, Charles Rosher. Cast: Fredric March, Martha
Scott, £lisabeth Eraser, Carlotta Jelm, Frankie Thomas,
Casey Johnson, Ernest Cossart, Elizabeth Risdon,
Roscoe Ates, Fred Kelssy, Hobart Bosworth, Olin
Howland, Leah Baird, Gene Lockhart, Paula Trueman,
Clara Blandick.

Robert Lord;

Warner Fix Now

THE BLACK WIDOW,

In Prodnctlon

meller; asso. prod.,

Ben

Stol-

oiT; dir., Ross Lederman; no writing credits; camera,
Allen G. Slegler. Cast: Jeffrey Lynn, Jane Wyman,
Edward Everett Horton, Willie Best, Herbert Anderson,
Marguerite Chapman.

BRIDGES BUILT AT NIGHT,

meller; asso. prod.,

Ed

Grainger; dir., Eklward Sutherland; no writing credits;
camera, James Van Trees. Cast: Lloyd Nolan, Alexis
Smith, Craig Stevens, Edward ElUs, Gene Lockhart,

Edward Brophy.

THE MALE ANIMAL, comedy drama; dir., Elliott
Nugent; story, James Thurber, Elliott Nugent; screenplay, Julius I. and Philip G. Epstein; camera, Arthur
Edeson. Cast: Priscilla Lane, Henry Fonda, Joan Leslie, Jack Carson, Hattie McDaniel, (Jharles Drake, Ivan
Simpson, Minna Phillips, Regina Wallace, Jean Ames.
THET DIED WITH THEIR BOOTS ON, drama;
prod., Robert Fellowes; dir., Raoul Walsh; screenplay,
Aneas MacKenzie, Wally Klein; camera, Bert Glennon.
Cast: Errol Flynn, Olivia de Haviland, Arthur Kennedy, Stanley Ridges, John Litel, G. P. Huntley, Jr.,
Gene tiockhart, Anthony Quinn, Sidney Greenstreet,
Toomey, Frank Wilcox, Ward Bond, Walter
Hampden, Charles Grapewin, Anna
Nilsson, Selmer
Jackson, DeWolf Hopper, Jr., Hattie McDaniel, Frank
Orth, Hobart Bosworth, Virginia Sale, Renee Riano,

Regis

Willie Best, Spencer Charters.

CAPTAINS OF THE CLOUDS, drama

(Technicolor);

prod., William Cagney; dir., Michael Curtiz; story, Arthur Horman; screenplay, Arthur Horman, Norman
Reilly Paine, Flight-Lieut Owen Cathcart-Jones; camera, Sol Pohto.
Cast: James Cagney, Dennis Morgan,

i

Alan Hale, Russell Arms, Clem
Bevins, Roland Drew, Michael Ames, B}Ton Barr.
KINGS ROW, drama; prod., David Liewis; dir., Sam
Wood; based on novel by Henry Bellaman; screenplay, Casey Robinson; camera, James Wong Howe.
Cast: Ann Sheridan, Robert Cummings, Ronald *Reagan,
Nancy Coleman, James Stephenson, Judith Anderson,
Charles Coburn, Harry Davenport, Kaaren Verne,
Maria Ouspenskaya, Ernest Cossart, Ludwig Stossel,
George

Tobias,

Hattie McDaniel, Pat Moriarity, Ilka Gruning, ScottieBeckett, Douglas Wheatcroft, Mary Thomas.

MAN WHO CAME TO

DINNER, comedy;

asso.'

prods., Jerry Wald, Jack Saper; 'dir., William Keighley;
screenplay, Philip and Julius Epstein: based on play
by Geo. S. Kaufman and Moss Hart; camera, "rony
Gaudio.
Cast:
Bette Davis, Ann Sheridan, Monty
Woolley, Billie Burke, Richard Travis, Grant Mitchell,
Elisabeth Eraser, Harry Lewis. Mary Wickes, George
Barbier, Reginald Gardiner, Jimmy Durante, Laura
Hope CIrews, Chester Clute, Charles Drake, Frank

Coughlin,

Jr.

ALL THROUGH THE NIGHT,
Jerry Wald;

meller; asso. prod.,

dir^, 'Vincent Sherman; original screenLeonard Q. Ross, Leonard Spigelgass; camera,
Sid Hickox. Cast: Humphrey Bogart, Judith Anderson,

play,

Frank McHugh, Peter Lorre.

Wednesday, September
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I
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I

i

\

*

HOW

I

(

;

/

.1

LONG

^

'

WILL

YOU
STAY
IN

BUSINESS?

w

^ "e

hope

for

United Artists
(since

many

yearsl

itself

has been a going concern

Good

1919 and that's a long time

i (ness. What's more,

we

in picture busi-

expect to be going places

many decades

u (and getting there for

to

come.

year

^

success. But this year the cooperation

an

solicit is

one

intensified

that will

be

felt

not

off the

assembly

respond at the box-office to the assembly
of selling. Profitable pictures are

line

no

less

line

type

the result

ative selling.

There

,tant factor in maintaining United Artists' year-after-

:

i

come

of imaginative producing than they are of imagin-

been the most impor-

Exhibitor cooperation has

pictures don't

of production like robot automobiles. Pictures don't

we
just

is

no

cure-all that

— except the

works

in

every situation

determination of every theatre op-

erator to

do

as though

were the biggest picture he ever explay and to concentrate effort on it until

his

darndest to put that picture over

I

between one company and

;

I

;

extend industrywide

^will

'nership

in

its

friends but

one

that

a new concept of part-

between producers and

pected to
the last

exhibitors.

it

show on

closing day.

I

!;

;

^

This industry will

but these

hits

have many

must get their

iust

hits

during 1941-42

share of revenue for

I

:

j

i\

[j

the

men ^ho make them so

be

re-in"ested in developing films to satisfy the

that this

money can

entertainment needs of America's millions

In

the interest of the years

you hope to stay

business, this year put individualized

of your
all

own

situation to

in

knowledge

work on the great

hits

from

companies!

— and

t;

I

I

I
j
i
}
'

thus keep

all

of us

in

business.

What are you doing to help carry the industry
What are you doing to protect the investment that your own theatre means to you? Are you
load?

taking

ihem

good

all

pictures

you've got

in

one at a time and

THE AVENUE
OF QUALITY

giving

showmanship?

Thii tdvertismeut, while dealing with a subject of industry-wide
concern,

is

paid for by United Artists.

.

..

,

.

)

,
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PICTURES
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3,

New

Trade Showings

FILM BOOKING

Pix Faces

WED., SEPT.

10 (2:30 p.m.)

WED., SEPT.

..

.

(10 a.m.)

I

;^Ve?shoXi)

. , . .

.

"O'*^^' ^Oth-Fox, P.R.

i^'e^TendTrf Havana'

j

SEPT. 9

^^'^

!

;^rei"sh?w7ngs)
/in
_ \ \ 'Female of Species'
THURS.,SEPT.U (10a.m.)..
^Thrce showings
I
(
'Honky Tonk'
)
FKI., SEPT. 12 (10 a.m.)
( (Three showings) )

}

j

^-^--^^

^""^ > M-^-^'

10 (10 a.m.)

^- «•

(M-G). M-G-M,

|

\

P.R.

PITTSBURGH
WED., SEPT. 3 (10:30 a.m.), 'Glamour Boy' (Par), Paramount Ex.
WED., SEPT. 3 (12:15 p.m.), 'Night of Jan. 16' (Par), Paramount Ex.
WED., SEPT. 3 (2 p.m.), 'Glamour Boy' (Par), Paramount Ex.
WED., SEPT. 3 (3:45 p.m.), 'Night of Jan. 16' (Par), Paramount Ex.
TIIURS., SEPT. 4 (10 a.m.), 'Outlaw Trail' (RKO), RKO P.R.
TtlURS., SEPT. 4 (10:30 a.m:), 'Skylark' iPar), Paramount Ex!
THURS., SEPT. 4 (11:10 a.m.), 'Dude Cowboy' (RKO), RKO P.R.
THURS., SEPT. 4 (12:20 p.m.), 'Riding the Wind'. (RKO), RKO P.R.
THURS., SEPT. 4 (2 p.m.), 'Skylark' (Par), Paramount Ex.
MON., SEPT. 8 (11 a.m.), 'We Go Fast' (20th), 20th-Fox, P.R.
MON., SEPT. 8 (2 p.m), 'Yank in the R.A.F.' (20th), 20th-Fox, P.R.
TUES., SEPT. 9 (10 a.m.), 'Last of the Duanes' (20th), 20th-Fox, P.R.
TUES., SEPT. 9 (11:30 a.m.), 'Man at Large' (20th), 20th-Fox, P.R.
TUES., SEPT. 9 (2 p.m.), 'Great Guns' (20th), 20th-Fox, P.R.
WED., SEPT. 10 (11 a.m.), 'Riders of Purple Sage' (20th), 20th-Fox, P.R.
WED., SEPT. 10 (2 p.m.), 'Weekend in Havana' (20th), Star Film Ex.
Bachelor') (M-G). M-G-M,
THURS., SEPT. 11 (2 p.m.)
P.R.
I 'Smilin' Thru'
]
•
- (M-G), M-G-M,
< 'Female of Species' '
.» /o
_
Kttl., SEPT. 12 (2 p.m.) . .
P.R.
.jjonky
Tonk'
I

('Married

•

•

M0N.,SEPT.8

'Glamour Boy' (Par), Star Preview Rm.
'Night of Jan. 16' (Par), Star Preview Rm.
(10 a;m.), 'Outlaw Trail' (RKO), Star Filni Ex.
(11:10 a.m.), 'Dude Cowboy' (RKO), Star Film Ex.
(12:20 pjn.), 'Riding the Wind' (RKO), Star Film Ex.
(2 p.m.), 'Skylark' (Par), Star Preview Rm.

(1:30 p.m.),
(3 p.m.),

4
4
4
4

(2 p.m.)..

r^a^hi^n^'the R.A.F. !
Duanes'

(10:30 a.m.), 'Last of the

TUES., SEPT. 9

(20th ), Star

Film Ex.

(20th), Stat

Film Ex.

(20th), 20th-Fox, P.R.
"•Gre"at'Gu'r^'''!
WED., SEPT. 10, 'Riders o£ Purple Sage' (20th), Star Film Ex.
'Married Bachelor' ) (M-G), 20th -Fox,
THURS., SEPT. 11 (1 p.m.)
P.R.
'Smilin' Thru'
{'Female of Species'
(M-G), 20th-Fox, P.R.
FRI., SEPT. 12 (1p.m.).

TUES., SEPT. 9

(2 p.m.).

'Honky Tonk'

ST.

j

(10 a.m.)..

LOUIS

'.^,"J^Jth^'

(20th), S'Renco, P.R.

r a.F. j

TUES.. SEPT. 9 (10 ajn.). . { !^*ea" G^ns'*' | "'"*'^'
TUES., SEPT. 9 (1:30 p.m.), 'Last of the Duanes' (20th), S'Renco, P.R.
(20th),S'Renco.P.R.

WED.,SEPT.10
THURS..SEPT.11

(M-G), S'Renco,
(l:30p.m.)..

{i^S^hrl-'^'^^^^

P.R.
(•M-G),

FRI.,

SEPT.

12 (1:30 p.m.).

.

T^nl^"'"'

j

.

WED., SEPT. 3
WED., SEPT. 3
THURS., SEPT.
THURS., SEPT.
THURS., SEPT.
THURS., SEPT.
MON., SEPT. 8
MON., SEPT. 8 (2:15 p.m.), 'Yank in the R.A.F.' (20th), 20th-Fox, P.R.
TUES., SEPT. 9 (11 a.m.), 'Last of the Duanes' (20th), 20th-Fox, P.R,
TUES., SEPT. 9 (1 p.m.), 'Man at Large' (20th). 20th-Fox, P.R.
TUES., SEPT. 9 (2:15 pjn.), 'Great Guns' (20th). 20th-Fox, P.R.
WED., SEPT. 10 (11 a.m.), 'Riders of Purple Sage' (20th), 20th-Fox, P.R.
WED., SEPT. le (1:30 p.m.), 'Weekend in Havana' (20th). 20th-Fox, P.R.
Bachelor' ) (M-G), Jewel Box
( 'Married
.
THURS., SEPT. 11 (1 p.m.) | •gmilin' Thru'
Preview T.
'

.

('Female of Species') (M-G), Jewel
Box Preview T.
J
j -Honky Tonk'

TUES., SEPT. 10

WED., SEPT.

'Great Guns'
(2 p.m.)

10 (2 p.m.),

,

I

'Riders Purple Sage'

S

'Weekend

in

Havana'

(20th),' 20th-Fox.

PJt

(20th), 20th-Fox, P.R.

.
('Married' Bachelor') (M-G), Motion Pic
THURS., sept;. 11 (1:30 p.m.) ].s„i,i„. ThruSer., P.R.
\
(M-G), S'Renco,
( 'Female of Species' )
FRI., SEPT. 12 (1:30 pjn.).
P-R.
'Honky Tonk'
J
•

\

SEATTLE
WED., SEPT. 3 (1 p.m.), 'Glamour Boy' (Par), Jewel Box PJl.
WED., SEPT. 3 (2:30 p.m.), 'Night of Jan. 16' (Par), Jewel Box P.H.
THURS., SEPT. 4 (10 a.m.), 'Outlaw Trail' (RKO). Jewel Box P.R.
THURS., SEPT. 4 (11:10 a.m.), 'Dude Cowboy' (RKO); Jewel Box P.R.
P.R.
THURS., SEPT. 4 (12:20 p.m.), 'Riding the Wind' (RKO), Jewel Box
THURS., SEPT. 4 (1:30 p.m.), 'Skylark' (Par), Jewel Box (P.R.

MON.,SEPT.8
TUES., SEPT.
TUES., SEPT.

(20th), 20th-Fox, P.R.
'.^J^nk'ln^the R.A.F. 1
20th-Fox, P.R.
9 (11 a.m.), 'Last of the Duanes' (20th),
Jewel Box P.R.
2 (10 a.m.), 'Law of the Tropics' (WB),
(2

p.m.)..

TUES., SEPT. 9

(2 p.m.)

WED..SEPT.10

(2

p.m.)

j

"°'*'^'
j '.^?e"at'

Guns'

!

{:^'e'e"LS\vlf:1
(Continued on page 31)

(20th), 20th-Fox, P.R.

8/20
6/30

The OITicer and tlie Lady (Col) 7/18
Blossoms In the Dust (M-G)
6/25
The Deadly Game (Mono)
Hurry, Charlie, Hurrv. (RKO)
7/9
Clt.idcl of Crime (Rep)
8/6

Bad Men

(WB)

of Missouri

J.

69
6S
73
60
SS
SO

C. Romero-C. Landis
R. Arlen-A. Devine

D
D
D

59
88

C

63
58
75

M

M. Redgravc-.M. Lockwood
B. i)ones-T. McCoy
Wayne-B. Field
R. Middleton-J. Wyatt
G. Autry-S. Burnelte

M. Brown
Pcrry-R. Pryor

J.
i.

D

8/16

R. Hudson-R. Pryor

C. Garson-W. PIdgeon
J. Lang-C. Farrell
L. Erroll-K. Howell
R. Armstrong-L. Hayei

Wyman-D. Morgan

J.

WEEK OF RELEASE—8/1/41
W 59 c. Starrett-G. O'Hearn

Thunder Over the Prairie (Col) 7/30
Ringside Malsle (M-G)
7/30
Bowery Blitzkrieg (Mono)
Fugitive Valley (Mono)
8/20
Kiss the Boys Goodbye (Par)
fi/2S
My Ufe With Caroline (RKO) 7/16

C

95

D

W

A. Sothern-C.

Murphy

W. Hull-L. Gorcey
R. Corrigan-M. Terhune

C

60
83
78
57

R. Colman-A. Lee
A. Baxter-M. Carlisle

C

80

Jack Benny

CD

M
C

'

M. Martln-D. Amccha

M. Aiier-U. Merkel

CD

W. Morrls-T. Brown

WEEK OF RELEASE—8/8/41
TlUle the Toller (Col)

C

8/13

WhisUing In the Dark (M-G)
Dynamite Canyon (Mono)
Wide Open Town (Par)
7/30
Six Gun Gold (EKO)
8/27

to conceive, plus a few angles for
which she alone gets credit, but the
studio is still waiting to see if the
long shot will pay off at big odds.
Miss Tierney did a number of
feature assignments creditably and
was then pushed into the title role
Studio reportedly
of 'Belle Starr.'
estimates the cost to give Miss Tierney that lead role at close to $50,000
a figure which is the average salary-demand of any number of competent, well known and liked film
femmes who have a b.o. following.
"There are a number of other
femme players, as well as new actors, on 20th-Fox's contract list that
are slated to get the buildup during
According to
the 1941-42 season.
speeches by studio production executives at the company's recent Los
there Is no
convention,
sales
Angeles
intention to spare 'expense in developing those who show possibilities of
of
Formula
talent.
name
becoming
a quick shove to leads may pay off
for 20th-Fox, since studio has herer
such
flair
for
decided
tofore shown a

Dressed to Kill (20th)
Hold That Ghost (U)

New Wine (UA)

67
76

D

8/6

W
W
W

77
57

M

7/23
7/30

75
85
82
i03

C

MU

7/30
7/9

Manpower (WB)

D

K. Harris-W. Tracy
C. Veidt-A. Rutherford
T. Kecne-K. Finley

w. Boyd-R. Hayden
T. lioIt-L. White
L. Nolan-M. B. Hughes
Abbott-Costello
I.

E.

Massey-B. Barnes
Robinson-M. Dietrich

WEEK OF RELEASE—8/15/41
EUery Qneen and Perfect Crime (Cbl)
M 68 R. BcUamy-M.
King of Dodge City
(Col)

Life Begins tor

W

8/13

Andy Hardy (M-G)

8/lJ

World Premiere (Par)
8/27
Ice-Capades (Rep)
8/28
Wild Geese Callfng (20th)
7/30
This Woman It Mine (U)
S/27

63
100
70
88
78
91

C
C
C

D
D

Lindsay

B. EUiot-T. Rltter

M. Rooney-A. Rutherford
J. Barrymore-F. Farmer
i. Ellison-D. Lewis
H. Fonda-J.Bennett
F. Tone-C. Bruce

WEEK OF RELEASE—8/22/41
Here Comes Mr. Jordan (Col)
7/30
Dr. KUdare's Wedding Day (M-G)
8/20
The Parson of Panamint (Par) 6/25
Scattergood MeeU B'way (RKO)
8/27
Under Fiesta Stars (Rep)
Private Nurse (20th)
7/30
A Dangerous Came (U) 3/S
Highway West (WB) S/6

C

CD

93
82
84
70

R. Montgomery-B. Johnson
L. Ayr«s-L. Day
C. Ruggles-E. Drew

60
69
62

J.

D

D

W
W
M
M

G. KIbbee-E.

Dunn

Gene Antry
Harwell-B. Joyce

A. Devlne-R. Arlen
B. Marshall-A. Kennedy

WEEK OF RELEASE—8/29/41
Our Wife

faces.
lots

ditto situation.
finds practically
Talent scouts are busy; tests direc-

a

tors are rushed

93

D

.

check of any of the major

D
D

P. SIneleton-A. Lake
B. Klliott-I. Meredith

WEEK OF RELEASE—7/25/41

example. Gene Tierney. Of course
the legit femme has been heralded
with every exploitation idea possible

(Col)

8/20

When Ladles Meet (M-G) 8/27
Saddle Monntaln Roundup (Mono)
Aloma of the South Seas (Par) 8/27
Flying Blind (Par)
8/20
Little Foxes (BKO)
8/13
Doctors Dont Tell (Ren)
Pittsburgh Kid (Rep)
9/3
Sun Valley Seren7.de (20th) 7/21
Lydla (UA)
8/20
Major Barbara (UA) S/7
Dive Bomber (WB)
8/13

selection for screen stardom.

c

92

wc

M. Douglas-R. Hussey
Crawford-R. Taylor

i.

Range Busters

RD
M
D
D
W
CD
BD
D
D

76
69
lis

71
84
103
lis
134

D. Lamonr-J. Hall
R. Arlen-J. Parker
B. Davls-H. Marshall
J. Beal-F. Rice
B. Conn-J. Parker
S. Henle-G. MUIer
H. Oberon-A. Marshal

W. HlUer-B. Morley
E. Flynn-F. MacHurtay

WEEK OF RELEASE—9/5/41

with work; dramatic

Instructors are sweating, producers
and directors are hopeful, and they
are all looking towards a heavier
clatter of coin at the ticket window
—provided they guess right In their

Mystery Ship (Col)
8/6
Gentleman from Dixie (Mono)
JekyU and Hyde (M-G)
7/23
4/lS
Citizen Kane (RKO)
Bad Man of Deadwood (Rep)
Charley Chan In Rio (20th)

8/27

Badlands of Dakota (U)
SmUing Ghost (WB) 8/13

D
D
D
D

P. Kelly-L.
127
120

W
D
W
D

71

Lane

J. LaRue-M. Marsh
B. Tracy-I. Bergman

O. WeUes-J. Cotton
R. Rogers-O. Hayes
S. Toler-M. B. Hughes
R. DIx-F. Farmer
W. Horris-B. HarshoU

WEEK or RELEASE—9/12/41
Harmon

CCapra-Astaire
|

sContlnned from page

Bill

WED., SEPT. 3 (1:30 p.m.), 'Glamour Boy' (Par), Paramount Ex.
WED., SEPT. 3 (3 p.m.), 'Night of Jan. 18' (Par). Paramount Ex.
THURS., SEPT. 4 (10 a.m.), 'Outlaw Trail' (RKO), RKO P.R.
THURS., SEPT. 4 (11:10 a.m.), 'Dude Cowboy' (RKO). RKO P R;
THURS., SEPT. 4 (12:20 p.m.), 'Riding the Wind' (RKO), RKO P.R,
THURS., SEPT. 4 (1:30 p.m.), 'Skylark' (Par), Paramount Ex.
MON., SEPT. 8 (10:30 a.m.), 'We Go Fast' (20th), 20th-Fox^ P.R.
MON., SEPT. 8 (2 p.m.), 'Yank in the R.A.F.' (20lh), 20th-Fox, P.R
'Man at Large'
(20th), 20th-Fox, Pit
'rUES., SEPT. 9 (10 a.m.)
'Last of the Duanes'

Ranfiers (U)

BuUctc for O'Hara (WB)

">

'

port giggling long after their plane
was west of Chicago.

SAN FRANCISCO
.

Rawhide

77
59
101

W
D
W
W

Experiment
Rags to Riches (Rep)
8/13
20th-Fox has been doing some Charley's Aunt (20th)
7/23
heavy gambling on suddenly shov- Cracked Nuts (U)
Three Sons o' Guns (WB)
ing unknowns into star spots, as for

A

CD—
MV—

C

W
D
w

Look Down (M-C) 1/3/40
Arizona Bound (Mcno)
Shepherd of the Hills (Par)
6/lg
Hurricane Smith (Rep)
Sunset in Wyoming (Krp)
g/13
Dance Hall (20th)
7/23
Raiders of the Desert (U)
Stars

—

J

^
FRI., e
SEPT. 12 (1 p.m.).

Blondle In Society (Col)
7/2
Son of Davy Crockett (Col)
7/9

from $150,000 to $200,000 on the
gross 'of my picture, while the newcomer couldn't possibly count for
any draw value,' he stated. 'After
an unknown has gone through the
mill with a slow, steady buildup
starting with small spots and graduating into the big time— like all the
others have to do then there is
assignments,
justification for lead
but not before,' he added.

them new

(1 p.m.), 'Glamour Boy* (Par), Paramount Ex.
(2:30 p.m.), 'Night of Jan. 16' (Par), Paramount Ex.
4 (10 a.m.), 'Outlaw Trail' (RKO), Paramount P.R.
4 (11:10 a.m.), 'Dude Cowboy' (RKO), Paramount P.R.
4 (12:20 p.m.), 'Riding the Wind' (RKO). Paramount P.R.
4 (1 p.m.), 'Skylarfc" (Par), Paramount Ex.
(1 p.m.), 'We Go Fast' (20th), 20th-Fox, P.R.

C—

D—

WEEK OF RELEASE—7/18/41

One big producer-director gives
that b.o. factor as the reason v/hy he
never uses an untried name in his
pictures, at least in a part at the top
of the cast. 'Say it has cost. $20,000
to
bring along some
unknown,
against maybe $50,000 more to hire
a player whose name is knov/n to
the public. Why 1 would be foolish
to try and save the difference in salaries when I know the more expensive player will
mean anywliere

procedure. Behind Its fast buildups
Is the theory of both production and
sales executives that the best way
to lure new ticket buyers is to give

Motion Pio.

Ser., P.R,

}

SALT LAKE CITY

W—

Drama;
Western;
Drama; RD— Romantic Drama;
Musical.
Figures herewith indicate date of Variety's review and niimino tijne.
CUPVRIVIIT. mo. tty VAICIKTV. inc. all SKiUTS RRiiKRViCIl

—

J

WED., SEPT. 3 (1 p.m.), 'Glamour Boy' (Par), Paramount Ex.
WED., SEPT. 3 (2:30 pjn.), 'Night of Jan. 16' (Par), Paramount Ex.
THURS., SEPT. 4 (10 a.m.), 'Outlaw Trail' (RKO), RKO P.R.
THURS., SEPT. 4 (11:10 ajn.), 'Dude Cowboy' (RKO), RKO P.R.
THURS., SEPT. 4 (12:20 p.m.), 'Riding the Wind' (RKO), RKO P.R.
THURS., SEPT, 4 (1 p.m.), 'Skylark' (Par), Paramount Ex.

MON., SEPT. 8

(For information oj theatre and film exchange bookers Variety presents
a complete chart o/ leature releases of all the American distributing com.'
panics for the current quarterly period.
Date of reviews as given In
Varietv and the runjiMig time oi vrints are included.)
Key to Type Abbreviations. M—Meloarama;
Comedy:
Comedy

ing venture. Starting with the first
nut of close to $1,000 for the screen
test, by the time a newcomer is ready
to make his or her bow in an important spot in a class picture, the
cost of putting them there is practically equal that of hiring an already established name who might
help at the boxoffice.

20th's

PORTLAND
WED., SEPT. 3
WED., SEPT. 3
THURS., SEPT.
THURS., SEPT.
THURS.', SEPT.
THURS., SEPT.

CHART

^^Continued from page

^Continued from page 27;

Xt;ES..

29

Stern and

Graham McNamee

led a guard of radio announcers out
ships to Chicago for
on the
the AU-SUr football game.
Among other headliners who aided
In kicking up the price of

D

of Michigan (Col)

Delle Starr (20th)

8/27

Unfinished Business (U)
Navy Blues. (WB) 8/13

8/27

(Who 'Made Sammy

TWA

room.
In from the coast were Percy
Winner, Rome scribbler for INS, on
his way back to the Land of YesMen from a California vacation; Vera
'Zorina, in for a Long Island vacation 'til the beginning of the 'Louisiana Purchase' road-!>how.
United Airlines also brought in a
Chinese fan dancer, one Noel Toy.
Edout of San Francisco for Leon
The slant-eyed gal aldie's nitery.
legedly quit the University of Calibecome
fornia journalism classes to.
a nude at the S. F. Fair.
Martha Stephenson Kemp (Mrs.

&

D

E. Powell-R. Young
F. Darro-M, Moreland

R Preiton-N. Kelly

Mesqulteen
D. Barry-L. Merrick

3

87
9*
108

R. Scott-C.
I.

Tlemey

Dunne-R. Montgomery

A. Sherldan-J. Oakle

D

7/34

Sing Another Chorus (U)
Kid From Kansas (U)
A Girl Must Live (U)
Nine Lives Are Not Enough (WB)

I.

CD
C
CD

Luplno-L. Hayward

B. McDonald-B. OranvUIe
L, Barl-A. Curtis
3. Frazee-J. Downs
D. Foran-L. CarrlUo

W
D

M. Lockwood-R. Houston

M (3 R. Began-J. Perry
9/S
WEEK OF RELEASE—9/26/41

WOR

Run'), Schulberg, Tom Slater,
and
coordinator
events
special
sports announcer; and Gabriel Pascal, the director, all L. A. bound on
sTWAtoliners.
Earl Carroll was off on the
to Chicago, too, after a bevy of lovelies held a fare-thee-well party for
him In McNamara's Kitty Hawk

7S

WEEK OF RELEASE—9/19/41
Ladles in Retirement (Col)
Diego (H-C)

Down in San
TWA We
Go Fast (20tb)

Korda, Budd

D

W
W
BD
D

Harmon-A. Louise

T.

C

7/lS
Parachute Batalllon (RKO)
Outlaws of the Cherokee TraU (Rep)
Apache Kid (Rep)

TWA

stock were Hal Roach, Mrs. Buddy
Ebsen, the former Ruth Cambridge
(Winchell's 'Girl Friday') ;Alexander

MU

Lady Be Good (M-G) 7/16
Let's Go Collegiate (Mono)

lie

You'll

Never Get Rich (Col)

Gun Man From Bodle (Mono)
Lady Scarface (RKO) 7/23
Week-End In Havana (20tta)
Last of the Doanei (20th)
It SUrted With Adam (U)
7/2
Sergeant York (WB)

CD

W

D
D
D
D

MU

134

F. Astalre-R. Hayworth
B. Jones-T. McCoy
D. O'Keefe-J. Anderson A. Faye-J. Payne
G. Montgomery-L. Roberts
D. nurbln-C. Laughton
G. Cooper-J. Leslie

TRADESHOWN AND READT FOR RELEASE
(Grouped by Compontes)
D 68 L. Nolan-C. Moore
Buy Me 'That Town (Par) 7/30
C 73 J. Lyden-J. prelsser
7/30
Aldrlch for President (Par)
D 114 C. Boyer-O. de Havilland
7/30
Hold Back the Dawn (Par)
BD 75 M. Martln-F. MacMorray
New York Town (Par) 7/30
7/30
Nothing But Truth (Par)
9/3
Birth of the Blue> (Par)
Among the Uvlng (Par) 9/3
AU Money Can Buy (RKO) 7/1*,,
8/13
(WB)
International Squadron

Vic) Mature blew in the American
L. A. for a brief visit.
Georgia Southern, the burlybare
was skedded to fly to a Boston
engagement Saturday (30), but decided the weather was too foggy,

C

89
80
67
100
85

MU
D

D

M

and so took a

train.

Wendy

Hayward

E. Amold-W. Unston
R. Reagan-O. Bradna

WENDY

way from
gal,

B. Hoi>e-P. Goddard
B. Crosby-H. Martin

A. Dekker-8.

IN

PRINTEBS INK

Hollywood, Sept. 2.
Barrie, under contract at

RKO
off

but allowed to make pictures
the lot, gets the top femme spot

in

'Newspapermen Are Human'

Republic.

at
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Picture Grosses

NEW YORK

MEMPHIS

(Continued from page 9)

(Continued from page 11)

—

$49,000.

Radio
fcUers)
•Little

Masic

City

lour weeks

And Mo.'s Tax

Hall (Rocke44-55-85-99-$1.65)—

(5,960;

(Goldwyn-RKO) and

Foxes'

show

(2d wk). Best Labor Day
week in the Hall's history, with a
terrific $120,000 or better. This easily
tops the first week's business which
,was $114,000, slightly above expectations.
Bette Davis starrer staying

stage

—maybe

five.

Rialto (Mayer)
(750; 28-44-55)—
'Parachute Battalion' (RKO). Rosy
$7,500, best here in some time, with
holiday
crowds helping greatly.
'Citadel
Crime'
(Re;),
medium
$5,000, in previous session. 'Battalion'
may hold a couple of extra days.
Kivoll (Wright) (2,092; 35-55-85)—
Unfinished Business' (U). Reopened
Monday (1), after being shuttered all
summer. First two days hint near
record Labor Day week at these
prices. Standing room only on opening day and now being aided by
swell reviews.
Itoxy (20th) (5,835; 35-55-65-75-85)
—'Wild Geese' (20th) and stage
show. Establish^ Labor Day weelcend attendance mark and week may
reach $55,000, smasheroo. Final and
fourth week of 'Charley's Aunt'
(20th) and stage show, over expectations at $36,000.
State (Loew's)

(3,400; 28-44-55-75-

90-$1.10)— 'Shepherd of Hills' (Par)
run) and .Ed Sullivan and
Harvest Moon dance winners on
Great $29,000, with three-day
holiday a terri.fic boost. Sullivan and
his dancers the real draw.
Last
week, 'Caught in Draft' (Par) (2d
run) and George Jessel vaude show,
trim $24,000. best here in some time.
Strand (WB) (2,767; 35-55-75r8569)—'Dive
and
Bomber'
(WB)
Sammy Kaye orch topping stage
show. Heading for nearly $48,000,

.(2d

stage.

plenty strong takings. House had best

Adverse

vs. Crescent

Statutes

Inside StufT-Pictures

Trial; Decision Jan. 1

In consequence of a long-term lease on the Beach at Miami Beach. Fla.,built for Paramount by a New York investor not otherwise affiliated with
show business, Par has sold for $162,000 a parcel of land nearby on the!
2.
beach on which it had planned erecting a theatre itself. It has been'
seven-week purchased by Arthur
Ungar, automobile dealer in Miami, with a;
against
Crescent down payment of $42,000 in addition to a $100,000 mortgage. The Beach!
affiliated exhibitors at Miami Beach, operated by S. A. Lynch for Paramount, was opened last
Nashville, Sept.

The

Government's

anti-trust

Amus.

suit

Co., five

defendant officials of Crescent
and affiliates, and Universal and
United Artists ended Friday (29) but
final decision is not expected to be
had until first of year' Judge Elmer
Davies set Dec. 1 as date for final
arguments after a conference with
Government and defense attorneys
Thursday (28). During the interim
before final argument Judge Davies
set Oct. 15 as last date for U. S. and
defense to file proposed findings of
fact, and also set that date on which
five

and film buyer for Crescent

circuit,

revenues.

Shaw-Pascal

immune from taxation. Under the
new law they will have to pay taxes.
Not a single
been passed

state censorship bill has
to date.
Two biggest problems were offered in Missouri and Illinois wliich

INDIANAPOLIS

ists

I

FBI.,

SEPT.

12 (1p.m.)....

''^

(M-G), 20th-Fox,

)

P

'Smilin' Thru'
f
( 'Female of Species'

• •

(

)

'Honky Tonk'

J

R.

(M-G), Jewel Box
Preview T.

SIOUX FALLS
WED., SEPT. 3
WED., SEPT. 3
THURS., SEPT.
THURS., SEPT.
THURS., SEPT.
THURS., SEPT.

(1 p.m.), 'Glamour Boy' (Par), Amer. Thea. Supply P.R.
(2:15 p.m.), 'Night of Jan. IC (Par), Amcr. Th. Supply P.R.
4 (10 a.m.), 'Outlaw Trail' (RKO). Amcr. Th. Supply P.R.
4 (11:10 a.m.), 'Dude Cowboy' (RKO), Am. Th. Supply P.R.
4 (12:20 p.m.). 'Riding Wind' (RKO), Am. Th. Supply P.R.
4 (1 p.m.), 'Skylark' (Par), Amer. Thea. Supply P.R.

WED., SEPT. 3
WED., SEPT. 3
THURS., SEPT.
THURS., SEPT.
THURS., SEPT.
THURS., SEPT.

(9:30 a.m.), 'Glamour Boy' (Par), Sylvan T.
(11:15 a.m.), 'Night of Jan. IC (Par), Sylvan T.
4 (10 a.m.); 'Skylark' (Par), Sylvan T.
4 (10 a.m.), 'Outlaw Trail' (RKO), 20lh-Fox P.R.

WASHINGTON

MON.,SEPT.8
TUBS., SEPT.

4 (11:10 a.m.), 'Dude Cowboy' (RKO), 20th-Fox P.R.
4 (12:20 p.m.), 'Riding the Wind' (RKO), 20th-Fox P.R.

p.m.)..

WED., SEPT.

(20th), 20th-Fox, P.R.

j

(1
'^^^k^n^'t^'e'' R.A.F. 1
9 (11 a.m.), 'Last of the Duanes' (20th), 20th-Fox, P.R.
'Man at Large'
^joth), 20th-Fox, P.R.
|
(1:30 p.m.)
Guns

TUES., SEPT. 9

.

(

10 (1 p.m.)

THURS., SEPT.

11 (1 p.m.)

'Great
I
'Riders Purple Sage'

'Weekend
.

in

(20th), 20th-Fox, P.R.

Havana'

'Married Bachelor'
'Smilin' Thru'

.

{
\

\

FRI.,

SEPT.

12 (1 p.m.)

'Female of Species'

'Honky Tonk'

]
'

is

the old Hollywood custom of largesse in the form of;

shush, which is more effective.
Fjlm stars, like other philanthropists,
don't care to hand out benefactions without due publicity. The practice
was developing into a pain in the neck a'nd the bankroll at the same time.

Abbott and Costello have requested an arbitration by the Screen Actor3
Guild to determine their right to dismiss the William Morris Agency as
their representatives. Morris office filed a counterclaim and the matter

home-office

officials in N.Y.,

=

!

}
'

i

has the largest sales territory of any U. S.

New

;

Zealand.

Paramount signatured a new 12-year contract with Electrical Research
Products, Inc., last week for full modernization of sound and reproducing

,

;•

equipment.

David Shapiro's Philiy
Quietly

Suit
for

$210,000

U
2.

Away

Selling

Settled

Philadelphia, Sept.
Suit

N.Y.

Roxy

FroQi

to Ri?

and M.H.

by David

filed

Universal is selling away from the
Roxy, N. Y., to the Rivoli and Radio
against the major distribs and the
City Music Hall this season, starting
Warner circuit, has been quietly set- with the Riv reopening film, 'Unfintled and the house has been sold to ished Business,' and has penciled ia
the Ellis interests. It was revealed Olson and Johnson's 'Hellzapoppin,'
'Paris Calling' and 'Ride 'Em Cowhere last week.
boy.'
Shapiro is said to be ailing and
Setting of two pictures into the
wants to retire from the film biz. Music Hall marks the first time UniTerms of the' settlement with War- versal has been in the Hall for several
years. Four or five years ago
ners weren't revealed, but it is believed that the clearance restrictions, the company used to supply some of
against the Admiral in North Philly the bigger pictures from its lineup.
First
one this year will be 'It Started
had been eased.
Martin and A. M. Ellis, who took With Adam.' slated for the Hall oh
'Appointment for Love*
the house over, operate the Towers, Sept. 25.
follows
on Oct. 23.
Camden, and the Broad here.
Shapiro,, operator

Admiral,

the

of

his

'New York Theatres
HALL
MUSIC
OVElt
IIliLD

"THE LinLE
FOXES"
Spectacular Stags Production*

PARAMOUNT
Dorotlir

In Technicolor

A Paramount
Plclur«

from
departing
before
Pascal,
for the Coast last week,
he will take a Shavian doubledip next with 'Arms and the Man'
fir.st, to be followed by 'Capt. Brassbound's Conversion.' Whether they
will be produced in U. 'S. or England
will depend on financing and casting

New York

'DR.

next.

He

says

now

that
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Held Over ON STAOEI
Ed Sulllvae
and Harrait Moan Danea WInnara
Starling Thurtday
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KING 4 RAY
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problems which will be settled this
in huddles by the producer
with UA owners and execs.
'Snow Goose,' Paul Gallico story,
was to have been made by Pascal in

A

Tommy
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yarns.
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NOW PLAYING
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GARY COOPER

hWhen

United Art-

something of an industry laughhas dropped his scheme for
producing his next pic in Canada
and will work in Hollywood or London instead. He has also apparently
abandoned the idea of doing a nonShaw story as his next and alternating between CBS and non-GBS
getter

HELD OVER
IN

I.AHOVK
Job halt.
'AI.OMA of th*
HOUTH RKAB*

distribution deal.

100% for GBS
Gabriel Pascal— whose frequent
changes of mind are getting to be

Trade Showings
Bachelor'

on a rental basis of 22% of the gross.

out

;Contlnued from page 1;

with Pascal on the proposition.
Nothing definite has been set yet,
however, they declare.)
Pascal Indicated his next pictures
will be made in England with J.
Arthur Rank financing and Richard
Norton overseeing production details while Pascal Is In America preparing 'Arms and the Man' as the
Producer said Kathinitial picture.
arine Cornell probably would be
starred in 'Candida,' Alfred Lunt
and Lynn Fontanne in 'Capt. Brassbound's Conversion' (he said he had
a verbal deal with the pair) and
Katherlne Hepburn in 'The MillionAlso on his schedule, he
airess.'
asserted, are three books by Maurice Maeterlinck and an original by
Maxwell Anderson.
British productions will be bud-

working away from

'Married

It is

way

tlon

—

(

its

Stengel stated that these Australia and

Although two states, Massachusetts revenues kept many theatres from
and New Jersey, have not wound up going into the red. Also introduced
their 1941 legislative sessions, resume was evidence showing that nearly
35% of revenues came on Saturdays
by industry officials reveals only two from showing of western pictures.
laws adverse to the film business
Left in the trial, in addition to
have been enacted by legislatures in Crescent, Universal and UA are
Amus. Co., Kentucky
41 states holding sessions this year. Rockwood
Some. 245 measures gave the indus- Amus., Cumberland Amus. Co..
Cherokee Amus., Lyric Amus., and
try greatest concern of a total of
Muscle Shoals Theatres. Defendants
1,343 proposals introduced by state in the case are Tony Sudekum, presisolons, many only affective the pic- dent of Crescent, Kermit C. Stengel,
tures business indirectly. The bulk official of several Crescent affiliates,
of them were not aimed primarily at R. E. Baulch, secretary-treasurer of
the film business.
Crescent, and co-operators of Muscle
Of 92 bills still pending or not defi- Shoals Theatres, Mrs. Nettie Sudenitely reported on, 29 of these are kum, wife of Tony, and Louis Rosenin Jersey and Massachusetts.
N. J. baum.
legislature is simply adjourned at
On Aug. 8, dismissals were granted
the present time, with sessions to be
to Columbia Pictures; Strand Enterresumed Nov. 13. This means that prises,
a Crescent affiliate by G. W.
activity
going on solely in
is
Haynes, of Memphis, operating a
Massachusetts.
chain in Tennessee, Mississippi and
Of the two unfavorable film busi- Arkansas; and Nu Strand Amus. Co.,
ness laws, only the anti-Consent DeKingsport, Tenn.
cree statute in Minnesota is regarded
as damaging. The other is in Missouri which repeals the old statute
whereby theatres in third and
fourth class towns formerly were

^Continued from pace

On

Government will file its brief.
will be decided by arbiters within the next two weeks.
Morris office
Thursday (28) exhibits introduced agented the comedy team, while Edward Sherman has them under perby Crescent attorney William Waller sonal management.
and identified by Kermit C. Stengel,
Al Daff, Universal's manager in the Far East, presently conferring with
president of Rockwood amusements

try leaders fought these anti-dual
proposals
because they proposed
regulation of theatres as to length of
(Continued from page 10)
their performances. Majority in the
40)—'Dive Bomber* (WB), good business feared that such rules might
$8,700. Last week, 'Kiss Boys' (Par) prove an opening wedge with which
and 'Parson Panamint' (Par), fair legislators subsequently would be
$7,800.
able to seek additional regulatory reLoew's (Loew's) (2,400; 25-30-40) strictions.
—'Ladies Meet' (M-G) and 'Gel
California headed the list of 41
Away' (M-G), nice $9,000.
Last states in the matter of industry
week, "Life Andy Hardy' (M-G) and legislation, with 295 bills affecting
•Queen's Perfect Crime' (Col) (2d
the business in one way or another, geted at $200,000 to $300,000, Pascal
wk), nice $8,100.
introduced at the 1941 session. This said, with Anthony Asquith probLyric (Lyric) (1,900; 30-40-50)
becau.se ably directing. Distribution in Eng'Sons O' Guns' (WB) and Del Court- is not unusual for this state
General
ney orch on stage, okay $11,000. Last the solons there have gone in for land will be handled, by
week, 'Ice-Capades* (Rep) and Jan film business statutes for the last Films, he declared, while U.S. arrangements are open and he will be
Garber orch on stage, black $12,000. three sessions.

11 (1 p.m.)

Christmas.

expensive gifts to production crews by stars at the finish of a picture.
Habit was discouraged some time ago by the Screen Actors Guild, without
much success, but now the studio publicity departments are putting on tha

showed that in many small towns foreign-managing director. Daff's area extends a distance of some 14,000
to Fix This Yr. popcorn and screen advertising miles from one point in Siberia to the most eastern point in Greece.
amounted to as high as 34% of total His district covers practically all of Europe plus the Far Eastern nations,

would have sought a ban on duals
Labor Day weekend in 10 years,
beating last year's show by 15%. through regulation of theatre proLast week, 'Bad Men Missouri' (WB) grams. While there always has been
and still is a difference of opinion in
Lucas
and 'Rochester' and Clyde
band on stage (2d wk). Neat $27,000. the trade on double-features, indus-

THUBS.,'SEPT.
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Case

Ends After 7 Weeks'

fourth here, zippy $28,000 or there- in all probability. Last week, Caroabouts, which betters the previous line' (RKO), $3,700, slow.
SUte (Loew) (2,600; 10-33-44)—
session's take of $24,000.
Palace (RKO) (1,700; 28-35-44-55- Sun Valley' (20th).
Glenn Miller
65-75)— 'Tom, Dick' (RKO) (2d run) pull on swing addicts is helping
and 'Private Nurse' (20th) (1st run). Sonja Henie toward $7,000, mighty
Previous
$8,500.
week, fine. Last week, 'Life Andy Hardy'
Strong
'Bride C.O.D.' (WB) (2d run) and (M-G), (2d wk), $2,500, fair.
Maico (Lightman) (2,800; 10-33-44)
'Dressed to Kill' (20th) (1st run),
—'Aloma' (Par). Poking for a neat
okay $7,000.
Paramount (Par) (3,664; 35-55-85- $0,800.
Last week, 'Mr. Jordan'
99) 'Aloma' (Par) and Tommy Dor- (Col), $5,200, okay.
Strand (Lightman) (1,000; 20-22sey band, Jack GiUQrd, Condos Bros,
on stage (2d wk).
Second stanza 33)— 'Country Fair" (Rep) and 'Raidgets under way today (Wednesday). ers Desert' (U), split week.
N.s.g.
Last week. 'Shepherd
Broke Labor Day week house record at $1,200.
with a sensational $73,000 on first Hills' (Par) (2d run); 'Lady Louisisession
concluded last (Tuesday) ana' (Rep); and 'Paper Bullets,'
Rated record week without split week, $1,450, weak.
night.
any New Year's eve. In ahead, 'Kiss
Boys Goodbye' (Par) with Claude
Thornhill band, Jerry Colonna (2d
wk). Ink Spots (4th wk), elegant Only Minn; Anti-Decree
.

:
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It

will be too cold up there this winter to shoot it and he is postponing
until spring. Pascal also told reporters in Lisbon recently that he
was planning a picture to be made
it

in Spain about the life of Columbus
(M-G), 20th-Fox, P. R. and that he was going to import a
flock of English and American tech(M-G), 20th-Fox,P. R. nicians and actors to make It

Dorsey's $3;500 Theatre Fire

Johnstown, O., Sept. 2.
Fire in the storeropm, ticket office and
entrance corridor of the
Dorsey theatre on Aug. 27 caused
$3,500 loss, according to estimates,by
James Dorsey, owner of the thea'tre
and building.

IRENE DUNNE

ROBERT MONTGOMERY

in

"UNFINISHED BUSINESS"
4Mh
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Aylesworth,

Network Premieres

Who Promoted Purchase
on Operation

Coin, in With Tuthill

Dinah
Wednesdays,

NBC Artists Bureau; No Blue Deal

9-9:30

Actors for Causing Radio Listening

NBC-

p.m.,

'Selfish'

Bristol-Myers

(WEAF);

Red

Of

Hooper s Report, Attacking

(Sept. 3-13)

Cantor, variety, with
Gordon;
Bert
Shore,

Eddie

Young

(Ipana, Sal Hepatica),

&

From Agcies.

Drop, Gets Bmshoff

Returns tonight
Rubicam.
(Wednesday), origination New
York.

'Maxwell Honse CofTee Time,'

M. H. Aylesworth, a former president of NBC, will be associated with
Daniel Tuthill In the operation of
the properties of the NBC Artists
Service once the transfer has been
consummated. Aylesworth is credited with promoting the money for
the purchase of the bureau's assets.
One source had it that the coin came
from the west coast.

Couple angles were still to be
straightened out yesterday (Tuesday)
before the thing could be called a
deal and signatures exchanged. NBC
denied the report that the purchase
of the artists bureau involved but
$125,000 and that Tuthill and his associates were required to put up but
$25,000 and pay the balance out of
the income. Only counter statement
was that the price was considerably
above that figure and that the down
payment was likewise considerably
more. The buying price had been

Charlotte

Manson Set

Charlotte Manson, who last season played the title part in 'Society
Girl,' Is stepping into the lead of
'StepColgate - Palmolive - Peet's
mother,' originating from Chicago
on the CBS net, starting Sept. 29.
She's replacing Janice Logan on the
flve-times-weekly program.

Benton & Bowles is the agency for
the show, which started its run In
January, 1938.

quoted as around $300,000.
Aylesworth and a syndicate that

SHOWS
Chicago, Sept.

2.

former NBC president had discussed
Blackett-Sample-Hummert agency
the matter with Niles Trammell just Is now servicing its radio programs
before the latter went on his vaca- with a new angle. Has brought in
Mrs. Louise Barrett, who will sit in
on all radio programs and give the
agency a strictly woman's and
housewife's reaction to the program
content, commercial spiel and general tone of the show. In this way
the agency expects to get a quick
picture of the average woman's
viewpoint to the various programs.
Mrs. Barrett is the widow of R. 3.
Barrett, who was radio buyer for
Blackett-Sample-Hununert for several years.
Previous to deserting
business for tiie home, Mrs. Barrett
was In the agency field and was In
the B-S-H radio department
She
undisclosed Is again attached to the latter,
headed by Max Wiley.

MBS WILL AIR
PHIIIY ORCH

CONCERTS
Mutual will pay an

amount
son's

for the broadcast of this sea-

RADIO EXCHANGE CLUB
SESSIONS RESUME OCT. 1

nothing last season.

ter

&

the sponsors themselves who preferred laying off high-priced programs during the warm spell, and
that it wasn't until the networks introduced rules discouraging the policy that most advertisers got out of
the habit of staying off the air altogether from the middle of June to

(Dreme sham-

Gamble

poo), Kastor. Returns Saturday
night (6), origination Chicago.

with

variety,

Bereen,

Ray Noble orch Sundays, 8-8:30
EDST, NBC-Red (WEAF);

p.m.,

Standard Brands (Chase St Sanborn coffee), J. Walter ThompReturns Sunday night (7),
son.
origination Hollywood.
'Tbat Brewster Boy,' comedydrama Mondays, 9:30-10 p.m.,
EDST, N B C - R e d (WEAF)
Quaker Oats, Ruthrauff & Ryan.

Monday

night

mid-September.
As these agency men saw It
Hooper was harping on a theme
with which an actor's preference for
working or not working had as little
relation as the price of Indian hemp.
The average network advertiser
gears his talent costs on the basis of
39 weeks, or the major listening audience season, and that since network rules prevent him from withdrawing entirely for the summer he
considers the program expenditure
thus required as something supplementary and tries to make this as
small as possible.

origi-

(8),

•Lux Radio Theatre,* drama,
with Cecil B. DeMille; Mondays,
9-10 p.m., EDST, CBS; Lever
(Lux. soap), J. Walter
Bros.

network
regular
Besides
the
broadcasts, the concerts will also be
Radio Exchange Club, with John
aired
locally
in New York by
Hymes, of Lord & Thomas as presioutlet of WOR, MuW71NY, the
dent, resumes Its broadcaster 'bull
It
tual key station In New York.
session' luncheons Oct. 1.
will be the first time the concerts
Other executive officers picked for
have been carried by FM. FuU sea- the 1941-42 season are Abnan Tarson's concerts will be aired, prob- anto, of Ted Bates agency, and Arably including the orchestra's antic- thur Sinsheimer, of the Peck agency,
ipated spring tour.
p.'s; Ed Devney, Howard Wil-

Monday
Returns
origination Hollywood.

Thompson.
night

(8),

'This Is Lite,'

Mondays, Wed-

ly made to clients.
his opinions about

Mnslcal MlUwheel,' music;
Thursdays-through-Sundays, 10a.m.,

10.15

(WJZ);

EDST,

Paisbury

NBC-Blue
Mc-

(flour),

Cann-Erickson. Starts Sept
origination Chicago.

11,

'Ahead of the Headlines,' com10:30-10:45
Thursdays,
ment;
p.m., NBC-Blue (WJZ); Newsweek, Tracy - Locke - Dawson.
Returns Sept 11, origination

New 'York.
Ring

Time,'

variety,

with Charles Laughton, Milton
Berle, Shirley Ross, Bob Crosby
orch; Fridays, 9:30-10 p.m.,

EDST,

Mutual; Ballantine

Walter

ale, J.

Sept
Starts
origination Hollywood.

Thompson.

12,

FM

Eugene Ormandy will conduct
most of the concerts and soloists to
be heard on the air will include
Dorothy Maynor, Artur Rubinstein
end Efrem Zimbalist Norris. West,
former announcer and now an assistant manager of the orchestra, will
be intermission commentator.
Fact that Mutual has renewed Its
ASCAP license will remove one of
the wr^kles of last season's series.
Some of the selections played by the
orchestra last season were ASCAP
compositions, so they had to be faded
out of the broadcasts, as' Mutual at
that time was participating In the
radio war against ASCAP.

as V.

GULF DICKERING

FORPIX SCRIPTS

son Co., secretary, and Bill Wilson,
William Rambeau Co., treasurer. The
executive committee includes Wil1,03 Angeles, Sept. 2.
liam MaiUefort, Compton agency;
Harry Ackerman, producer of the
Nick Keesley, N. Y. Ayer agency; GuU Screen Guild Theatre, has beDick Nlcholls, Morse International; gun negotiations with studios for
Horace Hagedom, NBC; Bevo Mid- clearances 'to use film scripts and
dleton, CBS; Arthur Tolchin, WHN;
stars on the air.
Paul Frank, Weed & Co., and FredThe first fall Gulf show on Sept
eric Brokow, Paul Raymer & Co.
28 over CBS will be 'Meet John Doe'
with Gary Cooper, Barbara Stanwyck and Edward Arnold
Oscar Bradley, musical director of
Savoy Resmnes Ryan
Gulf Screen Giiild, has resigned. He

After

3-Week Yacasb

returned from New York early this
week with Mrs. Bradley, his business manager.

Chicago, Sept 2.
Savoy Coffee returns Quin Ryan
and his 'Marriage License Romances'

^MWRENEWS2

to

WGN

Monday

weeks' vacation.
matinees a week.

NBC-REDSHOWS

i

Chicago, Sept.

&

Brown

Williamson

S.

Tobacco

Corp., through Its agency, Russel M.
Seeds, has renewed two of Its NBCRed network shows, 'Wings of Destiny,'
for Wings Cigarettes
and
'Plantation Party,' for Bugler To
bacco, for 52 weeks.
B.
W. also sponsors two other
NBC-Red shows, 'College Humor,'
and Uncle Walter's Dog House," all
programs originating here.

&

Erwin-Wasey

(8) after

Schedule

Need Stagger System

Is

Detroit, Sept. 2.

of

Chicago

Is

the

agency.

Camp

CKLW

Street*

ALICE SLINGLTrFF MOVES

Boys, with whom the singer had
Chicago, Sept. 2.
Youngstown, Sept 2.
WKBN, which recently inaug- a get-together are Corporal Philip Alice Slingluff Joins the Hays Mcurated its newly-acquired full-time Falcone, 'former technical director; Farland agency here as assistant to
Private
Joseph
Thompson,
producer,
broadcasting schedule, has' appointed
Evelyn Stark, rattlo department
Paul H. Raymer Co. as national and Private (First Class) Alfred head.
Falcone and
representative.
Scott, sound director.
Miss Slingluff comes In from the
,

.

Station

is

constructing a

watt transmitter.

new

5,000- Scott also

worked together for

more ether

staff

of

than a year on 'The Aldrich Family.' Scott agency.

the

Schwimmer

the ASCAP-radio fight
For
years the musical program of
type was radio's chief fare durcomparison of
network commercial ratings for this
summer and the summer of 1940
shows the nighttime sketches up and
the musical shows down.
Of pertinent Interest is the obser>
vation that, whereas network outlets
did not fare so well, the indie stations in New York, such as WNEW,
which play phonograph records with
an unrestricted musical repertoire,
have come through the summer wtth
increased audiences.

by

many
this

ing the summer.

A

FCC, REVERSING

ITSELF, OK'S

WIBGSALE
Washington, Sept.

2.

Hooper preceded
Federal Communications Commisactors' working sion suddenly reversed its order for
hearings on the sale of WIBG, Glendale,
and the incident has
Pa.,

habits with statements lamenting
the low estate into which network
listening had fallen this summer. He
pointed out that one night during the
first week of August his service discovered that there were less sets on
than were reported for a morning
in the corresponding week last year.
Also that the average for the entire
week of evening listening during
that week this August was less than
the average that prevailed for afternoon listening the year before. To
show further how bad things were
this August Hooper pointed out that
no program got by the month with a
rating as high as 10.
It was the
worst record, he added, that he has
encountered in his seven years as a
program checker.
The report stated that the lack of
exciting war news couldn't have had
anything to do with the drop in listening, because network news programs continued to maintain a strong
pull.
Hooper, in his- report, then
came to the conclusion that it must
be the lack of name programs, because the flrst five-raters each contained headliners. The report after
attributing the summer slump to the
absence of radio's main entertainment
attractions, makes the discovery that
the advertiser has taken over .what
it terms the editorial function from
the network, and proceeds to ask
why talent should consider itself so
overworked as to need so long a

much

caused
the

eyebrow-raising among

politicos.
The hearings
(determine whether the
had been conducted ilThe deal now stands rati-

local

were

to

transfer
legally.
fied.

Sale brought into the station's
picture Anthony J. Drexel Blddle,
Jr., socialite-diplomat who is close
to the White House, and John B.
Kelly, head of the Philadelphia
Democratic machine, as well as two
broadcasting industry veterans, Paul
F. Harrmon and Joseph Lang. Latter two previously had small inand will now run
terests in

WIBG

the station. What the FCC had set
out to probe was whether control
over the Glendale Aitlet had passed
into other hands without official
every
even
though
permission,-

commission

requirement had been

met

15

MORE LAWYERS CAN

PRACTICE BEFORE FCC
Washington, Sept

Even

2.

draft has failed to check

the
the oncolriing hordes of radio attorneys requesting permission to
practice before the Federal Communications Commission.
Added to hundreds already on the
rest?
rolls, 15 new applicants were adSelfish Actors?
mitted during the past three weeks
including
eight
Washingtonians.
•Can It be,' asks Hooper, 'that' talent needs so long a vacation in which Their names:
Edward H. DeGroot Joseph C.
to spend the vast salary accumulatSuraci,
Kenneth
Yourd,
L.
David W.
ed during winter months? Or has it
been merely a matter of prestige LouiseU, Ernest L. Wilkinson, Camamong stars to outdo one another in den R. McAtee, Morris Miller and
Frank
M.
Schap,
all
of
Washington;
the extensiveness of their vacations
during the summer. Just as they vie Leo J. Bartoline, Chicago; Herman

—

with one another during the winter Jervis, New York; Randolph E. Bell,
Miami; J. D. Merrill, Safford, Ariz.;
Fred Felty, San Antonio; Harry
'It would seem that talent which
Ossen, Torrington, Conn.; N. L.
takes so much from advertising and
from radio during the lush winter Schoonfeld, Hot Springs, Ark.
season might well recognize the
MODERNIZING KFRC
year-round needs of the industry, if
not its debt to it to be willing at
least to accept its top bracket sala- 125,000 Fa«e-Llft (or Don Lee Outlet, Pins FM
aries for an increasing rather than a
decreasing number of weeks in the
San Francisco, Sept. 2.
future. This might result in cutting
Long-planned revamp of KFRC's
the summer slump to a minimum
two months period (July-Agust), studios here has been given the gowhere it was years ago, thereby re- ahead, with partitions beginning to
versing the trend toward wider and fall last week on a $25,000 face-liftwider summer troughs in the listen- ing which will give the station three
large studios, a speaker's studio, new
ing charts and prevent the partial
announcer booth and recor<iling
destruction of an important Industry.'
room. New studio setup will have
Other checking
for high ratings?

Maybe radio performers should
come to work in shifts, too. When

the 17 persons heard in the regular
Sunday morning Bible Class over
arrived for the program at
the same time, the elevator carrying them to the studio in the GuarBuilding, Windsor, Ont.,
anty
Trust
Fort Monmouth, N. J., Sept 2.
was trapped between the second and
Dinah Shore, warbler on the Can- third floors. The elevator stalled
tor program found plenty of familiar because the late rush of radio percompany when she appeared in an formers exceeded its capacity.
With the entire cast stuck In the
outdoor -show here last week. Among
elevator, the station had to cancel
the troops stationed at this Army rathe program at the last minute while
dio headquarters are three former electricians worked for 20 minutes
NBC employes who used to work on before getting the car moved.

Radio Reunion at

the 'Society of Lower Basin
show with Miss Shore.

Raymer Reps

a three
three

absence from home radio sets, the
sharp drop In popularity of the qui]
shows! which served as soniething of
an audience holder last summer, and
supply
of
the limited
standard
American musical material caused

Hooper's ideas on what working
habits should be for name talent are
contained in a report that he recent-

nesdays, Fridays, 12:15-12:30 noon.
Mutual; Hecker (Ceresota, Aristos flour), Burnett. Starts Monday (8), origination New York.

Three

Friday afternoon concerts of

the Philadelphia Orchestra, starting
Oct S. It got the broadcasts for

origination
(Thursday)
Hollywood.
'Knickerbocker P 1 a y h o u se,'
drama; Saturdays, 8-8:30 p.m.,
EDST, NBC-Red (WEAF); Proc-

night

nation Chicago.

(Tuesday) as having become cold on the proposition. The

tion in mid-August.-

EDST, NBC-

Red (WEAF); General Foods
(Maxwell House coffee), Benton
& Bowles. Resumes tomorrow

Starts

yesterday

1

days, 8-8:30 p.m.,

Edgar

FEMME SLANT
FOR B-S-H

he had tentatively formed to buy the
MBC-Blue network were reported

Statement by C. E. Hooper,, operator of a program checking service,
that name talent should be compelled
to work 52 weeks a year, so that
summer listening slumps could be
avoided, has failed to produce any
agitated discussion within ad agency
circles.
Most of the ad agency men
remarked that Hooper was apparently unaware of the fact that it was

with Frank Morgan,
Meredith WiUson orch; Thursvariety,

For 'Stepmother* Lead

&

experts in the inprovision for FM programming, Don
dustry gave it as their opinion that
Lee outfit previously having chosen
Hooper's comment on the reason for
site atop 1,500-foot peak across the
reduced audiences this summer re- bay
for a proposed 50,000 low-wave
vealed that the probe's sphere had
Job.
.

been quite limited. Other factors
could have easily been considered,
such as the national boost in family
Income, which would be Inclined to
greater spending for recreation and

The sweeping modernization will
require aljout a month, during which
time local shows may have to be
shifted to outside p<.ints, such as the
Telenews theatre studio downtown.

Wednesday* September

8,

1941
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ANOTHERVICK SPOT RENEGE?
WOR Takes

Stand Against 1-Min.

Announcements; Completely Stops

Football Sponsors

About ASCAP-Radio

MULLS NET SHOW

Such Sale on Night-Time Skeds
Choice of One of

Two

New

York, has taken a dras-

tic sUnd on the growing practice
among spot advertisers of confining

themselves almost entirely to the
purchase of announcements. Effective, immediately, the station has
shut down on the sale of one-minute
announcements for Its night-time
has but one such
schedules.
contract still running, but as soon
as that has expired the station's
night-time board will be completely

WOR

clear of

one-minute announcements.

WOR's management had come
the conclusion that the only way

to
to

stop the pressure from agencies and
advertisers for minute announcement
spots was to ban them from the
As
night-time schedule, altogether.
soon as one segment of time had

Minneapolis, Sept.

2.

Northwest radio listeners-in, like

he had confirmed only the day
before.

In the trade they are now referring to this malady as 'chainbreakitis.'

Incident

400G SPOT

Double Duty
Minneapolis, Sept.

(5)

KSTP program

BUDGET

The huge spot schedule which Vick
Chemical had been lining up for the
months may go by the
The account

is

now

Radio

Men WOl

Fmd Mock War

At

7:30

to

arise

and do

their

shopping early.

For Time Waits

are

it was last year,
when at the
eleventh hour the- drug manufacturer
cancelled some $400,000 worth of

as

spot business to take care of

posed

bankrolling

its

Accord on Policy

pro

a serialized
Dickering by
Blackett-Sampleversion of 'Gone With the Wind' on
CBS. The 'GWTW proposition be Hummert, New York, with the NBCSeptember will have to wear uni- came enmeshed in
Blue for a couple evening half-hours
a barrage of obforms as prescribed for war corre jections put up by
Metro, distributor has been temporarily shelved until
spondents and al»o camouflage their of the picture, and the serial
plans the agency and the network settle
mobile equipment. Orders to this had to be dropped. Vick then em their current dispute over policy.
The two half-hours were to be uneffect were issued by the War De
barked on a fast scramble to pick
partment last week.
up the spot periods that it had can derwritten by Stirling Products.
The letter, which was signatured celled.
by Jack Harris, who heads radio
Report that Vick was auditioning
special events and news for the dC' the network programs has caused
partment, stated that, once the much uneasiness among station repbroadcast crew gets on the field, it resentatives, even though several of
will be subject to the jurisdiction of them received signatured contracts
the commanding generals, and since yesterday (Tuesday) from Mors^ InWashington ,Sept. 2.
these will have aircraft to cope with, ternatlonalr agency on the Vick acChallenge to the industry as
they will discourage the moving of count. The reps are keeping their radio's most-roving reporter
has
the broadcast hiobile units too far thumbs crossed, hoping that they been flung by John Charles Daly,
forward unless they are satisfied that won't be put through a repetition of defense expert of WJSV.
last season's Vick episode.
Jerry
the latter are well camouflaged. Let
Claiming that he rarely stays
Patterson, Vick v.p. in charge of adter also contains Instructions as to
within a 2,000 mile radius of Washhow the camouflaging can be done, vertising, stated yesterday that his ington for a week on end, Daly
company was still buying spot time
such as dousing the trucks in dull
and that the question of whether to points out that in addition to a 450gray paint or using foliage.
mile weekly roundtrip. to New York
-go- network would be settled either
to appear in 'Report to the Nation,'
Thursday or Friday of this week.
When the spot buying started this he rushes frequently to Ft. Bennlng,
season it was figured that the ap- Ga. (800 miles each way); Boston
Navy
Yard (475 miles each way);
propriation would again be In the
Ft. Custer, Battle Creek, Mich. (1,000
neighborhood of $400,000.
miles each way); Norfolk Navy
Yard (225 miles each way); Ft
Knox, Ky. (750 miles each way) Ft.
Chicago, Sept. S.
Bragg, N. C. (350 miles each way)
WGN, Chicago - Tribune - owned
Doesn't even look out of the window anymore when he trots 40 miles
Mutual outlet. Is trying to clear an
to- Annapolis oir Quantico, or even
hour or hour-and-a-quarter on the
on trips to Hyde Park with Presinetwork to revive its operetta sedent Roosevelt.
formerly broadcast Sunday
ries
of

JOHN DALY'S A GOOD

RAILROAD HOUSE AD
'

—

WGN TRYING TO CLEAR
TIME FOR OPEREHAS

—

mons.

BEECHNUT CIGS SWITCH

FROM CBS TO NBC-RED
Los Angeles, Sept. 2.
Beechnut cigarets switches 'Don't
Personal' from CBS to the NBC-

Be

;

ROPER SURVEY

AFRA (}21)

Scale for Defense

Show

NBC-Blue will have the services
of Eddie Cantor for a special program some time, this month which
wiU deal with the work of U. S.
soldiers in the Panama Canal Zone.
Event will be relayed southward by

Figured the program will be
ready in about a month, with Henry
Weber, the station's musical director,
and William Bacher, production

head. In charge.
Station Is trying to work out a
deal with one of the large recording
companies to make records of six
of the operettas for public sale.

WGN

shortwave.
Billy

Hillpot,

of the

Blue's pro-

Sponsor Tosses Coin to PJck One of
Three Announcers

A

San Francisco, Sept. 2.
was used to select the

coin-toss

announcer on the new version of
Pacific Greyhound's 'Romance of the
Highways,' which shifted origination from KFRC to KHJ, Don Lee
studios.

gram department, had been dickerSponsor couldn't decide between
ing for Budd Hulick and Ralph
Hugh Brundage
Dumke as twin m.c.s for this show. Norman Nesbitt,
Price quoted by them was $100, but and Tony Fazano, even after reHillpot later advised them that the
prospective assignment was off as

he had Induced
take

it

for

AFRA

Eddie

Cantor

scale ($21).

to

outlet to obtain a
license from
ASCAP so that there will be no bar
to airing the band music from the
playing field between the halves.
The account issued the ultimatum
after the station had suggested that

the former approach ASCAP direct
and try to make a licensing pact
all the stations on its list.
board of directors last
January rejected a similar overture
from a major network customer.
The station in question wrote that
it was not certain whether It would
obtain an ASCAP license in time for
the opening football game, but that
it thought the account could assure
itself of not being taken off the air
between halves by doing business
direct with ASCAP. It was also intimated In the letter that the station hadn't decided whether to take
out a per program license (6%) or
a blanket license (2%%) when the

proposed ASCAP local station form
has been eventually approved by
the National Association of Broadcasters and the inference drawn by
the account was that the station
for an offer by the advertiser to absorb all or part of this

was angling
music

fee.

Worrying In Mpls.
Football

Minneapolis, Sept.
broadcasters here

2.

are

worrying about what will happen
between the halves of the games if
the new licensing agreements between ASCAP and the older networks aren't in effect by the time
the gridiron season starts.
Majority of the best known college tunes are in the ASCAP repertoire and the only way of escaping

infringement would be by filling in
interlude
with
the
non-football

phonograph records from the

studio.

GILLEHEBIDS

FOR ROSE BOWL

GAUGES SALES

FOLLOWS THE BOSS
CBS

last

week

circulated

some ad-

vance proofs of a promotion piece John Leiich, Like Doc Levy, Goes
which,

when

details of

the

measurement

of

peated auditions, so finally tossed a
BeauNesbitt got the nod.
...n.
& Holman agency here han-

mont

dles account.

published study will further seek to

show how many

actual listeners a

radio network adverti.ser reaches
with his sales message often enough
to sell goods,

and how many addi-

program Is
his
him — customers that he
otherwise would not be selling.
tional

Sept.

Gillette Razor was reported last
week as bidding for the Rose Bowl
game, with Mutual as the outlet.
The offer cited was $60,000, which

would make the price the highest
paid for the broadcast rights to a
football game.

2.

John G. Leitch, for the past

12

years technical director of WCAU,
has been called to active duty by the
U. S. Navy and will serve as communications officer at Cape May
(N. J.) Naval Base.
He holds the

rank of lieutenant commander of the
During
S.
Naval
Reserve.

COLGATE MOVING STERN

FROM NBC-BLUE TO RED

U.

Colgate is switching Bill Stern's
assistant,
will be acting tech- quarter-hour sports review from the
NBC-Blue to the NBC-Red network.
nical director.
It's to be a Saturday night spot.
Leitch is the second high-ranking
exec called by the Navy.
Last week. Dr. Leon Levy, station
prexy, reported to the U. S. Naval
Clark
Intelligence to head the radio division of the Philly office.
Leitch's

absence,

his

George Lewis,

WCAU

Candy Buys 43

Stations

customers
for

to

WCAU

Philadelphia,

radio

According to the proofs, the
study gave answer to the questions,
'What is my program's net effective
audience? and What is my program's

making

Navy from

published, will give the

an Elmer Roper study on

actual

sales.

and Mutual would agree to net sales impact?'
Coast Red net, starting Oct. 3.
plug the records on the air gratis.
The answers that came out of
Program previously ran for 13 Also hope to get a sponsor for the
Roper's 10,000 interviews, or 630,weeks on Mutual, followed by 39 programs this year.
000 questions, give, the proofs state,
weeks on CBS.
a sound and simple method for sizing up the dollar-for-dollar value of
LUCKY MAN GETS JOB
The
particular radio program.

Cantor at

Composers, Authors and Publishers
One such magame rights has
already advised one of the stations
on its schedule that it expects that

with much anxiety.
jor buyer of football

ASCAP's

stead of spot, the result to the spot
field as far as Individual stations

Advertisers with collegiate football
broadcast commitments are following the developments in the peace
negotiations between the radio industry and the American Society of

covering

B-S-a NBC Deal

concerned will be nothing as drastic

In La. Realistic

now wakes 'em
to bed.

At 10:45 p.m. she plays soft
tunes on the piano' and extols the
sleeping qualities of a spring-air
mattress manufactured here.

listening

network
programs and decision on the particular show and the evening spot on
the NBC-Red will be made by FrI
day (5).
If Vick decides to go network in-

C^orinne Jordan,

up and puts 'em

women

past several

board.

2.

director,

a.m. she does a half-hour daily
calendar program for a Minneapolis department store, urging

to a couple of prospective

the film fans, want comedy In these
troubled times and the programs that
can make 'em laugh now are vielng
in popularity with the news reports
and analyses, according to Earl H.
Gammons,
general manager,
There's a trend away from the more
serious stuff and even music has to
play second fiddle to fun, he says.
"The radio public seems to crave
comedy as a sort of antidote to the
war news,' Gammons points out,
"The news often is disquieting and
affords no enjoyment, but the radio
set owners demand it just the same,
of course.
But they want it followed by comedy. The news is the
meat and the fun the desert.'
Gammons says he constantly has
had the feeling that there are 'too
many speeches' over the ether wave
too many are sounding oft. And
In this respect, he believes, the situation the past year has been the
worst within memory.
'However,
that's democracy,' concludes Gamnights.

WCCO

'GWTW

station reps to place orders that

The station also decided thai not
«nly was such a development bad for
the broadcasting Industry Itself, but
Announcers and technicians cov
was not good from the audience ering the Louisiana war games for
viewpoint.
networks and stations during mid-

TOPS ON AIR

of Last

Year's

ments.

COMEDY ALSO

Pros-

Mean Repeat

—Decision by Friday

Bcramble for ohainbreak announcements last week got one
ad agency time buyer to dizzy
that he found himself calling up

been filled with one-minute announcements there came a demand
from other accounts for like service,
with the result that the station found
that Instead of selling quarter and
half-hour programs It was opening
up more segments for spot announce'

Disease

Situations-

Possible Between-Halves Blackout

Would

pective Programs

WOH, New

Show Anxiety

on NBC-Bhie

Sponsor for Moseley

Clark Candy Co. (Teaberry Gum)
Sydney Moseley, only British
news commentator in action on this has picked a half-hour on the NBCfor a program which will
side, picked up a sponsor for his Blue
Lum 'n' Abner Going
WMCA, New York, news periods. emanate from training camps. It'i
Stores, retailers of auto ac- the Thursday 8-8:30 p.m. period. UnOn Blue Net Sept. 29 Strauss
cessories, began backing him last derstood that if Time mag decides
10-minute to resume 'The March of Time' it
night
in two
(Tues.)
Lum 'n' Abner go cross-country periods a week, Monday and Satur- will get that spot and Clark will
take the subsequent half hour (8:30NBC-Blue Sept. 29 for Alka Seltzer. day, 10:50-11 p.m.
He's been on WMCA about a year B p.m.).
Schedule calls for four nights
The hookup will consist of 43 st*This Is his first spon(9:45-10) as week with probably a and a half.
tions.
sored series.
five added later on.

Wednesday, September
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WIBG GETS HUGE POWER

Given More Leeway

From

BOOST AND FM OKAY

By FCC; New St L, Don Lee Services

Philadelphia, Sept.

3,

19^11

»

the Production Centres

2.

The Seaboard Radio Broadcasting
Co., operators of WIBG, Glenside,

IN

NEW YORK

CITY

.

.

.

Hampton Grenier, WBNX engineer, and his wife, Helen, of the copyright
Ethel Colby joining her
Commission department, motoring to Milwaukee for visit

received authorization from the Fed-

Washington, Sept. 2.
Further boosts to both television
and Frequency Modulation have

been given by recent actions o£ the
Federal

Detroit, Sept.

Hank'

'Happy

(Marc

husband, Julius, for interview-drama criticisms this winter over WMCA
Fred Barr, former announcer on a recorded program of American
jazz on a Lyons (France) station and recently with WBYN, is m.c. on
will again broadSession' Saturday nights on
outlet, which has been only working 'IGOO Swing
Blevins Davis to Weirton,
daytime hours up to now, was also ca^ the N.Y. Football Giants home games
Freedoms' program over NBC-Red
given the right to move its studios W. Va., last week, to direct "These Our
to increase its power tenfold, from liOOO to 10,000 watts, and
to broadcast on a fuUtime basis. The
last

2,

Williams)

Commis- has moved his six-day-a-week mornHalf-hour
ing show to WJR here.

Connmunications

sion.

Communications

eral

'Happy Hank' Moves

week

WWRL

WHN

suburb, to Monday night (1).
yesterday from Glenside, a Philly
sustaining
off
Kilofycle cops have authorized started
Vaughn De Leath is in Oklahoma City doing a series of programs on
any spot within the city itself. The
until Sept. 30, when Little
E. Frederica Millet, who handled the radio
another FM plant, to be located (Monday)
WIBG will continue to operate WKY for a coffee account
Crowe Milling takes over for Coco- new
fre- account of the National Democratic Committee through the William H.
present
its
kilocycles,
be990
CBS,
owned
by
iMuis
and
In St.
Wheats, through Rogers & Smith
Rankin agency during the last presidential cainpaign, is now with the
quency.
sides relaxing restraints on behalf oi agency.
granted radio section of the Treasury Department Defense Savings staff
Joyce
simultaneously
FCC
The
Philco's video transmitter in PhilaWilliams was at WHO, Des Moines,
joined the casts of 'Portia Faces Life'
delphia and giving approval for last year for the same sponsor and Seaboard a license to construct an Hayward and Colleen Ward have
double-barreled FM and television the year before at WGY, Schenec- FM station to operate on a frequency and 'Home of the Brave,' NBC daytime serials.
Bates agency radio head, left Friday (29) for vacation
Runyon,
Ted
estiJack
an
over
kilocycles
of
48,100
service by Don Lee at Hollywood tady.
Program is designed for
Harry Holcombe has replaced Ken Flckett as director of
mated area of 9300 square miles serv- fishing trip
and Zenith in Chicago.
moppets.
ing an area population of 3,900,000. Feenamint's 'Double or Nothing,' which moves Sept. 26 back to its Sunday
The St. Louis station will operate
Official.1 of the station declared that evening spot on a 116-stalion Mutual hookup. .. .'The key to the manager's
on 459,000 kc, serving 13,000 square
construction on the new transmitter office of CBS Playhouse No. 2, formerly the old Klaw and later the Avon
miles containing 1,800,000 people.
and studios would begin immediately theatre, still is attached to a brass tag with the inscription 'S. Klaw.'
Bars were removed for Philco S.F. DX-er Inanprating
Fulton Lewis, Ji., Mutual's Washington correspondent, no longer carried
and it was hoped that the station
when the regulators, in order to
regularly
of
inauguration
would be operating under the new in New York by WOR, but is aired locally by WHN, which picks him up
speed
Show Ahned at
Red Barber and Bob Elson will again
scheduled programs, said the Pbilly
conditions by Jan. 1. The increase by special line from the capital
plant could go ahead on Channel 3
will make WIBG the third most handle the World. Series broadcasts over Mutual for Gillette
year
And Navy Men Ahroad powerful station in Philly, being it will get a 300-station spread, plus short-wave airing in Spanish- this
while collecting additional engineerto South
ing data needed before the Commish
topped only by KYW and WCAU, America
Francis Kalnay, author, newspaperman and Hungarian transcan pass on the request for permisboth 50,000 watter$.
later for WWRL, edited 'The New American,' handbook for aliens, new
San Francisco, Sept. 2.
sion to operate commercially. The
The station recently acquired new citizens, etc., published by Greenberg.
KGEI, General Electric shortpapers allow W3XE, Philco experifinancial backing from two powerEastern All-Stars-Giants football game at the Polo Grounds tonight
mental transmitter, to function for a waver, kicks off a new 'Musical Mail ful Philly politicos, John B. Kelly, (Wednesday) will be described by Don Dunphy for Mutual and Bert Lee
period of 60 days under the present Bag' dedicated to the Army, Navy who relinquished his chairmanship
for WHN.... Mutual now has the following fight broadcasts slated: Sept.
license.
and Marine Corps, starting Sunday of the Democratic City committee a 12, Abraros-Zale; Sept. 29, Louis-Nova; Oct. 6, Jenkins-Cochrane; Oct. 31,
The Commish granted Don Lee a
to
become
the
National
month
ago
Jenkins- Angott; Nov. 14, Lesnevich-Mauriello; Nov. 21, Soose-Overlin
(7). Entirely new in format, feature
construction^ permit for a commerDirector of Civilian Health, and
renewed for two more years for. title part in 'Amanda of
the is the idea of E. T. Buck Harris, sta- Anthony J. Drexel Biddle, Jr., U.S. Joy Hathaway
using
television
station
cial
Honeymoon Hill*. .Bedelia Falls added to cast of 'We Are Always Young'
50,000-56,000 kc. stripe and combin- tion manager, and will ride the 9.67 Ambassador to the exiled Govern....Following guest conductors will sub for Alfred Wallenstein durinf
ing sound via the FM system. Dupli- megacycle stripe from 10:15 to 11:15 ments in London. Kelly and Biddle
his vacation: Milton Katims, Sept. 14, and Harry Farbman, Sept. 21, on
cate of this authorization was given
have
acquired
interest in the
49%
a
angle
Unique
PST.
p.m. Sundays,
'Symphonic Strings,' and Nicolai Bcrezowsky, Sept. 18, and Joseph Littau,
Zenith, which also uses Channel 1.
station.
Associated with them are
.Wallenstein will not go away for his vacation,
Shift of ownership within the fam- is that the show will also be re- Paul F. Harron, president of the Sept. 25, on 'Slnfonietta'
Treasury Department series, 'America Preferred,'
ily also was approved for Philco's leased locally by KYA, Hearst out- Seaboard, and Joseph Lang. Both of as he will baton th« new
starting Saturday (6).
two Philadelphia picture producers. let.
the latter control WHOM, Jersey
Verlye Mills, CBS harpist, and her musiclan-lnventor-husband Arnold
Control of W3XE and W3XP was
been
working
on
the City.
Williams
has
BrUhart, expect a baby in December.
.Margaret Mullen, who just closed
moved from the stockholders of
idea for five months as a result of
'Charley's Aiujt* tour, joined 'Ellen Randolph' cast....WNYC cooperating
Philco Radio' and Television Corp.
the heavy flow of mail from the
with American Museum of Natural History and the Explorers Club in
to a new outfit, Philco Corp., via a
U. S. Fleet In the Pacific, bulk of
new dramatic series, 'Adventure in the Unknown,' starting Friday night
stock swap on the basis of $1,382,600
which
states KGEI is the only U. S.
(5). .. .Edward Ervin, WBNX production manager^ vacationing on Long
valuation for the two outlets.
station audible.
Island. .. .Ogden Lindquist, engineer at same station, returning from Nova
Formula finally worked out calls
Scotia motor trip.... Axel Gruenberg, director of 'Against the Storm,! and
for answering of musical requests,
Hal James, Compton agency supervisor for the show, made a ship-to-shore
acknowledgement of letters and in1ST MEDICAL CLINIC
phone call from their fishing boat off Freeport, L. I., last week to the
terviews with friends and relatives
program's authoress, Sandra Michael, who's in Norwalk (Conn.) General
of men in service. Two announcers
Hospital. She later said their description of the party made her seasick
FRISCO
will be used, Fred Daiger represent....Vera Gilmer, cigaret ad model, taking vocal coaching for try as radio
ing KYA and either Williams himsinger. ...'Ballantine's Three Ring Time' series will be carried live by 72
San Francisco, Sept. 2.
self or his assistant, Merrill PhilMutual stations and via transcription by 11 more.
.

Army

^

.

.
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EASE PRIORITIES

SUGHTLY FOR

ON

AIRWAVES

RADIO MFRS.

First medical show of its kind in
local history kicks oft Saturday (6)
at 6:15 p.m., when a hospital conference is shifted to the
studios. About two years ago, the

KSAN

Public Health department inaugurated a series over its private hospital p.a. system. This weekly clinic
is now being expanded to include
KSAN's air audience.
Dr. J. C. Geiger, head of the health
department, will baptize the series,
which is being produced by Jack
Patten.
Also for the first time,
doctors guesting on the tliscussion
period will be permitted to use their

names.

Marion Kyle, Gene Grant
Hnrt in SJ. Anto Crash
San Francisco, Sept. 2.
Gene Grant, NBC salesman, and
Marion Kyle, agency head from Los
Angeles, are in a hospital here as a
result of auto crash injuries. Grant
reportedly suffered two broken ribs
and a punctured lung, while Kyle is
described as suffering from severe
head and hip hurts.
At NBC headquarters here it was
reported that the pair were riding in
Grant's car when the latter was
blinded by glaring headlights of an

for KGEI. If requests pile up
too heavily, show will be expanded,
station having a 45-minute cushion
between the present 11:15 finish time
and start of the midnight Chinese
Goodwill Hour, another of Williams'

lips,

brainstorms.

Oriental

show

is

beamed to China in Chinese direct
from Chinatown nightly.
Next month (6) also sees, the kickoff of 'Stanford Salutes the Americas' in

14^

Spanish.

hours

KGEI now

daily,

five

operates
Latin-

to

America and 9Vi to Asia, Africa and
the Antipodes. Most popular feature
to date has been 'We Read Time' at
6:30 a.m. Fridays, hitting the Far
East the same evening.
Tire air
mails advance copies of the mag
weekly, from which Williams compiles a 30-minute commentary.
Thursday (4), the low-waver dedicates its new studios in Spanish via
the Latin-America beam with consular reps from 20 neighboring republics facing the mike.
All will
spbak Spanish save the Consul General of Brazil, using Portuguese, and
the Consul of Haiti, who does his
stuff in French.

7

approaching vehicle.
Cincinnati. Sept.

Portland, Ore., Sept. 22
An expansion program inaugurated by W. Carey Jennings, general
manager of station KWJJ, has re
suited
in
promoting announcers
Sammy Taylor and Art Morey to the
posts of promotion manager and program director, respectively. Jimmy
Atkinson has been added to the announcing staff and a new operator
will be add^d soon.
Station is now operating with new
power, 1,000 watts, and on full time.

More Live Music

2.

Sponsorship
of
WKRC's Quiz
Bowl, sports program, by La Palina
cigars, with outletting to several Mu-

KWJJ Expands

.

ceivers.

Manufacturers of tubes benefit
primarily from the concession by
Price Administrator Leon Henderson.
He said ample material will
be released to assure the producr
tion of replacements necessary for
repair of sets now in use, but did
not indicate the schedules will be big
enough to take care of bulbs for new
models.
Maintenance of communicatiois is imperative from a moral
viewpoint, the OPACS boss ac-

knowledged.

'

the
agency, N. Y.

Marschalk

Sc

.

the quiz master. His questions, submitted by listeners on a reward basis,
are turned on Dick Nesbitt, the station's sports reporter; Dan Tehan,
grid
official,
and Charles 'Irish'
O'Connor, vet Cincy Times-Star

still

Another

envelops manu-

FM

station in Philadelphia were
voted last week by the FCC, the
fourth grant of this kind in two

tion

weeks.

Owner
Radio

be the Seaboard
Broadcasting Corp.. which
will

transmitter using 48,covering 9,300 square
miles with population of 3,900,000,

visualizes a
100 kc and

.

Valentine as Teacher

WHAM

14-piece outfit airs

two league games for the FalstaC Brew-

concert and three popular music pro- ery in that city will guest on this
grams.
week's show.

HOLLYWOOD ...
KFWB-KFOX

Ccdric Hardwicke and Jimmy Gleason gave opinions oh world events....
Bob Hope planed to Chicago for the AU-Star football games last week,
with an appearance in Salt Lake City on Sept 10, a guest shot at the
American Legion convention Sept. 15 and a stopover in. Dixon, 111., on
Sept. 16 also lined up.
'Six Hits and a Miss'

from radio have been set for 'Babes on Broadway,'
Mickey Rooney-Judy Garland starrer at Metro
Norman Corwin is writing an oddity entitled 'Anatomy of Sound,' which will be aired Sept. 7
over CBS with Gale Sondergaard alone in the cast Corwin, who has
been houseguesting with the Cliarles Laughtons, returns to New York
after the broadcast
Herb Shriner goes into the Biltmore Bowl for four
weeks
Len Levinson, ex-VAnierY staffer, is authoring The Great Gildersleeve' for Kraft, which shoved off Sunday (31) with Harold Peary in
the title role
John Laign, staff announcer on KFI-KECA, was wedded
to Katrina Knafelz of the auditing dept. on Aug. 21
Bill Goodwin has
left Bob Hope to announce the Ballantine Ale program starting 'over
Mutual Sept. 12
Harlow Wilcox will be guest announcer on the first
Maxwell Hour show of the new season. Guest announcers will be engaged for the first four weeks
Murdo MacKenzie, NBC engineer assigned to the Bing Crosby airer for Kraft, is in Hollywood Hospital with
a fractious appendix
Fred Astaire has planed out for New York to
appear in the 'Millions For Defense' program (3)
The Phil Stern newscast over KHJ goes commercial for Avalon cigarets three times weekly,
originating in San Francisco
Mary Livingstone plans to vacation in
New York for 10 days while Buck remains on the Coast
Jim Bannon
announces on 'The Great Gildersleeve' for Kraft. .. .George Burns and
Gracie Allen entertained tho delegates to the Florists Telegraph Delivery
Assn. convention
Eddie Albright has been appointed director of education at KHJ
Ed Rice and Sam Moore will script the Ballantine Ale
program wih the help of several authors accompanying Milton Bcrle
'Speaking of Glamour,' NBC Coast sustainer by Francis Scully, has gone
commercial for Paquin's.

CHICAGO

.

.

.

Don

Rochester, N. Y., Sept. 2.
sports writer.
San Antonio,
Rochester gets more live music
Program has name guests. Dizzy
Lew Valentine, former
over the air as staff orchestras re- Dean, who recently left the National has opened a -radio school
turn to
and WHEC this week. League to broadcast St. Iiouis major was once an announcer

WHAM's

IN

Arch Scott in from Chicago to join the NBC production staff. He replaces Ted Sherdeman, who went over to Young 8i Rubicam to produce
Silver Theatre
Lou Frost, assistant to Don Oilman, v.p. of NBC, back
to the grind. .. .Robert Arden lined up an imposing cast for bis roundtable
discussion over
last week. Rudy Vallee, John Garfield, Sir

IN

Grant

Washington, Sept. 2.
Papers for a frequency modula-

Pratt

Brad Simpson, WKRC's program
and production manager, originated
the show last March. For some time
it has been carried by Mutual as a
sustainer.
Syd Cornell, staffer, is

remarked

facturers of transmitting apparatus,
as well as fabricators of records.
Curtailment of aluminum and other
materials
including
plastics
apparently will not be eased no matter how great the clamor for new
station apparatus, though replacements may be managed via shorttime priority permits.

tual network stations, starts Oct.
for a series of Tuesday night half
hour periods. Deal was made last

week by

Henderson

that
'replacement of
burned-out
radio tubes and defective condensers
is a matter of prime Importance.'

Conundrum

Wi mm: tees off
WITH SPONSOR OCT.

Washington, Sept. 2.
Preparedness pressure
on the
radio industry was eased to a minor
degree with allocation of metals for
repair of receiving sets.
Nothing
concrete has been done yet, though,
about making
available
badlyneeded raw
materials for
new
equipment and the outlook is poor
for any real relaxation of priorities,
which threatened to prevent replacement of outmoded or broken re-

Sept.

Dr.

I.

here.
at

Les Walker added to cast of 'Treat Time' and 'Romance of Helen Trent'
Genevieve Kaleth, of Columbia-WBBM transcription department, plays
first trumpet with the Chicago Women's Orchestra.
.. .Cecil Widdifleld
back in Chicago and once more with the Schwimmer & Scott agency radio
department.
Jeanne Juvelier now with the 'Woman in White' show. .. .'Romance of
Helen Trent' celebrates its eighth anniversary on air this month with
Virginia Clark still as the leading lady
Mary Paxton and Phil Stewart
on WBBM with the morning 'Wishing Well' program for Carson, Pirie,
Scott department store
Chase & Sanborn program with Edgar Bergen
will be broadcast from Chicago on Oct. 5.
'

2.

Q.,

He

WOAI

here.
Is

McNeill, Nancy Martin, Jack Baker and the EscorU and Betty
for. personal at the Temple Men's Club in Eerie,
Pa., on Sept. 9
Ethel Reid Winser exiting- the air' and her book review program on
WJJD for a spell, awaiting a commercial deal after a run as sustainer

booked

Jinuny McCIain, present Dr. I. Q.,
also a former WOAI 'announcer.

IN

SAN FRANCISCO

.

.

.

J. Clarence Meyers, of the KYA press staff, becomes a producer to put
Glee Club on the air once a month. Directed by Raymond
Marlow, former New Yorker, the group will air on the last Friday of each

Frisco's Elks

month

at 7:30 p.m.

)

^dnesJay.

September

1941

3,

USSiSf?

RAPIQ

MAY EASE-UP ON NETS

FCC

Win Last-Minute

Broadcasters

But Franchise Levy

Still

Jurisdiction in Television Field

SEEN SOFTENING

Battle Against Special Taxes,

INOPOiy

2.

Likely

'Pigskin Prevues'

Broadcasters, after a belated, fran
start,

won

at least a

temporary

victory In the third phase oJ their
fight to avoid a punitive gross in

Fla. Station,

Adds
Announcer

Postponement ol'
Deadline Indicates at Least
Backtracking on
Drastic Reforms
Hearing
on MBS Suggestions Sept.
12

Nashville, Sept.

2.

'Pigskin Prevues' has added station WRUF, Gainesville, Fla., and
sports announcer Henry Du Pre to
the series.
This gives complete

come levy, though the controversy
not over yet. The Senate Finance
Committee, shrugging aside last- Southeastern Conference coverage
for the pre -game schools in the Big
minute appeals of the printing
Twelve.
trades, Wednesday (27) dumped the
'Pigskin Parade' renews Friday
idea of raising more than $12,000,000 (26) over WSM with Francis Craig's
by taking from 5 to 15% of the ag orchestra, Kay Carlisle, Bob Johnson, Betty and the Dixie Dons. Louie
gregate receipts of networks and
Buck and a Vanderbilt coach to give
Individual stations.
info on the coming Saturday games.
Enactment of a franchise tax,
WSGN will be the Birmingham
Is

privilege levy, or license fe^ still is
the
$3,500,000,000
though
likely,

emergency revenue

bill is

due

to

go

to the Senate floor tomorrow (Wed.)
minus any special bite on radio. The

Finance Committee

still

ponder-

is

ing means of requiring all communications to pay the cost of regula
tion, however, just as the FCC is
trying to devise some way of getting
back from the operators a sum
equivalent to its regular appropria
tions.

Death of the 5-15% snatch, pro
moted by the American Federation
of'

Labor's printing trades units in

hope of benefiting
newspapers and magazines and thus
their members, drew kudos for the
the. far-fetched

National

Assn.

Broadcasters.
at the
start, the trade group put on a high
pressure drive with the help of the
nation's most accomplished tax lob

of

Though caught sound asleep

byists,

Alvord

St

Alvord, and demon-

strated to the money-hungry, solons
that singling out radio for a tax of
this sort would be an outrageous injustice.
Collateral help of the net
works with subtle reminders to the
lawmakers that radio has been open

—

handed In building up
tige
was important.

—

political pres

Drafting Franchise

The

Levy

revenge went out
a topheavy majority,
but the idea of getting remuneration
for policing the airwaves made a
deep impression on the Senate com
mittee. So much so that Chairman
Walter F. George instructed a subcommittee
Senator
of
Prentiss
printers'

window by

the

Brown (Michigan) and John Danaher (Connecticut) to make a study
of

ways

to get

back from the com-

munications business the $2,000,000odd which the taxpayers pTit up to
keep the FCC running.
Though unable to concoct a formula before rewriting of the emergency revenue measure was finished,
the bipartisan subcommittee is under orders to keep at work. Either
a separate bill can be introduced,
amending the communication act to
provide for special taxes, or the

Brown-Danaher

recommendations

can be incorporated in another technical measure, to be considered later
this year, regarding administrative
phases of the revenue system. Most
likely the Senate crowd will wait
until the FCC, which recently ordered

its rules committee to consider several alternative ideas of
raising money from radio, offers a
suggestion.
(If the regulators get

bogged
will

down,

take

Congress
matters into

probably
its

own

hands.

The tax

fight isn't ended,

though

radio can feel more at ease. First,
the bill has to get through the Senate, where friends of the printers
unquestionably will try to revive the
House-approved bite. Then there
will be a tug-of-war in the HouseSenate conference to adjust differences in the two versions of the
legislation.

No

outlet for the 'Parade.'

GROVE CANCELS

Partial

—

HALTS COURT ACTION
Washington, Sept.

2.

Willingness to backtrack on some
of the

proposed drastic reforms is
last
week's sudden FCC
postponement of the date when
anti-monopoly rules will go into ef
seen

feet.

in

The regulators

also

seem

to

have

scored
a
tactical
victory
through upsetting NBC and CBS
plans to seek judicial help in off
setting the contemplated mandatory
changes in business practice.

Some softening was indicated
when the Commish decided to make
the deadline indefinite and to hear

oral argument Sept. 12 oti Mutual's
suggestions for revision of the op
tion-time commandment. Originally
the rules were due to take effect
Sept. 16. Just how far the FCC may
Cancellations were
issued
last retreat
remains conjectural, but
week for Grove's Bromo Quinine by there were positive signs the majority has been swayed by protests
J. Walter Thompson on spot reservailons which had been picked out in that the industry will be ruined if
the option system is outlawed com14 markets. Agency had until Sept.
pletely.
Political pressure also has
6 to exercise the options.
been exerted, with Senator BurtonK. Wheeler, the Senate Interstate
It was explained that the reserva
Committee
tions had been made on t)ie basis of Commerce
chairman,
cautioning the hardboiled FCC facthe account's 'Sherlock Holmes' pro
gram continuing on the NBC-Blue tion to slow down.
network, but that since this had been
The Commish put NBC and CBS in
switched to the Red network' it was an uncomfortable spot by using the
found necessary to revise the spot Mutual petition for modification of
list.
Station reps expressed them
the rules as an excuse for further
selves as puzzled by this explana- proceedings. It has been an open
tion, Grove having been set on the secret
that the two senior webs
Red half-hour for several months.
would rather go into court with an
While Thompson handles this ac attack on the reasonableness of the
count's spot advertising, the Rus' original reforms than to base their
sel M. Seeds agency has the network judicial fight solely on the matter
phase of the business.
of FCC jurisdiction to enforce such
Another cancellation of the past verbotens.
week was Dr. Scholl's Footpads.
By suspending enforcement and
This one likewise didn't get started
inviting all and sundry to offer sug
It had orders out for three spot angestions, the regulators are trying to
nouncements a week.
show they have no desire to take
action Which the courts might con

It

HEINIE

MUST REMAIN

HEINIE TO PLEASE MILW.
Milwaukee, Sept. 2.
Efforts of Heinie and His Grenadiers to subordinate the Deutscher
angle of the programs that have
made their show an ace WTMJ fea-

as 'arbitrary and capricious.'
The senior nets now are almost be
reft of any reasons to squawk about

the reasonableness of the rules. With

no
indefinite, there's
way of getting an injunction and
the regulators have greatly bolstered
their position for any judicial test
of strength.
enforcement

Even if the Commish stands pat in
the end, there is no doubt NBC and
Senator
of
ture for many years are causing re- CBS, with the help
sentment among listeners, who have Wheeler, are entitled to cut one
no hesitancy in letting the station notch in their guns. In getting the
execs know how they feel about it. regulators to entertain suggestions
for changes, they have demonstrated
One of them wrote in:
'As long as we can remember, the force of the argument that the
Heinie and His Grenadiers repre- initial proposals were hastily consented a German band and played ceived.
Compromise Probable
German pieces. Why doesn't he
stick to that instead of moving in on
The Commish is ready to recAndre Kostelanetz?"
ognize the need of some exclusivity
and will acknowledge that networks
must have a call on a specified
$1,000,000 from broadcasters by taxamount of affiliates' time. In gening the net income, charging an anthe prospective compromise folnual fee, or an impost on wattage, eral,
lows the recommendations advanced
service area population, or some
by Mutual, though the regulators do
other basis.
adopt all of
The printing crowd was not not seem inclined to
limitations which MBS feels necsquelched by the finance commit- the
John B. Haggerty, essary to its well-being. The regutee's decision.
lators will be sympathetic to an opbookbinders' head and chairman of
tion-time formula basically conformthe Printing Trades Assn., said the
ing with the MBS proposal, with
fight against 'exorbitant profits' will
various details still to be settled
go on. He was hopeful the Senate
after the public airing next week.
finance subcommittee can be induced
A two-year license also is agreeIn a customto recommend levies.
ary morning-after statement, Hag- able to the bulk of the Commis.sion,
gerty was mystified how the Senate as was hinted during recent concrew could 'justify levying taxes on fabs between the network people

in Air; Equity

and Charges

IBEW

FUes Charges
Vs. WSJS, With NLRB

A

Winston-Salem. The charge grows
out of a disagreement at WSJS,
owned by the publishing company,
and was filed on the heels of a strike
staged by the engineering staff of
the station on Aug. 25 that took

WSJS off the air for several hours.
The union now charges that the
station has refused to bargain with
it as the representative chosen by a
majority of the technicians at WSJS.

RADIO HYPOES

OHIOFAIRB.a

Claims

AFRA Is Stalling

Little progress

Charlotte, N. C, Sept. 2.
charge of unfair labor practices
by the Piedmont Publishing Co., has
been filed with the National Labor
Relations
board by International
Brotherhood of Electrical Workers,

SPOT OPTIONS

demn

Up

Still

RULES

Indefinite
Washington. Sept.
tic

35

has been

made by

the various actor unions to solve th«
talent jurisdiction tangle in the television field. Joint committee of. representatives of the Screen Actora
Guild, Equity and the American

Federation of Radio Artists has -held
no more meetings since its formaand apparently no con-

tion last fall

fabs are scheduled. Meantime, with
television rapidly becoming active,
some settlement of the question is
becoming more pressing.With the exception of an editorial in the last issue of its monthly
magazine. Equity has taken no action on the matter. Editorial, which
merely reiterated Equity's claim
to the jurisdiction,
was officially
ignored by SAG and AFRA, at is
annual convention recently in Detroit, AFRA named a committee to
make a comprehensive study of the
entire matter.
That drew appreliensive frowns from officials of the
other groups.
According to the Equity heads, the

three-way
joint
committee was
formed last year with the promised
intention by AFRA, SAG and Equity
to deal with the situation mutually.

However, AFRA subsequently asked
Cincinnati, Sept. t.
that the committee temporarily reWidespread publicity given by main inactive lest union agitation on
most radio stations in this state con. the television question jeopardize
tributed to the success of the 91st
Ohio State Fair at Columbus, which
closed Friday (29) with a week's at'
tendance of 266,686, a gain of 26,146
over last year. Stations carried a
series of four-minute transcriptions

AFRA's pegotiations for a new network sustaining contract.
Joint
committee thereupon disbanded and,

AFRA subsequently was
asked about reviving it, Emily Holt,
executive secretary, invariwhen

AFRA

.

which state and fair officials ably replied that she was too busy,
enumerated varied program features. either with the Cincinnati strike
It was the first time such free blurb- situation, the Detroit convention or
some Qther matter, to attend to it.
ing was broadcast.
in

This year's grandstand show, a
musical calvacade styled 'By Dawn's
Early Light' and presented by
Promotions, Inc., set an all-time record for the fair. Win Kinnan, fair
manager, reported that the gross was
$25,385.40 for seven nights and a
Sunday
afternoon
performance.
Previous high, he said, was $25,125
for the Hagenbeck- Wallace circus in

WLW

1931.

AFKA

'SUIIiOK'
Equity officials feel that
thus continued to stall. That attitude was strengthened by the action of the
convention in establishing a committee to study tha
problem independently of the joint

AFRA

AFRA

committee and the agreement with
Equity and SAG. Although AFRA's
investigation is announced to be a
purely factual study of what em-

Show had 236 people In cast. It ployers are active iil television, what
was written and directed by Howard branch of the entertainment field
Tooley,
for

who

WLW

also handled production
Promotions.
Seat scale

was from 50c

to $1.10.

Units taking part in the calvacade
were the Catherine Littlefield Ballet
(36) of Chicago; the Stella Becker
Girls (24) of Columbus, and a 40piece band from an American Legion
post in Columbus. Principals were
John Charles Gilbert, baritone;
Charles N. Lum, character man; Joe

Jackson, tramp cyclist, and Ted and
Flo Vallette, batonaires.

most performers are from, etc.,
Equity figures the AFRA report will
hardly give the radio union the
worst of it.
Neither Equity or SAG is Inclined
to demand unlimited jurisdiction in
television. Equity claims its charter
gives it a prior claim on the repre.<;entation, since both the SAG and

AFRA

jurisdictions

they

ever,

Session for FootbaH

Northwest
will

offer

is

football

Jnad,

a 'Grandstand

WCCO

Quarter-

program on which outstanding
Twin City busineiismen, known to
backs'

be loyal U. of Minnesota rooters and
red-hot fans generally, and former
stars will be guests for a
free-for-all discussion to be broad-

Gopher

cast Sundays from 11 to 11:30 a.m.
It's believed to be a brand new idea
for a football program.
On the same format as 'Peoples'
Platform,' Rollie Johnson, ace sports
announcer and authority, will preside over the discussion.

Games played the day before all
over the country and forthcoming
Specontests will be talked over.
cial guests will be former player.-;
from various schools and old grads.

fields

with

view

How-

misgivings

Intention of trying

to establish claim to representation
in the field, regardless of its promise
to deal with the question through

the joint committee.

conceded by Equity people
AFRA deals with and
with such television
employers as NBC and CBS, the
Is
In some respects bet»
union
radio
with the question.
deal
to
able
ter
It is also admitted that all matters
of Jurisdiction are decided by the
board. Howinternational
A's
Four
ever, both Equity and SAG believe
they have rights in the matter and
It

Minneapolis, Sept. 2.
Capitalizing on the fact that the

their

tioned in the charter of either.

AFRA's apparent

WCCO's Crackerbarrel

in

were granted by the older group and
the matter of television Is not men-

Is

that because
has contracts

4

they are resentful of AFRA's apparent determination to grab jurisThey also dislike the way
radio union has continually
the
stalled any further chance of joint
action by the three-way commit-

diction.
"

tee.

Bill

Von Zaley

to

Head

.

further developments have
taken place at the FCC, where the millions of wage workers earning and Chairman James L. Fly, GenBob Jones Undergoes Op
idea of a more moderate gross- less than $1,000 yearly, and exempt eral Counsel Telford Taylor, and
Springfield, Mass., Sept. 2.
income grab was embodied in a rules from excise taxes the privileged few others from the regulatory body.
Bob Jones, WSPR announcer, w^as
committee report. The accounting who operate radio networks and This would mean that affiliation
department still is poring over its who are yearly deriving millions in contracts could run for 24 months, stricken with appendicitis early last
figures In response to instructions wage profits which represent more since the idea behind the regula- week.
Operated on at Ellis hospital,
from the regulators desiring data on than 200% and 300% yearly on their tions was that it is illegal to make
Schenectady.
(Continued on page 40)
the possibility of raising roughly Investment.

MCA's Coast Radio Dept
"

Bill Von Zaley left for California
yesterday afternoon (Tues.). to take
over direction of Music Corp. of
America's Coast radio department
Von Zaley doesn't replace anyone.
He was formerly with WINS in New
York.
I

Wednesday, September

RADIO

S6

Inside

;

Stuff-Radio

FM

Vakipi y was used to tee off a plug and the paper itself was given a boost
prepared by Leighton & Nelson and read by Col. Jim
Healey, commentator, on an evening WTRY, Troy, program for Central
Super Markets. Message was phrased as follows: 'V.sp.iin v, went the old
adage, is the spice of life.' VAniirrT also is a theatrical trade journal that
comes out every week and is virtually a Bible for show folk in every field.
For as long as I can remember, the weekly Varicty carried a small ad for
a London restaurant which modestly boasted 'The best coffee in England.'
Since the blitz, the ad has been missing. I've wondered if the coffee house
had been a bomb victim. Maybe we'll never know for sure but the lack
of that small ad proclaiming "The best coffee in England' aroused my curiOf course, anyone who has ever traveled in Britain, or on the
osity.
Continent, will tell you that getting a good cup of coffee is almost an imFortunately, it's no trouble at all around these
possibility over there.
paiU, for Central Markets have Sweet Life Cortee at all of their 12 big
markets— and you can't find finer coflee no matter how much you pay

In an advertisement

'

—

'

—

for

it.'

When Byron

McGill,

KDKA's, Pittsburgh,

sales

of out-of-town newspapers. They are to be informal, off-the-record and
intended as background stuff to the station's regular publicity. First letter, sent Thursday (28) dealt with the recent death of Floyd Neale; the
transmitter; caricatures with the mat service; new hanstations new
when visitdling of program changes and an invite to be guests of

promotion manager, ac-

companied Rosey Rowswell, who broadcasts Pirate games over KDKA
and WWSW, to Washington, Pa., to take pictures of a baseball game
sponsored by Wheaties recently, he never expected to be carried out unBut that's what happened. While McGill was taking movie
conscious.
shols of youngsters scrambling into the field, the second baseman threw
a ball to the catcher. The catcher missed it and the ball caught McGill
on the left eye, knocking him cold. Among the spectators were a nurse
and doctor, who rushed him to the Washington hospital.
When McGill came to, he saw Lloyd Chapman, KDKA news editor,
bending over him anxiously. So that the evening wouldn't be a total loss,
he directed Chapman to finish out the film, with pictures of the operating
room, including the patient, in the throes of being treated for a forehead
wound and a badly bruised eye.

New

ing

Pickard Group Ditched

York.

hospitals in

that

WEAF,

area albums containing

N.Y.,

some

is

circulating

WPEN,

Philly, has added a novel twist to the introduction of its '950
Club' show of recorded popular music. The program is divided into 15minute portions, with each one featuring the platters of a single name
band. At the start of the 15-minute period, the bandleader is heard introducing his own program. This has been done by the recording of the
baton-waver's voice, plugging the program and introducing the disc Jockey.

stunt had

its initial

bow Aug.

18 with

Vaughn Monroe.

A somewhat volatile radio adman, whose feelings are anything but proAxis, almost created a situation in a near-Yorkville German-type restaurant when he had the string band play a medley of Jerome Kern music.
He finally requested one of Kern's more recent tunes, 'The Last Time I
Saw Paris,' which the maestro whether for reasons of discretion or otherwise disclaimed knowing, whereupon the radio man started to put up an

—

—

Philly radio execs are singing the praises of a competitor. Dr. Leon
Levy, prexy of WCAU, who is now on duty as head of the radio section
of the U, S. Naval Intelligence. On the job for less than two weeks. Dr.
Levy has cleared aside all the red tape and petty annoyances which made
it tough for any radio man dealing with the navy.
He arranged for the broadcast of -the launching of the first vessel at the
Cramp's Shipward. at Port Richmond, here. Prior to his appointment,
it took days of conferences and arrangements before lines could be in
Now a
stalled into yards where naval vessels are under construction.
letter or a telephone call to 'Doc' and you're all set.
.

Camp Wolters, Texas, has been found by broadcasters to be a hotbed
of talent. Latest use of the soldiers on the air was when KRLD, of Dallas,
took some of Uncle Sam's boarders to the Baker hotel lobby In Mineral
Wells and gave a show which was put on the air. The players were Mike
Sweeney, formerly with Chicago Civic Opera for six years; Don Kyser,
former vocalfist for Horace Heidt's band; Jimmy Chapman, formerly with
Jan Garber's orch; Bob Tiffany, from Ted FioRito's band; Art Davis,
Johnny (Scat) Davis' trumpet-playing brother, and JTrank Livingston,
Scat's piano player .before the draft hit.
Jerry Danzig, publicity director of WOR, New York, started last week
to send periodic personal circular letters to several hundred radio editors

WOR

As an exploitation idea,
execs recently had painted on the roof of
the New York building in which its studios are located the designation
'WOR—Dial 71' in white letters several feet high. Fact that it could be
seen from transport planes several miles away pleased the execs until
they realized it would also make an ideal target for possible air raid
attack.
In view of Mayor LaGuardia's agitation for civilian defense
planning, the boys are now pretty unhappy about the whole thing.

—

J. M. Mathes agency declared last week that Schick Razor will go through
with its sponsorship of "Duffy's Tavern' on a guaranteed 26-week basis,
starting Sept. 18, and that there is no reason for any one connected wHh
the show to worry about the Schick connection being cut short because of

By special permission. Bob Campbell, WCCO, Minneapolis, announcer,
to have his selective service physical examination two weeks
ahead of induction. The examination revealed what was unknown to
Campbell before— that, due to a fracture when he was a youngster, he
can't turn one hand completely palm upward. He was rejected for service.
was allowed

Unique arrangement has Val Bjornson, KSTP, Minneapolis,

staff

news

analyst, appearing regularly on program of a competing Twin City
station, WLB. Moreover, he's presented as 'KSTP news commentator.'
'WLB
is University of Minnesota non-commercial
station.

KROW's, Frisco, latest contribution to national defense Is an auto windshield sticker, designed by manager Phil Lasky, reading
'Climb In, Buddy
you defend the U.S.A., here's a lift along the way.'
Call letters of KGFI, Brownsville. Texas, were changed with
FCC permission to KEED. Station is owned and operated by the Eagle
Broadcasting Co., on 1490 kilocycles with a power of 250 watts.

WCOP,

Boston, has been gradually dropping its foreign language
programs. Only four now remain and they will leave the air
as their contracte expire by fall,' explained manager David Lasker.

NBC Would

Switch

Winchel From Red

To Blue on Coast
NBCtBlue has approached Lennen

&

agency on the Jurgens
account, on the idea of switching the
repeat of the Walter Winchell proMitchell,

gram from the Coast Red

to the
Coast Blue. Winchell then would be
following the Jack Benny program,
whose recorded version Is slated to
go over the Pacific Blue from 8:309 p.m., local time. Agency has given
no indication of warming to the

Greatest Star
JOINS

Miciiigan's

SCRIPPS-HOWARD]
RADIO, INC.

idee.

"Tha
Parker Family,'
another
Jurgens-Woodbury program, would
along to the PaciBc Blue, com-

Greatest Station

move

ing immediately after the Winchell
Winchell Is now heard via

TfNNESStE-

the Blue in the east.

5000 W. DAY;
500 W. NlgJ*^,

Sam Browns Apart

THI OOiOOWIli STATION

Sam Brown, announcer
New York, advertised

USW

STATION...

0. A.
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Petay
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at

WMCA,

yesterday

(Tuesday) in the N. Y. Times that
ha will not be responsible for debts
SYSTEM

FHipatrick, He* rm.
thMmi BtpmMtotira

•(NO)<VlLLe-

repeat.

incurred by his wife. Dawn.

He declined to say whether or not
ha and his wife are separated or if
he Is contemplating divorce,
She
is understood to be a former showgirl.

to legal

10 years at $50,000 a year.

&

Luca»

.

enkins

denied

today

(Tuesday) thai, they had a direct
interest in the renewal of the station's license with the FCC, but they
were merely concerned with cooperating with Georgia Tech, the
licensee, in protecting its interest in
Pickard's group has
the outlet.
already filed a petition with the FCC
as intervenor in the- renewal and
transfer approval proceedings.

Rumor had it that the governor
had called Pickard in some weeks
ago and gave him a choice of signaturing a release for a sum of $5,000,
or losing the station immediately.
Pickard, a former CBS v.p., subsequently took up the situation with
James L. Fly, FCC chairman, but it
is not known what satisfaction he
got from that quarter.
The Southern Broadcasting Stations' lease with
WGST, which is licensed to the
Stata of Georgia, has until 1950 to
go.
The state has been getting
about $30,000 a year as a result of
this contract

Storm Levels Antennas
Of Two K. C. Stations
Kansas

Miami sUtion WQAM's Norman MacKay, as a promotion stunt, sent out
boxes of native limes as 'a little something for your Iced tea; can aUo use
it on fish, and also goes swell in pie or gin..'

Michigan's

whether they will resort

action in opposing Governor Eugene
Talmadge's leasing of the outlet to
Lucas & Jenkins, theatre owners.
Deal with L. St J. is supposedly for

the material priorities situation. The CBS hookup, it was added, will be
62 stations, whereas last season 'Tavern' had 55 stations. The time will be
Thursday, 8:30 to 8:55 p.m.

Jack Hylton, the London maestro, who, getting U. S. radio scripts for
usage over BBC, got 39 more from Eddie Cantor, with the latter's compliments as a salute to Britain's courage in the crisis. These are reenacted
abroad by BBC players, with credit. It's all part of the British stiffupper-lip campaign for national morale.

2.

Sam Pickard and his associates in
Broadcasting
Southern
Stations,
which has WGST under operating
lease, have so far given no indication

—

—

Cowles newspapers Star Journal and Tribune now have- no less than
column writers on WCCO, CBS station in Minneapolis. They're George
Grim, Star Journal radio editor; and Cedric Adams, Virginia Safford,
Charlie Johnson and Jimmy Robinson, also columnists and department
editors on the two sheets.
Merle Potter, film editor and columnist on another Cowles' newspaper,
the Times, has a WMIN program.

five

indignant customer' squawk.

New York script writers are considerably miffed at a major agency's
practice of discriminating against writers at this end when it comes to
paying off on scripts for a show which originates from Hollywood. These
writers complain that the agency has for years gone out to the Coast
months before the program's new season was due to start and paid top
prices for scripts, and then later turned to New York writers for fill-in
continuities at much lower prices.
In other words, the N.Y. writers feel
that if the account involved can afford to pass around $1,000 per script in
Hollywood it should maintain the same fee level in New York, and not
the $500 limit as has been the policy.

Atlanta, Sept.

5,000 postal cards

he has received from vacationists this summer. Several weeks ago Barnes
gagged during a program that since this was vacation time he ought to be
getting some postal cards from his listeners while on their vacations. The
cards poured in by the mailbag and Barnes started putting them up in
albums, and the albums increased accordingly.

The
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Jenkins Deny

Have Deal for WGST;

WOR

Pat Barnes, early morning performer on

among

&

Lucas

City, Sept. 2.

A 75-mile an hour wind, which
climaxed widespread rain and electrical storm in this area last week
(25), destroyed two antenna towers
of KMBC, both located in rural
Johnson
County.
Same storm
toppled the tower of KCKN atop the
Kansan Bldg. here.
Newest KMBC tower,

a 644-foot
vertical radiator, partially demolished a two-story frame house when
It toppled.
It also leveled high tension wires and power in the area

was shut down.
air. for

Station
eight hours.

was oS the

KCKN

was able to continue broadcast without loss of time, but with
a weakened signal.

Red Cross Sponsoring
Whispering' Jack Smith
NBC

'Whispering' Jack Smith, on

until recently and still on some of
that net's television programs,'began
a new sponsored series over

WMCA,

N.

Y.,

Monday

(8).

He

has been

bought by Red Cross Shoes for two
five-minute song periods daily, 11:5512 noon, 6:25-6:30 p.m., Mon.-thruFri.

Set direct.

Wednesday, September
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WORKS'FOR A IIWJVG/

do Saturday Morning Programs ore NBC
RED. Here's how Shinola

,..and so

—

proved

it

Remember

and profited

•

•

•

on

to the radio

listens

Hecker Products Corporation heard
March, 1940

in

— and

Highway',"

CONTRACT RENEWED.
of a

year, contract

full

At the end
was signed for

NBC RED.
U NEW STATIONS ADDED.
addition of 14 new stations to
year on

full

...AND

With

the

May, Shinola's "Lincoln

the network

last

Highway

now heard over 75

of
didn't

NBC

is

stations

RED.

—And here's WHY U

it
They knew that people
bought more food and groceries on
Saturdays than on any other day of
the week... and decided they'd like to
talk to them just before they bought!

believe

last year. In large part,

attribute this to the sales responst

to 'Lincoln

another

Saturday mornings"?

back

we

the old tune that went:

"NOBODY

it

per cent ahead of

I

happened!
1. Over 80% of U.

S.

radio famlllci

by radio during

are "reachable"

any Saturday morning half-hour.
You get "evening type" audience!

So Hecker started to advertise
Shinola Shoe Dressings on Saturday
mornings on NBC RED the network
most people listen to most. They

—

at

daytime rates

I

2. On Saturdays people have mor«
cash to spend than any other day

chose a half-hour dramatized pro-

in the

gram, a program of evening calibre,

week.

3. More than 40% of all grocerle*
and
are bought on Saturdays

"Lincoln Highway."

.

Here's what happened,

69%

RATING DOUBLED AND REDOUBLED! In little more than six months,

are

C. A. B.

"Lincoln Highway's" audience had
doubled. Nine months later, that record

had doubled

SALES INCREASE 20

to 25%.

.

the past several months," writes

.

For

J.

B.

Manager of Hecker's

Shoe Polish Division, "our

WHAT HOOPER FOUND
-IN 29
In

29

CITIES

cities,

were phoned by

Hooper investigators, the weekorFebruary
23, 1941. From ihe responses of 312 verified

lisieners.ind

)42 verified non-lislencrs.

Hooper found 6)% greater use of Shinola
among the "Lincoln Highway" audience

— an

increase clearly uaceable to radio

alone.

Question was:

"What brand

of

Shoe Polish is used in your home?" Tally:
SHINOLA was mentioned by 62% of th«
litltueri . . tod by only 37% of the n«iliittnert/

.

.

Saturday's grocery salei

all

after

noon

I

Saturday mornings. But the same thing

equally true on Sunday ... or

Thursday

...

night in the
is

or any other day or

week

good time on

— namely, any timt

NBC RED/

different types

of polish under the Shinola name have
registered consistent gains of 20 to 25

1747 homes,

of

made

This particular story happens to cover

Is

I

Forsyth, General

99

National Broadcasting Company

A Radio Corporation of America Servic*

—
38
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GREAT GILDERSLEEVE'

•JUBILEE'

'THE

Duke

Ellington, Ethel Waters, Hall
Johnson Choir, Juatilta Hall Choir,

Harold Perry, William Randolph

Hamtree

30 Mins.

Miller
Eongs, Band,
SO Minj

Harrington,

Flournoy

Sunday,

WNEW

.

12

(iVced/in7)i,

WABC-CBS, New York
Columbia accorded the

last

(No.

12) of its Forecast series tor 1941 'o
It was all
this all-Negro program.

pretentiously woraed and o. a^<~. y
touted, but it didn't sum up as the
in American Negro entertainment.
No question about the
All the mellitalent being there.
fluous orating of the narrators (one
from New Yorlt and another from

prime cut

Negroes)
both
and
Hollywood
couldn't overcome the one handicap

(New York) ought

to

take the pledge. That is, as far
ns interviews by its phonograph
arc concerned. This goes
for the platter spinners on the
other stations, too, but recent

6:30 p.m.

WEAF-NBC, New York

Friday, 9 p.m. (Once)

that made
the show.

Serial

KRAFT'S PARKAY MARGARINE

Comedy

CBS FORECAST NO.

Comedy

ni. c.'s

Louis & Brorby)

'Mr. Meek' now has his counterHe's Throckmorton
part in radio.
Gildersleeve, the central charP.
That .should
acter in this serial.
complete that particular cycle as far
as network comedies are concerned.
The character of Gildersleeve was
created and developed on the 'Fib-

with

session

Block's

Mitchell

better.

Dolly

and

itself evident throughout
'Gildersleeve' is written with the
That handicap was the broadest strokes. The character is
absence of the material that has a pompous windbag, but withal
helped lift Duke Ellington and good-natured and endowed with an
Ethel Waters to their present high idiotic
laugh. All the author has to
niches in the entertainment field.
do with, each episode is build up his
having available the
Instead
of
character for a fall.
In the initial
torch ballads with which she has
episode (31), Gildersleeve gets himbeen associated in the public mind, self in dutch with a dyspeptic, dour
Miss Waters had to get along with old
fellow, .while on a Pullman, and

There'll Be Some Changes Made,'
it
turns out that the latter is the
'Crucifixion' and 'Georgia On My
judge assigned to a case in which
Ellington
may have the Gildersleeve
Mind.'
figures as the proposed
genius for making a row of notes
executor of an estate. The material
taste like honey, but it all would
was compounded mostly of stock
have been much tangier had he been
situations and. slapstick.
The kids
free to dip into his old and inespecially should like 'Gildersleeve.'
imitable repertoire.
Also
adults who can get a
The New York half of the show, laugh those
out of double cntendres on
which came first, shaped up as an
the theme of girdles and foundations.
Interesting cavalcade of the Negro
For this series the main character
In American entertainment, but a
been posed as the head of the
namby-pamby illustration of actual has
Gildersleeve Girdle Co., which, if
Bcconjplishment. Again the barrier
anything, goes to show how broadon material scuttled a good idea. minded
must be getting. LeonWhen it came to recount the part ard L. radio
Levinson, who co-authored
that the Negro had played in the
with Don Quinn for Fibber & Molly,
birth and development of the blues
gets air billing as sole author here.
the orchestra had to content itself
The sales- copy stresses Parkay
with a chord here and there that Margarine's
triple use as a bread
sounded like the blues, but nothing spread,
seasoning and shortening,
of 'St.' Louis Blues,' 'Memphis Blues'
and the claim that each ounce of the
or 'Basin St. Blues.' The same ap- product
contains '9,000 units, of vitaplied to the flitting pages dealing
min A.'
Odcc.
with the early emergence of ragtime and jazz. Where the tracings 'UNITED
STAND'
did provide some meaty substance Tuesday,
8:30 p.m.
were in the footnotes on the old- KMOX, St. Louis
time minstrel show. Flournoy MillJerry Hoekstra, chief of the Puber, of the famed team of Miller and
lic Affairs Dept. of this 50,000-watt
Lyles, and Hamtree Harrington, anCBS outlet, cooked up a swell idea
other Negro comic of high repute,
to acquaint natives with what is
were there to do a swell exhibition actually being done in national deof en(]men.
fense work in this area which boasts
Orson Welles got into the pro- the largest small arms plants in the
ceedings from Hollywood. His In- U. S. With the co-op of execs of the
troduction sounded more like a plea St. Louis Ordnance District, Hoekthan an affirmation of one artist's stra was given the okay to visit all
conviction in the talents of another defense plants for a series of proartist,
or race of artists, but in grams. Initialer concerned activities
either case the comment must have in the Western Cartridge Co.'s plant
Inspired some inner probing among at Alton, 111., near here, and officials
those on the inside of the industry. and -workers treked to the studio to
Miss Waters was picked up from participate in the program.
the Biltmore theatre, Los Angeles,
There was plenty of snap in the
where, it was said, she was rehears- announcements at the start of the
ing for 'Mamba's Daughter.'
Her program and some flag rallying stuff
jnly accompaniment was a piano. also was pulled.
Program, interEven with that off-the-elbow mate- spersed, with martial music and the
rial she was still the sterling per- roll of drums at frequent intervals,
former.
revealed,
without disclosing any
Duke Ellington struck his richest military secrets, what is being done
returns as an interpreter of the at this plant.
modern musical idiom with his own
Realism was injected when a numerrangement of 'Flamingo.' 'Jumpin' ber of machine guns were fired to
Pumpkins,' composed by his son. demonstrate that no 'dead' shells arc
Mercer, allowed for crack exploita- turned out in the plant. An extion in an entirely different mood.
planation, easily understood by the
The choir singing from both New layman, is made of how mechanism
York (JuaniU Hall) and Holly- measures the velocity of bullets.
Sahv.
wood (Hal Johnson) accounted for
«ome of the most delightful moments
^f the hour. The Hollywood cast In- constant reference to 'The Tree of
cluded
a
monologist,
Wonderful Hope.' This wishing talisman, whose
Smith. His routine consisted of a legend among Negro performers has
telephone call to Uncle Tom in never before been exploited on the
heaven. Radio audiences being as air, stood in front of the old Latay
diverse as they are in reactions to ette theatre in Harlem, and was re
such themes, somebody in Holly cently demolished by a car.
Wood was taking quite a chance.
Radio will some day be enriched
The cavalcade made frequent with a program composed entirely of
mention of Negro personalities that Negro artists, but it's quite doubtful
have risen to stage fame, but the whether this Columbia incident will
thing that must have tickled the serve as the pattern or inspiration.
fancy of many a listener was the
Odec

WE

Dawn.

For

instance,

in

hour when

Tommy

radio.

Few others .have been able to
simulate that confidential, direct-toyou technique which is what serves
Bernie most assuredly now. It's a
strong insurance, indeed, in this
quarter hour, which is perhaps 50%
commercial plugging. Its sponsorconsciousness is about as subtle as a
European rapprochement;

its

plug-

ging as pointed as the spire on the
Chrysler Bldg.
That's
something
which certainly must be of Wrigley 's
doing; Bernie is too good the showman to overdo the welcome. Furthermore, as a conscientious showman he
must needs be aware of another
early-evening maestro
the Fred
Waring-Chesterfield show, a bit later
in the day— which more effectively
achieves the 'satisfying' technique in
commercial copy without totin' that
barge and liftin' that bale.
None the less, Bernie, as an articu-

—

•

such as this will find a sufficient au- (new) with 'Little Brown Jug.'
dience to
warrant the. expense, 'Green Eyes' was the opener; 'Goodwhich must be considerable. Names, bye Now' the closer five numbers in
such as Miss Swarthout, Taylor, Gra- all, interspersed with trailers of all

—

Dan Parker's 'Leave Us Go

It's

liam Wrigley, Jr. Co. on Monday il)
out of WCAU, Philadelphia, and for
the ensuing eight weeks out of
WBBM, Chicago, over the CBS. It's
in the tradition of the ole macstro's
yowzah style of intime chit-chat and
heart-to-heart
broadcasting
which
first impressed him on the public
consciousness in the earjy days of

late
showman-maestro,
glib
of
tongue and facile of phrase, still
in the life of Robert Schu- managed
to crowd in the
mann—apparently he did it all for Sisters with 'Daddy'; Donald Bailey
Saxon's
the little woman.
'Yours' solo, and the Five Marshalls,
Seems dubious whether a program one of those rhythmic singing groups

Root for the Dodgers, Rodgers.'
Parker is No. 1 on the sports
page for the N. Y. Mirror....
From one to two a.m. continues
to be WOR's ni"^ht time weakness, and WHN hops up to ."iO,000 pretty soon.

1941

cident

though some songwriter ought to
be able to make a topical tune
of

Boiulcs)

tor-critic
Deems Taylor, baritone
Ross Graham, and AI Goodman to
baton the chorus and orchestra. And
to sew up the pitch for peanutmunching dialers, radio actor Jack
Smart is present in the guise of
'Skeeter' Russell, a rube visitor to
whom everything has to be explained in one-syllable words.
Music on the show is to span the
complete range fi'om symphonic and
opera, through semi-pop to swing
and (presumably) even hillbilly. On
the opening edition Sunday afternoon (31), the list included an orchestra-choral version of Brahms'
Hungarian Dance No. 5 in swing,
"Two Hearts That Pass in the Night'
and an aria from 'Mignoii' by Miss
Swarthout, 'Maria Elena' by Graham, 'Daddy' and Liszt's 'Liebestraum' by the chorus and orchestra,
and a swing arrangement of
"Loch Lomond' by the ensemble. In
addition, there was an appallingly
sentimental dramatization of an in-

the case of Miss Dawn much of
the time was taken up recalling
popularity contests she had won
'.38.
And if that
in '37 and
doesn't give you a rough idea
of how dull these interviews can
be, Stan Shaw gave a pretty
good demonstration of touching
bottom the night he quizzed two
dairymen from Nebraska, prize
winners in a local milkrnan's
contest. The point at which Shaw
disappeared under the canoe was
when he asked the milkmen, and
their wives, what they had had
A
for breakfast that morning.
hot topic for 2:30 a.m. So a hint
to prospects: when approached
either run like hell or bring
your script writer. ,. .Seems as

.

&

ries,'

ing

Ayres was an improvement over
the one with Benny Goodman,
but it boiled down to a plug for
a summer resort and Ayres' latLawrence didn't do
est record.
any better with Will Bradley,
and wbrse with George Hall and

McGee

(Bent07i

Replacing its 'When a Girl MarPrudential Insurance is reachway down for a mass audience
with this folksy presentation of
classic-pop music, with Met contralto Gladys Swarthout, commenta-

examples happen to be WNEW's
Martin Block and Stan Shaw,
and Jerry Lawrence at WOR.

Molly' program.
If
'Mr.
Harold Perry plays him.
Meek' has been able to find itself
something of a groove in radio
there's no reason why 'The Groat
Gildersleeve' can't do as well, if not
ber

3,

BEN BERNIE and BAND
With Gladys Swarthout, Deems Tay- 15 Mins.; Mon.-thru-Frl., 5:45 d m
lor, Ross Graham, Jack Smart, AI WRIGLEY GUM
WABC-CBS, New York
Goodman orch, Chorus
(J. Walter Thompson)
45 Mins.
Ben Bernie and all the Lads
PRUDENTIAL INSURANCE
opened a new five-times-a-wcclc
Sunday, 5 p.m,
quarter-hour commercial for WilWABC-CBS, New York
'FAMILY HOUR'

20 Winks

ham and AI Goodman don't come for
bottle tops.
Yet the effort to appeal to such an all-inclusive audience may result in not appealing
enough to any. Coming immediately
after the Philharmonic concerts (3^
4:30 p.m.) and the Kostelanetz-Coca-

sorts for the chicle.
Finale was
virtually the same lyrical signoff as
when 'Pleasant Dreams' was not

ASCAP-restricted, another musical
theme being backgrounded.

Wrigley moves the show to Chi
after Bernie's current week in PhilaCola (which soon moves back to delphia, where he's at the Earle
4:30-5 p.m.), this 'Family Hour' will theatre, and rhost likely a hotel
be rather a mongrel to classic or spot engagement will eventuate cosemi-classic addicts, while there's incidentally. Bobby Brown is the
And show's producer, Walter Preston is
little in it to dr^w swing fans.
as opposition, it soon gets 'Met Au- the director and Eddie Dunn does
the announcing i.e., when the ole
ditions' on NBC-Red.
Although some of the music on- maestro isn't shilling for Wrigley.
'Family Hour' was excellent, some Booking of Bernie is for nine weeks
was commonplace and all of it un- only, subject to options. This show,
evenly presented.
Miss Swarthout, incidentally, gives the same sponsor
two full hours of time on the air
for instance, was impressive with

the witch-

Tucker and

Irv Carroll put the whammie on
the joint with their unending
plugs of 'World on Fire' and
'Where do
'Ain't No Chorus'
a lot of these sustaining summer resort bands go in the winter.
Never mind, because a
Capehart couldn't make some of
'em sound good.
Shudders of the week: That
whatisit accent Yvette has developed. .

—

every week, including Gene Autry's
Hearts' and genuinely moving
'Melody Ranch' and 'Dear Mom.'
Graham
the 'Mignon' piece.
Abel.
a pleasant job with 'Maria
Elena.'
And while AI Goodman's
handling of the chorus and orches- 'STAIRWAY TO A STAR'
tra was expert, the hybrid nature (Judy Garland Biography)
of the arrangements made his a 30 Mins.*
brutal task.
As for 'Daddy,' that's Saturday, 3:45 p.m.
already been played to shreds on al- BBC, London
most every dance remote or studio
Treatment of the Metro starlet had
swing program on the ozone. And two items of listener interest for
appealing' as it may be as a semf- fans on this side; first had to do with
classic composition, 'Intermezzo' is her real name, the second covering
also rather threadbare as a theme a briefie she made with Deanna Durmelody for the show. Deems Taylor bin when both were at the same
Miss Garland's paternal affix
is a proven asset to a musical show plant.
and he makes a stalwart effort here came in for so much play it left the
to weld together the divergent in- impression matter was important
that the name switch contributed no
gredients.
Of course, the Shumann dramatic little to her talent. What was in it
bit was an embarrassing lapse into in the way of entertainment is somedaytime serial hokum, while the thing BBC alone can answer.
Metro office here made available
folksy business about 'Skeeter' Rus-

Two
with
did

.

Foiiow-Up Comment
Hanson W. Baldwin, military expert
The New York Times, partici-

of

in a University of Chicago
Roundtable from New York over
NBC-Red on 'Two Years of the War.'
Baldwin, who emphasized the views
he expressed were his own, started
somewhat as though he were writing
for The Times, reading from a script
or speaking from a memorized talk.

pated

Used phrases arresting
Eretty

omb

lofty for
falling on

radio

but

in print

—such

as

"a

the nexus of our
Professor Avery, of
and moderator of halfhour broadcast, had the most incisive
civilization.'
Chicago U.,

delivery of the three experts. Peter

economist
of
Sarah
Lawrence College and a frequent
Chicago Roundtabler, was the third.
Drucker,

Phil
Baker
proved
a
'new'
comedian on Rinso-Spry's Saturday
morning vaudeville half-hour. Sans
Beetle and Bottle, he was suaver,
surer, sturdier radio material,

more

approaching the Jack Benny school
of polished performance, rather than
the heckling formula, now a pretty
trite pattern. Ken Murray's 'Oswald,'
too, now the principal funster instead- of stoogeing for Murray, did
well on his own. This Sat. morn,
frolic is becoming a great showcase and merits important grooving.
There's a nice flair of the unconventional about it, from the com-

mercials (mentioned in last week's
Comment) to kidding emcee Jim
Ameche, such as that bit wherein
Kay Thompson observes she feels
sorry for him 'because your brother
Don Ameche has left nothing else
for

you

to invent.'

Dick
Gilbert,
WOV's
record
jockey, Is unique among turntable
impresarios in that he's essentially
a performer. A vaude veteran (for-

merly Ruth Wimp and Richard B.
Gilbert), his vocalizing is big league,
as he utilizes the platters for orchestral accompaniment, or 'duets'

with the songstress already waxed
on the disk. It makes for a nice
especially during the early
Latin-American session

effect,

evening

when

Cugat's recordings are the
background. Gilbert, incidentally, is
slated to cut his own album of six
disks, and may also personal with
Cufiat at the Broadway Paramount,
both of which factors are being
capitalized
to
check on listener
polling.

San Francisco.- Fred Fox has
his

KYA

left

producer-writer berth to

become radio director
Community Chest,

for the Frisco

was also painfully corny.
of having all numbers on the

sell

a number of sound tracks from the
Idea
Garland lineup; in this manner the
show brieffie,
'Sunday Afternoon,' greeted

requests from Prudential representatives or policy-holders was obvious, but rather shrewd showmanship.
So was the commercial copy,
which was generally institutionalized
and cleverly aimed to draw mail response and, hence, insurance prospects.
But there's plenty of fixing
to be done before this program is
likely to justify its outlay.
Hobe.

San Antonio— Travis Chapman

Is

KONO

as

latest addition to staff of

announcer and engineer.

here for the first time,
along with announcement film was

listeners

actually made as a test. Other film
material
provided listeners with
recollections and a spicy come-on in
the tune 'Minnie From Trinidad,'
from 'Ziegfeld Girl.' Feature has
not yet been released here, and this
airing was a good trailer.
Studio Ulent attended to dialog
sequences, Cecile Chevieau voicing
capably as Judy Garland. Script on
the whole was satisfactory, although
contributing factually little biography material.
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CBC'S ALTERNATE NET

92

UTIN OUTLETS
NBC

v.p. in charge
John F. Royal,
Relations, yesterday
ot International
(Tuesday) stated he had signed conin 20 Latinstations
92
with
tracts
American countries. These stations

Comeback

Noriega's

GETTING ATTENtlON
Montreal, Sept. S.
Canadian Broadcasting Corp. reports plenty inquiries and some biz
resulting from offer of alternate CBC
network across Dominion. General

Manager Gladstone Murray, back
from England last week, is stated to
be ready to develop an intensive
selling campaign on the new air

Mexico

City, Sept.

Mexico Regulates News Broadcasts;
2.

Alonso Sordo Noriega has come
back big as a radio announcer after
several

months'

absence

rector of the government's press and

iip

Noriega,

who

built

a big rep as a narrator, particu-

larly good at running story coverage,
NBC's Pan-American lines of the corporation.
is In charge of a new program, 'El
There will be a big bid for U.S. biz Continental,' the 'Newspaper of the
from
a
returned
Just
and
national
has
advertising,
but noth- Air.' which Rip, a disinfectant manuRoyal
ing can be done until it's clear facturing company,
80,000-mile tour of South America.
is
sponsoring
whether the States will continue or over local station
XEQ (50,000
drop Daylight Savings at the end watts).

will compose
networlc.

of

Prez's Isl Speech

Mex

Septembeh

Censors on Watch for Nazi Tinting

from the

mike, during which time he was dipublicity bureau.

Noriega Is at the mike five times
daily for 15 minutes a shot.

Mexico

As
casts

City, Sept.

there has been so

stuff going

of

2.

much funny

on with regard

to broad-

war news, meddling

that

has included subtle Nazi and other
un-Democratic tinting, the Ministry
Public
and
Communications
of
Works, ruler of air affairs, in Mexico,
has taken drastic action to assure
that only the most impartial newscasting ia presented by the radio
•

Esso's U.P.

From

These new regulations, it
appears, will keep the air clear of

New Mex.

by

The address

yesterday (Monday).

French 'Big Sister'

all bias.

News On

14

reading scripts to determine whether
or not anything objectionable to
Mexico's stand for neutrality and
Democracy has been injected. Th«
censors must okay all scripts befor*
they go on air. They are also re*
quired to stick around and check up
on the delivery of all news and comments of the announcers.

stations.

That is in accordance with
Mexico's policy of strict neutrality.
The Ministry has assigned two
Outlet
censor-Inspectors
to every important
Radio
Coverage
Stations in S. A.
Mexico City, Sept. 2."
radio station in the republic to keep
Active radio stations in Mexico a strict eye and ear on all war news
Esso is now broadcasting Its news have been increased in number to and kindred Information that goes
City,
Sept.
S.
Mexico
programs over 14 stations in Chili, 105 with the inauguration of XETQ to the mike. These officials have
Radio figured prominently in mak' Brazil, Argentine and Uraguay, using (5,000 watts) in Orizaba, Industrial orders to take nothing for granted,
center of Vera Cruz.
Ing known to the world the first an- the United Press service.
to make absolutely sure that there
The S. A. schedule Is four flveStation Is owned by Francisco Is no slanting of any kind to news
nual message to congress and Mexico
minute periods a day.
Compas H. Orizaba businessman.
that Is broadcast. Their job Includes
President Manuel AvUa Camacho

To Congress Gets Wide
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Montreal, Sept.

9.

Starting yesterday (Monday), Canadian Broadcasting Corp. threw

open

all its

language

Quebec province French-

facilities

to

the airing of

'Big Sister,' with the French tltl«
'Grande Soeur.' under the sponsorship of Lever Bros.
'Grande Soeur' will run Indefinitely five times a week from 1111:15 a.m.

is

a Mexican political tradition every
Sept. 1, when the new term of the
federal legislature opens. The mes-

medtrn
Richard Sladt,
young formtr, flndt Ih*
aBrlcohural pregramt
a raol 1i«lp In making Ih*

sage was of exceptional importance.
In view of the tense world and

WLW

national situation.

tt««U farm mora

prefllabi*.

estimated that upward of
persons heard it, in one
form or another, thanks to radio,
This time there was the biggest and
for the address. It
service
air
best
was broadcast to all parts of Mexico
It

is

0,000,000

by a web headed by local station
(150,000 watts) and the govAll postal and
ernment stations.

XEW

telegraph

and many public

offices

chools throughout the republic had
receiving sets for relaying the broadcast.

A version in English of the message was broadcast to the U. S. and
Canada by XEWW, and to Europe
and other parts of the globe by
'Radio Mex,' powerful Government
air service.

XEWW

broad
CBS and NBS with
cast comments In English on the
message in a 10-minute program
from here by Robert Allen, who has
served as radio newscaster in Mexico
since the hot presidential election of

July

7,

"MEET

1940.

BBC Now Under

J.

EARL STEELE AND FAMILY"
hundred milM from Cincinnati;
naor Millenburg, Ohio, Nvo the J.

Two

Control

Of Propaganda Bureau
London, Aug.

Eari Stmloc.

To students of soclolofllcal trends, their

15,

career offers eharaeterlstic
•vents) one son, a graduate of Cart
neflie Tech., tired of the farm) became
a banker. But one son loved the farm;

family

Although the tie-in has not prevl
ously been stressed, recent official
paper discloses that operations of

BBC

are

now under

control of

Min

istry of Information.

Paper also indicates coin grant
from Government to BBC amounts

tdeas that woriced; that cut down labori
Increased production. Now the Steele
farm olds the nation by producing
grain, or eggs, or fruit, or poultry all

sectional characteristics. Mr. Steele
believer in crop rotation, keeps an ear
tuned to WLW for the market reporis.
Mrs. Steele daily enjoys the entire
^'Everybody's Farm Hour". Their son,
Richard, a graduate agricultural engi-

year long.

neer from Ohio State University, pays

came home from

for current year to $22,500,000, with
probability of being substantially In
creased.
Sum Is about $4,500,000

over income from licences. In the
grant was always less than
revenue.

past, total

college with practical

which
influence Ohio farmers and

To these who ore

London

I

stations

Calling

why

Interested In

they carry Influence, the Steele

family's listening habits offer cross-i

London, Aug.

particular attention to tree

and plant

spraying Information. And all enjoy
the "high grade enteitainment" on

WLW.

20.

Rudy Vallee drew a special script
Roy Plumley around croon

Ing by

er's rise to radio fame.
Thirty-min
ute session used discs for the melody
end, notably those he cut with Car

roll

Gibbons when on this

Quentln

Reynolds

handling

an

other 'Postscript* for BBC's news
attendees, and Collier'a scribe will
do a guest appearance on 'Any
Questions?', quiz session.

BIng Crosby is to greet fang with
eomething new when BBC airs six
discs he cut 10 years ago, but which
were never retailed this side. Iden
tlty of the melodies U being kept
secret

till

MICH

side.
I

larl

ttnftr,

thowt

INDIANA,

f"

County AgonI t. M. M«»
•amp!* •t lh«
Inloih
•alt |utl lhr*«h*d. Mr.

an ardtnl *arly
morning WLW fan.

Il**l* I*

airing time.

MPREStNTATIVIS: H.w York

- Trantomtrlco.

Broodcortlng

t

T*Uvliloa Corp.

Claade Holbert guesting on the
liUcan-McShane hour.
Michael Redgrave, now in the
British Navy, guested on Henry
Hall's 'Guest Night' for his first ap
pearance since donning blue. Film
Ite sang Noel Coward's latest ditty
'London Pride,'

Raymond Oram Swing's 'Amerl
first ether
ing since return to U.S. from British
was nixed by technical diifi

can Commentary,' for his
trip,

cultles.

WLW

CHeoflO-WtW. MOM.

MfcMflOiAvtiw*.

Sm

rnmtUto

— MfMoioi

«adfc> Sotofc

THE NATION'S
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—
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WLB
WLOL

ager.
Glen Smith returns to
after a summer at WLOL.

takes Susan
Yankton, S.

Payrofl Traffic

spot.

Taylor
D., for

WTCN's

sales

from

WNAX,

FCC May Ease-Up On Nets

a S a.m. daily

manager, Lec

Whiting, goes over to WDGY. Benedict Hardman has been appointed
news editor. Charles Irving
has left
for free lancing in
Chicago,
and Ed Abott, former

iContlnnad from pai • Us

lif* than which may b« filed.'
In a supple,
the operating permit.
mentary. statement It was explained
Sheldon, ments. Losses to date include: James WLOL
On tha matter of option ttm*, the that 'reasonable tlma will elapse after
staff announcer, has been Godbehere, from the commercial deWTCN
Commish seemt disposed to eaa* disposal of thl» and any other petimoved up to the post ot assistant partment
Sergeant-Observer
to
quantl tion offered on that occasion (th«
program director, replacing Harry Royal Canadian Air Force; Allan WCCO announcer, is doing produc- the rules and incorporate
Marble, who left to join the CBS an- Hammond, announcer to
tative formula that would allow a time of th« argument) before making
RCAF; tion' work in Chicago.
nouncing staff. Harry Mcllvain, an- Gordon Young, announcer to Camaximum of 12 hours under eX' luch rules effective.'
other mikeman, has taken ovet; a nadian Army Service Corps; John
Chicago. Estelle Barnes joins the elusive control of on* chain In
fulltime assignment in the produc- McGrail, engineering department to program department
see
of W59C, Chi- major markets. The regulators
tion department. Helen Sirus is lat- Aircraft Production; Reginald McFM station, eye to eye with Mutual on the gencago Tribune and
Lands
est addition to script department.
Williams, engineering department to Sept. 21. She was formerly on the eral proposition that some of the KSTP,
Archie Sichel, engineer o( WIBG, RCAF; Eric Loyd, announcer, to
optioned time should be available to
musical staff of WAAF.
oh Saturday (30) enlisted in the Royal Canadian Navy Volunteer
other chains if unused, but do not
Another
Store
U. S. Army.
Reserve.
Toangstown Joe Edison, better agree that the tied-up periods should
known as Ed Gouran, has returned not exceed what has been used in
Minneapolis, Sept. 2.
Nor do they appear symMontreal Canadian Marconi staNew York City. Samuel Bicknell, to
after a year with WMMN, the past.
Signing up the Golden Rule, leadpathetic to the NBC idea that some
tion CFCF has suffered a 25% re- of the promotion department of Fairmont, W. Va.
ing St. Paul establishment, for a
coverage ought to be allowed to take
duction in male staff as result of the WOR, New York, has resigned to
daily
15-minute
sponsored prowar and heavy pressure of enlist- join the sales staff of Francis H. LegDayton Louis J. Froelich, for- care of possible growth.
gram, "The Wishing Well,' KSTP
gett Co., N. Y.
Would Please All Sides
He is succeeded by merly of KLZO, Kalamazoo, has
has added another department store
Jack Mohler, recent Princeton grad. joined the sales staff of WING.
As indicated by expressions a't a to its account.
Robert Barkey, winner o f the
secret meeting before the summer
Program's idea is to obtain for the
Veteran Wireless Operators' Assn.
Salt
Lake City— Bill Baldwin, doldrums, the Commish now may store an extensive mailing list
of
scholarship
award in 1939, has KDYL announcer, leaves for KFWB, get together on a scheme that em- birthdays and anniversaries
by havjoined the engineering staff of WOR, Warners Bros, station in Hollywood, braces' several Mutual ideas, but also ing listeners-in
write in their wishes
New York.
to do a morning show for Automois designed to please both NBC and
and include birthday and annivertive Supply Distributors.
CBS.
The regulators probably sary information.
Long view, Texas Bruce Dennis,
would go for a formula that breaks
New York City— Jerome C. Robin- the broadcasting day down into
operator at KFRO, has resigned to
San Francisco Jack Reid has been
take a similar post with K^RK, son, recent Cornell graduate, has three five-hour blocks, a la MBS, but
Little Rock.
C. M. Games, former- joined the sales staff of WWRL, want to reserve the right to limit added to the staff of KHUB, Watly at KFEL, Denver, ha3 joined Woodside, L. I.
further the amount of option time sonville, as production manager.
KFKO announcing staff, plus assistwhenever it is deemed necessary to
Fort Worth John Frank Lucas, protect the public interest.
ing in sales work. Games replaces
What
Merril Ash, who resigned to go with KGKO announcer, is on a leave of the Commish would like is a proabsence to study dramatics in Bos- posal with the following essential
KPAC, Port Arthur, Texas.

PhiladelpbU

WCAU

—

Wally

agreements having longer

—

WGN

Mpk,

DepL

.

—

—

—

WKBN

—

—

—

—

50,000 WATTS

ton.

NEW YORK

features:

—

Philadelphia Gil Newsome, forDallas Orval Anderson, of New
mer spieler at WFMS, Youngstown,
has joined the announcing stafT of Orleans, has taken over his new
WCAU, replacing John Franklin, duties as spieler on the WFAAKGKO staff. He is master of cerewho answered draft call recently.
George Thomas, WCAU announcer, monies for the new quiz show, 'What
I?'
inducted into Army service at Camp

—

Licensees must reserve from
1.
1 to Vk hours out of each 5-hour
block for themselves (for local or
non-network programs). This Is
an MBS idea.
2.
All of the remainder (or from
3V4 to v4 hours of each bracket
could be optioned.
3.
Exclusive or 'preferential' options could be given on only part
of
the optioned time.
Actual
amount tied up irrevocably by a
network would depend on the degree of competition, as was advocated by Mutual last fall. The
exclusive time would not be contingent upon what was used in the
past; if a web previously had
placed more programs on an
affiliate, it would be the loser.
Maximum of any time block that
could be tied up under an exclusive
arrangemenit probably
would be three hours in towns
with four stations, two and a half
hours in towns with three stations,
two hours in towns with two stations and one and one-half hours
in towns with a single station.
This means the aggregate nailed
down by any chain would be nine
hours, while in single-transmitter
communities (assuming anybody
wanted an exclusive arrangement
in such a small market) on four
and one-half hours a day could be
kept away from competitors.
4.
Along with a two-year li-

Am

Meade.

—

Antonio

Joined
of

Jack Cowden,
San Francisco
sales promotion manager, has

KSFO

—Clyds

San

the

station

Smith has
been tronsferred to CBS station redepartment
New York.
San Antonio. lations department in

continuity

KABC,

Smith was formerly with KNONO.
Other additions are Buddy Kldwell
and Walter Starke, control room.
Al Lauders has joined the news
•taS of station WOAI, San Antonio.
Other recent addition U James
Evans, In the control room.

First

Lak* City.—Aaron Moll,

Salt

tba

KDYL

nouncing

Players,

added to

Wichita,

brother,

KFBI,

is

His

mu-

Biz

OK

All

Around

Hrands on
Salt

Lake

— Standard

KSL
City, Sept.

2.

EverythL.g up here, with emphasis
Mark Austad, new in radio, has
Joined th« announcing staff of KSL. on the national spot. Local strong,
Also new to KSL announcing staff too, with former spot users showing
strong
tendency toward a shift to
U Howard Flynn, recently chief anquarter-hour production, much of it
nouncer at KLO, Ogden.
KDYL adds Roy Drushall to an- on a S2-week basis. Great clamor
for
good
news periods with most denouncing staff to replace Doug Gour-

who

goes to

NBC

In

San Fran-

cisco.

Hlnneapolla— Lea Whiting has left
to become commercial man-

ager of
til*

WDGY. He

will also hold

of assistant to

titi*

Young, owner of the

Georg* W.

station.

Oakland.— Bob Emerick, lata of
KFI-KECA and KNX, is new member of the KROW announcer-producer staff, replacing Bert Winn,
who has gone to KSFO, Frisco.

Greenfield, Mass.—Peter Sherman
(Meltzer) is new staff announcer at

WHAI.

to world's

of

station.

also on

part time sales-

SALT LAKE BRIGHT

an-

Bailey, formerly of sta-

WTCN

sell

now

is

man.

of

KID, Idaho Falls, with KUTA's
program department. She'll conduct
daily quarter-hour women's program
under name of June Lee.

lay,

who

Lee Nydegger,

sical staff,

staff of station.

Mynonah

advertisers

Nydegger,

member of musical staff
new musical director of

tion

choice of

Kan.— Verne

sirable slots flUed,

KDYL: Johnson & Johnson

(Tek
toothbrushes), through Ferry-Manly,
85 chain breaks; Road Service Garage, participations on Inquiring Reporter; -Salt Lake Glass St Paint Co.,
24 news announcements.
KSL: 13 50-word announcements
for Brigham City Peach Day; 52 oneminute announcements f:.r Arthur
Frank, men's clothiers; 100 50-word
announcements for Meyer's Cleaners
& Dyers; two 50-word daily announcements for Standard Furniture
Company; 40 one-minute announcements for Standard Brands.
KUTA: Hibbs Clothing Co., 52 announcements, direct; McClanahan &

Formerly wds with WBRK,
Leeds, 300 announcements
and WLNH, Laconla, N. H.

Pittsfleld,

Fort Worth.— Ken McClure, pioneer
southwestern newscaster from San
Antonio, has joined the news staff of
KGKO. He replaces Porter Randall,
who went to KPRC, Houston, as pro-

gram

director.

Washington.— Hugh Higgins
promotion
manager
for

New

cense, and affiliation contracts of
the same duration, there would be
a privilege of opening negotiations
for
renewal of expiring pacts

four months before the termination date.
Mutual suggested a
minimum period of three months

and a maximum of six.
There is no positive proof the Commish will incorporate such changes
in its rules, but the indications
are
very intriguing. General agreement
on su'-h an idea was reached during
the July-August huddles, and the
rou<Th outline was embodied in a resolution adopted by the Commish several weeks ago.

direct.

FCC
Nashville Biz

WSM

mer Commissioner Fred
•spn,

new through Sherman & Marquette.
WRC- Show
15-minute affair running
WMAL, twin NBC transmitters. He Mondayis through
Friday.
Is

is

former newspaperman and sports-

writer and was at one time connected with KOIL.

Plough, Inc., makers of St. Joseph
Aspirin and other medicinal prodpurchased 'Facts, Fashions, and
starting Octooer 1 over
WSM. Ann Ford and Otis Devine
will handle the news shows which
will be aired five days per week.
Contract is for 52 weeks and was
placed by Lake, Spiro, & Shurman.
ucts,

Flickers'

market

110(10 i;C-,')ujiOjui ajouj JO)
ajij.ir,

S,i|;i5

0|p:);|

.',UD

CiDclnnatI—AI Bland, writer and
producer at WCKY's Morning Patrol
moved up last week by taking
on the additional chore of production manager, following the resignation of Beverly Dean.
This.time purchase by Plough, is in
addition to its spot campaign over
Minneapolis—Francis
Van Ko- WSM, which also was inked for
nynenburg has been appointed gen- year's renewal.
eral sales manager for WTCN, one
Royal Crown Cola signed with
of the two Twin City NBC outlets.
WLAC for three 15-minute programs
For the last seven years he has been per week
starting Monday
(29).
the station's sales manager for the
Show is to be revival of 'Musical
St. Paul area
Quiz' which was aired last year, featuring Tim Sanders trying to give
Minneapolis
Much shifting of away Ave dollars per night.
series,

ijS'rf

—

personnel is occurring among Twin
WSIX peddled 'Cedric Foster' loCity radio stations, Bob Sutton, in cally to First
Federal Savings and
charge of WCCO music clearance, Loan Association starting
Monday
goes to WLOL as production man- (1). Contract Is for
one year.

Majority Erred

From all angles, it seems that Fly
has realized the Commish majority
erred when it decreed the end of all
options and exclusivity.
With for-

Nashville. Sept. 2.
Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin inked
a 52-week contract with
f jr
Joe Frank's 'Golden V/est Cowboys,"

I

member

of

I.

Thomp-

majority bloc,

off

the panel, the Commish now seems
to be split three to three on the matter of further major concessions.
Commissioner Ray C. Wakefield, the
rookie who joined only a few days
before the monopoly report was
adopted, has given signs he feels

TOLEDO
DIALS

and

at

WSPD
for

JEANNE BARGY
Her personable songs
and smart Novachord
arrangements are aired
each Monday and Wednesday

at 4:45 P.M.
(EST) over WSPD

•

the 5000 watt, NBC
Red Basic affiliate. Ask

KATZ AGENCY
quote

on

this

to

four-

star audience feature.

mistakes were
ing

made and is inclinmore and more toward the posiCraven

tion of Commi.ssioners T. A.

and Norm.nn S. Case, who filed a
viRorous minority report warning
th« reforms would lead to chaos.
Indefinite
postponement of the
rules was ordered by Commissioner
Craven, under terms of an order entered more than four weeks ago.
Given authority to entertain any petition requesting modification of the
proposed regulations, he scheduled
the argument for Sept. 12, stipulating
that any person wanting to particlDPte must give notice by Sept. 10.

The

Comml.sh

announcement

said

that the regulations will not go into
effect 'until after the disposition of
the Tf'itual petition and of any other

WSPD

Wednesday, September
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3,

through Robertson agency, 34
announcements; Elitch Amusement
Park, through Robertson agency,
four half-hours and one quarterhour; Cramer Foot Comfort Store,
through Ted Levy agency, 12 five

41

Co.,

CBS Trying to Break Strong Hold
Of

NBCs Richfield Reporter on Coast
San Francisco,

CBS'

Pacific

strategists

Sept. 2.
will un-

PLOUGH,

dertake to break down the strong
hold that the Richfield Reporter
(NBC-Pacific Red) has on Los Angeles listening at 10 p.m. nightly by
spotting its own William Winter,
commenUtor, against the oil comWinter will
pany's news program.
be piped nightly from San Francisco

INC.,

Comparative Colt Count

%
An;
Network
Local

Denver, Sept.

2.

Nat'l Spot.

Aug.

30.

5,970
2,511

.

Change.

continues indicating marked upturn

OJ!

in fall business. Plus signs are again
recorded in all unit phases this week,
total climbing to 18,331 compared
with 18,016 the previous week.

—

—0.9
*

—

'

—

ble, through Compton Adv., eight
spots; Wm. Wrigley, Jr., Co., through
the NBC-Red to CBS, using a mys- Arthur Meyerhoflt, 13 quarter -hours;
tery quiz, 'Whodunit,' instead of Lever Bros., through Young & Rubithrice weekly sponsorship of H. V, cam, 64 announcements.
Kaltenborn. Time for the show will
KOA: Kortz Jewerly Co., through
be Thursday, 7:30 to 8 p.m., with Raymond Keane, 52 half hours; Bay
KFSO feeding it to the complete Petroleum Co., through Raymond
Pacific link plus KSL, Salt Lake Keane,
26 quarter hours;
Omar
City. Lord & Thomas is the agency. Flour, through Hays MacFarland, 13
quarter
hours;
Mountain States
Telephone & Telegraph Co., A3 anKastor Agcy. Lining
nouncements; Sears Roebuck, through
E.
O. Shaw, 39 announcements;

Up

Flock of Announcement

Bros., through Young & Rubicam, 56 announcements; Goodrich
Tire & Rubber Co., through E. O.
Shaw, five spots; Beech-Nut Packing
Co.,
through Newell-Emmett, 90

Lever

Spots for Several Accts.
Chicago, Sept. 2.
Kastor agency here is lining up
stations for a load of announcements
for five national accounts. Has fiti'
Ished laying out time for O-Cedar,

station breaks.

KMYR:

Denver

&

Rio

Grande

Railroad, through Cusack agency,
500
Rainbow
Ballroom,
spots;
through Robertson agency, 250 spots;

gain,

stations

here

step

forward

this

that the fall push

rum

agency,

52

spots;

9

bigger

which

earlier

looked long-drawn out, proved an
obstacle to a bigger gain in the local
field which still Improved but not
up to expectations. Sole skid was in
the network time, offset neatly by
the gain in the national spot category.
Moving into the fall markets, Detroit's six stations are in a healthy
position, up 250 units in the network
time, 1,300 units locally and only 250
units under national spot a year ago.
WWJ: American Chicle Co, renewal of "Yawn C^ub,' 45-minutes,
13
weeks,
times
weekly,
three
through Badger, Browning & Her
sey.

WJR:

Kasco

10-minute
newscasts, three times weekly, 13
weeks, through Campbell, Sanford,
Mills,

Comparative Unit Count

|

%of

Columbine

Laundry, through Betts-Koerber, 78
announcements.
KFEL: Waltham Fountain Pen
Co., two five minutes daily tf; Moline Refrigerator Stores, four announcements; Millinery Stores, 26
announcements; Grayson Apparel

LIMITED

a

Aug.

Network

Nat'l Spot.

(Included:

30.

7,455

..

Local
Total

.

11.774
4,550
23,779

Biggest chunk of business went to
KHJ-Mutual which sold 130 'Orphan
Annie'
quarter-hours to
Quaker
Oats, and 195 quarter-hour programs,
'As the Twig Is Bent,' to General
Foods.

High spot on KECA was sale of
261 quarter-hour newscasts to John
T. Troll while the Columbia Pacific
net filled in chinks in a packed
schedule through the San Francisco
office which planted two news commentaries for Alpine Milk and an
audience participation program spon-

week evidence sored by Albers Bros.
KHJ: Pioneer Builders,
set in. Local

had

transportation strike,

running five and six- announcements
Elk Coal Co., through Lane-Frei- Inc.
weekly, and now rounding up sta
berger, 250 announcements; Empire
tions tp plug Four-Way Cold tablets,
using six announcements weekly Gas & Equipment Co., through By-

and for Dr. Pierce's various medicines, usino four to six announce
ments weekly.
Malto-Meal will be plugged by six
and more spot spiels weekly, and on
the Coast the Douglas Oil firm will
have
some
announcements
set

took

Aug. 23. Change.
—2.1
7,620
+1.1
11,645
4,448
23,713

-f-2J
-l-O.S

CKLW, WJBK, WJLB,

WJR, WWJ, WXYZ)

to

Quaker

KECA

Scores

Los Angeles, Sept. 2.
ter-hour newscasts, through BrlSteady climb in all departments sacher-Davis; Johnson & Johnson,
350 announcements, through Ferry
Hanly; Pantages Theatre, 53 announcements, through Milton Wein-

of

23,

7,820
6,030
2,511
16,361

—0.4
16.291
Renewals constituted the big ac- Total
(Included:
KFllL,
KLZ, KMYR,
counts Fred Davis Furniture Co.,
KOA, KVOD)
renewed newscasts for one year over
KLZ and Kortz Jewelry renewed for
No change.
one year their half-hour quiz type
'Three B's' on KOA.
DETROIT HEALTHY
KLZ: Kindel Bedding Co., through
Ted Levy, 28 announcements; Fred Unit Gains Cgntlnue Chicklets BeDavis Furniture Co., one daily quarnewed on WWJ
ter-hour news, one year; America
First Committee, one spot; Plough,
Detroit, Sept. 2.
Inc., through Lake, Spiro, Sherman,
Following up last week's slight
500 announcements; Procter & Gam-

and his advent will be preceded by
a promotion barrage urging dialists
to 'listen to your favorite newscaster
then tune to Winter for analysis.'
Columbia also proposes to do
something to overcome its freezeout
on football, which has gone exclusively to the Don Lee and NBCIt's to be a
Blue links this fall.
high-powered program schedule Saturdays, running from noon to 6 a.m.
Albers-Milling has switched a half
hour of its local programming from

through the Kastor agency.

.

7310

..

KHJ

Oats, Gen. Foods;

minutes; American Academy of Accountancy,
through First United
Broadcasters, 12 five minutes.

SIGNS

FOR 500 ADS ON KLZ

•

'

Juicy Sales by

26

five-

minute broadcasts, througli Smith &
Bull; Arden Farms, 30 100-word anProductive
through
nouncements,
Advt. Agency; Quaker Oats, 130
quarter-hour broadcasts of 'Orphan
Annie,' through Ruthrauff & Ryan;
General Foods, 195 quarter-hour
programs, 'As the Twig Is Bent,'
through Benton & Bowles; Feltman
& Curme, 180 participations, through
Advertising Arts; O'Sullivan Rubber,
91 one-minute spots, through Bermingham, Castleman & Pierce.
KNX: Ford Dealers, 104 quarterhour newscasts, through McCannErickson; Cudahy Packing, 78 participations, direct, Los Angeles County
Fair, 20 time signals, through Robert F. Dennis; Earl Carroll, 129 participations, through Cesana.

berg.

KECA: Pantages Theatre, 103 announcements, through Milton Weinberg; Sealy Mattress, 13 quarterthrough
broadcasts,
Alvin
Wilder; J. W. ]Robinson, five announcements, through Mayers Co.;
Knudsen Creamery, 27 quarter-hour
broadcasts, through Heintz Pickering; Kelley Kar, 313 quarter-hour
broadcasts, through Milton Weinberg; Innes Shoe, 69 announcements,
through V. Cloward; Murine, 78 oneminute transcriptions, through
BBD&O; Safeway Stores, 20 oneminute transcriptions, through J.
Walter Thompson; John T. Troll, 261
quarter-hour
newscasts,
through
hour

Lockwood

-

Furniture,

through

Ad

Shackelford; McMahan
313
quarter - hours,
Carpenter.

Comparative Unit Connt

%
Ang.

Network

..

Local
Nat'l Spot.

«oUl
(Included:

.

30.

11,965
4,775
1,591
18,331

Aug.

23.

SETS 9TH YR. ON

AND ALL THE LADS

1

Alma Mater

WPinLEY'S SPEAR MINT

GUM

Every Mon-Tues-Wed-Thurs-Fri.
5:45-6 P.

M.-EDST-Over The

COLUMBIA BROADCASTING SYSTEM
MGT: MUSIC CORPORATION OF AMERICA

.17

WBBM
2.

of the long-run contracts In
radio, the Nelson Bros, furniture
here, was recompany on
newed last week for its ninth consecutive solid year on the station.
J. KeUy Smith, commercial chief,
again inked the contract. Smith set
the original deal for Nelson Bros.
Renewed contract calls for 19 periods weekly at 15 minutes each.
These shows Include a Man on the
Street broadcast and two- different

BEN BERNIE
NEW

-1-1.3

+

Chicago, Sept.

One

THE OLE MAESTRO

Our

.08

-)-4.3

LONG-RUN CHI SPONSOR

WEEKS ENGAGEMENT

For

-|-

KECA, KFI, KHJ, KNX)

KFI: Westport Heights, 13 particiWBBM
pations, through Ivar Wallin; J. W.
Robinson, six announcements,
through Mayers Co.; Flamingo Sales,
Buchanthrough
announcements,
52
an St Co.; Welch Grape Juice, 52 announcements, through H. W. Kastor;
O'Keefe & Merritt, 157 quarterhour newscasts, through Richard B.
105
National Funding,
Atchison;
through
newscasts,
quarter-hour
Smith & Bull; Peter Paul, 156 quar- recorded music programs.

STARTED SEPTEMBER

of

Change.

11,872
4,574
1,570
18,016

—

RADIO MARKETS
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BALTIMORE QUIET

Gallenkamp's Trof. Puzzlewit' Loses

Unit Change Slight

Sked

Air Time to
San Francisco,
'Professor

Benny-Sponsor Burns

Sept.

pens), through United Advertising,
48 quarter-hour newscasts; Golden
State Co. (diary products), through
Ruthrauff & Ryan, 75 participations,

2.

extremely

Puzzlewit,'

popular Gallenkamp shoes show
•which has ridden the Coast NBC Red
lor Ave years, is in difficulties as a
result of the decision to release Jack
Benny's Jello show on the Coast at
4 p.m. as well as a wax repeat at
Sponsor reportedly plenty
8:30.
burned at losing his established
groove, with Hassel Smith of Long
Advertising, asents for the account,
trying to smooth things out and ease
the quizzer into a new niche.
William Winter has picked up a
new Sunday afternoon sponsor at
KSFO, Moore Clothiers via Brisacher, Davis, replacing Mark Morris
Tires which dropped off due to inability to secure sufficient stocks, as
a result of defense shortages. Swan
fioap this week pegged eight oneminute transcriptions on the same
station through

Young

Ann

it

back

change

With
time,

Ann

Forum; Langendorf
Bakeries, through Leon Livingston,
six time signals daily, 52 weeks (renewal); West Coast Soap Co. (for
Powow), through Brisacher, Davis,
26 participations, Ann Holden Fprum

National.

26

standard

gets a 10-minute extention to
40 minutes daily to take care of increasing sponsorial load. Show, inaugurated about a year and a half
ago, has been one of the surprise
of Al Nelson's regime as
general manager. Nelson
assigned Holden to the chore dSspite
the fact that the former star of the
old 'Women's Magazine of the Air'
clicks

KGO-KPO

show had been away from mikes
nearly two years due to a critical
Illness. Femme spieler has built the
spot into what is probably KGO's

—

most successful and profitable
daytime feature.
Another gabber on the same station, Gagnier, also is due for a time
She's sponsored by the City
boost.
of Paris department store, which has
been esting radio for several months
with a daily five-minute strip. Results have been so satisfactory that
the outfit soon will jump its sked to
a quarter-hour daily. Increase originally was pegged to take place this
•week but won't start for a couple of
weeks.
KFKC's John B. Hughes-Fulton
Lewis mixup has been peacefully
straightened out, with Langendort
Bread again using Hughes and Lewis
riding unsponsored. When Hastings
Clothiers decided to drop Lewis
and radio for a time Langendorf
rushed to swap Hughes for Lewis.
Understood this precipitated a clash

—

with Larry Allen, Hughes' manager,
who held out for the full two weeks'
notice, pay or play, as required in
the newscaster's contract, Allen collected but reportedly was told he'd
never again get sponsorial consideration from the agency in question.
article

which Lewis and Lindbergh were
mentioned together and overnight it
was decided to switch back to
Hughes, leaving everybody red-faced
(2),

NBC's Open

House

Active National Accounts

shifts from the Red to the
Blue via KGO and will originate at
Hamilton Field instead of at the

ter Sc Gamble (Duz), through Compton Adv., nighttime announcements;
High's Ice Crearti, via Courtland D.
Ferguson, participations twice daily;
May Oil Burner Corp., through S. A.
Levyne, participations on early a.m.
show; Ritz Camera Stores, through
Henry Kaufman, early a.m. partici-

method

Comedy

accompllihai

stint

needed

by

protection

and

MICROPHONE TECHNIQUE A SPECIALTV
ejl

VERA ROSE
New

W. ie2od

St.

York City

Apt. 4S

Telephone WAdeworlh 3-2

1

7S

BULOVA WATCH

Neff-Rogow, 99 tri-weekly quarters,
news; First Federal Savings & Loan,
Oakland, through Pacific Advertising,
Oakland, 312 participations.
Protective
League;
Housewives
Crown Products (Sani-Clor), through

SIGNALS SET

mt.

Diamond

&

Co., 78 participa-

13 spots.

,.

.Newell-Emmett
Northwest Radio

Announcements
...5-Mins

W. Lewin
Sherman & Marquette
A.

Hours

Announcements
Street & Finney
Annoimcements
M. H. Hackett
Announcements
Van Sant, Dugdale .Announcements

Carter Products (pills)
Chatham blankets
Crosse & Blackwell
Fels Naptha soap
Ford Dealers Advertising

. .

.

& Gamble

Compton Adv
Ruthrauff & Ryan

Balston Purina Co
Reader's Digest
Royal Crown Cola

Announcements
yt Hours
% Hours
Announcements
y* Hours

Gardner Adv

BBDSeO

BBD&O

Savoy coBee
Erwin, Wasey
% Hours
A. Schonbrunn (Savarin coffee). .M. H. Hackett Participations, 5-Mins.
Russel M. Seeds
Station Breaks
".

.

Austin, in for a visit to

%

of

three-flve-mlnute

Aug. 30. Aug. 23. Chsntre. grams

Network

8,750
4,095
1,849
14,694

-1-0.2

KFRC, KGO,
KPO, KSFO)

KJBS,

..

Local
Nat'l Spot.

.

Total
(Included:

Scott's

On

8,766
4,190
1,862
14,817

-(-2.3
-1-0.7
-1-0.8

Scott's

Programs

Towel, placed through
will

b.e

Co.,

through Conroy Agency, 10 spot announcements daily.
Bulova
KONO:
Watch
Co.,
through Blow Co., five time signals

Monarch Camera Co., one announcement six days per week; Deason
Radio Co., 16 transcribed Philco
Radio spot announcements weekly;

Dundee

Clothiers,

five

additional

J.

in 25 to 35

paign to plug its FM sets.
Campaign will start the middle of October with a schedule of three to
five periods a week.
Maxon is the agency.

Mfg. Co., through Pitluk Adv., four
announcements per week; Chatta
nooga Medicine Co., through Nelson
Chesman, five quarter-hour pro
grams per week featuring 'Tom

and

his

^^^d
j

hAST-THROSS
:

12:16 to 12:30

pure

P.M,

ED8T

WABC—6:30-6:45 ED8T—CBS
COAST TO COAST
coimoM ADTXBusixa agemct
BLDQ, NEW YORK CITY

TIME
CITT

r

showboys fed

HUMBLE

OIL

RENEWS

TEXAS GRID AIRINGS
San Antonio, Sept.

Comparative Unit Count

to
Sales,

announcements per week,
Cary-Ainsworth; Humble
Oil & Refining Co., through Frane- Network
Wilkinson-Schiwetz, 13 football
games; Kraft Cheese Co., through the
NBC network, half -hour broadcast
of the 'Great Gildersleeves,' through
J. Walter Thompson; Lone Star Beer
Co., through Conroy Agency, 14 spot
announcements weekly; Peter Paul,
through Platt-Forbes, six announcements per week for 13 weeks for
Mounds and 10 Crown Charcoal
Gum; Johnson & Johnson, through
Ferry-Hanly, for Tek toothbrushes,
15 announcements per week.

week; Zimmerman Typewriter Co.,
one additional program Monday;
Martin Shoe Store, 15 spot announce^
ments; Martin-Neal Motor Co., three
flve-minute programs per day; Joske
Department Store, 10 spot announcements; Interstate Theatres, 10 spot

on

'Aloma

Hours

of

the

SEEKS TIME

Hospital Brand Cough Drops last
week 'entered the spot announcement
free-for-aU, seeking availabilities in
major markets.
Horton-Noyes, of
Providence, agency on the account,
has circularized station reps with letters advismg them of the towns required and the amount that the advertiser proposes to spend in each
market.
Broadcasts are to be heard through
The
WOAI, San Antonio; WBAP, Fort tween letter stated that anything be7 and 11 p.m. would be preWorth; WFAA, Dallas, and KPRC,
ferred, but if this were not availHouston.
able 5:30 to 7 p.m. might do and, if
In addition to the games over the
necessary, the account would also
TQN group. Humble will also utilize consider between 7 a.m. and 8 a.m.
the Texas State network, the Lone
Star
chain
and
other
stations
Miami Bntterine Co., through the
throughout "the state to bring other
football broadcasts to Texas listeners. Ralph H. Jones agency, N. Y., this
week Inaugurated five chain break

announcements
Cincy.

%

three

announcements

^

Announcements
Annoimcementi

COUGH CURE

2.

For the seventh consecutive year
the Humble Oil Co. will sponsor
play-by-play broadcasts of Southwest
Conference football games on the
Texas Quality network.
On the
schedule is 13 games to be played on
consecutive Saturdays starting Sept.
27.
Account was placed through
Franke - Wilkinson - Echiwetz, Inc.
Kern Tips and Hal Thompson are
expected to again call the plays at
the various games.

Aug.

through

South Seas.'

PURCHASES

& Soott Dept. Store. .. .Chicago
Dept. Store
.....Baltimore
Joske's Dept. Store
San Antonio

...

Local

Nat'l Spot.

Total
(Included:

30.

5,615
10,708
1,760
18,083

weekly

Contract

is

on

WLW,

for 26 weeks.

Aug. 23. Change.
5,608
10,274
1,740
17,622

-f-0.1

+i2
-t-1.1

-1-2.8

KABC, KMAC, KONO,
KTSA, WOAI)

Don Goddard, who has had

the
news spot on WEAF at 7:30 o'clock
in the morning for about two and a
half years, this week started a new
news program at noon on the same
station.
He has three sponsors on
the new broadcast and six spots are
KABC: Nehi Bottling Co., five sold on his early morning show.
quarter-hour studio programs per

POPULAi;

hJADICrS

WEEK

pro-

transcribed

Lone Star Beer,

day;

per day; Eagle Furniture Co., five
additional announcements per day;

Towel Buying In

Participating

per

TIME LAST

Hub

KONO.

KMAC: MarUn-Neal Motor

Comparative Onit Count

JANE WIIST

WOLF—RKO

.

.

DEPARTMENT STORES BUYING RADIO

LISTEN ^'^^^^"-^
NBC Red Nttwork,
MOT. ED

Announcements

N. W. Ayer .Play -by-Play Football
Craig Dennison ....Announcements
Alfred Lilly
Announcements

Austin Nichols (wine)

Beech-Nut Packing (gum, soups)
Blue Ribbon books
Peter Breidt Brewing Co
Dr. Caldwell's Laxative Senna

Housewives Protective League;
(bird
Mountain Products
Hartz
San Antonio, Sept 2.
through George Hartman,
seed),
With school starting here soon and
Chicago, 26 Sunday quarters, 'Canary
Chorus'; Safeway Stores, Inc. (for with several network show returning
Sno-Cola), through J. Walter Thomp- from their summer vacations netson, 20 one-minute ET spots; Pen
Man Co. (pens), through United Ad- work and local units show a slight
vertising, Chicago, 25 spots weekly, increase with national units holding
indef; Bernstein's Fish Grotto (res- its own.
STORE
taurant), through Julius Zederman,
Frank Caldwell of station KTBC, Carson, Plrle

}

r

Hours

y*

& Thomas

Geo. H. Hartman ....Station Breaks
Aitken-Kynett
Announcements
Erwin, Wasey
y4 Hours
Caples Co
Announcements
Calkins & Holden ..Announcements
Vltapep
Cessna & Associates ..Participations
F. G. Vogt (Philadelphia Scrapple). .Clements Co
Annoupcements
Wm. Wrlgley gum
Arthur Meyerhoff
y4 Hours

tions.

Prf-senred by ivory Soap -99''

IN •-«

Lord

Hersey

Simonlze
Stephano Bros, (cigarettes)
Teagarden Products (syrup)
Union Pacific Railroad
Van Camp (canned food)

FORKONO

.

H.

J.

TH£ O'NEILLS:
'[ears

Co

Atlantic ReAnlng Co
Atlas Brewing Co

Hours

&

S.

Dickey

iAUGI-iTER

TIME
Browning

W. A, SheaSer Pen Co

KPRC, Houston, Chamberlin

MOW

&

MMM »»

PURCHASES

...Badger, Browning

Quaker Oats Co

Hour (seventh renewal); Pacific
Greyhound Bus Lines, through Beaumont & Holman, 52 weekly quarters
(renewal); Bond Clothes, through
teur

A.

Sy

Armour

«

'

AGENCY
Badger &

clove gum
American Chicle Co

Adams

Procter

WFBR)

KFRC: Marin Dell Milk, through
Campbell-Ewald, 52 weekly onehour programs. Dean Maddox Ama-

Gene Walter Thompson,

ruulti.

«! ><>>««

ACCOUNT

.

through Segall, four spots.

daily time signals per week; Rev.
Leonard Coote, six quarter-hour programs per week. Lone Star Beer
buying Co., through Conroy Agency, 16 spot
It's
Clark is being tested by NBC here markets this fall.
in an effort to cash in on the current women's participating programs.
announcements daily, a Spanish proStarting date will be Sept. 22.
trend toward variety show
gram and announcements in Spanish.
KGO: The Pen Man (fountain
WOAI: Welch Grape Juice,
through H. W. Kastor, renewal of
GE on Discs
Irene Rich quarter-hour transcribed
-VOICE PROTECTIONprogram; Duncan Coffee Co., through
U Juit at Important u volC4 cultura In ainoGeneral Electric's radio division is Steele Agency, thirty-minute Texas
log.
Don't tako a chance andanoerlng your
voJco by "unprotocted" ilnglng.
My affectiv*
going in for a five-minute disc cam- Quality Network program; Lotus

Presidio.

f«f»»»4«««««

2.

Major purchase of the week was
chalked up by WCBM with a halfhour nightly across the board ordered by D. Stuart Webb for National (Premium) Beer.
WFBR: Bond Stores, through NeffRogow, quarter-hour airings; Proc-

S. E. Roberts
V4 Hours
Fund
McCann-Erickson ....Vi Hour News
Goldenberg Peanut Chews
Clements Co
Announcements
Hlstex Corp
United Adv.
Announcements
Hoffman Beverage Co
BBD&O
...Announcements
Jelke's Good Luck margerlne
Young & Rubicam
V4 Hours
Johnson & Johnson
Ferry-Hanly
Station Breaks
(Tek toothbrushes) Temperature Reports
(bread), through Emil Reinhardt, lin's Amusement Park, six a.m. spots Kellogg
Co
Kenyon & Eckhardt Announcements
Oakland, 78 transcribed quarters, and two in the evening; Consolidated Lester Piano
Co
P. R. Manfre
Hours
three weekly, John Nesbitt; O'Cedar Gas St. Electric Co., renewed 17 p.m. National Biscuit
Co.
McCann-Erickson
% Hours
Corporation, Chicago, through H. W. spots.
Oaklte (cleanser)
..Calkins & Holden
Participations
Kastor & Sons, Chicago, 65 spots;
Comparative Unit Count
O'Cedar Corp
H. W. Kastor
Announcements
Ciolden State Co. (milk products),
....Beaumont & Hohman
Hours
% of Paclflo Greyhound Bus Co
through Ruthrauff & Ryan, 60 spots;
Aug. 30. Aug. 23. Change. Peter Paul (Mounds, Walnettos,
California State Fair, direct, six spots
Ten Crown Gum)Platt-Forbes
Announcements
0.0
7,585
and International Kitchen participa- Network .. 7,584
McCann-Erickson
5-Mins.
—10.8 Perfection Stove Co
4,776
4,260
tions; Marlin Firearms Co. (razor Local
Chas. W. Hoyt
Hours
+20.9 Phillips & Benjamin (SnoMist)
2,429
1,919
blades), through Craven and Hed- Nat'l Spot.
Russel M. Seeds ...Announcements
0.0 Plnex Co
14,273
14,280
rick, six spots; Golden Gate theatre, ToUl
Potter Drug & Chemical Co
Atherton & Currier Announcements
direct, four spots; Marvelous Marin, (Included: WBAL, WCAO. WCBM,

in

but relieved.
Effective today

Ann

participations,

WCBM

Holden Forum (renewal); California
pations.
State Fair, direct, two participations,
WCBM: National Brewery (PreAnn Holden Forum and 15 spots;
mium Beer), through D: Stuart
Golden Gate theatre, 14 spots; MarWebb, daily half^hour airings for
velous Marin, through Segall, four
one year; Meadowgold Ice Cream,
spots.
KPO: Oroweat Baking (for Break), through Theodore Newhoff, 150 anthrough Brisacher Davis, 52 twice- nouncements.
WCAO: Standard Radio, through
weekly five-minute shows, 'Grist
From the Mill'; Kilpatrick's Bakery Yale Merrill, 13 evening spots; Car-

Forum

Then somebody saw the Life

Mills
Pacific

Wheat Germ), through

(for

Rubicam.

to

Flouring

Fisher

(renewal);

KGO Home

Holden's

Holden

—Heavy Brewery

to

Baltimore, Sept.

WiMic with the

WBNXr.
THI
MOST

iNTI-

TO

8AUE8 APPROACH
AMERICA'S LARQ«8T1
MARKET.

5000 WATTS
STRONG AppeaP

BOB STRONG
ANU MIS

COLLEGE HUMOR
MBC-BED

ORCIIE^STBA

UNCLE WALTER'S DOG HOUSE
MDC-BED

f

Wednesday, September

3,
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STRAIGHT O'CEDAR

ADS SPOHED ON WHO

RIDEONWBBM

Des Moines,

A

variety of

abouts
Chicago, Sept. 2.
Things are quiet along radio row
as far as new contracts for Cliicago
Agencies
stations are concerned.
are busy lining up schedules, but the

actual contracts for fall business are
yet to be placed for the bulk of the
orders.

WBBM:

Atlantic

announcements

Co.,

&

through Paris

&

Tea

Pacific

weekly,

twice

Browning-King To

Peart; Peter Paul

gives

autumn

of

Newscasts on

2.

brisk

biz,

KRNT: Wm.

Wrigley,

Co., 13

Jr.,

quarter-hour programs through Ar
thur Meyerhoft; National Refining

KYW

daily

Co.,

quarter-hour programs, direct;

through Platt-Forbes agency.
WBBM also renewed the Nelson

Un

gles
Bakeries,
30
announcements
weekly through W. E. Long; Seiber
ling Tire & Rubber Co., two quar
ter-hour programs weekly through
Kelly
Meldrum & Fewsmith; Butler Mfg.

Two new
nounced

football series

this

week.

the

entire

broadcast

will

University

of

schedules,

participation,

daily

Co.,

Ferry-Hanly; Jay Bee Sales

ComparatlTC Unit Coant

Network

9,535

..

local
Nat'I Spot.

Total
(Included:

Au;.

30.

of

Change.
4-0.3

9,505
6,660

6i*39
11,798
27,972

.

23.

—

0.3

+0.5
+0.3

11,733
27,898

WBBM, WENR, WGN,

WIND, WJJD, WLS,

WMAQ)

Atlantic Refining Will

Sponsor Ohio State Grid
Columbus, Sept. 2.
As in recent years, oil will pay for
broadcasts of the 1941 Ohio Slate U.
Atlantic Refining
football games.
has inked contracts for WTAM,
Cleveland, and WBNS locally, while
also Columbus, will have
Shell as a sponsor.
Tom Manning will be mikeman for
WTAM, Connie Desmond for WCOL,
with the third spot still open.

WCOL,

Co., 100

the

Galvin agency; Central Service Co
daily quarter>hour program, through
Cary-Ainsworth; Iowa Tractor &
Implement Co., quarter-hour news
programs, direct; Bishop Cafeterias,
daily participation programs, through
Weston-Barnett; Omar Mills, one
quarter-hour weekly through Hays
MacFarland.
KSQ: Michigan Fruit Growers,
through
program,
participation
Chapman agency; Ungles Bakeries,
33 announcements, weekly, through
W. E. Long Co.; Carey Salt, participation program, through McJunkin
agency; H. E. Sorenson Co., daily
news programs through W. E. Battenfield; Peter Pan Food stores, daily
quarter-hour programs, direct; Ames
Wholesale Grocery Co., three quarter-hour programs per week through
Fairall agency; National Refining
Co.,
26 one-minute transcriptions
through Sherman K. Ellis; Inland
Milling Co., three quarter hours per
week through Son De Regger 4:

Brown; Green Furnaces, participation program, direct; Montgomery,

Ward

Co., daily quarter-hour program, direct; Flynn Dairy Co., daily
news programs, through Son De

FRITZ
Jl

&

E

Programs

^

^

y

Major Network

^

Successes

e
R

in Succession

Q When

you

Blocki's
I

buy

Fritz

services

C

|

ASSURANCE R

buy

E OF SUCCESS.

T

_

or

when you buy a complete package show you

" also

g

Total cost of shows so

r
^

handled by Blocki
^ exceeds $1,500,000.

j

0

0

R

yif

far

EVERY DOLLAR PAID
A PROFIT
Several Unusual

Programs

New

I

p
t

R

y\|

Available

R

^

Digest, 26 announcements of one
minute each, through BBD&O; The

Corp., three periods of 15
minutes each, through United Advertising Companies; Cownie Furs,
100 or more announcements of 65
words each, through Coolidge Advertising; Dr. W. B. Caldwell, Inc.,
312 periods of IS minutes each,

Histex

U

^

D

Major Network

Sherman & Marquette;
through
Michael Leonard Seed Co., 13 announcements of 100 words each,
through Allen & Reynolds; Mantle
Lamp Co. of America, 13 periods of
30 minutes each, through Presba,
Fellers 8c Presba; Clarence Erickson
(Chicago Gospel Tabernacle), IS
minutes transcribed religious programs, direct, till forbid; O'Cedar
Corp., 65 announcements of one minute each, through H. W. Kastor;
Coleman Lamp & Stove Co., 26 announcements of one minute each, direct; Standard Brands (Fleischman's
yeast), 40 announcements of oneminute each, through Kenyon Si
Eckhardt; Gamble Stores, 309 announcements of 30 words each, five
a week, through BBD&O; Miles
Laboratories, 30 periods of 30 minutes each through Wade Advertising; Honeymead Products Co., 13
announcements of 100 words each,
direct; Lane Bryant, nine announcements of 200 words each, three a
week, through Huber Hoge; Om'ar,
Inc., 13 periods of 15 minutes each,
through Hays MacFarland; Dr. Hess
& Clark, 90 periods of five minutes
each, three a week, through N. W.
Ayer.

R
Just Concluded

Network

..

Looal
Nat'I Spot.

tori, etc,

;

Total

_

t

No

Currently

Aag. 23. Chance.
—1.8
7,134
3,468
2,841

BLOCKI

Paul

3

on

while WIP gets the 10
the Temple University
for Atlantic Refin-

also

Other new business reported:
WCAU: Vick Chemical Co., 15minute musical program, daily (26
weeks), through Morse International;
Maryland Pharmaceutical Co. (Rem
and Rel), 26 five-minute news programs and 390 spots, through Jos.
Katz; Chatham Manufacturing Co.
(blankets),
26
participations
on
Laura May Stuart program, through
M. H. Hackett; Lamont Corliss (hand
lotion), 56 participations on same
program; Pall Mall cigarets, 247
e.t.'s, through Ruthrauff & Ryan; Dr.
Pierce's (Jolden

by

Medical Discovery,

516 spots, through H. W. Kastor;
Chris Hansen Laboratories (junket), 24 participations on Stuart program; Pinex Co., 148 spots, through
Russel M. Seeds; Shaeffer Pen Co.,
15 spots, through same agency; Bell

KGW, Portland, and is
KOMO, Seattle, and

KHQ, Spokane.

Beginning Sept. 2,
the contract calls for the 5:45-6 p.m.
spot three times weekly for 52
weeks. Agency, is Brisscher, Davis,
and the program will be prepared
and produced by the Portland
Oregonian.
has also sold a
local feature. Cowboy Joe, to Gold
Medal Capsules, three times weekly,
indefinite.
Raymond Spector is the
agency.
KIRO has sold 'Morning Melodies'
7 a.m. musical show, to the Palace
Beauty Salon, thrice weekly for five
minutes; Jay Jacobs Fur Co. takes
the 15-minute 6:45 a.m. 'News of the
World' for a four-time shot on the

KOMO

Columbia

station.

KOL begins a once-weekly show
for City Light Sept. 2, with Bob
Nichols handling the commentary
backed by an organ. Called 'Light
ing the Way,' program is 15 minutes.
New sustainer at KOL ha.<;
Phil Crane in 'Words and Music' at
Will consist of
Three kids shows
come back on the Mutual station
next
week:'
'Captain
Midnight,'
'Orphan Annie,' and 'Jack Arm-

10 p.m., Mondays.
songs, poetry, etc.

Telephone Co. of Pennylvania, eight strong.'
spots; Megowan Educator Biscuit Co.,
Comparative Unit Count
26 spots (renewal), through John W.
% of
Queen; Kellogg Co., 40 spots (reAug. 30. Aug. 23. Change.
newal), through Kenyon & Eckhardt;
|

Rival Dog Food, six 10-minute musical programs.
WPEN: Nevin's Drug Co., phone
giveaway program, five times week-

through Philip Klein; Contadena
Tomato Paste, four studio programs

Local

Network

..

7,192
7,540

N%t'l Spot.
800
Total
15,532
(Included: KIRO,
.

ly,

13,443

+0.01

799
15,436

+0.01

KRNT, KSO, WHO)

MacMULAN OIL
ANNOUNCEMENT SPOTS
MacMillan Petroleum Co. Is Inquiring for announcement availabilthrough the Roy Durstine
ities
agency.
Number of spots wUl be deteracceptability.

0.00

KOL. KRSC)

&

Sons,

the

world-fa-

firm, begins its sponsor-

WQXR's Tuesday evening

of

Symphony

Hall program on Sept. 9

as

venture into radio in 88

its

first

years of existence.

A

26-week contract, placed with
WQXR through N. W. Ayer & Son,
Inc., calls for the promotion of Steinway pianos in a unique program tieup.

On each of the Tuesday programs,
broadcast from 8 to 9 p.m., the mube a famous piano
concerto recorded by a Steinway

sical highlight will

on a Steinway piano. Theodora
E. Steinway, president of the firm,
will act as commentator for the series, and will relate human interest
stories and anecdotes about the artists krix>wn to him and his family.
artist

WMCA:

Stuart-Brooks, Inc., flve-

minute programs; 26 weeks; Strauss
Stores (^orp., 10-minute news commentary, 26 weeks; Rudolph Wurlitzer Co., through Schwimmer & Scott,
two quarter hours, one year; Welch
Grape Juice Co., through H. W. Kastor, one quarter-rhour program and
four
announcements weekly,
13
weeks; Carter Products, through Spot
Broadcasting,
announcements,
52
weeks; Pieter de Witt, through

Green-Body, announcements, four
weeks; Feminine Products, through
Spot Broadcasting, announcements,
52 weeks; Pieter de Witt, through

BBD&O,
Shubert

announcements, 17 weeks;
Theatre, through' Blaina
announcements,
one

Thompson,
week.

WNEW: R. C. Williams (Royal
Scarlet Coffee), through Alley
Richards, renewal of quarter-hour
news three times weekly, 52 weeks;

&

Oakland Chemical, through Kleppner Co., renewal of 'Make Believe
Ballroom,' quarter-hour three times
weekly, 52 weeks.

WOR: Spring Air Co., through
Wallace-Lindeman, quarter hours;
Manufacturers Trust, through McCann-Erickson, quarter-hour news,
Minneapolis, Sept. 2.
WCCO has landed Stott Briquets two weeks; Rubsam 8i Horman
of St. Paul again this year for 10- Brewing, through Samuel C. Croot,
weeks.
mlnute strip on its 'Sunrisers' pro- announcements, four weeks; PhllUps
Comparative Unit Coant
gram from 6:50 to 7 a.m. Mondays, Packing Co., through Aitken-Kynett,
% of Wednesdays and Fridays, starting announcements, four weeks; Rum' St
Aug. 30. Aag. 23. Change. Sept 22. Contract is on a 13-week Maple Tobacco Co., through Ray—0.01 basis, with Q. J. David, St. Paul, the mond Spector, quarter-hour news, 52
Network .. 9,151
9,158
—0.1
Local
19,496
agency.
weeks; Block Drug Co., through Ray19,520
—1.9
Nal'l Spot.
5,234
5,336
Regular 'Sunrisers* cast will be mond Spector, announcements, 52
ToUl
—0.3 used for the show.
33.881
weeks.
34,014
Stott

Renews on

WCCO

.

Mary Margaret McBride
Now

on

WEAF
NEW YORK
Monday Through Friday

—1

-

1 :45

P.M.

*..

HUNTS

Ave., Chicago mined by

0.00

7,187
7,450

ship

—1.6
—1.3

R

"TREASURE ISLAND"

913 Bnena

30.

7,003
3,468
2,793
13,264

change.

(Included:

R

Steinway

mous piano

— Peter

Comparative Unit Count
Aug.

I

"HOUSEWARMING"
with Bonny Goodman, Dorothy Lamour, Andrews Sis-

Co.,

ing.

Brown; Staley Feeds, daily weekly, titled 'This Is America,'
flve-minute programs through Potts- through Browns & Aarons, and the
Turnbull.
Roller Derby, at the West Philly
WHO: John C. Wisdom, 156 pe- Arena, 30 minutes nightly for three
Regger

riods of 15 minutes, direct; Reader's

^

fining

games

Both were handled by the
through N. W. Ayer agency.

word announcements, through

%
Aug.

Dormant

News on

were an- carried

WCAU

been drawn up by J.
Smith as commercial manager of the

I

Units

originates at

Goldman agency, Baltimore.

Pennsylvania series for Atlantic Re-

station.

—
SEATTLE IDLES

King Co., haberdashery. Browning- All
King thus becomes the first company
anywhere in the world to sponsor

Bros, furniture .company for its
ninth consecutive 52 -week contract.
First contract and every one since

has

Debut via WQXR's'SpphonyHaU'

Philadelphia Sept 2.
Reuler's Service newscasts, aired
in the United States only by KYW,
was sold last week to the Browning-

Co.,
26 one-minute transcriptions
Seattle, Sept. 2.
through Sherman K. Ellis; Shuler Reuter's news exclusively.
For the first time a sponsored
The new series tees off next MonCoal Co., three temperature reports
day (8) with 10-minute newscasts news broadcast will be aited over
daily through Coolidge agency; Tur
Monday through Friday, with KYW the Northwest Triangle, when
a 15ner Hybrid Corn, daily news pro- staff announcer Bill Lang handling.
minute period bought by Peter Paul,
grams through Son De Regger & The deal was set through the I. A.

Co., additional two five-minutes of
news broadcasts weekly, client cur- Brown; Sears, Roebuck

rently having three such broadcasts,

Sept.

Steinway Pianos Slated for Radio

Underwrite Renter's

new accounts here
promise

43

New

York's Outstanding

Participation

Program

for

Women

CONCERT

44
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Non-Profit Concert

More American Sngers in Opera, But

Dream

Fade With War s End

Will

Setup for Goodwill
Buenos Aires, Aug. 26.
New, non-profit organization called
Lomas Reciprocal Concerts, Inc., has
been set up here, exclusively devoted

Ksrln Brauell, Met contralto since 'Tosca.' Performances, if Lawrence
1922, has been set for five perform- accepts, will take place in Newark
to presentation of concerts, profits
ances with the San Francisco Opera the third week of September and at
of which will be used to exchange Co. and three in Chicago. Her ini- the Al Jolson theatre, N. Y„
the
Group, tial U. S: tour will be launched Nov. second week of October.
U.S. and Argentine artists.
which has considerable official and 14 with a Chicago recital, to be folEmma Boynet French pianist
with a tour of the south.
socialite
sponsorship.
Is
run by lowed
opens a 10-date concert tour of the
Elaine Lomas.
U. S. in September.
Prior to her
Sidney -Foster, 23-year-old AmeriU. S. debut she appears with the ToOrganization will work as a comcan pianist will have 18 concert
ronto Philharmonic on Sept. 11.
mercial
entity,
importing artists
dates this fall. He will also appear
from the States and shipping localwith several symphonies.
BIse Stevens is mentioned as a posites north, but emphasis will be on
lesser-knowns.
Idea is that backsible new 'Carmen' at the Met
Martha Graham, dancer, opens a fall under Sir Thomas Beecham. this
ground and ticket-buying supporters
of the organization will help stimu- 20-date concert tour in Hartford
Dec.
1.
late sales and at least start things
Alexander
Brallowsky,
pianist,

An ever growing list of Americans
Rayner Undergoes
la supplementing the rosters of the
big opera companies In the U. S., and
Rio de Janeiro, Sept, 2.
estimates place a percentage of 60%
Sidney Rayner, American lyric
«n the MetropollUn's 1941-42 sked.
Edward Johnson, general manager, tenor, formerly of the Met, underand other ofTicials continue to hail went a serious stomach operation
ihe present era as the dawn of the here Aug. 15. He is recovering.
birthright of the American singer,
Alessio de Paolis, Met tenor, also
end point out that European talent has been ill.
bas declined to such an extent as to
eliminate from serious consideration
11 but a few outstanding artistes
Carnegie Hall, N. Y.,
irom the other side.
Situation, however, is merely angoing.
other offshoot of the present war,
Concerts Set for Next Mo.;
First concert was of Guiseppe
and the inability of the Met and
Cusimano, 17-year-old U. S. violinist,
other companies to import European
who opened a series at the Afeneo,

Op

Has

Managers and talent buyers
Aunillar with the European situa•Ingers.

tion point out that when the war
•nds the thorny road for American
operatic neophites will become even
more hazardous, as the cream of the
European crop flocks to America.

Philharmonic Anni OcL 9

downtown concert and

Drew
Carnegie
uled

20

Hall,

concerts

month of October

Oct. 10-12; Philadelphia Orchestra,
Oct. 14;. Michael Zadora, pianist,
Oct. 15; the Philharmonic, Oct. 16Orchestra, Oct.
19; the N.Y.

WPA

$3,800

19;

Bronislav

Huberman,

violinist,

Oct. 22; the Philharmonic, Oct. 23-

WPA

26; the N. Y.
Orchestra, Oct.
26; Helen Traubel, Oct. 28; Henrietta

Alfredo Salmaggi's %l top opera
three
successive
capacity

draw

nouses over the Labor

Schumann,

pianist, Oct. 29,

Philharmonic, Oct. 30 and

and the

31.

Day weekend

at the Jolson theatre, N. Y., with
0,800 paid admissions for the three

COMEDY TOUCH TO Ui.
TAX
SERAFIN

performances given and a take iestiinated at $3,800.
Capacity of the
Bouse is .1,750 and there were
SUIT VS.
ttandees at all performances.
Operas given were 'Rigoletto,' Sat.
A suit, in the comedy-of-errors
0); 'La Forza Del Destino/ Sunday
tradition, -is being carried on by the
il), and 'Traviata,' Monday (1).
U. S. against Tullio Serafln, former
conductor of the Metropolitan Opera
.

Season; 285,000 Payees
Hollywood, Sept. 2.
Conductor Bruno Walter's brilliant
baton, beating in tempo di marcia
the last strains of The Hungarian
March from 'The Damnation of
Faust,' last Friday night (29) closed
the 20th season of The Symphony
Under the Stars in Hollywood Bowl.
One of the most sparkling and successful

musical

courses

ever

presented by the Southern California
Symphony Associaton, the attendance for the eight weeks season was
slightly over 285,000.
Twenty -four regular and three
extra concerts were offered, a total
of 27. The extra presentations were
the Ballet Russe, an innovation this
year which drew the largest single
audience of the season, 21,062 payees
on July 29. Total attendance for the
three presentations of the ballet was
They received the annual
50,457.
silver cup award which goes to artist
or performance accomplishing this

Co. Since October, 1939, the U. S.
has been attempting to serve Serafln
to recover $561 in taxes allegedly
1932, at which time the conductor paid $2,110 in taxes.
Known to music lovers and proJ'ames Melton played to approxlfessionals throughout the U. S. Is tiie
Biately 110,000 paid admissions this
feat.
fact that Serafin left these shores in
•UQimer in eight concerts.
The artistry and larynx of Lily
The tenor was the busiest of the 1935 to assume the directorate of La Pons was credited with the second
tummer concert artists, making 18 Scale, Milan, where he is presently highest attendance of the season. La
located.
appearances in July and August, InPons has been the silver cup winner
The U. S. goes blithely on proceed- on three
cluding 10 broadcasts.
previous years. "This year
ing to secure extensions of time to
she drew 20,559 as her top night
serve the conductor who may never
The Bowl's capacity Is 20,000.
return to the U. S. as he is receiving about $2,000 monthly in Milan.
Rftchnaniiioff Set
Metropoliian Opera Co. has en
Lotte Lehmann, Met soprano, ap- gaged Maria Markan, 26-year-oId
With
pears with the New Friends of Mu- Icelandic sOpraiio, for the 1941-42
sic, Inc., Deo. 14, at Town HaU, N.Y. season.

MELTON DREW 110,000
PAYEES TO 8 CONCERTS

due for

6 Top Synphs

Serge

Rachmaninoff

been
with six

has

booked as guest eololst
major syBiphoi^r oFcheatras during
the oomlng season. He makes five

Chautauqua, Sept.

The

Chautauqua

Opera

2.

Assn

closed down its summer opera pres'
entations Thursday (26), after hav

fng presented seven operas In 13
performances from July SH to Aug.
to.
All operas were given in English through the cooperation of the
JuiUiard School of Music and every

one sold

out.

Among some of the singers heard
during the season were Josephine
Antoine and Susanna Fisher, of the
Met; Joan Peebles, Clifford Menz,
ttaorge Britton and John lyers.

Rio Holding Tomima
Rio de Janeiro, Sept 2.
Option on Josephifie Tuminia, Met
coloratura, has been picked up here
tot an additional fortnight after success scored in 'Lucia,' and soprano
..will be forced to fly to the U.S. on
Oct. 13 in order to make her concert
tMoklngs.

Singer opens in Newport, R. I,

OcL

24.

Oct

21.

Josephine Antotne, Met coloratura,
opens a 29-date concert tour Dec. 1
She is also to sing
in Dayton, O.
with the Chicago Opera Co.

WON

Operstle Qnartett consisting
of Frederick Jagel, Josephine An-

John

toine,

Brownlee

and

Karln

Branzell, all of the Met open their
tour in Vancouver Oct. 10.

American Ballet. Held Up by Blizzard

no one knows how much coin in order to play a benefit date sponsored
by Sra. Agurre Cerda, wife of the
President of this Republic, and keep
their tour

on schedule.

in

Pierre Loboshoti and Genia Nemenoff, duo pianists, open a 40-dat«
tour In New Bedford, Mass., Oct. 9.
Their N. Y. appearance will be at
Town Hall Jan. 23.

scenery.

Precedent-breaking air Jaunt first
Since the group has Rockefeller
of Its kind in Latin-America and Committee blessing— some say cash
probably the first anywhere, was as well—Kerstein, In B. A., stirred
necessitated when the 50-member U. S. Ambassador Norman Armour
company found itself stuck on the to do something, citing the official
Argentine side of the Mountains in date in Chile plus other engagements
Mendoza with all roads blocked and all along the line in Peru, Ecuador,
the biggest blizzard in years between Colombia, etc. Upshot was that the
It and the Pacific coast
Train and long-distance phone was put to work
bus combo originally planned— there and Henry R. Norweb, U. S. Ambasbeing no direct airline between Ar- sador to Peru, was routed out of
gentine and Chile— was in itself con- bed In Lima, S. A., base of the airsidered expensive and risky, but es- line. He got Pan-America to send
timated cost turned out to be noth- down three extra twenty-one-seater
*
ing to what really happened.
planes.
Ballet run by Lincoln Kerstien,
Seats were ripped from one ship
hit out for the Argentine pampa af- to accomodate all the scenery, lights
ter playing 19 performances In B.A. and props that could be carried.
They gave two In Rosario, second Stage Manager Bob Avray had
largest city In Argentina, then moved Georges Balanchine and the entire
to Cordoba for a pair, and next to company up all night taking stuff out
Mendoza in the far western part of of trunks and pilling it in cardboard
Argentina.
Arriving just as the boxes to lighten weight; Everybody
snow was getting started, they found was limited to one small suitcase
themselves holed in a day later. and trunks, etc.
Nothing was coming or going. Trains
Kerstien guaranteed the cost would
buses or planes. Instead of moping, be met without knowing where the
they put on two extra shows in coin would come from. Airline took
Mendoza, getting a big play from his I.O.U.

ances have been scheduled for him
by NBC, these being a Shubert Cycle
under the New Friends of Music at
Town HaU Jan. 4, 11, 18, 25 and Feb.
1

John Brownlee, Australian bariMet has been set for five
performances in San Francisco, five
in Chicago and 80 at the Met for the
coming season.

and

14.

KREISLER CALI^

Saoha Oorodnttikl, pianist has been
booked for seven appearances In the
N. Y. area during the fall and winter.
He opens at Columbia University on

Oct
two

1.

OFF

DATES

1941

Hli IS concert dAtes Include

recitals in Havana.

Detroit Sept

S.

Evidence that there will be no
tour this year for Fritz Kreisler was
given with the cancellation of his
Oct 14 appearance on the Masonie
Auditorium Series here, which was
to have opened his national trek.
Society:
In begging off the Detroit appearAnother new operatic revival be- ance, the violinist injured earlier
ing considered by the Met for Sal- this year in a traffic accident in
vatore Baccalonl, Its comic basso. Is New York, Indicated that he wanted
Rimsky-KorsakoR's "Tsar Saltan,' re- to be relieved of all engagements
cently given with him In South until after Jan. 8, 1942.
Dorothy Maynor, soprano, and
America.

Cnrtls Strlnc 4)iiartet has been
booked for 20 appearances for the
coming season, opening Oct 22 with
the Philadelphia Chamber Music

'

Jascha Helfetz, violinist, have been
Frederioh Schorr, Met opera bari- booked since the cancellation of the
tone since 1922, celebrated his 52d Kreisler date, with season ticket
birthday and 21st wedding anniver- holders given the options on either
in place of the original attiste.
sary yesterday (Tuesday).

American Guild of Musical Artists
has signed a contract with the St
Louis Opera Co. covering that comhas
pany's 1941-42 season.
cleared Amedeo Passerl, impresario

AGMA

Its

members can now do

PASSERI PUTTING OPERA
INTO N. Y. AMBASSADOR

busi-

Amedeo

Passerl will present

10

performances of opera at the AmJan Peeroa will make six Victor bassador theatre. New York, opening
records this week with an orchestra Sept. 11 with 'Carmen,' with Winiunder Wilfred Pelletler of the Met fred Heidt in the title role. Other
Arias to be recorded are from singers engaged are Eugene Conley,
•Julve,'
'Rigoletto,'
'Boheme,' Aroldo Lindi, Felix Knight, Fran'Faust' 'Alda' and 'Pagllaccl.' Leon- cesco Naya, Mostyn Thomas.
Operas to be given are 'Boheme,'
ard Warren, Met baritone, will record at

the hundreds of travelers stuck with
them and who filled every one of
the town's three hotels.
"When the snow got deeper. It was
decided training across would probably be a matter of weeks of waiting. Planes were the only solution,
but Pan-American airways officials
explained that even when ships began flying there wouldn't be room
for the company, much less the
>

the N. Y. Philharmonic on Nov. 13,
14 and 16. Six other N. Y. appear-

tone of the

ness with him.

Ckrtm 3 Planes to Make Chile Benefit

C!hautauqna Opera Series
Proves a 1Q0% Sellout

WON

and

appearances with the Philadelphia
OFohestra In October in Phitedelphla,
N.Y„ Baltimore and Washinaton.
On Nov. e and T he Is yrlth
the 9hioago Symphony; Nov. 88-30
wHh the Pittsburgh S^phony; on
Dec. 4 with the Detroit Symirtiony;
Santiago, ChUe, Sept. S.
t^e N.Y. Philharmonie, Dee. 18-19;
Nobody knows where the pesos
the Cleveland Symphony, Jan. 8-10. are coming from, but the
American
His N.Y. recital is booked for Nov. 1 Ballet
currently
touring
South
at Carnegie Hall.
America, Is now in Chile after completing an across-the-Andes hop in
three chartered Panagra planes for

tour Central America for five'
weeks, starting Sept. 15. Tour opens
Mexico City apd closes In Havana.

will

Egon Petri, pianist has been set
for 35 concert dates this faU by
Concert*. Opens in Harrlsburg, Pa.,

Artnr Schnabel will appear with

Other dates are the Philharmonic,

TOP OPERA

SRO

H'wood Bowl Concerts
End Successful 8-Week

orchestra.

$1

legit house.
a good house and highly fa-

N.Y., has sched- vorable notices.'
so far for the
in N.Y. The fall

season will officially open with the
100th anniversary of the founding of
the Philharmonic on Oct. 9 with that

Concert People
MMtttttttttttft ftf*ttt tttttttltttttttMMMM4-

tiie

seme

time.

'Rigoletto,' 'Aida,' 'Trovatore,' 'Trav.

>PaglIaccl'

lata,'

and

'Cavalleria

Jaa Klepora has recorded arias Rustlcana.'
from 'Martha' and 'Tosca' for Columbia, as well as his own words to a
Chopin song and one of Wlenawski

Met MuUs Tristan'

Alexander KIpnb and Zinka Mllanov gave a concert in Buenos Aires
for 'Bundles for Britain' last week
which drew $3,149 at the boxofflce.

With Martinelli for B.O.
Worried over the possibility that
and Isolde,' its best b.o.

Tristan

Bennett Challls, French baritone,
has been engaged as the notary in
Charles L. Wagner's presentation of
'Don Pasquale' this fall.
Franoesoa CasaardI, nee Frances
Cassard, American dramatic soprano,
recently arrived from Italy,
where she spent the past few years
singing in all the principal opera
houses.
She will appear with the

has

Chicago Opera Co.
IiOtte

this fall.

stad,

.

formance of 'Otello.'
Both tenors have sung the parts
before, but not in N. Y.

Iiehmann and Bruno Walter

will appear in a joint benefit concert
for 'Bundles for Britain' In N. Y. In

March,

attraction last year, may not draw
to. the absence of Kirsten FlagMet opera heads are mulling
the possibility of giving the title role
to Giovanni Martinelli and let the
veteran Italian tenor appear opposite
Elisabeth Rethberg.
If this is done it is highly probable
that Lauritz Melchior, the company's
Tristan,' will take over a per-

due

NBC Sets Subs
For Kirsten Flagstad Date
Columbia,

Of the 54 concert dates

set

for

Font was in three countries
and winover the weekend. She left Mexico Kirsten Flagstad this fall
ter, already 85% have been filed by
to go through the U. S, to Toronto,
succeeded in
where she appeared Sept 2 with the other artists. NBC has
with LauSymphony orchestra. Her U. S. tour getting the bulk of these, Thomas,
ritz Melchior, John Charles
opens in York,- Pa., Sept 23.
Marion Anderson, Jarmila Novotna,
Artur Rubinstein, Ezio Pinza and
Alfredo Salmargi is dickering with Dusolina Giannini being the repreRobert Lawrence, assistant music sentatives from that organization.
critic of the N. Y. Herald Tribune,
Columbia has set Helen Traubel
to conduct two performances of for some of the other dates.
Lily

Wednesday, Seplember

3,
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BEST
Oct 4

S. Rittenberg,

and

operator

theatre

former

exploitation

heading the new venture,
man,
scheduled to open Oct 4 with Glenn
is

Miller's orch.

Admission tap for the terpers wiU
be $2.20 per couple, with stags prohibited. Miller wUl get a guarantee
night
of $1,500 for the Saturday
estiagainst 60% of the gross. It's
recently
spot,
the
that
mated
floor
dance
new
equipped with a
accommodate
can
costing $12,000,
5 000 dancers comfortably.
Rittenberg's deal with the civic
guarantee
centre calls for a rental
'The new dance
and percenUge.
promoter figures his advertismg
budget will run between $200 and
weekly, with $1,000 being spent
'

$300

exploitation
for an opening week
splurge.
„ . uhas
In the past the County Centre
the
been leased by promoters for
for
playing o£ name bands strictly
not for
visual and aural appeal and
vendancing. The success of these
tures

weather

to
according
varied
has
and advertismg
breaks

costs.

Ads

Chi

in Local Dailies

Born Milw.Baltroom Ops
2.

Dance hall operators here who are
consistent advertisers throughout the
year are peeved at local newspapers
for accepting copy from out-of-town
ballrooms seeking to lure hoofers

urban operators plugging their wares
locally, nor even when Waukegan,
its

attractions

in

the

Milwaukee prints, but they really
got riled up this past week when
Andrew Karzas purchased liberal
space to publicize Dick Jurgens and
Lawrence Welk at his Aragon and
Trianon

ballrooms

the Labor

in

Chicago

for

Day weekend.

ano for Noble last year when Floyd
specialized on the novachord, will
return to take his place. Floyd and
Noble have been partners since organizing

present

the

after

outfit,

working together in the late Orville
Knapp's crew and later with George
Olsen. Floyd is going to New York
to recruit

members

chestra and expects
by November.

for his
to have

own
it

or-

ready

DRAFT UPSETS
CLINTON DATES
Larry Clinton's

Is

the

first

band

to be seriously bothered by conClinton has cancelled
scription.

three one-night theatre dates en
route back to New York, where he
opens at Loew's State Sept. 18, because three members of his brass
section are scheduled to debut in
khaki. Layoff is to give him time to
in

new men.

T.—Owes

in N.
$31,S98, Assets $200

Truman Elliott Jenney, unemployed orchestra leader known as
Jack Jenney, filed a voluntary petition of bankruptcy in N. Y. federal
court Friday (29) listing $200 in assets and $31,598 in liabilities.
In
1940 Jenney earned $2,696 and in
1941 he has earned $1,500.
He's
since joined Artie Shaw's trombone
section; also is a house musician at

CBS and NBC.
Music Corp. of America is the
largest creditor, being owed $15,000
on a loan. Next largest is Reuben
Weinstein, owed $12,601 on a loan
and percentage of Jenney's gross up
to 1949
in
return for the loan.
Others are Earl Baker of Local 802
of the AFM, $41; Bob Welch of
Young
Rubicam, $10; and Dave
Ringle, $20.

&

ALSO

Artie Shaw, who popped himself
into the dog-house about a year and
a half ago by tossing uncomplimentary remarks about band-crazy youngdisbanding his orch, sters, apparently hasn't been forgot-

Newark, Sept.

Gus Steck is
preparatory to setting up

Los Angeles, Sept. 2.
Harold Hundling, 33, one of Quintone singers in Charlie Barnet's
band, died here Aug. 29 as a result
of a motor crash which had previously cost the life of his driving

companion, Anthony Etrl.
Police have dropped the investigation started with the discovery of
the

wrecked

Elrl lUd 'Premonition'
Ironic angle in the death of 'Bus'
Etri. guitarist with Charlie Barnet's

band, in an auto crash in Hollywood
recently, is that Etri didn't want to
go to the Coast. He expressed to
fellow bandmembers a premonition
that something might happen, point-

ing out that the last time the band
was on the Coast, at the Palomar,
the spot burned and they lost library and instruments.

He

tried for weeks, musicians close
to him say, to get Mike Bryan, guitarist now with Artie Shaw, to take
Bryan, with the Shaw
his place.
job in view, refused to go out with

Barnet and Etri

finally

went him-

self.

NEWWASiUNN

Floorshow
Statler

is

in Cleve. Hotel

Cleveland, Sept. 2.
trying out two-band

Name bands
tion territory

when

October.

the

Statler hotel,

Aostin Wylie moved In Monday
(1)' as house band at Pier Ballroom,
Celoron, N. Y.

Louis Prima band taken for
cordings on Okeh. label

Wash-

WHITEMAN SRO
EVEN BEFORE

HE OPENS

ered bands.
It's figured that the sharply increased population of Washington,
with all of its Government defense
workers,
et al, will be a pushover
Johnny Messner, McAlpin, Sept. 9.
Count Basie, Uptown Cafe So- tor the top bandleaders. Of course,
the increased population and the
(Duke Ellington.)
ciety, Sept. 16.
18.
lack
of
accommodations
is the reaHarry James, Lincoln, Sept.
Guy Lombardo, Roosevelt, Sept. son for the new link in the Statler

Elko, Nev.. Sept. 2.
Paul Whiteman is still the 'king of
and worth driving hundreds of
miles over mountain and desert to
see and hear, as far as Nevadans ar*
concerned. With a week to go before Whiteman, his orchestra and
fioor show opens a nine-day run In
the Commercial hotel's lounge here,
reservations for both the show and
accomodations are taxing the capajazz'

chain.

25.

Jarret, Biltmore, Sept. 27.

Eddy Duchln, Waldorf. Oct. 3.
Glenn Miller, Pennsylvania, Oct.
6. (Jimmy Dorsey.)
Benny Goodman, New Yorker,

ARAGON, CLEVL, GOING

FOR NAME BAND POLICY

9.

city of this

Oct.

Cleveland. Sept.

Kaye, Essex House, Oct.

Vincent Lopez, current
remains there until

Taft,
1942.

give

Ray Kinney

way

will,

at

the

Feb.
as

7
usual,

season dances. Owner is making a
trip east with Bill Buelell, of local
Music Corp. of America office, to
line up bands.
With the folding of the Trianon
ballroom, the Aragon automatically
becomes the low,''s No. 1 dance hall,
although there aren't more than four

to Lani Mclntire at the
hotel, but date isn't set.

Lexington
Band bookers expect the coming
season to be one of the best in years
in the metropolitan area, just as
one-nighters and various locations
dates, seashore and inland, experienced a sharp upturn the past summer. In addition to allotting some
of the best bands in the country to
top-notch jobs in the city, suburban
spots, with their important wires,
are also being scrambled after more
than ever and two new places aje
being opened as 'broadcast jobs.'
Tommy Tucker, who closed Monday
(1) at the Berkeley-Carteret hotel,
Asbuiy Park, sits down again beginning Oct. 10 at the Colonial Inn,
Singac, N. J., with Mutual and CBS
Colonial heretofore had used
lines.
non-name acts and local music. With
Tucker, floor shows will be dropped
and the band given, the job of drawSecond new development will
ing.
be the Pelham Healh Inn. Pclham.
N. Y.. which tentatively has Little
Jack Little for Sept. 15. Mel Marvin
current. Inn
12-15 years ago.

is

was

left here.

for all of

Cliffs,

N.J.,

•

re-

Musical

second-string oulOls or home-talent,
but was sold idea of trying bigrames for one or Iwo-niKht stands.
It's
hiking its gate tax for the
change.

In
Nathan

2.

Kentucky State Fair opens SaturI6j and continues throughout

day

the week, closing on Saturday (131
with the nationally known hor.'ie
show, principal event of which is the
$10,000 horse show stake. This show
is the society affair of the summer,
and tickets are sold well in advance
of the dale^ Three bands are booked
for the fair week, Bob Strong openi7-8l,
ing
Sunday-Monday
Jan

a big-time slop

and Blue Gar-

Ro.sen,

AFM

Ouster
member

of

Suit
Local

AFM

plaintiff had been fined $4,000 and
expelled, and the court ruled he had
been dismissed without a hearing in
which he could represent himself,
and with witnesses testifying agtfinst

him whom he had no chance to
cross-examine.
Rosen, declared he still doe.^ not
know why he was expelled, but indicates that it seems to evolve from
a misunderstanding, with the union
claiming that, while he was the muRu.csian
with
the
sic
contractor
dance.
Ballet, he paid members of the orRenfro Valley Barn Dance has
chestra less than the $100 weekly
been set to open the fair Sunday
minimum in the 1937-38 sea.-'on.
I") by John Lair, while grandstand
Rosen says this is not true, since h»
attractions throughout the week will
was with the Salzburg Opera Co.
be Lynch's Death Dodgers, a rodeo
that .sea.son, and did not rejoin th*
show. Clyde Beatty's Wild Animal
Ballet until 1938-39.
show. Johnny J. Jones shows will
again occupy the midway as for several seasons past.
Garbtr Tuesday-Wednesday

now

Its

802 IN.Y.), American Federation of
Musicians, for the past 36 years, won
his first step 'toward reinstatement
in the union from which he was expelled in March, when Justice Denis
Cnhalan in N.Y. supreme court
Thursday (28) l.ssued a restraining
order a.'fainst
from proceeding
w'.'Jn its punishment of Rosen.
The

At Kentucky State Fair
Sept.

Contractor

Scores Point Vs.

Strong, Garber, Hamilton

Other roadside !:tops are set. with
the exception of Rustic Cabin, En-

glewood

top orchestras until

Charley Horvath turned it into a
super-bowling emporium this seassn.
Up to now Meyers' spot has ployed

Louisville,

of 4,250.

westerners.
This indicates perhaps that there
may be a neglected field way out
west in the sagebrush country for
big 'name entertainment.
Perhepa
surprisingly, becau.se these outdoor
people definitely are discrimin:iling
in their choice of entertainment: it
has to be good to get over.

Trianon was local outlet

MCA's

town

Notwithstanding the fact that th«
Elko County Fair (Sept. 11-14) naturally brings In the ranchers and
miners, it seems to be the Whiteman
name that will pack them in here,
judging by the comments of these

2.

Lloyd Meyers is shifting his Aragon ballroom into a big-name policy
Sept. 14. when Jan Savitt starts pre-,

20.

(9-10),

has
and George Hamilton's band spoiled
SepAdmish to the dance
Sept. U-13.
tember. When he is replaced it will pavilion is 3.'ic, a change in policy
be with the biggest name available from previous seasons when the gate
at that time, to lee-ofi the nowprice was 25c, and 10c for each
dens, Arinonk, N.Y.

Teddy Powell

Rustic

until the

end

of

;

has cooled.

He began at
Hampton

Casino,

(5).

'

its

tax.

will have new locaopened to them soon,

new

is

hotels have had names of a sort off
and on, but never the higher-pow-

Bands set for New York hotel
openings:
Blue Barron, Edison, tomorrow
(Thurs.)
Andy Kirk, Famous Door, Friday

if.<;

Coughlin's cocktail unit in
lounge room.

less

Hopping to Kimball's Starlight
Park, Lynnfield, Mass. (30), he gath-.
ered 3,846 at same price; next day
(31) he lured 4,185 at $1 into Lyonhurst Ballroom, Marlboro, Mass., and
on Monday (1) filled the ballroom at
Canobie Lake, N.H., with 3,576 at $1.

completed. According to
band bookers the spot is figuring on
using top-caliber dance outfits in its
dining room, a brand of music that
the Capital has never had in 'run'
Carlton and Wardman Park
doses.
ington,

combos in its Cuban Terrace Room
by setting Ray Morton's orchestra
bullding addition which will inand Jose Perez's ensemble for
Columbus, Sept. 2.
Morton will crease the spot's .seating capacity to
reopening Sept. 22.
Valley Dale, hoofery for over a
play pop tunes while Perez will 1,750. Frank Dailey's Meadowbrook
decade, closed yesterday (Monday).
enlarging, picking up another
.shake up the rhumba.<:, alternating is al.io
Spot, under management of Lou
Spot is drop- 300 seals. Dailey has Benny Goodin musical marathon.
Peppe, will remain dark for six
man coming in next week HI) for
floor shows this winter.
weeks for extensive renovations. ping
band's
Juan Makula's Latin - American three weeks prior to the
Policy when the Dale reopens in Ocdebut at the New Yorker hotel Oct.
outfit has been signed by Frank Motober has not been definitely deterTommy Dorsey follows Good9.
naco to reopen his Monaco's Cafe,
mined, although odds favor change
Jimmy Dorsey, and
been dark the last fort- man, then
has
which
to a dine-dancery.
Sammy Kaye around the first of the
for redecoratioris. One of the
Deal by which Frank Dailey, op- night
year. That's the cream.
class dance-dineries. it is beerator of the Meadowbrook, New burgh's
Log Cabin, Armonk. N.Y.. now has Chester's exit
and installing Rita
Jersey, would take over, apparently ing enlarged
Chester Blue Gardens,
new Les Brown, but takes Bob

Valley Dale Shuts

despite his utterances.

at $1.

BOOKING NAMES

Rural Hirh Spots

Duo-Band Policy Replaces

them

Beach, N. H., pulling 4,321 dancers

9.

Crash Hurts

ten by

of $15,930,

remaining major hotel job, opening
Sept. 27, and the recent dating of
0>unt Basie and Andy Kirk for the
Uptown Cafe Society and Famous
Door, respectively, N.Y. will be
jumping to a wide variety of styles
and rhythms. Openings begin this
w^k and continue through early

Sammy

in

new combo

Shaw last week (29) took his new
currently
The 32-piece one-night band out on the
Band,
playing
Brook, Morris Turnpike, Summit, is first road trip he has taken since last
owned by Steck and Joe Zigler.
year and in four dates grossed a total
in the fall.

SUBURBS

Vaughn Monroe, Commodore,

Hundling, Barnet Singer,

2.

Hampton Beach

Oct.

Dies of

IN

Grosses $15,930.in Four 1-Niters

Steck Revamping

Additional bookings in the past
couple of weeks makes the long
lineup of bands set for fall and winter location-dates In New York just
about the heaviest concentration of
high-power
boxoffice
bands the
metropolitan area has ever seen.
With the booking last week of Art
Jarret for the Biltmore hotel, last

Art

Cancelled dates are Sept. 9 at
Washington, Pa.; 10 at Clarksburg,
W. Va., and 11th at Ambridge, Pa.

car.

Bankruptcy

Who

leaving the organization Sept. 15
to build up his own band.
Howard Anderson, who played pi-

marihuana cigarets

JACK JENNEY BROKE
Fllea

Jitterbugs Evidently Ain't Mad at Shaw,

BOOKINGS

is

away from this area.
The dancery impresarios ssy they
never squawked about merely subboosted

HOm

Floyd Quits L. Noble
To Form His Own Orch Record Concentration of Boxoffice Bands Will Be on
Cleveland, Sept 2.
Chick Floyd, pianist and arranger
Hand in Metropolitan Area
for Leighton Noble's orchestra now.
This Fall and Winter
at Hotel Cleveland's Bronze Room,

break

Milwaukee, Sept.

lll.i

All-Dance

at Westchester Centre

Westchester County Centre, White
Plains, N. Y., will again be opened
time for
this fall to name bands, this
Saturday night dancing rather than
topping a general variety entertain-

ment Arnold

d

«

ORGHESTRAS
ORCHESTRAS

BAND SEASON

N. Y.

Oenn Miller to Lead
Policy

P^bii^Y

|

Kyser Ork Encores

undecided.
Lo8 Angeles, Sept. 1
Hoff current;
Kay Kyser'a orch has been lal
Sept. 24, while Brown goes to Chi- gets Mitchell Ayres for short stay
Strike commeicago to replace Art' Jarret at the Oct 3, but has no one set after that.. for another Lucky
film.
cial
Rochelle,
Casino,
New
Whether the Astor Glen Island
Blackhawk.
This ii the third to be mad* kr
Claude Thornhill opened
Roof, which has been mulling win- is set.
Strike.
for
Lucky
Kyacr
ter operation, remains open beyond there last week (27).
is

still

Carl

'

.

46
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Coin-Catching Records-and Others
Tommy

Dorsey (Victor Album P-80)

Book of eight sides containing Dorsey's biggest past and comparatively
recent hits should be a big seller. Beginning with band's theme, 'Getting
Sentimental Over You,' the album includes 'Marie,' 'Who,' 'Song of India,'
'Royal Garden Blues,' 'Little White Lies,' 'Stardust' and 'I'll Never Smile
Again.' They're played by a top-notch band, with the exception of the
On regular Victor release of last
last two, which are almost all vocal.
week is Dorsey's 'Blue Skies'— 'Backstage at the Ballet' (Victor 27566) by
Anyone who thinks the 1937 and 1941 Dorsey-led
the current outfit.
combos had anything in common should bend an ear to both. However,
It reels off good
Skies' for counters and machines, should sell heftily.
Dorsey tromboning and chorus vocal led by Frank Sinatra. Band work
'Ballet' is a solidly turned straight instrumental, studded
is bit too brassy.
with sock solos.
\
.

Sammy

.

Kaye; 'MInka'— 'Wasn't

It

Tou* (Victor 27567)

click in the first side.
An unusual
Ryan, the melody grows in appeal with
ballad, smoothly sung by
Reverse,
repetition. It's split by fast Russian-tempo instrumental work.
also sung by Ryan, is an average ballad tune, not likely to make much ot
a dent.

Kaye might have another machine

Tommy

« « «

«

Glenn Miller, 'Happened In Snn Valley'—'Kiss Polka' (Bluebird 11263)
Knowledge' that these are film tunes isn't necessary, They give that
impression. 'Valley* will sell on counters and have a moderate run in
the boxes. There's nothing in the lively-played tune or its treatment by
Miller to suggest a solid hit. Band increases the tempo as it goes along,
Ray Eberle, Paula Kelly, Tex Beneke and Modernaires vocal. For machines, the reverse, bit slower in tempo, vocallcd by Em e Caceres, Paula
Kelly, Modernaires,

Vaughn Monroe,

is

better material.

'Pants

—'Two

Too Long'

Pair Shoes' (Bluebird 11260)

Lyric is handled in
First is a good novelty for machines or counter.
easy, slow tempo by Ziggy Talent, who's from the band, and he does a
Reverse, sung b^ Mildred Law at average dance speed,
saleable job.
Band sounds okay.
isn't much of a tune.
Dolly Dawn; 'Slowpoke'—'Fancy Meetin' You' (Bluebird 11251)

A

showcase of the dollar and cents musical

organizations of America
radio,

hotel,

ballroom,

.

.

whether record,

.

or

traveling

'nitery,

cinematic.
It will

manner

.

.

.

glimpse at the past and an eye toward the

future ...

Inkspots; 'Until Real Thing Comes'

—'Keep

Cool, Fool' (Decca 3958)

Spots' version of the standard will sell as well as any of their sides,
nfachine or counter. Formula is th^ same, tenor on the melody and the
spoken break; tune is a guaranteed one. Reverse is overshadowed, though
as the Spots do it, it's a saleable rhythm tune
.

give the trade the answer to 'How's

Business' in a statistically compiled

A

Miss Dawn's debut on Bluebird, and not very auspicious. She takes two
ordinary rhythm melodies and -does an ordinary job. Not for machines.
Slowpoke' side is unexciting tune; reverse is better rhythm melody, but
her flat, unmelodious vocal ruins it.

all

necessary to the running of any

King Sisters; 'He's I- A In Army'—'Having Lonely Time' (Bluebird 11232)
Machines will be pushover for first, another Army tune. Quartet puts
a smart lift and snap into the melody that makes it click solidly. Band
backing is in the same category. Ballad backing gets equally good treatment, but it makes a dull impression melodically.
Horace Heldt; 'Set World on Fire'— 'Mama' (Columbia 36295)

bands, the

Heidt's version of 'Fire' doesn't improve on Tommy Tucker's.
It's in
it also will sell solidly in boxes and on counters.
Larry
Cotton reaches too hard for smoothness in his lyric; he's helped by Donna
and Don Juans. Backing is another machine potential, unhappily used as
a coupling on a strong hit. Based on old Italicm folk-song, the arrangement and handling has a light lift and it sums up as an outstanding
novelty. Glee club vocals.

cafe 'covers' in connection with the drawing

Alvino Key; 'Here Comes Bride'- 'Dancing Wllh Dream' (Bluebird 11254)

business ... a compiled factual history of popular

music, the band business, the jukebox saga, the

name

hotel 'takes' in connection with

power of the names they book
what the musi*
cal organization means to a radio program
based on factual
and how best to make money
.

.

.

.

.

data

compiled

issue of

.

.

in

the

.

.

.

.

same tempo and

First side doesn't seem to have much machine potentiality, but Rey
followers ought to eat it up. Swing version of the wedding melody is
humorously treated by Rey's guitar and exceptionally well played and
arranged.
Reverse ballad is probably better than Bill Schallen's tired
vocal makes it sound. Rey needs a male vocalist, but it's better to be
without one than ruin tunes. Victor should never have released this side.

BOXOFFICE BANDS

Art Jarrett; 'Delilah'—'Nickel Serenade' (Victor 27571)

Machines won't find much here. First tune, sung negatively in danca
tempo by Jarrett. isn't much melodically or in lyric. 'Serenade' side is better, but still not strong enough to do much.
Smoothies' vocal is weak.
Sonny Dunham's pressing of 'Serenade' (Bluebird 11253) also misses th«
mark. His is an innocous rhythm playing that commands little attention.
Band doesn't handle it too well either. Diane Mitchell's vocal is dull

.

'Hy Neighbor' has more pep, but

it

won't do

much more.

Ray Kellogg

vocals.

Harry James; 'lou Made Me Love You'—'Sinner Kissed Angel' (Col. 36296)
JFirst side should find moderate box run, but its best reception will be on
counters.
It's another slow-tempoed, open-bell trumpet exhibition most
of the way, and it's good. Parts of accompaniment aren't clean. No vocal.
Backing is lost. Poor ballad, vocaled well by Dick Haymes, it gets nowhere.

To Be Published Sept. 17

Tiny Hill; 'Don't Let Julia'—'Time Changes Everything' (Okeh 6343)
Corn is always in season with Hill. It's his style. He's popular in midwest and that's where lively 'Julia' side will sell in machines. It's engraved
with neat pep for the way it's handled. Reverse even rings in the old
sandpaper blocks. Hill vocals both.

Tony Pastor; 'Yoo-Hoo'- 'Shepherd Serenade' (Bluebird 11264)
Machines can use the first side, released to take advantage of the recent
incident in the midwest. Al Jolson's 1919 hit, the tune fits Pastor
it gets over solidly.
Band's playing and the arrangement is okay.
Lively tempo helps.
'Serenade' side has possibilities.
Johnny McAfet

Army

and

vocals.

OFFERS EXTRA EXPLOITATION

VALUES-

RESERVE ADVERTISING SPACE

NOW

Artie

it'll

sell best

Tommy

\IETY
NEW YORK
W. 46th

St.

HOLLYWOOD

CHICAGO
64

W. Randolph

St.

170B No. Vine St.

'It

Had

to

Be Tou'—'If

I

Had Tou'

(Victor 27536)

on counters.

No

vocals.

Tucker 'Don't Want

to Set World'—'This Love of Mine' (Okeh 6328)
here, an old one, is piece that carries machine potentialities.
It fits the band like a glove.
Interpretation is smooth, at slow tempo.
Amy Arnell, Voices Three Vocal. 'This Love' is another good medium
tempo turnout Ensemble vocals.

First

154

Shaw

Victor mistakenly labelled both sides 'If I Had You.' 'A' side is a lively,
smartly scored arrangement of 'It Had to Be You,' which can be of valua
to boxes. It rides solidly with a rhythmic punch and various solos. Reverse, another of Shaw's smooth rhythm standards, also hits mark. Complete with strings, mutes, good Shaw clarineting and a muled trumpet bit

number

Jimmy Dorsey 'Embraceable You'—'Fingerbuslln' (Decca 3928)
One of Dorsey's infrequent ballads using Helen O'Connell vocal, 'Embraceable,' a George-Ira Gershwin melody, will maintain the Dorsey
machine pace. Singer's I'yricing is provocative and unexpectedly good in
view of her few attempts at ballads. It'll seH easily. Band work is solid
around. Reverse is leader's new sax exercise-exhibition, designed to
replace 'Bumble Bee.' It fills the bill.

all

!
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ORCHESTRA GROSSES

Jimmy Dorsey, Mom'oe, James Crack
Records;

Lombardo

In the

Fair in Ohio

(Estimates)

Blae Barron (Peony Park, Omaha, Aug. 29).
Barron.

Very good

1,850 paid $1,665

for Two,' 'Jim,'
Masquerade,' 'Miss You.'

year-old record.
Shep Fields (Aud., Ottawa, Can., Aug- 25). Fields did biggest biz since
Guy Lombardo in 1938 with 1,809 at $1. At Celoron Park, Jamestown,
draw of 1,250 at $1 was lair in view of short notice
N. v., Aug. 23, Fields'
advertising.
arid resultant lack of
ElU Fltrceraid (Joyland Park, Lexington, Ky., Aug. 27). Miss Fitzgerald's 700 draw at $1 was rated 'season's standout' by operators. Next
day (28) band drew 'excellent' 900 at $1 into Dixieland B., Lexington, Ky.
Ersklne Hawkins (City Aud., Galveston, Tex., Aug. 27). Good $750 from
City Aud., Houston, next day (28) turned up 2,500
1,200 at 75c and 99c.
at 99c.

Breakmg N.Y. Records; Bernie, 2^}/^

'Moonlight

Inkspots
(Decca) 'Don't Leave
Now,' 'I Don't Want to Set the World
on Fire,' 'Hey Doc,' 'Nothing.'

for
at 90c apiece

Tiny Bradshaw (Beale Ave. Aud., Memphis, Tenn., Aug. 27). Rain hurt;
poor 500 for $400 at 85c.
Do! Brissette (Totem Pole B., Auburndale, Ma.ss., Aug. 25). Local fave,
Brissette gathered 1,100 at $1.35 couple, good for Monday night.
Jimmy Dorsey (Convention Hall, A.sbury Park, N. J., Aug. 30). Dorsey
cracked record lor dances and any other entertainment at Hall, drawing
Next night (31) he scattered high-water mark again,
7 700 people at $1.
Dallas, Pa., with 3,837 at $1, topping Ted Lewis' 16at Fernbrook Park,

Tommy Dorsey, $73,000, Kaye, $48,000,

Waxworks

Claude Thornhlll (Columbia) 'Concerto

Philiy; Calloway,

'Stop
and Ask Somebody,'
'Don't Let Julia Fool Ya.'

Relativity
Ben

Charlie Barnet (Bluebird) 'Peyton
Hall,' 'Swingin' on Nothing,' 'Harlem Speaks,' 'Heart You Stole from

Youngstown, Sept.

2.

When Sammy Kaye played
the Palace here recently and
conducted his 'So You Want to
Lead a Band' session, he handed
the baton to a young man.
'Do you really mean I'm the
leader now?' asked the lad.
'You are,' replied Kaye.
'Well, in that case, how about

Me.'

DECCA HOLDING BACK
'SUPERMAN' ALBUM
Decca Records has recorded, but
is holding for the Christmas season,
an album of six sides inscribed with
doings of 'Superman.' Platters
were made by the cast which han-

me

the

hiring

my

brother-in-law as

trumpet player? He's been
out of a job for a year!'
a

dles the radio episodes of the c'ar-

MEYER

On My

WAXING
DEBUT

Hands,' 'Great Day,'

That You Know,'

at Hotel B.O.'s

Del Courtney went back to work
week at the Lyric theatre, Ind.,

this

(Presented herewith, as a loeeklv tabulation,

is

KENDIS

Bob Chester
Astor (1,000; 75c-$l)
Ray Heatherton...Biltmore (300; $1-$1.50)
Lexington (300; 75c-$1.50)
Ray Kinney*
Johnny Long*.,.. New Yorker (400; 75c-$1.50)
Hal Saunders

St.

the

47tll Consecutive Week
OF
6th

RETURN ENQAGEMENT

After a Becord-Biealdng Tour

HENRY
BUSSE
and HIS

ORCHESTRA

appear
Edgewater Beach Hotel
Chicago
Opening Sept. 6th

1
15

12

.2,900
500
1,300
1,725

425

'Asterisks indicate a supporting floor show, although the band

2,900
5,275
26,150
17,275
6,000
is

LOS ANGELES
Freddy Martin

(Ambassador;

900;

$1-$1.50).-

With 4,000 and
(Casino, Catalina Island; 4,000; 28c-44c).
Crosby keeps raising the ante. Did 18,000 on the week.
(Trianon, Southgate; 1,200; 40c-55c). In a spot where they
Had one 1,300 night and a total

5,000 payee-nights,

like 'names,' Fio Rito catching on fast.

payees for the week.
Charlie Barnet (Casa Manana, Culver City; 2,000; 55c). With two band
killed In auto crash and n.s.g. publicity as aftermath, slumped

of 4,600

members
to

around

4,000 for

week.

will

Chicago

and his

orcliestra

HOTEL NEW YORKER

NBC— DECCA RECORDS
MANACEMEKT

GENERAL AMUSEMENT CORP.

Tommy

Day week record

for a sensational

$73,000.

Sammy

Kaye,

New York— (Strand;

2,767; 35-55-75-85-99).

'Dive Bomber'
screen a strong assist in

(WB) on
getting
robust,

a

$48,000,

mighty

Kaye plenty

potent.

possible

with

House had best Labor Day weekend
in 10 years.

Abe Lyman, Fort Worth— (Worth;
Fair matinees, near ca-

1,100; 40-55).

pacity

Around

nights.

$11,100

help.

Frankie

Masters,

(Stanley;

Pittsburgh

(RKO) on

Tommy

screen.

Sizzling $27,000.

Beynolds,

Providence

week.
Still
Joy* (Walnut Room, Bismarck Hotel; 300; $l-$2 mm.).
going along consistently, Joy comes up with another good week, playing

Jimmy

to 2,100 patrons.

'

.

Bob Grant* (CamelUa House, Drake
Swann Is the single act In this swank

,

Hotel; 250; $2.50 min.).

„
Russell

and Grant can be credited
largely with the total of 1,500 people for the week.
Don Orlando* (Villa Moderne; 1,000; no min.). Proving a fair draw at
people
this oulside-cily-limits roadhouse, Orlando comes up with 3.100
spot,

week.

Paige's

picture,

is

which

in

is

third

week holdover, and

biz will be good
Last week, same picture
Horace Heidt orchestra on
was big winner at $46,500.

$35,000.

Raymond Paige has signed his
Ciro -Bimac, Baltimore
''Hip'Young Americans' orchestra to a
Victor Record contract,, under which podrome; 2,240;' 15-28-39-44-55-66).
began
recording
yesterday 'Here Comes Mr. Jordan' (Col) is
picture
attraction
and
healthy
$15,500
(Tues.) an album of sides to be released on Red Seal discs. Band of in sight.
45-pieces is staffed with youngsters
stage,

—

he

ranging between 16-25 years. Paige

heavy

classics exclusively.

JIMMY
DORSEY
and His Orchestra
Fratarlnr BOB KBBBK.B

BERNIE TO CHI

and

New Commercial

BRPT. IS
8TVDI0S,

ton, Cancellation

When Ben Bernie shifts his new
flve-times-a-week early evening ra-

Gum

dio commercial for Wrlgley
to
Chicago, Music Corp of America
will probably spot him In a Chi
hotel, although the Rhumba Casino
Berhas also been after blm.
nie show was suddenly set, after

New

personal confab between the maestro and Phil Wrigley, an old friend,
and president of William Wrlgley,
Jr., Co.

This necessitated canceling the
Ritz Carlton Roof, Boston, for Friday (S) opening, as Wrigley wants

new

commercial

to

PABAHOWT

HOIXTWOOb

DECCA "rIcORDS
Pcnooal IfanacenMiit

— BUI,

BURTON

IN A SUBWAY
FAR FROM IRELAjVD
Columbia Record No. 86211

By

RAYMOND

emanate

SCOTT

New show

adds the 6 Marshalls
plus the Bailey Sisters and Donald
Saxon. No' agency figured in the

BRUSK O'CONNELL

—

Causes Rliz, Bos-

AND HIS ORCHESTRA

The Fire That WotCt

**Tucker**

Strike clouds

Out

IDONTWANTTO SET
THE WORLD ON FIRE
TOMMY TUCKER—Okeh

6320
HORACE HEIDT—Columbia 36295
THE CHARIOTEERS—Okeh 6332

CHERIO MUSIC PUBLISHERS,

San Francisco
Will Osborne* (Rose Room, Palace Hotel, 500; 50-$1.50).
held Osborne's opening week to 1,500 paid covers.

—

Diosa Costello and Frances Fay on
stage. Swell $6,000.
Alvino Bey, Chicago
(Chicago;
4,000; 35-55-65-75).
'Charley's Aunt'

.

this past

—

Teamed

25-40-60).

3,800;

with Jerry Colonna and Mills Bros,
on stage and 'Life With Caroline'

deal.

of 3,400 payees.

Sklnnay Ennis* (Empire Room, Palmer House; 600; $3-$3.50 supper min.).
Another tine week for the Ennis crew, playing to 5,800 patrons.
Boyd Baeburn* (Chez Paree; 500; $2.50-$3.50 min.). Carmen Amaya
and Cross and Dunn head the show here and biz is excellent; 5,300 people

for

days with 'Ringside Maisie'
(M-G), on screen, not rated much

five

from Chi,

for the

New York— (Par-

Dorsey,

amount; 3,664; 35-55-85-99).
Plus
'Aloma of South Seas' (Par) and
Jack Gilford and Condos Bros, on
stage.
First week ended last (Tuesday) night broke theatre's Labor

with

the

Hotel; 700; $l-$2 min.). Closing his engagement with 3,8»'> people up until Friday, Goodman has broken
Lionel Hampton opened and had a terriBc
all Panther Room records.

Benny Goodman (Panther Room, Sherman

week-end

JOHNNY
LONG

Wax

Toung Americans' Orch

sticks to

payees.

Bob Crosby

—

Incoming vanguard of

labor holiday sightseers and amusement seekers boosted business to around
2,700 covers on the week.
Carl Ravazza (Biltmore; 1.150; minimum $1-$1.50). Opened Thursday
(27) for a good start and looks likely to catch on. Accounted for about
2,200 In three days.
Woody Herman (Palladium; 6,000; 55c-B3c). Still giving out the way
the hoofers like It on the third week of holdover. Good for 19,000 stubs
on the week. Gene Krupa takes over Sept. 12.
Harry Owens (Hotel Miramar, Santa Monica; 500; 50c-$l). Turned them
away last week on a four-nights-a-week schedule to clock tidy 1,500

Ted Flo Rllo

—

Lake; 2,700; 20-44). 'Three Cockeyed
Sailors' (UA), English import item
on the screen. Calloway band is the
sole attraction of importance currently and taking excellent $20,000.
Del Coartney, Indianapolis (Lyric;
30-40-50).
1,900;
'Sons O' Guns'
(WB).
Okay $11,000, with band
credited with bulk of draw.

Want to Be (Metropolitan; 3,300; 30-40-55
).
Tea for Two' 'Country Fair' (Rep) on screen.

received
applications
from 2,000
hopefuls, interviewed 1,200,
auditioned 800 and wound up with 45.
Album will contain light fare.
the
Leopold Stokowski's 'All-Youth'
orchestra, an idea similar to Paige's,
records for Columbia Records, but

major draw.

Both Bands

Leading

STORK CLUB, New York

Know

the screen. Entire combo racking up
hefty $24,500 with honors for the
draw about evenly divided.
Cab Calloway, Chicaigo
(State

—

estimated cover

Regis (400; $1-$1.50)

AT THE FIANO

'I

Estimates for This Week
Bernie, Philadelphia— (Earle;

35-46-57-68-75).
2,788;
Orchestra
backed by Brenda and Cobina plus
'Whistling in the Dark' (M-G) on

(20th)

charge business being doiie bi/ name bands in various New York hotels.
Dinner business (7-10 PJtf.) not rated.. Figures after name of hotel give
drove into a ditch to avoid piling room capacity and cover c/iarge. Larger amount designates weekend and
holiday price.)
Into a stalled car left on a highway..
Coven Total
12
Three of his bandmen were with
Covern
IVeeki
I'liat
20
Hotel
him, but none were hurt.
Xavier Cugat
Waldorf (375; $1-$1.50)
41,100
2,600

SONNY

and 'Carioca.'

Victor to

NEW YORK

completely recovered from the auto

smash near Dayton, O., Aug, 17,
which put him in the hospital with a
Leader
fractured shoulder blade.

'I

Happy,' 'Hallelujah,'

Bands

20G in Chi, Also Kg

Will Bradley (Columbia) 'Jack and
Jill,'

Harry James (Totem Pole B., Auburndale, Mass., Aug. 26-30). Records toon character, with Jerry Mason
are made to be broken herS; James is latest. He drew 16,000 hoofers at scripting.
Six sides represent one
Starting Tuesday he drew 2,5go, 3,100, 3,100,
$1.35 couple for $10,800 gross.
continuous story. Album is to be
DAVIS
8,500 and 3,800.
called
'Superman's Xmas Adven-.
Guy Lombardo (Danceland, Buckeye Lake, O., Aug. 27). First central tures.'
8 SIDES IN COL.
Ohio date several years ago gave Lombardo a pull of 2,500 at $1. At
Decca also has in readiness a
Celoron Park, Jamestown, N.Y., Aug. 29; 'Fairly' good 1,204 people at similar album based on the Tarzan
$2.50 advance, $3 gate.
cartoon, which will also be released
Meyer Davis makes his debut as a
JImmie Lonceford (Roton Point Park, South Norwalk, Conn., Aug. 31). for holiday consumption.
Cblumbia recording artist this week,
Small room, so Jimmie Lunceford's 924 at 75c was rated 'good.'
when he starts cutting eight sides of
Abe Lyman (Plantation C, Houston, Tex., Aug. 27). Midweek attendance mark cracked; 1,300 at 99c advance, $1.24 door.
a Vincent Youmans album with his
Vauehn Monroe (Riverside Park, Agawam, Mass., Aug. 26).- Monroe's Disc Jockey Branches
personal orchestra of 21 men, combreaking marks, too. Drew 2,433 here, 2,100 at 85c at gate, 333 advance
prising six brass, seven reeds, four
at 6Sc.
Ont as Ballroom Op rhythm,
three violins and viola.
Jan Savltt (Pleasure Beacfc Park, Bridgeport, Conn., Aug. 31). Savitt
ended season here with good 1,361 at 99c.
Album will be released in October.
Buffalo, Sept. 2.
Artie Shaw (Hampton Beach Casino, Hampton Beach, N.H., Aug. 29).
Davis, who is the No. 1 'society
Flaying first dance date with new band, Shaw walloped Casino b.o. with
Roger Brown, disc-spinner over
Biggest since Rudy Vallee's 5,400 in 1930. Next night (30) WBNY, Is branching out as dance maestro,' and has officiated at a
.4,321 at $1.
number of the most important White
band broke Kimball's Starlight B., Lynnfleld, Mass., mark with 3,848 at $1. promoter.
20
Lyonhurst B., Marlboro, Mass., played to 4,185 at $1, Sunday (31) and
Booked Jan Savitt
Into suburban House functions, will experiment by
Canobie Lake, N. H., date (1) got 3,757, at $1.
Williamsville Glen Sept. 11, followed waxing four of the Youmans selecLang Thompson (Lake Worth Casino, Fort Worth, Aug. 25-30). Fair by Tony Pastor and Raymond Scott, tions with full complement; the other
third week, appealing principally to younger folks; 4,300 at 44c-75c for and is plugging 'em plenty on nightly four will omit the s;trings. Tunes to
be waxed are 'Without a Song,' 'Time
$2,650.
disc show.

Courtney Better

47
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Recordings Important But Dance Bands Are CarelessSoloists, Vocal and Instrumental, Weakest Point

Jimmy Dorsey's deal to make a Paramount picture has forced the juggling of his dates. Dorsey begins work in 'The Fleet's In," based on the
play 'Sailor Beware,' starring Dorothy Lamout, on Sept. 15. Band has
been bought for a maximum of five weeks, including retake time. Salary
paid the band isn't known, but It's supposed to be the highest for any
pop band that ever worked in films, with the exception of Kay Kyser
who gets a percentage of the gross of his pictures.
Dorsey plays the Buffalo theatre, Buffalo, opening Friday (5) and trains
'

" By Dick Gilbert
the music anthoritv /or station WOV, New York, and spends 15 periods a u>eefc on the air
himsel/ plaj/ing phonograph records. He's also a seasoned newspaperman, jormerly of Variety ond last editor of
Metronome, before joining the station. It is for this reason that Variety requested Mr. Gilbert to do o story on
current dance band recording as it listens to him.)

(The writer

is

a dance band puts a song on wax, the chance
it.
is. about one m 20 that anything good will come of
The reason for this high mortality is that somewhere
along the line a fundamental of recording is overlooked or fluffed oil.
To get something worthwhile on a platter a band
must be right with its (a) musicianship, (b) material,
Obviously, other
(c) arrangements, and (d) soloists.
considerations also enter into solid grooving, but these
are the principal ones over which a leader has control.
Many poor discs result from poor musicianship, or
sloppy playing, often caused by lack of sufficient time
Eddy Duchin flew
to. prepare for the recording date.

When

New York

into

recently, cut

some

and hopped

sides

off

pronto for some more dates in South America. He was
mostly in the air and on the Erie and his records reKay
flect the bouncing around he took both places.
Kyser admits in a recent letter: 'We realize that recordings mean everything to a band, but during the

we have been participating in so many
different activities that we have not been able to demuch time to our records as we have wanted

past few months

vote as

•

to,'

•

Can these two bands, and the dozens of others in
similar situations, really be said to be 'trying' when
they record or are they turning in sluffo jobs?
Because of the pressure of one-nighting, doubling,
end golf dates, numerous bad examples of musician'The hope is that
ship are pressed out each week.
somehow the public won't know the difference. But
the public knows the difference and has several ways
The average
of making its collective voice heard.
listener may not be able to put his finger on fuzzy
trumpeting and an out-of-tune sax, but he knows when
right,
the
one
that is.
number
isn't
and
he
buys
a

—

Rule

1

thing any band has to decide for itself is
be a 'commercial' crew or a 'musician's'
group.
If it wants to get somewhere financially it
must play music understandable to the general public.
Some musicians hold there can be no compromise between sugar and sock, but there can. Shaw, Goodman,
James and others put bite into their bands without
nipping the hands that feed them.
"The trend today is definitely away from the jazzists,
as even a cursory glance at Varictt's weekly tabulations of network, sheet music and jukebox preferences
will show. Radio phonograph programs, too, are excellent barometers where the emcees try to please

The

first

whether

it

will

their listeners Instead of themselves. Sammy Kaye is
too smart to try hot stuff but the swingier combos frequently get lost in the slower ballads. Maybe it's monotonous to be typed, but it pays off. It would help
greatly, too, if something could be done about the simultaneous recording of a tune by a dozen or more
outfits.
The orchestration on a recording reflects to a
large degree the extent to which a band is trying. No
leader has to accept a routine arrangement.
Weak Soloists
In general dance bands are weakest in their soloists,
both instrumental and vocal. Too many instrumental
solos are merely musical assault-and-battery because
a few of the boys are capable of executing a real
musical ride. The majority lack either imagination,
Often, even their timing Is off
technique, or both.
and they sometimes actually end their rides too late
or too soon but seldom soon enough.
But the greatest opportunity for improvement Is In
the vocal department. Leaders should recognize that
a voice is another instrument in the band and choose
their singers with the same care they exercise In selecting a lead trumpeter. Discretion in the assigning
of vocals would also help. An attempt at a ballad by
a strictly rhythm chirper is obviously a mistake, and
if a leader doesn't want to hire a vocalist to travel
with his organization, he should engage one specifically for his record dates.
There are plenty of capable
vocalists who would be glad to cut some sides with
bands and remain in their own key cities.
Importance of Discs
It is of vital importance to dance bands today to
make good records, for the jukeboxes and platter radio programs can do plenty to build them up. The
jukeboxes are the harder to crash. Those who drop
in their nickels already have their favorites they want
to hear so newcomers have to fight their way to favor.
UsMally it's the disc spinners on the air who create
the demand among the jukers.
Nearly every record-playing radio station nov
schedules entire 15 or 30-minute programs of one
band's music. There are often a number of such shows
every day so the need of good dance band material is
ever present. However, a band which uses a stock
opening, such as 'Frankie Masters and his orchestra
,'
present
will seldom get a quarter or half hour
spot merely because his opening becomes monotonous
through repetition. Hence, stock opening.s- or closings,
can be poison to a band.

—

NEW NAME BAND SPOT

PMIY

IN

SUBURBS

Philadelphia, Sept.

A new ballroom featuring name
bands will be .opened at the BrookCountry Club, about a mile from
the 'city line on the West Chester
Pike. Plan is to hold dances every
Thursday night.
Initial band booked is Artie Shaw
«n Sept. 11. He'll be followed by
Eddy Duchin, Sept. 18. Admission
top will be $1.

line

3 Byrne Tooters Are
Getting That Kahki

Look

is

making inroads on Bobby

While playing the Stanley theatre, Pittsburgh, last week, bandleader
to him an expensive diamond he lost from
a
ring the year before while playing Kennywood Park, also in Pittsburgh.
Leader lost the stone from its setting while swimming in Kennywood's

Lou Breese had returned
pool.

During his first day at the Stanley this year a local boy and his father
and mother visited Breese backstage to return the diamond. Seems the
boy noticed it shining on the floor of the pool two weeks after Breese lost
it, dove and brought it up.
Thinking it cheap it was kept, reset and worn
until someone recently remarked on its brilliance. Remark also brought
forth the story on how It was found, whereupon somebody remembered
seeing an ad last year in a Pittsburgh daily re its loss. Back issues were
thumbed through and Breese discovered as the owner. Youngster was
given a wrist watch as a reward. Page Ripley.

Columbia Records has a tieup with the makers of Wheaties to help plug
Les Brown's recording of an original tune titled 'Joltln* Joe DiMaggio.'
Platter, which hasn't been released as yet, tells the story of DiMaggio's
56-game hitting streak and includes the line, 'It's a case of Wheaties,'
which baseball play-by-play announcers use on programs sponsored by
the product when calling a home run. Platter will be used as opening
and closing theme on the various baseball broadcasts sponsored by Wheaties

throughout the country.

When Eddy Duchin gets back into New York early next month for his
Waldorf hotel. New York, location, he'll cut four Latin-style tunes he
picked up during his stay at the Copacabana, Rio De Janeiro. Recording
them is in. the nature of expressing thanks to South Americans who went
heavily for his outflt during its two-month stay in Rio. Duchin flew home
this week and is set to open at the Stanley theatre, Pittsburgh, Friday (5).

BAND ROUTES
Week

of September 5

Present whereabouts, or fixed addresses, of dance orchestras are
given below, alphabetically arranged. Every effort will be made to
keep the list as complete and correct as possible. Band leaders and
their managers are Invited to cooperate by notifying Variety of
changes and corrections. There Is no charge for listing.
Abbrevlattona used are as follows: B ballroom;
cafe; CC
country oinb;
hotel;
night club; Rr—restaurant;
theatre.
Booking office abbreviations are: MCA, Mnslo Corp, of America;
GAC, General Amusement Corp.; CBA, Consolidated Badio Artists;
F. B, Frederick Bros.; Wm. M, Wm. Morris.

H—

—

NC—

Abba, vie, Book-CBdlllao H., Dotrolt.
Albany, Sept. 2,
A^new, Charles, Rainbow B., Denver.
Alvino Rey and His Orchestra,
Alexander. Van. OBA, NTC.
Allen, Boh, Rosomont B., Brooklyn.
has been chartered to operate a
Allen,
Red,
Gate Society Downtown.
musical organization, with headquar- NTC.
52nrt St. (N.Y.) spot.
ters in New York.
Andrews, Qordon, Club 18, NTC.
Capital stock is
Armetronff, Louis, Joe Glaser. NTC.
$20,000, $100 par value.
Directors,
Arnhelm,
Gua,
Baker H., Dallaa, Tex.
Kermit
Gordon
replaced
Jastin
each owning one share are Alvin H.
Ash, Paul, Roiy T.. NTC.
Levinsky In Alvino Rey sax section. McBurney, San Mateo, Calif. (AlAstor. Bob, Sea Qlrl Inn, Sea Girt, N. J.
Ayres, Mitchell.
Iiievinsky goes into Army.
vino
Rey); Richard I.
Morgan,
Boulder, Colo. (Dick Morgan, guitarAndy Kirk's opening at Famous ist with the band), and John William
Bardo, Bill, Iroquois Gardens, Louisville,
Ky.
Door, N.Y., moved up to Sept. 5.
Egan, Yonkers
N. Y. (manager).
Barlow, Ralpb, Muslo Box B., Omaha,
David Leavenworth, N. Y., was the Keb.
Barnet, Charlie, MCA, Los Angeles.
Joe Relchman has added Barry filing attorney.
Baron, Paul, Wm. M., NTC.
Mirkin as special exploiteer, on
Papers make no mention of the
Barrle, Dick, Donabue'a, Mountain View,
strength of a defense-bonds stunt King Sisters and Skeets Herfurt, sax N. J.
Barron, Blue, Edison H., NTC.
Relchman currently into the Lake- member, who also are part owners
Barttaa, Alex, Steel Pier, Atlantic CItr.
side Park, Denver, tor two weeks.
of the outfit
Basle. Count, WM. NTC.
Donna King, in priBaum, Charles, CRA, NTC.
vate life, is Mrs. Rey; another of the
Becker, Howard, F.B., NTC.
Bart Dntton's orch, a Philly out- sisters, Yvonne, is married to the
Berlsan, Bunny, Roosevelt H., Jackson-

Savini's

Wilson band with Jimmy
Cafe Bagatelle, new East

will continue at the Glenwood
hotel, Delaware Water Gap, Pa., until the spot closes for the season.

Byrne's band, with Bob MacDonald,
trumpeter,
drafted
Monday (1),
Irene Bosch is the new singer with
Jerry Yelverton, sax, took his physi- the Sammy Dibert orch, currently
cal exam four days ago, and Byrne's playing the Wonder Bar, Detroit.
brother, Don, just receiving his
questionnaire.
Bernle Whitman's band, with voDorothy Claire has returned to calist Peggy Cannon, smashed all exthe band after losing her appendix.
(Contlnued on page 62)

LISTEN

around.

the Upbeat

fit,

Army

outfit.

C—

T—

Re][ Incorporates

On
Dick

2.

Hollywood immediately after. Paramount paying $3,000 to transport the
Band's date at Frank Dalley's Meadowbrook, Cedar Grove, N. J
has been cut to two and a half weeks by the picture job. It now opens
Nov. 21 and runs till Dec. 20. Other theatre contracts have been shifted
to

Inc.,

ELLA

Vanghn Monroe,

NEW DECCA

ORCHESTEIA'S
RELEASE

"MELINDA THE MOUSIE"
BACKED BY

Sept. 12, Geo. F.

Johnson City, N.

Oriental B., Gallitzin, Pa.;

14,

Y.;

13,

Myer's

DECCA NO.

3968

Basle,

Sept.

5,

Township

Aud., Columbia, S. C; 8, Memorial
Aud., Raleigh, N. C; 9, City Armory,
Charlotte, N. C; 12, New Albert
Aud., Baltimore, Md.; 14, Renaissance

New York City.
Herble Kay, Sept. 12, four weeks,
Nicollet hotel, Minneapolis.
Mllla Bros., Sept. 5, two weeks,
Congo Club, Detroit; 20, two weeks,
Ritz-Carlton hotel, Boston.
Lou Breese, Sept. 6, Pla-Mor B.;
Kansas City; 7, Terp B., Austin,
B.,

Minn.;

"IGOTITBADANDTHATJUNTGOOD"

Fields,
lyn,

9,

Surf

B„ Clear Lake,

Stony Point, Watertown,

la.; 11,

S, D.; 12,

Peony Park, Omaha, Neb.;

Shop,
N. T.

Fontaine, Nell, Walton H., Root, PhllaFoster, Ohuok, St.

B.,

Tulsa,

Anthony

H.,

San An-

tonio,

WIP, Phlla.
(Continued on page SO)

Frosstto. Jos.

DICK

13,

ROGERS

Brandt, Eddy, MCA, NTC.
Breese, Lou, GAC, Chicago.

Brigode, Ace, Avalon B.. Nlles, MIcb.

MIU, GAC, NTC.
Brown, Lee, Log Cabin, Armonk, N.T.
Bundy, Rudy, FB. NTC.
Busse, Henry, Edgewater Beach H., ChiBrltton,

cago.

Byrne, Bobby, GAC,

Calloway, Cab, GAC,

NTC.
NTO.

Carlson, Bill. MCA, Chi.
Irving, Dempsey's Rest., NTC.
Carter, Benny, Mos Cale, NTC.
Casino. Del, Roosevelt H.. New Orleans.
Cavallaro. Carmen, MCA, NTC.
Chester, Bob, Aator H., NTC.
Chaves Otch., Beachcomber; NTO.
ChlMs, Regie,
NTC.
Clarke, Buddy, Park Central Hotel, NTC.
Clinton, Larry, GAC. NTC.
Coe, Jay. Wm. M., NTC.
Coffey, Jack, MCA, NTC.
Cooper, Al. Savoy B., NTC.
Carroll,

And HI* Orchestra
CDBBENTLT AT

I
I

RITZ-CARLTON

I

HOTEL ROOF

I

COLV
COLVMBIA
OKEH BECOBDB
HtlZAK TBANSCBIPTIONB

BOSTON

MANAGEMENT

GENERAL AMUSEMENT CORP.

WM,

Coleman, Emll,

WM, NTC.

Courtney, Del, Lyrlo T., Ind.
Craig, Francis, Hermitage, Nashvllla.
Crosby, Bob, Catallna. Island, Calif.
Cugat, Xavler, Woldowt H., NTC.
Cuinmlngs Bernle. MCA. NTC.
Curbsllo, Fausto, Riviera, Fort Lee, N. 5,
Curbello. Herbert,
W. 67tb St., NTC.
Cutler, Ben, Wm, M., NTC.

W

HARRY
JAMES

Okla.;

I

AND ms
Musio Makers Orchestra

D

Amlco. Nick, Essex House H„ NTC.
Daly, Duke, Playland Caslnb, Rye, NTC.

Davis, Eddie, La Hue's. NTC.
TurnDavis, Johnny 'Scat,' MCA, Los A.
15, SkyDawn, Dolly, Meadowbrook, Cedar Grove,
Madura's N. J,
Day, Bobby, Oork O'Kasfe, NTO,
Hammond, Ind.; 20, Lakeside
Donahue,
a1, OAC, NTO.
(Continued on page 60)
Donahue, Sam, Wm, M., NTO.

C,

Manhattan Beach, Brook-

delptila.

Columbia Record*

,

ON TOUR

pike Casino, Lincoln, Neb.;
line

Park, Chicago.

Flo Alto, Ted, Trianon, Souihgate, Cal.
Fleher, Buddy, F.B. NTC,
Fisher, Freddie, Lantx'a Merry-Go-Round,
Dayton, 0.
Fitzgerald, BUa, Mo* Gals. NTC.

Beverly Twins, MCA, NTC.
Black, Teddy, CBA, NTC.
Borr, Mlschs. Waldorf H., NTO.
Bradley, Will. WM, NTC.

Lake Park, Canton, O.; 15, Warner
theatre, Morgantown, W. Va.; 16,
Ritz theatre, Clarksburg, W. Va.; 17,

Count

Theatre, Los An-

Ennls, Sklnnay, Chlcogo T., Chicago.

Bradehaw, Tiny, Moe Gals, NTC.
Brandywynos, Nat. MCA. NTC.

„

AND HER FAMOUS

E
Mayan

Elliot, Baron, O. Henry
Ellis, Seger, F.B., NTC.

Fla.
Bernle, Ben, Rltz-Carlton H., Boston.
Beator, Don, Tower T., Kaneae City.

Band Bookings

Pavilion,

1.

Ellington, Duke,
geles,

ville,

band's pianist.

Majestic theatre, Johnstown, Pa.; 18,
Conneaut Lake Park, Conneaut, Pa.;
week, Stanley theatre, Pitts19,
burgh; 26-28, Adams theatre, Newark; 20, Municipal Aud., Springfield.
Mass.

TO

Dorsey, Tommy, Paramount T., NYC.
Dorsey, Jimmy, Buftalo T., Buffalo, N. T.
Duchin, Eddy, Stanley T., Pitts.
Duffy, Geo., Cleveland H., Cleve.
Sonny, Met. T., Providence,

Dunham,
R.

18,

Dir.:

— Uul«

Corp

of

Amarirs'

*

'

\rednesda7, September

1941

3,

MUSIC
Beilin

15 Best Sheet Music SeOers
(Week ending Aug.

30, 1941)

Heads WeHs
Chicago, Sept.

NBC

Til Reveille

Melody

Things I Love
Maria Elena
Yours
Intermezzo

Campbell
Southern

Marks

recently

Schuberth
Republic
Southern

energies to the music business.

I

Willson

Daddy
fireen

Eyes

Went Out of My Way
Do You Care?
You Are My Sunshine
Until Tomorrow
Guess Have to Dream Rest
Don't Want Set World on Fire
•Kiss the Boys Goodbye ("Kiss Boys Goodbye')
I

has devoted

much

NEW ASCAP

Republic
Block
Cherio

BOARD SETUP

Famous

As soon as the newly elected
members of the ASCAP board of
directors have been inducted, action

Inside Stuff-Music
While the sale of popular music has been steadily off as compared to
the down beat has finally caught up with the standard music
Sales in the latter catalog are estimated to be easily 30% less
business.
than what they were a year ago. The toppling of standard sheet sales is
believed to be closely related to the situation prevailing in the popular
There's no outstanding pop' hit to draw them to the music stores
field.
and that not only affects buying habits on pop sheet music but the turnover of standard publications. Once in the store to get that outstanding
hit the customer as a rule picks up one or twq other current numbers
end often, as a secondary thought, selects some standard tune. Still another factor which has militated against standard sheet sales is the radioASCAP war which has kept such numbers off NBC and Columbia and
the majority of independent stations for over eight months.
Saying that he wanted to 'pick a small quarrel with my friend Sharon
Pease,' author of 'Boogie Woogie Piano Styles,' Jack Teagarden, in a letter to J. D. Callaghan, Detroit, Free Press music editor, contradicts the
author's statement that, like all folk music, neither boogie woogie nor the
blues was created by any one individual and that, seemingly, both styles
developed from the tribal music of the African savage.
'Sharon falls into two common errors,' Teagarden declared. 'First, the
blues is more than a style; it is an original form of American music out
of which ragtime, jazz, swing and boogie woogie styles all grew, and second, no link between either the blues or boogie woogie and the tribal
music of the African savage has ever been proven. The rhumba and the
conga, perhaps, but not the blues or boogie woogie.'

With the coin embargo in England, certain British firms have been
stymied by regulations and red tape in acquiring U. S. songs for the English market.
Firms like Chappell, with branches on both sides of the
Atlantic, are in good position; and Shapiro-Bernstein, which owed Peter
Maurice money, was thus able to take over the Leeds Music catalog; but
other firms, when it came to paying an advance on royalty, found themselves up against it, not being able to transfer funds. Technically, even
monies due an English firm from America cannot be diverted in payment
for songs, etc., but must go direct to London, under the theory of getting
.

all

dollar values into the British Empire.

Irving Mills

the co-author with Lou Costello and Bud Abbott of the
Costello,' which is slated to go into their next picture
Mills Music, Inc., holds the publishing rights.

is

and

M.&M. Buy

SHUBERTS STILL AFTER

lAYTIME' RADIO COIN
April Productions Inc. (Shuberts)
apply to the N.Y. supreme

'Blooming'

Mercer & Morris has bought the
'Where the White Azaleas
Start Blooming,' from Bob (Hilltune,

billy) Miller.

Miller had already put the number
through for publication when the
(Wed.) for permission deal was made.
to examine Carl Engel, president of
G. Schirmer. Inc., before trial In
connection with a suit seeking royGABSICE VIA
alties and damages allegedly due on
Chicago, Sept. 2.
the unauthorized sale of radio rights
Garrick Music Publications, which
to the operetta, 'Maytime,' by the
signed with BMI on Aug. 18, is pubdefendant.
lishing 'Wand'ring Sparrow,' by Ray
Schirmer was given the producHibbeler, head of the firm.
tion rights In 1917 by the Shubert
will

court today

Bm

Theatrical Co., assignor of April. It
is claimed that Schirmer sold
Jack Brooks and Normaa Berens
radio
rights to ASCAP and failed to ac- turned in three songs for 'Nobody's
count for royalties due on theatres, Fool' at Universal. Ditties are 'It
cabarets and mechanical rights. De- Doesn't Make Sense,' 'Every Time a
fendant has received over $100,000 Moment Goes By' and 'Now What
from these rights, It Is alleged.
Do We Do?'

irS

NEW

ITS

Nova

irS

RHnHMIC
ITS BY

2 Wks.; Problem on Sustainers
NBC officials yesterday (Tuesday) of the writers and publishers rfiould
declared that they expected to sig- be omitted because thli Info might
nature contracts with the American not be easily available.
ASCAP, It was aaid yesterday
Society of Composers, Authors and
(Tues), will seek to put all bitterPublishers, but figured that it would ness behind by even having
Its extake another two weeks before the ecutives call on CBS after the letter,
ASCAP repertoire will be returned offering th« new contract forms, has
been despatched. CBS has kept In
to the network's facilities.
NBC close touch with all dlscussloni
on
would still like to wait until It got the NBC-ASCAP contract
forms, and
signed approvals from the vast ma^ it is figured that not much time will
jority of its affiliated stations, and expire between the resumption of
the resumption date is largely de ASCAP music on NBC and similar
pendent on how soon this quota is action on Columbia's part.
reached.
In one important NBC quarter it
was stated that, as things shape up
Pro?. Dailies Dischim
now, Sept. 28 (the date of change
over to standard time) will be the
green light day for the use of ASCAP
Connection With
music on both sustaining and com
mercial programs, but that there was
Songwriters' Grovp
still a chance of the bars being lifted

Am

.

Downey

Dash-Connelly has retained Julian T. Abeles in a claim against Rogers
Peet. the clothiers, for alleged unauthorized usage of a thematic strain
to 'There'll Always Be an England,' in an advertisement.
Rogers Peet
used it in connection with imported British woolens.

«ong, 'Abbott
for Universal.

But Don't See Music Before

will be taken to replace Edgar
Leson the Ways and Means Commit
tee,
the group invested with ex'
traordinary powers in the matter of
reducing the Society's overhead.
Vacancy on the committee was
created when Leslie resigned from
the board several weejts ago.
Remaining members of the committee,
which so far has reduced the Sosomewhat before that date.
ciety's
operating
costs
by over
Providence, Sept. 1.
NBC's 'Froblem'
$600,000 a year, are Johnny O'ConCommercialization
of
an idea
Problem facing NBC yesterday
nor and Saul Bornstein.
which grew out of the policy of th«
'The writer members, who, in ad- was whether to put on the ASCAP
Providence Journal and Evening
dition to Leslie, will be missing music on a sustaining basis before
Bulletin of printing in its 'letters to
from the newly composed board, are first giving its advertisers ample op the editor*
column
lyrics of amaRaymond Hubbell and Johnny portunity to arrange for the inclu teur songwriters the
in this
vicinity,
Mercer, while the publisher re- sion of ASCAP numbers in their prompted the
dailies to make editoplacements involved the posts for- programs. A letter to advertising rial comment
last week (27), denying
agencies
informing
them
of
the
avail
merly filled by Will Von Tilzer and
any connection or Interest in the
ability again of the ASCAP reper.
the late George Fischer. The new
scheme.
toire will go out from NBC within
board of directors will consist of
The statement read: 'Because we
the next two days, and the question
the following:
being pondered by NBC officials was believed them to be of interest to our
Writers: Fred E. Ahlert, Gene
whether it would be fair to their readers, the Providence JournalBuck, Irving Caesar, J. Wolfe Gilclients to give the gun to sustaining Evening Bulletin published In the
bert, Oscar Hammerstein II, Otto A.
programs before commercial pro Letters-to-the-Editor columns the
Harbach, Jerome Kern, George W.
grams were prepared to go likewise lyrics of amateur songwriters in this
Myer, Geoffrey O'Hara, Richard ASCAP.
Before NBC can set the vicinity. When an organization of
Rodgers, Oley Speaks and Deems date for
the resumption of ASCAP these writers, apparently local In
Taylor.
music, there will also have to be a scope and ambiWon, was formed, we
Publishers: Louis Bernstein, Saul conference
with its music librarians reported the fact in these newsBornstein, J. J. Bregman, Max Drey-' to determine
the matter of making papers.
fus,
Walter Fischer, A. Walter up arrangements of
'This organization, named the Asnew ASCJAP
Kramer, Jack Mills, Richard Mur- tunes and also the ratio of BMI
mU' sociated Songwriters' Guild, has
ray, John 'OConnor, J. J. Robbins,
widened its fields and is soliciting
Herman
Gustave Schirmer and
The actual phrasing of the con- members throughout the country
Starr.
tract language had been consum- with a membership fee of $2 per permated by last weekend. The execu- son. In its soliciting circular, the
tive committee of the National As- Associated Songwriters Guild hai
sociation
of
Broadcasters, at its used the name' of the Providence
Ends Trek
meeting last Wednesday (27), had Journal without authorization and
brought up several points that had without permission.
"The Providence Journal-Evening
Wally Downey, U. S. music man to be thrashed out between the
now engaged in importing Latin tal- ASCAP and NBC lawyers, as well as Bulletin wishes it clearly underthe principals, before the forms could stood that it has no interest In the
ent, after long being headquartered
be considered satisfactory to the Associated Songwriters Guild, is not
in Rio de Janeiro as music publisher
connected with it In any way end is
and film producer, returned yester- committee.
extending it no cooperation.'
ASCAP Adamant on Suits
day (Tues.) from a seven day's flying
trip to Mexico City, Panama, HaASCAP agreed to grant all points
vana, Miami and home. He covered as long as they pertained to techni5,000 miles thus by air In a week's calities, but refused to budge from
Barney Gerard's
the position that it had previously
time.
Dominent impression to Downey taken on one demand, namely, that
Veteran burlesque producer and
was that we were trading Mexican it guarantee that the 13 writer memauthor, Barney Gerard, won out in
waltzes, like 'Maria Elena,' for Har- bars who brought anti-trust actions
his claim against Dqraine Music Co.,
lem jive, as Mexico and Cuba is more against NBC, CBS and the NAB
the publishing house removing the
swing-minded than the U. S. is par- would drop the litigation. ASCAP
name of Walter McManus as author
counsel
again
pointed
out
that
this
tial to Latin-American tune.$.
was a matter which concerned these of 'When the Mush Begins to Rush
Down Father's Vest,' and substituted
writers personally and that the SoGerhard's on the song's title-page.
ciety could not presume to interfere
Perrin's
Post
An accounting win be made on all
in
their
private
affairs
without
royalties, a third to Gerhard,
Chicago, Sept. 2.
jeopardizing itself.
Jack Perrin back in Chicago as
Among the points in the contracts
drew
that
objections
at
last
Wedneschief of the Radio Music office.
Spanier's N. Y.
day's meeting were those pertaining
Perrin was formerly the Robbins
to the methods of making payments
Muggsy Spanier's new full-size
rep here. Radio Music is a subsid td ASCAP, and to the system stations band, on the road since its exception,
of Broadcast Music.
must use in reporting to ASCAP on gets Its first New York showing sext
performance of phonograph month. It begins an indefinite stay
the
records.
Broadcasters, it was, said, at the Arcadia Ballroom, opening
Bessie Bonell, pop composer and
ought to be permitted to pay once a Oct. 10.
lyrist, has returned to this country month Instead of twice a month, as
Outfit has been on one-nighters
after several years in France, where provided for In the contract form, and out-of-the-way. location dates
she had several of her numbers and that. In making the reports on since beginning operation about six
phonograph record, use of the names months ago.
published.
lie

last year,

Deal,

of his

BMI
Campbell
Southern

Award

New
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ERSKINE BUTTERFIELD
(THE

VAGABOND OF THE

KEYS)

JUST RELEASED ON DECCA RECORD NO. 8569 —RECORDED BY EKSKINE BUTTERFIELD AISD

BEACON MUSIC

ASCAP

2.

Al BeUin takes over as chief of
the Wells Music office here. He will
be general manager of the firm.
M. O. Wells Is a veteran theatre
owner and exhibitor in Chicago, but

Vou and

Execs Ready to Sign

49

CO.

(JOE DAVIS, Owner)

fflS

BLUE BOYS

1619 BROADWAY,

NEW YORK

MUSIC

so

Wednesday, September
Olsen. George, Fairgrounds, Detroit.
Oahome. Will, Pnlace H,. San Frnnclsco,
Owens, Harry, Ulramar H., Santa Mod-

sContlDned from pace 48s

NVC

Tnvorn,

KM. .I;m. Ilutilcvard
I'U., NVC.

l-'rcJi'i'i'

Kunk. Lino,

John, La .Martinique,
Kinney, Uay. Lexington H.,
KIrby,

Kirk, Anily,

Lick.

Frentli

H.,

Inil.

0:irbi>r

,I:in.

tiiiir,
(:>ill>,

Ml'A. Chlc.npo.
.Muohleliiu'h IL,

Kanuau

Straf-

CinlJcilH,

I'D.

Cninl.

l>rako

l;.'k,

(Jni\.

MCA,

Benny.

Ooutlniun,

ChlcuKO.

II.,

Creyvon. Hal, ilC.V,

I,u:l A.
Jiinmle. Sallalr. H^ll

GrU'r.

Lnke

Qlly.

MCA, NTC.
CRA, XYC.

Ilumlllun, tSeo.,
HnlU'tl.

M.ll,

Hiimpton, l,lonet, Shcrnuin H., Chlrnsro.
Harrk-, Jack, La Cong.n. NVC.
HHi-rltfun. Kitrt'. .St. MorUz H., NYC.
Hav/hlna. Krnl;lne, .Moe Gnlc. NYC,
Honthcrli n, Kay. nillmorr H.. NVC.
Hcldl. no;'acc. Palace Theatres, Akron-

To'.inj;titown, O.
Heai'.ci-son. Fletcher, Roscland
Henry,' Chac'.;. Paris Inn. U.A.

NYC.

B.,

Heibc.k, Ray, F.U.. NYC.
Werniiin.
Hill.

l

Wi-ii *y.
K. U..

Hlinhcr. ItlcliarJ. CIIA. NYC.
HInes, Enrle. Wil, NYC.
Hlte, Le.-, CRA, .VYC.
(luaglanJ, Everett, Bill Green's,

Holdcn,
Holmc».
Hoist,

PIttF-

Armonk, N. Y.

GAG. NYC.
Mark Hopkins

Ix>u.

Ilerljle,

El

I^rnle.

San F.

H.,

Westchester

Morocco,

Bath C, N.Y.

Hopkins, Claude, Wm. M.. NVC.
Hudson. Dean, Sumn\lt. DaUo.

HUKu.

Victor.

Ink-spots,

Phils.

WM, NYC.

Hutton, Ins Rny,

Apollo T.,

NYC,

MCA, NTC.
Jarrett. A t. MCA, Cblcneo.
Jones, Isham, MCA, !^YC.
Joy.

Lou,

Capitol

Dick,

MCA,

.Marsala,

Joe,

Marlln,

Ken,

Joey,

Kavelln.

Al,

WCAU.

Bldg.,

Brass Rail, Chicago.
Bordenwlck's, Tuckahoe,

Frjink,

MCA. NTC.

Murtln, Fredd>, Cocoanut Grove, L. A,
Martin. Lou, Lenn & Eddie's, NVC.
Marvin, Mel, Peltiam Heath Inn, NYC.
Masters, F'mnhle, MCA, NYC,
McCoy, Clyde. MCA. Chicago.
Virginia
.McCune.
BUI,
CavttUer
H.,
Beach. Va.

McGee. Johnny. GAC. NYC.
McFarland Twins. MCA, NVC.
Mclntlre, LanI, Continental Qrove, AkO.
Meeaner, Johnny, Totem Pole B., Auburn-'

dale, >faas.
Millar, Hob, Nicollet R.. Minn.
Miller, Glenn, GAC, .VTC.
.Mllllnder. Lucky, Savoy B., NYC.
Molina. Carlos. Rbumba Casino, Ctalcaeo.

derson, Ky.
>rornnd, Jose. Lido

Hen.

C. Long Beach, N.T.

N
Nagcl, Freddy, t'tah H., Salt Lake City.
Nncle. Harold, Park Plazn H., St. Louis.
Nelson, Oz-zle, \Vm. M.. NTC.
Nichols, Red. F.B., NVC.

MemphLi.

N'ohlc,
.Voble,

Ray, W.M, NYC.

Kins, Henry,
King, Tcdily.

Giro's.
Hollywood.
,«!kyvue, Pittsburgh.

Oliver.

Olman,

MCA, NTC,

Fddle, La Mnrllnlaue,
Val. Ambassador Ciat

N.

J.

H.,

Chi-

cago.

Mutual Network Hugs

.

TITtE
Kiss the Boys

Goodbye— 'Kiss Boys Goodbye

Ji™
Aurora

•'

Guess I'll Have
Green Eyes

to

Dream the

PUBLISHER TOTAL
Famous
Kaycee

Rest

Don't Want Set World on Fire

Understand
Maria Elena
Thmgs I Love
Blue Champagne

Feist

TattleUIe

Santly
Willson

I

Don't Take Your Love from

Harbor of Dreams

Under Blue Canadian Skies
As If You Didn't Know— 'Time Out
Sof^'t Cry Cherie
Hut Sut Song

'.

for

Rhythm

MiUs

'
.

Shapiro

Schumann
Melodylane

Broadwav

sm
...r
in the Draft

"

'

'.V.

Paramount

BVC

Tomorrow

-

-Repubiic'

You're a Natural

3.

Kiss Boys Goodbye (5)

Harms

•Filmusical excerpt.

Prima. Louis,

MCA, NTC.

Raehurn.

Opyil.

Ramo», Ramon,

Chex Paree, Chicago.

Helsman. l.co, W.M. NVC.
Rev. Alvlno. MCA, Clove.
Ueymilds, Tommy, CR.V, NVC.

RImac,

MCA. NYC.

Clru.

RInes, Joe. WMCA. NYC.
Anllen
Roadca,
Rusty,
Springs

Announces Happily His Assorialion with

BLDC., CHICAGO
Let m* know whara to contact
In

Famous

Ye.<i,

5.

You and

I

Reveille (2)

6.

'Til

Rose and Prayer

8.

Guess

Melody Lane.
(8)

Have

I'll

BVC
(2)

Goodbye Dear Be Back Year

Savitt, Jan, MCA, Chicago.
.Saunders, Hoi, St. Ue^lii H., NTC.
Scott, Raymond. Klltch t;araenii, Denver.
t;hand, Terry. MCA, .VYC.
Shaw. Artie. GAC. NYC.
Slaale, Noble. Diamond Llorseahoe, NTC.

Smith, Russ, Rainbow Orlll, NYC.
Smith. StulT. Enduro Reat.. Rklyn. N.Y.
MIdiown Cafe Society,
EOdle,
South,

BUoxl. Mli^s.
Sudy. Joe, Del Mar. Santa Monica, Cal.
Sullivan, Johnny, L'inh H., Salt Loke

C

(8)

Rochelle, N. T.

Tomlln, Pinky. Wm. M.. NTC.
Towne. Geo., Burden's Lake Caaino.
Troy, N. T,
Travera, Vincent. Wm. M.. NTC.
Tucker, Oirln. MCA, Chicago.
Tucker. Tommy, MCA, NTC.
Turner. Don, Mount Royal H.. Montreal

DISKS GAINING FAVOR
(These records are dircctlj/ below the
on (he coin machines.)

Jerry.

in populariti/, tmt groioing

first 10

Jimmy Dorsey

Time Was (Southern)

My

|

Harry James

|

Johnny Long

|

Bmg Crosby
Tommy Tucker

Andrews

Sunshine (Southern)

|

Once Month (Kaycee)

Been Dratted

(Pacific)

you.
with threa grand hitai

'I FORGIVE, BUT CAN'T FORGET YOU'
*YOU'RE THE SUNSHINE OF MY HEART*
'WHAT IS IT ABOUT YOU?'

.

.Columbia

Sisters

Decca
Decca
Decca

Okeb

We Do

Decca
Bluebird
. .

Jesters

.

Bluebird
Bluebird

Columbia
Decca
.Columbia

Harry James
Sonny Dunham .... Bluebird
, .

.

|

Blue Champagne ((Encore)

Jimmy Dorsey
Kay Kyser

This Often (BVC)

|

Decca
Columbia
Freddie Martin ...Bluebird
Dick Robertson
Decca
Gene Krupa
Columbia

NBC-CBS Pli^s

GAC, NTC.
MCA. NTC.

•WarnoK, Mark. CaS, -MTC.
Watklns. Sammy. Hollendon

H.,

Cleve-

land.

Weeks. Annon, F.B., NYT.
Weeka, Ranny, Mayfair Club. Boatoo,

Weema, Ted, Weems,

Inc..

Chicago.

Walk. Lawrence, Trianon B., dilcago.
Whileman, Poul, New Commercial H.,
Elko, Nev.
Lake
Cal-Neva
Lodge.
WUlde,
Ran,
Tahne, Nev.
Williams. Griir. MCA. Chicago.
Williams, Snnde, Staller H.. Detroit.
'n'llson.
Teddy, MIdtown Cafe Society,

NTC.
WInton, Barry. Rainbow Room, NTC.

Following compilation of plugs on WBC and Columbia's New York outlets couers the week beginning Aug. 25 (Monday) and ending
Aug. 31
(Sundav), from B a.m. to 1 a.m., and is based on daily recapitulations furnished by the Office of Research-Radio Division of the College of the City
of

New

York.

PUBLISHER

"ti'S
Green Eyes
'Til

TOT.\L

..Southern
Melodylane

Reveille

53
52
44
42

Kaycee
I

10, indef,

Block
Southern
.Campbell

Time Was
Do You Care?
I Went Out of My Way

week. Central

Park, Dayton, O.; 25,
theatre, Passaic, N. J.; Oct.
Chez Paree, Chicago.

Willson

Guess 111 Have to Dream Rest

Band Bookings
^^Continueil tiom page 48sss

week,

Until

Tomorrow

Lament

to

Sonny Dunham,

B.,

Marks

3,

13,

week,

RKO

the-

ST^'V"
"|"° There
I

14,

Bobby Byrne,

Sept. 10, Arena,

Lon-

don, Ont., Can.; II, Pavilion, Fruitport, Mich.; 20, Castle Farms, Cincinnati; 21, Valley Dale, Columbus, O.
Artie Shaw, Sept. 17, Norfolk, Va.;
19, Aud., Roanoke, Va.; 21, Yankee
Lake, Brookfleld, O.; 22, Arena, London, OnL, Can.; 23, Mutual Arena,
Toronto, Can.; 24, Aud., Ottawa,
Can.; 27, Waldemere Park, Erie, Pa.
Will Bradley, Oct. 25, Val-Alr B.,

Des

Moines,

la.;

26,

Chermott,

Omaha.
Jack Teagarden, Sept. 4, Aud.,
Fruitport," Mich.; 5, week, Eastwood
Gardens, Detroit; 12, Pier, Burlington, Ont., Can.; 13, Myer's Lake, Canton, O.; 14,
BratJford theatre,
Bradford, Pa.; 16, MetropoUtan the-

New

atre,"

Morgantown, W. Va.

Johnny Mercer and BaroM Arlen
cleffed a new march for 'Captains of
the Clouds' at Warners.

«

»

...

19

...

19

.

....

Embassy

Warren

.

;."".!!..* Southern

18

17
.... 15
...

....

...
...

.......'.

Levison
Radiotuncs

Marks

14

14
13
12

12
12
11

11
11
11

11

Reis

11
'

V.\'.'.V.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.\MiTks

I ^ I ^ ^ I ' 1 1 II 10
10
10

Schumann

o
Sut Song

f^sMe

Don t Want to Set World on Fire
There's a Voice in the Valley

We Go

Mutual
Regent

BMI

^'"'^

What Word Is Sweeter?
Cowboy Serenade

... 20

Schuberth ...
Sheppard ....
Musicana ....
Porgie
".'
Nationwide
Campbell

See a MiUion People,

20

South'ern

gj^
.

Empire City Called
Heaven
Waldemere

Palace theatre, AlProctor's theatre, Schenec-

... 21
.... 21

.

...

.'.. .'...'...'... ......

26
23
22

... 21

Republic

Love

Sept. 12,

Allentown, Pa.;

....

'..'........Republic

^O""

Pinky Tomlln, Sept. 12,
Stanley theatre, Pittsburgh.

27
i.'

i!.'

bmI

•

Maria Elena
Larry Clinton, Sept. 18, State the- Booglie Wooglie Piggy
Peaceful in the Country
atre, N. Y.
Hi Neighbor
Jimmy Dorscy, Sept 5, Buffalo Yes, Indeed
11
11 theatre, Buffalo; Nov. 7, Chicago the- IntermeaLO
atre, Chicago; 14, Stanley theatre,
11
Shepherds Serenade
10 Pittsburgh.
Sing Love Song
Johnny McGce, Sept. 22, two I Found You m the Rain
10
10 weeks, Yankee Lake, Brookfleld, O.; Romantic Guy, I
10 Oct. S, five days, Graystone B., De- niings r Love
10 troit.
Wasn't It You?
10
10

.

Tony Pastor
Kay Kyser

Lament to^Love (Roe).....

Don't

.

Dinah Shore
Dick Robertson

|

Why

.

Jimmy Dorscy

Jim (Yaycee)

I've

Okeh
Okeh

Charlie Spivak

Booglie Wooglie PigtW (Mutual)

You Are

Decca

^ Charlie Spivak

Peaceful In Country (Porgie)..

W
Wald.

Victor

in de7mi7id

Vanos, Eddie, Provldence-BlUmora D.,
Providence. U. I.
Venutl. Joe. Slate T.. Hartford.
Vincent. Victor, Apache 11., Laa Vegaa
Nev.

Waller. Fats.

Okeh
Bluebird

Okeh
(Horace Heidt
Coliimbia
Horace Heidt ..... Columbia
J
I Dick Robertson ...... Decca

C

to

|

Teagnrden. Charlie, P.B.. NTC.
Teagarden, Jack, Eastwood Park. Detroit.
Thompson. Lang, MCA. Cleve.
Thornlilll, Claude, Glen Isle Caaino, New

Dtscca

Columbia
Decca

Tommy Dorsey
Tommy Tucker

)

NYC.

Spanler, Muggsy. CRA, NTC.
Spltalny, Phil. Variety, .NYC.
Splvak, Charlie, OAC. N'YC.
Stabile, Dick, MCA, NTC.
Stenrney, George. Le Coq Rouge. NTC.
Steck, CrU», Drook Club. Summit. N.J.
Stoeffler. Wnlly. F. B., NTC.
Rtraeter, Ted, Monte Carlo. .\'TC.
Strang, Bob, Villa Modeme, Chicago.
.N'lck,
Broadwater Bench H.,
Stunn.

Decca

Block j^^^""

Don't Want Set World Fire (2) Cherio.

9.

10.

Okeh
Victor

Bluebird

(Charlie Spivak

Dream Rest

to

^^«a

Tommy
Tommy

Tucker
Dorsey
fBing Crosby
(Glenn Miller
Bing Crosby
Kay Kyser
) iTimmy Dorsey

(2) Willson.

7.

Bluebird

J J'"""''

Embassy

(5)

'^^"^

Vaughn Monroe

j

NYC

tady.
1

Wells Music Publisbins Co.
General Manager.
rush material to you starting

^2?"®^

ColoniJa

H.,

RolH-rta. Bill, Olympic H.. Senitle.
KoririKo, .Nana, Club Ball, Phlla.
Roger;). Dick, RoselanJ U.,
Rosen". tMd.v, F.B.. NTC.
Rolltnl, Adrian. Palace T., Cleve.

Psrk Eric P&
Joe Venutl, Oct.

AL BEILIN
I'll

Indeed

4.

WM, NYC.

Itapp. Uarney, CIIA. NVC'
Rnvitzz.1. Carl, niltmoro H., T,oa ..\ngelea
Keichinan, Joe, LakesUle Park, Denver,
Rollly, Mllic. .MCA. .WC.

Decca
Bluebird

(Tony Pastor
I
J

1

bany;

WOODS

Uiinmy Dorsey

Southern

(10)

Marks

ton.

atre, Boston; 10,

Here's M".sm; to Your Ears

(7)

.

Mayfair'

Rose and a Prayer

U

14
13
12
11

Mills
Feist

•TU Reveille
Apple Blossom Time

Until

'.

Regent

Me Your Answer

I Went Out of My Way
Love Me a Little Little
Love Me as I am— 'Caught

18
17
17
17
15
15
15
15

Miller
Schubert'h

Intermezzo
Peaceful in the Country

Maria Elena
Yours

18

Remick
Harms
Witmark

Me

36
29
22
22
22
21
19
18

Southern
Campbell
Encore

You and I
Angels Came Through
Begin the Beguine

Give

.".

Bobbins
Republic
Block
Southern
Cherio

15»<ldy

1.

2.

South North Carolina (Porgie)'.

The tcllowing tabulation of network popular rnusic per/ormanccs is not
con/ined to WOR, Neu> York release for Mutual Broadcasting System, but
also includes the entire MBS chain. Compilation herewith covers the week
l>.'
25 (.'"onc'ari r-'.d ending Aug. 31 (Sundav), from 8 a.m. to
2 a.m. based on daily recapitulations furnished by Accurate Reportino
Service and the MBS logs.
•

Manny, Blltinore H., Day-

Col.

?21 Day,
San

Pranclseo.

MCA. NTC.

' King. Vayne,

I.um Fong's, NYC.
Inn, Snn DICKO.
Huitic Cabin. Engleivood,

Shermua

'

Tcilily,

City.

LeiRhton, MCA. Los A,
Norvo. Red. MCA. Chlenuo.
Nottingham. Gary. Bui Tabarin,

Phlla.

MCA. NTC.

Leonard, \VM, NYC.
Kendls. Sonny, Stork Club, NTC.

P'uvell,

(Records belotu are grabbing most nickels this u;eek in iukeboxes
throughout the country, as reported by operators to Variety.
Names
of more than one band or nocalist aitr.r the title indiciites, in order of
populoritv. whose recordinjps are being played.
Figures and names in
parenthesis indicate the number of weeks each song has been in the listings
and respective publishers.)

Juhnny,

Uen,

PiilliioU.

N. J.
Prager,

.

Morgan, Russ, MCA, NYC.

Lounge,

Cocktail

Keller.

Klnit, Geo..

I'lncapple,

Madrlguera, Enrle. .MCA, NYC.
Malncck, Matty, MCA, I.os A.
Manone, Wlngy. Joe Glaser, RCA

Knye, Sammy, .Strand T, NTC.

Keams,

Chicago.

NYC.

Chicago.

Ksseel. Art. CInrldge H..
Kay. Herble, MCA, NYC.

.MC.\,

NYC

Jimmy, Bismarck H., Chicago.

Jorsens.

Bildle.

llul. Nu-KIm O., Youngstown, O.
'I'eJ, Colonial T.. Dayton, O.
I.lKhl, Knoch, F.B., NVC.
Mltle, Jiick, < llA. NVC.
l.ombnrdi>. Guy, MfA. NYC.
Long. Johnny, New YorUer H., NYC.
r.opci, Vincent. Tnri H., .VTC.
Lorlng, Michael, Chatterbox, MounlalnsUle, N. J.
Luiais, Clyde. MCA, NTC.
Luttc^turil, Jlnimte. H. Oxiey.
Lyman, Ahe, i'eabody H., Memphis,

Monroe. Vaughn. \VM. NYC.
Mooney, Art, MCA, NTC.
Moore. Carl, 'Deacon,' Trocadero,

Jnme?. Harry,
Jordan,
Chicago.

NYC

rrjn,

Rathskeller,

Little

Lenaron,
Leonard,

.Maitl.

buixh.
Half, Carl. Illue CnrdenH,

J.

.

N. Y.

H*\cood.

1*(illiMlluni,

.S'YC.

iny.

.V.

NVC.

Uoor, .S'YC.

Lewly,

Clllcaco.

Cork O'Kcerc. .WC.

l.;U'n,

famous

Knlght-Uol>. Cafe Pierre. NYC.
Krupn, Gene, MCA, NVC.
Kuhn. Olck, Stntler H., Uurtnlo,
Ky»or, [vay, MCA, Hollywood,

Clly.

N'Vl.

IL..

Kiiiubow

ucil,

(.

LNiizii

I]i.-U,

C:ii.-.i)iiri'...

fu..1

French Lick

Fr;*nk,

G(iK<*n.

Pablo, Dan. Palm Beach C, Det.
Punchlto. Versailles. NYC.
Pnnclio, Riviera, Fort f.ee, N.J,
ParUs. Uobby. MCA,
PaMtor, Tony, CltA, NYC.
Pearl. Ray. F.11., NTC.
I'eilro, l>on, Rttumba Cftfl'.no, Chicago,
Perry, Nenl. MCA, NTC.
Perry, Ron. LaUuanlln Airport, NYC.
Peiil, Kmlle, AmMssailor East {I., Chl-

on Coin-Machines

10 Best SeDers

Ica. Cal.

Band Routes

1941

3,

Well Together

'
!
.'

!

!

.

!

!

Waxing To A New

.

'.

!

.'

I!

"

Cherio
Esouire

'

Reg^t

.....::::: 10

Heidt''!

DONT WANTTO SET
THE WORLD ON FIRE
I

HORACE HEIDT— Columbia
TOMMY TUCKER—Okeh

36295

6320

THE CHARIOTEERS-Okeh 6332

CHERIO MUSIC Pl]BUSH£RS, INC
1585 Broadway, New York Cily

10
10

!

Wednesday, September

Monday

3,
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VAUDEVnUS
Nudist Asks New Trial
After Toledo Conviction Phifly

Shuttering for Chi Cafes

Toledo, O., Sept. 2.
Ada Brockett, 23, night club en
tertainer billed as Zorita, who was
convicted by a jury of
women and
one man on a charge of indecent exexposure, has filed a motion for a

Seen in AGVA s 6-Day Work Ruling
Chicago, Sept.

2.

Gracie Fields Nets

American- Guild of Variety Arthere is proceeding rapidly with
drive for a ^ix-day week in all

ists

4G

In A.C. for Brit Relief

Its

niteries in Chicago.

This follows a

AGVA

here of
long investigation by
the effects of the six-day ruling by
the Chicago Federation of Musicians.

AGVA

feels

no performer can do
at least one day's

work unless

top

respite in peven is allowed.

by

Niteries already notified

Atlantic City, Sept.

War

benefit of British

AGVA

to prepare for the six-day week effective as of Oct. 1 have indicated
that they will close down on the oneday rest period each week rather
than buck the day with flU-in talent

2.

Gracie Fields planed into this reSaturday (30), was met by
Mayor Taggert and citizens' committee, feted at a tea and cocktail party
by former Mayor White and gave a
rousing concert that night for the
sort

'

end musicians.
College Inn (Hotel Sherman) will high school auditorium (1.650 caentirely on Monday pacity) Cept. 26 as part of her secclose down
nights, and it is likely that such ond American tour for British War
spots as the Empire Room (Palmer relief.
House), the Chez Paree, Harry's
New Yorker, Rhumba Casino and
In gensuit.
that has been selected as the close-down day since
week's
rethe
day
of
dog
the
it is
ceipts at present. However, some of
the niteries feel that, with the maclosing
spots
on
nite
jority of the
Mondays, it might be a good idea to
Those
keep open on that night.
Monon
niteries that will operate
days will likely take Tuesday as the
shutter day.

Colosimo's will follow
eral, it is

Monday

MET, BOSTON,

VAUDE

In

Original Yacht Cluh

Boys

more than

two months with cancer of the
Endor was 47.
Born Charles Knapton, Jr., in Milwaukee, Endor was an obscure performer until he burst into promin^
ence as a member of the original
Yacht Club Boys, cafe quartet that
clicked at the old Yacht Club in New
York around 1925. Later, when the
quartet was revamped, Endor broke
away and teamed with Farrell,
sifiger, and the team was one of the
topnotchers of its typ6. About a year
ago they split and worked tingly.
Endor made considerable money,
but died broke.

some

Some weeks ago

of his friends

promoted a

din-

will play full-week,
stage shows at the
Bos-

RKO

prompting the MetrO'
politan in that city to resume stage
House, in a Paramount
partnership, dropped presentations
a couple of years ago.
Date for the reopening of stage
shows at the Met has not yet been
ton, Boston, is

booker.

Reopening of the Met

to

stage

shows is another instance of vaude
being utilized by a major circuit
only where the press of competition

demands

it.

WB's Milwaukee Takeover
Chicago, Sept. 2
Bros, has taken over the
Riverside, Milwaukee, end will re
open the house on a vaudfilm policy
within a few weeks. Will be booked
out of Chicago by Charlie Hogan
who has regularly booked Warner
time in the Chicago area.
Riverside is a veteran vaude spot
on the territory and for many years
was an outstanding independent op
erated by Charles Schwarin and
managed by Eddie Weisfeldt. Weis
feldt is suing for alleged back sal
aries due, understood to be for six
.

Warner

ner at Toots Shor's in N. Y., proceeds
of which, around $600, were sent
Endor to help defray his hospital ex
penses. It was known then that Endor's ailment was Incurable.
weeks.
Burial takes place today (Wed.) in
Ft Lauderdale, Florida.

WHITEMAN SET FOR 8
WKS. AT FRISCO HOTEL

YEARS FOR A C.
Atlantic City, Sept. 2.
This resort hung up another record
for the biggest summer in years with
its climactic Labor Day weekend
More than 650,000 persons were here
for Saturday and Sunday, and, ac
cording to the transit companies,
thousands more came in for the hoi

iday (Monday).

Toledo Vande Start

Toledo, O., Sept. 2.
First vaude attraction of the faU
season in Toledo has been booked
by the Rivoli theatre, which will
offer Earl Carroll's 'Vanities' Sept.
5,

6

and

Bill

Morris
last

office,

week

to

returned

to

Frisco

book Paul Whiteman

Sept. 2,
of town's

has been placed

ty the American Fed-

eration of Musicians.
Hotel is operated by the Firemen's Insurance
Co.
Contention is hotel's standard contract, which does not make it obliga-.
tory for patrons hiring hotel ballroom facilities to employ union n^uslcians.
Until present fracas. 90%
of musicians playing inn have been
union members.
Hotel stands to lose about $8,000

7.

SUSPEND LYNCH

turned over to the Defense Council

rentals

as

A

ON PHILLY RUM

Fair to

New

Youngman
As

VIOLATION

Fiddles

Fielding

Philadelphia, Sept.

Bums,

AFM

PhiUy's

Hears

Philadelphia, Sept.

2.

the latter said he had sent it
back to .the Ball with a friend who
gave it to 'a guy with a tux.' Nobody owning a tux at the club would
admit seeing the instrument.
Fielding said he 'didn't mind the
His
loss so much' until last week.
for

it

remaining fiddle was stolen from

last

the Bali.
of Local

A.

Rex

Riccardi, secretary
77, AFM, said the union
would take steps to force restitution
to Fielding.

CUGAT UNIT BEING SOLD

•

booked into the spot while he was
etlll with the hoteL
broken
3 iSi^ii.',.
attendance records Vere
Whiteman goes in Oct. 2 for eight Sunday (31), the third day of the
weeks, filling vacancy caused when Fair, when 125,000 thronged the
Noble acquired a network radio grounds. Previous high was Labor
commercial (Edgar Bergen show). Day, 1938, with 109,000 attendance.
Ozzie Nelson's band played last
Brown, who joined the Morris office recently, previously had been night (Monday). Grandstand crowds
assistant manager of the Palace.
of approximately 4,000, 10,000 and
13,000 were on hand Friday, SaturNight
day and Sunday (29-31).
show was stolen by Tommy Gleason's
Fire-Destroyed Cafe
Royal Guardsmen, male singing sexNear Philly Reopening tet Guardsmen, booked for 10 days,
drew many encores. Nelson and
Philadelphia, Sept. 2.
Harriet Hilliard were mildly reThe Lexington Casino, on the Phil- ceived.
adelphia-New York highway, deAbbott and Costello played a perstroyed by fire last winter, has been sonal appearance last night (Monwith the Gene Krupa band and
rebuilt and will have its reopening day)
before Future Farmers and Fourth
Thursday (4).
Club this afternoon. They were well
Opening bill will feature Gus How- received too.
ard, comic, who will m.c; Martin
and Marvel, Florence Reed, Earl
Minnesota Becord
Lindsay and a line of six. Bardu
Minneapolis, Sept. 2.
Ali's U-man aggregation will take
Drawing approximately 755,000 in
over the bandstand. Harry Wein- 10 days, Minnesota State Fair set an
berg is manager of the spot.
all-time gate record.

Only outward sign of the recreational
activity
promised by the
council is a 'hospitality center' on
the site of former lightheavyweight

hostesses

BY MCA AS PACKAGE

Included will be Jay and Lou
Hermanos Williams and Ken

Seller,

WOV

platter
Christy. Dick Gilbert,
chatterer, may also be on the bill.
Unit is being booked chiefly into

Ad
Philly Niteries

2.

Lynch's license

Is

tonight (2) for 100

suspended as of

days—stiffest rap

handed down by the board.
Lynch indicated he would compromise the suspension by the payment
yet

So

of $1,000, at the rate of 10-a-day.

far

Lynch has handed over

the board In compromise

$2,100 to

In

fines.

July, 1939, he suffered a SO-day sus-

pension; February, 1941, 90 days, and

May,

to

The

name

license «f the club is in the
of Evan Burroughs Fontaine,

Ziegfeld 'Follies' dancer,
whose son, 'Sonny' Fontaine, is the
nltery's maestro.

onetime

2.

Veterans of Foreign Wars convenwhich wound up here Friday
(29), was a headache to midtown
niteries. Instead of adding new business, the vets were blamed for ruinwhat club patronage was around
town last week.
The 'show' that the vets put on in

ing

front of the central city hotels each
night was better than what you can
see in most niteries. They took over
the main thoroughfares and staged
impromptu concerts, parades, dances
and jamborees. People headed for
the night spots stopped to watch, and
later joined in the fun. And it was
all for free.

Besides the spontaneous clowning,
the vets offered seven-hour parade,
water carnival, drum and bugle
corps concerts, a Mummers procession, and other diversions— all, tending to give the niteries some stiff

Scores Unit; Sift

Probes 'Snbyersiye' Act
San Francisco,

Sept.

2.

Smouldering feud between American Guild of Variety Artists officials
here and the Frisco unit of the Actors Betterment Committee, headed

by Buddy O'Brien, an AGVA member, broke into the open last week

when O'Brien applied for a separate
AFL charter for
on the
ground that the present setup is not
representative.
VInce Silk,
executive secretary,
answered
by
ordering

AGVA

O'Brien to appear before the

trial

board today (2) on a 'possible
Two weeks ago the Liquor Board charge' of subversive activities unmeted out Its first 100-day suspen- der Section 6 of the AGVA constision.
This was against Carroll's. tution.
Silk characterized O'Brien
to
been
appealed
as being disgruntled because he has
The suspension has

been ousted as business agent for the

the courts.

union.

Extend Marty

Ames

Newark, Sept.

2.

Engagement of Marty Ames' orch
at the Dubonet has been extended
six additional weeks.
Original contract called for a six
weeks' engagement and included an
extension clause.

VFW Members

tion,

AGVA

AGVA

1941, 60 days.

Beef on Biz Distractions Caused by

Philadelphia, Sept.

and suggest places

enters.

The Philadelphia Record, along
with leading citizens, has demanded

legal curfew.

Lib Vet ^Show

Juveniley

sit

go a;id what to see to any soldier

2.

California State
Fair, Sacramento, announced that all

the

was
was

For the fourth time In a little more that all USO money be used for entwo years the State Liquor tertainment and that the City Council should be forced to pay expenses
Control Board has cracked down on fo> the Defense Council's activities.
Jack Lynch's night spot on the Hotel
Walton Roof for permitting liquor
sales and entertainment after the Ex-Biz Agent of Frisco

Music Corp. of America will sell
as a package the Xavier Cugat unit
opening at the N. Y. Paramount Oct.
1.

total of $550,000
Of this $100,000

than

Allen Fielding, bandleader at the
Club Bali here, last week filed a
complaint with the Musicians Union
against Henny Youngman, charging
the latter had borrowed his $200 violin and failed to return it.
Fielding said he loaned Youngman
the fiddle to play a club date last
October. When he asked Youngman

Records

Hollywood, Sept.
of

the boys.
raised here.

for local use.

champ Tommy Louphran's old cafe.
Here a couple Si middle-aged

Acts Hypo Cal. State

Officials,

soldiers, sailors
and marines on
leave, and that a good portion oit
it would be used for buying music
and talent.
Providing an extra burn is the
fact that actors and musicians are
being asked to perform on the cuff
at functions for service men.
AU
publicity in connection
with the

USO drive had stressed the fact that
the money was to be used for dances,
shows and other entertainment for

month from ballroom

a

into

the Palace Hotel Rose Room,
replacing Ray Noble, whom he

USO funds to pay expenses of defense activities such as the signing of
air raid and fire wardens. The show
biz crowd feel that the city's share
of the fund had been Intended solely for providing entertainment for

long as blacklisting continues.

and Hamid's Pier announced
crowd of best season in years

theatres.

San Francisco, Sept. 2.
Brown, as rep of the William

list

who

shows.

•

largest hostelries,

Philadelphia, Sept. 2.
Philadelphia performers and mupeeved at the action of
the Philadelphia Defense Council for
taking a large chunk of the city'*

sicians are

OlDfair' List

Newark,

biggest

•

throat.

on unfair

On AFM

RKO

set.
MuUins & Pinansky, who op
Chick Endor, one of the original
erate the house, are expected in
Yacht Club Boys and a name per
Y. this week to discuss the mat'
former after that when teamed with N.
ter with Par h.o. execs and Harry
Charlie Farrell, died Monday (1) at
circuit's
stage
show
kalchiem,
St. Francis Hospital, Miami Beach,

after a lingering illness of

BEST SEASON IN

tickets,

name

47

Miami Beach; One Of

Essex Honse, Newark,

AU hotels, both beach front and
side avenue, were crowded to capacity, as well as all rooming houses.
Niteries remained open all night and
film houses and piers put on extra
midnight shows for crowds.
Steel Pier had six boxoffices selling

BACK TO

Fact that

Chick Endor Dies at

Jury found her guilty after an
hour's deliberation. Maximum sentence for the charge is six months in
the workhouse and a fine of $200 and
ct)sts.
Zorita is free on $1,000 bond,
posted by James Karas, owner of the
Kentucky Klub, where the dancer
was arrested Aug. 15.

Sets Gracie

Jamestown, N. Y., Sept. 2.
Gracie Fields will appear in the

Defense Needs Instead of Shows

trial.

The Essex House, one

Relief.

Miss Fields sang in a program of
varied entertainment at Convention
Hall and netted about $4,000.

Jamestown

Performers, Musicians Beef

OuMunicipalUseofUSOFundsFor

U

new

81

ROCHESTER NICKED $271
FOR LATE N. Y. SHOW
Reported $500 levied on Eddie
(Rochester). Anderson for being 40
minutes late for a show at the N. Y.
Strand was actually only $271. letter was the amount of refunds the
theatre had to make when Rochester
didn't put In an appearance for an
opening show.
Rochester's excuse was that he was
out fishing all night and his boat
didn't dock In time for him to make
the performance.
American Guild of Variety Artists
pepped Into the situation when the

fine was first reported, the actors
Only spots doing heavy union claiming that there was no
last week were the bars and lirecedent for
a performer being
honky-tonks.
fined an amount In excess of his pro
Here's how night club operators rata salary.
AGVA was then inrate conventions:
formed that the $271 'fine' was equal
Best for business: doctors, lawyers, to the theatre's loss. Music Corp. of
politicians.
America hij to pay the latter' and
Good: industrial (clothing manu- then, being the owner of the Rochfacturers,
lumbermen,
insurance ester unit, levied It on the colored
comic.
agents, etc.).
Fair, to {ood: service clubs (Kiwanis. Rotary, Lions, etc.).
Poor: Elks, Moose, veterans' or- Ambroses
in

competish.
biz

Back

ganizations.

SET TOLEDO NITERY

Vaude

After Birth of Daughter

Youngstown, O., Sept, 2.
Ruth and Billy Ambrose, YoungsToledo, O., Sept. 2.
The Peacock Lounge of the Hotel town, O., dancing team, have reSecor, Toledo, Is being redecorated entered vaudeville after a one-year
and will be renamed for opening layoff, punctuated by the arrival of
a baby daughter.late in September,
Pair are traveling with Eddie
Straight entertainment policy (with
no dancing), with Manager Dick (Rochester) Anderson's show. Infant Is traveling with parents.
Irwin booking.

'

52
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VAUDEVILLE

Night Club Reviews

San Francisco,

Sept.

3,

1941
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Stairway to Stars, S.F.,
Picks Up After Reorg

The Good Old Days

2.

picking up at Stairway to
Stars here following reorganization
'fiiz

'Concerto for Two,'
like
Tales,' Alt Wein,' etc.
Formerly, the latter type of stuff
to be what Thornhill played
least while this reAt
Belle Baker, Fetch & jScaurille,
viewer was around. When ca.ughl
Fnynt & Foster, Helen Hughes Line
however, the group teed
$2 miiii- this time,
(10), Bob Saunders Orch.
dance ar-

BAL TABARIN,

S. F.

San Francisco, Aug.

26.

preted,

Love

seemed

exclusively.

up some smart, easytempo
rangements which made a distinct
with the dancing crowd. Which
A near-capacity crowd gave Belle hit
rounds out tlie band's impact— slow
Baker a tremendous send-ort at her exquisitely tooled stuff for the older
Bal Tabarin opening here tonight mob, driving, solid-sock stuff to pull
(26), demanding repeated encores to "em up to the bandstand and hoollnf
point where singer had to beg off.
tempoes for the hoppers.
Formula of the new Tabarin bill
Musically, the band is a polished
contains line in two turns, novelty combo of three trumpets, two tromact and dance team, leaving last half bones, two French horns, five sax
entirely up to Miss Baker, who uses two clarinets and three rhythm
licr own accompanist. Jack Good- French horns, recently added, do a
man. First La Baker in white dinner lot for the .slowertcmpoed things
gown, splashed with left-shoulder adding a full tone to the brass secof tion and helping nuffifv the blare of
customers
reminded
orchids,

1111/711.

Lloyd Campbell as manager
Jake Erlich, local attorney,
trustee by the Board of
First show under new arTrade.
rangement is headed by Donald Novi.s,
in on a three-week straightsalary deal, plus Yvette Dare, Ross
and La Pierre, Jean Gary and Collins and Wanda.
Joe Tenner, former operator, has
been languishing in the local bastille, although efforts to send him
back to Washington for asserted
parole violation without an extrawith

and

named

Herewith appears a Variety review o/ a N. Y. Palac* bill of 20 yeori
ago. The intejilion it to reprint these weekly using th? relative week of
1921 U'ith the current date of issue. No special reason in reviving ihest
recalling the acts which
reviews other than the interest they may have
u>cre plavtng at that time, the manner of putting together a big tim« shoio
(booking), which radio stations may find pertinent, and as a resume of th«
ttyle of vaudeuille reviewing of that day.

m

(Reprinted from Variety of Sept.

PALACE,

2,

1921

N. Y.

The Palace did capacity Monday night despite the opening of Loew's
State a block below. At 8 o'clock the ticket lines stretched out past the
sidewalk with the entire lower portion and boxes solid when 'Danse Fantasies' opened.
Considerable switching had occurred after the matinee due to the illness of th^ Kaufman Bros, who were off the bill with Frank Van Hoven
doubling into the vacancy from the Prospect, Brooklyn, closing the show
Sophie Tucker, who played the spot the five brass when they play out
to an 11:05 start and ragging down one of the. hits of the evening in a
solid
went
she
clean-playing,
recently, but as soon as
Band Is a
spot as tough as Belleau Woods. Van did a great show for the wise eggs;
into action she made 'em forget rhvthm setup all around.
pulling many a wise crack. At one moment he cracked, 'If they make ma
Thornhill himself has loosened
anybody else.
Ft. Devens, Mass., Probes
close the show tomorrow I hope Loew's State is a great success.' As soon
Opening with standard 'Down Ar- the nerve-strings. Where he foras his card went up the walkout stopped.
gentina Way,' she second-choruses merly was pretty deadpanned on
Sanitation at Night Clubs
Another act deserving a word of credit was that of the Wilton Sisters
with her own lyrics which had the the stand at his piano, he's now bewho had a herculean task to follow the Harry Carroll & Co. 'Varieties
mob pricking up ears, and paves the coming more talkative and probably
Outflt'f
way for "My Husband Irving,' which will conUnue to loosen up.
Soldiers of 1921.' The Carroll act has a find in the Bennett Sisters, two kids who
by
Frequented
are
moment
the
at
Changes pace with major drawbacks
netted spasms.
dance cleverly and harmonize agreeably. They stopped the act -on three
with
in
don't
fit
who
singers
got
two
'Last Time I Saw Paris,' which
different occasions. Harry Laughlin and Grace Fisher shared the balance
crew as a
over rather well, although fun-hun- the 'exeellence of the
Fort Devens, Mass., Sept. 2.
of the individual honors with Carroll him^lf. The audience ate up everystuff is sunp
gry diners seemed to prefer the en- whole. Dick Harding's
All night clubs, restaurants and thing they did.
but there's no leelinp
core, 'I Get No Kick from Cham- well -enough,
The Wiltons follow the Bennetts and scored hugely with their vocalizing
Kay Doyle has no businesr liquor-dispensing places in the viit.
pagne,' which includes a Pepsi-Cola
Wood.
and music. They wisely deleted some of the offerings, getting to them early
It with the group^
ditty to the tune of 'Amapola.'
cinity of Fort Devens will be sub- and leaving them hungry. The Carroll act was seventh with
the Wiltons
had 'em screaming. By this time the
jected to an exhaustive investigation eighth.
mob was yelling song titles, netting
BALI,
for cleanliness by army medical ofLidell and Gibson, a small time duo of female impersonators with a big
choruses of 'Alabama Bound,' 'Alficers. The checkup will be made in
ways,' '10 Baby Fingers,' 'AH of Me,'
Whatever merit the turn
time production, were in second position.
Gone,"
You're
'After
Skies,'
'Blue
Ayer, Fitchburg, Pepperell, Worces- possesses lies in the falsetto vocalizing of the straight member. The atMiami, Aug. 29.
and others.
Luba Malina, Bobby Baiter, The ter and Lowell, where soldiers fre- tenuated comedian gets a few laughs on his physique, but muffs with
First half debuts with the line in
dialog.
The removal of the wigs at the finish was mildly surprising to
Dt Gatanos, PhylUs Kapp. Baliettes quent the spots.
a pastel, garden-frock routine, fol(8), Tommy Nunez Orch A6); $1
Should the inspectors make rec- about 25% of the audience. The turn is reminiscent of Savoy & Brennan
lowed by Fayne and Foster, musical- minimum.
ommendations to operators, they in construction. As concerns deliveiry there is no' conflict.
glass team, whose ceiling mike got
'Rolfe's Revue' (New Acts) was a good No. 3 selection. Johnny Burke,
stuck in the stratosphere for low
Apparently only spot on Miami must be carried out immediately,
volume andl_a resultant mild recep- side of the bay to build up its end
otherwise the medical officers, fourth, found the going just to his liking and cleaned up with his soldier
monolog and character that sounds funnier now that the clouds of war
tion. Fetch and Deauville, still two
this summer is this boulevard boite, acting under army regulations, will
of the slickest light comedy aero
operated by local syndicate, but post military police guards to bar have rolled away than it did during the war. Burke tops off his specialty
batic tappers, do two short turns for
with some trick tempo piano playing that is surefire. He took half a dozen
minus -its seasonal blue room accou- the entrance of soldiers.
socko results, taking a flock of bows
bows, then had to go back to the box for another encore.
Business is booming, and
trement;;.
although the time element prevented
about
worried
'Parlor, Bedroom and Bath,' with Eda Ann Lake and Sager Midgley in
apparently boys aren't
^
Second-final
well-earned encores.
summer silence as long as bar and
the feature roles, got considerable laughs from the action and situations.
appearance of the line has the gals
grill turnover cover the operating
;:N. Y.Nitery Foilowup:: The dialog started nothing, despite Miss Luke's extreme 'nutting,' which
in skin-tight briefies toting tom-toms
nut.
was reminiscent of Florence Moore throughout. Midgley's 'sap' husband,
and drumsticks which they pound in
is Luba
divertissement
the
Heading
who
impersonates a heart-breaker in order to stimulate his wife's inone of the niftiest novelties yet
only a mild click
worked out by Helen Hughes al. Malina, who scored
Marjorle Knapp .who came to at- terest, was funny in spots. The act got away to a slow start, and was
here, some months
though the head-splitting solo pas her last time out
heading for flopland when the complications supplied by the author intime, though, the Russian tention in Ed Wynn's 'Boys and
sages are akin to something out of ago. This
tervened
and saved it. There was mild applause at the final curtain. Miss
chanteuse from the steppes of Brook- Girls Together,' with her freshness
hangover.
general 'cuteness,' dissipates Luke taking the lion's share mainly for her work in the 'flirtation rehearlyn is hotter than a '45.' Material and
presentation and pipes are all vastly much of that youthful appeal with sal' bit, which was well handled.
The Topics' were dispensed with after intermission, with Harry Carimproved, and from the blowoflt to her manner of raucous mike-shoutShe roll & Co. starting the second half off in great shape. The 'Varieties' in
the bowoff she's socko. When she ing at Ben Marden's Riviera.
(NEW BOCHELLE, N. T.)
steps out on the floor in a revealing does pops in a neo-Sophietucker the main sticks to last season's book, with the new numbers up to last
style, thus completely metamorphosClaude Thornhill Orch (17) with red gown and a new, upswept coif- ing her personality and not doing season's standards, when it was voted one of the best revues. A new
Dick Harding, Kay Dovlc," minimum fure a la Helen Morgan, you can herself much good,' excepting that finish, 'Leader of the Gypsy Band,' gives an opportunity for pretty cosNo hear 'em gasp out in the street it's a job and she's working in a tume effects and a neat dance by Harry LAUghlin and the Bennets. CarTSc. weekdav*, $2 weekends.
Whams over 'Chi-Chi-Castenango,'
cover.
roll had to make a speech at the finale.
and then romps through th« books successful, mass-capacity roadhouse.
The Wiltons followed, with Van Hoven, on down at the end of the
D'Esko, Cuban President BaThe more Clause Thonhill's band for showstopping results. Possessing Lina
tista's protegee, has improved by batting order, cleaning up off the bases and losing about eight pounds in
Is heard the more solldfled becomes s.a. in uppercase type, and a voice to
Rest the effort. It was quite a show and played like a charm.
cutting her toe stuff in half.
Con.
bet
this
songstress
is
an
ace
band
match,
the impression that this is one
of the show is standard but again
that can't miss, that somewhere for any class cafe. »•
along the trail it's going to blossom
Bobby Baxter has transferred his it remains for si^t (silent) acts like
And allegiance from the Wit's End to the Gower & Jeanne and thfe Huberts,
out into a solid smash hit.
Saranac Lake
IN
-possibly that' may happen before Bali, and taken on in addition :the or cacopphonous turns like Frances
the outat leaves this stand, about emcee chores. Young baritone con- Faye's za-zu-zazzing to hold 'em.
By Happy Benway
Coming: Harry Richman, Phil Bilker,
Christmas.
tinues to score with his robust deiLC,
If the reaction to the group on Its livery, but repertoire, as noted in Joan Merrill, Carol King with Gower
opening of a return shot here, re past reviews, remains exceedingly & Jeanne holding over; ditto the
Saranac, N. Y., Sept. 2.
placing Charlie Spivak, is any in limited. Baxter has cut down on his Chester Hale Girls and the two
Atlantic City, Sept. 2.
Salutations and bows to Fred
dication, it will be during this stay output, but timber retains plenty of bands headed by Pancho and Fausto
Smith, congenial .^anager of the
'Icecapades' closed season hers
that the outfit's stock wUl shoot up appeal. Introes are handled capably. Curbello.
Hotel Saranac, for allowing a dis- yesterday (Monday), grossing apHefty teeoR mob of possibly 700—
The ballroomology of the dancing
and not all of them publishers- Di Gatanos is unique, in that the
Savoy-Plaza hotel's Cafe Lounge count to the actors' colony and proximately $125,000. That Includes
swallowed 'Thornhill's musical con- male half is strictly the low man on (N. Y.) management must be' kid- okaying a weekly program dedicated the 1941 edition, which ran from
tributions hook, line and sinker
the totem pole so far as snaring any ding with Yvonne Chevalier. For a to ozoners connected with the thea- July 25 to Aug. 28, and the new 1942
They stood five deep around the attention.
His graceful and agile class cafe spot that has played such tre.
version opening July 28 and playing
stand when he got off some ol his
throughout surefires as Hildegarde, John HoysRichard Emperor and Ernie Drow- here through Labor Day.
super-super arrangements like 'Hun- partner retains the floor
radt, Dwight Fiske, et al., it must be lett, formerly with
George Mitchell's
garian Dance No. 5' and expressed the session, uncorking series of
Show has had consistently large
either from hunger or other reasons
orch, are fishing and vacashing on audiences
just as strong appreciation for the whirls and wingovers that have ringeach night and sellouts
Mauthis
booking.
Said
to
be
for
(Continued
page
63)
on
Quieter things, beautifully InterUpper Saranac Lake.
rice Chevalier's divorced wife, this
over each weekend. A long road
From Houston, Texas, comes Vir- tour Is scheduled.
(billing)
continentale'
'chanteuse
has nothing but the billing and a ginia Westall to be by the side of
swell chassis to distinguish her. her husband, Joe Bishop. Both doThere are times when an exciting ing very well.
front and in some respects Miss
Jack Franklin, musician from
Chevalier Is the Veronica Lake of Great Kills,
Staten Island, N. Y.,
songstresses is more than half the
back home after a successful vacash
battle, but not on this 58th street
front.
Jacques Dallin, French tune- here.
Shirley Tobin and Luba Sokal are
smith, is at the ivories, and sometimes they really get together, but newcomers to the colony.
Both
Miss .Chevalier is more on the peri- Philadelphia products.
patetic side with her slinky-gowned
Jack D'Agostino, lATSE boy from
bumps and lyrical punctuations. Bayonne, N. J., who
Howard Lally dishes out the dansa- here, recently got made the grade
his annual checknation professionally.

MIAMI

CLUB

dition hearing were tossed out of
court. 'He also has been cleared of
failure to produce an alien registration card, records proving he had
duly registered.

u
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GLEN ISLAND CASINO

.

1CECAPADES' CLOSES

125GF0R5WEEKS

—

DON
ARRES

—

HELD OVER

up and -was pronounced absolutely

o.k.

Bob Chester's zlngy band (14)
closes the Astor Roofs summer season In three more weeks and it
winds up this hostelry's skywalk
cafe in bright style. Chester has a
nifty dance team, with himself an
effective front at the sax, that's
dansapation
in
its
authoritative
rhythms without being top obtrusive;
all of which should be as much a
ererequisite for hotel booking as
asic danceability. With Betty Bradley (who should learn to dress a bit
better, especially that wacky pom-

pom

perched atop her

coifl)

and

Bob Haymes

(recent addition, and
for the better) on the vocals, they
.break U up nicely. In the main,

Chester^ hoofology is smooth, suave
Relief combo, Ralph
yet Solid.
Rotgers, incidentally, Is likewise OK
for sound, neatly doing the Latin,
waltz and smooth 'society' Interludes
as Chester's alternate. An energetic
maracas specialist, Juanita Rios, Is a
goocl s.a. touch up front for the
AbeU
coBgarhiunba pace.
-

Rudy Gayles,
operations and

who mastered many
receiving many
Is

6TH WEEK
ROXY, NEW YORK

good reports.

Is on the verge of getting the go-home papers,
R, Glenn Davis, manager of Howell
theatre,
Lewisburg,
N.
C,
dropped in to mitt and ogle Rufus
Weathers at the Will Rogers hospltaL

Per. Dir.!

SAM RAUCH

BBOADCAimN'a
IU8 NOTRD
IMfKltSONAYIONS
OV BRO.ADWAY AND

Among those who attended outing given by the Spanish club of
Saranac Lake were Joe Bishop, Milton Weeks, Donald Wayne, Pafricla
Rudy Gales. Mike Cojohn
and Ben Schaffef.
Trudie Emerson shooting back to
normal after a long siege of set-

IIOLLYWOOU
CELEDRITTE3

Wallace,

backs.

Jerry Sager, James Ricketts, Tracy
Colin and Harry Cross, all Will Rogersites, are making the grade.
Jack Edwards, who left here well
again, Is doing fine at Great Falls,
S.

ART BORAN
WEAF (NBC Network) Cout Tt Cult
Siturdty, Sipt eih, 1 1 -.30 a.m., E.O.S.T.

RINSO PROGRAM
Ycuni Arthur Bonn, vuwilli mtler
oienUt,

N.

1
(Write to

thOM wha

m*

Dir.:

UI).

of

wra-

mlnl9-c»inidlafl...]» onf of th« oiost
(ntortolntra on llio rodio llud-

toniliteiit

ipoikor...
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Name
Vince

WRANGLE

ael

3

22.

manager

DUNCAN SISTERS MAP

Pleas Judge John

Watts returning a verdict of $73 and
covrt costs for Sam Carver, parttime

Carver

here.

their

equipment

FRISCO CAFE OPERATION

had

San Francisco,

Sept.

must

2.

Sisters,

—

now

be gradually replaced by the'
equipment.

One

of

the

criticisms

tures

Rebuild Alvin, Mpls.,

on

order

with
opening tentatively set in two or
three weeks.
The Duncans headlined the same situation some time
back, but this time they'll be In as

the

For Hurley After Fire

Chicago, Sept.

2.

cently gutted by

fire,

2.

will be rebuilt,

with complete modernization, and,
when completed, the house again
will be occupied by Harry Hirsch
and Harry Katz for burlesque. Lo-

American Guild of Variety Artago was overtaken in ists 1\ re last week signatured two
by Federal agenTs for failure more niteries to 100% closed shop cated In the heart of the loop and
to pay duty on an extensive ward- agreements. These are the Rhumba the city's most t)eautiful showhouse,
robe bought In Canada.
Casino and Colosimo's.
the Alvin is owned by W. A. Steffes,
Coloslmo's was a renewal signup
Terrific biz pulled by Stephin Fetwho was undecided whether to rechit at the Silver Slipper last week due to change In ownership and
build pending an adjustment by the
has resulted In holding the dusky management.
a

year

Detroit

comic over for another seven days.
Ex-flim comic has plaiyed to caGet 'Nother
pacity biz with his girl line and
Jamestown, N. Y., Sept. 8.
Larry Alexander, colored tenor, beWilliam Doherty, Jr., member of
ing a big surprise In this town, which
has been traditionally cool to col- Those Three Guys, trio booked Into
lounge of Hotel Jamestown here for
ored performers.
two weeks and now concluding fifth
month, left Sunday (31) for inducJoe Argo, ex-Red Norvo sax tooter tion into the army.

Guy

for years featured here both as a
guitarist and m. c. at local theatres,
and was the first m.c. at the Majestic

here when

it

opened.

LAST PHILLY HOLDOUT

CAPITUUTES TO AFM
2.

Grill, last Phiily nitery
to use non-union musicians as a
steady diet, capitulated last Friday
(29) and signed up with Local 77,
American Federation of Musicians.
It is believed that the recent working agreement announced between
the
and the American Guild of
Variety Artists was the factor which
led Jimmie Ciardelli, manager of the
spot, to give In.
business
agent Dick Mayo hinted that AGVA
acts would be barred from the spot
unless union musicians were hired.
The only spot now booking a socalled 'scab' band is the Park Casino,
but this condition arose when the
roadhouse was placed on the AFM's

AFM

AGVA

blacklist for

non-payment of

New

in

York.

From here lit- the matter will b«
negotiated by the international officers and Frank Phelps, industrial
relations boss of the Warner circuit.
The

local,

however.

MCA

adamant

in lt«

York'

(WB)

(RKO)

has yet been released here.

nor

Kane*

'Citizen

They believe that Warners is holding
back on these two biggies so that if
the musicians walk out they'll bt
able to shove the two films into the
Earle and keep the house going at
a profitable basis on straight films.
The Earle, second largest house in
the circuit, was used for the grind
showing of 'Gone With the Wind,'
when the pit crew was out in the

early part of '40 in a disagreement
over the terms of the new contracts

WB TAKING OVER HOUSE

MTKEE

IN

FOR VAUDE

salaries.

Insurance companies.

Hirsch-Katz stock burlesque occupied the Alvin for part of last sea-

Is

stand that there shall be no cut im
the personnel in- the Earle pit crew
made by Warners befor*
the new pact could be inked. Warners is also standing pat.
Observers are seeing significance
in the fact that neither 'Sergeant

— a demand

The Roman

Minneapolis, Sept.

Signs 2 Chi Cafes

the city proper.

Galvan, vet vaude performer, was

of

Philadelphia, Sept. 1
With the negotiations for a new
contract between Warners and Local
American Federation of Musicians, reaching an Impasse, the union
last week threw the entire mattar
into the laps of International offlc*
77,

2.

Club Petite is the latest night spot
to open here, owned and operated
by Don Galvan. Formally opened
Saturday (30), it's located five miles

new from

Interior of the Alvin theatre, re-

AGVA

San Antonio, Sept.

Philadelphia, Sept.

operators.

top of these reverses for the
Negro poke, the suit resulted in his
pay at Jefferson Inn, where he was
being
garappearing,
currently
nisheed and a statement from Fetchit's counsel that he was putting
Fetchit
him through bankruptcy.

On

San Antonio Cafe

—

ing craps).

already

Don Galvan Opens

for

ever, particularly as the films are
old and uninteresting, and they will

current at the Lido, reportedly have
an angel for the Music Box, dark
nearly a year. Bar and other fixare

On Personnel Cuts to Inti AFM Office

especially
insulated
against
and a portable screep, have
own generator, flood lights, re-

winding and splicing equipment,
sound apparatus and everything else

Two more dark niteries are Morale Branch has been its failure
skedded to reopen soon here. The to provide recreation when troops
Royal Hawaiian, last operated by are on maneuvers. Despite -activity
Bill Ashby, is being readied by Andy in the field, soldiers have free time
Wong of the Chinese Skyroom. in the evening and are said to be
Plans to operate it as a Chinese- using the time somewhat less than
advantageously <speciflcally shootHawaiian spot. The Duncan

filed the claim as his percentage for
booking and publicity in conjunction
with the former film player's appearance at the local Granada theatres.
In granting the verdict for Carver, Judge Watts dismissed a counter suit in which Fetchit had charged
he was promised four weeks booking
and was paid off at the end of one,
which kept him from making other
Carver contended that
bookings.
because Fetchit was such a poor
draw the management paid him the
salary, $350, after four
week's
full
days and then chucked the comic.

Up WB Pact Row

I:

— which

showing films to troops in the field
have been 16 mm. projectors. They
haven't proved too successful, how-

Detroit, Sept. 2.

Common

be

shock

Phiily Local Tosses

Pix

:ConUnued from page

Silk also will rep the union at the
needed.
State Theatrical Federation sessions
Available for some time
here next week.

Failure of Stepin Fetchlt or his
counsel to put In an appearance reBulted In

Army

Ban Francisco, Sept. 2.
Don Gilbert and Mich-

Silk,

Lawley have been named Amer- projection

ican Guild of Variety Artists delegates to the State Federation of Labor convention here, to start Sept.

ON COIN

»

AGVA

Reps At
Cal. State Labor Parley

FETCHIT AGAIN
IN

VAUDEmUS

1941

3,

Milwaukee, Sept.

Coast Aide Pends

2.

Extension of Warners' stage show

activities to the middle west is indiSan Francisco, Sept. 2.
son. It had been closed for the sumHappy Powell, who left the Music cated in a deal reportedly being conmer, when the fire occurred. Dur- Corp. of America office here recent- summated here this week for WB'i
ing its career it had housed legiti- ly, is back as temporary office man- acquisition of the closed Rtversid*
mate road attractions, dramatic stock, ager pending permanent appoint- theatre.
ment to replace Reuel Freeman,
vaudeville and films.
Hou^e is said to be tentatively
Work on the rebuilding is expected transferred to the Iios Angeles scheduled to reopen under WB direction on Sept. 12, and attractioni
Bill Parsell, Syracuse, replaces In to start within the next 10 days and branch.
now in Army, heading 15-piece band
Earl Bailey, Coast head of MCA, are now being lined up.
Harry
on 'khaki circuit," starting this week the trio, which goes to Claryville It Is hoped to have the theatre ready
is expected to name the new local
liom Ft. Niagara, N. Y.
Mayer Is booking.
Inn, Frostburg, Md., next week.
by October.
chief this week.
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PARAMOUNT,

Wednesday, September

intruciiicinf; a

N. Y.

gerous

many

Tommy Dorsey Orch with Frank
Buddy Rich, Ziggy Elman,
Connie Haines, Tlie Pied Pipers;
Jack Guilford, Condos Bros. (2),
'Aloma of the South Sens' {Par), reviewed in Variety, Aug. 27.
Sinatra,

A

mimic rich in talent and perGuilford gives every promEe of being headed for the top. The
revue, 'Meet the People,' gave him
New York chance. His patter
and pantomime on the theme of
screen characters and plots are productive of a steady roar of laughter
and a thunderous sendoff.
The

Jionality,

spin which looks dannew here.
Unlike

Biz only fair at opening, but what
audience lacked in numbers was
made up in enthusiasm, bill being
one of the best ads for vaude caught
these

parts

Werii.

recently.

13.

zooming

gvo.ssc.-!.

'Dive

Bomber'

b.o. into .<;omc

an excellent
both stage and

It's

coupling, strong on
screen.

Chicago, Sept. 2.
Kaye's suave dansapation is a
(15), Avis AnSlim & Eddie, Otto bull's-eye all the way, a showmanly,
canfjarlcm Dancers; 'Three compact rostrum presentation,
nily
paced, smoothly performed and
Cockeyed Sailors' (UA).
enthusiastically acclaimed. In Kaye
and Guy Lombardo the country has
Another good package show for two of the hottest bands of the day,
this house, with Cab Calloway a sure and both are in the long-hair idiom
bet to keep the b.o. humming.. With smooth, melodic, 'corny' (according
plenty of tourist biz over Labor Day to 52d street standards) but as comweekend, house is certain to come mercial as French postcards.
Speaking of band styles, the melup with a very neat total.
Show itself is good. Calloway as ody is actually the dominant whyever sells his particular brand of fore of success. Tommy Dorsey really
swing, and m.c.s in great fashion. On clicked with a smooth tune, viz:
'Booglie 'I'll Never Smile Again,' and that
singing
numbers,
his
Wooglie Piggy,' 'Keechie Joe" and ROCS for the Goodmans and the
'Yes, Indeed,' he is the Calloway of Shaws, whose syncopated but smooth
old, and the audience couldn't get arrangements oT 'Intermezzo,'
'Inenough of him. Band, too, gets over dian Love Call' and the like got the
well, with the sax tooting of Chu most attention.
Conversely, it took
Berry, the trumpet work of Jonah a rhythmic tune 'Daddy'— to pitch
Jones, and the drumming of Cozy Kaye to new heights these past few
Cole each a standout. At one point weeks, althou.ch fundamentally it's

Cab Callotuay Orch

drews,
£ason,

Paul,

Si.T;

—

Cab

five-piece instrumental group out of the ba-nd, take
over for a jam session and have the

the

Jivers,

Condos

•

Variety Aug.

should blitz the Strand

while the idea isn't new, it is still
novel enough to score well.
Avis
Andrews, sepia song stylist, turns in
two ballads, 'Rush of the Night' and

who have done much

Cross,

Sammy Kaye and

STATE-LAKE, CHI

house jumping.'
Additional entertainment is meted
out by Otto Eason, who dances on

Bros.,

Saiiimv Kaye Orch (15) featuring
Ryan, Arthur Wright, Marty
McKevna, Charlie f/ilsoii, fmury
Alan Foster, Three Kcdets;
Callahan Sisters (2i. Billy De Wolfe;
(WB), reviewed in
Bomber'
'Dive

Tommy

roller

'Man

Boy

skates.

Love,'

I

to

is

and

clever,

excellent results.

Gal hasn't a terrific voice, but looks
arcf above average and she knows

how to sell.
Comedy aero dancing

trio,

Paul,

Slim and Eddie, have an entertaining, well-paced act.
There is something doing aU the time and laughs
are plentiful.
A daneing sextet,
three boys and three gals, billed as
the Harlem Dancers, round out the
bill.
Cal\pd on to do little but look
classy, they make a colorful appearance and help Calloway out with two
production numbers.
Business fine last show Friday
(29)
Loop.
.

LYRIC, INDPLS.
JndiaTuipoIis, Aug. 29.
Del Courtnev Orch, Joe Martin,
Dick Dildine, Bob Moonan, Charley
Broth, Frank Evers & Delores, The
Stadlers- (2), Ted & Art Miller; '3
Sons O'Gun** (WB)

Del Courtney and his boys, who
have been focusing their '(^ndid
Camera-" music on this community
via the airlanes, make the Lyric date
for the first time just under the wire.
After their week's engagement ends
on Thursday (4) the Olson management banner will be taken down
and the house will be under the

Katz-DoUe regime.

stuff

like

.'I'll

UndersUnd.'

'Until

Tomorrow,' etc., that provides the
basic romantic staples of the Kaye

S. F.

despite a

•parsely

filled

Deucing

house.

drummer

'Marie,'

Rex Weber, whose
•tandard ventriloquistic singing act sneaking
alone for
is

M

as groovey as ever, his main
change since last here being a seminRen version of the 'Hut Sut
g'; it clicks big.
Guy is an A-1
ivinan and had to. talk his way
He in turn is followed by Peg
Bates, who got a tremendous
ovation and also had a hard time to
away. In addition to fact that
tea can out-tap many two-footed
iwtchers, pew-holders here went
his "no sympathy' approach in a
f;. way. Opens with his 'one leg is
chough' solo and proceeds to prove it.

t

Next-fo-closing spot is allotted to
Lamberti, goof with a breakaway
xylophone, who grabbed a laugh on
nls
appearance and kept 'em
fFUffawliig. Ties up the comedy porWoB with an encore gag, repeating a
tune in response to applause generated by a stripper working behind
»lm. Ends with some authentic
pounding to show he can really play
tha thing. Solid stuflT here.

mwe

lane makes

only appearance in
routine which brings on Don and
?ally Jennings, held to one ballroom
Bumber.. Pair makes the most of It,
its

STATE,
Ed

3,

1941

N. Y.

Sullivan, Robbins Bros.

& Mar.

Ann Lester, Johnny Burke
Moon Ball Finalists {nine

gie,

Harvest
teams);

'Shepherd

the

of

Hills'

{Par).

State depends this week on the
The terping team of Bryant, lure of the seventh annual New York
Raines and Young constitutes two Daily News Harvest Moon Ball winshapely femmes and a male. Bow ners to pull 'em in. With 'Shepherd
of
the Hills,' which spent two preon in a well-executed three-way
Viennese waltz and return later in vious weeks at the nearby Parathe lineup to score in whirlwind mount, getting mild notices in dailies,
adagio routine. Bryant will do well and a non-name trio of turns to back
up the amateur hoppers, the 55-60to slip into tails for the Viennese

solos

with

on

each

the

band

skins

with
'Until
Tomorrow';
Ryan's whammo 'Underand 'Got You Under My Skin,'
curbed only by 'Daddy' in ensemble;
Maury Cross with his rhythmic
'Music Makers' and versatility display of musicianship of 'Play It
Maury,' doing reed, violin and horn
solos.
Kaye's team comprises five
brass, four reeds and six rhythm.
In between, the Callahan Sisters
(2), neat-stepping tapsters, chalk up
a nice score, but it remains for Billy
DeWolfe in the next-to-shut to wow
'em with his mimicry.
DeWolfe
came to particular attention at the
Rainbow Room, New York, this summer, and is set for a production. His
style is surefire and some of his
satire quite devastating, such as the
rib on the ultra, ultra ballroomologists who seem to be forever sniffing
superciliously.
That routine of an
emcee in the 'Swingeroo Club' and
'the four lovely tomatoes* is a gem;
ditto the coiffure and girdle-adjustpianist,

Tommy
stand'

Abel.

OLYMPIA, MIAMI

.

Nan

Jtfiami, Aug. 28.
„,
Blakstone, Milton Douglas

PARAMOUNT,

L. A.

Los Angeles, Aug.

28.

than many a star in the flesh doing
the same job.
The tab opens with Danny Stewart
and his band working on the tisual
Fanchon & Marco rolling platform.
A South Seas moppet girl opens the
dancing, setting the house pleasantly.
The eight Pacific dancers with Tani
make them sit up, a million worth
of cheesecake rippling behind that
shredded wheat.
couple of Polynesian boys do a lively war dance,
followed by Bill Whislyn, who does
the same drum dance that has been
pleasing customers of the local Hawaiian Hut nitery for some weeks.

A

attention

and laughs.

The

fact that her swell high kicks
to do with her ultra
dry personality makes them amusing

have nothing

as well as effective,

Frank Ross and Anita are well
liked in L. A. They went over well.
Stone's imitations of trombone, trumpet and jewsharp were highly pleasing, working hot in front of the band.
He and Anita burlesque a radio quiz
and wind up with a vocal version
Blues,* Frank's opening
riety of goofy hats is

with a va-

pleasantly

Priscilla,

the gross.

Spotting an intime chanteuse of
naughty Nan's calibre in a family
house such as this is questionable
that she isn't a competent purveyor of salacious songalogs, but smoker stuff that dips as
deep in the blue as hers is strictly
for nitery consumption, and can
prove offensive to a less hep audience.
It's certainly hot for moppets, and they were present en
masse when caught Thursday matinee (28). Apparently she was aware

judgment Not

aero

routines, singly in challenge
unison and for a finish they
for a fiash getaway. Turn
presents nothing out of the ordinary.
Ann Lester makes the poorest impression. Her untrained vocals of a
pair of pops are done in an annoying
style of sustained tremoloes on prac-

style, in

every note. Her handling of
Understand'
hacks the tune.
reaction to her stuff was
except for one corner of
the house, she came back for two entically
'I

Though the
v,ery mild,

cores, neither
better.

of

which

was any

Nine teams make up the Harvest

Moon

Ball winners. Sullivan, whose
m.c.'ing is suave, saves the terpers
for the last. Reaction to them was

okay, the couples making an extremely neat appearance.
First up
are Betty Carson-Sal
.

Dico, fox trot winner and smooth
terpers;
Lola
Talty-Odd
Hagen
Foss, Viennese waltz, another smooth
pair; Elisebeth Shroeder-Pepe Diaz,

rhumba; Mary Cattuna-Angelo Ragone, conga; Irene Vlachos-Ricardo
Seizo, comedy conga dancers, who
put particular lift in this year's layout.

Toppers, of course, are the dusky
Lindy hoppers, three teams of which
shut out white entrants in that style.
Rebecca Bruner-Bill Dotson were the
winners, followed by second and
third teams. May Miller-Walter Johnson and Alice Pearson-James Outlaw,

who

join the

first

pair for a

Adele Rolleri and
rousing finish.
Jack Williams are introduced as the
Wood.
all-around champs.

TOWER,

K. C.

Kansas City, Aug. 30.
Faye 4 Wellington, Spartan Duo,
Alyse Cerf, Jimmy Mosley, Lester
Harding, Herb Six House Orch, Joe
Biachino; 'Bachelor Daddy' (U)

Some weeks

the several acts billed

here become knit into a smooth running program by review time Friday
night but that hadn't happened to
this setup. Pace is spotty and show
is a succession of acts rather than a
clicking variety bill, and it comes
up with a rating below par. Biz was
possibly up a bit, however, and probably can be attributed "to the film
as aiidience was heavily sprinkled
with juves.

Herb Six, house band, opens with
duo of current song hits, and Don

Richmond of the brass section vocals
'Yes, Indeed.' First standard turn is
the Spartan Duo of acrobats, whose
offering is series of handstands in
an adagio pace.

Their work

is suf-

opening. Then it's a pair
of melodjes squeezed out of an aecordian by Joe Biachino, am-night
winner, classing as acceptable inficient for

strumentalism but without showmanship.
Wellington take over

of jam with the band, she singing
Faye and
and he vocal-trumpeting 'St Louis from there

Shavo Sherman, Max- reminiscent. He has a legitimate
ine Brothers and Bobby, Bryant, right to the props; they characterize
Raines and Young,. Harry Reser his nut radio takeoffs.
House Orch; 'Highway West' (WB).
The two acts—Ross and Stone and
Ross and Anita— are spotted in beThis is a fairly potent lineup of tween the Hawaiian and Tahitian
standard vaude and nitery turns, numbers. Some of the spontaneity
providing slightly above average hot that was one of the best things in
weather entertainment, and gam- hey-day vaudeville Is missing, howbling on Nan Blakstone's click at the ever.
The audience Ja definitely
Latin Quarter last season to garnish missing something when the actS just
ond

from now.
Robbins Bros, and Margie, dance
trio,
are a pleasant opening act
Three run through various tap and
flip, etc.,

Tani rates special notice with a
hula variation in a green cellophane
skirt and bra.
Miulan delivers an
Hawaiian song and Pua Kealoha is a
fat Hawaiian comic who scooped up
plenty of laughs working very easily.
He was the only one on the bill having to give a second number. Tani
is
responsible for gathering this
pickup group, partly from her studio bunch, partly from the gang
working at the Hawaiian spot.
Benny Ross and Maxine Stone
show for the first time out here in
over a year. They've always pleased
and their new material went over
better than ever.
Ross opens the
singing 'Last Time I Saw Paris,'
ment hokum, Karloff takeoff, etc. act
DeWolfe can play anywhere, as evi which went over fair, delivering a
denced by his class Rockefeller gag or two that are a little 'on the
lowball level. Maxine uses her zom
nitery and mass audiences, as at the
bie delivery for her entrance and,
Strand currently.
by her strong, silent underplay,
'So You Want to Lead a Band?'
gathers a lot of

member

Frank Evers and Delores perform
on the tight wire. Evers does the
usual tricks but turn has a sock
the wire in bare
feet and returns later to do toe
ballet.
Ted and Art Miller build
their comedy turn around the assumption that the old jokes are the
funniest jokes.
And they may be
right, for the audience giggled continuously, giving out with the mittslaps to enforce four curtain calls at
show caught Their material is made
of the stuff that Joe Miller left out
of the book as being too ancient at
the time. They use a guitar and uke
to point up their quips.
Running time of '62 minutes moves
swiftly, with biz fair at third show
Friday (29), opening day.
Kxley.

stooge Priscilla is, however,
giggles, and he's an able
conferencier.
Biz boffy with standees at mati
nee.
Leslie.

good for

—

off stage, leaving drummer
final close-in of the travel-

when Delores walks

Exchange

femme

Fanchon & Marco's 'Tahittan follies' uiith Tani & Tavita, Brae Sis
Opening is a good entrance build- ters (2), Ptia Kealoha, Miulan, Bill
up for the maestro, as the band is Whislyn, Eddie Uni, Tahitian Girls
eyes-right to the wings, as Kaye (8), Bennv Ross Se Maxine Stone,
comes on stage; thence, the music Frank Ross & Anita, augmented nastands spell out Sammy Kaye. The tive orch with Dannv Stewart (15);
.same billing emphasis obtains in a 'Alojno of the South Seas' {Par).
later number, that of 'Dancing Tambourine,' which utilizes the illumiThis native show works as if it
nated tambos for rhythmic formahad toured as a unit which it
tions along the lines as when Fred
hasn't. It holds pace throughout, the
Waring first made that form of pres- specialties work in fast and the
entation popular.
Polynesian lookers are above par.
A nice orchidaceous tint dresses These
palebronze terpers worked in
the stage picture. Kaye's boys are
the 'Aloma of the South Seas' (Par)
nattily attired and make a pleasing
picture and their personal appearpicture in ensemble.
There's no
ance packs more solid entertainment
starchiness to their sequencing of
numbers; the clowning is light and
to the proper degree.
When Kaye's
standard heralding of 'our romantic
singer of songs' is voiced, each
'thinks' it means him, as one or an
other comes forth for the sundry
chores. Thus, 'Hawaiian Sunset' by
Marty McKenna; Arthur Wright the

filled.

Strongest turn in the layout is
Johnny Burke's. Monologist occucanine marvel accomplishes splits pies some 12 minutes of the running
and stands that are breathtaking. time and gathers giggles continually
Tops any Fido turn ever caught on with his standard gags and chatter
about the army. With the world sitthese boards.
Milton Douglas is amusing, but uation as it is, his stuff, though some
of it has been heard before, is
confusing.
Most locals were ex- some
timely, and he piits it over neatly.
pecting Milton Douglas, the singer,
virtually the same routine Burke
who completed stretch at Hollywood It's
has been doing since World War I
hotel last season. This Douglas is a
days (although Sullivan gives it a
comical
chap,
but he certainly 'Kate
Smith show' trailer) and probdoesn't rate billing as 'Broadway's
ably would be effective 25 years
Favorite Comedian.'
with

manship.

ler.

spots with a couple of original
dances.
Do "Dancing Around the
World,' first giving dance, impressions of different nationalities. Come
back later for an acrobatic rag doll
dance.

portation and, spotted in the deuce,
register solidly. Working on heads
and shoulders of the two brothers,

So much for dance-band styles and
trends. Let it suffice that Kaye sells
his wares well. He presents it with
certain undeniable stability that runs
the gamut from repertoire to costuming, and stage-lighting to comedy. It all adds up as sound show-

on Oakleys.

Band returns to stage for bows.
Added acts have been well
chosen. The Stadlers appear in two

Sport coat is way out of char- minute show, m.c.'d by News columnist Ed Sullivan, isn't enough enMaxine Brothers and their trained tertainment. When caught however,
pooch Bobby are a European im- the orchestra was almost completely
twirl.
acter.

platform.

Courtney, who appears with his
right wing in a sling due to an auto
accident, has chosen his henchmen
with care. The boys, consisting of
four
rhythm, two trumpets, one
San Francisco, Aug. 27.
Peg Leg bates. Prof. Lomberti (2), trombone, three saxophone and an
Lester & iTTnajean, Rei Weber, electric organ, hang together well on
Don & Sally Jennings. Peggy O'Neill nicely turned out arrangements, and
Motue liine (12), Charles KaUy, also have some go<id vocal specialHWaf Orch (13); 'Citizen Kane' ties. They open with 'Swingin' the
Blues,* then Dick Dildine steps down
fJlKO).
from the sax section to sing 'I Went
Gate has a fast bill which is being Out Of My Way.' Through the run
of the bill they do 'Daddy,' sung by
neia to around 45 minutes due to
chorus; 'Hut Sut Song,' with Charley
UMth of feature ('Citizen Kane") Broth,
drummer, down front for the
e&a USO collection, which has
eliminated news, trailers and shorts vocal, also backed by the chorus.
'Hawaiian War Chant' shows off
for Oie run.
their hot licks.
Joe Martin, who takes Kaye off to a strong score. It's
Lights go up on Lester and Irmaa stunt he has been developing for a
doubles on the guitar, is the roman
Jeaji, aero team working in black
tic
appeal of the crew, singing couple of seasons in hotel, ballroom
find dark grey semi-di'ess outfits.
and rostrum, and its durability is
Amazing strength of the pint-sized 'Maria Elena* and Things I Love.*
Bob
Moonan
solos
on the electric manifested anew by the manner in
out sturdy brunet gal makes this one
organ
which the Strand customers go for it.
for
torrid
treatment
of
different, gal acting as understander
Novel There's a $5 prize to the -best am
•everal times, once while doing the 'Churchmouse on a Spree.'
finish is worked into show when maestro, plus souvenir batons and
•put Pair landed solidly

GOLDEN GATE,

of setup, for she made crack about
cleaning up material.
getting so there are more
It's
mimes on the market than subjects
to mimic. Shavo Sherman is one of
Comic turns in a quartet of
these.
standard flesh photos that barely
tinkle the bell.
Sherman also has
bad habit of muttering in his beard,
gags sounding like a bathtub draining.

his big

work in pictures, bring to m-nd
quickly two words, whirlwind and
wizards. They're apparently wizards
at weaving tap steps into the most
Intricate designs and at producing a
rhythmic effect that appeals as
strongly to the eye as it does to the
^ar.
During the inevitable encore
the brothers are joined by Buddy
Rich, Dorsey's drummer, for a threeway hoofing exchange. The contrast
Is not too pointed.
Among the outstanding items in
the Dorsey troupe's repertoire are
yie band's rousing interpretation of
"Yes,
Indeed,'
with frog-throated
Chuck Peterson and Jo Stafford, the
distaff side of the Pied Pipers, filling
In the vocal; Elman's masterly trumpet work in his own interlude; Rich's
sustained and stirring passage with
the drums on the theme of Si
Oliver's 'Not So Quiet, Please.' and
Frank Sinatra's application of his
crooning baritone to a group of poo
ditties.
Connie Haines, another staff
vocalist, gets over her own brace of
mijnhers to likewise heavy returns.
Dorsey toward the finish introduces a glee club arraneement of
Taa Getting Sentimental Over You.-'
¥hc incident might be ranked as an
al90-ran, thoueh it neither harms nor
helps. As a finish it could prove a disapyelntment were it not that the
in
baad.
Jimmy
obeisance
to
PetrWo's order, accords the ^adeou>
pot to "The Star Spapgled Banner.'
Odec.

N. Y.

of the dance acts seen lately,

duo looks more English than

this

STRAND,

is

Latin.

in
It's the seventh stand for Tommy
Dorsey in this spot within three
years and the current performance is
by far the best. There is but one
flaw and that makes itself highly obvious when Dorsey steps out of charjicter and poses as a straight man to
Ziggy Elman's badly compounded
comedy. -That makes two A-1
musicians gone wrong. Otherwise,
the Dorsey entourage'^ccounts for a
highly polished, brilliantly fashioned
hour of musical entertainment. So
long as Dorsey refrains from his elephantine humor he rates as one of
the shrewdest showmen that the
orchestral field has produced.
His
grasp of popular musical values remains not only extraordinarily canny
but he keeps himself at the forefront
when it comes to exploiting them.
Outside of the Dorsey menage the
bill offers no one of solid marquee
significance.
But from the viewpoint of entertainment the other two
entries, Condos Bros. (2) and Jack
Guilford, the status is entirely diU
ferent. In their own sphere each is
a wow.
The Condos boys have
played this house several times,
while for Guilford it's a first.

Olid

play their material straight through
instead of barging
in on
each
other's routines. This goes, no matter how good the acts may be. And
these are plenty good enough.
The windiip uses all the dancers
a pleasing introduction to the picture.
The music segues out, the
screen comes down, leaving Tani and
Tavita postured by the proscenium
arches as the picture comes on showing them, jtnd a lot more, dancing
for the film opening, Shaw runs 55
minutes.

m

in a trio of terps, all
semi-acrobatic, all softshoe and all
semi-ballroom. Work hard, but give
out no more than average entertainment.
M.C. Lester Harding steps
out of his role for a singing interlude as he warbles 'You and I' for
his regular quota of customer satisfaction.

Reverting to

the

standard

acts,

Harding calls- on Alyse Cerf, stock
miss, for a series of speedy dance
acrobatics. She shows many snappy
variations of cartwheels and exhibits

some exceptional standing flips and
reverse cartwheels.
Final spot is
turned to Jimmy Mosley, who combines vocalling and guitar strumming with impressions. As it is he
touches on neither one satisfactorily
and work is decidedly mild. Might
do well to cut the straight songs and
really get into the impressions, for
which he shows some aptitude.

Show is without climax or sock
spot in any of its 40 minutes and
consequently takes a back seat to
many previous bills here.
Quin.

;

Wednesday, September

ROXY,

Robblru with

Archie

SiAv.

Rost

Doii Arres, Giorto Gilbert, Ravmond
Wilbert, AraavX Bros. (2), Goe FosPaul Ash house orch; 'Wild
Geese Calling' (20th), reviewed in
ter Girls,

VAniETY July 30^

With Archie Robbins and Don
Arres holding over after four weeks
'Charley's Aunf (20th), the

^th

Roxy

stage

coming up with

us

little

new and plenty that's tired In the
current show. Only Gloria Gilbert,
whose whirUng-dervlsh on her toes
specialty; the Arnau;
is stiU a sock
Bros long standard and still one oi
vaude's great novelty acts, and Ray
mond wBbert, hoop juggler who har
also been around, manage to give
the presentation entertainment iuo-

xi.ii.
Bobbins, who appears to have the
makings of a good light comedian,
was suffering badly from poor material at the last show Friday (openstance.

,

erous flesh peek and a few chuckles
as she flits across the boards. Playing next-to-shut on this bill, Gypsy's
fans spilled from the house when she
finished as If they had heard a dinner bell.
Billy Gilbert, assisted by unbilled
femme partner whom he later identifies as his wife, dives directly into
his stumble-mumble routine made
notable through his- film roles. Attired in a chef outfit, the comic gabs
mostly about food, and builds up his
line of chatter to quite a babble at the
finish.
For encores he sings two
numbers, 'Sheik of Araby' and 'Say
the Sweetest Things.'
One song
would have been sufficient, but he
gets away with them okay.
Frank Libuse closes the show, and
easily overcomes the disadvantages
of following another comic. Clowning with piano, cuspidor and other
props, Libuse gets plenty laughs as

He got nowhere, either
by himself or with his stooge, Stan
ing) night.

who

Roos,

repeats a stale takeoff ol
in fireman's getup

Mayor LaGuardia

later is the facial and physical
vis a vis for Robbins' vocal takeofis
on a few film celebrities. Arres
Latin singer, has a romantic voice
but he's not doing very much In this

and

show.

Wlibert's hoop work follows Miss
Gilbert early in the show and his
still

is

His edu

an okay noveUy.

cated wood circles hold attention.
Then comes Aires, and after him
the Amauts, who first work straight
in a well-timed violin bit and then
switch to the love-bird whistling
routine, which continues to clock a
They nearly
great many laughs.
tied up the show.
Gae Foster line opens aqd closes
the show. First routine a simulation
of a railroad train, is excellent, but
the closer Is much too slow for that
particular slot. However, that's no
criticism of their precision work
which is good.
Paul Ash's house band is again
situated on the stage and does a fine
Job of playing the show, on and off
In the short time of 44 minutes
Scho.
Business fair.

EARLE, PHILLY
Philadelphia, Aug. 29.

BemU

Ben
Orch (14) with Don
£(U'on, Bailcv Sitters, Hudson Woniers. Bob Ripa, Breitda and Cobina;
•WhistHns in the Dork' (M-G).

The
form.

maestro' remains in good
Bemie's In there punching in
a verbal

'ole

his old time style, sticking

stUetto into Lieut Commander W.
Wlnchell at every opportunity end
piloting an all-around show in great
shape. Although the band's pianist,
Nick Brodeur, nad been hurt In an
auto accident shortly before Friday's
(29)
supper show, Bernle's boys

worked smoothly, giving out with a
mixture of sweet and jump music.
Subbing In the piano spot was
Charles Sansone, member of the
Earle pit crew.
Bemle, clutching his omnipresent
violin and a- cigar sticking out of his
kisser (doesn't he know smoking is
taboo on stages here?), has the lads
tee off with a swing version of 'Dark
Eyes,' setting tiie spot nicely for the
excellent barltonlng of Don Saxon,
who registers heavily with 'Old Man
River' and "Yo'irs,' In Spanish and
English.
The Bailey Sisters team with
Bemie In a novels song bit titled
^L1'1 Abner* then go out on their own
with 'Java Jive* and 'Man Who
Comes Around,' latter evoking salvos
from the pewholders. The gals and
the entire Bernie aggregation also in-

new number, 'Fraidy Cat.'
Final band stint is a medley of theme
songs of top name bands.
Making their first stage appearance
In I»hllly are Brenda and Cobina
with their familiar palaver anent the
elusive male.
The gals brought
plenty of belly laughs from the
audience with their mugging and
clowning, winding up their bit with
a duet tabbed, They Go Wild Over
Us.'
Although off the Bob Hope
ratUo show, the two 'debutramps' are
apparently still plenty cllcko judg
Jng from the reaction at this catch
troduce a

Ing.

Rounding out the bill Is the excellent acrobatic dancing of the Hudson Wonders and the adroit Juggling

Bob Mpa.
House was almost filled
oay (29) supper show.

ROUSE REVIEWS

1941

3,

N. Y.

of

at the Frl
Shal,

BOSTON

Boston, Aug. 29.
' Six Honeys,
Gil Moison, Billy Git
oert, Adrian Rollini Trio, Gvpsy
Rose Lee, Frank Llbuse with Maroof Brander, Larry Flint House BaTid
(12); 'Private Nurse' (20th).

This was. originally planned to be
the opening vaude snow of the season here, but Abbott and Costello
were made available unexpectedly,
so they copped that honor last week.
In any case, it's a fine bill, setting a
good pace for the bookings to come.
Gypsy Rose Lee shares top billing
with Billy Gilbert and Frank Libuse,
and gives satisfaction with her brief
strip number that she has been using
for some time. Peeler works with a
sure deftness, giving the boys a gen^

Sunset Royal Band
(14)
with
Wheeler Moran, Rosalie Stewart;
Four Ink Spots; Pauline Bryont;
Ralph W. Brown; Eddie, Jock ond
Betty; Whitey's Lindy Hop Champs
John Mason, 5a7tdy Bums,
(8);
Vivian Horris, Johnny Viflal, Dancino Boys (6); 'One Big Mistake'

ICECAPADES OF

1942

1942

(CONVENTION HALL,

A. C.)
Aflanfjc City, Aug. 29.
Produced by Arena Managers Association.
Staged by Chester Hale
Stars Belita; features Megan Taylor,

(Indie).

STEEL

,

Minneapolis, Aug. 30.
George White, &ed« Sullivan,
Line Girls (12), CThorles Kemper,
George Haggerty, Jess Mack, Mar-i
tha

-

Show has nice opening, with Gae
Foster Girls in white sweaters and
short skirts. In keeping with revue
and Ben
Girls,^
'Sweater
title,
Yosters looking very collegiate in
give
Yosters
sweaters.
lettered
rousing medley of college favorites,
receiving fine response. Stepping of
Foster girls are in
girls is okay.
nice closing with big redball balancing number.
Some good comedy bits are sup
plied by Dick Dana, emcee. Pinkie
Wesson
Lee, Ryan and Benson.
Brothers, Impersonators, held over
from last week, did not appear at
this catching.
,
,
,
Other attractions on pier Include
Glenn Miller's orch, Alex Bartha's
band, three films, water circus, animal zoo and Sharkey the seal.
Carter.

is

a neat looker.

Miscellaneous acts are headed by
Bobby Lane and Edna Ward, two
from 'Crazy with the Heat'
who spent the summer presenting
fugitives

Show ran

finish.

Nan Rae and
Waterfall

wow

the

(Maude

act that

is

nearly three hour.s on

ooenlng night and needs considermousey Mrs. able trimming. Closes here Labor

Davis) have a
Day
even better on the

(1).

Carter.

than over the ether (they
Dean Hadson rehired his former
last season).
They're doing their standard chat- vocalist Frances Colwell. -Hudson
ter act, and it drew guffaws.
added a girl quartet, the Dixie Debs,
Topper of the bill is Dennis Day, who, with Misrf' Colwell, make fivewho sings 'Amapola' In English and voice section used with his Capella
in Spanish, The Things I Love,' 'I
and choir, 19 voices. Band Is on third
Reveille'
Till
Understand,'
holdover, six Treeks, at Summit
'Yours.' His high tenor voice clicked.
Club, Baltimore.
Jon.
I
stage

were with Kate Smith

Kay

Penton,

Harris

Taking a

leaf

from filmdom's book
George
White

(Abbott-.Costello),

has gone to burlesque for a- comlo,'
Charles Kemper, and the latter's
slraiglit men, lieor^e Haggerty and
jess iviacK, permuimg uieui to lift a
couple ot ancieiu, iried-and-true
burieycue scenes, aimosi iocK, stock

and Barrel, lor his principal boxaminuniuon. Juoging by the
reception at the initial perrormcmcc
here. White and tne tneaire management should be pienuiuUy wreathed
Customers ate up the
In smiles.
slapstick. It looks like a good b.o,
ottice

week.

To those who have been George
White 'Scandals' fans, however, the
current layout comes as a distinct
shock. The economy wave seems to
hit White a terrific punch. It'a
Sans
'Scandals' in name only.

have
a

production and flash and with a
single, insohsequential comic, only 12
ordinary girls In the line and but
three specialities, the affair impresses as being extremely inexpensive (comparatively) and hastily tossed together.
However,
Initial Qij^lence didn't seem to

this

miss

the erstwhile gorgeous trappings, et
al.
It undoubtedly can be sold as
a laugh show and it probably fills
the bill suffici^tly in that respect
to cop highly profitable grosses.
In Helen Morgan the show has Its
lone name; however, her boxoffice
value in these sticks is questionable
and she doesn't deliver as a performer.
White himself announces
the numbers and acts through e

mike from offtsage.
It's
a good
system because It avoids the usual
slowlng-up ,of the show by the con.
ventional
emceeing,
although
White's diction is poor.
For the
finale he comes on and Introduces
himseU as '(Jeorge White's son,'
asks the audience how it liked the
show (got a heavy applause response to Indicate It did at this
catching) and then urges those in
front to come back again 'aiiid tell
their friends about It.
The 12 girls are good enough look*
Ing, but not stunners. Their dancing
(Continued on page 63)

New Act
TOM HARMON

ft

m

Theatre

CO.

(:

With Ouy Savage
Talk
16 Mins.; One
Chicago, Cbleago
Another one of those personal ap
pearance things, with all manner ot
stalling used to make up running
time, the same old gags and thelsama
sorry attempt to do something.\ The
public is so accustomed to this
of thing that it gets by, witi
payees evidencing a remarkable
amount of kindness to personalities
In the news who fail to com
up
with entertainment when they
ike
to the boards.
It's certainly not the fault of "Tom

Harmon who

tries hard and who
comes over with a good amount of
wholesome personality and an easy
enough manner of speaking. At least
he can speak and handle bis lines.
He is on most of the time with
Guy Savage, announcer from WGN.
Savage talks to Harmon about foot-

the All Stars-Chicago Bears
game, the 'Harmon of Michigan' picture. It's just talk with Harmon giv-

ball,

ing the right answers.
Here's
the
gist
of
Harmon*!
answers: 'No, there was no outstanding single player on the Bears; they
were all great' 'No, I can't pick out

were 100,000 others, and they and
agree that there was one player on
the All Stars team who did a great
job— Harmon of Michigan.' Applause
from the audience and Harmon takes
There was nothing else
it mutely.
for him to do. He was merely caught
bers Is the The Gav Nineties,' with up in the usual tripe which acvocals by George Byron, featuring companies these personal appearMilltalre,'
'Air
Maiden,'
'Pretty
ances.
oatrldtlc number, -with entire comThere's a girl who comes out and
pany taking part. Is effective close.
gives Harmon some money and
No special scores were written for kisses him. She runs out of money
1942 show, as formerly, Jerry May- and turns to go, and Harmon pulls
arranged
director,
musical
hall,
her back and says from now on it's

in
the
specialties
dance
their
CatskiU circuit Act is done with
elan, the most effective business being Lane's series of cartwheels and tunes.
someraults which brings the act to

a whirling

Burnette,

and Shore, Pat Henning and Betty
Page,
Helen
Morgan;
'Sunny'
(RKO).

m

•

'SCANDALS'

(ORPHEUM, MPLS.)

ADAMS, NEWARK

her best, but it was her dancing
which brought a loud response.

8S

Unit Reviews

N. Y.

Apollo was reopened for the win- Vera Hruba, Lois Dworshak, Robin
DonTui
Atwood, Red Mcter season last Friday (29) with a Lee,
gala
preem and reserved seats, Carthy, Joe Jackson, Jr., Al Surette,
upped admissions for the opening Pierre and Denise Benoit, Serge
night
This brought out socialite Flash, Norton Waite, Phil Taylor,
Harlem for nicely balanced show Larry .Jackson .and .Dick .Solfer,
Stewart
and Robert
sans the customary girl line, and Rosemarie
Dcnch, Hub Trio, George Bryon,
proving a real draw.
Four Ink Spots are the boxoffice Arthur Vitaretlt, Ashley Badger;
magnet and this house welcomed the Chorus Girls (29) Chorus Boys (14)
Music
Director,
Jerry
Mayhall;
Cosoutfit back strongly.
Sunset Royal
le gums up his accompaniment of band, a greatly improved crew over tumes, Mahieu; Opened at ConvenMargot Brander, who's smart stooge. its recent visits here, goes far in tion Hall, Atlantic City, Aug. 29, '41;
Follows with more horseplay involv- overcoming the absence of the usual $1.65 top.
ing a flute accompaniment, and fin- girl chorus.
Management is using
ishes off with a low-comedy bit that a group called Harper's Dancing
Highlighted by nifty creations of
has him making gestures for Miss Boys in place of femmes, with any
Brander's singing. Another stooge, a return of the feminine chorus de- the ice ballet 'Icecapades of 1942' is
strong on showmanship, lavish promail whose chief chore is to pick up pendent on business.
duction, elaborate costuming and
fiung-down props, is unbilled, despite
Leonard Harper, who staged tfiis
skating talent.
Show preemed at
his efficient assistance.
opening bill, has a likely troupe of
Convention Hall, Thursday night
Rollini Trio provide an ace musical six male dancers.
(28) before audience of 7,500 followoffering of swingy stuff, including
Ace tapster of program is Ralph ing
close of 1941 edition preceding
'Hut Sut,' 'Amapola,' 'Hallelujah,' W. Brown.
Went over terrifically night'
'Dark Eyes' and 'Daddy.' Boys are with this mob. Pauline Brown is an
New version has same talented cast
smart performers on vibraphone, bull added entry with her Seven Veils
fiddle and guitar, but when caught dance. Exotic type Oriental twister, plus Chester Hale's new routines,
and includes fine solo and team perthey took one encore too many. Mu- above average for this house.
sically they rate longer spot, but they
Whitey's Lindy Hoppers have been formances, plus nifty chorus work
Outstanding
don't offer enough physical changes here before, but are again bringing and comedy numbers.
in their act 'to warrant more than down the a-udience with their knock- in the first half of the John H. Harris
four numbers and an encore.
out gyrations. Theatre retains the production Is the 'Dutch Treat' numGil Maison, a regular visitor here, comedy element to the extent of one ber, which features Belita, British
apparently has a new twist to his blackout with Sandy Burns, Johnny Ice ballerina, and Robin Lee, former
figure
skating
champ.
turn every time around. As usual, Vigal, Vivian Harris and John Mason national
he registers solidly with the comedy doing the venerable hurley 'Modern- Chorus of 36, in colorful Dutch winter costumes and sabots, forms backof the dogs muffing their cues or istic Ballroom' bit.
performing difficult balances. A wellFour Ink Spots, held for the clos- ground for entrance of Belita In
trained monkey in costume adds a ing spot clean up. Boys are natural- blonde pigtails and wearing blue
nice spice.
ly more polished, than when up here Jacket and yellow-pleated skirt AfSix Honeys open with okay tap- a couple of seasons back.
'Java ter solo work, she Is Joined by Lee,
ping, acro-tumbling and assorted fill- Jive,' 'Keep Cool Fool,' 'Do I Worry' In tight jacket and baggy trousers,
in fiips and bounces. Mixing the men and 'Didn't Care are their principal for fine exhibition .of team skating.
and women in perch-balance tricks clicks, with a couple of informal bits Their children's dance number Is effective and won hearty applause.
novelty.
good
gives the act
tossed in for this audience,
Maison Intelligently m.c.'s through
Eddie, Jack and Betty, though not Another effective and outstanding
Scenic crew extended them- in Varitiy files under this tag, ap- number Is the 'Cake Walk,' featuring
out.
selves with a garden set. A few un- parently are a veteran rollerskat- Lois Dworshak In her rhythm skatbilled couples of dancing extras open ing trio. Lone white act on bill, they ing.
While Belita Is starred, she appears
the show with a light production go through all of the familiar twirls,
fillip, then retire to the tables on the (jombo has a socko comedy finish, In Dutch number and a ballet solo
Fox.
though long since standard with only. Latter number shows Engset
them. .Invite members of audience lish girl's turns and spins to great
to come up and be whirled around, advantage. .Megan Taylor, another
with a corpulent femme "volunteer* British champion figure skater, exPIER, A.C.
climaxing by falling on the huge ecutes some fancy blade work In her
(UVSIC HALL)
prop cushion.
Nicely done trick colorfully ataged Greek dance. While
with few apparently suspecting audi- the staging and costuming call for atAtlantic City, Aug. 31.
ence plants.
tention throughout there are sevWheeler Moran's Sunset Royal eral
numbers
are
ffroup
that
Andrews Sisters (3), 8 Stooges,
In parHal 5herm«n, band (Band Reviews) plays the especially eye-appealing.
Biltmorettes
(3),
Whitson Bros. (4), Barr & Estes, whole show, with Moran doing a ticular is "Pan-Amerlconga' dicky,
an ensemble turn that's verv effecslick
emcee
Job.
Jemima,
Wesson
Bros.
Ben
Aunt
(2)
Biz opening night (Friday) abso- tive In the hipswaying motions of
Yost Singers (9), Gae Foster Ballet
Weor.
Latin terps.
(16), Dick Dana, Pinkie Lee, Bobby lute capacity.
Vera Hruba, blonde Czech, wins
Morris, Ryan tc Benson, Music Hall
applause In her 'Czardas* assisted by
Orch.
the chorus attired jn Czech costumes.
white and silver
She is attractive
Andrews Sisters (3), here for third
costume as she whirls and spins to
Newark, N. J., Aug. 29.
time this summer, head an excellent
all-around show at Steel Pier for
Sonny Dunham's Orch (14) -urifh tune of "Play, Fiddle, Play.' Robin
When Diane Mitchell & Ray Kellopo; Bobby Lee pairs with Donna Atwood In
smash holiday weekend.
caught Sunday (31), crowds were so Lane & Edna Ward, Nan Rae and 'Valse Dansant' to give fine exhibitremendous that manager Frank Mrs. Waterfall (Maude Davis), Den- tion of figure skating. In addition to
Elliott pushed shows on fast; 10 nis Day; 'Hueeles of Red Gap' (Par). excellent team work, this number Is
highlighted by chorus girls in white
shows were held during the day.
Andrews Sisters open with 'Daddy,'
Resuming Its last year's policy of beillet costumes with olack sequin
follow with 'Boogie Bugle Boy' and weekend vaudfilm bills, the Adams sashes and chorus boys In full dress.
encore with 'Apple Blossom Time' opens Its current season with a pro- Simulating toe dancing, routine won
big
response. Miss Atwood also does
They received big hand on appear- gram built around Sonny Dunham's
ance and prolonged applause at fin- orch, a combo that moved In well In her solo 'Mazurka,' Later In
here after a three-month session at red, white end sliver, she skates to
ish.
The 3 Stooges, here for nine days, the Meadowbrook roadery In nearby tune of 'Pomp and Circumstance,'
ending with dizzy spins.
put over a better act than they did Cedar Grove.
Much comedy Is Interspersed
Dunham fronts a band that is exThey return to their
last week.
trampstandard style of rough-house, the tremely Juvenile looking in appear- throughout show. Including
Jr. Pantocrowd going big for their zany an- ance. It can turn on the heat or go bike act by Joe Jackson, vet
vauder
mime, done by son of
tics. Whistling and clapping brought f'vcrt with equal versatility, and Its
who
does same turn, has been seen
them out three times at this catch- accented brass handles fantasia pasAt
former
two
Ice shows.
here.
In
contagion.
sureness
and
with
safccs
ing.
Combo mesmerized the hepcat catching Friday he Induced conHal Sherman puts over a laugh
handclapping and siderable laughter.
Into
producer in his deadpan tap dancing audience
'Yankee Rhythm,' rube comedy
Calling to audience for dance stomping throughout the band's 60act.
with featuring Larry Jack-son and Ashley
Starting
session.
requests, he does jitterbug, tango minute
Badger, combines clever blade work
and rhumba for big response. The 'Georgia on My Mind,' which fea- with zany antics, also good for
4 Whitson brothers click with their tures Dunham's trumpet solo, the laughs. Other click comics are Dick
numbers,
rang13
plays
neat comedy acrobatics. One mem- crew
Salter, Norton Waite and Al Surette.
ber has amusing mike technique ing from the ultra-new 'What's
Red McCarthy, covered with gold
Act received big response.
the Verdict,' which Martha Raye oalnt, appears In an Indian legend
The Biltmorettes, three girls, two sings in Universal's 'Hellzapoppin,' to Interpretation, aided by lighting, to
blondes and a brunet in blue pa- such warmed-over oldies as 'Old receive ble hand. Phil Taylor goes
jamas, do some nifty rope-skipping Black Joe' and 'Grow too Old to over In difficult stllt-skatlng.
He's
stunts, no-hand somersaults, spins Dream.' Dunham does several trum- father of Megan Taylor.
Serge
team pet and trombone specialties with
Graceful
and cartwheels.
Flash, as the Juggling bellhop, has
work and skill wins two bows. Barr superb sureness, but really brought some new tricks with spinning balls
and Estes are comedy dancers. Facial down the house when he hit the high and sticks which please. The Hub
expressions of male member are note of his theme, 'Memories of Trio.
Edmond
Kenneth Mullen.
You,'
good for laughs.
Ra-lche and Leonard Mullen repeat
Band's two chirpers, Ray Kellogg
Aunt Jemima her rotund figure In
their pODUlar acrobatic novelty of
red satin and big white apron, sings and Diane Mitchell, clicked strongly. last edition,
Pierre and Denlse
There's a Moment' and follows with Kellogg has a warm, pleasant bari- Benoit and okey In a 'Sports Mood'
a medley of older pops. Her vo- tone and the Mitchell gal. In addi- duet
calizing of 'Lonesomest Gal in Town' tion to possessing a pleasing voice,
One of the colorful comedy numIs

KEITH'S,

APOLLO,

so
I

for fun. The All-American also has
a solo routine about trying to check
into a hotel, and it's the usual runof-hotel gag stuff.
Business is fine In the Chicago
theatre, but there is no indication
that Harmon is doing the business.
There are the Labor Day weekend,
Aunt' on the screen
'Charley's
(though for the third week) and the
Alvino Rey orchestra with the King
Sisters on the stage. But there Is an
Indication that Harmon's name on
top of the rest of the show at least

'
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Lovey Lane
Lois GaUowar
Buck A Bubbles

Bllen Talor

Bob Murphy
'It* Cure
Ted

Cee Pee Johnson

(Sarbo

Joe

Dave Forrester Oro

Mucnmbo Cafe

WEEK SEPTEMBER
In eonnectioo with bills

Namcrals

how, whether

fall

Edwardo Agullar O
Ohman'H Oro
Bllmmar
Harry Owens Ore

5

Phil

below Indicate opening day
or apllt week.

of

Pallndlnm

Woody Herman
Paris Inn

VInca Curran

Paramoont
KBW YORK

(.1)

Doreey Ore
Condos BroB

Jack Gilford

.

Anioiilo

Wesson BroM
Stan KRvnnauBh

MIAMI.

BCFFALO

I I.A.

Olymplii (4-7)
.Tames Barton

naffalo <S)

Jimmy

&

Dovaey Ore

ft J McKenna
Bill Bailey

J

Tane & Ward

Dolotea Laurel!
& I> Oria

I.lnda

Strand

(S)

Eammy Kaye
Billy

Ore

DeWolfe

Callahan Sis

BKOOKU.TX

A

Stanlry (11)
Eddy Duehln Oro
Lynn, Royce * V
Virginia Austin

Skate-o-Maniars

Strand (6-8)
Ink Spots

(«0)

Ella FItZKerald Ore

Moke & Poke
Bad & Curley

Jerry Colonna
Mills Bros

Masters

I''rankle

O

Sunny Rice
rHii.Ai>Eii.i>iaA
Shea & Raymond
Enrie (S)
WASHINGTON
Tony Pastor Ore
Earle (S)
Emmett OldHeld Co
Roxyettes
Klayay Sc Brac)l
Phyllis Colt
(89)
(S9)
Ben Bernle Ore
Roxyettcs
Coblna
Brenda &

Hudson Wonders
Bob Rlpa

King

Gus Van

Carol Boyd

Arnolds

Ginger Wayne
Hotel After
Bob Cheater Oro

Loew
NBW TOBK CUT

WABHINGTOM
Cnpltol

(4)

8ta4« <4)
Rhythm Rockets
Ed Sullivan
Byrnes & Stvanson
Harvest Moon Dane Adelaide Moffett
Grace Dryadale
Benny Fields
lIlUs, King A Day Smith & Dale

Ann Barrett

I>ennlso

Sonny Skyler

Gaby La
Billy

Hotel WaldorfAntonio de Cordova
Astoria
FamoDfl Door
(BtarUght Boot)
Andy Kirk Ore
Xavler Cugat Oro
MIguellto Valdes
Havuon-MHdrld
LIna Romay
Prollan Maya Ore
Senor Wencea
Juanlta Snnabria O Evelyn Tyner
Ramon & Luclnda
H Williams, 3
Delen Ortega
Carmen Montoya
Harrloane
Auguatin Rival
Dave Denpis Oro
Alda Rios
Romanl Ore
IllrLorr HouM
Marilyn Marsh
Billy Vine
Bill Turner Oro
Olson & Shirley
Mercedes

Bob.

FLVSHINO

KISW TOBK CI1T

Moale HaU (4)
Tip, Tap & Toe
Loren Hollenbeck
Danla Krupska
Adrlenne Tenner
Marterle Matlln
l^nckettes

Corps da Ballet

Brno Rapee Symph

Boxy

(6)

4

Btsdinm
Co-Eds

FBEBPORT

Free port
GlI Johnson

C &

K

Keens

HABTFORD
SUt«

Crackerjarks
Archie Robblns
Don Arres
Stan Ross
Apollo (B)

(B)

Alder & Wakefleld
Qeorglna Dieter
Starnes & Anavan

Adele Olrard

frank Gaby

(3)'

Bob Howard

Andrews

(S-7)
Sis

Joe VenutI Oro

Pedro Albanl Oro
riarldge Hotel

Cully Klchards

May Williams
Ann Paf^e
Bonny I^eHay

(Mayfiilr

Konm)

Marty Magce Oro

Smith

Nomad

Jack Lane Co
Lllyan Dell

Amelia Gllmore

Ann

Bronte
Galente & l>eonarda

Leon

a

Hotel Edison
Blue Barron Oro
Hot«l Esoez HoDw
Nick D'Amlco Oro
Hotel JL«ilnfft<m
Ray Kinney Oro
Meymo Holt

Napua
laea

Nanl Todd
Lehua Paulaon
Hotel HcAIplD
Johnny Maaaner Ore
Hot«l Mew Vorker
Johnny Long Oro

Joe Polsky
Joe Oakle
Al Uard Ore

Houso

B<inirn4et

Cheena de Simon*
Phyllis Baker
Anselmo Sacnsas G

Terry Lynne

Juanlla's

«Btb

Dorben Cls
Herb Fooic

Arc I^ondon
(Tuveru Room)
Cosmo Pusn-Terl
Dave Priichard Ore Heidelberg 4

Ware

Pattl Clayton

Brevoort Hotel

Bill Farrell

3

(Crystal
Ni biles

Riwm)

Bob

Bllllnes

BroHdraoot
Betty Coeds
Val Williams
Betty Wren
Margie Dalo
Art Testa Ore
Brown Ucrby

Leila Gaynes

Terry Carroll

Jack Wallace Ore

Klml Toye
Balnbow OrlU
Rubs Smith Oro

ICuth>;frllur

Louis

(<.
Ore
5iUq Club

Danny Tnornns
Roberts
Reynolds
Mary Beth Sires
The Karions
Bob O Lin GIs
Mark Fisher Ore
(•arncu Slugebur
i^-

MlUon AVebb
Ann Huv^'urd

Mary Enrl
Virginia Jamas

Crusaders
Dorothy Timmlns
Betty Grey
JvuiiTiue

Floi encc

Club llnrlem
Hledo
Aland & Anise
Derby Wilson
Liiriy

The Beucliconibers
Krances Brock
Jackie Mablcy

Schubert

Law

Elephant Ciifa
Frnnce* Carroll

Chuck Wnssmnn
Joe Armstrong
Joe Doyle

Point)

Tmymore

Judy Cunimlngs
Ralph Brown
Eddie Thomns
Bobby Lee Ore

Wyoming

Ciife

Edna Janis

Dean & Diana
Kamonl Hhumba Bd Aaron Orkln
Alan yielding

Uri

liall-lovplles

Leslies (2)

Virginia

Deloyd

McKnye
Uamos

Helene Stapdlsh
Jane Johnston

I^xlngton Casino

Gus Howard
Martin ft Marvel
FUirence Reed
Earl Lindsay

Bardu

All

Ore

Lexington Coquettes
Lido Venice
Darlene
Ch Dougherty GIs
Danny Versee Ore

LIndsny's Skybar

Jaun

Flor'er

Pearl do Lucca

Ducky Malvin Oro
3700 Club

Ore Art West

DETROIT
Hook-Ciidllinc Hotel
(Hook Cuslno)

Parsons
Sanford Mnnilcl
Uarry WllkhiHon
(.Mnlnr Bur)
I.oron

Vic Abbs

Kim Loo
Hugo

ft

Sis

Leonard Seel Oro
Nnrtliwuod Inn
Anita JacobI

Woods

*t Brny
Harry SchllllnB

Uo.shee
Lee
Corlln Oro

(3)

Tlra

Geo Nebln

Johnny Palace

Kay

Ilowery
Al Bernle

Olde Wnyne Club
ninorah Ore
Bernico Blrihop

3

("has CarlLile

Pnlm Beacb
Carlos. Vesta

Doryce

ft

F Drew

Benny Kcsh Oro
Casunova

Hob Hopkins

Diana Barry

Mack ft Marsha
Don Pablo Ore

Shirley Parker

& Roule
ft Guopplna
Leo Walters Ore
Casino Garden*
Geo Olscn Ore
Keaton & Arnlleld
Pritchard ft Lord
Ken ft Roy Paige
Jean Blair
Club Congo
4 Mills Bros
l.ce

Guena

PHUADELPHIA
Club DuU

Hotel 8tatleT
Jules Duke Ore

La Conga CInb
Freddie Carlone Or*

Bob Shay
Fenwny Hall Lorraine Rogers
Cowgir
Pllly Jliirrls
Don Walsh Oro
Grant Wilson

Village Ourden
Paddy Cllrt
(mark Uorae Pike) Don Arden Dane

O'Halloran Sis
Ray Loftus

Sedgn-lck

Sammy Watklns O

olinny

Hm)

lltjp

SOO Club
Dorolhy Blaine

.elghton Noblo

Kennedy

Alice

Edna
Snrolll

Hotel

Hotel

(Ntratosphere

Don Gibson
Lenny Burke
Brander Ore

Shleltls

AI Trace Or'-

L'AlgloD

Rlvervlew Inn
(SfiiiierH

Herman
Mary Ramsey
Freddy Tahn Ore

Jacciuclinc

Hotel llolleiideB
Glover & La Ma*

Juan Loach

Rrgnl Clob

Gn Round Tltlxlon SpreiiKor
Ambassadors Oro
Room)
Carmen Cnvallnro O
Hotel Cleveland

Estelle Slonn

Endlcolt Ore

Hotel Allerton

Joo Baldl Oro
Hotel Curler

(Merr:r

Eddy Blum

Holly Swanson
Vlerra Ilawallans

Helen SunnuM

Al Frnncis 3
RIti Cnrlton Hotel

Pooshec-Pooshee
\a. Hola
Drew
Helen Penn
T. K. 9 Club
Coleridge Davis Ore
Alan Gale
Club Madrid
Grai'o O'llara

Dnde Rnnrh
OuOe Ranch Ore

Dob Manners Oro
Samn\y Llpman
Antnlneties

Ifotclia

Jackie
Luc!nn

IHinipo

Eldorado Club
Aggie Auld
Markcnsslo Ore

Rhythm

Bill Madden's Ore
The Pnulens

Cook ft Brown
Myra Jolinson

Rl

R<>nanlt Tavern
of

Tacht Clab
Betty Goynor
Diane Cooper
Jiidy Renault
Arnold Croce Oro

CLEVELAKD
Alpine Vlllug*

Poppers

Harry Kay
Dorothy .Tohnson

Anita

H Montgomery

Peggy

llan-v Sis
Vie Afcl>U'

(iravmere Hotel
(Olnsa House Kmi

Peggy Lester
Lola LaChance

Bab* Slater
Consuelo Flowerton
Jerry Blancbard

\ elle

Kltel's

Muen?:er 4
Doris Wittleh

(ItalJnesc Km.)
Johnny Duffy Oro

Qoeen Harj

Ann La

Huns

Art Jarrett Oro
Gall Uobblns
Jean Ulcliey
Jose Uosado OreItlackstone Hotel

Vincent DeCosta
Art Tubertlnl
Victor Harte

Fin de Valcrl

Hadley

Blackhnwk

Cblqulta Venezla

Jitno (Jur.fvi)

Johdn.v Hrmiiert
Julio Garcia Ore

J)lck

&

Fay Merly
Victor Nelson Or*

Roy Rogers

aid Rose

Lnng

Bnthwell Drown
Helen Jerrlco

Club

SHil

Betty Burna
Maurice
Maryea
Art London
Tunc TesKcrs
Gl!i

Ramona

riunny LcRoy
Bert Dagmar
liladle

Geo Baquet Ore

Victor Dacosta

Shandor ft Margo
Ray Harklns

Claude ft Andre*
Bvers ft Dolores
Hob Copfor
Victoria Vlgnl
Carl Mueller
Penn Atlantic Hotel Otto Tburn Oro

Men

St Clair

ft

Doby Drake

Leslie Michel

All

Sue Mitchell

riiei I'nrre

Johnny llowurd
The Connidd

Joy Ore

Oro

3

Clluuot Club

Yvonne

Signer Carmlno
Raths'r Kldoradlan*
Dave Plerson

Jo* Hough
Juanlta

I.ee

Ore
Charlie & Dotty
Tondslej'a & Lopez

Mildred Ollson

Harry Roch
Jack Smith
Stan Sherry

Tearl ft Griffin
Bathekeller Sandy
MoPlierson

St.

Barbara

Tampa Boys

Ann Howard

Karol

Wilson'*

Hal PfalT Oro
Jack Grirrin

Bd

Lucky Burks

Ilariip

Van

Billy

Lamonr

Gwen Siader

Beverley White

Tony Glllard Oro

AnibnsHudor HotW
(Panip Kooni)
Val Oman Ore

Jimmy

Johnny

ft

I>anny Vale

Bartell

(Pnim Room)
Al Frnncis Ore

Kay

Al Goldscker

Stamp's

Howard Brooks

Bardu

Irte

Pen Bannernian

Dagmar

Hyde Parker*

rigmeat Markham
Vllma MIddleton

5-0930

Ooaina

MaggI McNeltIa
Blsmarrk Hotels
(Walnut R<H>m)'

Bob Marshall
Annette Shields

Eddie's

Loo Martin Oro
Nsrlta Ore
John Hubert
Eddie Davis
Belmont Balladeera Noel
Toy
Hotel Blltmor*
Oscar Davis
Ray Heathertoa O Ross La Rose
E Crackerjacks
Emily Vass
Adrlenne
Parker
Clawaon Sla
Bee Kalmus
Electra Alllaon
Plckert & Rosa
Place Elegante
Hot«l Boeserft
VOro
Ernest
Franz
(Brooklyn)
Eleanor BberU

Bobby Parka Oro
Imogen Carpenter

4

Virginia

Camden
Wayne

Pumphandl* Trl*

Fnye Trotter
Margie Drummond
Marlon Tulley

Denis*

ft

Jules Flaceo's Or*

Syd Golden

Bpatola'a

Boom)

Shaffer Trio

Weber'* Uof Brag

Alice Lucey
Frank Hessel Ora

Ted Frlsdmaa
Maxin* Lewis

Mayla

DeMar

Kenny

Marjorle Hyoms
Arthur Strohman

SUtot I«k* loB
Los OJed* Dane
Geo Reed

Don Omar

CInb

1941

3,

ZOth Ccntory
Stylists

Dany Richard*

Sally Keith

I<ee

^

Phil Hill* Ore
Jo* Sootty

Tna Lorraine
Ramon Talavera
VIckl Cooper
Marie Klbbey
Jackie- Richards
Pnradlse CInb

Chelsea llulel
(Terrace Boom)

Meade Lus Lewis

ik.

Stanley 2

Gwen Gary

Moore

CHICAGO

Ted Eddy Ore
Danny Whit*

Betty Bradley
Uoicl DelnoDt
Plaza
Arthur Ravel Oro
Joe Pafomy Oro
Bea Perron

Burt

Bob Evans

Bestaiirant

Iceland

COL

Joe Kloslmy Ore
Swnnne Inn
Rliumbungle
Blackout In H'wood Fred Skinner"

Mayers

Iiee

Patll

Larry Lester
Shad rack Boys
Nick Corhraii Ore

Vat Valtane

Haymea

T.«ellanl

Slu.'vlea

Sam Lewis

FItte

Tom Hnrdy

.

hdependent

Sliipsy

Unlveralty 3
Pearl Williams
Brlgnntlne Hotel
(TreoHure Is Km)

Bon UlMO

NEW YORK

BROADWAY

1619

Sis

Padllln 5l9
Teresita Osta
Victoria Bnrcelo

Rollin

Chio Lauler
Max Levin
Jo* Lenny

White wing Jackie Whalen
Bobby Wallace
Zola Gray
Rita Cunningham
Edith Delaney
Roe Coletta Ore
Dixie Sullivan
Helen Colby
Breakers Hotel
<Shlp Deck)
rreaident Hotel
(Bound the World
Beale Street Boys
Princess

EDWARD SHERMAN

Clyde HaRer
Kl Clilco
Dun Alberto Oro
TJonlto Collada

riTT8BI'B«II

Benson's Cafe

Thomas

VAUDEVILLE THEATRES

Mnd

Geo Pontana
r.llu Leo
Glldn Gray

Warner

Brven Sens
KIplkona

BOOKING THE NATION'S LEADING INDEPENDENT

Cnrlyle niackwcll
Joe 12 Howard
Kou9 Wysc. Jr
Delia

nen

Joan Corel

Henry Jerom* Oro
Jochoy Derby Clab
I^nny Rosa
Bobby JohoBOB

Paddock Intl

Mae Murray
NKn Nuldl

Mnncean

CITY

Plratea

Henry Grant

June Mann

T/Uba Mnllna
S<»nator Muri>hy
Roelielle & Bcbe

Lllln

Sybil

Bciiny Knh;i
I'uananl Mnthewa
Ore MIUI Wlkl
Ciller Snutlnl
Klanley Wheeler

Kenry Monet
Helen Lewli<
Vnrno A Sarlta
Knthaloen
Helen Miller
Churk Henry Oro

Dick Finney

HtirMshoe

Dlttiitond

iMiarlea

NEW YOKK

Hal Saunders Oro
Gua Martel Ore
Hotel Taft
Vincent Lopez Oro

N'tlda

Clilmgo (S)
Skinny Ennia Ore
Ro.inrlo

Fltzfrerald

O

Fernandes Ore
Ouy Martin Rer

SchebemKada Cafa Bath * Tnrf Olob
Kikl Hall
Mura Manet
Grade Barrla
Lee Norre
Mallo Cheron
Jerry Cooper
PeppI Carman
Yascha norowsKI
Pupy
Ronny Ferrl*
Russian Oypsy Oro Oerardo
Bobby Dell
Jack Whitehead O

Marg'rite

Carla A Fernando
Lolo A Ramon
Hotel St. Hegto

Club Vnacho
Ptfdro Valll Ore

CHIOAtiO

cinr

Panmonot

Tommy

UUIan

Milton Huber Or*

MaluA
Kenny Honrvson
& M'rtlnez Chnrlle Openul
Bobby Matlipws
Eddie Bush Oro

Hernlce Byers
Emile Borcv

Hoy Sodley
Gnye Dixon
Husel McNulty

Owen * Parker

Betty St Claire

Gladys Madden
Alico Lyons

Mnrlon Varley

Hack's Redfnrcl Ina
ilac MrGruw Oro
Roynle
Raul ft Eva Reyes
Paul Roslnl
Marie Austin

Nancy Hunt
Itoyale

Starlets

Dick Worthlngton

Pamela Brltton
Don MrGrane Oro
Stntler

Hotel

Sande Williams Oro
Sau nlego
Buds
Snowball ft Johnny Watklns 2
Norma Joyce
Isobcl do Marco
Ellen Mitchell
Joyncr ft Joyce
Paul Gordon Oro
NEWARK
In't Swing Ore
Rainbow Room
Charlotte Bruwn
1:;leanor Knight
6 Reedettea
Danny MoCurtIn
Adama (4-7)
New Vorker
Alberta Perkins
Ruth Love
Ozzle Caswell Ore
Little Bathsheller
King
Perry
Rochester
Oro
Betty
Hathway
Yak Taylor
Adele Inge
Birmingham
Inn
Gale Pnrkor
Dolly Koy
Clemonte Oro
Dick Stabile Oro
Valencia
Yolanda
4 Co-Bds
Peter Klllam
(Pemberton, N, J.) Muriel Kritlow Dan
Corkton-n Tnvem
Joan Hope
Ted Cook
Daclta
Oracle Barrle
Myrtle Quinland
Al Schenk
DeLorlea Zlegfeld
Ted Smith
Slevudortt
McDonald & Ross
Jos* Fernandez
nirmlngham Ore
Dolly Stirling *
Walton ft O'Rourke Marlbel Vinson
Lillian Brown
Pastime (3)
Savage Trio
Darlene Walders
Juanlta Deerlng
Jean ft R Carney
Hetb Farrell
Ethel Shepherd
Ruby Ring
Victor Hugo's Oro
Cat A Fiddle
Guy Owen
Advocates
Patsy GaW
Rolf Passer
Jerry Gordon
Ellen Kaye
Jack Terry
Kitty Murray
AKBON
Angela Carsona
Sammy
Kretlow GIs
Laura Dutton
PrJsco Ore
Manun
tun
Joe
E
Kerns
Klalne
•
Menr.l
Carroll's
nnLADBLFHIA Elizabeth Craven*
Palace (ff.g)
Arne Carnett Oro
Cole ft Carte
Capitol flange
Phelps ft Cullenbin*
Gone Tobin
Carman (9-11)
Horace Heldt Ore
Billy Kllng
Rlvler»
Happy Arnold
Al Mlltnn Ore
6 Vesters
Tiny Gorman
King Cole 3
ATLANTIC CITT VInre Blue Mondl
Grace May
(Ft. Lee, M. J.)
Charlie Gnlnest Ore Dot Garcey
Les Arfiuctte Oro
Palmer House
Bdyiho Sullade
Mercedes
Cordan & Sawyer
Louts Jordan Ore
Steel rier (e-7)
Florence Waltera
Carrie- Flnnell
Pancho Ora
(Empire Room)
Frank Cuneo Or*
Jack Thomns Oro
Le Paul
lioinrs
Artie Shaw Ore
Ice Ballet
Letltia
Cliex Pnrce
Fausto Curbello Ore
Nancy Newell
4 Dowllng Ola
Illnah Shore
Griff Wllliiims Ore
rialiy Wassau
Tlie Troplr*
3 Old Timers
Hotel Park Central Phil Baker
Carmen
Amaya
HamlA's Fler (1)
(B-8)
Kaye Ss. Naldl
Hobby Vail
Minstrel Tavern
Manuel Lopez
(Cocoannt Grove)
Joan Merrill
Betty ninir
Cross & Dunn
9 Lucky GIs
Dwlghts
3
Nonchnlanta
Carrollettes
Gower & Joanne
Martin 2
London Chop Iluoso Jean Field
Sara Ann McCabe
Buddy Clarke Oro
Sully & Thomas
3 Drews
Johnny Wfinds
Jack lament
Carol King
Ell McGoldrlck, Jr.
Linda Bruce
Alfonso Ore
Christine Porsytlie
Joe Arena
Tenia
Skating Macks
Rita Rojier
Ann Dee
Ches Hale GIs
The
Margie Rose March BarneyValentl
Friars (3)
Jack Waldron
4 H'wood Blondes
Wally Ward Co
Eddie Morgan Ore
Green
Florenz
Simmons
SiHSy GInnIo Loftus
Vincent Bragula Oro
Elenore Wood
Boyd Raeburn Ore Gertrude
SplvT'a Root
(Two to nil)
PROVlnENCE
Fronk Whitman O
Pedro DeLcon Ore
Cednrw'd I.ng Cubin Ed McGoldrlck, Sr
Bobby Ramos Ore
HetropoUtan (n-7) HIbbert, Uyrd Co
Veme
BALTIMOBE
Clarice
Abh'it: Oniicrrs
Eddl* Mayhoffe
(Mnlagn, K. J.)
Kvatt-i Glfi
WInton & Diane
Nell Dleglinn's
Gypsy Rose Lee
Blppodrome (S)
Barbara LaMarr
Billy Meaglicr
Club Mayfuir
Shermun lintel
Kay Weber
Sonny Dunham Ore ^unny Howard
Major Bowos Co
Club Alabam
Haywood
ft Allen
VInce
Hobble
Robblns
ft Anita
(Ccltio Cnfe)
linger Dulo
McCrath ft Deeds
Hay O'Day
Pansy, the ITorse
State (T-l6)
Frank Shuman
May Digs
Ratil ft AnUHtt*
Larry Vincent
Wilson Lang
Webster Sis
Gene Kenvin Ore
Cynthia Evans
•Wilfred May 3
Joe Besser Co
Splvy
Leonard Cooks
Alto Fryer Ore
Pancho & L Roche Joros
Kay Evans
Renee
SIh
Melva
Barbara
Paul Rich
Harry King Co
Dale
Lillian Fox
Irene Hurke
Stork Club
Wliltller Hotel
Vlckey La Mcor
(Piinthrr Room)
Dolly Bruce
(4-6)
TOLEDO
Hotel PeoDsylvaala
Mystics
Sherone
(Gold
Cub Room)
Bob Hopkins
Sonny Kendls Ore
Lionel Hampton Ore <!arol Kent
Charlie Masters
RIvoll (0)
lt(iy Hettinger Ore
Jimmy Flora Oro
Mickey Dunn
Herman Fine
Art Moe
Harvey Brown
Carl Marx
Cnrdan & Sawyer
Oennle Dawn
Barl Carroll Co
Bernle Adicr
Old Falls Tavern Phil Olsen Ore
Slasters & Youns
Frances Wlllloms
WILIiOW flBOVB
U'onder llnr
Hotel riau
Versailles
Rliumbu Casino
Paulette LaPlerre
Beth Byron
(One to fill)
.Tane Lynn
Willow Grove
Club .Mar-Jo
Irene Itoscli
Dick Qasparre Oro N Brandwynne Oro Dotty Dale
Dlosa Costello
CAMDEN
only)
Uabs
(7
Roth
Panchlto Ore
College Inn
Marlon Moore
Consuclla
Cbiqulto Ore
Kdunrd ^ Diane
Paul Regan
Towers (S-T)
Dwlghts
Wily Ua.voH' Ore
Betty Bryant
Allan Coe
Ily Baron Ore
Paul Haakon
Pan-Am Dane
Mary Love
Burton & Kaye
Frankle Richardson June Carson
Masters & Totmg
Nick Lonfr, Jr
Dave Uncll O^e
Caatrlllos Ore
M^xlne Klsor
Don Pedro Ore
Dancing DIelrlchs
Sid Raymond
VI nee Blue Mondl
Dave Varneld
Wally Ward Co
Eddie Roth Ore
Merrltt Lamb Ore
Village Barn
Monehlio Ore
«;arner GIs
nOB Club
Hotel Bavoy-riaia
O'Connor Pam
Al Kilbride
T0UNG8T0WN
Fe Fe t:nnny Ore
Snuthernaires
Coloslmos
Bob Green Ore
Cheena Dealmone Co
Morocco
Palaeo (9-11)
Dale Rhodes
Howard Lally Oro
Rainbow
Terrnce
Lois Lynne
GOd Club
(One to mi)
Horace Heldt Oro
Frank Quatroll Ore
Ul Giovanni
Yvonne Chevalier
'Gay Nineties' Rev
Embnfwy
(ytrufford, I'n.)
Frank Urban
Gale 6
Margo Good
Billy Carr
Buddy Duray
Hotel 6t. UoriU
Ooorge ClIfTord
Cecil Golly Ore
Denver Darling Co Tomaek St Rels Bro Honey F.co Kctlar
Good
Goody
Joe I'^oder Ore
iiusiin
Margie Kelly
Lang
Ford Harrison Ore
Hoffman Sis
Andrce Andrea
\'orno Wilcox
Cell von Dell
Madelon Balcer
Alllda ft Chlco
Gene Hyman
Betty Atkln.ton
John ft Jessie Horn
Carlos
Jnhnny Parrlsh
Nebloln's
Jimmy Engler
The McKays
Olga Hay
Jimmy Ray
Cabaret Bills
LOS
Chlqulta
Hal FIter
.Mia
Mildred Parr
Horace Houck Oro
Jean Mode
Carlos
Reyes
Ore
Beryl Wallae*
Bar of Mnsia
He.itwood St Stone
Red Hill Ina
Dolly Sterling
Ina Hayward
(PennHBnkrn, N, J.)
Jack Prince
June March
Bill Jordan
Evergreen Cnsino
BOSTOIf
Reyes* Rhumbs Bd Prpnaph GIs
Julia Cummlngs
Jacriuellne MIgnne
George Kent
Lamarr ft Martin
CITY
Bill Brady
Renaldo
Harry Pooley Ore
Bernico Marshall
Luclle Angel
neurheomber
Vivian Vance
Club Vniilty Fiilr
Manny Strand Oro
Warren Phillips
T.ola Andre Dune
Tony Sharrabba
Congr«<in Hotel
Harry .MorrKssey
Pat Shevlln Ore
Kenneth Spencer
Armando'a
Kni NIra Ore
Murray Ann
Jerl Vance
Dick Wlnslow Oro
(Olawi
Linda Bruce Dane
Hut
Rm)
Florentlns
Garden
Ammons ft Johnson
."^lella nay
Hazel Scott
Qeo Morris Oro
(II Walton Roof)
llomnn Grille
I'cplto ft Lucia
Vincent Bragale O
GoldsQ
Gate
4
Darrell Wilson
Blltmore
Bowl
Alahn
PedrltQ Ore
Corrlnne ft Tlta
Caesar & Roslta
Glamour GIs
Betty Fredericks
Del Shore
Rita Mahoney
.Sol Lake Ore
Dorothy Allen
NTG
Max
ft
His
Ganir
Bustor
Kelm
Rev
Cafe Society
Helen Heath
Tonl Bdding
Eddie Danders Ore Tripoli 3
Julian Oliver,
Rita ft Rubin's
Vera Nova
Bill Bertolottl'a
(VUlace)
Johnny (iullfuyle
Cncoiinut Grove
Drake Hotel
llllnstrub's
Sugar Gels*
Frank Paris
San SoucI Daac
Gloria Dale
VJIlii illcMlerne
Teddy Wilson Oro
Nola Day
Mickey Alport Oro
Camillln House)
Carl RavazM Ore
David Marshall Ore
Karl Rondo Ore
I'aul 1,0 Paul
Iienny Pegton Ore
Sammy Price
Don Rico Ore
Lynn Busselt
Bob Grant Ore
Don Orlando Ore
Herb Shrlner
Uoyd llcalhcn
Cerney 2
Radio Echoes
Art Tatum
Marianne Farrar
Wally Wangor Rev
Charlie For'* Clob Russell Swan
Hoveier GIs
Lewis ft Ban
Paul KIrkland
Marianne
Helena Home
Hilly
Jane Churchill
Pains
Rendezvous
Charlie Foy
Edgewuter Beach
Townsends
VJlIa Venice
N'ell Fontaine
Marianne Francis
Edith Lambert
Cnsa Mnnana
(Hotel Senutor)
Leonard Sues
Hotel
Jack ft Lorraine
Cbateaa Modems
Xano Itodrlgo Ore
Rosim Ortega
Amapola Lopez
Annette
Charlie Barnet Ore Phil Slivers
Grooverneers
(Bench »Vnlk)
Po«gl & Igor
Annette Guerlala
.Tack ft J Txirralne
Moya Olfford
Walter Lane
CuHii Miiuimn
•fiim BessloB
Cocoannt Grova
Lorraln* Elliott
Henry Busse' Ore
Tana
Covert Sl Reed
Barry. Prince ft Cl k
Glngar Lane
Red
Stanley
Sum's
Hal
Miller
Ore
Cafe
Ore
_
Mary Parker
Alblna
Vanessa & Snndino Geo Vcrrochia
Ladle Jarrott
Doi) 9ylvlo Ore
Renee & Root
Frank PontI
Aulger Bros
Mickey House
Billy Daniel
Jacqueline MIgnao
Maurice Shav Ore
Angelo Oro
Grace Haye* Lodge Lee Edwards
Tommy Row*
(Melody l.ounge>
Louise Sherwood
Billy Kretchmer
Jimmy Brierly
Otto Glasser
nuzxnnnle
Gabriel
BlU'a flay
Hud Keath
Marjorle Gnrrecson
Karl Gregg
Peter Llnd Hayes 6 Fuzsy Coombs
8 H'wood Starlets
Rlnaldi
Lou Splelman
Herb Lewis
Iloiiklns'Bathskeller Paul Rich
Jane GIddlngs
Cbarls* Strickland
Mitchell Lelsen ReV Trent Patterson
NiKhtbawks
Aurette Sla
Dorothy Tanner
Gordon
Jean Carle
IiUlu Bates
Jimmy -Venutl Oro George
Freddie Martin Ore Harrlst Olson
Carmellta
Cmn-ford llonoe
Collette Topper
Jack LeMalr*
Fred Bishop
Sunny Hay
Earl Carroll
C-liih Mnyfalr
Al
Rea
Ray
Collins Ore
CloreaaonC
inn
ATLANTIC
CITY
Val
Delmar
Spike Harrldon
Helen Wilson
Mike Ray Ore
Miriam Johnson
Dr RocKwell
Ranny Weeks Ore
Robert Bard
Jo* Blrardel Ore
Harold Wlllard
Frankle Lester
Ambusandor Hotel Marie Kaye
Crawfordeltes
B Minnevltch Co
Bernle Bennett O
Barry Donnelly
Son la La Dare
Sliowboul
(Surf Bom)
ToodlcH
Carroll
Clob 18
Hons*
or
Unrphy
Ray
Pike
Helen O'Uara
George LIbt- Rev
Joe Rankin
Bemla Grauer
Majorettes
Johnny Pick Ore
Elhel Terry
Andrews
Oro
Gens Shelton
Paul ft P nianchai-d Jean Dare
FrankI*
Gallagher
Gerard
Agnes
ft
Barry
Betty
Cafe Socletr
Jock Dixon
Applegnt* Tavern Helen Twenlen Ore
Jules Stower Oro
Madelyn Merldltb
Charles ft Barbara
Dorothy Sim*
Kathrln Wolf GIs
(Uldtonn)
Pat Harrington
Babette's CInb
Ijibevlew Inn
Walter Bohr
Barney Grant
John Crawford
Harrt Taylor Oro
Fox ft Hnuii'' '<'
Gwen Marlow"
Xddle South Ore
Jack White
(Hommonton,
Doris
Dorothy Ford
N.
Jean Meunler
Abbott
J.)
Mlltnn
June Van
George
Diana Fontanp
SlWer Fleet Inn
'^ivln Jsehrnn
Prnnkle Hyer*
pphonnfrs
Gordon Bishop
Hom'alne
Valeyne TIniruo
Joe Campo
Kippee Velei
(Continued on page 63)

Lime 3
Johnny Burke
Suiiny Rice

lien Fmnklla
Splros Stamou Ore
Gwendolyn Veausell Ralph Eastwood

Joan Dare
Pat Patterson

Ashbums

Edna

Sellers

I.eo Zollo

Ore

.
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DEFENSE COIN UPS ROAD
$480,000

Season Sets B.O. Record

PREFER
At Many AI Fresco

in

BIILTO
St Louis, Sept.
Windup on Sunday (31) of
.

t.

12-

New

—

It

the Muny shows,
11,232, swarmed all over the outdoor
theatre on the last night This mob
topped the previous high, 11,161 that
turned out for 'Desert Song' .on Aug.
16, and the totel for last week, 74,700,
surpassed the previous banner mark
of

of 73,423 registered by 'Irene' last
'Balalaika' copped an estiJuly.
mated $47,000, which tied 'Irene* for
the best weekly take of season.
The season's attendance, 811,433,

by 36,477 the previous
largest season attendance hung up
The profit that resulted
In 1936.
from the season just ended will wipe
exceeded

out deficits incurred during the 1939
and 1940 seasons, and members of

the terping and warbling choruses,
all natives, will receive a one-week
salary bonus. The Municipal Theatre Assn. made a verbal agreemeht
with Equity whereby the 96 members of the chorus will be bonused
If the season showed a profit
Only one of the 88 performances
was shelved because of rain, with
'New Orleans' world premiered
here for the season kickoff, running
nine of the 10 nights. The runs of
the others were limited to seven
nights:
'New Orleans' is destined
for a Broadway presentation this

Beal and Craig
Pkrepare Coast

TMA

Way

'41-42 Legit Theatre

A

Minneapolis, Sept

2.

matter of $500 may determine
this city is to have a home
legitimate road attractions this
fall.
City has widened street in
front of Lyceum theatre, which
houses the roadshows, and canopy
now extends Into street in violation
cf a city ordinance.

whether
for

D. C.

THEATRE?

Mok As

'Village Green' last week and
"The More the Merrier* this week.
Philadelphia, with the large, air-

had

cooled Forrest and the Locust, and
BiUy Rosf has engaged Michael Boston, with the- air-cooled Plymouth
Mok, his press agent for the Dia- and Colonial, have not yet been used
and

New York

Theatres.

the warautomobiles,

era,

having

were

communications

carried on through the use of
couriers. To the Roman a courier was generally his personal

•ervant—or

—whom

'flack'

he

could trust and this flack' in
that way handled all the con-

messages and information from one to the other.
Thus, he was a sort of purveyor
and disseminator of news In
matters of consequence to his
fidential

of the job.

Bag

in

Many Years

Philadelphia, Sept 1.
Historic old Walnut Street theaout of regular legit ranks for a
of seasons until leased last
winter by Oscar Serlin for an indie
engagement of 'Life With Father,'
tre,

number

,

be taken over by the Shuberts
and join the Forrest and the Locust
as Philly's United Booking Office
houses this season. No official announcement has been made, but deal
is understood to have been completed.
Most number of bookings
and lighted weeks since '20s are prewill

dicted.

Usual announcement of season's
plans made last week by I,awrenc«
Shubert He listed bookings for Forrest and Locust and commented on
overfiow conditions, especially with
shows like 'Separate Rooms' and
^eUzapoppin' figured for' extended
runs. Statement went on to say that
something would be done to take
of unprecedented number of
shows and that a further statement
•would be made Oct. 1. Insiders who
had already heard of the Walnut
deal, which has been on the fire for
some time, were not surprised.

care

Included in the list of bookings
announced by Shubert were the
projected Theatre Guild revivals to
be given in addition to their regular subscription season.
Walnut is
figured as likely local home for
these, with 'Ah Wilderness,' with
Harry Carey, as probable initlaler.
'John
Gabriel
Borkmann,'
with
Charles Laughton, Elsa Lanchester
and Eva Le Gallienne; 'He Who Crets
Slapped,* with (maybe) Raymond

Massey; The Rivals,' with Mary
Boland; The Doctor's
Dilemma'
(Katharine ComeU); 'R.UJt' and
Under the Elms' are others
mentioned.
The Forrest seems to be lined up
worthless oheck and, according to solidly with musicals after the single
of
the
opener,
'Doctor's
police, with approximately $1,400 week
Dilemma,' opening next Monday (6).
that was to have been paid the cast
Locust stage is not good for heavy
of the musical comedy, 'Hold On to productions. That's where the
WalYour Hats,' for the four days end- nut, with Its big stage and okay capacity (1,400, same as Locust) fits in
ing Saturday (30).
'Desire

and
night (29).
'Panama Hattie' are listed to follow
their usually-dark legit houses. They
Joison had at first refused to go in that order.
Next non-musical
include such spots as Bridgeport
Ad- Hartford and New Haven, Conn.; on Saturday night (30) when he dis- mentioned for house is Theatre
Albany and Schenectady, N. Y., and covered an attachment obtained Guild's 'Hope for a Harvest' with
.

have some 'unique' qualificaand not be replacing some regu-

TMA member

Expected

for tryouts,
though both towns
picture.
normally get plenty of break-in enAl Joison, star of the show, dug
Following 'Doctor's Dilemma,' Forgagements.
into personal funds to the amount of rest gets George Abbott
Other Towns
musical.
to pay the 70 members of the 'Best Foot Forward'
$3,000
towns,
(15th) and then
al>
Number of industrial
show's
traveling
company
when
'Louisiana
Purchase' on 20th. New
defense
ready feeling the result of
absence was noted Friday 'Zlegfeld FoUies,' 'Hellzapoppin'
spending, are seeking bookings for Jacobson's

such midwest cities as Toledo,
Akron, Youngstown. Dayton, Gary,
Bloomington, besides manufacturing
towns like Trenton, N. J., and ReadRegular legit stands such
ing, Pa.
as Pittsburgh, Detroit and Cleveland apparently anticipate a bounty
season.

Factor In St. Louis is the reopennext Jan. 1 of the long-dark
(Continued on page 60J

ing

Only

against the Saturday night's receipts
at the boxoiTice by one of Jacobson's

March, but that won't be
December.
creditors. The attachment later was
Locust starts with 'Johnny Bevoluntarily relinquished in order not linda' Sept IS, and follows
after two
to give the resort unpleasant pub- weeks with 'Separate
Rooms,' Run
licity on the eve of its biggest holiof this unpredictable farce makes
day weekend,
other bookings uncertain.
'Corn Is
Jacobson left an I.O.U. at box- Green' listed next with Maurice
office, but check to publicity man Evans' revival
of 'Macbeth' followbounced. Case has been assigned to ing.
'Claudia,'
'Arsenic and Old
Detectives Ferd Moore and Lou Arn- Lace,' 'My Sister Eileen' and
Toheim.
bacco Road' are other definite LoJacobson signed a lease with the cust bookings.
City of Atlantic City at start of sum'Let's Face It,' new 'Vinton Freedmer for presentation of stage shows ley show; 'High Kickers,' George
at the pier. He called the corpora- Jessel opus, Cornelia Otis Skinner In
tion 'The New Garden Pier Theatre, Somerset Maugham's 'Theatre' and
Inc.'
It was a closed corporation, 'Women Aren't Angels,'
with Regwith Jacobson's wife as the other inald Denny and Bobby Clark, are
officer.
He. came here from Phila- on the schedule, houses not mendelphia, where he was associated tioned.
with the Shubert enterprises.

producers who are members of the
League are eligible to appeal for the Kaufman's 1st Solo
admission of such a candidate.
Rose, not a member of the League,
Production in Debut
joined the organization so he could
make such an appeal in the case of
Hartford, Sept. 2.
Mok, whom he wanted to handle 'his
legit show publicity as well as that
George S. Kaufman preems his
for his nitery and other activities. first production, 'Mr. Big,' at the
Memorial here Saturday
It was conceded by the TMA mem- Bushnell
bers that Mok was experienced l>e- night (6).
cause of his theatrical interviews
Authored by Arthur Sheekman
while on the N.Y. Post as well as and Margaret Shane, comedy marks
St. Loo
P. M. Gash
by his p.a. work at the Diamond the first time Kaufman is producing
Horseshoe and Aquacade, to fill the on his own. Others were cooperaSt Louis. Sept. 2.
requirements. And although If Mok tive. He's also staging.
Percy M. Gash, World War I vet
were not admitted, the 'Clash' job
who was wounded in action in
would have to go to some regular
Partnership
France, last week was named manTMA member. It was decided not to
municipal
Richard Skinner, manager of the ager of the city's $7,000,000
enforce that proviso strictly.
auditorium. Post pays $6,000 per anCountry playhouse, Westpdrt. Conn.,
num. He has been in charge of adthis summer for Lawrence Langner
vertising, publicity and promotion
and Armina Marshall, will resume
Radio Actor Preps
for the American IJegion in addition
his producing partnership with Day
to activities in behalf of underProd, on Coast Tuttle.
Gash succeeds
no Im- privileged boys.

Names

Authorities have ordered owners
the showhouse to remove the
canopy; they've refused. It would
cost about $500, according to estimater, to install a new canopy to
comply with ordinances, but the
owners say they'll tear the theatre
down rather than do this.
In order to avert razing of the
However, the pair have
showhouse, and thus leave the city
mediate script prospects.
without a theatre for roadshows, the
Hollywood, Sept 2.
county
recently
commissioners
Barton Yarbarough, the Cliff BarAET KLEIN MAPS MUSICAL
agreed to accept $75,000 as a compro- ber in 'One Man's Family' on the
Arthur Klein is planning the promise for $150,000 in unpaid real es- radio. Is readying a stage production
tate taxes for the past 10 years. of his own play, These Tender duction of a new musical 'Life of
Owners claimed total revenue of Mercies,' for a local break-in In the Party,'- with Consuelo Flowerton
slated for a lead.
only $58,000 from the property for November.
HuRhie Barrett will conduct the
the last five years, while taxes for
In addition to producing, Yarorchestra.
the period amounted to $75,000.
barough will play the male lead.
cf

Roman

not

airplanes, radios, telephones, or
telegraph, had to communicate
with each other just the same.

These
Current economic boom in WashIs being reflected by the booking of early-season tryouts there in preference to
such regular tryout cities as Boston
and Philadelphia. That is despite
the fact that there is no air-cooling
in the Baltimore and Washington
houses, while several theatres In
Boston and Philadelphia are so
ington and Baltimore

Makes

P.A. of Rose Show

tion
lar

Mpk, As

In the
riors,

NEW

Holding Pay

field,

in

of late In relation to its derivation.

Leaving Joison

Laurence Schwab and League of

Of Lyceum,

to See

Where Formerly
Theatres. Had Been Dark
Shows,

m

A.C. Mgr. Exits,

succeeded the latter two years later mission of Mok to the union was the
when Schwab took a fling at film first such since the contract with the
production in Hollywood. Berger had League was signed two years ago.
finished a three-year stretch when
Under the TMA-League agreehe was handed the new pact.
ment the union promised to proWhile the management personnel vide for 'new blood' by the admisfor next season has not been an- sion of not more than five press
nounced, it is likely that Watson agents and five company managers
Barratt, scenic designer, will be in- a year. However, each such admisvited back.
sion must be experienced in the

f 500 Stands

FUek
The word fUck,' defined in
show business
a press .'agent
has cropped up numerous times

leaders.
Thus was the word
equipped. As' the tryouts in quesflack' bom.
tion are opening before the arrival
of cool weather, it is obvious that the
prospective profltable business Is responsible for the bookings.
Whole matter of local booms from
Hollywood, Sept. 2.
New strawhatter, to be established defense spending Is figured likely to
have a continued effect on foad
in a recently acquired old barn in
San Fernando Valley, Is being or- bookings. There is already talk of
opening another legit house in
ganized by John Beal, as director
and actor, and his wife, Helen Craig, Washington, where the Increased
population has filled hotels and creas co-owner and actress.
a serious housing shortage.
New stock company starts in Oc- ated
Baltimore is booming almost as
tober with monthly productions of
much. Washington now has only one
Broadway plays.
legit theatre, the UBO-booked NaYou can wear a straw hat in the tional,
which played "The Wookey'
valley all the year round;
Atlantic City, Sept. 2.
last week and is showing Two Story
House' this week.
Benjamin Jaoobson, leasee of the
Baltimore has two houses, the Garden Plar theatre, was listed ofSpecial
UBO-booked Ford's and the indie
ficially
(31)
as KlMlng Sunday
Maryland. Former has The WookProviso for
ey" this week, while the Maryland leaving a trail of bills, at least one

'

to

— Many

Barn Theatre

fall by Max Gordon^
The weekly take average was ap- mond Horseshoe, N.Y.,
the
proximately $40,000, big, with aver- Aquacade, at the N.Y. World's Fair,
age weekly nut ranging from $35,000 to handle the publicity for his forthto $38,000.
coming production of 'Clash by
Richard 'Dick' Berger, production Night' new Clifford Odets play.
manager for the Municipal Theatre Employment of Mok was made posAssn., received a new two-year con- sible by a special waiver of the rules
tract last week.
Berger came here in the Theatrical Managers and
from New York five years ago as Agents union contract with the

assistant

for First Choices
Industrial Towns

ScNule

For PhiDy, Best

TRYOUTS

Abbott Musical Economic Boom Responsible

Edison Rice Is stage manager for
topped any previous season during
Abbott's 'Pal Joey,' with Davey
the 23 years the entertainment has
Jones, assisting, Sidney Harris, combeen presented in the Forest Park pany manager and C. P. Greneker,
theatre.
(Shuberts) handling publicity.

performance

IHefty Legit

Whyte Stage-Manages

week al fresco season sponsored by
Jerry Whyte is stage manager for
the Municipal Theatre Assn. saw all 'Best Foot Forward,'
with Robert
previous attendance records of the Griffith assistant, Charles Harris,
outfit— for a single night's perform- company manager and Phyllis Perlman, p.a. Archie Bleyer will conance, a week's run and an antire
The seasonal duct the orchestra. Don Walker and
shattered.
season
Hans Spialek are doing orchestragross of approximately $480,000 also tions and arrangements.

was the American preem of
^Balalaika,* last show presented, that
carried off two of the blue ribbons.
The biggest mob to attend a single

WAStl.,

SL Louis

Renew

'

Fredric

until

WIcblia Frept for Season
Wichita, Kas, Sept

2,

Legitimate season will open hers
15 with presentation of 'Veloz
and Yolanda, dancers, at Arcadia

Oct.

theatre.

'Barber
Charles

Oct 31.
W. M.

Next stage show will be
of Seville,' produced by
Wagner, at Forum,
L.
Floto sponsors shows lo-

cally.

'Arsenic' Personnel

Own

Herman Bernstein will manage
James E. Darst who resigned several
the 'Arsenic and Old Lace' road
weeks ago.
A change in administration due to company again this season. Hugh
'will be stage manager, with
Rennle
the election last April, which resulted in a Republican city victory, Barbara Burton assistant and underJulius Karty, study. John Montague will be -adcaused the switch.
vance
man,
the
Shubertformer manager of
Carl Fisher is general manager for
Rialto (legit) theatre, assistant manas well as- for
ager, is likely to remain in his pres- Lindsay-Crouse,
George Abbott
ent post
.

•

Wednesday, September

LEGITIMATE
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Strawhat Reviews
room

Dr. Btent's Household
^Hrd

SlaKi'rt by Wobfo.iiuris I'lorn Caim>l)i'll.
«ri Rlwyn fur Lee shubort ni Ihc Play-

v.,

Pamela
Clnlin

Liimborl Pnlfr-ion,
MllJrea Bronl

'-11.

59,

H:il»lei<d

Uoberl Ulnkely
Jonn ArllM

Di-cnl

Uution
Hazel WW.lcn
Borlha Alklns

AUB.

WIUlRm

Hivnl. M.D
Mlcliacl Dreiii

DnvW

M.D

Little tlass Slipper,'

A

Fliini i;nmi>l)ell
J'hyllls Ellermnn
PhllUim llev.-ms
Ivnii Tilesnull

Jessie

'My

Two ambitious
rate as her best.
pieces, a takeoff of Gertie Lawrence
in 'Lady in the Dark,' and Tallulah
Bankhead running a sort of bank
night are both funny in spots, but
neither sketch Is fully developed nor
ribbing of triclearly conceived.
angle plays and 'Dr, Chilblain's Matinee,' a 'Dr. Kildare' takeoff, are also
pips.

In

house WooOsluok. M.

skit,

done in broad double entendre, and
Hollywood impersonations
a few

Y., Aug. 28.
ihrco ucis. tour nconco by Edsinra .ICiwlc Royce LandlH;
J'ercy.

Woodstock, N.

Dinnm

Royce LunUls

William Eythe, a good-looking versatile juvenile

If the international .situation hasn't

who makes

his

work

.

romantic or
the playgoinif public too com- outstanding, can sell a
can
edy-minded, Lee Shubert has an opus comic song equally well, he
dramatic work here
that should vie most favorably with dance and his
productions this summer
other British pathological importa- in previous
talent.
acting
demonstrated
Adhering to the psychosis has
tions.
Edward Percy, who co- Eythe is definitely a new personality
pattern,
Retirement,' for Hollywood and Broadway inin
'Ladies
authored
has turned out a gripping, vibrant spection.
Dorothy Fox, who staged the musidrama of mental aberration, leaving
another performer
the openin»-night audience emotion- cal numbers, is
with a wide talent range, specializing
ally exhausted at the tinal curtain.
in
comedy dancing and acting.
Story recall."! somewhat Clemence Norma Shea is a cute trick who
AuDivorcement.'
Dane's 'Bill of
projects her song and dance work
thor's central character is the wife
Esther Coryell, a
a million.
who returns from confinement in a like
hefty gal with a natural deadpan
sanatorium to find that her medico- low-comedy touch. Is also ready for
husband has fallen in love with his bigger things. Tony Albert and Jere
secretary, and her two children have
get top rating among the
McMahon
grown to look up the secretary as a male dancers, and the latter's tap
mother. The struggle and failure of
solo, with ballet leaps, stopped everythe wife to regain her lost place in thing. One of the best bits in the
the household, while at the same time show is a dance to 'Santo Domingo'
fighting to return to mental health,
by Miss Fox, Albert and Eythe.
provide the theme.
Albert, a very able singer, teams
Percy's incisive writing has pro- again with Miss Fox in a song-andduced characters whose mental and dance which develops from a staid
emotional reflexes to the situations Puritan polka into a swingy countercreated by the wife's return furnish part.
There are also helpful conone tense moment after another. A tributions by Carl Betr, Paul Owen,
change here and there in the tempo Shirley Brown, Edward Hunt, Walter
of Several scenes, and the elimination Appier and Madelyn Ward.
of a weak, anti-climatic final curtain
Gaynor plays one of the pianos
are about all the improvements that through the show, along with Louise

made

seem necessary
manuscript.

for

this

well-knit

Jessie Royce Landis and Flora
Campbell were brought here for the
tryout. If the Shubert office (repre
sented by Harry Kauffman opening
night) matches this pair in casting

the balance of the parts, 'Dr. Brent'
will become a playgoer's 'must' for
its acting portrayals if not for its impressive writing. Miss Landis gives
a brilliant performance as the wife,
shading the many facets and transitions of a tainted mentality so beautifully that she holds audience sympathy throughout. Miss Campbell is a
perfect foil, giving a wholesome, understanding and sincere portrayal of
the secretary.
Able support is furnished by Robert Blakely and Joan Arliss, as the
«on and daughter, and Ivan Triesault,
II of the resident company. Robert
Elwyn has contribuled fine direction,
turning out a premiere performance
devoid, of the usual miscues despite
only a week's rehearsal.
Hiissefi.

LEND AN EAR
Cohasset, Mass., Aug.
W

quent return to simplicity and the
pure of heart. There's the conniving little agent a lecherous business
tycoon, a dame on the make and a
dowager.
society
party - throwing
Story deals with a painting that
makes good as a milk bottle top instead of a museum piece, and the
subsequent adventures of its creator
up and down the ladder.
In between some transiently well-

27.

Bcenow; aian
^J*?,'"!
Bhella norreti. Sketches, mualc and lyrlca,
Cbarles Oaynor; general dfrocllon by Frederick Burleigh; musical numbers staged by
Dorothy Fox; musical arrangements, Louise
eparka; settings, David Langwortby; preented by Mrs. Alexander Dean and Frederick Burleigh at Town Hall, Cohasset,
Moss. (South Shore Players); Aug. 20, '41
91.05 top.
Cast: AShella

Barrett, Norma Shea, Dorothy Vox, William Eythe, Shirley Brown,
Esther Coryell. Tony Albert, Paul Owen,
Jere McMahon.
Walter Appier, Edward
Hunt, Madelyn Ward, Patnicla Nadler,
Carl Belz, Nolan Harrlgan, Juanna Donnohue, Jane Van Duser, Shirley Goldsmith
Malcolm Welnsteln.

duced,

Saint Just are okay.

—

Mount

Mlt-lnm Rnttlsin
I*hlllp ITustnn

Alex Mnson
Kenneth Kern

Juilaon Tjiiro

Emily Ross

Miss Mninson

Having taken

three

OFF THE COB

starring Norma
Terrls; featuring Cleo Mayfleld, Jane Win-

Waybum,

Althca Corwln, Bert Bertram, Oeorge
Chatterton, Eddie Hugh and the Starlight
Junior Playera. Music, William Provost;
dialog and lyrlca, Alex Kahn; dance director, Qeorge Tralnor; settings, Bert Bertram. Presented «t Starlight Itieatrv, week
beginning Aug. M, '41; 11.10 top.
ton,

For the ninth and final week of
the summer season at the Starlight
Theatre, Ned waybum presents a
musical revue entitled 'OS the Cob,'
starring Norma Terris and featuring
a list of Broadway talent, supported
by some of the Junior players of
Ted Jones' summer theatre school.
Venture is the most pretentious that
the Starlight has undertaken in its
eight years and capacity audiences^
maintained through the week. However, there appears little chance for
more ambitious production.
Score is by William Provost, and
dialog and lyrics by Alex Kahn, who
appears also with the players. Leads
are taken by Cleo Mayfleld, Jane
Winton, Althea Corwln, Bert Bertram, George Chatterton and Eddie
Hugh.

Inclined'
in Town'

ABOUT FACE
EUicott City, Md., Aug. 2B,
Play with mualc In two acts by Edward
Podula and Leslie -Stevens; music and
by Bmlly Pierce; staged by Edward
Pndula; settings and costumes, Forrest
Thayer; presented by Don Bwann, Jr., at
lyrics

the

Hilltop

Theatre.

Aug. 10, 'H.
Fnul Kent
Ellen Barry...
Ellen Barry' danced by

are very pleasing and beg for big
Sammy
time orchestration. With only two Daphne DuPula
pianos, the only instrumental sup
FInttaush
port given the company in the pro- Betty
duction, 'Between the A & P and Bctte
Boa
the Old Meservey Place' also regis- Kitty Hawkes
ter heavily.
Gaynor also pours it on in the
closing number, a tab version of a
Shubert musical to end all revivals
of musicals of the '20s era.
'The

Blllcott

City,

Md

Richard Angarola
Otis KIdwell

Bmy Saint Just
Charlie Brodsky
Lyn Swann
William MncLeod
Kay Kirk
Midge Stark
Joy Connor

Mary Jane Stockham

Miss Hind

Hlldreth Whitehead

Arthur Mennln

Plnkney McClaIn
John Marlleb
.Leo Green

Mr. ;siotnlok
Delivery Boy
Bnrl>>nder
W.itchnian

Thad Sharretts

M'ostcm linlon Boy
Roger Chndwick

Fred Graft
XiOsUe Stevens

Gladiola Girl,' presented by 'The
Carter Wallenhorst
Messrs. Lou and Z. Z. Sherbert,' is a Dr. Ouviit Plltdown
Bort CoRey
rich dish of hokum, with the girls Mrs. Plltdown
Helen Jones
Ann Kushner
dressed in the mode of '25. Some of Mm. Chadwirk
Robert Crispin
Fred OrafC
the song titles give an idea: 'Where Louise
Tlpllng.. ,.*.
..Dorothy Herman
Is the She for Me?', 'I'll Be True to
You,' 'Doin' the Old Yahoo Step,' 'In
Risking a crack at a musical In
.

ford. Conn., Aug.
Nelson Abbott

Stanley McNeil
.Mrs. Stanley Mc.N'ell
Dr. Noel Reld
Lulu Travis
Mllflrcd Abbott
Cnplnln Hill Hardy
)lai>s:in, a half caste
I.amlngo

Hudson Fauaselt
Hclene Ileigh
Chnmpluln
Hubert hong
Mildred Blunke

'.

• .

Russell
.Jeraldlne
.lane

Conwny
Dvorak

lluntglnton

Edmond do Comte
Donald

l,eo

...Loula Townsend

Joan Danton
Betty Hall

Murcna
Lnvlna

Of

Soldier* as Finale

'41.

'-"O-SO,

FrctlcrU-k Hutchinson. ... Robert

Kisco, N. Y., Aug. 25.

Vema Grahnm

i

with two more good tunes making
the score take on a better-thanaverage complexion.
As It is, Charles Gaynor has writ
ten some catchy numbers, but his
lyrics are way ahead of the tunes,

.

From Glory

Comedy In three ncln (live w-rnPH) by
Courtney Abbott: Htneeil by Fred F. Senn»:
setting.*!, Willis Knlglitun; presented by tho
Westchester PlnyhoUHe, Mount KImco. N.Y..
Aug. in, '41.
Joir
Ediih Kelchum
A Bellboy
Robert RUKCr
Dorothy Colmore
Margot Grnhnme
Maurice F.rsklne
Maurice Rurko
Maurice WelLs
Stephen Allen
Gertrude Moreland
Kills Rnkor

pro
and

likely
Of
course, it will require perking up,
particularly in the music department,

However, his 'Romantically
and 'The Nicest Young Man

Burm.

Alice Abbiitt

Retreat

of those

commendably cast
Broadway possibility.

Luther

Leigh falls for Fay, who secretly
backs his play, a dud in rehearsal

TIMBALU

Miss Terria einge half a dozen
numbers, of which 'Information
and 'To Me' seem her
Please'
favorites. Audience responded also
extreme rarities of to a repetition of some of her
the silo circuit crops up here this selections from Broadway successes
week: a very entertaining musical of former years, notably 'Magnolia'
from 'Show ^pat.'
show, well-rehearsed, capably

One

1941

3,

playwright,

successful
Hilton,

Meanwhile, the Leigh son, Peter, antj
tion, settings by Johannes Larsen the Hilton daughter, Miriam, disand, in particular, costuming by cover the Infatuation of their reMaria Coxe being of Broadway cal- spective father and mother, and set
about to circumvent it In order to
keeps
Performance hardly
ibre.
pace with these surroundings, mov- set a bad example for their parents
ing Jjriskly but in slapdash, super- they make it look as though they are
having an illicit affair. When Mrs.
fashion.
ficial
situations
characlrizations,
drawn
Kathleen Comegys turns in the Leigh and Hilton show up on the
and dialog, the most promising possharp-tongued scene, things are further complicated
sibilities are offered by the songs best work as Kate's
Ben Lackland, in by the fact that they, too, fall for
of Emily Pierce. She has a definite old housekeeper.
also makes every each other— but with the realization
flare for lyric writing and manages a thankless part,
Warren gives that they won't go ahead with it
also to catch a good musical theme line count. Katharine
a spirited reading of the lead role, Hilton rewrites the play for a hit
here and there.
and the three couples iron their
Outstanding assignments in the and Clark Chesney, as glamor-boy emotions out by staying
put where
effectively
in
Gideon,
swashbucklcs
cast are very well handled by Mary
they belong.
Jane. Stockham and William Mac- his early scenes but seems uncomTheatre of the Fifteen does almost
Leod, both ready for bi?t!er things. fortable when forced to stand still in more with this than can
normally be
Anthony Bickley and
Also effective are Lyn Swann, one Act Three.
done on the small stage here, with
of the few legit voices in the cast Bruce Adams are helpful in support blackouts and having
scenes changed
and Charlie Brod.sky. brought in for others being amateurish for the most before the eyes of the audience.
The
the comic possibilities of the con- part
six players all come through very
niving agent
effectively. Edward Sheffield's setDirection by Edward Padula is
tings are nifties. But as a good picconsistently good and a rather heroic
ture possibility, it carries mostly an
limitaphysical
Milford,
Conn.,
Aug.
27.
considering
the
New
job
idea and is executed more
Drama In three nets, four scenes, by ture than legit technique. with pictions and various prodiirtioh probPrott.
lems for this sort of stint Chore- Ellzabolh MIeIc; singed by Hudson FnussettlnK. I.Ioyd Hnllock, Jr.; presented
ography and incidental dance by Emy HC(t;
by and at The.ntre-ln-the-Dale, New Mil-

it on the chin with
flopperoos about Hollywood
last season, Broadway can hardly
be expected to go for 'Retreat from
Sparks.
Glory' if it's brought in followin.i»
The superior product that Freder- current summer tryout. Courtney
ick Burleigh, Gaynor and the Misses Abbott's account of feuding stage
Fox and Sparks have turned out and screen celebrities on the west
here on a small stag* in a short re- coast is a spotty affair.. Hair-pulling
hearsal period produces a high stand- and china-smashing contests give the
ard to shoot at. Langworthy's modest, script some lively moments, and
For.
colorful sets aid greatly.
there are a number of amusing digs
and wiecracks, but 'Retreat is Dy no
means a first-rate comedy.
And
when it takes itself even halfway
seriously, as in the romantic pasPawling. N. Y., Sept 2.
sages, it becomes just a bore.
Musical revue In two parts, 10 scensa,

produced by Nod

she manages to do in the best scene
of the play, a town meeting in 1685
Sudbury.
Staff of this small playhouse has
gone overboard on physical produc-

Elizabeth Micle has apparently
taken 'White Cargo,' 'Rain' and a
few others of their type, encased
them in a new wrapper and presented 'Timbalu.' It's another version of
what the South Seas moon can do to
whites who, spend any length of time
on the islands there.
If there's anything the author left
out of this particular script the
omission was not apparent to observers.
Elements included in the play
are the slave-driving cocoanut planter and his semi-discoiitented wife
who is being wooed by a former
suitor; the itinerant fourth-rate niteclub femme; the missionary and his
wife; the community medico; the
native girl betrayed by the white;
the visiting deb in love with the
poetic half caste; the native uprising
against the planter; the killing of the
native girl and the revenge of her
Samoan sweetheart. The old standbys are all there even to native music and dancing, but despite a familiarity of theme, in this case the whole
is pieced together in a moderately
interesting manner for stage fare;
for pix, it offers little that is new,

Dallas Operetta Season
The

12th

and

Dallas, Sept.
final week of

2.

the

Shuberts'

operetta-under-the stara
Fair Park Casino began
Thursday night (28) with the presentation of Oscar Straus' 'The Chocolate Soldier.' So successful has the
schedule been that the original plan
for 10 weeks was increased by two.
Leading roles in the final week
are being played by
Alexander
Gray, Martha ErroUe, John Patrick,
Joan Roberts, Truman Gaige, DonaldGage, Douglas Leavitt and Bernice

series

at

Claire.

Current Road Shows
(Sept 3-13)
'Accent on Yooth' (Sylvia Sidney,
Luther Adier)
Brighton, Brighton
Beach, N. Y. (3-7); Central, Cedarhurst L. 1. (9-14).
Beaotltul
People'
1 n d s o r,
Bronx, N. Y. (3-7); Flatbush, Brook-

—

—W

lyn (9-14).

(Rosemary

Forward'

Foot

'Best

Lane)—Shubert New Haven

(11-13).

'Boys and Girls Together' (Ed
Margot Grahame, with an appearWynn) Mosque, Newark (5-6); Naance in 'The Informer' to her credit,
tional, Washington (8-13).
fares poorly as heroine. Her play'Doctors Dilemma' (Katharine Coring Is over-emphatic, and she doesn't
suggest the 'first lady of the stage'
nell)— Forrest PhiUdelphla (8-13).
type, which is how her character is
•Claudia'
Beverly
(Lila
Lee,
described. Providing love interest as but with proper expansion it might Bayne) Empire, Syracuse (12-13).
a picture producer, Maurice Burke serve as a 'B' dualer.
Script car'Fun for the Money' Playhouse,
turns in an amiable performance. ries numerous pleasing passages,
Hollywood
(3-13).
For the most part Philip Huston, with much poetic dialog In evidence.
'Helltapoppin'—Curran, San FranMiriam Battista, Maurice Wells. JudPlay has a competent physical proson Laire, Edith Ketchum and Ellis duction.
Backed by an excellent cisco (3-13).
Baker, in other roles of more or less bungalow setting, a capable cast puts
'Hold on to Tonr Hats' (Al Jolson)
importance, do effective work, but the story across acceptably. Hudson —Shubert Boston (3-13).
the script Is against them. Direc- Faussett lends power to the slave'Jump for Joy' (Duke Ellington)—
tion and production, are fair.
driving Abbott role and holds stead- Mayan, Los Angeles (3-6).
Poul.
ily to his interpretation throughout
'Keep Covered'— Ford's, Baltimore
Shortcomings in the Hutchinson part
are due more to writing than acting, (8-13).
'Male Animal' (Otto Kruger)—
as Robert Champlain's trouping disAlcazar,
San Francisco (6-13).
plays all the variations that the script
Martha's Vineyard, Mass., Aug. 25.
allows. Less important characteriza'Mamba's Daughters' (Ethel WaComedy In three acts by Esther Forbes tions are commendably handled by ters) Biltmore, Los Angeles (10and Saxon Kling; staged by Nell McFeo Russell Conway, as the sawbones;
13).
Skinner; setting.'), Johannes Larsen; costumes. Marin Coxe: feniures Katharine Jeraldine Dvorak, the stranded nite'Meet the People*—Cass, Detroit
Warren: prcuentol by Martha's Vineyard club warbler; Helene Heigh, as Ab(3-6).
Playhouse.
Martha's
Vineyard,
bott's wife, and Edmond Le Comte, as
K-ass.,
opening Aug. 18. '41.
'Mr. Big'—Klein aud., Hartford,
a roughneck ship's captain,
Louis
Goody Bayire
Kathleen Comegys Townsend and Joan Danton fit nicely Conn. (6); Plymouth, Boston (8-13).
Jerusha Whipple
Helen Renbold as the youthful Samoan pair and
'My Sister Eileen'— Harris, Chiadd
Caleb Whipple
Anthony Bickley
with
Dobby SIkes
native
dances- cago (3-13).
Ruth Chllda atmosphere
Goodman Bayne
Ben Lackland Minor roles involving balance of cast
'Native Son'— Flatbush, Brooklyn
Asa SCroggs
Bruce Adams are generally well done.
Bone.
(3-7).
Gideon

—

—

—

PURITANS AT PLAY

—

Hereford

Clark Chesney
Katharine Warren
Charlotte Sanger

Kate Coleman

Widow BIgelow
Hannah Bradford

Phyllis

Pastor Allln
Magistrate HIgglns

Leslie Davis.

Revised version of 'What Every
Wants,' which Francine Larrimore once tried out on the road,

Woman

impresses

lacking what it
takes for Broadway. Novelist Esther
Forbes and her collaborator have
turned out a mildly amusing play,
pleasantly literary and historically
interesting,
but deficient in real
still

ARGOSY AT FORTY

Cram

Bradford Hatton
Stephen Courtlelgh
Also, Harry Coble, Marjorlo Dulln. Edward Skinner, Al Haak, Johannes Lnrsen.
Cheater McKlrlhsn. Paul Corrlston. >larold
Morse. Ruth 'Ifmus. Albert Miller. Patricia
'Jrlennnld, Virginia Gilbert, Helen Rogers,

as

comedy.
Foibles of our New England ancestors have made good dramatic
material before, in 'The Pursuit of
Happiness'; and 'Feathers in the
Gale,' announced for this fall by
Marie Louise Elkins, is also based on
an old Massachusetts custom. 'Puriitans' is too frail an entry to stand
up against this competition.
Plot springs from an old Puritan
law making master or mistress responsible for moralit.v of servants.
Rich .widow JCate Coleman, finding
that her maid Debby has sidestepped
with a soldier who then got himself
scalped, sets out to buy a husband
and father for Debby and her com-

Hendersonville, N. C, Aug. 27.

Comedy In 13 scenes by DeWllt Bodeon.
Staged by Hale McKeen and Vaughn Bag
gcrly.
Setting,
Edward Sheftleld.
Pre
sented by the Tlical<-e of tho Fifteen at
the Old Mill Playhouse, Hendersonville,
N. C, Aug. 20, '41.
Jason Leigh
Frank Rotllnger
Miriam Leigh
Mary Greene
Peter Leigh
Wlllard Thomp'son
Luther Hilton
Hale McKeen
Fay Hilton
Barbara Parmley
Doris Hilton
Janet Cole
This is a case of sloppy play
wrighting; it has nothing for New
York in its present state. Yet it has
an idea behind it that comes through
in spite of the bad technical con-

And

sometimes, when
DeWitt Bodeen permits himself to
get his teeth in one of his alarming
number of 15 scenes, he writes with
sparkling humor. If he could set his
play in threfe conventional acts, he
would have something. Too cut up

struction.

as

is.

should, with only slight wring
ing out of some risque parts and the
realization of more values in the
situations, make a light 'B' picture.
Several years ago this play was presented privately in the experimental
department of the Pasadena (Cal.)
It

'Separate Rooms' (Alan Dinehart
Sten, Lyle Talbot)—Windsor,
Bronx, N. Y. (9-10).
'The More the Merrier'— Maryland,
Baltimore (3-6).
"The Wookey' (Edmund Gwenn,
Heather Angel)— Ford's, Baltimore

Anna

(3-6).

'Tobacco

Road'

(John

Barton)—

Biltmore, Los Angeles (3-6).
National,
Two Story House*

—

Washington (3-6).
'Two for the Money' (Willie Howard)

—Central,

Cedarhurst,-

L.

I.

(3-7).

Strawhat Premieres
(Sept. 1-13)

'Rutus and His Wile,' comedydrama by Philip G. and Julius J.
Epstein, at County theatre, Suffem,
N. Y. (1-6).
'The Good Neighbor,' by Jack L.
Levin, at Stony Creek (Conn.) theatre (1-6).

It's All Done with Memos,' by
Playhouse, and it was done last
Our Teeny Little Weeny Nest.' If spite of a company quite short on
Greene and Theodore
winter for a week in Miami by the Laurence
Gaynor doesn't get there first, some- vocal equipment, Don Swanh, Jr,
Dibble, at HiUtop theatre, Ellicott
Theatre of the Fifteen,
outside of
one may plant a similar burley tab has succeeded in projecting, never- ing brat She picks a handsome fel- that it presumably but
hasn't
been City, Md. (2-6).
In a revue this season.
theless, a boxoffice possibility that low named Gideon, but unfortu- around.
Talk Out Lond,' revue with
Sheila Barrett, starred, is smartly should help considerably in these nately falls for him herself, even
Story concerns Jason Leigh, _ sketches by Reuben Shipp, music by
handled. She is on just enough for closing days of his pioneer strawhat though she learns he's a fugiive from successful Omaha businessman who,
Al Moss and Will Lorin, lyrics by
those who find her work only mildly here. As a possibility for Broadway justice. It then becomes her prob- at 40, still loves his wife but doesn't
Hou.se,
amusing, find not enough for her or equally ambitious company 'About liem to save him from punishment, find her or his collegian son enough. David Greggory, at Unity
fans.
'Everybody's Got a Guy But Face,' however, falls far short
unhitch him from Debby, find an- With a yen to write plays, he goes to Forest Park, Pa, (6).
'Not Only VesoTlos,' by John Neff,
I,' sung in a low-down torchy manIt's all rather familiar stuiT about other parent for the imminent child, New- York with his understanding
ner with slinky costume; her brittle an artist tempted away from his and get out of an unwelcome en- wife's blessing. There he meets one Hunterdon Hills playhouse, Jutland,
burlesque in an English drawing ideal by the fleshpots, and his aubse gagement of her own. All of which Fay Hilton, the on-the-make wile of N. J.. (9-13.

—

^Pedncsilay,

September

8,
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Strawhats' $3,000,000 B. 0.
;

profits this

ATLANTIC CITY, $9,000

Continued from page

Mt Kisco, N. Y., and the Hunterdon
Jutland, N. J., which
Hills theatre,
open through the
failed to remain
previous season, continued lighted
earning nice
reported
and were
summer.

To anyone familiar^with strawhat
this season has been remarkable for the fact that the cowbarn operators have not been cryNormally, the bucolic
ing ruin.
Belascos spend all summer moaning
about terrible business and blaming
everything from Equity restrictions,
star temperament arid the weather
to radio and world conditions. That's
finances,

IN

nearly |S0,0OO.

In contrast to such
large-grosserg
Maplawood, there
are countless imall itrawhats in remote resort towni that operate on
a slim budget and oan draw only
about $3,000 or lo on • oapacity

u

week.

As usual, thii fcason has been
marked by a number of "prestige' or
'novelty' bills at various spots.- For
instance, Tyrone Power and Anna

Atlantic City, Sept.

Al Jolson in 'Hold
Hats'

did

Garden Pier
Wednesday

On

disappointing
last wee!:.

2.

to Your
$9,000 at

B way-Wow!; Everylliiiig Skyrockets;
Ice Hottest, $26J0; Hattie' $26,000

Show opened

days inIncreased Broadway legit attend- M (Mtjsical), F (Farce), O (Oper.
cluding one matinee. It was opening ance
of the last few weeks continued etta).
date of road tour.
again last week, with particularly
'Arsenic and Old Lace," Fulton
FallofT blamed on 'high' top of
heavy grosses being registered Fri- (34th week)
$3.30, with the piers giving so much
day and Saturday (29-30) as out-of- leader held to (C-938; $3.30). Laugh
solid capacity all per>
entertainment for 75c. Also, charity town
vacationers swarmed along the formanccs again;
$16,600.
boxing match and Gracie Fields ben- Main Stem.
Saturday
was
big at all
efit concert competed.
"Claudia," Booth (29th week) (CDshows, some
drawing standee 712;
Garden Pier theatre, operated by trade at bothhouses
$3.30).
Business continued to
matinee and evening improve
Ben Jacobson and Rube Bernstein performances.
and Rose Franken show
looks set well into new season: estifor nine weeks this summer, closed
This week, opening with Sunday mated
Saturday (31). Approximately $65,$12,500.
(31) showings at some theciies
000 was grossed during season for
'Hellzapoppin,'
Winter
Garden
Labor Day (1) matinees, was even
nine productions. Bernstein has re
heavier, btit slid off somewhat at (154th week) (R-1,671: $3.30). Rough
turned to Shubert theatre, Phila'
the Monday night performances, as and tumble- revue followed general
delphia.
usual on holidays. Balance of this upward trend, profiting particularly
week is expected to be down a bit, from holiday weekend tourist tradei
with gradually returning business about $16,800.
'It Happens on Ice," Center (2d reanticipated for the ensuing few
peat engagement) (7th week) (ftweeks.
3,027; $1.65). Ice spectacle got hefty
Estimates for Last Week
play from out-of-town visitors over
Key: C (Comedw), D CDrama), weekend, playing extra matinees
CD (.Comedy-Drama), R (Revue), Friday (29) and Labor Day (1);
plenty of profit at $26,300, new high
at scale, with extra performance;
will continue nine-performanca
(27)

for four

bella,
co-starring for an engageof 20 perforrhancas extending
over three weeks at Westport, Conn.,
in 'Liliom,' drew standees at every
show, to set a new gross record of
because there is generally a narrow $6,100 for a nine-performance week.
margin of profit at best, as well as Previous record was $5,400 for eight
a desire to avoid paying high sal- performances, set by Jaiie Cowl.
But this year
aries to actors, etc.
The Cape Theatre, Dennis, Mass.,
even the operators themselves ad- broke its house record several times
mit jiaking money, which Is nor- during the season. Charles Buttermally unheard of.
worth set a new figure for the openVnexplalnable
ing bill of 'George Washington Slept
No one can actually explain the here,' only to have C. Aubrey Smith
general business upturn. After the top that the following week in 'Old
first couple of weeks, the few spots English' and Moss Hart surpass that
that had opened early thought the again the ensuing week In 'The Man
Finally,
improved attendance was because Who Came to Dinner."
Chicago, Sept. 2.
Chicago'^ single show continues to
their shows were good or that local Gertrude Xiawrence, wife of the theconditions were responsible. But as atre's manager, Richard Aldrich, set be 'My Sister Eileen,' now in its
reports from everywhere have come a final record of $7,900 as co-star seventh month in the loop, and the
with Philip Merivale in the Ameri- end at least four weeks away, acIn, it has been evident that the boom
cording to most conservative estiwas general, that people had money can premiere of John Van Druten's mates.
to spend and would go see almost 'Behold We Live.'
With the town stUl loaded with
As a result, there have
anything.
Butterwortli's Record
conventions, the .comedy is having
been countless reports of sellout
Butterworth, in the same 'George no trouble in piling up a substantial
gross each weelt.
At present the
houses for non-name bills, while al- Washington Slept Here,' set
a new
most every theatre has had grosses house record at the Bucks County show is running as much as $4,000
ahead of its low marks in June, and
well above anything known in forplayhouse. New Hope, Pa., but that there is no reason why it shouldn't
mer years.
flgure was smashed when George S. round out its eight fat months in the
One undoubted factor has been
Kaufman, Moss Hart and Harpo loop. Last week managed to snare
the weather, which has been unusuMarx appeared there together in excellent $11,500 from the 1,200-seat
ally good, in contrast to the long
'The Man Who Came to Dinner.' Harris.
On Sept. 15 the Selwyn will relight
rainy spells that were blamed for
Harpo Marx also participated in an- with John Golden's 'Claudia.' Folsad business two seasons ago. Other
other record-breaker, when he co- lowing will be 'Louisiana Purchase'
explanations offered have been the
starred with Alexander Woollcott in for the Erlanger and 'Doctor's Dipossibility that defense spending is
Yellow Jacket' to crack previ- lemma' for the Grand Opera House.
being felt through the country, that 'The
boxoffice figures at the North
people are anxious for entertainment ous
Shore playhouse, Marblehead, Mass.
as escape from the grim international
As reported in Vauibty last week, CRAVEN-'VILLAGE'
situation, the absence of ASCAP muthere will apparently be a record
sic from the air and the consequent
number of strawhat tryouts present$5,400 IN
decrease in radio listening, better
Several
strawhat productions and exploita- ed this season on Broadway.
are already on the way and, includBaltimore, Sept. 2.
tion, etc. The suggestions have been
ing likely prospects, about a dozen
Earlier than usual legit season
endless, but not completely convincare listed. Summary of some of the opening at the indie-booked Marying.
strawhats, with their box- land here had Frank Craven in 'VilThreatened rationing of gasoline leading
lage Green' inching out a mildish
figures, follows:
has had no effect on attendance, from office
Dennis, Mass. (Cape playhouse) gross and fairish critical reception.
However,
available
reports.
all
Downhomer presented by Felix
(10 weeks, eight i>erformances, 515
managements planning to remain seats, $2.75 top). Grossed an esti- Jacoves and the Olneys drew an
open a few more weeks are worried mated $65,000 for the season, with estimated $5,400 to the 1,500-seat
about that angle for the balance of the average week about $6,300 and Maryland, scaled at a top of $2.22.
the season, as by far the largest por- average nut about $3,500-$5,000. Best
tion of strawhat audiences come some week was record-breaker 'Behold
Alan as K. C. Director
distance and nearly all travel by car. We Live,' with Gertrude LawrenceCharles Alan, stage manager of
This gasoline problem is seen as pos- Philip Merivale, for $7,900, with an various Broadway shows the last
Closing Saturday
sibly an acute one next season, if extra matinee.
(6).
May enlarge the house for next several seasons, will direct the prorationing or other restrictions go
ductions this season for the Kansas
season.
through.
Denver, Col. (Elitch's Gardens). City Community Theatre.
Including such 'rotary stock' spots
Lonlsville (Iroquois outdoor theaHe left N.Y. Friday (29) for the
as Jules Lcventhal's Flatbush, Brooktre) (six weeks, six performances, new assignment.
lyn, and Windsor, Bronx, N. Y., and
seats, $1.50 top). Shuberts' opEdward Goldberg's Brighton, at 3,150
eretta season did exceptional busi- Marx in 'The Man Who Came to
Brighton Beach, N. Y., and his CenDinner,'
with two extra matinees.
ness, getting a capacity $14,000 the
tral, Cedarhurst, L. I., as well as
Newport, R. I. (Casino theatre)'
fourth week with 'Irene' and aver- (six-week season).
Capacity gross
such stands as the Garden Pier, Ataging nearly $13,000 through the for the week about $5,000 and has
lantic City, there were 72 strawhats
schedule, a record and the first year averaged nearly $4,000.
operating under Equity sanction durSkowhepan, Me. (Lakewood thethe venture has made a profit.
ing the summer.
That did hot inunder the contract be- atre) (16 weeks, closing Sept. 20,
clude
spots
Hedgerow Weekly nut
like
the
tween the Shuberts and the Courier- seven performances, 1,070 seats,
theatre, Moylan, Pa.; Barter theaHouse has never had a
$1.10 top).
Journal and Times, principal backer,
tre, Abingdon, Va., or 'The Lost Colcapacity week, but the record is
$12,000 a week. Total gross for about
ony,' at Manteo, N. C, which were was
$5,000. Because of the weather
estimated at $75,000. angle during the long season, the
not Equity bonded, but operated un- the season was
Manteo, N. C. (Waterside amphi- gross varies considerably, but has
der special permit.
Nut runs
theatre, Roanoke Island). Fifth sea- averaged about $3,000.
Slim Bodgeters
Business reson of Paul Green's 'Lost Colony' about $2,000-$2,500.
Estimated season's total gross of spectacle broke all records, drawing ported 20% over last year. Tryout
$3,000,000 includes figures for the a total attendance of 435,000 for 224 of 'Family Honeymoon,' by Owen
biggest grosser this season.
Davis,
Maplewood (N. J.) theatre, which performances. Season was scheduled
(Berkshire
Mass.
Stockbridee,
will probably remain open through to have ended Sunday (31), but with
playhouse) (10 weeks, closing last
October and which grosses an aver- 8,500 persons jamming the outdoor Saturday (30), seven performances,
age of about $8,500 a week. It does theatre, and extra performance was 444 seats, $2.75 top). Best week (canot include the outdoor St. Louis given Labor Day night (1).
pacity $4,000) was drawn this season
Municipal Opera, where a week's
Maplewood, N. 3. (Maplewood by Tallulah Bankhead in 'Her CardAverage gross has
business may be between $30,000 and theatre) (probably 23 weeks, eight board Lover."
performances, 1,411 seats, $1.65 top). been about $3,500, against, a weekly
House currently playing its 15th nut of $2,800-$3,000. Nearly 75% of
week and slated to continue through all performances have been sellouts,
drawn even
business
capacity
set
with
recently
Robinson
Bill
October.
new mark for the season, with $12,- against the opposition Berkshire
S. E. Cor. 90th St., East
600 in 'Hot Mikado.' House record Music Festival.
Satrem, N. Y. (County theatre) (10
of $14,000 held by Helen Hayes m
Prtbilily the moJt unutuil iparlmenl In
Average weeks, closing Saturday (6), six perNtw York.
'Ladies and Gentlemen.'
It
li
brMtht*klng In Its
ualgueneti.
Preunt tenint tpeni imtll
weekly gross about $8,500, with the formances, 265 seats, $2.20 top). Connrtuna In ipulil conilructim on Willi,
sidering the bad reputation left by
average weekly nut about $5,000.
«lndo»i tnil Inillreet llgMIni offecti In
living room, library tnil (oyer.
Marblehead, Mass. (North Shore last season's management and the
All thoK
•peclit feature! will be left Intact at no
Sat- fact that the tiny capacity makes it
closed
playhouse) (nine weeks
expcnia.
urday (30), seven performances, 974 almost impossible to earn a profit,
It ll a
magnificent corner apartment of
Alexander Wooll- the management of Jean Muir and
9 roome and A bathi.
Perfect letting
seats, $2.20 top).
for a tcreu, itage or radio direetor, radio
cott-Harpo Marx set new house Sanford Meisner has been remarkartltt.
tcenle deilgner.
mark of $8,500 in "The Yellow ably successful. Nut has been kept
pub Ither, artlct. or any one who wlihet
<• live In an Impralilve manner
with an extra matinee. down and business has built well
II li
Jacket,'
•tunning beyond worde and a rare barsummer.
Capacity
the
Regular capacity for seven-perform- through
gain baildei.
Rental (3,600.
ance week is $7,700. Average gross week's gross would be about $2,500.
APPLY J. C. FUSSEL
Lifetime,'
has been about $5,500-$6,000, with Best week was 'Once in a
on premiMB or
Miss Muir, for about $2,100.
the average nut around $3,500-$4.000. starring
tilionf ATivntor 0-140Z
or
been
about
has
$1,800,
Average
$52,gross
total
season's
Estimated
approximately an even break.
Westport, Conn, (Country playNew Hope, Pa. (Bucks County
Saturday
playhouse) (probably 14 weeks end- house) (10 weeks, ending
performances, 475 seats.
ing Sept. 13, eight performances, 430 (6), eight

ment
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.

SAMUEL FEIENCH
SINCE leso
AUTHORS- REPRESENTATIVE
Playe for Stage, Screen and Radio

K

Welt

4Stli

Street,

New York

ail Weit 7lh airoet, Loi Angelea

top—$2.20 Saturdays).
gross has averaged about
$4,000 against a possible capacity of
$4 200 and a week's nut estimated at
seats,

$1.65

Week's

between $1,500 and

$3,000.

House

record of $5,000 set by George

Kaufman,

Moss

Hart

and

S.

Harpo

Has had
$2.20 top-$2.75 Saturdays).
the best season in its history, and the

ItOAD'WEAKiiG

iN4THLA.RUN
Los Angeles, Sept.

2.

'Tobacco Road," here for the fourth
wound up with barely $6,000 in
the first week at the Biltmore, with
slim takings for the coming week
also indicate. Play has apparently
worn out its welcome at last, having
in the past been presented at the
Belasco for nine weeks, the Music
Box for six weeks and at the Biltmore for a couple. Current engagement will add up to a total of 20
weeks for 'Road' in this town.
'Jump for Joy,' Duke Ellington
musical at the Mayan, is wavering
on the red-black borderline with approximately $6,500 in its eighth week
at the Mayan. Plans are to take t^e
show to San Francisco at the end of
its run here, but understanding is
that there is no house currently
available there.
'Fun for the Money,' new musical
revue, opened at the Hollywood
Playhouse last night (Monday).
time,

'GWENN'-WOOKEY IIG

WASHINGTON

IN

mm

schedule.

'Lady in the Dark," Alvin (reopened Monday— 1) (M-1,357 $4.40>.
Gertrude Lawrence-starrer resumed
22* week, with okay advanca
for

sale.

'Life with Father," Empire (Mth
week) (CD-991; $3.30).
Margalo
Gillmore and Percy Waram subbing

for the vacationing Dorothy Stickney and Howard Lindsay; attendance

soared again, nearing capacity at
late-week performances; estimated
$14,700.

'My Sister Eileen," Biltmore (36th
week) (CD-991; $3.30). Shared in
general boost, particularly late in the
week; Shirley Booth returned to cast

Monday
'Pal

(1)

about $12,000.
Shubert (Reopened

Joey,"

Monday —

(M-1,372;

1)

$3.30).

Rodgers-Hart

musical comedy refor 35th week at lowered
house capacity reduced by removal of 33 seats for enlarged orchestra pit; scheduled for four weeks

sumed
scale;

before touring; George Tapps taking
title part Tuesday (9).
'Panama HatUe," (46th Street (44th
week) (M-1,347; $4.40). Ethel Merman show spurted again; around

over

$26,000.

'SeparaU Booms." Plymouth (75th
week) (C-1,107). Current week end*
the engagement and comedy soet
on the road; house gets "The
next Wednesday (10): up a

Wookw*
trifle

to

$4,000.

'The Corn Is Green," National (40th
week) (D-1,162; $3.30). Final week
at this house, moving to Royal for
next
Tuesday night's
per(9)
formance; house, has the Maurice
Evans 'Macbeth' scheduled for Nov,
10; $10,000 last week.
'The Wookey." Plymouth (opens

Washington, Sept. 2,
Starting local, legit season last
week (29) at the National, Frederick
Hazlitt
Brennan's 'The
Wookey'
fought Washington's August weather
to come through with approximately
$11,000 for eight performances. Fact Sept. 10) (D-1,107: $3.30). Frederick
that theatre is not air-cooled held Hazlitt Brennan play ciirrently tieing
groomed in Baltimore, follows ^Septhe take down.
While many considered 'Wookey' a arate Rooms" at this theatre.
good character in a play badly In
Two Story House," Morosco (opens
need of tightening, audience reaction Sept 9) (CD-893). Spoof of spook
was exceptionally enthusiastic. Play, mellers, a strawhat product currentpresented by Edgar Selwyn, is cur- ly playing a Washington tuneup enrent in Baltimore, on way to New gagement, being brought in by Brock
York. Edmund dwenn plays title Pemberton.
role.
'Village
Orecn,"
Henry UiU
umar
Current at National here is try- (opens tonight Wednesday)
out of "Two-Story House,' by Parker 940; $3.30). Dorothy end Julian
n OlW. Fennelly, presented by Brock ney with Felix Jacoves, make theif
Pemberton.
Broadway producing bow with ttiis
strawhat-orlgin comedy about smau-

—

town

Duffy's 'Quiet' Fair

8G

in

3d Wk., Frisco

New

England

politics.

'Watch on the Bhlne," Martin Beck
(22d week) (D-1,214; $3.30). CrtU^
Circle Prize play continued general

attendance
San Francisco, Sept. 2.
Henry Duffy's production of 'Quiet $16,500.
Please,' with Minna Gombell, Fred
Niblo and Robert Scott, finished its
third week of 10 days topping' $8,000,

estimated

climb;

about

fair.

House goes dark until arrival of
Otto Kruger in 'Male Animal,' now
set to

open Saturday

(6).

KILPATSICK FOB 'HOUSE'
Tom

Kilpa trick

Is

company man-

ager for Brock Pemberton's production of 'Two Story House," Henry
Levin is stage manager,
Arthur Hughes is assistant and Bill
Doll, p.a.

Shows

in

Rehearsal

'Candle In the Wind'— Playwrights
Co.—Theatre Guild.
'Mr.

Big'- George

—

S.

bott.

—

NORMAN

Kaufman.

'Keep Covered' Morris Sarnoff.
'Best Foot Forward' George Ab-

—

Cain' American
Civic
'Brother
Theatre.
'Boys and Girls Torether"— Ed

HARRIS

'

•nd

SYLVIA

Wynn.
'Distant

'ClaudU'

City— John Tuerk.
company)
(Chicago

John Golden.

Old Lace* (road
'Arsenic and
operators, Lawrence Langner and company) Howard
Lindsay-Russel
Armina Marshall, are planning to Grouse.
enlarge the house for next season.
(Coast)-David
'Devil's Disciple'
Average week's gross has been about
Selznick.
$4,500, against a nut of $3,500-$5,000. O.

—

SHORE
ON TOUR
Msnafeneiitt

UTS BroudWar

WU. KENT
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1
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'Claudia/ Theatre'

Inside Stuff-Legit

To Be ATS

Chicago

in

Chicago, Sept.

Persuasive power of theatre ducabi was demonstrated again last week
vhen Lenore Tobin, of the Shubert .iffice in New York, was pinched for
speeding while trying to catch the Martha's Vineyard ferry, at Wood's
Hole, Mass. Taken to the local court house and apparently slated to be
held for the arrival of the iustice of the peace, Miss Tobin alibied, pcrcuaded and begged all without avail.
Finally, she remarked that she worked for the producers of 'Hellzarioppin.'
Police chiet immediately phoned ahead and held the ferry, »;ave
Miss Tobin a motorcycle escort and even arranged to park her car at the
Jerry slip. For which she promised him two passes for 'Hellz.'

—

Grand Opera House, Chicago, now operated independently by the Hamand its general manager, John Schreiber, will likely be booked
exclusively hereafter by the United Booking Office.
Schreiber has just returned from New York where he held close confabs with Marcus Heiman of the UBO. It is expected that the first show
for the Grand will be Katharine Cornell in "The Doctor's DilemnM,' to
open Oct. 19.
lin Estate

Tom Green personal rep for Olsen and Johnson, had to sub for Saul
Bichman, 'Hellzapoppin' exploiteer, last week when Uncle Sam yanked
Rlchman from the Curran, San Francisco, and tossed hihi into the Army.
Draftee Richman had been ahead of the show since October.

will be on
American Theatre Society sub-

shop on W. 52d street' ('21'); popular
cafe society rendezvous on East 53d'
(Stork);; 'softly lighted canteen on
East 52d', and the brawny Irishman,
opens in the Sclwyn here Sept. 15.
Jim Moriarity, at backgammon'
Second of the Golden productions
(Barberry Room); 'famous cabaret
for the ATS series will be Somerset
on W. 52d which features the rare
Maugham's 'Theatre.'
minstrel, Eddie Davis* (Leon Se Edto Berne; Witt Hancock from Istan- die's); 'Bud Abbott walked into the
bul to Bombay; Max Harrelson from hotel room where Jack Waldron
Budapest to Berne; Lynn Heinzerling works' (Park Central), etc.
Play Out of
from Berlin to Madrid; George C.
Knickerbocker Answers 'Em
Jordan from Rome to New York
H. R. Knickerbocker, who hit a
general staff; William B. King from
Madrid to London,, and Lawrence G. record with 128 lectures last seaHauck from Cleveland to New York. son, has just completed a book anWashington, Sept. 2.
Staff
additions
include
Robert swering the 300 questions most frePloy In Ihrci' nrlf by I'nikcr \V. Kcni-otlliiB.
asked by his listeners.
Broeg, former Missouri stringer, to quently
nolly. shiKoil by Aiilnlnfiic I'l-rry:
Jobn Hooi; pi-fspnlod by Hroi-lt reinbcrloii Boston; Randall Brown, Cleveland Tagged 'The Answer Is,' it will be
Wiisihlngion. week
nl Che .V.itloiiul ThcMiro,
News, to Cleveland A. P. office; published by Reynal & Hitchcock
.....W„Uer O HIM
Am^'uiuck:....
Chris J. Edmonds, Milwaukee Sen- this faU.
^
Lulu Puni,I tinel, to Milwaukee A. P. office;
Vet foreign correspondent sets
Donokl Cnrlton
'^,;"'"'""i.m
'IS
Percy Kllbrlile
Sheriff Preble
Helen F. Hall, freelancer and staffer out shortly on his third Coast-toHoward ! reemnn
Zndoc Orlmes
on Spur, N. Y., to New York feature Coast lecture tour.
nroriro MBthi-WH
the

scription
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Defense Coin Inspires
Hefty Memphis Sked

consistent business for 12 weeks, piling up grosses over $200,000.
Pic
houses, too, have reflected the spending of those millions, some grossing
$30,000 a week with double features.
It is admitted now that attempt to
put three houses in operation last
fall was beating the gun by months.
The defense contracts were barely
let but with the munitions plants
starting to roll into heavy production now, the coin is out among the
potential spenders.

In dropping the lease on the Wilson, the Shuberts countered by tak-

'29.

Dates include: 'Water Follies of
1941,' starring Buster Crabbe, week
of Oct. 6; 'Blossom Time,' Nov. 1011; the Lunts in 'There Shall Be No
Ni:ht,' Nov. 21-22; 'Student Prince,'
Dec. 3-4; 'Life With Father,' Jan. 79; 'Hellzapoppin,' return engagement
for Billy House-Eddie Garr company,
Jan. 13-14; AI Jolson in 'Hold On to
Your Hats,' Jan. 23-24; Ed Wynn in
'Boys and Girls Together,' Feb. 18;
'Arsenic and Old Lace,' March 4-5;
'Ziegfeld Follies,' March 6-7; Maurice
Evans' 'Macbeth,' Feb. 10-11; 'My
Sister Eileen,' March 20-21.
'Watch on the Rhine' and 'The
Corn Is Green' are also mentioned
as probables, but without dates.
significant feature of lineup is
that Colonel McElravy is accepting
two shows in one week for the first
time in the Auditorium's history.

A

With Second Army headquarters located here and a halt-dozen defense
projects in this area, the Colonel
figures that good shows can't miss no

matter

how

close

'

they

come

to-

gether.

Mrs. Martha W. Angier is dating
the Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo for
two performances Dec. 13 and a concert

by Marian Anderson for Oct

29.

The Beethoven Club bookings

call

for: Lauritz Melchoir,

Metropolitan
Jose Echaniz, Cuban
Bidu Sayao, Metropolitan soprano, Feb. 10; and the St.
Louis Syhphony Orchestra, March
I. L. Myers win offer the Curtis"
17.
String Quartet somewhere along the
tenor,

Nov.

15;

pianist, Dec. 6;

line.

Detroit to

Be Launched
Town

This Year as 'Run'

Detroit, Sept 2.
After a false start last season, Detroit will be launched again this
year on the basis of a 'run' town.
Formerly classed as the best show
town between New York and Chi-

cago, the setup here is believed ripe
for carrying shows on a month to
basis Instead of the foror two.
Present plans
will bring both the Cass and Lafayette, the latter leased by the Shuberts, into the scheme of things, with
the Wilson in the offing.
Tipofl to the Detroit possibilities,
v^.ere one of the greatest splurges
}f defense coin has started emergig, was with the summer run of

two-month

mer week

''""''"'''^.

Hownrd

St.

"^'"^-"S"

Jtihn

Jnnies Cools

Henry
.Vriliur

I.evin
Huftlien

soon as they write third acts. This

leaving the heroine being throttled
a maniac, where the second
stanza ends, or solving the whole
business happily, as the third or
rather the second act winds up.

by

—

—

Customers probably won't mind.
Producer has one plan for selling

in his ofler of $50 award
weekly to writer of best letter telling which second act Is preferred.

tickets

'Two-Story House' stacks up
now he does not stand to be

right

involved
weeks.

In

that

deal

many

for

Maybe this two second-act busiing up the Lafayette, only a block
had better be explained, as well
from the Cass theatre, to build up ness
possible by an innocent bystander.

Memphis, Sept. 2.
This town is full of defense money, a regular legit loop. J. J. Shubert
which may explain how come the Is in town for the final rehearsals
city's municipal Ellis Auditorium has of 'Meet the People,' which opened
a dozen legit bookings already set at the Cass yesterday (Monday), and
for the season, plus a number of to supervise the alterations on the
Lafayette. Report is that 'My Sister
other attractions.
This is the best array of advance Eileen' will move Into the latter
scheduling Col. Charles McElrayy, house around Sept. 15, with 'Meet
the veteran managing director, has the People' Inked for at least a
been able to snag since before the month's run at the Cass.
depression of

J.

;

one just has two second acts. Might
be better to just lop off one of them,

As

Legit

FoHownp

Hold on to Your Hats
(GARDEN

PIEB, A. C.)
Atlantic City, Aug. 30.
'Hold On to Your Hats,' revised
and resumed for tour, remains a
tuneful, thoroughly amusing musical.
But it is Al Jolson who gives the
customers their money's worth. At
opening show, he wisecracked, ad
libbed, talked about his earlier days
in this resort and sang a number of
tuneful songs.
While the production has several
good tunes, such 9s 'World in My
Arms,' 'Great Day Coming,' Jolson's
medley of oldtimers went over best
He sings 'April Showers' and 'Blue
Heaven' and drops a hint Sbout his
perennial 'Sonny Boy," which brought
calls for the favorite. He follows this
with 'Mammy,* even on bended knee.
The audience loved it and it was
many minutes before he was able to

as

Item starts out in conventional
of a mystery-comedy man,
wife and a relative snowed in at
isolated Maine home on a
blizzardy evening. He's invented a
knockout gas that will revolutionize

—

manner
their

warfare and

is off

to

Washington

if

the bus gets through. Telephone
goes out of order, wind howls.
Added to audience assurance that
agents of Hitler will turn up, there
Is news of an escaped maniac and a
mysterious gent arrives acting like a
poor caricature of Alex- Woollcott
and claiming to be a writer.
Everyone shows a fondness for
Omar Khayam, favjrite business of
the escaped lunatic being recitation
of poetry as he throttles his feminine
victims.
first

Anyhow second

act

(the

one) develops considerable wild

action, along with considerable idle
Two of three apparently snowtrapped visitors who nave appeared
turn out to be Nazi thugs after the
They're
gas.
for
the
formula
captured by the- third, who for a
time appears to be the. maniac, until

talk.

a guy not seen before pops out of a
box and throttles the lady of the
house. Curtain falls.
Any suspense engendered by this,
however, is lost when character In
'Our Town' manner, who has played
the prolog, comes on to stay, 'this is
just what that crazy writer fellow
wrote in his book and not what
really
happened, which will be
revealed later.'
What really happens, the business
of the following 'second act.' Is that
all three of the nocturnal visitors are
resume.
in Nazi pay and after the gas. At
Jolson was in fine form and high the point when all, is lost the deputy
spirits at catching. He popped in and sheriff pops out of the box to save
out of character constantly and had the day. He is the same gent who
audience in prolonged laughter.
has warned of the escaped maniac.
CoUette Lyons, in role played by Guess who the maniac is?
Martha Raye in original Broadway
Perhaps Pemberton has something
production, handles comedy in excelhere that can be salvaged. Right
lent manner. Her number in 'Down
now
seems to have been leading
on the Dude Ranch,' with Jolson and with he
his chin when he described his
Sid Marion, is especially well done.
first entry of the '41-*42 season as a
Other comedy honors go to Marion
'shudder comedy.' It is some of the
as Concho, faithful Indian follower
'humor,' rather than the villains,
of the 'Lone Rider' (Jolson).
which arouses the shudders.
Story, of course, concerns a timid
Some capable actors behave as
radio cowboy who advertises a
breakfast food, but who faints at though they don't mind being insound of a gun. He becomes, through volved in this confusion. Frwleric
accident the 'Lone Rider,' a takeoff Tozere is excellent as the coldon 'Lone Ranger,' and his affected blooded, bewhiskered Hitler agent,
talking and acting enough like one,
bravery provides much comedy.
Eunice Healey, in femme lead, in fact that one suspects everyone
does well in her dancing numbers, on stage Is a dope for not noticing.
although singing voice is very light. Percy Kilbride comes through, too,
She v:.-ars some attractive costumes with a topnotch portrait of the
througnout Lee Dixon, as male ro- sheriff-maniac, even to the downaccent.
mantic lead, is excellent in terping. east
Howard Freeman
Herman Timberg, Jr., does an Janet Fox, Margaret Callahan and
eccentric dance number that is out- George Mathews rate far above the
standing. His other numbers also average mark, too.
Antoinette Perry's direction keeps
okay.
Three Radio Aces add to
show's tuneful
qualities.
Joseph things moving as often as possible,
Vitale, as Fernando the Mexican, but she can't help a wandering play
gives neat performance during color- that has the most talkative third act
-

.

Ferrlx

i;n.lerhlll

ncv.
l>^tQ\^

three-week engage- Life With Father' at the Cass. AlIn 'Two-Story House.' producer
With Father.' Indie though the first show to attempt a Brock Pemberton has one thing, at
summer run here in years, despite least: the solution for all those playsticky weather, company ran through wrights who have swell plays as

for a
'Life

operated by Milton' Rosenalso has the Walnut,
which also played
Philadelphia,
•Life With Father' last spring as a
step in producer Oscar Berlin's battle with the UBO. Besides the Philly
and St. Louis dates.. Serlin also
booked 'Father' independently into
the Blackstone, Chicago; the Repertory, Boston, and the Cass, Detroit.
In addition he has set the show for
dates in various RKO film houses
throughout the country for this fall

house

A. P.'s Moltlple Switches
Sigrid Arne's switch from special
features division of Associated Press
in Washington to the same assignment in Hollywood tops a lengthy
list of staff switches made by the AP
in this country and abroad recently.
Others take Frank Brutto from Rome

TWaSTORY HOUSE

Dr. Oorinn'.'.'.'
SlBte Trooper

from page 57;

which

Town

•Doc'

; Continued

year.

this

'Claudia,'

The Profesxor

Defense Coin Ups Road

2.

Two John Golden shows

service; Lucrece Hudgins, freelancer,
to Washington feature service; Richard F. Necomb, Newark Evenihg
News, to Newark office; Judson C,
O'Quinn, Mobile Press Register, to
New Orleans office; Harold F. Osborne, Salt Lake 'Tribune, to Salt
Lake City office, and. Richard Yahrraes, Buffalo Evening News, to Phila-

delphia office.

LITERATI OBITS
George A. Fisher, division manager of the San Francisco News, died
in San Francisco Aug. 23.
For 25
years he had been circulation manager of the San Francisco (Chronicle
and in 1923 was president of the
California Circulation Managers Association.
Widow, brother and

daughter survive.
Capt. R. Henderson-Bland, British
playwright, author, poet and soldier,
died in England Aug. 20.
David Skralnka Well, 55, former
ternational Executive Board of the
literary agent, who had sold works
'

2 Fix Crlx

on Guild Board

ThereH be two pix crix, twice as
many as currently, on the new InAmerican Newspaper Guild.
September referendum

for Elinor Glyn and John Colton,
election,
co-author of 'Rain,' died Aug. 25 at
of its kind in
history, will
the French hospital, N. Y.
to the lEB Harry Martin,
Alger Stephen Beane, 48, vet
amusements editor of the Memphis newspaperman, novelist iand poet,
Commercial Appeal, for a fourth died
Aug. 27 at the War Veterans
term, and will add James Francis
Hospital, Bronx; N. Y.
Crow, drama editor of the HollyGeorge Clifford, 52, trade paper
wood Citizen News.
editor, died Aug. 30 in Oak Park,
Both were assured election, as
111.
He was formerly with Quigley
members of the Pro-Guild slate op- Publications, but more recently had
posing present Kaufman-Pasche rebeen editor of The National Provlsgime,
when administration slate ioner. Widow and. son survive.
withdrew five of Its 13 candidates
Charles W. McManus, 61, business
including Frank Laro, San Antonio,
partner with his brother, George
who had been nominated against
McManus, in the production of the
Martin, and Don Pinkston, Sioux
comic strip 'Bringing Up Father' for
City, Incumbent against whom Crow
IS years, died Aug. 31 at the Queen
was running.
Withdrawals were
of Angels Hospital, Los Angeles.
part of a so-called 'unity' move adAnother brother survives also.
vanced by the administration facFrancis Little Emery, 43, former
tion.
Pro-Guild group Is charging
reporter for the Brooklyn Daily
administration with everything from
Eagle and a freelance writer, died
Communism to maladministration.
Sept 1 In Brooklyn of a heart attack. Widow, daughter, brother and
'Wrong Man' Beebe
sister survive.
Lucius Beebe landed in a New
Dnncan Corry, 81, automobile
Jersey clink last week when he was editor of the
York American
mistaken for a Nazi spy. Incarcera- from 1899 to 1934, died at Long
tion was described by the New York Beach, Calif., Aug. 31.
Widow and
Herald Trib' columnist as a 'pleasant son survive.
half hour.* That's how long It took
for the cops to check on his news-

ANG

first

return

New

CHATTER

paper connections and be convinced

Orin W. Kaye, Jr., London correspondent of the Chicago Times,
returns to the U. S. about Sept. 25
After several
for a lecture tour.
months he will return to England. ^
Louis F. Holtzman appointed ediPhiladelphia-New York commuters' tor, of Western Industry, San Franspecial.
Columnist Is doing a book cisco. He was staff writer for the
on choo-choos, 'Trains in Transitions,' Wall St. Journal for a number of
for which he wanted the pic.
He years and more recently Southern
was spotted by an overzealous citi- California editor for the Coast edizen, made doubly suspicious by the tion of the Wall St. Journal, headproximity of the arsentaL It was quartered in L. A.
Beebe's
Al Roberts, swing city desk man
second
mistaken-identity
pinch. First was In St Louis several on Philly Record, has quit to join
years ago.
Philly Bulletin. Walter Lister, former city ed New York Post, took
over similar job at the Record MonCo-Op Photog «« loeland
Continous stream of requests by day (1).
Frank Ortell, of New York WorldAmerican newspapers and photo
services for permish to send photogs Telegram, was elected president of
to Iceland, occupied by British and the New York Turf Writers' As-isn.
American troops, has finally been ac- at the annual meeting held In the
ceded to— In part War Department press box at the Saratoga track. He
has named Sammy Schulman, Inter- succeeds Charles Connors, of Racing Form, who held the office for
national News Photos staffer,
that he wasn't trying to take pictures of an arsenal near Roselle, N.J.
Beebe was out shortly after dawn
with his camera -to get a shot of the
Reading Railroad's 'Seven o'Clocker,'

.

to

make

the trip on condition that
major services have equal access
his

pictures.

Cost of his jaunt

all

to
is

two

years.

Peter Lind Hayes Is collecting
yarns by Joe Frisco for publication

book form by Little, Brown.
Antoine de Saint Exupery, author
Schulman Is currently In Iceland,
haviijg left on a U. S. war vessel at of 'Wind, Sand and Stars,' Is writan undisclosed time from an undis- ing another novel in Hollywood.
Jules Buck, candid cameraman for
closed port
Trip takes eight days
each way and he is to spend eight Esquire Features Service In Hollydays In Iceland.
Schulman will wood, took over columnist chores as
bring all the negatives back with successor to John Truesdale, who rehim as there is no speedier commu- signed. In addition to his bulbing,
nication from the far north country. Buck will handle columns, Sunday
features and fashion layouts for the
Esquire service, aided by Jack M.
Hearst Bars 'Free' Flogs
Warner, son of J. L. Warner, of the
A Hearst
being pooled.

in

business-office memo inWarner lot
structing lu New York dally
columnists not to mention hotels, cafes
of any mystery-comedy ,ever. John and niterlei unless they're regular
Mexican scene.
HALE'S MUSICAL
Costumes and staging generally re- Root's living room Is a handsome set advertisers,
was received
with
Eddie Dlmond will be stage manmain excellent Several sets drew —if one wants to look at a handsome tongue-in-cheek by some of them.
ager for 'Nice Dreamingt' which
big hands as curtain rose. Carter.
set all night
Perhaps the most direct observMac.
Georgie Hale hopes to put into reance of the letter. If not the spirit of
hearsal Sept. 20.
Max Meth will conduct the orDIok Maney has bought a farm the mandate was Louis
Sobol's colJessie Matthews", who will have the
chestra for 'Let's Face It,' new Cole near Westport, Conn., where his umns,
which dodged It by utilizing lead, was due
in New York yesterday
Porter musical,
wife win breed and raise horses.
such phrases as the boisterous grog- (Tuesday)
by Clipper from London.
ful

—
Wednesday, Seplcinber

3,

Broadway
Lynne Overman
^"cBS

Artists

In

moves

town from the

into

19il

MCA head-

ouarters this week.

Hollywood

route to

for a

In

a

New York

Carlos

Suarez,

on an

NBC Camel

who

signed

,
J.

.

.

physical upbeat.

now

in 'Burlesque' at

in

the Pioneer

Gabriel Pascal doing a hideaway
farm near Denham.

at his
for

at his some appearances in Venezuela, has
found out that laws of that country
_
*
Schaefer
forbid foreign talent from going on
RKO prexy George
his the air. This is the same gripe that
cnent last week tuna fishing on
brought Rene Cabel back from
yacht off Atlantic coast.
,
„
Annette Margules, ongmal Ton- Puerto Rico without continuing to
Irom
Caracas.
delayo in 'White Cargo,' back
Climax to Tito Guizar's inferred
South American singing tour.
Coast
from
the
back
Moore
'slam' to Cuban womanhood is ruVictor
whsre he'd gone for the comedy lead mored in his return to Cuba to apPar nlm.
pear personally before the Havana
In 'L-ouisiana Purchase,'
Leo Pillot and Joe Heppner \n St. Rotary and other organizations. OsLouis on 'Belle SUrr' preem for Hal car Sanchez Pelaez, credited with
Home's 20th-Fox exploitation or- first publishing Guizar's supposed
aspersions in Havana's Tiempo, de*°Ona*Munson dropped down to 89 nied any knowledge of the incident.
Bounds as result of tier recent illness Since (Guizar's wife is Cuban, the
5n the Coast, but now on the whole question becomes a grade A

N. Y. apartment.

fizzle.

Leonard Gaynor. former p.a. wjth
Par Columbia and 20th, has joined
Lynn Famol's steff to work on film
Atlantic City
and other accounts.
The Ben Bernies farewell-partymg
By Mildred Carter
maestro
this weekend, before the ole
hies himself to Chi for two months
show.
Crawford
radio
and Caskey dance team
Wrigley
new
hU
on
Sid Kent, head of 20th-Fox. is appearing at Stratosphere Room of
scheduled to return to New York Traymore hotel.
at
Howard Brooks and Dorothy
Sept. 8 after two months vacation
home. Blaine featured at 500 Club for L^ihis Thousand Islands summer
Harvey Brown, socialite daughter bor Day weekend.
of the Bache Browns, opens a sing'Red' Thornton, cartoonist emcee,
ing engagement at the Stork this leaves resort this week for Hotel
Kendis
Sonny
by
backed
Friday

Ralph Reader promoted from

pilot

officer to flight lieutenant

Max

Miller being treated

by Har-

ley street doctor for varicose veins.

Maurice

(Bill)

Ostrer recuperating

at Devonshire after his nasal operation.'

Norman Ginsbury, author of 'Viceroy Sarah,' serving in the Royal Air
Force.

Edward Cooper cleaning up his
cabaret songs for his appearance in
Jack Hylton's road show, 'Piccadixie.'

Tom Walls has contracted to produce a new comedy by Slafford
Dickens, called 'Love, You Bore Me.'
Five characters.
Frank Collins, veteran revue producer, formerly
C. B.

with
Cochran,
producing the new Firth Shephard
revue at the Prince's.
Robert Webber, a member of Harry
Hanson's Court Players at the Royal,
Leeds, has joined up. The company

made him

a presentation.
Colonel Tickler, husband of Beattie
(and Babs), standard vaudeville act
of a decade, is operating the Old
Service club. Maidenhead.
British Lion is giving hefty ad
buildup to Harriet Parsons' 'Meet
the Stars' (Reoublic) series, recently
obtained for distribution here.
Jack Jackson's band, from the
Henry Grady's Paradise Room, At- Mayfair hotel, played at the dance
the King and Queen gave for Prinband.
lanta.
Broadway hasn't seen so many
cess Elizabeth at Windsor Castle.
Artie Shaw and Dinah Shore to
yokels in years as thronged the
Gerald Freeman expects to get
head bill at Steel Pier next week. under way in a couple of weeks with
street over the Labor Day weekend,
rubber- Tommy Tucker ends four-day en- his first picture, for which its unIt looked like an epidemic of
gagement Saturday (6).
der.itood there is a Metro release
several
Ruth Miller (Mrs. George Tyson) deal.
Dr. Irving Somach, In on
Broadway legits, including- "Life putting on 'Calvacade of Screen
George Black's revue, 'Hullabaloo,'
With Fathier," motoring back with Glamour' at 'Miss America' pageant, at Opera House, Blackpool, has
his wife from month's trek to Holly- with gowns loaned by Hollywood.
proved such money spinner he's givJohn Boles named on Mayor Tag- ing $2 raise to his 36 chorines and.
wood.
_
,
Harry Morrissey, former musical gart's reception committee to wel- showgals.
comedy singer and one of the orig come Gracie Fields Saturday preLocal vaudevillains are pleased to
Inal Elm City Four, now warden at ceding British benefit concert here. read in Variety of Billy de Wolfe's
Mayla, Chinese-American dancer, succe):.s on Broadway. IThey rememthe Fairfield county jail, Bridgeport,
who has been appearing at President ber him as member of British dance
Conn.
Bing Crosby sailed Friday (29) for hotel's Round the World Room, team of De Wolfe, Metcalf and Ford.
Blackpool population has more than
a month's vacation in South Amer- moves over to Guy Martin revue at
Will stop with Juan Reynals in Babette's nitery.
ica.
doubled since the war, with newHenry Jerome, who closes at 500 comers compelled to sleep on the
Buenos Aires and look over some
Club this week, opens engagement at sands. Forty trainloads arrived there
horseflesh.
Leda Bauer, RKO's eastern story Washington Merry Go Round, Pitts- recently, with big percentage turned
ed, combining her current studio burgh, next week, if not called by back.
Just revealed: At a luncheon of
visit with a vacation that is taking Uncle Sam before.
Johnny Hamp emceed at ball and the Foreign Press Association recentExpected
her to San Francisco.
entertainment held Friday (29) by ly, the toastmaster called on 'Miss
back this week.
Paul Nathan, assistant to John Musicians' Protective Association, Doris Thompson' for a few words.
Byram in Paramount's play depart- AFM, at President hotel for benefit Dorothy Thompson never batted en
Glen Gray and eyelid.ment, left Friday (29) for month's of welfare fund.
Arthur Dent back In Wardour
vacash in Portland, Ore., Oakland, Shep Fields played.
street. Former Associated British diCal. and Hollywood.
rector has opened an office, after a
Eddy Duchin got in yesterday
lengthy vacation, to deal with sundry
(Tues.) from Rio. by clipper, via
Conn.
Westport,
arrangements in connection with a
Miami, and caught up with his nitenew hookup.
spotting pronto. Given an informal
By Homphrey Doulens
Garment trade cashing In on show
welcome-home by the Stork club
and 'London
'Blithe Spirit'
bunch before opening Friday (5) in
biz.
Ditto Pride' are tags for new dresses New
Constance CoUier here.
Pitt.
player, vaca- Hope Lawder.
York-bound. They are named for
Frances Neal,
tioning in New York last week.
May Beegle, Pittsburgh impresario, Noel Coward's latest comedy and
Former George White's 'Scandals' here for a few days.
popular tune.
chorus gal, returns to Coast this'
0.scar DeuLsch. head of the Odeon
Lily Pons in from Mexican vacaweek to begin work in Tim Holt tion to begin concert season.
circuit, who has been ill for some
western.
time, made an effort to return to his
Herbert Jacoby closed his cafe sea- office, but had a collapse, and his
Francis Harmon, executive assistexpected.
ant to Will Hays, returned to N. Y. son here earlier than
personal resumption of business has
Peggy French back from summer been indefinitely postponed.
Monday (1) after about six weeks
on the Coast. He'i also national co- stock season at Cohasset, Mass.
Friends of Gladys Tudor-Owen,
Grace George closing Westport former publicity head fo^ General
ordinator for the industry's defense
season this week with 'Miss Nelly Theatres Corp., very worried at not
committee.
N'Orleans.'
of
press departJack Level, of
having heard from her in several
Louise
and
MacMahon
Horace
of
ment, won golf crown last week
months. Afraid she might have been
In- Campbell (Mrs. MacMahon) here involved in one of the blitzes.
St. George's Country Club, L. I.
cidentally, he owns 1,200 books on from the Coast.
Lucan and MacShane lining up
Artie Shaw and Charles Spijak vaudeville road show, and start tourgolf, largest library on the subject
first bookings of new Ritz ballroom
At present they
in the world.
ing in November.
Joe Cook, on a cross-country trek season at Bridgeport.
are on their third picture for Lou
Metropolitan
Dickson,
Muriel
before
looking
oyer
restaurants
Jackson's Anglo-American Co., titled
concert
opening his proposed fodder-bin in Opera soprano, starting her
'Old Mother Riley at the Circus.'
month.
this
late
tour
Jersey, writes that he went 3,000
Gainsborough Films is so elated
Scribner's publishing The Prob- over success of 'Hi Gane' pic that
miles
to
look over the Fri.sco
chowder ioints only to find them hit lem Fox,' first book by Alaxender bosses Maurice Ostrer and T«d Black
Sturm, local artist, Sept. 8.
by a strike,
are anxious to sign Bebe Daniels, Ben
Tyrone Power and Annabella Lyons and Vic Oliver for three more
Times
Out-of-towners
in
the
Square sector were given a gander partied 'Liliom' company and Coun- pictures. All three featured in
of backstage problems when a horse try Playhouse staff before flying to 'Gane.
In the cast of George S. Kaufman's the Coast.
While Gaumont-British is givmg
Richard Skinner will vacation at 'Fantasia' two pre-releases In the
'Mr. Big' production refused to enter
the Lyceum's stagedoor. An hour or Madison, Conn., before reopening West End, at New Gallery and Marso passed before he made it, and New York office after managing ble Arch Pavilion, picture has only
then the crowd
applauded the Country Playhouse.
been booked for GB major hou.se.';.
handlers.
Fania Marinoff, Doris Keane, Stark But should biz prove satisfactory It s
Young, Katherine Locke, Nedda likely to gain several more spot.<;.
Harrigan, Windsor French, Keenan
Owing to the nece.^sity for British
Wynn and Charles Wagner recent
the- Ritz. which has
.

RKO

RKO

.

,

HaTana

plete renovation.

syndicate

is

Rumored

taking

it

that

new

over.

Cuban government cracked down
100% on issuing of visas. Most refugees,

many

of theim artistes, can't get

In,

Miliza Korjus sang in Havana Sept.
brought in by Ernesto P. Smith,
largest theatre owner, from Mexico
1-2,

City.

RHC is putting on the life of Antonio Maceo, public hero, each 7:15
He was the great general in

.P.iti.

the war of Independence.
After 'Lady Hamilton' grossed all
time high of $6,600 at the America
theatre, RHC's blue network is presenting the script in serial form.
Unexplained
four
planting
of
bombs recently may cut theatre
grosses for awhile due to public's inhibitions about terrorist' cami^aign.
Alberto Gomez, Argentine singer,
who performed gratis to the public
in Havana parks, got a throat infection and couldn't go on at the

.

theatre,

.

•
showgirl.
Patricia Dane, young Metro contractce, to the hospital for adenoid

Paris

treatment.

Actor Pierre Bost liberated after
20 months in prison camp.

Thesps Jean Maria and Jacques
Marchal signed by Comedie Franca ise.

Charles Gantillon, 32. named director of the Theatre des Celestins,
Lyons.

Naming of Robert Montgomery
London Embassy given big play

to
in

French press.
Paulette Pax will produce new
play by Boussac de Saint Marc at
-

Oeuvre

in fall.

Operetta 'Eualalie,' by Raymond
Souplex, music by George Mathis,

will be Palace's (Paris) opening show
next season, with Robert Burnier as
lead.
In recalling 50th anniversary of
the death of great French trag-

as civic gesture.

Warners'

Howard

Waugh

back

from 6,000-mile vacation motor jaunt
through Canada and the east.

oped

its

Agar was not a
fervent Catholic.
that

Jew but

a good,

tinie,
Abe Lyman dated here first
McCoy at Peabody

Follows Clyd*

next
hotel Friday. Eddie LeBaron
Maor Nell Porter, 1940 'MaidVirof
Par s
Cotton,' who had a bit in

with Chi
ginia,' taking office job
caeo Southern Airlines.
Art Kassel orch curtains summer
Garseason for Claridge's Magnolia
Music policy
dehts roof Sept. 13.
Sfl for

reopens.

month

until Balinese

Room

By John Bartholomew

CA Woman

at Night"),

meeged by

They wrote scenario
Greville.
dialog, but after modifications
they refused to acknowledge finished
product.
Secretary of State for Public InCarcopino appointed a
struction
commission to investigate the finan-'
ces of the Society of Authors, ComPublishers.
Musical
and
Dosers
Named are Louis Beydts, composer;
M. Lemarchand, author, and Jean
M.
and

Lemoine, publisher.

Annual dinner of Paris actors held
Grand Palais, with receipts
going to charity. Actors were disguised as shopkeepers. Lys Gauty
took first prize selling peaches from
Fanny Heldy
her own property.
sold peas and took third prize.
Others who won prizes were thesps
Paulette Dubost, Damia, Lucienne
Boycr, Regina Gamier, Sidonle Baba,
at the

Alexander Kerensky at Tamiment.
Billy Diehl's band opens fall season at nearby Gap View Inn.

^"Mrs! Fred Waring

TWA'd

to Coast

junior

writing

depart-

dress designer.

Darryl Zanuck back from Wa.shIngton after huddles on \he defense program.
William Pawley, screen actor, recovering from burns sustained in a

for appendicitis.

tled

to

Pittsburgh

next month to referee a series of
charity boxing bouts.
Charles Ray, former film star, filed
a petition in bankruptcy, listing debts

and no

of $2,595

assets.

Film commitments delayed the
Jean Parker-Doug Dawson honeymoon trip to New York.

Deanna

Durbin's attack of flu
production on 'It Started

slowed

With Adam' at Universal.

Ray Whitley dismounts from

RKO

his

horse for six weeks of onenighters in the southern states.

Harry Goetz back from New. York
where he had production huddles as
prexy of the Gregory Ratoff filming
outfit

Walter Lantz gave all the employees of his plant a week's holiday,
resuming work with a .new cartoon
Sept.

9.

Is

Chapman

New York

Bucks County, Pa.
Ramon Naya. author
Landscape," visiting Ed

broadcasts to prepare for

next Paramount picture, The
Lady Has Plans.'
Basil Rathbone succeeded Robert
Montgomery an president of the Brithis

of 'Mexican

Fenton.
ish 'War Relief in Southern CaliforMorton L. Stevens starring in 'You nia. Latter now an assistant naval
attache at the American Embassy in
It With You' at Yardley
London.

Can't Take

next week.
Margaret
N.

J.,

Lingley,

weekending

agent,

actor.s'

the

at her

Stockton,

farm.

Perlman, George Abbott,
in from Philly, where she's
p.a..
drumbeating 'Best Foot Forward.
Phyllis

Paul Froelich exhibit of recent
(30)
circus canvases opened Sunday

shuttering

New Hope

By LCR Bcea
Tiny HIU info Excelsior Park ballroom.
Bob Zurke remaining for sixth

week at Curly's nitery.
Sev Olsen's band, localites. In 16th
week at Happy Hour nitery.
Gracie Fields into St Paul Auditorium

war

theatre

Sept.

8 for British

relief.

„

.

Harry Kuh here ahead of 'IceCapades,' opening at St Paul Auditorium Sept. 4.
John J. Friedl, Minnesota Amus.
Co. (Paramount) president, on swing
around circuit.
Eddie Burnell, Chicago indie exhibitor, visiting W. A. Steffes at
lattcr's northern Minnesota estate.

White

George

play-

and

'Scandals'

Atlantic
house Sept. 20 after 15 s.r.o. weeks, troupe arrived here from
of Orpheum
two weeks longer than previous City two days ahead

opening.

season.

Emile

manse

to Bucks
for 'The

from

Hopkins (suburban) theatre

Newsales
has fluorescent carpeting which proPlea.sant
vides light for patrons while house

Gauverau drumming

from his Point
for his forthcoming

Million Readers'

'My Last
(Dutton), out this

month,
Louis Calhern relenting. Returns
County Playhouse Sept. 15
Guardsman.' Starred here
Originally turned
all last season.
with Reggie Childs orch id Indian- down offer as he wanted to recoup

The Poconos' summer season so-so;
middle of week, n.s.g., weekends big.
Drew Walker playing
Localite

'

ment at RKO.
Nancy Torres, film pl.nyer, divorced Frank Chester, Hollywood

Perry Lleber, KKO publicity boss
at Feather Lake, fishing with John
of New York Daily News.
Returns Sept. 8.
Brenda Marshall entered the hostioxer
and
Haston
pital
for an appendectomy, following
footballer Fred
a similar operation on her husband,
Valentin Angelmann.
William Holden.
Ray Milland returned from his

locally

Charlie Spivak one-nighted.

more pictures.
Harry Chandlee heads the newly
established

Frank Moran goes

Jacques Prevert and Pierr? Laroche don't like what's happened to
their pic, 'Une Femme Dans La Null'

olson

Stroudsbnrg, Pa.

broken leg.
Douglas 'Wheatcroft, moppet, had
his name changed to Douglas Croft
by Warners.
Bud Abbott and Lou Costello refumed from their eastern tour for

fire in his room.
Margaret SuUavan drew her sixth
tag for speeding since start of 'Appointment for Love.'
Pat McCormick is taking time off
favorite subject, stressing as a film cutter at RKO to be whit-

around town.

free,
kiddie concerts in classic music,

Jack Barry returned to Paramount
after three months off with a

lot

edienne Agar (Florence Leonide
Charvin), weekly Gringoire devel-

quota footage,
at Delaware Bookshop, New Hope.
been showing 'Gone With the Wind
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Cohen back
for more than a year, now includes to Doylestown farm from the Coast,
program a British picture, where he was on a writing assignin
its
con.sea
As
newsreel.
shorts and
ment.
Memphis
quence it takes seven hours (o run
Walter Slezak staging The Play's
Dolinoffs and Raya sisters, booked
By Harry Martin
in which he co-slars at
by Jack Taylor for run in his revue the Thing,'
Monleft .show Bucks County Playhouse next
Fred Sears and frau in town to at South pier Blackpool,
release day (8) with Haila Stoddard.
after six week.s. Condition of
run Little Theatre.
resume In 'Apole
Mr. and Mrs. Theron Bamberger
M. A. Lightman and family soak is they do not Palladium,
the
for
(Phyllis Perlman) threw party in
Sauce,' at the
ing up the cool breezes in Maine.
to
permitted
their
at
are
Calhern
But
honor of Louis
Charlie Morgan continues second .seven weeks.
other Solebury farm last Sunday (30).
management's
same
play
year as president of Civic theatre.
Malco housing Saturday morning houses.
Theron Bamberger and Ken Nich-

visitors

By Fred Whitney

Hofiywood
Deer Lake

Susan Hayward in the hospital
Orwigsburg.
with flu,
Bernie Parsons's Columbia hotel
Paulette Goddard planed to Mexorch played USO benefit in Pennico City.
Stroud hotel ballroom.
Sigrid Gurie laid up with a throat
'Lady Be Good,' billed as pre-re- infection.
lease showing, served as Sherman
James A. FitzPatrick on vacation
theatre's holiday midnight show
in Canada.
only one this season.
Evelyn Ankers applied for Ameri'Stage Door' closed season for the can citizenship.
Buck Hill Players, directed by CorEdward E. Kaye to Mexico City to
nelia Stabler Gillam, in the audi- direct a picture.
torium of The Inn, Buck Hill Falls.
Harry Brand at home nursing a
Petticoat Fever," directed by Ber- case of shingles.
nard Fairfax, final production' of
Vicki Lester stricken with ptoseason
by Shawnee Players at maine poisoning.
Worthington theatre, Shawnee-onHenry Koster, Universal director,
Delaware.
being sued for divorce.
Imogene Coca, Jerry Mur)son,
Edward H. Griffith is shoving off
Clare Vermont, Norman Lawrence on a South American vacation.
and Ving Merlin's, orch appeared at
Sid Hook succeeded Ed Donnelly
Middle Smithfleld's big USO bene- as chief of police on the RKO lot.
the courtesy of Camp
fit through
Rouben Mamoulian ordered to bed
Tamiment, directed by Max L'ieb- for a month with stomach trouble.
band
LeBeaux
man. Also, the Clair
Kenneth McKenna, Metro story
and tap dancer, Claire Gabriel, from chief, qualified for a pilot's license.
Craigs Meadow hotel, and Vince
Rowland Brown bought two drive'Jiddy' James, leader-vocalist of the in eateries in San Fernando Valley.
Club Femwood band, contributed
Betty Jaynes, actress, granted a
their services. Unity House supplied divorce from Douglas McPhail, film
Virginia Blake and Phil Leeds. Ra- player.
Billy Curtis, midget actor, didio announcer Frank Kerr emceed.
vorced Lois De Fee, six-feet-eight

.

Eleanor House, U. S. chanteuse
with CMO, may tour the island.
Encanto theatre closed for com-

61

Children followed

by

Georgia Sothern and Fred Kelley

Nat Gonella
Cugat picture en Corps.

contract.

Dave RubmolT breaking
housewarming tonight cWed.)

to visit parents.
train.

London

return to states shortly, stopping off
In

CHATTER

P^RMETY

Payret for three days of his second
week.
Miguel Valdes, with Xavier Cugat,
back in Cuba on vacation. Plans to

'Life

is

darkened.

.

Woollen,

theatre artist and
respectively, underwent

Orpheum

treasurer,

appendectomy.

Bob Hutton,
rector
In

,

Wife of Frank and mother of Dick

WCCO

pubbcity di-

and sales promotion manager,
on combined business

New York

With Father' on vacation. and vacation

trip.

Wednesday, September

1941

3,
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Aug. 26

EDWARD

E.

viving are a brother and two

PIDGEON

ters, all of

Edwin Lawrence

Hotel Lucerne, N. Y., alter an illPidgeon's
ness ol several years.
clients had included Harry Lauder,
William Faversham, Thomas Meighan and Raymond Hitchcock.
Pidgeon- had been associated with
lour N. Y. papers prior to 1908, Awhen
he entered publicity as general manager of Felix Isman's theatrical enterprises. Isman was a Philadelphia

died in Hollywood hospital Sat^
(30) of a heart attack suffered
his home the previous night.
Death occurred on the eve of his
being fnade casting director at Universal, where for the last two years

urday
at

he

was

first

assistant

casting

di-

rector.
.

.

Tarver was for nine years with

Hal Roach as casting director and
assistant to Roach, and was assistant production and unit manager for
'Our Gang' comedies until he opened
his own agency. He sold the agency
business to join Universal.
Widow, Jeanne, survives.

.

ALEXIS

P.

BECKERICH

Alexis P. Beckerich, 51, Jamestown
(N. Y.) city manager for Warner
Bros., died in Buffalo after an Illness
of several months. Since the age of
14 he was identifled with amusement

WPA

Theatre.
Surviving are his widow,
and daughter.

('Larry') Taryer,

34,

promoter and real estate operator,
and Pidgeon's duties concerned the
Broadway and Circle theatres, N. Y.,
and the tours ol Faversham and
Hitchcock.
When William Morris
and the Isham interests joined
forces, he became general manager
for William Morris, Inc.
Pidgeon also did publicity for former heavyweight champ James J.
Jeffries, and was publisher of Vanity
Fair magazine. In recent years he

was with the

sis-

Newton.

LARRT TARVER

at the

newspaperman, died Aug. 30

sister

boy with the old
& Bailey Circus and later
with theatrical stock companies. He
to Buffalo in 1918 as manager
of the old Olympic, and in 1922 became manager of Loew's State there
business, first as a

Barnum

BARBARA

DR.
T. RING
Dr. Barbara Taylor Ring, dram
Btist, psychiatrist and administrator
of the Ring Sanatorium and Hospital

IN

went

MEMORIAM

Marcus Loew
September 5th, 1927
Arlington, Mass., died Aug. 31 at the. (now 20th Century), where he conher son in Arlington Heights, tinued for over 10 years. Since that
time he had managed theatres in
Mass,
Dr. Ring's best known works, some Cleveland, Elmira and Jamestown
of which were presented in legit and for RKO, Schine and Warners.
in pictures, included 'Esculapius,'
Widow, Luella Breen Beckerich,
Three Plays Under Three Flags,' and a daughter survive. Burial in
and 'Psyche Lights Her t,amp.' She Buffalo.
was a member of the Dramatists
Guild, the International American
JULIUS
Artists and Writers Guild, the NaJulius Gardner, S7, French horn
tional League of American Pen
player in a number of symphony
Women, the National Federation of
orchestras, died Aug. 30 in Cleveland.
Press Women, and the New England
Coming to America from Germany
Women's Press Association.
in 1925, he played with concert orSurviving are a son, grandson,
chestras in Pittsburgh, Seattle and
three brothers and- three sisters.
St. Louis before settling in Lake
wood, O. In the last dozen years
FRED W.
he played under the batons of the
Fred W. Hermann, 65, executive of
late Walter Ix>gan, Louis Rich and
the Comerford Amus. Co. for 30
Artur Rodzinski in the Cleveland
years,, died Aug. 30 of a heart atOrchestra.
tack after a month's illness at his
Survived by widow, four sons and
home in Kingston, Fa.
three daughters.

home of

HERMANN

Hermann affiliated with Comerwhen the latter was organizing

ford

his film theatre chain. His first job
was as manager of the Hippodrome,
Scranton. He later managed Comerford theatres in Wilkes-Barre and
then became district manager until
Paramount-Publix took over the theatres. For the past seven years he
had managed the Irving, WilkesBarre, which restored vaudeville to
the city after it had been absent a
long time.

Widow, four sons and a daughter
•urvive.

KARL M. BECCA
Karl M. Becca, 66, pioneer show
man, who walked from St. Louis tc
New York

in 1895 to begin a theaat Fort Wayne,
trouped with the
Florenz Zlegfeld company from 1900

trical career, died
Ind., Aug. 25.
He

to 1910.

Becca's speciality on the stage was
a singing and comic monolog. He

undestudied

William

Danforth

in

•Wang,' appeared in Souse's 'Bride
Elect' and 'Mamselle 'Awklns,' for
which he was also stage manager.
He was president of the Karl Becca
Dental Supply Co., Fort Wayne, at
the time of his death, which resulted
from injuries received in a fall at
his home.
Widow, two daughters, a sister
and two brothers survive.

LLOYD BUNDLING
Lloyd Bundling, 33, Newton, la
died in Los Angeles, Aug. 28.
He
suffered a skull fracture in an auto
truck collision there a week ago. He
was playing an engagement with
Charlie Barnett's band at Casa
Manana, Culver City, as a member
of the Quintones, vocal group.
Talented vocalist and instrumental musician, he had played with
name bands all over the country. At
one time he conducted his own band
In D.es Moines, appearing over KSO
and KRNT. Later he was a member
of Bob McGrew.'s band.
He Is survived b/ his parents, Mr.
and Mrs". George P. Bundling, Newton, la., theatre operators. Also sur-

Pasadena following

HoU, RKO's young western

a

heart attack.
In addition to his work as one of
the organizers of the Playhouse, he
was one of the early presidents of
Orchestra Association.
Civic
the
Widow and son survive,

OBITUARIES
Edward Everett Pidgeon, 75, Xormer theatrical publicity agent and

in

star,

son

Jack Holt who lived for some
years on an Oregon ranch; Russell
Hayden, going into films via the
Paramount cutting room; Ray Corriof

On-the-Upbeat
r onHniinl from paie 48;ss

gan, Max Terhune and John King,
records at Johnny DeSanto's
western
Monogram's
trio;
Tom
Pocono Summit Inn, Pocono Sumwho beCrew now in its fourth Keane, actor off Broadway
mit, Pa.
came a leading saddle star; Tom
season at that spot.
PHILIP CBISPANO
Tyler, a former miner. Bob Steele,
Philip Crispano, 64, chief property
champ.
Henry Lander takes his sax out of rodeo
man of the Metropolitan Opera Co.,
Football is a good conditioner for
Bill McCune's band to join the Army
died in Palisade, N. J., Aug. 27. He
the western division, the action
within two months.
had been ill for a long time.
phalanx, in films for those who
Crispano was with the Met 42
Mohawk Mills Pafk, Amsterdam, survive its gruelling battles. The
years and chief property man since
booked Vaughn Monroe pick of the gridders are husky, tall
He started at the Met when N. Y., has 7.
1911.
fellows who know how to handle
Maurice Grau was its head and he for Sept.
themselves, who are used to the
was a friend and contemporary of
Anson Weeks set Elbert Amsler in spotlight, who are disciplined in the
most of the Met's stars from those
ways also required for pictures;
replacing
section,
trombone
his
days to the present,
who
are colorful performers used to
Don
goes
the
to
Harry Kite, who
the tricks of showmanship; who
Pedro orch at the Rhumba Casino,
MBS. MELVIN D. REED
have sufficient ego and 'style' and
Chi.
Mrs. Elizabeth Reed, 55, wife of
who thrive on applause no less than
seasoned actors.
Melvin D. Reed, of Pathe News, died
Collegiate footMike Vetrano shifted from road ballers, say the film scouts and the
on Monday (1) In New York Hosmanager with Woody Herman to producers, have a charm, the grace
pital after a long illness.
She was a sister of Jack Connelly, similar capacity with Artie Shaw. properly to squire a gal, even In
formerly vice-president and editor Pee-Wee Monte, from Benny Good- the hurly-burly of a rootin'-tootin'
of Pathe News. Funeral and burial man preceded him for few days.
shootln' -western, and other manners
services are being held today (Wedwhich few picture candidates off the
nesday) in Wellesley, Mass.
Jack Teagardcn booked for four- larm or the range possess. These
isting

—

.

-

EDWARD
Edward
treasurer
Theatres,

M.
of
Inc.,

M.

week slay at Sherman hotel, Chica
go's College Inn, opening Nov, 21.

CORCORAN

Corcoran,

assistant

Miami Beach, was buried

in

Orleans the following day. He had time he completes his two-year house
been ill for some time.
band contract at CBS' N. Y. studios
Surviving are widow, three sons Saturday (6).
and a daughter.

JAMES MAT
James May,
actor, died

in addition to the physical
prowess and |ihysique c-.vaggered
by. the top personalities of the footgifts

Peewee Irwin's new band went ball field make such lads the most
into rehearsal in New York last promising of all material for the
New week. It'll be almost ready by the screen giddya^s.

Paramount-Richards
who died Aug. 27 at

84,

Aug. 25

veteran
in

British

Los Angeles. Buffalo.

He had doubled for W. G. Fields for
many years, besides playing parts In
other pictures.
Surviving are his widow, two sons
and a daughter.

ALBERT MASOUR

MARRIAGES
Gloria Biechele to Arthur Strick-

Hank D'Amlco lias left clarinet land, at Branson, Mo., Aug. 23.
seat in Bob Crosby's band and is Bride is youngest daughter of R. R.
forming own crew in home-town, Biechele, prexy of the Kans.-Mo.

Tommy Flynn orch, back from
midwest road jaunt, into Chez Ami,
Buffalo.

Theatre Owners' Assn., and Kansas
City, Kansas, exhib.
Esther Shain to Dr. Joseph Osborn, in New York, Aug. 28. Bride
is one of the Shain Sisters, Boston
radio

Grid

Cowboys

trio.

Evelyn Perrot to Jud Curtis. Universal assistant cameraman, Sept. 1

Albert Masour, 59, advertising
in Yuma.
sContlnuef from page
salesman for the Radio City Music
Grace Hendley to Richard Silver,
Hall program and former actor in
cruited from the gridiron. Some of in Hollywood, Aug. 29. Groom is
musical shows, died Aug. 29 in the
outstanding
vice-prexy
them
college heroes,
of Motion Picture Studio
Post-Graduate hospital, N.Y., followothers without any spectacular rec- Projectionists Local 165.
ing a heart attack several days beord, but with much playing to their
Ethel LaPlanche to William Holfore in Asbury Pai;k.
credit
Of the old-timers, Jim land, in Los Angeles, Sept. 1. Bride
GARDNER
Thorpe, the Carlisle Indian marvel is a script girl; groom is assistant
CHARLES HORN
and all-time grid great, was prob director at Universal.
Charles Horn, 87, vet legit actor, ably the first
to crash films with a
Janet Hall to George Pfleeger, mudied Aug. 27 in Harlem hospital, N.Y.
bant; lilte one of his resounding sic director of WJTN, Jamestown,
Horn had appeared on Broadway punts.
N. Y., in Fredonia, N. Y., Aug. 30.
in Tailor Made Man' in 1918 as well
Among other trailblazers from
Lois Aldrich to John McNally, in
as other plays. Widow and daughgrid to saddle are Johnny Mack Minneapolis.
He Is part owner of
ter survive.
Brown, Alabama AU-American, who the Minneapolis Star Journal-Tricame into pictures in 1927 and has bune newspaper?, pla"ywright and
ROT GREER
been working steadily ever since, novelist.
police
assistant
Roy Greer, 42,
currently at Universal; John Wayne,
Hallie Eileen Brown, Aug. 19, to
chief at 20th-Fox studio, died sudoff the U. S. C. varsity, to work im^
Carl Stucks in Hollywood. Groom
denly of a heart attack Friday afterportantly into films through the early
noon (29). Leaves widow, Roberta, Leon Schlesinger. westerns for War- is in Warners' Coast reading department;
bride is employed at Disbrothers
and father, mother and two
ners; Andy Devine, Santa Clara col
ney's.
in Pittsburgh.
lege player; now one of Universal's
Lois Elsbree to Bob Ferris, in
KENTON M. DOUGLASS
stalwarts; Charles Starrett Dart'
CHICK ENDOR
Kenyon M. Douglass, 32, formerly
mouth star, who becrire an out Seattle, Aug. 29. He's newscaster at
Chick Endor, 47, died Sept. 1 at standing western picture star; Ward KJR, Seattle.
production director and announcer
afRoy Neal to Winnie English, In
for WBAP, Fort Worth, died Aug. 29 the St. Francis hospital, Miami,
Bond, top featured player in many
illness of more than
at his parents' home' in Austin, Tex. ter a lingering
westerns, who played tough football Philadelphia, Aug. 30. Groom is an*
nouncer with WIGB, Philly.
Douglass was also former manager \we months.
on U. S. C.
Further details in Vaudeville secof KTOK and the Oklahoma net'
More Gridders
Mama Stansell to Johnny Barwork, Oklahoma City, but illness tion.
Bill Boyd, Harry Sherman's Hopa- croft, Aug. 30, in Chicago. He's pubforced him to retire. He had also
long Cassidy, played football at licity director for RKO in Columbus,
PHILIP BRENNER
done vocaling with Chicago stations,
Tulsa," Oklahoma, although he was O.; she was a showgal under nam*
Philip Brenner, 41, stage manager
and prior to that toured the Pacific
not a college grad. Col. Tim McCoy of Joan Allan.
Coast as a member of a Fanchon & and carpenter at the Republic thea- handled the pigskin at St. Ignatius
tre, N. 'Y. burlesque house, died Aug.
Marco quartet
in Chicago, although he is primar23 after a month's illness.
He had ily a western ranch product, having
once been with Hurtig & Seamon.
ESTHER OSBORN
lived on Indian reseiwations and
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Hoffman,
latter-day
frontier
many years.
Mrs. Esther Osborn Nelson, 62,
James Joseph Carroll, 58, baggage- Herman Brlx, who adapted the daughter, in Los Angeles, Aug. 25.
former prima donna of the Royal
master of the N. Y. Philharmonic screen monicker Bruce Bennett, Father is a screen writer.
Opera, Stockholm, died Aug. 29 in
Mr. and Mrs. Lenn Curley, daughorchestra, died Aug. 28 in AllenwOod, came to Columbia studio as a top
N.Y., where she had been teaching
N. J., after a long illness. He had football player. Nick Lxikats, who ter, in San Francisco, Aug. 24.
years.
singing for the
past
10
been with the orchestra from 1917 has played in westerns and who is Father ' is a KYA (Frisco) anEsther Osborn wasfj^her professional
until failing health forced his re- candidate for a top featured role in nouncer.
name.
Mr, and Mrs. J. Walter Ruben
tirement last November.'
Widow the Hopalongs, is a cum laude all
Mrs. Nelson created the title role
and 12 children survive.
American Notre Dame man from the (Virginia Bruce), daughter, in Holof 'Butterfly' in Stockholm and sang
Mother is film
last of the Knute Rockne coached lywood, Aug. 26.
365 performances of it there.
Mrs. Theresa Lnstlg, 79, mother of squads.
Don Barry, Republic's actress, father is producer at Metro.
Surviving are three brothers and
Mr. and Mrs. Glen Law, son, in
Bernard Lustig, Toledo, O., publicity buckaroo, played football at Texas
a sister.
Des Moines, Aug. 23. Father is newsman for Loew's Valentine, died Aug. School of Mines.
25.
She was a vocalist In Grand
A few of the range-bred country caster for KSO-KRNT, Des Moines.
HARRT SCHWARTZ
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Otis,,son, in
Rapids, Mich., before going to Tol boys still hold their own among the
Harry Schwartz, 63, veteran exhib, edo 49 years ago.
saddle heroes, notably Buck Jones Des Moines, Aug. 21. Father is with
died Saturday (30) at his home in
Bill
Elliott
(real
name Gordon the auditing department of KSOPhiladelphia,
Oak Lane,
after an 111
Mrs. Jean Dwlght Franklin, 76, Nance) rounded up cattle for his KRNT, Des Moines.
ness of two weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. Wally Townsend, son,
mother of Dwight Franklin, mu- father in Missouri and spent a lot
For more than 25 years Schwartz seum, stage and
film set designer, of his
young manhood hanging in Windsor, Ont., Aug. 24. Father
operated the Grand, North Philly.
died Aug. 26 at her home in New around the stock pens of Kansas is the StafiE pianist at Station CKLW,
Survived by two sons. Magistrate York. Her son is her only
survivor. City, hobnobbing with cowboys. Tex Windsor.
Benjamin W. Schwartz, and Ray'
Mr. and Mrs. Dick Mahn, son, in
Ritter was bom on a ranch in east
mond, an official of the Affiliated
Boston, Aug. 14. Father's secretary
Nicholas Romano, composer and Texas, but came into pictures de
Theatre Circuity Also surviving are sculptor, died last
Thursday (26) at vlously after an interval as a wan to Charles W. Korner, RKO Theatres
two daughters.
his home in Philadelphia.
In his dering minstrel, actor, lecturer out general manager.
youth In Italy he played minor roles of the University of Texas and the
Mr. and Mrs. Edward B. Marks,
ALFONSO CARBONELLI
In grand opera.
law school of Northwestern Unl Jr., daughter, Aug: 27. Father is
Alfonso Carbonelli, 70, founder of
versity.
Through Jack Lait, Ritter son of Edward B. Marks, music pubCarbonelli's military band and lead
Helen Pearl, 31, wife of Richard was the first waddy to popularize lisher.
er of ban'dl in Proctor's Albany and Pearl, studio manager for Fine Arts western songs on the ra<^io after
Mr. and Mrs. Otis Devine, daughSchenectady theatres for a decade, Picture Corp., died Aug. 29 in Holly- session in a Madison Square Gar. ter, Aug.- 2, in Nashville. Father is
died at his home in Gloversvllle, wood.
den rodeo. Brad King, signed less announcer at WSM, Nashville.
N. Y., after a year's illness.
than a year ago by Harry Sherman
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Stewart daughWidow, two sons, three daughters
Mrs. J. J. Pureell, 68, mother of as sidekick for Bill Boyd in the ter, Aug. 27, in Nashville. Father
and a brother survive.
Irene Pureell, legit actress, died at Hopalongs, Is direct off a Utah is program director of W47NV,
ranch, but he is bowing out of th
Fond Du Lac, Wis., Aug. 31.
Nashville.
JAMES W. MOBIN
Sherman organization after having
Mr. and Mrs. Jack McNally, daughFather, 59,
Justin Herman, been in five pix.
of
James W. Morin, 58, attorney and
ter, Aug. 23, in New York.
Father
Not off the grid, nor off the range, is engineer at station WINS, New
one of the founders of the Pasadena Paramount writer, iij Philadelphia
are Gene Autry, Roy Rogers, Tim York.
(Cal.) Community Playhouse, died Aug. 27,
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WHAT THEY THINK
Faith Bacon'i L. A. Gross
Editor, Vabiety:
I

theatrical exploitation of Cantihflas,
so that Mr. I^ky's statement in this

have read Varibtt of Aug. 20 and
Miss
mistake.
flagrant
a
Bacon grossed at the Or-

found

(Faith)

for the
Dheum, Los Angeles, $10,561
week of Aug. 6-12, and you state she
$9,500.'
•grossed a healthy
*
M. -L. Koch.

respect
I

CLUB

constituted members of Congress,
uphold and defend the Con- Reach!, now in the United States,
should stoop to the tactics will be the manager of the theatre,
of street-corner fanatics, and, either and has been authorized to obtain
openly or infcrentially, blame na- data and information regarding firstVariety:
Editor,
class American talent, equipment,
Interested in tional policies they oppose on racial
much
very
was
I
etc.
con- groups.
your recent article in Varibtt
The above is given you in the
It's very easy for the bigots to
furnished
cerning the entertainment
spirit of constructive understanding,
of the United pick on motion picture executives
.forces
armed
the
note for making patriotic pictures, and that Mexico's new theatrical indusI would like to add a
States
reel oil the hames of studio heads try may not suffer by means of unreport.
your
to
subjrtct
on this
fair criticism, usually handed out by
returned from Holly- with a studied pause for boos after
I recently
each name, because of their 'Euro- those that have not the scruples, nor
wood traveling via Canada to enter- pean' sounding names.
But these the gratefulness sufficient to keep
Annies statain the Royal Canadian
bigots forget
(conveniently)
that away from messing up things.
Winnipeg,
Vancouver,
at
tioned
Santiago ReaM,
there are hundreds of Christian men
Montreal, Ottawa- and NewfoundPresident,' Posa Films, S. A.
women making these films, diNow I am back in the good and
land.
for the Citi- recting them, writing them and actold U. S. and working
ing in them. This doesn't make them
Let 'Em Have Cake, Also?
and
Army
the
for
Committee
zens'
conspirators in warmongering, but
Chicago.
Navy, and what a wonderful job rather
stout rejectors of a theory to Editor, VARirrY:
Ihey are doing.
they are morally and spiritIn a country estate In Wisconsin
We are entertaining the soldiers, which
camps ually opposed.
sailors, marines and flyers in
that has a movie theatre on the
But the worst tactic of this senaalong
via mobile vaudeville units all
premises, cakes and coffee are served
torial inquisition is to pick out a
the eastern coast line from Camp
handful of pictures on the subject of before the film is shown. Many are
Dix, N. J., to Pensacola, Fla., and
call
them 'warmongering' the lonly people in our cities and
enter- war,
the boys love it! Think of it,
(when they are only realistic), and towns, and countless are the throngs
taining an audience of as many as
The more elite
insist that Hollywood produces only who go to movies.
I'll
15,000 men at a single sitting.
warmongering' films.
Over 600 theatres once tried the cake-andbet even Billy Rose would be enfilms are made in a year; fully 90% coffee stunt in the lounge. That was
vious of an attendance like that.
them ignore war and political before the dishware era and bingo
We are also broadcasting via sta- of
subjects. Yet these senators charge, games. Who knows whether or not
tion WMCA, N. Y., and WRUL, Boswithout qualification, that the movies we have become more sociable? The
ton, via shortwave to England, so
present terrors and a common need
are building up a war hysteria!
you see radio is also playing ah ImWhat is art without passionate of morale are supposed to be drawLetters show that
portant part.
conviction? And what is an Isola- ing everybody closer together. MayCharlie McCarthy, President Roosetionist senator without his petty be cake, coffee and cigarets are just
velt, Jack Benny, Jerry Colonna and
the touch that would start people
prejudices?
Waller Winchell are the Island's
talking about the movies as an art
Harold Cabot.
favorites to be Impersonated.
and inspire better movies and make
Arthw Boran,
the folks more ociable.
IVhere'a Jaa. "Imer FcrgnsoD?
Cat I Peter^ jfi.

sworn

Soldier

Night Club Reviews

is unwarranted.
^Continued from pace 52;
might add that Espectaculos de
their feet at the finish of his whirlBALI,
Being Senators, they are privi- Mexico, S.A., has taken over a thewind drum session. And then it's
leged to examine any American citi- atre in this city which will be re- siders grabbing their soup and bend- back to the quiet tunes such as
zen they like, but I strongly suspect modeled at a cost of $200,000 pesos ing over backwards. Smarter cos- 'Moon Glow' and 'I Surrender, Dear'
they will do this particular job with and in which Cantinflas will be the tuming would improve presentation. that made this, audience recognize
Phyllis Kapp's terping turn is lim- the versatility and change of pace
especial relish, along the lines of principal attraction. The show will
include first-class talent imported ited to fandango and rhumba routine. of the orchestra.
Nye's St. Louis speech.
There are two outside acts, also
One is appalled by the fact that from the United States and other Lacks flash.
Billie
HoUiday scored
Brenay Morrow's eight Baliettes colored.
countries of America.
Mr. Ramon

'Sergeant York,' also mentioned,
an incentive of war?)
is

Tucson, Ariz..

-

to
stitution,

Entertainment
New York.

MIAMI

are spotted in three .dicky exposi- nicely with her unusual vocal style:
She Is on for just a short session,
tions of legology, and go to head ot
but to the point. For comedy, there
class as flashiest line in town. Finale
are the Two Zephyrs, who clicked
utilizes 'V campaii^ for bellringing
sharply with their slow motion
returns, gals reversing capes to spell craps
game and fight
Gold.
out 'Victory'
climax
of military

as

drill In tempo.
Tommy Nunez has pruned his aggregation down for
the summer
slump, but they stlU manage to dish
out a

'

Camp Shows

Chicago.

>

Editor, Vabiety:
Hollywood.
It has now become a matter of
life-and-death Importance that I get
I have been mulling ovtr your
in
touch with a member of the the'
'Charge
story:
surprising
somewhat
atrical
profession whom I have not
on
Down
Falling
With
Army
U. S.
Adequate Shows for Service Men,' seen for 20 years, at which time he
Editor, VARiiSTY:

Aug. 13 issue. I say 'surprising' be- was conducting a theatrical propercause, in volunteering my services ties warehouse on 8th ave., New
His -name is: James Elmer
to the Hollywood Committee I had York.
been given the Impression that there Ferguson, a native of one of the
were many more actors and enter southern states and my brother-ln
tainers volunteering their services law.
than could be used for some time to
He was well known in the thecome.
atrical profession as 'Fergie.' At that
You and- 1, and everyone else con- time he was, of course, a member
nected with show business, know of the union made up of stage propthat there are- actually thousands of erty men and stage carpenters.
infrequently-employed or long-unPrior to entering the theatrical

employed actors and entertainers

properties warehouse business (of
I can find no record at prescould stand the same ent) Ferguson was chief property
break practically all other man for many leading stage perAmericans are getting today vol
sonalities like Mrs. Leslie Carter,
unteering their services for just ex
Mrs. Fiske, Joe Weber and the Shupenses if a way cannot be' found to bcrts, both in New York and on

AGVA, AFRA, BAA, SAG which

Equity,

and

all

—who

—

pay scale minlmums.
The day will not be far off when
it will be said that the repeat ap
pearances of the big names at con
venient locations are being paid for
handsomely in invaluable publicity
for those names and their backers
and then the Citizens Committee
and all the other Committees, as
well as the Morale Branch of the
Army will be forced by the de
mands of the extended-service men
themselves to call for the talents of
the general run of troupers that
make up the Great Army of Show

—

Business.

He is approximately 45
the road.
or 50 years old. I am seeking the
good offices of Variety of which, of
course, he would be a regular reader, no matter if now out of the profession,

in

him

locating

either

an estate

is

of the settlement of

concerned.

Arthur
1400 E. 97th

Seeks Tim

St.,

Alexandre.
Chicago.
E.

(Mills and) Shea.

Show business never was, and
never will be, made up, in the
minds of either the general public

-

In

re:

bat on this.
Arch Macnalr.

going

-

So

a Senate sub-committee
going to 'investigate' the alleged

is

'inr

terventionist propaganda'
by the
motion picture 'adustry, beginning
Sept. 3.

What
be!

An

Reacbi's Setup

Mexico, D.

'Warmongering'
New York.

Editor, Variety:

a witch-hunt It's going to
idea of the fairness and neu-

trality

to be accorded the movie
figures when they are called for
testimony can be gathered from the
list of Senators involved.
Here are
a few of them: Nye of North Dakota.
(In St. Louis Nye called it 'warmongering,' and mentioned a few

nlms, all of which were anti-Hitlerite and quite factual.
And just how

Chicago, Aug.

F.

Editor, Variety:
Variety, issue of Aug. 6, carries a
story on. page 45, headed thus:
'Andre Lasky Says Chi Promoters,'
Not Mexico, to Blame for Acts Difficulties.'

Mr.
I do not care to comment upon
Lasky's letter, but I do want to
straighten out his statement in that
'...I
follows:
as
reads
which
letter,
am going into this together with
Cantinflas, the foremost comedian
here.'

As you perhaps know, this com
pany has contracted Cantinflas ex.
pic
clusively for the production of
years,
tures and for a period of five

Another company has been organ

There

24.

5td Tomack and Reis Bros., Gale
Sextet, Betty Atkinson, Hestwood and
Stone, The McKays (2), Andree Andrea, Mildred Parr, Jacfc Prince,
Colosimo Cuties (12), Frank Quartell

Orch

(9); $1.50

Orleam, Aug.

29.

.is

hoih quality and quantity

in the new offering in this swank
spot.
Show runs the gamut from
light opera to comedy, with mimicry
thtown In for good measure. Acts
provide solid entertainment which

received a big response from the

minimum.

first

nighters.

This south side nitery has been
undergoing some ownership changes,
with local garage man Ben Bortz
buying in for 50% from Mike Potson,
who formerly owned the spot outright.
Potson remains as manager.
Stock transaction hasn't helped the
show, however, and it is one of the
dullest witnessed here in months.
There are a few good acts, but they
are smothered under a mass of unimportant, uninteresting production
numbers staged by George Pronath.
And they seem to go on for hours.
Opening number and a Chinese fantasy closer are each a half hour in
length, and the gals are not attractive enough to merit being on dis-

Del Casino's band has been held
over for an extra month. The only
other crew held for an added stretch
nitery was Glenn Miller's,
that was four years ago.
in

and

Paced by Casiiio, who doubles as
m.c, layout moves along in mount-

The nearly-filled dinner show when caught was cordial,
ing climax.

'

Next Week

Maynard Denne
ArlinRton f.o4lRe
Pbll Cavezza Oro

Hoaeland Ore
Don Burke

Betty Harper
UhI>s IthudeH

inspired show and dance music of
the same type. Biz at show caught
Loop.
way below average.

KenD.\uood Tark
Del Courtnf.y Ore

PANTHER ROOM. CHI

Rck .Mllinn

New renn

Boogle-n'oogl* Clab Ralph Allen Ore
"
Bouc ShermaD
eon & Dawn
Maxie Simon
Buddy Birch
Harry Comorada
Janet Lee
Buddy Blaine
Flash Davis
Tubby Miller
Ida Jane
^
Reggie Dvorak
Nlion Cafe
Al

.Mnrliico

Oro

Bob Carter
Gould

Mary Jane Brown
Hlnncharo/*
Golden Pair

\UI HOUHO
Walker
Ted Ulaku
George Gregg
Evelyn .Nellls
Arthur Lloyd
Chuck Wilson
Aherilina

ttnsls

Bobby Annls Ore

Wm

Penn
Hotel
(Continental Bar)

Wanda
Merry-fio-Konnd
'Denny I'u- Ion Ore

1942

Tor"

orchestra, which indicates that it
will do big business here and will
go out having established more
Hampton
friends In this territory.

orchestra

turned

away

many

opening night, and the hotel man-

agement

states that reservations for
the future indicate a powerful stay

Eds

the drums for a sensational
scssion of rhythm-pounding. He had
the diners letting their food and

over

Hlgclns
I

ly

Miss Morgan makes a single appearance, singing 'Show Boat' numbers and "Tea For Two,' getting
Freda Sullivan is a
a good hand.
so-so eccentiip dancer and Martha
Burnett and Kay Penton are satisfactory vocalists, the latter being
Harris
and
effective.
especially
Shore, popular here as a result of a
Minnesota Terrace nitery and other
theatre appearances, are on twice
dancing,
as
usual,
and their comedy
whams 'em. Pat Henning, also wellliked here, adds to the laugh count
with his buffoonery and comedy
dancing. Betty Raye assists hirii.
The lone novelty number has
three choristers apparently stripping, only to step out from behind
wax figures fully clad for a surprise finish.
It's been used before
by White. White has resurrected
Charleston, rhumba and conga dance
numbers from his previous shows
and connects them up. by name,
with stellar '•erformers \»ho appeared in those revues, It's » 'pntl-

actuall.v
he
and
sUnd,
brought a good portion of them If mpn'fil

drinks
I

House proportions, whose dialect is
somewhat reminiscent of Joe Pen:^er's.
Aided in his two scenes by
rst-rate straight men, George Hag-

on gerty and Jess Mack, he lands solid-

here.

v"u,ri..,

'SCANDALS'

Lionel Hampton is back in Chithe midwest home of the best ability is nothing to rave about.
cago
In the light of consist- However, this almost a break-in
in swing.
ent swing band bookings here. Pan- date, the show having jumped here
ther Room more pertinently is ac- from Atlantic City,.l)eing only two
knowledged as the Chicago haven weeks out so with more rehearsing
for the top swing bands.
and training their numbers should
The best is not too tough compet- attain smoothness.
tition for Hampton's new all-colored
Kemper is a hefty comic of Billy

I'lncs

luy.u.
ey Taylor
Key
West view Pork
nnlrA.h.,^ nrr

=Contlnued from pace 5S

mum.

Stu Braden

2 COJ'eler

Unit Reviews

Chicago, Aug. 30.
Lionel Hampton Orch (16), Billie
Holiday, TuJO Zephyrs; $2.50 mini-

Band Is here on guarantee
and percentage.
Howanl Hecker Ore
Hampton has an outstanding musi
Mae lllirrlH
Johnny Mitchell
cal aggregation, one with solid arWalton
Trelon
llbrry
rangements, shading and a sense of
yacht^iitn
lintel Ilenrr
At the dinner
musical nuances.
Niini-y (;iirdner
(Silver Grill)
hour the band was playing in a
George Wtliber
Stan nucUcr 4
manner which permitted conversaVnrlit Club
(Hoy BO'S)
tion in whispers; and that's more
n MI<lclleMi:in ore
Dorothy NcKhllt
r;ord;in A- .Kiiwyer
the
Hotel Itli Avenue Kollelte At iJorothea than can be said for most of
orchestras which play here. Later
iivw Saunders
Al ForguNon
Ida tola
band cut loose and the joint wai
Mancll GI.4
Everett Hardn
Shirley Heller
truly jumping. In other words, the
Betty Donahoe
spot'
its
Hampton band can pick
Sky-Vne
Al Devin
King Ore
and indicates an ability to, make the
Evenrreen Cnrdenr Teddy
I'ninn Orlll
grade with every type of music fol
Revelers
Art Yaijcllo
Sam Sweet
lower.
Krank .S'otale
Alice Sone
Layout Indicates smart handlnip
.oandreito
Mike
Zelda
by Joe Glaser. It's a young outfit
Wicked Willies
Villa .Madrid
with smart appearance. Hampton 1:
Btzl Covnto Ore
Hotel RooTCTelt
front throughout, playing hi:
in
Mark Lane
Johnny Kaalhue
WInehlll
<:\ia
usual terrific vibes and later takinp
Royal Hawllans

Caenrls

Their music keeps the .floor
crowded for the dance periods, and
provides excellent background for
Liuzza.
the acts.
able.

(Hotel Sherman)

Faluilys

(^aryl

The

-

PITT8BUBGH

AnclioroBe
Jlorton Ore

Hugh

Pensalcola, Fla.
Cork and Bottle
Editor, Variety:
Lloyd Fox
I have just arrived at the below
Colonial
address, having been sent here from Eddie Welti Ore
Richards
Gerry
England to train as an aviator,
Eddie reylon'a
Is made up of only top politicians or
would be very obliged If you could Art .Sohambcrg Ore
the armed forces of oiiy top-rank
help me trace the present where Mildred Kegnl
Peyton
Ing ofTiccrs.
Kddie
abouts of my uncle, Tim Shea. The Sandy .Mccllntock
1 think you have hit on a vital
last time I was in touch with him he Marlon Muller
subject here, that needs thrashing out
Evergreens
was in an act which went under the Revelers
right now, in the public press, and
of 'Mills and Shea.'
Kay Burke
Variety is the key-pin with which name
Ray Vahinfo
D. D. O'Shea,
to make the strike.
Believe the
Nancy Grey
British Flight Battalion,
great mass of show people would be
Hotel Fort ritt
U. S. Naval Air Station.
Ken Dalley Ore
back of
to
in

New

Peggy & Moro, Joey Rardin, Doraine & Ellis, Three Sailors, Moria
Monferio. Del Casino Orch.

COLOSIMO'S, CHI

but not overly responsive, to theheel and castenet clicking of Maria
Monteria's I,atin dances, but warmed
up when Doraine and Ellis, billed aa
Sweethearts of Song,' cut loos*
with some nice warbling of selections from "The Chocolate Soldier,'
'Naugh^ Marietta' and other operettas.
Personable young couple replay half that time. In addition, the ceived nice hand and were called
dancing is below par and routines back for encores.
uninteresting.
Peggy and Moro are a classy ballOf the acts, Sid Tomack and Reis room team with novel and striking
Bros, turn in the only class perform- routines, featuring thrilling lifts and
ance. Boys labor to get their comedy spins. They have an extensive rei>eracross and manage to get good re- toire and their contributions attain
sults, though Tomack was suffering a high degree of smoothness, smartfrom a case of laryngitis when ness and sophistication.
Bills
caught.
Joey Rardin gets plenty of laughs
jContlnncd from pace S6;
Only two remaining acts worthy with a lengthy routine of novelty
Hotel Wrutmlnnter of mention are The McKays, comedy songs, a little hoofing and imitations
Hl-Hat
(Boot Garden)
ballroom .team, who sell their stuff of everything from auto horns to
Pete Tfermon Oro
Lucille Grey
Rardin, who resembles
Jimmy McHale Org well, and Betty Atkinson, cute tap- bagpipes.
Frank Petty
per, who, while lacking in stage pres- Jimmy Cagney, closes turn with
Harry Drake Rev
Tanner & Thomaa
Hotel Bradford
ence, has developed some personality Cagney's deathhouse scene from 'AnMuriel Daniels
(CIrcDi Boom)
since she was last seen locally. Gale gels With Dirty Faces' to win plenty
Dob Flynch
F16rence HallmRn
three
gals
boys
and
Sextet,
three
of palm poynding.
Argo
Runkip A Lambert Johnny
who do ballroom work, show promise
Hal Freed
Comedy honors are carried off by
Hotel K«sei
Noel Sherman GIs
but aren't ready yet.
the Three Sailors with their knockErneet Murray Ore
Hestwood and^Stone, puppeteers, about act. Their many antics, alHotel RItr CarlelOD
Billy Kelly
(Rlli Roof)
were at a disadvantage due to some though somewhat, corny, are good for
Jack MaoDlns
mechanical trouble with their record plenty of bellylaughs. They close
Al Lewie
Dick Rogers Ore
Victor Donate
outfit, which they use for sound ef- with a burlesque rope-skipping act
Or Giovanni
Adele Corcv
Adrlenne
Without the machine, act that left the audience asking for
fects.
Rita Henderson
Other turns on more.
Interoullonnl CaAlno lacks presentation.
Hotel Gardner
the bill include Jack Prince, rotund
Casino contributes several songs
Henri Joberl Ore
Burt Shnw
fixture at the nitery, who sings and went over big.
vocal
Boy can hold
Uvalyn Harvey
The Cave
the production numbers and does a his own with the best of them, beHotel KheratoD
Ralph Porras Oro
spot in the show to fair results; An- ing particularly effective in the high
(Sky tiarden)
J<KCk Fluher
dree Andrea, acrobatic dancer of registers. Casino's band is just the
Don Dudley Ore
Tanmrn Dorlva
average ability, and a hefty blonde kind of music patrons of this nocJerry & I.llllan
Hotel fliatler
singer, Mildred Parr, who does risque turnal rendezvous want.
ColllR & Corral
(Cafe KoURe)
Not too
Salvy Cavlcchio Ore Phil Barry
songs badly.
hot and not too soft but an Inbetween
Frank Quartell's orch plays an im- blend that's danceable and listen-

or the armed forces, of just the
top names, anymore than the public

you

N.O.

(HOTEL BOOSEVELT)

Leslie.

through himself or members of the
oe Mnrtln
Balconades
DUk I>lldlne
profession or through the union, all
Buddy Carlson Ore 3 Dells
other efforts have failed.
Bob Moonnn
Bill Grceo'a

The question

BLUE ROOM,

sprightly brand of dansapation.

.

sort of a

63

Ized under the name of Espectaculos
de Mexico, S. A., a corporation for

t«"<-t

P/""!).

.

.
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Wednesday, September
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Return to the

.

A

R

.

IVALDORF-AnORiH
(Opening the

mw

Wedgwood Room)

October 3rd
lAntil then:
SEPT.

5th-

1

1th— Stanley

Theatre, Pittsburgh, Pa.

—Manos Theatre, Greensburg,

12th

Pa.

13 th—Majestic Theatre, Johnstown, Pa.

14th—Crystal
i

'

,

15th
1

6th—Library

17th

Ballroom, Buckeye Lake,

—Columbia Theatre,
Theatre,

—Columbia

>3t^arren,

18th—Brookline Country

Rio de Janeiro,

Brazil.

Pa.

Theatre, Sharon, Pa.

Club, Phila., Pa.

19th-0ct. 2nd-Strand Theatre,
Ed. Tiote: Duchin's smattering of Portuguese was garnered during his record-breaking 1 0-week engagement at the Copacabana,

O.

Erie, Pa.
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MUD-SUNGING THE PIX BIZ
Crystal-Gazing

ASCAP Revenue

How much in money the new network-ASCAP deal will mean Is
still conjectural, due to the different ratios under which major and
indie stations sign. CBS figures that all networks will yield $2,500,000
bunch figures It will be nearer $3,500,000 from
to ASCAP; the
all of radio.
earning $4,500,000 from broadcasting,
Peak year (1040) saw
and Its aspirations to a possible $8,-$B,000,000 annual income precipi-

NYE'S FIELD DAY

llsolationistic

Stroiui for Anti-Nazi Pix

E

NBC

ASCAP

H'wood Mourns

Legit

Into Open as Major Issue
of Probe Into Alleged Hol-

lywood 'Warmohgering'
McFarland Confuses, Bewilders and Bothers His

and Cafe Show

Senatorial Confreres,

Nye

and Clark

.

WILLKIE'S
those

just

summer

town from
having themon Broadway.

arriving

spots,

a
the

selves

field

With
best musical season in
years in sight, the cuties are not only
picking their spots, but the latecomers, sensing a shortage, are also
demanding
(and
getting)
over
Chorus Equity's $40 minimum.
Situation is such that the producers are fighting with one another for girls, as well as raiding
each others s.a. complement. Showmen also are putting themselves in
something of a spot by paying those
girls who have jtjst arrived in town
$50 and $80 weekly, which will probably result in dissension when the
chorines who had signed earlier for
the Chorus Equity minimum get hep
that others are drawing bigger pay

Sale of 1,2000,000 Bing Crosby
records at 35c each by Decca in
1940 topped the previous record
held
by
Enrico
sales
high
Caruso. The Italian tenor's recordings, selling from $2 to $7
him just under
each, netted
$100,000 annually.
Crosby received in excess of
$125,000 as a royalty check from

Decca

last year.

BACKS BURLEY
ASTHEPROFS'

checks.

Adding to the heavy competition
tor the lookers are several niteries
and at least one hotel cafe also go-

DEUGHT'

Hedda

The

Cony, in the Middle
Milwaukee, Sept. 9.
Long time feuding between LouelParsons and Hedda Hopper, newspaper and radio purveyors of Hollyla

wood

Minneapolis, Sept. 0.
blitzkrieg of burlesque's old-

this hokum for 18 years here. The
more intelligent they are, as a rule,
the hardv they fall for low comedy and slapstick, according to his

is

causing

a

lot

o(

head-

Months ago the Legionaires

'LET'S KILL

A CRITIC

MAPPED AS

bc-

N.Y.

PLAY

(Continued on page 28)
'Let's Kill a Critic'

new

play for

the 1941-42 season, has been authored

Bmnps—In

Chicago newspaperman who
writes under the name of North

by

Spades

Hurley's .invasion
of
the
nitery field, begun last season

class

when

Fefe's Monte Carlo, N. Y., played
strippers,
will
advance
several
bumps when Carrie Flnnell. buxom
burlesque comedienne with the edu-

cated torso, heads the new show at
the Ruban Bleu when the East Side
N. Y. boite reopens Sept. 17.

Miss Finnell's muscular gyrations
have been a burley draw for years.

a

Clark, a Loop-bisecting street. Bankroll already has been assured, coin
to come from a Clevelander.
Central character is supposed to
have been the brains behind the
Capone mob. Restless after a dozen
years of inactivity, he 'picks on" the
Broadway critics. Date is April,
1042, on the eve and during the N. Y,
Critics Circle annual session, when
the reviewers are trying to select
the best play of the season.

son UGHTS NO
SWEET MUSIC
TOEXHIBS

—

Detroit, Sept,

D.

Theatres on the East Side here
were wondering what had happened

young-couple trade.
Police were wondering what was
happening to the Public Lighting
Commission's switch-boxes.
Finally both matters came to a
denied any prejudice though he
head in the same guy, Robert Hemcracked: 'If anti-Semitism exists in
street, who subsequently explained
America, the Jews have themselves
in court that he was trying to found
to blame.'
This punctuated a proa new business. He had two assistceeding in a Senatorial sub-commitants and was going great guns when

room which,

ostensibly,

WILLKIE'S lOOG

police collared him.
Hemstreet had set up his enterprises in Chandler and other large
East Side parks here. All he and his
assistants did was approach the affectionate couples parked in cars or
on the benches and offer, for twobits, to douse the park lights In their

vicinity.

FROM HIOOD

^ Late

Minneapolis, Sept. 9.
big surprise in local trade circles

is the boxoffice potency which antiNazi films have been developing in

highly

this

Isolationist

territory,

'Manhunt' (20th), 'Great Dictator'
(Chaplin-UA) and 'So Ends Our
Night' (UA), for example, have been
packing 'em in not only in the firstruns, but also in the subsequent naba
houses here and In out-of-town situations.
And this week, at the loop
Gopher here, 'Underground' (WB) is
doing sensational business.
The first crop of these ahti-Nazl
pictures didn't fare so well in this
particular territory, and an impression was created among local showmen that the public was fighting shy
of them. Now, according to leading
exhibitors,,
the
realization
has
dawned that the principal r^on the
fans fought shy of these films wasn't
because they were an'ti-Nazi, but because they weren't good pictures for
the most part.
However, it's also
felt that anti-Hitlerism also is increasing among the public and that
(Continued on page 4)

to their

was look- the

only seen
(Continued on page 4)

gossip, is now responsible for observations.
And he says he al•n unusual situation which has the ways felt that this sort of almostperplexed American Legion In the
(Continued on page 46)
middle. Everyone concerned seems
Innocent of any present ulterior motives, yet the plot built by circum-

stances
aches.

mittee probing the picture industry's
alleged 'warmongering,' tied up Senator (3erald P. Nye (N. D.) on
whether or not he (Nye) knew, for
a fact, that certain films were propagandaistic, the first day's session of
the quiz wound up, as expected
field day for mud-slinging.
Today
(Tuesday) was a hectic set-to, more
like a gladiatorial meeting in the
arena of the Senate's caucus room,
with adherents for both sides cheering and hissing.
Anti-Semitism was brought out
into the open as a major issue. Nye

Nye admitted he had

standby comedy scenes, business
and patter in the film houses is no
theatrical phenomenon and not even
a surprise to Harry Hirsch, veteran
local burleycue impresario, who has
been watching audiences laugh at

All activity ceased- as the funeral services In Hyde Park

Washington, Sept. 9.
Although Sen. Ernest McFarland
of the Senatorial sub-com-

ing into 'warmongering' charges.

est

Puts American Legion

mother.

(Ariz),

tee

(Continued on page 47)

Lonella Vs.

TURN LATER

Crosby Tops Caruso

In

aro

day

Hollywood, Sept. 9.
All studios came to a standstill
yesterday (Tuesday) as Hollywood paid a silent tribute to tha
memory of President Roosevelt's

started.

Schedule Creates Chorine Shortage
" 'Chorines and showgirls, especially

A

Anti-Semitism Brought Out

tated the' schism.

Heavy B way

Minn. Surprisingly

His

business

had

Shaw, Rather Than
Shelve Negro Tooter,

Cancels 32 So. Dates
Artie Shaw's handlers have cancelled out approximately 32 onenight dates that had been set for his
new band through the south and
southwest. That territory has never
had the opportunity to see Shaw and
it

was figured that he'd clean up.
were knocked out, however,

Dates

when Shaw

been sidetrack

flourishfng for two weeks when the
harassed police finally caught up to
him.

KANIN BOSSES

refused to temporarily
'Hoi Lips' Paige, Negro

trumpeter who plays with the band.
General Amusement Corp., Shaw's
booking agency, explains that promoters who had Shaw booked in that
territory were willing to take the
outfit with Paige in the trumpet section, but that GAC itself cancelled
the dates because It wished to avoid

Wendell L. Willkie will get a fee 'SGT.'
of $100,000 in defending the film industry against charges of 'warmonany possible complications. Original
gering' propaganda before a Senate
pl'an was to 'play the hops without
sub-committee, it is reported. BeFort Monmouth, N. J., Sept. 9.
Paige and have him meet the band
lieved that the hearings will require
Army's Training Film Production on its way back north.
no more than three or four weeks.
The Republican presidential can- Unit, by promotion of Garson Kanin
didate turned down offers ot larger this week to acting sergeant, has
problem that has
fees from the radio industry, but that partially solved a
J.
was probably for political reasons bothered it since the inception of the
(Continued on page 28)
because of anti-Administration an-

HIS

ARMY SUPERIORS

DORSEn75GAT

PAR, TOP BAND COIN

gles.

His acceptance of the offer to defend films before the isolationists,
(Continued on page 4)

Cantor's Cavalcade
Eddie Cantor wUl do a Cantorlan
cavalcade of his past Ziegfeld song
hits as an afterpiece in 'Banjo Eyes,'
his self-starring stage musical for

Broadway

this fall.

Cantor, incidentally, is putting up
own money as part ot the production investment, along with Warner Bros. (Al Lewis).
his

Tobacco Heiress Takes
Prodigy, 11,

Under Wing

Chicago, Sept. 9.
Lorin Maazel, llyear-old prodigy,
who conducted the concert orchestra
in Grant Park Saturday night (6) in
Beethoven's 'Egmont' overture and
drew raves from the critics, is understood to have been taken under
the wing of Mrs. Doris Duke Cromwell.

Reported that tfie tobacco heiress
be the youngster's patroness.

will

Hollywood, Sept. 9.
Top picture coin for a band will go
Jimmy Dorsey, who draws approximately $75,000 for five weeks'
work at Paramount. Dorsey Js reported drawing $10,000 weekly for
himself, with the rest of the dough
spreading among his two singers,
Bob Eberly and Helen O'Connell,
and the members of the band.
Picture is "The Fleet's In' (musical
Version ot 'Sailor Beware'), with
Dorothy Lamour, scheduled to start
roUinT Monday (15).
to

.
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lilSGELLAMT
EVIDENCE ENOUGH

Wilder, dos Passos Gipper to London;

Headline Plane Travel

One

Up Sky High

Film Scout Sore Marraret
niUcheirs Wrlitng Another

With authors

flying

out

Belle
(7)

and

BCtors in (4), Pan American Airways'
Clipper ships provided the week's
local point of headline activity at

York's LaGuardia Field. The
Lisbon-London bound writers were
Thornton Wilder and John dos
Passos, off on Sunday's American
Yankeeland
the
while
Clipper,
Clipper trippers were headed by
Bebe Daniels and her husband Ben
Lyon. (Further details on DanielsLyon on page 3).
Aboard the Clipperoo that de-

New

posited

the

Lyons

was

Divorce in Reno
San Francisco, Sept. 9.
Belle Baker, currently doing socko
biz at the Bal Tabarin, is subject of
a Lake Tahoe booking now being

negotiated.
If deal goes through. Miss Baker
will be able to kill two birds with
one stone, being slated for a Reno
term anyway Jn connection with her
pending divorce action against Ellas
E. Sugarman, show biz newspaper-

man.

Margaret

Carroll, wife of Wallace C. Carroll,
manager of United Press' London
bureau who was recently sent to the

Moscow

office to expedite shooting
Soviet sentences here; Sir Phillip
Gibbs, English novelist here for a

C. B.

A

COCHRAN PLANS
VISIT TO AMERICA

musical.

The week-end eastbound American
Clipper among other aerial-marine
occupations was toting Wilder and
doi Passos off to attend the annual
Congress of P. E. N., the international literary organization, skedded
to begin in London today (10) and
end Saturday (13). After the con(Continued on page 34)

ticipation of the war's end, plans
coming to this side to secure several American acts but the date of

;

Berle

New York over the
Margaret Mitchell was

Hollywood,

Sejft. 9.

Twentieth Century-Fox is so pleased with the business 'Sun Valley
Serenade' is doing. It's going to star me In a sequel called 'Palm Springs
tiSment.'

Having a load
In

my new

two extra

of experiences playing a character calfed 'Seabiscuit,'
picture, 'Rise and Shine.' When I walked into the commissary,
up a pool and put $12 on
nose! (From the picture,

my

girls got

'Mother 'Nose* Best!')

It wasn't only the agents, however,
who were after her, but the film
What none of them
companies.

Just received a letter from Seabiscuit telling me that since I was playing him in • picture, he bought a 'joke book and Accepted 10 weeks of
vaudeville.
knows and what Macmillan isn't
Jack Oakle Is working under a great handicap In 'Rise and Shine.' He
not
whether
auor
Is
she
telling is
got a stiff neck and can only do a one-eighth take!
thoring another tome. All MacmilMark Helllnger, the producer of the picture, keeps padding and padding
lan will say is that there will be no my dialog with commas!
Mitchell book published this year.
Broadway Department

—

At least one story editor claims to
be certain, though, that Mrs. Mitchell
writing another book. Evidencing

is

four-month lecture tour; and Jessie
Charles B. Cochran, London showMatthews, the Knglish star, here for man who has been readying his
Georgie Hale's 'Listen, Lady,' Broad- 'Victory Revue' for some time in an-

way

of

a signal for every agent in the business to get on or attempt to get on
—her ear. Author of 'Gone With the
Wind' has no agent, dealing directly
with her publishers, Macmillan tt
Co., hence the effort to Ink her.

—

Baker Seeks

By Milton

Presence in

weekend

By GEORGE FROST

THE BERLE-iNG POINT

i

how

far film companies go in their
search for material, he has had his
Asked
private Gestapo at work.

how he knows

she
book, be replied:

is

doing another

In sweaters!

'She sits up in her bedroom with
the light on, writing, until 4 a.m.
many mornings.'

Stadio

his visit is not definite. He has the
British rights to 'Lottie Dundas' recently tried out at Santa Barbara

PA's

Jay C. Flippen wires that Sally Rand bumped Into Gypsy Rose Lee on
Forty-second Street and shouted: 'My Gosh your dress is showing!'
It's great experience working in the Barter Theatre on the strawhat
circuit. You learn how to milk a cow and a gag at the same time.
Georgie Jessel's wife is mad at him. He took away her crib and is
having it repainted for the arrival of his baby.
Lindy's decided to glamorize his herrings. .. .they are now being served

Pledge

More Accuracy, Less

A

new musical opened

In

Hollywoodlana
Hollywood this week and

is

doing such

business the management can't print enougb passes.
a certain picture with Jack Oakie and Jackie Gleason in it. It was
all 'belly' and no laughs.
Watched Maxie Rosenbloom walk up and down Vine street wearing
a yachting cap found out he just bought a brand new surf-board.
John Payne drove me home from the studio last night after work. What
a wild ride it was. When we reached my house, he handed me a stunt
check.
Phil Silvers knows a conceited actor In the army who is so sartorially
perfect, he always puts a fatigue uniform on when he's tired.
Mnslfl Department
terrific

Saw

—

"*

by David O. Selznick, to whom be
Exchsive Planting
assigned the American rights with
the privilege of participating. CochDo you tliink BMI songs—I don't!
ran would present 'Lottie' in LonHollywood, Sept. 9.
Bob Crosby is very loyal to his recording company. Everyday for
don with Ida Lupino.
Studio Publicity Directors ComGiesela Wierbezirk, an elderly mittee bowed to the ruling madfe by lunch he has a thrce-Decca sandwich.
Richard Himber is now writing background music for forward people.
Czechoslovak refugee, was cast for New York publicity heads last July,
SISTERS'
Badlo Department
'Lottie' on the Coast but was taken prohibiting previews for local newsDennis Day finally got that raise from Jack Benny. Benny bought him
She was re- papers in advance of release dates.
ill during rehearsals.
N.Y.
quired to join Ekiuily and borrowed Later the studio flacks moved into a a pair of shoes with built-up heels.
Bob Hope is getting his writers ready for the fall season on the air
approximately $110 for initiation fee meeting with editors of the Los
he locked them in a dungeon for a week.
The Andrews Sisters who have and dues. Old actress applied for a Angeles Times and bowed to that
Sklnnay Ennis is feeling very happy these days. He stepped on a scale
newspaper's complaints about news
played the bouse five times so far, refund and promptly got it.
—and the hand actually moved!
planting.
the last time two months ago, have
Hangnail Descriptions:
been signed by the Paramount, N. Y.,
Result of the Times conference
Broadtxiai/ Hose: Lox Lomond
John BarTymore: VaUee Palee
Bob
for two different engagements which,
was that the press agents promised Crosby: Hep with a Rep
Sparks, Lynch Both Bldg.
My Mom: Mother of Berle....
with options, may total eight weeks
to avoid exclusive planting on all
Observation Department:
or longer.
of vital importance concernInstead of theatres giving away $1,000 on Bank nights in Hollywood,
Summer Homes in N. C. stories
They are contracted for two weeks
ing production. Tales of no particu- they're giving
away silk stockings.
for Nov. 5 with 'Birth, of the Blues'
importance may be planted
lar
Hedy Lamarr caused a panic at the Ice FoUies when she made an en(Par) and for Dec. 24, again for
Both E. J. Sparks and S. A. Lynch, wherever the flacks finds an opening.
two weeks minimum with options. veteran Florida operators, are in Another agreement was that spot trance. The ice melted and three skaters nearly drowned.
Raoul Walsh, the director, was just made an honorary Indian Chief.
'Louisiana Purchase' (Par) opens
Asheville, .N. C, where they arc news about romantic and personal What I'd like to know is when are they going to make an Indian an
Christmas week.
Sparks, affairs of film personages would be honorary white man.
building summer homes.
Sisters receive a reported $3,500 a
whose circuit headquarters are in more accurate.
El^vesdropped at Band-Box: 'He has unbalanced books with a mind to
week on both engagements.
Jacksonville, has been living at
Complaints by the studios against match.'
Miami Beach during the past year, Jimmi^ Fiddler's columnar activUies
Eavesdropped at Slapsy Maxie's: He's got the makings of a great
while Lynch has been living; perma- were stopped early in the conversa- failure.'
nently on one of the Venetian islands tional stage. Times will continue to
Olsen-Johnson Boy Into
My brother (the one who wakes up screaming) has a new job. He
its
unrestrained
views assigns ambulances for lawyers to chase.
at Miami, which he owns. His son, express
Hedda Hopper, Fidler, EdWhatever Became of
??7T
Coast Amnsement Center S. A. Lynch, Jr., is now handling throtigh
win Schallert and the weekly news
most of his real estate matters.
Talent & Merit
Ferry the Frog Man
B-"n, Fitz & The Murphy Bros.
Lynch operates Par's theatres in letter from New York.
Ditmus, Junkus & Cke
Los Angeles, Sept, 9.
C
a & Her Seals
the Miami sector, while Sparks who
Schlict's Mannequins
Olsen and Johnson are parlaying recently sold out liis 40% interest in
Afterpiece:
their coin as partners in a new the circuit he headed which includes
We're living in a country where Life and Liberty are more than Just
amusement enterprise on the site of all the rest of Florida, remains with EDDIE
two magazines.
Westwood Gardens, currently run Par in an advisory capacity.
TEOPLE'
IN RADIO
as an ice skating rink. New layout,
to be ready before Jan. 1, calls /or
CARLOAD OF JINX
METRO'S N.Y. CASTERS
a ballroom', bowling alleys, driveGet-It-for-You>Cheaper
Eddie Dowling becomes- the narin restaurant and courts for tennis
pro- Tiny Walfe BBrlayi Tourh Luck Inl*
rator
on
the
'We
the
People'
Donald Flamm, recent owner of
and badDuntoiu
Three Missouts
Tuesday
His
last
regugram
(16).
Partnership
was formed with station WMCA, New York, is going
network
lar
chore
was
in
1936,
when
William Downs, managing operator into the get - it - for - you - wholesale
Pittsburgh, Sept. 9.
he did a series with Ray Ddofey and
business.
cf the new outfit
Success of Metro's New York
Talk about tough luck, consider
The 40%-off-llst-price business is Benny Goodman on the NBC-Red the case
of Tiny Wolfe, 350-pound talent department in doing considera big proposition around New York, for Elgin Watch.
Pittsburgher who started in vaude able part of casting for 'Shadow of
and the wholesale (retail) emporiDowling succeeds Burgess Mere- here at the old Pitt with dancing
Carroll Thinks Par's Pic
ums have been flourishing.
the Thin Man' iias resulted in studio
dith.
comedy team of Ken and Roy Paige
3006 Worth
Hurt
and later graduated to a featured giving eastern headquarters a similar
spot with Blue Barron's band as a assignment on Tortilla Flat.'
It Is
Earl Carroll filed suit. Monday (8)
bass-fiddler.
Several months ago, interviewing dozens of potentials
In N. Y. federal court against ParaWolfe, after loafing around home
mount, claiming the film company
from legit, radio and elsewhere this
here for some time, decided to try
failed to live up to an agreement
Hollywood and see if he couldn't week and will start screentesting
whereby he was to be in complete
next week under direction of Al
land something there.
charge of a film based on his reNothing happened for what seemed Altman.
vues, and produced a poor grade
like
About a dozen roles are to be
ages,
and then everything
picture using his name as producer,
opened up. Wolfe was signed for a filled in the fllmlzation of the John
thereby injuring his reputation. The
role In screen version of 'Hellzapop- Steinbeck story. They include legit
producer wants $300,000 'damages.
pin,' for another in Hollywood Playcomedy and romantic parts. Only
Carroll signed with Paramount
house revue, 'Fun for the Money,' casting done by studio is Spencer
Aug. 17, 1940, allowing the comand also a fat assignment in John Tracy and Laird Cregar in the
pany to use his name in connection
Murray Anderson's Coast cabaret leads.
with the picture for which he was
show, 'Silver Screen.* Two days beto receive $150,000 and 33% of the
fore the first of these j«bs was to
net. The producer was to have the
begin, he stepped off the curb in Astaire Back West After
right to approve story, cast, direcfront of his Hollywood apartment
tor, etc.
He claims Paramount pro
hotel right into the path of a speedWaxing Four for Decca
duced 'A Night at Earl Carroll's,'
ing car. Result: two muscles in right
which was a flop, gave him none of
Fred Astaire fiUes back to the
leg torn, muscle, in left shoulder
the rights he was supposed to have,
Coast tomorrow (Thurs.) aftet reripped, left knee badly bruised, inand released the flbn over his procording four sides for Decca wKh
ternal injuries, and a hospital bed
tests.
Harry Sosnik's orchestra. They're
for several weeks.
the Cole Porter tunes from ColumNaturally, Wolfe lost out on all
bia
Pictures'
"Youll Never Get
three spots.
He's now suing, the
Rich,'
Astaire starrer, and marks
Mix Widow Aids
owner of the car for $25,000 damhis teeofi on a new Decca deal Asages.

ANDREWS

PAR ENCORES

.

.

.

DOWLING BACK

ON

ENCORE ON

imm'

Him

-

Army

taire

Randolph

Field, Tex., Sept.

with

9.

Tom

Mix, widow of the motion-picture star, has taken upon
Mrs.

herself the task of providing entertainment programs for. the men here
•t the West Point of the Air.
During the past several weeks she'
has taken several local San Antonio
bands and troupes of entertainers to
the field for special shows for the
cadets and enlisted men.
.

.

Prof.

ABBOTT

and COSTELLO

'A pair Of good-luck charms that shine like gold at the boxoftlce'
Kate Cameron, N.Y. Daily News.

—

UNIVERSAL PICTURES

CHASE A SANBORN HOUR; NBC-RED

Under Pertonal Management

oft

EDWARD SHEpKlAN

last

recorded for Columbia,
Green's
orchestra,
essayed tap dance

Johnny

when he

De MiOe

also

rhythms on wax.
For Decca he vocalizes

only.

Hollywood, Sept. 9.
He goes directly into the Irving
William de MUle, playwright and Berlin-Bing Crosby musical at Paraformer film director, has been mount, and has another for Columbia

named

Instructor of drama at the
University of Southern California.
Takes over school's dramatic presentations' during '41-42 semester.
'

.

(with Rita Hayworth) in the spring,
forfendS' any return to a
has been re-

which

Broadway show! as
ported off and on.

-

.,,

U
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MISCELLAMT

SAG REINS RADIO CUFFOS
20 Years

(

and

1

Block Apart

Camp

FROWNS ON LOX

Last week's house review ol Loew's State, N. Y., was unique in that
close facsimile ot a notice given monologist
it contained an unusually
Johnny Burke 20 years before at the then two-a-day Palace.
PoUice, N. y., Sept. 2, 1921
Johnny Barke, fonrtb, feniid the goinr jost to his liking and cleaned
up with his soldier monolog and oharaoter that sounds funnier now
that the cloads of war have rolled away than It did during the war.
Bnrke tops oft his •peelalty with some trick tempo piano playing that
He took half a dosen bows, then had to go baek to the
is surefire.
Con.
box for another encore.

hoew'a State, N. Y., Sept. 3, 1941
Strongest turn in the layout Is Johnny Burke's. Monologist occupies
some it minutes ot the running time and gathers giggles continually
with his standard gags and chatter about the army. With the world
situation as it is, his stuff, though some of It has been heard before,
It's virtually the same routine
is timely, and he puts It over neatly.
Burke has been doing since World War 1 days (although (Ed) Sullivan
fives It a 'Kate Smith show' trailer) and probably would be. effective
25 years from now.
Vfooi.

Displayed in 'Brother Rat,' With

Ahnost the Original B'way Cast

Lux-China Relief Broadcast,
While Actuated by Char-

Just Spieler?

a Technical Violation
Shows Proviso

ity,

of Free

Richard Stark, who announces
'Hour of Charm' and other
shows, has to date received over

STRICTER CONTROL

250 letters from listeners in response to a publicity stunt in
which he offered $250 for a sub-

Hollywood, Sept. 9.
Actuated by what was termed a
violation

of

regulations

when

term for 'announcer.'
Following are some of the suggestions: host, introducer, vocaster, orolator, informator, introluctor, audidomo, radlodomo,
assimilator, radianter, promulgator, mikemaster, declarator.
stitute

sev-

eral actors appearing on a Lux
broadcast last season automatically

Anytliiiig

h

American Extremely Pop
England. Says Kibe Daniels

With comedy writers scarcer In
England than an unblitzed village,
Bebe Daniels revealed in New York,
Monday (8) that she and Vic Oliver
have resorted to doing all the writing themselves even to incidental
continuity for the weekly, 40-minute radio show on which they and
Miss Daniels' husband, Ben Lyon, co-

—

—

Quality of their output is attested by the Grossley of the show,
*Hi, Gang!' It rates fourth, exceeded
only by the speeches of the King,
Churchill and news broadcasts, in
star.

that order.

2 for $2,500,000
Twentieth-Fox

up

tied

has

two of

in

$2,500,000

its

higher-

budget Alms scheduled for early
release on the current (1941-42)
season.'

,

They are 'Sun Valley Sere^
on pre-release currently at
the Roxy, N. Y., which is said to
cost $1,300,000 and 'Yank in
B. A. F.' which comes into the
Itoxy, Sept. 26, neg nick on this
one being $1,200,000.

nede,'

by cross-talk between
Former
Oliver and Miss Daniels.
American picture star also introes a
new song e^ch week and interviews
an English stage celeb. Oliver, incidentally, like Miss Daniels and
However,
Lyon, is an American.
he's long been an English stage fave,
and is married to Sarah Churchill,
daughter of the Prime Minister.
'Hi, Gang!' until it took a summer
hiatus, was on BBC for 52 consecu(Continued on page 46)

JAMES CREELMAN DIES
IN N. Y. SUICIDE

LEAP

James A. Creelman, who recently
returned from Hollywood, where he
was a scenarist, suicided by jumping
from the roof garden of an 18-story
apartment building on east 72d
street. New York,
early Tuesday
(0). He was 40. Deceased had written several unproduced plays, but
was little known <$h Broadway.
Creelman was a brother of Eileen

Capra-UACoId,
He's Anxious To

Do3onHisOwn
Frank Capra, in New York last
week on 'Arsenic and Old Lace,'
which he is directing for Warner
Bros., declared he has no deal even
in the making for himself after he
winds up. the current WB assignment. His only desire, he said, is to
start work on the three stories he

in that

'it

is

DUPM

charity.'

TO USE

all three of whom appeared in the
George Abbott production of 'Rat'
and are togeth.er once again under
2%-year contracts to Uncle
Sam.
Professional even to the sets, designed and executed by Corp. Peter

new

Feller, who aided in a similar chore
for Buddy DeSylva's 'Louisiana Purchase' and other shows, 'Rat' got a
terrific

FLAG WAVING
PIX STORIES

a violation of the rule

for a screen actor to give a performance for a regularly established,
commercially sponsored program,
which nominally pays the actors, but
actually turns the money over to a

reception

at

the four per-

formances given so far. Two more
are scheduled, one for tomorrow
(Wednesday) night and one for Friday (12). Only one for which admish is being charged is the last
and that's for officers.
Builder-Upper

Members p£ the cast and crew of
DuPont's 'Cavalcade of America' the show are all attached to a perBurgess Meredith on its manent morale unit at Upton. Their
(Continued on page 46)
and Sept. 29 programs as
narrator for special pair of scripts

will use
Sept. 22

It is pointed out in the SAG comtagged 'Native Land.'
Carl Sand
that while David O. Selzwill likely also appear on the
who arranged the Lux appear- burg
Sept. 22 stanza.
ances and the disposition of the
For six to eight weeks, starting
accrued coin, and the sponsor acted
with Oct. 6, 'Cavalcade' will go in
in unquestionable good faith, neverfor film stars and adaptations of past
theless there was an abrogation of
picture hits dealing with AmeriLos Angeles, Sept. 9.
Guild rules on the premise that 'this
cana.
Dorothy Lamour's notification of
is not a new, non-commercial charia shift from NBC Artists Service to
ty show to which actors were asked
Lyons & Lyons as her agent goe.i
to donate their time and talent. It
before the arbitration board, with
was an established commercial sfiow Par Blames Hayden's
Clore Warne officiating as arbiter
and the practice dislocated an es
for Miss Lamour.
tablished source of actors' income.
Pix on
Attorneys for the actress, Bautzer
Under the arrangement the actors
& Ryan, contend that their client
had no control over the money they
Anti-H'wood Phobia cannot be properly represented,
earned on the show. By agreeing to
owing to the unsettled state of NBC
appear they agreed that the money
Artists Service as result of reports of
(Continued on page 18)
Walkout of Stirling Hayden from its sale, and the consequent effect on
the Paramount lot last week without the morale of the organization.
explanation came as culmination of
a mysterious apathy toward HollyWlefla
wood which Par execs haven't been

munique

ARBITRATE LAMOUR'S

nick,

Lam From

Driaiiia Crilic;

when

UA

months
was 97% completed,

stalled lor four

the deal

asserted, he got frightened at
the prospect of being tied up with
(Continued on page 18)

Capra

Browi

l« WorM-Telljr

Wilella Waldorf has been named
by the New York Post to succeed

footlights

'Gay
son

a

which

90's Revue,'
is

producing.

It'll

Billy Jack-

Adds lOOG Gross

Marks Time

Trads Mark Reelatorad

FOUNDED BT BIME BILVERMAN
Weekly br VARIETY,

Pobllnlied

Monday

shot-caller

(8) to

on the

become

New York

World-Telegram. He follows in the
steps of Sidney B. Whipple who has
been upped to. assistant to exec
editor

Lee B. Wood.

Miss Waldorf, long in the Post's
served as drama editor,
writing a daily column, and secondstring critic. Brown had two years
to go on his contract with tlie Post,
pact being torn up at his request.
He's getting considerably more coin
at the W-T, although on a week-toservice,

,

week

basis with

summers

off

minus

him a suitable buildup, and
recently hired Ben Ames Williams to
do a yarn with a part tailored for

1S4

Weat iW\

Street,

New

TorJt, N. T.

SUBSCRIPTION

Kyser's 3 More for

RKO

.2S Centa

will give

Vol. 144

No.

.lllill^iu"

Player has lived among seafaring
people all his life and operated his
own boat before going to Par, so
studio went to Williams, who is an
expert on New England sailing
yarns, lor the story for Hayden. Part
will
take full advantage ot his

prowess as a

sailor.

Harry Joe Brown May
Produce Play on

BVay

Hollywood, Sept.
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by

RKO

for three pictures in the
next two years. His next will be
made around the beginning of the
year after completing the current
'Playmates,' and taking his band on
tour.

He is the first orchestra leader to
make three pictures and to receive
a contract for three more.

38
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Harry Joe Brown, who recently

Legitimate

41

may do a play on Broadway with
Ralph Murphy.
He is enthused over a yarn by
George Scaton and is exploring its
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production possibilities.
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the production ranks at 20th-Fox,
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Pictures

Hollywood, Sept. 9.
Kyser has been contracted

1

Hayden.

pay. Also will be allowed a few
off this winter for a lecture
tour, to adhere to contracts, although
that probably will be discontinued in

future years. Brown has considerably supplemented his critic's earnings with lecture fees for years.

Inc.

Sid Silverman, President

it

Post, left on

be Harry weeks

Jolson's first appearance on a stage
in 11 years.
to Pic
Unit opens at RKO's Coliseum,
Plugging that the tune 'Intermezzo' N.Y., Sept. 19, for one night, folgot as a result of the BMI-ASCAP lowed by two days at the Alden,
battle will probably count for more Jamaica (20-21), and then one day
than $100,000 additional gross for the (26) at RKO's Flushing house. The
Selznick
picture
'Intermezzo—
theatres are resuming the policy of
Love Story," from which the song one and two-day stage shows they
comes. It is a BMI licensed number adopted a couple of seasons back.'
and thus one of the lew toppers
available for network radio.
Harris
Tune didn't hit its stride until
June, 1941, months after the film was
Hollywood, Sept; 9.
released. Its high rating in the 'Most
Jed Harris, who deserted BroadPlayed' lists led Uni,ted Artists to way for a producer contract at RKO,
reissue the film.
Flock of dates moved Into the studio to ready his
have already been played, with many first picture, still untitled,
more scheduled. Startling Is fact
As a legit producer Harris has nuthat film is currently .In Its 10th merous outstanding plays to his
week In Baltimore, third in Wash- credit but has never made a film
ington and second in Newark.
drama.

Jed

Discovered last year when the wife
of a New England exhib sent his
pictures to Mrs. Edwin H. Griffith,
to her directorhusband,. Hayden has had rolis in

who showed them

John Mason Brown as drama critic. two films, 'Virginia' and 'Bahama
Passage.' Par has had difficulty in
Brown, for many years with the
finding parts for him which
feels
legit

Brother

able to figure out. Hayden is some
where around Gloucester, Mass., his

home town.

with the prospect of be-

acquired

An

WaUorf Named

N.Y. Post

coming a United Artists producerowner.
After

Creelman, film critic for the N. Y.
Sun. Writer had been residing with Harry Jolson's Comeback;
his mother and sister for the past
month. When he entered the apart'
Formerly
Al's
ment house Creelman asked the ele'
vator operator to take him to the
Agreed to Stay Off Stage
roof, rather
than the apartment
floor. Neither mother nor sister was
at home when he jumped, the film
Harry Jolson, who recently lost a
reviewer being on her honeymoon
suit against his brother, Al, on the
after having recently been married.
premise that the latter promised to
His father, who died in 1915, was support him so long as he remained
James Creelman, war correspondent off the stage, is returning to the
and editor.
in
vaude unit, tagged

Inteimezzo,' the Song Hit,

had their earnings turned over to
China relief. Screen Actors Guild
has set up a Guild Authority to pass
on all requests- for cuffo air shots.
Membership has been notified by
letter to secure clearance from the
Authority before making any commitments for gratis guesting.
In the Lux-China Relief broadcast,
it is cited that Rule 6 was breached

Camp Upton, N. Y., Sept. 9.
'Brother Rat' is meeting 'Brother
Recruit' here this week in a production of the Fred Finkelhofte-John
Monks, Jr., farce unique in theatre
history— the cast is 100% professional players and every one is a
soldier
(except the two gals, of
course, and one of them is married
to a soldier). In the leads are Ezra
Stone, Ross Elliott and Gary Merrill,

DEFECTION FROM NBC

Show is a variety affair, m.c.d by
Lyon and with most of the comedy
provided

Upton's Wealth of Talent

Deering's Naval Call
William Deering, eastern talent
snooper lor Metro, who is a member
of the Naval Reserve, has been called
to active duty.
His place will be
filled by a promotion from the story
department.
Deering last season was a partner
In prdouction of the Broadway legiler, 'Out of the Frying Pan.'

29
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Radio Reviews
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THE FIX

+ + + MUD-SLINGING
(Continued from page 1)

^rcat Dictator' (Chaplin) and 'I
Married a Nazi' which, on the other
hand, he thought might have been
called 'Confessions of a Nazi Spy.'
He admitted much of the charges
were predicated on second-hand information and tiearsay; that the films
he did see 'stirred up hate,' but he
couldn't remember the scene or dialog lo support that contention.
Doesn't

be

off

S. control of the picture business,
did think 'some sort of legisla-

tion

was

,„.-x.,(

'i'r^:^'^^

in order.'

(Wed.),

film synopses to support the 'warmongering' charges. But who is getup that information is beclouded.
The rest of the week will be spent
In presenting the usual anti-industry
charges; next Monday (15) the industry's proponents through- Wendell
L. Willkie will have its say.

idea of making pictures serve public
interest. McFarland cautioned against
violating the Bill of Rights.
Repeatedly prodding Nye for statement
of his thoughts on what Congress
should do.

long
It's apparent it will be a
drawn-out session, and that there
will be reams of statements and
counter-proclamations, all good publicity for everybody but the picture

with Nye saying Will Hays has 'admonished the industry against going
too far.|
In his disclaimer* of any

Industry.

misrepresent our purpose and to
prejudice the public mind.' He belligerently annnounced he 'will not
its being used to cover
the tracks of those who have been
pushing our country on the way to
war with their propaganda intended
to inflame the American mind with
hatred for one foreign cause, and
magnified respect and glorification
for another foreign cause, until we

ting

Finger was put on eight recent features,

including

'Sergeant

York,'

racial hatred, Nye told 'the Senate
group bitterly resent this effort lo

Film Biz Gagged Until

Next Week's Session
Vigorous denial that- the motives
are anti-Semitism was registered at
the outset of the Senate hearings on
the Nye-Clark resolution, after notice was served that the film industry will not be allowed to crossexamine or enter objections to the
proceeding.
With
Wendell
L.
Willkie, the film majors' counsel,
temporarily gagged, the Interstate
Commerce sub-committee launched
what is expected to be one of the
most serious attacks on the- picture
business ever made in Congress. The
film industry has its innings next

consent to

'

come to feel that wars
where in the world are, really,

shall
all,

elseafter

our wars.'

Emphasis on Foreign-Born
Though he wept repeatedly about
the injustice done him, Nye stressed
Jewish names in the early portion ol
his testimony and declared 'those

week, of course.
Willkie's
written
challenge
to
committee authority was shoved
aside, with chairman D. Worth Clark
declaring the preliminary quiz is a
•duty' of the solons. Great emphasis
•n the_ asserted impartiaiity of the
resolution sponsors was placed by
Senator Gerald P. Nye. first witness,
who began with protests that the isolationists have been smeared by the
film industry's friends.
Nye early
denounced trade press editorials and
ell other critics of the probe.

And-Nazi Leagner

.

torial sub-committee probing
film
propaganda, that it may have a rep-

resentative

at the outset

testify

at

the

groups

hearings.

Prof.

of Boston,

chairman of the board of
appear for the league.

James H. Sheldon,

directors, will

His testimony will have a tricky
reverse-English twist and he hasn't

Warning that the committee will been informed whether he'll be
use all its possible powers— includ- called this week, along with the
ing
for perjury „^
„ .prosecution ...
of „„j
any proponents of the investigation, or
Witness who fails to tell the truth— next week along with the film incame from Chairman Clark. At the dustry people who are fighting it.
same time, the Idaho Democrat
What he will demand is an expromised to call or hear any person tension of the probe but an
who wants to testify. Persons ap- sion to take in pictures with extena propearing are immune to legal action Nazi bias, instead
of just tho.se with
lor anything they may testify— ex- anti-Nazi
leanings. He will present
cept perjury— and will be advised of evidence
to show that Dr. Goebtheir rights, the chairman declared. bels'
propaganda documents, until
An investigation of trade papers recently, were coming into the U. S.
was threatened as part of the en- freely and have been shown in vatire proceeding when Nye began rious cities throughout
the country.
complaining about the press attacks.
The league had filed formal proClark declared the activities of the test at the Clark-Nye hearings
as
Hollywood Reporter will be probed discriminatory-persecution.
Declaring he was advised the sheet
bas a staff of 10 persons covering the
hearings, 'in view of its limited circulation and small advertising volWllllcie's

—

necessary to learn

how

many such

Weak remonstrance by
McFarland against

ssContlnued from page

Senator W.
of per-

mission for Willkie to cross-examine
was firmly overruled by Chairman
Clark. The Arizona
„ jw.>,„,
solon, „„iy
only „„e
one
©f the subcommittee not identified
With the isolationists, suggested the
Industry attorney might help get to
the bottom of the situation.

As Nye began

justifying his actions and accusations, he unqualifiedly went on record as detesting
censorship and said -he does not like
the idea of Government control over
films, but told the sub-committee he

.

ticipation,'

Needlessness of Probe
Nye's 'long and tedious statement
gives not one valid reason for In-

or 5

Men* Control

Nye

asserted.

They have

the potential power to make the
great majority of theatregoers feed
upon propaganda.' While he hasn't
seen all of them, Nye listed 'Convoy,'

.

Nye
And

Trade

Other

Cannot

'FILM CZAR'

ANY
AMBISH

Getting around to his indictment
of the industry. Nye commented that
war propaganda is not a new experience. Though it took many
years
after the last conflict to ascertain
just how the Americans were spin
rcd
into jumping In with the

consideration nor

is

pictorial journalism,

'March of Time'
Nye charged at

the opening of the afternoon session.

The way subjects are arranged,
footage devoted to various topics,
Allies. captions, etc., can be propagandistic,
he does not charge he noted, while M. of T. is 'part acevents of. 1916-17 are being repeated tuality, part fiction, part scenic, part
Will Hays as film czar. Willkie told in same manner, Nye argued it is faked and part acted.'
Vaiuetv that he 'wouldn't accept imperative to find out whether or
He quoted Time's Louis de Rochenot similar tactics are being used. mont as saying
any job in the world.'
in a recent letter
Drew Pearson-Robert Allen col- He displayed suspicion that more that Time's reel titled 'Peace—
by
umn last week reported that pos- subtle methods have been perfected, Adolf HiUer': 'Isn't pretty—
it's
so
sibility.
films and radio were not as
promi- vital and brutal it will need friends
nent in the last war, he acknowl- who will talk
about it to put it
Washington, Sept. 9.
Wendell L. Willkie declared today
(Tuesday) that there is no truth
to the report that he will succeeed

Though he

.said

-

GUILDS SUPPORT WILLKIE
Screen Actors and Writers Pledge
Fall Aid

Hollywood, Sept. 9.
s
Full support and cooperation was
pledged Wendell Willkie by the
Screen Actors Guild in refuting
charges of war propagandizing by
the industry. In a wire to Willkie,
commending him on accepting leadership in defending the industry
SAG placed at his disposal any information that may be required.
Screen Writers Guild board Mon-

day night

authorized a delega-

(8)

tion comprising Marc Connelly and
Ralph Block to go to Washington for

appearance before the senate comhiittee.
Guild's position in the controversy was wired to the investigating group.

Isolationistic
sContlnaed from pace 1—

now

there's really a

demand

for this

sort of fare. Of course, too, it's conceded, the generally improved boxoffice conditions are helping films of

every type, although the poor ones
dq the usual brody.
Hie-Jocal trade circles believe that
the increasing popularity of these
anti-Nazi pictures is what has gotten
members.
into the crop of the Isolationist U. S.
While it is expected the hearings Senators
Wheeler, Nye, Clark, et al.,
will develop chiefly copy for the
and the 'crowd' back of them, leadpapers, In informed trade circles it ing
to the
still

,

•

present 'investigation' of
alleged film propaganda. When the
sort of pictures which are 'objectionable' to Wheeler, Nye, et aL,
weren't drawing, there was nary a
fight, regardless sound out of the latter, it's
pointed

is said that industry solond finally
decided they were tired of taking it
down and that fireworks will
be in order. The industry Is prepar-

sitting

Nye Proves

Willkie Says

'4

The tight hold of 'four or five men'
over more than half the seating capacity of U. S. theatres makes possible the 'showing of films intended
to build up this- desire for war par-

—

—

1^

inspired
this
investigation,
places him more on the Administration side of the fence unofficially.
Understood that Austin C. Keough,
v.p. and legal head of Paramount,
who also is chairman of the law
committee of the Hays' office, was
instrumental
^...c.
in
obtaining Willkie
and that he personally set the deal
wilh him. Cost of $100,000 will be
apportioned among the Hays' office

thinks the inquiry may demonstrate
the need for some 'legislation that ing to put lip a stiff
give the American people de- of how tough the going becomes,

WUI

federal agents and attorneys.

Nye di.iclaimed any de.^ire for a
general probe into economic affairs
or trade practices, but said the matter of major domination over exhibition ought not be disregarded..

Given

who

sidelines.

refusal

The Justice Department accu.sations hands and glorying in the opportuwere put in the record, with Nye nity and the plan to destroy this
commenting the charges were the re- ship and Its cargo, and thus destroy
months of diligent work by two generations with one stroke.'

sult of

vestigation o( industry,' Willkie de'Flight Command,* 'Escape,' 'I Marclared when the North Dakotan conried a Nazi,' 'That Hamilton Woman,'cluded.
'He does, however, give
every rea.son why no investigation 'Man Hunt,' The Great Dictator' and
'Sergeant
York' as typical of the
should be held,' Willkie said. Nye's
purposes for asking the inquiry is films the probers should ogle. Relisted by the 1940 Presidential (Rep.) views and criticisms indicate there
candidate as an effort 'to divide the is 'much poison' in these productions,
American people into discordant ra- he observed.
propaganda was spreacl in 1916-17 cial
and religious groups in order to
Befotes Hays' Flfurea
and voiced suspicion that the same
disunite them over United States fortactics are being used now.
He eign policy; to foster
Statistical answers of the industry
and create pubcharged pictures are in preparation
to the isolationist charges are 'incon.
lic prejudices against industry and
for the unquestionable purpose of
thus attempt to high pressure it Into elusive,' Nye declared.
Ridiculing
inflaming the American people much
stopping production of accurate and such replies as the Hays organization
more .than past features.
factual pictures on Nazism, and to has made by citing the small proporinfluence the industry to alter another tion of films dealing with war, Nye
'Free Speech' Issue
of its policies, the portrayal of the said the committee ought to discount
the Bnisholf American public of accurate and fac- the westerns, B films and shorts in
The free speech question is not tual pictxires on our national defense trying to determine how much propprogram."
aganda is dished up by Hollywood.
pertinent to this proceeding,' Nye
Terming Nye 'a star witness for He remarked that IS or 20 propaganmaintained. 'Guarantees in the first
amendment to the Constitution don't the film industry,' Willkie declared da features out of 200 quality films
apply to films,' he said, 'and this was he 'demonstrates without a doubt Is hardly a low percentage.
'These alleged propaganda pictures
established by the IT. S. Supreme why this foolish show should be
Court in 1915 in the Mutual-Ohio ended. Even he is convinced there if they were conceived and produced
case. Danger to this country is that is no necessity for censorship or for a purpose,' would seem to have
people will be duped getting argu- Government control of the industry.' in mind a purpose growing out of
knowledge that you can't take the
ment and bias under guise of enterYelps at
tainment because of the tight conPress American people to war until you
trol over film supply,' he continued.
can make them hateful toward somePro-Filmers thing* the North Dakotan warned.
Newspapers are In a wholly different spot, Nye asserted, since the
Nye yelped also about articles 'These alleged propaganda pictures
readers clearly know the editorial carried in numerous
trade pub- do promote a large will and larger
views and there are columnists and lications.
The isolantionist was reason for going to war. They have
pundits reflecting both sides of tbe burned by editorials in Variktt,
Hol- served to drive some Americans uncontroversy.
lywood Reporter, Film Bulletin and der their very beds for fear of Hitler
The monopoly issue was Injected Box Office, along with
defense of and his minions. They have served
by Chairman Clark while Nye the industry by
Fight for Freedom to change, if not warp, a lot of clear,
dusted off the Sherman act com- and the
daily press. Remarking he thinking in American minds.'
plaint. Clark asked if the monopoly
can stand such attacks, Nye admonhad anything to do with tbe alleged ished
Plead
the committee it will have to 'Newsreels
'warmongering.' Nye replied it was
be industrious to see that all truth
a 'tremendously contributing factor.'
Special Consideration'
is developed and smearing
does not
detour the inquiry.
Newsreels cannot plead special

100G

the

Reporter can afford such elaborate
coverage,' Clark explained.
Nye
voiced pleasure, hoping the solons
Will dig into

—

—

Testify

Non-Sectarian Anti-Nazi League
has been informed by Senator, D.
Worth Clark, chairman of the sena-

•Perjury' Threat

it is

duction of the investigation resolution 'brought down on me the condemnation oi
oemnauon
of many jewisn
Jewish ana
and other
writers
— who were,
•
-J o
getting
— , no doubt,
a
their cue from the moving picture
heads against whom
effort was

WILIKIE DENIES

Win Aiso

by the film people to block the hearings, though Willkie submitted a
lengthy brief, supporting his charge
the inquiry is illegal.

ume,

Without mentioning names, he said
the alleged propaganda promoters
have a 'quite natural' anxiety to help
Nazi foes and commented that intro-

^r^K^rn!
through
the rciom wh«n Chairman
Clark commented radio listener.<; posmy
have switched New York olT.
extended and whom I had named
lusty applause came when
in my (St, Louis) address.'
Senator McFarland asked Nye if he
Professing friendship for Jews, Nye
has legislative remedies in mind and
then inquired if the North Dakotan complained, 'If the anti-Semitic isthinks 'We should conduct this in- sue is now raised for the moment, it
quiry just for the reason of pub- is raised by those of the Jewish
faith and those who would prejulicity.'
dice the i-ifucs, not by me, not by
Possibility Congress might firid it
*
this committee.'
necessary to amend the Sherman act
After spending an hour discussing
or compel the film business to be
impartial was suggested by Chair- the anti-Semitic issue, Nye launched
into
long
a
review
of
the
way war
man Clark. Noting the require-

Champ Clark (Mo.)
have his innings tomorrow
and there are mysterious ments to which radio is subject, the
hints of submitting pressbopks and subcommittee leader threw out the
Sen. Bennett

Tvill

No move was made

primarily respo;i.sibIe for the propaganda pictures are born abroad.'

More

McFarland further brushed
by stating that apparently he
^Nye) would like to prohibit any
point of view that differs from his
own; but Nye contended that while
he didn't favor film censorship or
U.

hostile to the industry
nr,o
«f \,^..A

sibly

Want Censorship

Sen.

Nye

fense against the most vicious propaganda ever unloosed.'
Hune crowd jamming the Senate
caucus room broke into applause several times but ob.^ervers were unable to determine whether the predominant sentiment was friendly or

BIZ + + +

out

edged.

across.'

Foretsn Coin Into PIx?
'Being without any Information to
bear out such a thought, I would
not
now even insinuate that foreign
money is being expended to accomplish propaganda purposes over
our
radio networks or through the films,'

Nye commented.

only know that
coming from the moving picture studios in the way of pictures
portrays a lot of glory for war, inagnifles many times the :gIory
of certain peoples engaged 5n that war.
I
only know it makes doubly black the
portrayal of other causes involved in
Europe's war, fanning American
hates toward those certain causes.
These pictures that we are seeing
these days are not revealing the
sons
of mothers writhing in agony
in
trench, in mud, on barbed- wire,'
amid scenes of battle or sons of
mothers living, legless or lungless or
brainless or sightless in hospitals,

what

is

'I

Economic Aecasatlon
Selfish,
financial
considerations
the film industry very anxious
to help Britain, Nye declared.
Re-

make

port by Goodbody & Co., Wall Street
house, was cited to show why people
are anxious to see the English win.
Frozen credits are 'of great importance to all the majors, he said, and
if the British go down they will suffer seriously.

Chairman Clark was unsuccessful
trying to establish that blocked
funds have been spent for British
theatres. Senator McFarland noted
other industries have similar monein

tary interests, to which

Nye

retorted,

'No other would suffer so seriously
if the English lose.'
The Arizonian
protested that numerous American
groups naturally want to see Hitler
crushed for their own economic advantage.
Nye shot back that 'this
doesn't give license for stirring up
the United States and bringing about
entry into a war that the people
don't want.'

'These alleged propaganda pictures
are not showing us the disembowled
sons of fathers and mothers, lying
upon fields of battle— sons .of English or Greek or German or
MdFarlabd's Blast
Polish
or Russian parents.
We see them, McFarland said 'Then you'd supinstead, marching in bright uniforms, press any
expression of opinion by
in the parade of eloquent and powanyone thinking that U.S. welfare
erful machines, or in the field firing depends
on British' success.'
Nye
at distant targets.'
replied he wants only to suppress
'that propaganda so obviously in'Even More Gory'
tended to drive the American people
Film features reputedly under from their resolve
not to permit a
preparation 'will be much more gory repetition of what
took place 29
and inflammatory,' Nye predicted. years ago.'
He told of having authentic InformaFederal ptesstire is evidenced by a
tion that one film in prospect will
recent magazine admission of Lowell
'portray a shipload of British chilMellett, one of I>r^ldent Roosevelt's
dren and pregnant British motKers
administrative aides, Nye alleged,
loaded on board a refugee ship in but
Senator McFarland could not get
London, their destination. Canada. Nye
lo give
The Nazis gleefully wringing their E>eal agents the name of the New
who turned on the heal.

—

'
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BREAK

INDIES' BIG SELLING
May

Revive Neely BiO?

Willkie Scores

Washington, Sept.

PRC SET DEALS

the public had ample warning certain pictures
then could
argument; but when ticket-buyers enter a
entertainment and actually are exposed to
for the Government tO step in and prevent
product on view.
The committee which will pass on the Nye-Clark propaganda
charges fs the same one th« newcomers are a distinct minority
which; reported out the Neely bill twice In the last three years.

Reasoning

is this: if

(In this case, 'pro-war'), the Industry

advance the free-speech
theatre expecting to get
propaganda there is need
'misrepresentation' of the

Nye on Warner
Washington, Sept.

U AND

COL. ALSO

lic,

Monogram and

P.R.C. are enjoy-

It's

mainly because

of the break these independents got

when

Washington, Sept. 9.
More than 500 packed the large
caucus room of the Senate office
building bright x and early as th«
sub-committee
Senatorial
Clark
launched an investigation of the InA capacity crew of newsdustry.
men and photographers were on
hand with doubled Interest in the
Jurld Nye testimony and to see Will)cle in action for first time as counsel

major decree comFirepanies decided not to do any 1941-42
selling in Minnesota pending a court
showdown on the state anti-consent

now

Almost unanimous assailment
by the nation's press of the Sen-

committee were on hand, with Sen-

Homer Bone
back

ranged

of

(Washington),

committee

York

to pick

As far as Republic Is concerned. It
had been forging to the front rap-

analysis

is

that

Instead of fosterhysteria, as Senators

ideals.

ing war
Wheeler,
charged.

Nye,

at

have

al,

where Chairman D. Worth Clark

Avers Pro-War

and Ernest McFarland (Arizona)
Were grouped.
Around Willkie were the film In-

Pix Stars Hurt

dustry's legalists, J. Robert Rubin,
Austin Keough, Joseph H. Hazen
and several attorneys from Willkie's
office.
They listened to Nye's long
dissertation with little display of interest except an occasional word to
Willkie.

Own B.O.

Hollywood, Aug.

29.

Editor, Vahiety:

was a frequent heckler of
Chairman Clark, and Nye, and got

ever widening breach between mo-

In a couple telling licks.
to learn what

Bennett

Senator

(Missouri),

had

in

He

kept

(Champ) Clark
mind In introduc-

lution.
When Nye replied 'no specific legislation was thought of,' McFarland won, the loudest burst of
applause of day- with:

'Jast for PubllcHy7'

'You mean we should conduct this
Inquiry for purpose of publicity?'
Willkie, when the committee appeared uncertain what he meant in
an offer by letter to show the pictures named by the group as 'propagandistic,'

declared, 'we'll show all
to set up the

them and are prepared

equipment to do so In this committee
if it will be of service to you.
And It will be a good show, too.'
.Nye had previously suggested the
committee make sure the pix shown
them were not 'edited from their

room

original form.'

WiUkie gave further Indication
that the course the Industry Is taking In combating Nye's charges will
ba complete willingness to provide
committee with whatever it desires.

He

declar.ed that committee shall
have any cost sheets It desires on
alleged 'propaganda' pictures, and
that they will be clear. Requiring

no expert accountants,
viously warned of 'book

^H£B

I

am

deeply concerned about the

tion pictures

and the

Nye and saw throughout the

ing the original investigation reso-

Nye

pre-

stars

take

GETS CALLED

It

make pro-war
foreign

war

which

piiblic

country.

upon themselves
broadcasts,

reliefs,

etc.,

a

I

When
to

beg for

wave

of

resentment follows, and their pictures are not attended, as the stars
One
cease being entertainment.
woman stated, 'They want our sons
shot; we do not care to see their picWar pictures and newsreels
tures.'
(extolling Stalin) have proved very
unpopular with the Catholics and
other denominations, and this particular public has decided not to attend any picture theatre until discontinued.

One

actress

American boys

—

broadcast

Inviting

to die for Britain

and

Russia her next picture will be badly attended before it is even made.
Many stars are now unpopular, and
one more propaganda demonstration
will be boxofflce suicide.
Our recent pictures have not been
bad they have merely been badly
attended, due to this voluntary boxofflce slump.
If stars and producers insist upon
taking violent attitudes, the public
does also.
We cannot please everyone; neither
should we kill our industry.
The public buys; we only sell.

—

Jeron Criswell.

juggling.'

Hollywood, Sept. 9.
Subpoena was served last week on
George Fisher, Mutual gossiper, to
appear Sept. 11 before Senate Interstate Commerce sub-committee to
t^U what he knows about alleged
war propaganda in pictures.
While In the capital he will do
hli weekly broadcast from WOL.

Thinly-veiled

counter-accusation

that
the
isolationists
are
'antiSemitic' was interwoven with admissions the industry hates Hitler

no basis

for insinuations that

New

ideas.

WiUkie let go with a 2,500-word
challenging the legality of
the hearings, soon after Senator D.
Worth Clark, the subcommittee
chairman.scoffed at the objections of
Fight For Freedom, Inc.
Remonstrance of the latter crowd is nothing but 'drivel' from an outfit seeking desperately
to
involve
the
United States in a shooting war, the
Idaho Democrat snorted. Only objective of the senate unit is to learn
the facts, he insisted, and 'if the industry has nothing to conceal It has

Act As Counsel
Why

the film business decided that

special counsel should be
to represent

employed

at the Senate's sub-

it

committee probe Into picture industry

warmongering charges was

vealed in the trade this week.

re-

After

became known that the committee nothing to worry about.'
Racial and Political Qnestlon
was going to subpoena witnesses
Willkie
moved 'hesitantly' to
from the various picture companies.
bring into the open at the outset the
a number of exhibitors are holding
It also was learned that the commitracial and political queetions, beoff In the hope that general selling
will start before the supply of pic- tee was going to dictate their order sides raising the issue of fairness.
Because Will Hays Treating the recent St. liOuis speech
tures is exhausted, and that they'll of appearance.
be In a better position later. "The already had volunteered to appear as of Senator Gerald P. Nye as the
numerous deals already made by witness, this means that he could not isolationists' bill of particulars, he
Col. and U, ar« at much higher act as counsel for the subpoenaed also said bluntly the industry is not
rentals than ever before.
Picture business motivated by selfishness In its antifilm executives.
then decided on Wendell L. Willkie. Nazi feelings and not too subtly
Slow In MiclL
The Senate committee wants the challenged the loyalty of the resolupromoters.
film company officials to appear as tion
Detroit, Sept. 9.
Because there's nothing else to do,
With plenty of product still backed witnesses in the following order: the industry will
participate in tha
up here, deals on the new season's Harry M. Warner, Nicholas M. hearing, though the jury looks
oneDarryl
product are progressing slowly. Only Schenck, Barney Balaban and
Sidney Kent was not sided, Willkie told Chairman Clark.
20th Century-Fox has announced F. Zanuck.
mud-slingers
Otherwise
the
would
any deals on a block-of-five with the called because reported ill, and the
give
the
nation
the
Idea
the
progeneral sluggishness attributed to committee was informed that he
ducers have a guilty conscience. The
the fact that deals haven't been com- would have to be excused.
only road open for any*body in such
pletted with the first-runs on which
a position,' the 1940 Republican
It

.

Their

McFarland Heckles Clark-Nye
McFarland, the only member of
committee on the side of the film

hammering

sue.

protest,

Idly during the past several years
anyway, but the present development has helped It considerably, too.
It never before got such good deals
from the independents.
Of course. Universal and Columbia,
non-consent companies that are selling 1941-42 product under the state
law, also have been benefiting from
th« situation, and they're making hay
while the sun shines and reaping a
harvest. But their demands are so
much greater than ever before that

filmdom has contributed a great
service to the nation's pro-democratic

up additional prints ur-

gently needed.

reveals.

about al-

facts'

leged efforts to fan the war flames
in the United States,
Speaking for
the major producers, Wendell L.
Willkie warned the isolationists they
are undermining the constitution by
challenging studios' right to dramatize the democracy-dictatorship is-

is

Hence Couldn't

New

vey

to

producing the 'cold

Deal pressure brought about the production of any films dealing with tha
war or the dangers of totalitarian

distributor,

trip

(B) in a letter assuring the Senate
Interstate Commerce Committee that
the film industry will cooperate in

effort to bring about downfall of
Nazism. Willkie also said flatly there

Hays a Witness,

themselves.

protect

made a hurried

111.,

Industry,

to

Charles Welner, P.R.C.

Holly-

table

(Idaho), Charles Tobey (New Hamp«hlre), C. Wayland Brooks (Illinois)

order

just

The common

Interest of the crowd Is diSicuIt
to decipher, with applause and hissing for both sides. Public address
system made listening easy.
Four members of the five-man

of

In

9,

Dangerous precedent in the NyeClark war propaganda resolution
was vehemently denounced Monday

and proposes to do everything possible to jolt Americans into greater

who never

are signing contracts with them

wood's alleged 'warmongering'
through motion pictures has
supplemented the popular public sentiment on the Issue, a sur-

here.

ator

investigation

Exhibitors

is

before bought any of these companies

.

atorial

the five

decree law.

Strong Pro-Pix Press

Warner

alleged to have
most emphatically told his associates that this particular candidate would not be considered
for a moment, since he, Mr. Warner, had learned that this candidate had voted against the
lend-lease bill.' Nye testified.
Identity of the legislator was not
hinted.
'Mr.

ing the biggest business in their his-

tory currently.

Washington, Sept,
9.

sentatives named film censor as
Joseph' I.
Breen's "successor.
Senator Nye charged today at
the Senate hearing.

Minneapolis, Sept. 9.
In this single-bill territory^ Repub-

Applause and Hisses, Both Sides

—

of Rights and Forerunner

Bill

Harry M. Warner spiked the_
thought of having an unnamed
member of the House of Repre-

—

Large Turnout of Press and Public for the
works ^Willkie's 'Publicity* Sarcasm

Probe as Threat

To Curhing Freedom of Expression
Minnesota Territory's AntiConsent Decree .Stymie a
Golden Opportunity for
Independent Distributors

detailed, objective synopsis of all Alms.

were argumentative

To

9.

Though there's no direct connection, the Sen-ate Interstate Commerce Committee may duat oS the Neely bill as result of the film
propaganda accusations, Th« isolationists, who in the past have been
among the huge majority which never paid much attention to either
the pros or cons' of the perennial reform proposal, are muttering about
the need for enacting trade practice control legislation and requiring

I

Second Section by Roach
Hollywood, Sept. 9.
Hal Roach launches another series
of five 'streamlined' films Oct. 6, beginning with 'Hayfoot,' an army tale.

New York

and Los Angeles banks

are financing the new series, to be
released through United Artists.

other negotiations are contingent.
First-runs here have come through
17
a great summer in strong position.
With only four houses in operation
BRITISH
most of the time, several weeks saw
only one of the quartet bringing In
a fresh bill, while two of the houses
Of the 17 pictures which the Clark
rode through most of the summer by Senatorial sub-committee specifically
extending the run of pictures from charges with being propaganda vethe two big houses. While the town hicles, four are British-made; comis solidly double feature, the general
plete list follows:
good biz p^ermitted the backing up of
Columbia: 'They Dare Not Love,'
consideraBle backlog, now strategic 'The Devil Commands.' 'Men of
on the verge of the new season. An- Europe,' 'Voice in the Night' (Britother factor is that the 1940-41 con- ish).
tracts were signed late in December
'Night
20th-Fox:
Sons,'
'Four
which helped the accumulation. De- Train' (British), 'Man I Married,'.
troit Is well-off the national pace on 'Manhunt.'
some instances, but there seems to
United Artists: 'Foreign Correbe no extensive beefing from the spondent' (Wanger), 'So Ends Our
customers because some pix arrive Night' (Loew-Lewin), 'Great DicHall'
'Pastor
tardy.
(Chaplin),
tator'
Last week 20th-Fox announced its (Roosevelt-British), 'Blackout,' nee
first block deal with the Co-Opera'Contraband' (British).
tive Theatres of Michigan and the
Metro: 'Escape,' 'Mortal Storm.'
Paramount: 'Mystery Sea Raider,"
extensive Butterfield chain. It also
has' completed deals for houses in the 'One Night in Lisbon.'
non-competitive centers.
However
Universal, Columbia and United Artists
have negotiations underway
to Wash. For
with the Co-ops which have close
to half the houses in th« Detroit

OF

TROPAGANDA'

PIX 4 ARE

presidential nominee remarked, is to
refuse to testify, be cited for contempt of the senate, and 'then get
crucified.'

Hoping the subcommittee sincerely wants facts (but obviously
doubtful' the inquiry will be anythiitg more than a character assassination), the majors' special attorney said there's no need for
hearings, if the senate merely wants
to find out how the industry feels
toward Hitler and the Nazis. Nor
to
learn the racial, religious, or
geographical background of personalities in the business.
Frankly Anti-Hitler
'The motion picture industry and
its
executives are opposed to the
Hitler regime in Germany; they
have watched with" Tiorror the destruction of a free life within Germany and the ruthless invasion of
other countries by Nazis. . .We make
no pretense of friendlihess to Nazi
Germany nor to the objectives and
goals of this ruthless dictatorship.
abhor everything which Hitler
represents,' Willkie proclaimed.
Willkie directly challenged tha
Isolationists by asserting that the
Senate Industry Quiz attitude of the film industry Is identical -with the average American's
feeling.
Pointing up his complaint
POSTPONE
Hollywood, Sept. 9,
that the proceeding itself is unThe September meeting of Hays
Harry M. Warner and his brother. American and contrary to the spirit
office directors probably will be de- Major Albert Warner, left for New of the Constitution, he told the
layed until after the Senate sub- York.
probers the industry has an "unalcommittee investigation on 'warmonFrom there they move to Washing- terable belief In a democratic form
gering' charges.
ton for the alleged 'war-mongdring' of government and In the Inalienable
Directorate session was scheduled investigation by the Interstate Com- rights of the individual to freedom
for Sept. 15.
merce sub-committee.
(Continued on page 12)

2 Warners
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PICTURES
If It s

Screens Back -to -Back

Pic Tradeshows Get

a

Fair Turnout; Otherwise StiD

For Double Rnns

New

House,

NSG

in

good,

interest

little

Low
last

was probably reached
by RKO of

point

week

at screenings

a block of its Tim, Holt westerns. It
was admitted at the company's home
office that virtually the only one attending were RKO managers and
In New York,
other employes.
screening drew two ejthibs and two
tradepaper reviewers.
Paramount is .the next to come up
with a group of saddle sagas. Jt
will screen five of its Harry
specials on Sept. 22-24.

as

Sherman

Salesmanagers express themselves
satisfied that there are good turn-

outs for big pix. They don't care
one way or other very much about
attendance at the lesser features, as
their sale largely hinges on pulling
power of the super-dupers.
•RAF*^ Blitzed

'Em

An

evidence of the distinction
made by exhibs between top and
lesser product was seen Monday (8)
at 20th-Fox's screenings of 'Yank in

the

RAF

and "We Go

Fast.'

Former

drew 75 exhibs, with the projection
room crowded to^ the door. Less
than a quarter of the audience re-

mained for the second

pic.

Sales execs give as a reason for not
being purturbed about small attendance that those who do come are the
important fellows—the circuit buy-

They represent many theatres.
indie- exhibs have no need for
catching pix far In advance. They
ers.

Many

feel they do better, inasmuch as they
have plenty of time before clearance
allows piX' to play their houses, to
wait until they open in first runs. It
is easier and more accurate to de
pend on business done than on a preview guess to figure whether you
want to buy a pic or not
There's a widespread opinion in
the trade that the companies signatory to the conseot decree are
chagrined at the small turnouts for
tradeshows. If top sales execs do
feek disappointed, they're success.

Maybe Dishes

'11

Help?

Philadelphia, Sept.

9.

second
the
at
Attendance
round of the tradeshowings is
even worse than the Initial
batch..

One exchange unveiled one
Its super-specials last week

of
to
an audience of three. Two of the
ganderers were trade press reps.
The third was the president of

a women's club.

Coast Idea

Lionel Atwill.

Charles Buckley.

Rosemary

Casstdy.

Helen Craig.

Gordon

B. Daniels.
Gaile Darlington.

Harry Haoun.
Radie Harris.
June Havoc.
Wilson Hicks.
Robert T. Kane.
Arthur W. KeUy.
Vic Knight
Alexander Korda.
Andy Krappman.
Harold Landon.
Richard Marvin.
Burgess Meredith.
Gabriel Pascal.
Eddie Peabody.

George

Raft.

Charles R. Rogers.
Charles Ruggles.

WUliam

L. Shirer.

Charles Skouras.
Hans von Twardoski.
Albert Warner.
Harry M. Warner.

N.Y. to L.A.
Fred Astaire.
AnnabeUa.
Frank Capra.

Jimmy

Durante.

Mr. and Mrs. Bryan Foy.
Alexander Korda.

Raymond M^ssey.
George Sidney.
Arleen Whelan.

boxofflces.

Duplex

theatre,

by Fox-West Coast, Is
known at the main entrance as the
Redlands and on the right flank as
the Grove.

•B 'too Jndloatlve of gunplay,' the stickup

is

permitted to jab his ros«

eoe Into the itlck-upec'i bosom, thereby causing him to reach auto*
matlcally for something that isn't up there. The idea is that the au<
dlence will get ttc Idea without words.
Another expression was ordered out of another Republic picture,
'Sailor Be Good.' Hays office banned all reference to 'Good Humor
Man,' lest It be construed as a Qommercial ad.

operated

Too Much Contractual Red-Tape;

Originally it was a single th«atre,
seating 1,500 and devoted to first
Charles P. Skouras, pr«z of
runs.
F-WC, wanted a second-run habitat
in that vicinity but could not get any
of the real estaters to listen to reaThe result la a two-ln-one
son.
house, with the second-run audiences facing east backstage while the
flrst-Tun customers are facing south,
totally unconscious of each other.

Decree Selling Irks Distribs
UA

ALLIED TELLS

MEMBERS TO
STALL BUYS

Strike against Metro and Columbia
was called Sept 2, and is set ready
to be called on the other six distribuMeantime, further
tors Sept 17.
talks are off as far as American disIt is the
tributors are concerned.
first exchange worker strike since
those of 1935 and 1936, when labor
won at the expense of U. S. distributors. Cinemas fear a film famine because only a few Mexican and Argentina pictures will be available
after current fresh supply of American films is exhausted about the end
of this month.
The eight U. S, major distributors
halted shipments of film to Mexico
last week, it was revealed at the
usual Thursday session at the Hays
office.
After the exchange workers'
union In Mexico City called a strike
against Metro and Columbia, the
other six decided to stop shipping
additional pictures in order to present a solid front.

But AO's

Hal Block.

lands. Strategy is similar to that of
the pincer campaigns on the Russian
front, with simultaneous attacks

war

on two

S.

While the words are deleted

PICSTRIKE

Caused Much

L.A. to N. Y.

9.

They use the old one-two punch In
new two-way film houM In Red-

the

at Republic.

FIRMONMEX

Wamer-Saxe

Eve Arden.

"Down M«n1oo Way,'

ffiin,

Minneapolis, Sept. 0,
Pascal Loayes
The consent decr^ selling plan la
making near nervous wrecks of aome
Oabriel Pascal has pulled away of the branch district managers here,
from United Artists as a producer.
it appears. -The system virtually ha4
Deal calling for his release from swamped them with work. For th4
The Redlands, like most big picture theatres, was built with a deep UA as a distributor is reported in first time they're buried under hug^
stage. The stage, behind the screen, N. Y. to have been flhallzed.
piles of contracts all of which tl^ey
was blocked off by a concrete parmust give the once-over and approve
tition and one of the side walls beor disapprove. And the worst part
came the screen for the minor league
of it, it's pointed out, is that there
houses.within-a-hoiue, seating 342 on
is no end in sight
Selling of thj
the main floor and 140 In the balsecond group has gotten under wa?
before the first contracts are out ol
After A. L. Pratchett, Paramount's. cony.
With land costs and rentals aoarthe way, and these additional deala
managing director in Mexico, had
are coming in. But, what's worse,
made an official summary of latest ing in Southern California, Skouras
the boys also point out, the process
developments in the Mexican ex- is figuring on doubling up more of
will be repeated almost ad Infinitum,
change workers' strike situation to his first-run theatres, all built with
foreign 'chiefs at the Hays office in plenty of room for a secondary
All of the branch managers like to
New York Monday (8), general house backstage.
do business, of course, but there't
sentiment among American foireign
plenty of squawking about the ed«
executives was that there will be no
ditional heavy work heaped on thelv
retreat from the unions this time.
shoulders and a doubt Is expressed

HOLD

U. S. COS.

fully veiling their feelings now, although, they were rather taken aback
at first. Their idea is that they are
conforming to the decree and if exhibs don't want to take advantage of
it, it is no one's loss but their own.
Sales phiefs have been making efSplit-Up
forts, however,, to make it possible to
have more exhibs see piif in advance
Confusion
by allowing salesmen to arrange
their own screenings in small towns
far from exchange centers Ux four,
five or a dozen exhibs. Number of
these specially-arranged and inMilwaukee, Sept 8.
formal tradeshows have attracted
Excitement and confusion subselarger quantities .of exhibs than the
quent to the recent Warner-Saxe
regular screenings.
split-up and acquisition of the de
'

Hollywood, Sept.

man grow mute under a new edict by the Hays office, which
Mnson two words, 'Reach, Buddy,' from the dialog In the Gene Autry
•tlakup

Los Angeles, Sept.
Exhibitor disinterest in attending tradeshows, which marked the
earlier screenings in August, appears
Except for topto be continuing.
notch films, highly touted In advance,
at which attendance has been comtradeshows
paratively
throughout the country are creating

Roscoe s Bark Bad Enough

One

Wei

Again

luxe nabes, Uptown, Garfield and
Modjeska, as well as various smaller
houses by the Fox Wisconsin Amus.
'

Corp., finally ended Friday (5) with

POHERTOPS

INDIE CHAIN
Minneapolis, Sept.

9.

Merle Potter, oldest local drama
and film editor in point of service,
has resigned from the Times to become general manager of the Bennie Berger circuit of 10 theatres, one
of territory's largest and most successful independent chains. His successor on the Times has not been

named

yet.

Potter,

who was

'd

practicing at-

torney before he started newspaper
work, had been drama and film editor of the journal for 12 years before its consolidation with the Star.
For the past three years he has held
a similar post on the -Times.
Two years ago he attracted attention nationally by playing the
role of Jeeter Lester in Tobacco
Road' for five minutes in the first
act after John Barton, supposedly
angry because of an adverse' review, had 'dared' him to show how
the part should be acted.
Potter also won some prominence
in consequence of three national
polls of pix critics conducted by
him for the Journal to determine
the year's best pictures and actors.
With Berger he assumes a post formerly occupied by Ben Ashe, who
resigned more than a year ago. After
Ashe's departures Berger himself
took on the duties which he now
turns over to Potter.

new lessees in complete possesWithdrawal of the Saxe infrom show business was supCollars
posedly effective Sept 1, with all Studio
their houses leased to the Fox chain.
Granted
Demands;
Warner Bros, reportedly was reluctant to let go when the time came,
claiming
partnership
with
Saxe
Strike
Passes
people entitled them to more than
they were getting out of the deal
Hollywood, Sept 9.
Fox group began sending its mainStrike of Screen Office Employees
tenance men around to the various
houses changing locks on doors, Guild went by the boards last Friday
combinations on safes and tickets in night (6) when conditional acceptance
of producers' contract proposals was
magazines and supply rooms.
Some Warner-Saxe employes had voted 3 to 1. All Guild wage debeen hired by Fox, others were told mands were met Conditions acceptthey were being replaced and most able to the 700 members included
of them weren't sure who they were clasification of members, minimum
working for. Fox tickets were being calls and mileage and setting up of
used in some of the houses, Warner joint classification and grievance
tickets in others. ^Manager in one committee.
house took the receipts to the bank
Wage scale provided in the conand got a cashier's check for the tract starts at $19.50 for messengers
amount made payable to himseL" with a ceiling at $74.50 for other
until he could find out who really workers.
SOEG also won 100%
was to get the money.
Guild shop, vacations and sick leave
Exchanges didn't know what pic- with pay, severance pay, leaves of
tures to send out or to who, nor who absence and a promotion clause.

the

sion.

terests

White

Wage

Threat

,

,

..

them to. Film Service, Inc.,
which picks up and handles film between theatres and exchanges, didn't
know what to pick up or where to
make deliveries, while house manto bill

Morros'

New

Deals?

Borris Morros, with but one more
agers made frantic efforts to get in to make for Paramount,
an O. Henry
the shows they had advertised. Not story, arrived in
New -York yesteruntil Friday were difficulties ironed day (Tues.) to talk
new deals.
out so normal operations could be
Among them, 20th-Fox la a bos-

resumed.

Philadelphia, Sept. 9.
Allied National Convention
last week advised all Al-

The

committee

sibiUty.

members

to hold back any buying commitments until after the con-

lied

vention which opens here next Tuesday (16). 'Exhibitors should wait
for the information which the convention will undoubtedly disclose be^
fore making irrevocable business decisions,' wrote Sidney E. Samuelson,
general convention chairman.

Among

the chief topics to be discussed will be the setting up of a
national liaison committee for better
relations between exhibitor and dis-

which Samuelson declared
had the approval of Allied leaders.
Another 'burning question' on the
parley's agenda is the alleged 'nondelivery' of features promised for the
tributor,

1940-41 season.
Also to be discussed are forthcoming taxes, the effect of the consent
decree, how arbitration is working in
different territories and kindred subjects.
Reservations for the conclave

have come from exhibs

in non-Allied
as well as Allied territory, Samuel-

in trade circles as to

whether they'd

be able to continue to handle their
assignment in the old way that ii^
going over every contract individu*

—

ally.

Before the consent decree, there'd
be in most instances a single contract
covering an entire deal for one ex-*
hibitor,

and these contracts would

dribble

in,

it's

pointed

Now

out.

be from five to eight or more
contracts for each theatre owner
and the branch or district manager,
or both, has to approve every one
before forwarding it to the homeoffice for the final okeh.
As for the salesmen under the new
selling plan, M. A. Levy, SOth-Fox
district manager here, believes that
it will become necessary to double
present forces. Whereas a salesman
formerly handled approximately 7Q
possibilities before, now he can't
handle more than 40, and possibly
not in excess of 25, efficiently, Levy
there'll

fears.

JIM CAIN'S PLOT THEFT

son said.

SUIT VS. UNIVERSAL
Probe HoHywood's

Fees

Protests on

For Pix locations'

Los Angeles, Sept B.
Copyright infringement suit against
Universal and John M. Stahl, pro«
ducer, was filed here by James VL
Cain, author of 'Serenade,' who aakl
an injunction impounding prlnta

and negative of the
Washington, Sept.

picture,

'When

Tomorrow Comes,' Charles Boyer«
Irene Dunne starrer produced by
Inquiry into Secretary of the Interior Stahl for Universal In 1939.
Cain charges the picture contains
Harold L'i Ickes' right to soak film
ideas taken from his novel, pubunits for shooting on public lands lished in 1937. ' He demands dam^
were voted by the Senate Monday ages, accounting of profits, end
(8), clearing the way of the Senate costs.
Public Lands Committee. Investigation was authorized many months
ago but the cash was not forthcomFunds

to

finance

a

9.

long-desired

ing.

Studio Contracts

With the $10,000 requested by
Senator Pat McCarran of Nevada,
the solons will hear the complaints
of Hollywood studios which a couple of years ago told Ickes they
would not be hijacked into paying
severaV.hundred dollars daily for entering the national parks and other
preserves under his jurisdiction.
During the intervening months,
Hollywood directors have picked
other spots for exteriors, to the
grief of merchants, hotelmen and
others who had been" accustomed to
building up bank accounts from the
remuneration for catering to the
'

Hollywood, Sept.

Henry CNeill's player option

lifted

by Metro.

Kay

Harris drew player renewal
at Columbia.
Michael Gordon, dialog director at
Columbia, stays for another option
term.
George Meeker Inked player pact
at Warners.
William Cabanne's acting option

lifted by Paramount
Don Phillips drew acting ticket at
Warners.
Hollywood visitors.
Albert Mannheimer contracted as
The Ickes ultimatum was based on
contention that extra chores were writer by Metro.
William Lundigan pacted by Metro,
imposed on the National Park ServHugo Butler joined Metro's writer
ice and' it Was improper for the film
companies, as they were wont to do staff.
Mikhail Rasumny. signed for charin the pre-New Deal days, to niake
'presents' to public hirelings who acter roles by Paramount.
Richard Travis drew an option lilt
helped them along. Ickes' reform

producing a barrage of
mail to western Congressmen from
the voters who were deprived of the
easy film money.
No plans have been made for
launching the investigation, for the
resolution has been sleeping so long
It was almost forgotten.

backfired,

Warners.
Michael "Ames'
player
option
picked up by Warners.
Don Beddoe's pact renewed iy;Columbia.
Dale Evans shifted from radio
singing to player contract at 20tbFox.
at
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Screen Guilds Council (N.Y.) Moves

To ADy With CIO;

First

:

1st

Attempt

DEALS FROM

Legit, Fihn
10,000 Studio
Affected By

Riding High

reps of
a central body made up of
Bcreeii Publicists, Screen Readers
and office employees of Warners,

U

Columbia and
is
power
feoth-rox.
the
to make recommendations to
HtUe doubt is
but
member groups,
Paramount,

Metro,

only

Its

t««n that they will favor the CIO
^failatlon. They 'are not now afflliorgani(ited with any general labor
'

featlon.

010 has

at various times

made

la

AFL

^launch, old-line

B]r

former co\K^oke into a

outfits as the

American Federation of Musicians,
teamsters' union, Associated Actors
^nd Artistes of America (which
takci In Equity, Screen Actors Guild
{nd virtually all other actor groups),

Higher Lamin'

PARLEYS

the strong opposition by the rank

and

The labor

file.

New York

leader,

now

in.

to face trial

Implying that the International of
the lATSE will make deals with the
studios. Union heads here were ad-

nollywood, Sept. 9.
No more 'B' pictures Is the dictum
at the Warners studio where Jack L.
Wdrner and Hal B. Wallis are taking
personal charge of ell feature pro
duction in the future, eliminating the
necessity of an executive producer
on hitherto lower-bracket films.
Shift in the production setup Is

vised that Sept 20

was

set as the

tentative date for wage parleys to
open, and instructed to send delegates.

and th« Intematiaqal Alliance of
Theatrical Stage Employees (stagehands and HollywoQdypainters, car- the result of the new policy to
operate under the consent decree,
t>enters and other craft unions).
Many of the J^llywood guilds Survey of the distribution field, com(Screen Writers, Screen Directqrs, pany execs declared, Indicates the
etc.) are unaffiliated. Although there advisibility of selling pictures inJiave been indications that they lean dividually and of producing high
to the CIO rather than the AFL, they grade films to meet the Individual
Jiave elected In most cases to remain demand.
This coincides with Bryan Foy's
Independent rather than to get
bau^t in a pincer play with the imminent departure from the comThus it appears pany and hookup with another

which would have jumped the
admissions tax from 10% to 15%,
deleted by the Senate last
It was the first favorable
gesture to show business in Washington in many years and its first
major legislative victory within
memory. Few except those in the
all-inclusive theatre delegation sent
to the capital had «ny hope that its
mission would be successful. Tax
suggestion was part of emergency

was

week.

revenue bill
While the knockout of the additional
pertains to all tickets of
adinission, the move that won the
Senate's nod ;was made by people
$3,500,000,000

DISNEY-GUILD

on extortion
charges, phoned the studio locals and
producers from there that negotiations were being handled back east.

T FILMS ONLY

to Victory

To the great surprise of show biz
a provision in the new federal tax
9.

for 10,000 studio technicians, despite

WARNER-WALUS

Key

bill

Hollywood, Sept.

Cultural season resumed after
the summer vacation at Columbia with Maxie Rosenbloom matriculating as an academic star
in 'Harvard, Here I Come,' under
professorial direction of Lew
Landers.
Marie Wilson adds a touch of
higher education to the cast.

Hollywood, Sept. 9.
Willi* Bioff has again homed into
the picture to swing new wage deals

star.

Groups

Technicians

Rank-and-File

SEPT. 20

ef-

break Into show biz, but
Without avalL There was a particuiarlf strong try a couple years ago
|n Hollywood. It was to no avail,
howtvar, stacked up against such
forts

9.

Years Celebrated

lATSE Nego-

tiationa Through Leader's
Action, Despite Opposition

Hollywood, Sept.

Cieorge Montgomery, who broke
in as a cowboy, draws the top
male role opposite Alice Faye
in 'My Gal Sal' at 20th-Fox,
with Robert Bassler in charge of
production.
Move is in keeping with the
studio's campaign to build the

in

By Show Biz in Quashing Tax Boost;

EIISI

To Buck AFL s Pix Dominance
First oraok by the CIO into the
formidably soHd American Federasurrounds all
tion of Labor wall that
ghoW business Is seen in decision of
New
the Screen Guilds Council of
Vork to join up with the CIO. SGC

Wash. Win

PEACE11PT0D.C

5%

strictly or mostly concerned with
legit and pix.
The caliber of the

men who appealed

to the law makand their mission was

ers stood out

accomplished within a few hours.
Last Thursday (4), Senator Robert
Hollywood, Sept 9.
Mediation of Screen Cartoonists M. La Follette, speaking from the
Guild's labor troubles with the Walt floor, favored the deletion of the adDisney Studios will be accomplished ditional i%, and his colleagues assented without discussion, the presin Washington, provided certain conent 10% levy being retained but apditions are met by the studio execs.
Guild leaders accepted the offer to plicable to tickets of admission from
10c upward.
Senate thereby overiron out the layoff dispute at the
rode its finance committee's proposal.
national capital with one proviso, not
The committee did not single out
revealed, but understood ^ depend
show business, but when ways and

Hint is dropped that the lA may
re-enter the studio basic agreement
which now includes musicians among
other new crafts. Although most loon the payment of retroactive wages
cals are opposed to International's
means to raise more money were
intercession, it's indicated they will to several hundred Disne|f workers. being considered, it was a sort of
go along rather than arouse dis- Gunther X<essing, v.p. and attorney grabbag, with all manner of goods
pleasure of the brasshats to a point for the studio, declared the employer or industries mulled.
possibly of losing their charter iC too outfit is wilBng to arbitrate in WashUp "to now there has been no tax
insistent on making their own deals, ington.
on tickets priced less than 21c,
John R. Steelman, director of the
as provided under home rule granted
Best Method
Labor Dept. Conciliator Service,
a year ago.
When the legit delegation reached
sent invitations to both sides in the Washington the best
strong AFL forces.
method of
Laboratory Technicians, which restudio.
controversy.
He explained that a reaching the proper authorities was
ihat, although the CIO will be getcently concluded its own deal with
settlement
could
expedited
be
if
ting a foothold in show business via
quickly
decided. It was known that
the majors, adopted a resolution optiie recent New York action, it won't
posing ttie entry into the basic agree- committees representing the Guild an appeal to the committee was useinian much for a long time.
M-G ment. Understood the producers and the Disney studio were to meet less, so the case «f show business
In case was placed before La Follette. He
Comparison of affiliation with the
told them that negotiations had been in the Conciliation offices.
the meeting is held, William Pom- immediately sided with the visitors,
AFL and affiliation with the CIO
UA? moved east by unanimous consent of erance
J.
and another Guild official promising to bring the issue on the
Vas made by Joseph Gould, SPG,
the locals.
the
resulting
in
will
for
speak
the
cartoonists,
the
SCJC,
and floor unless some untoward incident
to
Sirer,
Studio union heads claim they were
William Garity and a fellow repre(Continued on page 14)
oUowing recommendations being
Believed to be in return for his told to comply, or else.
Several
tinanlmously adopted;
decision to remain with Metro In memberslxips rebelled point-blank, sentative will uphold the contentions
"

'

.

RODGERS SWAPPED
V

1. It Is necessary, to both the
continued organization and succollective bargaining of
member unions of the Screen
Guild Council, that they effect
an affiliation with a national laDor organization.
2. It Is proposed that the affllietlon be made with the Congress

cessful
tiie

pf Industrial Organizations, which
body this report finds of greater
advantage to our objectives than
It finds the American Federation
of Office Employees (AFL) on
three counts: (a) trade union
strength, Cb) trade union de-

mocracy and

(<c)

FOR PREZ OF

charge of distribution, turning down
an offer to head United Artists, William F. Rodgers has been elected a
vice president of Loew's. Action was
taken at a meeting of the board during the past week.
At present in Chicago on film
deals, Rodgers is due back in a week
or so, although there is a chance he
may shift plans and go to the Coast
for a quickie before getting back.
Incidentally, a UA prer it may
still be Alexander Korda
is due to
be selected this week.
'

—
—

U AND PAR DIVVYS

honest and pro-

gressive union principles.

U

BRYAN FOY SHU
BETWEEN OFFERS

First Ptd.

Fays Another $« Quar-

of the studio.
stating they don't want deals made
SCG, at its latest meeting, voted a
for them by Bioff, now under indictment for extorting huge sums from token of esteem to Herb Sorrell,
b-,X nesB representative of the Paintcompanies with whom he would have

The Department of Justice and
FBI are keeping posted on develop-

The

Sisk Will Find

Blors

Case

Up

Nov.

Time

.

start

Oct

duo.

10.

Universal directors last week paid
another $2 dividend on its first

Lubilsch at 20t]i^ox

Indie

Avers He Makes Money on 5c

Hollywood, Sept. 9.
Ernst Lubitsch draws *Margin for
Clare Boothe's anti-Nazi
'

Error,'

Admish

in

Beef Against Loews

St

Louis, Sept, 9.
Louis Sosna, Mexico, Mo., exbib
last week told Fred Y. Armstrong,
arbitrator hearing Sosna's beef
against Loew's, Inc., for refusing to
si^ly to him with screen fodder,
that he made money on a 5c admish.
In fact, Sosna asserted he made
more coin on the low scale than
when he had a 15c and 20c scale
in effect in the evening. He didn't
go into detail of how he achieved
the profit and h^ wasn't asked to

AAA

New distribution
v.p. Joe Breen but he has shares this year.
Other attractive bids.
of $2 per share will be made Oct.
East with his wife on business and 1, to stock on record, Sept. 25.
rteasure, since his departure from
Action of Paramount directorate in
WB, where he had three more years
declaring 25c dividend on its comto go, ha has been huddling with his
mon stock last week made 65c deattorney, Bill Jaffe.
clared or payable this year on this
class of .shares. It also placed the
N.Y, Trial First;
common in a more favorable position on dividends than the second explain the unusual situation.
Coast
17 preferred, which has aii annual rate
Sosna charged that Loew's, Inc.,
Par directors also declared also pulled films from his house,
of 60c.
Hollywood. Sept, 9.
Income tax trial- of Willie Bioff the regular quarterly diwy of $1.50 but John Quinn, head of. the local
was oontinued here until Nov. 17. on its first preferred and the regular M-G branch, said that occurred when
Indictment charges he ^upded quarterly of 15c on the second pre- Sosna showed the films at a price
payment of $85,000 on incoirif' re- ferred. All dividends wUl be paid below that stipulated in the conturns.
Quinn insisted that he had
Oct. 1 to common shareholders on tract.
He and George E. Browne, both record, Sept. 12, and preferred not discriminated' against the exhib'
lATSB labor leaders, must stand stockholders on record, Sept. 15. and also denied that he was in
trial first in New York on extortion Company already has paid 40c on league with Frisina Amus, Circuirt
charges.
the common' stock this year.
that operates a chain of houses in
iindar

mm

terly—Par's 65c to Date

ex-Warner had not been paid for a number of
Bros. "Keeper of the Bs,' as he got
years.
The $2 diwy Is the second
TO be known in the trade, can go
)nto RKO in diarge of production Universal has declared on these
others.

RUNYON PRODUCES OWN
YARN AT RKO

Colbert-McCrea-er

RKO

to

He was made

Hollywood, Sept S.
First job for Damon Runyon under his new producer contract at
RKO is 'Little Pinks,' a nitery story
Hollywood, Sept, 9,
Robert Sisk will produce 'No of his own.
Hollywood, Sept. 9.
Runyon checl^ in Sept. 15 to start
Time for Love,' co-starring Fred
Claudette Colbert and Joel Mc- MacMurray and Susan Hayward at work.
Crea are slated for co-starring spots Paramount
In the next Preston Sturges picture
Comedy, based on a tale by Robat Paramount
ert Lees and Fred Rinaldo, Is being
IMarpi for Error' For
Still untitled, the fihn is dated to polished into film form by the same

ments.

preferred shares, thereby plainly inBryan Foy is strictly between ofdicating the intention of making the
fers and up until last night (Tues.)
D* wa3 undecided whether to accept regular $8 annual payments on this
?n
studio production berth, or stock. This is the annual rate, but
Ist«n

for his help in the recent jtrike.
a life member of the
Cartoonists Guild.
ers,

to negotiate.

melodrama, as an addition to his
20tth-Fox production slate. Play cost
$80,000 six

months

ago.

'Error' is third on the Lubitsch
list,
following To Be Or Not to
Missouri, Iowa and Illinois to freeze
Be,' for United Artists, and 'BroadSosna out of business, as was way Cinderella,'
for the Westwood
charged.
studio.
William Feldstein, Springfield, 111.,
associated with the Frisina circuit

which intervened in behalf of the
defendant, also denied that his circuit had any, idea of forcing Sosna
out of business when it purchased
two opposition houses, both of which
have larger seating capacities than
Sosna's place, after Sosna had relighted his theatre.
None of the litigants was represented by attorneys in the hearing that lasted all day Thursday (4).
The accusations that ' were hurled
across the tables became bitter at
times but arbirator Armstrong kept
the litigants separated. A tlecision
is expected to be handed down within 30 days. Sosna's beef, which was

Town Tradeshows
Get Big Exfaib Turnout

Small

Detroit, Sept.

9.

Getting away from the exchange
Paramount got the biggest
attendance in the state at a trade*
showing in the small town of PrudenvUle. Fifty-three exhibitors from
up-state showed up for 'Hold Back
the Dawn' and 'Nothing But the
Truth,' with salesman Jack Thompson handling the job for the exhibs
who rarely come in to Detroit.
Company will continue to stag*
the small-town showings for the rereinstated after he had withdrawn mote exhibitors who don't 'want to
a similar one filed last spring, asked take the cash or time to travel to the
big city.
for 'some relief.'
centers.

will

(WITH SONGS)
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Dennis Hocy

No more

timely production has hit
the release channels in several years
than this picturization of a topic
getting current headline attention
and close public interest. Combo of

Tyrone Power's mar
quee voltage and general presenta'
title,

siibject,

tion assures 'A Yank in the R. A. F.'
hefty grosses and key holdovers.
Picture neatly mixes the adven-

tures of cocky and carefree Power,
former airline pilot, with the inner
workings and flights of the RAF
squadrons during the hectic times of
the German blitz against the Low
countries and France a year ago.
Producer Zaniick (who also authored
the original as 'Melville Grossman')
sidestepped overloading the picture

story

tion of Dunkirk, with RAF fighter
planes appearing to protect the action,
and swarming! through the
skies like bees, is decidedly suspensein its brief presentation.

original

tale

which appeared as a Satevepost
serial, a book, and play (latter produced by John Golden two yenrs
But revisions are decidedly
advantageous in the transposition to
the screen, and strengthen the overall entertainment factors for film auago).

diences.

in the RAF for fighter duty.
He's bored •with the necessary in-

struction course, and disapi>ointed in
his first leaflet-tlropping flight over
Berlin.
After extensive footage to
unfold the romantic affairs of the

with wing commander John
Sutton edging in to make it a tri-

pair,

.

angle, story zooms into the air again
for bombing raids, a pancake landing in Holland amitlst the invading
Germans, escape and the finale excitement of the Dunkirk evacuation.
Power clicks solidly as the happygo-lucky American pilot sure of his
abilities
with both planes
and
women,- He handles the role with a
lightly nonchalent attitude which
will catch wide audience attention.
•Miss Grable grooves excellently as
the girl who fully realizes Power's
inconsistencies, but finally breaks
down. Sutton commands attention
for his sterling portrayal of the third
member of the triangle, while Reginald Gardiner provides a wealth of
spontaneous comedy which 'neatly
dovetails into the overall.
Lesser
supporting roles are competently
cast.

Henry Kipg, aided by a crackerJack script by Darrell Ware and Karl
Tunberg,
and exceptionally fine
editing by Barbara McLean, directs
to keep up a consistently fast pace
lor maximum audience interest. Two

songs by Leo Robin and Ralph
Rainger, 'Hi-Ya Love' and 'Another
Little

Dream Won't Do Us Any

Harm,' are tuneful numbers that aim
for pop attention. Miss Grable ably
delivers the pair in night club sequences.
Photography by Leon

Shamroy

is

uniformly excellent.

SKYLARK
Holly'wood, Sept.

5.

Painmount release of Mark Sondrlch proauction,
stnra CInudette Colbert,
R«y
Jlllland. Brian Aherne.
nircctci\ by Sand,
rich
Screenplay by Allan Scott, adaiiled
ity Z. Myers, bapod on play and novel
by
j^nmson Raphnelson (play produced by John
Clolden): camern, Charles Lang. Jr.; editor, Lenny stone; Asst. director. Mol KpBtclii.

a»rc

Tmilesliotvn at AnihaHsiKlor tliv'41.
4,
Kunnlni; time. 02

Sept,

Xydia Kcnyon
Tony.Konyon

Jim Blako
Myrtle Vantlne

;

George Gorell
Frederick Valentine
Charlotte Gorell
Ttioodore

Nod Franklin
Jewelry Clerk
Bte.y Individual
Mttle Individual
S<holarly Individual
I.^n!(-halrea Individual

Ferryman

Claudotto Colbert
Ray Mllland
Drian .\hernc
KInnle Barncn
Waller Abel
limnt Mitchell
.Monu llnrrlo

Ernest Co.ssart
James Hennle
Leonard Mudle
Warren Ilymer

Cavanaugh
Edward Fielding
Leon Bolasco

Uoliart

Lrving Bacon

Posing the problem of a wife who
flnds-^n their fifth wedding anniversary—that her. husband is absorbed in business and taking his
.marital relations 'fof granted, 'Sky-,
lark' proceeds to develop a sparkling
farce which will catch wide audience
attention. Picture is 'A' calibre for
•olo or biUtopping spots, where It

(20th)
(Songs). Tyrone Power as tho
'Yank,' in a timely adventure pic
for strong b.o.
Sparkling
'Skylark'
(Par).
marital farce for wide audience
production in
reaction.
An
every depr.rtments: hefty biz.
'Glamour Boy' (Par) (Songs).
Strong force-comedy of near 'A'

Clatidette Colbert's performance of
the wife tstage role crcaled by Gert-

do nicely

rude Lawrence), around whom the
motivation revolves, is of high merit,
and player takes advantage of every
line and situation for delightful exposition. Ray Milland is topnotch as
the business-absorbed advertising executive; Brian Aherne catches attention as the s-jave 'other man'; while
support is particularly strong with
peformances of Binnie Barnes, Walter Abel, Mona Barrie, Grant MitAbel, as
chell and Ernest Cossart.
the perpetual drunk pal of Milland,
provides solid comedy in several sequences, displaying abilities as a

comedian previously overlooked by
film producers.
Fifth anniversary of the couple
finds Milland so immersed in business that the wife is ah easy target
for the
romantic approaches of

mounting in all technical dewith camera work by
Charles Lang, Jr., particular^ fine.
Wolt.
top

]}arlments,

GLAMOUR BOY
(WITH SONGS)
Paramount release

ot Colbert Clark (.Sol
production.
Features Jackie
Cooper, Susanni Foster, Walter Abel and
Darryl Hickman. Directed by Ralph Murphy.
Original
by Bradford
sx-recnplay
Ropes anil Vnl Burton: additional dialog
by F.
Hugh Herbert.
.Songs,
Victor
.Schertzlnger and Frank Loesser.
Camera,
Dan Fapp; dim editor. William Shea. Previewed (TRADE8H0W) at Normandle
theatre. N. T., Sept, '8, '*\.
Runiiing
time, 7B M1NS.
Tiny Barlow
Jackie Cooper
Slcgel)

.

Joan Winslow
A.

J.

Susanna Foster
Walter Abel

Colder

Darryl HlckmMn

nilly Doran
Brenda Leo
Papa Doran
Hank Landon

Ann

Helen 'Trent
Georgie Clemens
Mrp. Lee

Mickey Fndden
Jenny Sullivan
Tr-nt
Helga Harris

Olllta

William Demnrest
William Wright
Katherlne Booth
J.-icMe Scarlo

Norma* Varden
John Gannmlet
Edith Meiser

Mis-s

Olive BInkeney
-.Josephine Whittell

Man

Jack Chapin

This is one of the happiest 'idea'
films turned out by Hollywood in a
long time. Obviously designed as a
medium-rater, it will get itself talked

about plenty,
substantial

and should make a

contribution

in

a

sec-

ondary role on any bill. Although
by no means necessary, those with
any knowledge of Hollywood will
get a oarticulr.r kick out of the gentle kidding of the film colony.
It's
milder i:ol:e than the .rame studio
recently look in 'World Premiere.'

Tricky ounch that will cause talk
Jackie Cooper, now 18, looking at
lengthy sequences on the screen of
is

'Skippy,* the Par
film
in
which
Cooper starred as a kid of eight. It

It.A.F.'

A

calibre.

In flying a training ship to Canada,
enlists
as pilot to ferry

lists

'A Tank In the

Under skillful guidance of Mark
Sandrich as producer-director, story
a zcstful pace, acconlualing
the comcdic episodes to the utmost.
Script and dialog provided by Allan
Scott and Z. Myers adds much to
the general excellence.
unfold.'; at

Power

bombers to England, On his first
trip, he meets former sweetheart,
Betty Grable, a Texas girl performing in a night club and member of
the ambulance reserve. Power pursues his former attention, and en-

$1,000 bet on a horse from a gangster (Leonard) and then can't pay
off.
In an effort to I'alse the coin
Young gets hold of the manuscript
of a book and has it published under
his own name. It creates a sensation
as a bachelor's views on married life.
This situation makes it impossible
for Young to publicly continue living
with his wife, which burns her up,
and leads her into a flirtation with
Young's publisher. Finish has Miss
Hussey going to a radio studio to get

Miniatare Reviews

from

structure

Aherne. When the husband lies that
he has resigned his job in an endeavor to patch up a marital quarrel. Miss (iolbert discovers the duwith flying sequences and bombing plicity, there's a snlitup and a Reno
expeditions; and, in keeping the air divorce follows. From there on, it's
smartly-concocted
by-play among
shots to a minimum, avoided repetition of familiar material in previous the three principals, with both Miland Aherne pressing their
films which would have slowed the land
claims for Miss Colbert's attention.
zippy pace considerably.
Air formations, RAF flying flelds A stormy sailboat trip with Aherne
and maneuvers during bombmg ex- settles the question, with the wife
flying southward to join Milland on
cursions, were photographed in Eng~*
land and are currently informative a South American tour.
Production carries advantages of
the American audiences. The evacua-

.

.

in

Samson Raphaelson's

P.

O-vlne.

airn.
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FILM REVIEWS
generate hefty wicket-spinning,
IN THE R.A.F
several
basic
carries
Picture

0

A YANK

advice on marriage from her
husband.

It's all light and entertaining. Miss
Hussey looks especially good both on only 64 minutes.
her acting and appearance, although muster.

Bachelor'
'Married
(M-G).
Light and fast moving comedy
aimed at the young biinch. Wjll

Mys-

'NIeht of Jan. 16' (Par).

OK

for moderate b.o.

'We Go

Fast' (20th).

dating, but should

For minor

make a

-

little

money.
Pretty
Guns' (20th).
good laugh - getter starring
Laurel and Hardy. Good tak'Great

ings.
'Ladles

In

Retirement'

NIGHT OF JAN.

(Col).

Sombre tale of a murderess and
her half-insane sisters; for criti'
cal attention, but dubious b.o.
'Man At Large' (20th). Hastilyconcocted spy meller, poor filler
fodder for the duals.
'Sing
Another Chorus' (U)
(Musical).
Fair entertainment

GREAT GUNS

BJorn Fuulkneri....

for dual support.

Clnrenre

Hayes
Kolb

Bod Cameron
White
Roy Cordon
Cecil Kellaway
Harry Haydcn
Alice

Waketield
Dru'ik

Hemingway

Edwin

District Attorney

'Stanley

Paul Stanton
Wllinrd Boberlsnn
James Flavin

Inspector Donegnn
Patrolman Kelly

This film version of 'Night of Jan.
will hardly emulate the success
of the Ayn Rand play in '35-'36, because the show hinged on a trick of
audience participation which the pic-*
ture obviously cannot employ. Result is a moderate feature destined
to play in support.
It will be recalled that the play
used a jury recruited from the audience at .each performance. Jurors
then voted at the end and there were
various finales provided, determined
by the decision-. But the film goes
at it as a straightaway mystery
meller, using a wisp of the original
Jlot
Director WiUiam demons'
leavyhanded technique gives the
mistaken identity clue away in virtually the first reel and there's not
16'

Tim McCoy, Ray-

mond Hatton. Okay.
'Biding the
Wind'
(RKO).
Third in 1941-42 series of Tim
Holt westerns; above par In this
group.
'Return of Daniel Boone' (Col).
almost never have returned; weak westerner.

enough

left after that to sustain full
interest all the way.
Compensating

Might

somewhat
humorous

Williams.

Tradrahon-n

N.

Tl.

Bu

Stan Laurel
Oliver Hordr
Sheila nyam

Ginger Hantmond

Dan

Sept.

Konnlnr time, 73 MISS.

'41.

Rtan
Oliver

Hidley

Dick Nelsoa
Edmund MacOonalil
Charles Trowbrldg*

Dr. Schickel
Cnpliiln Baker

Ludwig Stoiael
Kune Richmond

Forrester

Hippo
('olonel

Aunt Manila
Aunt Agiithn

ICthel Grlfriei

General ISseirk
Doctor
tTolonel

Mrrsh

,Muo

Paul Harvey
.Charles Arnt
Pierre Walkin
Russell Hlcki
Irving Bacon

Wayburn.

General Burns

Postman

Not overloaded with belly-laughs
but funny enough to please the average
comedy-seeker, this LaurelHardy Item will do from fair to good
business. It shouldn't be pointed too
high by the booker, although to be
taken into consideration by the account is whether his audiences .have
proved to be Laurel and Hardy funs
the past
Director Monty Banks, now billed
as Montague Banks, pilots his deadmap comics through a series of situ-

m

ations, many of them amusing and a
bit oflf the beaten path, in capable

manner.

Pace

is

good and the con-

tinuity smooth.

Gags and comedy

.

are

situations

not stretched unduly, nor

is

too

much

some good dialog,- a few stress laid on what at first looks lik#
and the added an Important romantic element It't
thrills cooked up by the pursued with Dick Nelson and Sheila
screenwriters.
Ryan for a ways, being a limb oii
Of the cast Ellen Drew shines as which to hang some of the laurelsecretary to wealthy financier Nils Hardy antics.

The Bandit Trail' (RKO).
Unimpressive item on the Tim
Holt western list
'Gambling Daughters' (PRC).
Cecilia Parker and Roger Pryor
in mystery story. Fairish dualer.
'Lone Rider in Ghost Town'
(PRC) (Songs). A George Hous-

is

situations

dramatic

who

Asther,

believed murdered.
killing, with
evidence
way.
Then Robert
who has coin tied up in
Asther's empire, comes along to save
her.
This involves an unbelievable

Gal

is

of

-lointing
'reston,
'

is

accused of the

plenty

Fair.

'Soviet Power' (Russian Made).
Outright propaganda documentai-y is overlong and soap-boxy.

.Margaret

Williamson

A

ton western.

Donald Douglas

Mancy Wakefield
J'lllon

D. A.'b A.saistant
Fla.shy Blonde

fitted for twinners,

Jones,

Nile Aatlier

.\ttorney Polk

Sons O'Guns' (WB).
programmer,
best
with Wayne
Morris and Majorie Rambeau.
'Last' ot the Dnanes' (20th).
Fourth remake ot Zane Grey
western lacks sustained action
punch, but dual filler material.
'Mexican
SpHAre's
Baby*
(RKO). Mild secondary comedy
with Leon Errol and Lupe Velez.
'Badlands
Dakota'
of
(U).
Meller of .pioneer days that's
geared for surprise business.
'Dude Cowboy' (RKO) (Songs).
western with action in the
Tim Holt series. Will satisfy, and
songs okay, too.
'Arizona Bound' (Mono). New
western series launched with
"Three

B-comedy

Buck

Continuity passei

Lynn Barl as the hash-sllnger and
Young strains a bit for his points,
but otherwise plays capably. Picture Alan Curtis, playing the rookie cop,
also marks an advance for Buzzell, are paired on the romantic, interc^
who previously has been directing while the sergeant is done by Don
Deforest
a newcomer. He's an Andy
low comedy, but in this handles
more sophisticated material and Devine type and ought to develop
shows himself fully up to the greater satisfactorily for the screen. Sheila
Ryan, the rich man's daughter, a
responsibility.
Scho,
spoiled type, does well with limited
opportunities.
The moments count
with Ernest Truex as a police in16
spector's aide, but lor the comedy
touches
he's topped by Gerald Mohr
Pur.imount release of Joseph SIBlrom
(.Sol
0.
Siegel) piod\Ktlon.
stnra Ellen with Greek accent and more generDrew anil Robert Preston. Foaturea Nils ous footage.
Chor.
Asiher. Morgarot Iluycs, Clarence Kolh,
\lli:e
White, Cecil Kellnway and Cliff
Narjtrro.
Directed by William demons.
Screenplay, Deimar Daves, Roliert Pirosli
and Evo Gi-een. Baaed on play of oanic
nnme by Ayn Band. Camera, .Idin Mes20th Century-Fox production and releiise.
call:
Aim editor, Rilsworth Koagland. Stars Stan laurel and Oliver Hardy; fea«
Tnitlmlian-n at Normandlo (hoatro. N. V, turea Sheila Ryan, Dick Nelson, Edmun4
Sept. S, '41. Running time: 80 M1N8.
MacDonald. Directed by Montague Bank*.
Steve Van Buyle
Robert Preston Story and adaptation, Lou Brenluw; editor*
Kit Ijine
Ellen Drew Al DeUaetano; photography, Qlon Mac-

in its class.

ery meller minus suspense.

own

friendly enemy cut who are soft on
the same girl, a waitress in a roadside beanery. One's a sergeant with
a flair for acting dumb at the wrong
time, the other a rookie who hat
joined up after foiling a holdup at«
tempt. Daughter of a local power,
who^s Influential with the police, anti
the fake nabob who takes the busi«
ness tycoon for $50,000, are among
others in the cast.
Directed in a matter-of-fact manner by William McGann, the picture
has fairly good speed, but this ia
partly due, and with credit to editor
Fred Allen, because it consumes

circumstantial

her

Lou Breslow wrote the story and,
with the background a cavalry camA

in Texas, the setting is timely. Laurel
and Hardy, latter getting heavier by

the minute, are

have enlisted

buck privates wh^
be close

their
boss (Nelson). They were his garcoincidences which are the dener and chauffeur, respectively.
This is Nelson's first i>icture. He
in robbing the yarn
was formerly on the air. 'There's
of potency.
Miss Drew makes an excellent ap- definitely a place on the screen for
pearance and runs through her role him, judging by his debuting effoii.
with authority and skill. Preston is Has a pleasing personality -and' gootl
Miss Ryan, opposite niin,
okay but an aura of roughness about poise.
him, partially due to the part he's serves suitably in this case. Edmund
portraying, is not entirely pleasant. MacDonald is a good type as a serChar.
•
Asther is duly menacing as the geant.
heavy. Rest of the players are typeto

to

of

set

major factor

hearted direction of Ralph Murphy.
Casting is first rate all the way,
topped by the work of Cooper, young
Hickman and Miss Foster. Latter
shows a superb voice in warbling
'Love Is Such an' Old-Fashioned
Thing' and 'Magic of Magnolias,' listenable tunes by Victor Schertzinger
and Frank Loesser, and Verdi's 'Sempre iiibera,' from 'Traviata.'
Abel, as the harassed producer,
brings guffaws with his singing over
the phone, no matter who happens
to be in his office, of lullabies to his
br.by son, Timmie Hawkins.
Kid's
face is good for a laugh in itself.
William Demarest is also excellent
as the tough pop who has to go to
the dictionary to figure out what liis
encyclopedic
eight-year-old
son,
Darryl, is saying.
Herb.

will be recalled as a top grosser of
the early '30;. Cooper, grown up,
looking at Coooer. the mopoct, holds
a wallon even for the initiated, and
especially in the keen way that Brad
Ropes rnd Val Burton have contrived their plot
Yarn finds the young player cast
Metro I'eleaso of John W. Congldlne, Jr.,
as a has-been at 18, a soda jerker in
a Hollywood -drug store. Same studio production. .Stars Ruth Hu&sey nnjl Robert Young.
Features Felix Brca^art, Lee
for which he starred has a new tot, Bowman. .Sheldon l..connrd and Sam LeDarryl Hickman, for whom it can't vene. Directed by Hdward Bu/.zell, Screenfind suitable story material. Cooper play, Doro Schnry; story^ Manuel Self;
camera,
George
film editor, Ben
overhears producer Walter Abel dis- Lewis, Reviewed.Fniney;
In Projection Bonm, N.
cussing the problem, and suggests a Y. Tmtlesliown, Sept, 0, '41, Runnlnip
remake ot 'Skippy.' Abel goes for time, 81 MINN.
Robert Young
the idea and employs Cooper to Itnndolpli Haven...*,
Ruth Huseey
coach little Darryl. In the process Xorma Haven.... v

MARRIED BACHELOR

Dr. Ladlslnua .Milio

Felix Brcssnrt

he uses scenes from the original pic- Eric Santley
I/eo Bnwmnn
.Sheldon Leonard
tuie,.to show the kid how the part Jn<inny Branignn....
Cookie Fnrror
Sam Levene
should be played.
Rest of the story builds up a roOne
of those well-made secondary
mantic interest between Cooper and pictures
which pop up every once in
Susanna Foster, cast as a young a while. Not important,
biit a welplayer on the lot. Cooper himself come light comedy
promising neat
gets an important role, but complib.o.
cations cause him to leave Miss FosBuilt for laughs, 'Married Bachelor'
ter and Hollywood, only to find little manages
to achieve a pretty good
Darryl in the buck seat of his car average. The screenplay
is going to
playing a cupid to fuse the Cooper- be especially appealing
to young
Foster romance.
people because of its plenitude of
Another angl^ is the casting of slang. Eddie Buzzell has carried
the
Jackie Searle, who was the little yarn along at a nice rate of
speed in
tattle-tale in 'Skippy," as the heavy his directing,
while Robert Young
here. The repetition of the meartie and Ruth Hussey,
plus good comedy
role 10 years later earns a solid support from Felix
Bressart, Sheldon
laugh. Aside from these tricks, how- Leonard and Sam Levene,
are well
ever, the film has a load of funny spotted as the young married
couple
dialog (partially from the typewriter whose difficulties form the
basis of
of F, Hugh Herbert), a lot of action, the plot
quite a bit of suspense, and moves
This is a switch story with Young
at a hiundinger pace under the light- put on a spot when he accepts
a

and routine.

cast*

Sol e. Siegel who recently moved
Par from Republic is the producer. Film should not be confused
with 'Night of June 13,' released by

Ladies in Retirement

to

Par

in 1932.

Herb

WE GO

FAST

Hollywood, Sept

5.

of I.,e8ter Cowan producStars Ida Lupine and Ixiuin Hayward.
Directed by Charles VIdor. Screiaplay by Garrett Fort and Reginald Denham, from piny by Denhnm and EdwnrA
Percy; camera, George Rarnes; editor. .\l
Clark; Asst. director, Georgo Rheln. Previewctl at Alexander, Glendale, Sept. A,

Columbia release

liun.

Running time, 01 MINS.
20lb Century-Fox production ond releose.
Features Lynn Harl, Alun Curtis, Sheila Gllen Creed
Ida Luplno
nyan, Don Deforest, Ernest Trucx, Gerald Albert Feather
Louis Hay ward
Mohr. George Lessoy, Directed by William Lucy
Evelyn Keyea
McGnnn. Story, Doug Welch; adaptation, ICmlly Creed
RIna Lnncheuler
Thomas Lennon and Adrian Scott; editor Louisa Crtfed
Edith Barrett
\"<i"; photography. Harry Jackson.
I.«nnara Flske
Isobel Elsom
Trudeiiliown In Frojectlon Booni, N. Y., .Ulster Theresa
Emma Dunn
Sept. 8, -41.
Kunning Ume: et AllSS.
Sister Agatha
Queenle LeonarA
nose Coughiin
J
Clyde Coolc
Lynn Bori Bnten
Bob Brandon
Alan Curtis

Diana Hempstead.

Herman Huff
Harold Bruggins
.

t'''^<>'>--

J.

.

.

.,

•

Hempstead

P.

Cn'-ljerry

T

iln

Man.

Lieutenant BarUette

Frank !• utter
salesman

'^wyer

Rliella

Ilyan

Don Deforest
F.rneat

Trucx

Gemld Mohr
..George Leasey
p^u, McGroth

Thomaa Dugan

Arthur Hohl

James Flavin
Arthur Loft
Charles Arnt
Charles Trowbridgii

A close translation of the play as
presented a year ago by Gilbert Miller, this film version of 'liadles in
Retirement' has been produced with
general excellence
of script,

direc-

tion, and acting and moimting.
As
such it will get critical attention;
but the sordid combination of a murderess and two mentally deranged
sisters is too strong to catch general
audience reaction on favorable plane.
Picture will get by in a few metiopolitan spots, but will prove a drab

'We Go Fast' a title which refers
a couple motorcycle cops, is anything but fast entertainment While
lightly amusing on the whols^ it is
too far from the required strength
for extensive dating.
If properly
spotted and sold, it will get a little
coin in the lesser leagues.
The story is potboiler stuff.
desire for action combines with a
tendency to try to make events a
little less dull than they ara through
dialog that runs to, the wisecracky.
Some of it possesses a bit of sHckness.
The Greekish accent employed for one character, that of the
crook posing as a nabob, contributes
considerably to the amusement de-

in ^content to Metro's 'Night Must
Fair of a few years back.
Basic drawback for picture audiences is the fact that the murderess
commits her crime with premeditation and in cold blood—her victim a
woman who has befriended her.
Added to this Is the not too welcome

Conventional In its plot, tlie story
with two road cops ot the

wild-eyed sisters whom she tries to
(Continued on page 16)

to

A

rived.

deals

b. o. attraction

generally.

Play by Reginald Denham and Edward Percy was based on a horror
tale in H. B. Irvlng's 'French Crime
and Criminals,' a psychopathic study
of mental derangement It's similar

characterizations of

two balmy and

'

—
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Rons on Broadway

First

'Bomber -Ennis Sturdy $41,000 In

(Subject to Change)

Week

Astor

Slow Chi; Fimzafire-'Get-Away

—

NIFaO Biz Looks UprSunVaUey

of Sept. 11

and

Jekyll

'jDr.

Mr.

Great $50,000, ladies Fair $25J

Hyde' (M-G) (4th wk).

Broadway

—'Fantasia' (Disney)

(44th wk).

Capitol—'When Ladies Meet'
(2d wk).
Criterion—'West Point Widow'

Chicago, Sept.

(3,000:

9.

After a sudden let-down following

tabor Day, loop business indicates
pickup that should have the boxmore. Labor
offices smiling once
terrific,
Day weekend, ol cotirise, waa
was
but the reaction that Jollowed
ever noslumps
sharpest
the
one of
hoUday.
ticed following any
The Chicago has plenty of money
with
with 'Dive Bomber.' Tied in
the
the Skinnay Ennis orchestra on
the
stage the aviation film will lead
loop by a hefty margin at $41,000.
•Citizen Kane,' after just a fairish
run on a reserved policy earlier in
real
with
up
coming
is
season,
the
coin in the Palace, with the exceptionally fine advertising campaign

RKO

by

contributed

Estimates for

ApoUo (B&K)

35-40-50)—'Sun Valley' (20th)

lUa Week

(1,200; 3S-5S-6S-75)

—•Charley's Aunt' (Par). Here after
three big sessions in the Chicago and
currently going for an excellent
$7,000. Last week, 'Panamint' (Par)

week,

okay

'Ringside

two

finished

$5,000.

Maisie'

weeks

here

to

fair

$4,000.

Oriental

(Iroquois)

(3,200;

28-44)

$7,800.

Falace

(RKO) (2,500;
(RKO)

33-44-66)

—

Kane'
and
good Broadway' (RKO) (2d week).
With a smart advertising campaign
by RKO bunch here, flicker came in
with robust $21,000 last week, cur-

•Citizen

'Scatter-

rently getting a slick $15,000.
Roosevelt (B&K) (1,500; 35-55-6575)— 'Manpower' (WB) (2d wk).
Going to good $8,000 this week after

coming home

last

week with neat

$11,400.

SUte-Lake (B&K) (2,700; 28-44)—
(M-G) and 'Funzaflre'
unit on stage. Return date for the
unit and it's still getting business.
Excellent $19,000. Last week. Three
Sailors'
(UA) and (^b C^Uoway
band unit on stage combined for a

— 'Little Foxes'
(RKO-Goldwyn) (4th wk).
Faramonnt — 'Aloma of th«

—

$9,400.

Woods (Essahess) (1,200; 35-55-65)
—'Girls Must Live' (Col). Not much
and will sneak in with
Last week, 'Washington
Adventure' (Col) was even slower at

for this one
fair $5,500.

$4,100.

'SUN VALLEY' |8,400
BIG
'Sun

PORTLAND LEADER
Portland, Ore, Sept 0.
VaUey Serenade' and 'He-

luRant Dragon' are tied fbr honors

Paramount and Orpheum as
the only new pictures in town. All
other spots holding, with "Charley's
Aunt' getting the fifth week squeeze
at the Mayfair.
BsUm a t« s (or This Week
Broadway (Parker) (2,000; 35-4050)—'Dive Bombers'
(WB) and
Broadway Limited' (UA) still holdihg up in third week for good $7,000.
Second week broke holdover records
with great $9,800.
Mayfair (Parker-Evergreen) (L500;
35-40-50)— 'Charley's Aunt' (20th)
and 'Very Young Lady* (Par). Fifth
week taking nice $3,100. Fourth
week, $4,800, hjgh lor this house.
at the

week looks like
week went over

great $6,000. First
for strong $7,500.

}RKO)

(Hamrick

(11th wk).

Music

'

York'

Hall

South Seas' (Par) (3d wk).
Bialto—'Badlands of Dakota'
(U) (8).
(Reviewed in Current Issue)
'Sun Valley Serenade'

—

Boxy

'BOMBER' 20G

(20th) (2d wk).

Strand—'Dive Bomber' (WB)
(3d wk).

Week

IN NIFTY DET.

Astor

of Sept. 18

— 'Dr. Jekyll and Mr.
—^'Fantasia' (Disney)

Hyde' (M-G) (5th wk).

Broadway
(45th wk).
Detroit, Sept.

With

9.

town topping expecta-

this

tions every week, Detroit again looks
for solid grosses, although the pic-

tures are being held over on a big
Only the Fox and Michigan
scale.
are offering fresh bills in the five

Michigan seems headed
for an important $20,000 this week
with 'Dive Bomber' and 'Great Mr.
Nobody,' while the Fox won't be far
behind with an estimated $17,000 on
'Wild Geese Calling' and 'Dressed to
first-runs.

Kill.'

Capitol—'Lady Be C;ood' (M-G).
(Reviewed In VMueTV July IS)

—'Icecapades'
Hollywood — 'Sergeant

Criterion

(Rep).

York'

(WB)

(12th wk).
Masic Hall-'Lydia' (UA).

(Reviewed in Vauetv Aug. 20)
Farainoant 'Our Wife' (Par)

—

(17).

Bialto

— 'Badlands

of Dakota'

(U) (2d wk).

—^"Sun

Boxy

Valley Serenade'
(20th) (3d wk).
Strand
'Navy Blues' (WB)

—

(19).
(Reirfetoed in

Vtmcrr Aug.

13)

lADV-DUCHIN
$28,500

iNPnr.

'Pittsburgh Kid' after the flush of
Billy Conn's personal, the Labor Day
holiday and the bang-up exploitation
for the opening passed off.
Hence
it's just i41ing along at Fulton in a
second week limited to four days.

New pictures on Broadway are day (Wed.).
Badio City Music Hall (Rockefelby 'Sun Valley Serenade,' which
44-55-85-99-$1.65)
(5,960;
making the grade in the grand lers)
manner and should bring the Roxy 'Little Foxes' (RKO) and stage show

—

Still very speedy at the
(3d wk).
It
second Friday (12). 'When b.o.. looking to $93,000, after swell
Ladies Meet,' another that came in $117,000 Labor Day week (2). Holds
after the Labor Day goldstrike, is a fourth.
Bialto (Mayer) (750; 28-44-55)
at the straight-filmer Capitol, but it
isn't
getting so many customers. 'Badlands of Dakota' (U). Opened
While in the profit colimin at less strong Monday (8). 'Paiacbute Battalion' (RKO) went 11 days, getting
than $25,000, it's disappointing.

$50,000 or over on the first week.
starts the

—

'Unfinished Business'

wound up

its

first seven days at the Rivoli Sunday night (7) at better than $26,000,
good, and is already two days on a
second week, doing okay.
Three major holdovers, all rolling
up big takes, are 'Little Foxes,' now
in its third week at the Music Hall;
'Dive Bomber,' at the Strand on the
second week with Sammy Kaye on
the stage; and 'Aloma of the South
Seas,' which ended its second stanza

combination.

Currently

on the holdover the Strand should
get about $37,000, very good.
'Aloma' and Dorsey grossed a
mighty $72,500 over Labor Day and
added to that another $50,000, also
big. for the second week ending last

run.
'Foxes' goes a fourth week in view
of its tremendous drawing power at
the Music Hall. After taking smash
$11^,000 from the customers over the
holiday, it is continuing in high gear

the press pans at all, collecting
better than $17,000.
Bite (WB) (800; 25-35-50)
'Life
'Jekyll-Hyde' (M-G) and Tanks a
Andy Hardy' (M-G) (3d wk). Here
Still forte
Million' (UA) (2d wk).
after successive stanzas at Warner
L.ast week, extra
at over $10,000.
and Penn, Mickey Rooney picture is
swell $15,000.
a natural, close to $3.000 okay. Last
'Bad week, 'Manpower' (WB), which folHipp (Shea) (2,100; 30-45)
Men Missouri' (WB) and 'Flying lowed the same route to this house,
Blind' (Par).

(2d run).

for probable

$7,000.

Lafayette (Hayman) (3,300; 30-40)
—'Mr. Jordan' (Col) (2d wk) and
'TilUe Toiler'

(Col).

StUl pleasant

-

and 'Jungle
Cavalcade' Island' (Col), gratifying $9,000.
•RKO). Okay $6,300. Last week,
2«th Century (Dipson) (3,000; 30Aloma' (Par) and 'Blondie Society" 44)-!-'Citizen Kane' (RKO) (2d wk).
Col). Better at $7,400, real profit. Probably satisfactory $6,000.
Last
Paramount (Hamrick - Evergreen) week, nice $10,000.

;

Moon Dancers

$93,000 this week,

mOOO

'KANE'

its

Harvest

Moon dance

$25,000 or

more

winners.

IN SOLID

K.C

Good

in sight.

Estimates for This

Week

Biz

Is

Kansas City, Sept. 9.
brisk and fall patronage up-

Astor (Loew's) (1,012; 35-55-85'Jekyll-Hyde' (M-G) swing is on. Gross totel will equal
$1.10-$1.25)
(4th week). With Labor Day hypo or better last week's (holiday) biz.
(3d wk) hit $19,300. equalling mark 'Citizen Kane' at the Orpheum solo
set for prior stanza.
is the most noteworthy entry.
In
Broadway (Disney) (1.895; 55-75- actual dollars it will just better
'Fantasia' (Dis- Newman's 'Aloma of South Seas' and
$1.10-$1.65-$2.20)
ney) (44th wk). Last week (43d), Midland's 'When Ladies Meet' at top
This beats the of a dual bill
$13,500, excellent.
Tower is seeing a better weelf
42d week's take, which was $12,600.
Capitol (Loew's) (4,520; 35-55-85- with Don Bestor and band on stag«
"When I^adies Meet' plus 'Accent on Love.'
$1.10-$1.25)
Estimates for This Week
(M-G). Only moderate at less than
Esquire and Uptown (Fox Mid$25,000, but will hold nonetheless,
with 'Lady Be Good' (M-G) to open west) (820 and 2,043; 10-28-44)—'Sun

—

—

—

can stop this house now. It's rolling
at last and grosses continue to amaze
the
management, accustomed to
average $16,000 weeks here in the
last year. Combo of Duchin, always
b.o. here, and 'Lady' will mean a
great $28,500.
got around $2,400, n.s.g.
Film helping some,
Senator (Harris) (1,750; 25-35-50) being the first picture in a long time
-'Charley's Aunt' (20th) (2d wk). to get a full national ad campaign.
Funny thing about the Jack Benny Last week, 'Caroline' (RKO) and
picture. Got good notices anol every- Frankie Masters'Jerry Colonna-Mills
body likes him in it, but on h'o. won't Bros., swell $27,750.
get more than $4,200. Comes out toWarner (WB) (2.000; 25-35-50)—
morrow (10) for 'Wild (Jeese Call- 'Jekyll-Hyde' (M-G) (2d wk). Moved
ing* (20th).
Opening stanza gave here from Penn and doing better
'Aunt' $9,000, the holiday turning the than average h.o. biz for this spot.
trick.
Looks like at least $6,750. Last week,
Stanley <WB) (3,600; 25-40-60)— LUe Andy Hardy* (M-G), also h.o.
'Lady Be CKwd' (M-G) and Eddy from Penn, not quite up to holiday
Duchin's band.- Obviously nothing expectations at $6,000.
,

99)—'Dive
Bomber'
(WB)
and
Sammy Kaye (2d wk).
Fancy

State on Thursday (4) moved in
'Blossoms in Dust' to go with .the
holdover of Ed Sullivan and the

—

(3,000; 35-55)

Plenty profitable at
week, 'Life Andy Hardy'
'Private Nurse' (M-G)

Zingy

(7)

Boxy (20th) (5,835 35-55-65-75-85)
—'Sun VaUey Serenade' (20th) and

third.

mind

(M-G) and

and on

over $26,000, satisfactory.

$37,000 is looked for on the hoId>
over, after a gross of $50,000 the first
week, one of the highest figures
scored here under the present pitband policy In spite of the fact there
night (Tues.). The third begins to- is a turnover
drawback due to
day (Wed.), which will wind up the length of show.

—

$7,500. Last

(1)

week through Sunday

first

(2d
wk).
Pace would indicate
last
$50,000
$25,000 or above, fine.
l,ast week,
close to the
first for Sullivan and stage show,
with 'Shepherd of Hills' (Par) (2d
'Fighting 69th' and Paul Whiteman.
run) as the picture, $^,000, excelFigure was attained playing six less
lent.
shows than was done by' the '69th'
Strand (WB) (2,767; 35-55-75-85-

—

—

the

got

—

—

(2,092;

Reopened house Monday

Sullivan and Harvest

into high figures.

.

Great Lakes (Shea)

$11,000, good.

(UA)
35-55-75-85-99)
—Bivoli
'Unfinished Business' (U) (2d wk).

stage show. Packing 'em in for big
$50,000 and holds over. Last week,
'Wild Geese Calling'
(20th)
and
stage show, $49,000, with Lat>or Day
and holiday prices helping.
for the Paramount last night (Tues.).
State (Loew's) (3,400; 28-44-55-75Tommy Dorsey is a potent aid for 90-$1.10)—'Blossoms in Dust' (M-G)
'South Seas,' wbile Kaye is credited
(2d run) (Ist wk) and, on stage, Ed
with doing much to push 'Bomber'

Estimates for This Week
Fnlton (Shea) (1,700; 25-35-50)—
Jimmy Dorsey and his crew are
Last week, second
'Pittsburgh Kid' (Rep) (2d wk). Not Thursday (IB).
setting the town on its ear in a socko
much left for this one on a h.o. for 'Andy Hardy" (M-G), $22,000.
Criterion (Loew's) (1,662; 35-44-55session that will ring up swell tak- Flush
of well-exploited getaway,
'West Point Widow' (Par)
For the first with a hometown kid for a hero, 75)
ings at the Buffalo.
wore off, and picture is merely limp- opens here today (Wed.) after two
time in several seasons, the weekend
ing in for the windup. In h.o. lim- weeks of 'Whistling in Dark* (M-G),
schedule was expanded to five shows ited to four days, 'Kid' won't get a good money-getter at $17,000 (1st
Makes way to- wk). $8,500 (2d wk).
daily to take care of the Jitterbug more than $1,800.
Globe (Brandt) (1,180; 28-3S-55>—
morrow (10) for 'Sun Valley Serejam.
nade' (20th), which will get house 'No Greater Sin' (University) (2d
'Jekyll* has developed into a sur- back on regular Wed. opening sched- week). Maintains nice gait at $7,500
prise item still showing holdover ule.
In getaway session last week, this week on the holdover, after
power after an unexpectedly high reopening Fulton after summer shut- scoring $8,000 the first and will probtotal on its initial round. 'Bad Men' down, 'Kid' grabbed a swell $7,500. ably go another round.
at the Hipp is in a spurt and repeat House has raised the scale from 40c
Hollywood (WB) (1,225; 7S-$1.10)
rubbers of 'Jordan' and 'Kane' at the to 50c. for the new season.
'Sgt York' (WB) (11th wk) and
Lafayette and Century, respectively,
Fenn (Loew's-UA) (3,300; 25-35- fifth -here. Last week (10th) around
50)—'Dive Bomber' (WB). Stukaing $22,000, good, and remains indef.
are snug.
dgure
b.o.
great
top
the
a
$18,500,
to
Palace (RKO) (1,700; 28-35-44-55Estimates (or This Week
Curiously 65-75)— 'Charley's Aunt' (20th) (2d
here in several weeks.
BnSalo (Shea) (3,500; 35-55)
'Wild (3eese' (20th) and Jimmy Dor- enough, Erroll Flynn-Fred McMur- run) and 'Father Takes Wife' (RKO)
sey on stage. Ruling the roost for ray starrer is drawing kind of audi- (1st run), doubled. This pair doing
Last ence entirely foreign to this house
well and should account for $8,700
a smash $23,000 or better.
Last or thereabouts.
week, 'Aloma' (Par) and 'Parson it's the shirtsleeve crowd.
I<ast week. 'Tom,
Panamint' (Par), kept to neat clip' week, 'Jekyll-Hyde' (M-G) didn't Dick' (RKO) (2d run) and 'Private
9.

for $12,500:

A

is

Whiteman

BIG

HM

Buffalo, Sept.

—

led

'Bomber'-Kaye

—

Topper, 'Jekyy lOG H.O.

Nurse' (20th) (1st run), $8,500.
Paramount (Par) 3,664; 35-55-«599) ^"Aloma' (Par) and, on stage.
Dorsey (3d-final week).
sock entry, the second week ending
last night
(Tues.) having, grossed
$50,000, while the initial seven days
up somewhat, -with the result a over Labor Day was $72,500, highest
poorer show will get more than it house has done except in New Year
could at this time in 1940.
weeks. The third stanza begins to-

Tommy

record high of $56,800 established by

Good $17,000. Last
(20th >.
week, 'Hold Ghost' (U) and Tillie
ToUer* (Col), sock $26,000.
Michlsan (United Detroit) (4,000r
30-40-55)—'Dive Bomber' (WB) and
Pittsburgh, Sept. 9.
'Great Mr. Nobody' (WB). Shooting
Big Berthas still are booming over
to swell $20,000. Last week, 'Aloma' the Golden Triangle and letting loose
(Par) and 'Pot of CJold' (UA), big a shower of coin. It's taken Pitts$18,000.
burgh a long time to get rolling from
Paims-SUie (United Detroit) (3,- the defense boom, but, now that the
'Aloma' (Par) and cash is spilling freely again, the sky
000; 30-40-55)
'Pot of Gold' (UA) (2d wk). Choiqfi apparently is the limit Bell-ringer
$12,000.
Last week, 'Life Andy continues to be the Stanley, where
Hardy' (M-G) and 'Ringside Maizie' combo policy is going once more like
(M-G) (2d wk). Slick $13,000.
a house afire, and current lineup of
United ArtlsU (United Detroit) Eddy Duchin's band and 'Lady Be
(2,000; 30-40-55)—'Jekyll and Hyde' Good' will spell smash biz.
(M-G) and 'WhisUing Dark* (M-G)
Elsewhere,
it's
ding-dong
too,
(2d wk). Should follow last week's
trade. Penn has a wallop in 'Dive
socko $16,500, with average $11,000. Bomber,'
which is outdistancing last
week's 'Jekyll and Hyde,' while latter pictures, on moveover to Warner,
is banging out a healthy profit for
Geese'-J. Dorsey
that spot. Not much was expected of

Smash $23,000, Bnff^

Following a heavy take over Labor Day, the downtown theatres are
continuing to do smart business, the
outlook indicating a better fall season than last year. The quality of
pictures will tell, however, although
the level of patronage may be going

week over Labor Day,

Kill'

Evergreen) for maybe $6,000. Last week, 'Jor35-40n50)—'Reluctant Dragon' dan' (C^l) and 'Prisoner Devil's

Orpheum

(WB)

Vnlted Artists (Parker) (1,000; 3540-50)—'Ladies Meet' (M-G) and
'RooVies on Parade' (Rep). Second

'Get-Away'

highly profiUble $21,300.
United Artists (B&K) (1,700; 3555:65-75)
(M-G).
'Indies Meet*
Strong line-up of marquee monikers
Healthy
is bringing in the ladles.
$17,000 for the initial session. Last
week, 'Life Andy Hardy' (M-G)
finished three-weeker for a good

II)

Lady'

$8,000.

—

Last
Fox (Fox-Michigah) (5,000; 30-40(M-G) 55)— 'Wild Geese' (20th) and ^Dressed

(UA) and
Feeling'
-'Uncertain
'Moon Miami' (20tb). Not too much
with the pictures having been pretty
well milked in previous runs in loop
and nabes. Meek $7,000. Last week,
(RKO) and
Dragon'
'Reluctant
'Knew Answers' (Col) struggled to

Vari^t June

Globe
'Frightened
(Hoffberg) (13).
Hollywood
'Sergeant

United Artists, which opened for
was all right at $5,800.
season with 'Jekyll and Hyde,'
Chicago (B«tK) (4,000; 35-55-75)— the
took the boo-boo slant on its ex•Dive Bomber' (WB) and the Skinploitation,
and crashed $18,500 on the
ray Ennis orchestra xmit on stage. first week in a 2,000-seat house, which
Solid combo that is whirling the
is socko.
wicket in fine fashion, to a strong
Estimates for This Week
Aunt'
'Charley's
week,
Last
$41,000.
Adams (Balaban) (1,700; 30-40-55)
powerful
three
finished
I20th)
—'Hold Ghost' (U) (2d wk) and
stanzas, and with Alvino Rey orches'Very Young Lady' (20th). In view
tra on stage, took nifty $35,400.
of former's sock last week at Fox,
Garrick (B&K) (900; 35-55-65-75) $8,500, which is huge. Last week,
—'Life Andy Hardy* (M-G). In here 'Charley's Aunt' (20th) (3d wk) and
for additional time, .maMng it four 'Officer and Lady' (Col), big $8,000.
sessions in loop,

—

and 'Scattergood Pulls the Strings'
(RKO). Great $8,400. Last week,
'Wild Geese' (20th) and 'Nurse's
(WB) did good enough at

Secret'

The

helping.

Orson Welles picture copped a
bang-up $21,000. on its first week
here and will collect an excellent
$15,000 on the second stanza.
'When Ladies Meet' is pulling the
femmes at the United Artists currently, heading for a healthy $17,000
and may hold on for several weeks.

(Par).
(Revieved in

3d 93G

'Business Nifty 26G, Toxes'

(M-G)

WB

Valley' (20th) (2d wk), FoUow-up
is nice $5,500,
above average for
holdovers.
Iiast week, same Aim,
.

strong $10,000.
Midland (Loew's) (4,101; 10-2S-44>
—'Ladies Meet' (M-G) and 'I'll Wait
for You' (M-G). Four-star power

marquee getting good money
Last week 'JekyU$9,750.
Hyde' (M-G) and 'Tanks a MiUion'
(UA), good $9,000.
Newman (Paramount) (1,900; 1028-44)—'Aloma' (Par) soloed in on
Labor Day and set for extended run.
Nice $9,000, and may run sixteen
days to get hou^ back to regular
Wednesday opening. Preceding bill,
'Manpower' (WB), a holdover, coupled with 'Parson Panamint' (Par)
on

here,

new

release

for

five

days,

light

$3,000.

Orpheum (RKO) (1,500; 10-26-44)
Kane' (RKO) holds tha

— Citizen

and

standard

single

at

popular

prices.
Solid $10,000.
Last week
'Tom, Dick' (RKO) and 'Highway
West' (WB) (2d run), Nice $6,000,
above average second week.

Tower

(Joffee)

(2,110;

10-30)—

'Accent on Love' (20th) on screen
with Don Bestor and baiid on stage.
Take of $7,000, above usual averag«
without a name on stage. Last week
'Bachelor Daddy' -(U) on screen with
variety bill on stage vias helped
along to $6,500 by strong juve play

on

film.

HOLT IN GUMSHOES
Hollywood, Sept

9.

Jack Holt starts his first diShan*
ger Thursday (11) as star in 'Holt
of the Secret Service,' produced by
Iiarry Darmour for Columbia release.

James Horn

directs

and Evelya

Brent has the femme lead.

Wednesday, September 10, 1941

PICTURE GROSSES

10

'JEKYLL' CINCY ACE

'Premiere -Pastor

$19^

in

Blah

Soclio $14,090—'WhlBtllDf'—Phil HarWhamray $17,000, Near Record

Philly;'Aloina'Zingyli)G,H.O^FIop
forced cancellation

of

Gypsy Rose

Philadelphia, Sept.
Lee's appearance with the band.
It's holdover week along the deLast week Tommy Renolds orchestra
luxer row this sesh, but little to and 'County Fair' (Rep) on screen,
brag about excepting in a few spots. took in good $5,500.
The infantile paralysis scare is beState (Loew) (3,200; 28-39-50)—
lieved hurting juvenile trade but 'Dr. Jeykll' (M-G) and 'Tanks a Milharming business in nabes more than lion' (UA). Packing them in with
downtown. The fllmers also are get- extra shows and headed for near
George
from
competition
of
ting a bit
Last week 'When
record $18,000.
Hamid's 'Circus on Ice,' which Ladies Meet' (M-G) and 'Kildnre's
preemed this week at the Philadel- Wedding Day' (M-G), nifty $15,000.
phia Gardens.
Strand (Indie) (2;000; 28-39-50)—
Dragging down the choicest gross 'Aloma' (Par) and 'Forced Landing'
this week for straight filmers is (Par). Dbttie and her sarong appar•Aloma of the South Seas,' at the rently still get them here and is
Fox. Other newcomer. 'World Pre- headed for wow $10,000. Last week
miere,' is teamed with Tony Pastor's 'Mr. Jordan' (Col) and 'Rags, Riches'
band at the Earle for an okay gross. (Rep) (2d wk), good $5,000.
Only other new picture unveiled
this week is 'Smiling Gliost' at Stan9.

'

"

ton.

Estimates for This Week
Aldlne (WB) (1.303; 35-46-57-68)—
•Our Wife' (Col) (2d wk). Just soso with $7,500 for hangover. Opener
netted a Bar $10,000 to mark reopening of this deluxer last week.
Arcadia (Sablosky) (600; 35-46-57)
—'Caroline' (RKO) (3d run). Will
be lucky to clear $2,500. Last week
split

week

^Blossoms' Neat $8,500

hMildMpls.;'Wife'6G,
$5,000

'Underground'

Minneapolis, Sept.

9.

'Blossoms in the Diist' and 'Under(M-G) ground' are touching off the boxA third
$3,000 office dynamite currently.
newcomer, 'Our Wife,' also is win35-46-57-88)— ning some attention.
Although George White's 'Scanwk). Check'

of 'Rineside Maisie'

and 'Kiss Boys' (Par) grossed
on these second runs.

Boyd (WB) (2.560;
Dr. Jekyir (M-G) (2d

dals' last week barged through to a
hefty $18,000 last week, the Orpreems pheum hasn't another stage show
500.
'Mr.
scheduled until Sept. 27, when HorThursday (11).
Earle (WB) (2,758: 35-46-57-68-75) ace Heidt comes in. Trade generally
'World Premiere;' (Par) with Tony holds to its improved level.

ing

in with mediocre $10,000 for
try. Opener netted okay $16,-

deuce

Jordan'

(Col)

'

—

Pastor

Combo

stage show.
netting satisfactory $19,500.

orch

heading

in same class, however, with
socko $24,000 racked up by 'Whistling Dark' (M-G) plus Ben Bernie
crew and Brenda and Cobina last

Not

semester.

.

(WB)

35-46-57-68)—
'Aloma' (Par). Heavily plugged and
netting zingy $16,000.
Last week,
'Dive Bomber' (WB) dove to a fairish $10,000 for its second try after
bullish preem.
'Nav.v Blues' gets
baotlsm here Friday (12).
Karlton (WB) (1.066; 35-46-57-68)
—'Dive Bomber' (WB) (2d run). In
the blue with neat $5,500 after
moveover. Last week. 'Life Andy
Hardy' (M-G) mild $4,000 for second
Fojc

(2.423;

run.
Keith's (WB) (2,220; 35-46-57-68)—
•Hold Ghost' (U) (2d run) (2d wk).
sun black-inking with $4,300 for
fourth week downtown. Opener of
second run engagement netted chirpy
$5,800.

Stanley

(WB)

(2.916; 35-46-57-68)

—'Sun

VaUey'
Slumping badly

to a

poor $9,000 after

hefty

for

opener.

Starr'

$16,000

(20th)

wk).

(2d

'Belle

(WB)

(1,457;

chiller

'JekyE' Near Record

{18,000

in Fine

Proy^

'Aloma^ Swingy 10(i
Providence, Sept.

9.

Despite

a liot weekend, mainstemmers • with good product had
plenty to smile about as S.R.O. signs
showed Dractically all over the town.
'Dr. Jeykll and Mr. Hyde' at Loew's
State is headed for the highest gross
in months, desDite a picket line.
Strand has a nifty in 'Aloma of the
South Seas' while Majestic with 'Sun
Valley Serenade' and Albee with
Tom, Dick and Harry.' both holdovers, dolne a knockout biz.
Metropolitan was knocked slightly
off Its pins with refusal of Providence censors to allow the scheduled
appearance of Gyosy Rose Lee, but
on the whole isn't doing so badly,

with Sonny Dunham.
Estimates for This IPcek
Albe» (RKO) (2,200: 28-39-50)—
Dick' (RKO) and 'Lady Scarface' (RKO) (2d wk).
Still nulling
them in for nice $7,000 after knock
Ing off swell $12,000 in opening ses-

Tom,

sion.

Carlton (Fay-Loew) (1,400; 28-3950)—'Ladies Meet' (M-G) and 'Kil'

dare's

days.

Wedding'

(M-G)

run).

(2d

Steppine along to swell $2,800. Last
week 'Wild Geese' (20th) and 'Dance
Hall' (20th) (2d run), ^ood $2,000.
Fay's (Indie) (2,000: 10-25-35)—

•Bowery

Blitzkrieg'
(Mono)
and
'Strawberry Blonde' (reissue). Getting its share for nice $2,800. Last
week 'Raiders of Desert' (U) and
'Tin Pan AUey' (20th) (reissue), good

$2 500

Majestic (Pay) (2,200- 28-39-50)—
'Sun Valley' (20th) and 'Dressed to
'fill* (20th) (2d wk). Proving a winner with nifty $9,500 expected after
swell $11,000 in first week.
Metropolitan (Indie) (3.200; 30-40*5)
Sonny Dunham and his orches-

—

-"s on stage, and 'Deadly Game'
'Mono) on screen. Though not doing
00 badly with a $6,000 take in three<y run, house was hurt by tiie
.

A

Cincinnati, Sept. 9.
better-than-average crop of pix

-

Vaude

$15,000 in Lively

Qeve.; lady Good' 12G; 'Bomber 13G

and naturallng of Phil Harris' ork
for opening of Shubert's vaude-fllm

will snag about $6,200. Last week,
season are giving Cincy's major same films, wonderful $12,500,
houses a strong start for fall. GenRoosevelt (Sterling) (800; 30-40eral biz is high above last week's 50)— 'Dive Bomber' (WB) (3d wk).

mark, which was upped by Labor
Day.
Current screen topper is 'JekyllHyde' at Albee. Of the holdovers,
'Sun Valley Serenade' is clicking a
hefty second-week figure at the
(^rand. Pic turned in one of the

Hot from Orpheum and nice

$3,300.

Last week, 'Hold Ghost' (U), (4th
wk), $2,600, good.
Winter Garden (Sterling) (800; 1630)— 'Hamilton Woman' (UA) and
Angels with Broken Wings' (Rep)
(2d run). Swell $2,700. Last week,
'Love Crazy' (M-G) and 'Ride on
week at Vaquero' (20lh) (2d rUn), big $2,600.

burg's best grosses for last
the Palace.
Harris' band, linked with thrjee
acts and 'Whistling in Dark,' is ma'gneting the Shubert to one of its alllocal
time highs with this policy.
fave, Harris drew swell notices and
extra advance blurbs. This week
winds up his highly successful road
tour. He and his crew now return to
Hollywood for reunion with Jack

A

Wash. Swamped With

Oke Holdovers; 'Hardy'

.

Benny "s

Fine 15^G, 'Bomber'

15G

Jello air show.

Washington, Sept. 9.
Week
Total take is off this week, but
33-40-50)— only because there's not a new film
Socko $14,000. in town.
Everything's either a
Same last week for 'Citizen Kane' holdover or a moveover, all doing
Xife Andy Hardy' at Capinicely.
(RKO).
Capitol (RKO) (2,000; 33-40-50)— tol still seems the winner, though
'Citizen Kane'
(RKO). Moveover being pushed by 'Dive Bomber,' in
from Albee for second week. Fair its second stanza at Earle.
Estimates
(or This Week
Ditto last week on 'Dive
$4,000.
Capitol (Loew) (3,434; 28-39-44-66)
Bomber' (WB) (2d run).
Family (RKO) (1,000; 15-22)— —'Life Andy Hardy' (M-G) (2d wk.),
'Ellery Queen Perfect Crime' (Col) >Ius vaude. Holding to fine $15,500.
and 'Bachelor Daddy' (U), divided Jast week, same film, sizzling $24,with 'Terror' (FA) and 'Paper Bul- 000.
Columbia (Loew) (1,234; 28-44)—
lets'
(PRC), Normal $2,000. l^st
week, 'San Antonio Rose' (U) and Shepherd Hills' (Par) (2d run). No
healthier than its first week, light
'Officer and Lady' (Col), split with
Last week, 'Charley's Aunt'
$4,500.
'Rawhide Rangers' (U) and 'Bullets (20th) (2d run), okay third week,
O'Hara' (WB), nice $2,100.
$5,000.
Grapd (RKO) (1,430; 33-40-50)—
Earle (WB) (2,216; 28-39-44-66)—
(20th).
Transferred 'Dive Bomber' (WB) (2d wk.), plus
'Sun Valley'
from Palace for second week. Ex- stage shows.
Zooming toward a
cellent $6,500. Last week, 'Mr. Jor- solid $15,000. Last week, same bill,
dan' (Col) (2d run), fairly good top-notch $20,000.
$4,500.
Keith's
(RKO) (1,830; 39-55)—
Keith's (Llbson) (1,500; 33-40-50)— Citizen Kane' (RKO) (2d wk.). Still
KildarCs Wedding Day' (M-G). Mild good for at least $10,000 and due to
$4,000. Last w^ek, 'Woman is Mihe' stay on.
Last week, same' film, exEstimates (or This

Albee

(RKO)

(3,300;

'Jekyll-Hyde' (M-G).

(U), dull $3,500.

cellent $13,000.

Lyric (RKO) (1,400; 33-40-50
MetropoliUn (WB) (1,600; 28-44)—
Centary (P-S) (1,600; 28-39-44)— 'Dive Bomber'
A
(WB). Second move-, 'Mr. Jordan' (Col) (2d run).
Andy Hardy' (M-G) (3d wk).
third week on main line. sweetheart at $8,000 and holding for
Has been an exceptionally fine box- over .for
week. Last week,
Winds up run of N.s.h. $2,800. Last week, 'Life Andy third downtown
office performer.
Ghost' (WB), managed an
'Smiling
one big week at State and two here. Hardy' (M-G) (3d run), okay $3,500. average
$5,000.
33-40-50)—
Palace
(RKO)
(2,600;
Last
Set to finish at good $3,500.
28-55)—
Palace (Loew)
(2,242;
week, big $5,000 after splendid $9,500 Our Wife' (Col). Satlsfadtory $9,500.
On
Last week, 'Sun Valley'
(20th), 'Jekyll-Hyde' (M-G) (2d wk.).
initial canto at State.
the build and heading for good $10,Esquire (Berger) (290; 20)—'After wham $15,000 for one of town's tall'
Last week, same picture, just
000.
Mein Kampf (Indie). Timely pic- est takes In a long while.
Shabert (RKO) (2,150; 33-44-60)— fair $15,500.
ture and getting some attention. Fair
$800. Last week, 'Wild Oats' (Indie) 'Whistling in Dark' (M-G) and Phil
Harris' Ork and other vaude. Harris
(2d wk). Oke $700.
Gopher (P-S) (998; 28)—'Under- proving a stellar headliner for thC' 'BOMBER'
Powerful drama atre's reopening and vaudfllm kick(WB).
ground'
pulling them in even without cast off. Sockeroo $17,000 for one of the
$10,000
big
$5,000. house's best all-time takes with pop
names. Looks like very
Last week, 'Parson Panamint' (Par), combo policy,
'Life

'

MONTREAL
WHOPPER AT

light

$2,000

in

Montreal, Sept.

six

days.

Orpheam (P-S)
week •Our Wife' (Col).

'Wild Geese' (20th) snagged fine $6,000 for eight days, house going back
to Saturday opening.

.

Estimates for This Week
Aster (Par-Singer) (900; 15-28)—
'Forced Landing' (Par) and 'Singapore Woman' (WB), in for five days
and heading for good enough $1,100.
'Broadway Limited' (UA) and 'Six
Gun Gold' (RKO), open Thursday
Last week, 'White Zombie'
(11).
(reissue) and 'Wide Open
(Indie)
Town' (Par), split with 'Queen's
Perfect Crime' (Col) and 'Kisses for
Breakfast' (WB), nice $2,300 in nine

makes bow tomorrow (Wed.). disappointingly
35-46-57)—

Stanton

'SmUlng Ghost' (WB). Spine
.getting sunny $5,000.
Last

'Kildare

ris

28-39-44)—
Well liked, but
below expectations. Looks like fair
$6,000, however. Last week, 'Sunny'
(RKO) and George White's 'Scandals' on stage,, rousing $16,000.
SUte (P-S) (2,300; 28-39-44)—
'Blossoms Dust' (M-G). Given great
advertising build-up and proving
Stretching toward
worthy of it.
Last week, 'Aloma'
nifty $8,500.
(2,800;

Seattle

Slips With

Holdovers But'Jordan,'
Ice-Capades' 5G Each
Seattle, Sept.

0,

9.

Brace of double frames indicate
good grosi^ pickup last week and
continueid betterment at most firstruns.
'Dive Bomber' liable to top
town with socko coin and the Abbott-Costello repeat at Palace
likely run large.

.

.

lADlES

TOPPER

MEMPHIS

Hug6 UYz

—

—

9,

depositing a solid chunk of coin into
the
deluxer.
'Dive Bomber' also is showing surprising zoom at the Hipp, and even
'Lady Be Good' is keepmg the State
far above the average mark.
That
local workers in defense plants are
spending their dough again is further demonstrated by the strong biz
Stillman's 'Dr. Jekyll' and Allen's
'Hold That Ghost' are getting on

RKO

moveovers.
Estimates (or This Week
Allen (Printz) (1,200; 10-20-35)—
'Blondie Society' (Col) and 'Citadel
Crime' (Rep), Fairish $1,100 on four
days,
with
'Bowery
Blitzkrieg'
(Mono) and 'Under Fiesta Skies'
(Rep) livelier in the last three days.
$1,200.

Allen (RKO) (3,000; 30-35-42-55)—
'Hold Ghost' (U). Blitzing its way
along to a' powerful $7,200 on the
shiftover from the Hipp, and one of
its top weeks.
Last week, 'Charley's
Aunt*^ (20th) no less potent, graiid
$7,000 on second round.
Circle (Polster)
(1,800; 20-35)—
'Stars Look Down' (M-G) and 'Bullets O'Hara' (WB). Brisk $3,000 or a

shade better. Last week, 'Parson of
Panamint' (Par) and 'Point Widow'
(Par) raised by holidays to a good
$3,000, too.

Hipp (Warner) (3,700; 30-45-42-55)
—'Dive Bomber' (WB). Not enough

femme

appeal,

but

thriller's

flying

high for $13,000, extra fine. Last
week, 'Charley's Aunt' (20th) giggled
up a great $15,000.
Palace (RKO) (3,700; 30-35-42-5566)—'Kildare's Wedding Day' (M-G).
with Billy Gilbert on vaude bill.
Film's purely secondary, with sneezing movie comic and neat lineup of
acts the real pull at $15,000, very
profitable here.
Last week, 'Parachute Battalion' (RKO) and Earl
went cloudCarroll's
'Vanities"

jumping, big $21,500.
State (Loew's) (3,450; 30-35-42-55)
Lady Be Good' (M-G). A bit soapbubbly for this time of the year, but
catching around $12,000 through good
exploitation.
Last week, 'JekyllHySe' (M-G) batted out a three-base

—

hit, $18,000.

Stillman (Loew's) (1,972; 30-35-42-

55)— 'Jekyll-Hyde'

(M-G).

SUU

Slacking a b.o. wallop on a moveover
or a second chapter, terrific $7,500
in sight. Last week, 'Whistling Dark'
(M-G) (2d wk), very satisfactory at
$4,000.

ladies Meet' $15,000
In Balto; 'Badlands' 9G,

will

Estimates for This Week
30-45-62)—
Palace (CT)
(2,700;
'Hold Ghost' (U).
Second, week.
Pointing to handsome $7,000 after ex-

weather began with Labor
day holiday to dovetail with fall pic
(Par), light $6,400.
Uptown (Par) (1,100; 28-39)—'Bride tures, adding up to steady gross
Holdovers again prevail, cellent $9,000 last week.
First neighborhood strength.
C.O.D.' (WB).
Capitol (CT)
(2,700; 30-45-62)—
showing. Good $2,700 in prospect. along with moveovets. 'Dragon' is
Last week, 'Met Bombay' (M-G), steady at the Blue Mouse going into Barnacle Bill' (M-G) and '3 Sons
its third week.
Orpheum and Palo- Guns' (WB). Good $6,500. Last
first neighborhood showing, $2,500,
mar have new bills, 'Woman is Mine' week, 'Life Andy Hardy' (il-G) and
satisfactory.
World (Par-Steffes) (350; 28-39-44- headlining former, while 'Ice-Ca 'Get Away' (M-G), very good $8,000.
Loew's (CT) (2,800; 35-53-67)—
55)—'Aloma' (Par) (2d wk). Moved pades' solos at Palomar along with
'Dive Bomber' (WB). Best in Town,
here from State. Faltering to light the usual vaude.
Estimates for This Week
socko $10,000. Last week, 'Aloma'
$900.
Last week, 'Moon Miami'
Blue Moose (Hamrick-Evergreen) (Par), good $7,500.
(20th) (2d> wk), mild $1,000.
(850- 30-40-50)— 'Dragon' (RKO) and
Princess (CT) (2,300; 30-40-53)—
'Meet Again' (RKO) (3d wk). Drag, 'Today We Live' (M-G) and 'Dr. Kilging at $1,800. Last week, same films, dare Wedding' (M-G). Fair $3,000.
swell $3,400.
MEET' $6,500
Liast week, 'World Premiere' (Par)
Collseam (H-E) (1,900; 21-32)
and 'Forced Landing' (Par), so-so
'Bride C.O.D.' (WB) and 'Big Storm' $2,500.
IN
(M-G) (2d run). Sauntering along
Orpheum (Ind) (1,100; 30-40-60)at okay $2,700. Last week, 'Caught 'Topper Returns' (UA) and 'Dark
Draff
(Par)
and
'Shepherd
Hills'
Streets Cairo' (U) (2d wk).
Good
Memphis, Sept. 9.
$3,000 ahead after nice $4,000 last
'When Ladies Meet' is pacing the (Par) (2d run) $3,200, excellent.
Fifth Avenue (H-E) (2,349; 30-40- week.
field at Loew's State, while 'Our
Cinema de Paris (France-Film)
Wife' is doing almost as well at the 50)— 'Ladies Meet' (M-G) and 'Ringside Maisie' (M-G) (2d wk). Good (600; 30-60)— 'L'Empreinte du Dieu.'
Malco.
$5,500. Last week, same films, grand Back to pre-summer days with good
Estimates (or This Week
$10,300.
Last week, third
$1,500 probable.
Warner (WB) (2,000: 10-33-44)—
Liberty (J-vH) (1,650; 30-40-50!
frame of 'Gens du Voyage,' poor $700.
'SmUing Ghost' (WB).
Nothing 'Mr. Jordan' (Col) (2d wk). Headed
St Denis (France - Film) (2,300;
much with local appeal: fair $3,000. for a big $5,500. Last week, same 30-40) 'Champagne Valse' and. 'Mile
however. Last week. 'Dive Bomber' film, great $6,800.
Josette, ma Femme,'
Going great
(WB) (2d .wk), $2,800. not bad.
Music Box (H-E) (850; 30-40-50)— guns for big $6,000. Last week, 'Le
Palace (Loew) (2,200: 10-33-44)— •Life Andy Hardy' (M-G) and 'Navy Revolte' andf 'Naples, Baiser de Feu,'
'Wild Geese' (20th).
Divided reac. Blue, Gold' (M-G) (4th wk). Mighty very good $5,600.
tion.
looks .like 'mebbe weakish nice at $2,500, and final week. Last
$3,500.
Last week, 'Jekyll-Hyde' week, same films, $4,000, immense.
(M-G), $6,000, okay.
Orpheum (Hamrick - Evergreen)
Slate (Loew) (2,600; 10-33-44)— (2,600: 30-40-50)—'Woman Mine' (U) 'Bomber* Great $16,500
'Ladles Meet' (M-G). Four favorite and 'Very Young Lady' (20th). PlayIn J.C.; 'Aunt'
film stars and good notices helping ing up the feminine but only fairish
to $6,500, swell.
Last week, 'Sun $6,500 because of opposition new
Jersey City, Sept, 9.
Valley' (20th), $6,300, very good.
shows.
Last week, 'Dive Bomber'
'Dive Bomber' is doing terrific
Malco (Lirttman) (2.800; 10-33- (WB) (2d wk), marvelous $7,500.
business at the Stanley this week.
44)— 'Our Wife' (Col). Montgomery
Palomar (Sterling) (1,350; 21-40)
Slightly behind it the limited-sized
developing real pull, poking toward 'Ice-Capades' (Rep) and stage show. State Is getting another fine gross
goodish $6,000.
Last week, 'Aloma' Getting a trim $5,000. mighty fine for with 'Charley's Aunt,'
(Par), $6,200, a hit.
this spot Last week, Tiesta Stars'
EsUmatei for This Week
Strand (Lightman) (1,000; 10-22-33) (Rep) and 'Rags to Riches' (Rep)
Loew'a (Loew's) (3,205; 28-33-50)—
'Blondie Society' (Col) and 'Bach- plus vaude, Fifl D'Orsay helping -to 'Mr. Jordan' (Col) and 'First Beau'
elor Daddy' (U), split week.
Both land $5,300. big.
(Col) (2d wk).
Best that caii be
fairish program draws to $1,500.
Paramount (H-E) (3,039; 30-40-50) hoped for Is fair $9,500. Last week,
Last week, 'Country Fair' (Rep),
'CharUe's Aunt'. (20th) and 'Private good $14,500.
three days; 'Raiders Desert* (U), two Nurse' (20th) (2d wk).
Holding
SUnley (WB) (4,500; 30-35-55)—
days; and 'Sunset Wyoming' (Rep), fairly well on second session anc 'Dive Bomber' (WB) and 'Rags to
Fall

Cleveland, Sept.

Autunm convention trade is sweetenlng grosses and offsetting the drop
in matinee trade since the schools
reopened. Palace is back in clover
again with the resumption of vaude,
with Billy (Sneezy) Gilbert's stage
bill plus 'Klldare's Wedding Day'

'Bomber' Big 2d Wk.
Baltimore, Sept 9.
Plethora of h.o. films featuring this
week's lineup here but not hurting
the boxoffice take. Only two newcomers, 'When Ladies Meet,' at
Iioew's Centur/, and 'Badlands of
Dakota,' at Keith's, are faring well
Of the repeaters, 'Dive Bomber,' at
the Stanley, is holding a healthy
pace.

Estimates for This

Week

Century (Loew's-UA) (3,000; 1528-44)— 'Ladies Meet' (M-G) Attracting steady trade particularly in daytime with robust $15,000. Last week,
'JekyU-Hyde' (M-G)' held up in
healthy fashion at $15,800.

Hippodrome

(Rappaport)

(2,250;

15-28-39-44-55-66)— 'Mr. Jordan'(Col)
(2d wk) plus new stage layout of
Major Bowes'- All-Star Parade of
1941.
Holding nicely probably due
to the stage talent, Bowes' units al-

ways nlttlng pay dirt here. Should
reach a satisfying $12,000, okay after
a first round last week tied to Giro
Rlmac's Pan-American revue which
hit $15,200.

Keith's (Schanberger) (2,406; 1528-39-44)—'Badlands of DakoU' (U).
Fairly steady at sturdy $9,000. Last
week, 'Woman Is Mine' (U) reached
$7,600 with considerable help from
holiday weekend.
New (Mechanic) (1.581; 15-28-3544)—'Sun Valley' (20th) (2d wk).
Holding strong pace to $5,000 after a
rosy $8,300 on the opening sesh, both
good figures for limited capacity
here.

Stanley (WB) (3,280; 15-28-39-4455)—'Dive Bomber' (WB) (2d wk).
Still booming at $14,000 after ringing
the bell solidly on first round with

socko $17,600,
Riches' (Rep). Swell $16,500 anticipated. Last week, 'Hold Ghost' (U)
and 'Private Nurse' (20th), fine
$16,000.

State (SkOuras) (2,150; 30-35-55)—
'Charley's Aunt' (20th) and 'Dressec"
to Kill' (20th). This dual destined to
catch huge $14,500. Last week; 'Kls.°
Boys' (Par) and 'Officer Lady' (Col),
fair $8,000.

BROOKLYN

'JeM' <>Bnt

$19'000 in Frisco

'Sons

Des|Hte Heat Wave; ladies 16G

is still brisk.
'Fantasia' also is
likely to ride

City Grosses

Esthnated Total Gross

Thb Week
(Based on 28

cities,

tres, chiefly jtTst runs,

doing okay, but

W. y.)
Total Gross Same
Last Tear..

beyond a third

(Based on 25

trade
Isn't

Key

week on Its present revival sked.
Everything depends on the weather,
with estimates likely to take a sudden switch either way If the therany more capers.
mometer
Today (Admission Day) has been
proclaimed a State holiday, which

$l,9e2,lM
189 theatncludlng

Week

cities,

$1,644,340

160 theatres)

ana 'Prisoner on Devil's Island.'
Holdovers at Brooklyn Paramount

Albee (RKO)

(3,274;

drew strong $19,000.
Fox (Fabian) (4,023; 30-40-50-55)—

$13,000.

Met (Loew's) (3,618; 30-40-50-55)—
'Life Andy Hardy' (M-G) and 'Whisand 'Ringside Maizie' (M-G),
quiet $13,500.
Paramount (Fabian) (4,126; 30-40(Par) and
Boys'
50-55)
'Kiss
'Officer and Lady' (Col) (2d wk).
Last week,
Satisfactory
$15,000.
swell $22,000.
Strand (WB) (2,800: 30r40-5O-55 )—
'3
Sons o' Guns' (WB) and stage
show with Ella Fitzgerald band and
Last
Slick $14,500.
4 Ink Spots.
week. 'World Premiere' (Par) plus

Vaughn Monroe's band and Dinah
Shore on stage, good $13,500 House
plays only Friday through Monday.

'Ladies Meet' Fancy

$8,700

in

So-So Omaha;

"Man Hunt' Strong 9Ki
Omaha,

Sept.

9.

•Man Hunt' and 'Kisses for Breakare doing okay at the Orpheum,
"When Ladies Meet' and
while
'Forced Landing' at the Omaha are
giving a good tone to the town. Secfast'

—

•

Denver, Sept

9.

Matinee business Is droppmg off
with nights and weekends picking
up as usual with the arrival of fall.
However, biz is topflight in all spots.
Estiinstes for Thtj Week
AtaddiA (Fox) (1,400; 25-40)—'Sun

week at Denver
and day-date with Broadway. Nice
$5,500.
Last week, 'Dive Bomber'
(WB), neat $4,500 after week at
Valley* (20th), after

Denver.

Broadway (Pox) (1,040; 23-40)—
'Sun Valley*' (20th), after week at
Denver and day-date with Aladdin.
Good $3,000. Last week, 'Ijfe Andy
Hardy'
(M-G) ai^d 'They Meet
Again' (RKO), after two weeks at
Orpheum,

fair $2,500.

Denham (Cockrill) (1,750; 25-3940)—'Aloma' (Par) (2d wk). Fine
$10,000. Last week 'Aloma' did fine
$12,000.

Denver (Fox)

(2,525;

Town

of the draw.

25-35-40)—

•Mr. Jordan'

(Col) and 'Dressed to
Kill'
'(20th).
Slick
for
$11,000
combo.
Last week, 'Sun Valley'
(20th) and 'EUery Queen's Perfect
Crime* (Col), fine $13,000.
Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 25-35-40)
'CiUzen Kane' (RKO) (2d wk) and

—

TCildare's
Wedding Day' (M-G).
Feeble $7,000. Last week, 'Citizen
Kane" (RKO) and 'Scattergood Meets
Broadway' (RKO), neat $11,000.
ParamoMt (Fox) (2,200; 25-40)—

'Dive Bomber' (WB), after week at
each Denver and Aladdin, and
'Father Steps Out' (Mono). Robust
$6,500.
Last week, 'Ruggles Red
Gap (Par) (reissue) and 'Broadway
Limited' (UA), good $6,500.
BMto (Fox) (878; 25-40)—'Ruggles

Red Oap' (Par), after week at Paramount, and 'Border Vigilantes' (Par).

Good $2,000.
Last week,. 'Hold
Ghost' (U), after week at each Denver and Aladdin, and 'Robbers
Range' (RKO), nice $2,000.

Rialto (Fourth Avenue) (3,400; 15Valley'
(20th)
and
'Dressed to Kill' (20th). Combo of
Henie name on marquee, and presence in cast of Milton Berle and
Glenn Miller's ork is reason enough
for swell $9,500, and possible h. o.
Last week, 'Aloma' (Par) and 'Fly(Par) topped the town
ing; Blind'
with strong $8,500 and moveover.
Strand (Fourth Avenue) (1,400;
Battalion'
15-30-40)
'Parachute
(RKO) and 'Scattergood Meets
Broadway' (RKO), plus March of
Pulling in some biz from
Time.
State Fair visitors, probably fine

—

$3,800.

'Sun Valley' Lincoln
Leader,

Smash

$5,000

Upbeat

Los Angeles, Sept.

Broadway Grosses

(Goldberg)

(1.500; 10-20-25)

—'Bad Man Deadwood'

(Rep). 'I«dy
(U), 'Cowboy Blonde'
(20th) triple) split with 'Range War'

Cheyenne'
(PRC),

'Adventure

Washington'

(Col)
and 'Slnghig Hills' (Rep),
'Dreaming Loud" (RKO) and 'Meet
John Doe' (WB), fair $900. Last
week, 'WWe Open Town' (Par),
'Caught Draft' (Par) and 'Man Lost
Self (U) split triple with "Thunder-

ing Frontier' (Col), 'Biscuit Eater'
'Desert Bandit' (Rep), Blood

and

Sand' (20th), 'Parole Fixer'
ordinary $1,000.

(Par),

Avenue - Military - Dondee (Goldberg) (960-800-300: $25).— 'In Navy'
(U) and "Night Lisbon' (Par) split
with 'Quarterback' (Par). 'Bad Men
Missouri' and 'Cowboy Blonde' (20)
at the Avenue and Military, with
'Shming Victory' (WB), 'Quarterback' (Par) and 'Cowboy Blonde'
Last
(20) at the Dundee, fair $900.
week, 'Dictator' (U). 'Rookies Parade' (Rep), split with 'Lady Cheyenne' (U). 'Blondie Society' (Col)
(WB),
"Underground'
good
and

.

9.

The business upswing registered
week is being maintained all

last

Estimated Total Gross
This Week
.$4«5,3M
!

. .

.

on 14 theatres)

('Based

Total Gross
Last Tear

Same Week
$341,609

CBosed on 12 theatres)

Hob Leader, $30,000;
'JekyH' Ditto

2d Wk.

Boston, Sept.

9.

Good business all around this
week with the new season opening
up with spiffy b.o.
Miller on the stage

reaction.

Is

RKO

way out

Boston (RKO)

(3,200;

the

line.

general.

Chinese, heading for $31,000 at both
houses.
'Navy Blues' built quickly
to a fine $22,000 for the combined

Hollywood and Downtown.
Holdovers and moveovers also are
dunking Into the gravy tain. 'Alcma
of the South Seas is ringing up $15,000 at the Paramount while 'Sun
Valley'

doing $7,000 at the Wilt-

is

shire.

Estimates for This

Week

Carthay Circle (F-WC) (1,518; 83Glenn $1.10-$1.65)— 'FanUsia' (Disney) (32d

of the
Bosin front with indications that he'll top his gross here a
year ago. 'Jekyll and Hyde' dualled
with 'Whistling in the Dark* at the
Orpheum and State is a strong holdover, and 'Citizen Kane' is ditto in
its second week at the Memorial.
'Wild Geese Calling' is the standout
of the new product lineup.
EsUmateg for Tkls Week

ton

Mall Carrier and
Florists' conventions boosted grosses
but_the trend towards better attendance at picture houses appears to be
along

'Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde' is doing
turnaway business at the State and

Miller-mrfie' Big

44-55-65)—

'Horry Charlie' (RKO) and Glenn
Miller stage show on a flve-a-day
schedule over the weekend is headed
for big coin, around $30,000.
Idst
week 'Private Nurse' (20th) and
stage show topped by Gypsy Rose
Lee, Billy Gilbert and Frank Libuse
turned In a nifty $22,700.

wk).
nered

Day

Last week garwith Labor

.<?trong $5,300.

excellent $6,900
visitors helping.

(Grauman-F-WC)

Chinese

(2,034;

—

'Jekyll-Mr.
Hyde'
(M-G) and 'Down San Diego' (M-G).
Rolling up hefty $14,000. Last week,
'Sun Valley' (20th) and 'Charlie
30-44-55-75)

.

Chan in Rio' (20th),Tieat $13,800.
Downtown (WB) .(1,800; 20-44-55)
-'Navy Blues' (WB) opened strong
single billed with $12,000 in the bag.
Last week, 'Dive Boml>eT' (WB) (2d
wk). rang up strong $12,000 on repeat.
Four Star (UA-F-WC) (900; 30-4455)— 'Stars Look Down' (M-G) (2dwk). Sliding to poor $2,700. Opening

week wound up with

$4,400,

under

expectations.

Hollywood (WB) (2,756; 30-44-55)
Fenway (MitP) (U73: 28-39-4455)— 'Aloma' (Par) and 'Bride Wore —'Navy Blues' (WB) grabbing off
Crutches'

(20th)

(both

continued

from Met), aiming at pleasing $9,000.
Last week 'Dive Bomber' (WB) and
'Passage Hongkong* (WB) (both continued from two weeks at Met),
same.
Keith Memorial (RKO) (2,900: 2839-44-55)— 'Kane' (RKO) and 'Scattergood Broadway' (RKO). holdover,
will hit around $16,000 with possible
third stanza In sight. First week this
combo tallied $22,300, very good.
MettopoIitoB (M&P) (4,367; 28-3944-55)— 'Wild Geese' (20th) and 'IceCapades' (Rep), shaping up to $18,000, good. Last week 'Aloipa' (Par)
and 'Bride Wore Crutches' (20th),

neat $10,000.

line Warner product appears to be
worklne out for the two houses. Last
week, 'Dive Bomber* (WB) (2d wk),
came through with topnotch $9,000.

Orpheam (B'way)

(2,200; 30-44-55)

—•Two in a Taxi' (Col) and 'Crocked
Nuts' (U) with The Merry Macs
heading stage show, hangup $8,000.
Last week, 'Passage From Hongkong'
(WB) and 'Sweetheart of CampuS"
(Col) with Nick Lucas on stage,
okay

$8,800.

Panteges (Pan)

(2,812;

30-44-55)—

'Caroline' (RKO) (2d wk) and 'Scattertrood Meets Broadway' (RKO),
bulldine up for good $8,000. Last

week,

$17,000.

Single billing for top-

'Caroline*,

and

Hme

Out For

Orphenm (Loew) (2,900; 28-39-44- Rhythm' (Col), spurted suddenly
55)—'Jekyll and Hyde' (M-G) and into the holdover class with robust
'Whistling in Dark' (M-G). seonnd $13,500 after a weak opening.
week, will scare up around $18,000,
Paramoont (Par) i3fiK; 30-44-55very good. First week same duo 75)— 'Aloma* (Par) (2d wk) end
took $24,000, smash.

Parunount (MAP)

(1,797;

28-39-

44-55)— 'Aloma'

(Par) and 'Bride
Wore Crutches' (20th) (both continued from Met) Indicating $7,000,
okay.
Last week 'Dive Bomber*
(WB) and 'Passage Hongkong' (WB)
(both continued from two weeks at
Met), $7.S0O.
Stato (Loew) (3,600; 28-39-44-55)—
'Jekyll and Hyde* (M-G) and 'Whistling in Dark' (M-G), holdover, raking in around $12,000, slick.
First
week socko $16,400.
Translax (Translux) (900; 13-2544) 'Hurricane Smith' (Rep) and
Lion Has Wings' (UA), tallying so-so
$2,000.
Last week 'Cock of Air'

—

(UA) and 'Two

in Taxi' (Col), $2,500.

'JekyU' Socko $12,500

Tops Better Indpls.

'Puddin' Head* (Rep) with stage
show, pulling okay $15,000.
I^ast
week, 'Aloma' soloing with stage
registered smash $2B,0O0.

show

BKO (RKO)

(2,872;

30-44-35)—

'Caroline*
(RKO) (2d
'Hurry, Charlie' (RKO).

wk)

and
Word-of-

mouth sending the Ronald Colman
picture along to good returns with

approximately $7,000.
Last week
'(Caroline' and 'Time For Rhythm'
(Col),

big $11,700.

S(a(« (Loew-F-WC) (2,204; 30-4455-73 )-i'Jekyll-Hyde'
(M-O) and
*Down San Diego' (M-G). Smash
$17,000.

Last

week,

'Sun

Valley*

(20th) and 'Charlie Chan in Rio'
(20 h), ran? ben for fine $17,600.
United Artists (UA-F-WC) (2,100:
30-44-!55)—'Sun Valley' (20th) and
(Charlie Chan In Hlo' (20th), first
rate $5.000 on moveover. Last week.
'Our Wife* (Col) ami 'Richest Man
Town. (Col). DOor $2,200.
Wllshire (F-WC> (2,Z9«: 30-<4-35)
'Sun Valley' (20th) and 'Charlie
Chan in Rio' (?Oth>, heading for $7,000 oh moveover, Last week, 'Ll*e
Andv Hardy' (M-G) (2d wk> and

Indlanapqlis, Sept 9.
With ;he Lyric dropping stage
shows and swinging Into a holdover Broadway Limited' (UA).
house, about $6,000 per week is re-

leased
for
distribution
to
other
houses in the downtown sector. This
week, Loew's is grabbing off the
lion's share with, socko business on
'Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde' dualled
$1,000.
with 'Whistling in the Dark.' Indiana
is doing nicely with 'Manpower' and
'Bachelor Daddy.'
end with plump red $2,600. Last
Estimates tor this Week
bargain policy.
^
nine
days
'Aloma'
(Par).
Got
week,
Circle (Katz-Dolle) (2,600; 25-30Influx of school kids, which will
for juicy $4,100.
40)— 'Underground' (WB) and 'Out
reach 7,000 for three colleges in town
Nebraska (J. H. Cooper-Par) (I,bf the middle of the month, is al- 230; 10-15-20)— 'Lady Red Hair' (WB) Of Fog' (WB), okay $7,300. Last
week, 'Aloma' (Par) and 'World
ready being felt. Last week's 73d
'Accent on Love' (20th). Sound Premiere'
(Par), ditto $6,700.
annual State Fair proved not so dis- and
Il,ast
week, ^'Old Colorado'
$1,900.
Indiana (Katz-Dolle) (3,100; 25-30astrous as showmen feared.
(WB). 40)—
(Par) and Tather's Son'
'Manpower' (WB) and 'BacheEstimates for This Week
Just average $1,500.
lor Daddy' (U) good $8,500.
Last
Stuart (J. H. Cooper-Par) (1,884;
Colonial (Monroe-Noble -Federer)
week, 'Dive Bomber' (WB) and
Best
(750; 10-15)— 'Lone Rider Ambushed' 10-25-40)— 'Sun Valley' (20th).
'Whispering
Smith' thing since GWTW. Looks for cinch March of Time, nice $9,500.
(PRC)
and
L»ew's (Loew's) (2i400; 25-30-40)—
(PRC) split with 'Great Train Rob- $5,000, smasho. Probably will gel
bery' (Rep) and 'Texas Stagecoach' h.o.
Last week, 'Whistling Dark' 'Dr. JekyU' (M-G) and 'Whistling in
Last
(Col). B.o. upsurge felt even in this (M-G). Good reviews and word-ol- Dark' (M-G), socko $12,500.
week, 'Ladies Meet' (M-G) and 'Get
opry house, solid $1,10(F. Last week, mouth brought $2,900, strong.
Varsity (Noble-Federer) (1,100; 10- Away' (M-G) good $9,200.
'Girl Havana' (Rep) and 'BlUy Kid
Lyric (Kats-CoUe) (1,000; 25-30SanU Fe' (PRC) split with 'SUIl 20-25)—'Jungle Cavakade" (RKO).
Alive" (RKO) and 'Arizona Bound' Nobody can explain why, but win 40)—'Dive Bomber' (WB) (2d wk)
(Mono). So-so $900.
grab hefty $2,300. Last week, 'Son w^nk $4,000 after going big in first
Lincoln (J. H. Cooper-Par) (1,503; o' Cons' (WB). Manager was calling stanza at Indiana. Last week, 'Sons
10-25-40)r-'Woman Is Mine' (U). 'em something worse.
Five days, O'Gtms' (WB> atnd Del Courtney
Bucking terrific competltkm should weak $1,360.
OTCb on stage, okay $11,000.
Lincoln. Neb., Sept. 9.
Whammo 'Sun Valley Serenade' is
leading the pack with the HenieGlenn Miller ahead of 'Caught in the
Draft' at same scale in the Sluarti
Frank Buck's 'Jungle )Cavalcade' is
making money for the Varsity, one
of the few winners on the summer

"Navy Blues'

Tilts

—

—

30-40)— 'Sun

LA;

To$22,000Ditto/Alonia'15G2dWk.

30-40-50-55)—

'Charley's Aunt' (20th) (2d wk) and
Takes Wife' (20th) will
snare neat $14,000. Last week, Benny
flicker and 'Dressed to Kill' (20th)

'Farmer

Poraaiomt (F-WC) (2,470; 35-40- $2,400.
50)— 'Ladles Meet' (M-O) and 'Whis- - Kentucky (Switow) (1,200; 15-25) ond week of 'Citizen Kane' and 'Retling Dark' (M-G). Possible $16,000, —'John Doe" (WB) and 'Knew All pent at Leisure,' at Brandeis, is just
Doing usual con- fair.
barring too much weather. Last (3d- Answers' (Col).
All right $1,500.
final) week, 'Life Andy Hardy' (M- sistently good biz.
Estimates for This Week
G) and 'Kildare's Wedding' (M-G) Last week, 'Blood Sand' r20th) and
Orphemn (Tristates) (3,000; 10-30
Zoomed to 40)—"Man Hunt' (20th) and 'Kisses
finished in the groove with $9,000, 'Night Lisbon' (Par).
fine. $1,700.
way over expectations.
Breakfast' (WB), good $9,500. Last
15Loew's
State
<Loew's)
(3,300;
St. Franeb (F-WC) (1,475; 35-40week, 'Sun Valley^ (20th) and 'Ac50)—'Sun Valley' (20th) and 'Private 30-40)— 'Ladies Meet' (M-G) and cent Love' (20th), Arte $10,000.
Nurse' (20th) (moved from Fox). 'Blondie Society' (Col). Business is
OnwiM (Tristates) (2,000; 10-30-40)
Second week on the street will bring getting a healthy share of down- —'Ladies Meet' (M-G) and 'Forced
traffic.
Satisfactory $8,000.
this house $6,000, slightly over aver- town
Landing' (Par), acceptable $8,700.
age. Last week, moveover of 'Wild Last week, 'JekyU-Hyde' (M-G) and Last week, 'Aloma' (Par) and 'Point
Geese' (20th) and 'Very Young Lady' 'Whistling Dark' (M-G) with help Widow' (Par), good $8,900.
of Labor Day and long week-end
(20th) held up for okay $B,000.
Brandeis (Mort Singer) (1,500; 10Vnfted Artists (UA-Blumbenfeld) holiday, about same $8,000.
Second week of 'Citizen
Mary Anderson (Llbson) (1,000; 25-33-40)
35-4(^-50)—'Major
Barbara'
(1,200;
Kane' (RKO) and 'Repent Leisure'
(UA) and Tanks a Million' (UA). $1-62-30)— 'Sgt. York' (WB) (3d Wk). (RKO), light $3,400. Last week, good
Beopens today under new ownership. Final stanza for this special, fine $4,100.
Former Herman Cohen house started $5,000, sweet after last week's rousState (Goldberg) (900; 25-35)—'In
ing $9,000.
Its annual summer layoff last week
National (Indie) (2.400; 16-35-50- Navy' (U) and 'Night Lisbon' (Par)
In July.
.split with 'Mr. Dynamite' (U), 'Bad
WarHeld (F-WC) (2,650; 33-40-50) 60)— 'Naval Academy' (Col) with Men Missouri' (WB) and 'Quartershow Tlello
'Aloma' (Par) and "Lady Louisiana' Bert Smith's stage
girl back' (Par). Last half of week, usual
vaude
Louisville'
with
acts
and
(Rep) (2d wk). Not too strong here,
orices (10-20-25), very good $1,100.
with fair $7,000. First week dropped line. Playing four shows Saturday Last week (10-20-23), 'Dictator' (UA)
midnight show Sato(f to $13,000 despite Lal>or Day and and Sunday, and
urday night, three shows balance of and 'Rookies Parade' (Rep) split
Dr. I. Q. on stage.
the week. Biz was capacity at nights with "Lady Cheyenne' (U), 'Blondle
over the week end. Bumper $11,- Socletfy' (Col) and "Underground'
000 with stage show providing bulk (WB), pretty fair $900.

Denrer; 'Aloma' Big H.O.

$31,000 in 2 Spots

RKO

Albee also are in the chips.
and
Strand with stage shows and flickers
looks promising.
Estimates tor Tliis Week

ladies' Slick $8,000
(M-G)

(F-WC) (5,000; 35-40-50)—
and Hyde' (M-G) and 'Down
Louisville, Sept. 9.
San Die([0' (M-G). Going great guns
Biz at The flrst-rgns is shaping up
despite heat wave. May get $19,000,
Last week, 'Sun Valley' okay, with 'Sun Valley Serenade'
superb.
(20th) and 'Private Nurse' (20th) at the Rialto pulling 'em In In flocks,
helped by Labor Day to an excellent particularly the young element lured
$19,000, topping expectations.
by Sonya Henie and Glenn Miller's
Geary (Curran) (1,2«6; 57-77-1. 10- band. 'When Ladies Meet' also Is
1.65)— 'Fantasia' (RKO) (2d wk). doing nicely
at Loew's State.
Mail orders are still strong for the
State Fair week started Saturday
night shows, but light mats will hold (6) with Renfro Valley Barn Daiice
this to under $6.000. 1.ast (1st) week's as the leading
event Fair is closing
big opening slipped when school Saturday
(13)
with
the $10,000
started, holding the take to $7,600, Horse Show.
Pic houses are derivway under' expectations, but still ing some benefit from the visitors
okay.
in town. National (2,400-seat vaudeGolden Oat* (RKO) (2,850; 39-44- fllmer) opened Friday (5) to four
55)— 'Citizen Kane'
(RKO) and near-capacity shows.
House has
vaude (2d wk). Heat hurting, but been leased by Anthony and Gatto.
still good for huge $14^00, and holds
Estimates for This Week
a third. First week tremendous at
Brown (Locw's-Fourth Avenue)
$21,900.
Orpheura (Blumenfeld) (2,400; 35- (1,400; 15-30-40)— 'Aloma' (Par) and
40-50)— 'Mr. Jordan' (Col) (4th wk) 'Flying Blind' (Par). Moved over
and 'Officer and Lady' <2d wk). Final here after bumper week at Rialto.
frame of five days coraUed last- Fine $2,500. I^st week, 'Life Andy
minute stragglers for okay $5,900. Hardy' (M-G) and 'Queen Perfect
Last (3d) week held up for a strong Crime' (Col), third downtown week,
and second at this house, healthy
$8,500.
Fox

'JoriU' sock 111,1

In

tling in Dark' (M-G), attractive $18,Last week, 'Stars Look Down'
000.

•Jekyll

Smash

'JekyD'

Days—'JordMi' ZOG

Brooklyn, Sept. 9.
Business is lx>oming in the downtown sector of City of Churches,
especially at Fabian Fox, which is
displaying 'Here Comes Mr. Jordan'

good

In Lively LooisviHe;

help, with banks, etc., closed.
Estimates tor This Week

11

BOOMS

'Mr. Jordan' (Col) and 'Prisoner on
Devil's Island' (WB), nifty $20,000.
La.'st week, 'Bad Men Missouri' (WB)
and 'Perfect Crime' (Col) (2d wk),

'Sun Valley' $9,500

cuts

may

BIZ

Oani'-FMigerald-lak Spots

o'

fl4j;00 In 4

San Francisco, Sept. 9.
Record-breaking hot weather here
sloughed matinees and slowed up
Reopening of school
evening bte.
also took Its toa Despite the heat,
'Dr. Jekyir will do nicely at the Fox,
while "When Ladles Meet' seems to
at the Paramount
up
holding
be
Second week of 'Citizen Kane' was
nicked sharply by the sun, although

GKOSm

PICTUBE

^e^nesday, Septcmbw 10, 1941

'Aloma's' 2d

Weak

peat

$4,600.

NEWARK

H.O^S IN

OK

$f^.O0O:

'Annt' Re-

$13,000

Newark, Sept.

9.

Holdovers predomhiate among the
downtown theatres, with every major hou!;e running Its bill a second
week,
Esthnatei tor This Week
ParAMomrt (Adams- Par) (2,000;
30-3S-44-55)— 'Aloma
South
Seas'
(Par) and 'Parson Panamint' (Par)
(both 2d wk). Weak $8,000 in view.
Last week, sweet $13,000.
Proctor**

—'Charley's

(RKO)

(2,400;

Aunt'

(20th)

28-44-55)
(2d wk)

and
'Jungle
Cavalcade'
(RKO).
Should take fine $13,000. Last week,
'Aunt' and 'Dressed Kill' (20th),
smash $16,500.
LiUi^ (Franklin) (300; 33-39-44-5S)
—'Intermezzo' (UA) and 'Midnight'
(Par) (both 2d wk).
Nice $1,200.
Last week, good $1,400.
Slate (Loew's) (2,600;. 28-33-44-S5)
—'Mr. Jordan' (Col) and 'First Beatf
(Col) (both 2d wk). Nice $11,000
seen. Last week, swell $15;009.
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United Detroit Again Horrors'

Up

Willkie

A Metro Pic and Improves the B.O.;

Following up

A

Woman's

Detroit, Sept. 9.
exploitation on

a la Crawford

Kent-McCarthy Hnddling

its

Face'—which

caused

Returning to New York Monday
to revise its national camIslands home
on the picture—United Detroit (8) from his Thousand
the summer, Sidney
theatres here'has repeated the trick where he spent
»»_ »T„j„'
'lp
'
R. Kent has on his agenda for at
with 'Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde.'
j.
^ ^
(Wed.) discussions
today
With stills too prettified consider- tention
Charles R. McCarthy lookmg
mg he horror slant on a class pic- with
to his remaining at 20th-Fox
ture the chain sliced into the film
When McCarthy resigned last
Tracy's face

Metro
•^paign

N.Y. Pix House Mgrs.; Focus on RKO

of worship, freedom of speech, freeto choose his government without interference, and freedom to live

economic

to Unionize

'is^sl

dom
in

'Jei[yll-Hyde' Bally

ScoreTl New EEEE Body Out

—Continued from page

security.'

By holding such a drumhead trial,
Lnpino as 'Juke GirF
the isolationists are jeopardizing
fundamental liberties and disregarding the Bill of Rights, Willkie argued.
Hollywood, Sept. 0.
He said there is no reason why, if
Warners called Ida Lupino back to
such an investigation is legal, a Congressional bloc cannot squelch in- the home lot for the top role in *Juke
in Burbank since
job
dividual opinions and make (every- Girl,' her first
she played in 'Out of the Fog.' Her
body goose-step.
latest chore was In 'Ladles In ReRadio, Then the Press
tirement' es a loanout to Columbia.
'I cannot let pass this opportunity
Jerry Wald and Jack Saper are
genuine dangers
the

of

Steps looking to the unionization
house managers, assistants and

treasurers in picture theatres, long

but slow in materializbeing taken in Greater New

in prospect,
ing, are

York by an organization known as
the Exhibition, Exposition ii Entertainment Employees. It has no di-

rect affiliation as yet with either the
American Federation of Labor or the
very
warn of
Congress of Industrial Organizations,
involved In the type of investigation co-producers on 'Juke.'
though expected to ultimately land
which you are now proposing to
Augustus
in one of these camps.
'The radio busistart,' he declared.
Gerber heads the new union and is
ness is already Included In the origiiw ibVowup of Spencer
ICANE'
He was formerly with
its organizer.
From the motion UJ).
nal resolution.
the Theatrical Managers, Agents &,
picture and radio industries, it Is just
Treasurers which organized the lea small step to the newspapers,
git field.
magazines and other periodicals.
use of the ugly side of things. In the
McCarthy reported ill the first And from the freedom of the press,
Union has already filed a petition
case of 'A Woman's Face' it had two days of this week.
Detroit, Sept. 9.
it is just a small step to the freedom
with the State Labor Relations
combed through the film footage for
Despite shelving of 'Citizen Kane' Board seeking certification as barof the individual to say what he bethe ghastly side of Joan Crawford's
lieves. The United States, with Eng- by Fox-West Coast, darkening it in
gaining agency for the managers and
face, which hypoed the picture to a
land and its allies remain the bul- 515 film houses and expected to in- treasurers.
scale where Metro called back and
wark of the rights of the Individual fluence independent exhibs along the
revised its original campaign and
Spearhead of the campaign to orin the world today.
The rights of same line of action. United Detroit
awarded Earl Hudson, president of
managers and treasurers in
the individual mean nothing if free Theatres has lined up the picture for ganize
medal.
'exploitation'
metropoliUD, a special
dom of the press and freedom of showing at its largest house, the the film theatres in the
2,000-Seater's $18,000 Take
zone is an organizing ofBecause the number of theatres speech are destroyed.
Michigan, in three weeks. Deal had tan N.Y.
that,
reflect
exDevice seems to again
enlisted in the can^3aign topped
'We insist that your committee is been made previously and while a fensive directed against the RKO
the
theatres
while studios- are loath to go into
pectations, early Indications are that proceeding
with
legal Fox-Michigan theatre Is located here, circuit operating around 50
doubtful
seamy side of pix, still playing things the actual coin collected in the pic authority In the conduct of the pro RKO contracts in Detroit are made in the area of attack. Results in
connection with the drive against
close to the- conventional slant, the ture industry's United Service Or- posed hearings on the subjects con
on a picture-to-picture basis.
RKO no doubt will determine action
nervy use of horror in ^conjunction ganization $1,000,000 drive will ex- tained in the original resolution and
here, following
newspaper
Hearst
Cam- amplified in Senator Nye's speech.
as well as procedure to be taken
with a Class A prc^uct gets results, ceed previous anticipation.
the general line of blackout, has with respect to Loew's, Skouras and
Following the campaign with the paign ended at midnight Sunday (7) Furthermore, the manner of the
nixed all advertising on 'Citizen larger independent chains in Greater
•horrible' Tracy, the United Artists, but several theatres throughout the committee's creation does not estabKane.'
N.Y. as well as downtown houses
with only a seating capacity of 2,000, U. S. are carrying on a few extra lish the impression of impartiality.
are
up
already
Lobby displays
such as the Music Hall, Roxy andpulled in the terrific gross of $18,000 days because audiences reacted so
The investigation and harrassin its first week. Proportionally, it well to the house collections.
ment of free expression in the with trailers and campaign under- Rivoll that are lone eagles in the
where the N.Y. exhiblUon realm.
topped everything the picture did
Check shows that 10,223 houses United States is a procedure, once way at the Michigan
in
elsewhere on the conventional cam- were enrolled in the USO theatre accepted, that may be applied to the mooted film Is inked to follow
McDonald's Division's Brnshoff Dragon.'
'Reluctant
paigns since the house had also' drive, which is an extremely high theatre, to newspapers and maga 'Man Power' and
While the Exhibition, Exposition
In fact, house has gone full length on
opened cold for the season.
percentage out of some 16,000 active zines, to the radio, to publications of
union
Employees
using Entertainment
Evidence that again Metro will re- operations. In each theatre ushers all kinds, .and finally to the right of the controversy stirred up by
claims
to have majorities among
customers' hats,
the public offlicials and private citizens stickers, slapped on
vise its original advertising cam- made
following
collections
of
'Who is- Citizen Kane?' managers and treasurers in two
paign was reflected in .tbe fact that screening of the special film biz USO to speak freely. As American citi- etc., asking
in the third
divisions,
N.Y.
the
RKO
fan took off his sticker
wise
several exhibitors already have writ- trailer, produced by Metro. One re- zens, we protest this as vigorously as One
and most important, headed by
and added on— 'Anyhow?'
United Detroit requesting port was that voluntary contribu- possible.'
ten
Charles B. McDonald, those ellgibla
'Won't Be Cowed'
mats, etc., on the local campaign.
tions averaged 10c per person, alto membership held a meeting durWhile not desiring to be disrethough even a preliminary estimate
ing the past week and by a large
spectful, the industry has no intenNat Holt's Successor
majority are reported to have deof the total sum collected in the U.S.
tion of being cowed by the isolationmanwill not be available lintil later this
cided against joining up.
ists, Willkie announced.
Producers
ager of one of the McDonald theaweek. Exact total wiU not be known
Next
will continue giving 'a truthful and
tres pointed out that the action in
possibly for two weeks.
PICl Joseph Bemhard, Warner Bros, accurate portrayal' of the attempt
his division reflected a vote of loyto strengthen the nation's defenses
Decision on a successor to Nat alty to McDonald who is extremely
theatres head, served as chairman of and
of the menace of totalitarianism. Holt, over the RKO Ohio division,
well liked by his theatre staflfmen.
Extraordinary BKO tieup, consid- the film husiness committee handling In this connection, Willkie -indig.
will probably not be made for a
ering thia:t'it's- the conservative Sat- the drive.
McDonald has operating jurisdicnantly denied the White House has week or so, according to Charles W.
iirday ]B^eqing Post, occurs in the
turned the screws, remarking that Koerner, circuit head. Most likely tion over the Palace as well as other
bet. 4 and CK;i 11 issues, balloting
Althe
N.Y.,
plus
the industry, 'would be ashamed if someone will be shifted from within leading houses in
It's a
tor en AU-AAierican Band.
bee and Orpheum, Brooklyn, FlushMarchetti Wins Decish
it were not doing voluntarily what
the organization.
that special RKO-William
stunt
ing and Richmond, L. I, The two
it is now doing in
this patriotic
Ohio division numbers six thea- divisions where it is claimed a mai)ieterle publicist, David E. Green,
Pic cause.'
Bankroll
tres in Cleveland, Columbus and De- jority of the employees have signed
promoted on behaJf of 'Syncopation,'
Nye's speech Indicated a belief
forthcoming band cavalcade fllmusi
troit, while the Coast zone, to which up with the union as a preliminary
that racial feeling or greed' motivates
Los Angeles, Sept 0,
includes four theatres in to negotiations, are headed by Louis
cal. Idea is that the basic nine muth« industry, Willkie said. Nothing Holt shifts,
Roger Marchetti, bankroUer of Is farther from the triith. The in- San Francisco, Los Angeles and Goldberg and Solly Schwartz. Goldsicians as set lip in the ballot ^will
the first Lum 'n Abner picture, dustry has Nordics and non-Nordics, Denver.
Being of greater impor- berg's division is made up of Brookbe 'invited' to perform in the
won an arbitration decision uphold- Jews and Gentiles, Protestants and tance, however, the transfer for Holt lyn houses, while Schwartz has east
(Dieterle uiiit) film;
Satevepost's angle Is self-promo
ing his contract to finance Jack Catholics, natives and foreign born is in the nature of a promotion. side N.Y., Harlem and Bronx operational, since the resulting interest Votion's second film co-starring the persons in
summer Holt, a veteran tions.
its ranks, proving the Early last
would point up strong juvenile read- radio team. Board ruled that even fundamental idea that everybody in and capable operator, was reported
In a letter which the EEEE union
ership in the Post; The Satevepost's if Votion acquires other financing this nation has an equal opportunity, to have been made an offer to join
sent RKO men during the past week
stunt, in turn, will be further spot- for the second picture, Marchetti is he noted. If the industry were im- Par in an important capacity but
it urges all staff employees eligible
lighted, via a series of radio ads in entitled to 15% of Votion's profits
pelled to take sides by thought of its turned it down.
membership to communicate
for
ell key cities, plus lesser keys.
and salary.
pocketbook, the sentiment ought to
He has been with RKO for nine with it (EEEE) so that a meeting
Original contract stipulated that favor peace and appeasement, so that
years, formerly having been with tan be arranged for the purpose of
lost markets could be reclaimed, he Loew's and Fox-West Coast
.Under
Co.l'*"<=^*^" ^^.^ ^".^Vf'I*"
Frisco:
discussing contract terms, scales, etc,
^
intended added, but the industry will not step
advance notice If Votion '."^'"^i
In
Holt will not go to the Coast until to be presented the circuit
arrange other financing arrange- that low.
Since Tuesday (9)<
after Sept. 15. In New York to dis- light of the action taken by the- Mc^
ments, with Marchetti being perThe industry regards the Nazi
managers-treasurers in reSan Francisco, Sept. 9.
mitted the opportunity to meet movement 'with horror,' its spokes- cuss details of his new assignment, Donald
United Artists theatre reopens to- other financial terms. RKO is rehe was tendered a lunch Monday fusing to go along, indications ar«
averred, but is not in any way
man
not be
day (9) under new ownership. Sale leasing the next Lum and Abner anxious to catapult
(8) by RKO at Toots Shor's and, that such a meeting would
the nation into
of the house to United Artists Corp., picture.
taking up his far western representative at the moment and
the conflict. Only 50-odd films out before
Joe Bluinenfleld and D. J. McNerney
will return to Cleveland to that there might not be sufficient
of 1,100 produced since the shooting post
force behind the Four E's to demand
lor a reported $150,000 by Herman ^
•
-rr
mi
x
began two years ago deal in any clear the decks there.
negotiations until the union itself is
Theatres
Cohen was finally culminated late |.9 Harry
way with the issues or the beliefs of
That may cflme
better organized.
Friday (5) after several weeks of
Contract the participants* though some do Philly Zone's Infantile
ultimately, however, as admitted by
negotiations... UA has' 50%, with
show Nazism as 'a cruel, lustful,
Blumenfeld and McNerney holding
Nine corporations connected with ruthless and cynical force,' he
a McDonald manager who said they
the other half. Blumenfeld will per- the Harry A. Harris Theatre Cir- pointed out
Spread Major B.O.
may be drawn in later on, dependThis is, in industry
ing on developments now not presonally operate the showcase, with cuit,^ of New York, have filed suit eyes,
accurate
portrayal of
Philadelphia, Sept. 9.
'an
dictable.
McNemey's son-in-law, Ed Leacy.J in
Y. supreme.- court against Nazism.'
Exhibs in the Philly area are
coming over from Blumenfeld's Es- Local 306 of thb International
Willkie focused attention on one of plenty worried over the spread of
quire in Oakland as house manager. Alliance of Theatrical Stage Em
the films on the isolationists' sus- the
epidemic
infantile
paralysis
Deal had been on and off several ployees, seeking an Injunction to pect list 'Escape.' Offering to arwhich started in central Pennsyltimes, once reaching stage where stop arbitration proceedings which range a special screening of any picnewspaper ads and billboards her- the union has instituted to secure tures thought inflammatory,.the GOP vania three weeks ago. Although no
alded an Aug. 28 opening.- UA Corp. bigger wages and better working standard-bearer remarked the yarn ban against moppets attending theahere by the
wanted a little more time, however, conditions.
The plaintiff theatres first appeared in the Saturday Eve- tres has yet been issued
while its attorneys buzzed over legal (9) complain that the union has no ning Post, which hardly can be con health' authorities, parents are taking
Hollywood, Sept 9.
no chances and are keeping Johnny
details, with the final inking coming right to start such proceedings in sidered 'warmongering,'
was a Book
Minority group in Screen Actors
late Friday (5).
an odd year under the basic agree- of the Month selection, received flat- and Mary home. The Board of Education didn't help any when it anGuild moved last night (8) to put
Cohen said he has 'no special rea- ment signed in March, 1938.
tering reviews, and was widely acall
nounced Saturday
that
(6)
up Clark Gable as its candidate for
son' for selling except that things
Under this agreement, it is alleged, claimed when cinematized.
parents who were worried over the president to oppose Edward Arnold.
worked out so that both sides had retroactive demands cannot be
"The motion picture business Is
their Gable is out of town but understood
the opportunity to make a deal that made, and all changes in the con- guided by nothing more subversive spread of polio could keep
was too good to pass up. The 'last tract must be arbitrated in even than the hope to satisfy the pre- children away from school which petitions are being circulated without his knowledge or consent
independent first-run operator in years. The defendant, it Is claimed vailing taste of the American peo opened today (Tues.).
Matinee shows have been hit hard
America' as he called himself will has appointed Joseph D. Basson, its pie,' Willkie maintained. For their
Other officers favored by the
vacation before deciding what he'll -president, and Bert Popkin, its busi- aim Is two-fold: to produce profita- especially at the nabes. Thus far 47 group
are James Cagney, Joan
ness manager, as arbitrators to de- ble pictures that the public will cases of infantile have been re- Crawford, Preston Foster, Olivia de
do next.
Charles Schlalfer, for five years cide on conditions from Sept. 1, want to see and will enjoy; and to ported in Philly, with one death Havilland, Charles Blckfordv Their
Cohen's right-hand man, and who 1940; to August, 1942. The theatres build up the prestige and artistic ac- Elsewhere in the state there have vote for vacancies on board would
won himself a national rep with his are the Delmar, Columbia, Sunset, complishments of individual com- been 330 cases with 25 deaths.
go to Bickford, Charles Boyer, Carol
exploitation stunts on UA flicks here. Central, Dorset, Washington, Bronx, panies. The success or -failure of inState health authorities last week Bruce, Misses Crawford and deprobably will join an advertising Bluebird and New I4th, in Manhat- dividual motion picture companies ordered a strict ban against allowing HaviUand, Matty Fain, Foster, Gable,
agency when he fuUy recovers from tan and the Bronx. If is also depends only on the ability to pro- children under 16 to attend any William Lundigan, Richard Purcell
his recent major operation. Schlalfer claimed that the last four are out of >d'uce motion pictures that will satisfy crowded place In 11 counties. In and Cesar Romero.
has had offers from. Hollywood and business, and no claim against th^ the public. It is as simple an Amer- some spots moppets were ordered to
-Arnold recently was renominated
ican business principle as that,'
Is possible.
be kept indoors entirely.
for another term.
Kew York, as well as local bids.
I
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KANSAS CITY

TRADE SHOWINGS
(From

10-20)

Sept.

and chronoXogUallv
lAlphabeticany arranged accordivg to Exchange City,
A ready
of screening*
.equenced according to calendar dale and hour

"/"r^ce

ALL

embracing

for alt exhibitors,

f'^ ji.ajor djstr.butor.

the

date each u-eelc. I
under one table. This imll be bronsht «p to
Variety's dote o/ publicaschedule of releases for the ensuing 10 days from
Films bracketed
Key: T. for Theatre; P.R. for Projection Room.
tion
sequence.).
will be shotcn as double features in that

ALBANY
WED«

SEPT.

^

•WED SEPT.

20th-Fox, P.R.
10 (11 a.m.), 'Riders of Purple Sage' (20th);
P. R.
10 (2 pjn.), 'Weekend in Havana' (20th), 20th-Fox,

FIUUSEPT.

(M-G), 20th-Fox,

Bachelor' ^
Smilin' Thru'
of- Species' )

('Married

THCBS, SEPT. 11

(11 a.m.)

12 (11a.m.)..

•i

(

'Female

(

'Honky Tonk'

(

'Married Bachelor
'Smilin' Thru'
I
Female of Species'

FRI.,

SEPT.

(10:30 am.)

12 (10:30 a.m.).

N

(M-G),RKO.

.

|

_

.
„
TIIUES., SEPT. 11 (2:15 p.m.)

SEPT.

12 (10 a.m.)..

FBL, SEPT.

12 (2:15 pjn.)

FRI.,

.

Thru'
[ .Smilin'
'Female of Species'
'Honky Tonk'

5
(

I

(2:30 p.m.)

THUBS, SEPT. U
FBL, SEPT. 12

.

SEPT.

.

(

12 (1 p.m.).

.

I

M-G-M,

P.R.

FB..,

SEPT.

11 (1:30 p.m.)

M-G-M,

(1:30 p.m.)

(1:30 pjn.).

of Species'

WED., SEPT. 10
WED., SEPT, 10

PJl.

)

(M-G), 20th-Fox,

1

,

(1:30 p.m.)

(1:30 p.n.).

.

P.R.

)

I

'Married

1

'Smilin' Thru'

•

SEPT.

(M-G), 20th-Fox,

)

PJl.

(M-G), 20th-Fox, P.R.
}

NEW HAVEN
WED, SEPT. 10 (11 a.m.), 'Riders of Purple Sage* (20lh). 20th-Fox, P.R
WED, SEPT. 10 (1 p.m.). Weekend in Havana' (20th), 20th-Fox, P.R.
'Married Bachelor*) (M-G), 20th-Fox.
o SEPT. 11 /in
(10 a.m.)\
THUBS,
\
^hru'
f
P.R
I

(10 a.m.),

K

SEPT. 10

(1

I

(1:30 pjn.)

THUBS, SEPT. 11
FBI, SEPT. 12

•

I

SEPT. 10
SEPT. 10
SEPT. 10

(1

(20th), 20th-Fox, P.R.

'Married ^chel6r'
(M-G), Palace
'Smilin' Thru'
Thea., PJa.
'Female of Species'
(M-G), Palace
Honky Tonk'
Thea., PJl.
]
I

.

SEPT. 10

(2 p.m.).

.

.

.

11 (1:30 p.m.)

FBI.,

I

'Married

Bachelor'

'Smilin' Thru'
'Female of Species'

p.m.).

'Honky Tonk'

(10 a.m.),

'Weekend

in

(20th), 20th-Fox,

.

P.R

P.R

SEPT. 12

(

On

CITY

)

(M-G), 20th-Fox,

f

P.R.

(M-G), 20th-Fox, PJl.

Havana' (20th), 20th-Fox, P.R.

Married Bachelor'

11 (10:30 a.m.)
(

FBI.,

SEPT.

12 (10:30 a.m.).
(

)

(M-G), 20th-Fox,

J

P.R

(M-G),20th-Fox,P.R
]

'Smilin' Thru'

WED., SEPT.

10 (10 a.m.)

WED, SEPT.

10 (10:30 a. m.).

WED, SEPT. 10

(2:30 p.m.)

THUBS, SEPT. 11

.

FBI.,

SEPT. 12

(M-G), M-G-M, P.R.

(three showings)
^
•Riders Purple Sage'

(20th),20th-Fox,P.R

•Weekend in Havana'
•Riders Purple Sage'
'Weekend in Havkna'
•Femade of Species'
(three showings)

.

(10 a.m.).

'Honky Tonk'

(10 a.m.).

(three showings)

DENVER
(10:30 a.m.), 'Riders of Purple Sage' (20tli), 20th-Fox, P.R
10 (1:30 pjn.), 'Weekend in Havana' (20th), 20th-Fox, P.R.

'Honky Tonk'

|
^

I

......

_

2<Jth-Fox,

„
„
PJt

J
)

(M-G), M-G-M,

SEPT. 10
SEPT. 10

Ed Kuykendall, Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America president,

Finance Committee recommendation
was turned down is Very significant*
evidence tiiat the unfairness of such
a jump is appreciated at the Capitol.

The complete turndown of the suggested
amendment demonstrated
clearly that Congress was sincere in
wanting to do right by the amusement business, Kuykendall interpreted, and the outcome showed the
necessity for concerted action by exhibitor leaders when such issues
arise.

'Under conditions considered very
we attempted the almost
impossible task of getting a reduction in a tax sch'edule during a time

difficult,

P.R
J
(M-G), M-G-M,
PJt

^

MPTOA prexy remarked.
It proved one thing to me and

like this,'

PITTSBURGH
WED,
WED,

preveilt imposition of unfair taxes,

Friday (5) In voicing
gratitude over Senate rejection of
the proposed increase in the admissions levy rate. At the same time,
he felt the unanimity by which the

PHILADELPHIA

P.R.

SEPT. 10

'Smilin' Thru'
'Female of Species'
\

'Unfair' Taxes

Washington, Sept. 9.
Theatre-owners must keep alert to

cautioned

10 (11 a.m.). 'Riders of Purple Sage' (20th). 20th-Fox, P.R
10 (2 p.m.), 'Weekend in Havana' (20th), 20th-Fox, P.R.

THUBS., SEPT.

how

$191,000,000.

PJt

*

(9:30 a.m.)

in

Kuykendall Warns

(M-G), M-G-M,

(
Bachelor') (M-G), 20th-Fox,
'Married
Married Bachelor
( 'Smilin'
Smilin' Thru'
P.R
f
'Female of Species'
(M-G), 20th-Fox, PJt
'Honky Tonk'
j

11 (9:30 a.m.)

especially in states
such' as Kentucky,

much money the deleted 5% would
have meant to governmental revenue, one estimate being $49,000,000.
That is more than half the total admissions taxes of about $71,000,000
collected last year. An estimate of
the total yield through admissions it
the 15% provision had gone through
was

(M-G), M-G-M,

'Married Bachelor'
'Smilin' Thru'
'Female of Species'
'Honky Tonk'

10 (10 a.m.), 'Weekend in Havana' (20th), 20th-Fox. P.R.
10 (2 p.m.), "Riders of Purple Sage' (20th), 20th-Fox, P.R

THURS., SEPT.

SEPT.
WED., SEPT.

FBI, SEPT. 12 (10:30 ajn.), 'Female of the Species' (M-G), 20th-Fox, P.R.
FBL, SEPT. 12 (2a0 pjn.), 'Honky Tonk' (M-G), 20th-Fox, P.R.

WED., SEPT.

.

OKLAHOMA

WED,

!j

THUBS, SEPT. 11 (10:30 a.m.), 'Married Bachelor' (M-G), 20th-FoK,
THUBS, SEPT. 11 (230 pjn.), 'Smilin' Thru' (M-G), 20th-Fox, P.R.

WED,

.

(9:30 a.m.).

OMAHA

(10 a.m.), 'Riders of Purple Sage' (20th), 20th-Fox. P.R.
(10 ajn.), 'Weekend in Havana' (20th), 20th-Fox, P.R.
(2:30 p.m.), 'Weekend in Havana' (20th), 20th-Fox, P.R
(1 p.m.).

]

in Havana'
Riders Purple Sage'
|

(

P.R

DALLAS
WED,

WED., SEPT. 10

P.R

(20th), 20th-Fox,

(M-G),20th-Fox.PJl.

Weekend

(

(

FBL, SEPT. 12

'Female' of Species'
.jj„„^y ^onk'

(
.

(

(1 pjn.).

pjn.) .

THUBS. SEPT. 11

s

P.R.

CLEVELAND
WED,
WED,
WED,

^

NEW YORK CITY-NEW JERSEY

WED., SEPT.
WED., SEPT.

'Riders Purple Sage'
'Weekend in Havana'
'Riders Purple Sage'
'Weekend in Havana'

(
.

.

tax,

were accorded other fields.
There was some divergence

in Havana' (20th), 20th-Fox, PJl.
('Married Bachelor') (M-G), 20th-Fox,
.g^^j^. Thru'
P.R
]

^

_

THUBS., SEPT.

CINCINNATI
(0:30 a jn.)

/I on
(1:30
p.m.).

(1:30 pjn.).

THUBS, SEPT. 11
Igel's,

(M-G),20th-Fox,P.R
J

'Weekend

(2 p.m.),

^"^'^o^- P'^'

(10 (tm.), 'Female of the Species' (M-G), H. C. Igel's,
(2 pjn.), 'Honky Tonk' (M-G). H. C. Igel's, P.R.

WED., SEPT. 10

WED„

SEPT. 10

c,.). 11
THUBS, SEPT.

(20th), 20th-Fox, P.R.

THUBS,SEPT.U (2pjn.){ :^„»Vu,;,f -fe'} '^'>^'>THUBS, SEPT. 11 (2 pjn.), 'Smilin' Thru' (M-G), H. C.
FBL, SEPT. 12
FBI, SEPT. IZ

'Female of Species'

^

.Hf^rs'p{fi^ie "|!?^' }

j

WED,

„„, SEPT. 12

CHICAGO

.

('Honky Tonk'

•

NEW ORLEANS
FBI.,

SEPT. 10 '(10:30 ajn.), "Weekend in Havana' (20th), 20th-Fox. P.R.
SEPT. 10 (2 p.m.), 'Weekend in Havana' (20th), 20th-Fox, P.R.
»HUBS, 8EPT.il (10 a.in.), 'Married Bachelor* (M-G),
C. Igel's, PH.
(10:30 a.m.)

.

.

)

WED,
WED,

THUBS, SEPT, U

In

'Married

S

burden

10%

which would mean a 25% tap on all
ducats. They also stressed that 15%
would mean the picture business
would be paying two or three times
the excise tax of any other industry.
Shomlln, Et At.
Herman Shumlln, one of the representatives of the League of New
york Theatres, and George Middleton, for the authors, placed the case
of the legiters before La FoUclte.
The appeal was along lines of a
telegram sent Secretary of the
Treasury Henry Morgenthau. Jr^, in
Washington, by the delegation. It
was, in effect, that show business is
rapidly diminishing and that every
department of the legitimate theatre
was alarmed over the threat to their
livelihoods which arose over the
planned 50% increase in admission
taxes.
It was pointed out that the
legit theatre has borne a 10% tax
since' the last war while liberal reductions or complete elimination

Purple Sage' (20th). 20th-Fox, P.R.
Havana' (20th), 20th-Fox, PJl.
Bachelor' ) (M-G), P.R.
Warner Bldg.
Thru'
\
I .s,„i,i„,
(M-G), P.R,
Female of Species'
| Warner Bldg.
Honky Tonk'
J

'Weekend
.

12 (1p.m.).

FRI, SEPT. 12

Bachelor'

ril^'"'"'

{

P.R.

S

(M-G),20th-Fox.PJl.
}

(11 a.m.), 'Riders of
(2 p.m.),

^
11 (1 p.m.)

•WED, SEPT. 10 (11 ajn.>, 'Riders of Purple Sage' (20th), 20th-Fox, P.R.
•WED, SEPT. 10 (3 pjn.), 'Weekend in Havana' (20th), 20th-Fox, P.R.

FBI, SEPT. 12

^hru'

i

'Honky Tonk'

CHARLOTTE
THUBS, SEPT. U

(M-G), 20th-Fox,

Married Bachelor')
.^^^-^y,^.

|

MINNEAPOLIS

FBI.,

'SmUin' Thru'

Female

.

.'^iS^t'^"'""

j

o^«™,
THURS., SEPT.

P.R.

.

12 (1:30 p.m.)..

\

(M-G), M-G-M, P.R.
]

with

10 (10:30 a.m.), 'Riders of Purple Sage' (20th). 20th-Fox, P.R.
10 (2 p.m.), 'Weekend in Havana' (20th), 20th-Fox, P.R

THURS.. SEPT.

Defeat of the 15% plan represented concentrated effort by numerous exhibitor associations over the
Floods of
Labor Day weekend.
wires and long distance calls, plus
special buddies 'with the senators,
were big factors in the 10% victory.
The picture industry built up its
plea for the 10% tax on several facOne was that the fllm busitors.
ness was willing to carry its share
of taxes but suggested that the proposed tax was out of proportion with
what a theatre could pay. Exhibitors and their association leaders
also stressed the point that 20 states
already have their own admission
taxes, and this would prove an additional

MILWAUKEE

P.R.

(20th), 2oth-Fox. p.r.
;sL!;".:''jf,!!ff:
'Weekend in Havana' \f
Married Bachelor') (M-G), 20th-Fox,

{

'Married Bachelor') (M-G), Paramount,
P.R.
•Smilin' Thru'
(M-G), Paramount,
'Female of Species'
P.R
.jjp„^y Tonk'
}

1

.

BUFFALO
WED, SEPT. 10

(10:30 a.m.), 'Riders of Purple Sage' (20th), 20th-Fox. P.R
(2:30 p.m.), 'Weekend in Havana' (20th), 20th-Fox, P.R.

(M-G), M-G-M, PJl

^j^j.^j^

lette.

I

(m-G), Vogue T.

LOS ANGELES

.

Female of Species'
|
'Honky Tonk'

-Contlnned from page 7;

Senators Davis I. Walsh
and Robert A. Taft backed LaFolprevented.

(M-G), Vogue T.

'Smilin' Thru'

(

Bachelor'
(M-G),
.s^i,i„, Thru'
\
'Married Bachelor')
I

.

No Extra Taxes

vnth-Fox PJt

WED, SEPT. 10 (2:30 p.m.), 'Weekend in Havana' (20lh), 20th-Fox, P.R.
THUBS., SEPT. 11 (10:30 a.m.), 'Married Bachelor' (M-G), 20th-Fox, P.R.
THURS, SEPT. 11 (2:30 p.m.). 'Smilin' Thru' (M-G), 20th-Fox, PJl.
FBL, SEPT. 12 (10:30 a.m.), 'Female of the Species' (M-G), 20th-Fox, PJt
FBL, SEPT. 12 (2:30 pjn.), 'Honky Tonk' (M-G), 20th-Fox, P.R.

WED., SEPT.
WED., SEPT.

'Married

(

11 (10 a.m.)

^

(joth), ZOth-Fox, P.R.

!??^"'_^'',„?5.?^''°'''

Female of Species' I
y'Honky
Tonk'

12 (1p.m.).

(M-G), RKO.P.R.

I- Honky Tonk'

/nn.i, \

)

\

FBI.,

10 (10:30 a.m.), 'Riders of Purple Sage' (20th), 20th-Fox P.R
10 (2:30 p.m.), "Weekend in Havana' (20th), 20th-Fox, P.R.

THCKS, SEPT.

SEPT.

Havana'

Riders Purple Sage'

11 (1 p.m.)
(

FBI.,

in

p^pie sage' (
Weekend in Havana; ]

p.m

MEMPHIS

BOSTON
WED, SEPT.
WED., SEPT.

THURS., SEPT.

SEPT. 10
WED., SEPT. 10

Weekend
(

THUBS., SEPT. 11

10 (2

WED,

•Riders of Purple Sage' (20th), 20th-Fox, P.R.
in Havana' (20th), 20th-Fox, P.R.

10 (11 a.m.)
10 (2 p.m.),

'Weekend

(

10 (10 a.m.). ] .Rider-

WED., SEPT.

PR.

j^.q ) 20th-Fox, P.R.

J

ATLANTA
WED., SEPT.
WED., SEPT.

.

WED., SEPT.

first, when your cause is
and second by concerted effort,

that was,

(11 a.m.), 'Riders of Purple Sage' (20th), 20th-Fox, P.R
(2 p.m.), 'Weekend in Havana' (20th), 20th-Fox, P.R

right,

theatre owners of this country can
do much in getting fair consideration in the national Congress.
{ i^^^.^xl^r
}
(M-G). Paramount,
)
FBL. SEPT. 12 (115 p
'TThe news of the Senate's com)
PJl.
FBL,SEPT.12(2p.m.)..
J 'Honky Tonk'
J
mittee proposing this raise in the
^^"^^I^'^-^
admissions tax came like a bombshell out of a clear sky. We had already received a hearing before the
WED, SEPT. 10 (10:3i» a.m.), 'Riders of Purple Sage' (20th), 20th-Fox, P.R
WED, SEPT. 10 (10:30 a.m.), 'Riders of Purple Sage' (20th), Star Film Ex. committee, and though the commitWED, SEPT. 10 (1 pjn.), 'Weekend in Havana' (20th), 20th-Fox, P.R
WED., SEPT. 10 (2 p.m.), 'Weekend in Havana' (20th), SUr Film Ex.
.tee gave us every consideration we
"Married Bachelor' ) (M-G), 20th-Fox,
THUBS, SEPT. 11 (1 p.m.)
had no inkling of the proposed in'Smilin' Thru'
(
Tuiin« SEPT. 11 (lp.m.) < 'Married Bachelor') (M-G), B.F. Shearer,
P.R
THUBS,
(
P.R.
j
crease in admission taxes.
ImmeI -Smilin- Thru'
FBI, SEPT. 12(1 p.m.) • 'Female of Species* 1 (M-G), 20th-Fox,P.R
( 'Female of Species' )
(M-G), B. F. Shearer,
diately on receipt of this discourag( 'Honky Tonk'
J
FBI„ SEPT. 12 (1 p.m.).
Honky Tonk'
P.R
ing news I advised exhibitor leaders
I 'Honky
J
all over the coimtry how disastrous
ST.
this would be to their interests and
Purple Sage*
WED, SEPT. 10 (10:30 a.m.). 'Riders
(20th). 20th-Fox, P.R
urged them to contact their Senators
In Havana')
j 'Weekend in Havana'
c.p„„-„
WED, SEPT. 10 (1:30 p.m.). A Weekend
^^Oth), S
Renco, d
P. n
and Congressmen.
Riders Purple Sage' \
Purple Sage'
WED, SEPT. 10 (1:30 p.m.). . 'Riders
;
(20th), 20th-Fox, P.R,
,'It gives me a great deal of per'
'Married Bachelor* ) (M-G), S'Renco,
j 'Weekend in Havana*
THURS, SEPT. 11 (1:30 p.m.)
sonal satisfaction to say that I rej SmiUn* Thru*
j
P.R
'Married Bachelor'
(M-G), Max
THUBS., SEPT. 11 (1:30 pjn.)
ceived full and complete cooperation
(
'Female of Species' ) (M-G, S'Renco,
'Smilin' Thru*
Blumenthal's, P.R. FBL, SEPT. 12 (1:30 p.m.).
.
from exhibitors everywhere, regard"^onk?"'"' )J
P.R.
( 'Female of Species'
{( 'Honky Tonk'
(M-G),
Max
FBI, SEPT, 12 (1:30 pjn.).
less of affiliations; and it was by the
'Honky Tonk'
I
] Blumenthal's, P.R.
concerted effort of all that we succeeded in convincing Congress of the
WED., SEPT. 10 (U a.m.), 'Riders of Purple Sage* (20th), 20th-Fox, P.R.
mistake as to this proposed increase.
( 'Weekend
WED, SEPT. 10 (1:30 p.m.), 'Weekend in Havana' (20th), '20th-Fox, PJl.
in Havana'
"^This, of course, is just one obWED, SEPT. )0 (1:30 p.m.) I'Ri
(20th), 20th-Fox, P.R.
Riders Purple Sage'
stacle.
There will be many more
THUBS, SEPT. 11 (1p.m.) {'•sS'^T^u'''''""'} (M-G), 20th-Fpx,P.R
'Married Bachelor' ] (M-G), 20th-Fox,
to follow; and it is essential that we,
THUBS, SEPT. (9 ajn.) . . | Smilin' Thru'
P.R
as exhibitors, all of us work ton«, SEPT. 12 (1 p.m.). . \ i^^-.^J'^Lt?"'^^' (M-G),20th-Fox,PJt
'Female of Species' )
j
gether and fight together for the
FBI., SEPT;12 (9 a.m.).
(M-G),20th-Fox,P.R.
'Honky
Tonk'
(Continued on page 18)
common cause.'
i
f

THUBS. SEPT. 11

(1:15 p.m.)

m

'Married

Bachelor')

Smilin' Thru'
'female of Species'
[

(M-G), Paramount,
PJl.

THUBS, SEPT. 11

^^-^^^'^'^

(2 p.m.)..

{.SV^nf?"^"'}
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M'G-M PICTURES

PRODUCTION

IN

"PANAMA HATTIE"
Dan

Dailey,

Jr.,

,

.

Ann

Sothern,

Red

Skelton, "Rags" Ragland,

Ben

Blue,

Virginia O'Brien

"THE CHOCOLATE SOLDIER". NeUon Eddy. Rise Stevens
"TARZAN'S SECRET TREASURE". .. johnny WdssmuUer,
.

Maureen O'SuUivan,

^^THE T^J(/INS'\

.

.

Philip

.

Dorn

Greta Garbo, Melvyn Douglas, Constance Bennett, Ruth Gordon

"UNHOLY PARTNERS".

. .

Edward G. Robinson, Edward Arnold, Laraine Day,

Marsha Hunt

ON BROADWAY".

"BABES

.

.Mickey Rooney, Judy Garland, Virginia Weidler,

Fay Bainter, Ray McDonald

^^R

M.

PULHAM,

Van

Heflin, Charles

ESQ/'.

Hedy Lamarr, Robert Young, Ruth Hussey,

Coburn, Fay Holden

"MISS ACHILLES HEEL"..
Lee

.

Rosalind Russell, Walter Pidgeon, Edward Arnold,

Bowman

ON THE

^THE GIRL

HILL''.

.

Shirley Temple, Herbert Marshall.

.

Laraine Day, Felix Bressart, Gail Patrick

"SHADOW OF THE THIN MAN".
Donna Reed, Sam

.

.WiUiam Powell,

Myma Loy.

Levene, Barry Nelson

"WOMAN OF THE YEAR".
"STEEL CAVALRY'

. .

.

.

Spencer Tracy, Katharine Hepburn

.Wallace Beery, Marjorie Main, Lewis Stone, George Bancroft

"THE VANISHING VIRGINIAN"... Frank Morgan. KathrynGrays<
"WE WERE DANCING". Norma Shearer, Melvyn Dough
.

"JOHNNY EAGER"..
Pat

.

Robert Taylor, Lana Turner, Van Heflin, Diana Lewis,

Dane

Already tradc'shown

are:

"LADY BE GOOD"
Granville,

"DR. JEKYLL and MR.

(Eleafior Powell,

Ray McDonald, Dan

The next M-G-M

pictures to

Dailey,

Ann
Jr.,

HYDE" {Spencer Tracy, Ingrid Bergman, LanaTumer)t
"DOWN IN SAN DIEGO" {Bonita

Sothern, Robert Yourxg),

Leo Gorcey).

be trade-shown

are:

"HONKY TONK" (Clark Gable, Lana Turner, Clairt

"MARRIED BACHELOR" (Robert Young, Ruth Hussey, Felix Bressart), "SMILIN' THROUGH"
Technicolor {Jeanette MacDonald, Brian Aheme, Gene Raymond), "THE FEMININE TOUCH**

Trevor),

in

las

.

{Rosalind Russell,

Don Ameche, Kay

Francis),

(Conliriiied

from page

8)

protect from sentence to an institu-

Film audiences have expressed
negative reactions in the past to portrayals—beyond briel moments— ol
mentally deranged characters, and
same condition will undoubtedly apply here.
Production in itself is a fine example of the best in motion picture
technique. Script is compactly writof
ten; Charles Vidor's direction is
outstanding excellence; the small
particular
cast carefully etches each
characterization; and every technical
an
for
provided
been
has
advantage
artistic presentation.
Story unfolds in a lonely

estuary.

manse on
Ida Lupino is

companion-housekeeper for Isobel
Elsom, fprmer actress, now living on
a substantial pension from a former
Forced to bring her two
admirer.
half-crazed sisters into the house for
a visit, pair finally get on the own-

er's nerves to point where she reTo save them
quests they leave.

an

from

institution,

Miss

young

A

tion.

Thames

college graduate, writer
and producer of the campus show,
who arrives in New York in time to
find employees of his father's dress
business preparing to stage a musical show on their own (a la 'Pins
sharpshooling proand Needles').
ducer grabs the boy to produce his
college show, persuading fnther to
put up the coin, which eventually
disappears with the promoter. Bui
the new line of company models is
saved at the last minute with presentation of a musical fashion show
by the employees, and everybody's
of a

Ladies in Retirement

the

Wednesday, September 10, 1911

FILM REVIEWS

1«

wounded, sends him
riding to the border town controlled
by an organized gang. Pardoned for
his original gun affair, Montgomery
joins up with the Texas Rangers to
help in breaking up the outlaws and
an outlaw

is

identify the mysterious leader.

DUDE COWBOY

Baby

'Walt.

Jack MacKcnzle; editor, Theron Wnrth:
Previewed at .studio City theatre, Sept. 3,
IlunnhiR lime, 70 MIX.S.
II.
Lups Velez
Cirmellin
i:nrlo Matt
Taird Epping

)

Leon Errol

{

Oborlea 'Buddy' Roirers

Louis Hayward,
Hayward gradually susappears.
£ects the truth, finally traps Miss
\\'Qrner Broa. release of First Xntlonal
upino into an admission, but flees pi'uiluctlnn. Features Woyne Morris. Murto escape the law at the last minute, jorle Rombeau, Irene llloh. Tnin Brown,
William T. Orr.
Directed hy Ben Stolorr.
while inference is provided for fade- Orifflnal screenplay by Fred NIblo. Jr.;
out that the murderess surrenders.
csmera, Arlbur Toild; «dUor, Terry Mor.ne.

Dennis
MiKs Pepper

not a happy tale in any respect,
and particularly gloomy for present
audience requirements; Despite the
seversd spine-chilling episodes that
occur along the way, there's an
over-tenseness about the whole affair, and no sympathy for any of the
principal characters.
Miss Lupino hits a high mark with
her sterling reading of the principal
role, and commands attention for future assignments in heavy dramatic
roles.
Harward capably depicts Oie
weak-minded crook; while Evelyn
Keyes adds to list of her recent excellent portrayals as the maid. Elsa
I^chester and Edith Barrett are
both outstanding as the two mentally-deranged sisters, while Miss
Elsom is sterling as the matronly actress of former y«ars. Emma Dunn,

Mexican Spitfire series
with Lupe Velez and Leon Errol.
Only moderate.
Script acquires a French war baby
for the household of Miss Lupez and

THREE SONS O'GUNS

It's

At

Brooklyn

Strand,

Running time, 68
Charley Patterson

.Sept.

ll-ft-7-8,

'41.

MINS.

Aunt Ijoltle
Margaret Faliersoh
Eddie

Kenneth

Wayne Morris
Rambeau

Murjorle

Irene Rich

Tom Brown
William T. Orr

Mai-y Tyler
PhlUp ralbot

.susnn liters
....Moroni Olsen

Francle

Barbara Pepper

Buffalo Bill Oxenstern
Blotlevkin

Henry Gresham
Haddock
Mrs. Tyler

Baxter
Beynolda

.Tnhn Kelly

Fritz FelJ
Charles V>. Waldron
Charles Xalton
Florence Shirley

William Davidson
Prank H. Thomas

'Three Sons o'Guns' is light farce,
often verging on slapstick and certainly dragging in all the accoutrements of a pie-tossing comedy. Film
;>ossesse5 no names that mean a
hing for marquee decoration and
Queenie Leonard and Clyde Cook hence it will serve only as a fairish
have' brief but eiflective supporting programmer as originally intended.
It's a pleasant B. for dual setups.
roles.
Walt
Back in 1936, Warner Bros, produced a comedy, 'Sons o' Guns,' from
the musical comedy of the same
:iame by Fred Thompson and Jack

ZaSu

Pitts

Elisabeth Rlsdon
Fritz Peld
Marlon Martin
Lloyd Conigan
Lydin Bllbrook
Jack Arnold

Aunt Delkt
Pierre
Fill

humley

Lady Kpplng
Hotel Clerk

Fifth of the

Buddy Rogers, but

arrival is a blonde
cutie (Marion Martin), who proceeds
to tangle the marital problems of
both Rogers and Errol.
Is
''fsinstrung out by plenty of. horseplay,

Errol again impersonating the eccenLord Spping.
Film strains to catch laughs, and
only mildly achieves that aim. It
reels along mainly on the efforts of
Errol.
Direction by Les Goodwins

tric English peer.

is

spotty.

Miss Velez is subordinate In Importance here to Errol, but does her
usual explosive tirades at several
intervals.
Buddy Rogers goes well
as her husband, and Fritz Feld, Elisabeth Risdon and ZaSu Pitts do well.
In fact, cast

is

above

material.
Walt.

its

MAN AT LARGE

20th Century-Fox release oT Jlalph Dietrich production. Feature* Marjorle -^'eaver,
George Reeve. Richard Derr. Directed by
Eugene Forde. Original screenplay by John
Larkin; camera, VIrgll Miller; editor, John
Brady. Tndeshown la N.Y., Sept. », '41.
Wnnnlng time, 70 MISS.
Dallas Davis
Marjorle Weaver

George Reeres
RIcbaTd Derr
Steve Ceray
Milton Parsons
Spencer Charters

Max

Botany
Mr. Sartorls
Mr. Gallon
Mr. Jones

T.uclen

Uotel Clerk
Mrs. Jonas

Minerva I.'recal
Ann Rosing
Rlcdard I^no
Barbara Pepper
....William Sdmunds
George Cleveland
Kurt Katcb
,
Bodll

KIslIng
Sheriff

Hans Brlnker

A
rival

LlttleAeld

Ellsha Cook, Jr.

Housekeeper
Mr. Grundy
Blonde

wildly incredulous tale of two
newspaper reporters hunting a
flyer recently escaped from

German

Canadian concentration
'Man At Large' looiks like

a

camp,
it

vras

concocted during lunch in the studio
cafe.
Hasty writing in sophomoric
it to filler fodder for the

vein drops
duals,

Marjorie Weaver, receptionist in a
newspaper office, is suddenly assigned by the editor to hunt lor the
escaped flyer. George Reeves is an
FBI operative, posing as a reporter
on a rival sheet. Characters hop

from New York to the Canadian
border and back again with excd'
lent teamwork, while like leader of
the spy ring orders exectrtions of
underlings at the slightest provocation.
Girl most conveniently turns
up at proper points to get into the
wild happenings, with Reeves to
provide minor degree of logic for
the flnal clinch.
Neither c.ast nor director, Eugene
Forde, can' do much about the material provided by the super-imagination of writer John I,arkin.

Sing Another Chorus
(MUSICAL)
Hollywood, Sept.

6.

Universal release ot Ken Goldsmith producUon.
Features Johnny Downs, June
Krazee, Miscba Auer, George Barbler. Directed by Charles I^amont.
.<!creenplay by
Marlon Orth, Paul Gernrd Smith, Brenda
M'elnberg; original story by Sam Robins
camera, Jerome Ash: editor, Arthur Hilton
music, Charles Previn; dances, Larry Coliallos: songs, Milton Rosen, Everett Carter.
Previewed In studio projeotlon room,
.

Dept.

Running

.1.

-time,

Andy Peyton
Edna
Mr. Peyton
Franclne La Verne

Peggy
Balph
Theodore Gateson

Byan
Vorrls
Boris....

«4 MINS.

Johnny Downa
Jane Frazee
MIscha Auer
George Borbler
Iris Adrian
Sunnie O'Dea
Joe Brown, Jr.
Walter Catlett

filanlsluus

Charles Lane
.<..

(Peter

Peten

Ronald Peten
Rosario and Antonio

Another from UniversaT's stable of
moderately
budgeted
filmusicala,
'Sing Another Chorus,' mSSX -provide
iidequate dual support for which it
It

Intended.
ii the llghUy textured Ule

Story

director en-

-

adequate, and same applies to the
Lupino dances put on by Larry Ceballos.

relative,

Bob Grayson

self-centered
blustering,
the
as
brother. Both Stack and Miss Rutherford are surprisingly effectual in

Montgomery makes a personable tough assignments.
H J. Salter's musical
western hero in the lead spot. Lynne

while
Roberts is the girl, but on only for hances the actionful .--Tenes
Eve Arden is Stanley Cortez has done a good cama few brief scenes.
Weor.
convincing as the lone dance hall en- eraing job.
tertainer, while major support is
provided by the vet Francis Ford,
William
and
Stone
George
E.
Farnum. Joseph Sawyer and Rusapparently happy.
(WITH SONGS)
.<»11 Simpson are good in minor apHollywood, Sept. 5.
story,
inadequate
Despite
the
pearances.
RKO release ot Bert <;ilr<iy pniduollon.
which rolls along as a swaying cable
Picture gets better-than-average .Stars Tlni Holl: features Marjorle Reyfor presentation of the musical and mounting and scenic backgrounds, nolds. Hsy Whitley, l.re White, Louise
dancing numbers, latter are liberally while director James Tinling helps i.'urrli'. Dlrcpied by David Howard. Story
and iiorceniilnv. Morion ttrnnt. .Cniilcrn,
spotted throughout the brief running to oil up a creaky tale.
Harry Wllil; lllin editor, l'>edvrlc KnudlBest specialty is a Spanish
time.
Songs b,v Kred Hose nnd Kay Whitson.
song and dance number by Rosario
Prevlowi'd In sliidio projection room,
ley.
'-11.
Uininlng lime, ftO '.UIN8,
and Antonio ('The Kids from Se.>tcpt.
Spitfire's
Mexican
Tim Holt
'IVrry
ville') with a presentation of a stand.Murjorle Boynolds
Barbara
by
Songs
are
presented
ard routine.
Hollywood, Sept. 4.
Tt«y Whitley
Smol.-ey
Jane Frazee. Johnny Downs, Iris
RKO release of (Miff Held production, Whopper
(Lueses) White
I.milse Cnrrle
Adrian and the Peters Bros. Sunnie ^am Lupe Velez, Ijem Brrol. Directed Gall Sargent
.Screenplay by Jerry Miss Colter
by liCslie Goodwins.
Helen Holmes
O'Dea is on for one dance routine.
Cady iriul Charles E. Roborla: camera, Gordon West
Kddle Kane
Direction by Charles Lamont is

strangles her benefactress, and proceeds to live in the house until a

renegade

performance as the rugged pioneer cactus mellers. A sturdy entry in
femme although a rather beautous spots where horse operas are okay
Calamity Jane, Dix makes an ideal and Holt has • following.
Rates
Hickok while Crawford is excellent classification as a better Tim Holt

Donahue, This is not a remake of
that story, closest resemblance being the title and the fact that this
brings in the current draft as a
movmg part of the farcical yarn.
However, not one of the three sons,
which figure prominently in the plot,
dens imifom until the final scene
and then -only for a laugh finish.

-I,

Mr.

Adams

Sheriff

Pop StebbenH

Badlands of Dakota
(WITH SONGS)

I.loyd

GleuQ

Krlnkle

Strange

There's enough action, riding and
shooting to satisfy western minded
audiences in this edition of the Tim
Holt series. In addition to an above
par script that stresses action, there
are four cowt>oy songs, ^ielivered by
Ray Whitley, and the comedy of IiCe
White.
Story concerns Holt who is inducted Into the Secret Service to
bills

Yam

.

mills.

Story introduces a cattle rancher
his level-headed sister who
speak with a distinct Scotch accent
—first time this nationality has been

and

used

in:

Tim

Howard's direction is at
and the songs are neatly spotted.

Walt.

ARIZONA BOUND
relonse of
Featui*«n

Scott

Buck

R. Dunlnp
Jones,
Tim

Directed by
McCoy, Raymond Ratton.
Spencer Bennet. Screenplay by Jeas Bowers; camera. Hurry Neumann; «dltor, Carl

RevleWrd
Flerson; music, Kdwurd Kay.
at Colonial, IJncoln. Neb., Sept. i, '41.
M1NS.
Running time:
CaM: Buck Jones. Tim McCoy, Roymond
Hatton, Luana Walters, Dennis Moore,
Katho'o Sheldon, Tris CotCIn, Horace

M

thinker

outwits the familiar town's outlaws. He's best when in notion. Lee
White is his comical aide while Ray
Whitley" is his pal and the singing
cowboy of the film. Latter is a tune-

warbler of cowboy ditties. Mary
Douglas is the chief femme interest
but no great shakes as an actress.
Barle Hodgins and Kate H.irrin^ton are the fighting Scotch pair.
Harry Wild's photography is excellent, while Edward Kjlly's direcful

of burrs in th*

Weor.

Return of Daniel Boone
Columbia release
Stars BUI

tion.

oC Leon Barshn producEUllott;
raaliii-eo Kelly

MDes, Dub

Taj'Ior.
Directed by tjimiiert
HJUyer. Story, Pant Franklin; sor<enplny.
Franklin and Joseph Hoffman: i-umers,
Philip Tannum; editor, Mel Thoi-nrn.
Reviewed at Central, N. Y., .«ciit. ,\ '41,
.MIKM.
dnal.
Bnnnlna time,
Dan Boone
DIM Blllolt

M

Ellen Brandon
t^annnnlmll
Kllgraln

David Leacli
a fast pace Mayor

Kane and Lloyd Ingraham.

.

a western in years.
Holt is the pleasunt-looking

young rancher and quick

who

ring.

are traced to a

Monogram

about cattle ranchers who

are being high-jacked into paying
high rents for water controlled by
the community's dishonest prompter
has been repeatedly used.
Storytellers in this one bring in an enterprising young rancher who fights
the banker and his hoarded water
supply down to the point where the
latter threatens to blow up his dam
and flood the cattle country. 'Cotirsa
that attempt is thwarted.
In battling, the attempt to hold up
the ranchNs and squeeze out exorbitant fees for the water siipply
necessary
for
their
cattle,
the
rancher Injects the novel idea of
drilling for water and then pumping the aqua pura by means of wind-

Phoney tion overcomes some
Nevada dude plot

uncover a counterfeit

ranch with a gambling casino, and
Holt and his two buddies (Whitley
and White) get jobs around the
Holt discovers the deserted
place.
mine used as a hideout and rounds
up the gang in an explosive gun
batUe.
'Holt di-splays plenty of enthusiasm
in his playing as the government
agent, and gets strong support from
Marjorie Reynolds, Whitley, White,
Louise Currie, Helen Holmes, Eddie

production.

Universal release «t George Waggner
production. Stars Robert Stack, Ann Rutherford; features Frances Former, Richard
UIx, Brod Crawford, Hugli Herbert, Andy
Devlne, l.on Chnney. Jr., Fuzzy Kntgnt.
Directed by Alfred K. Green.
Screenplay
hy Gerald Geraghly from original by Harold
Shumate; camera, Stanley Cortez;
music, H. J. .'Sailor.
.\l RIalto,
N. T..
starting Sept. 0, '41.
Running time, 74

Gddle Dew
BjTon Foulgcr
Tom London
Ingraham

French

western.

lletiy Miles

Oub

Taylor

nay Bennett
.....Walter Soderling

ISlwell

Jeb Brandon

Carl

Red

Stockdiile
tiRborne

Bud

Bowers

Frnnt'ls

Tax Collector Fuller
Wagner

l.es

Henderson
.Mollnda and Matilda....

Walker
Powell

'I'mn Csirler
K<Iinun<l l.'obb

Iludlk

Twins

Here is. one of the weaker westwhose situations have by nowr
become so standard as to be recognizable in advance by even the most
erns,

puerile

This

intellects.

with one Daniel Boone,

one deals

whom

the

story concocters have fostered as
the grandson of the famous scout.
Murphy.
It's strictly a lower-case dualer.
Bill Elliott plays the title charMonogram here takes two western acter who frustrates a pair of landstars of proven b.o. draw, adds a grabbers, one of whom is the townThe fable of the dutiful mother
veteran comic and comes up with ship's mayor, the duo giving the
who raises three sons, assisted by a .MIN.x.
the 'Rough Riders,' a trio, which, an well-known biz to the local ranchers
carping, but sensible aunt, after the Jim Holllday
Robert Stack announcement at the end of the last through fraudulent tax claims.
Ann Rutherford
father dies, is not exactly new. In Aniie Orayaon
declares, will ride again soon,
Elliott does as well as can be exWild Ulll Hickok
Richard Dlx reel
this
interpretation,
scripter Fred Jsue
'Rough Riders' are pected, while Dub Taylor is his
Frances Farmer ntough the
Nibk), Jr., pictures the spoiled boys Bob Holllday
Brod Crawford starred, the names of favorites Buck comedic sidekick. Some of the comwho finally are snapped to fheir Rocky
Hugh Herbert Jones, Tim McCoy and Rajrmond edy, built around romantic incliAndy Derlne
senses by threat of being drafted Speai-nsh
billed
Hatton
are
under
the
title.
nations
Jack McCnIl
of twins for Taylor, and the
Lon Chaney, Jr.
into service.
Much-abused mother llurlcano Jlary
Fuzzy Knight Exhibs will find 'Arizona Bound' no co'mplioations that evolve when he's
finally sees the light, realizing what General CuKtcr
Addison Blctaards problem at the wickets.
Elxploita- unable to determine who is' who. is
Chapman
Umdley Page tion here is a lead-pipe cinch with
selfish, negligent lads they are, and
the type that's been done too freUncle
Wilbur
.Snmuel
Hinds
S.
goes oft to be married, while the
quently. Betty Miles decorates the
(Dwlght Latham Jones and McCoy on the marquee.
boys are drafted into the army, The Jesters
The series gets olT to a fair start, landscape neatly as the suggested
Waller Carlson
)
aided by Aunt Lottie's skillful maGuy Bontaara with all the expected shooting and romantic foil for Elliott, but that's
t
neuvering.
brawls appearing on cue and getting all.
.
Gold boom days of the Dakotas off on time.
All the hokum of a Keystone comSingle attempt Jess
Director Lambert Hillyer has kept
edy, even down to the trained seal background this moving melodrama Bowers' script makes at variation the pace brisk.
Nixka.
and an outlandish stage troupe seek of the west in Wild Bill Hickok's era. from the ancient western formula is
ing a rehearsal hall and food, have It's about the most actionful feature to keep the fact that the three sad
to come from this studio in months. dlemates are buddies of long stand
been tossed in to pep up dull mo
Not
intended
as an 'epic,' it's best ine secret until the end.
ments.
Despite this director Ben
Stoloft has managed to sustain in- fitted to the programmer category.
Plot has Jones as a settled down
(BKIX1SH-MADE)
Production looks like a real money- cowpoke who answers a friend's
terest
London, Aug. 16.
General Film Distributors' ri-leoJ<e of
Cast is topped by Wayne Morris, getter for Universal.
plea to mop up Mesa City, controlled
Leslie
Stars
Exhibitor has the names of- Frances by villain Dennis Moore and his Gainsborough production.
Tom Brown, William T. Orr (the
Ranks, Alastair Sim. John Mills. DlrinMed
pampered sons), Marjorie Rambeau, Farmer, Richard Dix, Brod Craw- mob. There he meets McCoy, a by
Anthony Asqulth.
S<Teenplny. A. do
Irene Rich and Moroni Olsen. IBiss ford, Hugh Herbert, Ann. Rutherford gun-totin' 'parson,' and Hatton, sup- Grunwald, J.O.C. Orton, from stage play
Rambeau is superb as the indignant and Robert Stack to play around posedly just a cowhand, delivering hy Gooffrey Kerr; camera, ,Tnok C"K. .^t
Gaumont-Biitfsh private theaLre, London.
aunt while Miss Rich makes an ac
with and, properly ballyhooed, as at a herd to Jones.
Running time, 00 MfNS.
ceptable mother, though one won
this theatre, 'Badlands of Dakota' is
Together they expose Moore and Jo4in Barlngton
T.e9lle Brinks
ders at her stupidity in letting apt to prove a neat boxolTice sur
save the stageline franchise for Mn. Barlngton
Joanne de f'aMilIa
Carla J.ehmnnn
grown-up youngsters overrun her prise package in many spot$. Word- Luana Walters after Jones is framed, Holon Barlngtnn
AloMtalr Slin
home and keep her in debt. Weor,
of-moiith will prove an asset that sprung from the hoosegow by his Charlea DImble
John .Mills
night-LleuL Perry
will overcome a lukewarm tag.
pals- and a pitched battle is staged Ronald
...George I'ole
Michael WHdlng
Pertinent scripting job by Gerald with law-and-order on the outside Alan Trenlly
Frank CMller
Forest
Geraghty from Harold Shumate's and Moore and his men inside their .Tohn
Muriel Aked
Miss Feriv<|ry
How the crook supports a Evans
original is largely responsible lor saloon.
Wally Patch
20lh Century-Fox release of .Sol M. Wurt
H.iy Petrle
making a worthwhile tale of the mob as big as the rest of the town's Dr. IVuscott
zel production.
Stars George Montgomer.v.
Mrs. Stokes
Cstbcrlnc l.ncy
fetttures Lynne Roberts, Eve Arden. Frangold rush days in the Dakotas' fllacTc population isn't explained.
Muriel George
cis Ford, George B. Stone. William FarSpencer Bennet's direction fails to Mrs. Trimm
Hills. Toss in slick direction by Alnum. Directed by Jnmes TInllng. Screenovercome rather jerky dialog, but
play by Irving Cummlngs, Jr., and William fred E. Green, nicety of production
Latest Gainsborough offering Is
complaint.
Harry
Neuit's
minor
a
Conselman, Jr.; based on alory by Zano detail by producer George Waggner,
photography,
particularly cops and robbers done in Air Force
Grey: camera, Charles Clarke; editor, N'Ick and players who seem cut out for mann's
remains ungarb;
the formula
De Magglo. Tradesliovrn In N.K., Bept their xespective roles—
and the result night scenes, is extremely well done. changed and an ideal move for this
a, '41.
Rniulnir time, HI MTVS.
Art,
Buck Duane
George Montgomery is a surprise entertainment entry.
side, where the winged influenceNanry Bowlrey
Pioneer era of 1876 has been gone
Lynne Roberta
plus a long West End run as a play
Kate
Eve Arden over thoroughly before by screen
Luke Stevens
will set *C3ottage ^o Let' for^ plenty
Francis Ford scripters.
In this instance, plot is
Euchre
George E. Stone
local attention.
staccato script
Major McNeil
William Farnum centered on the romance between
(WITH SONGS)
will keep the feature from primary
Bull Ixiseomer
Joseph Sawyer Robert Stack and Ann Rutherford,
RKO release of Bert Ullroy production. spotting in key locations. Some fine
Captain Laramie
Truman Bradley with the secondary love affair be-- Features
Tim Holt. Directed by Edward playing and a workmanlike produc'fom Duane
Russell Simpson tween
Frances Farmer and Brod Kllly. Screenplay by Earl .Inell, Morton
Don Costello
i'"! f
tion mark It as good supporting fare.
Grant from original by Bernard McConBed
Morgan
Harry Woods Crawford.
camera, Harry Wild; editor, Fred Anthony Asquith has directed neatly.
sheriff
Andrew Tombcs
A walloping Sioux Injun nlghfat vllle;
Kudtson. Tnideshown
N.Y., Sept. 5,
John Mills had a tough assignment
tack on the village brings the yarn '41. RnaDlDg time, 64 MTNS.
This is the fourth filming of Zane to an exciting climax as Calamity Clay Stewart
Tim Holt in the dpuble-identity role of Nazi
Grey's yarn in the past 20 years, in Jane halts the robbery of the town's Smokey
Ray Whitley agent faking a parachute landing to
Joan
.-...Mary Douglaa snare the Scots folk into feting him
addition to widespread and con- bank and ends the 'outlawry of
her %Vhopper
'Ijisses' White
Jjee
venient lifting of plot structure by sweetheart with a bullet. Film has
as a wounded Air Force pilot. Actor
Henry nndgo
Eddie Dew
writers of quickie westerns. As a the familiar chases, wild dashes
Earlo Hodglns turns in a thoughtful performance,
of Burl MacLeod
result, the story is a most familiar the stage coach, gunplay
Kale Harrington emotionally standout in the closing
and when Martha
Chnrlea Phlpps sequences where he's hunted down.
one.
Picture will satisfy western the fireworks are not in full flare, Ezra Weatfall
Jones
Ernie Adams
audiences, and will catch a nominal there is plenty of comedy relief.
Carla
Jackson
.,...T.arry Steoa Romance Is in the hands of
share of dual support bookings in
Robert Stack and Ann Rutherford Ohuck Brown
;.Bud Osborne Lehman, and she does excellently
'subsequent houses where author'
are billed as stars, because playing
with very little as daughter-nur.se of
name carries marquee value,
the romantic leads, but actually
Tim Holt Tides again In this excel- Leslie Banks, a temperamental in-Story la laid in the Pecos district Frances Farmer, Brod Crawford and lently
made western about the ventor ot plane gadgets.
of Texas in 1870.
George Mont- Richard Dix, latter as Wild Bill ranchers' fight for water rights^
The I4azis figure to lift plans of
gomery rides into town to find his Hickok, are the picture's mainstays. "Biding the Wind' -carries more orig- Banks' new bombslght, but stumble
iather murdered. Gunflght, in which Miss Farmer turns In an outstandiiag inal quirks than are found in routine
(Continued on page 18)
-
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Opening Weekend Tops "Tin
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Own

Acquisition of Its

K-A-0

FORECLOSURE SUIT

ON ARROWHEAD

HOm

Film Reviews
^Continued from page 16s

San Bernardino, Sept. 6.
Foreclosure proceedings on the
$250,000 second mortgage on the
Arrowhead Springs Hotel have been
against Alistalr Sim, as British unstarted, with Joseph M. Schenck and
Investment company was recorded
man, plus the sly Holmesde- dercover
At inter- Jay Paley holding the paper in
like reasoning of a Cockney kid
in RKO $1 par common.
The RFC holds a $600,000 evacuee.
This youngster, George
vals during July, Atlas purchased fault.
first mortgage.
Cole, manages to steal all the scenes
13,696 shares of the stock, plus 1,825
The hotel company is to be re- he has; he's likable toughy who
shares of 6% convertible preferred.
eastern resort op- should bear watching. Sim's cagey
Score at the end of the month was organized with an
taking over unless the gov- playing is a smooth mixture of chill
821,623 shares common; 327,812 war- erator
property for and cheer. "There's soi'ne good work
rants for common and 45,671 shares ernment acquires the
from Michael Wilding, as a youthful
American an army hospital.
of the 6% convertibles.
co-scientist with a yen for the daughCo. was listed as holding 268,230
Jeanne de Casalis
ter of his boss.

Pfd H^[li%hts SEC Sunnnary
Washington, Sept.

—

9.

Tortuous transactions of Keithto acquire a
large block of its own preferred
stock led the list of film dealings

Albee-Orpheum Corp.

reported in last week's Securities.

&

Exchange Commission monthly summary. Film outfit was revealed to
have tied into part of the 48,568
shares of preferred voting trust cer-

—

which

tificates
purchase of
the parent company,

Orpheum

Corp.,

from shares

Radio-Keith-

was approved June

27 by the SEC but announced only
Some of the
a short time ago.
transactions, however, were dated
prior to the SEC approval.

common stock,

of the

although

no transactions were recorded for
July.

Monogram
Next most complicated film stock
was credited to investors in

deal

Monogram Pictures Corp. Trem
Deal involved acquisition of cer- Carr, Hollywood director, received.
tain stocks held by Michael J. 17,523 shares of %\ par common
in (listed as 'in payment of loan') to
stockholder
heavy
Meehan,
K-A-O, through the intermediaries bring his holdings to 20,158 on July
Atlas Corp. and American Co. in- 30. Also recorded as having 22,823
vestment companies controlled by options for common on the same
Fioyd Odium.
RKO purchased date.
2,000 ducats last May, it was reAs trustee for franchise-holders,
vealed, and an additional 21,800 the W. Ray Johnston, Hollyvirood offi-

—

—

month presumably acfollowing
quired by Atlas and American from
Meehan and turned over to the parent company under an agreement.
Three days after the June purchase,

RKO

peddled 45,061 7%
paring its
preferred,
ciunulative
holdings at the end of the month to

however,

500 shares.

K-A-0 paper

Involved dealings in

—dating from

March-:-included:
Purchase by RKO of 722 shares of
common stock in small lots during
J'uly (following the SEC's approval)
to bring total holdings of .common
to 1,205,598 shares. Thirteen shares
of the same stock were purchased
In March, according to last week's
last

—

SEC

report.

—

cen^any

of 30 shares of 7% cumuconvertible preferred. Goldberg, according to the report, also
sloughed off 2(^0 shares of the same
stock last Jun6, while Kii^berg disposed of 490 shares of the same' during July. Also listed under the 7%
cumulated preferred transactions
was acquisition of 6,976 shates of the
stock by RKO, to bring Its holdings
to- 7,476 by the end of July.
On top of the K-A-O shuffle, a
large investment by Atlas—priticipal

lative

BADIO
errs

company, sold
cial of the
shares of Monogram common stock
and dropped an additional 40,825
shares 'in payment of advances or
Left him with 23,273 shares.
loans.'
Johnston's other dealings included
purchase, in June, of 65,867 shares
of Pathe-owned stock as trustee for
the franchise holders group and a
listing as the owner of 5,350 options
for common.

,

comprised flutters in Loew's Boston ThePurchase of
atres and Loew's, Inc.
Other

par

liOew's,

Inc.,

was

while J. Robert Rubin,
exec of the parent company, peddled 800 shares of the outfit's common no par value papers.

Hollywood, Sept

S.

Spencer Tlacy draws ^This.Strange
Adventure,' based on a novel by
Clyde Brion, as a late fall starrer.

Anthony Veiller and William H.
Wright are doing the screenplay, to
be produced by Sam Zimbalist

Yorfc Theatres
NOW PLAYING

'SERGEANT YORK'
A NEW WABNEB

BBOS. BIT

HOLLYWOOD
B'way at

Slat St.

AIB-CONDiriONKD

])OBS£Y

Paranouat

PMun

Lacey have

Cellier and Catherine
given their usual best

GaU Storm

2id

Bla

WMk

M-ikM'> Faui>«l«r
SucmhI

and Band

Orw

RolMTt

Joan

I

CRAWFORD • TAYLOff • aARSON

by Johnny Lange and Lew

New

Tom (Lono

Main building

to

is laid

out

.

digent film players will live In comMotion Picture Relief Fund is
fort.
exhibiting th& architectural model to
encourage pledges for bungalow
donations. Sept. 21 Is slated'^or the
ground breaking ceremonies.

RKO relea« o( Beet Gilroy produollon.
Stars Tlm> Holt; features Bey 'M'taltley,
White. Morris Ankrum.
Jnnct Waldo,
Screenplay,
Directed by Hdwenl Kllly.
Norton S. Parker. Story. .Arthur T. Hnrmnn. Camera, Hnrry Wild; editor. FredOne snnR by Fred Rose
eric Knudtson.
and Ray Whitley. Previewed In studio proRunning time,
jection room, Sept. 8, '\\.
se MIMS.
.Tim Holt
Steve
Uny

Smokey
Ellen Grant

WnMi)

.Jnnet

Lee (1.ssHes) White
Morris Ankrum

Whopper
Red
Joel Nesbllt
Shorltt Saunders

J.

Ro.v.
Alerrlll

Tom Maggerty

Rovcroft

Holmrs

Kddio Wollor
Glenn Strange
Frank Ellis

Idaho
At

Capra-ttA Cold

Wliltley

Andrew Grant
Ma^or

Joseph EgK^nton
Quy Csher

Kurt HollUlBV

Jiick

Tint

Bud

Cllrtord

Osborne

Not too impressive attempt to display the heroics of Tim Holt 'The
Bandit Trail,' in taking a rocky detour in the characterization of Holt,'
of $250,000, which would have been makes him an outlaw accomplice for
several reels and then tries to reno coin problem at all, the producer- deem him. A dubious entry which
director explained, as the reist of the had the working title of 'The Outmoney could be easily obtained from law Trail.
Holt participates in a bank robthe banks.
bery because of the foreclosure on
Capra came to New York, he said, his father's ranch and joins a gang
to see the legit version of 'Arsenic' to plot another heavy haul in a disHe also chose tant town.. But the banker's daugha few more times.
several people from the cast for the ter catches his eye and he stays to
town marshal.
picture.
He could have virtually become
Holt -does what he can to make
used the stage cast intact, he eX' the- role' believable, without result
plained, but woiddh't do so as it The one sonr doesn't mean an:7thlng;
would break up the shaw, Capra
Watt.
also foraged through Brooklyn with
a stilt and film camera crew taking
pictures of old houses for the sets
Daughters

Gambling

of 'Arsenic' It is localed in Brooklyn.
Next on his slate, Capra said, no
he- is working; will
matter for
be The Flying Yorkshiremen,' it at
aiming to cast
all possible.
He
Victor Moore in the title role. That
will
be followed by 'Tomorrow

Producers Releasing Corp. release of T.
H. Richmond production. Features Cecilia
Parker and Roger Pryor. Directed by Max
Nossecli. Screenplay. Joel Koy and Arnold
original
ntory by Sidney
Phillips from

whom

'41,

At the
dualed.

Camera, Mnck
Sheldon, and Ben Roberts.
Stengler.
At the Xetv York, N. Y.. Sept.
'41; dualed.
Running time. 65 MIN8.
..Cecilia Parker
Diana Cameron

•Lone Rider,' and this is a typical release in the series. Producers have
teamed Al St. John, long of slapstick
coitiedies, with Houston for nice results, and film is fair enough western
fare.

Fable of a ghost town, with a band
of outlaws protecting their hidden
ore vein, creaks from usage, but
Houston Is a strapping cowljoy figure
and his singing is acceptable. His
speaking voice seems a little too
deep for best results. St. John is
capable, and Alaine Brandes, the sole
femme character, has little to do.
Support cast is standard.
C^ouple of typical dbwboy tiunes,
not titled, are creditd to Johnny
Lange and Lew Porter, and they
help.
Wear.

SOVIET

POWER

(Documentary)
~

(SOVIET-MADE)

Artklno release of U. S. .S.
tion.
At Control. N. Y., Sept.
ning time, 117 M1N8.

R.

produc-

'41.

8,

Run-

(English, sound-track and titUs)
Said to have been rushed to the
U. S. by Clipper, just In time for the
New York opening, 'Soviet Power' is
transparent propaganda. Trifie of It
appears of recent productioiL. but
much of it rooks rather old. Picture
is technically Inferior and It could
be edited almost In half.

Nearly all of it Is pretty tedious.
However, if the standee business
Saturday afternoon (6) is any indication,

What

it

should coin a tasty profit

its

propaganda value may b«

difficult to predict.

Is

It offers lit-

new

or enlightening, yet every
shot of Stalin or other Soviet nabobs and every bombastic utterance
of
the
sound'track commentator
tle

Chance London

drew

Roger Pryor
Robert Baldwin
Gate Storm

Jimmy Parker

Ed

£

MR. JORDAN"

Stage
SDllUan
Hanciii

In Perion

Ray

TOnnen

nth

FJmt Time at Popular Prices
<-rii
Continuous porformancee
icee

ORSON WELLESS.

"CrnZEN KANE'
IE"

Jatkle

In

lii

"UNFINISHED BUSINESS"
B'way at
Wtb^Bt.

MiONITE SHOWS

in

Havana' (20th), 20th-Fox, P.R.
(M-G), Motion Pic.

,p^J^,

SEPT.

M (1:30 p.m.).

.

j

a

FBED

• MacMURRAY
New Warner Bros. Hit

*'IHVE

p,m.).

THURS., SEPT. 11

PRi
FEI.,

SFPT
SEPT.

7^^^^ ^onk^"'"'

Ser., P.R.
P''^-^''

.J

<'^-°^'^°"°"

'

P.R.

}

m

BnXT

DeWOI.FE

STRAND B'way&47St

«Oth). 20th-Fox, P.R.

Married Bachelor'
(M-G), Jewel Box
Preview T.
^ Smilin' Thru'
)
(M-G), Jewel
S 'Female of Species'
'

'

I

.jjg^y

j.

Preview

T.

WASHINGTON
Riders Purple Sage' )
„„
'Weekend in Havana' ( ^^""^' 20th-Fox, P.B,

THUBS., SEPT. 11

'Married Bachelor' ' |
•SmUin- Thru'
\
'Female of Species' |
'Honky Tonk'
{

FBI.,

p.m.)

SEPT. 12 (1p.m.)

Hollywood, Sept 0.
Universal's next serial, 'Winslow
of the Navy,' draws two directors,
Ford Beebe and Ray Taylor.
Henry' MacRae. produces the seagoing cliffhanger, slated to start

_

„
20th-Fox, P. H.
^^

_

_

20th-Fox. P. „
R.
„„.,

GRANDVIEW

(Nyack), N:Y.

Prominent figures of the theat)ieal
and screen world have, choeea thla
picturesoue
section
for
a home.
3 beautifully landscaped acres overlooking the Hudson River.
Engllsntype residence; 8 rooms; large living
room; adjolnlne aun-porch; 4 maat^r
bedrooma wltlx t batAa; aarvanta'
wing, bath; laundrjr and 2 lavatories;
recreation room; 3-car garage. Priced
at today's market for 120,000. Ta'xes
.

Box

WED., SEPT. 10 (Ipjn.).,.
(1

Cliffer Direction

Sept. 22.

j .'^f^,;|„^drHavana' 1

(1 p.m.)

1
19 (1
ri p.m.
n
12
)

BOMBER"

—In Person
SAMMY KAYE

Extra!

Ifr (2

WEEK

EBBOIi

FLYNN
ROBERT MONTGOMERY

'Weekend

10 (2 p.m.),

T^URS SEPT.
SEPT 11(1.30
11 a-in p.m.)
nin 1 r*^"''*** Bachelor')
THUBS.,
|,g^j,jj,.
FBI..

WED.. SEPT.

3RD

its

Hobe.

Doable

SEATTLE

I

IRENE DUNNE

WED., SEPT.

HELLER

I
I
I

—

fare.

SAN FRANCISCO

KINNEY

and Oreb,
ERile BOREO

Ubon Dance

Power'

to await Hitler's invasion of
Russia to give respectability to the
U. S. S. R. cause in this country.
The ex-house painter could hardly
be pleased at this result of his war-

had

II

MONTGOMERY
"HERE COMES

"BI.OSSOM8
IN THE DVBT"

A.M.

Porter.
2,

George Uouslen
Al (Fuzzy) St. John
Alalne Brandes

frantic applause from the shirtsleeve audience.
Film is in five sections: 'Report
from the Front,' 'Russia's Millions
Mobilize,' 'Citizens of Tomorrow,
Never Comes,' an original by Hugh Lillian
'The Soviet Woman' and. 'Armenia,
SIgl Arno
Prof. Bedoln
Wedlock.
Janet SImw Land of Joy.' First has a few (very
Katherlne
Charles Miller few) shots of what appear to be
Waller Cameron
ffildle Foster
Nick
being
fighting,
otherwise
Al&ed Hnll actual
Denn
Judy Kllgor* much the same kind of tame hehindGloria
Gertrude Messlnger the-lines stuff that has come from
Jane
MarveUe Andre other war fronts. Most notable fact
Dorothy
jContlnuedr from page 7s
Roberta Smith
Mary
about 'Russia's Millions Mobilize' is
sound-track comment was
should be turned over to charity.
Fairly amusing whodimit, with that the
obviously inserted in England and
This adversely affected the actors' Roger Pryor and Cecilia Parker for intended for British audiences. 'Citimarquee decoration.
right to- earn his living in the reguof Tomorrow' purports to show
zens
Picture promises intriguing develsuperior
way the Soviet regime
the
lar commercial channels of enter- opments, but goes haywire near the
cares for and educates youth, but
tainment, to donate what money he final denouement when it requires doesn't dwell on the absence of fampadded footage to All out the 65 min'The
ily life under such a setup.
felt he coiild afTord to give to chari- utes.
This padding is in the form of
Woman* stresses the alleged
ties and to contribute his time and comedy, with Robert Baldwin, yarn's Soviet
'emancipated' status of women in
talent
in
other
non-commercial hero, not impressive- as a comic.
the U. S. S. R.
Plot concerns daughters of the rich
charity programs.'
Rev. Hewlett Johnson, dean, of
Waivers have been granted by the who meddle with gambling devices, Canterbury Cathedral, whose book
Guild to those who are under pre- and director Max Nosseck manages on the Soviet union has been quoted
sustain suspense- pretty well. Cevious commitment; hut it was said to
;so widely by Communist supporters,
is one of the young
cilia. Parker
there would be no relaxing of Rule ladies who becomes involved in the is shown and quoted to introduce
each of the parts it this film.
6 hereafter. Members of the board gambler's net.
It's a walk-through
One outstanding thing about 'Somake up the Guild Authority.
part Roger Prior is handed a vilshowing in the U. S.

Rtbtrt

34-PALACES

a :30

Sept.

2,

sContlnued from page 14-

Oho

Y.,

Rider)

Fuzzy

THE BANDIT TRAIL

architect

ManbaU

Stwtl Thur, 8<pL

i

Lul Tlnn Wed.

Detra

N.

York,

Runnlna time, 04 MINfl.

H'wood Country
Dud Buster
Feature Is nicely mounted by EdFrank Hagney
ward Black; Jack Cox handles an Sfnclair
Alden Chase
Other technical Gordon
excellent camera.
Reed Howes
Hollywood, Sept. 9.
okay.
Roberts
Charles King
Motion Picture Country Home in departments are
Jed
George Cbssebro
Clark
Edward Pell, Sr.
Woodland Hills begins to take shape
Roper
ArchI Bell
this week with the completion of a
model for the central building, deGeorge Houston is being built Into
signed by William Pereira,. chief
Hollywood, Sept 4.
a western melodramatic figure as the

Trade Showings
yiliTtffl BROADWAY St£g

UNltED Dili ni I
ARTISTS nllULI

Wear.

Producers Releasing Corp. relense of Slgtnund Noufeld production, rcaturci George
Houston and Al St. Jotin.
Dlrooted by
Sam Newfleld. Original screenplay, Joe
O'Donnoll; camera, Jnck Qrcenhulgh; editor, IToUirook N. Todd; music and lyrics

viet

with Herbert

Sopt,

Slgt Arno.

in Ghost Town
(WITH SONGS)

Helen
Moonehlde
O'Shead

'When Ladies Meet'

MSf rr-u. r. %mi %5sj

Week B«sUinlnc

and

Lone Rider

-

PERSON

Tommy

In Technicolor

Home

Iain's role as the gambling boss' assistant Bobert Baldwin, as the insurance inspector hero, is a newcomer, but picture gives him slight
chance. Outstanding in support are

SAG Reins

eARY COOPER

WEEK

IN

•ALOMA ot'the
SOUTH SEAS'
A

common by

New York

PARAMOUNT
8rd

dealings

registered,

Spectacular Stage Produotlona

HELD 'OVER
Dorothy

stock

film

40 shares of the 'Boston subsid's $25

"THE UHLE
FOXES"

lauo€b

puts over her dithery comedy for
useful laughs; Hay Petrie, Frank

Completed For

Manufacturers Trust Co., of New
Continned from pace
York, beneficial owners, shed 53,000
shares of 3y4% Paramount Pictures, the company for his next 10 picconvertible debentures 1947, tures. Pact required a minimum of
Inc.,
the SEC reveaUd. Retained 3,324,800 one a year. UA guaranteed 25% of
shares of same, plus 5^710 shares of
the end financing, up to a .maximum
the company's 6% convertible 1st

MUSIC
HALL
UEIJ> OVEB

Jon BALIi

nyel

house a medical laboratory, library and theatre.
Remaininrpfans call for surround64,152 ing bungalows in which old and in-

preferred.

Other dealings in K-A-O papers
Included sale by Malcolm Kingsberg,
New York officer and director, of 10
shares
7% cumulative preferred
v.tc's in July, wiping out his holdings, and sale by Leon Goldberg
another New York official of the

New

COTTAGE TO LET

under

|600.

Clieinlcol Bank it Trust Co., les
Uroiulnrar, New York City, COrtInndt 1-3000, Bit. 144.
Or coDBblt

your broker.

'

'
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GOn TAKING

Sffi

Now That Vick Has Its Network
btl

Serial Morse

OVER DX
May Again Up Rates

Stations

Now Ikt

For Chainbreaks,

Trying

Is Still

19

Iky

ToLeamWIiat Spots Win Be Used

Are at Saturation Pdnt

Coordinator of Intelligence
Probably Will First Merge
Morse
Vick

th«

International,

account,

Chemical

Weil-Dressed Answers

on

agency

was

BtlU trying yesterday (Tuesday) to
find out what proportion of the spot

Minneapolis, Sept. 9.
quiz show here,
A new
called 'Suit Yourself," gives listeners-in the chcUice to win the
coat first, then the trousers and
so-on for the correct answers.
clothing, store is sponsoring

WTCN

reservations outstanding Vick proposed to use now that it has bought
a script show for the NBC-Red. The
agency advised station reps that all
contracts previously placed lor spot
campaigns will remain as is, but that
it would take Vick a few more days
to decide how much of the spot periods reserved but not contracted it
wanted to salvage. The Arm orders
on spot figure about 40% of all the
campaigns set up by Vick for the

On

Sneezes.'

thinking

it

gram because

of the kidding

it

might

cause for the product, VatronoJ TJose
Drops. The tentative title for the
show is 'We're Five in "the Family.'
The scripts will be adapted by the
author herself and Milton Geiger.
end the programs will Tje directed
by Dick Nicholls, head of Morse's
radio'

department.

somewhat

The cast is to be
irom the one

different

Amusement Corp.
General
that
The network
originally auditioned.
hookup will consist of 69 stations.
Some of the station reps' prevailed
upon Morse International to release
in such markets
account undoubtedly no
longer requires because of the network coverage. These reps immediately
advised the stations involved in the releases and also wired

the

that-

'

reservations

Hie

the .others still under reservation
that they could use their own discretion in holding the time for Vick.
The r^ps pointed out to the agency
that unless they could get quick action on the balance of the reservations they could not guarantee that
their stations would set aside the
more choice spot time when 'Vick
started, lining up Its campaign for
the 1942-43 season.

LEWISUPFOR
DEFENSE POST
William Lewis, CBS y.p. in charge
of programs, will likely get the post
Of broadcast director for the Civilian
Defense Committee, which is headed
by Mayor FioreUo LaGuardia.
If
the appointment goes through, Lewis
will Q>end at least half of his time
in Washington.
The assignment has yet to receive
White House approval.

NBC

Chi Swilcb Puts

McQelland on Sales
Chicago, Sept. 9.
Shift in
personnel sends Gilbert McClelland, who has been editor of the press department here.
Into tha sales promotion department
as assistant to Emmons Carlson.
McClelland replaces George Bolas,
Who leaves to Join the radio staff of

NBC

by the 'voice of his conscience'
on his Lady Esther radio series.
Alter ego will be billed as
Jiminy Cricket, performed as it
was in Tinocchio* by Cliff Edwards. It will be carried through
the entire series.

mARCHOFm'
TO RESUME

'

over Vick officials were disinclined
to adopt the title for their radio pro-

PAST OPPOSITION

Get Told

Hollywood, Sept, 0.
Orson Welles wiU be heckled

ing to Furnish Personnel

and Material

A

The program that will go into
Vick's Sunday matinee (5:30-6 p.m.)
spot on the Red is. based on a serial by Claire MacMurray, which
the Cleveland Plain Dealer has carried for some time and which has
Veen published in book form by the
The newsFrederick Stokes Co.
paper serial's title is 'And Beat Him

When He

He'll

Facilities,

With Both Nets Continu-

it.

season.

1941-12

NBC and CBS

ON BLUE
'March of Time' (Time Mag) will
be revived on the NBC-Blue in the

Impression has spread within the
American shortwave industry that
the conference which William Donova*n, U. S. Coordinator of Intelligence, has called for today (Wednesday) in Washington is but a preliminary to the taking over of the industry by the Grovemment. It is believed that Donovan will precede
such acquisition with a merger of
present shortwave program producing facilities, in which the networks
(NBC and CBS) would continue to
furnish the personnel and the material. Invited to the conference are

-

HOBBY

LOBBY'

m

VICE 'DESK'

FOR

With the demand for chainbreak
announcem'ents and
mimrte
an<
nouncements having saturated avaiU

A

abilities on class
tions, there is talk

and

B

class

sta*

now among many

broadcasters of further jacking up
the rates on these two items. In a
number of cases the rates for such
spots have already 'been pushed up
to the point where national advertisers could buy a 15-period for-practically the same price, if not le?s.
This situation is described as another
one of those advertiser eccentricities,
preferring to hitchhike their announcements on another account's
network program rather than building up listener favor with a program

own.

of their

Unless spot advertiser viewpoint
changes in the meantime, network
statioi^s will be making
more money from announcements

affiliated

than they would clear if they were
able to sell quarter and half-hour
periods. A paradox that has caused
many a broadcaster to wonder at the
strange ways of the advertising craft
derives from •the circumstances that
the very agencies which are loudest
in their protests against the appending of chainbreak announcements to

NBC and C^S officials, representaTed Bates agency has bought Dave
tives of independent shortwave staElman's 'Hobby I^obby' to replace
tions and broadcast associartes of the 'City Desk' for Colgate-PalmoliveRockefeller Committee on Latin- Peet starting with the Oct. 4 broadAmerican Cultural Relations.
cast.
Time is 8:30-8:55 Saturday
2 or 9.
Donovan, it has been intimated, nights on CBS. Product is Colgate their netwoilk programs
have been
Panel of writers has been set up will meet with no opposition from
shave -cream.
most active in the snatching ilp ot
for the show, and the Young.& Rubi- the two networks should he under'City Desk' lias been a headache chainbreak availabilities.
cam agency on the account, has as- take to consolidate NBC and CBS' since it first went on the air for
signed two directors, Tom Everett shortwave program producing setC-'P-'P about a year ago. It has had
and Hendrik Booraem, Jr., to handle ups with the idea of feeding ma- various directors, writers and leadalternate programs on the theory terial from 3 consolidated source to
ing players In the meantime. "Hobby
that they will be better able in this all
other American international Lobby,' until it went off the air about
way to maintain a fresh slant. shortwave outlets. Only condition, 18 months ago, had several different
Booraem has been doing 'Manhattan it has been suggested, that will be sponsors and network outlets. 'Con(Crummer-Energine). asked of him is that 'Che Govern- tact,' another of Elman's 'idea' shows,
at Midnight'
Latter show is now taking direction ment assume all responsibility for has been on Mutual for some
from Joe Hill.
thise programs, and that if the pro- months as a sustainer.
grams are to contain anything of a
propaganda nature the networks be
Canada Dry is returning to nei>
permitted to label them as such.
work radio with a mystery comedy
'N'
-Broadcasters connected with Amerserial, "Michael and Kitty.' Contract
ican shortw.ave facilities began to
calls for 111 stations on the NBCwonder whether something- drastic
Blue and the Friday S:30-10 p.-m.
•was in store for them when Donovan recently moved Stanley P. Richspot.
Pittsburgh. Sept. fl.
NBC-Blue has obtained its contract ardson into his own organization.
Mathes is the agency and the acAnnual Harry P. Davis Memorial count's Spuracola will also bs
for the Lum 'n' Abner series from Richardson was named some months
ago co-ordinator of international Award, cash prize and medal given plugged.
Alka Seltzer. It becomes effective
shortwave broadcasting by the short- to Pittsburgh's No. 1 announcer, will
6.
Oct.
wave industry itself at a salary of become a national affair this year.
In the east it will be the 6:30-6:45 $10,000 a year. The suggestion for Davis was co-iounder with Dr. Frank
Monday, Tuesday, Thursday his employment came •through the Conrad of KDKA, and the yearly SIX
spot,
and Friday, with the midwest and U. S. Department of State. Copies awards have been the gifts of his
mountain area getting- the program of a plan for -operation which Rich- widow.
First time prize goes to a national
four hours later. On the west coast ardson had been working on since
winner will be on Nov. 21, twentythe team will remain on their pres- he got the post were recently subNBC last week released the call
first birthday of KDKA.
Bill Weber,
ent NBC-Red hookup, with Alka mitted by him to Donovan and the
of
NBC's New 'York office, was in letters of six stations which it stated
Seltzer also underwriting 'News of State Department.
Thursday

8-8:30 p.m. spot.

Starting date

wUl be

either Oct.

CAN.

WITH A SERIAL

-

AMR CODiG

LUM

ON NBC-N.IK

DAVIS

OCT. 6

DRY BACK

AWARD FOR TOP
NOW NATL

ANNOIiNC£R

MORE STATIONS
ON
sehip

mmi

I

NBC and Columbia have persisthe World' on the Blue Pacific link.
Reason for the exclusion of a Wed- tently opposed Government control
nesday spot is that the account has of their international shortwave facilities, fearing that if they yielded
the Quiz Kids on the Blue the same
in that direction they would be pavday.
Scbaef^r Beer Adding

Harry Savoy, Brown
Schaefer Beer, a B.B.D.

&

works
O. ac

will add Harry Savoy and
Russ Brown to the cast of its weekly
half-hour program in October. The
brewer has to leave its present spot
(Tuesday, 7:30 p. m.) on 'WEAF, N.Y.,
Sept. 29 to make room for the LeverBurns and Allen show, which debuts
Oct. 7 on the NBC-red.
Colonel Stoopnagle is currently In
the Schaefer period on a 22-week
contract, which expires Sept. 22. He
will probably be retained for the

count,

following

week

ing the way for the Government
stepping into the domestic longwave
operating field. Persons of authority who are thoroughly conversant
with the Government's wartime
problems and also the broadcasting
business have urged the two netcilities

to offer their shortwave faon A sort of lend-lease basis,

but in each instance the webs have
countered with the argument that
one step in Government operation
of radio would logically lead to another.

anticipated that Donovan's
co-ordinating plans for international
rddio include the improvement of
It

is

both
wavelength
equipment.

and

broadcast

WILLIAM KOSTKA QUITS

(29).

last week making arangements
with Mrs. Davis for the creation of
a national committee on awards.

town

Ontario Rally

May

R«tiini to U. S.

Net

government may return
American network radio this February with a campaign plugging the
Ontario

would be available

to

Blue

clients

They are KCMO,
WAYS, Charlotte, N. C;
Greenville, S. C; 'WCHV,
Charlottesville, Va.: WJHL,. Johnson
City, Tenn., and WMUH, Manchester,
N. H.
WSYR, Syracuse, notified the network that it would be -operating at

within 60 days.

Kansas City;

WMRC,

5,000 watts
part of this

day and night the
month.

latter

to

province's facilities for winter sports.
The province was on CBS for 13
weeks this spring and early summer
with a program selling American
tourists on Ontario as a vacationing
spot. Results were successful.

Swope SeSs 1^00

Sbres

of

Stock

Washington, Sept

9.

Disposal' of 1,500 shares of Columbia Broadcasting System $220 par
Class-A common was the o(ily radio
stock transaction recorded f^iday
Cast for 'The Rains Came,' start- (5) in the Security -St Exchange
ing Sept. 20 for 'Wheatena Play- ^Commission's monthly summary.
According to the SEC, 'Keewaydin
house,' will include Don Briggs, 'Virginia
Field,
Alexander Scourby, Corp. holding company of H. Bay-

Kains Came' Cast

—

—

Hubbard, Louis Hector and ard Swope dropped tite papers durRolfe. Compton is the agency, ing July to retain a modest 1,000
witb Carlo
DeAngelo directing, shares.
Herbert Little, Jr., and David 'Victor
on Coast William Kostka, NBC publicity di- scripting. Nelson Case aimouncing,
to
tha
Tattiioose' to Bloe
Blackett - Sample - Hummert
LoriUard is moving its quiz, 'Don't rector, leaves the network Sept. 26 and William Meeder the organist.
Agency here.
'Rains' wiU run five weeks, folBe Personal,' from the CBS Pacific to join the Institute of Public RelaNetwork to the NBC-Red in that re- tions. Kostka has been with. NBC lowed by a three-week adaptation
Is
Penthouse Party'
(Camel)
gion Oct. 3. The series, which plu^s for three years. He was made man- of 'My Man Godfrey' handled by slated to move to the NBC-Blue Sa
In
Beachnut cigarets, will have the Fri- ager of the department in August the same production setup. Show is a couple weeks. 'Party' now occu1B39.
recorded
and
will
l>e beard in New
day 8:30 to 9 spot, local time.
10-10:30
period
on
pies
Friday
the
^
Kostka'3 leaving is due strictly to York via WOR. It will be the sec
John Swallow, head of NBC's stuLennen & Mitchell is the agency.
CBS, but Lever Bros.-Lifebuoy
money. His new spot will bring ond season for the series. After moves its 'Hollywood Premiere' prodios In Hbllywood, arrived in New
York Monday (8).
Lynohburg, Va. Dick -Buzzerd has him $2,500 more a year than he ^Godfrey,' the shows will ...include gram into this same spot Sept. IB.
He'a in lor iat annual h.o. look- joined 'WL'VA's
announcing staff earned at NBC.
'Jane Eyre,' 'Christmas Carol,' 'Mr,
William Esty is the agency on both
around.
nrrminfa
His successor has not been named, Deeds Goes to Town' an d others,
after a stint on WENY, Elmira, N.Y.
Irene

LoriUard Moving

CBS

NBC

SwaUow

—

From

AS NBC PUBLICITY HEAD

Mary

Wednesday, September
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20

Mishaps to

NAM

18

Program May

National Association o£ Manufacturers can't decide whether the series
Dt mishaps that have attended the
'Your Defense Reporter' broadcasts
on Mutual have been accidental, or
•whether there's a well concealed
plot to nudge Fulton Lewis, Jr., off
Is paying
The
this program.
all the expenses entailed in these
time,
the
excepting
broadcasts,
which it gets gratis from Mutual.
Lewis has been pretty much under a cloud in the trade ever since
he arranged fcy that original broadcast of Charles "A. Lindbergh, in
which the flier opened his attack on
the Administration's foreign policy,
end also as a result of his (Lewis')
close friendship with leading Washington isolationists. It has also been
no secret in the trade that while
Lewis has come under the protecting
cloak of the Chicago Trib outlet,
WGN, the same web's New York
key, won, has been chary about its
association with Lewis.
The mishaps, which have aroused
the curiosity, if not the suspicion, of
the NAM, involved in each instance
defects in the pickup telephone line
Two weeks ago there was
facilities.
line failure when the program originated from the j)lant of the Walter
Kidde Co, in Bellville, N. J., and
last Tuesday night (2) an inspection
of the radio line installed in the plant
of the Unique Specialty Co., in lower
Manhattan, disclosed that it had been
shortened. In Jersey the first few
minutes of the broadcast was not
heard on the air because of the
faulty connection, while the defect
in the case of the Manhattan hookup
was discovered a couple hours before the broadcast. Both small manufacturing firms are engaged in defense work.
has been both emWhile the
barrassed and mystified by these Incidents, it has not uncovered anyThe
thing that smacks of a plot
Bell Telephone Co. of New Jersey,
took the blame for the bad hookup in
the Belleville plan^ while the New
York Telephone Co. «dmitt«d that
one of its technlclana as Te^onsible.
for the short in the Manhattan in-

NAM

Cincinnati, Sept. 9.
special broadcasts of the
war games in Louisiana, Sept. 15-30,
will be relayed by 18 non-affiliated
network stations in Ohio, Kentucky, Indiana and West Virginia.
Four other independent stations In
the same area reported that their
inability to make suitable pickups off
made it impossible for them to

(Sept. 10-20)

music;
Millwhee:,'
Musical
Thvusdays-through-Sundays, 10-

EDST, NBC-Blue;
a.m.
10:15
Pillsbury fiour, McCanh-ErickStarts tomorrow (Thurssan.
day), origination Chicago.
'Ahead of the Headlines,' comment; Thursdays, 10:30-10:45 p.m.,

NBC

-

Newsweek

Blue;

Tracy-Locke-Dawson.

mag,

WLW

accept the offer.
WLWO, Crosley's international
short-waver, will carry Its own programs of the maneuvers. They will
be In Spanish, for Latin-American
listeners, and are to be rebroadcast

by

GS

ferial

and Mrs. North,' •-the comedy
which the consolidated electric

Industries has

selected for its

co-

Air Scripting

nation varies.

after the Sept. 26 program,, the last

of

PEARSON-ALLEN

ON NBC-BLUE

FORSERUTAN

the

Initial

From

:

mW

as

well

as

Coffee).

the agency on

the laxative account

Gulf Spray

To Quit Phoney BaHy
About Pleasing Cows

Trade Commission.
Gulf Oil Corp., of Pittsburgh, was
given 20 days to answer charges that
their 'Gulf Livestock Spray'
and
'Gulfspray' ballyhooed in radio continuities,
road
maps,
magazines,
Alexander Woollcott will do a se- newspapers, etc.— actually will 'burn,
ries of broadcasts from London for blister, or irritate the hides of animals' If they are sprayed heavily.
tBS.
Starting date depends on how soon Claims that the insecticides will notWoollcott can obtain transatlantic taint milk are also untrue, Commish

SPffiL

FOR CBSfROM LONDON

of

Time'

the Production Centres

treatment of

the

who held down

play

for

started Aug. 31, remained

the

—

declared.

Boasts that 'a light spraying of it
(Gulf Livestock Spray) will assure
you of healthy, contented cows' must
be discontinued, or a cease and desist
.WCPO, Cinoy, Adds Airport Chat lo order will be issued against the comCommercial Bked
pany.
Bossies are harmed tather
Cincinnati,. Sept 9.
than helped by the concoction, acWCPO, which for long has been cording to the complaint and the
•arrying chat programs on travel
representation that the product is so
•rs passing through Clncy's railway harmless to humans that-' 'you can
and bus terminals, started a Plane gargle with it' is likewise incorrect.
Time series Monday (8) from the
Promise to be good was given the
Kiuny airport
Bob Bentley con- Commish by Thomas Patrick, Inc., of
ducts tite new series; sponsored by St Louis, after a spanking received
Maud Muller candles; He does a for 'preparing and disseminating ad'
IS-minute recording between 10 and vertisements..for various commodl
il •.01,, Monday through Friday, ties' over KWK. Trouble was caused
With 10 flights, that hour is the air- -by claims made for 'Colonial Bread,'
Airings on behalf of the Colonial Baking Co,
port's busiest of the day.
Are at 7:1S p.m. Contract is for 39 —with the rrC questioning the nonWeeks.
fattening properties of the bread and
Bentley also baudlWi the Train refusing to believe that six slices
series, at B:4B p.m., Monday used in a reducing diet would slim
urough Friday. It blurb* FelS' consumers and prevent tiredness end

* * t

:

***************** 4 *******

YORK CiTY

preparing

.

.

.

femme commentators

to replace

Maxine

Keith,

Gretchen Thomas, who
Joan Danto'n (Mrs. Ted Byron) took

the spot for several months.

two

days.

over Monday (8).. ..After a week's hiatus, following the termination of
David O. Selznick.
Young fic RublcajT), agency on the Josef Cherniavsky's contract as house band leader, Paul Romeo moved
Romeo
slot with a nine-piece oombo oh a 12-week deal.
program, has Indicated It Intends into th'e
-continuing the series, even without formerly was pianist of the station's midday trio. New house ork playi
Miss Franken'g services as author or 15 minutes a day at 4:15 p.m.
But whether
editorial supervisor.
Jack Runyon, Ted Bates agency radio head, planed to Sea Island, Ga..
the agency or Miss Franken will pay
,-. .Dick
McDonagh, NBC staQ
the replacement scripter appears to yesterday (Tuesday) for a week's fishing.
Miss scripter, writing the Dale Carnegie show for International Correspondenoa
Meanwhile,
Indeflnltc.
be
Franken has already turned in her School. ., .Nick Keesely will direct the series for the N. W. Ayer agency
it will be recorded and given a test ride via WCAU, Philadelphia....
scripts for the three remaining pro-

WOV

Is through with the series.
Matter of adjustment of payment
remains to be worked out. Under
the original contract, Miss Franks

stitute writer.

Jerry Holland is doing two and Welboum Kelley and Frank Wilson on*
each of the 'These Four Men' series (about Churchill, Stalin, Hitler and
Roosevelt), which is filling the 7 p.m. Sunday spot on NBC-Red until Jacl^
Benny returns.. C, L. Menser of the network's production department, on
the Coast to set leads for the show.

Tony Wons returns to NBC-Red Oct. B with a twice-weekly series for
Hall Bros, greeting cards. . .Firestone will do an 11:30 repeat of its Monday night NBC-Red series, starting Oct 6.... 'Studio X,' goofy-coop lerlea
.

by Budd Hulick and Ralph Dumke, moved from 8:30 to 6 o'clock five
mornings a week on WEAF, replacing European news roundup and be<
coming the only local 50,000-watter not airing world news at the 8 a.m.
spot.... NBC-Red is opening the network 15 minutes earlier to air Loulst
Massey and the Westerners at 7:45 a.m. Mondays, Wednesday and Fridays
for Bromo-Quinine. .. .Sho>y will be repeated at 8:45 to the midwest and

However, she notified the agenoy at 10:30 to the Coast
'The Aldrich Family,' with author Clifford Goldseveral weeks ago that on her doc
smith doing a personal appearance, will be aired from the stage of the
tor's orders she would not continue Academy of Music, Philadelphia, Oct. 23, as
a subscription offering of tha
the writing after the Sept. 26 oi(>tion Philadelphia Forum. .. .Goldsmith end Ezra Stone, lead on the show, era
date and also did not wish to con
both from -Philly.
That
tinue as editorial supervisor.
Betty Ann Painter, featured on Ted Steele's 'Boy Meets Band' series on
would presumably release the ac
Lenore Manne,
NBC, has joined the cast of "The Avenger' on WHN
coimt from paying her the $1,500
secretary in the sales department of WQXR, announced her engagement
(plus raises) figure, but she would
to Dr. Robert F. Furchgott, research' bio-chemist with the Cornell Medical
still be entitled to a royalty for the
Cliffs of

Lynn Fontanne's reading of Alice Duer Miller's 'White
Dover' will be aired via recording Saturday (13) on 'Cavalcade of Literature* via WNYC
Francis Kalnay, Hungarian translater at WWRL, building a new home at Brewster, N. Y.
turning to the air Oct 3 for Grape
Anne Elstner, title actress on 'Stella Dallas,* bought old farm house in
Nuts, General Foods had been ex
.Anna
Bucks
County,
Jackie Ayres added to 'David Harum' cast.
Pa
pected to shift 'Claudia and David
Alice Frost Is dropto plug Sanka coffee, another of its Seymour turned down title part in 'Big Sister,' which

use of -her original story material

nme

'March

17-week contractual

grams and

Drew Pearson and Bob Allen

proposal goes through it
Washington, Sept. 9.
the first time that 'Fibber
^arp rebuke to an outfit that has
McGee and Molly* will face opposi been
advertising by radio a 'comtion from another commercial since
plete cow protection,'
which apthey started on their ride to the
upper rungs of listening popularity, parently is anything but was administered Monday (8) by the Federal

SELLS TRAVEL NEWS

Alka-Seltzer

Time Magazine

Newsweek

period.

screen

this

gtassage.

'Tom Mix Straight Shooters'
Love e Mystery'
'True or False'
Metropolitan Opera
Ahead of the Headlines
'Lum fic Abner'
'I

stories,

wiU be

WOOLLCOn TO

Pacquine Cosmetics
Ralston Purina
Standard Brands
B. Williams Co.
Texas Co.

lywood.

FTC Tels

U. S. Treasury Show
Eleanor Roosevelt
'Michael fic Kitty'
'Sergt Quirt-Capt. Flagg*
William Hillman-Raymond Clapper
Wheeling Steelmakers
Renfro Valley
'Service With a Smile'
'Musical Millwheel'
(Not set)

Co.

Products
Cellucotton
national
Lord fit Thomas.
(Kleenex),
Starts Sept. 19, origination Hol-

is

Program

Acoount
Bendix Aviation Corp.
Pan-American Coffee
Canada Dry

\ *************** t
Besides poor health, she is
also active in readying John Golden's
fJV
road company of her stage comedy,
WOV, N.Y., auditioning
'Claudia,' from the same magazine

Ginny Slmms, songs; Fridays,
EDST, CBS; Inter-

9:55-10 p.m.

Raymond Spector

i

*

Hose Franken, author of 'Claudia
and David,' will probably discontinue
scripting the series for General Foods

bia.
If

_

the fall broadcast season gets into full swing the NBC-Blue will
have established a record for itself in number of accounts and monthly
billings.
Of the 17 new programs set on the Blue, 10 represent adverBlue has deals on
tisers who have never before been on that network,
with General Mills and Camel cigarets, as well as Sterling Products (two
half-hours), and If these come through the increased margin of billlngg
by Dec. 1 may run as high as 40% as compared to 1940.
Blue's commercial schedule this fall will also be considerably more
varied In types of entertainment then In the past. Following are the
accounts end programs signatured to start in the fall:

When

Pillsbury Flour Mills

Quits 'Gaudia'

campaign

through the
N. W. Ayer agency, may go into the
Tuesday 9:30-10 p.m. spot on Columoperative

Sponsors, More Varied Entertainment

*•

Trimount Clothes Co.
Wheeling Steel Corp.
Brown fic Williamson
D. L. Clark Candy Co.

.

Oppo»te TiUba''

;

Mennen

Orson Welles, drama-variety;
Mondays, 10-10:30 p.m. EDST,
CBS; Lady Esther, Pedlar &
Ryan. Starts Monday night (15),
origination Hollywood.
'True or False,' quiz, with
Harry Hagan; Mondays, 8:30-9
p.m., NBC-Blue; J. B. Williams
ReCo., J. Walter, Thompson.
sumes Monday night (15), origi-

gram (Pan-American

'

network.

soon be doing a weekly
comment for Serutan. Matter of a was to receive $1,600 a. week (with
quarter-hour ' period is now being yearly options increasing the amoiint
worked out with the NBC-Blue. to $3,000 a week) to write the script
Latter denied yesterday (Tuesday) herself, to collaborate on it with her
the report circulated in the trade husband, William Brown Meloney,
that the Pearson-Allen program for
or to hire someone else to script it
Serutan was to be spotted just beunder her supervision. In the latter
fore the Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt procase, she would have to- pay the sub

Hmes Ml'

"Mr.

WLW

the

Rose Franken

Berle, Shirley Ross, Bob Crosby
orch; Fridays, 9:30-10 p.m. EDST,
Mutual; Ballantine ale, J. Walter
Thompson. Starts Friday night
(12), origination Hollywood,

will
series of

May Go on

of

night

NAM

stallation,

Cadena Radio Inter-Americana

stations

Resumes

(Thursday),
origination New York.
'Three Ring Time,' variety,
Milton
Laughton,
Charles
with

tomorrow

ilMue Biz Setting Record; 10 Newi

WLW's

Network Premieres

1941

WiU Pick

Stations

Up WLW's War Games

Stem from Presence of Fulton Lewis

10,'

and characters.
With the Kate Smith program

college

re^

.

.

ping, and will have the name role in 'Mary Merlin,' which Benton fit
Bowies will move from Chicago. She gave up the same part about e year
ago to move back to New York
Joan Allison joined 'Front Page Farreir troupe
Frances Carlon, recruit from Chicago radio, .to 'John's
Other Wife' cast.
Both NBC and WOR will cover the Brooklyn Football Dodgers games
this fall, NBC by television and WOR by radio, with Red Barber handling
the latter. .. .Charita Bauer and James Meighan 'returned to 'Orphans of
Divorce' cast. .. .Helen Brooks doing Procter fic Gamble commercials on
'Against the Storm' and 'The O'Neills'
Roy Johnson added starter with
'Our Gal Sunday' troupe. .. .Two new studios, exclusively for shortweive
2 broadcasts are being readied on the ninth floor of the CBS building....
Shortwave department occupies the sixth floor.... Sam Ward goes to the
Coast Sept. 22 as a scripter for the Burns and Allen show, which starts
PHILIP
Jackie Kelk end Ethel Intropldl added to 'Young
Oct 7 for Swan .soap
Laurence Schwab, who recently Widder Brown' cast.... Mary Mason, title actress on 'Maudie's Diary,' has
entered the Milton Biow agency as moved back to town from her summer home at Wilton, Conn.
head of program production. Is working on two new shows for Philip
lis
Morris cigarets.
Irene Rich is approaching permanency with her sponsor, Welch grapeOne of the mike personalities in
which he has shown an Interest is iuice. Last Sunday she started her ninth successive season for the beverage firm.... 'Date With Judy' has done so well as a summer pinch-hitter
Walter O'Keefe.
for Bob Hope that Lord fic Thomas has several outside offers for the piece,
but prefers to keep it in the firm, Hope, incidentally, does three broadcasts in the east before settling in Hollywood. Chicago gets the fall curWELLINGTON IN U. S.
tain-raiser Sept. 23, followed by White Sulphur Springs and Cleveland....
Over As North American Director KHJ unwrapped its new transmitter last week and hopped up its night
For BBC
wattage to 5 kw to match its daytime power.... Sam Baiter sustaining on
the Don Lee net six times a week with a sports turn called 'One For the
Lindsay Wellington has been named Book'
Carlton Morse rejoined his 'One Man's Family' after seven weeks
North American director for the on the loose.... John Reber here from Ne.w York for the takeoff of tha
British Broadcasting Corp. He had Ballantine ale three-rlnger Sept 12.... Bill Goodwin, actor-ennouncer, will
been In the British Ministry of In- have to keep his larynx vyell oiled for the months to come. He will do
formation in charge of broadcasting, double duty on the .Swan soap end Ballentlne ale shows, meanwhile callWellington has already arrived in ing the,sponsorlal shots on 'Blondie' and Jimmie Fidler. Maxwell Java
this country for his new assliznment. Drosram mar also fall to his lot if his test shot Sent 11 wins enoueh votes.

products. But the company recently
signed William L. Shirer for a series
for that product. In addition to 'We,
the People,' for the same account
Figured likely that the sponsor will
move 'Claudia and David' to still
another product, though there is no
present indication what It may be.

SCHWAB WORKING ON
MORRIS SHOWS

HOLLYWOOD ....

RADIO
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John Daly s Joker for

Lewis

Bill

Was

Marjory Stewart, Blind
Raifio Director,

From

TNT, Both Literally and Figuratively

Pitt to

TuthiD-NBC Artists Bureau Deal Runs

Moving

KGO-KPO

Pittsburgh, Sept.

practical joke to
jokes last

—

Gadgets labeled 'Warmng; High Ex-

the sort—
plosives,' or something of
Washand reposed them on Daly's
paperington desk as convenient
weights.

Into Coin Snag; Engles Another Stynne

0.

Marjory Stewart, blind director of
the Microphone Playhouse here and
a figure in radio locally since its
early days, is going to San Francisco
to join staff of KGO-KPO at request
of Al Nelson, former
manager and now NBC's Coast vicepresident. Plans to retain her Mike
Playhouse, a training school for radio talent here, and at the same time
establish branches in the west.

allegedly was too leery of the labels
Washington, Sept. 9.
end almost all on the package to follow instructions
week boom- of the Police Department namely,
Daly, CBS to dunk his present in the river linCharles
John
on
eranged
mediately.
announcer, to such an ext^t that he
A second call to the bomb squad
veil.
has virtually taken the
aroused the interest of police and,
Columbia's National Defense com- after disposing of the Daly contribU'
mentator—on a recent tour through tlon, the coppers insisted on further
post— acquired details.
an unidentified Army
Defense commentator fled to
T.N.T.
two packeU ol, compressed

A

oractical

21

NBC

Deal for the

Artists Service

over the post of president of tha
Civic Concert Service.

has run into some difficulties as far

Sol Ii.trok

buyers are concerned and
there was no indication yesterday
KDKA
(Tuesday) how Daniel Tuthill and
his group would be able to furnish
the required finances for the closing.
It is understood that Myron Selznick, who was brought into the
the capital to escape quizzing.
project by M. H. Aylesworth, former
Miss Stewart got into radio right NBC prez, isn't satisfied with theWith Lewis' portion of the T.N.T.
presumably resting on the bottom of at the beginning when she went to split of the stock that has been ofthe North or East river. Daly still tha Westinghouse company, oper- fered him for his money.
was faced with the problem of dis- ators of KDKA, and told the adverIntimations have come from the
tising manager his broadcasts were
posing of his remaining paperweight
concert field that the resignation of
As far as can be ascertained, the dy->. terrible. Asked what she could do George Engles as v.p. in charge of
about it. Miss Stewart replied: 'I can
nam(it)ic radio personality and an
Artists Service and as
listen and type notes of criticism.' the NBC
accomplice rushed to the banks of
She got the job and later won a pro- president of the latter's subsid, the
the Potomic river and hurled the
motion to NBC's Chicago headquar- Civic Concert Service, and the curoffending package into the water.
rent organization of a new booking
ters, where she trained announcers,
Prankster still a bit fearful of bescript writers and performers. Then setup in which he would serve as an
ing picked up by N. Y. cops on his she returned
to
Pittsburgh and important figure may further stymie
next trip to the big city explained opened her own
the NBC-'Puthill-Ayleswbrth deal.
school.
nonchalantly that ha didn't know
At KGO-KPO, Miss Stewart will This new setup is reported as likely
as

Sudden inspiration caused the announcer to tote one of the lethal
packages to New York, where, in a
puckish mood, he tied it up daintily
ribbons and
In tissue paper and pink
Bill Lewis,
left it on the desk of
vice-president in charge of broadcasts
Lewis'
leaving
Before
web.
the
for
instructed
thoughtfully
Daly
office,
the secretary to tell the CBS exec what all the turble-burly was about. be in charge of all new talent.
be Declared that, after all, he had carcouldn't
probably
thing
that the
detonated Unless thrown In the fire- ried the stuff to New York in a isultStamford, Conn. William Voss is
place or given a smart crack with a case which was tossed around by
hammer.
red-caps in the station and on the program manager of WSRR, skedded
Besides, tha packets made to start broadcasting Sept. 17.
Reaction of the CBS v.p, according train.
paperweights
while
they
to Washington sources, was instan- swell
Comprised loud yowls of lasted.
taneous.
fright and a phone call to the bomb
squad of New York's Finest Lewis

the

Question of whetner the Sol Hurok
which books a half dozen of
concert stars through the NBC
Artists Service, will go along with
office,

its

NBC

bureau's

list

unsettled.

If

Sidewalk Quiz
Watertown, N. Y., Sept. 9.
Novel sidewalk interview series

WWNY,

was

started recently by
for
Charleston Chew
Earl Kelly, announcer
for the station; is costumed in Indian regalia and plays the part of

Watertown,
candy bars.

—

NBC

sUU

is

quits he will take Marion
Anderson, Jan Peerce, Arthur Rubenstein, the Don Cossack Chorus
and other artistes along with him.

—

to raid the

or Tuthill

Hurok

Chew on

Big Chief Charleston

pavement

of ar-

in front of Balfour's

WO'odruff

cigar

the

Hotel

Announcer

store.

NBC

has expressed itself as Paul Hadley baUyhoos the Saturday
unconcerned with any such attempts show.
since Mark Levine, head of the buAnyone asking a question the Big
reau's sales department, proposes to Chief can't answer gets six candy
stick by NBC and Tuthill, taking bars free.
tists,

—

Teamsters Cite
Seattle Outlet s

'Discrimination
Seattle, Sept 9.
The Teamsters Union has announced the intention of filing a pro-

with the

FCC

KJR

deleted

from

Earl

Millikin's

test

Thursday

because station

Seattle Mayor
radio
speech on

the Mayor's criticism
of the U. of Washington and the
Pacific Coast Conference because of
(4)

their refusal to sell $3,000 worth of
tickets to football games for free distribution by the Teamsters to men
in the service.
Dave Beck, international v.p. of the Teamsters, also
stated that the union is taking steps
to establish its own radio station
here 'as a result of the persistent discrimination of radio stations against

union labor.'
Controversy over the deleted portion of

caused

Mayor

Millikin's speech has

KJR

to offer free time to both
Millikln and Ray Eckmann,
Washington
director
of
athletics and student activities, for
airing of both sides of the question.

Mayor

of

U.

Department stores buy radio
time from figures. Not Just
coverage figures, but caatileglster figures.

M<mtgomery

So

Ward's

of Its dally
KSO, proves
ability to move merchandise at a profit, and adds
another chapter to the Success
Story of KSO and
Success in serving listeners

FIFTH renewal

quarter-hour on

KSO's

KRNT—

AND

advertisers.

Except for network

Uon, KSO
near-twins.

aitd

affllia-

KRNT

are

Script for the Mayor's Thursday
night speech, supposed to deal with
national defense, was not received
by the station until Wednesday eve
ning, and the controversial part was
barred because there were' no ar
rangements for the University to
present its side of the case.

Eckmann refused to debate the
matter with the Mayor, saying that
his statement on the conference's
action was complete and that noth
ing would be gained by a discussion.
KJR is willing to donate more time
Mayor regardless, as lung as
Eckmann has been offered the same

Both have 5000
watts, day and night.* Both
have strong trade-recognition.
Both have fine records of sales
accomplishment.

to the

With Iowa farm income at
a new high
with defense
activity Increasing Des Moines
payrolls 20% or more
It's
well to have KSO and/or
KRNT on the Job to increase
Sour sales to more than a mil-

WGAR'S SELLS 19 GRID

.

.

Recently,
criticize

we asked 5,000

WBT. And

had something

Now

families to

4 out of every 5

to say

about

for

us.

sand made complaints.
the folks wanted

give them
said,

all

"WBT

The

rest

of

on the

air

and

. . .

what

listener!

its

vice versa.

Through 20 years our local programs

more of what we

and people have mutually molded

the time. Hundreds

isn't

pull

Cole's covers off even earlier,

WBT does

advise

Only twenty-seven out of four thou-

w« must

appears that

it

Grady

themselves to

long

suit

advertisers, too.

each other. To suit

For in this uncom-

.

.

.

on people in Iowa's No.

October, 1941.

GAMES TO 2 SPONSORS

.

market—Des Moines and
extensive trading area.
• Effectlv*

opportunity.

'"We haue to wait 'till 5:00 a m. for ifou to open"

1
Its

enough.*

We have to wait aroimd 'til

mon

companionship of station and

WBT

5:00 a.m. for you to open up."

audience

games It
The 11 Cleveland
two accoiints.
Ram games wiU be sponsored by the
Texaco dealers of Northern Ohio,
while the Cleveland Railway Co,
will underwrite the eight games of

Twice before we've stretched our

does the best sales job in the Carolinas.

broadcasting hours to please our

Let us show you

Bob
local college 'big four.'
Kelley will do the play-by-plays.
sports coverage this
Other

Q)le out of bed one half-hour nearer

and Jiow

midnight than dawn.

^Twenty hours each weekday!

Cleveland, Sept. 9.
has sold the 19 football
will broadcast this fall to

WGAR

the

WGAR

will be an evening review by
Kelley for the same Texaco account,
and Fleetwing Gasoline's twice,
weekly show featuring local football coaches who will predict the
winners. Kelley will also continue
his early evening sports review for

teners ... each time tumbling

lis-

is

a basic reason

have captured

Grady

easily

how

why

easily others

this rich

market...

you can do

so, too.

fall

ChickleU.

—

Dax^en. John Watkins, formerly
with WGAC, Augusta, Ga., has Joined

WBT
STATION

50.000

•TH^

Owned and
Sales:

WATTS

•

CHARLOTTE

AN AUDIENCE BUILT"

operated by the Columbia Broadcasting System. Represented by Radio

New York

•

Chicago

•

Deuoit

•

St.

Louis

•

Los Angeles

•

San Francisco

!i

W

.
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LUX RADIO THEATRE.

With Bud Abbott b Lou Cos(«IIo, 'Torn, Dick and Harry'
Bay Noble, Jndy Garland
With Cecil B. DeMIIte, Ginger RorComedy, Sonrs, Band
ers,
Bar^esB Meredith, George
3« Mlns.
Murphy, Alan Marshall, Norcen
CUASE & SANBORN COFFEE
Gamlll, Joe Cunningham, Priullla
Snnday, 8 p.m.
Lyons, Lou Silvers orch
WEAF-NBC, New Tork
60 Mins.
(J. Walter Thompson)
LEVER BROS.
The program which Chase & San- Monday, 9 p.m.
born returned (7) to its Sunday WABC-CBS, New York
groove on the Red Network differed
(J. "ViaXiix Thompson)
in two respects from what it was
Lever Bros, returned its oldest and
most successful program, 'Lux Radio
Theatre,' to the air Monday night
(8) for its eighth consecutive season.

to the nine-week vacation.
The robust baritone and the tenorish giggle of Donald Dixon were ab-

prior

sent and

Ray Noble has been sub-

Robert Armbruster as As usual for the show's seasonal
the band's maestro. Noble also does opener, the piece chosen for adaptaa bit of doubling. His dry Oxford tion was one of the top comedy
accent and pose as a slow-witted grossers of the recent picture crop,
Englishman are employed as a butt in this case RKO's 'Tom, Dick and
to Charlie McCarthy's raillery, but Harry,' with its four lead players
somehow neither seemed to jell as Ginger Rogers, Burgess Meredith,
well on this program as they did George Murphy and Alan Marshall.
when Noble worked with Gracie As usual, Cecil B. DeMille was 'proPerhaps the vis-a-vis needs ducer' and m.c. And as usual, the
.Allen.
warming up as far as both the script- effort summed up as glittering, abists and the personalities are con- sorbing,
amusing
entertainment.
cerned. Anyway Noble got a lot of 'Lux Radio Theatre' remains a grand
fine, listenable music out of the orshow.
chestra.
course, 'Tom, Dick and Harry'
Of
Judy Garland, who guested for the is undeniable material, but with meoccasion, compounded a wealth of
it might be wooden
melody in the two song numbers as- diocre handling
One of the tunes, stuff for radio, chiefly because so
signed her.
much of its illusive fantasy in the
'Daddy,' furnished the cue for a
give-and-take between herself and picture version depends on visual
effect.
Yet
the
story
of the ordinary
McCarthy which was not only too
stituted

for

American girl who dreams of rothin, but grew thinner in comedy as
mance, has three contrasting lads
It was all
the passage continued.
predicated on the old gag about of- tumble for her and finally chucks
fering a girl a mink coat and then the eligible two to dash off with the
expatiating on the Idea of buying hair-brained one, has surefire sentitwo little live minks for breeding. mental comedy appeal if tastefully
Subsequent steps of this venture be- and skillfully treated. In this case
came pretty much involved, and so there were few changes for the air
did the humor. If there were any medium. The tricky dream sequences
sock moments in the McCarthy por- were indicateiTBy deft musical cues
tion of the evening's comedy they and subtle use of a filter mike. It
'

came during the forepart of the made captivating fantasy and, with
how, when the Bergen mouthpiece the rest of the expert production,
irresistible radio fare.

cracked about his vacation adven-

As always, DeMille is a high-caliAlso wanting in zip were the lines bre showman. From his opening rewith which Bud Abbott and Lou mark about the 'thrill of a first-night"
Football he personifies the ordinary non-pro's
Costello were equipped.
was this team's theme and the stufi idea of the theatrical showman. 'The
that hits the midsector came in but spiel is shrewd and corny and enorrare flashes.
The studio audience mously effective ^largely because he
tures.

laughed frequenty, but on the loudBpeaker-end the impression gathered

was that the outbursts were due
more to the warm acceptance of the
personalities than to
ness of their jokes.

the infectous-

General production of the halfhour was up to its customary smartness, and the singing plugs still
sounded fresh and ingratiating.
Odee.

—

probably believes it sincerely himself.
Miss Rogers,. Meredith, Murphy and Marshall all parred their
superb screen performances in their
original parts, while the supporting
roles were also capably handled.
Sanford
Barnett's
direction
was
craftsmanlike and Louiif Silver's expressive music created both atmosphere and a sense of movement
George Well's script -was admirably
direct.

SPABNON'S STBINGS
l^rl.,.

Lux commercials on

10:30 p.m.

In this
Keii Spamon,
musical director of WHEC, is seeking to bring the classics to a larger
audience by playing swing versions,
a field in which his 10-piece orchestra is adept Sophisticated, but not
'hot' these classics in rhythm preserve the melody although played
in dance tempo. They definitely appeal to younger listeners and are not
too rough even on those who still
prefer uie original classical style.
The well-chosen program caught
Included
the
Strauss'
'Emperor
Waltz,' 'Prince Igor,' 'Berceuse' from
'Jocelyn,'
a Tschaikowsky eroup,
Chopin's Tantasle Impromptir and
Beethoven's
'Sonata
Pauietique.'
Latter was the outstanding number.
Berceuse' gave excellent opportunity
to Arabella Sparnon, one of the few
fwlng harpists, and she played it
v^'lth good effect.
Cord.

and

stage,

In

ings.

bis

it

And

it

Raeburn's

don't overlook
version.
His

reeds

make

fieet's

in

'Banjo Eyes,' and provided a warmup for Evans' performance, in which
he buffooned on the theme of Shakespeare, rocked 'em silly with a teletliat had a British dialectician, 'Sir Geoffrey

Boyd
bass

sound like the

it

to

that organ

which appeared and
disappeared late one night on

WABC?
It

No

poetry, no vocals.

was good.
Shudders

the

of

week:

20

winks.

stanza

them

The one bit that Indicated that the
threesome has what it tiikes for radio came at the very end. It was a
burlesque of audience participation
programs. The stuff crackled with
plenty of midsector humor and the
way they and their stooges gamboled
through this interlude proved surprisingly refreshing.
Some of it
for
radio, but its gustiness gave a wealth
'
of promise.
•

As

for the staging of the boys' mahandicaps were multifold.

terial the

In the first place, the establishment
of personalities was neither sharply
edged or succinct, and in the second
place there were too many spots. Before the comedy bit could actually
sink into the listener's receptivity
the trio would be replaced by a musical number.
White's voice has a
mannerism or two that is reminiscent of Jimmy Durante, but that facThe production was faultlessly tor would be of little moment once
smooth throughout. Edgar Fairchild the trio struck their radio metier.
did his usual deft job of maestroing. Only thing that might militate
Odec.
against them is an inclination to deal
with subjects that mothers in well
regulated homes wouldn't fancy for
SISTER
& APPLEtheir children's ears, but that, also,
KNOCKERS
is something that
could be judiWith Fran Allison, Eddie Dunn
ciously controlled.
15 Mins.
Columbia did well by the threeSustaining
some
on
the
musical
furnishings.
Tu-Wed-Th-F; 3:46 p. m. CT
Ray Block made with plenty tuneWBBM, Chicago
ful dance music; Joan Edwards' voThis sustainer on
looks
destined for bigger things in the cal moments were as Ingratiating as
radio business, with a new twist be- ever, "and the Three Cats and a
ing added to a station which has Canary did nicely by their rhythmic
arrangements.
Odec.
been strictly on the

EMMT

MAXWELL HOUSE COFFEE TIME
Frank

a producer who can instruct
in the fundamentals of studio
timing so that they won't be constepping on one another's

also

Bloom- might have sounded unorthodox

ers,' on the other end, exchanged
brickbats with both Cantor and Gordon, and sang a parody of 'Daddy.'
It was during the Evans-Gordon interlude that the program got off
something rare in network radio, a
gag on the European war. Evans
cracked that he didn't believe that
Gordon was ever in Moscow or could
even get into Moscow, and Gordon
quipped back, 'I'm not the only one
that can't get into Moscow.'
The
line drew loud and sustained applause from the audio audience.

will

What happened

dealt with
and Cantor's various
including his new musical,

phone conversation

have it all
Few ditties
have had to stand as many truly
lousey arrangements as 'Flamingo.'

stantly
laughs.

same number.
The opening crossfire

any band works up enough
to
give
the Heidt

ures to waltz in because
alone....

was the spotting and the stingy use
of Dinah Shore.
She was in
for a briefle at the opening of the
proceedings and back again at the
fadeout to join Cantor in a reprise of
the

ambition

cently (Aug. 27) wasn't anything as
encouraging as it could have been.

The boys need writers who can fit
their style of comedy to the medium-

activities,

method a whirl, and delivers a
moderate performance, it fig-

There should be a niche in rsdio
Club 18's rowdy-dowdy li io.
Jack White, Pat Harrington and
Frankle Hyers, even though the sample program which CBS put on refor the

rear kick at dignity, it was. a consistently explosive half-hour.
Only
regretful thing about this program

topical subjects

dialing
around nights you'll find that apparently no band is even thinking of making such an effort,
let alone actually trying it. But

7:30 p.m. fOnce)

WABC-CBS, New York

Jtublcam)

made

com-

his

&

Eddie Cantor started off (3) his
second season for Bristol-Myers in
whirlwind fa^ion. What with Maurice Evans proving himself as adept
at low comedy as he is In Shake
spearean tragedy, and Bert Gordon
as dependable as ever for that fast

sustainings

and

Sustaining

Wednesday,

m.

p.

(Young

through his sustainfact

Harrington

30 Mlns.

SAL HEPATICA-IFANA

four years ago. Heidt built
himself into an attraction, air

Pat

SO Mlns.

Wednesday, 9

it's
wide open for some
band to step in, give a show,
and dominate the night time
air.
No one has done it since
Heidt, and that was three or

White,

Frankle Byers, Joan Edwards, Ray
Block, Three Cats and a Canary
Comedy, Music

Zell

WEAF-NBC, New Tork

p.m.

Jack

Comedy, Sengs, Band

Von

Something ought to b« done
about those commercials on the
Cantor program, or the show ia
a cinch to lose a load of listen->
ers. Last week (Sept 3) the announcer was talking about the
speed with which the laxative
works.
How do a fellow and
girl laugh that off face to face?
They don't. You can bet they
just move to another program.
So Mr. Cantor had better holler,
and fast, because Allen comes
back pretty soon too
After 11

were often better than
mercials.
But when

"FREE FOR ALL REVUE'

Manrloe Evans, Bert Oerdon, Dinah
Bhore, Edgar Falrehlld, Harry

Morgan,

Meredith

Willson,

Allan Jones, John Conte, Hanley
Stafford

Comedy, Songs, Band

WBBM

30 Mlns.

GENERAL FOODS
WEAF-NBC, New Tork
Thursday. 8 p.m.

metropolitan
CBtnton & Botoles)
flavor for many years. It is basically
General Foods returned this per- solid and good enough, in fact, to do
better than a local ride, and could
wind up as a networker.

Red Network last week
(4) without a single femme in the
cast. The account is out to save $12,.000 In talent costs for the month of
ennial to the

Emmy

Is Fran Allison, for
a standard radio performSeptember so that the show's per- er in Chicago. Has built up a folsonnel won't be in full bloom for lowing here as a vocalist and
was an
the 1941-42 season until next month. NBC performer
for several
Meanwhile, Frank Morgan will have Over here under the Columbiayears.
banto carry the stanza's comedy burden ner.
Gets over a new style of rural
by his lone self, and, to overcome humor that Is as good
for the
the absence of Baby Snooks (Fanny loop hounds
as It Is for the crossBrice),
there
will
during
the
interwith the announcer supplying -Uie
roaders. Most of her routine is based
tag about nearly all film stars insist- vening four weeks be much ado upon a letter she is supposed to reing on Lux. Third plug was a semi- about the character's whereabouts. ceive each day from a rural fan. In
humorous one with a character Hanley Stafford, who does the daddy, addition to the comedy, she sings a
named SaUy being coaxed into read- made several appearances on the In- fine song.
ing some of her own verses about the itial program of this series on the
Working with Miss Allison and as
wonders of Lux. As a closer, Miss theme of Snooks' runaway.
m.c. Is Eddie Dunn, who came up
Otherwise 'Coffee Time* hews here from WFAA,
Rogers, in her 'curtain speech,' menDallas, last year.
tioned that she 'always uses Lux closely to the old formula. If there's He is a veteran radio performer and
any
variation,
it's
In
the
delivery
of
toilet soap.'
ttirns in a capable job.
Sanborn last sea- ers are a studio musicalApple-knockAt the sign-o£F DeMille made an the plug. Chase
group which
air acknowledgment to the radio se- son went In for singing sales copy,
(lays rural tunes without any clownand, as Benton
Bowles apparently J««•
ries, 'The Affairs of Tom, Dick and
Gold.
Harry,' a Mutual sustainer not relat- figured, if it's good enough for C.
<E S. it should be okay for Maxed in any way to the
film.
Bosh
Hoghea
and
Carl
£rbe have
well House.
Only difference beHobe.
tween the two is that Maxwell is a new genealogy "What's Your
Inclined to color the musical plug Name?' radio show on the fire.

the

First was merely
a sponsor-identification by DeMille.
Second was a dramatized bit about a
couple of shoppers in a Hollywood
store remarking that another girl
there couldn't really be Barbara
Stanwyck, because she didn't have
the latter's beautiful complexion,

continue excellent

"VlWt, BocheMcr, N. T.
program,

EDDIE CANTOR

20 Winks

Sister

some time

&
&

RKO

with comedy.

'JUBILEE OF

A SHOWMAN'
*

(Charles B. Cochran)
Musical, Songs
45 Mlns.
Thurs., 8:15 p.m.
,

BBC, London
Fifty years of producing by Cochmade a musical three-quarters

ran

an hour, that's how tight it was;
impression kept cropping it would
have been wiser to split the years
into units of 10 and spread them
over into a series of half hours, with
of

less talk.

Cochran was on hand
memories running from

to recall
his first

stage part, at Niblo's in New York,
and his tie-in with Richard Mansfield from which stemmed the managerial urge. None of the name talent associated with the stage affairs

was

In the studio; Gertrude Lawrence and Chaliapin drawing special attention via discs.
BBC staff talent did nobly as
stand-ins for the brighter stars, plus
a tuneful Job from the Revue Chorus
and Orchestra. Francis Worsley produced from a script by Leslie Baily.

Mprgan is still sputtering Baron
Munchausens, John Conte Is still interrupting him with Insulting badinage, and Meredith Willson, when

not batoning the orchestra in what
the program terms 'chiffon' arrangements, is still contributing his hayseed character to the dialog. Also
included in the opening program
stagline was Allan Jones. He talked
much more than he sang.
Odec.

>>«»>>>«»»

4«

Follow-Up Comment

;

.

:

MM »» M >»»»»

NBC's resume of Two Years Coverage of the War' on the Blue Network last Wednesday night (3)
would have summed up as a pretty
dull hour were it not for the two interludes Involving an exchange of
greetings between British children
on this side and their parents in
London and a five-minute roundtable discussion in which NBC's staff
commentators
participated.
The
roundtable routine, which might
make a highly interesting weekly
feature, had Lowell Thomas, who
doubled from jn.c. of the program,
Jeedrng the questions, and WUlIam
HiUman, H. V. Kaltenbom, John
yandercook and John Gunther do-r
Ing some crystalgazlng on the future
turns of the war. There were pickups from a Carnegie steel mill; an
army camp where an NBC act 'Spin
and Win,' was performing; NBC's
Long Island listening post and shortwave broadcasting division (to Illustrate how tabs are kept on foreign
broadcasts and how the network

AHD eompRnv
iiiw VMK

•

MTRonr • cmcMco • sm nuuwMca'

feeds its own programs in many
languages), and a Navy plane on
Atlantic patrol, Abe Schechter, NBC

news manager, carried on three-way
conversation
with correspondents
(Continued on page 26)

A Spur ia ScUei!
CANADA DRY
picks Columbia Transaiptions.
• Aaother great company with a great new prodn
Dct is telling the world about it with Columbia
Transcriptions. Canada Dry's "Spur," handled
by J. M. Mathes, Inc., is zooming right ahead^'
making good use of Columbia's ultra-modeta
equipment, highly trained engineers, and lights
ning-quick terrice. If you, too, have a big new
tales stoiy to tell, put Columbia right on the job;

/W i/o^
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^
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COMICS' HIGH UPKEEP
WJSV,

FCC Langnage Expert

SCRIPT PRICES

Hep

Two
Armed Forces 4

Wash., Loses

More
to Nazis' Icelandic

to

Washington, Sept.

Two members

TOP SmilRIES

Washington, Sept.

9.

staff

Crisis encountered by the Federal
Communications Commission's For-

(5)

were

when

lost to the

Lieut.

Competing Stations Become

Allies

9.

WJS'V news

of the

To Save Coin on

Navy Friday

Grid Broadcasts

John Moore and

Broadcast Monitoring Service Ensign Stanton Prentiss were called
was quickly solved last week by one to active service.
of the service's own translators.
Other WJS'V staff members recenteign

Buy Vaude

Agencies Can
Comedians,

FCC

propaganda analysts became ly ordered to report for active duty
include Engineer Donald Saunders,
lieutenant in the Naval Reserve;
couched In Icelandic. During a short- Robert Baker, lieutenant in the
to lived panic, while officials were preArmy Reserve, and Tommy Tait, forof paring to send the State Department mer page boy, who is a cadet in the
an SOS for an interpreter, Doma Naval Reserve.
We'stman, language expert, modestly
admitted that she spoke Icelandic
Givlns Kids a Chance
with her parents while at home.
German efforts to commtmicate
Boston, Sept. 9.
with Icelanders are now quickly
Boys and girls under 18 years will
transcribed by Miss Westman.
obtain an apportunity to write at

Not

Estab- alarmed when they intercepted a
lished on Air, for $200, Berlin DX broadcast to Iceland,

But WHters Ask $250
$500 for 5-15 Minutes
Material

DISCOURAGES DIGGING
What

discourages

some

radio

agency execs from spotting the general run of vaude comics in their
half-hour musical programs is not the
salary asked by the comics, but the
prices asked by the comedy writers
Experienced comedy
lor material.
Ecriptists as a rule

show no

Minneapolis, Sept.

out

9.

cost,

never having given any

Four competing Twin City radio consideration

WTCN —will

But this allows the stations to obtain sponsors and they always find
these their easiest programs to sell.
In addition to the four stations
previously mentioned, the University's own radio station, WLB, also
broadcasts the home football games.
However,
feeds
the ouU

of-town football games at Seattle,

Ann Arbor and Iowa
In

combined

City this sea-

economy move, they

an

for a single direct broad-

cast of these games, sharing equally

the

cost

sports

the proposition of

selling

three University of Minnesota out-

son.

to

the privilege.
However, no
KSTP, WLOL and
commercials are permitted during
become allies for the the games—only before and after.

stations— WCCO,

the

of

wire,

announcers

will

mike a quarter each

etc.

of-town games.

VIEGIL EVANS LOSES

WEEL
This plan eliminates the former
Sberb Herrick, WOKO announcer
They are to write lO-minute costly method .of four separate outand one of the two broadcasters of
Albany Eastern league baseball scripts, and the best will be featured of-town broadcasts.
For the home games the U. of
games, was out of action several during 'March of Youth,' a 45-minute
days to undergo a minor nose opera- weekly dramatic workshop program, Minnesota permits all the stations
starting Sept. 20.
to broadcast from the stadium withtion.

Spartanburg,

indisputable,

is

these

writers

and for that

demand

fees

still
cause many an agency
•
man's eyes to pop.
Agency- talent buyers are able to
buy vaude comics with some radio

that

experience for as little as $200 .a
broadcast, but when it comes to getting material the agency men find
themselves up against a pretty rigid
market. The writer who can be depended on to produce click material
doesn't care whether the comedian
has been spotted' for a one-station
show, or a cross-country hookup. If
it's a five-minute spot for which material is wanted, the fee is $250 minijnum. If it's to be 15 minutes worth
of dialog the price is $500. As some
agency (nen see it, the thing that gets
them with regard to unestablished
comics is not the initial cost, but the

upkeep.

-EARUER

A

large agency with a pretentious
single station show was confronted
with one of thesa situations within
the past week. It had sold the account on the use of a comic and
straight man for a five-minute spot
The comic was booked at $200 and
The
the straight man for $150.
agency then started Inquiring of toprung material writers how much
they would want for crossfire stu£F
to cover the flve-minute period. The
fees quoted ranged from $250 to
$350. The agency, in submitting the
revised budget to the account, had
allowed $100 for this item:

The national emergency has changed the habit* of

a

lifetime in Philadelphia. Philadeiphians

up earlier— going

to

work

earlier

are getting

and tuning

in their

radios earlier.

A

LINTON NOW

recent survey of leading industrial plants shows

that

G.M.OFKFBI

more than

60%

jobs between 6:30

of the workers

and 8:30

A M.

now

And,

start their
in

the past

year, the industrial payroll rise in Philadelphia hot
Wichita, Sept.

9.

approximated 50%.

Ray Linton has been promoted to
post as general' manager of KFBI
here by president H. K. Lindsley.
Linton came here thee months ago
as national sales manager, and has
sow been placed in complete charge

That means that more families and whole families ore

now spending a

"Of station operations.

In taking over new g.m. job Linton has instituted several personnel
switches, appointing Ted Johnson to

Job

of station direction.

Johnson

re-

cenly came in from Grand Island,
and has been KFBI continuity
and announcing chief!
Linton brings in Bob Quadberry
irom KOAN, Pittsburgh, Kans., to

take qver as chief of the sports department, ^nd Leo Howard, also from
as director of publicity

and

merchandising.

rh* on/y l-A c/sar cfianns/ ifotion
In

EaitTit P»nniylvania, 0«fo-

war; Maryland

or

N»w

Jtrtty^

BnHalo.—New on WEBR spieling
staff are Mai 'Wyman, who worked on
KTUC, Tucs on. A riz., and Allen Fort,
formerly of WBP, Philadelphia. Replacing Roger Goodrich, who moves
Co WGY, Schenectady, and Harold
Kolb, returning to Rochester.
Ross G. "Weller, ex-WBTA, Batavja,
spieler, got into one of Uncle Sanf 's

uniforms

lest

week.

the dominant

Philadelphia station throughout the broadcast day.*

Neb.,

KOAN,

day with WCAU,

longer

nrmn
5

PhllocMHiia—WCAU Mtdlng, 1621 OiMlnBl Sfml

MHw. SM

H. Mlchloan

Avmui

•

•

Hm»

•dan, Man. — BMtiM

0,0 0 0 waff;

YmIi

CMr— CIS
5M UHU

Mauarnt,

a/I

directions

MS tUmMt— A«*M*

C,

Sept.

9.

Lost race for Congress last year.

interest

how much is being paid tlie
They figure that it's
comedian.
tougher to write for a comic who is
not established than one whose popreason

S.

Virgil 'V. Evans, former owner of
here, defeated in S. C. legislalive race.

WSPA

an

ularity

WLB

WCCO

Their

be at the

of the contests.

•

<MMt«, Ht— Vh^
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NBC, CBS

OT

CANADA LEE IN
ON 'INVISIBLE THEATRE'

Now Spending Upwards

Of $1,500,(1 Yearly on

Television;

NBC Commercials Grossing

50-75G

'The Invisible Theatre,' susUining
dramatic series on WINS, New York,
returns 4:30-5 p.m. Sunday (14) with
Canada Lee in an adaptation of
'Uncle Tom's Cabin.' It will be the
same script in which Al Jolson
played the lead recently in 'Star
Spangled Theatre' on NBC. Others
in the cast will include Jackson Beck,
who was also in the Jolson broadand Patsy O'Shea, Timmle
cast,
Lynn Kearse, George Smith, Eddie
and the Selah Jubilee
Phillips

as yet. The producers do
the scripting, assisted by
of the. regular NBC writer
In the actual televising of
shows, everything in front of the
camera is handled by the program Singers.
people, while the engineering deIrving Strouse, who wrote and
partment has charge of what goes on produced 'Invisible Theatre' last seain back of the camera lens. That, of
son, was the adaptor of this version
course, is merely a broad general
CBS declines to reveal how much rule. NBC's equipment consists of of 'Cabin' and will produce the balance of the series. Among the shows
It is spending a year, but indicates
three cameras in the studio, two for
Heartthe amount is not much less than film televising, two on one mobile to be heard are 'Manhattan
beat,' by Charles Schenck, NBC proNBC's budget. Since it has only a unit and two on a portable unit.
with Donald Briggs, Carleton
commercial
for
i)ermit
construction
NBC programs include studio- ducer,
Hill;
'ComSammie
and
Young
sponsors
as
no
has
operation, CBS
produced plays and special visual
yet and therefore no income. But it commercial shows, plus such out- mencement,' a one-character play by
claims to have several sponsorship side events as fights, ball games and Strouse, with Francine Larrimore;
Heaven,'
Goes
to
'Hitler
Strouse's
requests.
other sports.
and 'Reformatory Gals,' by the same
There Is still wide divergence in
80 on CBS Staff
author. Several of last season's 'Inestimates of the number of television
Columbia has more than 80 full visible' shows were later repeated
receivers in actual operation in the
in its television de- on the networks.
employees
time
New York area. NBC officials say partment. Adrian Murphy is executheir surveys have shown there are
Seldes In
Gilbert
director;
tive
4,500 sets in private homes and 600charge of programs; Dr. Peter Goldodd in public places, mostly cafes
mark, chief television engineer, and
and bars. They expect these figures
Hole, manager of teleLeonard
H.
to be doubled by next Jan. 1, they
(more or less a coCBS officials estimate there vision operations
assert.
ordinator between program and enare between 3,000 and 5,000 sets in
gineering). Entire executive setup,
the area, inclusive of private homes
like that at NBC, is much more fluid
and public spots, but that not many
than in regular broadcasting.
of these are adjusted to the new teleCBS emphasizes this fluidity parvision channels. CBS men are pessiticularly in the directorial phase of
mistic about future sales, at least for
Chicago, Sept. 9.
work. Officials explain
some time, mostly because of the its television
Having had a taste of rural prothat with everyone admittedly grop-'
situation in metal priorities.
ing his way in television, no one yet grams for early morning and afterNBC's five present regular spon- knows what form direction will take noon shows,
here is expandsors are Adam hats, Botany mills, or hovtr far it will go. Various mem- ing Its hillbilly collection rapidly.
Bulova watches, John David haber- bers of the staff do directing work at Next week a dozen rural radio perdashery, and Bloomingdale's and times, frequently shifting over tem- formers will be enrolled In the
Abraham & Strauss department porarily from other duties. Worth- WBBM-Columbia hayseed company,
stores.
Television hourly rates are ington Miner, legit stager, is head in a deal set through program
$120 from 6 to 10 p.m. daily, $60 director for the company, with Phil chief, Bobby Brown.
from 8 a.m. to 12 noon daily, $60 Booth and Seldes also doing conThose coming in include Prairie
from noon to 6 p.m. Monday-thrbugh- siderable work. Others of the tech- Sweethearts, Les Paull, Rusty Gill,
Friday, $90 from noon to 6 p.m. Sat- nical staff include Edward Anhalt, Al Nielson, Bill Moss, Elizabeth
urday and Sunday, $90 from 11 p.m. cameraman and assistant director; Hall, Christine, ?nd the Bill Alexto sign-ofT daily. One-minute spots Rudolph Bretz, cameraman and as- ander musical group.
are $S from 6 pjn. to sign-oft and $4 sistant director; Steve Marvin, ashas collected them from
from 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. Hourly service sistant director; Richard Hubbell
over, taking some from WJJD,
charges are $150 for large studio, $75 news announcer and assistant direc- all
WLS, XERA and other stations.
for small studios, film studios or field tor, and Robert Bendick, cameraman.
The entire expansion plan follows
pickups. There are other charges for
Columbia has two cameras in its the click of the rural programs duradditional services or facilities. Both single studio, which, incidentally. Is
NEC and Colurnbia operate 15 hours several times the size of NBC's and ing the station's opening hours.
a week, as required by the FCC.
much greater scope for
affords
camera mobility, etc. CBS has had
NBC Staff Cut
Before the FCC side-tracked tele- remote television cameras and equip- N. C. Uniyersity Trains
vision activity last year, NBC had 96 ment on order for a year, but has
full-time employees in the depart- been unable to get delivery. Unlike
Technicians to Supply
ment. It now has about 70. Alfred NBC, it airs no plays or what it calls
H. Morton is vice-president in charge 'fiction' shows, but confines itself to
Radio's Growing
of the department, with Noran E. news programs, vaude bills, indiKersta assistant in charge of sales vidual acts and such shows as dance
and general coordinator. Thomas H. instruction and the like. Columbia
Washington, Sept. 9.
Hutchinson is program manager and has done considerable experimentaFirst recruit for a nationwide
Kobert Shelby is television engineer tion with and airing of color telecampaign to end the shortage of
under O. B. Hanson, NBC vice- vision.
radio technicians Is North Carolina
president and chief engineer. There
University. Cooperation In providare five television program proing specialized electrical engineering
Foreman Gets
ducers, but their names are not being
instruction is being sought by the
announced until arrangements can
Chicago, Sept. 9.
National Association of Broadcasters
be made to handle actor applicants
Foreman rep firm here has been
as part of the radio industry's nawho would otherwise inundate the named national biz sales outfit for tional
defense activity.
premises. James McNaughton is tele
WLAK, Lakeland, Fla.
Growing demand for radio envision scene designer.
Set through Ed Foreman, presigineers and technicians is a result
There are no regular television dent of the national' rep firm.
of the defense program, threatening
to cause trouble for commercial
broadcasters as the military forces
personnel.
(Signal
their
attract

NBC

Columbia

and

now

are

spending between $1,500,000 to $2,000,000 a year on television.. NBC,
operating on a commercial license,
has a budget of nearly $1,000,000
and, with five regular sponsors, has
a gross income of around $50,000$75,000 a year from commercial programs.
,

writers

some of
members

staff.

WBBM ADDING

TOHILLBIUUES

,

WBBM

WBBM

Need

WLAK

Irrevocahle Squelch
San Francisco, Sept. 9.
Announcer on KYA's 1280 Club, three-hour recorded show, startled
dialers recently by answering a request in his own way. 'Somebody
to play that 'Teapot Song' again,' he said calmly, 'Around
the studio here we think it's the worst song ever written, so here's
what we are going to do . . .' There followed a momentary silence,
broken by the sound of a record being smashed to bits,
'Well, folks,' miker continued quietly, 'I guess that takes care of
wants us

that,'

and he spun the next

disc.

Inside Stuff-Radio
Ed Craney (KGIR, Butte) has FCC Chairman Fly in a ticklish spot with
his plea for a 50 kw spot on WEAF's 660-kc clear channel.
The head
regulator is caught between a very important precedent he helped establish, the White House, and Senator Burton K. Wheeler, with the situation
so ticklish industry observers cannot see how h«'ll extricate himself. From
one angle, it is simple merely follow the policy embodied in the recent
grant to WHDH, Boston, which broke down the stripe exclusively assigned
to KOA, Denver, for night use, and make 660 a Class IB ribbon. All the
logic is in favor of this course, for if Boston was entitled to more service
there Is no doubt that the listen&rs in Montana by the same test are enParticularly when New York already has
titled to equal consideration.
ample coverage from other clear-channel plants. But the political aspect
complicates things for Fly. Craney is a close pal of Wheeler, who Is the
object of what unquestionably is President Roosevelt's deepest personal
dislike for anybody in public life.
Since Wheeler has been clamoring
for a clear-channel station (which would help him reach his constituents
In 1944, when he is likely to have the toughest fight of his political life),
Fly will run a grave risk of incurring White House displeasure If he
favors the Craney request.

—

Rush of hearings and conferences in Washington, emphasizes to the FCC
the painfulness of being a governmental stepchild living in quarters belonging to another Federal agency. The commish this week is unable to
beg or borrow a sufficiently commodious room tor the arguments on the
chain-monopoly rules, or the resumed hearing on the newspaper ownership issue. Attorneys, witnesses and the press will have to jam Into the
commission meeting room, which is not sufficiently big to accommodate
the persons interested in these questions. In the past, the FCC has
obtained use of hearing rooms of the Interstate Commerce Commission,
the little theatre in the Archives, the interdepartmental auditorium, or
some such spot. Nbw, with even hotel, ballrooms being occupied by Uncle
Sam's hirelings, the FCC is practically out in the cold.
all

Differential between coin spent for network time and that put into production is too great to be conducive to getting the best out of the investment, in the opinion of Clarence Menser, national production manager for
little attention is paid to the program after expensive time Is
bought, he believes, and there should be a better balance to achieve the best
results.
He indicated that NBC's production department will keep a
sharper eye on its shows to give the setting more luster. NBC will go in
for more packaging of programs, with ample budgets to give them an attractive look, declared Menser, who passed a fortnight on the-Goast shaping up the net's 'These Four Men' series to fill the time vacated through
the sudden cancelliitlon of 'Reg'lar Fellers.'

NBC. Too

Switching around of Ford accounts has taken the truck advertising
from McCann Erickson, Inc., to Maxon, Inc. McCann Erickson, which took
over the account last fall from N. W. Ayer and Son, Is scheduled fb retain
the Ford new car and dealer .accounts while Maxon will continue to handle the Mercury and Lincoln accounts, assumed from Ayer last falL Harry
Wismer, who a little over a year ago married a niece of Henry Ford, has
headed the account-executive setup on Lincoln-Mercury since Maxon
named him agency vice-president last fall. He will continue as key contact man on the additional Ford accounts, which also saw all Ford service
parts and accessories accounts transferred with the truck advertising to
Maxon.

Dan Golenpaul, owner of 'Information, Please,' last week denied the
report circulated in the trade that he had advised the NBC Artists Service
that he would not continue to pay commissions on the show to that bureau
after a certain date. Golenpaul stated that the report had absolutely no
basis in fact. 'Information' is currently sponsored by Lucky Strike and
the commission on the sale is shared between NBC and John Moses, the
agent

'

Corps

is

offering

commissions

Dedicating Its new transmitting plant, WHEN, Buffalo, wanted to Include almost-forgotten Buffalo Evening News March; themer of Its parent
paper, in broadcast, but when it finally was imearthed tune couldn't be
used.

Station,

which

is

BMI, found

ditty is

ASCAP.

to

communications men, preferably those with radio experience.)
12-week campus course wU} be
provided by North Carolina's engineering school, while Dean Van Leer
is
disposed to arrange off-campus
qualified

A

instruction If sufficient groups can
be organized in principal cities of the
state.
A third course Is open to
graduate engineers.
Regional representatives of the
NAB were urged by NevUle Miller

AFTER

.

CHARACTER SKETCH: She's like any
other modern gal with a home of her own. She
wants to buy things, she has money, and she
buys them. It's just that simple I And with pur"
chasing power upped the way it Is In the
TVArea, she's buying more than ever.
Want an introduction to the lady? Then
make it verbal, over the station she listen^ to
most often . . the leading and FIRST station of
the TVArea.

to talk up the idea among educators
in th«ir neighborhood and have been

furnished suggestions obtained from
the Army, the Navy, George Washington University, the FCC and
other sources. U. S. Office of Education is helping out by providing
financial assistance for such courses
and Is anxious to boost the number
of schools providing instruction of
this kind.

.

Hanna At Ithaca

.

Ithaca, N. Y., Sept. 9.

COLORADO SPRINGS
CBS NETV^/ORK
.
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Michael R. Hanna, manager of
WHCU run by Cornell University,
has been put in charge of newlyinaugurated radio course at Ithaca
College. Schools have no connection.
He's an authority on radio education, being also CBS educr.tion rep
and radio advisor for N-U/ York
State Council of School Superintendents.
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Slow Going

in N.Y.

UPBEAT

All Catecoriei Improve

.

.

.

KNX

Conunibnents for

Local

25

'Housewives'

Best Gainer
Spot business In New Yprk last week slowed down to a waltz. About
the only account heard from ^as Studebaker, where the demand was
for news programs. This account had for years used the Dick Hlmber
band either on wax or on a network.
An inquiry came from the Roy S. Durstine agency. It had to do
with a women's program, but the name of the prospective account

was not mentioned.

Kansas

City, Sept. 9.

FOLGER COFFEE EX'S

more network activity, first getting
two new Mutual net shows, WHB

On

WNEW; Pan Man Renews WMCA
Renewals from two veteran spon- Castleman & Pierce, 10 announcements weekly, 52 weeks; Penick &
Ford, Ltd,
(My-T-Fine desserts),
through BBD&O, 87 announcements

WNEW's "Make Believe
of
Ballroom' were disclosed today by
the station's sales department. Oakland Chemical Co., makers of Dioxogen Cream, start their sixth year
of continuous broadcasting Septenvber 12, and BC Remedy Co. completes their fourth consecutive year
September 16. Dioxogen has Monsors

day,

Wednesday and Friday from

while BC has 6 to 6:15
p.m. on Tuesdays, Thursdays and
Saturdays, Agency for Dioxogen is
the Kleppner Company; EC's business was placed through Charles W.
Hoyt, Inc.
6:45 to 7 p.m.,

WMCA:

Conservation Committee

of the Waste Paper Consuming Industries, through ,91ian Adv.; series
of 17 announcements; Griffin Mfg.
(shoe polishes), through BermingPierce, six anhnm, Castleman

&

nouncements weekly, 52 weeks; John
P. Morrissey Campaign Committee,
62 announcements, one flve-mlnute
program and one 15-mlnute program,
through Howard Gill agency, over
two-week period; Vlck Chemical
(VapoRub), through Morse International, six announcements weekly,
16 weeks; Shubert Theatre ('Pal
Joey'), one-week renewal of announcement contract, through Blaine
Thompson; Alvin Theatre Cljady in
the Dark'), through Kayton-Spiero,
one-week renewal of announcements;. PaU Mall clgarets, through
Ruthraufl & Ryan, renewal, SO announcements weekly, 13 weeks.
WNEW: Oakland Chemical Co.
(Dioxogen
Cream),
renewal
of
'Make Believe Ballroom,' through
Kleppner Co., quarter-hour
the
three tinTes weekly; BC Remedy Co.,
renewal, through Charles. W. Hoyt
Co., of 'Make Believe Ballroom,'
quarter-hour three times weekly;

American Cigarette

&

Cigar

(Pall

through Ruthrauff. & Ryan,
renewal of 36 announcements weekly, 13 weeks; Carter Products (Little
Liver Pills), through Street & Finney, renewal of five announcements
weekly, 52 weeks; Feminine Products
(Arrid),
through Small &
Seifler, renewal of announcements
for 52 weeks; Conservation Committee of the Waste Paper Conserving
Industry, through Ollan Adv., 30
announcements weekly, 13 weeks;
Griflin Mfg., through B'ermlngham,
Mall),

over a period of 18 weeks.

WOR: Drake
Young

&

Bakeries,

through

Rubicam, announcements

twice daily, 13 weeks; Flex-O-Glass
Mfg.
(glass
substitute),
through
Presba, Fellers & Presba, poultry
and egg reports during 'Farmers Digest,' five minutes three times weekly, four weeks; Nu-Enamel Corp.,
through Wm. Blair Baggaley, participations on 'Martha Deane,' five
times weekly, two and three-fifths
weeks; Philadelphia Dairy Products
(Dolly Madison ice cream), participations in 'Bessie Beatty' program,
52 weeks, through Sheck Adv.

.

BALTO STATIONS
PLUG NEW WEB

ples'

tered

this

at

off-season.

changing over from
tiial,

up

lined

from

a

WFBR

KFBI

Up

COMMIT ^'l'^^
I

• This is fust one of the many great companies
that find Columbia Transctipdon Studios de-

igaed exacdy to fit their needs; Columbia's
complete modera equipment, highly fldlled
engineers, and quick, streamlined service all
meet the exacting requirements of Community's
Osborn,
agency, Batten, Barton, Durstine
Inc; 'The result: ultra-high-quality transcriptions packed with sales appeal;

Loan

through Jos.
Katz, nighttime announcements.
WCBM: Meadowgold ice cream,
through Theodore Newhoff, 150 spots;
Abrams & Sons (men's clothes),
through Maurice Chessler, 50 spots.
WCAO: City Baking Co., through
Wm. A. Schautz, 100 one-minute
spots and 24 a.m. participations; Dr.
Spector Health Club, through Appelstein & Wagner, renewed 156
three-minute
participations;
Hub
Department Store, through Louis
Schectei:, spots; Steel Workers Organizing Committee, through Frank
D. Webb, 48 participations to be

the

four

Rockies,

'Home Makers

Club,' 130 participations 'Happy Homes,' through Federal Adv.; Yellow Cab, 104 one-minute transcriptions, tlirough Rufus

Rhoades.

KNX: Par

soap, 520 participations

Housewives

in

Protective League,
Tomaschke-Elliott; Marlin

through

39

blades,

participations

&

Craven

through
Paper,

78

through

J.

%
..

Local
Nat'l Spot..

Total
(Included:

.f— »t

HPI^

in

HPL,

State Milk, 48 participations in

-

%

Total

WDGT

—1.3

16,291

16,082

Comparative Unit Connt

%

has added two announcers

Sept

to Its staff. They're Carleton Beaudette, from -Rice Lake, Wis.', and

Network

..

Frank Sheehan, Winona. Latter is Local
nephew of Al Sheehan, WCCO pro- Nat'I Spot.

Aug.

6.

12,218

.

of

Sept. 6. Ane. 30. Change.
7,670
+1.1
7,584
4,767
+1.2
4,260
—4.5
2,320
2,429
14,757
+3.3
14,273

WBAL, WCAO, WCBM,
WFBR)

Bob Hemlngs returned as staff
pianist at
Rochester, N.Y.,
after 15 months absence following
Injuries in an automobile accident,
in which the station's chief engineer,
John J. Long, Jr., was Instantly

WHAM,

30.

1,616
18,738

of

Change

11,966
4,776
1,691
18,381

4,904-

Total

ducer.

+2.1
+2:7
+1JI
+2JS
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Comparative Unit Connt

&

Network

HPL,

in

Hedrirk;

participations

Walter Thompson; Go. .a

Association,

utilized three a day.

kUled.

of

KLZ: Miller's Groceteria, through
Robertson agency, 52 quarter-hour
news; Dupler 'Furs, through Ted
Levy. 39 quarter hours; Clabber Girl
baking powder, through PoUyea
agency, 65 spots; Lydia Pinkham Co.,
through Erwin, Wasey, 26 announcements; Vick's, through Morse Interannouncements; Rit,
national,
80
through Earle Ludgin, 61 spots;
Salt,
through
McJunkin
Carey

NBC Red to Mu agency, 108 spots; First Industrial through Ruthrauff & Ryan; Yellow
fulsome package Bank, through Ball & Davidson, 52 Cab, 24 participations in HPI^
announcements; Denver Metropoli through Rufus Rhoades.
KFI: Swan soap, 40 one-minute
tan Hudson Dealers, 60 announcetranscriptions,
through Young &
ments.
Rubicam; O'SulUvan rubber heels,
Comparative Unit Connt
65 one-minute transcriptions, through
Bermingham, Castleman & Pierce;
of
Sept. 6. Aag.30. Change. Swift Premium hams, 30 announceNetwork .. 7,970
7,810
+2.0 ments, through J. Walter ThompLocal ..... 6,183
5,970
+33 son; Tek toothbrushes, 338 announce—23.1 ments, through Ferry-Hanly.
1,929
2,511
Not'! Spot. .

Blackett - Sample - Humbert.
going Red, away from previous affiliation with Blue and part
of Mutual, is preparing an ambitious
getaway on the new setup backed up
by the recently granted power boost
^
eight weeks.
Build-up is emto 50,000 watts.
ploying full-page newspaper ads,
billboards and an increase of cirSales
Steps
culation for ita tabloid house organ,
'Business in Baltimore' from 4,000 to
WCBM, previously sharing
9,000.
Wichita, Sept. 9.
Mutual with WBAL, will take over
New general managership by Ray the Blue outlet leaving town's other
Linton over the operations of KFBI station, the recently opened WITH,
resulting In a quickened sales a 250-watter, the only local unaffiliis
pace on the station, with many ated. Latter, under showmanly dinational
accounts signatured
for rection of Tom Tinsley, is filling up
its schedule with ample local biz
time on the outlet,
sold at moderate rates and given a
Accounts which KFBI inked last choice of time. Outlook here
genweek were: Perfection Stove, three erally considered auguring well for
five-minute periods wkly, through
season at hand with steady influx of
McCann-Erickson agncy, N. Y. Con- new citizenry attracted here by desolidated Drug Co., seven 60-minute
fense projects a potent influence in
periods weekly, through Benson &
quest for ready spending money at
Dall agency, Chicago. Arnholz Cofhand.
fee, three 15-minute periods weekly,
WFBR: Package from BlackettSunflower Hatchery, tiiree 15-minute
periods weekly. Marlin Blades, 12 Sample-Humbert including 'Front
Page Farrell,' for Anacin, five quarannouncements weekly.
ter hours a week; John B. Hughes'
news comment for Aspertain, fifteen
minutj;s five times a week; 'Lone
Ranger' for General Mills, three
half-hour airings a week and 'Captain Midnight,' for Ovaltine, five
quarter-hour periods a week. Baltimore Salvage Co., via Maurice Azrael, 52 10-mtnute shows; Atlantic
Reflnihg, through N. W. Ayer, football games; Loyola Federal Building

WBAL

Church

half-hours.

SETUP

&

diooses

Jane,'

Old Gold cigarets, through
J. Walter Thompson, 62 time signals
weekly, 52 weeks; Great Atlantic &
Pacific Tea Co. (for coffee) through.
Baltimore, Sept. 9.
Paris & Peart, nine announcements
Impending switch around of at
weekly, 13 weeks; Vick Chemical
Co.,
through Morse International, filiations set for Oct. 1, here, besix^
announcements
weekly,
26 ginning to effect unit counts. making
weeks.
up for doldrums, usually encounTriangle Grand Ballroom,
direct, 15-minute news, five times
weekly, 13 weeks; G. and M. Super
Market, direct, 20 announcements
weekly, till forbid; Albert Maiers
Stores, direct, three announcements
weekly, 32 weeks; Deutsch Furs,
direct, four announcements weekly,

Los Angeles, Sept. 0.
Pickup in all units brought a solid
plus front on the week and reflected
an early jump on the fall season. It
has been many weeks since a lump
increase of over 400 units was recorded.
Future business signed up by Don
Lee concentrated largely on participation programs and
sale of

Denver, Sept. 9.
Several good sales reported for
week, with biggest being 'Judy and
15 minutes, five a week for
KNX
by Keith Furniture Co. Helzberg's one year, on KOA, to Folger Coffee. over $20,000 in time on Galen
will also support campaign with Deal set through Lord & Thomas.
Drake's
'Housewives
Protective
KOA:
CuUen-Thompson Motor League' the past week is reflecting
series of ten spots weekly.
Co., through Lane-Freiberger, an- the popu'larity of the co-op setup
Comparative Unit Connt
nouncements; Kellogg Co., through with advertisers.
^
%of Kenyon & Eckhardt, 60 announceKHJ: Coast Federal Savings, 10
Sept. 6
Aug. 30 Change ments;
Cat's
Paw Rubber Co., participations in Norma Young's
-1-1.3 through S. A. Levyne, 10 spots.
Network . 6,800
6,710
'Happy Homes,' through Robert
4,974
Local
5,141
+ 3.3 KFEL: Quaker Oats, through Dennis: Lydia Pinkham, 52 one-min5,949
Nat'l Spot..
6,079
-t-2.2 Ruthrauff & Ryan. 'Orphan Annie' ute
transcripions, through Erwin,
+2.2 for Sparkies, five 15 minutes week- Wasey; Safeway Stores, 23 one-min17,633
Total ...... 18,020
(Included KOKN, KOMO, KITE, ly, six montlis; Harnett Fuel Co., one ute transcriptions, through J. Walter
KMBO, WDAF, WHB).
spot daily, six months; Lydia Pink- Thompson; Brown & Williamson,
ham Co., through Erwin, Wasey, 12 156 quarter-hour broadcasts of 'News
spots weekly, one month; Elitch Gar- With Sterns,' through Russel M.
dens, through Robertson agency, six, Seeds; Los Angeles County Fair, 15
spots;
McClanahan Clothing Co!, participations in 'Happy Homes' and
through Ted Levy, 100 announce- 15 participations in Eddie Albright's
ments; Bray 5c Co., 12 spots; Mile program; Vitapep Products, 13 parHigh Roller Rink, through Max ticipations in Albright program,
Goldberg agency, three fiive min- through Cesana & Associates; Rockutes weekly, 39 weeks; Young Peo- wood & Co., 65 participations In
also announced contract with Helzberg's Diamond Shop to take over
half-hour of musical Clock vacated

WQXR:

WWRL:

A. Lively

'

SET TO SPIN ON KOA

WHB

Dioxogen Cream s Sixth Year

L

Stanza Total $20,000;

Fall upswing is on the way in, but
only slightly evidenced as yet. All
stations contributed to the upward
changes and since it marks first week
In several that change hasn't been
generally downward accepted as indicative of what's to come.
and KMBO both announced

--^^^^^^.^ Ohio thi. .eaaon^ good

.-:sst-rt«---xrerro.ceof
Edward

Petry

^
wm

'^^MtdTwitTbe
Mmds
Master

Cleveland.
oneng*. a.ay!
out to get thU

.
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Dept. Store Signs

Sperry Coast Program to Originate In

KSL

SEATTLE SALES ROCKET;

Commentator

CANDY

Lake City, Sept. 9
Commentator Arthur Gaeth
Salt

KSL

East for General Mills (Parent Co.)
Theatre, direct, four spots; Southern

San Francisco, Sept. 9.
Caught between two holidays—L.a-

•

Pacific Co., through

&

Lord

Thomas,

two spots.
bor Day and Admission Day (today)
KFRC: Tidewater Associated Oil
—plus a heat wave, the week pro- Co., through Lord & Thomas, 20
duced Uttle but lethargy on Frisco's football broadcasts, KFRC «e Don
radio row. Major deal, reported by
Lee network; Pacific Brewing &
CBS sales chief Art Kemp, will put Malting (beer), through Brewer
Sperry Mills on the Columbia Coast Weeks, 26 spots; Foreman & Clark
weekly via a round-

net five quarters
Program, yet to be
about route.
chosen, will actually be a transcontinental sponsored in the east by
General Mills, parent of Sperry, so
that although deal was handled via
Westco agency here it'll be billed out
of Knox-Reeves, Chicago, with which
Sperry alWestco is associated.
ready has two shows on the NBC
Hed, using 'Dr. Kate" out of KPO and
Sam Hayes from Hollywood. CBS
addition
a.m.

locally

ride

will

(clothier), through Milton Weinberg,
19 one-minute ETs; Golden State
Milk, through Ruthrauft & Ryan, 91
one-rninute spots; O'Sullivan Rubber
Co. (rubber heels), through Bermingham, Castleman & Pierce, 39 onespots.

Comparative Unit Count

|

..

Local
Nat'lSpot..

'

1,834

—1.5

1,862

15,026
14,817
Fluke of the week was chalked up Total
KFRC. KGO,
by Archie Presby and Neg Monette's (Included:
KPO, KSFO)
KGO 'Breakfast Round Table" at 7:15
3,000 entries to a
limerick contest in one week, sold
100 tires in one day and lost its
sponsor before the prizes- could be
announced. Show was jointly spon-'
a.m.,

'

%

of
Sept. 6. Aug. 30. Change.
+0A
8,840
8,765
+3.8
.....
4,352
4,190

Network

8:30

at

ET

minute

-I-1.4

WLS SIGNS

14

NEW ACCOUNTS
Chicago, Sept.

9.

week

KGO came through with 13 weeks Business spurted sharply last
of flve-a-week participations in Ann and all of the stations felt the influx
Holden's Home Forum lor Golden of contracts flowing through their
State V Milk, via Ruthrauft Si Ryan, salesmen. WI.S was in a high flurry
and KYA picked up a renewal of its
14 accounts monikered deals for
Electric two-hour as
&

WLS: Lever
announcements

KROWs

sodas), through Emil Reinhardt, nine
participations, Ann Holden's Forum;
Ex-Lax, through Joseph Katz, 260
announcements; Glen C. Stater Co.
(autos),
through Ad-Service Co.,
daily spots, one month'; Ciolden

Safeway

spots;

Stores (Sno-Cola), through J. Walter Thompson, four spots; Southern
Pacific Co. (railroad), through Lord

&

Thomas, two spots.
KPO: Arthur S. Clippinger (English course), through Fletcher Udall,
two talks; Standard Beverages,
through Emil Reinhardt, six participations, International Kitchen; Kellogg Co. (lor Pep), through Kenyon
Eckhardt, 40 spots; Safeway Stores
(Sno-Cola),
through
Walter
J.
Thompson, lour .spots; Golden Gate

&

•

PPIininillinnnnnnin"--

AMERICA'S

6.

Aug.

6336

..

30.

6,748

of

Change.
+1.3

Comment

&

WBNXyork
the most intieffective
*maVe and
TO
•ALES APPROACH

Sept.

Network

Follow-Up

'Strictly
in
Swing' show to tell coUegiates about
Sno-Cola for Safeway Stores.
KGO: Standard Beverages (for

five

Bros., for Spry, six

through

&

&

,

LARGEST

%

MARKET.
Network

5000 WATTS

...

of

Sept. 6. Aog. 30. Change.
9,610
0.8
9,535
+3.5
6,639
11,798
+0.9
+1.4
27,972

+

Local
6377
Nat'lSpot.. 11,902
Totel
28,379

the American people's quick change
of attitude toward Russia.
Only a
few weeks ago, he remarked, a cabinet officer was warning of the dangeV to the United States of a Russian air base across the Bering Strait,
while now Russian filers are being
taken through American aviation
factories. From the very long range

3,

RADIOS

i\!0\'V

[ears

iP">jd Sv'vo'y Sd

= p

99

'

-

:

NBC

time

pure

r

Dir.

MOT. BD

Red Network,

12: 1B to 12:30

P.M,ED8T

WABC—6:30-S:4S EDST—CBS

.

COAST TO COAST
COMPTON ADTBBXiaiNa AOENCI

WOLF— RKO BLDG. NEW YORK

CITY

felt

'World

Premiere'
is

r

Many

%
5,741

..

10J03
Natl Spot.. 1304
Local

ToUl

18,048

(Included:

6.

Aug.

30.

Ins.

Co. Buys

of

series

of

closed, .Sept.

quarter-hour

802

800

+OJt

...... 15,478

15,532

—03

7,192
7,540

aired through
the company's

in

many months.

station WBLJ, Dalton, Ga., joined
the Mutual network Sept 1.
Operates on 1230 kc., 250 watts.

DETROIT UNITS BOOM

—Local

Sept 9.
Following weeks of minor gains,
Detroit took a major push ahead last
week to chalk up the best September
Detroit,

position in the area's history. Garnering strength in the local field,
where the feeling is rife that defense

1st in E.B.I.

money

is now ready to be garnered,
the six stations here hung up a total
gain of 1,130 units wl^ich even broken
down among the six stations provides
better than a three-hour gain per
station for the week.

STijor

country

Comparative Unit Count

port.)

%of
Network

...

7,650
12,672

Nat'l Spot.

4,587
24,909

Local

Ang.

+oA
+4.7

WJBK, WJLB,

WXYZ)

y

by a sort of

crack-of-doom inanner' of speaking.
Williams, who apparently had some
pipelines into Germany, frequently
went against the dictum- of research
experts that
dialers

want

to

hear

GBWiAt OHItfS OW.y CBS OUtVET

news favorable

to the Allied side
dislike reports of successes by
the other side.

and

atui

-

"nd

^**"Vsm
ts"

You

can't afford

ket— and on this

+ 7,9

NEVER

in
,

portunity in th'«

Change.
7,455
+2.6
30.

11,744
4,550
23,779

Market

Buying Income.
r.Salei ManaBemont's

Williams

listeners the
stuff' reports,

'depressing'

This marks
use of radio time

WBU With MBS

4.2

4,

creeps with the 'inside

KGKO.
first

and calls for 260 quarter-hour programs and 52 half-hour programs to
be aired during the coming year.
Account was handled through the
Couchman Agency.

Gains Presage Record Month
Up 7.9%

6.

9.

Co., of this city has signed a contract for a total of 111 hours to be

3.6

KIRO, KOL. KRSC)

..thrice-

must have often given

Time

Dallas, Sept.

The City National life Insurance

—+

Natl Spot.

Sept

+2.5
+1.9

KABC, KMAC, KONO,

Change.

7,450
7,226

(Included:

of

+2.2

—1.9

series,

...

Total

6,615
10,708
1,760
18,083

KTSA; WOAI)

getting a big bal-

%
Sept

Network

sta-

Sept 6. Aog. 30. Change.

Network

lyhoo in dailies and weeklies. Series
preview dramatic shows with a
view for sponsorship sale. Has been
much activity around the Mutual
station on this idea of Roy Grandey,
production manager, and plans call
for a mixture of radio and theatre
procedure In the airing of these premieres before a studio audience.
Comparative Unit Connt

Local

9.

here next week as

the baseball season ends.

England and its allies and more
bearish on Germany's than at any

|lCTEi|TWICE DAILY
• •

drop will be

He also commended Eugene
new book on the penetration

made more

WkM

KOL's

starting Sept. 10,

A

KART-T!-iROB[

Sept.

tions report that biz looks very good
on network around time changes.
KABC: A. B. Poe Motor Co., 28
announcements;
Seymour
Credit
Clothiers, six flve-minute programs
per week, 52 weeks; Bulova Watch
through Blow Co., one anCo.,
nouncement per day for six days a
week, 52 weeks; Seven-Up Bottling
Co., four baseball games, Wheaties,
four baseball games.

will

weekly commentaries over Mutual

j

p..

San Antonio,

.Network units took a slight Increase the past week as several network shows made their debut. Local
units show a steady gain with a
slight drop noted in national spot as
summer contracts run out Decided

Comparative Unit Connt

closing its Seattle studios in
the Olympic hotel this month, consolidating operations in the Tacoma
studio in the Rust building. Station
has made very little use of Seattle
facitUies since going off the Columbia web,
is

for Gem Razors.
noticeable feature of Williams' final, two broadcasts was that he seemed a little
more bullish on' the prospects of

YOU MORT:
-|

ing sales sky-high. KIRO has also
scheduled a new sustainer, 'Washington High's,' which will have
Chuck Smith, Enumclaw high school
coach, as commentator, interviewing
guests and relating progress of high
school sports in Western Washington.
Will run for entire school year once

WW

Wythe Williams
his

^./d

UNITS

Lyons'
of Stalinism in this country.

POPliLAI;

iviOST

PAMII.Y BRINGS

AUGI-ITER

ture.

WES"'

JA'-jE

Imperial's

'Candy Questionary,' carried on the
Columbia station for the past several
months, was very successful, boost-

viewpoint.
Close opined
Russian Total
in Asia would be bad for (Included:
CKLW,
the U. S. Instead, he would prefer
WJR,
J,
to see 'a chastened Japan' in the pic-

hegemony

THE ONbills:

SAN ANTONIO

WOAI: Interstate Theatres, renewal, through Segal & Weedin,
half-hour program 'It's Showtime,'
through Texas Quality Network; National Toilet Co., through Roche,
WjUiams & Cunnygham, five oneminute e.t's per week; Liston Zander Credit Co., through Marion
Johnsota,
one announcement per
week; Milam Finance Co., through
Bernard Brooks, tWo announcements
per week for 26 weeks; Knickerbocker Playhouse, 30-minute program via NBC network for Procter
& Gamble (Drene), through H. W.
Kastor.

duced by the company. Bob Spence
will announce, with Tubby Clark

KVI

%
weekly,

KIRO has sold the Imperial Candy
Co. a twice-weekly 15-minute show,
'Societe Jingle Contest.'
Program
will have jingle contests around
names of various candy bars proorch handling the music.

WEB DEBUTS UP

0.

a week.

2,475
2,316
+64
RuthraufI & Ryan; Arvey Corp., Local
—4.07
1,271
three announcements weekly, through Nat'l Spot. . 1,270
ToUI
10,681
10,335
+2.3
First United Broadcasters; Manhat(Included: KDYL, KSL, KUTA)tan Soap Co., three participation announcements weekly, through Franklin Bruck; Sawyer Biscuit Co., three
announcements weekly, through the
George Hartman agency; Pinex Co.,
: Continaed from page 22;
15 announcements weekly, through
Russell M. Seeds; General Store of Fred Bate and Bob
Magadorf in Lonthe Air, six 30-minute programs don and Moscow and also heard
weekly, through United agency; De- from a staff man in Berlin.
Kalb Agricultural Association, six
As usual, the patter between the
through refugees and their folks was conannouncements
weekly,
Western agency; Foster-Milbum, for ducive to much emotional pull on
Doan's Kidney Pills, two announce- the part of the intruding listener.
ments weekly, through Spot Broad- Niles Trammell, NBC prez, explained in the opening remarks that
Chemical
Co.,
casting;
Oelwein
the program would sfeek to show
three announcements weekly, through how the radio
networks were makCary-Ainsworth; Morton Salt Co., ing themselves useful in the war,
three five-minute periods weekly, stating that 'your radio, your mothrough Klau, Van Pieterson-Dun- tion picture, your press being free
make their contributions to
lap; Lane Bryant Co., six announce- can
ments weekly, through Huber Hoge Democracy.'
& Sons; Johnson & Johnson Co., 12
Upton Close, long a writer and
through
announcements
weekly,
lecturer on the Far East, is doing
Ferry-Hanly', Omar, Inc., one 15over NBC a series of excellent comminute period weekly, through Hays mentaries on the critical
situation
MacFarland; G. E. Conkey Co., two in the Orient. In the broadcasts,
through. originating for a time from KPO,
announcements
weekly,
San Francisco, and more recently
Rogers & Smith.
Hollywood; Close eschews that
WENR: Chicago Motor Club, three from
profound manner which some ex15-minute newscasts weekly, through perts on Far East
affect, or display,
Wallace; Wilson in miking.
Aubrey, Moore
He speaks informally,
Co., for Ideal Dog Food, six 15-min- even at times in the vernacular. On
ute news periods weekly, through an evening shot recently heard, he
United States agency; Great Atlantic conducted" a one man quiz. Using
Pacific Tea Co., two announce- this format. Close gave listeners a
clear, understandable lowdown on
ments weekly, through Paris
Peart.
the present complicated situation.
Near the end, he sounded a note of
CompaEative Unit Count
caution on the administration's and

Across the bay, J. Walter Thompson bought two months of spot par-

'

(Pepsi-

Comparative Unit Count

time.

evening concert for a third year.
Account is handled by McCannErickson, which is also working on a
deal for another two-hour sevennight period on the same station for
General Brewing, similar to a recorded dance sesh the agency has
already placed on KFAC, L. A.

Gate Theatre,

progranns

Bottling

Birrell

through R. T. Harris, 514
chain breaks; Swim-Inn, 13 50-word
Firmage
(men's
announcements;
furnishings), 26 100-word announcements; Hanco, tie-ins with Kaltenborn program; House of McDonald
(candies), 156 25-word announcements; Salt Lake Glass Co., '24 announcements.
KUTA: Hotel Utah, through AdCraftsmen, 52 announcements; Rainbow Rendezvous, direct, ,300 announcements; Diamond Shoe Co., diannouncements; Union
rect,
300
Trust Co., through Francom Adv., 52
15-minute programs; Woolley Roller
Rink, direct, 52 announcements.
Cola),

sored by U. S. Tires and Lambert
Sales Co. locally, bankroller's pulling
out because defense priorities have
nicked civilian tire supply. Winners
will be announced and prizes awarded regardless. Boys don't feel too
bad because three other clienU are
now auditioning the show.

ticipations

news

five-minute

weekly;

—

Gas

sponsored sched

starts a

UPS KIRO

Seattle, Sept.

this
KOMO will originate on* of NBC's
ulc calling for eleven weekly 15series over the
minute news broadcasts. His 6:30 'Defense of America'
network on Saturday, Sept 13.
p.m. broadcast, under sponsorship of Red
which will go out over 90
Program,
Wasatch Oil, will be shifted to 9:30
role of the
the
feature
will
stations,
p.m. with the 7 a.m. morning strip
dealternately giving credit to Peter Northwest's lumber Industry in
Paul candy company and the Paris fense. Will air 3 to 3:30 p.m., with a
the proPart
of
at
8:30.
rebroadcast
Department Store. Wednesday (10),
from
remote
fed
by
will
be
gram
for
party
KSL plans a whackeroo
around 200 Paris Department Store Snoqualmle, where the actual felling,
employees, to acquaint them with trimming and cutting of a tree will
Mr. Gaeth and gain their support for be narrated. Graham McNamee will
handle the commentary, with Harold
the new program.
KSL: Standard Brands, through Nussbaum, produ'cer of the scries,
Kenyon & Eckhardt, 40 one-minute and H. T. Ashworth, NBC field enhandling .the details. Further
gineer,
announcements; United States Fuel,
through R. T. Harris, five 10-minute remotes will come from Camas, the
newscasts weekly; Paris Department Grays Harbor country and Hoquiam.
Hoquiam
airing will tell of plywood
Store, direct, three 15-minute news
activity for the production of aircommentaries weekly.
porKDYL: Rit Co., through Earle planes and cantonments. Studio
tion
will
feature
a talk by E. I. GarLudgin, 15 announcements weekly;
through rett, of the Wire Rope Co., on the
Chicle
Co.,
American
conversion
for
national
defense
of
Badger & Browning, five announcePacking small- industries allied with the lumWilson
weekly;
ments
ber industry.
(Ideal dog food) through U. S. Adv.,

KJBS, three

which pulled

Pacific

week

CO.

Rtath main o\juh /

jTl";.

station.

Wednesday, September

<

«

RADIO MARKETS

1941

10,'

Peter

M» «»t«««»«»»»«»««f

«

May Be

Tallmadge (Ga.)

Entrenching

Grove Labs. Sponsor

Active National Accounts
'

And

Paul Co.

27

WCAU

Newscasts

WGST for Hot Political Battle in '42

Via

TIME

'

ACCOUNT

AGENCT

Beech-Nnt Packlne Co
Block Drue Co

Newell-Emmet

Bond Clothes

NeflE-Rogow
Biow Co...

Raymond

Bulova Watch Co

(Blankets)

Chattanooga Medicine Co
Denver tc Bio Grande ER
Dr. Hete & Clark.Feminine Products
Flamingo Sales
Ford Dealers
General Foods
Goodrich Tire & Rubber Co
Great Atlantic & Paciflc Tea Co
Hartz Mountain Prods, (bird seed)
Oil
ts

Time Signals

Buchanan St Co
McCann-Erickson
Benton & Bowles

...

K. O.

Shaw

Paris

&

Refining

Announcements
V^, Hour News
'/« Hours
Announcements
Announcements
V4 Hours
'/4
Hours

Peart

George Hartman
United

St

.Announcements
'A Hour News

.

Corp

Histex

Humble
Johnson

.

Sherman

Chamberlain Ijaboratorles

Chatham Mfr*

Spector,.

& Marquette
Vi Hours
Spot Broadcasting .. .Announcements
Cary-Ainsworth ....Announcements
M. H. Hackett
Participations
Nelson Chesman
1/4
Hours
Cusack Adv
Announcements
5-Mins.
N. W. Ayer.?
Spot Broadcasting. .Announcements

Dr. W. B. Caldwell Co
Carter JProducts

Adv

Frane-Wilkinson-Schiwetz.... Football

Johnson (Tek tooth-

Ferry-Hanly

Oil Burner Co
Meadowgold Ice cream

May

Miles Labs. (Alka-Seltzer)
National Refining Co

Corp

flour

O'Snlllvan rubber heels

P 4 O

(Duz)

Pall Mall cigarettes
Peter Paul (candy, gum)
The Pen Man (fountain pens)
Phillips Packing Co.

PInex Co

.

Plough, Inc

Quaker Oats Co...

news columns.

their

Reader's Digest

.

.

yeast)

taling

sold 15-minutes

a-

day, across

through Sam Feigenand three 15-minute news
periods weekly to Block Drug Co.,
through Raymond Spector. In addiWFIL made the following newspaper deals: Evening Public Ledger,
one 15-minute studio program weekly;
Daily News, six participations
weekly in women's club show;
Philadelphia Inquirer, five five-minute studio programs weekly; Evening
Bulletin, six five-minute studio programs weekly, and Philadelphia Recordt'25 sflots weekly.
clothier,

baum,

WCAU;

International Salt Co.,
three participations weekly on Laura
Mae Stuart program, through J. M.
Mathes; Thos. Leeming Co. (Baume
Bengay), 137 spots, through William
Esty; Lehn and Fink (Hinds Honey
& Almond Ci-eam), 42 spots, through
William Esty; Pennick and Ford
(My-T-Fine
desserts),
78
spots,

(pro

BfiD&O;' Philadelphia
football

club),

on women's program, 52 weeks,
through Henri, Hurst & McDonald;
tion

Tuesday, 'Party Night,' sponsored by
Robert A. Johnston Co., cookies and
candies; Wednesday, 'Home Furnishsponsored by Gimbel Bros.;
ing,'
Thursday, 'Food Night,' sponsored by
O. R. Pieper Co. for Gargoyle cofMilwaukee, Sept. 9.
fee; Friday, 'Men's Night,' sponsored
Although it went on the air for by Brenk Bros., men's clothing.
the first time the night of Sept. 1,

5 SPONSORS BUY FEMME

COMMENTATOR ON WTMJ

Warner Snares Sponsor

considered. Pickard wcs allowed
Friday (5) to intervene in the proceeding, following his statement he
would reveal important facts ccncerning operation of the plant and
control over its affairs. Some years
back Pickard and his associate, Clarence H. Calhoun, were hired to put
the transmitter on a money-making
basis, a common practice until the
sudden wave of purity swept over
the FCC.
is

WAXINGSPURTS
Commercial assignments of the
Columbia Recording Corp.'s transcription division show a decided increase for the fall. New York office has just sigrfatured the cutting
job of the Wheatena Corp.'s new
series, 'Wheatena Playhouse,' which
consists of 130 quarter-hour shows,
while other contracts involved Kirkman Soap, Wyandotte Cleanser, Pall
Mall cigarettes and Ironized Yeast.
•

The sudden recent interest Tallmadge has shown in the School of
Technology generally and WGST
particularly has caused speculation,
heightened by the fact that former
Governor E. D. Rivers also has a
relatively new transmitter, WGOV,
at Valdosta. Political watchers wonder if there is to be a lively 1942
election flght via the kilocycles.

In Chicago CRC has been occupied
with a series for Household Finance,
announcements, the 'Scattergood Baines' shows for Wrigley and
a group of flve-minute dramatizations and one-minute announcements

spot

Following the Commission's hesitation in renewing the

Gov.

Fels Naphtha soap, six 15-minute
musical programs weekly, 26 weeks,
renewal, through S. R. Roberts; Bryant Air Conditioning Co., one spot
weekly, through Albert H. Dorsey;
Herb Byrne, autos, 18 spots weekly,
through Vecbick agency; A. Schereter & Sons, neckties, 12 e.t.'s weekly,

through Bermingham, Castleman
'

Dallas, Sept.

WGST

suddenly

ticket.

became

appointees.
The renovated Board
then cancelled the. contract with
Southern Broadcasting, hiring newproprietors, Lucas
Jenkins, theatre chain operators With a finger in
other radio enterprises,
Augusta; WSAV, Savannah, and WKEU,

Sets Staff

R. J. Terrill has been

Tallmadge

cognizant of the /School of Technology.
He replaced members of
the Board of Regents with his own

for the National Assn. of Crippled
Children.

&

9.

named man-

WRDW,

KSKY

here by A. L.- Chilton,
owner and operator of the new station, which is expected to take to the
air within the next several weeks.
Station will operate on 660 kilocycles
with a power of 1,000 watts day time
operation only. Terrill had been
manager of KGHI, Little Rock, Ark.,
for the past six years.
Morris M. Ming will be chief enager of

contracts.

between Tallmadge and Sam Pickard, former Federal Radio Commissioner and one of the chief owners of
Southern Broadcasting Stz;tion.<;, Inc.,
is scheduled when the renewal p'.ea

COL'S COMM'L

KSKY

of

Airing of what has been reported
as a sensational story of bitterness

four

.(ham), renewal of daily participa-

'Personality Parade,' a new program
by Nancy Grey, lemme commentaor
on WTMJ, was completely sold out
two weeks before its first presenta-

ment

tion,

Eagles

Wrigley, Jr., Co
Rudolph Wurlitzer Co

Des Moines, Sept. 9.
National spot jumped ahead 9.4%
during the past week, while net-

%

son,

9.

Eugene Tall-

Georgia aspires to greater
political honors via radio (speciflcallyTseat in the U. S. Senate) is seen
in the hot in-flghting over control
of WGST, Atlanta, owned by the
Georgia School of Technology. Renewal license application was set
down for hearing by the FCC some
time ago in accordance with the
current hostility toward manage-

Inc.

Morse International
H. W. Kastor

Wm.

Up madge

Tidy 9.4%—Total
2.0%

news shows tominutes—Peter Paul,

% Hours spots, through Al Paul Lefton.
V4 Hours,
WFIL: Quaker Oats, six 15-minute
Announcements
programs weekly, 52 weeks, through
Arthur Meyerhoff
V< Hours
RuthraufT & Ryan; Morrell 8c Co.
Schwimmer & Scott
V4 Hours

VIck Chemical Co
Welch Grape Jnice Co

Washington, Sept.
Possibility that Gov.

Spot

sold three

Raymond Spector
V4 Hour News
Hours
Meldrum & Fewsmith
Kenyon & Eckhardt. Announcements through

Maple Tobacco Co
& Rubber Co
Standard Brands (Flelschman's

Selberling Tire

DES MOINES ACTIVE
Nat'l

work units contributed a gain of
1.8%.
Local units fell off several
3,665
points, trimming the total to 2%.
(candy), bought 156 15-minute
Comparative Unit Count
periods, through Platt-Forbes; Wilen
Wines purchased 165 flve-minute peof
riods, through Frank A. Wellman,
Sept. 6. Aug. 30. Change.
and Grove Laboratories, through J. Network .. 7,135
+1.8
7,003
—3.5
3,468
3,343
Walter Thompson, closed a deal for Local
+9.4
3,058
2,793
110 five-minute periods. Wilen Wines Nat'l Spot..
13,535
13,264
+2.0
also took 99 flve-minute sports pro- Total
(Included: KRNT, KSO, WHO)
grams, to be broadcast three times

WCAU

Young & Rubicam. ..Announcements the board, to Vick Chemical Co.,
Announcements through Morse-International; 15-minH. W. Kastor
Presba, Fellers & Presba...V^ Hours ute weekly news show to Sam Ger-

Craven & Hedrick. ..Announcements
.5-Min. News,
Jos. Katz
Announcements
Participations
S. A. Levyne
Theodore Newhoff. ..Announcements
Hours
Wade Adv
Announcements
Sherman K. Ellis
Announcements
H. W. Kastor
Hays MacFarland
Vt, Hours
Bermingham, Castleman & Pierce,
Announcements
Announcements
i....Compton Adv
RuthraufF & Ryan. .Announcements
Brisacher, Davis
Ml Hour News
United Adv
V4 Hours
Announcements
Aitken-Kynett
Announcements
Russel M. Seeds
Lake-Spiro-Shurman,
Announcements
RuthraufT & Ryan
Va Hours
Announcements
BBD&'O

Bum &

9.

happening thick and
fast here and abroad, news programs
continue to be the most popular type
of air shows for sponsors. Five new
news programs found bankrollers
last week.
In addition, contracts
were signed for a sports show, while
five newspapers inked deals to plug
events,

WFIL

Lever Bros
Malt-O-Meal
Mantle Lamp Co. of America
Marltn razor blades...
Maryland Pharmaceutical (Rem, Rel)

O'Cedar

With

...Announcements weekly.

brushes)

Omar

Philadelphia, Sept.

PURCHASES

Station Breaks

Griffin;

gineer of the new station, comlns
from a similar position at KFRO,
Longvlew, Texas. Dorothy M. Smith,
of the Texas State Network traffic

department, will become office manager^

&

Pierce;
Electrical
Association
of
Philadelphia, ranges, 18 participations
in
service periods weekly,

Washington, Sept. 9.
Al Warner, CBS commentator and
Stewart
Jordan;
Hurflf
former chief of the New York through
soups, two spots weekly, through
Herald-Tribune's Washington bureau
John Faulkner Arndt; Procter &
snaffled a commercial series for his
Gamble, three spots weekly, through
It goes on at 10:15 p.m. for IS min- schedule, effective Sept. 29.
Compton Adv.; Fox Weis, furs, 24
Sponsored by the Peter Paul
utes five times a week, each night
spots weekly, through Harry Feigen^vlth a different theme for a differ- Candy Co., a 15-minute news round
baum; Dill Company, pills, six flveent
Monday, 'Fashion up will be aired by Warner at 6 p.m.
sponsor.
minute studio programs weekly,
sponsored by Smartwear; Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays.
J^ight,"
through Richard A .Foley; Mission
Bell,
wine, seven spots weekly,
through Adrian Bauer; Christian
Voices, church, six flve-minute shows
weekly, through Cox 81 Tanz; Bis-

tion to five different local sponsors,
Show had never been heard, not
even auditioned.

^

ceglia Bros., wine, six spots weekly,
J. M. Korn.
WIP: Goldban Pharmaceutical Co.,
Harry Feigenbaum;

through

21 spots, through

Louis

For Fluid-Drive Action!

DODGE
picks Columbia Transcriptions

—

• Smooth, uninterrupted action a good thing ia
transcriptions as well as in cars; That's what
Ryan, Inc., handling the Dodge acRuthrauff
count, find at Columbia. Streamlined service— no
delays, no interruptions, no waiting. Add to that
our complete modern equipment and highly skilled
engineers, and you have the secret of why so
many big accounts are on our Columbia books;

&

•114 Mll«lll[ tTiin

III IHIIITII Mcmi
Cll(ll l-ISIt

GlUccuf»

M

a.

Micmatii wc.

Harold Co., lurniture, three
spots weekly; Hecker Products Co.,
three 15-minute programs weekly,
39 weeks, through Leo Burnett; John
S. Conroy, one 15-minute political
program; George Zifferblatt, cigars,
six
10-minute musical programs
weekly, 13 weeks; Howard Clothes,
26 30-minute musical shows, through
Redfleld-Johnstone;
Ex-Lax,
300
spots, through Joseph Katz; Purina
Mills, three 15-minute shows weekly,
13
weeks;
Lutheran
Laymen's
League, one 30-minute religious show
weekly, 26 weeks; Mar-O-Oil Shampoo, one 15-minute show weekly, 50
weeks, through Hays MacFarland;
Moskins Stores, 234 spots, through

Dan Rivkin; Detroit Bible Class,
nine
30-minute
religiouis
talks,
through Aircasters; ABC Credit Co,,
132 spots, through Solis S. Cantor;
Adams Clothes, three 15-minute
sports programs weekly, 52 weeks,
through H. M. Dittman; Allstate Insurance Co., five 15-minute studio
programs, weekly, 13 weeks, through
H. M. Brown.

lAade By the Columbia Recording Corporation.
Columbia Broadcasting System.

A. Service oj the

%

of
Sept. 6. Aug. 30. Change.
Network .. 9,275
+1.3
9,151
Local
+2.6
20,015
19,496
Nat'l Spot..
+2.2
5,351
5,234
Total
+2.2
34,641.
33,881

(Included:

KYW, WCAU, WFIL,
WPEN)

WIP, WDAS, WIBG.

\

MUTUAL

joins

^

^ WCAE
/Lti

—

W

giues
• The

Oct.

1st

IfHu^J &imtiii^ /
Forfxamplct

—

MUTUAL

largest and

most loyal following of

listeners in Pittsburgh.

•

—1250

on the

Center position
Pittsburgh band.

dial

— in

the

• A powerful

voice in the booming Pittsburgh
market of 4 million people.

MUTUAL
•

giucs
A brand new

new

•

stars,

WCAE
program

interest

new network

Flexibility

ici

— new shows,

features.

arranging good radio times for

non-network advertisers.

• A hew pattern of merchandising service

avail-

able to every advertiser.

And

that's only part of the story. For complete information as to time and program availabilities consult

—

The KATZ Agency
500

Comparative Unit Count

TRANSCRIPTIONS

^

Fifth

•

National Representatives

New

Avenue

WCAE

York, N. Y.

PITTSBURGH, PA.
5000 Watts

.

1250 ICC
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CONCERT

H'wood Again Eyeing Operatic
Ardstes, Even

Pix Were

Though

Mosdy

Operatic and concert personalities
tvho some years ago were given the
come hither look by Hollywood, only

Classical

N.G.

Jagel's

Mice

Heavy Sked

Concert People
Margaret Boker has been engaged
by the San Francisco Opera Co. to
sing Sophie in Tlosenkavalier' opposite Lotte Lehmann and Hise Stevens
in October.

NBC's Booking
HARTFORD VAUDER
Stella Roman
GOING FOR CONCERTS

in

Havana

Worries Opera Moguls

HarUord, Sept. fi.
State theatre here takes a fling at
long hair stuff on Oct. 15, when
Alec Templeton will give a concert.
If successful,

of Pinza,

NBC

is

taking a terrific chance on

Ezio Pinza and Stella Roman, bass
and soprano of the Met. respectively,

plans call for Wednes-

day night concerts on successive
Eleanor Steber, Met lyric soprano, weeks.. House will be in direct comhas been set on the Ford hour for petition with Busbnell Memorial,
The soprano also closes which books concerts on Sunday afDec. 21.
the summer Ford show on Sept. 21. ternoons during the winter months.
With the exception of a few seats
Marcel Grandjany, harpist, has been at $2.20, State's concerts will be

in allowing

them

.

go to Havana

to

for the opera season there late this

month. Both are Axis aliens and,
with all the trouble about visas
lately, concert people feel that the
$800 Pinza receives and the $400
Roman gets is hardly worth the risk
taken in having them leave the coun-

Frederick Jagel, Metropolitan tenor
by the film capiUl are since 1927, opens a 17-date concert booked in California in March for scaled at 5Sc to $1.10. House seats
again coming into favor with the tour in January with the Pittsburgh recitals and an appearance with the around 4,000. It plays vaude three
try.
Keynote of the drive Symphony orchestra. Jagel is also Los Angeles Philharmonic. Prior to days a week.
film moguls.
Impresarios of the principal U. S.
this, in November, he will make a
reported
to sign concert people is the
tied up heavily for operatic appearopera companies are up in arms,
tour of Havana.
success of Rise Stevens, Met mezzo, ances in San Francisco, Chicago and
fearing that once in Havana the
singers will be unable to return.
who is appearing with Nelson Eddy the Met. presently in Rio, where he
has
pianist,
He is
Sari Biro, Hungarian
NBC's commission on the deal is
Continued from page Iss
Id Metro's The Chocolate Soldier."
'Meister- been engaged by the New Orleans
Wagner's
in
appeared
$120.
Muriel Dickson, of the Met, has singer' in Italian, 'Ballo in Maschera' Symphony following her tour of the gan inviting picture celebrities to
received some bids from England, for the first time, and sang opposite south in January.
their national convention here next
while Enya Gonzalez was ofEered Grace Moore in 'Tosca.'
week, and word went out that
screen tests by Paramount and WarArmando Agnlni's San Francisco Hcdda Hopper as commentator and
ner Bros, when singing 'Mme. ButOpera neophyte school will present Bob Hope as master of ceremonies
terfly' at the Hollywood Bowl. Some
N.Y.
IN 7
'Aida,' 'Pagliacci,* and the 'Secret
other operatic people sought after
would head a galaxy of luminaries,
of Suzanne' at the Fugazi Audi- with
or signed at the moment are Helen
representatives from
every
torium, San Francisco, immediately studio among them, including" such
Jepson, Met soprano, who made one
Jooss Ballet will open an engageafter Labor Day.
for Goldwyn some time ago; Lucy
Wiscpnsin-bom stars as Pat O'Brien, ment Sept 22 at the Maxine Elliott
Monroe, whose singing of The Star
Spencer Tracy, Orson Welles, Fred- theatre, N. Y., its first appearanc*
Stockholm, Sept. 9
Spangled Banner' and patriotic comYork in seven^years. FolZIno FrancescatU, violinist, has ric March, Fred MacMurray and in New
Jussi Bjoerling, Swedish tenor of
munity sings have brought her a
lowing the local date, the company
the opening of his fall tour Don Ameche.
Paramount test; Grace Moore, who is the Met, has been granted permis switched
will leave on a nationwide tour.
Not only the stars were listed as
will get under way with the
dickering with Columbia and RKO; sion to fly over Germany to Lisbon and
Four
new
productions will be preattractions,
but
also
Pittsburgh Symphony Oct 18-19, convention
Lily Pons, whom HKO is approach- and from there take a clipper to the
sented during the engagement They
OriginaUy he was to appear with Darryi F. Zanuck for one of the big
ing again; Bidu Sayao, Brazilian so- U. S. Tenor will leave as soon as his
are 'Chronica,' 'A Spring Tale,' 'News
speeches of the meet on "The Moin December.
prano, in whom Paramount is in- American visa is cleared through the the Symphony
Reel' and 'Knickerbocker Episode.'
tion Picture Industry's Contribution
terested; John Carter, who has Metro State Department.
Top will be $2.20 evenings and $1.65
to the National Defense.'
Interested; Charles Kullman, who
matinees.
Bene Le Boy, French flutist, will
Particularly was the presence of
made one for Goldwyn; Nino Martini,
Gaetano Merola, impresario of the give a Town Hall, N.Y., reclUl, Oct.
who again has film companies inter San Francisco and Los Angeles 10, and then tour Havana with "Mar- the film favorites wanted for next
ested; James Melton, who is nego- Opera Cos., left N. Y. for California cel Grandjany, harpist. Le Roy will Monday (15) and Tuesday (16), the
tiating with Warner Bros.; Lansing Monday (8) after taking options on give another N.Y. recital in Janu- big parade days; Monday tfie 40 St. L. Assn. Skeds
and 8 funfest, Tuesday, the major
Hatfield, on whom David O. Selznick the services of Jan Peerce for "Rigo
ary.
march of the convention delegations
Operas; Hunting Singers
has taken an option.
letto,' Giovanni Martinelli for Tosca,'
in toto.
and Franco PeruUi for 'Pon PasLawrence Tibbett, who made
Hilde Somer, Austrian refugee
not
should
Bjoerling
Now, Monday (15) has been set
couple for 20th-Fox, has another bid quale,' in case
St Louis, Sept. 9.
pianist, has been booked with the
two,
and
first
the
in
home
for
Louella
Parsons
Day
her
as
from 20th; Salvator Baccaloni, who arrixe in time
The St. Louis Grand Opera Assn.
Philadelphia Orchestra for Feb. 6-7. town of Dixon, III, ta be the scene
was offered $5,000 weekly by Uni Tito Schipa for the last.
composed of biggies who are willPianist will give a N.Y. reciUl at of the premiere of Warner Bros.'
versal; Paul Robeson, who has been
ing to absorb red figures just so
20.
Oct
HaU
Town
Ron'International
Squadron,'
with
signed by Universal; Dalies Frantz,
they can enjoy the highbrow stuff,
ald Regan in person as well as in is prepping for a season that will
under Metro contract; Jose Iturbi, Merola in and Ont;
Leon Banin and the National Or the picture, together with a host include the presentations of 'Martha,*
who is dickering with Metro; Guio
chestral Assn. will present a new of other pix celebs, including the 'La Tosca' and 'Falstaff,' the first two
mar Novaes, who has several studios
Concerts
12
Frisco
American
the
interested in her from the South
opera by Nicolai Berezowsky, staff many scheduled for
in English and the third in' the origconductor of CBS, this fall at Car- Legion in Milwaukee.
American angle; Jascha Heifetz, who
inal Italian. 'Martha' is set for Oct
The actors don't want to disap- 18, 'La Tosca' a week later and
make make another for Goldwyn;
Gaetano Merola, impresario of the negie Hall, N.Y.
point Heddft Hopper or the Amer- 'Falstaff' for Nov 10, all to be held
Yehudi Menuhin, who is being
Angeles
I,os
and
Francisco
San
sought by. Paramount; Albert Spaldican Legion, neither do they want in the opera house of the $7,000,000
Today,' book by Anatole
Ballet
plane
by
arrived
companies,
Opera
ing, who has received an offer from
to vex Louella Parsons by not show- municipal auditorium.
Chujoy, ballet critic for Dance
Selznick; Patricia Travers, under in N. Y. Friday (5) to confer with
ing up at her home town party.
Laszlo Halasz, the assn.'s musical
Magazine, will be published by
Paramount contract; Angna Enters, his. eastern representative, Arnold Robert Speller In late October.
They don't know whether to stay director, is in New York lining up
who has been signed by RKQ; Eliza Pisani, on the availability of singers
away from both events on the plea name warblers for the three pieces.
beth Wysor, contralto, who has been
that they cannot get away from their What choruses are needed will be
Portwhich
opens
in
season,
for
his
Helen Tranbei will be able to give studios, or to try to cover both by supplied from native talent. The
tested by 20th-Fox and in whom
Metro has expressed an interest; land, Oregon, Oct 2. Merola re- the Met only nine performances this flying back and forth by plane be- admish scale will range from $1.50
Jarmila NovotAa, in whom Columbia turned by plane to San Francisco season unless her concert dates can tween Milwaukee and Dixon, 111.
to $5.
be switched. Singer is being counted
Is interested; Gladys Swarthout, who
Monday (8).
^
'Everything right now is conb again dickering with several comWhile in N. Y. he took option on on to replace Klrsten Flagstad, who fusion,* said one Legion official.
panies; Douglas Beattie, Frank Chap
the services of Jan Peerce, Giovanni sang close to 50 times last year.
'We'll have a bunch of picture stars
Sigfried Prager Asking
man and Richard BoneUl, in whom Martinelli and Franco PeruUi, for
here, but we don't know who. The
Paramount is interested; Ezio Pinza, 'Rigoletto,' Tosca' and 'Don PasNino Martini opens a 45-date con- .only people we're sure of are Hedda
Wise.
who is dickering with Sam Goldwyn. quale,' respectively, in case Jussi cert tour Oct 15 In N. Y. Tenor will iHopper and Bob Hope, and we're $5,885
Others who are «ither under con Bjoerling arrives too late from appear in 'Boheme' with the Roch- hoping for the best as far as the
tract or who have received bids are Sweden for his season.
ester Opera Co. before rejoining the rest are concerned. It*s a new kind
Milwaukee, Sept. 9.
Frisco Opera Assn. will present 12 Met He gets $1,500 per concert."
Dennis Morgaq, Warner Bros, tenor;
of spot for us to be in, and we
Dr. Sigfried Prager, erstwhile conJeanette MacDonald, Metro; Michael concerts at the War Memorial Opera
all ductor of the Wisconsin Symphony
it's
really
don't know what
Bartlett, who has been signed for House there this year, opening Dec.
orchestra, who thought he had the'
about.*
Igor Gorin is booked for 35 conthree films by Mike Hoffman; Jan 3 with Richard Tauber. Last year
job again this year until he read In
will
Kiepura, who may make one for 18 concerts were given. Concerts, certs by Columbia this year and
the papers that he had resigned and
Carnegie
appearance
at
Legion's Bnrniip
Samuel Goldwyn; Florence George also under (be direction of Merola, make an
been replaced by Jerzy Bojanowskl,
opens
in
Topeka,
Y.
He
Hall,
N.
have had their biggest sale since the
former Metro contractee, who
LoueUa Parsons' scheme to take has put in a claim through Fred W.
dickering with Paramount; Giovanni opening of the series, with $25,000 Kansas, Oct 21.
advantage of American Legion lar- Birnbach, Newark, N. J., secretary
Martinelli, who has been offered already in the till. Last year drew
gesse by snaring film stars for ap- of the American Federation of Mucharacter parts playing himself by an advance sale of $11,000 up to the
Erich Leinsdorf, Met Wagnerian pearance at 'Louella J>arson6 Day* in sicians, for $5,885 damages against
several studios; Earl Wrigbtson, who opening. Prices have been reduced conductor, is negotiating with Walt Dixon, m., next Monday (15) has the Milwaukee county board and
has Metro interested, as has Robert this year, with subscribers receiving Disney to conduct a complete barn- brought a resounding squawk from park commission, for alleged broken
Weede; Josephine Tuminia, who has tickets at less than $2 each in com- yard opera on film.
the Legion that put the other, pic- contract.
been offered a $500 weekly Para parison to the $2.50 top last year.
Dr. Prager, who led the symph for
ture people squarely In -the middle.
mount deal; Vivian della Chiesa and
four years, wants $5,000 for damage
Metropolitan Opera is reported in- Number of them are reported to
Francesco Naya, who have been ot
British have backed out of both the invita- to his reputation and humiliation,
Troughton,
in
Olga
terested
fered contracts by major studios, and Stokowski Set for Eight
$800 for conducting five concerts for
lyric coloratura soprano, who is tion to the Legion convention and
Mobley Lushanya who may be cast
which he had been advertised, and
scheduled to arrive here with Rich- to the Dixon fete as a result, with
Concerts on
In a Metro Indian film. Other artists
$85 for musicial scores he bought in
hard feelings all around.
ard Tauber in late November.
like Fritz Kreisler and Serge Rachpreparation for these concerts.
Leopold Stokowski begins his
Players' original invite came from
maninoff have turned down offers to series of eight concerts for the NBCLegion
convention
the
to
be
at
the
Ballet Basse de Monte Carlo opens
make films based on their lives, but
Milwaukee
also
next
week.
In
Blue
network
Nov.
4, taking over the
a three week engagement at Metromay accept in the future.
expenses.
A.L.
agreed
to
foot
all
V
politan Opera House, N. Y., Oct. 9.
It's not probable that Hollywood spiot held for the past three seasons
'Sgt.'
Then the celebration in Miss Parwill use all these people, but all by Arturo Toscanini. The NBC sym- (Company will present three new
sConUnned from page 1;
sons' home town came along and,
have received bids, liven if only
phony concerts are being moved productions, these being 'Labyrinth,' inasmuch as it is not far from Milcurrent emergency and the piling
small percentage of the deals culmi' from their present Saturday evening by Salvatore Dali; 'Saratoga,' by
waukee,
Hearst
columnist
'invited'
Into Signal Corps headquarters here
oate in contracts, it will again laimch period to Tuesday night, 8:30-10:30, Jaromir Weinberger, and The Magic
Swan,' from the third act of Tschai- the stars to come over there for one of trained Hollywood film people.
a cycle of classical music pix.
Oct 7.
of the days they were to be at the
Although admittedly much better
Of the operatic pix made in the
Stokowski's conducting dates for kowsky's 'Swan Lake.'
veterans' conclave. Fearful of slightfitted than the Army's officers for
past, Grace Moore's 'One Night of NBC wUl be Nov. 4, 11, 18 and 25,
ing Miss Parsons, the players acdirecting training pix, these men
Love' for Columbia a number
and March 24, 31, April 7 and 14.
Fritz Kreisler has turned over all cepted.
couldn't be used for such posts beyeai's ago was the best money maker,
royalties from the sale of his BritVic McKenzie, national director cause it wouldn't be military etiwith most of the others just breaking
ish gramaphone records to the Britof the A.L. get-together, last weejf quette for a private to be ordering
even or losing heavily.
Bkpt.
Louisa
ish Red Cross and the St John Fund.
wind of what was up. Unable a lieutenant around.
usually average $5,000 got
Bessie Louise Suzanne Dickman Royalties
to see the logic of footing the bills,
As an acting sergeant' (1. e., everyBane, known as Louisa Montes, yearly.
while someone else siphoned off the thing but sergeant's pay), Kanln still
trading as the Bane Booking Agency,
Baccaloni Sails for
gravy, he' addressed sharp notes to faces the problem of giving orders
Sophie
Wolkonsky,
16-year-old all of those
filed a voluntary petition of bankwho had accepted his to superior officers. There's genrupcy in N. Y. federal court Mon- granddaughter of Serge Rachmanin- original invitation. Anyone who at- eral
recognition of his ability, howRio de Janeiro, Sept. 9.
day (8) listing $2,636 in liabilities off, has composed a choral work and tends the Dixon, III, shindig, he said ever, and higher
Salvatore Baccaloni sailed Friday
officers have tacitly
and $16,686 in assets, the latter is now orchestrating it
in so many words, will not be wel- agreed to work tmder him, with the
(5) on the S, S. Uruguay for the
chiefly insurance policies hence not
come at the Legion party.
result that he has been named direc^J. S.,-thus ending the fear that the
touchable
law.
by
Klrsten Thorborg, Met contralto,
Italian comic basso might not be
Replies indicated that some of the tor of a location crew. It is now at
The bankrupt Is an artists* repre- has been engaged for the Bach B Hollywoodites will spurn Parsons as Edgewood Arsenal, Md., making a
able to ^et back to America
Hi4 first appearances in the U. S. sentative and has averaged $300 Minor Mass with the Chicago Sym- a jesult ot McKenzie's beef, while picture on defense measures against
Among theatrical phony Jan.. 8, 9 and 11. She also others will give up the trip alto- gas attack.'
will be in 12 performances with yearly, she says.
superior officer is
Gaetano Merola's San Francisco creditors are four musical magazines will appear as soloist with the N. Y. gether rather tlian be the goat of nominally in charge but, It is said,
Philharmonic March 26-27.
owed $650 for advertising.
pointless attack.
Opera Co.
he will be 'cooperative.'

to be dropped

•
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Chez Sets Breese

Duchin Attests to Brazil s Amity

Lou Breeze

For UJS.; Nuts About American Pops
IMdy Duchin, jxist back from 10
weeks at Rio de Janeiro's Copacabana, which imported him at $5,000 a
week and paid clipper fares for the
gentntire band, both ways, reports
America,
eral Brazilian amity for
manifested in more than one way.
The Nazi infiltration la now brushed
through a growing
oft as weakening
democracy as against
Axis influence especially by the rul-

partiality for

Bill

Doherty,

'Those Three Guys,' finished his last day in the lounge
of the Jantestown hotel, Jamestown, N. Y., last week, he auctioned his drum set off to patrons, piece by piece.
He was
making preparation for Army
duty.
Sale got him about $30.

Frank

Jim Peppe

50G

Goodman, Orrin Tucker
be booked
June Robbins' takeoff on

(especially

it
Baker's 'Oh Johnny')
clicked big wltb the Cariocans' who
knew it all fuU well via the records,

etc.

The Boston shortwave station at

In

Mutual and

Revamp

JAN SAVnr

HARRY ROMM REGAINS
OSBORNE MANAGEMENT

Romm, who

is

with General Amus.

Corp., in turn set a deal for

GAC

Jan Savitt Is trying to obtain a to agent Osborne for the same pefrom his Music Corp. of riod of time.
Osborne is currently playing the
America booking contract, though, he
Palace hotel, Frisco.
still owes MCA some $2,500 on the
money they advanced him to buy
out

of

his

CRA

almost a year ago.

from

CRA

If

MCA, which

been denied him, the
swing over to General

to

MCA

he gets

re-

has so far

band

will

Tommy

yet.
into the

violins to his band.

next

.

Though

in

5,000

Washington, Sept.
Substantial addition to

its

Quite a few of the bands were
caught long with ASCAP arrangements of new tunes, counting on Sept. 1 'peace,' only to
find the radio battle stalled beyond the anticipated 'deadline'
date.

Now looks okay, of course, for
Oct. 1 clearance.

Paul Specht, pioneer dance maesand among the first to become
a radio nanje in the early 1920s, when
broadcasting was in its infancy, has
authored a book, 'How They Become
Name Bands' (Fine Arts; $2), which
is a good job for the purpose intended. Specht's authority is fortified, for the present-day musician
and jiveophile, by the fact such present-day maestros as Charlie Spivak,
Artie Shaw, Bob Chester, Russ
Morgan, Lou Breese, Ted Weems
and Joe Venuti, plus the late Hal
Kemp, were once in Specht's band,
or in one of his trans-Atlantic units,
as he had several combos on the
tro

London,

liners, in

WB,

latterly

PhiUy

Jr.,

disclosed in this

another son,

is

Datfr-WB Wins

Film was

to start rolling

Mon-

(15).

Jimmy Dorsey's band had to
cancel out scheduled Stanley theatre
engagements here for week beginning Friday (12).
In,'

At Chi's Blackhawk

the

Blackhawk

minimum

MCA

cafe Oct.

19 for

a

of eight weeks.

Deal was set through Joe Glaser.
The Blackhawk had been booked
practically
exclusively
by Music
Corp. of America.

LA PALLADIUM

ago,

to report at studio for "The Fleet's

Brown Gets 8 Weeks
9.

Exhibition officials, police
and firemen credit band leader and
his oomic, Ziggy Talent, with averting a panic, but when excitement
died down Monroe confessed he was
scared to death.'
This is my first time playing in a
ferno.

canvas-covered pavilion'. From now
on, wheii there is a fireworks display nearby, I will not be working,*

Dorsey Cancels
PitUburgh, Sept. 9.
Because of hurry-up call from Par

currently
vaudeville

Chicago, Sept.

pavilion not

been chemically treated, the dance
hall might have become a raging in-

MCA

book that Mrs. T. D. Kemp, Sr.,
Route 1, Matthews, N. C, mother of
the late Hal Kemp, is working on a
biography of her famed son. T. D.

Kemp,

Had canvas-covered

signed for the film couple
but so suddenly that
was forced to cancel him out
of theatre and one-night bookings
that had already been made. Earle
was the stumbling block.

•

prominent in Carolina
booking activity.

Seeks S.F. Mgr.
San Francisco, Sept. 9.
Earl Bailey, Music Corp. of America Coast head, is due In from Los
Angeles this week to decide on a
new manager for the local office.
Happy Powell has been desked
pending
here
temporarily
word
from Bailey.

WARNSCHISPOT
Southern

California

Enterprises,

operating company of the PalBallroom, Hollywood, has

Inc.,

ladium

warned the new Palladium, Chicago,
that if It opens with the currently
advertised title Injunction proceedings will be begun.
Palladium in
C^hicago Is being opened Sept. 19 by
Billy Stearns, nitery operator, with

Charlie Spivak's band and Dinah
Shore. It's the former Theatre Cafe
nee French Casino.
Coast Palladium bases its squawk

on the possibility that radio listeners
will become confused as to which
.

spot they're hearing ^yhen respective bands are broadcasting on national networks.
currently at the

Woody Herman

the

and

GROSS

that's the

contracts are not signed as
Dorsey will go back
Astor hotel roof. New York,

0.

holdings

ot Decca Records, Inc., $1 par common was recorded for Warner Bros.
Pictures, beneficial owner, by the
Securities Sc Exchange Commission
(5).

Company picked up 5,000 shares
of the stock, according to the SEC's
summary of July stock exchange
transactions, to Increase its nest-egg
to 43,759 shares.

-Shribmans Take Over
Worcester, Mass., Spot
Worcester, Sept. 9.
There's a considerable change in
the ballroom setup in this vicinity
this season.

The Shribmans of Boston have
taken over Lyonhurst in Marlboro
and are using name bands. It is reported they also have just closed
for Bal-a-l'alr, open-air ballroom in
Shrewsbury. Billy Burns, manager
of the Fltchburg Sports Arena, is
also inaugurating a policy of name
Jands, with Vincent Lopez opening
Friday (12).

band's

Bob Christenberry, operator of the
Astor, will not keep the roof open
through this winter as he first
thought he might. Too many parties
have been booked to allow the idea
Roof is used for large
to prodeed.
dinners
and parties
convention
through the cold spell. It has a capacity for 2,000 when arranged for
diners only.

theme of the

BOXOFFICE

Herman Skeds Operation
During 1-Month Layoff
Woody Herman finishes his current stand at the Palladium, Hollywood tomorrow (11), goes on the
road for a short series of one-nighters up and down the west coast, then
is to return to Hollywood where the
band will vacation for close to a'
month. During that time Herman
will undergo an operation for an old
consistently
which
has
ailment
bothered him- during the Palladium

BANDS
issue of Variety to

.

.

be published in September emphasizing

the Dollars and Cents

Band Factor

HOTELS
BALLROOMS
JUKEBOXES

RADIO
RECORDS

—

.

^because of

its

in

the

business

MTERIES
THEATRES

unique content

A BONUS EDITION
OFFERING EXTRA EXPLOITATION VALUED
IT'S

RESERVE ADVERTISING SPACE

NOW

stay.

When its leader is well again the
group moves eastward to already
booked midwestern one-day stands
prior to a scheduled Oct. 24 opening
for four weeks at the Sherman hotel,
Chicago.

NEW YORK
154

Herbert Frttsohle Into the New
Penn, Pittsburgh, for fotu: weeks,
succeeding Ralph Allen.
.

W. Mth

St.

HOLLYWOOD

CHICAGO

M

W. Randolph

St.

1706 No. VIn*

St

if

Hollywood dancery.

In the Final Analysis
It's

away,

in the chorus.

From

Ray was

gala 'dances for ambulances' charit's

half-mile

a

he declared.

weeks

'

display

spread through the roof of the Hall.
Monroe, playing "There'll Be a Hot
Time in the Old Town Tonight,' persuaded some 2,000 dancers to remain,
and, with the arrival of the firemen,
swung Into 'Hall Hail, the Gang's
All Here' with the dancers joining

pation.'

day

his book and is currently engaged
in public relations with the British
Relief, in connection with a

works

WB

(12).

Specht has been working

on

Incidentally,

On

As a result, start of production on the film will be delayed,
refusing to let the band out of
a scheduled week at the Earle theatre, Philadelphia, beginning Friday

etc.

ity.

Tangle

Warner Bros, theatre booking department and Music Corp. of America tangled last week over the departux-e of Alvino Rey's band for
the Coast to go into RKO's 'Synco-

Until recently Specht was personal
n^nager for Russ Morgan, who in
former years worked for him, but

War

MCA

Release of Rey

Toronto, Ont., Sept. 9.
Vaughn Monroe's coolness and
presence of mind averted a near
panic at the Dance Pavilion of thtt
Canadian National Exhibition, as a
fire, caused by sparks fr6m a fire<

Tommy

It'll
spring.
be the
third straight year there.

More Shares of Decca

Friday

Dorsey Already

Rebooked by Astor, N.Y.

Amusement

Corp.
Beside 'contractual worries, Savitt
1b thinking of adding a quartet of

Warners Bays

BOOK

Savitt

contract.

made the.switch from

Can. Expo Ballroom Catches Fire

in

Les Brown orchestra comes Into

release

lease

standard

ONBANDSOKAY

four-week stretches.
wires may go in.

NOW

WOULD SCRAM MCA

SPECHT'S

CBS

on the radio with
English-speaking natives (and almost bU do) and the American
Harry Romm is regaining the mancolony alike, because the 8-8:15
period li devoted to news; next 15 agement of Will Osborne's band
minutes, market reports; 8:30-8:45 starling Oct. 16, the bandleader's
sports, and final 15 minutes, Lowell contract with the William Morris
Thomas.
agency winding up a day previous.
Romm previously had Osborne for
a number of years, but Osborne suddenly quit him a year ago.
Under the new pact with Romm,
latter has Osborne for five years.
8-9 p.m. is No. 1

•

with

,

Bonnie

the Chez Paree Oct. 3.
Orchestra has been
that club for years.

Dormant Assets

drummer

ing classes.
On the matter of music, Rio runs
Dailey/
true to form; 'we go for Latin
terps and they're nuts about American dansapation.' Duchin introduced
Spending
to
•I'll Never Smile Again,' 'Intermezzo'
to
Daddy,'
Belongs
Heart
and 'My
Columbus, 0., Ballroom
but clicked sentimentally and patriBranative
giving
the
otically by
zilian tune, 'Aurora,' much emphasis
Frank Dailey, owner of MeadowHe
as a current fave in America.
brook, Cedar Grove, N. J., and Jim
brought back 'Lua de Sertao' and
three other samba and marcha tunes Peppe, manager of Sammy Kaye,
featuring
in
the
'for
Brazil
are
spending $60,000 to refurbish
from
States, as successors to 'Aurora' and Valley Dale Ballroom, Columbus,
O.
Incidentally, he
Itiama y Caro.'
They'll reopen the spot about Oct.
recorded them for Columbia last 18 under the tag of Frank Dailey's
current
-Pitt
his
to
prior
week
Valley Dale, Dailey taking over acr
engagement.
Stanley
tual operation. Policy will be simiExtreme!
lar to that of Meadowbrook.
Artie
The nitery patronage is restricted Shaw's new 32-piece combo may be
to a few thousand moneyed people; the initial band.
the masses are much further down
Dailey and Peppe have formed a
the scale, hence the extremes are partnership In the operation of Valsharp—very rich or very poor. They ley Dale. Pair have leased the buildcome to dine at midnight and gam- ing from Lou Peppe, brother of
ble like fools. Being world travelers, Kaye's
manager, who owns the
although restricted to this hemis- property and had been running it
phere of late, as against the former as a ballroom. It has a capacity for
penchant by South American youths 2,000 inside and 2,000 outside in a
to play in Paris, they're pretty hep summer garden.
When
on U. S. dance standards.
Shaw's date, if he does tee-off the
Duchin did his 'Impressions' of
new policy, will be for only three
Whiteman, Lombafdo, the Dorseys,
days.
Name outfits following will

Benny

Vaugk Monroe Avots Panic When

Chicago, Sept. 9.
orchestra returns to

Forced Sale
When

29

of

—
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On

the Upbeat

Artie Shaw,

Now Playing

Sweetheart

AN ENVIABLE RECORD!
W&lly Carpenter band opened

from Ray Noble's band as a leader,
the others being Glenn Miller, Will
Bradley and Charlie Spivak.

fall

season at Dellwood Ballroom, Buf-

JERRY

falo.

Johnny Long booked for four
Cedar
Meadowbrook,
weeks
at

Johnny Harris combo current at
outside
Williamsville Glen Barn,

Grove, N. J„ opening Dec.

Buffalo.

COOPER

a four-week
Dorado Room

Cox opened

Charlie

engagement

at the El

of the Commodore Perry

Monday

ledo,

ard

(8).

hotel,

To-

Mary Jane How-

the featured vocalist.

is

Isham Jones begins an engagement

Ray Herbeck goes
Ballroom,
Jan.

Chicago,

into O. Henry
Sept. 25 until

1.

Raymond Scott fills
Jimmy Dorsey cancelled
theatre,
Sept. 19.

cago

the Cascades Room of Hotel
Pick-Ohio, Youngstown, Sept. 13.

11.

the

week

at the Chi-

opening

Chicago,

in

To Hepcats.
By BEBNIE

Is Sofid

WOODS

Artie Shaw landed back in the
band business with both feet within
the last week and a half, and with

no harder struggle than it takes to
rehearse a crew of crack musicians
is again one of the half-dozen topmoney leaders. His handlers, who
were biting their nails with apprehension lest the kids toss Shaw's Ulcbosen words of 1939 back in his

Wilh

New Band

and other smaller colleges in the
immediate vicinity. But fall semeshave not yet convened and

ters

Shaw had no help from

that angle.

Perry has his spot nicely decorated to cover the ugly brick, boxlike construction. Walls are covered
and a drape affair is slung beneath
the ceiling the breadth, and width of

the building to

make

things gayer.

The crowd Perry gets, or had at this
catching, .didn't seem as hep to musicians and the stuff' they hand out

ease, satisfied that in
comparison
to
youngsters
Michael Lorlng orch, with Harri- teeth, are now at
glommed in other territories. "They
Shaw can still draw 'em in droves.
(3), are being held over
Chatterbox,
Shaw -played his first one-nighter asked for Shaw's past and present
the
at
in almost two years last week, open- recorded arrangements, but were
J.
He not as fast in recognizing them when
ing at Hampton Beach, N. H.
on they came up. As usual the major
Warney Buhl orchestra contracted cracked the spot's record, and
portion of the mob stood around the
three succeeding evenings did the
Weekend dancin; will be the by MCA through Mike Falk, of De- same thing, which should have sat- bandstand during most of the eveweek at
ning.
Only the more energetic
policy at the Centennial Terrace, troit, band (7), now in 18th
still
leader
that
the
everyone
Lansing, isfied
minority dared knocking themselves
Sylvania, O., with the close of the Club Mayfair, on Lake
was
It
didn't.
But
it
b.o.
big
was
out in dance routines in heat that
summer season Sept. 7. Charlie Mich.
pessimistically pointed out that the
had every member of the band
Teagarden's band closed the season.
wliere
Boston,
around
all
were
soaked with perspiration.
Caraen Cavallero set for the Rain- dates
he began a fast rise two y-ears ago.
BlUy Baer's orch is being taken bow Room, N. Y.
So, last Friday's (5) stand at Andy
over by singer Eddie Howard. Band
Perry's Empire Ballroom, Allenwill remain intact, with Howard -doCharles Fowler, former trombon- town, Pa., was to be the test. The Peewee Irwin Tees Off
ing the vocals.
Hylan's and Dale band drew 3,142 dancers in oppresist with Harry
Bengali's Ex-Crew
Shear's orchs in the Midwest, will sive heat and with kids of three surJohDny t-ong, young band leader, soon announce his own 10-piece rounding counties holed up by an
Peewee Irwin's new band began
park«d his baton at the Hotel New combination.
Need- its first date last Friday (5) at the
infantile paralysis epidemic.
York, N. Y., long enough to fly to
Burden
Lake
Casino, Averill Park,
backers
less to say his bookers and
Charlotte, N. C, for a physical check
N. Y. Outfit is being booked on
Jack Charlotte orch now playing feel better.
ordered by his draft board.
one-nighters to follow.
Rendezvous Villa, near
at
the

son Sisters

Cocoanat Grove Ballroom near
Toledo held its fall opening Sept. 6,
featuring Eddie Ufer and his orch.

LEGIT:
Jnat completed 39 weeks
on Broadway as Juvenile
Lead in Ed WyiuCs
*'60YS AND GIflLS

TOGETHER"

RADIO:
Louella Parson's

Hollywood Hour
52 weeks as M.G

—

•

Pompeian Cosmetics

—^9 weeks

With

Changed Man
Irwin got going sooner than he
The Shaw who walked out in Oct.,
peak as a money-maker, expected. Instead of building a new
band, as he figured on doing with
men he had already selected from

Youngstown.

Wrigiey Gnm
^26 weeks

Kay

•
Turns Vocal Varieties
39 weeks

:

indefinitely

Mountainside, N.

—

Drene Shampoo
26 weeks

—

Doyle, vocalist with Claude

Thornhill, is leaving that outfit at
-Glen Island Casino, New Rochelle,
N. Y.

Charles Marlow (Margolies)
is
bringing his H-piece band into New

Hngh Monaco maestroing
Villa,

the

at

near Toledo.

Ernie Fodor orch playing at the
Trianon Ballroom, Toledo, which
opened the current 'Reason Sept. 3.

York

the end of thi£ month. No spot
Outfit has been working up
and down Coast for eight months.

Euss Morgan's orch opens

set yet.

Caest Starred;
Ford and Studebaker

Programmes

in the

Rainbow Room x>t the New Kenmore hotel, Albany, Sept. 27."

Royal band cut its first
sides for Bluebird label last week.
Sunset

Carmen Cavallaro band goes back
to

Records will release an
of Artie Shaw records this
week. Book will have eight sides,
four cut by his old band abd four
Victor

.

Carlton

the

Friday

hotel,

Washington,

(12).

biz profitable

album

PICTUAES:
featured witb

Dick Powell in

*HOLLW(K>D HCnEL'

TfiANSGfilPTIONS
for Bnick and

Studebaker

1939, at his

because he got disgusted with the
band business, and the Shaw of the
moment are apparently two different
guys, as the kids to whom he will
He may have
play will find .out.
brushed 'em off then, refused to sign
autographs, called 'em 'morons' in
print, etc., but now he goes for all
those things without a quaver. At
some time during his layoff period
he was straightened out.
His treatment of youngsters who
malce the one-night end of the band

•
Drene Shampoo

Best Sellers on Coin-Machines

Itl

cracking 'what's the difference 60%
of it comes back, anyway.' Out front
it's the same; autographs, poses for
candid camera shots, etc., are all
taken in good grace.

Cruen Watches

Solid

•
Teel Dentifrice
year

—1

NIGHT CLUBS
Palais Royal

Hollywood Restaurant

Commencing September 12

Yours

8.

Yes, Indeed (6)

4.

You and

5.

-Til

THE YACHT CLUB
PITTS, PA.

HELLER

Just Concluded All-Summer

Engagement

BATH & TURF CLUB
ATLANTIC CITY.
Thanks to Joe Moss

JERRY

(8)

I

Marks.

{

Jimmy Dorsey

\

Vaughn Monroe.:. .Bluebird

(3) Willson

Reveille (3)

Broadway
New York City
1619

Badlo Bepresentatlvee:

DOLAN & DOANE
1806

BKO

BIdff.

Victor

(Bi
^'"8
(Gl
Glenn Miller

Melody Lane
{

Bluebird

IJf S^^". "V/.tol^^lla

and His Orchestra
Featurlu BOB KBEBI.K
and HELEN O'CONMIiXI,

PAKASIOIINT STUDIOS

HOIXTWOOD. OAL.
"THE FLEET'S IN"

DECCA "records
FenonnI Manasemeat

and originals in clean, full stride
that leaves nothing to be desired.
section is outstanding in the
band, all fait har-d, the five saxes
coming through strong against biting brass and the whole based on a
rhythm section that's solid as bedrock. Shaw's clarinet work has lost
none of its musical punch or showmanly appeal. Strings In the group
are not used In every number, but

Guess

7.

Don't

I'll

Dream

Rest (3) Block.

Want Set Wofld

Fire (3) Cherio.

(

{Tommy
5 Tommy

By.

RAYMOND
SCOTT

No one

AND HIS ORCHESTRA

DICK

ROGERS

Peaceful In Country (Porgie).

Charlie Spivak

(

Charlie Spivak

Once Month

$21 Day.
I've

Been Drafted (Vanguard).

Lament

-

to

Love ,D

y

'*••

Blue Champagne ((Encore)

Why

Don't

We Do

Okeh
Okeh

(Harry James

Columbia

{?^rnny'"Lonl:.\\\'^%t^^^

Jimmy Dorsey
(Kaycee)

This Often (BVC)

Piano Concerto B Flat
Rancho Pillow (Shapiro)

{^^^^ ?L^of
(Kay Kyser

Decca

.;:;iluS
'.Columbia

(Jesters

Decca
Columbia

(Harry James
(Sonny Dunham
f

Jimmy Dorsey

(

Frankie

Bluebird

Decca

Okeh

Masters

.Columbia
Kay Kyser
(Freddie Martin ...Bluebird
Freddie Martin ...Bluebird
Freddie Martin ...Bluebird
r

And IHia Orchestra
CDBBBNTLY AT

[ROSELAND,

NEW YORK

Broadeaatlnit Coast to Coavt

MBO KeTIVOBK

-COLUMBIA OKEH BEOOBDS
MUZAK TBANSCBIPTIOKS
far. Plr.i

Fair Monday night (8), giving
concert for which he was paid

HARBT

A.

BOMM

Pa.,

^°^.'^yI

BDBTON

Columbia Record No. S6211

{^^eS

Time Was (Southern)

—

IN A SUBWAY
FAR FROM IRELAND

Glenn Miller. ..... .Bluebird
Dorsey
Victor
Tucker
Okeh
(Horace Heidt ....Columbia when used they supply smart relief.
'( Bing
It Is costing 5haw somewhere beCrosby
Decca
8. You Are My Sunshine (1) Southern.
Victor tween $4,000 and $4,500 to operate
Dorsey
( Tommy
this 30-piece group, and he's not tak9. Rose and a Prayer (9) BVC
Ok"h ing any more than five dates in one
week. Too, he refuses to work more
than four hours on any one date.
10. Kiss Boys Goodbye (6) Famous
[lZ7y ?=V.V.:::X^ How does he manage to get out from
under such a nut? He's being sold
DISKS GAINING FAVOR
at high prices—that's one thing his
(These records ore directlv belotv the first 10 in popularttv, but proioino layoff didn't disturb. For example,
in deTnand on the coin m^zchines.)
he played one hour at a Reading,
6.

For Theatres, Cafes and
fei^nkanent Address t

Dorsey

^

Jim (Kaycee)

TAPS AGENCY

Decca
.

Tommy

Embassy

BoogJie Wooglie Piggy (Mutual)

COOPER

DORSEY

Band

(Records belou) are grabbing most nickels this week in jukeboxes
The band, composed of 15 strings,
throughout the country, as reported by operators to Variety.
Names five sax, four trumpets, three tromoi more thnn one band or vocalist alter the title indicates, in order o)
bones, and the usual four rhythm,
popularity, whose recordings are being played.
Figures and names in
is a crack crew made up of some of
parenthesis indicate the number o/ tyeeJcs each song hoi been in the listings
the most outstanding musicians in
and respective publishers.)
It rides solidly on a
the business.
Jimmy Dorsey
Decca book of carefully worked out arI
1. Maria Elena (11) Southern.
Tony Pastor
Bluebird rangements, taking pops, standards,
2.

M MY

JI

definitely reversed.

Mel Marvin band shifts from the An example: the AUento-wn attendPelham Heath Inn, Pelham, N. Y.. ance figure of 3,142 is not legitimate.
admission.
by the new.
to the Flagship, Union, N. J., opening Shaw padded it— by one
During an intermission he leaned out
Sept. 23.
a back window of Perry's spot, to
George (Pee Wee) Erwin and his
alley to
gathered
in
an
kids
talk
to
new band opened at the Burden
Shep Fields remains' at Manhattan
Lake Casino, Burden Lake, N.Y„ Beach, Brooklyn, until Sept. 28, with spear wayward strains of the band.
Sept. 4. Erwin, trumpet player, ad- resort extending its season almqst One apparently asked jokingly to be
Invrindow.
the
through
boosted
vertised as fourth man to come three weeks.
stead Shaw dug and handed him
$1.25.,to come in through the front,

—2 years!

Thanks to
SOL and JACKIE

is

various parts of the country, the
trumpeter took over Bunny Berigan's former group, which had been
laying off in New York since booting Berigan out of its leadership.

;

.

a

Of

GENERAL AMUSEMENT CORP.

whether

he
played one hour or four makes no
difference, the night was still a sin$2,000.

course,

gle booking, but
the coin he still

it

gives an idee of

HARRY
JAMES

commands.

Empire Ballroom is said to have «
capacity for 6,000, but if that many
ever were jammed into it sardines
would

be jealous.
It's
a lowceilinged brick building that looks
as if it once was a garage.
Before
Andy Perry began bringing in name
bands it housed fights, roller skating,

dance marathons,

etc.

It

IVIusic

AND HIS
Makers Orchestra

op-

erates only during the winter and,
beside local residents, it draws from
Easton, Bethlehem and other way
points and has a potential draw of
perhaps 10,000 students from Lehigh,
Bethlehem, Lafayette, Muehlenberg

Columbia Records

^

ON

<

Dir.:

— Haslo

TOUR'
Corp

of

Aroorirm

—

ORCHESTBA GROSSES
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Ditto Krupa,

But Storm Clips Weeks

(Estimates)
Andrews Sisters-Joe VenntI (State theatre, Hartford, Conn., Sept. S-7).
Trio and Venuti did great here, garnering three-day total of $11,550 from
24,000 admissions at S5e.
Count Baste (Aud., Birmingham, Ala., Sept. 3>. Basie booted this spot's
mark into the discard; capacity e,64a people paid $5,784 at 85c and $1.10.
Basie took out $2,992 for his end.
Henry Basse (Chermot B., Omaha, Sept. 3). Big 1,234 admissions at
75c for $1,025 gross; weather warm; crowd enthusiastic.
Jimmy Dorsey (RosemontB., Brooklyn, N.Y, Sept. 3). Operators had 20
cops keeping things orderly; Dorsey cracked spot's record with 2,656 admissions at regular 55c-77c prices.
_
Good 800 at $1;
Ella Fltiferald (Armory, Fairmont, W. Va., Sept. 2).
band a solid click; Blue Barron in opposition at theatre, which lessened
white spectator crowd.
Harry James (Totem Pole B., Auburndale, Mass., Aug. 31-Sept. 1).
James packed in Labor Day eve and night mobs of 4,000-2,300 at $1.35 a
couple; with previous five-day mark of 16,000 hoofers his total gross was
terrific $15,052.

Approxi.Gene Krupa (Natatorium Park, Spokane, Wash., Sept. 6).
mately 2,630 admissions at $1 set a new mark in this name band hungry
territory.

Gny Lombardo (Lakewood Park, Shenandoah, Pa., Sept. 1). Lombardo
pulled solid total of 3,800 dancers at $1. At New Haven, Conn., Arena,
Sunday (7), opening season, Lombardo drew good 5,000 at 55c-$l.I0.
Bad
Jfanmic Lnnceford (West Side Park B., Berwick, Pa., Sept. 3).
tight kept attendance down; 1,200 stubs at 90c plus tax. At Charleston,
W. Va., Aud., Sept. 6, band drew strong 3,680 for gross of $4,600.
Johnny Messner (Totem Pole B., Auburndale, Mass., Sept. 2-6). Messner held up solidly following bigger names; 14,500 at'$1.3S couple for great
five-day gross $9,788.
Olenn Milter (Hershey Park B., Hershey, Pa., Sept. 1). Miller did alright
here, pulling 3,692 admissions totaling $3,566 gross.
Cbarlie Splvak (Lincoln Park, New Bedford, Mass., Sept. 5). At $1 per
Spivak pulled solid 2,000 admissions. At Lake Compounce, Bristol, Conn.,
Sat (5) he ran into rain and drew 1,500 at $1. Ritz B., Bridgeport, Conn.,
Sunday (6) saw 1,981 at $1 hopping to his rhythm.
Tucker
Orriti Tncker (Orpheum theatre, Davenport, la., Sept. 5-7).
top^ped Geo. White's 'Scandals' record here, grossing $9,184 at 26c-35c-50c
with 27,697 admissions.
Anson Weeks (Ravenna, Neb., Sept. I). Stormy weather hurt; 170
couples at $1.50 a pair turned out; gross $255.
Grifr Williams (Chermot B., Omaha, Neb., Sept. 4). Terrific unexpected
Management got requests to
heart' held play to 600 at 7Sc for $450 gross.
repeat band.

SI

Maestro-Politico

Dorsey, Basie Crack 1-Niter Records;

J.

^

Ducliiii $28,000 in Pitt J. Dorsey,
Geneva, N. Y., Sept. 9.
bandleader and
newly-organized
musicians union local here, named
city councilman to serve out unexpired term. He will be regular
Repulilican candidate for two-year
term at the November election.
Fennell is leader of a 10-plece
swing band.

Frank

Fennell,
secretary of the

23G

T. Dorsey,

Dim Ham,

TO BUY AMBULANCES
British American Ambulance Corps,
Inc., for the staging of a 'Name
Band Jubilee' in the Yankee Stadium
Oct. 13. Event will include a massed
orchestra for the presentation of an

$17,000, and one of best
tered at this house.

Providence

marks

regia<

Brooklyn—

Elta
Fitzgerald,
(Strand; 2,800; 30-40-50-55). Getting
is sole
plenty of support from the Four Ink
aid. Okay $5,000 for weekend, but
Spots and all-colored stage show.
suffered when the appearance of 'Three Sons O'Guns' (WB) on screen.
Gypsy Rose Lee was cancelled by Attractive $14,000 in four days.
Eddy Duchln, Pittsburgh— (Stanthe authorities.

(Metropolitan;

American Federation of Musicians
has extended its co-operation to the

in Theatres;

Kaye N.Y. H.O^ Socko

Week)

(Estimates for This

Sonny

'NAME BAND JUBILEE

Fine

in Buif.,

3,200;

30-40-55).

'Deadly Game' (Mono)

film

—

Don Hester, Katisas City (Tower;
'Accent on Love' (20th)
on screen. Headed for $7,000 or better, which is nicely above average
for
a
band without supporting
vaudeville and weak picture assist2,110; 10-30.

all-Gershwin program.
Fred W. Birnbach, AFM interna- ance.

ley; 3,800; 25-40-60).

Good' (M-G).

With 'Lady Be
on strength

Picture,

marquee

of

draft, can be credited
fair share of biz, but it's stage

with

that's been pulling 'em in here In
droves of late and Duchin, always a
local fave, is riding the gravy wagon.
Great $28,000.

tional secretary, is on the special
Jimmy Dorsey, Buffalo— (Buffalo;
Tony Pastor, Philadelphia— (Earle;
committee in charge of the show. 3,500; 35-55 ). (^tting some assistance
Paul Specht will be general director from 'Wild Geese CaUing' (20th), but 2,768; 35-46-57-68-75). Band teamed
with variety acts in addition to
of the project.
it's Dorsey that is making the turn'World Premiere'
(Par).
Getting
stiles click. Smash $23,000 or better,
okay $19,500, with drawing credits
easily the town's best and way above divided 50-50
between band and film.
McFarlands in Pelham
par for house.
Skinnay Ennis, Chicago (Chicago;
Phil Harris, Cincinnati (Schubert; 4,000; 35-55-75). 'Dive Bomber' (WB)
McFarland Twins, not Little Jack
Little, teeoft the new name band 2,150; 33-44-60). 'Whistling in Dark' on the screen and of considerable
policy at the Pelham Heath Inn, (M-G) is film, while band is backed import at the boxoffice. Ennis just
Pelham, N. Y. Twins are set to be- by other vaudeville acts. Sockeroo closed good stay in Empire Room
gin an indefinite stay at the spot
of
the
Palmer House.
Bang-up

—

—

,

Sept 16, with, network wires. Little
was supposed to go into the spot but
the McFarlands landed it
Mel Marvin, current at the Inn,
moves- Sept 23 to the Flagship, at
Union, N. J., to supplant the Korn
Kobblers.

$41,000.

Sammy

Band Bookmgs

New York (Strand;
Kaye band,
week here with 'Dive

Kaye,

35-55-75-85-99).

2,767;

in

second

Bomber' (WB) as the

Jimmie Lnnceford, Oct. 1. City
Aud., Maco, Ga.; City Aud., Atlanta,

accounting for

ture, is

first-run pic-

much of

the

swank business being done.

Looks
on holdover, followmg
Community Center, Spartanburg, S. big first week of $50,000. Record
Sammy Kaye'a poetry will be re- C; 6, Center Brick Warehouse, Dar- high
under policy is $56,000.
stftred to his Sunday afternoon band
Ga.;

3,

Armory, Columbia,

S.

C;

4,

like

$37,000

lington, S. C; 7, Segfield Skating
Tommy Dorsey, New York—
Rink, Greensboro, S. C; 8^ Turner's (Paramount; 3,664; 35-55-85-99).
Arena, Washington, D. C; Oct. 10. smash $72,500 over Labor Day and
week, Stanley theatre, Pittsburgh; another $50,000 on the second stanza
EATlilES QUITS GAG
17, week, Palace theatre, Cleveland;
through yesterday (Tuss.) reflects
31, week, RKO Keith's theatre, Bos- in
a large measure the strong
Don Haynes, one-night and loca
ton.
draught of Dorsey and his band.
tioii bookA at General Amusement
Corp., is leaving that organization
Inkspots, Sept, 12, week. Royal Picture is 'Aloma of the South Seas'
Friday (12). His future is set, but
theatre, Baltimore;
Sept. 19,
two (Par). Show goes another Mveek
he prefers not to talk' about it yet
weeks. Club Bali, Philadelphia^ Oct. starting today (Wed.>.
Glenn MiUer, Boston (RKO- BosHaynes joined GAC over a year
two weeks, Little Rathskeller.
3,
ton; 3,200; 44-55-6S>. Coupled with
•go, in place of Harry Squires, who
(Presenfctl hereuiifh, as u weekly tabulation, is the esttTnated cover Philadelphia.
went to William Morris.
'Hurry, Charlie, Hurry' (RKO), with
charge business being done by name bands in various New York hotels.
Ella Fitzgerald, Sept. 19, week,
band
getting little aid from screen.
Dinner business (7-10 P.M.) not rated. Figures after name §/ hotel give Howard theatre, Washington, 'd. C.
Tiny Bradshaw-Lil Green, Sept. Playing a solid week, with a fiveroom capacity and cover charge. Larger amount designates weekend and
per-day sked over the weekend. Go12» Sunshine C, Orlando, Fla.; 13,
ing to terrific $30,000, which -beats
holiday price.)
City Coliseum, Orlando; 14, Harlem
Total
Coven
his gross of a year ago by around
Covon Sq C, Miami; 15, Two Spot C, JackFast
$4,000.
Hotel
Ployed Vcck Oo Date sonville,
Uuod
Fla.;
16.
Grant's Park,
2
3,000
5,900 Charleston, S. C;
Benevolent
Boh Chester
Astor (1,000; 75c-$l>
17,
21
43,875 Temple, Greenville, S. C; 18, A'jd.,
2,778
XavierCugat
Waldorf (375; $1-$1.50)
AT THK PIANO
Ala.;
Carolina
Birmingham,
19,
WttAT
BE
525
13
5.800
RayHeatherton...Biltmore (300; $1-$1.50)

Bands

sustainer on

NBC

this

week

(14).

A

HoteL B.O/s

at

NEW YORK

—

_

SONNY

.

KENDIS
Loading Both

Bands

STORK CLUB, New York

48th

Consecutive

Week

6tb

1,375

27,525

Warehouse, Asheville, N. C; 20, Armory, Charleston, W. Va.; 21, Para-

COME A "NAttE-BANO"!

13

2,000

19,275

dise

Township

Hal Saunders

16

400

•
Some honest, constructive
advice and the' "inaide facts''
about the danc«banif business,
its true history, your problems,
tofloccacy and the jazx phantasy
all discussed, phis rare
photos, in tha naw book

St.

Regis (400; $1-$1.50)

6,400
is

the

RETURN ENGAGEMENT
Freddy Martin (Ambassador;

and HIS

900; $I-$1.50).

Managed

to

hover around

the level of the past few months with 2,800 covers tabbed.

Carl Ravazza (Biltmore;

1,150;

minimum

$1-$1.50).

tion of Florists Telegraph Delivery and ofT to a

good

Aided by convenstart.

Around

6,000

payees for one of the best weeks in some time.

BUSSE

'

Woody Herman (Palladium; 6,000; 55c-83c). After long holiday weekend, plenty healthy, sloughed off to around 17,000 hoofers in Ijjs .seventh
One to go and then Gene Krupa comes in.
Harry Owens (Hotel Miramar, Santa Monica; 500; 50c-$l). Good for
1,700 covers and biz warrants extending the seaside season a few more

week.

ORCHESTRA

weeks.

appearing

Bob Crosby (Casino, Catalina Island; 4,000; 28c-44c). Set a new high
for the Avalon dancery at 18,000, half of whom packed the spot on the two
nights before Labor Day.

Edgewater Beach Hotel
Chicago

(Trianon, South Gate; 1,200; 40c-5Sc). Picked up around
5,000 stubs on the week. Clyde McCoy follows in Sept. 18.
Ozzle Nelson (Casa Manana, Culver City; 2,000; S5c). Not so bad 3,500
payees, considering that band opened Tuesday after the long holiday.

Ted Fib RIto

Chicago
'

Lionel Hampton' (Panther Room, Sherman Hotel,

Hampton has caught on in great fashion
Labor Day slump to come in with strong

BUDBY CLARKE
COCOANDT GBOVE
Park Ceniral Hoi«I,

Km

T«rk

84TH Consecutive Week

S.
24,

22,

C; 23, Aud.,
Aud., Roanoke,

Va.; 25, Hill-Billy Barn, Bluefleld,
Va.; 26, Arena, Beckley, W. Va.;

here.

700;

min.)
the post

$1-2.50

He weathered

Aud., Dayton, O.

Artie Shaw, Sept. 19, Coliseum,
Parkerfiburg, W. Va.; 26. Geo. F. Pavilion, Johnson 'City, N. Y.
Dolly Dawn, Sept. 24, week, Stanley theatre, Pittsburgh,
Tommy Dorsey, Sept. 19, week,
Buffalo theatre, Buffalo; 27, Sunnyr
brook' B., Pottstown. Pa.; Oct. 4,
Armory, Teaneck, N. J.; 5, Arena,

New

Haven, Conn.

Loula Prima, Sept. 26, Week, Hipp
theatre; Baltimore; 21, Babb's Park,
Suffield, Conn.
Sam Donahne, Sept. 22, three
days. State theatre, Hartford.
Joe Reichman. Sept. 21, three
weeks, Schroeder hotel, Milwaukee.
Ralph Barlow, Sept. 17, indef.,
Melody Mill, Chicago.
Paul Whitcman band booked into
the Show Box, Seattle, for a 10-day
stand, Sept. 17-27.

"HOWTHEY BECOME

NAME BANDS"
by Paul L. Specht,

—

danceband
pioneer
radio's
maestro, undar whose direction
sponsored such "nam*band"- stars as Bob Chsatar,
Charlie Splvak, Artie Shaw, Hat

ware

Kemp, Rusa Morgan, Lou Brsesay
Ted Weems, Joe Venuti and

many

others.

$2J)0 for your copy, or writ*
Adfor daserlptlve circular.
dress: Dspt. M, Flna Arts Publications, 17 W. 45th St., Naw

Mail

York

City.

LISTEN TO THE

4

Jimmy Joy (Walnut Room, Bismarck
took It on the chin in midweek
customer gross down to 1,200.

—

5,300 customers.

Skinnay Ennis (Empire Room, Palmer House, 600, $3, 3.50 supper min.)
After big Labor Day business slumped sharply; Ennis finished his stay
here to 4,400. Griff Williams replaced and currently going on to what
looks like a real money stay.
Boy4 Baebam (Ch«z Paree; 500; $2.50-$3.S0 min.). Cannen Amaya
group on the floor show, but this spot also felt the Labor Day follow-up
decline and it took the week-ends to hold to 4,500, which Is still fine.

GENERAL AMUSEMENT CORP.

Nashville;

Aud., Columbia.
Knoxville, Tenn.;

27,

LOS ANGELES

HENRY

B.,.

W.

major draw.

After a Becord-Bieaking Tour

TAKES TO

21

*Asterisks indicate a supporting floor shoto, although the band

OF

n

Lexington (300; 75c-$1.50)
Ray Kinney*
Johnny Long*.... Jlew Yorker (400;'75c-$1.50)

Hotel; 300; $l-$2 min.). Really
with the reaction setting In to hold the

San Francisco
will Osborne (Rose Room, Palace Hotel, 500; 50c-$1.50). With several
hotels already being picketed and a strike expected here momentarily^
biz has been shot to pieces, second week garnering a mere 1,200 covers.
But, paradoxically, the Sunday before I^abor Day was the biggest in several months, with 379 oovers recorded on what Is usually a poor night.

INK SPOTS
NEW RELEASE

"HEY DOC"
BACKED BY
it
I

Don't Want to Set the World on Fire
DECCA NO. 3987

ri
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ORCHESTRAS^MUSIC

32

Kern, Bennett Doing

Inside Stuff-Orchestras

Cleveland, Sept.

Whileman is
The enduring friendship between Henry Biissc and Paul
and a new
one of the nice stories of the hectic business called music,
engagement at
chapter of this companionship comes to light with Busse's
the Edgewater Beach Hotel, Chicago.
^ j
his
durmg uLast summer Whiteman was a guest at the Edgewater Beach

(Week ending Aug.

In London, Berlin, Paris and Ostend.

who suggested the idea to Kern a
year ago will also present it in Man-

Because they guest-starred recently on Dick Gilbert's 'Fifth Avenue
Troubadour' show at WOV, N. Y., Sammy Kaye and Vaughn Monroe were
threatened with 'reprisals' by Alan Courtney, conductor of the same staKaye and Monroe, both of whom had appeared prevition's 1130 Club.
ously on Courtney's disc session, guested with Gilbert Aug. 29 and Sept. 2,
Courtney contacted both leaders after they had set the
respectively.
on
dates with Gilbert and demanded that they appear on his 1130 Club,
those same dates, just 15 minutes ahead of Gilbert's program. When they
refused, he warned Kaye that he 'would no longer be welcome at
and told Monroe that his recordings would be shunned by the 1130 Club.
Monroe's answer was: 'When the time comes that I can't keep my word,

hattan in early November when he
guest-conducts the New York Philharmonic Orchestra.

'

business.'

An indication of the healthier business done by various summer onenight stands the past season is in the take of Pleasure Beach Park, BridgePark
port, Conn.— without the help of a single top-flight band name.
figured it was about 33% ahead of last year's total net when it wound up
the season Aug. 31 with Jan Savitt.
Spot played the big names from which it says it got no help, but every
time one was booked the date was clubbed by bad weather, either heavy
rain or excessive heat. Such incidents marred stands by Tommy Dorsey,
Sammy Kaye, Bob Crosby, et al. It was the outfits lower in name puU,
The bigger
like Alvino Rey, Harry James, etc., that spelled the profit.
bands did well, but not anywhere near what was expected of them.

Willson

You and I
Do You Care?
Guess Have

Want

Don't

to

Campbell

Dream Rest

....Block

Cherio

Set World on Fire

Marks

Yours
Things I Love
Maria Elena

CampbeU
Southern
Republic
Southern

•

Daddy
Green Eyes
Jim
You Are My Sunshine

Kaycee
Southern
Schuberth
Encore
Regent

;

Intermezzo
Blue Champagne
Peaceful in the Country

Kiss the Boys Goodbye

('Kiss

Famous

Boys Goodbye')

'FUmusicah

NBC-CBS Plugs
Pubs F3e

Civil

WOV

band

quit the

Sellers

30, 1941)

8.

Russel Bennett, radio bandmaster
and arranger, is collaborating with
Jerome Kern on the latter's first
concert opus which he has baptized
He and managmg director 'Show Boat: Scenario for Orchestra.'
orcheftra's engagement at the Chez Parec.
Dewey are old Iriends, and during the course of the visit Whiteman A symphonic version of music from
the fall the Kern - Hammerstein operetta
learned that the hotelman was looking for a 'name' band to open
suggested based on Edna Ferber's novel, they
and winter season in the Marine Dining Room. Whiteman
Whiteman band, expect to have it finished by Sept. 15.
Busse, assistant conductor and trumpeter of the former
Two composers as well as Miss
and Dewey engaged the Busse outfit.
The Whiteman-Busse friendship dates back to the organization of the Ferber have x-cserved seats at local
years ago. Busse. then in San Severance Hall for iU Oct. 23 preem
first symphonic jazz band on the Coast 22
in
by the Cleveland Orchestra, under
Francisco was engaged for the Whiteman orchestra and he remained
Whiteman to Europe when he played Artur Rodzinski's baton. Conductor,
It more than 10 years, accomlpanying
•

I'll

Musk

15 Best Sheet

Score on 'Show Boat'

Following compilation of plugs on NBC and Columbia's New York outcovers the week beginniiie Sept. 1 (JWonday) and ending Sept. 7
(Sunday) , from 8 a.m. to 1 a.m., and is based on daily recapitulations furnished by the Office of Research-Radio Division of the College of the City
of New York,
lets

Suits Against

PUBLISHER

Song leggers

TITLE
You and I
Do You Care?
Time Was
Indictment recently of 11 persons What Word Is Sweeter?
for the printing and distribution of Guess I'll Have to Dream Rest
the 'Flash' contraband songsheet has
been followed by the filing of .civil
damage suits against the printers
involved. The civil actions, brought
last week in the N. Y. supreme court,

.

'

Southern

BMI
Kaycee
Republic

Warren
Porgie

I

Radiotunes
Southern
Kelton
Encore

19
19
19
18
18
18
17
16
16
16
14
14
13
13
13
11

Marks
Roe

H

.Regent
Melodylane
Mutual

Til Reveille
Booglie WoogUe Piggy
Hi Neighbor

BMI
Campbell

Love

Don't Want to Set World on Fire
Intermezzo

Cherio
Schuberth

Yes, Indeed

Embassy
La Salle
Vanguard
Sheppard

You Can Depend on Me
Easy Street
Shepherd's Serenade
I See a Million People
Maria Elena
My Foolish Heart and
Blue Champagne
It's You Again

I

Lament to Love
Whistler's Mother-in-Law

Woody Herman climbed on

Marks

Cherry
Romantic Guy, I
South of North Carolina

;

Bis wife gave birth to &

girl at

Cedars of Lebanon, Hollywood.

Use

of

transcription

for

Southern

The following tabulation of network popular music performances is not
confined to WOR, New York release for iVIutuat Broadcasting System, but

MBS chain. Compilation herewith covers the week
beginning Sept. 1 (Mondaif) and ending Sept. 7 (Sunday), from 8 a.m. to
Z a.m. based on daily recapitulations furnished by Accurate Reporting

wired also includes the entire

radio will require a special license

Music publishers have Service
and the MBS logs,
advised
Harry Fox, agent and
TITLE
trustee, that ha i* to limit his li- Kiss the Boys Goodbye *Kiss Boy* Goodbye
Claude Jones and Sande Williams coming back on trombones and Pops
Guess
I'll
Have to Dream the Rest
censes for transcriptions to 'space
Russell, 'trumpet, and Mandy Johnson, drums.
You and I
radio when the current contracts
Rose and a Prayer
Ritz Roof, Boston, booked three bands 'for this week as a boxofflce expire at the end of this month, coid Green Eyes
timulant, and on Saturday night (^) got a strong dose of confusion.
that a separate license must be had Don't Want Set World on Flrt
The tangle was so great, Terry Shand sat down at the piano when Frank
for renditions outside of thi* me' Daddy
Marti was maestroing and the first number was nearly over before Shand
Do You Care?...
dium.
realized he wasn't with his own crew. Third band was Benny Carter's.
..'
It's been
the practice of Fox's Time Was
Fletcher Henderson,

who opens

at the Roseland Ballroom, N.Y., Friday
(13) for one week, is making an effort to rebuild his band with as many of
the musicians that staffed his old band as he can get. He already has

after Sept. SO.

Sells Interest

»

In Mugicana to Partner
Richard T.

KoUmar

Interest in

Musicana,

publishing

house,

Edgar W.

Hatfield.

Actor-husband

has sold his
a small

Inc.,

his

to

of

partner,

Dorothy

KilBroadway columnist for the
Y. Journal-American, said ha was
from the music publishing
He authored 'Sing a Love
Song,* published by his own firm.
eallen,

fr.

retiring

lousiness.

Went Out

Famous

BVC
Soutbem
Cherio
Republic

21
19
17
16
16
15
13
14
14
14
13
13
13
13
12
12
12
11

Campbell
Southern

BMI
Mayfair

to Hotel Biz

Cleveland, Sept.

26
26
25
23
21
21

Block
Willson

My Way

of
clients to allow transcription manufacturers to service wired radio or- Love Me a Little Little
ganizations under the same license Jim
obtained for recordings leased to Yours
Aurora
Thixton Sprenger, co-leader of the broadcasters. The wired radio angle
has always been treated on the basis I Understand
Ambassador band, is withdrawing of ah experimental license and en' You're a Natural
Angels Came Through
from it to enter the managerial end tailing no extra fees.
I Know
'Sun Valley Serenade
of hotel . business.
Singing pianist
Why Don't
from Grand Rapids, Mich., has beDo This More Often?
Yes, Indeed
come manager of Hotel Carter's
Maestro
Petite Cafe, where the outfit is en- Pastor
Amapola
tering its 10th month.
Intermezzo
Publisher
Turning
Music
Charles Wick replaces Sprenger
Peaceful in the (>>untry
with the band.
'Til Reveille
Ftlmusical excerpt.

From Orch

PUBUSHEB TOTAL

—

I

KoUmar

10
10
10

Willson

Mutual Network Plugs

SPECIAL UCENSE FOR

WIRED RADIO DISCS

10
10
10
10

Rinker
....La Salle
Nationwide
Porgie

B-I-BI

Bernstein & Co., 'The Pen of Two In Love
Stephen Foster,' 'When You Drive You Are My Sunshine
With an. Old Sweetheart' and 'A
Knife, a Fork and a Spoon.'

the stand at the Palladium, Hollywood, last

Wednesday (3) evening and gave the downbeat on what ha thought would
be the band's theme. Instead, the outfit broke loose with a wild version
pf 'Daddy.' Leader had become a father that morning for the first time.

H

U

Southern

Amapola

piro,

Palladium (Hollywood) booking of Alvino Rey and the King Sisters
tecalls to Coasters the fast progress made by the aggregation over a period
of a year. ^D^nce engagement will net the crew around $2,500 weekly,
Whereas a year ago they were doing odd jobs around town for scale. Band
and singers first came to notice on the Don Lee station, KHJ, but never
really hit their stride until they pulled stakes for the east.

30
32
30
29
25
23
23
22
20

Block

Marks

Yours

Things

42
40

Reis

Green Eyes..'.
I Went Out of My Way
Jim
Daddy
NBC is widening its namd band broadcasts via shortwave to South named Fernando Costa and Alex- City Called Heaven
Found You in the Rain
America. Beginning this week Johnny Long's band, at the New Yorker andro Aliani, co-owners of the
hotel, will be picked up on two half hours, Saturday, 10:15-10:45, and printing plant in which U. S. De- Peaceful in the Country
Mondays, 10:30-11 p.m. Net DX's the jive southward with Spanish an- partment of Justice men seized
thousands of the illegal sheets. ^The
nouncements.
Other crews picked up are Vincent Lopez, one-half hour in Spanish indictments were handed down
and another announced in Portuguese. Arturos' band, at the McAlpin, against this duo as well as nine
is also broadcast, and Sammy Kaye will go on when he goes into the others in the N. Y. federal court,
Aug. 1. This makes the first time in
Essex House, N.Y., late in October.
several years that music men in
Duke Ellington is drawing $1,000 weekly from Mercury Productions, New York have tied on a civil suit
Orson Welles' RKO unit, for working on the music that Welles will use to a criminal case iivolving contraIn the film for which he hasi signed Louis Armstrong. Production begins band songsheets.
In January on the story based on the birth of jazz and written around
Firms that brought the civil acArmstrong's early life.
tions and their tunes named in the
Ellington has been on the Coast for months. His band is in the pit of complaint
are
Chappell & Co.,
the Mayan theatre, playing the legiter 'Jump for Joy,' scored by Ellington. Simpatica,' 'Amorillo,' 'Cherry Blossoms on Capitol Hill,' 'Under AriGertrude Bernstein, secretary to John Hammond, Columbia Records zona Skiesi' "The Last Time I Saw
exec, and Jimmy Maxwell, trumpeter with Benny Goodman's band,^.re Paris'; M. Witmark, "The Merry
to be married in New York Sunday (14). Miss" Bernstein is a sister of Carrousel' and 'MoonUght and Tears';
Artie Bernstein, bass player, who was with Goodman. He's now in Cali- Harms, Inc., 'Below the Equator';
fornia.
Santly-Joy-Select, "You Lucky PeoGoodman's band, opins at Frank Dailey's Meadowbrook, Cedar Grove, ple You,' 'The Two Little Squirrels'
K. J., tomorrow night (Thurs.). Leader will be best man at the wedding. and 'You're Dangerous,' and Sha-

TOTAL

Willson

Campbell
Southern

,

Kaycee
Marks

8.

Bobbins
Feist

Witmark

i,

...Remick

Why—
We

Feist

BVC
Embassy
Marks

Newest

Schuberth
Regent
Melodylane

Albany, Sept 9.
Astor Music Corp. has been char'

MY

LEVISON

and

RAY EVANS,

Writer* of "G'BYE

"HELLO THERE"

NOW," Say

And Many Thank* To

'

JOAN BROOKS' NEW DUO

The VICTORY Twins
For Their Swsll Vocal* of "HELLO THERE" and "G'BYE NOW"
In Their theatre Preaentatlon and On Their NBC Program*.

lEVISON-EVANS MUSIC CORP..

336

W. 24ih

St.

New York

tered to conduct a business Iti musical compositions of all kinds with
principal offices in New York. Directors are Tony Pastor, Charles
Trotta and Ann Richardson.
Pastor and Trotta each has 27%
shares and the third director, 20
shares.
Worcester, Mass., at
torn'ey, Hugh McKay, filed the pa-

A

pers.

THE TALK OF THE TOWN

SHEPHERD SERENADE
Music by

FRED 8PIELMAN

HORACE HEIDT

manager, while Ann Richardson is
with Consolidated Radio Artists,
Inc., which books the Pastor unit

ART JARRETT
VICTOB

Lyric* by

TOMMY TUCKER

.

COLVHBIA

Pastor makes the latest band
leader to enter the music publishing
business.
Trotta Is his traveling

I

OKEH

•

LANNY ROSS
nCTOB

-

KERMIT GOELL

TONY PASTOR
BIiTTEBIBD

DICK

TODD

BLVEBIBD

(AND MOBE COUINO)

SHEPPARD MUSIC COHP.,

1619 Broadwcnr,

New

York

MUSIC
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ASCAP-RADIO PEACE AT LAST
NO CBS STATEMENT

Rah-Rah Song

Net Left

Vf

It

NAB

to

Licensmg Not

CBS

WitliASCAPOK
had been extended

Thornton W.

to

own on

of

of the

ASCAP

its

point out in

to

consent decree which ASCAP had
entered into with the U. S. Government, but it added that no action
would be taken on the issue since a
deal with radio was so close.Allen last week advised broadcasters that the former's collegiate
tunes could be had on the basis of
$3 for stations having a 1940 revenue
of $50,000 or less, $5 for stations
with billings between $50,000 and
$150,000, and $7 for stations over
$150,000. This would have made the
ASCAP member
first case of an

Prez

in

Music Simul taneously

Reconunends Acceptance

Neville

Miller,

president

of

the

National Association of Broadcasters,

that

members accept

Miller, 'has

the

It is

had am-

ASCAP

the concensus of the

that the radio-music war is ended.
made for the various operating
Admittedly, the competition will problems which confront the indusbe tougher all around, especially try. The NAB therefor recommends
with so many new and indie music favorable consideration of that form
pubs which have' tasted the fruits of of contract which best suits the staa song hit and want to continue in
tion's individual operating need.
business.
"The contract in its present form,'
continued the statement, 'achieves
principles for which broadcasters

have

It

in

New

York.

Witmark Asks Quiz
M. Witmark & Sons will apply to
N. Y. supreme court today
(Wednesday) for permission to ex
amine Joseph Meyer and B. G, De

the

Sylva before trial in connection
with a $50,000 suit brought by the
songwriters against the music firm.
Meyer and De Sylva claim Witmark

ASCAP,

in
Miller, 'will

their

final

form,'

the

their portion of the cost of the license

as for local business.

I

I DON'T WANT TO SET
WORLD ON FIRE
THETOMMY
TUCKER—OKEH 6320
HORACE HEIDT—COLUMBU 36295
'

1585 Broadway,

New Tork

City

W^

FROM THE

Record Breaking
^

HOUSE'Of'HITS!
RANCHO GRANDE^ . "BREEZE AND T
"AMAPOLA" • 'YOURS and Many More
,

.

about.
Sept.

28th

Start

I

As for the date of the resumption
ASCAP music, NBC. is pointing
toward Sept. 28 and .the indications
are that the opening of NBC and
Columbia facilities to ASCAP music
CBS has re
will be simultaneous.
ceived approval of its network deal
from all its affiliates, while NBC
has yet to obtain the okay from the
of

THE CHARIOTEEKS— OKEH «332
DICK ROBERTSON—DfiCCA 3981
MITCHELL ATERS—BLUEBIRD 11275
BON BON— DECCA 3«80

CHERIO MUSIC PUBUSHERS,

induce

the

have to be disposed of before ASCAP
could decide whether it should make
a different deal for regionals. Shepard retorted that unless ASCAP immediately consented to a separate
contract for regionals he would oppose endorsement of any other contracts before the NAB executive
committee.
NBC and CBS declared yesterday
(Tuesday) that they were not particularly concerned with Shepard's
stand. They would neither favor nor
They themselves had reoppose.
gional networks. If Shepard had his
way they would be the gainers. If
not, the difference of the half percent did not make it worth arguing

trade on Decca.

The Inextinguishable Conflagration

with this arrangement and

)

Maestro has made eight and will
Authors say that while Witmark
had permission to publish the song, do the final two sides of the fiveSong platter album this week, employing
it had no permission to sell it.
was used in 'Rose rt Washingtoh an all-string orchestra of 18, plus
choir, and sans brass.
Square.'

'

contract,

networks

The ASCAP
management advised Shepard that
the question he posed was strictly a
legal one and that that angle would

Sosnik s Herbert Album

Xmas

signing
of
release the

same commercial fee (2%%) as

were acceptable, he had been informed, to NBC and CBS. Signatur
ing by these networks, it is understood, is contingent upon the agree
ment of affiliated stations to bear

the

I

day (8) when he appeared at ASCAP
headquarters with a request that he
be permitted to negotiate separate
contracts for regional networks. H«
declared that if regionals had to pay
required for national networks there
would exist a state of discrimination
which the ASCAP-Government conIt was
.sent decree .specifically bars.
Shepard's idea that regionals be required to pay the same fee (2\i',l

sion for $150.

Here

will

affiliate stations of all infringe-

In this three-hour session

Shepsrd Asks Separate Deal
John Shepard, Sd, head of the
networks,
Colonial'
and
Yankee
staged an eleventh-hour move Mon-

said

Come,' to 20th-Fox without permis

'California

and

which involved slight legalities, were
conceded. CBS and ASCAP lawyers
worked on the phrasing o£ these
clause changes last week and again
until the early hours of- yesterday
morning (Tuesday).

be mailed to all stations
within the next few days and will
be subjected to the scrutiny and approval of the individual broadcaster.'
Miller added that the terms and conditions of the proposed contracts

Harry Sosnik has recorded a new
album of Victor Herbert melodies for

sold their song,

the

ASCAP

contract forms. Some of these were
rejected by ASCAP spokesmen as
impossible to grant, while others,

Joseph's
Hospital,
Albuquerque, contract reduces substantially the
N. M. He is in the same hospital as basis which our industry has hithJack Malloy, Hearst newspaper ex- erto been compelled to pay.'
ecutive, whom O'Connor went out to
with
proposed
contracts
'The

O'Connor was removed Thursday
from a westbound plane in
(25)
Kansas C^ty, where he remained for
m couple of days, and then went on
by train to Albuguerque. Nature of

and which resulted in
ASCAP music on the

Klauber submitted a number of conditions that he stated he was anxious
to have included in the tiew licensing

John O'Connor, Fred Waring's take their choice of a blanket conmanager and member of the board of tract for all ASCAP music, or to
the American Society of Composers, purchase this music for the programs
Authors and Publishers, is ill in St on which it is played. Moreover, the

visit.

1939,

quarters.

contending for many
enables broadcasters to

been

years.

With

Canadian jobbers.
In
ea.sing
things for the Canadian music bu.tiness, these publishers now wondeJ
whether they have created a c:impetitor for the rights to Briti.^h
tunes, since Canadian jobbers have
got in the practice of going direct
to London for their rights.
Because the shipping and duty
costs made the retail price of American
publications
prohibitive
in
(Canada, American l>ubs some time
ago arranged to let the Canadian
jobbers do their own printing of such
music and to pay a royalty fee. It's
been the custom for many years of
a London publisher to include the
Canadian rights when disposing of
the American rights to firms in the
United States.
Being now in the
publishing business on their own,
the Canadian jobbers see no rer.son
why they shouldn't go direct to London for the rights to new releases.
What disturbs the American pubs
is the
thought that 'the Canadian
jobbers may try to go a step further
to

London publishers to transfer to
them the American as well as the
Canadian rights. Under such conment violations from Jan. 1, 1941, to dition the arrangement of the pB.';t
It is understood that before would
casting facilities since Jan. 1, 1941. date.
be reversed.
Insteud
of
Along with the committee's endorse- the contract forms receive the ac- American pubs farming rights to Catual signatures of NBC, Columbia
ment came an announcement that and ASCAP they will have been nadian jobbers, the latter would be
farming out a sub-agency to AmerColumbia, like NBC, had agreed to gone over by Thurman Arnold, as- ican pubUshers.
sistant U. S. attorney general, at
terms and conditions with ASCAP.
In some publisher quarters the
Settlement of the issue took on Podell's request. With the ASCAP- opinion is still held that, excepting
impetus last Wednesday (3), when at radio situation cleared up, Podell is times of strictly patriotic nature,
NBC's suggestion ASCAP executives expected to resume his special ser- Canada hasnt the exploitive potenvices in the U. S. department of tialities for song-making and that a
arranged for a meeting with Edward
At justice. Arnold had consented to popular number must first be made
Klauber, CBS executive v.p.
Podell taking a leave of absence so a hit in the United States before
Klauber's own request, David Podell,
that he could represent ASCAP in sheet music consumers in Canada
special ASCAP counsel, also attendthe proposed anti-trust proceedings. will go for it.
ed the conference at Columbia head-

music publishers realize that they executive committee that these terms
have had more or less of a field day
for the nine months ASCAP has in their present form are highly satbeen off the air, but are fortifying isfactory and also broadcasters who
themselves by holding back 'extra desire to use ASCAP music, an emistrong* new song material to go Into nently fair and equitable basis for
competition with ASCAPers now such us6| provision having been

John O'Connor Stricken

the

Some American publishers are beginning to regard with misgiving
their assignment of printing rights

major portion of America's broad-

of the

terms and

conditions of the proposed

repertoire.

The meeting between Klauber and
ASCAP group marked their first
resumption of cordial relations since
the
CBS v.p. walked out of a meetPublishers and the two older neting at ASCAP in March, 1939. KlauThe
works, NBC and Columbia.
ber declared himself as anxious for
committee's action brought to an the acrimony between the two inend, officially, the war between dustries to end and that both sides
these- two interests which started in would engage in amiable relations.
•

the absence of

meetings,

independent contract.

ASCAP

between the American
.

ple opportunity to study, through a
of

determine whether such withdrawal
constituted a diminuation of the

Society of Composers, Authors and

new NBC March,

the

"The executive committee

NAB,' declared
series

known

committee of the Na-

meeting in the Hotel Roosevelt,
N. Y., yesterday Mternoon (Tuesday) endorsed the contract forms

licensing contracts.

AGAINST PEACE'

not

One of the changes in the contract
conditions asked by Klauber had to
do with the matter of the right to
arrange.
Klauber thought that in
the event a large group of ASCAP
publishers decided to withdraw the
right of arrangement of their works,
the licensee should have the privilege of bringing in arbitrators to

SHEPARD'S THREAT'

negotiated

Of ASCAP Agreenjent

BMI FORTIFYING

is

toire.

Sept. 28

a

Statement

yesterday afternoon (Tuesday)
issued a statement recommending

illness

Nets

ASCAP

tional Association of Broadcasters at

NAB

late

his

— Both

Resume

Executive

clearing direct to users.

BMI-affiliated

Settlement

May

the resumption date.
NBC was of
the impression yesterday morning
(Tuesday) that it would wait a few
days
before
making known to
ASCAP and advertising agencies the
opening date for ASCAP's reper-

dustry.

.

The

to

meeting With
Klauber Gave Impetus to

its

ASCAP board met yesterday afternoon to pass upon the settlement
of a financial matter ^6\Jtstanding
with Columbia, which was to become part of the peace pact, and also
give official approval to the various
contract forms involved in the general peace with the broadcasting in-

Allen, a publisher member, for the
direct licensing of the firm's catalog
of college music to broadcasters. The
same source questioned whether Allen's notice to license direct was
made In the form required by the

overwhelming majority that it wants
have at hand when announcing

the settlement

but would leave Society Execs'

issue,

NAB

to the

own press release that CBS, as well
as NBC, had entered into pacts with
the society.

ASCAP management declared yesterday (Tuesday) that no permission

OKS TERMS

lillB

did not plan on IssuirLg a state-

ment
it

Pubs As a Possible Frankenstein

executive offices announced

yesterday afternoon (Tuesday) that
it

Canadian Jobbers Worry American

ACCEPTS.

Release on

Peace.

INC.

EDWARD
RCA

D

MARKS MUSIC CORPORATION
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VAUDEVILLE

34

once they're
wears off it's

Fausto

Curbelo

Carol

Poncho

Orchestras;
'

$3.50 inini7nuTn.

Phil Baker is the big news of this,
the September edition ol Ben MarHarry Richden's Riviera revue^
man is standard; the show is standard; Marden is standard (but on the
gold, the way he's been shilling motor

traffic

over that George Wash-

ington bridge at 50c a crack)— but
tor Baker it's a case of the prodigal
son being back in his metier. And

Washington
the
across
drive
a
Bridge is tantamount to a jaunt into
P.S.— Sam Salvin-s cu:slne is still
Abel.
no small attraction.

'

circuit, etc.

Cafes are mentioned because, primarily, after you say Richman, Joe
E. Lewis, Holtz or Sophie Tucker,
Hildegarde,'the DeMarcos and a couple of others— that's all brother! And
the good ones can write their own
cover charges. Furthermore, here's
where you really meet the right people, but in closeup. And it's a dandy
springboard back to the air, the
screen and the rostrum. Whats left
after that?
For the record, therefore, In contrast to a Variety file report of years
back. Baker is sans accordion; sans
box plant (Sid Silvers, too, has
done all right for himself in the
Interim) and sans hecklers, a la
He can grace
Beetle and Bottle.
the scene on his own, make with the
small talk, dish up special lyrics
(Sliapiro-Seelen-Lee get composite
if somewhat anonymous billing for
the material) and withal walk off
with a strong personal score. The
'Mr. Ickes' wordage is topical and
saucy; ditto the saga of Cole Shapiro,
author of- the Pepsi-Cola jingles,
sundry styJes.
which Baker does
He makes reference to the Bewitched, Bewildered ti Bernstein
Music Pub. Co.; he does a creditable
Charles Boyer with a 'Love Technique' routine that's as subtle as
Irish Justice, but clicks on his per•onal delivery all the way.
For the rest, Harry Richman Is
Richman, a seasoned, surefire, selfassured songster who decided to go
whimsical with a Jolson 'Sonny Boy'
done in blackface. Idea was great,
but the corking and cleaning up not
worth the effort, so that's out now.
As a matter of^act, anything after
the premiere show must have been
like two other fellers. The 90 minutes' fol-de-rol was a half-hour too
long, but the ingredients are undeniable and the pacing for improvement too obvious.
Among the pruning, it's Inevitable
that some of the pa&iotlc flag-waving must tie sheared; even George'
M. co.uld wear out the American
flag welcome the way it was piled
«n here. It Tia the gamut from
•Mr. Smith' to a rah-rah finale with
the national emblem lowered, the
gals in soignee Uncle Sam getups,
and to make sure, a medley of
Uncle Sam Gets Around,' 'America,
I Love You' and 'God Bless America,' which dared one not to rise to
his feet.
Richman could and should do more
of his ballads. His "There Goes That
Song Again' is a new one and a
peach; 'Can't Give You Love Baby'
Is likewise standard.
The concert
hokum displayed good pianistic'dexterity but the balladeer is essentially a lyric salesman ol torchers and
sentimentals, and undoubtedly, by
now, has extended his repertoire as
the rest of it was sheared.
Gower & Jeanne, in their fourth
month here, are making it a stock

m

.

the country.

COMMERCIAL HOTEL
(ELKO, NEV.)
Elfco,

Nev., Sept.

Orch,

.Whifeman's

Paul

8.

Dolly

Mitchell, Rosita & Deno, Murtah SisRobinson Tu)ins, Frank Hoiuord.

Wilder, dos Passos
Continued from pa(e

will probably be accompanied by
Robert E. Sherwood, the playwright,
presently in London.
James
Yesterday
(9) , Ensign
Gratiot, former assistant manager of
the news bureau at the Los Angeles
end of the Transcontinental and
Western Air Line, was slated to
Clipper to Londontown as another
observer for Uncle Sam's Navy, arriving here from L. A. on TWA Monday (8).
An unusual ceremony was spot-

lighted

at

the

TWA

A

Louise Shannon opens with some
good, stylized taps. Gal is plenty at-

and knows how

to sell

it.

accompanied by his grandfather and a nurse.
June Havoc was a Saturday (6)
TWA-inbound rider from the Coast.
A. J. Cronin, the British medicoauthor, boarded the same sXWAtoliner at Chicago for the ride to
Gotham. Sally Rand was off in a

Two new Sunday
name

evening

.

warm

response.

Frank Howard, baritone singer Twin City club, holds the spotlight, time. Aboard the same ship were
is helping to pack
two recruits from the local nitewith Whiteman, does well with his and, apparently,
fair-sized
room to capacity club wars, Peggy Fears and 'Honeyballads.
Called back for encore. the
Whiteman outfit closes with yester- nightly.
chile' Wilder. Another recent New
With a local pick-up orchestra,
year tunes. Buddy Wood on piano
flyer-rider was Abe
the keys' plays York-Cleveland
soloed to good applause, sax section the old 'torn cat of
for dancing and does an individual Lyman.
ditto on 'Star Dust' maestro himself
Andrews Hurry Up
on with four^ther fiddles does well specialty. -'He's in flne fettle and
his trick stuff, nifty interpolations,
The week's UAL schedules also
with 'Da.y Is Done.'
Then Willie Rodriguez swings out distinctive touches and unusual ar- saw the Andrews Sisters in from Chi
on his drums to fine applause, while rangements wham the guests. Such' one minute and off to Philadelphia
Mike Pingatpre, next, wowed them old standbys as 'Honky Tonk Train,' the next; Spyros Skouras, prexy of
with his fast banjoing. Murray Mc- Tea for Two,' etc., with which he National Theatres, 20th-Fox sublong has been associated, are the
Eachern

is

another

instrumental

click Irom the band.'
spiels off for nice close.

surefires.
Whiteman usual
Balance of the performance

Whiteman playing here nine days,
then to Coast.
Sam Rosey, San Francisco, booked
Commercial through the Beverly
Hills William Morris Agency.
He
was here from Coast to catch show.
Rode.

DRUM ROOM,

K. C.

(HOTEL PBESIDENT)
Kansas City, Sept. 3.
Hal Wityne Orch (6) toith Lirida
Garcia; .'Marguerite
Tiiinimum, no cover.

English.

JVo

Past few years the Hotel President
has debated what type of entertain-

ment spot

to set

up on

Baltimore corner,
this ultra-modern
day night (29).

Room

itself is

its

141^ and

finally

opening

Drum Room

Fri-

the last word in this

town, probably in this territory, with
engagement— and deservedly— with a circular bar .and lounge on the
their unique ballroomology. They're Baltimore level and a restaurant and
destined for the heights as American dance square on the 14th street
dancers. But kids now, they've al- level Outlay is listed at 75 ^rand,
ready made marked impress on audi- goodly part of which went for buildences in class nitfries like the Rain- ing's remodelling to achieve the twobow Room and Riviera, the de luxe level floor idea. Appointments are
picture houses, etc. They erred un- most modern, including the only
wittingly by doing five routines in electric eye doors for miles around
• longish show although, as it de- and an intricate and thorough p.a.
veloped, they plugged the wait until system. Murals and interior decode-blackfaced
Richman
himself. rations by Winold Reiss give some
However, the applause seemed genu- idea of thoroughness of management,
On the entertainment side manine to the de^irea it seemed they
were responding over-generously agement is as thorough, if not as exwhen they might better have left tensive. Hal Wayne, with his rhumba
and conga ensemble, is a natural for
titem hungry.
Joan. Merrill, Al Slegel alumna. Is opening the room with his featured
a cinch lor this mammoth roadhouse drum work, but as a name or magnet
or any other inn or nitery. She was he's unknown here. Currently the
handicapped a bit here by (1) curiosity of the patrcms is enough of
marked nervousness, and (2) a coin an attraction for the room, and
and gown that sold :her short She's Wayne satisfies nicely oh dance
been around now lor two years, and tunes and special conga rhythms
.

sidiary,

and one

of the national air-

ways' best clients, hopped the longightweight proportions in quantity est one-direction flights possible
and quality. The Ross Sisters are within
borders
Uncle
the
of
tall and willowy dancers of average
Sam's home town, when he flew
ability who appear twice during the
show. Ballantine does many of the United's Continental to Seattle from
conventional sleight-ol-hand, card Ne* York. Charlie Darroch, of the
and other tricks while .blindfolded, Skouras outfit, was another United
Jimmy Hegg, a fixture here, is an paying-guest, from N. Y. to Salt Lake
extremely personable emcee who, on City, and the week noted that Mary
occasion, vocalizes pleasantly.
Boland shook off the Broadway and
Rees,
summer theatre dust Mainlining to
L. A.
Shuberts
The
United
Maihliners
also
brought to town the material for one
Burley of the week's most unusual radio
shows, when two routeman lor the
Philadelphia, Sept. 9.
The Shubert interests, which op Roberts Dairy, of Omaha, Lincolr^
erate the Forrest and Liocust, legiters and Sioux City, and their wives,
here, have finally succeeded in get- came to town to be the first Grade-A
milkmen ever interviewed on Stan
ting their name taken off the Shubert, a local burley house.
Here- Shaw's 'Millunan's Matinee.'
Joan Fontaine was in, the Ameriafter, the spot will be known as the
Follies burlesque theatre. Operated can way, from the Coast and off
by Rube Bernstein, it will be opened again in a flash to Maine to join her
husband, Brian Aherne, on a fishing
next week.
Lee and J. J. Shubert have had no voyage while Eastern Air Lines
connection with the operation of the brought to town Radio City's Leon
Shubert for more than 10 years Leonidoff, who had been to WashingOnce one of the top legiters in Philly, ton. Dorothy Thompson, of the
the Shubert has been a burley house 'Don't ask me any questions' Thompsons, was skedded to fly EAL to
and filmer on and off since 1931.
Richmond' but elected to take the
^
»«*«I»«»» train at the last minute becuz 'twas
of

Is

Win Removal
Of Name From

MM

««>«<

N.Y.
4«

Nitery

Cafe Bagatelle on East S2d

is

one

hosted by Jimmy Savini and Joe
Fernandez, latter ex-Mon Paris. A

smart

interior,

its

raining.

FoUowup

of the newer ,and nicer rooms, in
effective Vernon Macfarlane' decor,

emphasis

is

on

cuisine with Dick Watson's sprightly dance trio giving out 'soclety'type dansapation.

and

vaude

Y

.

expect to run lour shows each Sunday, two in the afternoon and two
at night No opening bill set
Jimmy Evans, who runs the .Arena,
New Haven, Conn., on a similar
.

policy, is making final negotiations
for the Rochester Auditorium, and
expects to open about the same time
as the Dows, about Sept. 28. Evans
tried Sunday shows at the County
Center, White Plains, N. Y., last year,
but dropped them before the season
was over.

DEL NFI^RY MAN GOES
IN FOR HTE PROMOTION
Detroit, Sept.

Whiteman's H'wood Date
Hollywood, Sept. 9.
Paul Whiteman will take his band

9.

Having learned something about
busine.ss in building up his
Bowery, Hamtramck nitery, into a
sock biz-gettei', Frank Barbaro is

show

carrying the flash into his new sideline of fight promotion. Sponsoring
a white-hope tourney among heavyweights he intends to start it off
with 62 three-round bouts between
124 entries gathered throughout the
countr.y Barbaro was asked by the
State Boxing Commission to put up
$15,000 to assure the prizes.
He did the next morning, in cash.
A $1,000 bill wrapped around a wad
of lesser denominations caught all
the sports' pages.

—

—

'

WSM

'Opry' Extends

Vaude Tour

CURLY'S, MPLS.

ting

afternoon and

band

propositions are to get underway the
end of this month, one in Trenton,
N. J., and the other at Rochester,
N.
Al and Belle Dow have taken
over Memorial Hall, Trenton, and

again

Next comes June Carson, warbler of
the boogie-woogie school, who keeps
Paul Whiteman and his boys the joint jumping with some solid
Numbers include
streamed into this bustling (4,250 interpretations.
'Whatcha 'Know, Joe?' and 'Rhumbefore
pop.) Nevada town two days
boogie,' which arrangement is remihotel
Commercial
.opening
at
show
TWA ship to St. Loo for a personal
lounge to make themselves at home niscent of the Andrews Sisters.
Unusual dance creations of the appearance fan-dangle.
Most of them
in western fashion.
bought cowboy hats and a few Conrads arc in the Latin manner,
Burgess Meredith was off via TWA
sported boots to mingle with the well suited to this spot. Althougli to L. A. Friday (5) after missing the
ranchers and cattle people in town hampered by the- small floor, team .sTWAtoliner the day btfore; the folfor the Elko County Fair and the scores nicely in an opener with ralowing
sTWAtoship had^ William
enrhumba
dium effects and a slow
Paul Whiteman show this week.
note,
'Berlin
DiaTy'
Schirer,
of
Opening Saturday night (6) core. Fine possibilities.
Johnny Howard m.c.s throughout, on his way back to L. A. after a
After three
clicked in top form.
novel
but
own
offers
a
on
his
and
short
looksee
in this Town of Tenewhipped
weeks' layoff, Whiteman
band into good form in two days' re- thoroughly enjoyable act, which in- ments and Tinsel. Other TWAers
Commercial lounge was cludes some swell whistling, a well- of the week included Clarence
hearsing.
done dramatic bit and some pretty Menser, NBC program director, off
jammed to 260 capacity.
Howard makes a
vocalizing.
On crowded platform, 18 men fan- fair
good m.c. and is a natural for this to L. A. to arrange a super-super
fared 'Whiteman on to floor and into
program; Mrs. Arturo Toscanini, in
room.
'Rhapsody in Blue,' well •'layed to
Julio Garcia orch plays a good from the Coast; Arlene Whelan,
Band well-dressed in show
tine hand.
and authentic Latin stuff for filmaid, back to the shops at Hollyblue trousers, red, short jackets, dancing.
Loop.
wood after a wee bit of vacation, and
white ties and Whiteman in white
Chi,
Lieut-Commander
from
in
coat, dark trousers.
Edward Peabody, director of music
Dolly Mitchell, first time on with
and entertainment at the Great
Whiteman band,, swings through her
Lakes Naval Station, who was Banjo
songs like a veteran. She won good
applause.
Rosita and Deno, tiny
Eddie 'before the Navy called.
Minneapolis. Sept. 3.
dance team who played here last
Despite the galloping uptrend in
Bob Zurfce's Orch (6), Jimmy
year, came on to top response.
Hegg, Ross Sisters (2), Ballantine; national defense traffic, guys and
Capable
ballroom
dancers
liave
no
coucr or minimum.
gals from show biz and their cousins
smboth routine.
been, filling United Air Liner
have
Murtah Sisters, a trio of okay
This comparatively low-tariff spot seats regularly this past quarter of
singers who gagged their way into
occasionally splurges on a name act
Mrs. Carmen
top spot with audience, has a wellthe calendar page.
timed turn that livened up the house. for its usually modestly budgeted Lombardo, for instance, stepped into
Bob Zurke,
They had trouble getting off. floor show. Currently, here
after a the red-white-blue UAL Mainliner
Robinson Twins do neat tap act, get- now in his flfth week
other nightbound
for
Cleveland
the
two-month engagement a.t a local

ters,

SHOW SPOTS

vention, which will discuss postwar
literature, the two paragraph-makers
will tour the war spots gathering
items for their notebooks. They will
be back in three or four weeks and

airport Sunday (7)
night when Charles Pettijohn III,
grandson of the general counsel lor
the Motion Picture Producers and
Chicago. Sept. S.
Louise Shannon, June Carson, The Distributors, was 'presented' with a
StratoJohnny Howard, Julio meifibership card in the
Conrads,
Garcia Orch (5); $1.50 minimum.
liner Club as the youngest passenger
to round-trip ocean-to-ocean on the
This smart dinner-and-supper room sTWAtoliners.
four-week old
is humming with activity, and curbabe when he flew in from L. A. five
rent show is certain to keep the customers happy, having plenty of va- weeks ago, the infant left for the
Coast right after the 'presentation,'
riety and good, solid talent.

tractive

NEW SUNDAY
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CLUB, CHI

welcome!
.Firstly, ever since? Baker stopped
selling Dole's Pineapple Juice, and
forsook Beetle and Bottle two seasons ago, his show biz career is best
self-kiddingly summed up, 'What a
parlay—'All in Fun' and 'Charleys
This refers to a costly muAunt.'
sical which dented the Baker bankroll no end, arfd his last month's
attempt of a road tour with 'Charley,' also abortive, although a technical success in the histrionic department.
But apart from the goodwill so
generously manifested, the main idea
lor show biz is that it's a new Phil
Baker, a streamlined, advance 1942
model of well-poised, personable and
engaging funster who should take
his place with the elect in the cafe

.

Moran, piano; Joe Pase, trumpet;
Steve Valera, drums; Stanley Wolkie,
Garcia,
Ephrani
and
accordian,
string bass, with Wayne thumping
termezzo,' "How Did He Look?' and the special set of Cuban drums. En'Latin In Me' make for a strong semble is accomplished and filling its
routine; she did two of them, at niche here. Vocals are taken care of
mostly by Linda Garcia, but others
least, for Victor platters and they've
Marguerite
have a hand in it
elicited on wax as in person.
Carol King's clicko 'Blue Danube English is solo act and sings between
Waltz' toe specialty is a fetching, sets and at hours when ensemble is
whirling routine, and again she has not needed. Opening-night patrons'
of
the
chatter and general noise left little
an opportunity at the helm
room for vocal contributions, and
Hale Girls' Riding Ballet.
Marden plans keeping things run- two gals vlll have to wait to get in
ning as long as the weather permits, their best licks.
Room intends to add considerably
and he should do all right in that
department, considering the prox- to its food rep, especially at the no
Qutn.
imity of this. Jersey inn to mid- minimum, no cover rates.
town Manhattan. It's no small conwho
venience for guys and gals
think that a subway ride to 72d
885
street is a sleeper jump; and hence

Harry Richtmin, Phil Boker, Joan

and

,
The Wayne ensemble includes Jose

in her break-in period showed
bettar sartorial advantage, so
to
that's but a detail. Her 'Daddy,' 'In-

J.)

Gower & Jeanne,
Merrill,
King, 24 Chester. Hale Girls,

for similar spots.

even

MARDEN'S RIVIERA
N.

After the novelty

difficult to see whats
ahead, but room is susceptible to
same showmanship axioms that hold

Night Club Reviews
(ENGLEWOOD,

in.

15

to Oct.

Nashville, Sept, 9.
tent show

WSM's 'Grand Ole Opry'

Oct

has been extended through

Show

Sept

originally set to fold

15.
1.

Lee Wiles and Tom Woods, road
managers, report turnaway crowds
at every stand, with 16,000 average
weekly
attendance.
Show
has
grossed well over $4,000 per week
it's been on road.
WSIX's roadshowing of 'Old Coun-

since
try

Store,'

hillbilly

Saturday afternoon
good attend-

its

reports
limitation

skit

Main

ance.

is

capacity ol

which seats 700. 'Country Store'
will not tour beyond area where

tent,

WSIX

Deny

On

heard.

is

Stripper

New

Trial

'Indecency' Convictioh
Toledo, O., Sept

9.

Plea of Ada Brockett, 23, known
as 'Zorita,' for a new trial has been

denied by Police Judge Homer A.
Ramey, who overruled her attorney's
motion for a new hearing on the
charge of indecent exposure. Judge

Ramey

set

Sept

15 as the date

when

Brockett must appear to be
Her attorney said he
flie a bill of exceptions to
carry the case to a higher court.
Dancer was arrested Aug. IS while
appearing at the Kentucky Klub, and
is under $1,000 bond furnished by
James Karas, its proprietor. Jury
found her guilty. Maximum sentence for the charge is six months

Miss

sentenced.

would

in the

and

workhouse and a

flne of $200

costs.

Back to Nature
Bob Jewell of American Airon the N.Y.-to-Memphis run,
gave a one-man magico show at the
Capt.

lines,

Queensboro theatre in Long Island,
near LaGuardia Airport Saturday
(6) for benefit of the Air Line Mechanics union.
Jewell, now a licensed commercial
pilot, with over 2,000,000 miles to
his credit (he's been flying since
1919), is an ex-trouper, although
magic was his sideline. As a showman he barnstormed with Jewell's
Flying Circus.

Reopen Texas Nitery

Fort Worth, Sept. 9.
Gardens early in DeHotel Texas' Den, closed for the
following
an eight-week hot- weather period, reopens Sept. 11,
stretch at the Palace in Frisco.
offering Toni Dl Pardo's band.
Whiteman must remain on the
'Leading- bands' lor the fall and
Coast for the Burns- and Allen air- winter are planned by manager
show lor Swan.
Henry Love.
into Florentine

cember

AUDEVILLB

Wednesday, September 10, 1941
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SOUTH WANTS GOOD UNITS
Mpk

Spots Get 75-200% Increase

In Costs

Hum AGVA Wage Contract

Minneapolis, Sept. 9.
Minneapolis and St. Paul variety
entertainment spots, Including conetc.,
banquets, niteries,
ventions,
have had their entertainment costs

upped

all

the

Philly

way from

75 to 200%,

Prepare Bookings T. D. Kemp, Booker for ISO

with chiseling local bookers being
Baker Hotel's Mural Room will
forced to take a big slice in their open Oct. 3 v?ith Freddy Nagel's
incomes as a result of organization orchestra.
The Hawaiian Century
of the city now being completed by Room's season will begin Oct. 9.
Ted Brown Alch, American Guild Manager H. Fuller Stevens has
of Variety Artists aide here.
looked over a number of bands
Minneapolis
leading
The three
and acts but doesn't Imow yet with
niteries— Curly's, the Happy Hour whom he will lead off.
and Anglesey— have signed with
Paul Duke, magician on ice, has

AGVA

To Chief After Row on Leadership

Dallas Night Clubs
Dallas, Sept. 9.
Dallas night spots are dolling up
for the fall.

Theatres in Dixie, Points

Out

Failings of Most Productions
'Different'

—

Groups Urged

STRESS BASIC IDEA
C,

with

Carl A. Dolsen, manager
Sept. 11.
of Abe and Pappy's, upstairs cabaret,
is just back from a tour of the east
and midwest with notations on bands
and acts he will bring in.

9.

been paying their acts as

as

little

AGVA

scale
$15 to $18 a week. The
provides for a $50 minimum for
principles and $35 for chorus girls
in 'A' niteries; $35 and $27.50 for 'A'
and 27.50 and $25 for 'B'. The less
than weekly scale is $10 per night
for 'A' group and $7.50 for the others.
The banquet rate calls for $7.50 for
doing
choristers
principals
and
specialties and $5 for other choristers. The scale for smokers Is $10 for
an emcee and $7.50 for all other performers.
For theatres, when the
show doesn't run a minimum of
seven days, there's a $10 per day

minimum

for principals

units,

Wolfe,

currently with
Sammy Kaye at the Broadway
Strand, returns to the Rainbow
Room, N. Y., Oct. 9 when the
Rockefeller nitery reverts to its formal winter policy. Coincidentally,
Miriam Winslow and Foster FitzSimons, debuting in cafes, preem
the R.R.

look

Sameness

alike.

has brought in 'different' types of
dance acts, as exemplified by the
incumbent Jose Fernandez-Juanita
Deering, has lined up Ruth Page
and Bently Stone, Charles Weidman
and a group, plus returns of Jack
Cole and the Chandra-Kaly Dancers,
among other terpers slated for the
rest of the 1941-42 season.

WB,

AFM

Reach

this type of show.
And it
was this very sameness that destroyed interest in vaudeville in the
1920's and caused vaudeville theatres
to go straight film.'
The unit, says Kemp, should have
a definite idea behind it. 'This idea
may be a theme that knits a show

Boosts Cleveland
Nitery Business
Cleveland, Sept.

9.

fall

Casino and Moulin Rouge, etc. Other
may buy personality
producers
strong enough to carry a show

and build the entire unit around
that personality.
Another producer
take a locale in which the

may

show takes
ico,
Cuba

—

Hawaii, Mexproducer making

place

—the

authentically
he may turn out

talent

Pyiy To

Avert Vaude Exit

together,
such as 'Memories of
Paris,' a unit that revives several of
the old French numbers from the

sure that the

openings.

Pact in

Philadelphia, Sept.

The Stanley-Warner

circuit

9.

and

the American Federation of Musicians last week finally agreed on
terms for a new contract, averting
a threatened shutdown of vaude at
the Earle, S-W's sole vaudfllmer in
Philly.

The termer was finally consummated last Wednesday (3) by James

AFM

locale.
Or
prexy, and
C. Petrillo, national
Fooled by the heat, a number of fits the
a novelty show composed almost Frank Phelps, Warner labor relaoperators closed their spots for Augentirely of girls, hillbillies, or west- tions chief, after local union and
ust and part of September. Phenomern acts. However, before the pro- circuit officials reached a stalemate.
enal spurt of early autumnal busiducer actually starts work, he must The new contract Is an extension of
ness caught them with their shutters
ask and find a sound answer to the last year's agreement, with 32 men
down. It also puzzled the seers who
question, 'What is the basic idea of to be employed in the Earle pit crew
predicted a theatrical boom that
this unit?"
and 12 men in the orchestra at the
didn't materialize last spring, when
Another failing of the producers, Stanley, Camden, where Earle shows
tired factory technicians were too
points out Kemp, is that they try play on Sundays. (The Earle is shutrushed with war orders to do any
out four or five shows a sea- tered on the Sabbath due to taboo of
With defense pro- to turn
night-clubbing.
son, instead of one or two good ones. stage shows on that day. due to blue
duotion more stabilized now, workWhile his show is in rehearsal, the laws). The wage scales remain the
Even
ers are making up for lost time by
producer should equip himself with same, under the new agreement,
giving both film houses and niteries
plenty of photos, eight or 10 trail- which will run until Sept. 28, 1942.
the rush act.
Nttdhy
For
ers, an ample quantity of scene and
Warners had sought to cut the
three
dark
for
Gourmet Club,
ad mats, printed or mimeographed Earle pit crew in half, maintaining
month!?, passed up its redecorating billing, ajid press sheets and news
Prov. Censors'
that nearly 90% of the stage shows
plans- as a result to open Monday stories.
No matter how good the booked at the house were name
Royal
(8) with Johnny Kaiahue's
show, the producer must have ample bands, leaving the pit crew virtually
Providence, Sept. 9
Hawaiians and Bill Lochman, strolmaterial to sell it. Many useless.
The union wanted status
Taking the stand that 'the pub- ler, with floor shows being added exploitation
successful
shows employ advance quo maintained. In the settlement
lic's morals must be protected,' Pro
within two weeks. Frank Monaco men, who stay' eight or 10 days Local 77 let its demand for a blanvidence censorship stepped into the
also pushed through remodeling of ahead of it.
ket wage Increase go by the boards.
picture the latter part of- last week

—

the act.
Hitherto, It has been customary
for bookers, for example, to book a
show for $100 or more, pay the performers 'peanuts' and pocket the
bulk of the remuneration himself.
Now they must work on a 10% commission basis.

Advance BaDy

On

Philadelphia, Sept.

9.

James V. Loughran, president ol
Entertainment Managers Asso(bookers), last Tuesday (2)
wa? given a vote of confidence by
the membership at a stormy meeting
at which he offered to resign because
of continued rumors of dissatisfacthe

ciation

tion over

liis

leadership.

There had been talk of secession
from the organization by a group of

bookers who

cabaret

felt

that

Loughran 'had sold them down the
river' by his endorsement of the recently enacted legislation regulating
the theatrical booking business.
There is still plenty of dissatisfaction, however, over the new law.
Many bookers feel that if it's enforced to the letter they may as well
throw the keys to their offices away.
Thus far there has been no active
enforcement of the stringent provisions, although the law technically
has been In force since Aug. 30.

Unrestrained Booking
Booking by New York offices conunrestrained, the local tenpercenters claim, despite the law's
specific restrictions against activities
of unlicensed agencies.
The local
bookers had been promised that the
Gothamites would' either have to
take out Pennsy licenses or be forced
to do business through Philly booking offices. So far the New Yorkers
have done neither, say the localites,
and the Stat* does nothing.
It was reported here that a couple
of large New York agencies were
readying a suit to test the legality of
the new act on the grounds that it
interfered with inter-State conunerce;
and was a violation of the U. S. Constitution. They expect to argue that
booking of acts constitute 'a sale of
entertainment' and "therefore could
not be hampered by State regulation.
One of the provisions of the
Pennsy act that's providing an extra
burn is one requiring all prospective
employers to sign forms of 'responsibility.'
Agents are also required to
make out reports of employers'
financial stability, morals, standing;
tinues

has

killed

Defense Spending

Flood of defense-order money
pouring into local airplane and toolregalyanizing
and $7.50 for making plants is Anally
this town's night life, prodding nitery
owners into advancing dates of their

choristers.
No performer is permitted to work anywhere, if a single
act, for less than $7.50 per day or $5
where more than one person is in

The south needs units that are
different,' says Kemp. 'The straight
vaudeville unit consisting of five or
six acts put up in front of a mediocre band is absolutely through as
far as we are concerned.
of these

AU

AGVA.

Loop and other night clubs had

de

Billy

.

Sept.

'The south wants stage entertainand will pay the scale set by been booked to open a new ice rement, all it can get, but, says T. D.
Nicollet, Minnesota
vue which Hotel Adolphus will pre- Kemp, Jr.,
manager of Southern Atsent beginning Sept. 11. The Plantractions, who books vaude for 150
tation has engaged Sterling Young's
theatres from Washington to Miami,
band to succeed Tony de Pardo on
the units have got to be good.'

Terrace, always has been in line.
Brown says that he anticipates having St. Paul clubs in the fold within
a fortnight
Of the 15 accredited local agents
and bookers, five already have apOnly the ones
plied for franchises.
with franchises will be permitted to
book into the clubs that have signed

De Wolfe Returns
To Rainbow Room

Managing director John Roy, who
Charlotte, N.

The Hotel

it.

Bookers Unit Pledges Support

Enough

^

etc.

Said one agent, whose main busU
ness is booking shows for society
parties: 'I can just see myself asking
'Mr. Van Biddle R^nssalaer' how
much moola she has in the bank and
whether she's ever served time in
the jug. If that's a must under th«
law, the State can just take over my
business I'm through!'

—

Frown

his Monaco's Cafe, talcing off its
and forced cancellation of a schedwraps and placing Juan Makula's
uled Gypsy Rose Lee appearance at
Latin-American crew on its stand
the
Metropolitan theatre.
Capt.
last week to cash in on the 'goldGeorge M. Cowan, censor, notified

the

management

that she

rush.'

would not Lee

icy for the winter.

Providence

censors

apparently

aren't going to abide by a hitherto
accepted rule of having an artist
appear before finding anything to
censor, and are allowing newspaper

reputations to rule their decisions,
according to the theatre management's beef.

CLEVL PALACE SETS

SHAW AS BAND PACER
Cleveland, Sept.

Deluxer

,

RKO

Palace,

After having the defunct Mayfair
Casino on its hands' as a white elephant for three years, the owners are
encouraging
getting some
finally
nibbles from out-of-towners who feel
a super-theatre-casino might
click here. Lease is held by Loew's,
Inc., which got stung by a local syn-

that

dicate that had the house, then went
bankrupt.
Loew's has since preferred to keep it dark. Two reps of
New York interests have been looking it over lately, and it's reported
they represent Billy Rose and Michael Todd.

9.

which

reCarroll's
'Vanities,' is penciling Artie Shaw as
Its first big band name for the week
of Oct. 3.
Shaw, heard only once
before here two seasons ago, will
follow Billy Gilbert's current 'Holly-

Albany Cafe Reopens

sumed .vaude with Earl

wood Revue.'
George' White's 'Scandals' is on
house skcd for Sept 19; Tony Pastor's orch, Sept. 28; 'Beachcomber's
Revue,' Oct. 10; JiJnmie Lunceford
orch and Bill Robinson, Oct. 17, and
'South

American

Fiesta,' Oct. 24.

Stuart's, which, after its first winter as a night club in a downtown
Albany spot, shifted to the AlbanySaratoga Road for the summer, re-

opened

List

Shows already booked for the
Southern Attractions circuit include
Fitch's 'Dixiana Revue,' SoUie
Childs' 'Bring On the Dames,' John
'Powder and Lipstick,'
Arnaut's
Frank Taylor's 'Artists and Models,'
Ross Russell's 'Memories of Paris,'

Gene Erwin's orch replaces Dan

Allen's tonight (9) at Southern
be allowed to appear on a ProviTavern, operated by Ed Pentecost,
dence stage. All efforts of the man
who is considering a floor show polagement to break the stand were

unavailing.

The Scheduled

its

regular

establishment

Show emceed by Percy
Sept. 6.
Stoner, with Guiran and Marguerite,
dancers; Chester Doherty's Dancing
Girls, Carl Playford, harmonicalst;
Ethel Haynes, singer, and Sid 01shein's orchestra.
The Dolings operate Stuart's.

Allen Gilbert's 'New York Frolics,'
Chester Doherty's 'V Folies,' Page
and DeWolfe's 'Midnight in Manhattan,' Anton Scibilia's 'Time of
Your Life,' Ed Gardiner's 'Dancing
Around,' Jack Maggart's 'Heads Up,
America' and Karston's 'Youth and
Beauty.'
6

Days Weekly

'Our units down here work six
days weekly,' says Kemp, 'and we
now have the jumps down' to a
minimum, with total mileage some
weeks not over 250 miles. There
no reason why good talent
is
should get culd feet when anybody
mentions touring in a unit. At present, the chief hope in the U. S. for
the development of new stage talent
comes from the unit. The life is
hard, but a would-be performer who
spends a couple of seasons on a unit
becomes a real trouper. Down here
they face all types of audiences,
from the tough marines and gobs at
Newport News, to the college boys
Charlottesville, Va., substantial
at
middle class families of Richmond
mill workers of Spartanburg,' S. C.
and Greenville, S. C, farmers at

(Continued on page 36)

AGVA

Motoal Aid Pledge

Wins Pact for

AFM Oyer

Stubborn Phiny Holdout

Last year there was an almost six
months' hiatus in vaudeville here
when the union and Warners battled
over a new contract: The Earle
wanted to drop orchestras at six
nabes playing weekend stage shows,
and also at the central-city Fox,

Philadelphia, Sept 9.
Local 77, American Federation of
Musicians, last week received the
first fruit of its 'mutual assistance'
pact with the American Guild of
Variety Artists, when McAUistor's,
where vaude had been abandoned. one of the latgest catering houses In
The union wanted all music main- Philly, signed a closed-shop contract
tained. The fight to keep all War- with the tooters.
ner bands working was finally
The outfit had been one of the
dropped, with the union gaining an most notable users of non-union
increased house band at the Earle.
bands in the city and has been on
Local 77's blacklist for nearly six
months.
L,ast Friday the Evening
Ledger scheduled a banquet for its
Close Frisco Stairway,
newsboys and hired a half dozen
acts for entertainment. Dick Mayo,
Reorganization
business agent of AGVA, heard of
the bookings and notified the acts
they could not play McAllister's beSan Francisco, Sept. 9.
cause of the
taboo. He then
Chequered course of Stairway, called the Ledger and informed them
local
nitery,
took another tack of the non-union
sympathies of Mc-

Mapped

AFM

last

week when

Erlich,
place.

local

trustee,
.attorney, closed
its

Then followed

a

Jack

the

padlock from

the U.S. Collector of Internal Revenue.
Erlich indicated the spot
would be reopened shortly following
a reorganization, pointing out place
has excellent possibilities but to date
hasn't had a chnnce to realize them.
Joe Tenner, former operator, has
been released from jail on $2,500
bail and reportedly is trying to move
back into the nitery. This is said to
be one factor which helped to bring
about a closing until complications
are ironed out.

The Ledger

hastily cancelled its reservation and moved the
affair to the Adelphia Hotel.

Allister's.

The following day a representative
of- McAllister's called at Local 77
headquarters and signed a contract.

New Kind

of

Drunk

Toledo; C, Sept 9.
The Oasis C^ub, subm-ban spot, has
changed from policy of orchejtra and
entertainers,

now

offering

.

regular

performances of 'The Drunkard.'
There are community singing and
'

vaudeville' specialties

between

acta.

,

LOOKS

DETROIT

that of

9.

a smattering of variety again this

Dark on stage shows for
season.
two years, and last winter getting
only on occasional dash of It in the
Michigan and Fox, the
flrst-run
town's two largest picture houses,
rumor has it that this season will see
stage shows in one of the downtown
cecond runs.
Both Michigan and Fox indicated

'

year that they would only bring
In names, with even the big bands
bolstered with top stars and acts.

last

with double feature
year,
grosses frequently ranging between
$20,000 and $30,000, once stage show
pickings, neither house has indicated
B resumption of the policy.

This

.

While off-the-Loop theatres such
as the Colonial have gone along
steadily with stage shows, vaudeville
has been only a slight thing in Detroiters' lives for three years in the
major houses. However, there's a
possibility that the Broadway-Capitol, one of United Detroit's secondrun theatres In the downtown area,
shortly will start off a regular policy
of vaudeville.
DIscDss Stage Plans

Leonard Goldenson, in charge of
Par theatre operations and Sam

Dembow,

who

As M'w'kee Manager

Warner

Bros.,

new

lessee of

the house, it will reopen Friday (12)
under the same manager it has had

This city of 2,000,000, which gets
Its vaudeville Infrequently, may get

^

RUM SOLONS

changed hands, passing from the direction of Charles Schwerin, Chicago and Milwaukee realty man, to

RETURN
Detroit, Sept.

Weisfeldt Retained
Milwaukee, Sept. 9.
Although operation of the Riverside theatre, closed since July 31, has

TO VAUOE

.
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for the last eight years, Edward J.
Weisfeldt. Policy will be similar to

that

it

has always maintained, stage

shows and pictures.
Plenty money is planned
spent for ace attractions.

to

be

UD TIGHTLY ON

AM

IN MPLS.

FINE

YACHT CLUB,

—

PALACE,

said he would base his appeal on
fact that Little Jackie Heller, wellknown vaude and cafe singer and
part owner of spot, frequently ap-

show there and

pears in the floor,

that a strict enforcement of the
ruling would mean that he couldn't
a table with any of his countless local friends. Heller being a native Pittsburgher. Immediately after
sit at

Minneapolis, Sept. 9.
Police Chief E. B. Hansen, who
was announced. Yacht
resigned suddenly and disappeared suspension
the corwithout
any notice to Club made Jackie a v.p. of
mysteriously
exclude Ijim
Mayor M. L. Kline shortly after poration, which would
ruling.
from
that
notice
he'd
and
serving
taking office
did not mention
however,
Board,
vice,
is
'air-tight
lid
on
all
clamp an
in its cireturning as chief. Moreover, he Jackie Heller specifically
merely charging that 'enterstates 'the lid will remain on in the tation,

permitted to "Iraterconformity with Mayor tainers' were
Kline's promise to give good law en- nlze.'
city

in

forcement.'

Although Hansen apparently was
in good health When he' departed
from Minneapolis, he was located In
a Duluth hospital suffering from

FOUR-DAY VODE

He denied that
sleeping sickness.
any pressure had been put on him
or any threats had been made
against him to influence his action.
Now, he explains he 'was a sick

Jr.,

is

MAY GAIN

.

contact for the

IMPETUS

tier of states, left

being one of the reasons for considWhile in Detroit
erable traveling.
it is expected they will discuss plans
to install rtageshows at the Michi-

Fox's Empress, Milwaukee

Milwaukee, Sept. 9.
Charley Fox's Idea fit reopening
Similar plans for the Met, Boston, the long closed Alhambra as a 'Glrlare already set. .Unions have been esque' house have gone haywire and,
guaranteed a minimum of 15 weeks instead, he will again operate the
out of 52 under the deal reached in Empress, starting Friday (12), with
frank burley. After receiving prO'
that key.
from tenants in the office build'
Harry Kalcheim will book the tests
ing that houses the Alhambra, the
bands and talent to be used In both

gan.

Boston and Detroit.

DON
ARRES
HELD OVER
7th

ROXY.

WEEK

NEW YORK
Par. Dir.i

SAM RAUCH

Almost everyone takes advantage

Dave Roth on second (JId not seem to hold enough class for the Palace
There is no novelty in an imitation of Paderewski, which he uses
to open, or in the Vlolinsky piano player at the picture show, which is his
second bit, nor in the playing of a single string cigarbox violin. That
washed him up In the musical and, after which he went to stepping with
George White and Pat Rooney imitatioas, not any too good, This does not
look like big time booking for the biggest and best of New York s vaudebill.

ville houses.

&

Harry Carrqll
Co. (held over) was the class of the bill, and although
The applause was
the turn consumed 43 minutes they passed like 20.
genuine, and sent the act away with the first real honors of the afternoon.
Ben Welch was tendered a reception, and he was worthy from every
angle. The manner in which he works despite his affliction is worthy of
a monument in show business. He makes no capital of his infirmities, and,
in fact, tries most skillfully to cover them up; but the showmanship is
there at aU times during his offering. His was the applause bit of the
afternoon.
Closing the first half of the bill Miss Marriet Remple presented the deIt pleased the holiday
lightful sketch novelty, 'The Story of a Picture.'

crowd Immensely.
The second section of the show contained the Four Marx Bros., who
opened and held the stage for 36 minutes with an offering that is miles
behind the act which they originally presented her^. The boys have been
talent, may gain impetus this sea- playing this act for some time now, and it should be In better shape than
son. House remains dark the other it Is. If they can't improve it, they had better go back to their original
three days of the week, these beWednesdays and
Tuesdays,
ing
Thursdays.

offering.

Joe Cook failed to get over in the next to closing spot. He did not seem
to be working at hit best, and may have been discouraged at the manner
With Vaughn Monroe and Dinah in which the forepart of his offering went over and 'just laid,' without a
Shore playing the Brooklyn Strand responsive ripple from the audience. Later, however, he did manage to
over Labor Day, the gross was a reget to the audience, and finally when he worked with the closing trio he
ported $11,500 for handsome profit
Fred.
was pulling laugh after laugh from the house.
past four-day
while

during

the

weekend ending Monday (8) the take
was $13,000 with Ella Fitzgerald and
owners of the Inkspots.
Tony Pastor Is booked for four
the property, nixed the projected
Fox plan for occupancy because it days starting Friday (12), to be folwas feared the girl shows would de lowed by Tommy Tucker Sept. 19
predate the value, not only of that and Cab Calloway Sept. 26.
Bob Weitman and Harry Kalbuilding, but of other nearby propcheim, who are booking the shows
erties.
Report now is that the American in association with Harry Mayer of
Legion will take over the Alham- Warners, owner of the Brooklyn
bra during its convention next week Strand, are credited with having
as a guardhouse; its central down- evolved the four-day policy. Under-

Charleston, S.

Montreal,

a large field for the unit.

Jos. Schlitz

Brewing

of the opportunity to put in the last

extra-length weekend out of town, and therefore it was surprising that
the Palace held almost a capacity audience for the Monday matinee. It
wasn't the regular crowd, however, the audience appearing to be transients
who were in town for the day. Because of that there was a lot of applause
handed out that would have been missing if the regular crowd had been
on deck.
Two big acts on the bill stretched out the show until after 5:30, with the
majority of the crowd sticking to the final trick that the Alexander Bros.
That interpo8c Evelyn, who were assisted by Joe Cook for laughs, pulled.
lation of Cook in the turn makes a surefire 'hold 'em' closing act.
Igor's Ballet Russe (New Acts) opened the show, following the NeWs.
The house was practically empty for the act, but the quintet managed to
pull some applause as they worked along.

-

man' and 'doesn't remember much
by plane about what happened the day I left'
Monday (8) for Minneapolis. They
The city now is pretty weU
will stop off at Chicago and Detroit cleaned up, with '14' dice games and
back
In
trip,
getting
return
the
on
slot machines out, prostitution and
week or 10 days.
gambling at a minimum and afterBecause of the success of the
policy so far at the Strand, Brooklyn,
Among other things, Goldenson hour liquor spots laying low.
four days of operation with pictures
and Dembow are gradually contactand name bands, plus other stage
ing all managers in the field, this

northern

The Good Old Days

Pm

Pittsburgh, Sept. 9.
Herewith oppeor* a Variety review of a N. Y. Palace bill of 20 t;ear»
Yacht Club, one of town's leading
The intention i» to reprint these weekly using the relative u>eefc of
niteries, had its booze license sus- ago.
current dote of issue. No special reason in reuivino these
pended for 10 days last week by the 1921 with th«
reviews other thon the interest they may have tn recoiling the acts which
State Liquor Control Board for that
ivere placing at that time, the manner of putting together a big time show
old cafe bugaboo (in Pennsylvania)
which rodio stations may find pertinent, ond as a resume of the
permitting entertainers to frater- (booking),
style of vaudeville reviewing of that day.
nize with customers. Spot waived a
hearing before a local examiner, in(Reprinted from Variety of Sept. 9, 1921)
dicating it would ask Harrlsburg,
the state capitol, for a ruling on the
N. Y.
At same
legality of the citation.
time, management paid $100 fine, at
rate of $10 a day, in lieu of the susLabor Day being the Anal holiday of the summer season, none of the
pension.
the matinee performances.
Sol Heller, owner of Yacht Club, Broadway houses looks for unusual business at

TREND OF THE TIMES

Co.,

Seeks Good Units
^SsContlnued from page
C, and

Old Vienna, Clncy, Changes Name
to EI Patio

35

soldiers

from

Cincinnati, Sept.

9.

With the anti-Nazi feeling as is,
the Old Vienna, downtown dinedansant, has been renamed El Patio.
chorus girls on small units we have
Spot, operated by the Netherland
had, have gone to Hollywood and Plaza hotel, with Paul Penny as
New York and made good.' Southern manager, reopens Thursday (11)
town- location making it a convenient stood that the trio has demanded
that there be no interference from theatres still prefer names, with atfer a three-week face lifting.
jail for celebrants who become too
Don Juan Rodlguera's orch is the
Paramount, WB or the Fabian cir many name bands being used, but
obstreperous.
cuit which figure in the three-way because of the cpst of name at- starter.
Par^Fox -Strand pool in downtown tractions, they are used only by
Coleman Clark, table tennister act, Brooklyn.
houses in larger towns. This leaves
goes into the Mount Royal hotel,
Sept.

Opens Friday
Washington.

29
(12)

until Oct. 12.
at the Earle,

Griffin's S. F.

9.

Gerald Griffin, national executive
secretary of American Guild of Variety Artists, skedded to ogle local
headquarters later this month.
He's en route to the AFL convention in Seattle.

MITZI GBEEN'S FBISCO DATE
San Francisco, Sept. 9.
Mitzi Green has been booked into
the Club Moderne here for two
weeks starting (11), with options for
another pair.
Deal set by Sam Rosey.

Saranac Lake
By Happy Benway
Saranac, N. Y., Sept.

Arthur Kern shot in from

York

TEATRO DEL

Summarizing the southern stage
show situation, Kemp said: 'During

Ogle

San Francisco, Sept.

Fort Jackson at Columbia, S. C.
'Many performers, including some

9.

the past .seven years, I have handled
over 400 stage units in the south and
southeast. It is a peculiar thing that
within three or four days after a unit
show opens for us, nearly every
theatre manager in the south that
uses units in his house knows
whether it's a good unit or not. Bad
news travels fast Very often producers wUl say to me, 'After the
show opens, we can take out any
weak acts and put in some others.'
The unfortunate part is that after a
show opens It is generally too late to
do this.
are like one big family
down here, from the Potomac river
to the Gulf of Mexico, dhd theatre
managers never hesitate to tell the
other managers exactly what they
think of a show. If a show gets off to
a bad start, it is generally best to
cancel It out rlf^t then and there.'

We

Palacio De Bellas Artes
IVIEXICO axY

"ALMA
AMERICA"
(The Soul of the Americat)

Opened August 30th
Daily performances during

September and October
•

Authentic

Panamerican Review
by Ortega, Benitez & Ruiz

New

to mitt the gang.

Larry Navarre, weekended here to
bedside his frau, who is doing well.
Paul Sorkin, Joe Bishop, Bob Cos-

grove and Harry Clifton progressing.
Peggy McCarthy off to the Big
Town for a 10-day vacash. She's an
outstanding comeback of the Rogers.

Margie Regan and Agnes Orr getting good reports.
Dorothy Maxwell, Rochester (N.Y.)
ex-dancer, out of hospital and resuming work.
Mrs. Jimmy. Williams, frau of the
music arranger, vacashing on l4ake
Flower and looking in good health.
(Write to those

who

are

ill.)

EMILE BOREO
The

International Star of

CURRENTLY

LOEWS
Thank*

to

"Chauve Souri" Fame

ST. MORITZ ROOF INDEFINITELY
AMD AT THE SAME TIME

STATE,

NEW YORK, WEEK

SEPT.

11

GREGORY TAYLOR, CLIFFORD FISHER, MORRIS
WM. MORRIS STAFF for making

G.E8T and

my

tour In America a aucceis.

Wednesday, September 10, 1941
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YEAR ON
TH E ROAD

MAJOR
BOWES'

UNITS
MADE UP OF THE TOP
TALENT FROM MAJOR
BOWES' ORIGINAL AMATEUR
HOUR, ON THE AIR EACH
THURS. NIGHT {Ovei- CBS
Neiivofk) FOR PLYMOUTH
DODGE, DE SOTO WCHRYSLER

.

88

—

Wednes&y, September

yARiEfr

HOUSE REVIEWS

10,

IMl

ROXY,

neither. Gals (and. calling them gals
N. Y.
barhand-clapping thing with audience
is giving them the best of the
N. Y.
joining in, and over big. It s a corkgain) are anything but delectablie in
ing presentation, one the maestro
appearance and can't even keep
Archie Bobbins, Stan Ross, Don
by
Band,
Four
theatre.
any
Orch
(16),
can take into
Ella Fitzgerald
time, let alone showing any evidence Arret, Frank Gaby, Five Cracker.
Ed Sunivan, Benny Fields, Mills. the way, is small as bands go, two link Spots. Moke 8c Poke, Red It Cur- of
Showgals are just jathSf Adele Girard, Cae Foster
precision.
King and Day, Harvest Moon Ball pianos, four brasses, four reeds, ley; '3 Sons O'Guns' (WB).
There are a good Girts, Chorus Boys, Poul Ash House
slightly better.
Fimlisls; 'Blossoms in the Dust drums and bass, but in Duchin's case,
many bare-bosom stanzas, which Orch; 'Sun Valley Serenade' (20t'»),
Mucho
(M-G).
it's strictly a case of quality.
This is the second week of the new should please the audience some- reviewed in Variety July 23.
quality and bueno. Biz? Biggo.
stage-film policy al the Brook^ what, with the gals stationary, In
Cohen.
Ed Sullivan and his gang of 4imaStrand and attendance on Saturday accordance with the law, while bras
Current stage bill is only partially
teur ballroom hoofers, who won
and Sunday (5-7) (standing room are dropped.
changed from the previous one. Only
their events in the N. Y. Daily News
only Sunday afternoon) gives eviUnbelievably bad Is the lighting. newcomers are Frank Gaby, ventrilHarvest Moon Ball, hold over the
dence that it Is catching hold House
could just as well do with oquist; Five Ctackerjacks, acrobats,
second week. Business the first day
inaugurated policy of stage bands House
of gals if It Is go- and Adele Girard, singing harpist.
was belter than the starter of the
and name acts plus one feature and half the number
Bobbins,
ore .Archie
to light only five Remaining
Cleveland, Sept. 6.
week previous, firstly because the
shorts with its reopening after being ing to continue
Gilbert, Paul Haakon, shuttered all summer. Strand runs of them and leave the others in the m.c; Stan Roas, his stooge; Don
Bill!/
film 'Blossoms in the Dust' is a
stronger draw— and then. too. there Patricia Bowman, Four Comets, Jean only Friday through Monday, with dark. Low visibility prevails, curi- Aires, baritone, and the Gae Foster
Frank
stage
Trio,
Rollini
CO-minute
Adrian
Carroll,
Is Benny Fields. The
theatre closing down for the dull ously, not so much during the nudle Girls and male dancing chorus. Paul
Bert
addiBrander;
in
Margot
turn,
with
Libuse
orchestra
are
other
the
line
is
flilly
the
house
periods
when
one
Ash
and
as
show has
Tuesday - Wednesday - Thursday
Unger House Orch; 'Dr. Kildare's period
garbed.
again on a stage bandstand, this time
tion to Sullivan's Mooners.
Strip brigade Is topped by platl- tending to play too loudly. Whole
Columnist Sullivan, in introducing Wedding Day; (M-G).
Strand has been a problem child
Dian
Rowland,
bill adds up to mild entertainment.
Fields, says that in his opinion there
num-blonde
who
years
or
three
two
for the last
This is the Palace's second stage
are two grand singers. 'Bing and
Gaby is doing a roiitlne not unlike
despite several combos attempted does a short, but exciting session
(Latter came in on the show, but its first straight vaude bill
Benny.
nothing but what he ha? sho'wn frequently before.
simply because it never had the pick which begins with
Mooners' second week at the State of the season, and socko reception of product given the nearby Fox and flimsy net tights and works down This time he has a midget bring out
Then Fields pro- given it again proves this stand
last season, too.)
June Taylor Is more the dummy, with the pdir of them
Paramount, which are the other two from there,
class.
his
turnouts
prove
Extra-large
vaude.
wants
ceeds to
theatres of the Si Fabian pool In conventional and a capable techni- exchanging insults. For this appearThe crooner with the walking slick are more surprising in that It's not Brooklyn. With Loew's Metropoli- cian.
MIckie Dennis counts for ance, both Gaby and the dummy
end opera hat is so far above the rest a flashy or expensive layout. Neither tan and RKO Albee having first call little, while Helen Barry, doubling wear academic <;apa and gowns, with
of the bill that there is no contest. is Billy Gilbert a marquee name on choice Metro and RKO films, from the line, is clumsy and ama- the ventriloquist, as professor, asking
There are a few new lines in his here, but the smartly spotted stand- when neither the Paramount nor teurish.
questions and the dummy impudentopening ditty, followed by a love ard acts punch out a thoroughly Fox could land them, the BrookComics
include Peanuts Bohn, Joe ty 'flunking' the exam. Midget and
lament. This time he has two pa- satisfiyng show.
Strand last season was handed Lyons and George Lewis. Diminu- Robbins participate hi the familiar
Rotund Gilbert gives his turn a lyn
triotic numbers, one being 'Lucky
woeful product which tive Bohn is moderately funny In singing flnate.
mighty
some
and
very
good
is
about
his
newsy flavor by gagging
Mr. Smith,' which
Five Crackerjacks, standard showfurther was complicated by having standard burley stuff.
Lyons uses
not a fiag-waver; then Irving Ber- roles in two forthcoming films, and to get a second film each week for as his piece de resistance
an adap- openers, do the sainae agile tumbling
how he is hot-footing it back to its dual combo.
lin's 'Any Bonds Today?'.
tation of Ben Blue's famed cafe they've done for years. As Varietv
Best in the Fields routine is a Hollywood Monday (15) for a 9:15
New lineup enables the theatre to scene with, the knockout drops. Reg- said severe years ago, the act's title
medley cleverly woven together to a.m. rehearsal call at RKO. Diaisters feebly.
Lewis, doing phoney is meaningle.<». But the Negro turn
the general melody of 'Music Goes lectician, in a chef's hat, has the have the added strength of a stage
magic with the aid of Bohn, is the Is good anywhere.
Around.' He credits the number to crowd's laughs rolling his way from show and calls for only one new
Adele (Girard, formerly featured
His wife feeds him licture per week. Thus far It has beat of the trio in a well workedhis wife. Blossom Seeley, who comes his first pun.
with Joe Marsala'^ band is apparently
His curtain speech after lad some showmanly picks on stage out
out for an introduction, dolled up in nicely.
talent,
with
Monroe
Outside
what
Vaughn
turns
Include Nathanne making her first Broadway vaude
rather
Fields
bit
Araby'
seems
a
jacket.
singing
'Sheik
of
a new fur
proudly says they have been wed long. But, withal, a fine showman. and Dinah Shore here last week and Bros., who do aero stuff while play- appearance. She plunks either clasFour Comets pep up opening with Fitzgerald band and Four Ink Spots ing' a fiddle and guitar and get over sics or swing on the harp and has a
for 21 years and 'thinks' it is a recPace is topping the program this session. fairly wisll; Willie Green, top-notch pleasing song style. She's a nice
ord around Broadway. Of course, furious acrobatic-skating.
there is 'Melancholy Baby* among" also stepped up by Jean Carroll, W. J. McLaughlin, Strand manager, Negro tapster, and Yavell and Mar- looker, becomingly togged, with a
always a surefire comedienne here, admits it is a little early to tell lea, nondescript Spanish dance team. warm, animated, ingratiating manthe Fields contributions.
The other act is Mills, King and whose fresh patter with Buddy whether this new policy is going to In addition, there's Valda, a third- ner. Final number In rhumba is a
Day, male trio who try hard enough Howe is as crisply timed as their jell despite enthusiastic response the rate coocher. Billy Crooks provides pip, but marred by blaring orchestra
accompaniment at show caught.
Swing fans are given their first two stBTuas.
the interim warbling.
but can improve their act consider- steps.
Herb.
Miss Fitzgerald's band is much the
Presence of Gae Foster girls and
Boys have too much talk at innings by the Rollini Trio, on their
ably.
present and a medical bit is bad. local bow, who win over the rug- same as last season and the same outchorus boys 'during the act helps
dress the huge stage.
Garbo bit is fair, while the turn's cutters by jiving 'Hut Sut' and 'Dark fit which has been playing weeK^
N. Y.
best contribution is a Scotch number Eyes' on the bass violin, guitar and stands on the way east from Los AnAs last week, Robbins still lacks
vibraphone. The boys are slick in geles. It is going less for the blastthat took 'em off to a hand.
comedy material and the Impersona(NKW8BEELS)
As for Sullivan, he has developed arrangements, too, revitalizing some ing type of music but sttll ia a
tions with Ross are passe.
Arres
outfit
Teddy McRae
as an m.e; before the mike. A per- oldies, but not overstaying their swiogeroo
sings acceptably, as before. And as
Newsreel
In
batons
crew
most
time,
theatre
Airlines
Termthe
of
the
sonable-lookdnf; guy, he cttrrently ts time.
always, the Foster Girls are a click,
Paul Haakon, teamed with Patricia with Miss Fitzgerald holding back inal building on East 42d street was particularly In their present cosprobably the best thesping columnist
Bowman, sufTers a bit at the outset, for her songs. Crew does- a allck reopened last Friday (5) under the tumes.
to appear in the vaudfllm spots.
Ibee.
offering a sharp contrast in their job playing for this show, which, in- management of Newsreel Theatres,
Business 'was hefty at last show
Inc, which- runs other newsreelers In
semi-concert dances until they start cidentally, is an all-colored unit
Hobe.
The Four Ink Spots obviously ore Kew York. House had been dark for Friday night (S>.
jazzing up their ballets.
Haakon's
spins and leaps are skilfully done, the big draw, on the bill, their reP' several months after the original
while Miss Biawman assists niftily in both on recordings and in pictures operators decided to call it a day.
an Infinitely saucy, graceful satire being aided by a terrific buildup in
Policy Is to change programs twice
Pittsburgh, Sept 5.
on tango duos.
Her well-gowned the N. Y. area. This is the sixth weekly, asing th» same pop scale as
June numbers have a consistent sparkle. week they've played in metropolitan at the other houses operated by
Eddy Duchin Orch (12),
Boston, Sept. 5.
Jtobbins,
Tony Leonard, Virginia
Although a repeater, Frank Libuse New York since early August,* in- Newsreel Theatres,
Judged from
Austin, Lynn, Royce and Vanya, makes a good closer, coming after cluding four at the N. Y. Paramount opening program. Airlines theatre
Glenn Miller Orch (17) with
Skate-O-ManiacsLou -Sher Gilbert.
(2),
With the aria-wazbling and one at Harlem's Apollo. Their will lean inore on shorts aitd also Marion Hutttm, Itav Cberle, Tex
wood; 'La4y Be Good' (M-G)
Margot Brander stooging tor his in harmony remains undimmed in pop- special Newsreel Theatres clips or Beneke. Modemaires (4); Stauletons
fectious horseplay on a piano and tilarity.
local news coverage.
Initial sliow (Z), Slbwl Bowon; 'Hurrv. Charlie,
Moke and Poke, singers and carries less than 30 minutes
Class is still what the Keyboard flute, it's one of vaude's most exof out- Hurry' (RKO).
comedy dancers, are employing the right news clips from the five AmerKid, Eddly Duchin, still has plenty of. pert low-comedy acts,Just back from a smash two-month
Attendance
particularly
heavy same routine they've had for around ican reels.
It was just a year ago that Glenn
s year, with boy-girl rugcutting sesstand at Rio's No. 1 night spot, the over weekend.
Pullen.
First program, has three shorts be- Miller's brassy band play«d this
sion climaxing their capers.' Red
Copacabana, he swings right into the
in that interim bis local
and Curley continue their combo sides the ^exclusive' of Tex Mc- stand, and ha»
deluxe stage routine again just as
oerked np along with
popularity
patter and dancing, with that move- Crary's world ringside editorial and
easily as if he'd spent July and
musical calibre of the organizathe
Walter
Duranty's
narration
oa a
able battery of drums their best bet.
-August on the four-and-flve-a-day
openlngrday mobs are
tion.
If
th«
fresh
batch
of
dips
from
the
RusTricks the two lads do with the skins
circuit instead of in a cafe bandIndicators, he has a chance of
Wetuorfc,
N.
(tood
J., Sept 6,
sian
f^nt.
Outstanding
Metro's
Is
still
highlight the act.
shell.
chalked
Dicic
Stabae's Oreh
(1S> with
Miss Fitzgerald is using "Daddy,' 'You the People,' latest in 'Crime bettering a big b.o. mark he
Not only la the pleasant, talented
and personally contagious Duchin a Gordon Roberts; Ritby Ring, Walton 'Lonesomest Gal in Town,' '5 O'clock Does Not Pay series. PBtamounf s up last season. As soon as the openwiz hims^ at the Steinway, but he & O'Rourfce, Grade Borne, Caleb Whistle,' 'Old Man Mose' and the 'Dlpsy Gypsy, cartoon comedy,, and ing bars of his themer song seep
also has an outfit tikat mee^ the ear Peterson, Kitty Murray, ana Eddie song with she is best identified 'A 'Alluring Alaska,' FltzPatrlck Tiav- throush the curtains and as long as
lust as easily and melodically as his (Rochester) Andersori; 'Father Steps Tisket A Taskct.' Audience couldn't eltalk, make ui» the rest of the Milter's crew are In sight, the heps
are out of this world. With the enhighly skilled ivotjrtickling.
get enough of her warbling.
The Our (RKO).
She short features division.
dominating factor in the Duchin.
comes back at the finale to lead the
'America's New Nobility,' Mc- tertainment concentrated Into k wellAppearance here of Dick Stabile entire company in singing 'Star Crar/s new spMlal for the Em- DBCked sample of the staff the
music; of course, is the Duchin piano,
as it should be and should remain, and his crew might be termed return Spangled Banner.'
Weor.
bassy crowd, concerns the V. 9. de- youngsters want from tbla orch.
but ttiose reed and brass sections of the nativei Orch leader is strictly
velopment of aviation personnel for Miller hands 'em a commendable
speak with the same suthorlly. 3a local stuff, having been bom in
national defense. It's the best he's chuk^t band how.
do even the Ducbia vocalists, Jane Newark,, and la addition Is s cousin
Not only do they roar at every anhad in some time;
N. Y.
of nearby Bloomfleld's chaateuseBobbins, who surprise! surprise!
Boosevelfs Labor Day speech, in nouncement, but they anticipate
has a voice and not jnst s face, leader, Dolly Dawn (nee Stabile),
which he asked America to crush most of the numbers by Interrupting
now
appearing
with
her
the
band at
Modemaires
which is the customaTy and usually
Dian Rowland, June Taylor, MicMe Hitler, heavb the newsreel proces- the bandleader's Intros.
Meadbwbrook,
Cedar
Grove,
N.
J.
the onlf equipment of a band singer,
(4) are In and out with, the soloists,
It's deftly covered by ParaStabile's aggregation consists of Dennis, Helen Borrv. Valda, Peanutr sion.
and Tony Leonard, who dbubles
vocals.
accompanying
Bohn, George Lewis, Joe Lyons, mount.
Same newsreel check-s in orovldln?
from the sax section. She gives out five reeds,, four brasses and three Yavell and Marlea.
asset in
Willie Green, with an exclusive yarn on U. S. Marlon Rutton Is- a peppy
with 'I Got Hhythm' and 'St. Louis rhythms, with combo leaning heavily Nathonne
and
an eyeful
sound
deparlinent
the
Bros., Billv Crooks, Line troops in the Philippines,, having,
Blues' (a corking arrangement) and on reed emphasis. Entourage as a
asBeneke,
besldigtSi
She
and
Tex
been
photographed
Showgirls
by
Arthur
(11),
Men(10).
Leonard does 'Maria Elena' and 'My whole lacks distinction and its arken in newsy fashion, making one of sisted by the quartet, have a good
Sister and I.'
Both warblers are rangements and specialty numbers
-sauced
City theatre will have to do lots the few original newsreel yarns on time with 'Nickle Serenade.'
are on the tolerable side. Best numclicko.
un with tricky caricatures of Sammy
the
lineup
here.
better
with
Kenneth
its
Rogers-pro
are
bers
Stabile's
sax
solo
of
'Body
In
an of the band numbers,
One of
Barnet.
Return of Winston Churchill to Kaye and Charlie
Duchin's pianology Is naturally high- and Soul' and a sax octet that fea- duced shows than it offered at the
Ray Eberle
this show's highlights.
lighted, and It sounds like a- million tures 'Say tt With Music' and 'Danc- preem last week if the house is to London from his Roosevelt meeting registers okay in 'Guess I'll Have to
bucks coming through that familiar ing in the Dark' against an illumin- earn the steady patronage it re- is noted by Fox Movietone, which Dream,' but hJs bawline of Brahm's
loudspeaker (near the- strings) at- ated background. Gordon Roberts, quires for success., in the Union also secured a graphic story of 'Lullaby' is something lilce a dirge.
Square area. Spot is presenting its troops landing back in France from
tachment of his. -His way with 'In- band chirper, is the goods.
'Chattanooga Choo Choo,' sum! by
losing
Syrian
campaign.
Ruby Ring, who comprises the first burley In about 10 years, hav- their
termezzo' and a couple of the KeyMiss Button, Beneke and Modernboard Kid's standbys, 'Why Do I entr'acte, is a contortionist whose ing gone through the long stretch Movietone also chips in with hair- fiires, is a whizzer for the juves. and
Love You' and The Man I Love,' are turn rated salvos. Gal is as pliant as with pictures and a couple abortive raising stunts performed at a Day- 'Booglie Wooglie Piggly,' as a followton,
air
O.,
meet.
It's
expertly
a
rubber
efforts
phoat
vaude.
band.
Walton
and
O'Rourke,
Entrepreneur
strictly in the smooth ja7,z symof
UD, also hit their mental groove.
phonic hianner, and he's still giving deuce, do some clever marionet the new policy is Sam Briskman, tographed. Pathe's coverage of 45
opener;
'Anvil
Chorus,' for the
the Stokowski works to the in- manipulating. Act took several bows. whose last enterprise in burley was refugee children landing in N. Y.
the trumGracie Barrie (Mrs. Stabile), late a short-lived stretch at the Contin- from Europe Is helped by Harry von 'Adios,' featuring one of
evitable
Duchin
finale,
'Stormy
trombone,
Same pets, and Miller on the
Weather,' with appropriate effects of 'Crazy With the Heat,' was socko ental on Broadway a couple years Zell's pertinent narration.
next-to-close,
from the house elecaicians. Duchin's with this juve audience by singing ago. His partner— both actively and reel makes something of Devil plus 'Bu?le Call Rag,'
numbers.
are
the
straight
band
best
cute manner puts him arm-in-arm 'Hut Sut Song' and "Everything Hap- financially— in the City is William Diver's victory on the Saratoga track
played
with the customers right from the pens to Me.' Chanteuse also teamed Pickens, who will continue also to via Clem McCarthy's pungent spiel- Finish with niatlonal anthem,
with a zest that could be copied to
green light and his music never lets with spouse In amusing takeoff on operate his rather successful Gar- ing.
Pointed scripting and smooth nar- advantage by thousands of brass
'Daddy' that rated encores.
•em down.
rick, St. Louis burlesk house.
bands throughout the U. S. InciClosing spot is occupied by Eddie
What's more, show corralled for
City is offering four shows daily, ration put across Par's story on old
Duchin's return to the theatres (Rochester) Anderson, who aug- with the 90-minutes of live action autos Deing reclaimed for scrap dentally, the band has a unique set
metal needed for military shells. that carries some of the atmosphere
doesn't let his music down, or vice ments his act with two Coast 'dis- spaced by shorts
(plus 'a guaranteed
Universal's story of 300 Texas gals of a Streamlined train; and the cosversa. It's a corking presentation- coveries,' Caleb Peterson and Kitty pin-seal wallet
In every box' and
three turns and all of them wows. If Murray. Former chants 'Ol' Man 'this magazine
on a blind-date with southern tuming, In two shades of green, rates
with real photoVirginia Austin weren't such a crack River' In approved Paul Robeson graphs will
soldiers is intelligently written and tons.
.
etc., etc.').
Top
tap
r
f
The Stapletons fit Into this picture
puppeteer, she could walk off with manner and also does an encore.
photographed.
Bill Stern's voice
is 55c,
first prize in any beauty contest. Gal
Gal is a tan terror on the risibility
helps
the Pike's Peak auto racers naturally. A youthful couple, they
Briskman has gone long on coin
has oomph, s.a. and everything in aide. Buxom appearance and baroque for the opener,
over the peak for News of Day while give the jitter fans a refreshing sesbut the results aren't
the book, and in addition, she has a getup keep audience in stitches, es- there.
Bill Slater hands Par slick an- sion of ballroom taps, mostly in stopHe has
marionet act that's the tops. Lynn, pecially when she chants solo, with a 11 ponies and an eight-piece orch, nouncing; and treatment of West time, that keeps 'em delighted.
10 showgirls in addiFor those who like their band
In her mouth. Later
Boyce and Vanya have reduced their wad of
Point gridiron candidates working
tion
to
shows in small hunks, a relief act
teams with Rochester In fast terp through four vaude acts booked out and a golf tourney at Omaha.
spoof of ballroom and adagio danc
the Harry Lee office. Cos!ng to an uproarious science and number as
finale
Amonff the also-ran clips are those like Sibyl Bowan is a llfesaver. Miss
of
the bill. tumes
and
sets are on the elaborate
their satire is accurate, funny and Rochester gets over the usual Jello
about Canada's war preparations, Bowan has helped many a show and
side, although they represent more
plug,
does a giavel-volced solo, and
genuine. Skate-O-Maniacs, boy and
1849 fashion show In California, girl plays here perennially. A fast work• girl, take life and limb in their executes a few plain and fancy steps. coin than taste. Best that can be garage attendants, launching of a er and a showmanly performer, she
own hands with some of the must Comic secures most o£ hl» laughs by said of the show Is that Rogers has new submarine, U. S. Congressmen makes every impersonation coimt.
spectanulax stunts ever performed mugging btit rated well with moppet routined it at a snappy clip.
on a South American junket, Chicago When caught she did Miranda, the
Bottom is hit by the chorus, Bears-AU Stars football game, an- Cockney bathing beauty, Glori?
audience.
on roller bearings.
Bill runs- 70 minutes, and when While terping ability la usually dis- other rodeo, Atlantic City beauty Swan, Bea Llllte and her surefire
Duchin has Lou Sherwood, his
T e t e r a n tnmipeter-vocalist, step caught at last show Saturday night pensed with In burley in favor of contest, a twin contest and oaddle standby on Eleanor Roosevelt
any kind of looks, this crew has polo.
down for one number, a Mexican (6), the SRC sign was out.
Jon.
Fox.
Wear.
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BUFFALO

Elroy Peace gets his call to imitate
Cab Calloway on 'Minnie the
Moocher' and tosses off a neat terp bit.
Dusky juve is a product of the
Buffalo, Sept. 5.
Philadelphia, Sept. 5.
Jimmy Dorsey Orch (14) with Tower's amnight discoveries, and reTony Pastor 'Orch (15) with
Bob Eberly, Helen O'Connell, Buddy turn after months with Bowes units Eugenie Baird, Johnny McAfee,
and other vaude in the last shows
Shxitz, Joe & Jane McKenna, Bill
Johnny Morris, 'Stubby' Posfor,
much
more
solid
entertainment.
Bailev; 'Wild Geese Calline' (20th).
Maysie and Brach, Emmett Qldfield,
Quin,
Ernest Ware & Nine, £velyn Famey;
'World Premiere' (Par).
Jimmy Dorsey, with his sizzling
tax, is back lor a steaming session
With a following build up in the
at the old Buff, and what he's doing
of
hepjukebox
contingent
local
spots and his fortnight apto the hefty
pearance at Hamid's Pier, Atlantic
whirWhammo
caution.
is
a
cats
Miami, Sept. 7.
Luba Malina; Senator Murphy, City, Tony Pastor is drawing heavily
ring of the turnstiles on opening day
looked like all the jitteroos in town Lane and Ward, Rochelle and Beebe, from Philly's sweater and crew-hairhad worn their gum shoes and Sam Barton, Harry Reser House cut set, now back in town for the
hustled down tor a final gander at Orch; 'Dr. Kildare's Wedding Day' opening of the school season.
Salvos of applause from the jive
Dorsey and his swing crew before (M-G).
cognoscenti were heard whenever
for
Paratheir ofE-to-Bickertown
Maybe nurse Lamon's untimely de- the husky maestro announced the
mount.
Current appearance runs nearly mise just as she. and Dr. Kildare are title of a forthcoming number. To
the
ears of an adult. Pastor's aggreabout
to
hit
the
road
for
the altar is
90 minutes, out even with only
gation is a bit loud and brassy, with
a couple of turns for added talent too much for the house staff. Judgshapes up as a shrewd, top- ing from the way this bill is routined an accent on the jump-style of
it
drawer band show all the way. and the funereal pace at which it rhythm. Band is heavily backed by
Never much for the smooth, syrupy whips along, they must be holding a a well-rounded trio of topnotch acts.
Poor show- The 55-minute show tees oft with
style of melodic delivery, Dorsey, wake between shows.
manship is especially noticeable in Pastor tearing off a batch of his reas always, makes the grade on
the house band's strictly-from-stock cording faves including 'Deep River,'
his novelty musical merchandising,
'Got You Under My Skih' and
heavy in its accents on rhythm curtainraiser, and- in spotting Ro- 'Beguine' latter a tribute to liis
chelle
and
Becbe,
pseudo
satirical
And, as usual, the
and brass.
former boss, Artie Shaw.
Leader
maestro personally contributes more ballroomologists who aren't even also clicks with his warbling
of the
given upper-case billing on the
wallop
of
measure
full
than a
insinuating lyrics of 'Let's Do It,' and
with his slick sax and reed accom- marquee though in blow off spot.
a novelty tune, '$21-a-Day-Once a
If these two weren't so obvious,
paniments of the band and soloists.
Month.'
Bob Eberly, Helen O'Connell and they might score, but as is they, are
Eugenie Baird, attractive brunet
Buddy Shutz continue standout in about as subtle as the Keystone Kops. band vocalist, has pleasant-sounding
Each was greeted with It's a tendency among devotees of pipes, but appears a little ill at ease
support.
salvos at the beginning of their the Hartnjanesque school to ignore before the mike.' She's well-reEberly struck immediate the fact that the founders never com- ceived, however, in her stint which
stints.
pletely
give
to
hokum,
always
way
baritonings of
paydirt with his
is made up of 'Man I Love' 'Daddy,'
'World on Fire,' 'I Understand' (with striving to impress as being unfor- then she teams with saxophonist
muted trombs) and 'Maria Elena' for tunate victims- of circumstances. Johnny McAfee for "Number 10
With Rochelle and Beebe, as with
a begoff. Miss O'Connell's 'Changes many
Lullaby Lane.'
McAfee also bariothers, it's one phoney and the
Made' and 'Embraceable You' are
which changes their tones a solo, 'Night and Day,' in
£lameroos due more to her effective lid's off. All of
from terpers to knockabout standard style.
and personable delivery than to vo- status
Also featured by the Pastor crew
The pair's swell nov- comics.
cal timbre.
the
maestro's
young brother.
is
Senator Murphy has a pitch that
elty dueling of 'Do It Again' and
could be a wow, but fails to capi- Stubby Pastor, who pla.ys a hot
'Tired of Waiting for You,' assisted
trumpet, but who could well elimitalize on a timely characterization.
by a bit of clowning from Dorsey, He hashes over a harangue that's nate his attempt at scat singing.
proves the top item of their routine. minus a single really socko gag. Johnny Morris all but knocks himShutz stirred the crowd with his Looks and manner are ace caricature self out beating out his own com'Man and His Drums' beat-out, his of typical politico, but mono is dis- position, 'Paradiddle Joe' on the
rousing . hide accompaniments add- appointment.
Audience liked him, skins.
Maysie and Brach are clicko with
ing immeasurably to the general though.
click of the proceedings.
Dorsey's
Sam Barton and his breakaway an amazing unicycle and juggling
'Finger Buster' sax specialty is a bicycle have been around for years, act which is put across with a max
Emmett
smart substitution for his former and between the two accoijnts for imum of showmanship.
Oldfield and his troupe. Ware and
'Flight of the Bee.'
Elenty of guffaws. Full linp'act of
Dusky Bill Bailey's tapology drew uba Malina's explosive personality Nina, have an amusing comic aero
him a smackeroo reception, but it is slightly dampened on the larger act, while Evelyn Farney is graceful
remained for Joe and Jane Mc- stage, but she scores convincingly and pleasing in a Laiin tap routine.
Business at this reviewing (Friday,
Kenna to panic the crowd com- nevertheless.
Doubling from the
pletely out of control. Joe teed otl (jlub Bali, where she's a local rave, supper) was excellent, with some of
with a slick, cleaned-up version of songstress still manages to inject full the credit going to the marquee
names
in the film.
ShaU
well-chosen
her
into
of
s.a.
smoker
story,
driving
quota
a
hot into a
slapstick session ^ith Jane at the songalogs.
Aero hoofing duo of Lane and
mike, following up with his drunk
takeoff highlighted with his unbe- Ward rate bows for slick slant on
lievable horizontal prattfalls. Topped what otherwise would be standard
Pair break up their
it all off ^yith the turn's standard tumbling turn.
rough and tumble phoney adagio, flipflops and wingovers by passing
Chicago, Sept. 7.
Skinnay Ennis Orch (14), Rosario
which left the house in pande- newspaper to and fro while in the
& Antonio; Wessons (2). Carmene,
monium and required Dorsey's as- air for heavy hand returns.
caught Leslie.
house
when
Full
Charles Dawson, Stan Kavanaugh;
sistance to get the pair off into their
'Dive
Bomber'
(WB).
final bows.
Crowd at supper showing openAntonio
After a long stay at the Empire
Majestic,
ing day overflowed into the outer
Room of the local Palmer House,
lobby, queueing up at the ticket
the Ennis orchestra moves into the
windows for the first time in a long
San Antonio, Sept. 6.
Chicago for a • highly satisfactory
while.
Burtoi'.
Monte Proser's Copacabana Revue session. The Ennis outfit is standard
with Carlos Molina's Orch (10), In show business and the style has
Louis Del Campo, Estelle and Leroy, acquired a considerable following.
Tito Coral, Delia Norella, Nina Orln,, Ennis and his band ran into an auto
K. C.
Willie Shore, Six Samba Sirens; 'Pot accident early in its stay in town,
o' Gold' (VA.)
but now most of the boys are back
Kansas City, Sept. 6.
harness after injuries.
Don Bestor Orch with Penny Lee,
A fast-moving Latin-American in Band
okay throughout, and
is
Jerry Scott; Lester Harding, Elroy revue is being headed by Carlos
With
Peace. Peggy Ann McCord; 'Accent Molina's
jGopacabana strictly on the pop side.
orchestra.
on Love' (20th)
revue is full of songs, dances and the band is Carmene, an excellent
comedy, highlighted by excellent singer of popular songs. Has a good
Presentation of Don Bestor and scenery and lighting effects, giving delivery and sells herself and the
Audience liked her.
his crew on the stage brings an up- local patrons a full 60 minutes of en- music well.
Prom the band, too, is Charles Dawping in entertainment. Happily, the tertainment.
accessory acts add considerably to
Revue opens with Molina's theme, son with some okay cowboy yodelthe 45 minutes, and full show is sev- 'La Cumparsita,' and then goes thto ing.
eral steps ahead of anything here in a snappy medley highlighting the
Talent on the variety lineup Is
many" weeks. It's Bestor's second band's vocalist, Louis Del Campo. strong. Rosario and Antonio get
stand here in a year and a half and Orchestra is also heard in another plenty of advertising attention and
win subtract nothing from his fol- medley, 'Music of Americas,' which make good here with their flamenco
lowing.
features tunes identified with Mex- dancing. The Wessons are a couple
Music dispensed by the band is ico. Argentina, Cuba, Brazil and U. S. of fellows with standard impersonamainly in the sweet department, but
The Six Samba Sirens introduce tions, but the audiences still like the
swing is plentiful and even a little new twists and turns to the conga stuff, and this one was no excepJive creeps in, such as the opening and rhumba. They're seen in three tion.
"There'll Be Some Changes' and the production numbers, the first a BraStan Kavanaugh, of course, goes
near-closing 'Booglie Wooglle Piggy.' zilian dance which also highlights on forever. His juggling, especially
Nearly every orch number is a the voices of Tito Coral and Nina the eccentric work, is strictly tops.
specialty, and these selections lift Orla.
Miss Orla shows a nice perBusiness strong at the supper show
the show.
Saxist B«y
Rader's sonality in several songs and dances, Saturday (6).
Gold.
'Humoresque,' pianist Wayne Euch- best of which is a rhumba. Is being
ner's arranging of 'Beguine,' Bestor's seen here through courtesy of Unilingering of the vibraharp on 'Smoke versal Pictures.
HIPP,
by
Gets in Your Eyes' are all in this
divided
Singing honors are
class and registered with patrons.
Delia Norella and Coral. Miss NoIn the vocal department entertain- rella has a pleasing personality.
Baltimore, Sept. 5.
ment is more than satisfactory with Opens with 'Chi Chi Castenango' and
'Major Bowes' 'All-Star Parade of
Penny hes leading the way. Last follows with nifty rendition of bal- 1941'
Stan Early, 3 Harmonica
Had to Bees, with
stand, here she was a new member of lad, 'How Did He Look.'
June Brady, Jerry Bergman,
the outfit, but by now is well come back and close with 'Aurora.'
Ross
West,
3 Harts, Windy Cooke,
&
grooved with the group and has Coral has a rich, powerful voice and Paul Jones, Dickey Ludwig, Danny
rounded out her own abilities. uses it to good advantage in the Drayson, House Orch (13); 'Here
Varies her work with '5 O'Clock 'Donkey Serenade' and 'Beguine.'
(2nd
Comes Mr. Jordan' (Col)
Whistle' and 'Darling Daughter' on Also does 'Rancho Grande' and 'Cuweek)
the novelty side and tapers off with caracha.'
.
a sweet 'Time Was.' Male singer,
Estelle and Leroy have a pleasmg
Retaining film ('Here Comes Mr.
Jerry Scott, fits well enough into the ballroom routine. Molina is onstage
band, but is a recent addition who throughout conducting the orchestra. Jordan') for a h.o..and changing his
will need to acquire some smooth- He's highlighted in a pleasing violin stage layout to accommodate Major
ness.
Gives an acceptable solo, solo of 'The Dove,' with the violin Bowes' 'All-Star Parade of 1941,' Izzy
Rappaport has maneuvered well. Of
'Went Out of My Way,^ and works trio coming in for good effects.
in the patriotic finale, "Wrap Your
Highlight of the revue is the contrasting appeal, both parts of this
Dreams in the Red, White and Blue,' comedy antics of Willie Shore, who show combine to hold b.o. activity to
which incidentally could have a bit is also m.c. Shore keeps the show fair consistency. The Bowes ams
snappier finish.
running smoothly.- introduces all the have a record for good biz in this
Rhythm softshoe toe dance of- artists and contributes several bits. house despite repeat bookings.
Current layout plays well. Most
fered by amateur Peggy Ann Mc- Is sees first in a series of soft-shoe
Cord right after opening is decidedly dance )mpression.<; of famous dancers of the acts, strangely enough, are
novel and above the usual am stand- of other days. This is followed by new to this house and the few reard, although unappreciated fully by satires of famous stace and screen peaters on hand are sufficiently
potent
to keep matters on the mark.
the patrons.
At mid-show, I,ester personalities, best of which are those
Harding baritones a cavalcade of on Charles LauRhton, Clifton Webb Current setup utilizes house band
on stage, with the subsequent unGeorge M. Cohan's song successes and Sonja Henie.
that takes precedence over any other
Supner .show when caught opening folding of doings in' presentation
style, briskly paced by emcee Stan
singing on the bill. Nearer the finale day (6) played to capacity. Andy.
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Unit Reviews
ICE FOLLIES

OF

(PAN PACIFIC,

1942

h. A.)

Los Angeles, Sept. 4.
Presented by Roy Shipstad and
Oscar Johnson; produced and managed by Edwin Shtpstad; staged and
directed by Miss Faiichon; Fran
Claudet, skating director; Mary Jane
Lewis, dance director; Ernest Kratzinger, music director; George Hackeft,
music arrangements; original
music by Stanley Cowan and Bobby
Worth; features Bess Bhrhardt, Roy
Shipstad, Evelyn Chandler, Mae
Ross, Osborne Colson, Voleric and
Jenna, June Poe, Phyllis and Harris
Legg, Ruby and Bobby Maxson,
Bruce MtJpes, Bobby Widholm, Galbraith

M cKellen

Bros.,

Bros.,

Thomas Twins, Heinle Brock, Fran
Claudet, Frick and Fracfc, Papez and
Zwack, Oscar Johnson, Paul Gannon,
emcec-vocaltst;
Opened
auditorium, Los

Pacific

Sept.

4, '41;

at

Pan

Angeles,

$2.20 top.

'Vacationland'

Ed.]

parades

th«

of Chandler and Mapes.
Bobby Widholm and the Galbraith
specialties

syncroteam of the
aggregation. Mae Ross is introed as
the outfit's starlet and skims over the
McKellen
glaze in gracious arcs,
Bros, are using a football bit this
season to show off their acrobatics.
'Romance at Midnight,' a highly decorative setting for Bess Ehrhardt
and Roy Shipstad in a doubles swish
over the ice, dissolves into 'Waltz
Silhouette' and brings on the swing
waltz and* the Maxsons. The sitters
couldn't get enough of the youngsters and made them take solo bows.
It finaled the first half but the mob
was still applauding after the lights
went up.
'Modern Capers' by the '24 cute
tricks' pry open the second session,
followed by Roy Shipstad's specialty
that always brings down the house.
Next the Thomas Twins float around
with legs extended, followed by
Heinle Brock with his comicalities.
Top production number. Fiesta, a
riot of color and native costume, is
a show-stopper, with Miss Ehrhardt
and Colson and Claudet superbly effective. Frick and Frack score with
Bros., the latter billed
flashes and top precision

as

Production flash reminiscent of big
and spectacular musicals has been
smartly and copiously invested in
the new edition of the ShipstadJohnson 'Follies,' unveiled here, as
in past season, to a class turnout at their comedy acrobatics, Papez and
the Pan Pacific rink with its 6,000 Zwack perform a waltz chiffon, and
chairs.
Treatment of presentation Miss Chandler shares the 'Good Old
is gay and gaudy, the touch of bril- Days'
number with Shipstad and
lance supplied oy Miss Fanchon Johnson, comedy balanced off against
(Fanchon & Marco), wht) knows her skilled blade work by the former.
away around on precision routines, 'Ahoy Maties,' with the 32 Ice Folensemble creations and eye-fiUlhg liettes, provides a flash finale.
costumes.
Rated the best
to pitch
Wisely
have the frappe Im- here, it should have'Follies'
a highly successpresarios given the icetravaganza a
ful tour. Missing from
this

Few of the routines program
the backgrounding and of

class dressup.

year's

Is any credit for Music Corp.
America although the tour is still
being booked by the outfit, according
to office attaches. Operating cost of
the show is said to be around $15,000
ever, and the four-week stand here
Helm
should pile up a substantial profit. a week.
For a break-in performance it was

are

new but

flash treatment give them a standout
quality.
The 'leg-in-the-air' art is
still relished by the ndtives, how-

DIXIANA REVUE

singularly free of rough spots and
showed the results of careful and
intensive drilling in the two-month (BBOADWAT, CHABLOTTE, N. C.)
rehearsal period in Frisco.
Troupe has a galaxy of blade exCharlotte, Sept. 5,
perts who need bow to none of the
Dan Fitch, Carl Mason, Pryde &
contemporary rink royalty. In the Dell, Royal American Singers
(S),
stellar bracket are such faves as Harrisons
(2), Walter Walters, Jr.,
Roy Shipstad, Bess Ehrhardt, Harris Walston Models
Band (4):
(8),
Legg, Eivelyn Chandler and those 'Thiewes Fall
Out' (WB).
show-stealing youngsters. Ruby and

Bobby Maxson.

Still

remembered

waltz number, they were
out for solid applause on
swing around the frozen
arena. On the comedy line are such
populSt performers as Bobby Widholm, McKellen Bros., Heinle Brock,
Frick and Frack, Eddie Shipstad and
Oscar Johnson. Missing this year is
top billing for Miss Ehrhardt, who
has headed previous revues. She's
still a class performer, however, and
shares the femme plaudits with la
Chandler, a topnotch artist in any
for

tiie

picked

their first

league.

Production numbers cover a broad
front from nursery tales to a highly
colorful fiesta.
The crystal ballet,

spreading out the 32 ensemble chorines over the ice, opens the show
and gives Osborne Colson an opportunity to go into a graceful glide
around the arena. A mixed grouping of adagio dancers follows, and
then into .a nursery routine to set off
the talents of June Rae. An allergy
of youth, as an evident play for the
youngsters, serves as a background
for Harris Legg's stilt skating and
long leaps over giant mushrooms.
Daffy Draftees prove the biggest
laugh-provoker of the first half.

Group of eight rookies satirize various camp routines, and for a finale
use their guns as hockey sticks to
push around a tin helmet serving as
the puck. [Four Bruises do similar

turn in

New

York's 'Icecapades.'

Early in gagless and straightforward

Well-balanced, fast-moving unit Is
Dan Fitch's 'Dlxiana Revue,' which
outdoes the majority of localized tab
revues in that there actually is a
touch of Dixie ia it. The Walston
Models are featured in a produce
tion number in which each of girls
represents a southern state and band
plays a song representative of that
state as girl make entry. There are
a couple of blackface acts featuring
Data Fitch and Carl Mason, while
opening number is built around the
minstrel theme, featuring line and

Royal American Singers.
Act that was best received on ^ow
caught was Pryde and Dell, novelty
turn.
Pryde does some clever juggling and proves himself an ace
showman, while Miss Dell contributes comedy as well as looks in
a -better-than-average stooge performance.
Almost stopped snow
with bit in which Miss Dell stood on
Pryde's head and juggled balls as he
juggled Indian clubs.
The Royal American Singers (Ed
Heisler, Bill Bane; Richmond Page,
Charles Fuller and Fletcher Woodbury), featured in the Broadway
production of 'Yokel Boy,' are pleasing in their singing tiirn. Renditions
of musical comedy and college medleys, and 'Uncle Sam's Lullaby' from
'Yokel Boy' drew heavy applause.
The Harrisons. Bob and Joan, con-

okay tapping. They open
with a neat team number. Bob Harcoming back alone to give
tribute

rison
nifty

imitations

of

Ray

Bolger,

Eleanor Powell, Joan Davis, Bill
Fast opening with the Three Har- Robinson and Fred Astaire. Joan is
monica Bees in bface of mouth- featured in their last number.
Walter Walters. Jr., son of the old
organ arrangements. Decidedly in
the groove. June Brady next and a vaude team of Walters and Walters,
of is pleasing In a ventriloquist tum.pacecarrier with legit vocal
'Daddy,' utilizing a patter chorus for Worklng with a sailor and country
girl
dummies, he maintains the illuimpressions of film and radio stars
for bellringing results and a beg- sion satisfactorily, but at times his
own voice is too low to pick up. In
off.
Nice routining brings on Jerry his best bit, he keeps the dummy
Bergman for some swift magic with gabbing while he guzzles a drink.
Fitch and Mason, both vaude vets,
small stuff sans chatter, okay as sold.
Makes spot for Ross and West, who are so-so in their blackface turn.
follow with satires of radio serials, Fitch also la on in a single, a jailquiz shows, etc., a smart offering and house sequence, la which he sings.
Walston
Models are above average
a possibility for more sophisticated
company. The Three Harts, femme in looks and turn in neat hoofing in
hoofers, follow with some fairish their three appearances.
Good house on show caught. Jusf.
tappery and challenge.
Windy Cooke, caught here before,
is a youngster with a decided flair
Miranda's Sister Set
for imitations and sound impressions.
He works fast with considerable asFor N.Y. Copacabana
surance, banging out a show-stopBowes
Typical
ping
mterlude.
Aurora Miranda, Carmen's youngtouch next with brief bit of a Jc. er sister,
reopens the
Copacaspoon and bone rattling by Paul bana nltery for Monte Proser in New
Jones, all right as a tempo changer.
York. Colncidentally, Carmen MiMakes room for ventriloquism of
Dickey Ludwig, who works a dummy randa will also be around Broadwell in faii^ish talk and closing vocal, way in a new Shubert musical.
Another
first-timer
In
N. Y.
Danny Drayson, next, has been
around, and his eccentric legmania niteries is Kitty Carlisle, when she
and gagging show a practiced hand bows into the Versailles tomorrow
Just right for a closer is 'Any Bonds (Thursday), which also, marks the
Today' by the entire company, which retrun of Maximilian Bergere and
winds up matters with the usual
Pancblto orchestras. It's the lat«
Stars and Stripes.
Biz okay considering h.o. of film. ter's fourth consecutive year; Bergere's seventh engagement.
Burm.

manner

'

.

'

'
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Chuck Henrr Oro

Inn Hn>-wfcrU

Variety Gills
WEEK SEPTEMBER

mil Brady
Monoy Strand Oro

riratea

Henry Grant

Florentine Gnrdea
& TJta

Gaby La

Tom

Hilly

how*

viietlier full

below Indicate opening day of
or spill week.

Red Stanley

Cee Peo Johnson

'^Alvln Jacl^son

Kay £rana

Ki*niiotli >;jieiu-er

Hotel Pennerlmnla
Jimmy Flora Ore
Hotel riazn
0)(^k Gaepnrre Ore

Anunonn

tk

JobnaOD

Golden tinte 4
Cafe Rorlrlr
(Village)

cm

JTEW I'ORK
riimiiioaat (10)
Tommy Dor«y Ore

MIAMI
Martin Bros & F

Conrton Bros

Klnft
Lels'htner

Bob

Jack GlUord

s

£

Rosella

Eric Kbodes
Clilcavo

Cavr

(12)

ICnnlti Oro
A Antonio
Bros
Stan Knvanauffb

(ie>

9la44«

Creoree White Co

i

Helena Uorna
CliHtoBn

Modaima

John Hoysradt
not«l 6t. Horlta
Ford Harrjann Oro
Bern Ice By era

riabrlpl

<1£)

OrrJn Topkcr Ore
Bonnie Balccr
Stapletona

mfanier

Porolliy Tn-nner

Whitey Burke
Claremont lim
Joa RIcardel Ore
ClDb 18
O Andrews Ore
JuUd Slower Oro
rat Harrlneton
Jack Whito
Franklo Ilyera
Vinca Curran

Stnwd
Sanuny Kaye Oro
B(Ily HelVnlfa

rifTsnrRGU
Stanley
Jolio BofcH

Garaldlne

CallaJtan Sla

Roy

BBOOKLTN

(12)

Pinky Tomlin Oro

&

Joa

JDavia

IMnw« (i;-l6)
(«>
Tony Fastor Ore
JSddr Duchin Ore
liynn, Royce & V
Baa A Oavlg
llarvast Moon Dane "VJrrliila Ainntn
PHIIiAI>X)U*HIA
JEarIa

A>Plno Bar

Kine

<12)

On

Sli

Anita Lonlaa
Auatla

"Vlrelnla

Skata-O-Uanlam

WASHINOTON

Xaila
Boxyattes
'

Packer

&

Tory TastOT Or«
Kmmatl Oldllalll Co Boxysttea
Kaysy A Brach
Ona Van
Evelyn Fornoy

(13)

Sunny Rica
Coleman ClaJlc Co
£taarl(ey

PorLliola

Arnolds

1619

FJtr^erald
Clob Oaiicho

MIKl AVlkl
(.'hief Suullnl
Stanley "Wheeler

Malun

Bob Murphy

Charlie Openul
Kddie Bush Oro
Slapay Haxlea

Ben Blue

CafO

3

riarldro Hot«d
(Marfalr Ijoance)

Mnrty Magoe's Oro

Hcnny Kaha

Garbo

Bill

L'ltlveralty

t-linlHon

(Ton*«e

Puannnl Mathewa

Dave Forrester Ore

NEW YORK

BROADWAY

Krolle

Boreo

Carla
Frrnando
Dlanond Buneahoe Lolo AA Ramon
U^aa Murray
Hotel fit Krsla
Ktta Naldl
Hal Saunders Ore
Curlyle Blackwell
Gua Martel Ore
Joa U Howard
Ru9B Wydc;, Jr
Batel Tnft
Juno Hann
Vincent Ijopea Oro
DcJla Lind
Ann Barn^tt
O»o Fontanft
Sonny SK>-ler
LUa L«a
Hotd WaMartGllda GtBT
Aatorin
Charles Kinc
<Steiilsht Baef)
Mansean 51b
Clyde Hacer
Xarler Cucat Ore
MlcnoUto Valdea
£1 CInco

Una Ramay

Senor WAoi-es
Evelyn Tyner

Benito 'Cnllada
Sin

H

Tereblia Oxla
Victoria BarceJo
Antonio Oe Cordova
Famotia 1>oor

Man'

Vasrha Xlnron'skl
Russian Gypsy Ore
SeYYD Boao
Lllln Klplkona

Billy

Hotel

Rm>

Van Trio

CUqoot Chtb

CampD

Joe

Cbaa I*ar«e
BoLli well

Brown

Helen Jerrioo

H

Montcomery

COL

Atplae TUleca

Ktkl Hall
Peppl (*nrman

Ronny

Leo Norrs

KoMad riab
Jarkle Whalen
Zola Oray
Edith Delaney
Helen Colby
INitsy

£d\rardo Apullar O
Aniapola Montoya
Phil

Ohman'a Ore

Cully Richards
>1ay Williams
Ann Paffe

Benny Lessy
PatU Moore

Mlracaar
Sam Lewis
Joe PolsUy
Harry Owena Oro
Joe Oakle
raltadhim
A I Bard Oro
Woody Herman Ore
fiqmenet Home
Chai-el de Thuiuee
Facto Ian

Kenny Henryaon
Marfi:'rite

ITcnry

A

M'rxinez Fr«d Skinner

Monet

Moade Lus

Licwls
XrlanikB

Helen Lewis
Varne A Sarlta
Iva Klrby
Valerie Boss
Helen Miller

HoilWaao
DaTe Dennis Oro
Denne Janls

CInb HaHem
Harlem Sepia Rev
CaemepoUtaM <3rlU
Tommy Monroe
SUzabelh Crane

mephant Cafe
Carol Gerteen

Ted Fio BIto Ore

Armando A Rita
Candy Candino

L.ealles

(2)

Dee Rogers

Ramos

Helene Standlsh

CHICAGO
AitibaasadoT Botol
<t*«nip

Hoam)

Val Oman Ore
Billy Vine
Olson A Shirley
Maecl McNelUs
Lee Mayers
ttlnaarck Hotel
Val Valtane
(Yl'alnnt Boom)
Iceland Reiilavraot Jimmy Joy Ore

Ben mnfcUa

Dorbvn Ols

Herb Foolo
BBS

dub

Ralph Eastwood
\t^o Zollo

Tex Mnrrlnney
Jean Loach

Otto

Sammy Watklna O

Ore

"RWta Mitchell

Eleanor Knight
Blrmtncliam Ian
(rembcrtOB, N. J.)
Birinlnghnm Ore
A K Carney

Poplkoff

Borelll

Thum Or*
Dnmpo

Hotel Statler
Tulea-Doks Oro

Bob Manners Ore

Sammy Llpman

Johnson

Bidomdo dnb

Freddie Carlone Or*

Vesldent Hotel
(Bonad Werld Ba) Aggis Auld
J Mackenzie Oro

Al Stone

Goormet

Bartell

A Trlano
Rosalind Gordon
Pedro AlbanI Ore
Paradise <lnb

Lucky Bucks
Turner
Pandro Dlwa Ore
ruddock iBfl

Znrita
Jarkle Rirharda
Vlckl C'ooper

Murlo Kibbry
4 Gls -ot Rhythm

A1 Francis
Royal Palm*Ore
BUa CalMoB Betel

(Bern Co Booad
Bftm)
Eddy Morean Ore
Traj-moie Hatel

BUI Maddon's Ore
t^llace

Qudea

Don Gibson

-

Mildred La Verne
Senorlta Del Rio

Helen White

Hap Brander Ore

VInce A AnlLa
Digs

Undsoy's Skybar
Maurice Bocco
Hal Simpson
Pearl de Lucca

dnb

Rnyol Hawallans
BUI Loebman
Hotel AIlertOB
Joe Baldl Ore
Hotel Carter
Thizlon Spreuger

Corday

O

Momd* dub
Peggy Fcam
6 Mounds Boj's
Besnl Clab
Ducky Malvln Or*

Ambn?sadura Ore

S7M dob

Hotel derelaad
Leighton Noble Ore
Hotel JTeuway Ball
Johnny Cowglll
Grant Wllsou

Art West

Bob

L,eonard Cooks

Armond Delmar
BUly Arnold Ore
Old ^Ils Xavcni
KllUe Chester

Siiay

Lorraine Rogers
Billy Morris

Don Walsh Oro

DETROIT
Johnny Palace
Leonard Seel Oro
fibrthsrood Iab

Boeli-Cadlllac Hotel

(Book Caalno)
Loren Parsons
Sauford Mandel
Barry Wilkinson
(Motor Bar)
Vie

Anita JacobI
Bray'

Woods A

Harry Selillhng

Abbs
BoweiT

Uosboe

Ray

Blanche

Hammond

Rortunella A
Paddy Clin

C

Palaa Beach

Bob Hopkins
Blanche

Don A -CaMsandra
Flo Poulls

Buds

Elliott

Buck's Bedfoni laa
Mac MeGraw Ore
Royaie
Raul A Era Reye*
Paul Roslnl
Murle Anstln

Ann Lee

Allen I/yona

A

The Worlunans
Don Pablo Ore

Ruth Jordan

5

lioe

Carlos, Vesta

Don Arden Dane
Chaa Carllale
Benny Reah Oro
CasaBora

Lee Walters Oro
CIsb Coago
4 Mllhi Bros
Betty St Claire
Gladys Madden

A

Carlln Oro
Olde WvaeChib
Bddle Mann Oro
Bei-nloe Bishop

Bstolle Taylor
S McNatly B's

2 AjitUaa

May

Jess Aitmlller

Ceagm Clob

l4k

Antoinettes

Manny Davla Oro

Polly Poy
Chib BaU
Ramos Bhumba Bd SleUa Kngle
Alan FieldJnc Ore Kd McGoldrtck, Br
Ball-lovrllas
Ken pieclinn'a

Virginia

Frances A -Orar
Key Taylor
Bob Copfer
<:arl Mueller
Bl

PHHiABELPHIA

Swunne Inn

Williams, 2

Romanl Qrc

TjOU 'Wlllian.8

Macambo Cafe

Hotel B<dlendea
Glover A La Ma a

Roy Bogera

Ferris

Peaa Attaatlo Hotd
<nalm Bm)

54930

Oro

NildH
Uolorca Laur^tl
Linda &. L Oria

Don Alberto Or«

NEir TOBK CITT Aloha Ualds
Stale <11»
lVAf)HIN«TON
Alien A Kent
^^pit^l (11)
Jaekla Heller
Win Bradley Ore
J3r HaRman
UUIa. Klnc A R

Malln Cheron

(Hhip I»«rk)
Brala Street Boya

EDWARD SHERMAN

Hasel MrXuItr
l^lUiaii

Pad Ilia

Loew

Kllrn Talor

.

Sdieherauaa Caff
Mara Manet

CLEVELAND

T.enny >toss

Bobby Johnson
Bobby Drll

Sunny La Vera
Itne Colelta's rOo
Breakera Uol«l

BOOKING THE NATIONS LEADING INDOENI^NT
VAUDEVILLE THEAISES

<>Hyv i^ixiin

Ptvdro Valll

Mary Redly
InecUa
Robert Bard
Houae or MDrph7
John Crawford
Jean Meunier
Gordon Blahop
*lt'

BeoNun'a CaCa

O

Little Bits

Roy ^dley

KEW YORK MTT

Ore

Paul Haakon
Maxina Klaor
Hotel fiaToy-Plan
Howarrt I^Uv Ore

Annetle Gnerlaln

OMAHA

Orphram

Rosario

f^hfi^iulto

Orc-

T\'IlNt>n

Sainniy Price
Art Tatuin

Alaurlre Sliaw Oro

Brofl

Skhinay

M'ttB8on

Teddy

Trent Paltersnn
HarrlM Olaon
Neville Flerson

JImmlfi Solar
Doris Klllott

Lenny I^arson
Ttobby "White

Lois GallowRy
&. Ifubblos

Buck

Ore

Grace Hayca Lod^e
Peter JWnd Hayeii O

Mystira (2)

C'Jub

Valeyne nncue

Bob Kvans
Lovey Lnne

Phil Silvers
Lorraine Klllott

1941

Judy TappH

Joe Doyle
Don Omar
Goo Banuet Ore
PoBsy Shields
Jlaths'r Kldoradlaos
Xarht Clab
Herman's Maale Bar Dava Plerson
Ruth Templrtun
Diana Cooper
Ifilaon'i
Jana Lynn
Jnrk Fernando Bd Bob Merrill
Joe Hourh
Arnold Croca Or*
Milton Huher's Ore Jockey Rerby Club
llabelt«*a

Mayla

David Marshall Ore Kick Cochran Oro
CharHe Poy''a CInb
Bbomboittflo

12

Leonard Suea
bills

Dai^msr
Jack Smith

Conauelo Flowrloa

Hiirdy

I»nrry Lonicr

Chnrllo Foy

Nnmerals In connecUoo with

Filte

Burt

10,'

Salon Broa
Hob-o-Llnka

Al Ouldecker

Barntty iJevJiie (3)

Jj^nnlso

Ciorrlnne

Julian Oliver
Suk'Qr Oelse

NTO

Pumphandia Trio

ATLAHTIC CITY
7ee Armstronc
Albur Arm

Den

Nancy Hunt
Ro>-ale Starlets
DlcJc Worlhlngton

Pamela BHtton
Don McQmne Ore

Statler Hotel
Faye Merrill
5nowball A Johnny
Billy Hayes* Ore
Sando Williams Ore
Joyner A .Torce
Frankle Richardson c Bredottes
Gun DIeco
Pussy De Carmo
King Perry Ore
Watklns 2
KU bride
Cerictovn
Taveia
Paul
Froila-n llaya Ore
Gordon Oro
Bctti* Burns
Eddy Ore
J err}- Gordon
reanaclc <iard«s
Johnn>' Honnert
Danny McCurtln
Juanlla SanabrJa O T»d
Dolly fitlKlIng
Don A Jano Ford
Danny White
Vlnront RIazo Ore
Gatxulfs
Julio Garcia Oro
Betty Halhway
Ramon & Luclnda Stanley
Detli Farrell
Gene Fields
2
Carlotta
Dale
Valencia A Tulanda
Belen' Ortr ga
Ellen Knye
Happy Arnold
Utel'B
Jack London
Jack Lane Co
Carmen Alontoya
Joe B Kerns
Rainbow Terrace
CliHrUe Galnest Ore
lladloy Gls
Steiradora
Lll3-an Dell
Hans Mupnzer 4
AncuHtin Rival
Cole & Carte
Wanncta Bates
(StnaVord.Fa.)
Art London
Amelia
Ollmora
Dorla
WUtlchJack
Terry
Alda Rloa
4 Vesien
l.ellila
(Tavern Roam')
Ann Bronte
Cocll Golly Ora
Heidelberg 4
aianc A Du C
Les Arquette Ora
Kaby Wanaau
HldMiT Hovac
Oalente A Leonar4a Dave Prltchurd Ore
Margie Kelly
Renee Haitman
Knthskelinr
Bobby Vail
Dick Ware
Bund's
Gdne Hyman
«lr. Ming
>tW "YORK CITY Rare A Arttiur
BlU Turner Oro
iMBi ft EMlc'a
Louis & Ore
t^arrollettes
Boh MarshaU
Jimmy Bncler
^I(u-codca
3 Old Timers
Carrol Crane
Roehene A Beebe
Maiic aitn <iu
Lou Unrtln Ore
Jack Lajnont
Annette Shields
CIttb
Hal FIter
Carol Boyd
v
Tiny Oonnon
Manuel Lopez
Ghnck A Chncklea
nj). Tap & Toa
Nnrlla
Ore
Ann
Dee
Rollln Smitli
Blaelihawk
Danny Thomaa
Bad BUI Ina
I<area HoUanbeck
I^doB Cbop' House Jade Xbnmaa Oro
Kddle Dak'ia
tSinger Wayne
Roberts A RcynolOa Florenz
(PemuaufeeB, W. J.) Cnrlnne Barleau
J>anls Kmpaka
Art Jarrett Oro
Hie Trorlc*
Noel Toy
Cedarw'd Lnc CaUa
Mary Beth Sires
'Oeorxe Jonea
Adrlanna TAnoer
Oall Bobbins
Oscar DaTls
Julia Cummlngs
Barney Green
Coni-ads
(Malaga,
Tlie Bartons
HilhiiBn Broa
Jean RIchey
Marterle MaUIn
Rnse La Rose
Reualdo
"Bob Cbenter Oro
Frank Whitman O
Gloria Van
Bob O Lin CIS
Kay Weber
BettT Jay
Bockettaa
Jose Rosado Ore
Crackerjaeks
Warren FhlUlps
Bob Hay men
Jerry Shclton Oro
Clarice
Mark
Fisher
Oro
Ray
O'Dny
Carpa ^a Ballet
Stamea & Aaavan
Adrlenne Parker
Mnrray .Aiui
Betty Bradley
BtedistaM Hotel
Hope Laurence
CInb Martair
OyTTthln Evans
iCino Sapee Smafii (One <to lUU
Cari4cft Btacebar
Bee
Ealmos
(BaUsese
Ba.)
Roman Grille
Hotel Belmont
Tone
Barbara Dale
Boxy tU>
Marty Joyce
Don Jacks Ore
Place Elesante
Johnny Duffj* Ore
PiazB
Dolly Bruce
.Tune Cloude
Adela Qlrorfl
Jay Howard
BUly Meagher
,Me1 Henke
Pattl Clayton
Bmest Franc Oro
Deanle Dawn
^ranlc Gaby
Doris Lee
Cab Canoiray Ore
Arthur Ravel Or-o
Amaw A Diana
Bobble Bobbins
tiraevere Hold
Bill FarreU
Johnny Gnil£<>yle
< Crack orjacka
« cab Boys A <31s
Joe PaTnmy Orv
Rm-aort Hotel
Maxine Holnian
Raul A Annette
CoDese Ian
(filafia lion He Km)
Vincent DeCoffta
Archie Robblna
Otto Saaon
Gloria Dale'"
Bea Perron
(Crystal Bsoa)
Diana Davlos
Alto Fryer Ore
AnnaUse
Art Tubertinl
Don Arrea
Avla Andrews
Lenny
Gwen <3ary
T.«w
Pagtnn
Story
Lyn
Ore
Ore
Roth
Daisy Hardy
Vrhltllor Hotel
Bobby Lee Ore
Victor Harte
Btan Boas
PanU Slim A Siadr Eleanor lilberJ*
Radio Bcboos
Marie ijiwler
TIppIn ais
Ann Nuzao
<Golf OobKoom)
Joan Arllne
A»a8a (18)
John Hubert
Bett}- Grey
Phil Olaen Ore
BcBMennm
Bob BlIUnES
Hennaa Fine
Qneea Siary
Bobby Wblte
lEIla F:ttzceraia Ore
<na <U-U)
Belmont Balladeera
(Uafal SeSator)
Jvaaliee
CInb Mar-Jo
Virginia lA-M-lor
Broadmont
UUIer aroa 4t J<ala <Oypay Roae X>ee
Chlqulta V'cnezla
IVonder Bar
Hotel BlttmoTO
Kay Korlton
Besie St Boj-e
Florence Schnberl
Carroll A Gorman
Jolui Haaon
r^la Gaynes
Harreat Uoon Dane
Betty Coeds
Irene Rosch
Bob
Davis
Buy Heathcrinn O Terry Carroll
Al
Trace
June
Ore
Bandy Bnma
Camon
Imols Prima Ore
Embassy
Verva Boll
Vocallona
Waiter liane
E:mlly Van
Holly Swanson
Dancing Slclriohe
loknnr 'Vdkal
Jack Wallace Ore
Bob Erana
Robert Kirbj
CaatriUos Oro
George ClUTord
Johnnj' Pich (.3)
V'lerra Hnwallans
Merrltt^ I^amb Oro
4(>TXla "Wilaan'
Ba.ba £aHl«r
Airen A Broderlck ClaTTfion Sla
Betty WrenBnasn Lang
CM Clok
Electra
Allison
Halou
Panay, the Horw
£umncx
Consnolo Flowertnn Marble Dale
XASSAIC
Barn's Cafe
Aillda A Chlco
Mosoeee
Fickert A &o»
Jerry Blancbaj-d
Dais Bhodea
ATXAirncniT
Central rU»
An Testa Ore
X'Alcloa
Johnny Parrlsb
Prank PontI
steel ner <1S-U)
'Gay Nineties' Rev
Dl Olo>anai
Klml Toys.
9 Btoocee
a«tel BoMiei«
Carlos Reyes Oro
Tommy Rowe
Splros Etamus Ore
Brewn Deiltj
Buddy Durny
2>en>aroo Si*
Chaa Qjflvaik Ore
Margo Good
jCBreokljni)
Pepper Garut
Gru-cndolyn V-eausell
Snlabow CrUI
Ewgreeo
Casino
Mary
Joe
tPma t« All)
BarJ
Fader
Good
SWvia flroos
Ore
A
Goody
Bobby Parl£S Oro
Miss Ijynn
Udna Sellers
Joan Dare
Madelon Baker
Waly Brown
Vome Wilcox
A Xmosen
Rnas Smith Qra
LamajT A Martin
Joa Jnvlnelll
Isobcl de Marco
Carpenter
Jnanlta Bates
Royal (U>
Toj A Wlait
iTohn A Jessie Hor*
AalLburna
Vivian Vance
MeMoIe's
Mlks Bay Ore
Hotel XdlBW
Inlc fipota
Lola Andre Dane
Kew Berkcr
Olga Bay
rATERHOK
•Pat Ehevlln Ore
Nita
Balabow Baaia
Silver Fleet Inn
Roblnaan il: Brom
Gale Parker
joMr <(l«-t8) Blue BarroD Ore
Horace Houck Or*
Dolly Kay
<H
Wafton
Boon
Walter BeVr
Joan Hope
6 lAcky -Ola
Cbic liauler
Tod Cook
Jlotel Earn Uadw Ozzle Caswell Ore
Glamour -Gls
ChuclUea & Cr(uner I.e Paul
Ted £mtt)i
dement* Ore
Max I.ovln
J-nle's A J Walton
Xiclc ITAmico Oro
PITI8BDB&H
Helen Meatb
Sva Reryes
Moke A PolCB
Sat-ace Trio
Daclta
.Toe Z/enny
Dariene WalUera
Cook A Brown
Hotel LeslQstOB
BIppodme (It) Bnd Sweeney
Advocates
Jose Fernandez
Phil Mills Ore
Gale
Anohomge
Dr. Marcua
Ida loia
Andrem Sla
Ou v ayB
Sammy Frisco Oro Patsy
Juanlta Deerlns
Bay Kinney Or-o
Joe Scotty
Kretlow -Gls
Certicy 2
Shea <: Raymond
Hugh Morion Ore
ErcTctt Hardn
Bolr Passer
Meymo Holt
Ame Banett Ore Adrian ue
CapKel I«m(«
SUtet X«ha Ibb
X«w Parker
Betty Donahoe
Maynard Deane
(Say yinetleg
Laura DutXon
ICapua
Al
Milton
Ore
Klnc
Cole
i
Nell Fontaine
Los 0]eda Sane
Al Davin
Grere Dryadala
Titian Jae&
Arltagton Lodge
Louis Jordan Oro
Rose Gnllo
Blrlacn
4 Madlcs
-Geo Reed
Caona (It)
Kanl Todd
Phil Cavezza Ore
Dinah Shore
Bres'^oea Gardens
Nano Bodrlgo Ore
(Ft. 1-ee, N. J.)
State <I4-«T)
i Blltmonttea
Gyplqr Blta
Citei FiiTes
laohua Paulson
Charlie Bplvak Ore
Bevelers
Reda
Ben y«st Co
Alice Luory
Cnrley
Pancho Ore
Carmen Amaya
Hotel McAlpIo
falmer Uonse
I.ynn Sla & Hack
(Two to an)
Fianlc Hesse] Ore
Buddy Carlson Oro Sam Sweet
Fnusto Curbello Ore Cross A Dunn
Geo VerreeJiJa
Alice Sona
(Empire Hoem)
Johnny Uessner Ore Phil Baker
(Two to mi)
Sara Ana McCaJie
Bin
Mickey House
8pato1a<a
Breca"*
Grltt WJUlonis Ore
Zelda
(tl-U)
Gypsy KIna
Hotel New V«i*cr Joa-n llerrlU
Christine Fonythe
BUly
Kretebmer
Baye
Jean
B
A
Wicked
Naldi
Henne
Hoagland
WJU Uorrla "Co
WUIIes
J 3annonlca Sees
Oro
tjower A Jeanne
* H'wood Blondes
Johnn^* Lone Oro
Don Burke
% Nonchalanta
Bol Rodcera
<S A B Alalsoo
H<4l>Min*BattiBli<il]er Don RenaMo <4)
Hotel KoaseTolt
Carol 3Unv
Boyd Badbura Oro Johnny Wooda
Adele £nce
Judh) BonneU
Xiavemes
Criaa Cross
Frankle Tattle t
Cfaea Hale t3ls
Jimmy Venutl Oro lUbeHo Areyou
Bobby Bamos Oro
Peter 'Kinam
Bita Roper
Phylls CaH
_ CAMDEN
Weogte- e agle dob Nick Sana
Jimmy Bvans
StOBtp'S
ISvaus Gls
Deliorloa Zlegteld
Splnr'a Boot
Gertmde Simmons
Amy FonE
, tbarera (U-U)
Bob
Sunny Ray
Lee
Virginia Z^mour
Boug Sherman
MaribeJ Vinson
Club Alabam
Pedro DeLeon Oro
A V ColUna
XdOle MayhoITe
Helen Wilson
Faye Trotter
Maxle Simon
Hotel n'm Peaa
Abhiitt Dancers
Raul
Vsrar OS ODily)
Barbaxa lAilarr
Larry Vincent
Frankle Leeter
Maj'gle Drummond
Harry Camosada
Anpela CAraona
(Coattaental Bar)
Sherman Hotel
La RuHa Sla
Haywood A Allen
Kflty Woltr Ols
Pancho A I. Roche
Sonia La Dare
Marion Tulley
Baddy Blalns
Wanda
Elizabeth Cruvena
<Cc]tlc Cafe)
Moke & P(Ae
Jatik McCoy
>Yank -Shuroan
Irene Barke
Majorettes
Lanny Vale
Eaoorka
Billy Klinff
Tubby Miller
Gene Kerwin Oro
Iiucky Ola
<Tro tn fill)
Splvy
Mickey Dunn
Agnes Ban7
Gwen
GTa«e
Siader
Reggie
Uay
Drorak
Jaros
Sla
TBOVIDKKCS
Meny-Cio-BaiiBd
Bernio Adler
Terry Lj-nne
Florenoe Walt««
J^alcerlew In
Stark OxA
(Panther Room)
lAertr ^U-U)
KfltroMlltaa
Cork and Battle
Paulette LaPlerra
Henry Jerome -Ore
Ice Ballet
sMisnantoo,
J4 Hal FfaiT Oro
Lionel Hampton Ore
Bntty A TJiomaa
Uoyd FoK
iXt-W,
fanny Kendia Ore
Dotty Dale
Dick Finney
Deba (4)
CZai'i Ala'rx
Helen P«nT
Harry Howard Rev 1I«tW radc CeatnU Harvey Brown
Joe Grande, Jr
Marlon Moore
Sandy Sloan
Uarvin A WJilta
Rhamfoa CnaSno
San Maj Ga'rdena
UOBCBSTER
Jimmy WaJker
Allan Oea
Doddy Dobson
Tenaillcs
Len MaJizrn Ore
Wayne A MarHo
Dlosa CoRtello
Xlytoaalli (B-10)
Smyths A Dolores
Agnes
"N Brandwymie -Ore Dave TJneTI Ore
B
Willis
Bteps
Buddy
ClariEe
Nell
Buckley
Ors
I Cheatera
Rochester tT
Oeorses A Jaina
Aaron Orkin
Bddle Roth Ore
Rayden A Rogers
PanAlto Ore
Alfonso Ore
KemiyCTood Park
Dick Stabile Ore
Oreco
Eddie Iteyton's
Joe Altis
Betty Bryant
XexlsBton Casino
Jack TValdron
ColoMinos
Enoch Light Ore
tSacle Barry
Oall Gall
Jean Bloe
KlLty Carlisle
Art Scbamberg Ore
Gus Howard
Walton A O'Rourke Virginia RenauA
FroBk Qnatren Ore Pan-.Ajn Dane
Vims rem
Beatrice A Danny
Mildred SecaJ
BtaOlam (10)
Slenore Tl't>od
rUaKa
Martin A Marvel
KHty Murray
Oale e
Don Pedro Oro
VIcM Vardon
Eddie Peyion
Frltschie Ore
Hlbbert, Byrd Oo
4 Benaatlmial Macks RiJby Ring
Barbara Lee
Tomack A Rele Bro Monchits Ore
Bo* Green Ore
Don .Anton Ore
Sandy Mcellntocb
Stirling A Rubia
WJnton £e. ^lane
fiaaO Ldndsay
Androe Andrea
Fe Fe Canny Oro
Luis I^nne
Evelyn Johnson
Bunny Hmrard
^Mii St. BntliAcller Marion HuOer
Bardn All Ore
Betty Atkinson
iMie aab
Frank Urban
linger I>ulo
Camilla Siorlia
Lexington CoQuettes Peggy Philips
Don Lanir Ore
Billy Carr
Den\<er Darlinc Co
cuo*
Sylvian
Wilson lAns
Aamonl PadiUa
Honey Bee KeUar
Hodlmaa Ela
Bebby Rae
Udo Venice
Mario Merin Ore
Mildred Pjirr
Cell von Doll
Klnin C^afa
Vicrtv Dacoata
Virginia Bamos
Cabaret
Dariene
Hnstwood A etona
-Jean Mode
Shandnr A Marco
Al Alarlsco Oro
Dancing Players
105
Cta Dongfaerty Gla
Dolly Sterling
Jack/PrlBoe
Ray Harklns
Bob Carter
Danny Verses Oro
BrergMeas .
Pronajiih Gls
Donna Darnell
Bar sT Slaala
Ft-ances Dale
Barns 2
Evelyn
Cecaanol Oivra
little Bathsttdler
Hari7
Yvonne
Sooley
A
Berelpn
St
Ore
Clair
Boleae Donlzon
Bill Jordan
Swan Oub
MaiT P-arker
Bemire Marshall
Concms
Betel
Kay
Burke
Margie
Smith
Valentine
Vox
Georce
CITY
Kent
BUly Daniel
Marty Boho
Jerl Vanoe
<(ilB» Hat Bm>
Ray Valnnee
Dagmar
Ruth Perry
InicHe Aneel
•Jimmy Brieriy
Linda Xilet
TInocst Bravale O
Haael Eoott
Nancy Grey
Guardsmen
Tony Rtaarrabln
Kut Houiie
Don Sylvio Oro
Watson
H'wood
Alalia
Bel
Sis
Shon
StarJeta
Leon
Fields
Dlek WInslDw Ore
HotH Tort Pitt
llltchell Leisen Bev addle Danders Ore Sol Lalce Oro
Kaacy I<ee
Anjcelo Ore
<3eo VarNa Ora
Slierdlna Walker O
Victor Hugo'a Ore
Ken Bailer Ore
Fivddis Marxin Ore
Diake lIoM
Tripoli 3
fadrJto Ora
Ted Blake
Bm'a Gay iM)>i
Mnnoa Imi
Johnny MItohcU
CaroHUa Hone)
JuU« CoR
Stercos Batnl
Gooiro Gregg
Kad Camtll
Maa A ffis Cans
THiarJas Elrlekland
Frances Carroll
Barry Walton
Boh Grant Ore
Ocna Tobin
Harry Frank
jfCortlBeaUl Bm)
Rtta A RuUn's
Dr RacKtrell
Luln Dates
Vnlversltr i
Dale Brans
Dot Oarcey
Artliur Lloyd
Hatel linn
Del Conrtner Ore
Frank Paris
Fned Blahnp
3
Stylists
ailnnevltcta Co
Nola ISajr
Bdcewater
KOrthe
Ballade
Chuck
Beadi ^ VUU Vcslea
\Vilson
tmmr Grill)
Carl Ravnaza Or4
Helen O'Hnra
Kcnn)- Shaffer Trio
Splko Xlanrlson
Xqrnn Kasaell
Frank Cnneo Ore
Uottfl
M
C^ontreras
BoBlta
Ore'
Ortesa
Hct*
Itaala
SBchel Ortiz Ba
BaroM Wfllara
Shrlner
Arthur Btrobtnao
Marianne Tarrar
Kancy Kewell
_ fBoach It'nlkl
ConcUta
PoECl A Igor
Frank 3hoan Ore
Zrtwls A 3Eian
Alec Uovison
fianr Donnelly
•lane ChnrclillI
HeniT Bnasa Ore
WMxir'a Hat Bcaa
Tana
HfaiatMl TMvtxm
'UarjUs Oraner
HaAtHVB KerJdJtli
(Cny BTK)
-Saith lamfean
_
Pines
Alhlns
Cnsa
Vanessa A Sandlno Arlene -DaT
T>orotby Kesbitt
Banney (;rA.nft
Anaottei
Bin LeRoy Ore
Lee £d wards
Zna Wayne
Cole. Bodetr
Ozzle Nelson Oro
Jacqueline AUrnae
Diu^thy
li>Drd
Baby
Eli
3(»ya S^vA
Hotel Itli Avemie
OCto Olasmr
Jules Flaeco's Oro
(HMtvwB)
Xiallta A Ardo
Trdoa
Bmzonnle
C. DtfbociBlci
Bd McOoldrlck, Jr. Pen
Oliiger I^e
"lEIdaia Sonth Qt8
Skor Oeenba
Besa Baimders
8t«« a>ey
Rtoaldl
Tacfatmnen
Beryl Wallace
Margie Rom Manib Kay Hannerman
Kttrlitbawka
A
Avreitto Sla
Blsay Qinnie liefta Syd Oelden
(Continued

Smile Boreo
Ray Kinney Or«

M

& B Wtialen
aieanor Knight

Floyd SmUli
June Richmond
Andy KJrk Ore

Uo rana-SI adiM

Johnny Howard
Theo HoffmHn A
June Carson
Fill de Valcrl

Ann La

Vclle
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At Least 9

LEGITIMATE

New Plays for September,

On B way

,

Earlier Start

Than Last Yr.

Etratton ahead, Thomas Bodkin back, 'Louisiana Purchase.'

John Pollock ahead, Eddie
back, 'Theatre.'
That the Broadway leason of 194142 is starting away ahead ol last
year productively Is revealed by the
lact that the first month Is due to
see nine or 10 new playa- on the
Main Stem, whereas In September,
•40, there were but three entrants.
In addition there are more shows
of indicated Importance In rehearsal,
representing well-known managerial
names. The laggardness of the past
half dozen years has gone and producers are on their toes, while the
•

new showmen Is giving
the better-knowns not yet in action
something to think about.
activity of

Forecast of musical activity Is
proving correct, there being three
major attractions of that type being
readied.
First arrival

opened

which

See Upped Biz
Managers and ticket people
look forward to the end of the

month and

early

bring excellent

October

Broadw^

out of town.

There

have

been

squawks

registered over starting the
world's series ball games on Oct.
1, that date being the Jewish
Day of Atonement (Yom Kippur).

was

'Village Green,'
last week at the

This week two shows are
definite, 'The Wookey' debuting at
the Plymouth and 'Brother Cain' at
Two other premieres
the Golden.
set back a few days are Two-Story
House,' renamed 'Cuckoos on the
Hearth,' at the Morosco, and 'More
the Merrier,' Cort Next week, too,
will see 'Keep Covered' at BroadMiller.

Clarence Gray back,
no agent used.

A

Bill Doll ahead, Thomas Kilpatrich back, 'Cuckoos on the Hearth'
(formerly 'Two-Story House').

Dick Maney agent, Lou Deak man'Thie Wookey.'
Maney also
handling press for 'Anne of Engager,

land' and 'The Moore The Merrier.'
Irving Cooper back with 'Merrier.'
Lodewick Vroom managing 'Anne.'
Harry
Davies
agent,
Charles

Cluld

Law Bans

agent,

From D.C. Dates

and a

citizen.

bill is 11

p.m.

Phyllis Perlman ahead, Charles
Harris back, 'Best Food Forward.'
Frank Cruickshank ahead, Louis
Epstein back, 'Hold On to Your
Hats,' with John Sneckenberger personal representative for Al Jolson.
Bill Fields agenting, Harry Essex
back, 'Candle in the Wind.'

back, 'Tobacco Road.'

Gertrude Bromberg ahead, Wal-

'LAUGH IT OFF TAKEN

Under the Immigra-

tion laws she cannot attain citizenship until reaching the age of 21,
but Conchita has asked Equity to
make an exception in her case so
that she will be outside the alien
rules requirements.
As an alien Conchita must pay
Equity 5% of her salary, the mini-

mum

being $10. She does not object to that; the six months between
engagements regulation is the crusher.
Dancer was offered a job in
'Viva O'Brien,* one of the new
revues which has a Latin-American
background, but as an alien she cannot accept.
There's
another alien problem
with which Equity has been confronted

The union has been inclined

to
make concessions in the matter of
its alien actor rule, which forbids

such players appearing unless there
are six-month lapses between engagements. Its nod to the managers,
however, comes when_the player
has an important part.
But that
was not so in the case of Herbert
Berghof,
who was wanted for
'Candle in the Wind,' but whose engagement in the Maxwell Anderson play was nixed.
Author appeared before the council and explained that wViile Berghof's part was not one of the leads,
his services were sought because he
Was well known in Germany. Another foreigner was rehearsing the
part, so it was a case of putting one
aUen out of a job and giving It to
another.

new

in the

Berghof

BY AL LEWIS FOR B'WAY
Hollywood, Sept.
Albert

Lewis,

9.

producer,
Brown's musical
stage

bought Rowland
play, 'Laugh It Off,' for showing on
Broadway.
Production follows 'Banjo Eyes,'
the Eddie Cantor show, currently being prepared by Lewis.

Krantz Succeeds Blair

Cleveland, Sept. 0.
Milton Krantz, who formerly managed the Studebaker theatre in Chicago, became manager of the Hanna
last week when William T. Blair resigned.

who had been

associated
with the town's sole legit house for
1% years as manager pnd treasurer,
He
is entering the hotel business.
joined staff of Hotel Carter as an
assistant manager, in charge of public relations department.
Appointment of Krantz, youngest
exec the Hanna has ever had, was a
surprise even to theatre's dramasponsoring organization known as
Playgoers of Cleveland, Inc. Only
33, he's been connected with such
Chicago houses as the old Illinois,
Auditorium and Erlanger, as well as
being business manager for road
companies during a 20-year theatriBlair,

followed by 17 Playgoerssponsored attractions.
gether,'

Harold Eatoo, Broadway columnist
for the Newhouse papers, has just
started to cover the openings for the

Newark Star-Ledger and the Syracuse Herald-Journal, two of several
dallies in the Newhouse chain.

Senate-proposed 50%
admission taxes,

in

which would have included
araasemenis.
Detailed story on page

all

7.

lace

Munro

For Chi s And
Chicago, Sept. 9.
Progress is being made on the plan
Auditorium theatre and
hotel here following its shuttering
on July 31 for failure to meet light,
power and tax bills. Auditorium
Music Foundation, organized for the
purpose of saving the buildings, and

to save the

Harry J. Essex's 'Stronger Than
Brass' being tried out by Ruby Reed
at her House of Theatre, N. Y., with
Victor Finney and Judy Bentley in
leads.

Up to Sept. 7 there were 104 plays
out, 14 being nominated as
Broadway possibilities. Last season
there were 118 tryouts of which 11
were rated having a chance on the
main stem, Of this season's product
eight have been singled out as having picture value and may reach the
screen if not regularly produced.
tried

Tempo Picked Up
1, when two

Starting June

August when 27 new

who was

Billed lotments from

let out

rehearsal, settled with the

Cop

.

scored, a season's stay it wsnt too far
into the red to recover, but has' a
chance to win back the heavy bankroll on the road.
'Out of The Frying Pan' probably made more money
than the the other two becr.use it
cost little to operate,, a good figure
was obtained for the picture rights
and it is considered ideal for summer
stock useage, little theatres, colleges
and the like. Others which tried
Broadway struck out.
Show business will probably talk'
about 'Life With Fath;r' coming from
the summer stocks for years, to come

and it may be another generation
before anything so favorably comparative will eventuate. Quality of
the comedy, which is approaching
the end of its second year on Broadway (Empire), was rather wellknown before it was unfolded at
Showhegan, Me,, two summers ago.
Last fall three revivals with rural
-

starts came to town but
nite as yet. Listed for

Harris office last week.

He

H.

$2,500 LANDS SPECIAL

MAT FOR FORD DEAI£RS

accepted

pay for 10 weeks, a total of $4,000,
and is fre^ to accept any other stage
engagement.
The Kaye part was
taken over by Eric Brotherson, a
virtual newcomer, who Is slated to
be among the featured support to

Detroit, Sept.

More than

1,600

'Her Cardboard Lover*
mcO' have been a possibility based on
its
recent success, but Tallulah
Bankhead was the draw rather than
the play, and she is to appear in the'

new

.

'Clash by
Odets.
.

Night,*

by

Clifford

9.

Ford dealers met

the people of 'Meet the People,'
although It took some swift work to
all

do

none is defishowing are
and 'Anna

'Miss Nellie of N'Orleans'

theatres.

during

Sam

were

5 Days

Over-

in 'Lady in the Dark,' Alvin,

N. Y., but

scripts

(Westport,
Belle
Helene'
-La
Brent's
Household*
'Dr.
Conn.);
(Woodstock, N. Y.); 'One Punch
Judy' (Catholic University, WashingFoundation has been negotiating ton); 'Lend An Ear' (revue) (Cofor a buy-in on the property and has hasset, Mass.); "The King's Maid'
offered $360,000 for^85% of the prop- (Gloucester, Mass.); 'New Orleans'
erty, with the owners agreeing to (St. Louis)< 'Village Green' (White
accept 10-year bonds in payment. Plains, N. Y.) (already open. Miller);
Remaining 15% is owned by an in- 'Little Dark Horse'
(Westport);
surance company which is reported 'Western Union, Please' (Milburn);
willing to lease at a low rental. With 'Walk Into My Parlor* (Sayville,
the property as a civic institution, L. I.); 'Goldfish Bowl' (Woodstock);
this would result in a considerable 'Beggar's Opera' (new version) (New
slicing in tax assessments.
Two-Story House'
Hope,
Pa.);
(Gloucester), (due soon after regular
tryout); 'Concert Tour" (Woodstock).
Plays considered having HollyB'klyn Ticket Brokers
wood appeal: 'U.S. 90,' 'Village
Green,' 'New Orleans,' Two-Story
For
Suspended
House,' 'One Punch Judy,' 'Western
Union Please,' 'Concert Tour,' and
'Dr. Brent's Household.'
Charging
Last Season T'\7as So To
Last season the best of the strawFirst New York tTcket broker
hat product was 'Mr. and TIis. North.'
license suspension was made last
having ended
It is credited' with
week by License Commissioner Paul with a profit. 'Johnny Belinda' also
Moss in the case of tho'Cohen broth- came from the barns; although it

Christie.'

Kaye

plays

were tried out, the tempo gradually
picked up, reaching the peak in mid-

center.

lad/

Rex O'Malley, who was given a
run-of-the-play contract to take over
the part originally played by Danny

in>

duct appears to be no different than
before, new. plays being in-betweeners at first viewing.
Net result of

by public subscription to
improve the property and to operate
it as a civic musical and cultural

Rex

Still

as recently

dicated in Variety, but unless ther*
are- surprises the quality of the pro-

$400,000

•

Harris

summer show shops
paper the results are bet-

in the

last year,

unfolded in the sticks, with the material and talent scouts hopping all
over the Atlantic seaboard. From
headed by Robert Hall McCormick, late June until last August there
holding meetings regularly and were never fewer than six shows
is
trying to round up the coin neces- tried out.
The 'standouts' and the
sary to' secure the future of the spots at which they were presented,
property.
already produced or announced for
Plans now include one to raise Broadway:

BROADWAY

Sam

ter than

good thing.

Center Planned

back, 'Claudia'(road co.).
Karl Bernstein agent, Harry Benson manager, 'Village Green.' Bernstein also agenting 'Banjo Eyes.'
Sid Harris again back with 'Pal' ers, Harry and Max, who siiecialize
in Brooklyn baseball games, football
Joey.'
and also some legit shows. They
charged a detective $4.40 for tickets
B.O. CHANGES
Connie Cable, Phil Kenney, Im- priced at $1.65 for a Dodgers game.
Ticket men were ruled off for five
perial to Plymouth.
Arthur Leighton, Plymouth to days, license then was revived, and
the men given a severe reprimand
Morosco.
Aaron Hellwitz, 46th Street to Im- by Moss.
Under,the state law not more than
perial.
Irving Keyser, Jean Cohen, to 75c over "the established or boxofTice
price is permitted. License is in the
Royale from Bclasco.
Bob Howard, Royale to 46th Street, name of Frances Cohen, wife of one
Helen Monroe remaining as assist- of the brothers. Mack Yates, is also
in the group.
ant.
Elsie Nichols now at Shubert with
The Cohens have quarters near
Josie O'Brien.
Ebbets Field, home of the Dodgers,
Al Holdreth, formerly assistant at but invade Broadway in the fall and
Shubert, now treasurer of St. James. have frequently gotten into the hair
of other ticket agencies, especially
When
during the football season.
the ticket code, designed to eliminate
O'Malley Settles
'digging' for one thing, was adopted,
they are alleged to have boasjed they
would get tickets for any show in
Letout for 4G;
town, although not being given al-

—

On

is in.

virtually the final count

Is

on tryouts

the financially successful hideaway
season is that after affording surcease from the heated period for
many actors and diversion to summer visitors, it produced nary a real

-

As Cleveland Manager

appeared
in
Somewhere in France,' tried out last cal career.
spring, but stiU indefinite for BroadOwned by Carl H. Hanna, the
way, and he cannot accept a legit Hanna will start its season Sept. 29
job until November, unless it is es- with Ed Wynn's 'Boys and Girls Tosential to the play.

.

Increase

back (also producer), 'The Distant

On

19 and has been In this
country since she was a year old.
Girl was born in Venezuela and
is wed to Larry Wlrth, also a dancer

over the

City.'

Tather,' 'Rhine

For

Possibilities

What

Broadway

was a major factor in
business' victory last week

John Tuerk

.

Is

delegation from

Civic Cultural

Cain.'

Production activity has naturally
meant that many actors are engaged,
Elmer Kenyon agent, Edgar Runkel
so much so that at last week's Equity
manager, 'Macbeth.'
Washington's archaic law against
council meeting it was difficult to
Francis Robinson ahead, Alan Atchildren appearing on the stage is
obtain a quorum. Some councillors
water back, 'The Doctor's Dilemma.'
keeping 'Life With Father' and
Campbell
who had turned up suddenly were
Casad
ahead,
Paul
'Watch on -the Rhine,' two of Broad- Slayer back, 'Johnny
missing, It being assumed that they
Belinda.'
crack attractions, out of the
way's
Charles Washburn agent, 'Western
returned to rehearsals.
Sunday performances will again capital. District of Columbia pro- Union, Please.'
hibits persons under 18 from profesJack Pierre ahead, Nick Waggoner
be a factor on Broadway when the
sional appearances.
House recently back, 'Mamba's Daughters.'
season gets into stride. Last Sunday
passed a bill dropping the age limit
Charles Burke, Harry McWilliams
(7) three musicals played and drew
too busy agents, Mario Gallo
excellent business from the Labor to 14, but the Senate was
back, 'DeBaslI
with
the
tax
bill to consider the
Ballet Russe.'
Day weekend visitors. 'Hellzapopmeasure.
John Henry Mears, Robert Rap
pin' in particular benefited, getting
Even
if the new regulation beport back, 'Jump for Joy.'
$7,000 in two times on the Sabbath.
comes
law,
neither
show
will
be
able
Larry Anhalt ahead. Bob Milford
That accounted for the revue skying
play the stand, one of the livest in back, 'My Sister Eileen' (road).
to approximately $24,000 on
the to
week, although there was a general the country. Both call for youngReuben Rabinovitch ahead, Gil
sters, and especially in the case of
offish trend along Broadway.
Haskell back, 'Hellzapoppin' (road).
'Father' the little redheads are posiAl Spink, Charles Bragg ahead,
tively essential. Recently, when "The Fred Tweifel back, 'Boys
and Girls
Wookey.' opened in Washington there Together.'
UnnsDal Technicafity
was difficulty in giving the performJohn Montague ahead, Herman
ance because of the high age limit. Bernstein back, 'Arsenic and Old
Buffalo
a.k. rules about Lace'
also
has
(road).
Confronts Equity
stage kids, so neither 'Father' nor
Vincent McKnight ahead, 'Native
'Rhine' is likely to play that stand.
Alien Hattie' Dancer It's understood that. the vaudfllm Son.'
Freddie Shader ahead, Louis Kahouses are seeking changes in the liski back, 'Meet the People.'
Equity's council Is faced with a pending statute whereby juveniles
Tom Kane ahead, Ben Stein back,
curiously difficult problem, the case would be permitted to play four or 'Separate Rooms.'
of Conchlta, dancer in 'Panama Hat- more performances daily. Time limit
Carlton Miles ahead, Irving Becker

who

legit

show

Leon
ahead,
Spachner back, 'Keep Covered.'
Ben Kornziweig ahead, Bill Norton

Leo Freedman

No Sock

Tax Victory

'Scandals'

unit,

Knapp back, 'Brother
Mike Goldreyer

Strawhat Season

B way; 14 Out 104 Tries Nominated

back, 'Mr. Big.'

hurst.

tie,'

hidicates

41

Cooke

Barclay McCarthy ahead, Harry
Cline
back,
'Life
With Father'
(northern co.), Willie Schneider
back (southern co.).

to

thea-

attendance, what with the
Joe Louis-Lou Nova fight Sept
29 and the start of the world's
series at the, Yankee Stadium
two days later. Both events will
draw hordes of sports folk from
tre

on

Final Count

Production Personnel
Sam

'41

it.

The

dealers, in Detroit for their
annual convention, had scheduled a
ballgame on their agenda for Friday
(5).
Came rain and the game was
Gertrude Lawrence.
Other new called off at noon. Entertainment
male leads are WlUard Parker, committee then called up' the Cass
theatre and laid $2,500 on the line
Walter Coy and Paul McGrath.
Billing sets forth that 'Lady' is stiU for a special matinee. .Although the
presented by the late Sam H. Harris, house had only two hours In which
something of a surprise along Broad- to round up the cast, musicians,

way. Harris staff decided it unwise stagehands, etc., everybody was
to drop the name of the showman there when the curtain 'waa rung up
over his final production.
at 2:10 on the muslcaL

Hale Quits Equity Staff to
Advise on

Army Shows

Edward E. Hale of Equity*s headquarters has resigned and trained
for Ft. Bragg, N. C, Monday (8) to
act an civilian adviser on stage entertainment for t)ie joint Citizens
Committee for the Army and "Navy
and the National *FheBtre Confer*
ence.

Francis Clark, also of the Equity
has been elevated, taUng ovet

staff,

Hale^s duUes.

Wednesdaj, September 10, 1941
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FUN FOR THE MONEY
Plays Out of

Town

Hollywood, Sept,

The ^^o^e The Merrier

MR. BIG
Boston, Sept. 8.
F«rc» In two nctn liy Arlliur .Shei-kninn
nml illrwtftnd Mnrgorel Shnne, urMontcrt
Knufmnn: m-iniiKe, n""0(1 by George S,
Bid OenslnBCr; »t riymoulh, Boslon. Sepl.
12.70 top.

8,

GeorKO

Honry Stnoey

Joon Starling
Jflmefl

.'
.

Bill

Charles G.

The

Little

Eleanor Phplpn
Jnf'<

Wakeahaw

Florcnz

Man

Ames

Betty Furncus

Stevens
Carter
Nenbltt

OeorKe

rcirl"
Robert Whitolion.l
Crnwoll
Dnvirt
n.irry Sulllviin

Kennedy
Eric Reynolds

OKar

Jtodney:
Tllley.....

tinny
Tarpin

Sarah Floyd
Harry M. Cooko

I.

n from Brooklyn

Hlgec

Jack Lampeson
Kan from Boston

Polk

.-..Mltzl Hnjos
Slilney .stone

Broadway Sarah

lotographers:
Fisher.

Le'lle

E. J. nnllnntlne

Amy

lly

MncOon:ilil

St. Clnlr Bnyflelil

fitanwooa
air». Jeaaup

Mr. Jemup

'V'"..,'''''!^

nichma Biirliee
Kay Mayer

JVIlloughby

Dr.

^\ r.iy

"
""""
'
QIW on
Ilnriy ^"'?VJuilson Lnlre
Mna noil

Myra Davenport
g^(xck

nnsnT

Kiiy

rnuln LorhiK
Harley L. .Mlllei'
Oscar Cullcn
Loo Orton

Huth Thnne MeDovltl
John r.nrrlnh

'Wllllnm

...Harold Green
Layton, EdwnnI

Robert
Springer,
Benson
Policemen:
Rhodee, Rodney Stewart. Peter Lawrence,
Irwin WIIcOK, Fred O'Dwyer.

James

Check-room Boy

Elliott

If nothing else, 'Mr, Big' is a
challenge to the rewrite and gag talents of George S, Kaufman. It isn't
tnuch else. Written with an amateurish tinge throughout, the mystery-cometJy has a pretty fair basic
Idea, which seems to be a beef stew
ot 'Rellzapoppin' and "The Spider'
as the main meat. Authentic reports
nave it that on opening night here
ft was running slightly better than
6i tiie Hartford preem last week; and
anyone who has caught several
Kaufman shows could safely figure
that G.S.K. had been working madly
over the weekend to insert sight and
fine gags that would lift it from the
'
aoldrums,
Show opens with the curtain going
^own, then some curtain calls on an
Vn-named play, then a thank-you
Sieech by the male star-producer,
e pays tribute to a boxful 6f politicians in the audience, and a minute later he drops dead to the stage
Vhile the cast is singing 'Happy
picthday,' Develops that the pianist
murdered him by a poisoned needle.
Shot from a gadget hitched to the
piano; but before the murderer is
mrned in at the finish and has escaped through the front of the house,
inany an actor and actress has
Romped down the aisles tq the stage
TO take part in the slow-paced, halting proceedings.
The district attorney comes onBtage to investigate, and so does the
.pofice commissioner and the chief
backer of the d.a„ who is running
for governor of New York. The d,a,,
enacted by Hume Cronyn, Interrupts
nis work approximately every five
aiinutes to make snaches of political
speeches, campaign promises and
other phoney remarks to Improve his
political complexion.
He's heckled
by an attorney in the audience, a
cquad of cops takes over the house
end continues to p}ay their roles during intermission. Ham and bologna
sandwiches are actually passed out
to the audience at the end of the
e^ond act just after the second mur'
aer, that of an amateur magician in
thp audience, who came onstage to
tell what he noticed during the first
murder. At times, the action alternates so frequently between stage
(nd front house that the audience
requires swivel necks.
Prom the mystery angle, the authors do a satisfactory job, throw,
log suspicion on practically all con
cerned and then coming through
with a fairly ingenious, if impractical, lethal device.
Their comedy
(s clumsy and corny, and since the
blece is chiefly a farce, this wcakn.es6 is fatal.
More realism would
Also help matters considerably.
Cronyn troupes excellently as the
.

FiMve

In

Baltimore, Sept.' 2.
Frank Gnbrlelson

Sept,

lIoMywoO'l

Play-

LADY

THE DARK

IN

(Revised Cast)

KEEP COVERED

The yarn: Multi-millionaire Harvey Royal (Louis Hector)- has been
indulging in a philanthropic spree to
boost himself into the governorship
of his state and the subsequent step
He's built himto the Presidency.
self a castle in the Colorado Rockies

Baltimojre, Sept, 8.

Comedy
and Pat

In three acts by Michael Wallach
C. Flick; presented by Moris Sar-

Fox;

staged by
at Ford's

Sept.

8,

nofC;

'41;

Flick; aetting, Frederick
theatre, Baltimore, Md.,
12.22 top.

near Denver and his high-powered Miss Mapcs
press agent is ready to beat the Georgo Williams
Henry Goo<le
drums for the first big step in the Chris
The press DonaldRIecl
sweepstakes.
election
Ross
agent is taken down with an attack Catherine Parker
of appendicitis and a $65 a
(Frank Albertson)
as°ist?nt

talked himself
big chance.

into"

week
has

being given the

Guls.<ieppl

Preston Bingham
Dr.

Youthful flack has
boss' former wife, in
reconciliation, to do a

engaged his
an effort at
biography of

the Great Man, but she shows up
with a new boy friend as assistant on
the assignment, arriving when the
Femme
p.a. is alone in the castle.

(Grace McDonald) and her new
heart (Keenan Wyhh) put on the
tap for the available cash at hand
to pay cabfare.^rom an adjoining

and when snow and sleet isothem in the mountain fastness,

state,

late

Allan Brooks
Calvin Lewis

Hlldrcd Price
Robert Breton
Jerry Barton
Joseph V. De -Santls
Don Shelton
N'ancy Douglass
Robert Shayne
Pngo Spencer
Nicholas Dennis

Baker

Franklyn Fox

Lawrence

Phillip Phillips

Wallace Johnson
Garver
Dr.

Packey
Yayo Kelly

C.

O'Brien

Edna Bennett

Mildred Brooks
Carrie Knox
Lily Crawford

Florence Dunlap

Hone Damur
John 0'Ix>uehlln
Paul Parks
George Leach
Joe Byron Totten
Fred Catania

First Hospital Attendant

Peter Block

Tom Franks

Second Hospital Attendant

First act

is

actionless

and

talky,

matters and final
round doesn't fool anyone. Wynn,
with the fattest part in the doings,
gets the most results.
Teddy Hart
and Millard Mitchell, as reformed
lifts

criminals on their way to enlist in
the army, have their moments. Albertson does okay and Grace McDonald looks .well and reads lines
with considerable assurance. Other
okay performances are by J. C. Nu-

Motorcycle Cop

Beau Tllden

John Marriott
Ed Barron

anything at all can come
Money can be saved by

out of
calling

it.

it

quits right here.

Obvious maneuvering of situation
the
insured
goodtime
Charley and unoriginal in-and-out
involving

regarding the issuance of the
big policy make for a third act that
holds up less than the second, which
IS only a slight improvement
over
the first.
Latter sums up prac-

stuff

tically

are

nothing at all. Curtain lines
and running time falls far

flat

short.

Acting is fairish, Shayne labors
Doro Merande, Louis Hector mightly with the
material at hand,
and Will Geer. Jack Riane as a as does Miss Douglass,
Hene Damur
corpse almost steals the doings with looks well
and reads the part of the
his trick falls and knockabout.
fliperoo turned agent quite adequateDirection
by
Otto
Preminger ly. Paul Parks, as the playboy,
and
seems strained and a bit hectic, pos- Franklyn Fox, as the
go-getting insibly because of an ardent desire to surance executive,
make the most
maintain the swift pace of farce. But of the lines allotted
them. Set looks
speed alone is not the answer here, like a repaint job.
Burm,
SetUng by Stewart Chaney is a
standout, with the Iwo-level handling and multiple doors nicely
Anna Ersklne has succeeded Barworked in.
bara Burton as secretary in .the
More time for work prior to its Lindsay-Crouse
office, which shifted
metropolitan debut would be a smart
theatre
thing here, for there may be suf- locations in the Empire
ficient
salvage to make matters -building, N, Y., this week to occupy
worth while. There's a deflnite pic- the office formerly used by William

gent,

9,

legit.

House will be operated by Alex
Cohen and Alfred Cerrigone, prez of
i

ture possibility here.

Bum.

Paul McGrath is quieter, yet
stronger, and thus more logical than
Bert Lytell as the magazine publisher.
Margaret Dale seems too
mannered in the juicy part ot the
heroine's old-gal friend, while Natalie Schafer is unnecessarily affected
Donald Ranas the silly 'writer.
dolph still makes the negative role
of the psychologist believable, while

audience-

incident, there's a
satisfying conclusion.

Supporting Craven's brilliantlyperformance, Joseph Allen

casual

mugs

Ingratiatingly

as

the

judge's

sidekick and the local soak, while
Laura Plerpont is quietly believable
as Craven's knowing wife.
John

Craven, the star's son, is satisfactory
as the impetuous artist. Although he
still lacks full-rounded footlight experience, his playing reveals steady
development. As the judge's daughter. Perry Wilson has force and variation in her emotional scenes, but
has difficulty with the comedy portions.

Henry Jones
trayal

of a

gives an expert porpompous, futile swain,

while Matt Briggs is properly cast as
the heavy, Calvin Thomas is credible
as a bigoted preacher, John Ravold
impresses as a henpecked husband
finally driven to rebellion, Franli
Wilcox is acceptable as a tolerant
minister and Norman Lloyd gives
realism to the small part of a Life
mag photog. Julian Olney, Jr., urchin
son of co-producers Dorothy and
Julian Olney, has a walk-on. Felix
Jacoves, co-producer with the Olneys, has staged the show competently, and Raymond Sovey's single
setting admirably re-creates a Yankee living room.
• Originally
tested by the Olneys
and Jacoves at their Ridgeway theatre. White Plains, N. Y., early this
summer, 'Village Green' was given
an added tune-up in Baltimore. Although it will probably draw limited
grosses in New York, it obviously
operates on a modest budget. And
since Craven, the only one in the
cast getting sizable money, reporteidly has a piece of the show, he would
presumably share in keeping it run-

ning awhile.

If

the play

is

shrewd*

ly exploited and handled it should
earn a comfortable profit, not even
figuring the screen rights, which
should draw a fair price.
Hobe.

Ann Lee and Evelyn Wyckofl draw
notice in bit parts.'
Of course, Miss Lawrence
spectacular star of the

the

Legit FoDowtip
is

still

show.

She plays

light or broad comedy,
lightning transitions to tense

with
emotional drama and with intervals
of dancing or selling a hot song.
Above all, she has a blazing personality that enchants an audience.
Her 'Lady' continues to be one of

Bbys and GirU Together

the most amazing exhibitions of ver-

well

and vitality
memory,
Kurt Weill's score,

Broadway

in

satility

(MOSQUE, NEWARK)
Newark, Sept.

Making the
continental

first

tour

6,

stop on a transthat will .extend

next spring, Ed Wynn
opened a two-day stay here with the
into

refurbished version of his last sea-

Ira Gershwin's son's Broadway success, 'Boys and
Hassard Short's production Girls Together.' It was the first time
and the other contributions to the Wynn had appeared here since 1938,
Trixle
Mnrnee Latham show are all unique and valuable. when he scored in 'Hooray for
But without Moss Hart's original What!' and a big opening-night audiThis is an alleged comedy about script the entire effort, of course, ence welcomed his return.
the insurance business. As presented would be meaningless. The concepCurrent version of 'Boys' remains
here, laughs are few and far be- tion and the framework are Hart s, essentially a Wynn tour de force.
tween and conversation endless. and if the story is something less Comic dominates practically every
Plotting is thin and characterization than perfect drama, it provides a re- scene and remains on stage for all
markably
provocative
outline
for
a
phoney. It's highly doubtful whether
but about 15 minutes of the show's
Police Offlccr
Colored Man

A

Story is set in .an insurance office
where Allan Brooks (Robert Shayne)
manages a coterie of salesmen quick
on the touch, but slow on premium
gathering. His latest addition (Don
Shelton) is engaged to his secretary
(Nancy Douglass) and to give him a
break he sends him out with a settlement check to a widow, figuring
an annuity sale is in the bag.
Widow turns out to be a fly dame
with a collection of names figured
a cinch for insurance. In spite of a
set rule against lady agents. Brooks
takes her on, and along with a series
of romantic upsets in the office, she
shakes a playboy into a $2,000,000
deal.
Sale saves Brooks from the
is
considerable
running around, axe being swung by
his boss because
shouting and transient comicalities, of inability to
produce during the
but it doesn't all add up.
current drive for business.
second session

an t>oss attempts to make a deal
with him, a young artist paints a
nude in the Town Hall, which the
opposition politicians and the local

11-week layoff to give bigots seize upon as an issue in the
Gertrude Lawrence a rest, 'Lady in campaign. With Craven supplying
the Dark' resumed Tuesday night full dimensions to the key role and
(2) at the Alvin theatre, N,Y„ fol- with some transparently contrived
lowing a special benefit performance
typically
After an

—

plication.

Newark Opera Rouse, shuttered
alnce last winter, reopens Oct, 6 with

turrent operating company.

George llnm-n,
Scmt; staged by

.

BEOFENS

Newark,

at

'-11.

.

inurderee, and Barry Sullivan comes
VP with a good performance as the
handsome playboy who uncovers a
^lue when he's not busy gumming
iip the d.a.'s show.
Florenz Ames,
seldom seen, but often heard, has
blenty of zip as the attorney-heckler
Fox.
In the audiende,

O.H.

openeil
1,

I

Jjne of the love-bitten women, Betty
Fumess gets the cream' oft a
skimmed-milk role of ex-mistress,
Oscar Polk is a standout, playing
^he colored, dumb dresser of the

HEWABX

lJuvo Gould;
house, dept.

.

okay as

is

Jack King,
.^telnlngir.
I-:iMIIrving Aclinnii,

Frank

Wrlglil,

the preceding night (Monday) for
the Stage Relief Fund, Three things
were immediately notable. Despite
replacements in the four leading
male parts, 'Lady' seems more entertaining than at the original opening. Moss Hart has written a much
in these parts.
Mr.<. Cnrtwrlght. .Mra. Priestley Morrison
better show than he's generally been
Scott Moore
nu.i Driver
Show is without standout names, given credit for. And, finally, GerLucia Soger
Mrs. Keek
demonagain
Lawrence
Brenda Struck but many youngsters should use this trude
Lucille Keek...;
.Ralph Chambers stager as a springboard to film recog- strates that she is one of the most
Mim.
Saint Subber
nanv M in With a Radio
Jane Kean is a personable, exciting talents and personalities in
nition,
Deck
Max
Jupiter
Mr.
Danlele PorlM petite singer, and Dolores Diane, 10- the theatre world.
Sinister Man
Doro Mernnrte year-old who can mimic, sing and
Mh." HoKbcn
Of the cast replacements, probably
Teddy Hart play piano, rate best chances.
Goblin
In most Interest is in Eric Brotherson,
Mlllnrd Mitchell
Hnrr- S-rnvIS
Pron and Johnnie Berkes, succeeding to the comedy role in
Jack RIano Louis Da
Ge.irce S;nllh
Will Geer the latter an oldster, show has stand- which Danny Kaye was such a click
r.ockhnrt
Forre.'"!
John Barnes out hoofers. Others are mostly home- originally. Considering the difficulty
C.nit. .Inmi-f
Lee Frederick grown, still biding their time for of following anyone as successful in
FIr.xl
St"te Trooper
Bruce Fenialil
R-cnpl .stiitc Trooper
showcasing gives them,
the part as Kaye, plus the fact that
Guy Snmpael break this
Mr newev
Jane Standlsh
Shafer has invested show with he got the assignment only a couple
Mrs Dewey
G. Albert Smith production and costumes seemingly of days in advance, when Rex O'MalDoc Strube
more elaborate than any previous ley was replaced, Brotherson does
domestic enterprise. There has been remarkably well. The only place he
A rather good idea but. not suf- no
skimping anywhere, with line of is definitely Inferior to Kaye is in
ficiently developed, this farce as now
16 girls going through a number of the song about Russian composers,
projected is too obvious in its dein the circus scene. Otherwise, his
nouement and hardly subtle enough changes.
Musical score by Frank Steininger, performance lacks only a little of
in treatment to merit serious considUnless it is Bob Wright, Chet Forrest, Jack the brilliant incisiveness Kayft gave
eration for Broadway.
When he's played it a
tricked up and given some adroit King, George Brown, Irving Actman the part.
fairly
tuneful
and
while, Brotherson should improve
Eddie
Scott
is
and
constant
eliminate
the
twisting to
telegraphing of scene and situation, may have a couple of sleepers, Dave considerably.
Walter Coy, following MacDonald
Gould staged, with 27 numbers makit is destined to remain just another
Carey as the advertising manager,
one of those workmanlike efforts. It ing up standard double-act revue.
Show's long talent list includes seems less effective in the early,
has the benefits of a well-nigh perMelton Moore; Stop, Look and scenes, but more plausible in the latfect cast, some funny dialog and moListen, femme singing trio; Sherry ter ones.
His dressing of the part
tivation, a striking set and fairly diEddie
Hanley,
Willard
Cameron, Mary Lee,
suitable.
particularly
verting characterization, but minus
so George Dobbs, Sammy Wolfe, Dick Parker lacks the sun-kissed fatuousingredient
all-important
the
Buckley and Betsy Strong.
ness which Victor Mature brought to
necessary to successful farce a sustour
if it makes the
Show
goes
on
Hollywood
visiting
part
of
the
the
tained and constantly mounting elegrade here.
idol, but his acting clarifies the charment of surprise and comic comacter for the first time.

fit

Eleanor Phelps

Hub

George Shafcr, operator of Hollynml Irvin I'Incus; presonlod by Otto L.
wood Playhouse, tiring of house's long
I'lvnilnser ami Norninn Plncus; stnKi'd by
Stewart blackout, whipped together musical
aotllng,
Premlnnor;
I..
Otto
lluii.-v; nl Marvlnnd Iheiure, nnltlnmre,
revue, 'Fun for the Money,' which
">!>•
iMieiiiiiK S.'i'l.
was warmly received by capacity
Dorilt Kelton
iUff Cr.ikturnout on opening night. Dissimilar
t-ouls Hector
H.nrvey lloyul
to most local revues, show runs
J. C. NiiKCnt
Seii.nlor Brn.lcriek
Herbert ru«y heavily to music specialties and proni k:.r.n
Robert Gray duction numbers rather than doubleFrank AU)ert.lon entendre blackouts.
D.nnlel Flncii
Sketches by
Grnco McDonald
BuKu Siiun.lers
.Keenan Wynn Charles Sherman for the most part
Dolmn
}»<»l)h
John McKee are howls and clean, an innovation
Mr. Cnrtwrlght

the role,
Harry Gribbon
bvermugs in the Mack Sennett manner as the police commish. Fay Wray
Is lost as the Hollywood star tangled
up in the Idve cavalcade of the muroared leading man, and she has lit'
oppprtunity to move into high
tfle
;ear.
St. Clair Bayfield rates a nod
or getting something out of a thin
part as the ham actor of the com-

pany.

Furrost.

three ilcls by

getting to nearby Denver for an important date -with the boss becomes
a pressing "problem.
An itinerant duo of elderly tourists looking for shelter in the storm
take the castle to be a tourists' roost,
and the quick-witted ghost writer
(Wynn) flgures it an angle to raise
some quick coin for a chartered ride
into town in time for the appointment. Signs are put out and a passing bus unloads* a wide variety of
characters as temporary guests in
the royal manse.
Assorted types lend themselves to
some rather funny situations, includini; a murder and the subsequent
efforts at disposal of the body, with
the suddenly returning rtiaster of the
house, seemingly a dead goose as far
as his political ambitions are concerned, becoming involved in the
Solution does not surprise
four-flushing politician, gets some mess.
good laughs here and tliere with his anyone and romantic possibilities of
business, but in the long run doesn't the triangle don't jell either. There

quite

Plays on Broadway

:

t:hei

lyrics,

3,

,ShnCer;
George
by
presented
music anil
Charles Sherman

Revue
sketches,

Harris, Jr.

lyrics,

show

great

of

the

sort

love. In this revised edition

audiences
it should

Hobe.

have a long run,

VILLAGE GREEN
Comedy In three acta (four scenes), by
AUenaworth.
Stam Frank Craven.
Staged by Felix Jacovea, setting by RaySovey, presented by Dorothy and
Julian OIncy with Felix Jacoves, at Henry
Miller theatre, N. Y., Sept. 3, •il; f.'J.SO
Carl

mond

top (^-1.40 opening).

Judge Homer
S^eke

W;

Penbody.

Bentham

Margaret Peabody
Harriot Peabody

Jeremiah Bentham

Henry Amea

Hubert Carter
Rev. Horace ShurtlefT
Walter Godkin

Harmony Undkin
George Martlii
Boy Scout

, ,

.Fra'nk Craven
Josepti Allen

Laura Plerpont
'Ferry 'Wilson

John Craven
Malt Briggs

Henry Jones
Calvin

Thomas

John Ravold
Malda Rcado
Joseph R. Garry
Julian Olney, Jr.

three-hour run.

Wynn was in fine fettle opening
night, every gag and piece of business
being good for prolonged
chuckles.
The comic ran through
his entire gamut of tricks, from his
zany philosophical monologs to his
Rube Goldberg type of inventions.
Audience response was always terrific.

Appearing in his usually bewildering and variegated series of costumes, Wynn evidenced considerable
versatility by playing the piano and
the accordion, doing a tap number,
and by draping three of his cuties in
an assortment of gowns that he
fashions before the audience in a

few minutes flat.
Three of the outstanding princiBroadway production are
missing from the current show, the

pals in the

Rev. Arthur McKnIght

Fr«nk Wilcox absentees including Jerry Cooper.
Norman Lloyd Jane Pickens and the De Marcos. In
the main, however, both In cast perCarl AUensworth's folksy comedy
sonnel and in production, the road
about politics and bigotry in a small
does not differ markedly from
New England town is the first entry show
the New York version,
of the fall season and the first of
Marjorie Gainsworth, the new
what promises to be a number of femme lead, has a pleasant voice
Broadway productions of this sum- and is easy on the eyes. Jaye Marmer's strawhat crop. It's hardly a tin, in the singing role that Cooper
smash, but with Frank Craven giv- had on Broadway, accredits himself
ing a characteristically skillful per- well, especially when singing the
formance in the star part. It's a be- show's only outstanding number, 'I
guiling show and .should have a mod- Want to Live,' The D'lvons are a
erate run.
dance team of more than usual grace
Although the comedy is so old and ability, and received a good
fashioned it resembles a highschool share- of the audience plaudits.
dramatic offering. It gives Craven
Dave Apollon's mandolin specialty
plenty of scope for his subtle brand Is still very much in evidence, and
of make-believe. There are several after three encores he was forced'
ingenious plot twists, providing three to beg off. The comedian, however,
effective curtains. What's more, the has ho part to speak of, and outside
situations and confiict grow logically of his mandolin bit he appears in
out of the characters. Above all, it only one brief skit.
contains lots of solid. If obvious,
Among the other players who
laughs.
earned their accolades are the La
(jraven plays a judge In a New Varre
brothers,
in
an amusing
Hampshire town. For the ninth time drunk-acrobatic act; Lucienne and
in 16 years he's running for state Ashour, a homicidal dance team; Dot
senator, but being almost the only and Dick Remy, who do a howling
Democrat In the community, appar- specialty number, and the Six
ently has no more chance than ever Willys, who do a tumble bit and
to be elected.
However, his oppo- handle Indian clubs with dexterity,
nent drops dead, the local RepublicJon.

Dawson

.

'
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It was trucked to the train for premiere at Hartford Saturday
a private performance of 'Mr. Big' was given at the Lyceum, N.Y.,
(4), those out front mostly being service men.
One of the
bits in the play calls for ordering sandwiches from Llndy's, the
Broadway restaurant, and that is literally so. The snacks are offered the
audience as will be the fact regularly. Slightly more than 100 persons
were at the private performance, 55 taking the sandwiches and eating 'em.
Eats are cuifo props because of the Lindy plug.

Before

(6),

last

Thursday

many

'

•Big' Is

Horton

Dflffy Sets

Pittsburgh Booked Solidly to Jan.

San Francisco, Sept 9.
Edward Everett Horton has been
engaged by Henry Duffy to make a
return appearance at his Alcazar

opened Saturday
Kruger topping.

(8)

with

Otto

$3,500

Weekly

Average Pays

Oif in Montreal

around
Before the Senate surprisingly deleted the provision which would have
prices 50%, Broadway was in a dither. Had the additional nick gone through it would have meant changing of ticket prices,
new plates for ticket printers and many other revisions, while managers
figured the increase would affect attendance.

Show people figured on possibilities such as absorbing the increase by
managers, which really would have resulted In lowering net ticket prices.
Instead of the familiar $3.30 and $4.40 tops, the prices would have been
$3.45 and $4.60 with fractional figures for other tickets such as those at
$1.65.

Frank McCoy ran

$3,500.

the venture, which has not had its
like for a number of years in this
city and. has been sufficiently encouraging to make possible repetition next year.
Running six nights and two. matinees at His Majesty's with 1,600 seat-'
age and admish at 25-30-75-$!, there
were losses each week for the first
five weeks and then a pickup to a

were met and
As for ticket brokers who also were skeptical that a concession would point where expenses
even a fair profit made. Best week's
be obtained, they were prepared to call in mathematicians to figure out
gross was $5,500 for C. Aubrey Smith
that part of the tax for which they would have been held accountable.
in

'Old

English.'

Next best was

Stewart in 'What Every
for $4,200, but Miss
Stewart was the only one to get a
Sophia

About 20 years ago Ralph Cohen, secretary to A. H. Woods, suddenly
widow, who was then an expectant
The hat was passed among leading
showmen, Woods contributing several thousand dollars. The late Sam H.
Harris, Arch and Edgar Selwyn, Crosby Gaige and Lee Shubert were also
principal kicker-inners, and the surprising kitty of $20,000 was raised.
The pot was tufned over to Gaige, who handled the coin better than
he did his own, and he doubled the amount. Since then Gaige has more
or less looked after the two Cohen children. One went through Smith
College and is now married.' The younger daughter recently graduated
from the drama school of Northwestern university and is seeking a stage
engagement. Her name is Ralpha Becker, she having assumed the name
died, leaving a small daughter and
mother, that child also being a girl.

of her mother's second husband.

Joe Gould, manager of James J. Braddock, fonner heavyweight champion, and other boxing headliners, is not deserting the fight field as reported, though he proposes taking a flyer in show business as a producer.
As he puts it; 'I am merely' combining the two fields until such time as I
shall find out whether I can really follow the footsteps of those two great
•x-flght managers, Sam H. Harris and William A. Brady.'
Fight,' by Lawrence S. LiebPlans call for him presenting 'For This
Bon. Play was originally a one-acter which won a prize. Gould describes
his excursion into show business as 'this fascinating new adventure.'

We

Woman Knows'

25,

DOUBLE

LASTYEAR
Milwaukee, Sept.

9.

Cy Grody, manager of the Davidson theatre, who recently returned
to town from an eastern vacation,
has announced that the local legit
season will open Sept. 28 with 'My
Sister Eileen,' due to end its long

DIPSON GETS BUFFALO
LEGITER

FROM UBO

Buffalo, N. Y., Sept.

9.

Nikitas D. Dlpson, operator of a
string of 25 picture theatres here,
has acquired the
Er1,460-seat
langer from the United Booking Office, which has "Booked the theatre
for legit since Its opening In 1927.
House is owned by the Hotels Statler Co.

Lace,'

'Boys

and Girls Together,'
and
Hattie'
'Panama

'Macbeth,'
'Louisiana Purchase.'

Stars include

Helen Hayes, Katharine Cornell, Al
Jolson, Ed Wynn, Maurice Evans,
Ethel Batrymore, Erich von Stroheim and others.
Six shows of the Theatre Guild
and American Theatre Society will
be divided equally this season between the Davidson (UBO) and the
.

house getting
three, the subscription system being
used in all -cases as in the past
Bookings are being planned as
Pabst

(Indie),

each

'My Sister Eileen' from Chicago il
expected to get the call.
Autumn bookings lean towards the
musical comedy, with 'Pal Joey,' Ed
Wynn's 'Boys and Girls Together*
and a return engagement of 'Hell*

zapoppin'
ticketed.
Jolson's
Al
long time and, what's more, house is 'Hold On To Your Hats' is definitely
already booked solidly through first skedded
for
Xmas, to remain
of
happened through New Year. 'Panama Hatyear.
"That
hasn't
either in the memory of the oldest tie,' 'The. Doctor's Dilemma,' 'The
local graybeards.
In fact, last sea- Corn Is Green,' 'Watch On* the
son Nixon didn't unshutter .until Rhine,' 'Separate Rooms' and 'Macmiddle of October and then had only beth,' with Maurice Evans and Jufour shows before Christmas. Thus, dith Anderson, also are promised.
Pittsburgh becomes another of many
towns to look forward to a sock
Port, Ore., Optlmistio
season this year.
Portland, Ore., Sept. 9.
Following 'Dilemma,' house gets
Burg's looking forward to a good
Ed Wynn's 'Boys and Girls To- legit season, with exploitation boomgether,' with either 'Meet the Peo- ing
on the following schedule: Sept
Also pen- 24 to
ple' or 'Native Son' next.
27, 'Hellzapoppin'; week of Oct
cilled, ail-before Jan. 1, are 'Hold
20, 'Tobacco Road'
(third appearOn to Your Hats,' 'Louisiana Pur- ance); Nov. 21 and 22, Katharine
chase,' 'Arsenic and Old Lace," 'Corn Cornell
in 'Doctor's Dilemma'; Dec.
Is Green,' 'Separate Rooms,' 'Pana15 to 17, Ed Wynn in 'Boys and Girls
ma Hattie.' Another factor in build- Together'; Dec. 25 to 27, 'Blossom
ing up season here is fact that sev- Time,' with Everett
Marshall; Jan.
eral attractions have been booked in 13 to
15, 'My Sister Eileen'; Feb. 9,
for two-week stays, among them mat. and eve., Cornelia
Otis Skinweek ner in
'Arsenic,'
first
'Purchase,'
'Mansion on Hudson'; week of
under American Theatre Society Mar. 20, 'Life with Father,' with DorIn
past
and 'Hattie.'
auspices,
othy Gish; undated in April, 'Watch
Pittsburgh has been almost strictly on Rhine,' with Paul
Lucas and
a one-week town.
Mady Christians, and 'Corn Is Green,'
New Nixon manager is Sam Nix- Ethel Barrymore.
on, grandson of playhouse's builder
Schedule has been booked Into the
and after whom it was named. He Mayfair Theatre by William B. Mcsucceeds Harry Brown, who man- Curdy, who holds the local franchise
aged local theatre for 26 years. for United Booking Office. McCurdy
Boxoffice staff remains the same, is also promotion and publicity
diwith Arthur Loew as treasurer and

&

Road Shows

ERLANGER,

—

TO

DIPSON FROM UBO

—

—

Foot

'Best

(Rosemary

Forward'

Lane)—Shubert New Haven

(11-13);

—

—

Swedish Actress Joins

9.

.

Forrest Philadelphia (15-20).
•Boys and Girls Together' (Ed
Wynn) National, Washington (1013); Ford's, Baltimore (15-20).
'Candle In the Wind' (Helen Hayes)
Present management will attempt —Colonial, Boston (15-20).
'Claudia' (Lila Lee) Empire, Syrto book concerts, pictures and other
acuse, N. Y. (12-13); Selwyn, Chicago
entertainment.

Chicago run by then to make way
Cleveland Play House
for incoming attractions.. Also, 25
Cleveland, Sept. 9.'
shows are set for Milwaukee as
Sara Strengell, Swedish stage acOutlook
against only 12 last year.
Is brightest town has had since the tress who moved to Cleveland reold days, particularly so with ex- cently, is joining the Play House's
panded defense industries booming. repertory company to play title role
Picture houses, too, are profiting by in Shaw's 'Saint Joan' next month.
Part marks second American apthe increased spending.
pearance of the Scandinavian acThe schedule: 'Corn Is Green,'
tressfwho resembles Garbo, and who
'Watch on the Rhine,' 'Claudia,'
also acted in Swedish films.
Made
'Doctor's Dilemma,' 'Pal Joey,' 'Hold
her U. S. debut this summer in Cain
On to Your Hats,' 'Arsenic and Old Park's
outdoor production of 'Cradle

Pittsburgh, Sept

What looks like best legit season
in years here will get under way at
Nixon next Monday night (15) when
Katharine Cornell comes here in
'Doctor's Dilemma.' It's the earliest
opening local playhouse has had in

return engagement here, and take
rector of Parker Theatres.
for her appearance in 'Rose Marie' Dave Shanahan as his assistant.
fell to $2,800, lowest of the season.
Seattle's Bright Prospects
Artists featured were Fay Wray,
Toledo's Schedule
Seattle, Sept 9.
Anna Sten, Katherine Warren, LeToledo, O., Sept. 9.
Fall legit season opens Sept 28 at
nore Ulric, Sophia Stewart Francis
who
has
Mrs. Flora Ward Hineline,
the Metropolitan, former Klaw
Lederer, C. Aubrey Smith, Mary
just completed sponsorship of an Erlanger house, but now operated by
Boland, Allan Kearns, Violet Hemat
initial nine-week strawhat season
the Metropolitan Building Corp.,
ing and in current week, Conrad
Lakemont Landing, near Toledo, in when 'Hellzapoppin' plays a week's
Nagel.
The shows went on a cirJan. Lindermann productions, has stand. Top evenings Is $3.45, mats
cuit of Toronto, Montreal, Ottawa
announced the forthcoming legiti- $2.88.
(two nights), Saratoga, Albany from
mate productions which she will ofFigured the folks will pay the
New York.
fer for the 1941-1942 legitimate sea- hl.'her fare, as dough is circulating
son at the Paramount theatre here.
around right lively due to defense
Current season will open its ear- activities, with thousands of men on
liest in several years, with Ed Wynn new jobs and making good money.
Current
In 'Boys and Girls Together' on*Jon(Sept. 10-20)
day evening, Oct. 13. Other offering.-;
scheduled include "Life With Father'
'Accent on Tooth' (Sylvia Sidney,
BUFF.,
on Nov. 3, with Margalo Gilmore and
Luther Adler) Central, Cedarhurst
Percy Waram as leads; 'Hold On to
L. I. (10-14).
Your Hats,' Nov. 17, with Al Jolson;
'Arsenic and Old Lace' (Erich von 'My Sister Eijeen,' Dec. 8; 'Arsenic
Stroheim, Laura Hope Crews) Shu- and Old Lace,' Jan. 5; 'The Corn Is
bert New Haven (15-17); Bushness Green,' with Ethel Barrymore, on
Buffalo, Sept S.
aud., Hartford (18); Erie, Schenec- Jan. 26. Offerings for the latter half
Nikitas D. Dlpson, operator of the
tady, N. Y. (19); Empire, Syracuse, of the season have not yet been set.
20th Century, downtown deluxer,
N. Y. (20).
and 25 other picture houses in West'Beantifnl People'
Flatbush,
Five-Sided Omaha Race
ern New York, Pennsylvania^ and
Brooklyn (10-14 J".
West Virginia, has taken over conOmaha, Sept. 9.
,

lAUKEE SKEDS

Seeing Best B. 0. Season in Years

'Vehicle hasn't been chosen, but
will follow 'Male Animal' which

In Pittsburgh newspaper circles these days, they're saying a jinx has
fastened itself onto the drama departments of the three Smoky City dailLatest piece of tough luck came to Kap Monahan, critic for Press,
ies.
recently when his wife, only 37, died suddenly of a heart attack after an
Only a couple of months before that, wife of
illness of just a few days.
Dick Fortune, Monahan 's assistant, ended her own life because of ill'
healths Not so long ago. Bill Lewis, drama editor of Sxm-Telegraph, and
dean of Pittsburgh drama crix, was bedded for several weeks with a heart
Montreal, Sept 9.
attack from, which he miraculously recovered, only- to go down with anMontreal's 12-week summer seaother one last week. Jinx started .last year when Harold Cohen, drama
son of stock featuring a different
editor of Pitt Post-Gazette, and his wife, Stephanie Diamond, radio actress,
star every week, h2is about paid exlost their infant son shortly after birth.
penses with an average gross of

jumped admission

1,

here.

a one-setter but called for eight transfer trucks in the hauling.

There are 40-odd persons in the cast. Play by Arthur Sheekman, the
Hollywood scrivener, and Margaret Shane, is George S. Kaufman's maiden
production on his own. It is in Boston currently, being scheduled for
debut at the Lyceum Sept. 22.

4t

(15-20).
'Devil's

Gaynor,
Cedric
Hardwicke)
Lobero,Sante Barbara, Cal. (10-20).
•Distant City' (Gladys George)—
Disciple'

(Janet

—

Sir

Shubert

New Haven

(18-20).

There's a Aot five-sided race in trol of the Erlanger under an agreeprospect for legitimate attraations ment to purchase the property from
here this winter, the biggest season Statler Hotel Co. This is his first
being in prospect locally in 15 years. lepit venture.
In addition to about 20 bookings
Tristates Theatre Corp. has decided
to open its dark deluxer, the Para- for the coming season scheduled by
mount for all the big musicals it can United Booking Offices of New York,
get.
Already 'Ed Wynn's 'Boys and which has operated the theatre for
Girls Together' and the Eddie Garr- a number of years Dipson announced
Billy House version of 'Hellzsapop- that he intends to augment the
pln' have been booked. Then there's schedule with independently booked
the Omaha Drama League, which has attractions and to give Buffalo its
a contract with United Booking of- first summer stock in a decade next
fice.
The O.D.L. has usually shunned June.
The house, which will be operated
musicals, so that's where Tristates
comes in. The Drama League has by Playhouse, Inc., of which Dipson
already set seven New York suc- is president, Richard T. Kemper, v.p.,

'Doctor's Dilemma' (Katharine QotnelD—Forrest Philadelphia (10-13); cesses for presentation here.
Now comes Max Clayton, heretoNixon, Pittsburgh (15-20).
'Fun for the Money' Playhouse, fore strictly a sports promoter, with
the announcement that he is, for the
Hollywood (10-13).
'Hellzapoppin' Curran, San Fran- present at least going in for theatrical stuff.
cisco (10-20).
His first booking here is
'Hold On to Yonr Hats' (Al Jolson) the Edgar Bergen-Charlie McCarthy
show for the municipal auditorium.
—Shubert Boston (10-13).
'Johnny Belinda'—Locust, Phila- Add to these the fact that Ak-SarBen Is usually bringing in some kind
delphia (15-20).
Song,' playing a nun.
'Jump for Joy' (Duke Ellington)— of top stage event now and then,
Joan,' which Frederic Mc- Mayan, Los Angeles (10-20).
'St.
plus the Omaha Community PlayConnell is directing, is opening 21st
'Keep Covered'— Ford's, Baltimore house, which has a full season
season of the Play House, one of the (10-13).
booked. On top of it all, the Oroldest community repertory theatres
Male Animal' (Otto Kruger)—Al- pheum is slapping in a series of
in the country.
band-vaude shows with its pictures.
cazar, San Francisco (10-20).
:
'Mamba's Danebters' (Ethel Waters)
St. Louis Prospects Great
Biltmore, Los Angeles (10-20).
'Cinderella' for Rainer
'Meet the People'—Cass, Detroit
St. Louis, Sept. 9.
On the basis of bookings skedded
(10-20),
B'way and Road 'Mr. Big'—Plymouth, Boston (10- for presentation at the American

—

—

and Andrew Gibson, secretary-treasurer, will be managed by Kemper,

who

succeeds Robert. C. Stevenson,

UBO's

last resident manager. Present staff will be retained, including
Fred Ziemer as house treasurer, ren-

ovations are In progress.
No purchase price is specified although the house cost $650,000 in
1927 and is presently assessed at
$250,000.

EBiott

Nngent Readies

New Pby

for

BVay

—

On

20).

'My Sister Eileen'— Harris, Chicago
Luise Rainer will appear in New
in a revival of (10-20).
'Native Son* Majestic, Boston (15'A Kiss for Cinderella,' by Sir James
20).
sponsorship
of
Barrie,
under
M.
'Pygmalion' (Ruth Chatterton)
Cheryl Crawford and John WildHis Majesty's, Montreal (10-13).
berg.
'Separate Booms' (Alan Dinehart,
Miss Rainer recently appeared In
the play at the Cape Playhouse, Anna Sten, Lyle Talbot)—Windsor,
Dennis, Mass., and is slated to do it Bronx, N. Y. (10-14); National, WashAlan Brock has joined Alexander again next week at the Crawford- ington (15-20).
Theatre' (Cornelia Otis Skinner)
Kirkland's production oflice in a Wildberg Maplewood (N. J.) strawErlanger, Buffalo. N. Y. (18-20).
managerial capacity.
hat

York and on the road

—

much

as possible for Milwaukee
dates to follow Chicago, not only on
account of the minimum railroading
Involved, but also to take advantage
of the Windy City advertising.

—

—

theatre, sole legiter here, the 194142 season, to tee off Sept. 29 or Oct.
6, is looked forward to as the ^best
in a decade.

Hollywood, Sept

9.

Broadway will see a new Elliott
Nugent play this winter. Nugent
has mailed script of 'Cxold

Is Nice'

east to James "Thurber,, who co-au<
thored 'The Male Animal' with Nugent, for rfdvisory scanning.
'Tobacco Road,' which opened the
Nugent, now directing 'Animal*
last three seasons, will be missing for for Warners, heads for New York
the opening, but the Georgia saga is after completing the picture to beskedded to be presented for the gin production preparations lor the
umpty umpth time In November. new show. 'Gold Is Nice' is not inManager Paul Beisman said if the cluded in the production plans ot
September date is the opening it Nugent and Robert Montgomery,
is likely that 'Mardi Gras' or 'Meet who are forming an association for
the People' will be dated. If Oct. 6. (V>Q p'nconinf Ion nf stsx^" playg.

;

'
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Strawhat Reviews

RUFUS AND HIS WIFE
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Larry Johnson

and Philip G. Epstein flew
In from their Hollywood screenwriting chores two weeks ago to nurse
their new comedy, 'Rutus and His
Wife,' which Sanford. Meisner and
Jean Muir had under option. A look
at the play suggests they'd be around
Julius

did at

it

His every

catching.

gesture and mannerism is indicative
of the show's major spark no matter
his oft-rcpcatcd sketches. Of course,
lie'.s still doinc his soapbox oratory
and the inimitable 'French Protc's-or"

Young Charles Mergendahl
ships.
'promising playa
dcftnilcly
is
wright.'

mono.
Of the music. 'Teeter Totter Te-sremains among the catcliicr
sic'
tunes, as don. in ensemble.
Of the rest of the strictly profesRonald Graham and
sional cast,
Marie Nash lend deft touches to the
romantic lyricing; Al Kelly is bolly

THE GOOD NEIGHBOR

Harvey goes
ill his doubletalk: Ken
over With his novelty electrified banjoing; Maxine Barret and Don Lopcr
click with their terping and Evelyn
Brooks neatly lilts a tune.
Naka.

J.

some time putting it in shape
intended Broadway debut.

for the

ful characters, 'Rutus' performs like

a semi-rough draft, leaving audience
at times amused, at times bewildered.
It's a bad play, and Meisner and Miss

Muir have dropped their option.
Main concern of the playwrights
Is guy named Rufus, who is, he becursed with mediocrity; he
can't discover anything at which he
can excel. Sending a story to a
magazine, he encloses a couple of
his wife's water colors, not because
he hopes she will get recognition,
but because he's convinced they're
negligible. If story is not wanted, he
figures, it will be returned with also
lieves,

unwanted

paintings,

making him

feel

uncomfortable with a partner in
misery.
Story Is rejected but water colors
are regarded well, and mag's critic
comes to visit Rufus' wife. Under
ftiistaken impression visit is aimed at
him, Rufe is first overjoyed, then
overwhelmed when he discovers the
Editor of mag, wife's extruth.
flance, wants her to divorce Rufus
and marry him, he hoping to cash in
on her imminent success. Wife decides Bufus can't get along without
her and so tells him further investigation by art critic has shown her
talent to be unimportant. Hufus is
happy again—but unchanged.
Although story of Rufus is mam
business of play, there are many—
less

too

many—sub-plots.

Inci-

dents connected with minor characInstead of imtilementing main

ters.

story, overshadows it at times. Rufus
told the other characters are all
either unsympathetic or merely silly.
Play lacks substance and is -not writ-

4.
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Highly innocuous comedy that
with nothing, gets no place
and winds up a complete mystery.
of the authors, said to be a
newspaperman, must have a mad-on
starts

One

with the public relations racket.
Either that or the machinations of
flackery
a
highclass
must seem
funny to him. He didn't succeed in

comedy

reflecting that

in 'All

Done

with Memos.'
Story deals -with a high-powered
publicity outflt headed by an apoplectic villain who has succeeded in
commercializing a South Seas island
paradise into a pretty good thing.

i>

'

Enlisted in the great cause by the
head flack Is a screwball author and
his wife separated at the time but
brought together again in the .clarifying process when the real truth
about the head phoney becomes

known.
Cast struggles with the material at
hand, with Mary Jane Stockham and
William MacLeod making the most
ot ihe parts alloted them-.
There's

some
biit

direction by Edward Padula,
the combined efforts ot Herman

ME AND HARRY

Pam Sherman

(BBVUE)
Revue
A,

Sard

two nets, presented by EdQould (Goldberg); lyrics, Nanpy

In

emllton; music, Morgan Lewis; stare
Howard; sketches staged by S. Jay
Kaufman; dances stage'd by Don Loper;
Harry Day's choreography, Matilda Naa§an; costumed designed by Raoul Fene Du
ols;
drapes designed by John Murray
Anderson; music, Phil Romano's orch. Preented at Central theatre, Cedarhunt, L. I.

Miss Patterson
Mr. Macauloy
^tnle
piair Corey
Max Finebutg

Sam Gmdy
Reporter

Virginia

G-.

Thorns

Peggy McOuIre

Edwin Burr Pettet
Ch'arles Stepnnlon

Wlllard Mohn
George Randall

Raymond West
Norman Paul

'Willie

(2.20. top.
Cast: VllUe

Howard, Ronald Orabam,
Wllmer Horner, Marie Kash, Loper and
Ken Harvey, Charles Senna, Al
elly, Evelyn Brooks, Harry Day and his

taret,

ancers.

A

aw

couple of seasons ago Broadwaytwo sprightly intime revues

whose freshness and sparkle
-

capti-

vated the Main Stem tor reasonable
runs. They were 'One tor the Money,'
the first, the second was 'Two tor
the Show.' Revue presented during
the past two weeks in Brighton
Beach, Brooklyn, the Cedarhurst,
Long Island, is a partial conglomerate and appropriately titled 'Two
lor the Money.'
Still retentive of some ot the lilting music ot Morgan Lewis from the

group now operating at this ancient wharf theatre
delivers a surprise package in this
first play by a new, unknown author.
Psychological study turns out to be
one ot the most promising of the
summer's crop of hopefuls.
Plot ot 'Harry' concerns one Jamie,
a not-so-bright lad from Vermont,
hired as driver to a salesman tor a
photographic studio. Gal receptionist at studio loves latter, who's a
heel and blusterer.. Jamie, loving
gal himself, tries to be an impor-

Semi-amateur

tant fellow, too; invents a story that
he murdered a guy named Harry
up in Vermont. He gets caught by
his own story, elaborating
it until
everybody thinks he's a killer or insane, and until he finally almost believes it himself.
Finding the receptionist with the salesman, he tries
to kill latter.
Small, the salesman,
escapees and calls the cops, but the

4.
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we

that

to

tried

to

clear

up

are getting pretty tired of

brigaded

being

names

by guys who

sell

two-bits a hundred, as
agents, dupes, dips or other stooges

Rating as one of the better tryouts
of the current strawhat season and
certainly the best break-in at Stony
Creek in several attempts, 'Neighbor'
uncorks a promising possibility tor

of'

at

Moscow; and the next guy who
it without checking on our poand religious registration is

does

litical

going

be clinked

to

for

criminal

libel.

Broadway.

moderate success on

a

me

for him by reducing the new Bernays living room to shambles was

III

WriKht

MiircPllu I'owcrs
Waller Pllngo
Sidney Sokoloft
Oi'orgc Gorman

l'''ir:.i

ot his, permit

say that the Scully Circus, lacking
Patsy, the Constant Imp, played E.
L. Bcrnays' circuit Thursday night
(4) and bearded the Lyons in the
Lyons den, and if ever a Daniel tore
a lion apart, line by line, we did it
to the author of that still unnamed
by me book.

*nnn Appel

Ilaiiiiah

me) book

Mordkin's

proffered combina*
and chorines at the
afternoon are Dominic Setbartender at the WorldTelly's bistro hangout; Morris Giltion ot scotjh

'literary'

Before Gene Lyons gels to explaining his previously published
Variety explanation and so gets another free notice on that unnamed

Many

(.lydi'a.lalp

up

Scully's Bruslioff

Southbury, Conn.

(four pcoiics)

tiducatli,

bert,

assistant

to

Raymond Gram

Swing; Marty Kane, 'wack' editor ot
United Press; Burton Rascoe, WorldTelly book reviewer; Carl D. Groat,
editor ot the Cincinnati Post; Leonard Gaynor, a press agent; Jim
Moran, who 'sells refrigerators to
Eskimos'; Burton Heath, Pulitzer
prize-winning reporter and is now
columnist for McCl'ure Syndicate,
and the 'Panama Hattie' end Marden's Riviera chorus lines en mass.
Elsa

Maxwell Changes Mind

Although a year ago Elsa Maxwell
indicated she would never write a
column, cafe society's big partygiver has apparently relented. Press
Alliance, a syndicate- formed in New
ago, is selling Mi.ts

York two years

Maxwell's chit-chat. Over 20 daily
newspapers have already subscribed,
including four Hearst newspapers.
Miss Maxwell, who's done some
writing for the slickles oh the Cafe
Sassiety set, is working on a guarantee against percentage arrangement.

Of course, for a good reporter
like Gene not to have checked on
his tacts is practically unforgivable,
and tor him to be so bad in his timing as to bring out a red-hunting
book at the very time most of
'Neighbor' is the play whose pres- America was rooting tor the sate
entation was opposed by the Anti- arrival ot an American oil tanker
Defamation Society. Rumpus was a in a Soviet port is even more unfalse alarm, however, as there is forgivable, becausie It shows him so
nothing derogatory to any particular
far oft in his timing as to be pitchrace or creed in the play. Carrying
ing to imaginary batters in a ball
a theme which advance notices indicated might be propaganda for park atter everybody has gone home
Jewish tolerance, 'Neighbor' turns tor the day.
out to be simply a warm, human
Only Hearst would believe you
story ot a Jewish matriarch whose
can make money out of screaming
blind generosity leads her into recurrent hot water and eventually is Communism at anybody who will
not kick the disinherited of this
the indirect cause of her killing.
Hannah, who lives by the Golden earth in the face on principle. Any
Rule, and her ailing husband Yankel, other manipulator ot public opinion
who lives by the Talmud, eke out an will concede that, tor -the next six
existence by operating a second- months at least, you have a dead
hand store in Baltimore. Business is duck on your hands It you attempt
not so good but Hannah always to fiy or even fioat your way to the
seems to have money for a touch by top ot best-seller lists with anti-

in northern Michigan, died Sept. 3
in Mercy hospital, Monroe, Mich. Ha
inherited from his father, C. L. Lorraine, the Charehroix Herald and the
Bellaire weekly, later adding the Big
Rapids Pioneer. His son, C. E. Lorraine, is city editor of the Mjonroe

Communist screeds even by libeling
the best names in the country to
help you make the grade.

David G. Meyer, 68, circulation
executive tor more than 45 years of

Its

Aim

attention.

ous

potentialities likewise rate
Although essentially seri-

stuff,

play

contains

numerous

Producers are setting a late
October New York opening, with
several of present cast going in as is.
laughs.

-

-

some

unfortunate. It develops that
her secret 'wealth' is a nest egg that
her sailor son Dave has been sending home tor her to bank tor him

LITERATI OBITS
Robert Bridges, 83, former editor
ot Scribner's Magazine, died Sept. 2
in Shippensburg, Pa.
Bridges was
assistant editor ot Scribner's from
1887 to 1014, and its editor until Tiis
retirement in 1930.

James J. McAndrews,'
and business manager ot
Daily
Sept.

Sr., 56, v.p.

the' Buffalo
Journal, died In Buffalo

Law
2.

R. L. Lorraine, 62, former editor
and publisher ot weekly newspapers

Evening News.

Having been a practicing Roman the Rochester Democrat and Chronout of the Catholic all my lite and a registered icle, died Sept. S in Rochester, N. Y.
navy. Hannah's big heart has pre- Democrat all my adult years, I preIVIIIIsm Gardner Blee, 71, pioneer
vented her from turning down the sent no real problem in classifica- newspaper publisher in Michigan's
touches and when Dave returns un- tion, I am just what those two things
Upper Peninsula, died Sept. 4 at his
expectedly, she is $1,000 short in his
say I am. It I should successfully home in Houghton.
He published
bank account.
MeahwhilCi-a member of the Cav- merge the cross and the sickle, that th^ Houghton Daily Mining Gazette
News
aliers (a hooded group using anti- would make me something ot a pio- and. the Calumet Evening
Nazi cloak to take the law in their neer In that I would be the first Journal. A son, John, president ot
own hands) has been murdered and White Communist in history, but I the Mining Gazette, and a daughter
an effort is made to hang the job make no claims to being that good. survive.
on Luther Kurtman, half-witted
All I'm claiming Is that I am
Arthur Klxer Remmel, 55, since
youth of German ancestry. Hannah the legally elected Democratic
lead- 1923 managing editor ot the Fort
hides Luther, feeling that the boy
er of Hollywood, the run-on-the-silk Wayne (Ind. ) News Sentinel, shot
is innocent, and when the gang arrives to lynch the lad, having been stocking district ot California, and himself fatally Sept. 4. He had retipped off refarding his hideout by as such am more likely to chump signed June 1 because ot 111 health.
a sepia prostie seeking revenge tor Communists than to be chumped by His wife, a daughter and a brother
the lynching of a relative, Hannah'is them, since we are in power and survive.
shot and JuUed ii? the scuffle. But they hardly get across the frontiers,
William Gardner Bloe, 71, pubshe dies happy in the knowledge let alone into office.
lisher of two dally papers at Houghthat she had transferred her insurYou probably will get a lot ot let- ton, Mich., died Sept. 4.
ance policy to Dave, and now the ters from
the variously named celebIrving E. PJnover, 63, former newsboy would get back the money she
rities protesting about Mons. Lyons' paperman, died Sept. 6 in Harrishad 'borrowed' from, his account.
Anna Appel's version of Hannah is book, and possibly another letter burg, Pa. Pinover had been blind
If you do,
fine troupmg. Play revolves around from M. Lyons himself.
tor over a year and had been ill tor
her and she carries the burden skill- throw them all away.
Just print a long time.
He started with the
fully. Gives a fine understanding to this one and call it a day. After all,
N. Y. World in 1804 and in 1899 beher role and conveys an authentic Varictt Is dedicated to boxot^ce
came business representative ot the
uneducated
mother
picture of the
grosses, not prefaces by us latter- Weber-Fields Music Hall, returning
who was short on learning but long day G. Barnum
Shaws.
to newspaper work In 1900 as a reon heart. Only weak spot in her
Sempre,
porter on the N. Y. Evening Jourperformance is a tendency to laugh
Frank Scully.
at her own comedy at times when
nal.
anticination of his
Hildie when he signs
in

wedding

to

.

that reaction should be left to the
audience.
Gustav Shackt makes a
topnotch opposite as Yankel, the ancient Hebe who gets more pleasure
out of a prolonged spell ot 'dying'
than most people get out of living.
Both are from the Yiddish theatre.

The Boys Coll This a Brawl
What gives promise ot being the
screwiest party ot the year will blow

-

its head off tomorrow (Thursday)
afternoon.
Invited to it (with enturned in by a graved announcements) Is everyone
on a field day mentioned in 'Low Man on a Totem
tor character roles.
These include Pole,' recent book by H. Allen
Nina Mae McKinney, as the colored Smith, N. Y. World-Telegram feaprostie; Albert Vees, one ot the Cav- ture
writer.
RSVP's have' been
aliers: Arthiir Anderson, the halt- pouring
in, with the only flat turnbaked boy, and John Hacker, Han- down
to date having come from
nah's son Barney who married 'class.'
Jackson Wright and Marcella Powers Nicholas Murray Butler.
Tossing what. he promises will be
likewise click as the young love in-

Fine support

is

cast that cashes in

.

terest,

Dave and

Hildie.

Jane Rose

{emme forestalls this bv turning is out ot her element as the German
"Two for the Money' Jamie over to one Max E'ineberg,
a mother of Luther and Donald Arfor strawhat show- nice fellow who
wanted to be a poet, bury has a job on his hands trying
but there the prospects end. but now works
for a psychological to give conviction to the role ot a
by S. Jay Kaufman, who's Institute. Max is taking
Jamie to fiatfoot who wants to be an archaeolstaged, Is to bring the show to a sanatorium
when
the kid tries to ogist.
Broadway, and varied prominent escape and is
Jack Levin's scripting shows vast
showmen have reportedly shown wlttejl assistant,shot by Max's dim- Improvement
over 'They That Love
considerable interest in such a ven- ;^This
makes for problematical Best' which he tried out here last
ture.
In its present form, despite Broadway
material,
because
ot season. Writing represents keen oba youthful, zestful cast and some ot strange and morbid theme,
Morgan Lewis' excellent music from a tight, fast-moving olay, but It's servation of types he has encounvividly tered, and he has picked up a numthe original productions, this pres- written, and, in these
days of Sa- ber ot authentic comedy bits and
entation looms as too much old royan you never
can tell. An ace gags. He has wisely refrained from
strawhat for further consideration in cast and director might
conceivably overloading dialog with too many
a new setting.
put it across.
ot the Hebrewisms that are a wow
Not that the production hasn't
Playing at Provincetown Is over- to those who know the language
but
Its -share of- entertainment.
Some intense and high-pitched, Virginia a bore to those
who don't.
of the sketches, o<^e''-'b!v o'loin^is Thorns, as Pam, shows most promise.
Direction represents Sinclair Lewis'
for this show, are tunny enough, A good-looking brunet
with a fine baptism as a pro stager and he does
with Howard the springbocrd tor speaking voice, she needs only
to an A-1 job.
There's evidence ot
much ot the tun. It Is through How- learn the value ot restraint. George smart script-pruning,
and play as
rrd, who remains one ot the great Randall, as Fineburg,
also scores, caught
comedians ot this or any stage, that and Charles Stepanlan, as Janiie, smooth was exceptionally tight and
running tor a strawhat
'he revue was able to project as well lacks depth. Author figures In
cast break-In.
original revues,

shows enough
ings,

Intention

'

Frank

Editor, Variety;

I.pviii: sliiKOtl Ity Slm-lalr I^'wIm;
prisi-nteil
by
lliimpi:
DiiKiiiiir
xviUiii;s,
Siini
Mvrd, liy iin-itiiKcinciir wltli Itonnld
iiumy Cri-ck theatre,
.'It
Iliiniiiinnd.
•I'.
'II.
i
ivi-K, funi)., -ViK.

l.ca.li-r

EUicolt City, Md.. Sept.

'Rufus' suffered assorted cuts and McClintock couldn't help this one.
Burm.
amendments up to and including
rehearsals, and contusion shows in
the acting. Alfred Drake is a pleasant Rutus. Other standouts are Tom
Tally, as swaggering newspaperman,
Provincetown, Mass., Sept 3.
a la Richard Harding Davis; Ruth
Drama In three acts by Charles MergenNelson, as maiden aunt with urges, dahl; produced nnd staged by Edwin
Burr
and Enid Markey, a dame who thinks Pettot; settings, Qcorge Randall.
At
theatre,
Provincetown,
Mass.,
every man and his Jirother is anxious Artists'
opening Aug. 23, '41.
to make a pass at her. Edith Atwater •Mrs.
Chamberlain
Catharine Huntington
Is attractive in the unrewarding part Mr. Small
Kermit Holland
Mick
PetPrson Wooldrldge
ot Rufus' wife.
Tim
Charles Mergcndahl

TWO FOR THE MONEY

l!*

Literati

.Iiii-k

l)„v

AH Done With Memos

Shumlin, George Abbott and Guthrie

ten in stage form,

stony Cieek, Conn., Sept.
ComiMly-di;iiiiii In ilnvo ni

by

n:iniey

l>v

Despite plentiful laughs and color-

maybe

as

tills

as a wisCfiil did elevator man, and
Others don't
plays intelligently.
impress.
Whatever the Broad .>ray chances
of 'Harry,' script deserves a onceover from the more serious-minded
producers and also from the guys
who hand out those writing fellow-

Bone'.

a

'literary tea to end all literary
teas' is Michael Mordkln, Jr., son ot

the baUet master and an industrial
designer. He'll be assisted by Eddie
JafTe, press agent tor Ann Corlo,

Margie Hart and myriad others ot
the undress brigade, who will also
be on hand. Shindig will be held
in Mordkln's penthouse in Manhattan.

Smith himself will be there In a
catcher's mask, chest protector, steel
helmet, shin guards and the other
requisite accoutrements ot a man
who has said what he thinks In print
and lives to face his victims. Among
those mentioned in 'Low Man* who
haven't responded to the invitations
are Herman Goerlng, A, C. Blumenthal,

Vivien Leigh and Greta Garbo;

also J. P.

On

Morgan.

the other hand, promising with
be on deck tor soaking

alacrity to

Bob Bay, 37, assistant sports editor
of Los Angeles times, died ot malignant disease on Sept. .8.

CHATTEB
Holt- McPherson, tor 25 years connected with the High Point (N. C.)
Enterprise, has been made managing
editor ot the Shelby (N. C.) SUr.

Harvey Boyle, sports editor ot
Pittsburgh Post-Gazette, and William
•

P. Pfarr, assistant city editor ot Pitt

Sun-Tele,

are

collaborating

on

a

play.

Charles Davis has resigned his reberth on the Pittsburgh
Post-Gazette to become an army flying cadet at the Parks Air College
in East St. Louis.
Tom McKnight, who sold the
Davidson (N. C.) Tri-City News to
R. T. Giles tour years ago, has
bought the paper back. McKnight
also publishes the Mooresville (N.C.)
Tribune.
Robert Aura Smith, of the New
York Times editorial staff and onetime correspondent In Manila and
the Far East, has written a new book,
'Your Foreign Policy,' to be pubportorial

lished soon.

Appropriately enough, the literati
cocktail party In honor of ConsueloHermer and Marjorie May's ne*
book, 'Havana Manana,' (Random
House; $2) wUl be held in the Bacardi Room ot the 35th floor ot the
Empire State Bldg.

—
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JOLSON-HATS' GOT

3 Carnegie Tech Grads Get Breaks

%\%m

IN

Drop

To

Via Strawhats; Other Rustic Notes
Pittsburch, Sept.

9.

Strawhat season bas been a boon
to three recent graduates ol the Carregie Tech drama school, Bill Eythe,

Shirley Browu and Norma Shea, all
of whom are currently in New York
at the behest of managers who caught
them this summer at Cohasset, Mass.,
and Bucks County. Eythe, who grad-

uated from Tech in June and played
juvenile leads for South Shore Play-

WPA

at Cohasset, was called bestlooking young prospect to turn up in
several years by the Boston reviewers and on strength of several recommendations^ was asked by Jane Cowl
ta read for a role in the new John
Van Druten play she will do this fall.
All three, Eythe, Miss Brown and
Miss Shea, were together in the
Charlie Gaynor revue, 'Lend an Ear,' encountered in casting. An August
at Cohasset, and in addition. Miss date for' the premiere had been
BrowB had a Ifead in Lehman En- planned.
gel's modem version of 'A Beggar's
Incidentally, the Berkshire PlayOpera' at Bucks County, where she house did not close Aug. 30, as redid nobly by nearly all of the re- ported in last week's VAniriy. The
views. She also finished Tech only season was continued through Sept
three months ago. Miss Shea is only e, Florence Reed being the guest in
one of trio with pro experience. 'Ladies in Retirement' during the
Last season she did a vaude dance final stanza.
act with the Thompson Brothers,
turn breaking up' when one of the
Paging Buster Keaton
boys was caught in draft.
Westboro, Mass., Sept 9.
Cohasset also gave Gaynor, who
Buster Keaton irissed the opening
wrote sketches, lyrics and songs for
performance of The Gorilla' at the
been
break.
He's
Ear,'
a
'Lend An
Town
Hall Playhouse last week, with
Pittsrevues
for
original
penning
the result that the show was called
burgh Playhouse for last three seaoff for the night and Manager Alan
sons, and 'Ear' was a combination of
Lee Shubert Gray Holmes began scouring the
their best features.
east
for
his
missing guest-star.
wanted
circuit
and
caught it on barn
Finally, after much frantic phoning.
to install show immediately at CopHolmes located him at the Essex
ley theatre, Boston, for run. John
House, New York, and had him put
also
TVildberg and Cheryl Crawford
aboard train for 'Westboro.
wanted it for their Maplewood, N. J.,
Star was on hand Tuesday, but
theatre. Gaynor hadn't decided over
was not permitted to make a schedweekend what he would do. Couple uled broadcast, going onto the stage
oC years ago, he wrote music for that night
for the first time.
'Finger in the Pie,' with a book by
Management announced Keaton
John Monks; Jr., and Fted Finkle- was 'grounded' while flying from
hoffe, which Eddie Dowling optioned Toledo, O.
for six months and later dropped.

ers

,

.

Some

'Macbeth.'

talk

Biz;

$33M lady' Reopens to 24G

$11,500.

In Balto for $6,200;

'Merrier'

NSH 4G

and he returns
15

to

play

for

'No

week
Time

Chicago, Sept

9.

REVUE

of
for

Slated for the week of
a tryout of a new piece by George
Holland, columnist of the Boston

and

Broadway

former

press agent and manager.
land's script the title is

Hear from Mob?'-^but
works to change it to

Me

nighter Sept
Lace.' No, 2

19, is

crne-

'Arsenic and Old

On

Hol-

'Whaddya

it's

in

the

'Don't (Jtve
That' before the preem.

12G

WORTH OF PEOPLE

Bei Born ContlnaCB
Westboro, Mass., Sept. 9.
Red Barn Playhouse here plans
to continue operating stock through
September if the weather remains
agreeable.
Cast for this week's
'You Can't Take It With You' is augmented by Ruth Attaway, the colored maid of the Broadway production; Guy Standing, Jr., Betty Kelley,
Clair Kennedy, John Dall, Vaughn
Taylor, Myles McAleer, Albert Hall

Detroit,

Opening here
warmed up

ple'

Sept

cold, 'Meet the

9.

Peo-

to a nice $12,000 for

nine performances at the
Cass last week. Starting the 'regular
fall season here on Sei)t I, with the
its

first

prices scaled at $2.75 nights and matinees at $1.65, the revue tucked in

an extra matinee on Friday (5) when
Ford Dealers convention, rained out
of a ball. game, bought out a special
performance.
Although start was slow, crowds
have started building with the ex-

and George Haywood.
Town Hall Playhouse is in its last pectations of bigger grosses and
week with Tallulah Bankhead in month's run.
•Her Carboard Lover,' and the Palmerton Players in Fitohburg are
concluding this

That

week with 'Laugh

Shows

a

in Rehearsal

Ofr.'

Garden

Winter

such support the gross was quoted
around $24,000, best figure in months.
'It Happens on Ice,' Center (2d repeat engagement) (8th week) (R-3,027; $1.65). Rink revue also greatly
benefited by the holiday influx, and
went to another new high for present engagement $33,000,. although attraction played 10 performances.
"Lady In the Dork,* Alvin .(re-

SHUBERT OPEREFFAS

GROSSED I50G IN DALLAS

week)

(CD-991; $3.30).

Those run

attractions that dipped last

week

in-

cluded this holdover standout: however, gross approached $14,000,
that's plenty.

and

'My Sister EUeen,' BUtmore (37th
week) (CD-991; $3J0). Also felt the
pinch last week, with, takings under
$10,500; at that figure this comedy
turns excellent profit.
'Pal
Joey," Shubert
(resumed)
(35th week) (M-1,372; ^.30). After
lajroff musical success relighted
and faxed fairly

still

short

,with scale lowered'

welL
$I5,d00;

with
gross quoted
soon goes on tour.

about

•Panama RatUc,' 46th St. (45th
week) (M-1,347; $4.40). That Labor
Day drop was present here, as with
other stayers, and the gross approximated $22,000; new musicals are
readying, but this one should stick
well into new season.
'The Com Is Green/ Royale (41st
week) (D-1,047: $3.30). Moved here

from National, where it spanned season and summer; business was somewhat off with others that felt the dip;

Dallas, Sept 9.
$9,000; indefinite stay.
Fair Park Casino, after 12 weeks
'The More the Merrier,*^ Cort. Also
of J. J. Shubert's operettas, has originally carded t& debut this week,
closed its doors after a successful but due for further rehearsing and

season for producer and the Texas
State Fair. Good attendance at the
last offering of a week, Oscar Straus'

now dated to open Monday
The Wookey,' Plymouth

$3.30).

(15)-.

(D-1.075;

Presented by Edgar Selwyn

for Metro; written by Frederick Hazlitt'Brennan; costly war drama comes
in with promising tryout rep; openstonight (Wednesday^

Tillaie Green,' Henry Miller (1st

week) (CD-940;

$3.30),

Drew

divid-

ed comment after midweek premiere,
with business
thereafter; better
With flfures not complete; the line on chancesfair
fhTu week.
operas-under-the stars are said to
event
'Watch on the Shlnei>^ Martin Beck
have grossed around $150,000. Prices
'Tobacco Road' chalked up another
(23d week) (D-1,214; $3.30). Dropped
ranged from 25c to $1.25.
$7,000 in second and final week of
around $1,000, which was in line with
engagement at the BUtmore, winding
other results; rated one of the most
up with a special performance Sunsubstantial dramas in >ears, and
day night (7). Advance sales on Pemberton
should stay well into new season;
Starts
'Mamba's Daughter,' which follows
$19,500 quoted.
into the Biltmore Wednesday (10),
White Lightly in Wash.
reported strong owing to interest in
play among picture people.
I>uke Ellington revue,. 'Jump for
Washington. Sept 9.
Joy,' pulled approximately $6,800 on
week,
not
profitable.
the ninth
Brock Pemberton's first entry of
season, Parker Fennelley's 'Cuckoos
on the Hearfii' (changed from TwoStory House', took a lacing in its tryPlay N.G.
out stanza (1-6) at National, managLondon, Sept 9.
ing no more than estimated $5,000.
'Room Five,' which opened Sept. 3 Mystery-comedy has been temporaat the Gairick, is an amateurishly rily postponed in its Broadway bow
written play, with extremely slim for more rehearsals and doctoring.
chances of lasting.
Current (8-13) is Ed Wynn's hit
Joe Loss band opened yesterday revue of last season, 'Boys and Girls
tour.
(8) at the StoU theatre, Kingsway, Together,' on road
indoor Coliseum.

Show

London

playing to capacity.
Invisible Backers

M.

Kelley, deputy tax collector of the' Cfity of New York, was a
50% backer of the Spa theatre, Saratoga Springs, but never saw the
strawhat nor did he visit the resort.
David Cammerman, an auditor with offices in the show zone,
was the other backer. He was at the
Spa once, saw a part of one show,
and that was all.
However, the same setup will
handle the theatre next summer.
George L. (Lefty) MiUer represented Kelley and teamed with Ted
Hammerstein In making the preseritations.
Season ended in the red
about $1,200, one reason being the
shortness of the season at Saratoga,
which is in high only during the
J.

U.r 'ROAD' 7G FINALE

ing mixed press notices. Labor-Day
weekend helped, though musical is
said to be in for a few weeks in any

'MEET PEOPLE' MEETS

'Hellzapoppln,'

(155th week) (R-167U $3.30). Back
to Sunday performances; Labor Day
visitors attracted in droves, and with

sumed) (22d week) (M-1,357; $4.40).
Off to fine start upon relighting after
10-week layoff: first night was benis another preefit; in seven times musical standout
Morris- SarnofT's
bettered $24,000, and steady boxoffice
production of 'Keep Covered.' by
line indicates return to approximate
Michael Wallach and Pat C. Flick.
capacity this week,
Fullsome calendar of coming shows
'Life with Father,' Emnire (95th
is indicating steadiest run of shows

'The Chocolate Soldier,' brought the
total attendance up to 238,000. Fair
Los Angeles, Sept. 9.
officials, believe this would have been
Stroheim, with Jack Whiting, Effie
'Fun For the Money,' new musical one third greater had it not been for
Shannon and Forrest On featured.
revue at Hollywood Playhouse, cor- threatening
rains
on numerous
ralled $7,000 on opening week follow- nights which forced the shows to the

company is headed by
Sept 22 Laura Hope Crews and Erich Von

Is

American

First attraction, slotted for a

Morosco.
week, but
Formerly
Brock

Current at ford's

After more than seven months In
town, 'My Sister Eileen' is
readying to quit the burg and head here in moons.
for tiie open road. Will leave here
Estimate* for Last Week
Sept 27 and goes on a tour which
The Wookey,' Ford's (1,900: $2.22)
indicates it' should last throughout
English war play presented by
the season.
'Eileen' has had a bang-up stay Edgar Selwyn, with Edmund Gwenn
featured,
attracted good notices and
here and jumped back into the five
figure mark easily during the- past favorable comment from audience
month after having had a little Kept picking up from opening night
tougher time during June and July. in spite of terrific heat and inched
With 'Eileen' decamping out of the out $6,200.
this

easily on the closing notices.
second date at this strawhat this
Schenectady, N. Y., Sept 9.
Eeasom Last month he broke the
The Erie theatre here will* this seahouse record with a gross of around son again be the only one in the
$?,000, playing 'Pursuit of Happi- capital district booking road shows. 'FUN'
$7,000,

Comedy.'

this

rehearsal.

Two-Story House';
Pemberton producing.
called

Broadway tryout

Cambridee Carries On
Cambridge, Mass., Sept 2.
Lee Falk and John Huntington,
CO -managers of the Cambridge summer theatre in Brattle Hall have decided to carry on through September.
Nancy Carroll played in 'Mr.
'Roadside,'
final
offering
drew season.
and Mrs. North' last week, followed
by Adrienne Ames and Edward packed houses. All other 1941 plays
'Eileen' came in handily in its
Ma.ssey in 'Man Who Came to Din- were straight sellouts.
29th week in the 1,200-seat house at
about $12,300, an excellent figure for
ner,' this week.
the run and should hold to that pace
'Arsenic' foe Schenectady
Francis Lederer returns for hfs

Sept.

in

Bearih.'

open

slated to

put back

mouth plugging.

Sockeroo $12,300

The More the Merrier,' Maryland
Harris, its place will be taken imNew comedy by
mediately by Theatre,' which will (1,500; $2.22).
open in the house on Sept 28; Thus Frank Gabrielson and Irvin Pincus
John Golden will have both the opened last Tuesday (2) with Frank
Selwyn and Harris under wraps, Albertson heading cast. Farce needs
Going Back in '42
having 'Claudia' in the Selwyn start- considerable work in spite of strong
Spartanburg, S. C, Sept 9.
Struggled
ing Sept 15.
cast of capable players.
With im'tial strawhat try Jet
Opening of the season looks good-, in, with count Indicated less than
black at b.o., director Arthur Coe of with the Grand due to get 'Doctor's $4,000 for seven shows.
Blue Ridge Players announces sum- Dilemma' on Oct 20, while the Etlanger
will
open
a
day
earlier
with
mer stock repeat with early 1942
'Louisiana Purchase.'
Brlanger is '41
season reopener.
also slated for 'Pal Joey' later in the

ness,'

on

'Cnckoos

Was

'Wookey' Picks Up

Corio doing "White Cargo' here, and
another report is that 'Lend An Ear,'
Baltimore, Sept. 9.
successfully tried out at Cohasset
Both legit houses here were
strawhat recently, will be staged on
a low-budget basis by the Shuberts. opened last week, "The Wookey,' at
Ford's and The More the Merrier'
Exat the indiebooked Maryland.
'Eileen' Readies For
cessive heat nicked b.o. at both, with
'The Wookey' building some toward
latter part of week via good critical
Chi Exit, 29th
reception and considerable word-of-

Week

Bnt Ice' Goes

M

Ann

of

B'way

There was a drop in Broadway at- capacity; never was much under
tendance last week, which the rec- that pace through summer, and is
ords reveal is an annual phenome- candidate for another season; over
non marking the end of the vacation $16,500.
period.
'Brother Cain,' Golden
(D-789:
However, several splendid grosses $3.30). Presented by American Civic
were registered, with 'It Happens on Theatre, Inc., written by Michael
Ice' still in the van, extra perform- Kallesser and Richard Norcross; to
ances accounting partly hefty boost. open Friday (12).
Estimates for Last Week
'CUudte,' Booth (30th week) (CDKey; C (Comedv), D (Drama),
Road company about
$3.30).
CD (Comedy-Drama), R (Hetnie), 712;
ready,, but original getting goodly
(Musical), O (Oviretta).
'Arsenic and Old Lace,' Fulton trade and slated for another two
months
or
more;
estimated well over
(35th week) (C-938; $3.30). Back to

and Maurice Evans-Judith Anderson
in

in

BOSTON

Boston, Sept 9.
Al Jolson's 'Hold On To Your
Hats' opened the local season last
week with a promising tempo, garraces.
Last season the house lost
nering $16,000.
'Mr. Big* came in
considerably more.
With Kelley's backing Miller pro- from Hartford Monday (8) for a
shape-up.
'Hats'
poses producing 'Feet on the Ground,' pre-Broadway
by H. H. Archibald, on Broadway. opened here to favorable press and
Play was originally done by the customer comment.
Federal Theatre in Reading,.
From now on, it's a steady stream
Pa., and toured for 2S weeks through of bookings.
Helen Hayes, in MaxPennsylvania.
Brock Pemberton well Anderson's new play, 'Candle
had the rights but dropped 'Feet' in the Wind,' opens at the Colonial
'Native
because the aiithor disagreed over Sept 15 for two weeks.
Son' is slated for Sept. 22. Pencilled
proposed changes.
in for early dates are 'Viva O'Brien,'
new musical with Russ Brown and
Stockbridge Casting Sna^s
Marie Nash; 'Arsenic and Old Lace'
with Laura Hope Crews and Erich
Stockbridge, Mass., Sept. B.
Vincent Lawrence's "The Overtons,' von Stroheim; 'Doctor's Dilemma'
with
Katharine
Cornell;
'Crazy
which the Berkshire Playhouse House,'
the new Olsen-Johnson replanned to try out for William Har- vue with Carmen Miranda; 'Watch
ris, was not staged by' that Massa- on Rhine' (Paul Lukas-Mady Chrischusetts strawhat because of delays tians): Noel Coward's 'Blithe Spirit'

45

'HIch Kickers'—George Jessel.
'Let's Face It'— Vinton Freedley.
•Viva O'Brien'—John i. Hickey,
Chester Hale, Clark Robinson.
'Cnckoos on Hearth' ('Two-Story
House') Brock Pemberton.
'Theatre'—John Golden.

—

'Anne

of

England'— Gilbert Miller.

'Candle-In the Wind'— Playwrights,
Theatre Guild.
'Distant City'—John Tuerk.
•AH Men Are Alike*— Lee Ephraim.

.

•Louisiana Purchase' (road)— Bud-

dy De Sylva.
'Anenio and Old Lace' (road)
Lindsay and Grouse,
'•Claudia' (road)- John Golden.

Minnesota Amus. Adds
Diduth Legit Theatre

Engagements

Duluth, Sept 9.
Romo Vincent 'Banjo Eyes.'
Garrick, 1,000-seater of the MinneLotte Lenya, John Wingraf, Mario
sota Amus, Co., will become a legit
Gang, 'Candle in the Wind.'
Dennie Moore, Shirley Poirier, house for chain in Duluth now that
the lease on the Lyceum bas been
'Ah, Wilderness.'
relinquished and the former OrWilton Graff, 'ClaudU.'
Tallulah Bankhead, Joseph Schild- pheum has been rebuilt into the Norkraut Lee J. Cobb, 'Clash by Night' shor theatre. Remodeling now unStuart Langley, Marty May, Gil der way to provide adequate dressStratton, Jr., Maureen Cannon, Jack ing-room facilities.
Veloz and Yolanda open two-day
Jordan, Victoria Schools, Kenneth

Bowers,

Julie

Allyson,

Nancy

Walker, Teeney RobiRs, Betty Anne
Nyman, Tommy Dix, Vincent York,
Fleming Ward, Norma Lehn, 'Best
Foot Forward.'
Patricia Hitchcock, 'Solitaire,'

stay in October. Booked also is 'Life
With Father,' which has been set tor
Minnesota Amus. Co. houses in district The Lunts will make first Duluth appearance later in season In

'There

ShaU Be No Night'

NORMAH

HARRIS
and

SYLVIA

SHORE
ON TOUR
OEOBGE WHITE'S SCAIBAI£
Vn* BraadWor

How

W*

Wednesday, September 10, 1941
in giving these factory 'concerts,' as
the British call them.

MARRIAGES

'Anything American Is extremely
popular in England,' Miss Daniels
Bride operates concert bureau explained, 'and picture players hold
an exceptionally soft place in the
in Houston.
average British worker.
Barbara Phillips to fflenn Wilson, heart of the
would be wonderful for
announcer at Cape Cod Station I think it
services
WOCB in Boston Sept. 8. Bride is some of them to donate their

Backs Burley

Edna Woolford Saunders to Edward W. Cox, In New Orleans, Aug.

^Continued from pase

19.

operation Sept. 2. Since 1933 he had
M. LOWNE
been living at the Actors Fund home,
C. M. Lowne, 78, vet legit actor, Englewood.
eastern representative for Rob Wagdied in a London nursing home July
Munroe was in vaudeville for 35 ner's Script of Hollywood.
80.
years until his retirement in 1924.
Lucy Ellen Crofoot to William
Lowne was one of the old-school He was a member of such acts as
Emery, in Berkeley, Cal.,
ComKingstone
actors.
drawing-room comedy
Munroe and Mack and Munroe,
menced his career with John L. Mack and Lawrence. Latter group Aug. 31. Groom is head of guest regoing
lations
at KGO-KPO, San Francisco.
In
1884,
Toole in Blackpool
was together for 18 years and played
theatre
London
Toole's
Lola Jean Brown to Mark Austad,
with him to
all the major circuits.
He is
and staying until the manager's rein Salt Lake City, Aug. 28.
Surviving is a sister.
tiremeift through Illness a decade
announcer for KSL, Salt Lake City.
also
he
period
that
During
later.
Marilyn Norris to Donald Burrell
comedies,
OLENDORF
F.
in
many
GEORGE
Australia
toured
Canham, Grand Rapids, Mich. Bride
George Forrest Olendorf, 68, forthen later appeared in many ol the
is daughter of Walter J. Norris, Butbig dramas at Drury I^ane and in mer treasurer of the Tootle Co., terfleld theatre manager in Grand
other West End productions like 'His owner of a string of legit theatres Rapids.
House in Order,' "Trelawney of the in thi west during the 90's, died at
Elena Wolfskill to WUliam Thornhis home in Springfield, Mo.
•Wells,' 'The Silver King,' etc.
Bride
Olendorf, who was born in Roches- ton, in Santa Barbara, Sept. 6.
His last appearance was in *A Bill
Los Angeles 160th anof Divorcement' in 1929. During the ter, N. Y., began his theatrical career was Queen of
niversary festival; he's a stage actor.
last war, he was Administrator of as an usher in a St. Joseph, Mo.,
Mrs. Josephine Halpin, femme
In 1914 he organized an
the Royal Academy of Dramatic Art. theatre.
outdoor advertising company whieh commentator at KMOX, to Thomas
C.

.

HONAHAN

MBS. KASPAB

Mrs. Frederick J. (Kaspat) Monahan, 37, wife of Pittsburgh Press
drama critic, died suddenly of a
heart attack in the West Penn hos-

In C»inniemoratlon of My Beloved
Friend and Theatrical Mentor

PAUL ARMSTRONG
Who

Passed

Away Ad*.

BEN

J.

he headed until his death,
Widow, son and daughter survive.

IRA A. WADDELL
Ira A. Waddell, 48, operator at the
Cinderella theatre, Detroit, died in
Detroit Sept. 5 of a heart attack.
For many years he' was chairman
of the local film committee of the
stagehands union.
Leaves a widow, three children
and brother, William, a Detroit projectionist.

30, 1915

HORACE MILLS

PIAZZA
Horace

Pittsburgh, Aug. 25. She
been ill for only a few days

pital,

had
and

had been pronounced sufficiently
well enough by her physician to
leave for home just a lew hours before her unexpected passing.
talented musician. Mrs Monahan gave up aspirations to the concert stage when she married the
critic, then a Denver newspaperman.
The Monahans left Denver to make
their home in Pittsburgh eight years
ago. Besides her husband, she leaves
two children, Kathleen, 8, and

Mills,

76,.

British

legit

comedian, died in London Aug. 17.
Mills made his first appearance at
the Gaiety theatre, London, in 1890,
and was part author of a musical
burlesque, 'Miss Esmeralda,' produced there in 18^. In later years
he was principally associated with
pantomimes.

A

.

Tommy,

6.

JANE LENNOX

F. J.

home

and other papers before

Dispatch

in Philadelphia.

CORRADO D'ERRICO

joining Herald staff in 1912. He was
Corrado d'Errico, 39, Italian fUm
well known among theatrical peodirector who is known in this counple and was contributor to number
try for his 'Stella del Mare,' which
of
trade
publications,
including
was
shown in N. Y. at the Cinecitta
VARirrr. Born in Mankato, Minn.,
and was graduated from the Uni- last spring, died Sept. 3 in Rome.
He was also a wai:' correspondent
versity of Minnesota where he taught
in English department before enter-

ing newspaper

during the Ethiopian campaign.

field.

A. CREELMAN
James A. Creelman, 40, suicided

JAMES

ANTONIA MINER
Mrs.
Miner,

Savage
Sawyer
former concert singer and
Brook-

Antonla78,

singer's agent, died Sept. 4 In
lyn after a month's illness.

early Tuesday (9) morning by jumping from the roof of an apartment
house where he had been residing
on east 72nd street. New York.
Further details in Pictures de-

Mrs. Miner,
a contralto who
studied singing in Europe, appeared partment.
In concert in England, fiance and
the U. S. In 1910 she became a manHAYDEN
for
Edward Hayden, former business
ager
musicians and included
among her clients the composer- manager for film people in Hollypianist, Percy Grainger,
wood, died Sept. 1 in the Veterans
Surviving is her second husband, hospital, Fort Whipple, Ariz.
her first having died in 1920.
Bnssell Gardner, 20, who played
WILLIAM B. SLOAT
the trombone in Bill Hannon's ImWilliam H. Sloat, 60, author of the perial Club dance band, was killed
radio play 'Bill and Mary,' and por- Sept. 5 when his car crashed into a
trayer of the character of 'Bill,' died tree on the Waterford-Mechanlcville,
Sept. 3 of a heart ailment in Tulsa, N. Y., Road.
Okla.
Sloat's death ends the program, since Mrs. Leona Anderson,
Bertha Boomer, 60, sister of Luwho' played 'Mary,' declared she will cius Boomer, president of Hotel
not continue the sketch with another Waldorf-Astoria, N. Y., died as result of injuries in an auto accident
author and 'Bill.'
Program was first introduced over Sept. 3 In Fort Myers, Fla.

EDWARD

WCBS,

Springfield,

111.,

In

1930.

Death of the author ends negotiashow on a national

tions to put the
networlc.

Sidney W. Campbell,

55,

stagehand

for 33 years and widely known in
the film industry, died Sept. 4 In Los

Angeles,

NED laCNROE
Ned Munroe,

73,

former vaudeville

actor, died In the

Englewood hospiJ., following an

'

tal,

Englewood, N.

Mr. and Mrs. Larry Grenier,
daughter, in Los Angeles, Aug. 31.

Mr. and Mrs. Jack Chesleigh,
Sept. 3, in New York,
Father is guitarist-vocalist with Nick
D'Amico's orchestra.
,

Dick

Mother, 76, of Earle Ross, film
character actor, died Sept 3 In Chicago.

1;

present

Its

'

Miss Daniel and Lyon go to Dixon,
next Monday (15) to attend
Louella Parsons' hospital dedication,
returning for a 'We the People' shot
on CBS Tuesday (16) and thence to
the Coast with their children before
boarding the clipper again.
111.,

daughter,

Mrs.

spell

'

Father has been a member of 'The
Drunkard,' Los Angeles stage troupe,
for nine years.

and

would

big dividends in more respectable
surroundings. They're laughing even
harder at the stuff in the de luxe
for these concerts. Film technicians film theatres than they do in the
are. also much needed.'
burlesque houses, although the coReynolds a Popolar Gent
medians also are from burleycue, he
An American, Quentln Reynolds, points out.
is the most popular man in Britain,
'There always has been a mistaken
barring no one. Miss Daniels de- notion that burlesque Jheatres are
clared. Morale-building stuff turned patronized chiefly by morons and
out by Collier's staffer for various dumbbells,' says Hirsch. 'While the
London dailies and his occasional average I.Q. of a typical burlesque
radio broadcasts make him an object audience might not push Einstein
of acclamation everywhere. Peak of into the background, it's a fact that
Reynolds' popularity was reached. our regular clientele always has inMiss Daniels said, with two sarcastic cluded many substantial and successbroadcasts to Germany. First was ful business and professional men
addressed to Dr. Paul Goebbels, irtin- and even university and college propropaganda, and titled fessors. And I found that they were
ister
of
Second was to attracted principally not by the
Doctor.'
'Hello,
Mr. Schickel- strippers and girls generally, but by
Hitler and labeled
gruber.'.
the comedians.
Miss Daniels and Lyon went,
'Take the principal Broadway rethrough all the London blitzing un- vues. Their original comedy scenes
scathed without once having been and blackouts have been patterned
in an air-raid shelter. Only conces- along burlesque comedy lines. But it
sion they made to the Luftwaffe was remained for Abbott and Costello to
moving their mattresses to the ser- lift the time-tested burlesque busivants' sitting room downstairs in ness and gags in the entirety for
their Lond9n' home when it got 'too
the films and demonstrate that this
noisy' for third floor sleeping. House
stuff can bowl over the so-called
next to theirs was demolished by higher class audiences.
And now
,a bomb with the only occupant not
George White comes along with a
killed a woman in the bathtub on
show that relies mainly on burlesque
the third floor,
comics and the self -same scenes that
'She'd just as leave have died, we've been doing for 15 years. What
though,' American player said, 'she happens?
"The show proves socko.
was so embarrassed at landing in It's just what the public wants.
the street completely nude.'
'Of course, these troubled times

Upton's Talent

Whittng,

—

Continued from page 3ss
5, in Seattle. Father
on sales staff of KIRO, Seattle.
sole duty is to provide amusement
Mr. and Mrs. William Doerr, Jr., for the 3,000 selectees and act as
guides to visitors. 'Three Men on a
Horse' or perhaps another of the
Abbott farces will go into production as soon as 'Rat' winds up, with
about three weeks allowed for rehearsal and preparation of the sets.
Jordan, a copy writer for the
Upton is unique In having such a
William Esty agency.
bevy of talent and even more unique
Mr. and Mrs. Walter T. Higgins, in being able to hold the imit todaughter, in Jackson Heights, N. Y., gether although there's no warIt has
Sept. 1. Father is with Hearst Ra- ranty on the latter score.
*
been able to accumulate its enterdio, Inc.
Mr. and Mrs. Laurence Stallings, tainers who include a first-rate
daughter, Sept. 5, In Hollywood. swing band because most of the
Playwright-father is currently scen- recruits from New York go through
the camp.
Morale officer, Capt
arizing at 20th-Fox.
A. H. Rankin, scans the selectees
like a hawk and nabs for his staff
those with talent to entertain.
Apparently, why the Army has
been lenient in allowing Ra.nkin to
^^^CoDtlnaed from paee Z^^SSm
hold the men is that Upton is only
Recruits stay
tlve weeks, something of a record. It a reception center.
returns to the air shortly after Lyon here only for three days or so, so
and Miss Daniels go back to England it's not possible^to organize them in
They arrived in the any way to entertain themselves.
on Oct. 9.
United States last week for a visit And those first three days in the
with their children, Barbara, 10, and Army for most draftees is all-time
Richard, 6, whom they hadn't seen low ebb for a soldier's morale.

daughter, Sept.
is

Heppe composed sacred music and son, in Buffalo, Sept. 3. Father is
was the first president of the Phila- commercial manager of WEBR, Bufdelphia Music League.
For more falo.
than SO years he was the head of
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Titterton, son,
the C. J. Heppe Co., makers of Sept. 7, in New York.
Father is
pianos.
script editor of NBC; mother is Ruth

Lennox, 72, retired legit
actress, died Aug. 30 in Norristown,
FRANK C. GATH
Pa. She was the daughter of Walter
Frank C. Gath, 52, former manager
S. Lennox, al.<:o an actor.
Miss Lennox made her theatrical of the Attica theatre, Attica, N. Y.,
debut with Felix Morris in 'A Game died Sept. 1 on his home in Rochesof Cards,' also making other appear- ter, N. Y, He had worked in several
ances with him. She was seen In Rochester theatres, most recently
N. Y. in 'Josephine, Empress of the Schine's Riviera.
Leaves widow, daughter, and sisFrench,' and 'Rupert of Hentzau'
with James K. Hackett Miss Len- ter.
nox also appeared in vaudeville \vith
REMIGIDS B. WEISS
Matthews and Bulger, besides apRegimius B. Weiss, 89, who colpearing as soloist with several orlaborated with the late Harry Houchestras.
dini to expose fake mediums, died^
JAMES T. WATTS
in Philadelphia last Thursday (4).
James T. Watts, 59, for more than He appeared with Houdini on stages
a quarter of a century drama editor in the east as well as collaborating
of the Duluth Heriald, died Aug. 29 with the magician in newspaper and
following a two-year illness. Worked magazine exposes.
on Philadelphia- Inquirer, St. Paul
Jane

BIRTHS
Mr. and Mrs. Woody Herman,
daughter, Sept. 3, in Hollywood. Father is the orchestra leader; mother
former Charlotte Neste, stage
is
dancer.

Mr.

BEPPE

F. J. Heppe, 76, composer and
piano manufacturer, died Saturday

at his

C. Hennings, Jr., Circuit Attorney of
St. Louis, last week in St. Louis.
Vivienne Crafts to Harry J. Takiff
Sept. 5 in N. Y. He is assistant to
Jack Cohn, v.p. of Columbia Pictures.
Jane Alworth to Bobby Parks, in
Dulijth, Sept. 2. He's orch leader.

infantile fun

—

—

two years.
Ever Since 1936
American film pair went

Stone's $1,500 to
to

USO

Hat' was staged by Stone, who
Eng- has done similar jobs for Abbott
Incidentally, he is continuing to do
his weekly 'Henry Aldrlch' broadcast while in the Army, commuting
back. and forth to New York from
Upton (about 60 miles) the day of
the airing. His pay for the chore,

land on one-picture deals in 1936
and have been there since, except for
two short visits to the homeland. Last
was shortly before the war when,
with the script unmistakeable, they
brought their children back to the
U.S. to reside with Miss DaiiieVs

$1,500, is

mother in California.

USO

now want

to

come

and worries.'

Among the reasons why burlesque
has had some tough sledding in recent years Is because the scenes and
business that now are new to film
fans and such wows have lost their
punch and become stale through too
much repetition in the burleycue
'The coHirsch thinks.
houses,'
medians can't afford new material
and they're .too lazy mentally to
new

construct

hard problem in finding
good ones,' Hirsch adds.

'20s.
They haive made
of films, both separately and
together, and are now under pact to

Gaumont-Brltish. Just before they
left they finished 'Hi, Gang!' with
Vic Oliver, musical based on their
air show.
Before the war, Miss Daniels and
Lyon did a two-year stint on a com'
mercial for Rinso. With BBC's nix

on advertising, variety program was
disced before an audience in the
Scala theatre, London, each week,
and aired via Radio Normandie, Radio
Luxembourg and Radio Paris, which
.

beam into England. Shortly
after the start of the war the couple
went into a musical, 'Haw Haw,'
used to

which had a seven-month London
run. Recently they have been entertaining at lunch and tea-time
shows in munitions factories, some
days doing as many (is .five performances.
Miss Daniels declared. Incidentally,
that there is 'a great opportunity for
American players who want to do
their bit to go to England and help

sufficiently

Bills
;

Next Week

Continiied from pase 40;

MiUe Sandretto
Vllln Madrid

Bobby FIna
Chai Chan*
Ruth Foater

Mat*

Who

tiny .platform In a
garage that has been dubbed The
Opry House,' Stone and the other
players are turning in a whopping
performance.
The two gals needed for the cast
are Gene Bonyun and Katherine
Wiley, both of whom came directly
from summer theatre jobs.
Miss
Wiley is wi^e of Corp. Feller. Other
members in the cast of the play of
Virginia
Military
Institute
cadet
life, admirably suited for camp production, are: Ralph Nelson CBlng'
Edwards), who was juvenile with
Lunt and Fontanne and in "There

Shall Be No Night'; Alan Manson,
who was In 'Journey to Jerusalem'

on Broadway

Natnle

Etzl Covato Oro
I<«11*

Allge

Shea

I,eo

Skr-Vne
Teddy KInK Oro

Phil

&

Dawn
Rita

D'Rey

MaohBltancttea

BOSTON
Beachcombor
Harry Morrlasey
l.lnda Bruce Uano
Peplto
Caesar
Buator

&
&

I..ucla

Roalta

Kelm Rev

Bllnitrnb'a

Hl-Bat

Herman Or*

Pela

Lucille <ft«y

Frank Petty
Hotel Bradford

(Clrcna Boom)
Florence Hallmnn

& Lambert

RunkI*

Karl Rnhdo Oro
Boyd Heathen

Paul KIrkland

Townaenda
Jack & Liorratne

Cinb Maytair
Ranny Woeka Oro
Bernie Bannott O
Qeorge Mbby Rev

Roily RollB
Jerry & Turk

Barbara Belmoro
Dorla Abbott
Club Vanity Fair
Kal Nlra Oro
Stella Ray
Darrell Wilaon

Rita Mataoney

Coconnnt OroT*
Mickey Alport Oro
Don Rico Oro
Wally Wanger Rot
Billy Paine

Hotel Kascx
Erneat Murray Oc«
Billy Kelly

Jack Manning
Al Lewla
victor Donato
Aitele Corov
Rita Henderaon

Hotel Gardner
Burt Shaw

Harvey

livalya

Hotel Bberatoa
(Sky Garden)

Don Dudloy Oro
Hotel Btatler
(Cafe Kongo)
Salvy Cavlcchlo Oro
Hotel RItz CarlctOB
(Blta Boot)
Bennle Carter Oro
Terry Shand Ore
Fraink Martia Oro
Juanlta. Juarez

Maxlne Sullivan
Ginger Harmon
Eunice Kealey

International Caalno
Henri Jobert Oro
-

Marianne FrancU
Amapola Lopez

Ken Club

Jack Sc J Lorraine
Ernie Marr Oro
Barry. Prince & Cl'k Ruea Howard
r..ee Dixon
Bto Caalno
Henee & Root
Jay Juarez Oro

last and In radio on
(Melody I.<ninge)
th« 'Aldrlch Family,' 'HUltop House' Marjorlo Garrataon
Lewla

and 'Helen Hayes Theatre' shows;
Phillip Truex, son of Ernest who
'Man Who Cams to Dinner
when he was drafted: Michael
WardeU, 'Pinkie' Mitchel, Robert
MuUer, Jose Dl Dona'to,
Dick
Bernie, Richard Browning and Ed'

Herb
Crawford Bans*
Ray Cnlllna Oro

die O'Connor.

Milton Oeorgo

left

Art Yaicllo
t'r.ii\k

Shirley Heller

donated each week to the
CttM Manana
after agent's fees and expenses Hal Miller Oro

a

Union GrIU

Marlon Joyce
Qaorgo Webber
Yacht CiBb
H Mlrtdleman Oro
Pat Rooney, Sr

-

the late

themselves.

scenes

Moreover, Broadway, night clubs and
pix grab off the best burlesque comedy talent as fast as it's developed
and, because of the competition for
first-rate comics, burlesque has a

Curiously
Aulffer Broa
enough,
couple come out.
the
Loulae Slierwood
reached far greater popularity in
Working under the most severe Earl
Grrger
Britain on screen, radio and stage stage conditions (Broadway produc- Jane Olddlnga
than in their heyday in America in tion employed three turntables) on Jean Carle
Don Muckel
a
converted

number

to the theatre to

laugh and they don't want to have
to think. The lower the comedy the
further the escape from the tensions

—

Anything American

for

undoubtedly have something to do
with present comedy tastes. People

Harry Spear

Vonna
Joae

St

Vega

The C^T*

Maria Breen

Ralph Porrai Or*

Dolorea Gaylord
Gene Bayloa
Crawrordettea
ti

Carlta

Lollta

Letlcla

Sally Keith

Fox

&

Carina

J./LCk

Flaher

Tamara Dorlva

Bound*
Oro

Jerry

&

Lillian

A Corral
Phil Barry
C'ollta

CHATTER

Wednesdaj, September 10, 1941
skedded to close following Labor
Day, ctiU going on beeauae of exceptional crowds.
Tom Endlcott will close his Dude
Al Bosen bas one of bis flagers in Ranch nite spot this month and with
his wife will leave for trailer trip to
a sling.
_
^
«
Han7 Gr«en around N.Y. lor a California and Mexico.
Billy Conn and bride back in refew days from the Coast.
Roy Chartier iVuuBti) back on sort after Hollywood trek. Conn
stays at Ritz Clarlton while bride Is
the iob after 10 weeks' illness.

Mark Barron, drama reviewer and
columnist fof AP. back on job.
Jim Tully arrived in town Monday (8) wim script of his new book.
trick
E. Ray Goetz flashing a

pocketbook given hin» by Cole For*
Jimmy Stroock bragging about his
50th birthday, celebrated last Thurs-

''^fcris maestro Hay
In Havana awaiting

with family In nearby Ocean Ci^
because ail is not forgiven by bride's
family.

Mifaunwy Shunatona, who entered
beauty contest here as 'Miss Oklahoma,' is daughter of vet vaude
actor, Indian Joseph Shunatona. He
now teaches singing and dramatics
in Tulsa.

Ventura stalled
a U. S. entry

Milton Blow.

By Bay Josephs

Peter Ustinov, just turned 19,
waiting to be called by the army.
R. H. Gillespie is so used to his
he sez he misses it when

.arthritis

he

feels better.

Vesta Victoria leading retired life
in her houseboat at Hampton Court,

on the Thames,
Monte Rey, featured
Joe Loss' band,

is

Red Lion

hotel.

vocalist

in

launching out as

single in vaudeville.
The George Arlisses

staying

High Wycombe,

at
to

avoid the London raids.
Bert Enrol donning his grease
paint, after a couple of years in re-

comedy; produced fof~Columbia release.

...
circuit

_

London

tirement, to entertain the troops.
Linden Travers signatured for
femme lead opposite George Formby,

Bnenos Aires

Benny Fields did a Philip Morris
audition with Hay Block's band for

Frances Day recording Cole PorEFA finished Amada Ledesma's ter's
Ed Howley, southwestern
'In the Morning. No,' for Decca,
operator, back to Dallas where he 'Mama Gloria.'
giving the proceeds to her fund for
Author Eduardo R. Beccar under- the troops.
headduarteVs.
went
operation.
(Marie
Sullivans
Barry
The
Macgregor Scott, now in the poArditi
expect
and
players,
Corry
will
distribute
legit
both
Brown),
lice lorce, suffered broken arm after
for Baires Films in Chile.
an infant soon.
having tackled 11 Colonial soldiers
Sono Film started Sabina Olmos out on a binge.
Long Islanders taking out airinjury, on 'Boina Blanca' ('White Beret').
insurance against
plane
Barbara Mullen snooping around
Oddest show of the season: Jolly for new play to go into actressdeath or house damage.
Louise Stanley, sUghUy injured in Greco in recital of Japanese music.
managership in West End.
Has
rehears^
Moreno Torrabas and Luisa Fer- found a backer.
a plane crash, has resumed
nanda will do 'Fidela Campina' at
Bis of Tte Distant City.'
W. Foster Horsfield is running
Ned Depinet, Andy Smith and the MaraviUas.
repiertory theatre at St. Anne's,
through
swing
a
on
Juan
Jose
Castro,
Colon
conductor,
Smith
Cresson
Blackpool suburb, with Averil Haley,
doing well in Chile, according to no- his wife, in the lead.
the midwest on film deals.
Sam Smith taking looksee at 'Lady
L Wolfe Gilbert flew In from the tices received here.
Teatro Nacional readying 'Katia Behave,' the Hylton-Mollison-Lupino
Coast to attend first ASCAP board
La Ballerina' ('Kate, the Dancer') hit musical at His Majesty's theatre,
meeting siiice his election.
Mel Shauer, Coast agent, in for a with cast calls now out
with view to buying the film rights.
Dinner to Adolf o Rossi in honor
week on business and to visit his
Joe Loss created all-time record
Shauer.
of appointment as director of news- for Lido theatre, Bolton, week of
mother, Mrs. Emil
Eugene Levy, Newbjirgh operator, reel Noticiario Panamericano.
July 28; 24 cops were stationed at
C:arlos Schlieper's next for EFA house nightly to conb'ol the crowds.
was in several days ago to see Par
will be Leon Mirlas' 'Papa Tiene
Jack Hylton thinking of starting
execs and to discuss film deals.
William Bradley, Jr., will be stage Novia' (Tather-Has a Sweetheart'). series of midday matinees with his
Lumiton shuttered to install new musical '[^ady Behave,' at His
manager of Triend For a Nickel,*
U.S. equ^ment after finishing 'Mi Majesty's theatre, when days get
which John Meehan is producing.
Ned Brown, Coast literati agent, Amor Eres Tu' ('You Are My Love'). shorter in the winter.
Bebe Daniels and Ben Lyon threw
Sidney Horen, managing director
in town for a couple weeks of confabs with local agents and writers.
in Argentina, planed party, prior to their short trip to
of' 20th-Fox
Dario and Jun Vernon's La Mar- back from first trip to States in Hollywood, at their country home,
Princes Risborough, with everybody
tinique preems for the season next years.
who's
anybody in attendance.
Wednesday (17) with Joe Frisco.
Jacqiies
Ortiz
Jean
Mecha
will do
Despite Coventr-' being one of the
Bill Enget here from Birming- Bernard's
Hombre Que Yo
'El
ham, was laid up In the hospital for Quiera' ("I%e Man I Want') in the most blitzed towns in England,
George Formby played week at the
three days following arrival last Fenix at Floras.
week.
San Miguel opened T«s Aflncaos' Hippodrome there recently to $8,030,
attorney (*The. Estate Owners') following new all-time record 'for the house.
calls
Scully
Frank
Arthur Lewis, formerly with the
Fanny Holzmann Tanny Claus' be- custom of out-of-town openings for
Victor Sheridan theatres, appointed
cause of her general hospitality on all Argentine-mades.
general manager of Hippodrome,
all occasjons.
Brighton, considered one of the
Club Bali, Chi s)mdlcate, now has
plums of General Theatres' circuit.
the Gay White Way (nee Cotton
After two years in retirement,
Club) site for this fall. Policy unAlfredo is returning to vaudeville
determined as yet.
with new band, which he is calling
SsContnoed front page
Laid up for most of the summer
the Russian Gypsy band.
It will
with a heart condition but now pro- ing
in for production shows, potel comprise a good portion of femme
nounced okay, Rodney Bush is back
is the Commodore, which for the talent
at his 20th-Fox desk.
The British Ballet having short
for a girl chow
Bill O'Neill back on Broadway first time is going in
season
at
Lyric
theatre
as
stopgap
produced
Al
White,
Jr.
being
by
first
time in six years, breaking
to H. M. Tennent's 'The Nutmeg
jump from Australia by baritoning Idea here is to draft a^ ensemble Tree,'
which is being held up due
with St. "Louis opera.
composed of eight Powers and
Resigning as ad director for Par's Conover models, plus Martha Bur- to throat ailment of Yvonne Arnaud,
(United Detroit), nette, Bill Gary and a ballroom who plays the lead.
Detroit
circuit
Alfred Denville, Member of ParRalph Stitt is in town discussing ofMonroe's orch and liament and vet actor-author, who
team.
Vaughn
fers on other connections.
is operating the Coliseum, Harrow,
Mrs. Charles W. Koerner arrived a rhumba band will furnish the muas repertory theatre, has decided to
from the Coast Friday (S) to join sic. William Morris office is book- stage big musicals there
in future.
her husband who was shifted to the ing the entire showing opening now Starts with revival
of 'Land of
top RKO circuit post three months moved aip to Oct. 2.
Smiles,' starring Richard Tauber.
ago.
Niterles
Rosalinde Fuller quitting lead in
Ben Griefer, lately placed in
The New Beachcomber, on the site 'Chu Chin Chow' revival at the Palcharge of the Paramount, Newark,
of Monte Proser's click spot of the ace to take up lead in 'Desire Under
a Par-Adams Bros, partnership, is
opened by Elms,' which Barry O'Brien is tourchecking into the h.o. once or twice last two years, is being
ing in the sticks.
Latter has her
a. Chicago syndicate Sept. 28 with a
Weekly.
under priority contract and refuses
Annual Warner golf tournament production show, including a six- to release her.
Julia Suedo rewill be held tomorrow (Thurs.) at girl ensemble. Layout will also in- placing.
the Pineridge Country Club, Pur- clude the Chandi-a-Kaly Dancers (3)
Two-Cities Films' 'Story Unpubchase, of which Major Albert War- and Machito's' band.
lished,' which goes into production
ner Is a member.
The New La Conga, with Wally for Columbia Pictures immediately,
They are finally removing the
starring Richard Greene and Valerie
grime from exterior of the 44th St. Wanger as producer, is likewise Hobson, is part of deal of five picThis spot opens
in anticipation of an opera season, on a production.
tures to be made by Two-Cities for
and Clifford Fischer's occupancy of Sept. 23, under Jack Harris' man- Col. Max Thorpe, now in charge of
the Nora Bayes Roof.
On the same date, the Col. locally, engineered deal.
agement.
Charles W. Barrell, formerly di- Cocoanut Grove of the Park Central
'Garrison Theatre,' to be filmed by
rector of motion pictures at Western hotel is also changing its show, as CTharles M. Woolf in conjunction
Electric, has returned to his old post
Waldron exits after, a long with Jack Hylton, who owns the
following leave of absence to work Jack
run.
P. C. uses a flock of girls. stage rights, starts unspooling end
on some industrial films.
of
September, with Jack Warner in
Second annual banquet-hall of Boots McKenna is producing here.
his original role. Pat Kirkwood will
Sept. 30 marks the reopening of play femme
Cinema Lodge of B'nai B'rith, to be
lead, if she can double
held Oct. 18 at Hotel Astor, will be Monte Proser's Copacabaha in N. from 'Lady Behave,' the Hyltonheaded by Bob Weitman, managing Y., which takes another six beauts Mollison-Lupino musical. John Cordirector of the Paramount.
(Samba Sirens) out of circulation, field, former head of British NaNow that Elsa Maxwell is a col- though some of thesie double from tional Films, will direct.
umnist, starting Monday in the N.Y.
Rest of Proser's opening
musicals.
Journal-American,
the
she's
in
be
Hearst family, and Winchell is sup- show lineup at the Copa^will
Aurora Miranda (Carmen's sister),
posed to lay off 'ribbing' her.
Mexico City
Booth operators, on yearly con- making her first U. S. nitery apBy Douelas L. Grahame
tracts that run from Labor Day, are pearance, Fernando Alvarez, Estreltarting to take vacations immedi- lita, Don Loper and Maxine Barrett,
Maria
Nunez back from a seaLuz
ately. Under the new deal they get Charles Baum at the piano in front
two weeks with pay instead of one. of the former Nat Brandwynne's son of singing at Havana niteries.
Cary Grant here enjoying himself
George Jessel's exit crack nowand Frank Marti's orch. with fiestas and visits to pic stuadays is, 'I'm gonna meet some more band,
new partners in the morning.' It's a Brandwynne goes to the Coast to dios.
Robert Casadesus, French pianist,
crew at Giro's in
self-rib on the number of business front anothei;
giving recitals at the Palace of Fine
associates end investors he has in Hollywood.
his new forthcoming new stage muAnother spot entering the produc- Arts.
Walter Disney skedded to arrive
sical.
tion show business for the first time here Oct
6, according to the tourist
.

.

K

Chorine Shortage

.

.

is

(5),

George
fuller,

Tyson

return

and

to

wife,

Pittsburgh

this

Round Room

jau and
i^ier

all

Steel

of Ritz-Carlton for

winter.

summer.
and
Pier

Played

Hamid's

Hamid's

^w

Pier,

theatre

movement

Juan Jose Segura, the

painter,

and

Cosme Hinojosa, Jr., son of a former mayor of this city, producing
a series of film shorts for release in
the late fall
Anna Sokoloff readying to direct

her second season of the "Paloma
in.
All in all the coming fall and Azul' ("Blue Xtove') ballet at the
winter looks like the top boom time Palace of Fine Arts (National Theatre- in October.
for chorines and showgirls since the
Maria Teresa. Montoya, junior dradays when Ziegfeld, Earl Carroll and matic actress, received another subGeorge White were bidding against sidy from the municipal government
one another for loo'kers.
this time of $3,000 (Mex., $750 U. S.),

Ruth comes

week now that pageant is over.
tody Morgan's orch back at Merry
*:>o

where Mar- department
Rene Cardona, pop pic star, to
New York in connection with advancement of the Latin American

Class eatery has heretofore
stuck to intime entertainment consisting of only two or three acts at
the most, one of them usually a
Kitty Carlisle, opening
headliner.
tomorrow (Thurs.), is a continuation
of that policy before the floor
soon.

Mary Small topping vaude bill at
Hamid's Pier for weekend.
V^d Wayburn and wife celebrated
jjieir 25th wedding anniversary here

"'day

the Versailles, N. Y.,

jorie Fielding has been engaged as
stager for the new show opening

Atlantic City
By Hlldrcd Carter

her season at the Teatro Fabregas here.
Dramatists threw a party here to
celebrate the government's nixing of
the reciprocal royalty pact with
Spain.
Nixing permits free use in

47

tor

Broadway

Mexico of all Spanish dramatic
works. Dramatists union has. 1,800
such works available.
Antonio Mediz Bolio, poet-composer who scripted 'La Noche de los
Mayas'
C'Night
of
the
Mayas'),
smash pic about the old Mayas whose
empire was in the present state of
Yucatan, is running for governor of
Yucatan, with good chance of winning.

Radio station XEQ (50,000 watts)
headed a web of the most powerful
local stations in broadcasting music
and reportage of the Black and
White Ball, annual social high spot
of the Mexico City Country Club.
Alonso Sordo Noriega and Rafael
Rubio announced.

Hollywood
Syd Saylor,

Howard

film comic,

divorced.

Strickling vacationing at

Balboa.

Harry Rapf .looked his

first

marlin

swordfish.

Henry changed

Bill

name

his film

Scott Jordan,

to

Susan Hayward out of the hospital
after bronchitis.

Maureen O'Hara

in

Reno

hospital

with appendicitis.
RKO Studio Club throws its
nual frolic Sept. 14.
D. Ross Lederman celebrating
24th year in pictures.

afi-

liis

Deanna Durbin back to work after
a 10-day layoff with fiu.
Leo Spitz here to look over
'Hellzapoppin' (the film).
James T. Buckley, Philco Corp.
chief, ganderinn the studios.
Curly Fletcher,
western actor,
laid up with a heart attack.
:

Paris

.

Comedie Francaise shuttered Aug.
1-Sept.

1.

Newspaper Le Jour suspended several days.

Veronica Lake and her first-born
home from the hospital.
George Raft east on his annual
pil?rimage to the world series.
David Butler has ordered a box
child

Marcel Achard in Paris for screen for world series at Yankee Stadium.
Guido Orlando home from the
and legit biz.
hospital after a siege of pneumonia.
Actor Lucien Barroux back in
Bebe Daniels and Ben Lyon reParis from Nice.
turned after a long stay in England.
Paris plans to celebrate Massenet's
William Holden checked out of
centenary next year.
the hosbital after an appendectomy.
Dorothy Comingore returned to
Marcel Pa' nol's 'Topaze' again to
her film job after an eastern stage
be staged in Paris this fall.
Like Berlin, Paris is going to have tour.
Robert Nelson, Metro contract acan exposition on the Jews.
tor, has a new screen name, Barry
Jean Silvain just finished play Nelson.
based on life o'f Father Damien.
Bud Abbott bought his second San
Aged screen and stage actor, Paul Fernando estate and is renting out
.

.

Escoffier, died recently in Paris.

the first

Formation of National Federation
Roberto Fontaina gandering picFrench Musicians announced.
ture studios for the Uruguayan govThesps Madeline Renaud and Jean ernment.
Louis Barrault off to Vichy for cure.
Iris Meredith, screen player, diBernard Shaw's 'Candida' to be vorced John E. Otterson, Jr., film
of

Champs Elysees next season
Thesps Francois Perier and Jac.
queline Porel slated for early wed-

given at

ding.

Sarah

theatre,
now
Charles Dullin, to open

Bernhardt

managed by

NOV. 1.
Marcel Carlo succeeding Rene
Rocher as director at the Vieux Co
lombier.
Pierre Duvivier finished documentary, 'Monasteries and Abbies of
Provence.'
News- of Annie Vernay's" death in
Buenos Aires came as shock to

cinema

circles.

New

hotspot. La Pie Qui Chante,
of famed old Montmartre hotspot of yore, has unshuttered.
German pict director Walter Ruttmann, it's reported here, died from
operation 'somewhere in Europe.'
Gaby Morlay, who started on road
after Armistice, still going stronc In
Denys Amiel's 'La Maison Monestier.'
Marcel
Achard's
latest
play

name

"L'Ange

du

Panama'

('Panama

Angel') to be preemed at Mathurins
in October.
'La Celestine,' Spanish play of the
17th
century
adapted
by Jean
Anouilh, to be given at the Atelier

art director.

Arthur Landau .abandoned his
agency to become aide to Joseph
Breen at RKO.
Marlene Dietrich home from the
-

hospital to nurse her injured gam for
three more weeks.
Barrett C. Kiesling returned from
a tour of 35 key cities surveying
newspaper contacts for Metro.
Sergeant Alvin York guest of
honor at testimonial dinner to be
tossed by the Masquers Sept. 17.

Eddie Peabody in from Broadway
to teach Mickey Rooney how to play
a banjo in 'Babes on Broadway.*^
Doran Cox, assistant director at
for 16 years, celebrated his 29th
anniversary in the film business.
Leon Schlesinger back to work in
his reopened cartoon factory after a
two-week vacation for all employees.
Judith Anderson, "oes back to
Broadway next week for a stage
role in 'Macbeth'
with Maurice

RKO

Evpns.

George
actor,

(Gabby)

celebrated

Hayes,

western

his 40th year in
his 118th sage-

show business and
brusher.

Rosina GalU, in town on vacation
from New York, picked up a singing
role at Republic in 'Gaucho of El

this month.
New director of Palais Royale is Dorado.'
Marcel Poggi. First play he will put
John Aalberg, RKO sound chief,
on is Jean Guitton's 'Un Bebe au returned from a tour of Atlantc
seaPensionnat.'
board military bases as a major in
French singers who are still in the army.
German prison camp include Nore,
Harold Brewster, Universal compFroumenty, Louis Arnoult, Seguy troller, is arranging
the annual Stuand Barbero.
dio Club picnic for Sept 14 at Lake
Jean Giono, whose 'Baker's Wife' Enchanto.
is still drawing 'em in the States, to
<3iarles Buddy Rogers piloted his
do own pic, with laborers and pea- own plane to Utah
to shoot films of
sants to do the acting.
American bird life in the Kaibab Na'Remorques' ('Tugboat'), with Jean tional Forest
Gabin and Michele Morgan, started
Mitchell Hamilburg appointed exbefore the war, finally to be released clusive representative
of film and
at the Marivaux,

Paris.

Henry Garat, beginning to win
back some of his old popularity, to
do pic with Mireille Balin, 'Fou
d'Amour,' by Albert WillemeU,
According to official statistics,
French film production between Jan.
1, and Sept 1st of this year is 33%
lower than average production.
Author Colette collaborating with
Raymond Souplex in new revue for
the Theatre Michel, which will star
Charpini, Andrleyor and Parysis.
New decree fixes Sept 15 as final
date on which Jews must quit all
professions such

law.

pharmacy,

and

as medicine,
cinema
dentistry,

radio rights foT the estate of Gene
Stratton Porter.
Edward Sherman, Abbott-Costello
manager, opened a booking office in-

Beverly Hills while his associatea
carry on in New York.
Orson Welles goes to work this
week as a magician, in addition to
his dramatic readings, at the California State Fair in Sacramento.

Bucks County, Pa.
Sam Spewack due

theatre.

via

ABC's next (at this writing) and
very ambitious program includes
Tino Rossi, Rina Ketty, Reda Caire
and Lys Gauty. It's to be a song-

11).

bomber

ferry,

in from London,
tomorrow (Sept

Paul Whiteman to the

CU)ast. Mrs.
Whiteman following by motor next
week.
Maple Leaf benefit with local talProving popular in Paris Is antiswing song yodelled by Georgius. ent slated for Playhouse Sunday,
Sept. 28.
It's 'Guerissez vous de Doudou-daHarry Sylvester scribbling flctiop
dou-dadou.' ('Cure Yourself of Doutome for Duell, Sloane & Pearce
dou-Dadou-Dadou' ).
Henri Varna's Mogador still going spring list.
strong for operettas. Presently feaRomney Brent in to stage "The
turing 'Les Saltimhanques,' to be fol- Guardsmen,'
final
bill
at Bucks
lowed by 'La Fille de Madame An- County Playhouse.
got' and 'Merry Widow.'
Mady Christians in Sunday to
Henri Jeanson, condemned to catch dress rehearsal of 'Thd° Play's
prison for seditious writing by Dala- the Thing' at New Hope,
Jack
dier, has just come back into circula- Kirkland planed in from Coast to
tion with new play to be preemed at see his wife, Haila Stoddard, in same
the Ambassadeurs with Alice Cocea opus.
and Andre Luguet
'Best Years.* with Jane Bennetts,
Five picts being turned in Paris is current bill for Nat Burns' Yardstudios are 'Cheque au Porteur' ley theatre. She's commuting from
(Jean Boyer), 'Nous les Gosses' New Hoce, where her husband,
(Louis Daquin), 'L'Age d'Or' (Jean Johnny Hlx, is chief technician. 'The
de Limur), 'Caprices' (Leo Jeannon) Little Foxes' with Katharine Warand 'Ne Bougez Plus' (Pierre Car- ren bboked next week (Sept. 15) for

sters' 'battle.'

-

ron).

Yardley.

•

-
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WAR WORKERS'
Saturday Night on Air Holds Up

Commersh Radio Shows May PartiaOy

Army

Solve

Entertaimnent Problem

Martinelli as the Singing

to

Swami

36-Hour Film Grinds for Defense Towns Other All-

Statistics on Ernest Hemingway belie the author-in-the-garret legend, based on 'Bell Tolls'

on the proposal last week.
Initial meeting was a mere exploration of the ground foUowing the
suggestion which a couple of tiie
agencies have been making repeatConclave was
edly for months.

which is a tycoon's stipend In
any industry.
Paramount paid $150,000 for

alone.

It's

figured that the one

book realized $250,000 for the
author, and his other writings
bring his 1941

'Bells.'

Uke

to $300,000,

'This, plus a 20c royalty

book on some 300,000 copies,
adds up to 250G. Normal royalty
is 15c. on books.

per.

Night

Entertainments

Grow

24-Hour

— Coast's
—

Cinema 3 a.m. Radio Rebroadcast for Chrysler

.

—

—

AUditional Sabbath eve frolic.
night films and radio programs,
ropes up in cafes, and beer joints
that actually run dry during the

summer hibernation, sniffed the
pigskin, and again calls the
gridiron winners (?) for Variett
starting next week. This makes
the fifth seasonal seance by
Fishell for this rag, among his
other multitudinous duties.
The ex-Syracuse U. and pro
gridder,
now sports director
for WHN, New York, broadcasts college and pro games, a
nightly sports review, hockey
games, track meets and golf
matches.
In between ha will
call the shots for Variott starting with the Sept. 27 openers.

Demo

Gmunie Idea

in

Lyrics

Of 'Daddy'; Many Tieups

1941 Tollies

the Bell Tolls' for Par; (2) writing
a magazine serial; (3) outlining a
Tommy Kilpatrick, young producer new novel as well as a play he has
who started the season as. company in mind, and (4) making 40 speeches
since
the first of the year for the
manager of 'Two-Story House,' visfaction-ridden Ohio Democrats.
ited, his sister in North Carolina some

Include

—

BEA LOIIE EXPECTED
IN N. Y.

MOMENTARILY

the result of his speeches that
there is a strong move to enter him
as a dark-horse candidate in the
state's 1941 gubernatorial elections.
Bromfleld says he Is too busy with
as

Hollywood assignments to be a governor, but he told Democratic bigshots he would like to be Secretary
of Agriculture some time. Dems are
trying to win him over by pointing
that the governorship of (jhio

Beatrice Lillie, due in
by clipper from London

New York
last

assured.

She'll be in the States two
will not accept any show,

months,
but may do nitery engagements, the
proceeds going to the British War
Relief.

m

She then returns
England.

to

might

her war work

May

sored by Wheaties. Record carries
the line 'It's a case of Wheaties' to

Former

Ziegfeld Stars

who appeared

in that seasonal relate Flo

vue as presented by the
Ziegfeld, according to

ing from Billle Burke,

word emanatwidow of the

Those mentioned as pos-

showman.

C. Fields, Jimmy
Durante, Fannie Brice, Ruth Etting
sibilities

are

and Walter

would be

W.

Catlett.

Broadway

that such a cast lineup
feasible because of the

For some seasons the Shuberts
have produced 'Ziegfel^ Follies' and
more recently Miss Burke has

Comeback Try

65

been billed as presenter, but other
than using her name she did not
Miss
participate, so far as known.
Burke received royalty for the use
of the Ziegfeld name, but trustees
for his estate claimed a share, and
singers at the Met, will attempt a the matter was finally cleared up.
comeback in November.
Ziegfeld died broke, and around
Has booked a concert for herself $500,000 in claims against his estate
will probably never be paid.
at Town Hall.

In

at

Margaret Matzenauer, 65-year-old
contralto who for over a score of
years was one of the top ranking

record of 'I'm a Little Teapot' is
hooked up with Lipton's Tea, which
distributing pictures of Heidt to
buyers of the record who mail In a
coupon that comes with the platter,
along with a tea box-top.
Latest is an offer by a Hirlihy
Milk Co. of Massachusetts, which
heard Johnny Long do a tune called
'Here Comes the Milkman' over NBC
sustaining and inquired If the tune
had been, recorded.

is

salary nut.

Margaret Matzenauer

home-run by DiMag,
a
around whose 56-game hitting streak
the tune is built.
Horace Heidt's

is

This season's 'Ziegfeld Follies' may
sparkle with a number of the stars

doubtful

(Continued on page 46)

week,

only to lose her_^priority reservation
by deferring to a British government
offlcial, Is expected in Gotham momentarily, but won't , plane from
London to Lisbon until her Portugal-to-America plane reservation is

years.

appointment will be
week in Chicago by

the Opera board after a number of
conferences between himself, Edward Johnson, managing director
of the Metropolitan; Gaetano Merola,
general manager of the San 'Francisco

panies

signify

A thorough-going Democrat, he
months ago and came back with a
meal ticket; in fact, two of 'em. Local has become so prominent politically
(Continued on page 46)

—

and Los Angeles opera comand others.
A complete
exist between
(Continued on page 29)

harmony would thus

articles

.

Black and White

authorities, the colored population
and' the father were in an uproar

Martinelli as the artistic director
becomes that rare article
a singing
impresario. It is hoped that in addition to his experience, showmanship and musicianship his presence
will finally end much of the society
clique bickering and civic defeatism
that has hurt opera In Chicago for

Want

A

in

company to the prestige
it enjoyed years ago before the late
utilities magnate, Samuel InsuU, ap*
plied InsuU methods. Fortune (jallo
will remain with the Chicago Opera
as general manager,
restore the

Martinelli's

Tommy
AU

become the

Opera

confirmed this

Farriers, Jewelers tike

-

night all are symptoms.
Another factor has been noted before: people want and need to get
away from their worries and from
the spectre of a world that doesn't

is to

director
the Chicago
of
this winter in an ambitious
attempt of the board of directors to

artistic

Detroit, Sept. 16.
Not since prohibition's demise and
hard times jointly ushered in the
subdued more or less Saturday
night has that evening acted like its

old-fashioned self. But the defense
workers, with their easier-money,
full payrolls, are reviving the tra-

Giovanni Martinelli, tenor of the

Fishell

Dick Fishell has come out of

Manufacturers of various novelty
and clothing plus growers of
know when it may free itself of several different kinds of food are
armies
and staggering having a field day currently, tying
standing
Chiefs
taxes.
advertising campaigns with reup
Right here in Detroit is a good
Bromfield to Run For
place to observe workers getting cordings that have been or are about
away from It all.
to be released by name bands. Outhad not taken the matter up with
Governorship of Ohio
It's the big night out again for the standing on the list Is the way all
their clients and wouldn't do so
workers in the munitions industry kinds of clothing and novelty disuntil the Army
assured them It
who go underground for six days pensers have used Sammy Kaye's
(Continued on page 62)
Cleveland, Sept. 16.
(Continued on page 27)
'Daddy' to hook up with campaigns
Energy of Louis Bromfleld, Ohio
on furs, jewelery, etc., which are
author, who is now throwing his
mentioned in the lyric of the tune.
new felt into the political ring, has
Kilpatrick Has
Les Brown has an arrangement
localites wondering how he does It.
with Wheaties whereby his record of
Bromfleld's current schedule of ac'Joltin' Joe DeMagglo' will be used
Meal Ticket, and It's
tivities includes (1) polishing a film
on various baseball play-by-play
version of Hemingway's 'For Whom
broadcasts remaining that are spon-

called at the instigation of the War
Dept. to learn" what the agencies
Number of
actually had in- mind.
tin hats proved to be very mild about
the whole idea, while others were
quite enthusiastic.
Agency reps explained that they

CENTS

hpresario

Metropolitan Opera,

—

Get Rich

policy this week on suggestion
of several advertising agencies that
the Army entertaimnent problem be
at least partially solved by permitting sponsored shows for soldiers.
Keps of 11 of the country's top
agencies met with War Dept. execs
of

25

Of Chi Opera While StiU With Met

CAFES RUN OUT OF BEER

How

WSr Dept., extremely jittery about
any type of comtnerciallsm in camps,
is slated to make a pronouncement

PRICE

1941

NIGHT OUT

'S

What the networks hope will serve to entrench Saturday night as
intensively commercial as other nights is the fact that during the summer of this year that evening's listening held up equally as well as
any other weekday night and even better than Sunday.
It is recognized, however, that the Sunday night situation was much
affected by the absence of the regular 39-week radio comics.

17,

Bing Crosby Decides He's

WOR

Wants Assurances

Lindbergh Won't Repeat
Anti-Semitic

WOR, New York

Cracks

for the
last week received
large number of protests against
sentiments
exanti-Semitic
the
pres.sed by Charles A. Lindbergh in
his speech from Des Moines. Mutual
was also the recipient of wires and
as a result
telephone calls.
of the incident has let it be known
that unless Lindbergh drops the racial issue the station's facilities will
be closed to him. As a further precaution the station will demand an
advance copy of his speech.
Mutual's management has taken
the position that It has no choice in
such situations but" to put on both
sides and that it will be up to the
(Continued on page 29)
outlet

Mutual Network,
a

WOR

OHIO 'NITERY' CATERS

TO KIDS FROM 6 TO 13
Youngstown,

O., Sept. 16.

Dance Club,' liquorless
'Soda
'Rigoletto'
Crooner nitery catering exclusively to the
school <:rowd, had its official opening
Friday (12) in the new dance stuBing Crosby, after a week's work, dios operated by Mr. and Mrs. Fred
has declined with thanks an offer Kotheimer in downtown Youngsby his friend Gaetano Merola, im- town. Club is being operated three
presario of the San Francisco Opera nights a week, Friday, Saturday and
Co., to sing 'Rigoletto' with that Sunday, with a matinee on Sunday
company.
for kids from six to 13.
The Five
The pop baritone took Merola at Troubadours provide the music.
his word and worked hard on the
Spot seats more than 100 persons.
Italian role before deciding It just Bar serves sandwiches, soft drinks,
was not his field.
ice cream ->odas and milk.

No

'

—

>

!
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MISCEIXANT
Ratoff Calls on LaGnardia

Hedda s Legion Queening in flTwlee

All

Splits Billing
By HARRY

E.

With Lolly s Fete

who

flew into this area Sunday

two

camps.
Others who had been expected at
one celebration or the other diploCoast.
the
on
matically remained
Bob Hope, Jerry Colonna and Joe
Brown played the game both
ways, going to Dixon on Sunday for
the preliminaries of the Parsons fete,
then flying to Milwaukee yesterday
(Monday) to play their advertised
part in the Legionnaires* funlest.
Darryl Zanuck, of 20th-Fox, flew
east with the picture crowd, coming
right on to Milwaukee where he

were

into

split

epoke before the opening session of
the Legion convention yesterday
(Monday) on The Motion Picture
Defense.'

at the ."^ame

hour spoke before the Legion Auxiliary, later In the day did her regufrom
lar CBS Monday broadcast
Mayor Carl F. Zeidler's office in the
city hall because WISN, local CBS

Hayden Blames

person or program. The Cooperative Analysis of Broadcasting reported that 72.5% setowners interviewed stated that they
had heard the President's speech
in which he announced what aca

News Story For
Par Wrangling

Navy would take
any Nazi war vessels

tion the U. S.

against

found

in

American

defense

waters.

the
adbroadcast June 10, 1940,
was 45.5%. In his last campaign
addresses he got an average of
rating for
Charlottesville

CAB'S

The

President's

.

dress,

37.4%.

MORAN MAY TRY

COMEBACK VIA LEGIT

Lois Moran, former picture star,
was unable to accommodate may do 4 Broadway play as part of
crowd of fans and autograph her comeback.
of
place
a
having
Besides
She is the wife of the Panamaseekers.
Clarence
Airways prez,
honor in today's (Tuesday's) big pa- Pacific
per- Young.
rade. Miss Hopper is making a
outlet,

Fox

Other

York'-Spitalny

Other Celebs
Hollywood celebs

the Legion
C^arole Landis, heading
delegation in the big
Withers, heading the
in

taking
included
the Wisconsin
parade; Jane

fun

(14)
to a

from
Boston

his

Hollywood

visit

with his

exactly true that I have
any anti-Hollywood prejudice, but
I can't tell the whole story now,' he
said, cautious and cryptic. 'It was a
newspaper blurb, a misunderstand >
ing with a reporter. If I say anymore now. It will get me in trouble
as well as several people who have
been very good to me since Pve
been in Hollywood.'
isn't

Ann Corlo to Hollywood
Another high spot in the week's
show at LaGuardia's $40,-

passing

Wisconsin theatre.

part

Sunday
walkout
It

the

gonal appearance tonight in the

That powder taken by Paramount's Stirling Hayden can be
blamed on a newspaper story. So
said Hayden himself, hot-winging it
into New York's LaGuardla Field

mother.

OIS

.

Miss Parsons
leading

the

stars at the

and Ronald Reacan
Other
grand march.

Dixon celebration

fest.

Ain't

Los Angeles,

in

eluded George Montgomery, Ann
Rutherford, Bebe Daniels and Ben
Lyon, while the report went round
that all of them, including the col\jmnist, would take off today (Tuesday) for Milwaukee to at least get
In on the tail end of the Legion fun

It

Fanny
Sept, 16

Oliver Hardy is being paged by
Uncle Sam's revenuers for $96,000,
claimed as unpaid income taxes from
1934 to 1937,
Other picture

names on the list
are Victor MacLaglen, $6,113; Raoul
Walsh,, $1,578; Peter Lorre, $1,378
and Travis Banton, $1,112, aU for

to

Uie villain.

News

Do you

Bob Crosby (The Ballantine Valentine)

He tried to pay his new car
Guy Kibbe has a startling idea.

days.

of 40 bald musicians,

,

Hangnail Deaeriptlom

Broadway: Wide
Little Fearful
.

palms with trees

.

Peter Lorre: Cheerful
.
.
in Blossom Seely Time
Hollytoood: Out-stretched

With You
,

.

.

to match.

Observation Department

•

Saw 20,000 people out at Oelmar racetrack to see the horses run. I'll
bet if those 20,000 people ran around the track, not one horse would come
to see them run.Eavesdropped at Silver Screen: 'He's got the world on a siring— a shoestring.'

Eavesdropped

at Cafe Society: 'The only

charms about her are on her

bracelet.'

(KRASNA) PLAY
16,

"The Middle Ages,' which he and
Norman Krasna authored,
Marx

would be

Marx

starred.
is

so

enthused

over

the

play's chances on Broadway and for
films that he's said to have turned
26- week

Am

deal from
ad agency.

radio

Thompson

BBOS.' TOTTB

Hollywood, Sept, 16,
Ritz Bros, go to New York later
week for a personals tour.
May stay out four or five weeks in

this

Go

to School Like

ABBOTT

P. G.

and COSTELLO

•What this country needs Is more ABBOTT and COSTEtLO . .
do magnificently in rescuing yoii from tedium.'
Laura Lee In Philadelphia Evenintf Bulletin.

.

—

UNIVERSAL PICTURES—CHASE A ^ANBORN HOUR, WSC-RED
of:

EDWARD SHERMAN

Hollywood, Sept, 16.
School bells rang out last Wednesday (10) for some 30-odd film children, who enjoy the benefits of studio contracts, as the State of California called its thousands of kids
of school age back to the modern version of the old red schoolhouse. Va-'
cations were over and the film moppets plunged into their studies with
the same lack of enthusiasm registered by eVery other kid back under educational supervision after
three months of freedom.
youngster may be earning thousands of film dollars weekly but unless past the age of 18 years, or with
enough high school credits to escape
the state's laws about book learning,
he must knuckle down to the ABC's
the same as any other child,
Susanna Foster, a young miss of
17 years and an agile mind, couldn't
escape another season of tutoring

A

at Paramount, all because she was
shy a few credits. Her classmates
NOW PRODUCEB will be NBetty Brewer, 14, Dolly
Loehr, 15, and Jean Wallace, 17,
Hollywood, Sept 16.
Paul Gerard Smith, recently without a single boy to share the
hoisted from
writer to a director- lessons,
Carolyn Lee, 6, will also
writer berth at Warners, climbed find herself behind a studio school
another notch to associate producer. desk under the eagle eye of Rachel
Currently he is studying scripts Smith,
schoolmarm,
Paramount's
for future assignments.
(Continued on page 27)

all.

p

Under Personal Manaaement
*

mind

Shelton: Pun-handers

Hollywood, Sept.

Lionel Stander, who is In the cast
of Eddie Cantor's forthcoming 'Banjo

« <• ^ ^ Wffm

street with a narrow
Benny Fields; I'll Be

Went to the Hollywood Legion Stadium to see the wrestling .matches.
One of. .the wrestlers put on such a terrific bit of acting. Spencer Tracy
gave' him one of his 'Oscars.'

the J. Walter

ris office.

.

.

Groucho Marx leaves for New
York Friday (19) to consult with
George S. Kaufman on producing

duplicate,

musical, will produce
his own this season,
coincidentally,' labeled 'Murder, Inc.'
Bern Bernard, who backed 'Native
Son' last season, is putting up the
coin
for
the
Stander
venture,
Etander had 6% of 'Son' for his work
(n bringing the various parties together.
He has already started casting,
headquartering at the William Mor-

.

Howard and

Stander's Deal Legiter

show pn

°

He's forming bn orchestra composed
nothing but long-haired music.

year.

down a

stage

very absent-minded these

is

off in half-notes.

they'll play

Radio Department
My first Ballantine Ale broadcast got off to a great start. The studio
audience kept laughing and laughing at my jokes. Of course, the machine guns the ushers had trained on them had nothing to do with it.
There's a pharmaceutical program going on the air to be called, 'Tha

OWN

the suds flowing free day and

legit

and

GROUCHO EAST TO SET

La Force, a licensed pilot, will fly
to San Diego, Calif,, the end of the
week for rest and recuperation.

Eyes,'

BMI

think

Any Other Kids; Private Teachers for 30

16.

right

a

Maxie Rosenbloom's wife is knitting little garments
(From the picture, 'When Winter Comes,')
Maale Pepartment
sheet music makes good wrappers for sandwiches?

flash!

for his cauliflower ear.

Film Moppets Must

Charley La Force, program direc
tor and chief announcer for WEMP,

would be hatd

off

—

picked the current week for his vaca
tion so he could escape all the grief
that goes with covering the American
Legion convention now in session
here. Then be was lured into taking
a job for the duration of the Legion
aires' confab as master of ceremonies
at the Scblitz brewery, which
holding open house for the visitors,
and which as a centre of mob ac
tivity

—

—

Job as Bmece at Brewery DIspenslnf Free Beer to Lcclon

.vrith

—

.

1940.

Milwaukee, Sept

been short-circuited
Three of Lindy's herring are beaming from head to tail ^Lindy has just
promoted them to sturgeons.
Now that the strawhat season is over, 2,000 cows are giving thanks they
no longer have to share their stalls with actors.
Hbllywoodlana
Went to my first Hollywood party. It was very formal the men wore
studs in their sweatshirts and the women came dressed in strapless slacks.
Now that Alice Faye is going to have a baby, Phil Harris is settling
down and raising a little bantam corn.
There's a certain actress in Hollywood who has been married so many
times the marriage license bureau opened a branch office in her home.
Saw a new kind of western picture the other night The hero couldn't
sing, couldn't shoot a man at 50 paces, and didnt know a shortcut to head

Mature leaving the American way
Eavesdropped at Pirate's Den: 'She's been a grass widow so often she
for LA, and Al Jolson planing from gets marriage proposals from lawnmowers.'
Boston,
My brother (the Low-Man-on-a-Totem-Pole) will amaze the world with
Jessie Matthews, English musical his latest invention he's invented a process to barbecue the ribs on
comedy star, on Wednesday (10) umbrellas.
went to the Coast on American while
Whatever Became of
7
^
,
Alexander Korda chose the sTWAto'
Faber & Bernet
Page & Shaw
liner route to take him back to cam
Guy Voyer & Co.
Freeman & Morton
eraland.
Lee Morse
Ella Shields
Arrivals included George Rait,
Afterpiece
Harry Hamm (Selznick), Mrs. Henry
Hollywood Is a place where the greatest acting is done by so-called
Busse and William L. Shirer, whose friends protesting friendship.
flnr> advisory work in Hollywood has
kept him hopping back and forth.

GUARANTEED FATIGUE
It's

Am

a go at the
stripped Corio

week at the Hollywood, N.Y,, at a
AUantn, Ga., 75-$l,10 scale, will have Phil Spltalny's band with it on reaching the
^trand on a pop grind in October.
Spitalny has been set for three personal appearances.
weeks and options to open with
Clipperliig in from Lisbon, Vinnight at the National Legion Com- York,' one of WB's high-budget cent Sheean brought doleful news
^hat Britain might have to curtail
manders' dinner to distinguished films, on Oct 17.
It is seldom that a top-price band air attacks on Germany,
Reason:
guests at the Hotel Schroeder.
When the picture people landed at such as Spitalny's is spotted with a heavy bomber and pilot losses durSame flying boat
General Mitchell field, they wore picture of the accepted bigness of ing August
greeted by three Legion bands and 'York,' Prices will not be increased brought in R. McCuUoch Dick, pubMayor Zeidler, then were whisked on the Strand run, it is understood. lisher and editor of The Philippines
When 'York' goes out of the Holly- Free Press, Manila weekly,
around the' .city in official motor
wood, the theatre will be altered in
Sunday was all-star day for a
cars.
The Parsons festivities in Dixon, preparation for the Eddie Cantor huge gross of rubberneckers on the
In addition to
m., her home town, began in an in- musical, 'Banjo Eyes,' Prior to gO' observation deck.
were,, treated
to
they
formsl way on Sunday, with Mon- ing into the Hollywood "York' was Hayden,
day the big day, and the commenta- at the Astor on a two-a-day basis glimpses of Ben Lyon and Bebe Daniels boarding a Stratoliner for Chitor the centre of everything— recep- for six weeks at |2 top.
cago;
Martha Stephenson Kemp
tion, dinner, parade and world oreem

This Time

16,

plane pasture was Ann
grand exit Monday (15) for
cinema.
The oft- Good PiU Court.'
There's No Truth to the Bomor
was escorted to her
at a recent baseball game. Congressman Dies was seen rooting
TWA Stratollner by a group of en- forThat
the Reds,,.. That Tommy Manville put an ad in the paper for three
thusiastic boys from Fort Monmouth,
secretaries.
. .That Humphrey Bogart's hobby
is collecting butterfly
N. J., where she had just done her male
specimens..., That Bob Hope is renting his nose out to 'Sun Valley' for
bit towards bolstering national defense morale with one of her oh-so- a ski slide, ,. .That Abbott and Costello will only make SO pictures this
000,000
Corio's

Band

Into N.Y. Strand Oct. 17
'Sergeant York,' now in its sixth

delegation; Laurel and Hardy, Evelyn
Keyes and Anne Shirley. Bob Hope
In addition to participating in various minor activities, m-c.d. Monday

of 'International Squadron,' followed
by a irrand ball at midnieht. with

Hollywood, Sept.

Read in Variktt where 'Sun Valley Serenade* is breaking records all
over the country, and it isn't because they're putting icecream in the
dishes they are giving away.
Have been working hard on my new picture, 'Rise and Shine,' for the
wearing a new kind of makeup for my love scenes
past 16 days.
with Linda Darnell— it's called 'Dutch Cleanser No. 4,' and it's for that

Mark Hellinger, the producer, is still padding my part—he just added a
yawn to my dialog.
Found out why George Ol.sen hasn't been around these parts lately
Don Ameche is using his teeth,
Broadway Department
The Gay White Way: For every light on Broadway a friendship has

number

Industry's Contribution to National

Hedda Hopper

shoved off for New York to huddle
with Mayor Fiorello La Guprdia,
Future plans call for the. production of pictures at the Astoria Studios on Long Island.

cleancut look.

percentage on
the
for
of setowners listening to

high

By Milton Berle

'The Corsican Brothers'
Edward Small, Gregory Ratoff

^^^^—

President Roosevelt last Thursday night (11) not only broke
his own radio audience record
but established an all-time new

THE BERLE-ING POINT

Hollywood, Sept 16,
washed up with his directorial

chores on
for

F. D. R.'s 72.5% C. A. B.

BILLING S

Milwaukee, Sept. 16.
With Hedda Hopper queening it
over the huge American Legion convention here, and her columnist
centre
rival, Luella O. Parsons, the
of 'Louella Parsons Day' festivities
In Dixon, 111., a flock of Hollywood
stars
(14)

in 111

SMITH

—
MISCELLANY
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FUN-AND-CULTURE PARDS
With Beecham Gonductmg,

Tibbett,

The Ford Winter hour gets under
way on Sept. 28 with Lawrence Tibbett as soloist under Sir Thomas
Beecham. Tibbett gets $5,000 for his

WEEK PEPS

GALA

Opens Name-Studded Ford Concerts
H'wopd Heavies Jost

Local Dailies Organize
Week of Varied Attractions including Edgar
Bergen, Sammy Kaye
Lots of Emphasis This

Softies at Heart; Join

Solid

appearance.
to Tell the World
Other dates set so far are Dorothy
Maynor, Oct. 5 at $2,000, Josef Hofmann, Oct. 19 at $6,000, Kirsten
Hollywood, Sept. 16.
Thorborg, Oct. 12 at $2,000, Helen
Hollywood heavies have organized
Traubel, Oct. 26 and Feb. 1 at $2,500 for self-defense, the Society
of Cineach Joseph Szigeti, Nov. 2, at ema Knaves^SOCKS for short.
$2,000, Rose. Bampton, Nov. 9, at Idea is to publicize film villains as
$1,750, Tibbett again on Nov. 16 at reputable citizens, loving husbands
$5,000, Lily Pons, Nov. 23 at $5,000, and gentile parents in their nonand Helen Jepson, Nov. 30 at $2,000. wojrking hours.
Conductors are Beecham on Sept.
(jliarter members are: Edward Ar28 and Oct. 5 Wilfred Pelletier on nold, Charles Bickford, Humphrey
Oct. 12 and Nov. 16, George Szell, Bogart, Ward Bond, Bruce Cabot,

Up

Year Upon Latin-American
Percentages

Eugene Ormandy,

and Nov. 2,
James Cagney, Joseph Calleia, John
23, Nov. 30 and Dec. 7, Jose
Carradine, Edward Ciannelli, BroIturbi, Oct.. 19 and Nov. 9 and Reiderick Crawford, Albert Dekker,
nald Stewart, Dec. 14 and Dec. 21.
Brian Donlevy, Joe Downing, Carl
Esmond, Porter Hall, Boris Karloff;
Jack LaBue, Marc Lawrence, Charles
Laughton, Sheldon Leonard, Peter
filackstone's Wife
Lorre, Bela Lugosi, Victor McLaglen,
Barton MacLane, Noel Madison, J.
Divorce; Cites Threat
Carrol Nalsh, Lloyd Nolan, Anthony
Quinn, George Raft, Basil Rathbone,
Toss Her Seven Stories Edward G. Robinson, George Sanders, Lionel Stander. George Tobias,
Conrad Veidt and Erich von StroDetroit, Sept. 16.
Now it's Mrs. Harry Blackstone heim.
who's going to do the sawing-in-two
Nov.

Asks

To

FREE LECTURES
By GEORGE WIEDERHOLD
Louisville, Sept. 16.

for Sponsorship
NBC Symphony

Paul Muni, Kay Francis
Start

available

The

Historic Adaptations
DuPont's 'Cavalcade o£ America'
has Paul Muni, and Kay Francis set
for the Oct. 6 and 13 programs, re-

week

full

trading area.
peat of the big entertainment roundup begins this year on Oct. 5.
It is expected to bring thousands
of

Nearly

visitors Into Louisville.

to

make

After three years off the screen,
John Boles Is returning in Monogram's 'Boy O'Mine.'
He will have a singing role.

NBC

wSs on the

thing that might

be
working with the
network along commercial lines.

She said he
two thousands of
her head hun-

LAZARUS

Lima, O., 'for wanting to visit
her mother between bookings," she
felt the trick wouldn't come off.

IN N. Y.

Hollywood, Sept. 16.
left over the .week-

Milton Lazarus

end for

New York

to confer

theatre and auditorium in
town will be utilized to house the
Alattractions and the crowds.
though there are free lectures and
certain other events such as art and
photographic exhibits most of the

every

FOR

PLAY, DRAMATISTS SUIT

.

on a

entertainments charge an admission.

Kentuckiana

Institute, as it's called,
will include five shows at cost, admlsh set at $1.49 and 74c, and will

Sun be headed by Edgar Bergen and
Kniger as Comediaii Field' based on
original by Hey(Continued on page 18)
wood Broun, and to be on hand
San Francisco,"Sept. 16.
when his suit against the Dramatists

Broadway

comedy

bet.

HoUywoodites catching the Thurber-Nugent comedy here are now
busy 'discovering' Kruger's fiair for
giggle-getting.

Beware of Spies

staging

for

'The

Guild opens next month.
Action by Lazarus against the
Guild is the result of its refusal to
permit him to accept $30,000 from

Columbia for picture rights to his
stage play, 'Every Man For HimGuild bylaws deny a playself.'
wright the privilege to open for
studio bids any show that hasn't
had three weeks on Broadway.
Play did three weeks in Frisco after
a Santa Barbara break-in. Lazarus
contends that concessions have been
made on this premise but his request

for

disposition

was

refused.

He finally accepted $4,500 from CoThere's
seeming caution about lumbia for the play and is suing
booking the Latin type of song-and- the Guild for the difference, $25,dance act into or near army camps, 500.
according to unofficial grapevine.
One or two Imports from the congarhumba belt were suspected as
possibly having more than thespic
Interest in playing near cantonments,
although from a technically neutral
country. However, Falangist ties to
relatives in fascist Spain were suspected.

NEW UNION BEEF
Sets So
Painters

stage

Simple

Out

of

It

Keeps

Work

Leve

Hollywood, Sept. 16.
Will James, writer, has delivered
to Metro an original yarn, 'Saga of
an American Cowboy.' Robert Taylor has already been scheduled for
the starring role.

Tale

is

to

be published by Scrib

tiers.

AJm

COBIO'S

SARONGEB

Hollywood, Sept.

Dorothy
competition

16,

Lamour will get some
when Ann Corio, bur-

ley stripper, peels down to a sarong
In her film debut.
Miss Corio will have a dramatic
role in 'Swamp Woman,' which El
mer Clifton directs for Producers
Releasing Corp..
-

N.Y.

his

Union
on charges
Maurice Evans'

sets

Said 7 P.M. Curfew?

Atlantic City, Sept. 16.
Atlantic City exhibs are getting
competish from of all things— gaso-

—

Capitol will premiere pic at 8:15,
when the curtain rises on the opening of the Met season.

That Leve knows how to design to
suit his union, too, however, is evident from his sets for "The Distant
City." In contrast to the Evans' play
there will be only three changes but
they will require two trucks to
move. Evans' regular designer, David
is

now

in the

RAF.

Band

.

of films),

ner at

who was tendered

this,

the last

a din-

show she

is

to

stage at Monmouth. Morale unit at
the camp will handle the shows in
the future. Mrs. Payne is now the
wife of a businessman in nearby Elberon, N. J., and has been getting the
performers and putting on the shows
for weeks.
Those on hand to entertain last
night include^". Berry Bros., Lionel
Stander. Radio Rogues, Jackie Miles.
Reynolds Skaters, Yvette, Harold
Stern, Cardini. Christinis, Nelson
and Hart, Bob Ewans, Arlyne Chan-

U

Haiti, southern

U.

S.,

Cuba,

etc.

New

York, N. T.

Foreign

tlO

Salute to Laura Lee

Male Band

handled by McRae,

Street,

BIJBSCRIPTION
Annual

The Atlantic Refining stations, although closed nights by the 7 p.m.All-Femme Negro
7 a.m. curfew, are featuring free
pictures in their parking lots beProbably the only colored prohind the service stations. The proplus
shorts
cartoons,
fessional female dance band is now
gram includes
ter, Arren and Broderick.
a commercial film 'Florida Road 'at the Savoy Ballroom, New York.
prodcompany's
the
Outfit, composed of 15 pieces, operTest,' plugging
ates as the 'International Sweetuct.
hearts of Rhythm.'
It's
led by S. A. Saxist in
Evelyn McGee and supervised and
Will Hudson-Eddie Delange band,
AT
McBAE'S 30TH
chaperoned by a Mrs. Jones.
which played its Kfst date at the
Hollywood, Sept. 16.
Group got started when its mem- Manhattan Center, N.Y:, Saturday
Henry McRae, dean of Universal bers were students at Piney Woods (13) uses a girl as a regular memShe's just
producers, signed a new producer Scho,ol, Piney, Miss., and has been ber of its sax section.
contract this week. McRae is start- playing through the south the past known as Lana, and led a girl band
It covers one-nighters in
of her own for about two years.
ing his 30th consecutive year with summer.
Hudson-Delange play their first
'International' angle of
its own bus.
Universal.
All of Universal's chapter serials the title comes in because some date of any length at the Mansions,
in the past 18 years have been members hall from various places, Youngstown, O., opening Sept. 23

YEAB

Sid Sllvorman, President

West 4Eth

SlnKla Coplea

work, it is charged.
Fort Monmouth, N. J., Sept. 16.
Leve, who is a recruit from the
Yiddish Art Theatre and the FedAll-out battalion of star names put
eral Theatre Project, is credited by
in an appearance at the weekly
Evans with doing a model job on
the 'Macbeth' scenery. So compact vaude show here last night (Monand simple are the sets that 13 day). Turnout was in honor of Mrs.
changes fit into one truck for trans- Laura Lee Payne (former Laura Lee

Ffoulks,

and
from

P0T7NDED BY SIMB SITjVEnM.AN
Poblldlicd WMkl7 br TARIETY, ine.
1C4

it

porting

Who

thus

make something

Curtis plans going into rehearsal
at the- end of this month and will
The Metropolitan Opera Co. and scale the show at $1.50 top, the low
the Loew circuit have entered into a admission price made possible by
publicity agreement whereby the the revue's probable low nut, conMet will open its season on Monday, sidering none in the c&st will get
Nov. 24, presenting 'Nozze di Figaro,' over Equity's $50 minimum.
with Rise Stevens in the cast (plus
Ezio
Pinza,
Salvatore Baccaloni,
Bidu Sayao, arid Elisabeth Rethberg,
with
Bruno Walter conducting).
Metro will shift the opening date of
the Capitol theatre to Monday, and
Trads Mark RsKlatered
show 'The Chocolate Soldier' with

for
They're
'Macbeth' are too simple.
keeping painters in the union out of

that

in New York, and
of it 'Pins
Needles,' whose cast was taken
the garment workers.

workers

MET

OP AND FILM SAME NITE

.

carries things too far.

has haled him before

RISE STEVENS IN

Miss Stevens and Nelson Eddy,

Designers Union admires
efficiency, but in its estimation Sam
Scenic

line stations.

Taylor's Mesquiter

in

Jack Curtis, with Harry Bestry as
and Emil Friedlander

in

film capital as a

Workers Would

(Dazian's) as backer, will present a
type of intimate revue, 'Take a
Letter,' on Broadway this fall. Idea
is to recruit the cast entirely from
the ranks of male and female office

off'

apparently been overlooked by the

to

new

their marriage in 1933.

Hen»y Duffy is having his own
private laugh on Hollywood as a
result o( Otto Kruger's clicko in the
current
'The
Alcazar
attraction,
Male Animal.' Typed frequently as
a heavy on the screen, Kruger has

the programs

that ^tokowski will

It is figured

more amenable

co-producer

The former Mildred Rose Phinney

Hollywood Discoyering

make

saleable.

For Intimate Revue

toured with Blackstone's magic act
as assistant for two years betfore

dow

hands were

its

Be Recruited

for divorce in the Centerville (Mich.)
circuit court, claiming that although
she played stooge for the act for
years she didn't like his threat (unbilled) of tossing her through a
seventh-story hotel window.

in

series

completely tied as far as doing any-

filed suit

dreds of times, but when he said he
would toss her out of the hotel win-

com-

attractive to

Saturday into the Tuesday
9:30-10:30 stretch Oct. 7 but Leopold
Stokowski doesn't begin his batoning assignment until Nov. 4.
realized that while Arturo ToscaninI

Office

.

had 'sawed' her
times, had 'cut

more

from

act.

Wife of the magician has

it

The symphony broadcasts move

Heaven.'

several

Including

falU

this

program and sales departments are mulling the building
of an idea around the program so as

is

of entertainment

events.

sponsorship

to

Blue's

mercial prospects and then figuring
out for how much the hour and the
working on a program could be
sold on a package
couple broadcasts from Hollywood.
basis.
It would make the first time
Latter two would be tieups on forththat this series, which has been runcoming film releases, RKO's 'All
ning for three years, has had other
(original
That Money Can Buy'
than a strictly NBC-institutional
title 'The Devil and Daniel Webster')
motive.
and Warner Bros.' 'One Foot In

and

The extracts from the RKO picand ture would be re-enacted by Waland Edward Arnold,
ter Huston
free lectures by famous personages, while 'Hea\ien' would bring Fredric
March and Olivia de Havilland to
is the unique showmanly enterprise
mike.
the
of two Louisville newspapers, the
Courier-Journal and Times, to put
this city into the consciousness and
BOLES' COMEBACK
on the lips of the Kentucky-Indiana
Hollywood, Sept 16.
The fifth annual re-

A

cultural

on Blue

orchestra series on

Network may be mads

Blue

the

Dupont Policy Of

spectively,

.

Oct. 26

Be Put Up

U P LOUISVILLE
Two

'

NBC Spphony, Under Stokowski May

for

two weeks.

'

,1M
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H'WOOD BEING TAKEN FOR A ONE-WAY
SLEIGHRIDE, BUT IT'S BUMPY FOR AU
Flynn on Wanger

Clark-Nye-Wheeler in the Driver's Seat Feeling the
On—McHurdles a Bit Too— Looks to Go On
Encores on the
Farland Heckles Isolationists

—

Same

V

.Washington, Sept. 16.
Though damned for turning
out alleged warmongering films.
Waller Wanger was indirectly
credited with business acumen.
John T. Flynii seemed surprised
to find out Wanger has produced
only one of the asserted propaganda reels but commented "he
has made more speeches than
anybody.'
Reason why only one Wanger
picture was on the list, Flynn
suggested, is 'he used his own
money.'

Allegations
-I-

Tobey got too inquisitive trying to
build up the 'case against the niajors.
In essence, Fisher's testimony was
long wail that producers have tried

Washlngton, Sept. 16.
Senate 'warmopeerlng'. Inquiry
Bospcndcd Monday (15) for two
Ameridays on account of the
Becan Legion convention,

Thursday

sumes

(18)

Nicholas M. Schenck
Industry witness.

the

lo gag him, with partial success as
The newsis concerned.
papers running his column have
been adamant, he confessed, occasioning remarks from Chairinan Clark
about the 'stamina' of the press in

far as radio

wllh
erst

Is booked for
lor
as next person

Harry M. Warner

Monday

(22)

the going-over.

Washington, Sept. 16.
warmongering charges

Probe of
industry is shapmg
against, the film
the producers
UP as a sleighride for

aVway
a

eetting

affair

but the

few bumps.

dmers

are

End

in

is

predictwith expert opinion
Commerc^
the senate Interstate
keep on for several

visible,

Z

crowd

will

oratory,
""^J^ttr fout days of

it

now

headapparent the subcommittee,
Worth Clark,
ed by Senator D.
riproaring isoIdaho Democrat and
promajor
is out to get the
Is

lationist,

&ec-

another.
ducers one way or
information
ond-hand. hearsay

is

Suspicions of the antiand resolons are polished up

the face of Hollywood threats to hit
the publishers in their pocketbooks.
The lunges toward the press grew
more belligerent this week. On Saturday (13), after subpoenaing Wil.iam R. Wilkerson, publisher of Hollywood Reporter, for quizzing Oct. 6

gratitude. Then Senator McFarland flustered him by observing
there was nothing wrong, of course,
with the suggestions he should
praise, not pan, films else he'd have

more

—

reported to 'the authorities.' McFarland commented studio executives'
displeasure with unfriendly pieces
was the same as 'complaining about
the umpire's decision.'

bout the way he finds money to have
an elaborate staff cover the hearings,
Clark slapped at several columnists,
Tobey chimed in that the inquiry has

Commenting that 'this
just begun.
have happened— it
couldn't
just
smacks of a conspiracy,' Clark ob(Continued on page 24)

Flynn, McFarland

ing Flynn he's proud to be just an
average citizen and thinks he has as
much intelligence as anybody else.

'evidence.'

war

garded as

facts.

A^d anybody who

probers to
Questions the right of the
liable to
pursue the witchhunt is
receiving end of
find himself on the
tarred via
a subpoena. Or at least
point
the
to
the daily press versions
by
where there's little to be gained
is in
asking a chance to refute what

Who's Their Author?
Livelieiit verbal tilts were between
Senator McFarland and Flynn. They
gave the crowd several laughs, but
the exchanges were not all goodhumored. As he ended questioning
the writer, the Arizona Senator displayed boiling resentment in tell-

Parry Insults In
Senate Comedy

Washington, Sept. 16.
Audiences at the hearings— bigthe record.
sev- gest crowd was pulled by John
Senatorial prowlers showed
taking de- Flynn were confusingly bi-partieral signs Monday (15) of
burned
san. Many Willkie admirers showed
tours, with Chairman Clark
press,
up, so that he was surrounded at
over treatment afforded by the
have each recess by average citizens
particularly columnists who
unprece- wanting to shake the hand of the
been driving home the
still
man who might have been Presidented nature of the inquiry,
The
dent,
but the isolationists also
lacking formal Senate approval.
night- turned out in large numbers. ApIdaho lawmaker suffered from
mares about a 'conspiracy to smear plause was no index to the feelings,
Senator
for both isolationists and intervenhim and his associates.
Hampshire
tionist remarks were cheered in
Charles W. TobeV, New
news- about equal voltlme.
Republican, shares his lust for
Frequently in the
paper blood.
been in
Quite a flurry when Flynn started
brief time the probe has
notice-his testimony. McFarland asked the
progress they've served
backed up by one subpoena—that writer to Identify himself— 'just so
a Senate we can get acquainted' with the
'th? press can't do this' to
remark, 'I don't know much about
ubcommittee.
Everything Isn't smooth going for you.' .Flynn scored with his come
Ernest back, 'My name. is in the paper as
the Isolationists, with Senator
W. McFarland the surprise package. often as that of the Senator from
his
Arizona.' Solon led with his chin in
The Arizona Democrat, serving
extremely explaining he isn't seeking publicity.
first term, has proved
hard to squelch. Lying In wait lor Writer shot back: 'How'd you get
rock-throwing witnesses, he has elected . . . hiding behind bushes?'
best
helped develop some of the
Laagh on Fidler
copy of the sessions with pointed
Laugh was on Fidler when Senator
Inquiries backed up by knowledge—
or at least a pretty shrewd idea— of Tobey began trying to build up the
the real facts. He has been indus- charge that industry respresentatives
trious in protesting the waste of try to bribe scribblers and spielers.
time, with almost dally motions the Though he said he'd been offered
colons quit hearing a lot of shop- large sums 'many times' to flatter
worn suspicions and speculation. particular pictures, Fidler could
McFarland wants to see the pictures, think of only one instance and was
obviously convinced nobody but a quite shadowy about that plus the
person determined to see something time when he was reminded he'd
under the bed would find anything been given substantial remuneration
to get excited about. Most deadly for making a trailer and should show
other arrows in his quiver are pene-

—

—

—
—

McFarland drew a laugh with refto one of Flynn's books,
which .he said 'looks like it has a
lot of propaganda in it.' Later when
Flynn commented 'you ought to see
(Continued on page 25)
erence

York' (Pic) Started

22 Yrs. Ago, Long Bef ore
Hhler.Says Jesse
San Francisco,

LLasky
Sept. 16.

'My picture 'Sergeant York' deals
with war, but it's not propaganda
and If Senator Nye doesn't believe
it, he can start an investigation In
his own
Record.'
Lasky, in

an

file

of

the

—

exhibition

of

Is Willkie a Mistake?'

violating

Pros and Cons

Isolationists were apologetic
the first session this week
when Jiminie Fidler retailed his
troubles with the majors and George
Fisher echoed a weak 'me, too.
Neither of the vendors in Holly
wood gossip and rumor even came
close to giving the solons any steers
toward the individuals responsible
suspected warmongering
the
ioi
campaign. Fidler was on the stand

Even

— His

Value for Pix

Own

Press Statements

Had

Biz—Over-Publicity?

,

off

the stage limping, though

NW

Exhibs Favor Screen Trailers

To Refute Nye-Clark-Wheekr Attack
80,000,000

it

Is

Inside

pages

and with

Minneapolis, Sept, 16.
Refusal of Senator Clark's Senate
to permit Wendell L.
Willkie, the film companies' counsel,
to cross-examine witnesses at its investigation into Hollywood's alleged

subcommittee

—

be widely used both In and out
currently
to be heard from witnesses on
both sides at the Clark Senate
subcommittee hearing on propaganda.

of the industry.

Attendance

It is

is

much

nearer

60,000,000 weekly and is perhaps
65,000,000 tops. Gallup poll in a
typical summer week last year
it

.

to;

be

54,000,000.

Variety, in attempting to get a
figure some time ago, checked
the 80,000,000 with the Hays offrequently used it.
fice, which
Execs there said it wasn't theirs,
but a Dept. of Commerce figure.
Check with the latter brought
the reply: 'It's not our figure.
We got it from the Hays office.^
Both sources admitted, however,
that it was nothing more than a
guess anyway.

CRAH

FILM

100

UNIONS SCORE

war propaganda has convinced many
exhibitor leaders more than

local

'

ever that their proposed plan to
carry the fight to the industry's dein trailers from
theatre
screens and in other ways would put
the foes to rout.
It had been felt among the trade
here that cross-examination of witnesses
and committee member's
might have brought out pro-Nazi
leanings of some of those behind the
investigation. But with the cross-examination now out, the screen trailers
could address the questions
bluntly to conunittee members and
witnesses, it's pointed out. From the
screens they could be asked what
parts of the objectionable films, specifically, they find offensive and why,,
whether they favor Hitlerism and
the things for which It stands, if
they don't believe 'Americans should
hate Nazism, and what, it any, untruths they can cite In the films in
question and whether there can be
any justification for being aroused
against
anti-Nazi pictures which

tractors

truthfully
lerism.

New York

In

also

early

this

that around 100 unions connected with the picture industry will

adopt resolutions condemning the
Senate sub-committee's procedure
concerning alleged propaganda films.
Equity is In the van In opposing the
Council
Washington hippodrome.
immediately went into action after
hearing a report from Kenneth
Thomson, executive secretary of the
Screen Actors Guild who came from
the capital Tuesday (16) to attend
the weekly session.
in

gist

attempting to block
anti-Nazi pictures, Is aiming for a
of censorship, and, as its activitend
ties
to arouse discord and incite
racial animosities, also constituting
a threat to free speech and free
thought, it strongly recommends that
the inquiry be terminated.

screen Guilds' Charge
Senate subcommittee's investigation

of film
last

propaganda was castiby the Screen

week

Council of

New York

statement

Still another suggestion here is
that full page ads be taken in newspapers and national periodicals addressing
questions
Senators
to
Wheeler, Nye and Clark and that
time should be engaged over the
radio to justify the 'March of Time,'
'Man Hunt,' 'Underground,' 'So Ends
Our Night,' 'The Great Dictator,'
.

etc.,

and counter-attack the sena°

tors.

F. &.

M. Ads Pan Probe

committee, in

gated

felt

advance

sets

forth the belief that the Senate sub-

auild'.s

suc^a

that

Willkle's stirin
his
letter to tlie subcommittee chairman should be given full publicity
on theatre screens or in booklets distributed to patrons. The suggestion
Is that
the producers have these
booklets published to be handed out
at the theatres.
It's

week

resolution

reveal. Hit-

stake.

ring
Stated

and factually

The trailers, according to the local
suggestions, also would point out
that Senator Nye's claim that the
film industry hais a financial stake
in British victory is true, of course,
because the entire nation and every
other American industry has

PROBE

as 'a

serious threat to our indu.stry, our
trade unions and above all, to our
country in its hour of danger.'

Resolution to that effect was apSGC and sent to Its

proved by the

St. Louis, Sept. 16.

Denunciation of the Senate investigation of films and a denial that
they weire ever forced by producers
to play any pictures except those
they believed their patrons wanted
to see

was made by Fanchon

&

Mar-

co and Cabart Theatre circuits on
Sunday (14). Two chains took large
advertising space in five papers In
St. Louis
and Long Beach, Cal.,
where they have houses, to flay the
Clark committee.
Ads were signatured by Harry C.
Arthur, Jr., v.p. of F&M, and Milton
B. Arthur, prez of Cabart,

OAKIE'S

member

organizations, of which the
Screen Publicists Guild immediately
passed It unanimously. Other SGC
affiliates, Screen Readers Guild and
various film company office workmake it evident that the former ers' Guilds, are expected to take
(Continued on page 24)
similar action shortly.
.

generally agreed, would have

McFarland has pressed him and landed on

Myth

'Despite research proving that
theatre admissions are far below 80,000,000 weekly a figure
that was never more than guesswork-rthat number continues to

form

much less space. And the less space
'Is Willkie a mistake?' has been
Senator Nye and his
to
a frequent subject of debate during given
the past week in the industry and prejudiced, isolationist clan the betamong the Washington press corps. ter, newsmen feel.
That Willkie, making his Initial
While most observers in the film
business were deligl^ed with e'm- show as counsel since he ran for
ploy^ment of the 1940 Republican the presidency last year, was of
three hours Monday (IS), mostly standard-'bearer as counsel for the prime interest to newspapers was
teUing how he has been cuffed by industry, the capital newsmen were plainly evident at the hearing. Mob
producer representatives and then of the opinion that it was an error of photogs was on hand and every
agreeing with Chairman Clark that because it added ten-fold to the pub- camera was pointed, at Willkie.
Everytime he moved, a barrage of
everal recent Hollywood features licity given the probe.
That the correspondents had a flash bulbs went off. No one else
and British importations contain
propaganda. Fisher was in the also- point was well-evident from the had his picture taken unless he just
page one position and columns of happened to be In range of. a lens
ran category.
But Fisher deftly declined to let space most newspailers gave the aimed at Willkie.
Winkle's Value, ..
the Isolationists put words In his story.
Had Willkie not been InOn the other hand, study 6t newsmouth and sparred several times' jected Into the picture to make It
Vith both Tobey and Clark. He so much more newsworthy, the probe, paper stories on the In.vesti'gation
tfter

.

Equity's

after

came

German Newsreets Selied
German propaganda newsreels, covering fighting on the Russian
front, have been seized while In transit. to U. S. and have been incorporated into the British Ministry of Information propaganda pictures.
M. of I. figures they represent a plea for additional war materials to
combat the vast Nazi military machine. German newsreel stuff reportedly was seized at Bermuda by British military authorities.
Many of the newsreel clips will ultimately reach the U. S, and be
Included in the five American newsreels. It will be ttie first war material photographed by the Germans to get into U. S. reels in more
than a year or since the five newsreels refused to use Nazi newsreel
material unless they could re-edit and use their own narrative.

Congriesslonal

So declared Jesse L.
town over the weekend to

his wife's
paintings and make- arrangements
for the Frisco preem of his Warner
release next month.
The story of 'Sgt. York* Is history
and many of its characters are still
'What's more,
alive,' added Lasky.
I started work on the screen version
22 years ago, before anybody ever
heard of Hitler. It's taken this long
to get permission to film it
'I don't want to say much about
the Investigation as it is being adequately taken care of, but I do not
see how Hollywood can be accused
of propaganda for making pictures
on topics of current interest. Motion pictures are a mirror of the
times, of the feelings and interests
of the people.
'York' opens in Frisco around Oct.
10 at the Warfield on an. advanceprice grind basis.

open

what the witnesses
think Congress ought to do and how
practiced by filmif
makers—can be eradicated without
the principles of free
cpeech.
Fldler Fiddles, Fisher FUhes

Washington, Sept. 16.
Federal officials In Washington are extremely touchy about the refusal to admit German films consigned to UFA. Though It's no secret,
held
In response to urging
having
been
up
features
dozen
more than a
of State Deparlm«nt officials, the Customs Bureau Is forced to hold
the bag. Delay Is extra-legal. It is privately admitted. Pictures are
provisions
of
the
under
1930 tariff act proendles.<;ly
being '«xamined'
hibiting importation of 'seditious' material. Inquiries about the statute
under which customs agents were acting drew a reply from the State
treasury
matter.'
that
'it's
Department
a
The customs people (part of the treasury) tried to get out of answering with the observation that 'nobody has complained' about the delay.

showed
'Sgl.

trating questions

propaganda

DFA Gets the StaBeroo

WB

DEEAL

Hollywood, Sept.

16.

Jack Oakle Inked a deal with Warners to star In one picture.
Recently Oakie played in 'Navy
Blues' on the Burbank lot and is
now working at 20th-Fox In 'Rise

and Shine.'

—

a
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PICTURES

DONT SEE UPPED
UNWITTING PRO-PIX SKILL

10% Tax

Although the Wheeler-Nye-Clark bunch has aciuevcd its
publicity purpose, the President's re-emphasis of this country's
anti-Nazi position has already had one effect on the film probe
by crowding it off page one of the dailies. It will probably
assume less and less importance, and the very men who instigated the ptobe may become more discredited than thej- could
have possibly discredited the film industry.
in

frankly painting his America First

Hit the 10-20c Admissions
Most Higher Cost of Living Another Factor

—

GAUGE, AT LAST

CommitDespite the large amount of
in

circulation

Plans Central Studio Operation

For All Producers; Product Lineup
H'wood General

(Not Starting at

21c, as heretofore), Will

B.O.
Lindbergh,

SCALE

WILL SETTLE FOR Widi Selznick-UA Set Soon, Kelly

The love of freedom runs deep and strong, and sometimes
the mere hint of a threat against it wipes out surface prejudices
and unites where disunity reigned before. Thus Lindbergh's
address last Thursday (11) in Des Moines, with its frank exposition of racial prejudices, may, without intention, have done
the picture business a good turn. Its timing on the same night
that the President of the United States was broadcasting his Despite Looser Defense-Coin
anti-Axis broadside had reverse efTect.
Spending^,
the Straight

tee and its partisans with an anti-Semitic brush, puts the onus
of bias upon those accusing Hollywood of bias. Senators Gerald. P. Nye and Bennett Champ Clark, and John T. Flynn, all

B.O.

for

national

money
defense

Hollywood, Sept. 16.
Something new in Hollywood
titles is Leo McCarey's designation as producer-director-general
on the
lot, which not only
gives him authority to produce
and direct his own films but an
added power to supervise all
other elements which go to make
up a production.
Unique pact was arranged at
a conference with George J.

RKO

Schaefer and Joseph

J.

Breen.

and lease-lend spending, which alAmerica F-irsters and all prominent in the proceedings in Washready is bringing rising prices, film
ington, have now been placed on the defense as to their own

experts do not anticipate
any general increase in the average
business

pro-Yankeeism.

Lindbergh may have
attack in

lost the

America

First's

Des Moines.

believe the business will be lucky if
able to hold up to the current 23c
average price pei ticket.
Reason for this belief is the new
10% tax on admittances starting at
the first penny instead of 21c, which
becomes effective Oct. 1, and the
overall taxation picture for the nation.
While the new levy on admissions will tend to hold the scale
at present levels or drop them in
frthe area between 10c and 20c, the
heavy tax increase on incomes is
After 10 days of formal negotiaQuits Turf
bound to cut in on film theatre pations in London with the treasury
tronage.
department of Great Britain, the
To make matters worse, the new
eight U. S. major film companies still
Hollywood, Sept. 16.
tax setup will be fixed by income.
are in the dark as to the amount of
Jack L. Warner resigned as direc- Thus the $5,000 per year man might
revenue that Sritain will permit tor of the Inglewood racetrack, offlpresently have $1,000 left for spendAmerican distributors to take out of
clally known as the Hollywood Turf. ing after paying actual living exthat country in the year starting at
penses, but under the heavier tax
the end of October. Just how much Club, although it is miles from
layout; this would be trimmed alhas been accomplished and indica- Hollywood.
most half. This is bound to hit the
tions about the total will be outlined
Explanation is that Warner's work amount left for spending in theatomorrow as v.p. in charge production at the
managers
foreign
to
tres.
(Thursday) when they huddle at the Warner studio prevents him from
I0c-20c Hardest Affected
Hays office.
devoting further energies to the
Biggest inroad into the business
American distributors are asking racing plant, with which he has will be via the admission tax on 10cbeginning
since
its
connected
been
on
distribution
revenue
from
that all
Former 20c scales
15c-20c tickets.
the British Isles be allowed unham- in 1937.
either can be held at that figure,
pered withdrawal to this country.
which would give the exhibitor only
Under the old frozen coin pact wind18c and reduce the admission price
ing up next month, the eight U. S.
structure, or they can be boosted to
majors were allowed only $12,900,000
22c, which leaves the admittance
or about 33% of the total revenue
scale at 20c with the 2c representobtained in the current year. Estiing the new tax.
Obviously this
mated that there is now $40,000,000
means that the theatre managers
belonging to the eight U. S. major
will have to get more coin per ticket
Hollywood, Sept. 16.
distributors frozen in Britain, even
'Reap the Wild Wind' winds up in order to hold even with the present scale.
though the American companies
William Pine's affiliation with Cecil
However, if the new federal tax
spent around $5,000,000 on British
producer bill of about $4,000,000,000 affects
quota production in the last two B. DeMille as associate
the Paramount the amount the public has to spend
years and likely several additional after many years on

Another Industry Huddle Thursday

To Thaw Blocked ftitbh Coin
Job

PINE LEAVES DeMILLE,

HOISTS

Pix With $500,000

boxoffice admission price.
Instead,
D. C. frontal
most picture industry statisticians

Warner

OWN BANNER

Budgets for Foy

As 20tli Producer
Hollywood, Sept. 16.
Bryan Foy, who got in yesterday
(Mon.) from th« east, wiU vacation
here until Oct. 6 when he reports to
20th-Fox for a producer post.
With Darryl Zanuck in the east
this week he will not be able to
confer with Foy to outline hU duties.
However, it is understood that Foy
will be assigned to make four or
five tiictures running around the
$500,000

mark

in

costs,

and will

guide the destiny of hit unit In that
work.
Foy, for about two years, has
been very friendly with George J.
Schaefer, head of RKO, and it was
believed around that if he left Warners, from whom he got release of a
three-year contract day before he
signed with 20th-Fox, ha would go
Into the RKO setup as executive producer.

He was

discussing the possibility
(Continued on page 29)

revenue was released to American
distributors. Also, U. S. distribs were
able to employ some of funds in
liquidating old debts and In taking
advantage of the exchange differential.
This continued on a highly
modified scale early in the current
second-year freeze period.
Situations has changed In recent
months and will continue more critical in the third yeSuch critical
situation develops from the fact that
the coin freeze has diverted $40,000,000 or more from usual production
channels. American film companies
need this if they are to continue nor•.

(Continued on page 12)

—

UA

RKO-Pathe where
some of the other
have worked In the

producers

roof plan

still

Is

stage, but that

it

much
is

in the talk
greatly favored

by himself, the present UA owners
and partner-apparent Selznick.
It
is
figured that by working more

UA

closely together physically the
indie film-makers will cooperate better.
It is hoped that it will make
a closer entity of the TTA producing family and generally raise the
esprit-de-corps.
Although the plan la far from
worked out, it does not envision that
take over and operate the studio
and that other producers such as
(Continued on page 29)

UA

—

Easier to

Tap Bank

For $500,000 Loan

Than Cheap Pic

The Millennium!-Biz Is G(

Manhattan'

Deal has been closed by 20th-Fox
novelty feature
which Boris Morros plans producing
to be called "Tails in Manhattan.' It
will be done in episodic fashion
somewhat along the lines of 'If I Had
a Million,' made several years ago
release

of:

a

by Paramount.
Morros, who was easi for a week,
returned to the Coast Monday (15)
to start preparation of the picture.
He delivered one, 'Second Chorus,'
to Par during the past season under
a two-film deal but understood the
second, to be based on the life of
O. Henry, may not be made at this
time.

CHICO'S FOOT EASE
Los Angeles, Sept.

16.

Stumbling suit for $15,300, filed
against Chico Marx by 'Lewis Rudner, was dismissed in Superior court

when nobody appeared

to

complain

or defend.

Rudner had claimed damages

for

he said he sustained when
he tripped over Marx's feet in a theinjuries
atre.

16.

Indie producers are applying for
more and more loans from local
bankers, the heaviest In years, as a
result of the new order created by
the consent decree, and big loans
running up to $500,000, are easier to
negotiate
than quickies, ranging

RISKIN,

LATE OF COL,

TALKING DEAL AT PAR
Hollywood, Sept.

Set, Tails in

Bite

Los Angeles, Sept.

16.

who pulled out of
after
long associaa
reported huddling with B. G.
de Sylva and Henry Ginsberg on a
possible producer berth at ParaEverett Riskin,

Boris Morros' Fox Film

for

and

Selznick

UA
past.

head emphasized that the one-

Caravan.'

enues after agreed-upon deductions as the William H. .Pine Corp.

problem for all American film companies. It Is not so much that this
situation cuts into normal earnings,
but that the piling up of cash in
Britain shortly will seriously cripple
the U. S. production setup. The first
year \Vas not so bad under the frozen
money agreement because half of the

—

around $15,000.
Banks contend that big loans are
usually intended for major release,
which means safer and quicker reHollywood, Sept. 10.
turns on the investment. Financiers
Cycle of Burma Road pictures explain that returns from loans to
looms, with Metro the latest to an- low-bracket films are generally slow
nounce production of a film with and hard to collect.
that locale under title of "China

on amusements, it will make it
The lot.
Paramount, 20th-Fox and other
Pine is moving over to the Fine doubly difficult for exhibitors to studios ea well hav* slated films
same companies were allowed about
in the year ended last Arts studio to produce his own films hold at their present levels in the centering around that war supply
(Continued on page 27)
October, or about half of their rev- in partnership with William Thomas
highway.

Production Handicaps

—

dition to the 11 pictures now completed or in work would be made
at the same time.
Kelly said, too, that a plan is afoot
for a real United Artists studio
place where all
producers could
work on one lot. If the idea works
out. the lot used will probably be

BUBMA BOAS CTCIE

$19,000,000

Failure to release this frozen
money poses an extremely serious

Accompanying the announcement,
expected early next week, that the
David O. Selznick deal has been
signed. United Artists will rev«al the
acquisition of a number of other import new producers, operating chief
Arthur W. Kelly revealed in New
York Monday (15).
He declared
also that a complete announcement
of UA product for the year in ad-

UA

millions in settling old debts.

for actual operating expenses.
Efforts to pry loose even a small
part of this huge sum under operations of U. S. lease-lend law thus far
have been unavailing, although the
film companies are hopeful the Administration will swing the big stick
and hasten dislodgement of the coin.

5

The

So the Campaign to Hypo
Dropped By Northwest Allied

B. O. Is 'Back,'

Biz

Is

Minneapolis, Sept 16.
the important factors.
The local trade leaders, like John
Northwest Allied has dropped its
Minnesota Amus. Co.
Friedl,
J.
widely advertised plans for an all(Paramount circuit) president, who,
industry campaign to 'bring back during the dark days late last year
the boxoffice, because, apparently, and early in 1941, always kept faith
While no in films, now are saying, 'I told you
the boxoffice is 'back.'
statement is forthcoming from the so.'
The present upward boxoffice
organization, except an 'explanation'
have trend, they assert, bears out their
recent
developments
that
pushed the proposal into the back- contentions that pix aren't slipping
ground, trade circles generally de- in public favor and that the film inclare that improved grosses make dustry wasn't on the downgrade.
With better pictures They always have insisted that the
it unnecessary.
and expanding takings throughout films were' as capable as ever of
jake holding their own against any sort
territory,
everything's
the
of opposition and could stand up as
again, it's pointed out.
The b.o. revival is all the more firmly as ever on their own feet, reamazing in view of the fact that gardless of how much new and admore new elaborate bowling alleys ditional amusement opposition conhave been springing up like mush- fronts them. Their position was and
rooms and patronage, if anything, is is that there's nothing wrong with
even bigger than ever. When thea- the b.o. that good pictures and nortre business was bad this bowling mal economic conditions will not
competition was regarded as one of cure.

Columbia
tion, is

mount.
Various lots have been eyeing
RLskin since his last Columbia production, 'Here Comes Mr. Jordan.'

Schuster's 'Snnny Side'

Up

Hollywood, Sept. 18.
Schuster moved over to

Harold
20th-Fox

as director of the Lou
Ostrow production, 'On the Sunny
SidePicture Is the first starrer for
Roddy McDowall, English moppet,
who recently played In 'How Green

Was My

Valley.'

Graham Moves Up
Hollywood, Sept. 16.
Jo Graham, upped from dialog di-

Warners after eight years,
his debut as a regular director in 'Background to Danger,' starting Sept. 29.
Associate producer is Ben Stolofl.
Picture is based on a novel by Ric
rector at

makes

Ambler.

,

.
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Most of the Tradeshown Pix 'Average
Avers Cole, National Allied Chief, At
Opening of Philadelphia Parley
Philadelphia, Sept.

16.

F.D.R.'s Greeting

Only one-fourth oi the films so far
tradeshown rate better than average.
Col H. A. Cole, president of National
Allied squawked here today (Tueshowever, that
day). Cole admitted,
only two

shown

of'

fell in

Philadelphia,

the 36 pictures tradethe 'poor' cUssiftcation,

Colutnbia.
Judy Clark, singer, singer

Peter Lind Hayes' option lifted by

RKO.

ments can play a big part In
upbuilding and maintaining
national

hearty

Kalloch, designer, inked a Metro
contract.

In sending
morale.
greetings to the 12th

Alexis Smith drew an option
at

annual convention of the Allied States Association of Motion Picture Exhibitors I do so
in full confidence that this organization will exercise its
powerful influence in advancing

comfor reps of all the distributing
panies were invited and are in attendance at the conclave.
Rating each of the 36 pictures
tradeshown. Cole tabbed only one as
average,'
'terrific' and eight as 'above

Franfclin D. Roosevelt.

girl

ing capacity, age, owners (active and silent) and policy, surprising
details on mortgages, leases and other such matters. Each house is said
to have been checked, whether or not it has been a Metro account
Complete data is Included, of course, where Metro auditors had an
opportunity to go over books in percentage situations.
Most of the material in the individual folders has been garnered
over a period of years by the company's salesmen, who picked it up
by a variety oit means, while other details were obtained through
.
regular commercial agencies and by clipping trade papers.
Value of the info is varied. It gives Metro a figure on top potential
gross for any part of the country and for any house or combination of
houses. It is also valuable to the theatre department where there is
any thought of buying or building additional theatres. «And, of course.
It becomes almost indispensable In figuring percentage and sliding
scale rental deals.

.

Lefty Sees Everybody

h

to contract writer at 20th-Fox.

Failure to Deliver
flock of exhib and distrib
reps slated to take the rostrum,
Arthur Howard, of the Boston In-

SepL 21 Starts 21st
Annoal Conclaye Of

was
Inc.,
dependent Exhibitors,
called on early in the get-together
to register a beef against companies
which he claimed have failed to de1940-41
liver promised pictures on
slates and are holding them for the
current

season.

He

Valley,' 'Here Starr'
Valley'
Was

My

listed

'Sun

and 'How Green
from 20th-Fox,

•Reap the Wild Wind' (Par) and
•Citizen Kane' (RKO) in this cate-

CaL Theatrical Unions
San Francisco, Sept. 16.
Twenty -first annual convention of
the California State Theatrical Federation will be held in the main au-

ditorium

at

headquarters

the

musicians'

Sunday

union

(21).

Ben

Williams, president, member of the
stagehand group, and Tony Noriega,
Jt^ck Kirsch's Proposal
A permanent national liaison com- sec.-treas, of the operators union
mittee between exhibs and distribs will be in charge.
Monday (22) entire body will
was proposed by Jack Kirsch, of
Chicago Allied, and came in for move over to the State Federation
lengthy discussion by the delegates. of Labor convention which also will
Number of advantages to such a set- be held here.
up were listed, including (1) that it
would be a clearing house of information and squawks, (2) it would
acquaint exhibs with problems of
the industry, (3) it' would provide
distribs with reports from exhibs on
audience reaction, advertising, exgory.

METRO HASN'T^KEY'
ENTIREY SEWED UP

ploitation, etc., (4)

common

front

it

would provide

against

criticism,

Fact that Metro has provided
100% of the backing for The
Wookey,' Frederick Hazlitt Brennan
play which opened at the Plymouth,

and (5) it could serve as a clearing
house for charitable enterprises.
'Fewer banknights and more show- N. Y., last week, has given the immanship' was the keynote of the pression that it has film rights
opener by Pete Wood, Ohio AUied's sewed up. Actually that's not so,
chieftain.
He pointed to the large although ,the studio by putting up
bit« being taken out of grosses by
the legit production coin does get
taxes, present and proposed, and by final opportunity
to top anyone else's
absence of young men who have bid. In other words, by being the
been called into the Army and de- legit
producer
automatically
It
clared: 'We hope defense spending knows what every other company is
will help, but we must do our share.' offering and thus' gets the privilege
He estimated of the total $105,000,000 of paying more than Paramount,
*bite,' defense taxes will take $45,Warner Bros, or any of the others

new taxes pending, $20,000,000 and absence of young men $40,000,000;
000,000.

'No longer will the motion picture
Industry be
the happy hunting
ground for guerilla warfare,' declared H. M. Richey, Metro's exhib
relations expert, in praising working of arbitration setup under the
consent decree. 'We can now settle
our differences with understanding,'
.

said.

Among

the distributing heads

who

have already arrived or who have
announced their Intention to attend
are William F. Rodders and Richey,
representlne Metro: Arthur W. Kelly.
United Artists: Neil Agnew, Paramount; Abe Monta<^e and Rube
Jackter, r'>iumbia: James R. Grainger, RepuH'c: P?iil Terry and Harvey Day, "^"rry-Tiines; and George

Dembow.

National Screen Service.
Also expected are nrad L. Sfi?rs and
Joseoh Bern''!"'!!. Warners; Herman
Wobber 8T"1 wsTiaTi ."lUS'Tian. 20thFox: Ned E. neoinet. RKO; and
William Scully. TJiiIversal.

if

values the screen rights that

it

highly.

Film sales must always take place
according to rules set down In the
Dramatists Guild's basic agreement
with legit producers, which require
that no matter who the backer is,
screen rights must always go to the
highest bidder. Fact that bids must
be submitted through the Guild
rules out any private agreement between author and sponsor.
Company angeling a legiter, however, in addition to last bid, has another advantage.
Broadway producer, under DG. agreement, gets
40% of the film sale proceeds. Which
would mean that Metro could bid
higher
40%
than any/other company
for 'The Wookey' and still actually
only be paying the same amount.
Producer also shares in profit from
the show, which, in the case of a
Hollywood studio, would offset part
of the coin it pays for screen rights.
No assurance yet, however, of any
profit on 'The Wookey' inasmuch as
it cost around $70,000 to stage and
will

week

Jobn Kieran's Shorts

has

Film Associates, as result of a test
run at Radio City Music Hall of
•Adventures

•

RKO

Hollywood, Sept.
First

and

on Their Neighbor's Racket

by

Jean Renoir, French importee, for
20th-Fox is 'Swamp Water,' final

theatre

circuit,

Me and

I

did fine with them.

Also played Red Skelton in

fine business. He is okay.
From Vande to Fix
up how many great picture stars vaudeville
Guys like Charlie Chaplin (still number one man);

and did a

Aggie was

flgurin'

TO

Charles Butterworth.

Your

Pal,

Judy Canova.
Pat Casey.
Sherril Cohen.
Wickliffe Crider.

Dennis Day.
Julien Duvivier.
Betty Grable.
Noll Gurney.
Phil Harris.
Kadie Harris.
Stirling

Mark

Hayden.

Lefty.
P.

S.—Jay Flippen

WAILT

sez: 'If walls

VAN, DIRECTOE

Livingstone.

Bess Lonergan.
Ida Lupino.

Groucho Marx.
Leo McCarey. C. L. Menser.
RatoIT.

Rochester.
Henry Rogers.
K. T. Steveens.
Don Wilson.
Vera Zorlna.

NEW

SCALE, 30^ HIKE
FOR STUDIO READERS

pleted in Florida.

Wally Van, comedian of
ture era, directed

silent pic-

first short.

Hellinger.

Milton Lazarus.
Jules Levey.
Nat Levine.

have ears do keyholes have eyes?'

First of a series of streamline
shorts being produced by the Royal
Poinciana Productions has been com-

Arthur Hunnicutt.

week.
Studio did not take up the extenon Renoir's <Hie-pIcture' conDirector Is negotiating with
other studios.

for money-getters

his first starring pic

gave to the industry.
and Columbus will Bob Hotje, Red Skelton, Fred Astaire; Bing Croshy, Mickey Rooney (who
played with his old man and mother); James Cagney, Lionel Barrymore,
who used to do a sketch called 'The White Slave* with McKee Rankin.
Jack worked in a sketch, too; Marx Bros., George Raft, Bob Burns, Edgar
Bergen, Burns and Allen, Fred Allen, Eddie Cantor, Jack Benny, Charles
Orapewin, Lynne Overman, Milton Berle, Charlotte Greenwood (IBurnham
& Greenwood); Helen Broderick (Crawford ti Broderlck); Ruth Chatterof Nat Holt who transfers to the
ton played i nsketches; Ina Claire did imitations; Buster Keaton (Three
Coast to assume command of the Keatons), Will Rogers, George Bancroft (Bancroft and Broske,
a singing
RKO houses there and in Denver. act); Walter Houston (Whipple and Houston); Harry Langdon, Bob WoolPope, who will operate the Palace, sey did an act with Hazel Boyne; Joe E. Brown (Prevost and Brown,
acrobats); Jack Oakie worked in Lulu McConell's act; Chester Morris
Cleveland,
in
street,
and
lOSth
Allen
worked with his folks in a skit called 'Horrors of Home'; El Brendel
is presently in charge of publicity
(Brendel and Burt); Leo Carrillo did a monolog; Victor Moore, Frank
and advertising for the entire Ohio Fay (Dave Dreyer
and Fay); Polly Moran, Noah Beery (one of the fatdivision, thus his appointment is an
faced kids in Gus Edwards' 'Kountry Kids); W. C. Fields, Ed Quilllan
Details
in
important promotion.
worked with his folks, as did Pert Kelton with hers; Mae Clark (Brice and
connection with' handling the two
Clark); Lelia Hyamns (Hyamns and Mclntyre were her folks); Bert.Lahr,
RKO houses aind the singleton in Jack Haley, Robert Armstrong (played in 'Woman Proposes); William
Detroit will be delegated to home
Boyd was with Fanny Ward; Fanny Brice, Irene Bordoni, Sophie Tucker,
office men under Koerner's superBelle Baker, Helen Morgan; Fifl D'Orsay sang and danced with the Berens
vision until someone is appointed
Bros.; Mitzi Green, Hugh Herbert, Cliff Edwards, Joe Cawthorne, Ken
to take local operating charge of the
Murray, Roger Imhoff, Frank Orth, Jimmy Conlin, Wilbur Mack, and don't
theatres.
forget Bonnie Glass did a' dancing act, assisted by Signor Rudolpho, who
was none other than Rudolph Valentino.
Now that there ain't no more Gus Sun Time, U. B. O. Time, Pan Time,
L. A.
N. Y.
Loew THme, Hodkins Circuit, Mozart Circuit, Cleveland Time, Sheedy and
Jack Benny.
a dozen other break-in chains, it's gonna be hard to get a new generation
Carter Blake.
of picture stars. Maybe the jukeboxes will be the break in? Who knows?
Clara Blandick.
And by the way, who cares?
Irene Bordoni.
Give our best to the gang, sez

Gregory

sion

list

atres in Detroit

scenes of which were finished last

tract.

yesterday

be under direct home-office supervision for the time being.
The houses comprise the division
which for years has been' In charge

Mary

16.

last picture directed

Horn

By

(Tues.) named Clem Pope operator
of the chain's three houses In Cleveland, while the remaining three the-

,

20th Drops Renoir

the

Bronx,' onereeler starring John Kieran, will
make a series of six with the N.Y.
Times sportswriter. Series will deal
with animals, action, sports, travel,
science and comedy. Two others are
beln^ held In reserve, these concerning flowers and birds.
'Adventures In the Bronx' will be
published by Random House for
Cbrlstmas delivery.
In

to

RKO

need approximately $12,000 a
gross to break even.
Metro
already
advanced
Brennan

$30,000 in legit royalties.

Trymg

Frank Loesser's t unesmith conJoe Laurie, Jr.
renewed by Paramount.
Arthur Phillips, radio gag writer,
Coolacres, Cal., Sept. 16.
inked scripter pact at Paramount.
Roy Harris continues as an actor Dear Joe:
It seems people must stay up nights figuring how to cut in on another
under option at Universal.
Forrest Tucker inked player con- guy's racket. There's a fellow that has a saloon in this town by the name
of Dinky who just put in a jukebox with those shorts. I went in to look
tract at Columbia.
Johnnie Johnston, orchestra play- the thing over and I figure it ain't gonna put me outta business as yet
er, drewactor contract at Paramount. because my pictures are just as bad, only they, run longier and you can't
Roy Harris, actor, renewed by drink a glass of beer while watching 'em to help you forget how bad
they really are. But one never knows what these things will do. We all
Universal.
Alan Ladd penned player contract laughed at the phonograph and the pictures when they first started, so
maybe these jukeboxes may hit the spot one of these dyys.
with Baramount.
Aggie sez there's an awful lot of drunks in this country. Wh^t gets me
Virginia Weidler drew new conthough is that everybody is 'ryin' to get into the other guy's racket. That
tract at Metro.
Lynn Barl had her option lifted at goes for me, too. Here I have popcorn and pinball machines in my lobby
as a sideline to my picture show, that's really going into the candy depart20th-Fox.
ment and the cigar store racket. The guy that sells candy is giving away
dishes; the banks are selling insurance, and the insurance men are selling
socks as a side line. The farmers have vegetable, stands and the vegetable
Holf s Division Split
dealers sell meat. The picture producers have racing stables on the side,
or maybe it's the picture business they have as a, sideline; actors run
ranches and ranches have boarders. Drug stores sell books and bookstores
Between Clem Pone
sell magic tricks and greeting cards.
It's like the old days when acrobats
Home-Office tried to talk and dancers tried to sing. Now if we could only get all the
And
countries that are' at war to quit and have the countries that are at peace
to fight, it would help put down the war a lot.
Charles W. Koerner, head of the
Read in Variety that Abbott and Costello and Bob Hope pics top the
tract

With a

he

lift

player

Metro, after working for years with great secrecy and efficient as•iduousncM, has virtually completed a tremendous file which includes
dossier on avary thtatra in the country. Finishing touch was recently put to tacb folder with the inclusion of a picture of the front of
th« house to which it refers. Files containing information on various
theatres are no novelty to distributors. What ntakes Metro's outstanding, however, is its. completeness. And It catalogs not only those theatres which are or have been Metro accounts, but all houses.
Information Is laid to include, aside from such simple data as seat-

Robert E. Dolan, music director,
renewed by Paramount.
Isobel L«nnart upped from script

ofTice.'

a

handed

Bonita Granville renewed for two
pictures at RKO.
Phyllis Ruth and Judith Gibson
obtained court approval of their
minor contracts with Paramount.

Very sincerely yours,

pix as
into it. Cole pigeonholed two
'good but questionable at the box-

Warners.
Jean Fitzgerald
by Warners.

ticket

the national defense and thereby
safeguarding and perpetuating
all of our cherished freedoms.

and two
In addition to the 23 average
poor films. He also listed a 'rotten
to fit
classification, but found no pix

by Re-

public.

amuse-

wholesome

anxiety,

Hollywood, Sept. 10.
Jack Buetel's player option lifted
by Howard Hughes.
Bruce Bennet drew play«r option
lift at Columbia.
Sons of Pioneers pacted for four
pictures a year at Republic.
William Wagner, legit actor, signed
by Hal Roach.
option
acting
Sklar's
George
hoisted by Columbia.
Janet Blair, actress, optioned for
another term by Columbia.
Don Beddoe's pact renewed by

16.

Following message of greeting
was sent by President Roosevelt
to the national Allied convention
which opened here today:
In this time of stress and

average
while .23 of them - were
programmers.
Cole spoke at the opening session
Associaof AUied States Exhibitors
at the
tion's three-day convention
Benjamin Franklin hotel. Allied laid
is the first
stress on the fact that this
1927,
'all-industry' convention since

•

Sept.

Metro s Dossier on Every U.S. Theatre

Studio Contracts

N.Y. to L.A.
Fred Aslai.e.
Brian Aherne
Irvin.-^

Berlin.

Joe Breen.

Ann

Corio.
Be'^e T)aniels.
Joan Fo;itaine.

Hollywood, Sept. 16.
Screen Readers Guild established
new minimum rate with the Procalling for an average increase of about 30% for outside readers, covering piece work on novels,
originals and plays. New setup also

a

ducers,

provides a basis for future negotiations.

Mel Shauer.

Revised agreement calls for $6.50
for reading novels up to 300 pages,
with $1 for each 100 additional
pages; $4 for .scanning originals and
$5 for reading or covering a play.
Bill Roberts was elected president
to siicceed Bill Koenig, who was
upped to assistant story editor at

Chas. Vanda.

RKO.

Bryan Foy.
£lmmet Lavery.
Ben Lyon.
Merle Oberon.
Edgar Selwyn.

PICTURES
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WAR

COOLING ON
Midwest Theatres Co. (5 Detroit
Houses) Causes Breakup of Co-Op

and issued an Injunction restraining
the group from interfering with the
right of the Midwest Theatres Co.
to purchase Alms. In handing down
the decision In the lengthy case.
Judge Picard, however, denied Midwest Theatres the $200,000 damages
sought against the Co-Ops on th€
basis that the situation now would
be remedied.
Basis for the action was the suit
of the five Midwest theatres, located
on Woodward avenue, Detroit's main

which it was charged that
Ben and Lou Cohen, operators of
five competing houses, were using

Yards of Books

bocker Paramount
It's

all thli

week.

Sudekum'g own contribu-

to

keep

producers

selling pictures to Midwest unthey had played the Cohen
Co-Operative controls uphouses.
ward of 100 theatres In the Detroit
area with the Roxy, Mayfair, Rio,
Capitol and Hollywood, owned by
the Cohens, specified as defendants

SCRIPT ACTIVITY

Jam Sure

When

As,

Minn.

Selling

OK

Again

Maritime Co-op Ass'n
Pools

Its

Fikn Renting

And Equipment Buys
St.

John, N.

B..

Sept. 16.

The cooperative film renting and
equipment, buying service, now in
process of organization, will have its
headquarters in St. John. A series of
conferences prepartory to establishing the bureau here have been held
by A. J. Mason, of Springfield, N. S.,
president and organizer of the Maritime Cooperative Theatre Owners'
Assn., of very recent birth. A membership drive is now in progress and
Mason has been meeting indie exhibs
at St. John.- Only members will be
•

entitled to share cooperatively in the
expected lower costs of film and ac-

cessory renting and equipment buySt. John has been chosen for
the new base because all the international and Canadian picture distributing companies have exchanges
here, catering to the; maritime provinces and Newfoundland.
A. A. Fielding, of St. John, has
been mentioned as manager of the
new co-op bureau. He was g.m. for
the Spencer circuit, with base at St.
John, for 16 years, and did the film
buying for that lineup. Since last
ing.

spring, he has been on his own, with
the Capitols In Brldgewater and
Digby, N. S., as nucleus for a bud(Contlnued on page 46)

stories, for

the

appear to be on

Several
the Hollywood nix list.
yarns which, without the hullabaloo
raised by the present Washington investigation, would probably have

been bought for

films,

have been

'

BROWNE, BIOFF TRIAL

One which all story editors favored
from the usual standpoints of plot,
characterization and
and
action

—

vfrhich since

has gone almost to the

tain to

have been bought under or-

Trial

of

George

E.

Browne and

president and west
coast representative of the International Alliance of Theatrical Stage
Employes for allegedly extorting
$550,000 from four major film companies, was set for Oct. 6 by Judge
John W. Holland in N.Y. federal
court Monday (15). Trial was originally set for August and continually
postponed because of lack of a judge
to hear the case, but it now appears
certain it will go on in October.
Browne and Bioff are accused of
violating the anti-i-acketeering law
by extorting the money from Loew's,
Paramount, 20th Century-Fox and
Warner Bros, under threats of calling a strike of their union.

William

Bioff,

at 20th

Hollywood. Sept.
Alfred Werker draws a

new

18.

direc-

to the eastern story editor for David
O. Sleznick. She was formerly aide
to Bert Bloch when he was story ed
for Samuel Goldwyn and is his proBloch is now eastern story
tege.
chief for Fox. And it was Selznick
vs. Fox in the top bidding for Miss
Manard's yarn, 'And This Too Is

Torn

her allegiances, plus the
fact that a number of other companies also wanted the story. Miss
Manard tossed the whole thing in
the lap of her agent, Carl Brandt,
He took the unusual step of announcing that closed bids would be
accepted from all companies up until
4 p. m. on Sept. 8,' with the
highest bidder taking it at that time.
in

Fox got the story at $10,250.
Fox last week also purchased
for $35,000 'The Pied Piper,' novel
by Nevil Shute, which makes the
fourth of his books to be held by
film companies, although none has
ever been produced. Selznick owns
Shute's 'Ordeal,' Metro holds 'Kindling' and Loew-Lewin recently released their option on 'Landfall.'
Cronin's

It

Money

David O. Selznick has not purJ.

Cronin's 'Keys to the

Kingdom' outright, but has taken a
form of option on it. He paid Cronin
$10,000, which includes four weeks'
service by the author in working
out a screen play.

If

it

is

satisfac-

toix Selznick guarantees Cronin
another $40,000 within six months
and an additional $50,000 within a
year. Producer, at any time, however, may drop the entire deal by
the Westwood lot was 'Moon Over making no further payments.
Next important film purchase is
Her Shoulder.'
expected to be Daphne du Maurier's
new novel, 'Frenchman's Creek.'
Pretty Flossy
Alfred Hitchcock, who filmed Miss
Hollywood, Sept. 16.
du Maurier's 'Rebecca,' has already
'Lady of the Night,' a $650,000 made an offer on the new work, but
production, went into work yester- it has been nixed as too low.
day. (Mon.) at Republic with Albert
'Marriage Is a Private Affair,' HarCohen producing and Leigh Jason per's $10,000 prize-winning novel,
directing.
which Metro bought last week,
Toppers In the cast are Joan brought author Judith Kelly $37,500.
Blondell and John Wayne, Screen- RKO's purchase of 'A Plague on
play is by Isabel Dawn and Boyce You,' novel by Carroll Graham, was
tor contract at 20th-Fox when he
finishes his impending job as pilot of
the next Jane Withers starrer, 'Not
For Children.'
Werker's latest completed job on

Lady

De Gaw.

last

December.

was made by Charles

checking the list and pulling
synopses out of the file to determine which, if any, stories
were desirable, precludes any

been impaired in most instances.
Case in point is 'Meet John Doe,'
which went out to a number of key
spots at above-normal scales. When
results did not measure up to expectations, Warners immediately shifted
to regular prices. As a consequence,
the picture has played some 10,000
accounts in the domestic market.
The distributor was wise enough to
switch and thereby cash in on the
extensive national advertising and
exploitation then available.
The element of time and changing

Pat Casey in N.Y.

New

long

run.

Seligson, attorney for the trustee,
Samiiel P. Adelman.
Some of
the films companies were interested,
although the work of

For

in the

Studio

Labor Huddles

longingly 'by story eds—but they're
events, of course, enters into the sitkeeping hands off. It is a mysteryuation.
Perhaps the best example
adventure novel of a young English
of this is 'The Dictator,' which had
couple sent to Germany as spies
Negotiations
under the studio a six-month protection clause over
shortly before the war broke out.
'Berlin Diary,' by CBS correspond- basic agreement with international the lower-priced dates. By the time
ent William Shirer, is another which unions, which are scheduled to begin the Chaplin picture was ready for
general distribution it was summer
might well have found a film sale
Saturday (20) in New York, sees Pat
and nothing connected with dictators
despite its non-fiction character. Its
phenomenal sale (375,000 copies) Casey in from the Coast to represent is being accepted as funny by most
arrived Monpatrons. Both factors figured in this
makes it a valuable property even the producers. Casey
morning
day
(15).
if only the title and a few incidents
situation, with the number of enMeantime,
the International Alliwere used in a film.
gagements played thus far way beance of Theatrical Stage Employees
low original expectations.
Bosses Bidding
is reported calling in representatives
There are any number of other
With the author's former and- cur- of the various Holljrwood crafts in
recent instances where the distriburent bosses bidding against each its sphere for meetings to consider a
tor faced the problem of shifting
last new contract.
purchase
20th - Fox's
other,
Old agreement under quickly to general release or taking
week of a novelette by Helene the basic studio pact expired last
a chance of the picture being able
Manard virtually provided a plot in March.
to do as well later when sent out at
F-emme is presently assistant
itself.
Not known ' where. George E.

chased A.

Werker Holds

convinced

Re-appraisal of results achieved
has shown that the ultimate gross of
certain films has been Injured by
Outstanding
such experimenting.
factor developed in attempts to boost
admittance prices Is that the general public is not ready for these
higher scale engagements. And it is
only when the distributor has been
alert enough to quickly shift from
the higher admittance setup to the
usual scale that returns have not

dinary conditions, irregardless of its
subject matter, it is being eyed

Love.'

LOOKS SET FOR OCT. 6

about

Company and Lee
Furman, publishers, who went

—

top of the best-seller list is 'Above
Suspicion' by Helen Maclnnes. Cer-

has

distribs that kited scales often

do not justify themselves

early action.

skipped recently.
Minneapolis, Sept. 16.
On the heels of its deal for the
first 20th-Fox. 1941-42 group for its
entire circuit outside of Minnesota,
Minnesota Amus. Co. (Paramount)
also has bought that distributor's

to

(Continued on page 29)

least,

prices

tilted

many

Offer

War-backgrounded
time being at

tually

.

ing pictures, recent experience with

bulk or separately, although In
the former case a price Would
have to be placed on each title.
List comprises the holdings of

bankrupt

Product

But no deals have
second block.
been made yet with any of the other
companies.
Circuit heads believe that Paraden and Blackstong.
mount can sell the chain without
In his
findings.
Judge Picard violating the consent decree or state
agreed that the Co-Ops had stifled law and without selling other exhibcompetition in violation of the anti- itors because the'' chain is the distrust laws 'by coercing distributors tributor's subsidiary. Northwest Alto break contracts.'
lied heads contend otherwise, howCohens Enjoined
ever. It is stated that no showdown
The injunction stipulated that the on the matter is contemplated for
Cohen brothers could not purchase the present.
more than two double features
The continued ban on Minnesota
weekly for the Roxy and Mayfair 1941-42 selling by the five major
theatres.
decree companies, pending at least
The case had many ramifications court findings on the application for
here delving into Co-Ops* activities a temporary injunction against the
in Ferndale where the combine had state law, is causing a 'quite serious'
gone to the rescue of a local oper- product problem for the Minnesota
ator when confronted with the su- Co. in one or two situations and for
perior buying power of the Schulte some independent exhibitors, eschain.
pecially in southern Minnesota.
'Unfortunately,' Judge Picard obMetro will not permit its product
served, 'Co-Operative began using to bi» switched in Duluth from the
its defensive weapons as swords by
Minnesota's Garrick to its new
trying to keep Schulte from getting house, the Norshore, and, in conseany real foothold in Ferndale. Even(Continued on page 29)

.

—

Major picture companies have
been offered film rights to 950
books. They can be bought in

the Macauley

til

a compromise was effected
but this court is not naive enough
believe that Co-Operative had
any change of heart or policy.
.
There was public opinion to be considered since Ferndale, a thriving
community just outside Detroit,
might, through its chamber of commerce, have focused a searching
spotlight upon Co-Operative's unfair

Have Been Grabbed Quick
'Above
By Hollywood
'Berlin
Suspicion'
and
for
Example
Diary'

tion to National Defense.

from

with Co-Op. Midwest houses which
charged that they suffered heavily
through the undue pressure brought
by Co-Op on the distributors, were
the Colonial, Majestic, Forest, Gar-

While distributors undoubtedly ar»
going to continue seeking upped admission scales for certain outstand-

Might

Normally

Several
Nashville, Tenn., Sept. 16.
Tony Sudekum la giving away
10c u. S. Defense Stamps between 5-7 p.m. at hli, Knicker-

street, in

Co-Operative

Saved Some 'Epics/ Originally Upped

THE MOMENT

Stamp Giveaways

Detroit, Sept. 16.

Ending two years of litigation,
Federal Judge Frank A. Plcard held
that the Co-Operative Theatres, Inc.,
was guilty of violating the Sherman
Anti-trust Act on several occasions

Quick Shift to Regular Prices Alone

LEAST FOB

IIT

STORIES

for $15,000.

regular prices.

Browne and Willie Bioff will sit in
on the huddles, one report being that
Louis Krouse, general secretary-

WaD SL

treasurer of the lA, had called the
meeting of its locals.
Neither
Browne nor Bioff are in New York
at present.
Former is in Chicago,
while Bioff is on the Coast but both
will have to come east shortly with
trial of the $550,000 extortion case

20th-Fox has shown such an Imin recent weeks, with the

6.

provement

It is a virtual certainty that increases and better working conditions will be demanded by the lA
and the other internationals working
in the studios.

upbeat

CIO Threat— Again

LANHELD AT PAR TO
DIRECT HOPE'S 'BLONDE'
Hollywood. Sept.

16.

Lanfleld checked in at
Paramount as director of the next
Bob Hope-Madeleine Carroll co-starrer, 'My Favorite Blonde.'
Contract calls for options on Lanfield's services for two .more pictures.

Sidney

Sandy Back

in

continuing, that financial

revenue of

company to prove a real eyeopener before the end of 1941. First
Indication of the tremendous increase in revenue is expected to
the

Hollywood, Sept. 16.
Delegates to session of lATSE in
are under instruction
from studio union memberships to

deals.

still

circles expect the gross

show up

which
Although 20lh-Fox

in the third quarter,

ends Sept.

New York

make a fight for demands of locals and, failing that, to bolt meet
and return to the Coast for immediate strike vote.
Threat of CIO embrace Is also to
be used to gain conces.'jions.
Locals consL'jtently opposed to Intheir
studio
making
ternational

Profit

Donbling 1st Six Months

scheduled to start in Federal court,
Oct.

Sees 20th-Fox's

3d Quarter Net

30.

showed
first
i

a net of only $457,189 in the
half, ended June 30, present

income from distribution is running
at a rate that this flexure may be
doubled with the addition of the
third quarter.
The third quarter is getting the
beneflt of the record business from
'Charley's Aunt,' with the cream of
revenue in the domestic field expected to show up from this picture
during the September quarter. Prelim figures indicate that returns are
running 30-40% ahead of average
good-business films, with the Jack
Benny comedy credited with being
the best grosser for 20th since 'Alexander's Ragtime Band.'Ability of 20th-Fox to get back in
the big net-profit class among the

major companies

how much

is

still

written

will

depend on

off for

foreign

and whether operating costs
have been kept within reasonable
bounds. However, Wall Street looks
for a marked improvement from
now until the end of the year.

losses

Focus

BOYEB'S STOBT CHOICE
Hollywood, Sept. 16.
Hollywood, Sept. 16.
aside her toys to
Charles Boyer is reading two
'Melody Lane' at Universal unstories'
for his next start at Parader direction of Charles Lament.
Singing lullabies and other tunes mount, one of which will be proare the Merry Macs, sharing star duced by Arthur Hornblow, Jr.
Deristnn <a un in thp Brtnr.
biUina with the infant.
Baby Sandy put

start

.

8
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THROUGH

SMILIN'
nisus

of Victor Sa.vlll«

prodao-

Stan Jtanetta MacDonald and Brian
Ahame. Features Qena Raymond and Ian
Hunter. Dlracted by Frank Boisa«a. Photoitniph«d In Technicolor. Screenplay, Dontlon.

aid Ogden Stewart and John Baldereton;
baeod on atage play by Jane Cowl and
Musical direction, Herbert
Jane Murfln.
Stothart; camera, Leonard Smith: film ediReviewed in Projector Frank Hulllvon.
tion Room, N. Y. (Tmde Showing), Sept. B,
Running time, 100 MINB.
•41.
Knthleen
1
Jeanette MaoDonald

Hoonyean Clare

t

Sir John Carteret
Kenneth Wayne)
Jeremy Wayne J
Bev. Owen Harding

thli being fh«
condition under whloh she'll
sign. Payne plays the dull oompanlon most of the way with th« ramlt
that Mlsa Faye takes a liking to Romero, but on learning that Romero
is being paid for his trouble she rebels. Thereupon Pa3m^ snaps out of
it and wins over Miss Faye.
Walter Lang's direction is smooth,
keeping the camera well on the
move although that does not save
the film from Its dragginess.
night club set is provided for most
of the song numbers headed by the
Gordon-Warren
ballad,
Trojiical

Aheme
Raymond

Brian

A

Magic' This is done first by Miss
Faye and Romero, and later reprised
£llen
in an outdoor scene by the former
'Willie
Chsries (Batman)
and Pa3me. The Faye-Romero team
Kalhloen (as ctilld)
also features 'Romance and Rhumba'
Sexton
written by Gordon and Monaco.. This
Dowager
...Ruth RIckaby tune is second best. Others,- all by
Woman
Gordon and Warren, are 'Man 'With
'Smilin' Through,' which bids fair the LoUypop Song' (only a portion
to rival 'East Lynne' as an imperish- of which is sung by Billy Gilbert);
able tear-jerker, on Its third screen and three which Miss Miranda ofattempt emerges in color and with fers, 'Weekend in Havana.' 'When I
songs. It indicates satisfactory, but Love, I Love' and 'The Nango,' all
•

Ian Hunter
...Frances Robinson
.Patrick O'Moore
Eric Lonsdale
Jackie Horner
David Clyde
Frances Carson

well delivered.
not exciting, returns.
Hermes Pan has staged the one
Jeanette MacDonald and Brian
Aherne head the cast Recent con- production number which figures.
cert tours by Miss MacDonald, plus It's a colorful sequence with Miss
the fact she and Gene Raymond, Miranda and a mixed line of rhimiba
who's featured, are married, should dancers, supplemented by nitery panot be overlooked in flgiuring this trons who mix into it for a fini^^h.
Vivid colors are employed in the
one.

Besides the innovation of color,
there is also Miss MacDonald's singAnd this singing is so abuning.
dant, it smashes the story's dramatic impact. Her reprising of three
times,
a half-dozen
semi-classics
though minus musical-type production accoutrements, definitely subtracts from the telling of this sensitive tragedy, which is further weakened by Aherne's inability to appear
as tragic as the author wrote his

Gene Raymond, blonde

role.

break into song so often. But Miss.
MacDonald is liked by the ladies.
They like to hear her sing, this is a
cry story, .and Miss MacDonald is a
redhead here cameraed in color. So
If the story is a little sombre and'
dated there is sufficient present to
overcome those factors.
With the exception of the vocalistlcs, the Donald Ogden Stewart and
John Balderston screenplay closely follows the two previous picture
versions ('22 and '32)' and the Jane

Cowl-Jane MurAn original play,
which starred Miss Cowl in 1920.
Producer 'Victor Saville has given
appointments,
English countryside appearing
realistic. On the other hand, director
Frank Borzage hasn't supplied the
story with much pace. The vocalizing has much to do with slowing the
film

fine

co.'tumes.

Of the other cast members Cobina
Wright, Jr., photographs charmingly and looks to be headed for heavier assignments.
She doesn't have
much to dp. this time. George Barbier, as n shipowner, is drooped
shortly after the opening.
touch
of menace is lent by Sheldon Leonard as a gambling house-nite'v op-

A

erator.

again,

plays the romantic vis-a-vis and
does nicely opposite his wife.
On the credit side is the color,
the fine acting by Miss MacDonald
and, of course, her voice. The mistake, though, has been in having her

the
the

scenic

Char.

HONKY TONK
Metro release and Pantlro
i:?rinan proStara Clarl: Gable and I^'ina 1'urncr.
Features Frank Morgan. Claire Trevo;-.
Marjoi'ie Main and Albert Dekker.
Directed by Jack Conway.
Screenplay.
Marguerite Roberts and John .Sanford; musical score, Franz Waxman,
Camera. Harduction,

old

Rosso::;

Trndeahown

film
In

N.

Dlanclio Sewell;
Sept. 12. '41. Run-

editov.
"if.,

ning lime. 104 .HINiS.
Cnnily ."oh-iflrn
Kllznbelli Cotton. ...1
Jud;^e Co;tun
'Gold Du.if Nelson
Mrs. Vnrner
Unizos Hearn
Daniel V.'clla
The Sniper
PenrI
Governor Wilson
Mrs. V.'lleon
Hurry Galea
Bluckle
,

Clark

Gable
Tr.rner

I.ana
l-*i-aiik

Morgan

clalre Trevor
Marjorle Main
.Mbert Dekker

Henry

Vrda

O'.Velll

Chill Wills
.\nn DJrc

DoUt:;lns
Bi-ttv

Wcod
BIythe

Harry Worth
Lew Hervey

Metro has p-rlayed a dressed up
opera with Clark Gable and
Lana Turner into a chunk of boxhoss

office

dynamite.

cisco' of a

To

a

well rival
of 'San Franago.

rough and tumble plot is
romance between

added a

With the exception of Ian Hunter,
also featured, the cast is small and
unimportant. Frances Robinson does
Scho.
nicely as a housemaid.

the torrid Miss Turner and sultry
Gable.
As side issues there are a
Nevada gold-strike town, gambling
halls and all, and some salty dialon
that must have just escaped the

WEEKEND IN HAVANA

Hays office.
The screenplay, though padded a
bit and still open to cuttinj, is ex-

(MUSICAL—COLOR)
SOUi Ccntucy-Kox release ot William LeBoron production. Stars Alice Faye, John
Payne, Carmen Miranda and Cesar Homcro.
Features Coblna Nv'riKht, Jr., Oeorye Brirblcr,
Sheldon Leonard, Leonid Kinckey.
Billy Gilbert.
Directed by Walter Lani;.
Photographed In Technicolor.
Story and
adaptation,
Karl Tunberg and Darrell
liVare: songs. Mack Qordon, Horry Warren and Juraes V. Monaco; editor, Allen
McXell:
dance
director.
Hermes Pun;
camera, Ernest Palmer.
IVndeshown in
fl.

T.,

Sei>l.

10,

MINB.
Nan Spencer
Rosita Rlzas

Uonte Blancn
Terry McCrnckcn
'>A'aller McCrncken
Boris

Rafael
Driver
Arboiado

'41.

Running

time,

M

.\llcc Fayc
John I'ayno

Carmen &llrunda
Cfsar Romero
Coblna Wriglit. Jr.
Ueorge liai-blc>*
Sheldon Leonard
Leonid Klnskey
Chrls-l'ln Martin
Ullly

Gllberl

Built to musical comedy specifications, this picture evolves as medium

entertainment and Agurae to do from
fair to good business.
It has cast
names to recommend, there are good
production values, excellent color
camera work, at least one song in
the probable hit division and perfprmances by the players that derive the most from the possibilities
offered.
Picture is 'William LeBaron's first for Twentieth-Fox.
But it will take better musicals
than this to keep Alice Faye on top
and push John Payne along. Without its production backgrounds and
color the film would be much less
acceptable. The picture also amounts
to a swell publicity break for Havana, not to forget Macy's which is

mentioned twice.
The book is conventional in pattern, lightweight In texture,
and
slow getting anywhere. The laughs
are also a bit spaced but at the last
a big one arrives. It's in the hands
o^ Cesar Romero Incidentally, who,
does a fine job the entire distance.
However, Leonid Kinskey never gets
much of a chance to be a funny guy.
He's capable but lacks material here.
Carmen Miranda gets a fair chance
to engage in light comedy and has
a good scene with Payne.
Miss Faye, looking great under
color, plays a Macy's salesgirl whose
long-planned vacation is interrupted
when her cruise ship goes aground
eni^oute to Havana. Refusing to sign
a waiver of liability, the steam.>;hin

comoany assigns Payne to see tha^
she has a good time in Havana with

psssionatc:

cellent' for this

Miniatnre Reviews
•SmUin*
(Color).

Thronrh'
(H-G),
MacDonald,

Jeneatte

Brian Aherne, Gene Raymond
presage moderate returns for
this dated remake,

'Weekend in mvana' (Musical-Color). Alice Faye and John
Payne in moderate musical.
'Honky Tonk' (M-G).

Clark

Gable and Lana Turner toplining a ' surefire boxoffice action
film.

'Look Who's Laughing' (RKO).
B entry with

Bright, above-par

Edgar Bergen-Charlie McCarthy
and Fibber McGee & Molly.
The Feminine Tench' (M-G),
A happy comedy of ^ood cast indicating satisfactory grosses.
The Prime Minister' (WB).
British-made biography of Disraeli with excellent cast.
Figures light for regular houses.
'Unexpeoted Uncle'
(RKO).
Mediocre programmer' that will
be hard to seU.
'The Gay Faicon' (RKO). Nifty
whodimit Ukely to be forerunner of a new series. Sturdy programmer geared for twin bills.
'Harmon of Michigan' (Col).
Timely for fall football season
as a dual supporter.
'Two in a Taxi' (Col). Luke-

warm programmer

about

trials

and tribulations of taxi drivers;
for lower half of daulers.
'Riders of the Purple Sage'
(20th).
Western that will satisfy.
Made three times already.
'Lone Rider Ambusl-ed' (PRC)
(Songs) No. 5 in George Houston western starrer.
B.o. outlook rosy.
'Ultimo Befoge' (Argentine).
Passable drama, Arst production
of Baires.

whose

cast partiall.y

overshadows

Riy Rogers starred.
'Mama Gloria"

(Ar<rent;ne).

Oldtime

und3rgradu-

U.S.-type

ate yarn; should do okay.
'My Friend Ciock-John* (Foreign).
Topflight Swedish romantic comedy, among best to

come from Scandinavia.

action picture pur-

Jack Conway's direction is
good without overplay ot naturally
exaggerated characters, and the studio hrs aM-jwed nroducer Pandro
Berman to be lavish on the producpose;

tion end.

on plenty evidence that they are an
exceptional boxoffice blend.
Rest
of the cast is in chiefly for bits b'.'.t
handle
themselves
well.
Betty
BIythe, the silent star, is billed but
has only one line and a momentary
few feet on the screen.
Harold Rosson. with the rest of the
production staff, has done some
above average camera wcr'-. Scho.

Look Who's Laughing
release of Allan

l>\van nrod-ctlon.
Stars Ji^dgar Bergen

directed by Dwun.
(Charlie McCarthy),
Fibber McGce and
Molly, Luolile Ball.
Story and screenplnyi
James V. Kern; Fibber material. Don
Quinn, Leonard L. r.cvlnfon; Bergen ma-

pal and partner,
Fibber's site for the air-

Bergen's

tycoon,

who buys
port.

In the romantic roles, and as the
harried worrier for Bergen's wellbeing, Lucille Ball is fetching, as is
Dorothy Lovett, the secondary romantic femme. She's a personality
brunet of thespic promise; and that
goes for Lee BonneU, juve.
Jim and Marian Jordan are capital in their tried and proved Fibber
and Molly roles. He gets in all his
radio alliterations; and she even
does the baby-talk stuff as a hoax

As further

on lovesick Charlie.

test

of their values, the vision of a mature femme liice Miss Jordan visibly
cooing little-girl prattle could have
been hazardous, but, situationally
and showmanly, she gives excellent
account of herself. As the patient,

understanding

spouse

to

McGee's

harried career as prez of the Wistful
Vista C. of C. she's as ideally cast
as Judge Hardy's Family.
^Allan
Dwan produced-directed
with expert hand and canny pacing,
the 75 minutes keeping everything
tight and compact.
James V. Kern
(wasn't he the ex- Yacht Clubber?)
scripted a sturdy original and the
radio stars' own battery of wordsmiths, Don Quirm, Leonard L. Levinson,
Zeno Klinker and Dorothy
Kingsley, hit a good cinematic Crossley with the jive that Bergen and
Abel.
the Jordans utter.

THE FEMININE TOUCH
Metro release of Joseph L. Manklewicx
production.
Stara Rosalind Russell, Don
Ameche and Kay Francis. Features Van
Henin and Donald Meek. Directed by W.
S. Van Dyke. II.
Screenplay. George Op-

p^nho'mer. Edmund L. Hartmann and Ogden Nash; musical score. Franz Waxman;
camera. Ray June; Aim editor, Albert Akst.

Trudeshown in N. T.,
nln-; time. OS MINS.

Sept.

12,

'41.

Run-

Hathaway

...Rosalind Russell

Jofn H::thaway

Don Ameche
Kay Francis
Van HcBin
.Donald Meek

Julie

Woods
Morgan

F.lliott

Capt. Makepeace T.iveright.

Tu" Iier-T.egs Hyan

Doan

Gordon Jones

Henry Danlell

.Mnnnn

.^hollov

nond

Kre:ldie

S'dney Blackmer

Grant Mitchell
David Clyde

Kut<-hlnson

IJrIghton

Here

is

..

another comedy winner.

It's a
major laughgetter, at times
smart and at times screwball, and
boxoffice from the initial marquee
drau:;ht to the screen fadeout.

Aside from Its bright commercial
aspects, "The Feminine Touch' is Im^
nortant through showcasing Rosalind
Russell as one of the top film comediennes. She has done well in the
past, but never before has she been
riven such broad opportunities as
this picture affords.
She handles
the sophisticated material equally as
well as the frequent excursions Into
slapstick.

Another performer who can be
thankful for this film is Don Ameche.
AVhile Miss Russell will win many
new friends, Ameche is going to re
gain many old ones who have been
lost in a long run of stereotyped

Ameche, as an absent-minded

but honest professor, can also pitch
comedy, but it's been a long time
since he's had this kind of material.
The third star, Kay Francis, likewise
shows up well, but the point of the
plot stresses Miss Russell, Ameche
and Van Heflin. letter is featured
here, but may rate star billing in the

'Honky Tonk' terial, Zeno Klinker, Dorothy Klngsley; future.
score.
Roy Webb; music dli*eclor, Conis in the love scenes between Gable
There is only one drawback to this
stanUne
BakalelDikofT;
camera,
Frank
and Miss Turner. These sequences Redman, Vernon L. Wallier; editor, .Sher- picture. That is its close story parshould
get
wide word-of-mouth man Todd; as.1t. director, Eilward Dona- allel to 'Married Bachelor,' tradehue.
Tradeshown In N. T. Sept. 16. '41.
and women mske the matinees look Running
shown last week.
Both features,
Ume, 7t MIN8.
like giveaway day
in
depart- Edgnr Bergen
a
concerned with book pubRdgar Bergen are
ment store. For the men, plus the Chnrlle .McCarthy
Charl!e -McCarthy lishing, a young married couple, and
Jim Jordan a romantic book publisher. It's even
flash of Miss Turner in black undies Fibber McGce
Marian Jonlan
and
opera
length
ho.se,
there's Molly
not'?eab!e, for instance, that the pubJulie Patterson
T.ucllle Hall
enough action and gunplay to also Jerry
lishing house receptionist in both
I.ec Donncll
.Marge
make them wi'ling customers.
Ijorotlly Lnvelt
films is the same unbilled girl, and
Glldei'Sleevc
llaroiil
I'eary
two sets are the same, so these two
Gable, 'Candy' John.son, is a west- Mrs. Uppington
Isabel Randolph
-ern grifter, working the three card Bill
Walter Baldwin films cannot possibly be played together or too close on play dates7
Neil Hnmlllnn
montc same. He and his sidekick. Hilary Horton
Charlos Haiton
The script gives dumb football
Chill W'lls, wind up in a gold-strike Cudatiy
.Mr. Collins
Horlow Wilcox players a thorough lacing and points
town where Gable immediately re- Hotel Manager
::iienper Chnrlers
up the literary set as a flock of
rev/s an acquaintanceship wi^h Miss Mfyor
Jed l»routy
Kelsey
George Cleveland screwball
lushes
and
predatory
Turner. She's the daueHtcr of Frank
wolves.
Ameche scrams Digby U
former
Morgan, also a
con gu.y but
This radio package turns out OK after refusing to pass an All-Amerlnow the justice of the peace. Gable
film ftxlder, which permits the thea- can tackle who hasn't the I. Q. of a
>rets Morgan under his thumb and
With his wife. Miss
then prnce«'ds to t^ike over the town. tre owners, for a change, to cash in .^ix-year-old.
As a blind for his own operations on the mike buildup. Coupling Ed- Russell, he winds up in New York
Gable finances the building of a gar Bergen ('Charlie McCarthy') with an academic tome debunking
He with Fibber McGee and Molly, each jealousy. Miss Francis, as the assistchurch, school and flrehouse.
sends Mor<»an out of town to recruit playing themselves, is good show- ant to publisher Van Heflin, sees
some croolced legislators, meanwhile manship and, more important, is sus- ffreat possibilities in it if Ameche
throwing a terrific pitch at Miss taining in its unreeling. It's no wow will commercialize it With down-toTurner who tumbles him off the effort, but will please as a better- earth writing; Heflin sees only Miss
Russell. Ameche, the personification
water wagon long enough for him to than-average B.
Story embraces all the necessary of his own book, even prescribes his
forcet his no-marriage pledire. MarFibber and Molly are wife to cure Heflin's reputed neurotiried fhev ride hxnh from there on. elements.
their cism. This causes a bit of a mixup.
Morppn is killed by an ally of Gable localed In Wistful 'Vista
and Mis.s Turner, seeing her father radio-borrowed habitat when Ed- Miss Francis being in love with Hefdead, falls out of a buggy. She loses gar Bergen is forced down in his lin while Miss Russell thinks Miss
Charlie McCarthy Francis Is on the make for Ameche.
the child .<:be Is bearin.i; and this re- private plane.
forms G'ble who turns the town plays throughout as a character en- The comolications are obvious but
back to the aroused citizens. Gable dowed with all the human elements, ftmn.y, while a dream sequence and
scrams but is follmved by the now and in many scenes is even pro- the finale are sheer custarid pie.
Miss Russell, who bums every time
recuoerated Miss Turner for a re- jected sans Bergen's company.
Fibber and Molly are their usual she fails to make Ameche jealous, is
conciliation in a hotel room which
honest selves; Bergen an unwitting a natural as the smalltown girl marcfT\ class as a warm finish.
Perfoi-mances are uniformly good. Santa Claus in bringing a plane fac- ried to the brilliant if complacent
Ameche, with a hefty
Claire "lYevor is in what is now a tory to Wistful Vista; while Lucille professor.
standard nnrt for h»r. As a >!amblinK Ball, who is co-starred, is equally share of dryly humorous dialog, gets
room ht.':!tler and Healer she's tons sympathetic as Bergen's femme aide. every possible laugh out of the lines.
and the inflection she outs Into call- She is almost married off to Lee Miss Francis looks well and Is proping her ex-sweetheart Gable 'Candy- BonneU, his business manager, when erly distraught, and Heflin, hiehly
mar' will pet a- chuckle.
Albert actually he and Dorothy. Lib vett are comedic, is both funny and excellent
Dekker is a fine i>ctor and able men- in love, so that a neo-Leap Year as the nublisher suffering from every
ace: f'lrgrn do-'s verv well with his proposal Anally brings Miss Ball and type of neurosis, who can't trap Miss
nart the fmo p'^'n'! for Ch'll Wills. the bashful Bergen together for the Russell and finally has to wind up
Mnrir>rip Hf'n i- r^xcrUent as the final clinch.
with Miss Francis.
Donald Meek
All the radio characters are there, jOso f-^atured. may have had the
harH-h'**""
roo"^'""
bo"s*>'fefiDer.
As f-^^ f5-*>'<; pr-d '''•••ner, thfy pour' and even Harlow Wilcox, anro'.mrpr maior portion of hl.s work loft In th?

The major power

in

-

—

—

cutting room. He's seen only briefly
as a boatman. Of the remainder of
the' cast, Gordon Jones, playing a
gridiron stupe; Sidney Blackmer, as
a drunken lawyer; Henry Daniell, as
a drunken literary critic, and Grant
Mitchell, playing the dean of Digby,
do well.

W. S. Van Dyke, II, has directed
with good pace for the most part,
but some of the redundancy could
have been trimmed. Production is
standard.

Scho.

THE PRIME MINISTER
(BRITISH-MADE)
Warner Bros, release of Teddlngton (London) Studios pro<luctlon'.
Features John
GlelRud.
Diana Wynynrd.
Will
Fyfte,
Conipton.
Directed
by Thorold Dickinson. Screenplay. Michael
Hogan and Brock Williams; camera. Basil

Owen Nares and Fay

Bmmott. Tradeshown In. N. T.,
41.
Running time. «l .MINS.
Disraeli

Sept.

II,

John GlelRUil
Diana Wynyard

Mary Anne
'1*0 Agitator

....Will Fyffc

Lord rerby
Queen Victoria

Owen Nares
Pay Comjiton
Pamela Standlsh
.Stephen Murray

Prlnt-esa Victoria

Mr. Gladstone

Lord Melbourne

Frederick

Sir Robert

.Nicholas

Peel

Count D'Orany

Lady Londonerry.

Leister

llannen

Anihonv Ireland
Jrene Urowne

.'

American interest may be more
provoked by the contemporary parallels to be drawn from this biography of Benjamm Disraeli than by
the film's worth as. entertainment.
Primarily made for British audiences
it has its powerful moments, but the
impression the film leaves is that of
a series of tableaux technically well
Indications are that -patronage
will be light and its best chance really seems to be amoni; the sure-seaters.
What could help would he for
the Washington hearing to point this
donCi

roles.

RKO

cast in a role.

is

Harold Peary (Gildersleeve) is Fibber's 'chum' and an unwilling cat'spaw for Charles Haiton, the menace.
Neil Hamilton is the aeronautical

Nellie

'Hay Que Cesar A Ernesto'
(Argentine).
Indie farce, m^de
in Argentina, tha'.'s okay for
native neighborhsods.
'Bad Man ot Deadwood' (Rep).
Moderately entertaining western,

may

It

power
few years

the explosive

action.

Juy Williams

of the Fibber show,

only

(SONGS AND COLOB)
Motro

FILM REVIEWS

expenses paid,

all

out as 'another propaganda picture.'
Episodes in the picture which bear
a contemporary echo come in the
final reel.
Disraeli, weary, wants to
retire, but his Queen urges him to

stay and defeat an alliance which imperils the Empire.
Germany, Aus-

and Russia have entered

tria

Into

an

entente, and Russia has started to
move into the Balkans against Turkey, a British ally. Disraeli's cabinet
favors appeasement, but the Prime
Minister, disregarding this counsel,
surreptitiously moves to thwart Russia.
The opposition in Parliament
assails his action, but Disraeli's military ruse ends in triumnh, as does a
later diplomatic joust with Bismarck.
These espisodes sum up as pcnverful
dramatic fare, but do not suffice to
make up for the earlier slow footage.
It is to be assumed that John Gielgud's characterization and performance will be comt;ared to the Disraeli of George Airliss, in that Warner picture of 1929. The observer
cannot escape from the feeling that
Gielgud is really not inside the part,
so that the Disraeli he compounds is
stilted and unwieldy.
In sharp contrast is the fine, ingramood with which Diana Wynyard unfolds her part as his wife.
Whatever emotional pull pervades
stiff,

tiating

the picture outside' of that final reel
Is due whollv to Miss Wynyard's
performance.
'While there are many flag-waving
speeches they are at least marked
by brevity and restraint. The scenes
in Parliament in which par^ leaders lock horns are effectively staged,
and Will Fyffe does a brilliant bit as

fine

.

a soapbox agitator.

Because of its attempt to cover
such tremendous ground within 90odd minutes, the screenplay is anything but cohesive and smooth in its
tempo and movement.
There are
numerous explanatory titles, and the
transition from one scene to 'another
is frequently choppy. The mcb scenes
are well handled, and the scenic in-

vestiture brings
production.

much

credit to the

Odec.

UNEXPECTED UNCLE
RKO release of Tay Garnett production.
Foaturea
Anne Shirle.v. James Craig,
Charles
Cobum. Ernest Truex.
Ren«;e
Story.
Directed by Peter Godfrey.
Haal.
Eric Hatch; adaptaUon. Delmer Daves and
Noel Langley; editor, William Hamilton;
Tradf^
photography, Robert de Grasse.
Running
shown In N. Y. Sept. 13. '41.
time: 67 MINS.
'....Anne **'hlrley
Kathleen
James Craig
Johnny
.Charles Coburn

.Seton

Tnirx
Renee Ileal

Ernest

Wllklns

West

Carol

Tommy

Russell Glrasnn
Astrld Allv;yn

.<lara Cochran
Sanderson

A

slow

Jed

and

Proiity

improbable

weak performances,

story,
colorless direc-

and sub-standard production
combine to make this one poor ention

.

tertainment

Its weakness' will result in a minimum number of contracts in all probability as weU as
in less desirable dating. The cheaper
duals is where it will land mostly.

Tay Garnett is the producer, and
while a seasoned film-maker, he has
failed to invest 'Unexpected Uncle'
with much In the way of production
value.
Some of the Florida backgrounds are particularly poor, being
phonev-looking.
Photography on
the whole Is also below par.
The story, detailing the- romance
of a shopgirl and a rich yoimg manufacturer, lacks punch as well as
originality.
Dialog also is anything
but snappy, and' the comedy relief
Best ai^roach
Is woefully lacking.
to laughs are the pitching of horseshoes b.Y a likable character playing
the gal's self-BODOinted uncle who
guides her on h<*r roma''f'"s and a
(Cint'nii*"! on p'"*" 22)

10
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PICTURE GROSSES

12

Frisco Hit by H.O.s, Mild

Aldrich'-Ams, $14,000,
'Jekyll,' 12G, Denver Hits

Newcomers;

Ice-Capades'^Alvino Rey, $21,500

Denver, Sept. 18.
Biuvcs' ams and 'Henry
Aldrich for President' are garnering
big coin at the Dcnham. 'Dr. Jekyll
and Mr. Hyde,' big at the Orpheum,
will h.o.
Estimates for This Week

Major

lady Oke $13,000. 'Jekyll' Nice 2d Wk.

Aladdin (Fox) (1,400; 25-35-40)—
35-53-67)— 'Mr. .Toidan' (Col), after a week at
Last week,
Fine $5,000.
Denver.
•Sun Valley' (20th),^ after week at
Denver day-date witli Broadway,
$9,000 last week.
Good,' at Warfield, 'This Woman Is
Princess (CT) (2,300; 30-40-53)— nice $5,500.
Mine,' at Orpheum, and 'Major Barand 'TiUie
(Col)
Broadway (Fox) (1,040; 25-40)—
Devil's Island'
in
bara,' at United Artists, are all
Fair $3,000 in sight. 'Sun Valley' (20th) (2d wk.). After
Toiler' (Co)).
the so-so class. Latter picture got
Last week, 'Today Live' (M-G) and week at each Denver and Aladdin
an unexpected air plug when Herb Doctor Kildare' (M-G), satisfactory. getting good $3,000 here. Last week,
Caen had his announcer, Tol ware,
ditto.
read G. B. Shaw's entire prolog on $3,500.
Denham (Cockrill) (1,750; 25-35Orpheum (Ind) (1,100; 30-40-60)—
his KPO program Thursday evcnmg.
and
New Wine' (UA) and 'District At- 40)—"Henry Aldrich' (Par)
President's speech, which hit here
big $14,torney' (Rep). Good $4,000 in pros- Major Bowes' unit. Getting
at 6 p. m., knocked grosses galleyLast week, h.o, 'Topper Re- 000. Last week, 'Aloma' (Par), nice
west, some houses noticing a dip pect.
'Streets Cairo' (U), $10,000 on second week.
shortly after 3 p. m. It was after 7 turns' (UA) and
(Fox)
(2,525; 25-35-40)—
Denver
^
p. m. before turnstiles began to ap- fair $2,500.
Cinema de Paris (France-Film) 'Wild Geese' (20th) and 'Charlie
proach normal again.
Chan Rio' (20th). Excellent $11,(600; 30-60).—'L'Empreinte du Dieu'
Estimates for This Week
good $1,500, after 000. Last week, 'Mr. Jordan' (Col)
Fox (F-WC) (5,000; 35-40-50)— (2d wk). Very last week.
and 'Dressed Kill' (20th), nice $11,$1,600
handsome
•Jekyll-Hyde' (M-G) and 'Down San
(2.500; 30- 000.
(France-Film)
Denis
St.
Above
exwk).
(2d

San Francisco, Sept.

'Sons Guns' (WB), sati.sfactory $5,000.

16.

Five holdovers on the street' this
failed to give much impetus
'Lady Be
three newcomers,
to

week

Diego" (M-G)
pectations for strong $11,000 in holdFirst week, smash
over frame.

$21,000.

Geary (Curran) (1,286; 55-77-$1.10$1.65)— 'Fantasia' (RKO) (3d wk).
Picking up a little for around $5,800.
Last week, handicapped by the
three-day visit of tlie circus, plus
hot weather, got $5,700.

Loew's

NIFTY IN CINCY

(2,400; 35-

Blues'

week

of moveover run. Fair $3,800,
after last week*s excellent $6,000.

$6^00, Memphis
Memphis

Sept.

16.

Town is okay this week. Three of
the four ftrst-runs are in the money.
The Warner has 'Navy Blues,' goi

I
f

ing strong on strength of bally from
Sextet's visit. 'Unfinished Business,'
at Malco, and 'Belle Starr,' at Palace,
are both bettering average
grosses neatly.
Estimates (or This Week

Warner (WB)

(2.000;

10-33-44)—

•Navy Blues' (WB).
Those six
models didn't hurt Howard Waugh's
campaign or the friendly reviews;
looks to $6,200. Last week, 'Smiling
Ghost' (WB), $2,800, poor.
Palace (Loew) (2,200; 10-33-44)—
•Belle Starr' (20th). This one seems
to have title appeal, might get $5,600. Last week, 'Wild Geese' (20th),
$3,500, frail.

Slate (Loew) (2,600; 10-33-44)—
•Major Barbara' (UA), four days,
and 'Dance Hall' (20th), three days,
Pair may get weakish $3,500. Last
week, 'Ladies Meet' (M-G), $6,200,
nice.

Malco (Lightman)
—'Unfinished
Business'

(2,800; 10-33-44)

went

to

town

for this

(U).

Crix

and public

days.

^

_

^

„

Nebraska (J. H. Cooper-Par) (1,10-15-20)— 'Tight Shoes' (U) and
(WB). Classy
Last week, 'Lady Red Hair'
$1,800.
(WB) and 'Accent Love' (20th), not
bad $1,500.
Stuart (J. H. Cooper-Par) (1.884;
236;

'Man Lost HimseU'

Ladles Meet'
10-25-40 )— 'When
(Monday).
today
Starts
(M-G).
'Sun Valley' (20th) set the town on
with colossal $5,500 for first
week and $2,000 for four added days.
fire

(I.lOO;
(Noble-Federer)
Varsity
10-30-40)— 'Tom, Dick* (RKO). First
headed for $3,-

Philadelphia, Sept.

16.

There's a more chipper note along
the rialto this semester as a flock of
brand-new films get their unveiling.
There was still a slight business letdown over the weekend as Philadel-

phians

took

advantage, of
the
last outdoors fling

weather for their

summer.
Checking in with the top grosses
'Ice-Capades* backed by Alvino
Rey's orchestra apd Anita Louise's
personaling.
Also In the chips is
'Mr. Jordan,' 'Lady Be Good' and
'Stars
Look Down.'
Remaining
newcomer, 'Belle Starr,' is in the

of the

disappointing category.

be delegates to the
Allied convention which opened tocial guests will

Paramount (Fox) (2,200; 25-40)—
(RKO) and
Cavalcade'
'Bowery Blitz' (Mono). Good $6,000.
Last week, 'Dive Bomber' (WB),
after week at each Denver and
Aladdin, and 'Father Steps Out'
(Mono), strong $6,500.
RIalto (Fox) (878; 25-40)— 'Dive
Bomber' <WB) and 'Bride Crutches'
Nice $2,200.
Last week,
(20th).
'Ruggles Red Gap' (Par) (revival),
after week at Paramount, and 'Border Vigilantes* (Par), good $2,000.
'Jungle

(U)
40-50)- This Woman Mine'
Cincinnati, Sept. 16.
and 'Ellery Queen' (Col). Nice sellTwo of the three fresh releases at
ing job, but will be lucky to take
major stands are overcoming blah
$7,500. Fourth (5-day) week of 'Mr.
holdovers to keep biz in
Jordan' (Col) and 'Offlqer and Lady' results on
the main on the sunny side, although
(Col), strong $5,600.
week.
Paramount (F-WC) (2,470; 35-40- it's a couple shades under lasttop
pic
'When Ladies Meet' is the
60)— 'Ladies Meet' (M-G) and 'Whistugger currently with a good Albee
Hold(2d
wk).
tling Dark' (M-G)
South Seas' at the
over doing nicely for $9,000. Last mark. 'Aloma of
Palace is the placer. Keith's has a
week, good $15,000.
dud in 'Parachute Battalion.'
St. Francis (F-WC) (1,475; 35-40Estimates (or This Week
50)—'Sun Valley' (20th) and 'Private
Albee (RKO) (3,300; 33-40-50)—
Nurse' (20th) (2d moveover wk).
When Ladies Meet' (M-G). Good
Still holding up here for okay $4,Last week above average $12,000. Same last week for 'Jekyll800.
(M-G).
Hyde'
16,000.
Capitol (RKO) (2,000; 33-40-50)—
United Artists (UA-Blumenfeld)
35-40-50)—'Major Barbara' 'Jekyll-Hyde' (M-G). Moveover from
(1,200;
(UA) and 'Tanks Million' (UA). In- Albee. Poor $3,500. Last week 'Citiaugural program under new owner- zen Kane* (RKO) (2d run), mild
ehio off to a mild start for around $4,000.
FamUy (RKO) (1,000; 15-28)—
$7,000.
Cracked Nuts* (U) and. 'Saddle
..Warfleld (F-WC) (2,650; 35-40-50)
—'Lady Be Good* (M-G) and 'Bul- Mountain Roundup' (Mono), split
Getting only with 'Dangerous Game' (U) -and
lets O'Hara' (WB).
average $13,000. I-ast (2d) flve-day Citadel of Crime' (Rep). Average
•week of 'Aloma' (Par) and 'Lady $2,000. Ditto last week with 'EUery
with Queen* (Col) and 'Bachelor Daddy'
finished
(Rep),
Louisiana'
(U), divided with 'Terror' (FA) and
around $8,000.
'Paper Bullets' (PRC).
Grand (RKO) (1,430; 33-40-50)—
'Sun Valley* (20th) (2d wk.). Second

Each

and

(Rep)

(Col), ditto.

Lincoln (J. H. Cooper-Par) (1,503;
10-25-40)— 'Hold Ghost' (U). Town's
at smash $4,300 with good
Last week, 'Woman
h.o. possibility.
Mine' (U), $1,800, pulled after five

ding' (M-G), poor $7,000.

Vincent, holding up for strong
Second frame, splendid

Wshed; ^avy

Robbery*

Train

Great

Texas Stagecoach*

leader

fall .schedule
Paramount*s 'Nothing But the
Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 25-35-40) pic on
40)— 'Circonstances Attenuantes' and
very nice. Last week, 'Jungle
—'Jekyll-Hyde' (M-G) and 'Down 300,
at bargain prices Truth' gets world preem tomorrow
'Mauvais Garcon." Good $4,000. Last
San Diego' (RKO). Big $12,000 and Cavalcade* (RKO),
(Wed.) with Bob Hope and Carolyn
week, 'Champagne Valse' and 'Melle holding. Last week, '(Sitizen Kane' drew okay $2,300.
Josette, Ma Femme,' good $4,600.
Lee making In-person bows. Spe(RKO) (2d wk.) and 'Kildare's Wed-

$11,000.
$14,500.

Orpheum (Blumenfeld)

(2.800;

'LADlijilOflO,

Golden Gate (RKO) (2,850; 39-44B5)— 'Citizen Kane' (RKO) (3d wk).
With a new stage show headed by

Homo

(CT)

'Dive Bomber' (WB) (2d wk). Clicking for good $6,000, after excellent

InPerkyPhilly; 'Lady Be Good' 12G

is

responding for likely $6,200. Last
week, 'Our Wife' (Col), $5,000, good.
Strand (Lightman) (1,000; 10-2233)— 'Wide Open Town' (Par), three
days; 'Moon Miami' (20th) (2d run),

two days; 'Voice in Night' (Col), two
days. Trade about as anticipated at
$1,500. Last week, 'Blondie Society'
(Col), three days; 'Bachelor Daddy'
(U), two. days; 'Cracked Nuts' (U),
three days, $1,600, good.

$7,500, with second week in
•ight. LiBst week, repeat 'Hold. Ghost'
(U), good $6,000.
Capitol (CT)
(2,700; 30-45-62)—

•ocko

•Wild Geese* (20th) and 'Accent Love*
<20th).
Pointing nice $5,500. Last
week,. .'Barnacle Bill' (M-G) and

jordm; $5,000,
so-so ON OMAHA DUAL
Omaha,

Sept.

16.

Orrin Tucker and Bonn(e Baker,
with 'Tight Shoes' on the screen, are
headed toward a new high for the
Orpheum and better than $21,000 is
in

Sammy Kaye

sight.

holds the
shows, but

house mark for stage
Tucker and Miss Baker seem
the road to smash it.
Estimates (or This Week

Orpheum
55)— 'Tight

(Tristates)

on

(3,000; 10-40-

Shoes' (U) and Orrin
Tucker band with Bonnie Baker;
Record $21,000, or better, in sight,
Last week, 'Man Hunt' (20th) and
'Kisses Breakfast' (WB), fair $9,000
at 10-30-40.

day (Tues.).

$19,000

INRUGGEDHUB

(RKO),

light $3,400.

Omaha

(TrisUtes)

(2,0M;

10-30

Arcadia (Sablowsky)

RKO

AS

at the
Di.ck Stabile's
Takes a Wife.'

orch

with

'Father

—

ing at $19,000, excellent. Last week,
'Wild Geese' (20th) and 'Ice-Capades'
(Rep), double, $17,000.
Orphenm (Loew) (2,900; 28-39-44
and
55)— 'Ladies - Meet'
(M-G)
Heading
Blondie Society' (Col).
towards $19,000, good. Last week,
'Jekyll and Hyde' (M-G) and 'Whistling in
$16,300,

Dark' (M-G), second week,
very good.

Paramount (M&P)

(1.797: 28-39-44-

Panamint* (Par) and
World Premiere' (Par). Will Uke
Last week,
around $7,000, fair.
Aloma' (Par) and 'Bride Wore

55)^'Parson

Crutches' (20th), same.
State (Loew) (3,600; 28-39-44-55)—
'Ladies Meet* (M-G) and 'Blondie
Society'

(Col).

pleasing $14,500.

and

Hyde*

Garnering very
Last week. 'Jekyll

(M-G)

and

'Whistling

miEY'

13G

'Ladies Meet'

for You'

(M-G) and 'Wait

(M-G), good

$9,700.
(1,900;

Newjnan (Paramount)

10-

Keith's (WB) (2.220; 35-46-57-68)
Valley* (20th) (2d run). Not
badly with $4,800 for this
Last week. 'Hold Ghost' (U)
snappy $4,500 for second week of
deuce run.
SUnley (WB) (2.916; 35-46-57-08)

—'Sun
doing

canto.

—'Belle Starr' (20th)." Femme 'Billy
the Kid' no boxollice magnet with
sour $12,000 for initial sesh.
Last
week. 'Sun Valley' (20th) dropped
to bad $9,000 after chipper opening.
Stanton (WB) (1,457; 35-46-57)—
'Stars Look Down' (M-G).
Netting
hangup $6,000. Last week, 'Smiling
Ghost' (WB) snagged okay $5,000.

—

British Coin
Continued from page

mal. standard production in this
country.
Few picture officials believe that banking interests will advance money on the promise that the
U. S. distributors ultimately will get
their frozen funds from the British
Isles.
They consider it too risky,
and further fail to see why American film companies can't get their
revenue out of Britain when many
other lines of business have been
doing so.
American distributors have sent a
100% full line of product to Great
Britain ever since the outbreak of
the war. But while doing this, they
have not received the full amount of

revenue due them back from Britain.

The operation of U. S. film companies
presently
indisputably
is
linked with securing money from
,Greal Britain, Australia and New
Zealand. While admittedly they could
get along without the remainder of
the foreign market, they are depend$26,000.
ent on securing full revenue from
Great Lakes (Shea) (3,000; 39-55) Britain and Australasia if continuing'
—'Dive Bomber' (WB) and 'Chan present standards of production.
Enticing top
coin,
Rio'
(20th).
Valley'

(Col), dualed.

Little for the
marquee here and has to be content with light trade at $7,000. Last

$2,900 for split week,

—

.

OK

fairish

'Wild
'When Ladies Meet' Geese' (20th) (2d run) and .'Caroline'
at the two Loew
(RKO) (3d run).
and 'Hold Back the Dawn' is
Boyd (WB) (2,560; 35-46-57-68)—
fine at the Met.
'Jordan* (Col).
Heading for okay
EsUmatcs (or This Week
Last week, 'Jekyll* (M-G)
$16,000.
Boston (RKO) (3.200; 28-33-44-55- snared mediocre $10,000 for second
65)— 'Father Takes Wife* (RKO) and week.
stage show headed by Rochester.
Earle (WB) (2,758; 35-46-57-66-75)
Pulling 'em in to tune of around
'Ice-Capades* (Rep) with Alvino
Last week, 'Hurry Rey orch and Anita Louise onstage.
$21,000, good.
Charlie' (RKO) and Glenn Miller Combo looks
good for excellent
stage show drew terrific $32,200.
$21,500. Couple laps ahead of 'World
Fenway (M&P) (1,373; 28-39-44-55) Premiere' (Par) and Tony Pastor
and orch which finished
(Par)
Panamint'
-'Parson
last week with
World Premiere' (Par). On the soft $18,500.
Last week,
around $5,000.
side,
Fox (WB) (2,423; 35-46-57-68)
'Aloma' (Par) and 'Bride Wore 'Aloma* (Par) (2d wk) (6 days).
Crutches' (20th) (both continued run Will net okay $10,800 for this period.
from the Met* ditto.
Being pulled Thursday (18) for
Keith MemorUl (RKO) (2,900; 28- 'Navy Blues* (WB).
39-44-55)—'Citizen Kane* (RKO) and
Karlton (WB) (1,066; 35-46-57-68)
Scattergood Broadway* (RKO) (3d —'Our Wife' (Col) (2d run).
Not
Skidding to around $11,500
wk).
bad after moveover from Aldine
Second week, $16,000, okay.
with
$5,000 for this run. Last week,
Metropolitan (M&P) (4,367; 28-39'Dive
Bomber'
(WB)
continued
to
(Par)
44.55)_'Hold Back Dawn*
score with even $5,000 for second
(exploited as world preem here) and
run try.
for President* (Par). Aim-

_ very strong

OFF

Smash

35-46-

houses,

UGHT

EASES

(600;

57)—'Kildare Wedding* (M-GT (2d
Boston, Sept. 16.
run). Poor $1,300 four days, yanked
town is being tallied after tomorrow (Wed.) for second
Boston by Rochester and run showing of 'Jekyll.' La.st week,
in

Dark' (M-G), second week, $11,500,
'Frontier Fury' (Cap).
Fair $900 okay.
Translux (Translux) (900; 15-25$7,000 Last week, 'Bad Man Deadwood'
(Rep), 'Lady Cheyenne* (U) and 44)_'Wings in Dark' (Par) (reissue)
'Cowboy Blonde* (20th), triple split and 'Citadel Crime' (Rep) (1st run).
K. C.
with 'Range War' (PRC), 'Adventure Attracting healthy $3,000. Last week,
Washington' (Col) and 'Singing Hills' 'Lion Wings' (UA) and 'Hurricane
(Rep) and 'Dreaming Loud' (RKO) Smith' (Rep), $2,800.
Kansas City, Sept. 16.
Two holdovers and pair of mild and 'John Doe' (WB), $850.
Avenue - Military - Dundee (Goldnew entries slacken grosses considerably from the robust pace initiated berg) (960-600-300; 25)—'Tom, Dick,
on Labor Day week. 'Wild Geese Harry* (RKO) and 'Big Store' (M-G) BUFF. PERKS;
Calling,' as newcomer to the Es- split with 'Flame New Orleans' (U)
quire and Uptown, is getting only 'Wait for You' (M-G) and 'Reaching
$16,000, 'BOMBER,'
an average play, and 'Major Bar- Sun' (Par). Good $900. Last week,
bara,' as topper of dual at Midland,
'In Navy' (U) and 'Night Lisbon'
is also taking it easy.
Buffalo, Sept. 16.
(Par), split with 'Quarterback' (Par)
Estimates for This Week
'Bad Men Missouri' (WB) and 'Cow
Potent and diversified screen fare
Esqnlre and Uptown (Fox Mid- boy Blonde' (20th), good $1,000.
at main stem spots is spinning the
west) (820 and 2,043; 10-28-44)—
'Sun
ticket rolls at a lusty rate.
'Wild Geese' (20th), singled. Fairish
Valley' is the ceiling item, with
at $6,300 coriibo.
Last week -"Sun
'Dive Bomber' zooming in close beValley Serenade' (20th), h.o., nice Abbott-Costello
hind.
$5,800.
Estimates (or This Week
MIdUnd (Loew's) (4101; 10-28-44)
Lincoh Buffalo (Shea) (3,500; 35-55)—'Sun
$4,300 in
—'Major Barbara' (UA) and 'Big
(20th) and 'Down San Diego'

'BARBARA'

Estimates (or This Week
Aldlne (WB) (1,303; 35-46-57-68)—
'Lady Be Good* (M-G).
Getting
Last week, 'Our
$12,000.
Wife' (Col) eked out bare $7,500 for

hangup

holdover.

Top trade

Brandets (Mort Singer) (1,500; 10
25-35-40)—'Mr. Jordan' (Col) and
'Highway West* (WB). So-so $5,000.
Last week, second week 'Citizen
Kane' (RKO) and 'Repent Leisure' 'Aldrich

~

'Sun Valley* Fine $7,500 week
Montreal, Sept. 16.
'Sun Valley Serenade' setting the
pace currently with good $7,500 and
'Dive
Srobably a second stanza.
lombe^,' repeating, may hit fine $6,000 on the h.o.
Estimates for This Week
Palace (CT) (2,700; 30-45-62)—'Sun
"Valley Serenade' (20th).
Sighting

m

Kelth*s (Libson) (1,500; 33-40-50) 40)—'Kildare's Wedding' (M-G) and
—'Parachute Battalion' (RKO). Poor Ringside Maisie' (M-G). Fair $8,200.
$3,200. Same last week on 'Kildare's Last week, 'Ladies Meet' (M-G) and
Wedding Day* (M-G).
'i-orced L,anding' (Par), fair $8,700.
Lyric (RKO) 1,400; 33-40-50 )— 'Our
State (Goldberg)
(900: 25-35)—
Wife* (Col). Transferred from Pal- Tom, Dick, Harry' (RKO) and 'Big
ace for second week.
Dull $3,000. Store' (M-G), split with 'Flame New
Last week 'Dive Bomber* (WB), six Orleans' (U), 'Wait for You' (M-G)
days. of third week, brutal $2,300.
and 'Reaching Sun' (Par).
Qig
Palace (RKO) (2,600; 33-40-50)— $1,200. Last week, 'In Navy' (U) and
'Aloma' (Par). Fairly good $8,000. 'Night Lisbon' (Par), split with 'Mr,
Last week 'Our Wife* (Col), okay Dynamite' (U), 'Bad Men Missouri'
$9.00p.
(WB) and 'Quarterback' (Par), good
S&ubert (RKO) (2,150; 33-44-60)— $1,000.
'Adventure Washington* (Col) and
Town (Goldberg) (1,500; 10-20-25)
Horace Heidt*s Orch. Tugging great
'Gangs Sonora' (Rep), 'Poison Pen'
$16,500. Last week 'Whistling Dark'
(Rep), 'In Navy' (U), triple spUt
(M-G) and Phil Harris* band, sea- with 'So Ends Night' (UA), 'Man
son*s opener, swell $15,500.
Betrayed* (Rep) and 'Night Lisbon'
(Par), and 'Underground' (WB) and

Boss'

All Mont'I Fix Good;

DAWN*

Lively gate assures fine
(M-G).
Last week, 'Wild Geese'
$16,000.
(20th)
and Jimmy Dorsey orch
brilliant
with
crashed
through
'

Lincoln, Neb., Sept. 16,
Abbott and Costello twirl the ba
tons in picture parade here. Their
'Hold That Ghost' is socko at the

28-44)—'Aloma' (Par) (2d wk). May Lincoln and manager will probably
run nine days, in which case gross hold that picture for additional
time.
of $6,000 will be registered.
First
Tough competition is 'When Ladies
week, nice $8,500.
at Stuart, and Varsity's Tom,
Orphenm (RKO) (1,500; 10-28-44) Meet,'
Dick and Harry.'
—'Citizen Kane' (RKO) (2d wk).
Estimates (or This Week
Bringing good $6,000. First week,
Colonial
$10,000, very nice.
(Monroe-Noble-Federer)
Tower (Joflee) (2,110; 10-30]
(750; 10-15)— 'Riding Rainbow' (Rep)
'Young Lady' (20th) with vaude and 'Spitfire West' (RKO), split with
headed by Morey Amsterdam. Bet 'Let's Make Music' (RKO). and
ter combo than some others, but biz 'Wanderers
West*
(Mono).
Fair
so-so $5,700.
Last week 'Accent $900. Last "week, 'Lone Rider AmLove* (20th) with Don Bestor band bushed*
(PRC) and 'Whispering
$7,000.
Smith Speaks' (PRC), split with
.

around $13,000. Last week, 'JekyllHyde' (M-G) and Tanks Million'
(UA) (2d wk), good for over virile Louisiana' (Rep).
Good enough
$8,000.
$6,000.
Last week, 'Mr. Jordan*
Hipp XShea) (2.100; 30-45)— 'New (Col) (2d wk) and Tillie Toiler*
Wine' (UA) and 'Highway West* (Col), ditto.
(WB). Very pleasant session indl'
20th Century (Dipson) (3,000; 30cated, over $7,000. Last week, 'Bed 44)—'Parachute
(RKO)
Battalion'
Men Missouri' (WB) and 'Flying and 'Scattergood Meets Broadway'
Blind' (Par), gratifying $7,400.
(RKO).
Fair $6,000.
Last week,
Lafayette (Hayman) (3,300; 30-40) 'Citizen Kane'
(RKO) (2d wk),
—'Angels Wings' (Rep) and 'Lady $6,000.

in Chi,

Mostly

First

Bnt Biz Bright;

Runs on Broadway

season.

Not

much

critics

.

.

on the screen and Skinnay Ennis
orch on the stage f«r a second session, will

come through with a high-

ly profitable h.o., dipping less than
25% from the initial session.
At the United Artists 'When Ladies

Meet' has proved a big boxoflice
Item and will go for several stanzas.
Somewhat of a disappointment on
its first week is 'Major Barbara' at
the Apollo. While it will come up
with a good house gross at $9,000,
this is under what had been figured
on for this followup on 'Pygmalion.'
George White's 'Scandals*^ on the
State-Lake stage is the reason for a
bang-up gross by that house currently.

„

erupting
kidding
it unmercifully; $12,000 best in sight
Last week, 'Lady Be Good' (M-G),
also rather draggy at $13,000, but not
bad.
Stillman (Loew's) (1,672; 30-35-4295)— "Lady Be Good' (M-G). Moveover garnering S4,200. Last week.
'Dr. Jekyir (M-G) (2d wk), great

with

'Sun VaUey' 2d, $40,000, 'York' Slips

16)

The current total level of Broad- looking to $80,000 as against a sock
last week (3d). 'Lydia' (UA)
way, grosses is down, but this is due $92,000
reaches the screen here tomorrow
principally to the fact that the morning (Thurs.).
Rialto (Mayer) (594; 28-44-55)
street is full ot holdovers, including
some in the smaller operations like 'Badlands Dakota' (U) (2d-flnal wk).
Went into holdover week Monday
In the face
the Rialto and Globe.
after slamming through to
(15)
normal expectations for the $10,500 the first seven days. Pre-of
'Parachute Battalion'
that,
holdies, business is generally satis- ceding
got $11,000 on 11 days. good.
(RKO)
factory, with a few houses enjoyRivoli (UA) (2,092; 35-55-75-85)—
ing an excellent take.
'Unfinished Business' (U) (3d wk).
Although 'Little Foxes' is in Its Following an opening stanza over
fourth-Anal week, it is still a strong Labor Day at $26,000, o.k., take for
draw and will click approximately the second through Sunday night
$80,000 on the windup. This is big- (14) was close to $20,000, still all
ger than numerous first weeks have right. 'Hellzapoppin' may be brought
in within another 10 days or so.
been during the past year.
Roxy (20th) (5.88G; 35-53-00-75-85)
Others showing remarkably fine
stamina are 'Sun Valley Serenade,' —'Sun Valley' (20th) and stage show
which will get a rollicking $40,000 (2d-final wk). Manna at the b.o. at
for the Roxy this week, its second, probable $40,000 on. the holdover, big.
and 'Dive Bomber,' now in its final A smash $52,000 was rung up for the
Due to previously-ar(3d)
stanza at the Strand with first week.
Sammy Kaye as a strong boxofTice ranged plans, including a special exaide.
'Bomber' and Kaye look to ploitation program for the preem,
$30,000, or better.
'Serenade' de- "irank in R. A. F.' (20th) opens Friparts from the Roxy tomorrow hignt day (19).
State (Loew's) f3,450; 28-44-55-75(Thurs.), with 'Yank in the H. A. F.'
90-$1.10).
'Here Comes Mr. Jordan'"
opening the following day.
Paramount ushers in a new pro- (Col) (2d run) and, on stage, Ray
gram today (Wed.) consisting of Kinney, Emil Boreo, others. Getting
Our Wife,' which was bought out- strong play for $26,000, or about that.
side from Columbia, and a stage- Last week, 'Blossoms in Dust" (M-G)
bill
including Ken Murray, Judy (2d run) (1st wk) and Ed Sullivan,
Canova and the Mitchell Ayres or- plus Harvest Moon dance winners

—

(17).

(Reviewed in Vabietv Aug. 20)
'Badlands of Dakota'
(U) (2d wk).
CReviewed in VARieiy 5ept. 10)

RUIto

—

Rivoli

— 'Unfinished

(U) (3d wk).
Roxy— 'Yanks

in

Business*

the

R.A.F.*

(20th) (19).

(Reviewed in Vabiety Sept. 10)
'Navy Blues' (WB)
Strand

—

.

'Sun Valley,' Big

,

Estimates for This Week
Apollo (B&K) (1,200; 35-55-65-75)
Started slowly,
—'Barbara' (UA).
but expected to build on word-ofIndicates $9,000 for initial
session, good for the house, but considered under what this picture
week
should do in first run.
'Charley's Aunt* (20th) in fourth
loop week, got fine $6,200.

mouth.

(B&K) (4,000; 35-55-75)—
(WB) and Skinnay

'Dive Bomber"

Will hold to
$34,000 currently, after snagging excellent $43,300 last week.
Garrick (B&K) (900; 35-55-65-75)

Ennis orch (2d wk).
fine

—'Manpower' (WB). Moved here
from Roosevelt and will manage all
Last week, 'Life Andy
Hardy' (M-G), completed four loop

right $4,000.

sessions to $4,300.
Oriental (Iroquois) (3,200;

fire,

$8,0.00.

Essaness Woods, after a spell of
first-run fiickers, has returned to a
subsequent run policy.

ChlcBco

b.o.

Variry July

—

(3,450; 30-35-42-55)

State (Loew's)
—'Aloma'
(Par).

„ >.
The Chicago, with 'Dive Bomber'

fall

(Reuletoed <n

Criterion- 'Dr. Kildare's Wedding Day" (M-G) (17).
(Reviewed in Varieiv Aug. 20)
'Sergeant York'
Hollywood
(WB) (12th wk).
Mnsic Hall— 'Lydia' (UA).
(Reviewed In VARiEir Aug. 20)
Paramount-'Our Wife' (Col)

Wedding' (M-G) and BiUy Gilbert
on stage, thin $13,500.

28-44)—

'Tom, Dick, Harry' (RKO) and 'Man
Both pictures have
Hunt" (20th).
Sreviously played loop and nabes,
ut in this, second largest house in
the loop, will come up with $8,500,
Last week, 'Uncertain Feelgood.
ing' (UA) and 'Moon Miami' (20th),
not much at $6,100.
Palace (RKO) (2,500; 33-44-66)—
'Kane' (RKO) and 'Baines Broadway" (RKO) (3d wk). Going to
$10,000, fine, in final seven days after
bright $15,100 last week, its second

(19).

(jleuiewed in Vabietv Aug. 13)
Week of Sept. 25

Astor

32G, Emphasizes

—

'Dr.

Jekyll

and Mr.

Hyde' (M-G) (6th wk).

Broadway

—'Fantasia" (Disney)

(46th wk).

Capitol— 'Lady Be Good" (M-G)

Healthy Det.B.O.

(2d wk).

'

—

'Frightened
Globe
(Hoffberg) (27).
'Sergeant
Hollywood

Lady'

—

Last

$7,000.

Young

'Very

York*

(WB) (13th wk).
Music Hail— 'Lydia' (UA) (2d
wk).

Detroit, Sept. 16.
Holdovers continue to emphasize
the healthy, steady biz here, with the
shooting
up grosses
bills
fresh
which formerly wera reserved for
stage .show couplings.
Fox currently is shooting, toward
the $32,000 level with 'Sun Valley
Serenade" and 'Charlie Chan in Rio,"
only jiotable fresh product in town.
Estimates for This Week
Adams (Balaban) (1,700;. 30-40-55)
—'Hold Ghost" (U) (3d wit) and
'Private Nurse" (20th). Former still
seems to carry enough lor' nice

Paramount^'Our Wife'

(Col)

(2d wk).

Roxy—'Yank
(2d wk).

Strand

in R.A.F.'

— 'Navy

(20th)

House wound up three (2d wk), $25,500.
Strand (WB) (2,75«; 35-55-75-85weeks last night (Tues.) '99)—
'Dive
Bomber'
and
(WB)
with 'Aloma of the South Seas' and
Tommy Dorsey, finale totaling Sammy Kaye (3d-final wk). This
chestra.

Blues'

(WB)

brilliant

(2d wk).

week, coupled with
Lady' (20th), huge

B.O.; Unfinished Bi;,

$8,000, Leading

Last
Terrific $32,000.
and
(20th)
Geese'
Kill' (20th), good $17,000,

"Wild

Town

Louisville, Sept.

Biz setup on the current

16,

week

is

Mlcbiran (United Detroit) (4,000;
30-40-55)— 'Dive Bomber" (WB) and just fair. State Fair, which ended
Saturday (13), topped all records,
'Great Mr. Nobody' (WB) (2d wk)
Looking to add $13,000 to swell $20, and was no doubt a factor in hold000 of last week.
ing down b.o. grosses over the week

Palms-SUte (United Detroit)

000;

30-40-55)— 'Jungle

(3,-

Product is none too red-blood
and that about sums up the sit-

end.

Cavalcade

(RKO) and "Three Cockeyed Sail- ed,
(UA). May garner okay $8,000. uation.
Last week, 'Aloma" (Par) and 'Pot
Stage shows at the National are
Gold"' (UA) (2d wk), tucked choice
capped by fact that house has been
behind Michigan's big $18,
$11,000
dark for quite a spell and located
Booseyelt (B&K) (1,500; 35-55-65- 000 -with pair.
75)—'Wild Geese' (20th). Not much " United Artists (United Detroit) somewhat off the main stem.
Estimates tor This Week
for this one and will have to be sat- (2,000; 30 - 40 - 55)
'Jekyll Hyde'
Last week,
Brown (Loew's-Fourth Avenue)
isfied with $8,500. mild.
(M-G) and 'Whistling Dark' (M-G)
'Manpower' (WB), snagged $7,500, (3d wk). Can still do slick $8,000, (1,400; 15-30-40)—'Sun Valley' (20th)
Moved
arid 'Dressed KiU' (20th).'
all right, for second period.
after $11,000 and $18,500 in first
over from Rialto and shaping up'foV
State-Lake (B&K) (2,700; 28-44)— weeks.
Last week 'Aloma'
good .$2,800.
•Highway West' (20th) and George
(Par) and 'Flying Blind' (Par), all
White 'Scandals.' Strictly the umt
right $2,500 on moveover.
for business currently and whirling
Kentucky (Switow) (1,200; 15-25)
the gate to $22,000, ulenty hefty. All Pix Nifty in Prov.;
—'Caught Draft' (Par) and 'UnderLast week, 'Getaway* (M-G) and
ground' (WB). I«oks to grab fine
•Funzaflre' unit, good $18,400.
'Bomber Boff $11,500 $1,700. Last week ;john Doe' (WB)
United ArtlsU (B&K-M-G> (1,700;
(M-G)
and 'Knew All Answers' (Col), oke
85-55-65-75)—Ladles Meet'
$1,500.
(2d wk). Has proven a walloping
Providence, Sept. 16.
Loew's State (Loew's) (3.300; IS
winner here. Cair.e through wlUi
They're all riding high, wide and 30-40) 'Major Barbara' (UA) and
brilliant $17,400 last week and wlU
'Lady Be
handsome this week.
Tanks a Million' (Col). Not display
hold to excellent $12,000 currently.
Good,' at Loew's State; 'Dive Bomb- ing much appeal to local audiences
er," at Majestic; 'Our Wile,' at Strand,
and result will be weak $5,000. Last
and 'Reluctant Dragon,' at, RKO Al- week 'Ladies Meet' (M-G) and
bee, are all pulling.
'Blondie Society' (Col), good $7,500.
Estimates for This Week
Mary Anderson (Libson) (1,000;
Albee (RKO) (2,200; 28-39-50)— 15-30-40)— 'Navy Blues' (WB). Wick
$20,000 IN
'Reluctant Dragon" (RKO) and 'Para- et is playing a steady tune and zipfor
Pulling
chute Battalion' (RKO).
ping along to fine $5,000. Last week
Dick'
'Tom,
week,
Last
neat $8,500.
Sgt. York' (WB), on third and last
Cleveland, Sept. 16.
umpteenth visit (RKO) and 'Lady Scarface' (RKO) downtown week at $1 top, fine
It's Ted Lewis'
$7,000.
$4,800.
here, but the silk-hatted maestro and (2 wk), swell
Carlton (Fay-Loew) (1,400; 28-39National (Indie) (2.400; 16-35-50
'Father Takes a Wife* are ringing up
50)— 'Dr. Jekyll" (M-G) and 'Tanks 60)—'First Beau' (20th) and stage
a take big enough to surprise the
Carrying show under supervision of Bert
Million' (UA) (2d run).
Palace execs.
pace for good $2,800. Smith. Heading toward fairish $3,Fluctuating Indian summer ai- over first-run
'Ladies Meet' (M-G) and 000.
Last week 'Naval Academy'
festing some grosses, yet trade's Last week,
(M-G) (2d run), (Col) and 'Hello Louisville" unit, got
keeping on an even keel as the re- 'Kildare's Wedding'
good $2,800.
$3,400.
sult of defense money rolling in.
Fay's (Indie) (2,000; 10-25-35)—
RUIto (Fourth Avenue) (3,400; 15
Estimates for This Week
Man
'Bad
and
(20th)
Rio'
30^)—
Business'
•Chan
'Unfinished
(U)
Allen (RKO) (3,000; 30-35-42-55)—
Doing a nice job and 'Moonlight Hawaii' (U). Combo
•Hold That Ghost' (U) (3d wk). Deadwood' (Rep).
good $3,000. Last well exploited and well out in. front
Strong enough at $5,000 to warrant a of holding own for
week, 'Bowery Blitzkrieg' (Mono) of the town with very good $8,000.
fourth. Last week, swell $6,800.
(re- Last week 'Sun Valley* (20th) and
Alhambra (Printz) (1,200; 10-20- and 'Strawberry Blonde' (WB)
'Dressed to KUl' (20th), robust $9,500
35)—'Ice Capades" (Reo) and 'Pirates issue), good $2,800.
Strand (Fourth Avenue) (1,400;
Majestic (Fay) (2,200; 28-39-50)—
Horseback" (Indie) pulling the ice
(Rep) and
fans for four days; worthwhile $1,600. 'Dive Bomber" (WB) and 'Accent On 15-30-40) 'Ice-Capades'
zooming
is
'This Way Please' (Par) (reissue).
Last week, 'Blondie Society' (Col) Love" (20th). This one
week,
Last
This town likes the ice pics and
$11,500.
nifty
and. 'Citadel Crime' (Rep), three along to
satisfactory $3,for
to
are
'Dressed
Indications
and
(20th)
Valley'
'Sun
days, fair $1,000.
500. Last week 'Parachute Battalion'
Circle (Polster) (1,800; 20-35)— Kill' (20th) (2d wk). swell $9,500.
Metropolitan (Indie) (3,200; 30-40- (RKO), 'Scattergoort' (RKO) and
Well
'40.000
Horsemen* (Indie).
March of Time, fine $3,800.
'International Casino Revue
.sold on war and action angles, hea'd- 55)
ing for handsome $3,500. Last week, starring Willie Howard, and 'GentleManaged
'Stars Look Down' (M-G) and 'Bul- man from Dixie' (Mono).
FBACEMAN EXONERATED
lets
(WB), satisfactory to hold own despite heavy competish
O'Hara'
in
good
$6,500
Milwaukee, Sept. 10.
and nice weather for
$3,000.
Hipp (Warner) (3,700; 30-35-42-55) three-day stand.
Jack Frackman, Wisconsin head of
State (Loew) (3,200: 28-39-50)— Republic Pictures, was held blame—'Dive Bomber' (WB) (2d wk).
Punchy thriller for this stand, push- 'Lady Be Good' (M-G) and 'Tillie less when a pedestrian, William Taying toward smart $9,000 on second the Toiler' (Col). Steady biz looklor, 55, walked Into the side of his
round, after rounding up great $15,- ing to neat $13,000. Last week, 'Dr.
and sufJekyll' (M-G) and Tanks Million* (Frackman's) automobile
000 last week.
fered Injuries from which he died an
Palace (RKO) (3,700; 30-35-42-55) (UA), knockout $17,000.
Strand (Indie) (2,000: 28-39-50)— hoiir Uter.
—Father Takes Wife' (RKO) with
Ted Lewis unit. A perfectly tailored •Our Wife' (Col) and 'Two In Taxi'
Bleachers erected In the street for
Pre(14).
combo, with Gloria Swanson and the (Col). Opened Sunday
Am^can Legion parade sight-seers
Last week.
bandmaster brineing in veteran the- sages good $10,000.
provided 9 hazard responsible for a
atre-goers; excellent send-ofE augurs 'Aloma' (Par) and 'Forced Landing'
number of accident^. ^ ^
Sao.OOO, great. Last week, 'Kildare'p (Par), flne ,$1?,000 yi lO-day ,run.
session at

pop

its

fine

draught

at

'

(20th).

'Dressed

sustains

'Sergeant York,' now "in its 12th .$30,000 or better this semester, lt3
Broadway week, is shearing off at third and last. This is not far bethe Hollywopd and will come into hind the substantial $36,000 clocked
the Strand for a pop grind run last week (2d). "Navy Blues' (WB)
Eddy Duchin comprise new
shortly, date presently set for' it and
show for Friday (19).
there being- Get. 17.
State is in the chips again at an
indicated $26,000 or thereabouts with
'Here Comes Mr. Jordan' and the
Ray Kinney orchestra, Emile Boreo
and others, while up the street the
Palace is ringing the beU with 'Citizen Kane.'
House Is playing the
picture singly and doing a landofflce
business,
signs
pointing
to
$20,000 or close. Film holds over at
the Palace and starts in 22 other
RKO houses in the metropolitan
area tomorrow (Thurs.).
Minneapolis, Sept. 16.
'Fantasia' off a bit last week (44th)
Abbott and Costello are setting the
to $10,400, is now in its 4Sth stanza
and becomes th'e longest Broadway boxofAce pace again. Their 'Hold
roadshow talker. 'Gone With Wind' That Ghost" is turning the same
held the prior record, having gone trick as its predecessors, 'Buck Pri44 weeks at the Astor.
vates" and 'In the Navy,' and, in conEstimates for This Week
sequence, everything is hotsy totsy
Astor (Loew's) (1,012; 35-55-85- for the Orpheum.
$1.10-$1.25)
*Jekyll-Hyde' (M-G)
•

Fox (Fox-Michigan) (5,000; 30-40
55)— "Sun Valley" (20th) and 'Chan
week,

show

$35,000;

State Fair Hurts L'ville

$8,500.

Rio'

Down B'way Take;

'Kane' Neat $20,000, 'Foxes' 4th 80G.

—

'Barbara $9,000, 'Scandals' Big 22G
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of Sept. 18

—

'Dr. Jekyll and Mr.
Astor
Hyde' (M-G) (5th wk).
Broadway 'Fantasia' (Disney)
(45th wk).
Capitol— 'Lady Be Good' (M-G).

$34,i

'Bomber -Ennis 2d Nifty

Holdovers Hold

(Subject to Cftange)

Week

Chicago, Sept. 16.
Number o( holdovers In the loop
currently will dip the receipts slightbusily, but the general pace ot the
ness is- excellent and augurs' a good

PICTURE GROSSES

P^fHETY

Wednesday, September 17, 1941

ors'

prices.

—

—

TATHER'"TED LEWIS HOT

CLEVELAND

—

—

.

,

A.&C.

$9,000,

PACING MPI^.

—

(5th wk).

Dropped

last

week

(4th)

and probably will not rehere much longer.
Advertising budget on the film has been
chopped.
Broadway (Disney) (1,895; 55-75to $12,000

main

—

$1.10-$1.65-$2.20)
'Fantasia* (Disney) (45th wk). This week Disney's

'Lady Be Good' and Tlame of New
Orleans,' also, newcomers, are going
along at a mo>derate clip.
Estimates for This

Week

Aster (Par-Singer) (900; J5-28)—
'Broadway Limited' (UA) and 'Six
Gun Gold'" (RKO), dual first-runs.
Satisfactory

$1,000

in

five

days.

becomes the longest run 'Three Sons Guns' (WB) and 'Very
roadshow talker ever to play Broad- Young Lady' (20th), also dual firstway. Last week (44th) if hit $12,500. runs, open today (1&). L,ast week
Capitol (Loew's) (4,820; 35-55-85- 'Forced Landing" (Par) and 'Singa$1.10-$1.25)
'When l^adies Meet' pore Woman" (WB), okay $1,400 in
(M-G) (2d-final wk). A weak hold- five days.
over, only $18,000. First seven days
Century (P-S) (1,800; 28-39-44)—
failed to hit $25,000, but okay. 'Lady 'Blossoms Dust'
(M-G) (2d. wk).
Be Good' (M-G) moves in tomorrow Moved here from State after highly
morning (Thurs.).
week there and still
Profitable
Criterion (Loew's) (1,662; 35-44ealthy. Looks like very nice $4,000.
55-75)
'Kildare's Wedding Day* Last week 'Life Andy Hardy" (M-G)
(M-G). Arrives today (Wed.) after (3d wk), good $3,500, considering
cartoon

—

—

very slow week with 'West Point large $14,500 grabbed off initial fortWidow' (Par), $5,500. Behind that, night.
on its second week, 'Whistling in
Esquire (Berger) (290; 20)— 'Mr.
Dark' (M-G) snared good $8,500.
Smith' (Col) (reissue). Heading toGlobe (Brandt) (1,180; 28-35-55)— ward fair $700. Last week 'After
•No Greater Sin' (University) (3d Mein Kampf (Indie) and 'Punctured
wk). May go a fourth lap, this week Romance' (Indie), split, light $600.
(3d) being close behind prior stanza
Gopher (P-S) (998; 28)—'Flame of
at $7,500 or better. Snug $8,000 was New Orleans' (U). Strong cast linegrossed the second.
up for this spot and picture well
Hollywood (WB) (1,225; 7S-$1.10) liked. Fairish $2,300 in sight Last
—'York' (WB) (12th wk) and sixth week 'Undergroimd' (WB), very big
here.
Dropping down, last week $4,200.
brpheam (P-S) (2,800; 28-30-44)—
being reported at around $17,000.
The previous week (4th here) was 'Hold Ghost' (U). Abbott and Costello just like money in the bank$20,000.
Palace (RKO) (1,700; 28-35-44-55- here. A boxofflce stampede to get
65-75)— 'Citizen Kane' (RKO). On in on the laughter ground floor. Terpop run here singly and doing splen- rific $9,000 -or over. Last week
didly, $20,000 being sighted.
Holds 'Our Wife' (Col), mild $6,000.
over, meantime going Into 22 addiState
28-39-44)—
(P-S)
(2,300;
tional
RKO nabes tomorrow 'Lady Be Good* (M-G). They hav«
(Thurs.). Film is day-and-dating at to be outstanding musicals to registhe Albee, Brooklyn, where also ter in big way here and opinions re*
holding over.
Last week here, garding this one are mixed. More'Charley's Aunt* (20th) (2d run) and over, cast names not calculated to
'Father Takes Wife* (RKO)
boxofAce greatly. Will
(1st stimulate
run), $8,700, good.
have to stretch to reach mUd $5,500.
Paramount (Par) (3,664; 35-55-85- Last week 'Blossoms in Dust' (M-G),
09)—'Our Wife' (Col) and Ken Mur- fine $8,500.
ray, Judy Canova, Mitchell Ayres
Uptown (Par) (1,100; 28-39)—'Tom,
band on stage. New show in today Dick, Harry' (RKO). First neigh(Wed.), after three slam weeks with borhood showing. En route to satis>
'Aloma* (Par) and Tommy Dorsey. factory $2,500.
Last week 'Bridft
The third ending last night (Tues.) C.O.D.' (WB), first neighborhood
was $35,000, while second ran to showing, okay $2,700.

.

$49,000.

World (Par-Steftes) (350; 28-39-4455)— •Our Wife' (Col) (2d wk).
44-55-85-99-$1.65)
Moved here from the Orpheum. Mild
in
prospect.
Last -week
stage show (4th- $1,400
Still a goldmhie, wlnd^p 'A.loipa: (P^r>,(2d..wJc), JigW W.OOO.

Radio City Music Hall (Rockefel
lers)

(5,945;

'Foxes'

(RKO) and

flnal

wk).

.

—

Wcdnefldaj, September 17, 1941
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AND THE SHOW
HAS JUST
STARTED!
is packing thenv in
everywhere* Great entertainments, star-studded and opulent. The M-G-M Studio is clicking as never before in its
golden history! The trade has just seen "HONKY TDNK''

Leo's Fall Line of BoxOffice Beauties

"MARRIED BACHELOR"

(Clark Gable, Lana Turr\er),
(Robert Young, Ruth Hussey\ Felix Bressart), "SMILIN^
in Technicolor {Jeanette MacDonaldy Brian
Aherne, Gene Raymond), "THE FEMININE,

THROUGH"

TOUCH"

Don Ameche, Kay

These Big Pictures are all getting rave notices from trade press and exhibitors. Looks like that Friendly Lion is friendlier than ever!

(Rosalind Russe%

Francisy

PICTURE GROSSES

Wednesdajt September 17, 1941

'JEKYLL'

ladies Slick $15,000 in Peppy

Pitt;
IN

'Sun Valley

SSmiild Geese

Pittsburgh, Sept. 16.
Cooler weather keeping bir up,
but heavy trade has switched cur-

Key

from Stanley, which has been

combo

tres, chie/ly /irst runs.

Including

N. Y.}
Total Gross Same
Last Year

$1,573,500

'When

(Based on 25

Brooklyn, Sept
Nice

16.

grosses

holdovers, former showing 'Mr. Jordan' and 'Prisoner on Devil's Island.'

and

latter

Andy Hardy' and

'Life

Fox (Fabian)

sion.

Stage-pic policy

30-40-50-55)

(4.023;

—'Mr. Jordan' (Col) and 'Prisoner
(3J00: 25-35- Devil's Island' (WB)
(2d wk). HeadCrix ing for
(M-G).
attractive $16,000. Last week,
didn't hand this remake very much, first rate $20,000.
but mazda draft of Joan Crawford,
Met (Loew's) (3,618; 30-40-50-55)
Robert Taylor and Greer Garson —'Life Andy Hardy' (M-G) and
plenty heavy. Should have no trouble 'Whistling Dark' (M-G) (2d wk).
Last week,

(LoeWs-UA)
50) — 'Ladies Meet'
Penn

means

ond week at Wanier.
'Dive Bomber' (WB>, a

Last week,

sec-

Good $16,000.
Paramonnt (Fabian)

bit better at

50-55)—'Dive

factory $15,000..

(WB)
—Strand
'Sweetheart Campus'

$2,900,

'

down to
(WB)

of

$4,200.
(3,800;

Tropics*

drew

25-40-60)—

Gontinuc^s

Sept 18.
Broadway,

(M-G)
Fifth

(2d run), ditto.

campaign

indicates

(MBig

ANDREWS-TARACHUTE'
HEFTY $16,000

IN

BALTO

$10,000.

great.

Nice

—

—

'Unfinished Business'

—

—Letdown

on mild newcomers.
excepting for a single pace-

off

Evergreen) maker.
(1,800: 35-40-50)—'Belle SUrr' (20th)
Detroit.— Healthy with holdovers clicking neatly.
and 'Sweetheart Campus' (Col). Go- Baltimore.— Robust; nice going generally.
ing for fair $6,100. Last week 'ReBrooklyn.—Trim grosses.
luctant Dragon' (RKO) and 'Jungle
Philadelphia. More chipper tone.
Cavalcade' (RKO), okay $6,300.
Buffalo. B.O. wickets spinning.
Paramount (Hamrick - Evergreen)
(3,000; 35-40-50)—'Sun Valley' (20th)
Denver. All-round upbeat.
and 'Scattergood* (RKO) (2d wk).
Seattle.— Rain and cooler weather helping.
Good $5,000. First week, pleasing
Portland. Terrific business climb despite H.O.'s.
-

—
—
—

•

$8,200.

Los Angeles.

United Artiste (Parker) (1,000;
35-40-50)— 'Unfinished Business' (U)
and 'Moonlight Hawaii' (U). Looks
like strong $8,000. Last week "Ladies
Meet' (M-G) and 'Rookies Parade'
(Rep), second week, satisfactory $5,000, and moved to Mayfair.

—

— Opposition

of fair and- circus hurting

plenty.

Memphis.—Okay, with three out
in

money.

of four first-runs

—

Pittsburgh. Sock trade most places with cooler temperatures helpful
New York.— Satisfactory although general level of
b.o. grosses is down mainly because of holdovers.

Rated an

CUFF SWELLEBS

offish spot.

FEW NEW

HITS

ON HOBIZON

Not much new product Is hitting the principal exchange centers presently and the fresh class films so
Possibly 'Unfinished
far haven't played extensively.
Business' (U) shows the greatest promise, being the
leader in Louisville, doing swell in Baltimore, roled
strong in Portland and doing splendidly in Memphis.
In New York, it racked up $20,000 on its second week

ers

'

after a hefty $26,000,

circus for eight days, 'Rose
Marie' at the Hollywood Bowl, and
'Ice Follies' all took a slice out of
picture house grosses.
'Here Comes Mr. Jordan' and
'When Ladies Meet' are making the
best showing, with former rolling up

—

some.
Minneapolis.

door

—

—

Kansas City.— Sliding

Auditorium with an in-

—

—

$3,300.

HEP'S

$290,800

(Based on 12 theatres)

'

ling Circus, here five days; the 7,500-

seat Shrine

—

—
—

good $11,000.
Mayfair (Parker-Evergreen) (1.35-40-50)—'Ladies Meet' (M-G)
and 'Rookies Parade' (Rep). Moveover from U.A. going for nice $4,000.
Last week 'Charley's Aunt'
(20th) and 'Very Young Lady* (Par),
fifth
stanza better than average
BOO;

Hollywood, Sept 16.
Five Republic cliffhanger script
have finished their chore on
'Dick Tracy vs. Crime Inc.* and
have shifted in a body to a new
serial, 'Spy Smasher.'
Writers are Norman S. Hall, Ronald Davidson, William Lively, Jo
seph O'Donnell and Joseph Poland.

Week

Orphenm

—

—

total

(Hamrick

Estimated Total Gross
$340,«0e
This Week
fBosed on 14 theatres)
Total Gross Same
Tear....

Avenae (Hamrick-Evergreen)
30-40-50)— 'Jekyll-Hyde'
'Whistling Dark' (M-G).

Los Angeles, Sept. 16.
Busings falling below expectadue to schools' reopening and
various forms of outdoor opposition
are cutting in. Pomona Fair,' Ringtions

okay $23,000 at Pantages and RKO
combined.
'When Ladies Meet,'
coupled with 'Whistling in the Dark,'
Baltimore, Sept. 16.
is also heading for $23,000 combined
Up at State and Chinese.
going here generally.
Paramount
$5,700, big.
front and going to town in robust tops town individually with $16,000
Liberty (J. vH) (1,650; 30-40-50)—
for "This Woman Is Mine' and Clyde
'Mr. Jordan' (Col) (3d wk). Expects style is 'Unfinished Business' at McCoy ofch.
fine $4,700.
Last week;- swell $5,600. Keith's, and 'Parachute Battalion.'
Estimates
for
This
Week
Mrsic Box (Hamrick-Evergreen) leaning heavily on p.a. of the AnCarlhay Circle (F-WC) (1,518; 83(850: 30-40-50)— 'Life Andv Handy'
$1.10-$1.65)
'Fantasia'
(Disney.)..
(M-G) and 'Navy Blue' (M-G) (5th drews Sisters, at the combo Hipp.
Estimates for This Week
.(33d wk). Upsetting all calculations,
wk). Sailing along to nice $2,300.
Last week, very good $2,700.
Centnry (Loew's-UA) (3.000; 15- this long-run champ is heading for
another $4,800. Last week wound
(Hamrick-Evergreen) 28-44)— 'Major Barbara' (UA). A bit up
with $5,300.
(2.600; 30-40-50)— 'Aloma' (Par) and too much class lor top figures, but
Chinese (Grauman-F-WC) (2,034:
'Flying Blind' <Par).
Great $8,500. steady enough at $10,000. Last week, 30-44-55-75)
'When Ladies Meet'
liast' week, 'Woman Mine' (U) and 'Ladies Meet' (M-G), okay $13,300.
(M-G) and 'Whistling in Dark'
'Young Lady' (20th), not good at
Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,250; (M-G). Solid $10,000. Last week,
$6,000.
15-28-39-44-55-66)
'Parachute Bat- 'Dr. Jekyll' (M-G) and 'Down San
Palomar (Sterling) (1.350; 21-40) talion' (RKO) getting major support Dieco' (M-G), came in with sturdy
and from p.a. of Andrews Sisters. Build- $13,000.
'Mountain
Melody'
(Rep)
'Raiders Desert' (U), plus vaude. ing to fine $16,000, best take here in
Downtown (WB) (1,800; 30-44-55)
Headed for okay $4,600. Last week, weeks. Last week, second of 'Mr.
Navy Blues' (WB) (2d wk). Con'Ice-Capades' (Rep), plus stage, fine Jordan* (Col), plus new entry of tinues solo on holdover, with $6,700
Bowes' ams, satisfactory $11,800.
expected. Rang up nifty $11,000 on
$5,100.
first
seven day?.
'Sergeant York*
Paramoant (Hamrick-Evergreen)
Keith's (Schanberger) (2,406; 15(WB)
moves in Tnursday (18) at
30-40-50)—
28-39-44)—
'Unfinished Business' (U).
'Charley's Aunt'
(3,039;
Last advanced prices (55-85).
(20th) and 'Private Nurse' (20th) (3d Heading for swell $12,000.
Fonr Star (UA-F-WC) (900; 30-44wk). Look for $4,300 in six days, week. 'Badlands Dakota' (U), got
55)— 'Stars Look Down' (M-G) (3d
good. Last week, same films, $6,400, ||irly steady $7,900.
wk).
Tobogganing to poor $1,800.
great.
New (Mechanic) (1,581; 15-28-35- Last week,
$2,700.
Roosevelt (Sterling) (800; 30-40-50) 44)—'Sun Valley' (20th) (3d wK)
Hollywood (WB)
30-44-55)
—'Dive Bomber' (WB) (4th wk). Sold exceptionally well for okay es- —'Navy Blues' (WB)(2,756;
(2d wk). ReSet to reach $2,800, good. Last week,' timated total of $17,800 for three peating with fair
$5,000. Last week
$3,600, big.
weeks, a very healthy take for .the brought robust $10,100.
Winter Garden (Sterling) (800; 16- limited capacity of this house.
Orpheam (Broadway) (2,200; 3030)—'filillion Dollar Baby' (WB) and
Stanley (WB) (3,280; 15-28-39-44- 44-55)
'Ice-Capades' (Rep) and
'Woman's Face' (M-G) (2d run). In- 55)—'Dive Bomber' (WB) (3d wk). 'Highway West' (WB) with Erskina
dicate big $2,500. Last week. 'Ham- Holding strongly and adding good Hawkins and hts orch on stage,
ilton Woman' (UA) and 'Broken $8,000 to socko total of $29,600 for showing profitable $9,200. Last week.
previous brace.
Wings* (Rep) (2d run), $2,600. big.
Two in Taxi' (Col) and 'Cracked
Nuts' (U), with The Merry Macs
topping stage show, okay $8,000.
FanUees (Pan) (2,812; 30-44-55)-^
'Here Comes Mr. Jordan' (Col) and
Tillie Toiler' (Col).
Looks like a
winner at $13,000. Last week, 'Caro-

G) and

—

—

'Belle Starr,'

at Orpheum, are pulling nicely for
those spots.
Estimates for Xhls Week
Broadway (Parker) (2,000; 35-4060)—'Hold Ghost' (U) and 'Hit Road'
(U).
In line for terrific $13,000.
Last week 'Dive Bomber' (WB) and
'Broadway Limited' (UA), held only
four days of third week, and 11 days

Orpbenm

Broadway Grosses

Week

over looking for big $3,100. Last
week, 'Dragon' (RKO) and 'Meet
Again* (RKO), slow $1,900.
Coliseum (Hamrick-Evergreen) (1,900: 21-32)—'Barnacle BUI' (M-G)
and 'Moon Miami' (20th) (2d run).
Headed for fair $2,600. Last week,
'Bride C.O.D.' (WB) and 'Big Storm'

General upbeat at the nation's bozoSice continues
despite prevalence, of holdovers, a taste of Indian summer in several spots and some remaining competition
Telegraphic reports Irom
from outdoor shows.
Varibtt's correspondents actually show healthy to
Exhibitors
terrific business In 18 out of 24 key cities.
believe this augurs well for the whole fall period.
How business shapes up in key spots:
Chicago. General pace excellent, tipping good fall
season.
Boston. Strong to outstanding grosses.
One
Louisville. Just mild, with state fair hurting.
of sour spots.
Jersey City. Fair improvement despite holdovers.
and
Lincoln. Healthy b.o., with winter scales
students back.
Omaha.—New high at one theatre; others so-so.
Cincinnati. On sunny side, overcoming blah returns on several H.O.'s.
Cleveland. Trade on even keel from defense coin
despite Indian summer here.
San Francisco. Holdover product hurting here with
new entries only fair. Another off city.
Providence. Boxoffice riding high, wide and hand-

"Hold That Ghost,' at
leading the town. Unfinished

UA, and

Estimates for This

Blue Mouse (Hamrick-Evergreen)
30-40-50)— 'Ladies Meet' (M-G)
and 'Ringside Maisie' (M-G). Move(850;

'Bomber,' 'Ladies Meet,"Sun Valley'

'Ghosf Big 13G in Port.;
'BeUe Starr" Fair $6,100

Business,' at

similar figure.

Each in Two Spots and Okay

NATIONAL BOXOFFICE SURVEY
—
Ace NewcomerUpbeat

(WB) and John

WB

Is

30-40-50-55)

Harvest

Boles and Pinky Tomlin ban± A
deluxer would
few months ago
have been perfectly satisfied with
$14,500, but not now, house having
been rolling great guns since July 4.
Last week, Eddy Cuchin and 'Lady
Be Good' (M-G), wow $29,000.
Warner (WB) (2,000; 25-35-50)—
•Dive Bomber* (WB). Brought here
from Penn and doing around average $6,000. Practically the same last
week for 'Dr. Jekyll' (M-G), also
moveover from Penn.

Portland, Ore,

(2,800;

(Col) and
show with Tony Pastor's band.
Moon dancers and Nan Rae
and Mrs. Waterfall. Four-day engagement will result in attractive
$13,500.
Last week. Three Sons o'
Guns' (WB) and EUa Fitzgerald
b&nd and Four Ink Spots on stage,

stage

.

Stanley

and

Last

good. Last week, "Life Andy Hardy'
(M-G), which followed the same
route as 'Jekyll,' closed at $2,500.
Senator (Harris) (1,750; 25-35-50)
—'Wild Geese' {20th). Reviews n.g,
so, under circumstances, take's coming through much better than exLast
Pretty fair $5,700.
pected.
week, second of "Charley's Aunt'
(20th),

(WB)

Taxi' (Col).
Healthy $23,000.
week 'Kiss Boys' (Par) and
'Officer Lady' (Col) (2d wk), satis-

25-35-50)—
RH7.
(WB)
(800;
•Jekyll-Hyde' (M-G). Moved here
after successive stands at Warner

•Law

nice $18,000.

(4,126; 30-40-

Bomber*

Two

$15,500.

and Penn. Looks like around

Ditto,

at all deluxers in
downtown sector, including Fabian Last week, 'Ladies Meet' (M-G) and
Fox and Loew's Metropolitan with 'Ringside Maisie' (M-G) (2d wk),

at Strand proving successful.
Estimates (or This Week
Estimates (or This Wgek
Falton (Shea) (1,700: 25-35-50)—
Albee (RKO) (3.274; 30-40-50-55)
'Sun Valley* (20th). Nice press down
'Citizen Kane' (RKO). Vigorous
the line for Sonja Henie's latest and
add up to better than $8,500. campaign and good notices bringing
it'll
Last week
Last week, second, of 'Pittsburgh this snappy $18,000.
Kid' (Rep), barely $1,800 in four 'Charley's Aunt" (20th) (2d wk) and
days, Billy Conn fllm having shot its 'Farmer Takes Wife' (20th), good
bolt in first few days of opening ses- $14,000.

snatching $15,000, which

'Jordan/ $23,000, ladies -Skelton,

16.

atre biz.

(2,349;

'Whistling in Dark.'

paign.

%m

FINE $18,000 IN B'KLYN

I/adies Meet,' potency of marovercoming the indifferent

senator getting by with 'Wild
Geese Calling' but not enough to rate
a second week so 'Here Comes Mr.
Jordan' pulls in tomorrow (17) on
heels of strong exploitation cam-

175 theatres)

OK BALLY GIVING

flash

notices.

^

Week

cities,

Sept

a wider choice than the prior week.
Weather is cooler and baseball has
been rained out, meaning better the-

weeks,

of John Boles and Pinky Tomlin's
band, with liaw of Tropics,' is letting house way down after sock
trade of past month, with b.o. standouts being Penn and Fulton. At
latter spot, 'Sun Valley Parade' is a
real smash and will stick for another
week, while Penn is doing okay with

quee

City Grosses

last several

to other

Seattle,

Schools, Outdoor Opposish Clip LA.;

Fifth Avenue, Orpheum and Palomar are the three top houses with
new bills, which gives the showgoer

Main Stem houses.
Stanley, hastily-booked

packing 'em for

At

Fair

Estimated Total Gross
This Week
$I,644,8M
(Based on 25 cities, 172 tJiea-

rently

GREAT |10,000

PROSPEROUS SEATEE

15

Still

Strong

'Lady Be Good' (M-G), also hitting accounts this
week, is listed as average to bangup In four cities.
'New Wine* (UA) shows up only in Montreal (good on
dual setup) and Buffalo, where it will do a pleasing
$7,000.

line' (RKO) (2d wk) and 'Scattergood Meets Broadway' (RKO), good
enough $6,900.

Paramonnt (Par)

(3,595; 30-44-55-

75)—'This Woman Mine' (U) with

Clyde McCoy orch. Fair $16,000 In
prospect. Last week, 'Aloma' (Par)
(2d wk)'and 'Puddin' Head* (Rep)
with stage show, :atlsfactory $16,000.

RKO (RKO) (2,872; 30-44-55)-^
'Here Comes Mr. Jordan' (Col) and
Tillie Toller' (Col). Building nicely
(or good $10,000. Last week, 'Caroline'

(RKO)

(2d

wk)

^d

'Hurry

Father Takes a Wife* (RKO), another new entry, Charlie' (RKO), came through with
was booked into only two spots, Boston and Cleveland, $7,100.
aided by bands In both instances, and collecting grebt
State (Loew-P-WC) (2,204; 30-44$20,000 in each place. Also In Boston, 'Hold Back the 55-75)—'When Ladles Meet' (M-G)
Dawn' (Par) on first big date Is grabbing excellent and 'Whistling in Dark' (M-G).
Taylor - Crawford - Garson combo in
$19,000.
first and Red Skelton in second feaAlthough steaming Into just two large cities, 'Navy ture bringing in okay $13,000. 'Last
Blues' (WB) did fine biz in Louisville, and an okay week. 'Dr. Jekyll' (M-Cr) and 'Down
trade in Memphis. 'Major Barbara' (UA) Is only good San Diego' (M-G), bangup $17,800.
United Artists (UA-F-WC) (2,100;
to thin, with the delay in getting picture out to accounts after the N. Y. Astor run apparently hurting. 30-44-55)—'Dr. Jekyll' (M-G) and
'Belle Starr' (20th) is disappointing thus far on runs 'Down San Diego' (M-G), fine $6,000
in the bag.

in three cities.

'DIVE BOMBEB,' 'LADIES MEET'

Last week, 'Sun Valley'

(20th) and 'Charlie

'Dive Bomber* (WB), 'Citizen Kane* (RKO), 'Wild
Calling' (20th), 'Sun Valley' (20th), 'When
Ladies Meet' (M-G), 'Hold That Ghost' (U), 'Aloma'
(Par), 'Jekyll-Hyde' (M-G) and 'Here Comes Mr.
Jordan' (Col) currently are showing up in the same
fashion as- in previous key dates.

Geese

healthy .$5,000.
Wilshlre (F-WC)

Chan

Rio' (20th),

(2,296:

30-44-55)

—'Dr. Jekyll' (M-G) and 'Down San
Diego' (M-G). Indicates fine $6,000.
Last week, 'Sun Valley' (20th) and
'Charlie

Chan

Rio' (20th), excellent

$6,800.

HOLD UP

Bomber' is doing splendidly on holdovers,
opening weeks and second-runs. The $34,000 racked
up in Chicago on its second stanza, aided by a band,
'Dive

is outstanding.
Hefty $23,000 garnered in .Brooklyn
also is socko.
It's the leader in Buffalo.
'Kane' is
getting big $20,000 on pop-scale first N. Y. week and a
snappy $18,000 in Brooxlyn. However, film is skidding
on its holdovers several places and is not creating any
big sensation, several months elapse from higher-scale
preems and current pop-price release not helping.
'Wild Geese' is listed as mild to excellent, latter on its
Denver run.

'Andy Hardy*-*Blackout*
Leading

J.

G. With $16,500

Jersey. City, Sept. 16.

Town's top grosser this week is
certain to be 'Life With Andy Hardy*
and 'Blackout' at Loew's.
'Wild
Geese Calling' and 'Smiling Ghost,'
at the Stanley, are getting fair business, and 'Charley's Aunt,' a holdover at the State, continues to do
well.

F^stlmates for This Week
'When Ladies Meet' is stacking up as a ileat grosser.
Loew's (Loew's) (3.205: 28-33-50)—
Credited with brilliant coin in Chicago, excellent in ,Xlfe
Andy Hardy' (M-G) and
two Boston spots, good in Cincinnati, nice on second 'Blackout' (UA). Looks like mighty
fine
$16,500.
Last week, "Mr. Jordan'
Frisco,
swell
in'
Pittsburgh
and
solid
in
two
session in
L. A. theatres.
Though on its second week in several (Cpl) and 'First Beau' (Col) (2d
wk), fairish $=9,000.
places, 'Jekyll-Hyde' is confounding the critics by
Stanley (WB) (4.500; 30-35-55)—
Detroit,
stacking up heaKhy biz in San Francisco and
'Wild Gee'ic' (20th) and 'SmlUng
great trade in Seattle, big business in Denver and fine Ghost' fWB).
Lasi
Pair $13,000.
takings in Los Angeles.
week. 'Dive Bomber' (WB) and
'Sun Valley' also is a strong entry grabbing $17,800 'Hags to Riches' (Rep), big $16,50n.
in three weeks in Baltimore, doing ^ell in Portland
State rskouras) (2.150: 30-35-55)—
and Pittsburgh, terrific $32,000 in Detroit, fine money 'Charley's Aunt' (Par) and "Dressed
in Buffalo and $40,000 on its second stanza in N. Y. to Kill' (20th) .(2d wk).
Heading
'Hold That Ghost' continues doing smash biz, high spot for prnMv uood $7,000. Last week,
flna tiinnn
being Minneapolis.
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Trailer for D. T.'»
Hollywood, Sept

Salvador

Newspaper Week Oct

In Natl

Plans to participate in National
Newspaper Weelc are being formuHeads
lated by the film Industry.
of publicity-advertising departments
met last week with Lester Thompson
of the Hays office to discuss particiUsing the slogan, 'Newspationpapers Light the Way to Freedom,'
National Newspaper Week will be
observed Oct. 1-8.
Being worked out by the pub-ad
heads' is a special trailer to be used
by the newsreels to call attention to

CRAWFORD PROVES

.

1-8
IT

&

Crawford was tipped off to the
by the theatre ticket taker
and in his freshly laundered white
linen suit gallavanted Into the center of the intersection and unsnarled
the traffic tangle minus a cop's mechanical whistle until the bluecoat
came back. Not one motorist tried
to run over the tyro traffic cop, and
none cussed him for delaying their
Stunt attracted considerable
trip.
interest but Crawford said It enabled
him to reassert that there is some
night life In downtown St Louis
after dark.
{Situation

Dance at N.Y. Roxy For

Ws'

Charity

Preem

In addition to a dance in the
rotunda of the Roxy, N. Y., the night
of Friday (26) when 'Yank in the
S. A. F.' opens, with holders of
tickets at $10 per to mezzanine seats
entitled to the hoofing, Hal Home's
exploitation spread on the premiere
inof
2Dth-Fox's
high-budgeter
cludes a carnival to be held behind
the theatre on the grounds of the
Fairway Terminal. All proceeds to
the British American Ambulance
Corps.
Theatre is donating- its entire mezz
for the charity/-e}(pIoitation cause,
while for the so-called 'R. A. F.
Carnival and Maidi Gras' back of
the house the admission will be 2Sc.
Military and other dignitaries will
be In the mezz.
Celebs from the stage, radio, etc.,
win be rounded up for the carnival
portion of the festivities, with a
continuous stageshow in progress
outside from 8:30 on, the time of the
gala performance of 'R. A. F.' in the
theatre. Midway shows will also be
>et up for the carnival.

the preem

Also linked with

of

•R.A.F.' is the arrival east Saturday
<13) of Betty Grable, who was met
et the station by a guard of honor
consisting of R.AF. student flyers
And U. S. Naval air cadets. She will
attend the opening of the fllm Fri-

day
and

well as

(26), as
ball.

YES,

-the

block party

WHY?-A
IS

FREE

THE ANSWER

CHAINS

PAHERN

B.O.

DRIVE ON GRU) GAME
Seattle,

Football

is

Sept

16.

But

'Nothing

the
Truth' gets Its- world premiere at the
Stanley here (tomorrow night (Wed.)

DURING WAR

Beaufort as defense areas. Baptists,
meeting here recently, 'resoluted'
against Sunday showis. Strong Indicontroversy will reach alltime white heat come the first' of
1942, as military and other backers
are anxious for theatres to run seven
cations

MANEUVERS
Charlotte, N. C, Sept. 18.
Theatres, filling stations and sports
will be permitted to operate In
Sialisbury on Sundays during the

pep talks by the referee, Frank L.
Sr.,

Evergreen

the

'coaches,'

who

.

is

chain,

president of
and by the

John Hamrick

for Seattle

action of the city council.

An ordinance was unanimously
passed which lifted restrictions on
these activities. The ordinance will
be in effect from Oct. 1-Nov. 30, inclusive.

Fayettexvllle's Sabbaths

Charlotte. N. C, Sept. 16.
Fayetteville will have Sunday pix.
The board of aldermen passed on
second reading an ordinance repealprevious restrictions
against
ing
motion pictures on Sunday.

The aldermen voted
Fayden.

(by

secret

and the deciding vote

Mayor J. Scott McMayor McFadyen stated
interest

of

No ether Sunday amusements are
legaUzed by the prdinance and picture shows will not be opened during church hours.

team, Al Rosenberg for Washington
State team, and Mose Mesher, press
agent in Portland division, pinchhitting for Al Finke, division mgr.

MET-OP, M-G IN JOINT

Scores are based on grosses, compared to assigned quotas throughout
the Northwest. Bonus awards are
in coin of the realm and worth
going after. This is a new approach
to. the managers' contests. 'It will
run over the fall period of three
month's, starting Labor Day.

Opera
Co.
and
Metro will pull a joint publicity gag
when the Met opens its season Nov.
24 with 'Nozze di Figaro,' with Rise
Stevens as cherubino, and Metro

Football

fields

are

displayed

In

forjn in each manager's office,
with pins telling progress of the
game, a la the late Kaiser's method
of sticking pins for the war in Europe.

At the luncheon

have dinner with the comedian at
the swanky Hotel Warwick and be
his guest at the film's opening.

Ml Of The BW
Preem Set

in

Memphis

Memphis, Sept.

16.

Paramount will hold the world
premiere of "Birth of the Blues' at
the Maico theatre here Oct. 28.

Much

ballyhoo, plus attendance by
Hollywood stars and a network
broadcast of the festivities are
promised.
Tentative plans were framed the
other day at a conference attended
by M. A. Llghtman, of the Lightman
Circuit; Neil Agnew, Robert Gilham
Dailey, of Paramount.

Poe's Special

UA

Chore

Seymour Poe has been named by
United Artists as special representative to handle the company's business with Fox-West Coast theatres
exclusively.
He'll give all of his
time to contact work with the circuit and will headquarter in Los
Angeles.
Poe has been assistant to Haskell
Masters, UA's western division man-

Fifi

D'Orsay, then

in

an inspirational

talk.

This was the tops In enthusiasm
for any convention of the group ever
held.
Managers reported outlook
swell, for great fall biz for the
shows.
John Danz, president of Sterling
chain, is a co-coach, for' two of his
houses, Palomar and Roosevelt, are
in moveover deal, and thus affiliated
with the Hamrick-Evergreen Seattle

linas.

Palmetto Theatres,

Inc.,

has opened
C.

S.

Balhory to Indpls.
Indianapolis, Sept 16.
Bathory has been

Peter Dennis

sent here from the Palace, Youngsto**n, O., to manage the Lyric, recent .acquisition of the Katz-Dolle
combine here. Bill Mcllwain, former manager when house was operated by Charles M. Olson, takes
post in Syracuse, N. Y., as booker
and manager of house with vaudefilm policy.
At present Lyric is
running holdovers from other Katz
houses. Circle and Indiana, but may
book stage shows later.

Loew's N. T. Shifts
transfers and proaround the New York
announced by S. H.
Meinhold: Jack Fieman, manager of

The following

motions

War- Loew's

ren Irvin, district manager, and Sam
Suggs, city manager, directed con-

circuit

the Mayfair, resigned; Len Grotte,
m'&nager of Prospect now at Mayfair; Edw. Burke, manager of the
Melba, now Prospect manager; William Wiegand, assistant manager of
17Sth St, now manager Melba; MarNew
tin Waldman, manager of Burland,
^ow Burnside manager; Leo Sidosky, assistant mgr. of State, N. Y,
now manager of the Burland;' Jos.
Sunday shows during fall army ma- Citron, asst. mgr.
83rd St., now asneuvers, bringing thousands of sol- sistant
at State; Henry Beutlel, asst
diers to that area. Asked for Octo- of Paradise,
assistant at 83rd St.;
ber and November. Decision pend- Edw. Brunner, asst of
American,
ing.
now at Paradise as assistant; RayNelson Hampton, resigned last mond Simon, asst of fhe Rio, now
year as manager State here to be- at Canal as assistant; Alexander Lacome Spartanburg Herald-Journal plner, doorman at Rio, promoted to
promotion manager, resigned. Ex- asst. mgr. of Rio.
pected to return to theatre field soon.
Jos. Frank, asst mgr. at Loew's
Joe Edmundson succeeds Severn Inwood, now at. the Astor as asst
Allen as manager Strand here. Allen mgr.; Robert Spodick, asst. of Canal,
moved to State as manager. Paul now at Inwood; Irving Schwartz,
Ballenger, former Carolina assistant asst Boulevard,' now at 175th St. as
manager, to Palmetto as asst. man- asst. mgr.; Nathan Bernstock, asst
ager. Palmetto manager James Cart- mgr. of Ziegfeld, now at Boulevard
ledge announced as floor staffers as asst. mgr.; Sid Stromberg, asst
Douglas Finch, formerly with State;. mgr. at Palace, now Ziegfeld asst
Duren Hines, Donald West Frederick mgr.; Milton Schwartz, asst mgr.
Cline, Thomas Denson and A. J. Century,
now Palace asst. mgr.;
HInes.
Herbert Schoenhof, asst mgr. Warstruction. Wallace Martin will manage.
Jack Fuller is assitant manager.
E. L. Cooper back in Atlanta from
Orleans as manager of Joy.
House slated for expansion.
Camden (S. C.) Merchants Association petitioned city fathers to okay

wick, now at Century asst mgr.;
Williams, Cavello Swap
Samuel Furst asst. of the Post Rd.,
Pittsburgh, Sept 16.
now Dyckipan as asst mgr.; Martin
Jack Williams named manager of Squires, asst at Burnside, now Post
the Alpine circuit's Givard, West Rd, asst. mgr.; Bert Shopenn, asst
View, trading places with Tory Ca- at Dyckman, now at the Warwick,

who switches to Williams' old as asst mgr.; Ambrose C. Forrest,
job at the Alpine house in New asst. mgr. of State, Newark, is no
Brighton, Pa,
longer in Loew's employ.
Charlie Kosco returned to film biz
Earl Adams to L. A. Orph.
again, hooking up with Art Levy's
Los Angeles, Sept. 16.
Col exchange as salesman, succeeding Jack Kohler, resigned.
Earl Adams checked out of the
Howard Savitz new manager of Bert Levy booking office after nine
the Cbsino, George Jaffe's burlesk years to become assistant to Sherill
house, replacing Ed Shaffer, in poor Cohen at the Orpheum.
health lately and preferred to acRobert Pik left Film Alliance, in
cept a less strenuous post in Utica', New "iTork, and moved west as asSavitz comes to Pitt from sistant manager of the Glendale theN. Y.
Miami.
atre in Glendale.
William H. Walker, son of the
Crafton exhib, was married last
Jack Bannan's New Chore

vello,

BAUY OF RISE STEVENS

'

Metropolitan

'

opening the singer's co-starring pix.
The Chocolate Soldier,' at the Capitol, N.Y., the same day.
Metro will shift the Capitol opening to Monday for that week and
open the picture at 8:15 p.m., when
the overture to the opera begins.
.

at the Palomar, enlivened, with Rev.

Warren Hastings of the University
Christian church on the same bill,

days.
Carolina, Wilby-Kincey's top local
house, has started $17,500 modernizaChain retion, expansion program.
cently opened new $65,000 Palmetto
here. Expanding elsewhere in Caro-

war maneuvers in this area in Oc- new Carolina at Columbia,
tober and November, according to Layout cost close to $100,000.

that he did so in the
campaign for managers of Evergreen
national defense.
and Hamrlck-Evergreen Theatres,

with Bob Hope and Carolyn Lee
personalizing.
The Stanley- Warner circuit tied up
with the Philadelphia Record in a
letter-wrltin'g contest for moppets.
Boy and girl writing best letter on
•why I'd like to meet Bob Hope' will

ager.

day fllm move,
Seventh
year.
launched this year, made some progress when legislators okayed Sunday
sliows for Columbia, Charleston and

The vote followed a two-hour
covering three divisions, Washington
State, Seattle and Portland, and the discussion by proponents and oppoevent is called 'Tournament of* sition was led by a committee from
Col.
Grosses.'
The awards will be in the Ministerial association.
Charles B. Elliott commander of
cash.
Fort Bragg, and two chaplains were
At. the convention. Sept 4, execuamong
those
favoring
the
Sunday
tives and managers of the 40 and'
more theatres in the area were given shows.

Newman,

Aldine under direction of Harry
Spartanburg, S. C, Sept. 16.
South Carolina legislature doesn't Moskowltz for reopening Oct. 1. The
huddle again until January, but Aldine is an l,800-5eater; Loew's
1,100-seater.
Edgar J.
Bible belt blue law enthusiasts al- Parkway.
ready hammering away at any Sun- Doob, present Loew manager in
day movies promotion planned next Wilmington, will handle new house.

SUNDAYS OKAY

ballot) 4 to 4,
was cast by

16.

the theme of the fall

m^p
'

Philadelphia, Sept

Paramount's

-

production,

'

FEED

and Jack

Bellinger's

Refutes Crack About Fulling In the
Sidewalks
St. Louis, Sept. 16.
Downtown St Louis Is not a place
where they take up the sidewalks
every, night at 9 o'clock, as is believed in many quarters, and Harry
Crawford, manager of Fanchon
Marco's Ambassador in the business
Recently,
district
can prove It
when the cop directing traffic at the

About Sundays; Theatre Briefs

do a nightmare sequence In

'Moon Tide.'
Scene will have to do with
what runs through the mind of
an inebriate.

quickly developed.

Carnival Supplements

to

16.

surrealist

Dali,

was signed by 20th-Fox

painter,

Mark

what newspapers mean to the preservation of American democracy. Ambassador comer was summoned
Film advertisers probably also will to quell a boisterous Inebriate two
use a line about Newspaper Week blocks away, a congestion of traffic
In their copy.

Worrpg

Bible Belt Already

Picture Industry to Participate

week to Marilyn Ross, daughter of
F. Clair Ross, Pennsylvania's Audiotor General.
Wedding took place
on

22d

wedding

anniversary

of
is a

bride's parents. Young Walker
graduate of Columbia university.
Briefies:' Harris theatres now offering defense bonds instead of cash
as Bank Night awards .
.
Don
Bruce and Ellen Griffith honeymooning in Canada . . . Ken Blakeley,
Northeast exhib, opened new theatre at Westfleld, N. Y., replaces the
.

Kent-McCarthy Huddle

Today (Wed.)

at 20th

one destroyed by

Paramount

fire last

gifting

staff

winter
.
Geraldine
.

.

on whether Charles E. Wolff, who will wed shortly . John
McCarthy remains as 20th-F6x pub- Maloney and Buck Stoner hosted
Decision

.

ad head may be reached today
(Wednesday) after he huddles with
Fox prez Sidney R. Kent
Press chief resigned about five
weeks ago over a -difference as to
employment of Hal Home's organization to do independent exploitation-publicity.
He was induced to
stay on, however, until Kent returned from a vacash and confabbed
with him.

entire

M-G

party last

.

a Yacht Club
John Freinstein,

at

staff

week

.

.

.

former M-G booker, here on a furlough from Camp Wheeler, Ga.
NSS' New PIU H. Q.
setup.
National Screen Service has purchased a parcel of Film Row property between Paramount exchange
and- building housing 20th-Fox, UA
Mickey Mouse's Natal
and NTS, and will build a modern
structure which trailer-poster accesParties B.O. in Det. Nabes
sory company expects to occupy
Detroit, Sept. 16.
around first of year. At present
Now almost something on a civic
NSS is headquartered at old Indeholiday among the neighborhood
pendent Display Bldg. in rear of
ANOTHER
CIVIL WAfi?
houses, Mickey Mouse's 13th birthM-G and has been since that paper
day was observed here with the cus- Lynchburg 'Vs. Riohmond tor Metro house's business was taken over by
the national outfit 18 months ago.
tomary healthy matinee grosses.
Pic Preem
Penn State Amuse. Co. has taken
Using Sept. 13 or the most conover Capitol, Uniontown, Pa., under
ven.' \ t Saturday thereto, for proLynchburg, W. 'Va., Sept. 16.
a 10-year lease beginning Jan. 1,
claiming the flhn rodent's birthday,
Appartotly Metro doesn't expect from Carl A. Jakobi and Ken Woodthe houses here have built up the to bring
a studio crew here to shoot ward. Jakobi expects to retire perdate until the small fry turnout is 'Vanishing
Virginian,' which has its manently and will move to (Ilaliforsufficient to run the matinee shows locale
in Lynchburg, so the Cham- nia, while Woodward has no immefrom noon until well after dusk.
ber of Commerce Is after the author diate plans for the future.
Third floor of Republic building
to pull strings to get the preiniere
has been modernized and equipped
for the burg.
The writer, Rebecca fis general offices for Blatt Bros, cirNOT SO 1UCKT'
Yancey Williams, who formerly lived cuit. Chain of more than 20 theatres
Des Moines, Sept. 16.
here and now lives in Richmond— is operated by Jake, Bill and Charles
No sooner had the most recent which is alSo a contender for the Blatt and their, sister, Peggy,
and
winner of Tri-States' $1,000 bank premiere ^has gone
on record as Bill will be headquartered locally as
night prize had his picture in the saying she
favors a Lynchburg open- g.m. and buyer.
paper than he was arrested on the ing. But she admits no
knowledge
charge -he had stolen a purse from of what the studio
WB-Loew Wilmington Swap
intends to do.
a local resident Iftst May.
Loew's has tSken over the Aldine,
'I am, as Li'l Abner saiys, merely
The 'lucky' winner denied the a ig'orant hillbilly, and IVs all over Wilmington, and Warners takes over
Loew's Parkway, the same city. It's
larceny but Is under bond pending my head,' she wrote Chamber
offi- a
swap.
Extensive improvements
hearing.
cials.
will be made by Loew's on the

—

Jack Bannan, assistant to Universouthern and Canadian sales
manager, F. J. McCarthy, to Cincinnati to take over new duties as
special sales rep to district manager
Bannan wil have a
Pete Rosian.
roving sales assignment covering Insal's

dianapolis,

Oklahoma

Cincinnati,

City and Dallas, four exfchange spots
in Rosian's district.

Aokerman'a Takeover
San Francisco, Sept

.

16.

"

Irving Ackerrfian, theatre operayesterdav (Mon.) closed a deal
taking over the Casino, shuttered for
the past year. Ackerman will spend
tor,;

$00,()00

for

a complete remodeling

job.

House is due to reopen around
Thanksgiving and will be renamed
:

the

Downtown.
TrI-Statcs' Shifts
.

Des

Moineis,

Sept

16.

Tri-States managerial shifts: Robt
Fulton, for four years manager of
the Paramount Waterloo, returns to
Des Moines Oct. 1 as manager of the
Des Moines, Tri-States ace house.
Kermit Carr, who has been managnng the Des Moines this summer,
takes over the Paramount, Waterloo.
Bruce Shelton, manager of the
Ingersoll, nabe, promoted to assistant
of the Orpheum, Omaha. Rod McCullough, assistant of the Par, Waterloo, replaces Shelton at the Ingersoll, Des Moines.
In Omaha, Shelton replaces Ira Crain who goes to
the Princess at Sioux City, as manager.
Robt Blankenship, assistant
of the Par, Des Moines, goes to the
Strand, Waterloo, in similar capacity.

Schines Unload

One

Rochester, N. Y., Sept. 18.
Schines sold the Plaza last week
to a bakery company for remodeling
into a plant. Small nabe house was
taken over by Schines in Webster
theatre deal a year ago but not
opened.
State theatre and Rialto, East
Rochester, both Schine houses, arc
undergoing extensive alterations including new marquees, rest -rooms,
balcony seating and carpets.
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€RROL FLYNN • FRED MacMURRAY
with

m'^DIVE

BOMBER"* In

Technicolor

•

A Warner

Bros. Picture

RALPH BELLAMY • ALEXIS SMITH • Robert Armifreng • Rtgli Toomty • Alltn Janklni • Olradad by MKHAIl CURTIZ /
Wtad • Robirf Buckntr • Frenv a Slory'by Franh Wtad • Mutic by Mai Statntr • A Warnar Itoi.-Ftnt National Plcttir*

tcrttn Play by Frtnli

,

•TAUKIX'S* LONDON OFFICB

mTERNATIONAL
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Day Back

Mexican Good Win Sought By Nazis
its Pil:

Say They 'Counteract' Ifwood Fdms

OcL

Mexico

City, Sept. 16.

He

'Doe' Sock

m

much

surprise

in

go

Penscola,

to

visit

his

Fla.,

Mexico City, Sept. 1«.
Record run lor this summer wa^
by 'Meet John Doe'

WEDGWOOD SET

Alfred Crown, former manager In
Europe and South America for Metro
and other film companies, will leave
New York Sept. 27 for a six-month
tour by air of Latin-America for the
His first
Rockefeller Committee.

OFABP

of the late

John Maxwell.

2.

Three directors resigned, with
Eric Fletcher and Philip Water being appoitjted to fill two ol the vaEric Lightfoot retains his
cancies.
directorship, holding a contract with
the corporation.

H. M. Tennent,- Ltd., plans to precountry in view of the definite democratic swing Mexico has taken, the sent Lilian Hellman's 'Watch on the
increasing antipathy against Nazism Rhine' and John Van Dniten's 'Old
and Fascism and the freedom of all Acquaintance,' both Broadway hits
screens in this republic from Ger- of the past season. Both are due for
many, Italian and other totalitarian this season, with Edith Evans starring in the latter.
pictures.
Penciled in for spring production
is Robert E. Sherwood's 'Petrified
Forest,' with Owen Nares and Constance Cummings in the leads. LesHoward and Peggy Conklin
lie
played the original Broadway leads.
H. M. Tennent will also present this
Fred Lange, Paramount's European one.
York
in
New
been
manager, who has
'Watch on the Rhine' was at one
since last summer, when he wound time mentioned as a vehicle for John
up liquidation of the company's af- Gielgud, who has a tie-in with the
fairs in Europe, likely will make a Tennent concern.
But actor states
Latincoast
the
west
awing through
he will endeavor to stage "Macbeth'
the here instead.
American countries within
next 30 days. Trip would be as
office.
the
home
liaison for
Picture Bi^ Details Its
Lange was formerly in charge of

LANGETOTOURS.A.
FOR PAR INSPECnON

.

Although Warner Bros, did not obtain controlling interest in Associated British Pictures according to
terms announced several weeks ago,
it's reported in New York that Ultimately the American film company
intends to obtain such controL Present interest is said to represent 49%.
[The British government presently
doesn't permit foreign interests to
control British corporations.—Ed.]

ANOTHER STRANDING
Princess Zcrlta Calla on

Hex GovH

For Aid

'

.

Mex

Pic

Man Asks 75G

In Fmancing Wrangle
Mexico

City, Sept. 16.

Complaint of fraud to the extent of
(Hex), ($75,000 U. S.) in
connection with his picture, 'Mal«

$300,000

Verba*

medal

CMarcella'),

which won

a

of the
as the l>est domestic
film of 1940, has been made to the
Federal District district attorney by
Gabriel Soria, young producer who
learned his craft in Hollywood. Defendants are Leon' and Jaime SourBsky, operators of Financiera Azteca,
6. A,, a local financing firm.
Soria's charge aga^ist the Sourasky
are that they piled on excessive interest rates for an accommodation
they made him to get his picture
produced and marketed. The production is now claimed by them. The
producer told the d. a. that the
financiers soaked him interest of
nearly 100%. He alleged that the
brothers forged documents to make
It appear that they are the real
owners of 'Yerba.' The producer
averred that the only profit from the
picture has been garnered by the
Souraskys. Soria seeks the $300,000,
since he calls that his just compensation for the time and trouble in
producing and marketing the picture.
The Souraskys made a blanket denial of the charges.
that's the equivalent

Academy award,

Bar Horror' Pix
Cape Town, Aug.

1.

protesting
Teachers' association
strongly against 'horror' films shown
The South African
to children.
Board of Censors has barred such
pix to children under 12, and. In

special cases, under 16.
Association wants horror pictures
cut out entirely for kiddies, regardless of age.

'Mummy's
Talked Too

Hand,'
Much,'

'Man

Who

'Northwest

'City For Conquest,' 'Hunchback of Notre Dame,'
'Gooloo' 'Shadow on Stairs' are a
few barred to children. Westerns
are barred to youngsters under 12.

Mounted

Police,'

Demands in Cuba Treaty

Mexico

City,

Sept

16.

Another case of a foreign artist
getting stranded here because of allegedly faulty contracts is that of
Princess Zerita, West Indian dancer.

here some months
Carl E. MiUiken; secretary of the Performer came
ago to perform, under contracts
Motion Picture Producers & Dis- made abroad, in various theatres and
tributors, and acting foreign man- niteries.
But she got only a little
ager, for the aasociation, outlined work and less pay due to apparently
explained
the film industry ineffectual contracts. It is
here that the fault lies with the
wants in the amended trade treaty
bookers abroad', but not with Mexiwith Cuba at a huddle with U. S. can impresarios.
officials in Washington last week.
The Princess went broke by deMilliken told State Dept officials grees. When everything else failed,
that the film business wants no fur- she asked the Ministry of the Interior
to deport her, requesting that the rether restrictions on the picture busibond of $250 (Mex)
patriation
ness, pointing out film revenue varies
(about $60 U. S.) she posted be used
and that higher internal taxes on a for that purpose. The Minis^ then
distributor would have the same efsent the Princess to Trinidad, where
fect as export tariff hikes.
He ex- she said she has relatives, via La,
plained that revenue varies on films redo, Texas.
and that the usual tariffs on commodities might remain the same
the concessions

.

while internal taxation became so
high as to constitute a higher tariff
wall, which the picture business is
seeking to' avoid.
One specific thing asked by Milliken was for Cuba to permit the
import of prints in bond for preview.
Also a stipulation whereby American distributors could recover the
cost of duty paid if the picture 'was
not' released in CMba.

Sam Eckman Named
To British Trade

Post

London, Sept.

2.

Announcement from Kinema Renters Society disclosed that Sam Eckman, Jr., has .received bid from
Board of Trade to sit in on the Films
Council.
British Metro chief has accepted.

Easing of U.S.-Jap Relations Brings

Hope

of Favorable Distrib Accord

bution in the Nipponese territory.
Foreign department executives in
N. Y. are seeking a -freer flow of
screen product into Japan while exhibitors in Tokyo and other Japanese cities apparently want Yank
product Difficulty in getting permits for Japan distribution has irked
U. S. companies in recent months.

Mexico City, Sept. 16.
an early settlement
between the national

Prospects of
of the conflict

cinematographic workers union and
the eight major American distribuare seen diminished by the
ruling of the federal board of conciliation and arbitration that the
strike, which started Sept. 2 against

tors

Metro and Columbia, is legal. This
measure signifies that the- strike-:
up distribution maridden companies must pay the help
wages during their loaf. There Is no
sign of any end to the M-G and Columbia shutdown.
Ruling Is interpreted as marking
a course in the row with the other
six companies, the strike deadline
of which expires at nopn tomorrow (17). These six were granted
a respite of 15 days by the union at
the time It called the strike on

Sept 2.
Though

chiefs of the union have
formally advised the Confederation
of Mexican Workers that they intend
to stage a series of short strikes
against the whole picture business in
Mexico, including cinemas, to put
across their bid for a sweeping victory, things are reportedly not going so well in the union. There are
loud cries from the rank and file
that there is scant coin in the union'^
coffers and heated protest against
the union's orders that all members
must forego a day's pay a week for
2.
Sept
London,
the benefit of the M-t> and ColumWarners has announced its Ted- bia strikers. This docking is also
dington plant 'would function 50 flgurctd to create a war chest of
weeks in the year. Max Milder re- $200,000 (Mex) ($50,000 U. S.).
turned from U. S(. trip to indicate
he'd put 'Flying Fortress* into immeShowdown Today
diate work; to be followed by a
With American film company for.
treatment of life of Winston Church- elgn managers remaining optimistio
ill.
A probable starter is 'Horatio over the Mexican strike situation,
Hornblower,' provided talent can be actual showdown probably will not
found. It's understood direction of come
(Wednesday)
today
until
the latter would be from a Holly- when exchange workers in Mexico
woodite on special assignment.
are scheduled to walk out on six
Twentieth's "Young Mr. Pitt' as- U.S. major film distributors.
Coslghed Wiidrid Lawson, John Mills lumbia and Metro unionists struck
and Jean Cadell to feature spots. Sept. 2, 'With an extension granted
Cyril Hughes Hartman has been ap- the other six majors in an effort to
pointed historical adviser on the big split American picture company
budgeter, which stars Robert Donat. ranks.
'Portrait of a British Foreman' has
The Mexican state department Is
a unit working down in Cornwall waiting to see what the unionists do
under Charles Frend. Ealing Studios with the proposal to strike against
feature, built around the J. B. Priest- Paramount, RKO, Warners, 20thley original, is using youngster Gor- Fox, United Artists and Universal
don Cameron Jackson, newcomer to before taking action. However, the
films. In top support role. Priestley Mexican government is lending a
has sold to British National Pic- sympathetic ear to the American
tures his best-seller, 'Let the Peo- distrlbs.

Maps

50- Week

Production Yr.

John
Sing,' a wartime novel.
A. L. Pratchett, Paramount's mainBaxter has been assigned to the pro- ager in Mexico, who has been acting

.ple

duction.

Fun-and-Gulture
sContinned from page 3^

Charlie McC^arthy. (Oct 7.) Bergen
will present two shows at the Memorial Auditorium, suppprted by a

number of Hollywood acts.
Dance night will be Wednesday,
with Sammy Kaye and Mon(8)

Easing of relations between V. S.
and .Japan came as a welcome surprise to film distributors in N.Y. because this developed just when
American distributor employees in
Japan were fearful of losing their
jobs with the report that U. S. film
companies might abandon operations
in Japan.

After the September payment on
the Yokohama note agreement, the
remaining $750,000 is to be divided
among the eight U. S. major companies in three other . ^payments

as the American Industry's troubleshooter, decided not to leave N.Y.
for Mexico as originally planned last
Stmday (14), but is staying in Gotham so he 'Will be able to carry on
With foreign rhl^fs of the U.S. firms.

Hake Enronte Back
To 20th Post

m

Antips

Orchestras at the Armory.
Clay V. Hake, 20th-Fox managing
Monda'y's bill will be headed by director in
Australi.,
left
New
Elsie Houston, South American so- York this week enroute to his home
prano, at Memorial Aude., and Fri- post In Sydney. He has been in the
will
the
Panbe
day's headllners
U. S. more than a month, most of
Memorial
AuRevue
at
American
the time huddling with homeofflce
ditorium, with Carlos' Molina orch- officials on the situation in the Anzac
chito's

estra. Tito Guizar and Sarita, and territory.
her Latin dancers and marimba
Hake plans to boat out of San
band.
Francisco today (Wednesday) on his
Events free to patrons include return trip to Sydney. William T.
Pan-American Doll Show, Two Powers, counsel and executive with
Ocean Navy of 1946; Cavalcade of National Theatres. 20th-Fox subAviation; Ruth Chambers Cooking sidiary, who has been in Australia
School; Art Exhibit;' Photo Show, for nearly a month, Is due back
and Concert of Pan-American com- shortly.
John Cecil Graham, reposers, with instrumental, vocal and cently named an official with Na•

orchestral

numbers by wellrknown

tional, and H. G. Stuart, another National executive, both of whom went
the list of free lecf- to Sydney with Powers, are remainby Dr. Carlos Davila, ing over temporarily to adjust interests In the Hoyts theatre circuit, in
which National has larg-; holdings.

local artists.
Included in

tures are those

With American major film companies getting around $200,000 on
Sept. 26 as first of four payments on
nearly $1,000,000 in notes held by
the Yokohama Specie Bank, San
Francisco, and apparently improved
diplomatic relations between U. S.
and Japan, American foreign company managers this week are hopeful for easing restrictions on distri-

S. Cos.

WB in England

Bros, recently purchased the stock

managing Argentina, Cliile and other
South American countries for Par.

will, set

the pix.
London, Sept 16.
Ralph Wedgwood, formerly
manager of the London
been
has
Railway,
Eastern
North
elected chairman of Associated British Picture Corp., in which Warner

general

Mapped

I<ondon, Sept.

be Rio.

Crown

chinery for the non-theatrical films
being prepared by Kenneth Macgowan for educational purjMses in
the southern hemisphere countries.
Distribution will be through American embassies and consulates, ,nnd
will ittsmany cases necessitate providing projection machines as well
as films t<rthe groups which will see

AS CHAIRMAN

For West End

this

stop will

Sir

'Acquaintance/
'Rhine

Crown's Rockefeller Chore

ion-ln-law,

City

(WB), titled 'El Mandaitiiento Supremo' CTho Supreme Command')
in Mexico, which was exhibited for
five consecutive weeks at the Cine
Rex, 1,000-seat first run cinema.
Tops ranged front 92 (Mex) (50c
tures, particularly 'Alia en el Rancho
Grande' ('Way Down on Rancho U. S.) during the first thre« weeks
Grande') and "Ora Ponciano' ("Come to $1.50 (Mex) (38c U. S.) in the
on You, Ponciano') are cinemato- other two.

prompted

to

aviation service.

Mex

established here

graphic beacons of the true Spanish
spirit in America, for they expound
true cultural values and present the
'charr' (gentleman cowboyj as 'the
prototype of Spanish America.'
The editorial announced the early
premiere of several Mexican pictures
in Germany and remarked, 'there is
general anticipation about the exhibition of these pictures for they
are counted upon to be shining examples of the Latin art.'
This sugary attitude of an important Berlin newspaper with regard
to Mexico and Mexican pictures has

will

shortly

Between Picture Workers, U.

11.

Charles Hoover, who'i In the navy

4-

Picturemen and others in Mexico

Mex Labor Ruling Discourages Peace

who

Brazil,

Rio de Janeiro

are puzzling over bouquets lavished
upon Mexican films in ah editorial
Nazi
of Voelkischer Beobachter,
daily, excerpts of which were cabled
to Mexico and widely distributed in
this country by the Nazis' Transocean
News Service. The Berlin print said
the pix are serving to 'counteract
those of Hollywood.' Mexican pic-

BrazQ

haa b«eii In New
York for homeofflce confaba for a
couple of weeks, plana returning to
in

Through Lavish Praise of

to

John Day, Paramount's manager

former President of Chile; Hon.
Leonard W. Brockington, assistant to
the Canadian Prime Minister; Dr.
Ricardo Alfaro, former President of
Panama; and Dr. Enrique Gil, Argentine lawyer and statesman.
Royal Canadian Puppet show will
appear at Columbia Theatre Mon
day through Saturday at small ad
mish for adults and children.
Annual affair is promoted to
stimulate trade in the Kentucky and
Indiana trade area, and is organized
and underwritten by the two local
newspapers. Events bring a great
influx of visitors from nearby towns,
and all available* theatres and au-

Mono's Mexico Deal
Lo3 Angeles, Sept 16.
Arzoz, head of 'Victoria
Films In Mexico, closed a deal as
Rafael

exclusive Monogram distributor In
that country.
New contract calls for 42 Monogram productions, an increase of 21
over last year.

BEO'S AUSSIE PARLEY

Sydney, Sept. 16.
ditoriums are utilized' to stage the
Australasian sales confab of RKO
Barring various events, including Jefferson opened here yesterday (Monday),
'incidents,' U. S. distributors will County Armory, Memorial Auditor
with Ralph R. Doyle, managing dilikely seek picture-coin release pact ium, Columbia Theatre,
Woman's rector, In charge.
similar to this one as soon as the old Club Auditorium, Kentucky Hotel
Full Aussie and New Zealand sales
one is washed up.
Ballroom.
staff Is here for conveniion.

winding up next February.

.

.
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FORT WORTH— Opening day smashes
'Alexander's. Ragtime Rand'' recordi

WASHINGTON,

D.

C- Rigger

first four ^ days titan

any

in

its

20tli Idt

on

record!

PHILADELPHIA- Opening day
Cliarley's

SCHINE

tops

Aunt" by $500!

NEW YORK

CIRGUIT-Reat-

ing 'Tliarley's Aunf'/yTin Pan AUey",
^^Tlie Great American Rroadcast"! The
greatest business in years!

HOUSTON - The

biggest since record-smasldng, record-holding ^^lesse
lames"!

MILWAUKEE -Opening day

outgrosses holiday opening of ^^Moon

Over Miami"!

I

St.

hese are the openings that followed the sensational

Louis World Premiere! Another smash from the smash-makers of

20th! The Technicolor sock- successor to "Jesse James"!

„

PICTURES

.

Wednesday, Scplcmber 17, 19 tl

^^kJB^

(From

Exchange City.
(Alphabeiically arranged according to

A

ALL

ALBANY

MON SEPT

uiM pjn.-'OntIaws

WED.. SEPT. 17—
2:30 p.m.— -Suspicion' (BKO),

P.R.

ItfON

Ex.
of Wasteland' (par), paramount
Ex.
of Desert' tPar), Paramount

of Tlmberllne' (Par).
lz;30p.m.-'SUclc to Tfour Guns' (Par),

P»ramo»nt Ex.
Paramount Ex.

Trail' (Par).

Paramount Ex.

'*'f«di?.^Tt?Ulsht on tue
17^^
2:3« pjn.—-suspicion'

(RKO),

|»-

of Tlmberllne' (Par).
to Your Guns' (Par).

Paramount Ex.

the Trail' (Par),

Paramount Ex.

^^2j4pS!^'Ttriilght on

2:ib

3:30

p.m.— 'Outlaws

TUES

TUES SEPT

^3
Niagara T.
2:00 p.ta.—-Riders of Tlmberllne' (Par),
NUgara T.
3:30 p.m.- 'SUck to Vour Guns' (Par),
'wed SEPT 24~~
NUgara X.
2T6b p.m.—-Twilight on the Trail' (Par).

23

a.m.—'SUck

WED SEPT

Tour Guns'

to

(Par),^

paramount E*.
Paramount Ex.

CHICAGO-17—
_
p.m.— 'Suspicion' (RKO), RKO P.B.
MON SEPT y^—
1:30 p.m.—-Secrets of Wasteland' (Par). Paramoimt
Ex.
2-<45 p.m.—-Outlaws of Desert' (Par). Paramount
4:00 p.m.—-Riders of Timberllne- (Par), Paramount
TUES SEPT
1:30 n.m.—-SUck to Your Guns' (Par). Paramount
Paramount
2:45 p.m.—'TwlUght on the Trail' (Pari,

•WED., SEPT.

Ex.

Ex.
Ex.
Ex.

X
«
P.R.
Theatre

MON SEPT

y2
p.m.— -Secrets of Wasteland' (Pari, Paramount Ex.
p.m.—-Outlaws of Desert' (Par), Paramount Ex.
VUES SEPT ^3
2:00p.m.—-Riders of Tlmberllne* tPar). Paramount Ex.
Ex.
3:30 p.m.—-SUck to Your Gufls' (Par), Paramount
2:00
3:30

WED SEPT

CLEVELAND
WED., SEPT. 17—
^ _
__
2:30 p.m.—-Suspicion' (RKO), 20th-Fox P.R.
MON., SEPT. 22—
^
^
_
.
IJO p.m.— -Secrets of Wa.<!teUnd' (Par), Paramoimt EX.
2sl5p.m.—'Outlaws of Desert' (Par), Paramount Ex.
TUES., SEPT. 23—
^
,
l.JOp.m.— 'Riders of Tlmberllne' (Par), Paramount Bt.
Ex.
Paramount
(Par).
2:45 p.m.—-SUck to Your Guns'
WED.. SEPT. 24—
,
Ex.
1:30 p.m.—-TwlUght on the Trail' (Par), Paramount

_

Ex.
Ex.

^

Ex.

WED., SEPT. 17—
2:30 p.m.—'Suspicion' (RKO), Paramount P.R.
HON.. SEPT. 22—
9:30 a.m.—'Secrets of Wasteland' (Par). Paramount Ex.
11:00a.m.—'Outlaws of Desert' (Par), Paramount Ex.
TVIiS., SEPT. 23—
9:30 a.m.—-Riders of Tlmberllne' (Par), paramount Ex.
11:00 a.m.—'Stick to Your Guns' (Par), Paramount Ex.
WED., SEPT. 24—
9:30 a.m.—'TwlUght on the Trail' (Par),. Paramount Ex.

DES MOINES
WED.. SEPT.. 17—
2:30 p.m.—'Suspicion' (RKO), Paramount P.R.
MON'., SEPT. 22—
12:30 p.m.—'Secrets of Wasteland'. (Par). Paramount
2:00 p.m. ^"Outlaws of Desert' (Par), Paramount Ex.
TUES. SEPT. 23—
12:30 p.m.— -Riders of Tlmberllne' (Par), Paramount
2:00 p.m.—-SUck to Your Guns' (Par), Paramount
WED., SEPT. 24—
12:30 p.m.— -TwUlght on the Trail' (Par), Paramount

—

Ex.
Ex.
Ex.

Ex.

(Par),
(Par),

Paramount Ex.
Paramount Ex.

Trail' (Par),

Paramount Ex.

—'Outlaws of Desert' (Par), Paramount- Ex.
23—
TUES. SEPT,
1:30p.m.— -Blders of -rlmberllne* (Par), Paramount Ex.
3:00 p.m.

to

—'Twilight

l:30p..pi.

Your Guns*
on the

tlie

TraU* (Par), 2Mh-Fox

P.-R.

OKLAHOMA QTY

TUES

SEPT J3
10:3a'a.m.— -Riders of TImberUne* (Par),
2:00 p.m. 'SUck to Your Guns* (Par),
WED. SEPT. 24~10:30 a.m.— -TwlUght on the Trail' (Par).

WED SEPT

(Par),

Trail* (Par),

Paramount Ex.
Paramount

Ex.^.

8/13

7/30

Wedding Day (M-G)
8/20
The Parson of Panamlnt (Par) 6/25
Scattergood Meets B'way (RKO)
8/27
Under FlesU Sters (Bep)
Dangerous

Game

7/30

Paramonnt Ex.

OMAHA

(RKO), 20th-Fox P.R.
MON.. SEPT. 22—
1:15 p.m.— 'Secrets of Wasteland' (Par), ZOth-Fox P.R.
2:30 p.m.—-Outlaws of Desert' (Par), 20th-Fox P.R.
TUES.. SEPT. 23—
-Riders
lys p.m.—
of Tlmberllne' (Par). 20th-Fox P.R.
-Stick to Your Guns' (Par). 20th-Fox P.R.2:30 p.m
WED.. SEPT. 24—
1:15 p.m.— 'TwUlght on the Trail' (Par). 20th-Fox PiK.

Massey-B. Barnes
Roblnson-M. Dietrich

M. Rooney-A. Rutherford
J. Barrymote-F. Farmer
J. ElUson-D. Lewis
H. Ponda-J.Bennett
F. Tone-C. Bruce

C

D

W
W
M

CD

'

93
82
84
70

R. MontRomery-R. Johnson
L. Ayres-L. Day
C. Ruggles-E. Drew
'

G. Klbbee-E.

Dunn

Gene Autry
60
69
62

D

Harwell-B. Jo.vce
A, Devlne-B. Arlen

J.

B, Harshall-A.

Kennedy

WEEK OF RELEASE—8/29/41
Our Wife

(Col)

8/20

When

Ladies Meet (M-G)
8/27
Saddle Mountain Roundup (Mono)
of the South Seas (Par)
8/27
FLvlnc Blind (Par)
8/20

Aloma

Foxes (RKO)

C
C

92
103

BD

76
69
115

W
M
D
D

8/13

W

CD

RD
D
D

Mystery Ship (Col)
8/6
Gentleman from Dixie (Mono)
JekyU and Hyde (H-G)
7/23
ClUaen Kane (RKO)
4/16
Bad Man of Deadwood (Rep) B/17
Charley Chan In Rio (20th)
8/27
Badlands of DakoU (U)
9/10
SmlUng Ghost (WB) 8/13

M. Douglas-B. llussey
J. Crawford-R. Taylor

Range Busters
D. Lamour-J. Hall
R. Arlen-J. Parker
B. Davls-H. MarshaH
J.

76
86
103
115
130

Beal-F. Rice

B. Conn-J. Parker
S. Henle-O. Miller
M. Oberon-y(. Marshal
W. Hlller-R. Morlcy
E.

Flynn-F. MacMurray

D 65 P. Kelly-L. Lane
D
J. LaRue-M. Marsh
D 127 8. Tra'cy-I. Bergman
D UO O. Welles-J. Cotton
W 61 R. Rogcrs-G. Hayes
D 60 S. Toler-M. B. Hughes
W 74 R. Dlx-F. Farmer
D 71 W. Morrls-B. Marshall

WEEK OF RELEASE-9/12/41
Harmon

D

of Michigan (Col)

MU

Belle Starr (20th)

8/27
Unfinished Business (U)
Navy Blues (WB) 8/13

110

C

Parachute BatUUon (RKO)
7/16
the Cherokee TraU (Rep)
Apache Kid (Rep)
8/27

D

75

D
RD
D

87
94
108

W
W

T, Harmon-A. Louise
E. PoweU-R, Young
F. Darro-M. Moreland
R. Preston-N. Kelly
3 Mesqulteers

D. Barry-L, Merrick
B. Scott-G. Tlerney
I.

Dunne-R. Montgomery

A. Sheridan-J. Oakle

WEEK OF RELEASE—9/19/41
9/10
Ladles In ReUrement (Col)
Down In San Diego (M-G) 7/30
Fast (20th)
9/10
9/10
Sine Another Chorus (U)
Kid From Kansas (U)
A Girl Must Live (U)
Nine Lives Are Not Enough (WB)
6/3

D
CD

Tou'U Never Get Rich (Col)
Gun Man From Bodle (Mono)
Hold Back the Dawn (Par)
7/30
Dtgth Valley Outlaws (Rep)
SaOor Be Good (Bep)

CD
W
D

C

CD

W

91
69
64
64

D

Luplno-L. Hay ward

I.

R. McDonzld-B. Granville
L. Barl-A. CurUs
J. Frazce-J. Downs
D. Foran-L. Carrlllo

M. Lockwood-R. Houston

M 63 R, Regan-J. Perry
WEEK OF RELEASE—9/26/41

Lady Scarf ace (RKO)
7/23
Week-End In Havana (20th)
Last of the Duanes (20th)
It SUrted With Adam (U)
Sergeant York (WB)
7/2

W

F. Astalre-R. Hayworth
B. Jones-T. McCoy

114

C

6/10

Boyer-O. de Havllland
D. Barry-L. Merrick

C.

W. Lundlgan-S. Ross

D

65

D
D
D

134

MU

57

D. O'Keefc-r. Anderson
A. Faye-J. Payne
G. Montgomery-L. Roberts
D. Durbtn-C. Laughton
G. Cooper- J. Leslie

WEEK OF RELEASE— 10/3/41

^

PHILADELPULi
WED., SEPT. 17—
11:00 a.m.—-Look Who's Laughing' (RKO). RKO P.B.
TIIUBS., SEPT. 18—
11:00 a.in.—'Suspicion* (BKO). RKO P.B.
MON., SEPT. 22—
10:30 a.m.— 'Secrets of Wa.steland* (Par), Paramonnt
2:00 p.m. 'Outlaws of Desert' (Par), Paramount Ex.
TUES., SEPT. 23—
10:30 a.m. -Riders of Tlmberllne* (Par), Paramount
2:00 p.m. 'Stick to Your Guns* (Par). Paramount
WED.. SEPT. 24—
10:30 a.m.— 'TwlUght on the Trail' (Par). Paramount

Two Latins from Manhattan
Buy Me That Town (Par)

D
D

(Col)
7/30

Father Takes a Wife (RKO)

Man at Large (20th)
Burma Convoy (U)

J.

68

C

M

9/10

Davls-I.

Woodbury
Moore
Swanson

L. Nolan-C.

A. Menjou-G.
70

D

M. Wraver-G. Reeves
C. Blchford-E. Ankers

WEEK OF RELEASE—10/10/41
Ex.

Ex.
Ex.
Ex.

PITTSBURGH

W

Texas (Col)

W'

Skylark (Par)
9/ 10
Mercy Island (Rep)
Riders nf Purole Sage (20th)
Great Guns (20th)

Riding the Wind

(RKO)

t/lO

.

C

.

Ex.

92
58

MU

'

•

C

W

D

9/17

New Wine (UA)

PORTLAND

W. Holden-C. Trevor
A. Sothern-E. PowcU-R. Youn|
Range Busters

MU

Lady Be Good (M-G)
Tonto Basin (Mono)

HeUzapoppln* (U)
WED.. SEPT. 17—
2:30 p.m.—'Suspicion* (RKO), RKO PJL
.
MON., SEPT. 22—
TRADESI|OWN AND
11:00 a.m.— 'Secrets of Wasteland* (Par), Paramount Ex.
2:30 p.m.— 'Outlaws of Desert* (Par), Paramount Ex.
Aldrlch for President (Par)
7/30
TUES., SEPT. 23—
AH Money Can Buy (RKO) 7/16
11 KK) a.m.—-Riders of Tlmberllne' (Par), Paramonnt Bx.
Among the Living (Par) 9/3
2:10 ?.m.— -Stick to Your Guns* (Par), Paramount Ex.
Birth of the Blue; (Par)
9/3
WED.. SEPT. 24—
Glamour Boy- (Par)
9/10
2:30 p.m.—-TwlUght on the TraU' (Par), Paramount Bx.
IntornaUonal Squadron (WB)
8/13
The Gay Falcon (RKO) r/17
Married Bachelor (M-Q)
9/10
WED., SEPT. 17—
New York TowA (Par)' T/30
2:30 p.m.—-Suspicion' (RKO), Star Preview Room
S/17
SmlUng
Thru
(MGM)
MON., SEPT. 22—
f/17
1:30 p.m.—'Secrets of Wasteland* (Par), Paramount Bx. The Prime Minister (WB)
Honky Took (MGM) 0/17
2:45 p.m.—'Outlaws of Desert* (Pat)i ParAuwuat Ex.
Night of January leth (Par)
0/10
TUES., SEPT. 23—
Nothing But Truth (Par)
T/30
1:30 p.m.— -Blders of Tlmberllne* (Par), Paramount Ex.
Look
Who's
Laughing
(BKO)—
0/17
2:45 p.m.—-Stick to Your Gnns* (Par), Paramount Ex.
The Feminine Touch (MGM) 9/17
WED., SEPT. 24—
Unexpected Uncle fBKO)
9/17
'TwlUght on the Trail' (Par), Paramount
1:30 p.m

(Continued on 'page 27)

E.

100
70
88
78
91

H

(U) 3/S
8/6

Highway West (WB)

Paramount Ex.
Paramount Ex.

17*^
2:30 p.m.-^-S.usplcion'

—

Abbott-Costello
I.

WEEK OF RELEASE—8/22/41
Here Comes Mr. Jordan (Col)
Dr. Klldare's

We Go

—
—
—

C
C
C

D
D

.

INDIANAPOUS
WED.. SEPT. 17—
2:30 p.m.— 'Suspicion' (RKO), Paramount P.B,
MON., SEPT. 22—
1:30 p.m.—-Secrets of Wasteland* (Par), Paramount Ex.

3:00 n.m.—'SUck
WED., sept; 24—

on

WED. SEPT. 17—

Ex.

.

Andy Hardy (M-G)

World premiere (Par)
8/27
Ice-Capades (Rep)
8/20
Wild Reese Callbc (2eth)
7/30
This Woman Is Mine (U)
8/27

24^

10:00 a.m.-^'TwUlght

T. Holt-L. White
L. Nolan-M. B. Hughes

85
82
103

D

OnUaws .of

of Tlmberllne' (Par), 20th-Fox P.R.
11:15 a.m.—-SUck to Your Guns' (Par), 20th-Fox P.R.

.

DETROIT

WED SEPT. 17^
Max Blumenthal P.R.
2:30 p.m.—'Suspicion' (RKOJ,
"
MON., SEPT. 22—
1:30 P.D). 'Secrets of Wasteland* (Par). Paramount
3:00 p.m. 'Outlawi of Desert' (Par), Paramount Ex.

WED., SEPT. 24—
1:30 p.m.—'TwlUght on the

P.B.

lOMa.m.— -Riders

—

DENVER

—
—
TUES., SEPT. 23r—
1:30 p.m. -Riders of Tlmberllne'
—
3:00 p.m. 'SUck to Your Guns'

BKO

10:00 a.m.—-Secrets of WasUland* (Par), 20th-Fox P.R.
11:15 a.m.—'Outlaws of Desert' (Par), 20th.Foz P.B.
TUES. SEPT. 23—

WED SEPT

M
C
MU

Lady Be Good (M-G)
7/16
Let's Go Collegiate (Mono)

NEW YORK QTY

—

„
Ex.

i*

'

at TImberUne* (Par), Paramount Ex.
10J0a.m.—
12 noon.-'Stick to Yonr Guns' (Par), Paramount Ex.
WED.. SEPT. 24—
10:30 a.m.—-Twilight on the Trail* (Par), Paramount Ex.

2:30 p.m.—-Snspldon' (BKO), Paramonnt P.B.
MON., SEPT. 22—
10:30 a.m. 'Secrets of Wasteland* (Par), Paramount Ex.
2:00 p.m.— -Outlaws of Desert* (Par), Paramount Ex.

DALLAS
WED SEPT. 17"—
2:30 p.m.—'Suspicion' (RKO), Paramount P.B.
MON.. SEPT. 22^
,
10:30 a.m.— -Secrets of Wasteland* (Par), Paramount
2:00 p.m.— -Outlaws of Desert* (Par). Paramount Ex.
XUES SEPT. T
10:30a.m.—-Riders of Tlmberllne' (Par), Paramount
2:00 p.m.—-Stick to Your Guns' (Par), Paramoiuit
WED., SEPT. 21—
10:30 a.m.—-Twilight on the Trail' (Par),, Paramount

2«tli-Foz P.B.

17-~

W. Boyd-R. Hayden

77
57
75

WEEK OF RELEASE—9/9/41

—
-Riders

lI:Ma.m.uid2J0p.m.—'Suaplelon* (RKO),
/
MON., SEPT. 22—

76

W
W
W

7/9

K. Harris-W. Tracy
c. Veldt-A. Rutherford
T. Keenc-E. Flnley

67

D

8/6

Son VaUey Serenade (20tb) 7/23
Lydia (UA)
8/20
Major Barbara (UA) 5/7
Dive Bomber (WB)
8/13

NEW ORLEANS

•

C

8/13

Doctors Don't Tell (Beo)
PlttKburgh Kid (Rep)
9/3

—

WED. SEPT.

Life Begins for

Little

10:30 a.m. ^-Secrets of Wasteland* (Par), paramount Ex.
12 noon.—-Outlaws ol Desert' (Par), Paramonnt Ex.
TUES., SEPT. 23

24

2*0 p.m.—'TwlUght on the Trail' (Par), Paramount Ex.

Carlisle

W. Morris- T. Brown

WEEK OF RELEASE—8/1S/41
M 68 R. Bellamy-M. Lindsay
EUery Queien and Perfect Crime (Col)
W 63 B. EUtot-T. RiUcr
KInK of Dodge City (Col)
8/13

A

NEW HAVEN

'

Manpower (WB)

.

WED., SEPT. 17—
2:30 p.m.—-Suspicion' (BKO), 20th-Fox P.B.
MON., SEPT. 22—
10:00 ajn.—'Secrets of WasteUnd* (Par), Whitney T.
11:30 a.m.—'Outlaws of Desert* (Par), Whitney T.
TUES< SEPT. 2 3
10:00a.m.— -Blders of TImberUne' (Par). Whitney T.
11:30 a.m.— -Stick to Your Guns* (Par), Whitney T.
WED., SEPT. 24—
10:00 a.m.—'Twilight on the Trail' (Par), Whitney T.

2:30 p.m.—'Suspicion* (BKO),
MON.. SEPT. 22—

*_

C

CD

CM-G)
Dynamite Canyon (Mono)
7/30
Wide Open Town (Par)
Six Gun Gold (RKO)
8/27
7/23
Dressed to KUI (20th)
Hold That Ghost (U)
7/30
New Wine (UA) 7/30

Private Nurse (2eth)

_

WED. SEPT. 17^

CINONNATI
BKO

_

Ex.
Ex.

.

I

2:30

WED., SEPT. 17—
2:30 pjn.—-Suspicion' (RKO),

Ex.

2:3().p.m '--Suspicion' (BKO), 20th-Fox P.B.
MON., SE^'. 22—
1:30 p.m.—'Secrets of Wasteland* (Pur), Warner Bid*.
2:45 p.m.—-Outlaws of Desert' (Par). Warner Bldg.
4:00 p.m.—-Blders of Tlmberllne'' (Par). Warner Bldg.
TUES.. SEPT. 23—
1;M p.m.— 'SUck to Your Guns* .(Par). Warner Bldg.
2:45 p.m.—'TwUlght on the Trail*' (Par), Warner Bldf.

24^~

E«.
10:oba.m.—-Twilight on the Trail' (Par), Paramount

BAter-M.

A.

Jack Benny
M, Auer-U. Merkel

WEEK OF BELEASE—8/8/41
TlUle the Toller (Col)
Whistling In the Dark

„„
Ex.

MINNEAPOUS

10*o'a.ni.—-Riders of Tlmberllne' (Par),
11:30

17-~

WED., SEPT. 17—

CHARLOTTE

WED., SEPT. n—
. „ „
2:30 p.m.—'Suspicion' (RKO), Paramount P.R. _
(Par). Paramount Ex.
"Smw f.^-S^ets of Wasteland'
Paramount Ex.
11:30 a.m.—'OntUws of Desert' (Par).

9UES SEPT

SEPT 2^~

Ex.
10:30 a.m.— -Bidets of TImberUne* (Par), Paramount
Ex.
2:00 p.m.—-SUck to Your Guns' (Par), Paramount
WED.. SEPT. 24—
^
_^
. „_
Ex.
10:30 a.m.— 'Twilight on the Trail* (Par), Paramount

2:30 p.m.— 'Suspicion* (RKO), 20th-Fox P.B.
MON.. SEPT. 22—
^
„
^
1:30 p.m.—'Secrets of Wasteland' (Par), Paramount
2:45 p.m.— -Outlaws of Desert' (Par), Paramount Ex.
4:00 p.m.—-Blders of TImberUne' (Par), Paramount
TUES.. SEPT. 23—
^
1:30 p.m.— -SUck to Your Guns' (Par). Paramount
2:43 p.m.— -TwUlght on the TraU* (Par), Paramoont

of WasUland' (Par) Niagara T.
of Desert' (Par), Niagara T.

C

'

p.m.—'Suspicion' (BKO), 20th-Fox P.B.
MON., SEPT. 22—
^
,
^ Ex.
10:3« a.m.— -Secrets of Wasteland' (Par), Paramount
2*0p.ra.— 'Outlaws of Desert' (Par), Paramount Ex.

WED SEPT

17^~

p.m.—-suspicion' (RKO), 2«th-Fox P.R.

"ToOp.^'l^ets

:30

2:45

MILWAUKEE

BUFFALO
WED SEPX

p.m.— -secrets of Wasteland' (Par), Paramount Ex.
p.m.—'Outlaws of Desert' (Par), Par..tmount Ex.
^
.
p.m.— -Blders of Tlmberllne* (Par), Paramount Ex.
p.m.— -SUck to Your Gnns' (Par), Paramount Ex.
WED SEPT 2^~
Ex.
1:30 p.m.—-Twilight on the TraU' (Par), Paramount
1:30
2:45

TUES., SEPT. 23—
1

M

Clacked Nut^ (U)
Three Sons o' Guns (WB)

P.B.

2:30

P.R.

Ex.
of Wasteland' (Par), paramount
paramount Ex.
2:30 p.m.— 'Outlaws of Desert' (Par),

"!OTn.m.—'SUek

BKO

R. Corrlean-M. Te^hune
M. MartTn-D. Ameche
B.' Colman-A, Lee

60
83
78
57
80

C

8/13
7/23

Murphy
W. Hull-L. Gorcey

A. Sothcrn-G.

BS

D
W
CD

*?

I

WED. SEPT. 17^

RKO

"n?Mf.m"'S^ets

''Vfloa^m^^rs

SEPT

MEMPHIS

BOSTON
WED SEPT

Rags to Riches (Bcp)
Charley's Aunt (20th)

LOS ANGELES

* W^rMifm^^rndTr,

'

—

ATLANTA
RKO

C

l:3o'

MWpSTIl'xt^lght on the Trail' (Par), ZOth-Fox P.B.

"Sh34a.m'Z:'S^eU

WEEK or RELEASE—</l/4l
W 59 C. SUrrett-E. O'Heam

22^~

p.m.—'Secrets of Wasteland' (Par), Paramount Ex.
7/30
Thunder Over the Prairie (Col)
p.m.— 'Outlaws of Desert' (Par), Paramount Ex.
7/39
Rlneslde Malsle (M-G)
SEPT 2^^^
Ex. Bowery Blitzkrieg (Mono)
p.m.—-Riders of Tlmberllne* (Par). Paramount Ex.
B/20
Fugitive VaUey (Mono)
3:00 p.m.—-SUck to Your Guns* (Par), Paramount
24
Goodbye
(Par)
6/25
Boys
Kiss the
WED., SEPT.
»
Ex.
1:30 p.m.—-TwlUght on the Trail' (Par), paramount
My Life With Caroline (RKO) 7/16

TUES

P.B.
'"z^lip^S^'lSTrs of Tlmberllne- (Par)^U.-FoxP.R.
20Ui-Fox
3:3« p.m.—'SUck to Your Guns' (Par),

MU—

RD—

m

1:30
3:00

of wasteland- (^"I'^-^S,^^'^
20th-Fox P.B.
3:30 p.m.—'OutUws ol Desert' (Par),

—

C—

D—

QTY

WED.. SEPT. 17—
2:30 p.m.— 'Suspicion' (RKO), Paramount P.B.

P.R.

^^2^M ^^^-"^Picion- (RKO), 20th-rox

^r'!"-"wlclOD' (RKO),

(For Information of theatre and fltm exchange bookers Variety present*
date eoch a complete chart of feature releases of all the American distributino, comtinder one table. Thij tuill be broupht up to
Dote of reviews as given in
period.
week listing the schedule oj reUases for the ensuing panies for the current quarterly time of printa are included.)
T. for
Variety and the runnina
10 days from Variety's date o/ publtcotion. Key:
Comedy; CD Comedy
Key to Type Abbreuiation*; K—Heloaraitut;
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Drama;
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C. ColberUR. Mllland
B. MIddleton-O. Dixon
Q. Monti!ome«y-M. Howard
Laurel-Hardy
I. Massey-A. Curtis
Olsen-Jobnson

FOR FUTURE RELEASE
c

73
100

MU

80
79
85

.

D
D
C

M
M
C

BD
RD
RD
RD
D
C

C
C
r

w

67

67
81
79
100
94
104
80
89
79
96
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84
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E.

Lyden-J. Prelsser
Arnold-W. Hudton

A. Dekker-S. Hayward
Bj Crosby-M. MarUn
f. Cooper-S. Foster
R. Reagan-O. Bradna
G. Snnders-W. Barrle
R. Yonng-R, Hussey
M. Martui-F, MacMUrray
i.
J.

MacDonald-B. Aherne
Glclgud-D.

Wynward

C. Gable-L. Turner
B. Drew-S. Preston
B. Hope-P. Goddnrd
E. Bergen-L. Ball-F,

Redman

R. RUEsell-D. Ameche
A. ShIrlev.J. Cralg
T. Holt-M. Douglas

.
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AT THE

BOX-OFFICE!
The big business boomer. . . sweeping the keys
l!:r^<;.Aj

in its first

tional runs at popular prices... Third weelcs to standout

f in Boston,

sensa-

crowds

San Francisco, Washington, Cincinnati and Chicago

^

. . .

Second weelcs

in

Rochester, Syracuse, Kansas City, Buffalo,

Columbus, Dayton, New Orleans, Denver -to mention just a few. .

More openings, more holdovers, every week!

-1

ORSON WELLES
mf""" r.OTTEN
EVERETT SLOANS
GEORGE COOLOURIS
PAUL STB%^RT
ERSKINE SANFORD

COLLINS

AGN

mOOREHEAD
^^rricK
;,LLAND

FILM REVIEWS
the
Los Angeles Times); swings
UNEXPECTED UNCLE All-American
presentation- via radio
about two

Wednesday, September 17, 1941
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into

drunk

(Continued from page 9)
bit in which he also does

well.

Charles Coburn Is the gent in
question, but the cast also includes

He might have
Ernest Truex.
scored some laughs had he been
given the material. In one scene he
gets drunk in one-minute flat after
having one glass of grog. This is a

Truex plays
inconsistency.
James Craig's servant. Craig himself gets stewed a couple times, but
he plays it poorly, nor does he imthe
'lad chasing
press generally as
typical

young Anne Shirley around. Laton the naive and sappy side as
the lingerie salesgirl, shows little
A minor part is well done by
also.
Benee Haal, who seems to be a

ter,

promising screen type.

which may catch
there, is derived
from the fact that Coburn poses as
Miss Shirley's uncle under circumstances that are considerably fanChar.
tastic.
Title of the film,

an eye here and

THE GAY FALCON
BKO

rtloMse of Ilowurd B«neOlct proiluoKcTluroii George Sanders, Wendy
Bnrrle. Allen Jenl;lns. Anne Hunter, OUiIyi

tlon.

Cooper, Hihv.-.id Broiiliy. Directed by Irvine
Sc-recnpUiy Ijy Lynn Root. Frank
Rals.
Fcnton from alo-y by Michael Arlen; camGeonse
editor.
NIcholiiK Musuracn;
era
Crane. Traili'sbown. In N. T.. Sept. ir>.
Running time. 07 .MIN8.

Geoi»c Snndeni

Falcon
Helen Reed
Co'dy

Wendy

Allen Jenkins

Ann" Hunter

Hlhior.'.'.'

Olad^ Cooper

Maxlne
Bate„
Waldcc'k
-^ebcr

Harrle

Ednard Brophy
.

.

Arthur Shields

.-.

Damlnn O Flynn
Turhan Bey

T3f,tnni*

E.WIe Dunn-

otimtf

Luclle OlMSOn
Willie Fung

Mrs. Ganllnor
Jerry

This looks like the start of a new
sleuth series by RKO, patterned after
the 'Saint' group and Ellery Queen
Liltely will supersede the
groups.
%aint' series, and looms as a lusty
successor, aided by George Sanders,
favorite in the 'Saint' sleuth role, as
the new amateur Sherlock who's
dubbed 'The Falcon.' Picture is a
solid entry for such bread-'n' -butter
series and looms as a sure money-*
maker for tha producer even though
a programmer designed as strong
support on dual setups. Not intended for anything else, "The Gay Falcon' will be a pleaser in such bracketing.

TWO

IN

A TAXI

Columbia release of Irving Driskin proHayden, Nonh
Robert Florey.

Howard

Louise, Russell
Directed by
Beery, Jr.
by
Original- screenplay

Features

duction.

J.

Anita

Green, Morton Thompson. Mul-

vln Wald; camera, George Mechan; editor.

Viola LAwrence.

week

At Paramount, Brooklyn,

Sept. 12, '41, dueled.

Bonnie

Jimmy Owens
.Sandy Connors

Harmon

leaves

much

to

be Jay Novello, one of the thugs, and
Snlly Payne, as Hayes' effervescent
Carol Adams, as the
daughter.

Gratton

Running time,
Anita Loular

Dick Punell

he's

Ernesto

production.

This one is an exan\a}e of what an
is supported by a reMary Howard, oppo- indie Argentine producer, with comhim on the romantic end; Rob- paratively few pesos and an idea,
Lynne Rob- can do in making a 'B' that has
ert.s, Kane Richmond, Richard Lane- plenty of possibilities for big returns
and a kid actress trying her hardest in the provincial and nsbe houses.
to be natural. Patsy Patterson. For 'Hay Que Casar A Ernesto' ('Ernest
mild comedy relief there's Oscar Must Be Married') is a modest effort
Char.
by Araucana Films, made in rented
O'Shea.

Montgomery

fresh in.i; type.

romance opposite Rogers, is none too
impressive. Rogers, of course, contributes his usual fine tenoring of
Naka.
standard western tunes.

MAMA GLORIA
('Mather Gloria')

(ABOENTINE-MAUE)
(With Songs)

Buenos Aires, Sept.
lifA
Ollndu
l.uz,
.\dri:in

9.

Feutureii
production and release.
Uoznn, Pedro A. .Manitca, Alda
Jordan,
Oscnr VallU-elll,
.\lfreJo

Margurltn I'ndln. Mni-lo
PuKllcHO (Jarinu, Susy Del Currll, Armando
llo and Adoiro Stray and Leuruna t^ubnn
DIrcgteil by
l;»ys.
Story, Raul ZoipU'O.
t.'uneo,

Itlchard llnrlan.
lluenos
ihcntiv,

Reviewed
Aires.

at Monumental
Running time,

msa.

90

'Mama

Gloria'

the

is

U.

old

S.

undergraduate blarney with a SpanStory is about a group
ish accent.
of students in the boarding house of
Mama Gloria, Her adopted daughter
falls in love with one who turns out
There's a bust-up
to be a gambler.
and she's about to go off with another boy when the stude regenerates himself and all ends well, with
the coUegiates graduating and mama
waiting for a new bunch.
Olinda Bozan, as the mama eternally flxlhg things to the accompaniment of a stream of Latin gagging,
is

the heart and soul of the film, and

because of her terrific radio and
musical-comedy following, it should
do well outside the B.A. downtown
district,

which favors a

more

little

Most of the students are
restraint.
true to film type, but a Jewish stugrotesquely drawn that
there have already been complaints
froffi several sources that may bring

dent

about

is

so

cuts.

Leucona Cuban Boys, rated among
the best of the congarhumba outfits
•jouth of the border, are in their first
film appearance. They add a touch
Dialog is fiuid although
of class.
most of the gags come from Joe
Mixture of comedy and
Miller.
farce is confusing at times with action fast in the first half and dragRay.
ging somewhat later.
.

site

ert Barrat, vet villain;

Russell Hayden
Nouh Deery, Jr.

working his new business.
Every development follows longColumbia release of Wallace MacDonald
production,
Stars Tom Harmon; features familiar pattern even to the spat
Anita Louise, Forest Evo^beTSId, Oscar with his sweetheart over an imagQ'Shea, Warren Ashe: Slrtcted by Charles inary tprievance.
Taxicab drivers
Barton.

Lone Rider Ambushed
(WITH SONGS)
Producers Releasing Corp. release of Slgmund Neufeld praducllon.. Stors GeorKe
Directed
Houston; features Al .St. John.
Oliver
by 5tam XewAeld.
Screenplay,
Drake; camera. Jack Greenhalgh; editor,
Holbrook N. Todd; songs, Johnny Lange
Reviewed at Colonial,
and Lew Porter.
Lincoln. Neb.. Sept.
time: fiS MINS.

Tom Cameron

)

Keno Harris

)

9.

'41,

dual.

Running

Qeotge Houston

Fuszy

Al St. John

Linda

Maxlne Leslie
Frank Hagney
Jack Ingram
Hal Price
Ted Adams

Blackle DawRon
Charlie Davis
Slierlft

Deputy
Pete
Bartender

Foreman

George Chesebro
Ralph Peters

studios In double quick time, yet full
of belly laughs for audiences who
don't care for some of the subtle

comedy
down.

which

Hollywood

sends

Focal point of the comedy is a
confirmed bachelor whose neighbors and friends determine that it's
about time he married.
Tone is
farce throughout, and Tito Lusiardo
and the rest of the cast handle it
discreetly within the unpretentious
nature of the film. Continuity is only
relative, with lots of unnecessary
episodes tossed
in.
Photography
satisfactory.
Ray.

Bad Man

Charles King

of

title saddle.
Houston proves his
right to a place in the front ranks
of western popularity with a performance almost flawless by action
standards.
Al Fuzzy' St John is secondbilled
and totes the comedy load with his
usual ability. Frank Hagney, as the
crook, with blonde beaut Maxine
Leslie as the romantic interest, supply chief supporting power.
.
Besides 'Tlie Lone Rider,' theme
tune of the series, Houston does well
by 'Without You' in a solo and 'If
It Hadn't Been for You' with Miss
Leslie. All music is well done.
Oliver Drake's script puts Houston
in a dual rolS^ as the Lone Rider
and a paroled bandit. The Rider

ULTIMO REFUGIO

viewed In projection room. N. Y., Sept. 12,
Running time, 61 M1N8.
Bill Brady
Roy Rogers
Blnckstone. .. .GeorKe 'Gabby' Hayes
Linda
Carol Adams
Carver
Henry Brandon
Judge Gary
Herbert Rawllnson
Sally Blackstone
.Sally Payne
Ripper
Hal Taliaferro
Monte
Jny Novello
Seth Bclden
Horace Murphy
.IherllT
Monte Blue
Joke Marvel...^
Rnlf Harplde
Clem
Jack Kirk
41.

Prof.

If
excitement in this Republic
western could be measured in terms

of casting, then 'Bad Man of Deadwood,' starring Roy Rogers, would
be a two-gun clickeroo by 'B' standards.
However, the situations are
too easily recognizarble despite the
attempt to veil them. 'Deadwood'

must thus be relegated

to the standard category.
-Wherein the performances are
concerned, it remains for the supporting ^es, among them such
veterans of filmdom as Herbert
Rawllnson, Monte Blue and Ralf
Harolde, to shroud the star billing
of Rogers, who monotones too frequent^ in a generally staccato performance.
George 'Gabby' Hayes,
the lone featured performer, as
Rogers' perennial vis-a-vis, conducts
himself with his usually grizzled
aplomb as the medicine show impresario 'with whom Rogers links
himself in escaping the law.
Yarn basicallv deals with the unscrupulous methods employed by a
civic group, headed by the local
newspaper publisher, who, until the
film's final reels, is in the guise of

Min Van Klock-Johan
('My Friend Clock-John')

(SWEDISH-MADE)
Scnndia Films release

of

Kuropa Film

Iiugerwnll,
Sture
Directed
Modeen.
Ragnnr Arvedson.
Lnrsson,
Borje
Screenplay .by Uorje Lersson, Ragnar ArAt
vedson; camera, Sven Tlicrmaenlus.
Sept. J8,
starting
4»th St. theatre, N. Y.,
'41.
Running time, 19 .MINS.

Features
pitKluctlon.
nirglt Tengroth. Thor

by

.sturo Lagerwnll
HIrgIt Tengroth
Hilda Borgsirom

.\lls

Anno Marie
Mrs. Bergstcn
'Clock'-John
Grundell

Thor

Gunnnr Olsson
Dngmar Ebbeson

Amelia .Modin
Svnlllng
Hallberg. Police
Uengtsiion

Modeen

Sigurd Wallon
Cnrin Swenson

.Mthlld

Gren

Nils

Com

Poppe

Gosta Cedarlund
Stig

Jarrel

(In Swedish; with English Titles)
foreign-language
Prospects
for

loom brightly if small arty
houses such as this are able to secure a steady fiow of Scandinavian
screen fare shaping up as strong as
theatres

Deadwood

(WITH SONGS)

Republic release of Joseph Kane proThis is No. 5 in Sigmund Neufeld's duction. Directed by Joseph Kane.
Stars
'Lone Rider' string and wins the nod Roy Rogers; features George 'Gabby'
Screenplay,
James R. Webb;
as money-making action material, Hayes.
William Nobles; editor. Cliarles
with George Houston again in the camera,
Craft; music director.
PreCy Feuer.

are depicted as a peculiar lot, their
drab existence not being brightened
•dltor, Arthur Seld; technical director, Jett
by the story skein in this one.
Cravath,
Pnvlewed In studio projection
have made the hacking bunom^ Sspt. 11, •a. Ronnlner time, 64 Scripters
reau chief a hard-hearted individTom HanaoB. .•.•,••«,...,.. .Tom Harmon ual Another silly twist is having switches with the crook In an effort
Peggy Adams
Anita Louise the No. 1 taxi hero drive the wrong to learn where latter has stowed
Forest Bvasbevakl
Forest Atfishevskl way. up a one-way
street.
the haul from his last big robbery.
3I?.I''„B'»°<!'>
0«car O'Shea
Russell Hayden, who's best known Hagney and Miss Leslie suspect
Bill Dorgan
Warren Ashe
Freddy Davia
Stanley Brown for his secondary leads In Hopalong there's something phoney^ but are
Joe Scudder
Ken Christy C^assidy westerns, Is made the strug- luiable to spot it until amr several
Flush Regan
Tim Ryan gling taxicab driver hero. He does
of Hagney's men are killed in«ralds
Jimmy Waybum
William Hall
mrvey
Larry Parks fairly well with an impossible yarn. by a posse led by St John. Eventual
©zzle
Lloyd Bridges Anita Louise, looking thinner and capture of Hagney and disillusionOasollns Chuck
Cbester Conldln paler than usual, makes
a cleek ment of Miss Leslie, who Is consweetheart Noah Beery, Jr., con- vinced the paroled bandit intends toColumbia takes advantage of the tributes a neat performance
as Hay- go straight, make for satisfactory
nidiron exploits of Tom Harmon, den's side-kick, a worker
in a gar- end.
Michigan's AU- American back of age. Dick Purcell
portrays a superDirection by Sam Newfleld adds to
1940, as the major coin-catcher of cilious gown shop
owner, suave -vil- good -work by the principals, and
this, the first football picture of the lain of
the piece. Support is headed camera chore is capably handled by
current season.
In the midwest, by Chick Chandler, George
Cleve- Jack Greenhalgh.
.Art.
vrhere Harmon developed a following land and Fay Helm.
for his grid exploits during *39-40 colDkection does not heighten the
legiate days, picture can slip through venerable plot
Camera work Is on
a program special—with adver- the dull side.
Wear.
tising—in the smaller runs. Other('Last Betnge')
wise it's a B action picture to fill in
(AROENTINE-HAOE)
FLEISCEER ON COAST
ibf dual ^cokings.
Buenos Aires, Sept 7.
Putting reverse angles on the reg
Hollywood, Sept 16.
Balk-es
Films production and release.
ulatlon formula of previous grid pic
Dave Fleischer and five other de- Stars Mecha Ortiz; features Jorge lileaud,
tures, 'Harmon of Michigan' dfies partment heads of Fleischer ani- Pedro Lopez Lagar, Irma Cordoba, Ernesto
Vllches,
Sujo, Salvador SInal, CIrllo
considerable
de-bunking of last mated cartoons outfit arrived at the gtulain, Juana
Rene Fischer Bauer and Anenio
year's All-American hero after his Paramount studios
Ferdlguera.
Story, Jacques Constant.
Difrom Miami this rected
by John
college days are over. Football fans week.
Reviewed at
Final licks on the cartoon the Gn>n Rex, Relnhardt.
Buenos Aires.
Running
and the kids will be attracted to the feature 'Mr.
Bug
Goes
to Town,'
film an Harmon's name, but yam
which
Paramount
will
release, will
Is far removed from the expected
First production to .come -from
Frank Merrlwell heroics; and for be completed here.
Inker has been on the drawing Baires Films, Argentina's newest
that reason is likely to be thrown
and only fully-etiulpped studio,
boards since May 1939, with most of
tor a los$ with Harmon followers.
'Ultimo Refugio' ('Last Rafifee') is
Picture' 'opens with monolog by the work being done at Fleischer's a passable
effort that will 'attract
BUI Henry (former sports editor of Miami studio.
customers because of its buildup and
-

still

Hay Que Casar a

'

Screenplay by Howard J. Qreen;
tory by Richard Goldstone. Stanley Rauh
and Fredric Frank; camera, John Stumar;

but

-

Bill

12.

stars,

Hard to put the finger on
desired.
production and ro- just what's wrong, considering the
t'l'iilury-Knx
IHUli
to Harmon; and then
fea- fact it's the Initial effort from this
Oivirgo Montgomery;
siiirN
Ifiise.
minutes of newsreel clips depicting luif.s .MiiiT lIinvHr.l, Robert Barrat, Lynne studio and that U.S. director John
llDl.crm. Kiine Itlchmond, Patsy Patterson,
his football exploits of the 1940 seaReinhardt, brought down for the pic,
llliluMil l.nni'. O'cnr O'Shea, Frank Mcson. Story starts at that point, with
Bused came in after work had been started.
Dlrt'iipil liy James TInllng.
Hinili.
Harmon graduating from college, ..n
nationals,
novel liy Xnne Gr^y; adaptation, Wll.sweetheart lliim lirui'kner iiml Robert Metaler; editor, While better than many
co-cd
marrying
and
doe.<!n't come up to the best and is
it
AnDucking pro oITcrs, M. k Df MiDiKlo; pbtii.iurnphy. Luclon
Anita Louise.
Trmlrsliown lit prtijectlon room. N. unlikely to fit into Baires-avowed
he takes an assistant coaching job at ilrltx.
UunnInK time, 58 .MINB. policy of seeking markets outside
V. .-iriil. 10, 'Jl.
andue
to
quits,
college;
a small
George Montgomery
JIni Ijisalier
Mary Howard this area.
tagonistic headcoach; joins the pro June WIthersleen
Hobert Bnrrnt
Story is really a polite drama alranks for small coin and rib injuries; Judge Dyer.
T^ynne Roberts.
there's plenty of attempt to
becomes assistant to Oscnr O'Shea, DrsH
Kane Itlchmond though
Adnm Dyer
make it seem a lot more. Jorge
but leaves in the middle of the sea- Pay
Piilsy Patterson
Argentine-born actor who
lllcharrt Lane Rigaud.
son to handle an opposition college OUIrInK
O'Shea
Oscar
X.iiili .ludklns
achieved honors in France,
first
to pour it on O'Shea's team with an
QlHatte
Jnmes
Vcnl4')-Ji
the
stage acillegal formation; and winds I'p
Frank Slcflrath steals the show although
j>ie
following spring on the Pacific coast Jerry Chi-«I
Leroy Mason tress Mecha Ortiz gets top billing.
She's a lady of slightly easy virtue
as O'Shea's assistant.
Grid action is sparsely intercut
This old Zane Grey story, written who sticks to him as long as he has
throughout the main dramatic tale. for' a former generation and already cash and tosses him over when he
Seems incredible that a public hero filmed three times (by Fox), may be goes broke. 'In order to .get the
could so far be swayed by an am- considered creaky in plot or dated, needed pesos he robs a man, killing
bitious manager and alumni to em- but alongside much of the western him in the attempt, then flees from
bark on a deliberately illegal wedge- stuff that is turned out today, it's Rio, where the story opens, to the
play to win both attention and still okay.
Which isn't saying so Northern Argentine province of CorRather illogical, too, is much for the originals that are writ- doba.
games.
changed attitude of Harmon towards ten. Will satisfy the average saddleHe sjits up at the boarding house
'the grand old man of the game' in leather fan.
of the girl's father and sister. Si.iter
leaving latter in the middle of a
In . George Montgomery 20th-Fox falls in love with him to the despair
season for an opposing college. Both has a new western star who should of a doctor who loves her. The docsituations display Harmon as a stupe be duck-soup for the hinterlands tor, played by Pedro Lagar, top radio
and unsporting athlete who appar- followers of this type of film fare. actor, grabs all the sympathy as the
ently learned nothing of fair play He's what they seek, and besides kindly aide to the boy, saving him
during his college davs.
being up to the task of giving 'em when he attempts suicide as the cops
Harmon Is less self-conscious of the action they want he disports arrive.
the camera than many nationally himself satisfactorily on the roReinhardtj In the rating of local
known athletes and sports figures mantic side.
critics, shows plenty of ability, but
who have taken a one-pitch before
The Grey story deals with a flock
temperaNot photopenic, of crooks who pose as vigilantes and pic doesn't conform to his
the film cameras.
ment and background. Rigaud was
he still gets over in moderate ride riot on the territory in which well handled but Mecha Ortiz seems
Anita Louise is okav for they operate, rustling and murder
fashion.
weak and photographs badly. Ray.
the romantic interest while Oscar being among their specialties. Montveteran
O'Shea clicks solidly as the
gomery plays an invader who's trycoach who builds both gridde's and ing to find a niece whose mother
rharacter—and finally winds od at a (his sister) has been done dirt by
Coast college. O'Shea, in pdrtition no one other, it develops, than the
('Ernest Must Be Married')
to havine physical features of Amos local judge-member of the rustling
(ARGENTINE-MADE)
Alonzo Stagg (now coach'np at Col- ring.
He finds her, and in the
Buenos Aires, Sept. 8.
lege of the Pacific in CUd"fornia). process also finds a gal left with a
Araucana Films production and releuHe.
towards ranch and a little girl on her hands. Features Tito Luslardo. NInl Gambler,
philosophy
latter's
has
football and its ultimate goal. For.Story contains more than an ade- Sara Olmos, Maria Santo.i, Oscar SoldutI,
Hector Calcngno,
Mario
Fortuna,
Mar.
rrn'-k
Harmon's
Evashevski,
est
duate amount of action, and, in addi- torelll and Victor EJlras. Story. Iris
Eduardu
J-'-^-^f.
plays
teammate at Michigan
tion to moving at a sprightly rate, Pappo. Directed by Orestes i^avlglla. ReWolt.
maintains good suspense. Twentieth viewed at Monumental -theatre, Buenos
has .riven the film above-standard Alrea. Running time, 78 .MIN8.

Chick Chandler
Fable of 'The Falcon,' .amateur de- Rid
F.-iy Helm
tective and lady's jnan, follows the Ethel
George Clevol.ind
Gas Station Proprietor
accepted pattern for such whodunits Tony
Fr.mk Yaconelll
Vltale
with the erstwhile Sherlock outwit- Sweeny
Ben Tnggnrt
Paul PorcnsI
ting a band of gem thieves and kill- Herman
Brandon
Henry
ers while not overlooking the femme Professor
Jotin Harmon
done with a light, Benny
Interest.
It's
Ralph Peters
Zazu
Thin-Mannish' touch. Wendy Barrie Cristy Reardon
James Seay
Is the heroine who assists' the Falcon
In tracking down the jewel thieves,
Cut-'n-dried story which has been
although too much a breathless done many times before more capbeauty at the outset Anne Hunter, ably puts two strikes, on this pica newcomer, does splendidly as his ture at outset
Absence of cast
fiancee, and hints oi much promise names also hurts. Result is a lukeAllen Jenkins, warm programmer.
If properly handled.
as the Falcon's bodyguard, furnishes
Eamiliar formula of a struggling
a typical toughie perfOrm&nce geared wage-earner
who wants enough
for laughs, and Turhan Bey, key man coin to buy his own business and
in the gem ring, is sufficiently vil- get married has been adapted here
lainous, but is sadly in need of a hair to a taxicab driver. Ambitious taxi
trim. Arthur Shields, as the flabber- chauffeur needs $300 as down paygasted police captain, is made too ment to buy a gas station. Everydumb for any gendarme. Edward thing is tossed in his path while
Brophy again is a flustery detective. he's seeking this fund, even the $100
Director Irving Reis has made the reward for helping capture a band
most of the suspenseful moments and of bank robbers being whittled down
comedy situations, and the scripters' when the head of the hacking buJob is skillful in adapting the Michael reau fines and suspends him for 10
Arlen story.
W>. t.
days. Hen the filling station owner
weakens and turns over the property for the cash he has on hand,
with the remainder to be paid while
of Michigan

Hollywood, Sept

Riders of the Purple Sage

While slowed up by
a few so-called fanciful touches and
some lapses into the familiar foreign
this production.

producer's trait of allowing the players to become overly verbose, 'My
Friend Clock-John' is one of the
best all-round screen efforts to come
from Sweden. It's apparently new

product
Story

is

a romantic comedy con-

structed around the Idea of a

com-

thief who reforms while Impersonating
an elderly Swedish
woman's long-absent son. Reformation is effected through a sprightly
romance with the old lady's daugh-

mon

ter.

Coupled with

this

thin,

main

story thread is the affair the pickpocket pal carries on with the cook
This is Clockof the household.
John,- or in Amerlcanese a 'watchlifter,' whose nimble fingers are imable to resist a watch-piece no matter who owns It
Character is in
largely for cometiy relief, figuring
prominently in nearly all the humorous scenes.

Sture Lagerwall, seasoned Swedplayer, is Nils, the reformed
crook who fakes being the missing
lad, Goran. Birgit Tengroth, cast as
Anne Marie, the daughter, with
whom he falls in love. Is a likely
screen posslbllify, despite rather
ish

routine

makeup

in this y«rn.

Thor

Modeen, as Clock-Jotin, makes a joRemaining

vial, likeable character.

Slayers, of course, are unknown to
S. audiences, but standard, capable players of Stockholm studios.

Borje Larsson and Ragnar Arvedson, who also directed for maximum
of
laughs,
provide neat dialog,
judged by the audience reaction,
scripting the film. Sven "Hiennaen-

m

photograttby Is above the usual
quality foimd
Sweetish
in
screen productions.
Wear,
lus'

a high

-

reformer. The clvlcers would eliminate all competition from the township of Deadwood in favor of thieir
Loeffler
own businesses, and so newcomers
to the town are unable to open up
Lou Loeffler, Paramotrnt's reprefor themselves.
Rogers and Hayes, sentative at Beaumont, Texas, in tho
of course, headed by those forced to Jefferson
Amus. circuit of 75 theafiee the town, alleviate that situa-'
tres, is in New York discussing a new
tion, but direction of the picture
makes It a long time getting to the assignment with the company which
is expected to mark a {ftfomotion for
solution.
Outstanding in support In addition him.
to Rawllnson, Blue and' Harolde, are
He states business la excellent In
Henry Brandon, as the publisher; the Texas territory.

Lou

Up
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Smitk

/(ate

5au,5...
rd

new movie
fine

you something about a

like to tell
I

saw

called LYDIA.

motion picture,

with,

it

has lovely Merle

starring role... what

in

Oberon

thrilled

is

of

more

and charming and enchanting

than ever! So see LYDIA when

around your way.
tainment.

was

by her

thrill

store for you, for Merle

exciting

the

'Wuthering Heights' and

'These Three', have the biggest
all in

in

an excellent actress!

Those of you who were
performance

a

is

It

LYDtA. To begin

this

over.

I

was
If

It*s

sorry

$o don't forget the

gets

great adult enter-

when

they had run

rd have sat through

it

it

the movie
it

again,

a second time.

title...

it's

LYDIA.

World Premiere Tomorrow

at Radio City

Music Hall
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P. A. Willkie?

Washington Sleighride

Washington, Sept

Inside Stuff

dissatisfaction with
that '75% of the better for the warbler's
shop in
columnists have attacked and a gown purchased from the
(Fidler's) has a stake.
smeared' the probers, impugning which his wife
their motives as well as protesting
Diets'* Ad-Fnillnr Threat
the procedure and challenging the
The Nashville Banner also put up
legal authority to gather 'evidence.'
industry much
David Lawrence, Henry McLe- its dukes to the
when Dietz threatened to
more, Dorothy lliompson and Pear- earlier
in fit of anger over a
son-Allen were targets for Clark's yank ads
column protesting plans to
brickbats. He was particularly vin- Fidler
tilt boxoflice scales for 'Marie Andictive toward Drew Pearson, who's
Fidler said
toinette,' solons heard.
covering for the Reporter and, Clark
James G. Stahlman, then president of
observed, 'doesn't work for nothing.'
American Newspaper Publishamazing example of effort to
Whether the scribes will be witness- the
Will Hays
notified
ers Association,
keep alive that creature we
etanded in attempts to disclose the
ultimatum would be lai^
killed, namely race prejudice.
uncertain, the Dietz
remained
'conspiracy'
and
command
high
press
the
before
It does not become Mr. Willkie.'
though the subcommittee chairman
Hays promptly called off the Metro
said he'll go into their activities furdogs.
ther in hope of finding out more
propaganda in general. He
cerning
His troubles with the studios date
about industry's engine of propastamp out
back several years, Fidler conceded. is energetically trying to
ganda.'
hate, FidWhile he was microphoning for pictures likely to engender
In his rambling testimony, replete
said,
but that includes the
ler
wereProcter & Gamble, squawks
with the first person singular, Fidler
'Tobacco
Wrath'
and
of
'Grapes
costly
gave
registered because he
javelined several individuals. Howwith
gangster
along
breed,
Road*
was
Gilman
films poor ratings. Don

served

known

—

—

ard

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

Dietz,

press head, Russell Birdwell; Harry
Brandt, the 20th Century-Fox studio publicity boss, and Eton Oilman

and Don Thomburg, .vicepresident
and West Coast heads of NBC and
CBS, respectively, were his favorite
targets.

He

sprinkled

names

wig producers through

of big-

his lamenta-

tions.

WUlkie Not Interested

summoned

to

office

of

Mayer and then suggested
home office, he reported,

—

Iiouis
to

that Fid-

ler ought not review films over the
At
air until BO days after release.
one time or another all studios
yelped, he said, claiming he ought

consider himself a 'member of
the industry' and be hesitant to
criticize films representing substantial Investments.
to

Restrictive rules

were

laid

down

In Listening to Gossip as result of Mayer's complaints,
Fidler said. Lowest possible rating
Wendell WUlkie, who let loose a
for A pictures was three b^lls, with
Hurry of press statements comment- B's getting two. Instead, he refused
ing on the probe advocates* testi- to mention
some pictures at aU.
mony, couldn't be bothered about These regulations didn't apply to
He refused to
listening to Fidler.
*waste time listening to one who
his living purveying gossip.'

foreign pictures or products of independent studios, however; only to
output from the major lots. When
go with the announce- he went back on CBS this season,
ment it is highly pleased that the trouble broke out again with two
spieler has made Mutual the object pieces
which attorneys agreed
of his affections because the web re- weren't libelous bluepenciled
by
fuses 'to profit by broadcasting scan- web executives.
'Open letter* to

makes

And CBS

let

—

—

dal and gossip; Jimmie Fidler did
want to profit that way.'

George Brent, 'spanking him for
magazine article on why .he wouldn't
'
More superficial evidence that the marry Ann Sheridan, was killed beFederal Government is egging the cause it 'made fun' of the actor. Edifilm industry into .stirriiig up war torial advising ,Loraine Day against
sentiment was obtained from un- being overambitious was ruled out
solicited correspondence of Fulton as Interference in an argument beCook, a St Mary's, Ida., exhibitor, tween the player and her bosses. No
than from Fidler, Fisher, John l*. chance, given to revise either piece
Flynn, or Senators Bennett Champ to get around objections, Fidler
Clark and Gerald P. Nye, sponsors maintained.
of the probe rssolution.
When It became obvious 'I couldn't
The correspondence' put in the rec- speak freely,' Fidler suggested his
ord Monday (15) did not establish, sponsors, Hollywood cosmetic manuthough, any sinister activity by facturers, they shift webs. Since
Uncle Sam's minions. Squawk of moving to Mutual, he's had full lib.the Bungalo Theatre owner was erty, though informed the studio
about pre^ure from Maurice Saffle, people have tried to goad MBS into
manager of Loew's Seattle exchange, jumping on him. Fidler explained
to bring about screening of 'Land of CBS didn't want to offend the film
Liberty,' historical film composed of majors for fear stars would not be
clips from 120 newsreels, shorts and allowed to appear in guest roles
features and originally put together on programs of other sponsors.
for showlnes in Federal buildings at

the

New

York' and San Francisco

Industry people didn't trouble
to deny statements the Federal authorities were anxious to have this
film unreeled for the widest possible
audience,' figuring they'll kill that
dragon later by presenting evidence
showing clearly the nature of the
film and ridiculing the idea it was

Fidler Admits a Blank

fairs.

On

Producers' Tactics'

Chairman Clark had trouble getting information from Fidler about
certain employment practices and
producer tactics. Such as the Holly-

wood 'blacklist' and disciplining of
actors and directors.
The gossiper
couldn't say what the role was that
Uncle Sam Likea the Idea
George Raft recently spurned—
In his letter to Cook about lAnd Clark asked if it was a 'Nazi vilof Li^rty,' Safile said Metro was lain'— and
couldn't
say
whether
distributing' the film at its own ex- Eddie .Mannix,
whom he termed
pense and at Federal request. Gov- 'Mayer's right hand man,' kept the
ernment people think 'every man, official blacklist.
He said, however,
woman and child in America should it's general understanding in Hollysee this subject during these times
wood that a person in one major
of national defense,' the Seattle excompany's doghouse is finished at
change manager said. Government
all studios.
IS so anxious, he added, that *we
Most of Fidler's information about
have been asked to wire immediately
the names of those exhibitors who "warmongering' Vas opinions on reeliminate it'
Clark implied hell cent pictures, plus abstractions consummon SafHe to find out where the

anything inflammatory.

Washington, Sept. 16.
Basis of the current investigation into alleged film propaganda apparently has become somewhat beclouded or was never completely understood by much of the public and the Industry. Some facts in the casa
would not be amiss. What is going on now, technically, is only a preliminary' investigation to determine whether there shall be a full investigation of propaganda in pictures.
Body doing the probing is a subcommittee of the Senate Interstate Commerce Committee. If this subcommittee finds evidence of propaganda it
is to report back to the ICC, which would then take the question to the
Senate floor and ask for an appropriation for a complete investfgatlon.
By using this subcommittee technique, Senator Burton K. Wheeler, leading isolationist, who heads the ICC, avoided necessity of going to the SenWith an Interventionist-New Deal maate for approval of the inquiry.
jority in the Senate, Wheeler's request would no doubt have been defeated.
Just One of Those Things
Everyone familiar with the current probe recognizes that Wheeler, and
his co-isolationists in the Senate, Bennett Champ Clark of Missouri and
Gerald Nye of North Dakota, who instigated the investigation, don't care
one way or the other as to whether the subcommittee reports in favor of
a full-dress Interstate Commerce Committee probe or not.
Their purpose Washington press corps believe is to get publicity for their
isolationist, anti-big business point of view, That they are achieving their

aim is clear. Any further investigation by the ICC itself could be nothing
more than repetitious, unnewsworthy and serve little purpose to the little
have complete coterie which is being charged with attempting to break down the Rooseany sort of ideas velt foreign policy by creating disunity in the country.
Although Wendell Willkie as counsel for the industry has repeatedly
about the Nazis or Britishers, gabber observed, but ought to be pre- attacked the legality of the subcommittee. Congressional legalites are
vented from making films ^particu- generally of the opinion that no matter how 'unfair' the Wheeler-Nyewith stockholders' money- Clark technique may be, there is nothing in the law against It. Although
larly
embodying them and dishing them there has been no actual appropriation for the probe, each committee in
up to the public as entertainment. Congress at the beginning of the term automatically gets certain funds
It is out of this coin the
His remedy, since he heartily de- for .small-scale subcommittee investigations.
Because the amount is not large, only limtests censorship, would be to require inquiry is being financed.
unmistakable labels on all propa- ited expenses of witnesses who plead inability to pay their own way are
ganda stuff, with the patrons warned being provided. That does not include any of the film execs who are being
through newspaper advertisements called:
and marquee billings. When SenaDark Horse a Surprise
for McFarland asked who'd judge
Wheeler, with the power of. naming the five-man subcommittee, chose
what was propaganda, Fidler sup- four strong isolationists and one Senator he knew to be a follower of the
Government
would
be
a
posed that
Roosevelt foreign policy. Latter, Ernest W. McFarland, Was a first-termer,
chore. The Arizona Democrat drew however, who had remained in the Senate background and was generally
laughter with observation he doubts considered by Wheeler to be ideally suited to his purpose. Unfortunately
trust
would
isolationist colleagues
for the 'We-won't-flght-Hitler' boys, former Arizona judge and assistant
sensationally sharp opponent who is acthis administration to render ver- attorney-general proved to be
dicts.
counting for most of the barbs they now find in their sides.
Chairman of the subcommittee is D. Worth Clark of- Idahq. He's genFidler was leery of. making flat
statements about the alleged monop- erally rated as being ambitious and smart and has given exhibitions of
When Chairman Clark tried cleverness by timely interruptions with explanatory speeches when Mcoly.
to drag out testimony that tew in- Farland's querying of witnesses became too pointed for their own or isodividuals dominate the industry, the lationist comfort. As for his ambitions, most of the press corps sneers at
gossip vendor insisted 'groups of it as being beyond his stature.
Clark, for one who is the chairman of what is supposed to be a hardmen' puU the reins. Mayer doesn't
control Metro or Zanuck 20th-Fox, boiled investigating body, is strangely sensitive to criticism, to both the
he opined. There's nothing to stop amusement and annoyance of newsmen. He's continually growling about
making pictures, subpoenaing for investigation anyon^ who takes a jab at the committee.
from
anybody
though that's 'a gamble I wouldn't Last week he was all tor inquiring Into a Hollywood trade paper that
and independents can get piqued him and yesterday (Monday) he threatened to investigate columntake,'
bookings if their product Is of suffi- ists, whose attacks, he said, 'amounted to a smear campaign.' Number of
cient calibre, the price. Is right, and other newspapers and newsmen are also on his list for a probe. By the
theatres have playing time avail- time he gets through all that if he is serious the war will no doubt be
Producers

B. stories.

NBCs

on the Probers

16.

Senator Gerald Nye wasn't intimidated by the stream of press
releases from the Wendell Willkie headquarters in the Carlton
hotel. He circulated a statement
among the press crowd— using a
telegraph blank, to emphasize it
was a spur-of-the-minute inspiration, in contrast to Willkie's
mimeographed comments to the
effect that Willkie 'is not the
attorney for but the press agent
for the movie industry.'
Probe advocate added, 'This
flow of Willkie words is an

-Contlnned from paga *^

right to entertain

'

—

'

—

Details

Gossiper
After

'Propaganda' Films
answered the CBS

Fidler

snorts, going

through them sentence

by sentence

at the start of the aft-

ernoon session Monday (15), Chairman Clark asked the rating of numerous films the isolationists conWriter - spieler
sider
dangerous.
hadn't seen a good many, but he

—
—

put a 'propaganda* tag either 'defi'medium' on 'Undernitely'
or
ground,' *Man Hunt,' "Mortal Storm,'
'Man I Married,' 'Voice In the Night,'
'Confessions of a Nazi Spy,' "Foreign
Our
Ends
Correspondent,'
'So
He hiadn't
Night,' and Toiir Sons.'
Watch' (one of
seen 'Ramparts
the Isolationists' horrible examples),
but thought March of Time reels
generally are 'pretty tough, brutal
and harsh- though generally based
on fact. There's a cycle of war

We

films,

—

over.

able.

Charles Tobey of New Hampshire, another member of the committee, has
said little except to make some bad puns. He is understood to be more
interested in radio than pictures and says he personally plans to maka
sure that radio people are called in this, investigation of propaganda. His
reputation, however, is for talking big and forgetting what he said, so if
the radio end of the probe dies aborning Washington is' not going to be
surprised.
C. Wayland (Curley) Brooks of Illinois, fourth man on the committee,
has also been rather quiet His reputation is for jumping whatever way
'Bertie' McCormick, Chicago Tribune publisher, directs. Brooks has served
as an attorney tor the' avidly isolationist Trib and McCormick is said to
be responsible for his present Senate seat. This is his first term.
Fifth committeeman. Homer T. Bone of Washington, has been ill and
hasn't attended any of the sessions. He's not expected to recuperate before the probe is completed,
'What has particularly riled the film Industry and many of those unfamiliar with Senate investigations is the refusal to allow Willkie to examine or cross-examine witnesses. Chairman CHark bases his whole reason
for that stand on more than 100 years of Senate custom and Congressional
attaches agree that he is correct in saying that committees seldom allow
intervention by counsel. There is, no rule about it, however, and witnesses have been allowed to have their attorneys examine and cross-examine before some committees.
Other reasons given by Clark tor taping
Willkie's mouth, than that he'd just rather not have the 1940 Republican
standard-bearer talk, are regarded as specious.

he acknowledged, which have

the effect of breeding hate and hor- not questioned In detail about It. could be construed as 'cry for
ror whether by design or accident Also had .heard of one or two in- peace.'
stances where heat was put on exThe accusations of Senator Nye
Fishes » Bomd Company
hibitors by Hollywood people, but were warmed over and served the
Information gained from George war pictures weren't involved.
His sub-committee the second and third
Fisher was much drabber. The first-hand knowledge of anything
days last week, garnished with a few
other Mutual commentator said he'd like censor^ip came 'when he
had to novelties such as ridicule of the inhad some trouble with studios, make a 'slight retraction' of criticism dustry's press
books and promotion
though not like Fidler's and was of Warner Bros, for not taking material,
names of additional 'danenough precautions to safeguard ex- gerous' films, and some sharp jabs
tras on 'Died With His Boots On.' from Senator McFarland of/ Arizona.
Except for *Man Hunt,* w^ich he Chief ingredient of the verbal stew
deemed 'original,' Fisher agreed with prepared by Senator Bennett Champ
Fidler's appraisal of the propaganda Clark co-sponsor of the resolution
-CoDtlniied from pas*
films.
and John T. Flynn, writer now
Before escaping from the witness waving the flag at head of the Amerutilities exec had plen^ of value to feel has been mistakenly adopted in
stand. Fisher was given the works ica First Committee, was the fathe industry.
Although his press the past
That the press has greatly favored by Senator M<$Farland, who pitched miliar monopoly complaint,
handouts began to annoy newsmen
While CHark followed strictly In
the film industry against the iso- a third strike with a recent Fisher
by thehr frequency, large number lationist investigating body was script. Suggesting microphonists
can the footsteps of his fellow isolaof papers featured Willkie's replies, obviously a source of great chagrin read aloud better, McFarland forced tionists in the Senate, he didn't walk
as given in the releases, over the to the Nye crowd. So much so, in the spieler to go through a broad- as far as Nye. Also was careful not
actual testimony of th; Nye group fact, that Chairman Clark on fVi- cast in which he chided fellow jour- to do so much wailing about the
day (IS) threatened an investigation nalists for criticizing war films and unfairness of anti-Semitism accusaat the probe.
So despite the fact
of
columnists.
Seventy-five
per said they 'were 'victims of Nazi tions and didn't point any fingA'S
that Willkie was muzzled, industry's cent of them, he declared, 'are seek- propaganda. Fisher's
Flynn proved
lines also in- at the White House.
side got a better public hearing than ing to discredit the cbmmlttee.'
cluded commendation for Warner a better talker, livening a formidthe opposition. Statements gave the
Among the senatorial ire-raisers, Bros, topical films, particularly able prepared statement with many
newsmen continuous series of new no doubt, were Westbrook Pegler 'Chain Gang,' 'Black Fury,' .'G-Men,' extemporaneous elaborations and
leads that enabled them to escape and Dorothy Thompson, -who both and others
employing derision and ridicule efof that cycle.
using the testimony for their head- had strong denunciations of the In•Great Dictator' was Fisher's pet fectively.
line-making paragraphs, as they quiry last Friday (12). New York abomination. Only
Assurance that some of the susthe times when
would have had to do otherwise.
Times, in an editorial and a column Chaplin
was pantomiming were pected pictures win be ogled 'in due
Industry as a whole, liked the by Arthur Krock, chief of its Wash- amusing, he said,
and the finale time' was given by Chairman Clark,
Willkie idea because it provided, a ington bureau, lined up or the aide speech ruined ttie
film.
He 'went but the committee leader refused to
strong spokesmen, in i^pntrast to the of the Industry, as did papers across to some lengths to
stampeded.
Wilkie
After
denounce It on be
pussyfooting attitude many people th* wuntry.
the air," he confessecj, though It
(Continued on page 25)
.

orders originated.

Recent trouble between the Los
Angeles Times and the toppers at
several major studios made up a
large part of I^dler's recital. He
also used the crying towel in regard
to his recent return appearance
short-lived because of the 'handicaps' imposed

before

'

CBS

by network

microphones.

-policy

Other sob

Incident involved the Nashville Banner.
Though admitting there were
other grievances, Fidler gave the

Impression he was marked as the
goat when some majors worked up
a peeve at the L. A. Times. Though
the
paper suffered substantially

when

theatre advertising

was

sliced

to
minimum requirements, the
Chandlers stuck up for him, he reported proudly, and .refused to let
Hollywood producers dictate the
rag's editorial policy.

The

incident

Involved something he'd written
about Alice Faye, in his estimation,
with the studio people unjustly ac•uslnjc him of trying to get revenge

Willkie a

Mistake?
*

—

—

.

Wednesday, September

17*.
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Lack of Steel Halts Fox-West Coast

New Theatre Bl^.; M|^' Permit Row

U. S.

Navy Stymies Par Pic

2S

AD Coast Dailies Except Hearst Sheets

Hollywood, Sept. 16.
Production of Tomorrow's Admirals,' has been temporarily postponed by Paramount because of in-

Rally to Defense of Film Industry

ability to get U. S. Navy cooperation
at thi< particular time.

Los Angeles, Sept.
Shortag* of steel

Is

10.

stalling con-

struction of two' new Fox- West Coast

theatres in

San Luis Obispo and San

Pablo, plans for which were laid out
several months ago. Original blueprints called for an outlay of $50,000
for each house, but scarcity of metals
In the building line will call for an
added expenditure of $15,000.

Earl Calvert, formerly associated
with the State, Santa Barbara, Is
building a new film house In Lompoc,
Cal.

Fox-West Coast opened the" new
Grove, Redlands, Cal., replacing the
old State.

Theatre Permit

—

Miscu*

16.

Proposed action of the Richfield
suburban council to issue an exclusive theatre permit effective until
the town's population, reaches 20,to

W.

Smith Goes to Washington'
and had to concede that CapraRiskin yarn antedated the war

argument

Sleighride

.

RuUifson proposes to build. It also was not disposed to settle down for
owns property in Richfield on which, any such unspectacular activity as
Frank says, it had planned to erect reviewing films.
a large theatre and a community Flynn Also Attacks

Chaplin and Korda
As was the

when

case

the two

isolationist Senators testified,

Korda

and Chaplin were

outs' ^nding tar
gets of Flynn's rock-thi jwing.
He
also dragged in Korda's wife, Merle
Oberon, complaining of her radio

spiels
to
arouse sympathy
and
In Minneapolis circuits and inde- solicit funds for Britain. All of the
pendents have Induced city council probe advocates hammered hard at
during the past three years to re- the fact these two individuals are infuse to issue any permits for ad- fluential in United Arti^ and sneer,
ditional theatre construction on the ingly observed the comedian never
grounds that the city already is has become a citizen, though residing
considerably qyerseated.
for many years in -this' country.
Korda and Chaplin have been subpoenaed to appear Oct. 6.
Flynn was the medium through
Eugene Levy's Death
which the subcommittee trotted into
view the industry's promotion ma-

4 Houses

The Paramount theatre partnership in Newburgh, N. Y, involving
four houses, is thrown into chaos as
result of an auto smash early Friday night (12) in which Eugene
Levy, veteran exhibitor and Pnr's
Newburgh operator-partner, was
Following conferences in
with Harry Royster
and Harold Grcenberg, who oi>srate
the Netco circuit, of which Levy was
a part, he was drving back to Newburgh alone when, in passing another car, ha was struck head-on by

killed.

Poughkeepsi..

a truck.

Suffering a fractured skull

and broken pelvis, among other inhe was rushed to a hospital
near Marlboro, N. Y., but died within an hour.

juries,

A

lifelong advocate of vaudeville

which he played for years in Newburgh, booked independently. Levy
formed a partnership with Par seven
years ago. It covered his two houses,
the Park and Ritz, plus Par's own
Broadway, in addition to the Cameo
which Levy and Par subsequently
purchased. This provided control of
the upstate town. The partnership
will no doubt be continued with
someone delegated to take charge of
local operation.

,

some of the assailed films.
Effectively refiecting mock horror at
of the ideas given exhibitors
via the press books, he cited as horrible examples, some phrases from
the press books for 'Mad Men of
Europe,'
'One Night in Lisbon,'
'Pastor
Hamilton
Hall.'
'That
Woman,' and 'Voice in the Night.'
Newsreels were dragged in by
Flynn, who told the committee he
understands 'orders have come from
somewhere' that 70% of all newsreel footage should be given over to
topics related to national defense.
Remarking that reels can be doctored,' he made a blind reference to
the way Willkie was treated during
the 1940 political campaign and contrasted the handling of the Hollywood Bowl meetings of Willkie and
When
of Col. Charles Lindbergh.
Willkie talked, pictures were widrty
showing 'Col. Darryl
distributed,
Zanuck in uniform leading the embattled extras,' but theatre audiences
saw no shots of Lindy. Flynn was
especially irate about the 'March of
Time,' hitting hard at The Ram-'
parts We Watch" and urging the
solons to examine^the laSt 10 issues.
terial for

some

Attack Consent Decree;
'Hamilton'

Under Fire

,

Le^y,

47, was highly regarded personally and as an operator, among
other things being one of the
shrewdest buyer-judges of films in
the east. He was very active in gen-

.

of the theatres.

Reopening of the 1940 consent decree was urged on the solons frequently. Senator Clark termed the
agreement most 'extraordinary' and
implied the New Dealers backed away

tion here today (Tuesday).
This is typical political softsoap,' Myers declared in derision
of the offer. 'None of these men

critical of the decree,

supported us when we needed
it during the Neely bill fight.'
Resolution introed by Myers
condemning the Senate committee was passed unanimously. It
struck

fested itself.

particularly

at

'the

ef-

to stir up religious
and racial antagonism.'

forts

.

.

.

and

The

Los Angeles Times, with
pix recently settled a squabA. Daily News (morning and
Hollywood Citizen-News
and even the L. A. Daily Journal, a
legal newspaper, have seen fit to
back up the industry in the present

whom

ble; L.

evening),

H'wood Lawyers Hay

Warmonger Quiz As

D.C. frontal attack.

have

torials

Threat to Free Speech

All their edi-

Nye-Wheeler»

taken

Clark to task.

Testimony Satisfies H'wood
Hollywood seemed greatly satisfied as to the testimony which was
introduced before the committee last
week, feeling that lack of knowledge
about what they were talking about
on the part of Senators Nye and
Bennett Clark, and . the avowed
grudge that John T. Flynn had
against the industry, gave the public a good insight as to the purpose
of the 'kangaroo court.' They were
tickled about the 'Santa Claus' Ernest
McFarland of Arizona, who popned
up to query the witnesses in trying
to shed li^ht on the motive and purport of the investigation, and right
now feel that he would make an
ideal mouthpiece for the industry.
With resnect to two witnesses from
here called to testify this week,
Jimmie Fidler and George Fisher,
folks, around have little comment.
They talk about Fidler accepting
$200 a wesk from 20th Csntury-Fox
for two years to be a reserve radio
news commentator and how he was
not called upon to function, rnd
about the $50,000 he got for walking
through a picture at Warners and
can't see why he should have any
squawk coming against the industry.
Regarding Fisher, they still remember the pipe he sired over NBC
few years a.go. when subbmf! for
Walter Winchell, that the Duke of
Windsor, who had recently abdicated
the throne, would come to America
and replace Will HaySi And Fi-'^er
admits he paid $100 for the 'oine.'
It Is not known whether Ed Schallert of the Los Angeles Times, whom
committee said it would like to call

'

Flynn and McFarland
A

yourself against propaganda, you'd
better look out or somebody'll sell
you something.'

Because he doesn't want the performance turned into a 'three-ring
Chairman Clark several
circus,'
times asked the crowd not to ap-

Nobody at the press
knew where to draw the line
the point when applause

plaud 'unduly.'
tables

denoting

becomes 'undue.'

Judging from his
tabie-thumping with a glass ash
tray serving as gavel Clark doesn't
brief, mild guffaws or lukewarm hand-clapping.

—

—

mind

show,
without going well-publicized Congressional
the America Firsters had a few soKatrina
cialites in the galleries.
McCormick, daughter of the Chicago
Tribune publisher, and Mrs. Bennett C. Clark, the Missouri Senator's
wife and one of the ringleaders
among Democrats fighting the Roosevelt

foreign policy, were on

hand

Flynn came back with an oSer

to
A.F.'s Nazis for the interventionists' Communist friends.

or other against the industry, whenever it ignored his policies, ideas or
requests, being isolationist-inclined
giving
Senator
Burton K.
Wheeler, the upper hand always,
gave the industry the biz in his
inflammatory headlines as well as
story treatment; but since hiis past
weekend's repudiation of Lindbergh
and his racial bias, a change in editorial attitude has already mani-

—

regularly. Mrs. Robert l/ow Bacon,
they couldn't get into his outfit As the Long Island socialite and widow
f7r as the audience was concerned, of the former Republican CongressMcFarland made his point, though man, also checked in.

swap

Hollywood, Sept 16.
True to an industry in its midst,
Los Angeles papers are leaning favorably toward films in the Washington 'warmongering' investigation,
with the exception of the two Hearst
controlled publications, L.A. HeraldExpress and L. A. Examiner.
Hearst who has had some peevo

Hollywood, Sept. 16.
Condemning it as a threat to free
speech, the Hollywood Bar Association adopted a resolution against the
senate subcommittee's Investigation
of alleged 'war mongering' by moobligations and responsibilities that
tion picture studios.
Copies of the
are theirs. You will find they have
resolution were sent to the Califorbeen faithful to their trust
There are factions in this country nia State Bar and the American Bar
Association.
who would throttle the motion picGist of the resolution, reported by
ture industry,' he continued. 'I need
a committee consisting of G. Bentnot go into their motives. Frequent
ley Ryan, Alfred Chamie, Bernard
attacks have been made on the inSilbert, Max E. Gilbert and NathM.
dustry, usually by individuals and
an O. Freedman was:
organizations which seek to advance
'It is l>elieved that the facts which
their own interests or gain publicity
have thus far come to light with refat our expense.
erence to the activities of this com"The rise to power of men like
mittee reflect a spirit which is highHitler has shown how effective is the
ly inimical to the constitutional
technique of stirring up hatred
rights of the individuals involved as
against an institution or a group of
witnesses qnd greatly damaging to a
people. Through the truthful medium
large industry.'
of the motion pictures, no hatreds, no '
Resolution further stated that the
poisonous ideologies, no monstrous
sutKommittee 'is not' a true repredoctrines of the Nazi, the Bolshevik
sentative l>ody of the senate, but
or the Fascist will find an audience consists of a band-picked preponderin America.
In our own land, the
ant majority' of so-called 'isolationscreen is the living spirit of liberty;
ist' members of the senate..
It deand so it must and shall remain!'
clares this type of arbitrary investigation is an abuse of the office of
BISDWELL'S SENIAI
the subcommittee and a serious chalDenial that lie offered Jimmy Fid- lenge to the fundamental principle
ler |2,S00 for a favorable review was of freedom of expression.'
Resume of - the Hollywood Bar
made by Russell Birdwell in New
York Monday (15). Gossip column- resolution 'strongly condemns and
ist testified at the Senate film in- objects to and opposes any action by
persons, body or bodies which seek
quiry that the Coast press agent
as well as several other p a.'s had by Intimidation or otherwise to encroach upon the sacred rights of free
offered coin for favorable plugs.
Birdwell commented: 'Fidler's men to think, write, dramatize and
guaranteed under the
opinions aren't worth 25c, much less speak as
as a witness, will appear. Schallert
United States Constitution.'
$2,500.'
has been on vacation for past 10
days.
Most disappointed that they did
not get into the limelight of the investigation are Louella Parsons and
Hedda Hopper. Both would like to
-continued from pace 4;
tell the solons their likes and disa propagandist at work' McFarland Clark doesn't propose to have the likes (maybe) in Hollywood, and
rang the bell with 'I think I've seen ball stolen from his arms. He was both are in the midwest during the
shushing current week, but the committee
moment later, the increasingly stern in
one today.'
writer warned the solon, 'If you Willkie; Senator McFarland was an- evidently does not want to hear

in return for industry cooperation in

Funeral was held in Newburgh
into details as to his suspicions.
Sunday morning (14).
Surviving
When Flynn was warming up,
Levy are his widow, three daughters
McFarland drew blood with comand a son.
ments abojit the German-American
Bund's affection for the America
First crowd. The writer and A. F.
BOBINSON'S 'XMAS NIGHT'
leader screamed his hatred for the
Hollywood, Sept. 16.
Bundists, adding he had written a
Warner Bros, has chosen 'Night letter telling the Nazi-sympathizers

Before Christmas' as Edward G.
Koblnson's next starrer. Film will
be based on play by Laura and S. J.
Perelman.
Jerry Wald and Jack Saper will
produce and Lloyd Bacon direct.

Philadelphia, Sept 16.
Senate committee probing picture propaganda has promised
indie exhibitors to investigate
monopoly in return for their
support, Abram F. Myers, Allied
general counsel said at the opening of the. organization's conven-

ing session Monday (15) of its national convention in the Milwatikee
Auditorium. His talk generally was
regarded as a sharp refutation of
charges made before the Senate investigation sub-committee in Washington in the mudslihging fostered
by Senators Nye, Clark and Wheeler.
Those charges are false!' cried
Zanuck. 'Those who made motion
pictures realize and recognize the

Par and its
most of the the alleged get-into-war campaign.
While most of the spectators apmeetings and conventions held. For He hopped the subcommittee will lift peared to be mere curiosity-seekers,
the time being the Par b.o. will as- the lid by calling Assistant General of the sort which turn out for any
Thurman Arnold. Flynn also, was
sume operation

eral affairs affecting
partners,
attending

Allied Pans Probe

incite the

Clark commented arrangements for
The Frank circuit owns the 1,000- special screening will be made when
the bulk of witnesses have been
seat Boulevard theatre located withheard.
With a fiock of newsmen
in the Minneapolis city limits, about
keeping the story on front pages, he
a mile and a half from the site where

center.
However, Frank explains
that he hadn't intended to start operations 'for a few months yet' because he didn't believe 'the area was
quite ready to support a venture
commensurate with my plans.'
But If exclusive permit is granted
to RuUifson, Frank declares he'll go
Into court to demand his rights.

Milwaukee, Sept 16.
Emphatic denial that motion pichave been used deliberately to
American people to war
was made by Darryl F. Zanuck, 20th
Century-Fox exec. In an address to
the American Legion in the opentures

sion, latter has announced.

Affects Par's

CHARGES

what-they-said-about-yoii comon 'MelodrAna.'
Redfacedly admitted later he meant

Don

distributor,

cause

LIETOD.C.

ment

RuUifson, local equipand a group will
sContlnaed from pace 24;
R. Frank, head of the territory's largest and most successful drummed away repeatedly 'let's take
circuits,
to go into court a look at the product,' and Senator
independent
McFarland
tried to hurry matters,
aside
the
concesin an effort to set
000

ment

ZANUCK HURLS

'Mr.

Row

Minneapolis, Sept.

Washington, Sept. 16.
Second instance of poor memory about picture themca wai
illuminated while John T. Flynn
was on the stand. After Senator
Nye confessed to the Senate
propaganda probers he couldn't
tell whether he'd seen 'Confessions of a Nazi Spy' or 'I Married a Nazi,' Flynn got flustered
about 'Washington Melodrama.'
At first, Flynn aroused th«i
solons with a you-ought-to-see-

Studio figures it has better chance
to complete this film at some later
date, the Navy at present being occupied with more important matters
than picture making.

other proposition, however, persisand
interposing questions
tently

time

periodically having hard

keeping

control.

Chairman

the.

vital information.

Academy.

Picture,

designed

primarily

for

commissioned and non-commissioned
In one of his several sallies, Willkie scored a knockdown at Flynn's
expense. Protesting his horror at
the idea of censorship, the writer
observed that in the event legisla-

be conbe over there

officers,

explains

the

various

Instruction. Hal
Roach, Jr., is director and Major
Charles S. Stodter War Dept. liaison

methods of military

officer.

tion of this kind ever should

sidered seriously,
fighting
still

it

'I'll

WUlkie— if he's
The Industry at-

with Mr.

on that

side.'

torney caused an uproar by flinging
back, 'John, I couldn't jump as fast
as you do.'
(In the 1940 political
campaign, Flynn was in Willkie's
comer.)

When

Senator

Hedda Hopper

Clark described
well-informed, re-

—
—

respected Fidler interposed,
'You're giving her a better buildup
than you gave me,'
liable,

Though

them.

comments even though Clark firmly
steamrollered all his motions. Will- Training for Officers
kie, denied permission at the outIn Roach Defense Pic
set to cross-examine hostile witnesses, was told the probers won't
let the industry stage-manage its
Hollywood, Sept. 16.
own show. Clark bluntly replied
War Dept. defense film,
New
'the answer is no' when W. W. sugMilitary Training,' goes into producgested the industry present its own
Hal
Roach studio under
tion
at
the
people in the order and at the time
supervision of Darryl F. Zanuck,
it suited them and he be allowed to
chairman of the Research Council of
fire questions at them to bring out

Kelly No. Chaphn Yes
Arthur W. Kelly, head of United
Artists, who was one of the original
film execs 'invited' to testify before

the Clark Senate Subcommittee, was
informed in a wire from the chairman last week that he would not be
called.

There was no explanation

for the change of mind.

UA

Charles Chaplin, one of the
owners, has been subpoenaed, however,

and will ar^^ar.

,
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IT'S

A -ftMrnMO. PiANNA

AND A -diofm^ LAU6HT0N NOW!
With Bob Cummings giving Cupid
a new kind of pep -treatment!

what it
takes to magHere's

netize your

marquees
and get the
happy money
that's hitting

show business
highs

nan//

mm
«m

ana

Robert

CUMMINGS

in

STARTED with EVE

IT

A Henry

Koster Production

with

Directed by

Margaret Tallichet

HENRY KOSTER

•

Guy Kibbee

Walter Catlett * Catherine Doucet
Charles Coleman

Produced by

JOE PASTERNAK

A UNIVERSAL PICTURE

LAUGHTON

Screenplay by Norman Krasna • Leo Townsend
Original story by Hans Kraly

•

Nationally Released

SEPT. 26

t
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War Workers

PICTURES
and lost classmates Linda Darnell
and Anne Baxter at last year's grad-

Defense Floor Shows

From

wistfully wishing that every
night was Saturday night, pix exhibitors here have finally moved to

do something about cashing in. Last
Saturday the Fox, huge 5,000-seat
flrst-run house made the full move
in

•

the

direction

of the

new

trend

by going on a 36-hour schedule for the
week-end. The huge house is going
right through Saturday night with
'Sun Valley Serenade' and 'Charlie

Chan

In Rio,' its current bill, count-

ing on the normal overflow crowds
to carry it well into the small hours
of the morning when the 2 a.m.
close law in the niteries will bolster
those major weekend grosses still
higher.
Spill-Over Into Sabbath
While the Fox is the hrst theatre here to go whole hog, the other
first-runs also have moved in line
for those spill-over Saturday nights
by all installing midnight shows.
They also .serve to catch the last
shifts coming off work in the deNabes, too, have
fense Industries.
worked for stronger than ever pic-

ture combinations for the SaturdaySunday bills and several have

tucked on the same late shows.
While the picture biz is sitting
pretty in its opportunity to follow
girls
their
and
mechanics
the
tenIn the play-around-the-clock
Saturday nights, the
dency on
niteries can do nothing but beef.
They're cut off from that big potential revenue by the 2 a.m. closini;
law in Detroit— and caught with
the ropes up and turnaway crowds.
Fox experiment here with the
week's grosses aimed in the direction
of $30,000 for the first week *if t>'e
closely
beine
is
experiment

—

—

watched by the other exhibitors who
likely will put the town on an allnight basis.

3

A.M. Rebroadcast Of
Local Chrysler

.4

Show

In the belief that you can catch
two audiences with the same show
in

an eight-hour span due

to

the

living habits of America under
the defense industries, Chrysler has
begun a 3 a.m. rebroadcast of its 7
p.m. show via station CKL.W. The
idea behind the rebroadcast, according to Ted Campeau, managet of
the Windsor station, is to prove that
the sUtion's 'Dawn Patrol' (12:30 to

new

4 a.m.) audience has magnified considerably since the defense boom in
the Detroit area has changed the

beginning his first year after kindergarden with classmate, Danny Mum-

Shows.'

rc;!

rt

Who's Looney?

mert, also from the same series of
pictures.
Both youngsters receive

Taking a page out of the book
of local nabes, the Swan Club,
uptown nitery, has inaugurated
early floor shows for the convenience of workers in national
dr' "-e industries.
Because these workers have to

their instructions

which makes a
screwy titles for

ley.

Ladles School at Sep
Republic has a class of four young
most of whom expect to com-

It

Good' and 'A Jerk From Albuquerque.'

fits

into the

comedy pattern

No Upped

of the

A BIG WORRY
TO THEATRES

try.

B. 0.

Film

Moppets

When

she reports back to the lot for
her next picture.
Extra teachers were needed at
Paramount due to an odd quirk of
production minds. The first day of
school

was

also

the

day that 100

youngsters were needed to portray
circus fans in 'Malaya.' If the kiddie mob had been called the day before, not only would cost of instructors been saved, but the youngsters
themselves would have been able to
hang around on the set and really
get their fill of clowns and pink

On {75

Goses

Alabama

is

also stricken

hard and

HAU

WAB SOFF

The St. Louis Amus. Co., which
owns a chain of nabes in St. Louis
and adjacent St. Louis County, last

week closed the Maffitt, a North St.
Louis 1,200-seater, when two projectionists refused to cross a picket line
established when the management
refused to hire a stagehand, at $75

per week, because the house has no
Refunds were given
600 when the announcement of the
shuttering was made.
Chauncey
Nelson, personnel director of the
stage' shows.

Amusement

Co.,

said

that

several

days before the shuttering he was
visited by a delegation of union
execs, one ot whom was an ints-national officer of lATSE, and was told
they thought the Maffitt should h-^ve
a stagehand.
Nelson replied that
the house did not need a stagehand
as it has no stage shows, no curtains
to raise or lower and nothing for a

-

.

stagehand to do.
"They left without making any
threats to put a picket line on the
Maffitt,' Nelson said, 'and the house
opened as usual Thursday cil).
While tickets were being sold a
picket apipeared.

400 REPORT BACK FOR

WORK AT DISNEY PLANT

lemonade.

Trade Showings

HoUywood, Sept. 16.
Warners list»five, all of the fairer
After a four-week shuttering the
sex, who must put in as much time
Walt Disney cartoon plant was reat their' books as they do on the
opened this week (Mon.) with 400
(Continued from page 20)
sound stage between now and sumemployees reporting for work. Nummer vacations. Joan Leslie, a young
ber of inkers permitted to resume
SEATTLE
ST. LOUIS
lady who will be remembered as the
work was decided upon after a
WED., SEPT. 17—
wife of 'Sergeant York' and who just WED. SEPT. 17—
2:30 p.m. —'Suspicion' (RKO), Jewel Box Prev. Rm.
I:M> p.m.— 'Look Who's Laughing' (RKO), S'Renco PJl.
series of deliberations between Dis—
finished playing a college student in
MON., SEPT. 23—
2:10 p.m. '.Suspicion' (RKO), S'Renco P.B.
ney and the NUtB.
1:00 p.m.—'Secrets of Wasteland' (Par), Paramount Ex.
another picture, finds her real life MON., SEPT. 22—
Personnel resuming work at the
2:15 p.m
'OntUws of DeserV (Par), Paramonnt Ex.
classification is only that of a high
1:00 p.m.— 'Secrets of Wasteland' (Par) Paramount Ex.
TUES., SEPT. 23—
studio is expected to reach 700 by
2:30 p.m.— 'Outlaws of Desert' (Par), Paramount Ex,
school student of 16 putting in her
1:00 p.m.— 'Riders of Timberllne' (Par), Paramount Ex. the end of the week.
23—
last year at formal learning. Faith TUES., SEPT.
2 :IS p.m.— 'Stick to Your Guns' (Par), Paramonnt Ex.
—
1:00 p.m. 'Riders of TlmberUne' (Par), Paramount Ex.
WED. SEPT. —
Corn, 16, and Gloria Warren, 15, will
Ex.
Paramount
your
Guns'
(Par),
'Stick
to
2:30 p.m.—
1:00 p.m.—'Twilight on the Trail' (Par), Paramount Ex.
keep her company, while Diana Dill WED. SEPT. .24—
Antry Back With a Song
SIOUX FALLS
and Diana Jeanne, both 6, are just
l:(iop.m.-l'Twlliebt on the Trail' (Par), Paramount Ex.
WED,. SEPT. 17—
beginning their school years under
the tutoring of Lois Horn.
Classes at Vnlversal
Gloria Jean, 13, and her sister and
stand-in, Lois Schoonover, 12, lead
the classes at Universal under the
guidance of Gladys Hoene, attending
the same red schoolhouse that occupied much of Deanna Durbin's studio time between film takes before
hec graduation in 1939.
Elizabeth
Taylor, 0, is a new pupil on the lot,
flanked by such film bad boys (but
schoolroom good boys) as Butch and
Buddy, 9 and 11, respectively. Last
year, 1940, removed Helen Parrish
from the pupil stage at Universal.
Perhaps the best known pupil of
them all is founti at Metro, where
Shirley Temple, who started her

.

.

Nabe

'

^Continued from pace 2:

and kindred low-budget ac-

&

DICKERS WITH

RIVOU AND MUSIC

Starrett

all

.

opening of schools was postponed.
In the Greater N. Y. area schools
dustry probably its most accurate opened as per schedule although
Los Angeles, Sept. 16.
check on average weekly attendance there is a seasonal increase in the
All-night film houses in Govern- because every ducat should show up number of infantile paralysis cases
but in parts, of northern New Jersey
ment project territories throughout in the total ainnual tabulation.
they are closed indefinitely.
California are planned by Fox-West
Grosses during the past week
Coast as result brisk business at the
slowed down considerably over the
Aztec, 650-seater in San Diego.
N. Y.
country as a whole. This is regarded
With defense workers on day and U.
as having been partly due to the
night shifts, there is a constant supnormal drop expected with fesumpply of customers for the picture thetion of school but pointed out that
atres.
the level was about the same as
Reportedly unwilling to make a for the ^me week last year, whereas
book learning at 20th-Fox, is now deal with the Roxy, N. Y., which has biz since July has been running
making 'Kathleen.'
bu!;y
Young not had any of its product for nearly ahead of last summer's average.
Shirley will have three weeks of a year. Universal is offering its picOther weeks since July have been
instruction on the lot and then en- tures to other Broadway first-runs.
substantially ahead of the correrolls at the Westlake School for Girls,
So far, the Music Hall, which for- sponding dates for 1940, indicating
attendance to be broken up with merly had an annual selective deal that the post-Labor Day week came
other film assignments.
Virginia with U, that being four years ago, down partly because of the infan
Weidler, 14, returned to her books "has closed with U for two, 'It Start- tile epidemic and scare.
at Metro to delve further into the ed With Eve' and 'Appointment for
ABC's with teacher, Mary Mac- Love.' Understood a selective deal,
donald. Larry Nunn is also back at guaranteeing to play a given numRAWLINS'
his 'boning' on the lot with new- ber of U films yearly, has not been
Hollywood, Sept. 16.
comer Jackie Horner alongside.
"Torpedo
John
Rawlins pilots
made with this house or the Rivoli.
20th-Fox has Roddy McDowall, 12,
The Riv., current with 'Unfinished Boat,' designed by William Pine and
from England, beginning his Amer- Business,' has already closed for an- William Thomas for launching at
ican history under mentor Frances other 'Hellzapoppin.'
This theatre Paramount.
Richard Arlen is the lead gob in
Klampt. Jane Withers, now 15, is played several ITs last season. It
the star pupil in length of service may make a selective buy.
the story.
All Night Theatre

shown also for two nights. Both pictures shown consecutively and at th«
same camp.
For Boyd, Buck Jones, Tim McCoy,
Bob Steele, Three Mesquitcers,
Range Busters, Bob Baker, Tex Ritter, Johnny IVIack Brown, Charles-

of the highest paid stars or their
costly, productions.
Most welcome
among the big money talent are Wallace Beery and Gary Cooper.
Slapstick, open-and-shut, rip-roartry where prevalent, operators are
concerned lest the epidemic spreads ing fun festivals rate second to the gun
and causes the closing of houses as glorifiers with the Canadian Army
has happened in Hamilton county, men. Subtlety bats for .000. Packing
Tennessee.
This county Includes 'em in at the camps are George
Hardy, Three
Chattanooga which has 14 theatres. Formby, Laurel
In that city the authorities have Stooges, Donald Duck and Pop Eye.
closed the churches, schools and Abbott and Costello's 'Buck Privates'
other places in order to check the is soon to be available, and will be
down the groove for the Maple
disease.
Meantime, the operators are hop- ILeafers.
ing for colder weather since the
dreade'd disease, striking children
mostly, does not seem to thrive as
Refuses to Pnt
well as in warm climate. However,
it appears that the south is harder
Stagehand,
hit than the north and hopes for an
early frost are not so sanguine as
above the Mason-Dixon line.
Picketing
It
Fresh concern i? reported about
Florida and feared that some towns
St. Louis, Sept. 16.
may be closed up in that state.

&

thc-clock shifts these days in indus-

Bill

starring

tioners, are far more satisfying to the
in the war uniform than any or

atres to be 80,000,000 people, in 1940.
Consequently even a Ic tilt in the
average admission price in U. S.
would add $800,000 to theatre revenues or $4,160,000 per year. Figures of the Motion Picture ProducDistributors Assn. are estiers
mated compiled from U. S. Department of Commerce statistics and
from several other sources available
However, it'.<;
association.
to the
agreed that the figures are exaggerated and more nearly closer to
65,000,000. New federal admission tax
which starts at Ic will give the in-

Test is to be run for six weeks
with the hope of opening up a new
market for radio between midnight
and 4 a.m. because of the around,

Marshal,'

look at 'Ijove Affair,' co-starring
Irene Dunne and Charles Boyer, and

men
Because of the apparent effect infantile paralysis is having on theatre
business in various part of the coun-

,

mail and telephone calls. Listeners
are told frankly that the station is
endeavoring to determine the size of
the early morning audiences with an
eye to providing them with a greater
variety entertainment.

Fe

Boyd, in two nights, only 300 had a

POLIO SPREAD

Patrol.'
Joe Gentile and
S^sContitined from page
Ralph Binge, station comics, have
been doing the evening show for lower-bracket
houses
presently
Chrysler five nights a week for 30 charging 10c, 15c and 20c.
weeks on the early evening hour.
The Hays office estimated the av.The show now is transcribed for re- erage weekly attendance at film the-

airing at 3 a.m. with a strong bid for

and-ready comedies.
In a recent checkup it was found
while 3,500 soldiers saw tho

'Santa

dreds of thouss^nds of citizens. Allrequest recorded program has been
the recipient of a startling upsurge
in the number of telephone calls re
ccived during those hours which
was clue to the fact that not only
were thousands of workers bound
for their jobs at the later hours, but
restaurants,
homes, theatres, etc tricia O'Rourke, 14, who is playing
opposite him, between lessons, in
were operating on new schedules.
'Jungle Book.'
The Chrysler show was selected
(or the test re-broadcast because it
is a I5-minute comedy show which

'Dawn

or their productions mean no more
at the Canadian army camps than
an extra sardine in a' herring school.
With the soldiers, the big demand is
for Class B action films and rough-

that,

RKO

working and living habits of hun'

specialty of
its output, let
go again last week.
registered 'Loco Boys Make

itself

plete their studies this year. Judy
Clark, IT, is a newcomer while regulars are Mary Lee, 16, Leni Lynn,
17 and Marilyn Hare, 17.
school-age moppets aren't
much trouble to teacher, Harold
Mineer. Joan Carroll, 9, and Nancy
Gates, 17, make up his small classroom with only an occasional influx
of outsiders when youngsters are
needed for a short term of work in
a film.
Sabu, 16, is the star pupil of Austin Menzies at Alexander Korda's,
having come a long way from his
native India to study up on American Indians.
At the present time
Sabu shares his classroom with Pa-

on the job bright and

Canada s

St. John, N. B., Sept. 16.
Stars with top Hollywood rating

Columbia's shorts department,

from Lillian Bark-

ladies,

early, Joe Toll, manager of the
spot, has a special show at 10
p.m., which allows a defense
worker to scram at 11 Instead of
being forced to hang around to
1 a.m. for the supper show.

in

Army Camps; Pass Up H wood Stars

Simms, better known as 'Baby
Dumpling' of the 'Blondie' series, is

Philadelphia, Sept. 16.
it's special 'Defense Floor

Now

¥ Actioners Top Draw

uation time. Stanley Clements, 14year-old New Yorker, is learning
California history in the 20th-Fox
school house.
At Columbia, 6-year-old Larry

Nite to Howl

fContlnued from pace I;

a week and only take the rubber
off those bulging bankrolls on the
eve of their one day to sleep.
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—'Suspicion' (RKO), Amer. Thea. Supply P.B.
—'Secrets of Wasteland' (Par), Amer. Thea.
— Supply P.R.of Desert' (Par), Amer. Thea.
Z:4S p.m. 'Outlaws

SALT LAKE CITY

WED. SEPT. 17—

2:30 p.m.

HON., SEPT. 22—

'

p,m,— 'Suspicion' (RKO), Paramount P.R.
MON., SEPT. 22—
1:00 p.m. 'Secrets of Wasteland' (Par), Paramount
2:30 p.m. 'Outlaws of Desert' (Par), Paramount Ex.
TUBS., SEPT. 23—
'Riders of Timberllne' (Par), Paramount
1:00 p.m.
2:30 p.m. 'Stick to Your Guns' (Par), paramount
WED„ SEPT. 24—
1:00 p.m. 'Twilieht on the Trail' (Par), Paramount
,

1:00 p.m.

2:30

—
—
—
—
—

Ex.

Ex.
Ex.

—
—
—

ot Timberllne'
Supply P.R.

TUES., SEPT. 23—

'Sierra Sue,' with William
Morgan directing.
Cowboy star and his pal, Smiley

(Par),

Amer, Thea.

Burnett, galloped back from personal
tours to record songs before the

in

.

Your Gum'

1:30

p.m.— 'Stick

2:4S

p.m.— 'Twilight on the

to

Trail*

(Par),

Supply P.R.

Amer, Tbea. '^hooting got under way.

WASIUNGTON
Ex.

WED., SEPT. 17—
2:30 p.m.—'Suspicion' (RKO), 20th-Fox P.B.
MON., SEPT. 22—
10:00 a.m.—'Secrets ot Wasteland' (Par), 20th-Fox EX.

Ex.
Ex.

ll:lSa.ra.—'Outlaws ot Desert' (Par), ZOth-Fox Ex.
TUES., SEPT. !!3—
10:00 a.m.— 'Riders Ot TlmberUne' (Par), 20th-Fox Ex.
11:1S a.m.—'Stick to Tour Guns' (Par), 20th-Fox Ex.

Ex.

16.

Amer, Thea.

star

p.m.— 'Riders

Supply P.R.
Ex.

Hollywood, Sept.

Gene Autry climbed back into the
saddle at Republic today (Tues.) as

(Par),

Supply P.R.
4:00

SAN FRANCISCO
WED.. SEPT. 17—
2:30 p.m.— 'Suspicion' (RKO), RKO P.R.
MON., SEPT. 22—
1:30 p.m.— 'Secrets of Wasteland' (Par), Paramount
3:00 p.m. 'Outlaws of Desert' (Par), Paramount-Ex.
TUBS., SEPT. 23—
1:30 p.m. 'Riders ot Timberllne' (Par), Paramount
3:00 p.m. 'Stick to Your Guns' (Par), Paramount
WCD.. SEPT. 24—
1:30 p.m.— 'TwiiiElit OB the Trail' (Par), Paramount

i

WED., SEPT. 24—
10:00 a.m.—'TwIUglit on the

Trail'

(Par), 20th-Fok Ex.

Ed Kaufman's

First

Hollywood, Sept 18.
first producunder his new contract -with
Columbia is 'He Kissed the Bride/,
based on a stage play by Gina Kaus.
Melvyn Douglas draws the top
male role.

Edward Kaufman's

tion

28
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A SCINTILLATING...STAR-IPANGLED ARMY MUSICAL!

ASTAIRE

HAYWORrfH
youU>feV£fiG£r«icH

FRED

Michael Fessier and Ernest Pagano
Produced by S A MU E L BISCHOFF
D (reefed by

A

SIDNEY LANFIELD

COLUMBIA PICTURE
"Since

I

Kissed

"S'iMt''"' The

My Baby

*

RITA

ROBERT BENCHLEY
JOHN HUBBARD
Osa M
a

s s

e n

.

Guinn Williams

F r

.

i

e d a

Inescort

Donald MacBride

Goodbye" * "So Near And Yet So Far" * "Dream
Dancing"
Works For Uncle Sam" * "The Wedding Cake-Walk" * "The
Boogie Barcarolle"

3
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Singing Impresario

Martinelli
;

Continued from page 1;

the leading opera companies of the top being $1,000 which often resulted
in bad feeling on the part of singers.
United States.
Appointment of Martinelli, who
Resigoation of Gallo from the
will not give up his singing career,
artistic end came after a long arduwill, it is hoped, wipe out- dissatisous attempt on the part of the
faction.
He has been associated as
lormer San Carlo Opera producer to
colleague with Johnson since the latfuse the battling society forces which
ter joined the Met in 1922 and first
control the money and the destinies
sang
for Merola in San Francisco the
of the Chicago Opera Co. This comsame year, although all three knew
pany during the teens, 1920's and each other, years earlier. Closer coearly 1930's presented opera on a operation
is now assured between all
par with that shown at the- Metro- companies. The tenor will finish his
politan, and seasons which ran 26
next two years at the Met giving
weeks were not uncommon, with the him 30 successive years of service at
world's greatest singers appearing in the house out of 60 years of its existleading roles. The regime of Cleo- ance (Met opened in 18S3) and -will
foDte Campannini, followed by that replace Jussi Bjoerling in San Franof Mary Garden, and finally Samuel cisco in 'Tosca' if the Swede does, not
Insull, saw the end of a great artistic arrive In time from his native Sweperiod with the affairs of the com- den, visa difficulties having held him
pany gradually going from bad to up. Martinelli will also sing with
worse.
tlie Chicago company.
'

Soucht Lost Tear
At the conclusion of last season it
was decided to try to secure the
Martinelli
but the tenor
of

services

manager

as

was

Appointment
is

of a singing

manager

not without precedent as Andreas

Dippel, Met tenor, was joint manaof that house in 1908 with Gatti
Cassaza, and Mary Garden managed
the Chicago company for years.
Johnson retired in 1935 when he
took over the reins at the Met.
It is believed that Martinelli will

general
on tour

with the Metropolitan and never was
Gallo, who
formally approached.

had made

a success of low cost touring opera, was put at the helm. Gallo
failed to secure the necessary guarantees to insure the season, not because of lack of capabilities, but because the factions in Chicago refused to cooperate. Realizing at last

produce

many operas

which will be heard

at Chicago
later on, if suc-

cessful; at the other houses, although
In no sense of the word will the
Chicago Company act as a guinea
The tenor, born in Italy, Is an
American citizen.

that Chicago might have no season
at all, the directors met two weeks
ago and after a lengthy discussion
wired Martinelli an offer.

pig.

.

The tenor met with Johnson and

Co-op Breakup

and showmanship to do

the business of the plaintiff has been
fairly profitable with large Indebtedness liquidated and paid off, leasehold amortizations taken care of and

^^^^

ATERFRONT ESTATE
on Long Island's North Shore
foot frontag* and
private bathing b • • • h
1,304

Ormston

on

A MOTABLa COUNTRT E3TATB,
LOCATBD AT LATTlNaTOWN,
MB-AR QLBN COVB, NASSAU
OOUNTT, N. T. OFFBRB SOLICITED FOR PROMPT SALB.

Long

Uland

To

uisit

property, telephone

.

.

.

For iurther

Superintendent, Glen Cove 614-M
details, writ*

G. A. Townsend, 1310 Lexington Building, Baltimore, Md.

—
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'

Product Jam Sure

Korda spoke to Joe Bernhard, head
of Warner theatres, about taking the
job. Bernhard has until next spring
to

go with Warners, and

is

under-

stood to have listened but not signified' interest in a new post. Efforts
were also made to draft N. L. Nathanson of Canada for the post, but
it
was decided that Nathanson
might not be able to give the com-

pany

However, he

his full time.

is

being thought of for. chairman of
the finance board to see that money
would be forthcoming to producers
for pictures. Still nothing has been

done in that regard.
Reports that Ed Raftery, who is
secretary of the company and also
its counsel, being member of the
law firm of O'Brien, DriscoU & Raftery, might be selected for the spot,
according to Raftery, are untrue. He
said he never was offered the post
nor would take it, as law Is his forte.

$500,000 Budgets
Continued from page S ^^^

-

of the deal with Schaefer and Joe
Breen when a hitch came on several
points and the 20th-Fox offer was
brought to him 1>y Joe' Moskowitz.

United Artists, which also Is fight- sions, with Balaban & Katz on a The long distance -phone was put
into use, Foy talked to Zanuck and
ing the new state law In the courts,
partnership deal for the Apollo in William Goetz here and quickly
but which started making some deals Chicago
but talks had died when agreed to a two-year deal, calling off
under It, has discontinued its selling UA owners decided they wanted
a the RKO negotiations to the dismay
and is expected to cancel the few better-located house.
of Schaefer.
contracts previously signed by exGabriel Pascal's contract for two
Understood that Foy is getting
hibitors.
more George Bernard Shaw pictures around $4,000 a week on his nr^/
In consequence of the non-selling,
Is being worked out so that the proconnection.
Minnesota exhibitors now, of course,
ducer can make his next one or two
Foy is no newcomer so far .as
already are lagging far behind napictures for another company, Kelly Zanuck is concerned, for it was the
tional releases as far as the product
said.
(It is reported that the com- latter who, as chief exec producer at
of the five major decree companies
pany will be RKO and that Pascal's Warners, negotiated Foy's exit from
is concerned.
When and If selling need for ready cash has prompted the Warner lot as a director more
is resumed a product ^am is in proshim to ask for the leave from UA). than 10 years ago. Zanuck, meanpect.
Sol Lesser's pact with the company time, changed on Foy.
Majors 'Frightened'
Foy was 14 years with WB, seven
has been compromised so that it will
The real reasons that major dis- terminate' with delivery of 'Strange the last stretch, having left in 1930
tributors are fighting the Minnesota Victory'
or a substitute picture, to 1933 when he independently prostate law, invalidating the consent Kelly said.
duced 'Lights of New York,' the first
decree's groups-of-five plan and reall-talking soundfllm.
quiring the sale of the entire seaNathanson on Coin
son's product with a 20% minimum
Hollywood, Sept. 16.
cancellation privilege, are because
United Artists will not have a new
s Bhck-Oyer-Red
of a fear that If the measure works president to head it until David O.
out favorably 'there'll be a nation- Selznick comes into the company.
wide demand for it' and because
Hollywood, Sept. 16.
UA owners feel that shoiild Selzthese distributors wish' to perpetu- nick come into the company, which
Net profit of $10,897 for th* year
ate the old system's 'evils,' Inblu'dlng they expect will probably happen ending June 28, 1941, was reported
the right to compel exhibitors to buy very soon, that he should have the by the Monogram Pictures Corp.,
and pay for pictures that the latter right to pass upon the acceptability compared with a net loss of $179,656
can't use.
of candidates for the outfit's prexy. for the previous year.
Gross income, before operating
Such are the allegations contained And until such time no further disin a brief filed by the defense In cussion with possibilities or offers costs, administrative expenses, interest and federal taxes were deconnection with the hearing of the to any will be made.
Several
weeks ago Alej^aQiIc ducted, -was $2,030,459.
distributors' application for a temporary injunction to restrain, the
law's
enforcement
pending
determination of their main actions to
obtain a permanent injunction and
a court declaration that the statute
.

.
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individual affiliated stations to decide whether they want to carry any
of Lindbergh's broadcast* In the

SUrti

ScTHil'l

Tom TopBJwe

WIFE"

counsel for the plaintiff distributors,
win file counter-briefs, they announced. They have a week after
notification by the court to do this.

Continued from paie

St,

Peraon—

David Shearer and Joseph FInley,

WOR-Lindbergh

A NEW WAKMEB BB08. SOT

HOLLYWOOD

PARAMOUNT
McItth DoDjilas
Huth Hiiucf

NOW PLAYING

GARY COOPER
'SERGEANT YORK'

Spectacular Stag* Productions

ure's defense.

future.

Ormston House, designed by tho late Bertram Grosvenor Goodhue,
U beautifully placed on an eminence, with broad vlaUui of tree
bordered IawnB*sweeplng down to meet the waters of tho Sound.
Tho landscaping and Iho gordena were designed by Olmatod
Brothers. Dairy bam, riding otablea and garage, gate lodges, bath
and teahouse, tennis courts, service buildings, etc. All buildings
In excellent condition.
Can be divided Into smaller Estates.

fContlnoed from page Ss

tne RKO overflow which now uses
the lot be excluded, A cooperative
federation of the producers would
The court added, indicative of what assign space and otherwise handle
may impend in this line, !that we the studio detail not now in the
feel that a National- Board of Zon- charge of the studio management.
Kelly indicated that the new proing, Clearance and Protection with
distriburegional offices throughout the United ducers coming into the
States might well be set up with a tion fold had' met with the approval
carefully chosen membership so that of Selznick, who will be an owner
various delicate problerns presented of the company. Selznick deal rein
a very complicated industry quires a series of contracts which
could be given proper consideration. already have once been redrawn.
The powers of that Board should be Main pact is understood completed,
manifold since there is need for a with the subsids being worked out
program instituted by the Govern- this week.
ment along these lines. In addition
New product to be announced will
the industry should devote further be in addition to pictures now in
time to the study of the means of work for release, including 'Lydia,'
self -improvement.'
'Jungle Book' and 'To Be Or Not to
Be' (Korda): 'Sundown' and 'Eagle
Squadron' (Wan.eer); 'International
Lady,' 'Corsican Brothers' and Twin
Beds' (Small); 'Shanghai Gesture'
(Pressburger), 'New Wine' (Sekely)
jContlnued Irom page 1;
and 'Major Barbara' (Pascal).
quence, the latter Is beset with proUA's Theatre Expansion
duct difficulties. The same goes for
In regard to UA's recent theatreEngler Bros, in Hopkins, local acquiring moves, Kelly
said the comsuburb. They want to transfer the pany considered
Chicago and DeM-G contract to their newly opened troit as 'congested' spots where
house from the old theatre, but theatres would be desirable but that
aren't permitted to do so and, as a
no deals are pending In either city.
result, must keep the latter open.
He said that there had been discus-

Sound.

1ie aoroa of rolling lawns,
formal gardona, magnifioint iroo grouping* and
oommanding vlawa of tho
8ound<

Selznick-UA Set Soon

substantial salaries paid. These facts
do not coincide with the asserted
claim of the helpless victim threatened with ruination.'

in N. Y. and discussed the
proposition thoroughly.
After furContlnued from pace
ther conferences with his manager
and personal representative Michael activities in their vicinity, something
De Pace, he agreed to accept the no monopolistically Inclined organimanagement provided he was. offered zation willingly invites.'
This offer was recarte blanche.
In putting a check on the assosubmitted to the Chicago directors
Judge Picard declared, 'It
who will approve it this week, ac- ciation,
is apparent that the boldness of Cocording to Robert McCormack, presoperative has reached a point where
ident of the Chicago board.
It was somewhat arrogant toward
The appointment of Martinelli is
one of the most significant steps for- out-of-the-fold -Independent and even
ward taken by a major opera com- small theatres in its own memberpany in years. The 56-year-old tenor ship. In soma instances the Indewent to the wall or had
Is generally considered to be the best pendent
tenor to have been heard in America to sell out. This court believes that
in this century with the exception when Co-Operative or any member
of Enrico Caruso. Martinelli joined seeks to prevent a member's comthe Metropolitan in November of petitor from bidding for pictures by
1913 and is starting his 2gth succes- threats held over the producer; or
sive year as leading tenor at the when a member buys pictures which
house this November, a record for are not needed for normal requireall time. He is one of the most out- ments; or when an association so
standing personalities to -have ever conducts its affairs as to shut out
appeared on the stage of the Metro- one member's competitors entirely
politan, and his box office popularity that the line has been crossed beIs shown by the fact that In 10 per- tween legality and Illegality.'
formances last year at the Met he
He pointed out that the Roxy,
outdrew all other male stars, rolling running 24' hours a day, had forced
up a gross of $135,000 or $13,500 per the competing Colonial Into vaudeperformance, a profit of over $15,000 ville, adding that the Roxy was practo the Metropolitan.
tically the only key-run Co-Op house
Frequent Conflict
using six featiures a week and that
The situation between th« three the abnormal requirements prevented is tmconstitutional.
major companies was often one of the
Each and every one of the almost
rival -theatre from existing as
conflict, as witness the opening of
500 Independent exhibitors In Mina picture house alone.'
the Chicago season this year when
nesota will be 'irreparably damaged'
While admitting that Raymond
the Metropolitan was asking its stars
if the law is not permitted to conto report for rehearsals In the midst Screlber, of Midwest was a former tinue In effect and they are denied
of the Chicago performances. San Co-Op member .and went Into the the right, given to them by the measFrancisco and Los Angeles, which thing 'with his eyes open,' Judge ure, to cancel a minimum of 20% of
opens first, also conflicted with the Picard declared that 'the consent de- each company's product, it's claimed
Chicago season and -much confusion cree recognizes' the rights of new ex- In the brief which Judge Hugo Hanft
often resulted with singers flying hibltot-s to pictures as controlled by in Ramsay County district court orback and forth to keep engagements ttie situation 'as is' when the new dered after hearing verbal arguwith two of the three companies. exhibitor comes on the scene.'
ments.
Practically all companies used the
'The testimony clearly shows that
Tho consent decree itself seeks to
aama stars, with San Francisco pay- the plaintiff did have a harder time perpetuate the 'old system's evils,'
ing fees in excess of $3,500, Chicago making money than the Cohens and
the brief charges.
a little bit behind that, with the Met had to resort to some extreme tacWhile filed by the Minneapolis and
St. Paul county attorneys, defendants
in the action, the brief was prepared
by the three special counsel which
Northwest Allied, the law's sponsor,
hav* retained to assist In the meas-
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ORSON WELLES
FDR'i Speech Bepcated
Philadelphia, Sept.

16.

President Roosevelt's Important
radio address of last Thursday was
and played back
plattered by
to the audience of the Forrest theatre at the close of the curtain on the

WCAU

'DootDr's
Katharine Cornell.

legiter,

Dilemma'

with

The speech was piped

into virtu-

Staililey-Warner

downtown
two newe-

ally

all

houses,
reelers..

as well as the

"CITIZEN KANE"

In the

IRENE DUNNE

ROBERT MONTGOMERY

OPENS FRI., SEPT. 19TH
Ann Sheridan * Jack Oakie
Martha Raye * Jack Haley
Now

Warner Bros.
In

Hit

.

.

«

mVY BLUES'
with

"UNFINISHED BUSINESS"

TEE NAVT BLUES SEXTETTE

UNITED Dllf ni I
ARTISTS KIllULI

EDDY DUCHIN and

DttnOpm

9:30 A.M.

B'^o'.**
<»th8t.
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RADIO

80

Pire-Clirisbnas Layoff

MILLER REBUKES SCALP-HUNTING SOLONS;

ML

ADMITS RADIO

Tartly Replies to Jimmy Fidler's Charge Web
Impeded His Free Speech Won't Let Gossipers
Jeopardize Web's Position as Operator

CBS

One of th« few shows to take a mid-season layoff is Lifebuoy's 'Hollywood Premiere,' dropping off for the month of December.
William Esty agency contends that no amount of air coaxing can
move the red-cartoned cleanser in paying volume during the last

OUT FOR DEFENSE

—

month.

BILL LAWRENCE'S TITLE

& Ryan

Head* Pedlar

On

Sclup'

—other- Changes

WLW

Coast

Hollywood, Sept. 16.
Lawrence, producer of the
Bob Hope Pepsodent program, has
been named Coast manager of PedTed Sission, of the
lar ti Ryan.
agency, is here to open quarters.
Lawrence will share the office with
Orson
aide
to
Olmstead,
Clare
Welles on the Lady Esther show,
L.
which P&R is handling.

By

Bringing Programs

line

Bill

on the part of those who harbor differing beliefs and conceptions to reHadio people hit back quickly last
opponents as propagandweek at accusations in testimony be- gard their since this country emEver
ists.
probfore the Senate 'warmongering'
upon 'a program of strengthbarked
So
ers about unfairness and bias.
defenses, radio
its national
ening
dragged
far broadcasters have been
Washington, Sept.

16.

has given wholeheartedly of its time
and energies and resources to the
furtherance of our preparedness program. Radio is all out for national
defense. If that is what the Senator
means, radio admits it. And any malicious attempt to smear a great industry at a time when it is playing
so important a part in the interest
secondary.
of the public welfare any attempt
Clark's complaints that networks to produce confusion, disbelief, and
keep the air hot with hysteria-breed- disunity among our people will fail,
ing programs brought fln admission as all such efforts have failed in the
from Neville Miller, president of Na- history of the Union.'
In only rarely, though Jimmy Fidtale of woe Monday (15) Included several yowls that CBS violated his freedom of speech. Passing
references to radio were made by
Senator Bennett Champ Clark, cosponsor of the investigation resolution, though they were distinctly
ler's

—

duction

staff,

of the

Bill Goodwin, actorannouncer, also drops off the dentifrice program to work on five other

Hope show.

network operas.

Ben Gage

calls the

shots for Pepsodent.

Much

sharper slap was taken at

Fidler by- CBS. Before he had got
one-third through his tale of woe,
the Isolationists' indictments. Miller the network issued a handout exWednesday (10) reminded Cliairman plaining it 'was beset by legal difD. Work Clark that license-holders ficulties and dangers so long as Jimare scrutinized periodically by the mie Fidler was on the air.' Spieler
Federal Communications Commission sought 'to destroy values and repuand the industry's conduct has not tations in order to build up a big
been criticized by the kilocycle cops. audience,' the chain said, and he
tried, furthermore, to give views on
Are They Sincere?
Washington, Sept. 16.
controversial subjects despite netRadio's first serious alarm about
It is difBcult to believe that work policy providing free time for
charges such as those are made In all discussion of debatable issues.
a Federal gross income tax was
"There are
sincerity,* Miller wrote.
'Columbia is responsible for what ended Monday (15) when house and
more than 800 broadcasting stations is aired over its network and has
senate conferees adjusting revenue
In this country. These stations are
the right to maintain a certain charbill differences agreed to omit the
operated by men and women of all
acter and to insist upon proper
creeds and political beliefs Repubconceived In
standards of what is broadcast into 5-15% bite originally
licans and Democrats, farmers, lawHouse Ways and Means Comthe
American homes. Columbia did not
yers, newspaper people, plain busiwish to profit by broadcasting scan'- mittee and guillotined by the Senness people of all kinds. Some are dal and gossip. Jimmie Fidler did ate Finance Committee.
members o( the Senate and the want to profit that way,' CBS
The final compromise draft has no
House of Representatives. After full charged.
provision singling out the broadcastexamination Into their fitness and
A Happy Divorce
ing industry, though the impost on
responsibility, the Federal Govern"Columbia is well satisfied that leased telephone lines—for all purment has granted them the license to
CBS and Fidler have parted com- poses except news transmission
broadcast They have invested subpany and does not believe that Fid- remains. Rate was fixed at 10%.
stantial sums of money in the necesler will succeed in deceiving the
sary physical facilities to carry on
public with a false issue of free
broadcasting operations, and have

ONE-MEDIUM

TAX

—

devoted their intelligence and energy
to the building of a radio broadcasting service which is conceded to be

the

beA

in the world.

speech.'

Fidler.had the last word, for the
CBS waiting a lull to
put a witness in the chair. He retorted that he was only a reporter,
agreed
that
program standards
should be maintained and care must
be exercised in pouring information
into American homes, and remarked
he's guilty of scandal-mongering if

present, with

'Of course, it is absurd on its face
to say that any man or group of men
control what is broadcast in this
country. The American people, and
they alone, exercise a day-to-day
control of broadcasting far too pow- factual
news ' about, marriages,
erful for anyone, even Government babies, fusses over employment conItself, to interfere with'. But, beyond ditions constitutes scandal.
this, these men and women have voluntarily accepted as part of their
public responsibility the duty to see Mitchell
Joins
to it that radio shall promote and
enlarge free public discussion and
at
debate.
^
Mitchell Benson leaves WOR, New
Tea, We're All Out—'

King

Benson
Mathes Agency

York, next Saturday (27) to become
•Senator
Bennett
Clark
has assistant to Wilfred King, radio
charged radio with keeping the air director of the J. M. Mathes agency.
'hot with propaganda for war.' In all
At WOR Benson Is commercial
critical periods there Is a tendency program manager.

Frank Norris Pidse-Taker for
Radio

New

Campap by March of Time

Dolph Martin's Program

Time mag, with

850,000 circulation,
aiming for 1,000,000
the major objective of
of Time getting back on the
air in early October—to sell more
magazines. And it is for this purpose that co-managing editor of
Time, Frank Norris, has been drafted
as g.m. of
from now on at
least 13 weeks in order to coordinate the radio show with the newsmagazine's drive to self-exploit it-

but

JOE SPADEA JOINS

that's

MOT

—

—

self.

Heretofore MOT tied in with another sponsor but Roy E. Larsen,
prez of Time, Inc., and Bill Geer, his
aide, this time decided to plug the
mag via the radio program. Nor-

.

•

McGHLYRA

IN CHI

Joe Spadea and Allen R. Koehler
have been added to the Chicago
sales staff of the Joseph McGlllvra

at

WOR

Spadea was formerly Detroit manager of Edward Petry & Co,, while
Koehler comes from WTMJ, Milwaukee.

FISCHER'S

editor.

Chicago, Sept. 16.
Norris will bring over some of
George Fischer hits Mutual with
bright young men *to
further the prime' purpose of the a weekly Hollywood chatter period
new promotional affinity; among starting Sept. 28 for Marrow Oil.
them possibly Joel Sayre to script.
Will be on each Sunday at 12:15
Show starts ether Oct. 9 at 8 p.m. p.m., set through the Hays-'McFar^Thursdays on NBC-blue.
land agency here.

WMCA

Danzig of
and 'Appreciation
of Radio Music' by Irving Landau.
There will also be an intermittent
seminar on radio news conducted by
George Hamilton Combs, Jr., of

WHN.

all

Monday

N. Y.,

(25).

Paul Hodges' 'Arriving
program.
Cincinnati

,

WLW

WMCA,

courses.

Her guest lecturers Include Isaac
Brimberg and Seymour Seigel of
Stanton of CBS, Jo
Ranson of the Eagle, Charles Godwin of F-M, Stockton Helfrich and

Charles HarreU at

WBEN

Heads Reviyed Edacat'l

Dept

Started by

Darrow

Walter Pierson of NBC.
Buffalo, Sept. 16.
After year's lapse,
has re-

WBEN

WBBM HUDDLES
WITH UNION

opened Its education department but
with a new title and head. Hired
Charles T. Harrell. formerly program director of Library of Congress
radio project, to
public service.'

Chicago, Sept. 16.
is still In heavy negowith th« Associated Broadcast Technicians Union (A.F.L. via
I.B.E.W.) on a new contract to go

WBBM here

tiations

on

Oct.

1.

Negotiations

little strained in midweek, but
have been straightened out a great

Become

'director of

Washington post Harrell,
joined library on Rockefeller fellowship, produced 'Hidden
History' still on NBC-Blue web.
-WBEN was one of first commercial
stations to set up an educational
division. Ben H. Darrow, a veteran
In educational broadcasting, headed
In

who

It

his

first

then.

got a

deal since then, and il Is now likely
that an agreement -will be reached
.this

week.

16.

Renew Quiz Kids
Chicago, Sept. 16.
Alka-Seltzer, through its Wade
agency, came through with renewal
orders for two of its Chicago network programs last week. Set Lou
Cowan's 'Quiz Kids' for another 52week ride on 62 NBC-Blue stations,
as of Oct. 1.
And renewed for another 52 weeks
of NBC-Red stations for the WLS
National Barn Dance, effective Oct. 4.

Thomas

C.

Gooch named chairman

KRLD

of board for
Corporation,
operating station for Dallas (Texas)
Times-'Herald. Replaces E. J. Kiest,
deceased.

Aimy-Navy Prepares

choirmaster

Is

Leaving'

outlet has been bringing In Gabriel
Heater directly from New York
three times a week.
Tag on the Hodges show is Travel
Time.'
He had been working the
series in the middle west and during
his New York stay the pickups will
include the Pennsylvania and Grand
Central stations and La Guardia
Airport. Program goes over
10:45-11 .p.m., Monday, Wednesday
and Friday and gets simultaneous release over
which is 11:45
p.m.
Crosley's shortwaver,
expects to do some picking up from
New York also in the near future.

WNYC; Frank

WBBM

Sweet Chariot.'
Although a musician,

Cincinnati, started originatlong line program

WMCA,
one

WLWO,

Naney Davids' Courses
College of the Clt^ of New York
has Nancy Davids continuing as its
radio prof. She will conduct three

Technicians are asldng primarily
Dr. Dolph Martin, former Bos- for a wage increase of approximately
offers have been
tonian, has returned here to launch 20%, and the
a Saturday morning program on coming close to meeting the approval
WEEI, entiUed The March of Youth.' of. the union negotiators.
It starts this Saturday at 10 a.m. and
will run 45 minutes each week inMerle Oberon Lead-Off
cludlttg a children's choir, a chil
dren's dramatic playlet and various
Guest for Kate Smith
Martin will write,
quiz games.
Guest on.. Kate Smith's opening
direct, produce and train the choir
of 50 voices. Del Castillo will pre- show (CBS) Oct. S will be Merle
Oberon and on the following week
side at the organ.
Since his return in ^September, it will be Errol Flynn.
Flynn's appearance Involved a
1039, from Paris where he had lived
'
for some years Martin has acted as preview tieup with Warner Bros.
choirmaster for Bob Emery in the
'Rainbow House' program
latter's
over WOR, New York. Martin is
best known as a trainer of children's
and also negro choirs. He composed
the score for the negro play on
Broadway some years ago, 'Roll,

Censorsliip

Policy; Affect Newscasting Mostly
composer

his

career

Martin is unique in that he' grad'
uated from Harvard Medical School
here but never practiced, going in-

Washington, Sept. 16.
to keep up to date on all such matConcrete plans for comprehensive ters, Patterson told the Hbuse MilFederal censorship over vital de- itary Affairs Committee the question

of

strict,

fense

compulsory

press-

Information, involving both radio supervision
is being examined
Bob Emery at WOR, New York,
has meanwhile expanded his own Army and Navy operations, are be- so the Army will 'have In readiness
Rainbow House choir of kids to 65, ing drafted, though application is for use in event of an emergency
not contemplated now. Congress which requires them the necessary
intends to go to 100 voices.

learned Monday (15). Acting Secretary of the Navy James Forrestal
of War Robert Patterson confessed joint scheme

and Acting Secretary

Skelton's Raleigh Repeat

Is

Hollywood, Sept.

NEW SPONSOR

editor of the Brooklyn Eagle,
and Al Simon, publicity director of
station WHN. Additionally two new
dio

some time
Boston, Sept,

organization,

ris,
Manfred Gottfried and T. iS. Marrow
OU Bays Hollywood ChatMatthews are -the managing editors;
ter Program for Mutual
board chairman Henry R. Luce is

Time mag's

.

WEEI, Boston;

Emery Expands

stead into music.

March

year by "professors' Jo Ranson, ra-

into effect

Starts at

and
Isn't specifically

Island University Is repeating the radio courses first given last

Cincinnati

second

Its

from

New
or

Long

are being added, 'Script
Writing and Production' by Frank

RADIO BEATS

WLW,
ing

VniTcrsliy Has Hanson, Simon,
Danilg, Landan and Combs

courses

—

tional Association, of Broadcasters,
that 'radio is all out for national defense.' Asking a chance to reply to

MORE RADIO COURSES
I.

NBC

protakes the rein on the

Bob Stephenson,

From New York To

under discussion against the posAmerican entrance. Into war.
try. Forrestal commented that legislawere guarded,' though let- tion may be required to carry out the
from the 'little cabinet' members Ideas, and both officials emphasized

sible
16.

Red Skelton goes back on the air
for Raleigh cigarets in October. He
heads a half hour comedy show.
Agency is Russel M. Seeds.

Details
ters

indicated the authorities are not con-

cerned about the domestic situation.
restrictions, however,- undoubtedly will apply completely to radio,
cussion.
because of the eavesdropping possibilities, and it Is considered unlikely there will be any difference
St. L. between what can be published for
WIL, St. Louis, has named Wil- home consumption and what can be
sent abroad.' Any control would be
liam Rambeau its national sales rep.
pointless if foreign snoopers were
Similar assignment has been given able to pick up Info
here and relay
the Radio Advertising Corp. by It home by secret means.
WMBS, Unlontown, Pa,
Noting the War Department tries

Other talent and time

still IrT

Rambeau Has WIL,

Information for the control and regulation of the transmission of information into or out of United States
territory in such manner as will best
safeguard the 'interests of this coun-

dis-

Any

President Roosevelt's approval has
not been obtained yet.
Debatable point whether statutory
authority would be required to put
leg-Irons on radio. Though the Communications Act specifies program
content cannot be blijepenciled by
Federal
'national
agencies,
the
emergency' clause giving the President power to suspend regulations
and take over facilities In order to
safeguard the country may be broad
enough to permit control merely
through an Executive Order.

—

—

-

,
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BADIO

Si

MOST ACnVE AIR AGENCIES
THAT ALL MAY SHARE

LaGuardia Appoints W. B. Lewis, CBS,

TWO DEAO HEAT

There's something rather eerie and terrible about the power
©f a radio microphone, like a bread poutice, to draw out, sooner
or later, the core of a bigot's bigotry. Give a bigot enough radio
*nd he'll eventually let his hatred dowii to cover him spiritually
like a

To
Young

Nature seems to compel the bigot to share, with other bigots,
radio microphone produces something
tis true thoughts.
akin to the biological mystery that forces a salmon to leap over
dams so that it may spawn.

A

Government Radio

Centralize

Shows and Washingtonians Ain't Gad

Ku Khix nightgown.

Rubicam's ProducNot Far Ahead of
RuthraufF
Ryan Agency Thompson Contmoes Ward
tion List

&

BUSIEST

Spot Boys of S.K.

YEAR

Ellis

v.p. in

Twice in six weeks racial intolerance and liatred has been
Agency Until December
Impawned oyer the air. Twice would seem to be enough. But
Young & Rubicam will have a
meantime it is perhaps an encouraging sign, against much that
J.
Walter Thompson, which rerecord number of commercial prois not, that even his best friends are frankly telling a fofmer
cently took over the Ward Baking
grams on the networks this fall.
hero that he made a fool of himself. America is still a workThere will be 14 night-time shows, acount, has advised the stations ining democracy when an open attack on one race is regretted,
volved that the spot contracts placed
four daytime scripts and a Saturday
if only as a tactical blunder.
by the predecessor agency, Sherman
a.m. half-hour. Not far behind in network activity is Rulhrauff 4c Ryan K. Ellis, will be continued until
Meantime radio may take some comfort from the fact that with 11 night-time programs and two Dec. 31, 1941.
bigots usually produce an antiseptic reaction from a nation that daytime strips. It also makes a new
Thompson as yet has no other
high for R. & R.
radio plans for the account.
is still capable of being shocked by the muck of a racial and
R. & R. this fall will be reprereligious hatred. Quite a few bigots during 20 years of radio
sented on the air every night of
history have finally blurted out what they really meant. the week but Saturday, whereas 'FLATTERING BUT UNTRUE'
Usually they have blurted and blotted out themselves simul- Y. & R. will have some show going
taneously. At least there are cases in California, in Kansas, in each night but Monday and Satur- Can't Hear WFIL Program In New
day. Following is how the schedule
England, Says Clipp
Michigan.
looms for Young & Rubicam:

RETURNING TO

Roth's

Fitfa

Show

16.

Harry

comics,

•tarting Oct. 12.
On Oct. 19, the American Kadlo
Warblers will be on for the American Bird J>roducts at nooA fOr 15

minutes weekly, through the WestonBarnet agency.
Both shows are on Sundays

Aide to Ed Chester
William H. Fineshriber has been
named director of shortwave pro-

wave

WCCO's

tke reoplc* (Sanka).

DOTOtby KUeallen

10.

WOCO

has a Bible quiz, based on
less<ms given over the
•ir preceding the quizzes.
There are two teams for each quiz,
comprising bright Sunday school
students from the different competing churches.

Saa Francisc*.
is

new

(J. it 3.).

WEDNESDAlT
•Manhattan

HidnUIit'

at

KYA

—Rosalyn

Campbell

night receptionist and

secretary to John Livin^jtotie, Coast
manager of International Radio

Also new a^ KYA is Joseph
MicCuan, account executive formerly with KVOS, Merced.

with national defense haa
already caused a whirlwind of re.

sentment

in
various Government
agencies with radio activities. The
mayor, as head of the Office of
Civilian Defense, today (Tuesday)
sent a letter to the heads of the
Navy, War) Treasury and Justice departments, along with the Office of

Emergency Management, informing
them of Lewis' designation. His letter indicated that the assignment had
the approval of the President.

(Ener-

giae).

Bddic CaalOT (Bristol-Myers).

THUBSDAY

tic

During his leave of absence from
network CBS will maintain
Lewis on his regular salary. Douglas
Coulter, his aide, will run the CBS
the

program department.

NOTQUITEA

WFIL has been, conducting the
Swap program since September,
1940.
Title of the program 'Swap
Shop' is not infringement of the
magazine's colump ('Original Yankee Swappers Column')
The allegation in the magazine's
suit that WFIL's program was heard
Minneapolis, Sept. 10.
in New England in direct competition with the Yankee programs 'is
KSTP has sold Its University of
flattering to WFIL but remote from
Minnesota football broadcasts to
fact.'
Shell Oil, but during game's progress
The magazine, published in Dublin,
N. H., conducted radio pro- there cannot be any commercial.
graftis on WEEI and WNAC, Boston, Station provides sponsor a 19-mtnuta
but discontinued them for the sum- preview before the kickoff, and then

COMMERCIAL

-

TlmC (Time Mac).
Varch
•AUriek FamUy* (General Foods).

FRIDAY

ate

Smith (General Foods).
Meanwhile the Y. & R. daytimers

Home

consist of:
of the Brave,'
'Joyce Jordan,' 'Bright Horizon' and
Kate Smith for General Foods and

Dorothy Kilgallen for Johnson

It

Johnson.
Rutbratiff St Ryan's night-time
drinmercials will have the following
schedule:

nhe Shadow*
GoodwlU

(Bine Coal).
Boar (SUrlinc).

MONDAY
(EmersoB Dnv).

'Vox

•Brewrtcr FamOy' (Qi<aker Data).
Lamy Bosa (Campbell).

TUESDAY

Sales.

New York mayor
Government domes-

Attempt of the
to centralize all

effort to spread itself into the Philly
territory.

(Lever).

SUNDAY

Fineshriber has been director of
the network's music department

Sunday school

England magazine,; which seeks
'Swap Shop' program
on WFIL; Roger W. Clipp, general
manager of the station, declared that
the suit 'may well have been a publicity stunt' by the magazine, in an
to enjoin the

•Battle at Sexes' (Molle).

Bom * Allen

can relations.

Wit Qnz

Minneapolis, Sept

He will report to
Chester, director of shortbroadcasting and Latin- Ameri-

grams for CBS.

Edmund

New

TUESDAY

We
Hollywood, Sept.

Savoy and Russ* Brown,
and writers Dave Schwartz
and Eddie Davis have been set by
Saul Reiss of the Dolan & Doane
agency for the Schaefer beer show
Chicago, Sept IS.
in the east on NBC.
Two ot the canai7 food companies;
Program with Allan Roth's music
atandards on radio and Mutual for replaces the Col. Stoopna'gle comical(ome tizae, return again to the ether ities.
wave of ISBS this season. Hartz
Mountain Bird Food, through the
George Hartman agenc7, goes on a Fineshriher Shortwave
weekly stint of 15 minutes at 11 ajn.

RADIO

charge of programs, the direc-

tor of all broadcast activities in con-

nection

.

William L. surer (Saoka).
Silver Theatre (Int SUvcr).
Jack Benny (JeU-O).
Screen GnUd (GnU).
Helen Baycs (Upton's Tea).

Orchestra

16.

broadcasting
under
activities
Lewis' direction is probably going to
meet with some opposition from
other department heads themselves.
Philadelphia, Sept. 16.
WFIL today (Tues.) filed a motiop No bureau here appears willing to
in U. S. District Court to dismiss let radio program control slip out of
the action brought by Yankee, Inc., its hands.

SUNDAY

Ross Brown

Harry Savoy,
CANARY FOODS Set for Scliaefer

Washington, Sept.

Move by Mayor Fiorello LaGuarmake Wilbur B. Lewis, CBS

dia to

<C*Brt of Mbsinc Heirs' (Sterling).
Bob Bams (Campbell).
Ijumy Bom (Campbell).

er.

The WFIL program is a sustainer
is used as a 'clearing house' for
spot announcements. Listeners are
Invited to exchange things they want
to get rid of with other dial-tuners.
Since its inception, 'Swap Shop' has
and

i>een

handled

by Announcer Jack

Steck.

a 4S-minute review and musical
show, with Le<(nard Leigh and the
studio orchestra, together with highlights of other contests. Immediately
after the games. Halsey Hall, StarJournal sports writer, airs the grid
battles play by play.
Broiadcast also .goes to the MinneRadio Network, comprising
sota

Spartanburg, S. C,
have opened, branch studio at Greer,

KYSM, Mankato; KROC, Rochester;
KFAM, St Cloud; WEBC, Duluth;
WMFG, Hibbing, and WULB, Vir-

S. C.

ginia.

WdRD-WSPA,

WEDNESDAY

FM Station

Five-Man Qrdiestra for

urging people to listen to the new
Chicago, Sept Id.
Of course, there has been
station, station.
Tribune's
way officially on considerable tie-up with manufacturers who are coc^>erating in a
operaSept. 21. For the most part
drive
to
call more FM receivers.
wing
the
tion of W59C will be under
ot the
personnel with Frank It is estimated there are some 3,000
Schreiber as overseer of W59C, Carl FM receivers in the Chicago area
time,
but this number is
at
this
Bill
Meyers as chief engineer and

FM

Chicago

gets under

WGN

McGuineas as sales manager; all of jumping rapidly.
Zenith Radio Corp. has had its
whom hold similar jobs with WGN.
One salesman, Charlie Gates, will FM station in operation, for some
sell only W59C time. Estelle Barnes, now on a schedule from 8 a.m. to 1
a.m.
and has built up a loyal audiformerly with WAAF, will serve as
program director of W59C, but this ence. There is no commercial time
refers primarily to disc operation. on the 2^nith station, and Eugene
Henry Weber, musical director of McDonald states that the plans call

WGN,

FM

is

named musical

chief for the

outlet.

Musicians

union

has

set

a

for a

continuing of this, policy.'

W59C will have rates up with a
new few days and there will be a con-

WGN

FM, which is considerably certed drive by that station,
lower than the scale for the regu- and the Tribune to give the FM
lar stations. Also has set a five-man transmitter a quick boost for imme-

scale for

(Lever).

Roper Study Excites Sponsors

THUBSDAY
Majw Bowes (Chrysler).
FBIDAY

WGN

Staffers, Has
Chi Tribune Station Mostly Uses
Own Salesman, Gates, Barnes for Disc Operations

W59C,

Big Town'

CBS Study Based on

'Grand Central Station' (Lever).
Ruthrauff & Ryan daytime serials
comprise "Big Sister' and 'Aunt
Jenny,' both Lever Bros.

Curiosity Aroused on

Wife of Bffl West, WTMV,
Gets Cash aiid Property

Columbia's sales department is breakdown by educational and age
under pressure from various of its groups. Also information that is
~
accoiints to disclose the programs common to other accotmts' pro'
involved In the sales effectiveness grams. CBS, however, will exercise

St Louis, Sept 16.
William H. West, head man of
WTMV, East St Louis, last week
was ordered to pay his estranged
wife $300 a month alimony by Circuit Judge Maurice V. Joyce, at

chart contained in its latest elaborate promotion piece, 'Roper Counts

HI, as the court granted
Mrs. West a separate maintenance
decree. Additionally West was di-

Belleville,

rected to pay his wife's lawyer $400,
transfer $800 work of stock to her,
give her $2,000 from the sale of the
radio station he heads, pay all of her
unpaid bills contracted before Monday (1) and give her the family
automobile and household goods.
Mrs. West's petition alleged West's

Interviews

The network went out

Customers.'

way

compiling this chart to
preventing any one from guessing
of its

10,000

—Paul Kesten Edited Piece Personally

In

the identity of program and product,
but It indicated last week it would
be willing to reveal these identities
if
all
the clients involved were
agreeable. The data happens to be
a year old and if the identities were
revealed all CBS accounts would,
CBS figures, get a keener insight to
the relation of time and program
costs to actual sales.

Meanwhile CBS does propose

to

place with each agency two sets of
blueprints of Elmo Roper's own

some withholding of data when it
comes to competitive products. Lever
Bros., for instance, won't be shown
Colgate's

sales

effectiveness but it

will be given data showing what
share of the total market is held by
competitive products.

The

study,

which rates

as. the

most

exhaustive yet turned out by the industry on the subject of sales effectiveness, is based on 10,000 carefully
selected interviews.

Marked by

its

simplicity

and incisiveness ot
method, the study proves by a series
of analyses

and charts how the pro-

duct

or

use

purchase

is

higher

among listeners to each CBS program than among non-listeners to

income was $1,000 per month. While worksheets as far as they affect the these programs. This plus margin
West did not personally contest his agency's accounts, so that the agency runs anywhere from 30% to 101%
Chicago Tribune has been backing up W59C with much editorial
Toledo, O. Jack Fitzgerald, of To- wife's charge that he had been asso- could turn one set over to the client and averages 53%.
Paul Kesten,
space, but the WGN station itself ledo Chamber of .Commerce, has re- ciating with another woman he filed and retain the other.
These prints CBS v.p. did the editing and most of
will drum up listeners for the FM turned to WSPD, Toledo, as a sub- an answer in which he made a cater- will show a breakdown by cities, a the rewriting on the promotional
stations with special announcements stitute announcer.
gorical denfal of all her allegations.
breakdown by income level and a book.
orchestra.

diate

public

acceptance.

—

NBC's Latin Associates

May

Pick

Up

Oliver-Sarah Churchill show.
not announced till
after the song session.
Vic
His

DX

Mutual s
any

If

South

the

of

of Louis-Nova Fight

American
want to

NBC

take the shortwave broadcast of the
Joe Louis-Lou Nova fight Sept. 29
it will be okay with Mutual providing there are no local Mutual
affiliates and the Mutual account of
the event is picked up. WGEO,
Schenectady, will shortwave a Spanversion

ish

the

of

fight

round-by-

««*
London

iOT

the color.

Motual-GiHette Gaines

Shortwave to So. Amer.

WGEO, Schenectady

Via

Schenectady, Sept.

WGEO

WGEA,

and

16.

Schenectady

wave stations at the General
Company, will broadcast
the World Series games for Mutual
and Gillette Safety. This will be the
third year the Schenectady DXers

short

Electric

have been given permission to take
the play-by-plays from the Mutual

WGEO,

web.

a 100,000-watter, will

beam on Latin-America while Red
Barber and Bob Nelson are describing the contests via

WGEA,

toward

Europe.

WRUL,

Boston, Mass.,
the Series.

also

will

wave

short

Montreal French Version
Montreal, Sept.

-

World

series will

be aired

16.

in this

city by Canadian Broadcasting Corp.
stations, French and English, direct
York and/or St. Louis,
from

New

as the case may be, in English while
the French play-by-play version will
be given by Roland Beaudry over

CBF.

BBC

Pay Performers

to

Working Service Shows
London, Aug.

29.

Equity has succeeded in steering
e ruling through BBC which will remove a pain from inside vaude ranks
doing air duty. Where the bunch
were playing a' service camp and
BBC ran a wire into the entertainment, none of the performers received any fee for the ether end of
their act. New ruling will see talent getting a regula^ air fee lor any

wired stuff.
Setup had long been a sore point
who squawked they

to the players,

were taking the life out of their material by ethering It with no monetary recompense.

NBC AWARD TO XEW
Mexican Station Gets Plaque from
Royal for 'Cooperation'

Mexico

City, Sept. 16.

XEW

Local radio station
(150,000
watts) largest air service in Mexico,
operated by the Emilio Azcarraga
,

Interests that also owii radio station
(50,000 watts) and the Cine
Teatro Alameda, swanky frontline
cinema here, has been awarded its
second American prize for enterprise

XEQ

.

XEW

and

progressiveness.
won
Variety's plaque for the best showmanagership in Latin America for
1940.

The new award, a plaque, was be-

NBC

stowed by

preciation for
of

exchanges
Americati

as a token of ap-

XEW's

cooperation in

programs

with

the

air enterprise a;id its

web

In Mexico. It was delivered by John
F. Royal, vice-president of NBC, to

Othon M. Velez, manager of
In a simple ceremony.

XEW,

BBC

of the

'V

banning

Morse equivalent

in

sign urge has
use of the

all

anything going

This hits pop
out over the air.
tunesmiths who'd included the dash

Town

Hall of Air' to

Run 9:15-10:15 P.M. Thursdays

as Hillman-Clapper Get

taken up by British National
Recorded voices of John Barry- was
|
Nanton Wayne and
for filming.
more, Ellen Terry and Herbert Tree
Basil Radford will repeat their roles,
.will, be
used by the BBC Drama
Enid Crulkshanks, opera star, did Dept. in giving listeners Shakes- scries having been waxed when latter player was on leave from Army.
a radio stunt of crooning 'There I pearean excerpts.
Said she fell into the habit
Go.'
through doing request sessions at
munition factories, where the pop's
preferred.

9 O'Clock Niche

dot, etc., in their melodies.

Calling

round, with Julio Garzon, managing
Charles Coborn celebrated his B9th
editor of La Prensa, Buenos Aires,
working from ringside. Two S. A. birthday with a radio date on 'Monstations, LRI, B. A., and HCJB, will day Night at Eight.' Comedian sang
be paid by Gillette for the rebroad- his oldtimer, 'Man Who Broke the
Other S. A. outlets will have Bank at Monte Carlo.'
casts.
to do it on the cuffo if they want it
and will be required to carry the
Alvah Llddell, ace BBC news comcommercials.
mentator, uncovered a mystery bariWGEO will also shortwave the tone voice when guesting on the new
baseball world series in the direction
will direct the
of S. A., while
Europe.
toward
same broadcast
WRUL, Boston, will have a Spanish
broadcaster give his own version but
from the Mutual account. Red Barber and Bob Elson will do the playby-play and there's a possibility that
Gillette will bring in Bill Corum

WGEA

seen

Revamp NBC Bhe Schedule

name was

Growth

stations aftiliated with
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NBC-Blue

has

reshuffled

its

Thursday night schedule for the fall
so that Trimount Clothes, with William Hillman and Raymond Clapper,
will have the 9 to 9:15 period, 'Town
Hall of the Air,' the 9:15 to

10:15
Mutual's agreement to carry the
stretch artd 'Behind the Headlines'
Repertory Company to -guest- variety hour, 'Music Hall,' has made (Newsweek) the next 15 minutes.
one month. Actor will do session a target for vaude talent
The
sustaining
'Treasury
Hour'
excerpts from 'Number 17,' 'The normally sidestepping radio.
which has been on the Blue from
Chinese Puzzle' and 'Escape,' plays
'Information Please' being stretch- 8:30 to 9 p.m. Tuesdays will be
with which his name has long been
ed to 45 mins. in response to urgent moved to the Wednesday 9-9:30 p.m.
associated.
period,
preceding
the
half-hour
fan requests.
which Camel cigarets has bought
WUIard Roblson getting a 30-min.
for 'Penthouse Party," starting Oct. 8.
Cole Porter's 'Miss Otis Regrets'
song biography on discs, session
tagged, 'Uncrowned King of Jazz.'
has been fashioned into dialog by
Spike Hughes; scripter did a simiWRNL, Richmond (Va.) News'Crooks Tour' is being revived as lar job for BBC on 'Frankie and Leader station, has FCC permit for
a serial. Aired first in 1940, script Johnnie.'
1,000 to 5,000 watts power increase.

Leon M. Lion accepted bid from

BBC

star for

RADIO
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20 HOURS DAILY SHORTWAVE
FACSIMILE RECORD

Radio Commercial Since

1937

Is

in the use of facsimile for such purposes except that the Embassy now
relies 100% on this form of communication to get the latest dope
from home and is thought to be the
only diplomatic unit so up and com-

SOVIET EMBASSY SETS

Leonard Joy's (RCA) 1st

Bendix Show

Leonard Joy, musical director at
BCA-Victor recording itudlos In
New York, will be the conductor of
the band on the Bendix Corp, sponsored U. S. Treasury show which
debuts on NBC-Blue Sept. 30. Joy
hasn't worked in commercial radio
since 1037. He'll conduct a 22-piece
orchestra and 14-piece choir.
Barry Wood will be permanent
m.c, the hour (9-10 p. m.) using
name guest artists to back him up.

Washington, Sept

ing. Engineers have been aware the
Russians were developing some novel
technique, closely guarded, and have
a general idea of the channels employed, but various technical aspects
have not been disclosed.
Soviets have erected a large listening post and receiving center on the
outskirts of Rock Creek Park, the
first foreign embassy with such a
clear Russian symbols have been setup. They cannot get a license to
shown a select few friends of em- install transmitting equipment, howbassy attaches.
ever, under the anti-alien provisions
There's nothing particularly new of the Communications Act.

—

Ruth Paige Who Rellres
For Motherhood
Buffalo, Sept.

16.

PossibiA long-distance record for
regular facsimile transmission is being set by the Russians, with the
Soviet Embassy here receiving all
its current news from Moscow via
ultra-high frequency images.
Details of the system are not known
to U. S. engineers, although samples
of the tape bearing remarkably

—

EDNA KENNELL AT WEBR
Replaces

T

.S.

16.

Edna Kennell, woman's voice from

E

WHEC

and later WHAM, Rochester,
has taken over five-a-week distaff
program over WEBR for Adam Meldrum & Anderson, department store.
Replaces Ruth Paige, in private life
Mrs. David Keppel, who is to become a mother.

Further Meetings Expected
With Col. William Donovan Now That BroadcastBesides this comment shot, Miss
ers Have Been Tentatively
Kennell also will write commercials
Informed of Washington
for store's two other daily shows on
WEBR. disc-fllled Noonday Revue
Views
and Cy King's newscasts.

HUDDLE WITH FCC
Washington, Sept.

As soon

16.

as the Office of Coordina-

headed
Donovan, has com-

tor of Defense Information,

by

Wm.

Col.

J.

pleted a series of conferences with

the Federal

Communications Com-

mission on technical matters the networks and others active in international shortwave broadcasting will

Slow Explosive"

Full of

again be brought to Washington and
advised of the Government's proposed broad plan for reaching tha
entire world with, news programs.
The meeting held in Donovan's office last Wednesday (10) with thia
representative group was to advise
.

"ROPER COUNTS CUSTOMERS"

|ust off the press,

is

under the CBS

them in advance o£ what might be
expected of them after details had
been worked out with the FCC.
It was disclosed at the past week's
meeting that the shortwave stations
would be expected to extend their
operations to 20 hours a day and that
more attention would have to be
given to directing their signals to
other parts "of the world than South
America. The talks with the FCC
will concern issuing permits for increased power and new antennae
and it will be on the basis of the
results obtained by Donovan's oflics
in the

FCC

ordinator

Imprint,

it

offers

what

its title

promises ... a careful measurement of

soles results, a scientific count of actual customers
tisers

as a direct result of their radio programs

sales

and advertising
not a

It is

compact form.

little
It

is

effort scrupulously

study,

made

big.

it

won by CBS adver-

. .

.with every other

winnowed
is

out.

in scope,

a big study, pressed into

each as thorough as Roper, each

basically related to the other thirty-nine— and all forty packed tight

between
it

names

its

covers.

speaks quietly but with,
. . .

and dates

. . .

and

about radio advertising

we think, tremendous force.

places.

in quite

We

the

doubt

It

names

anyone can think

if

news

programs

A good deal of shadow-boxing apparently took place at last week's
meeting. Some observers feel it was
lamentably indefinite, especially in
glossing over the matter of finance.

They feel, too, that the governmentites were deceived by the mild be-

really forty separate studies of forty different pro-

grams—each nation-wide

discussions that the cowill suggest large scale

expansion of
throughout the world.

same terms before and

after

havior of radio reps who, following
the traditional ways of radio reps,
grumbled before and after but not
at the meeting.

Lack

of practical

The radio trade

reading this readable but challenging report.

Government pro-

an absence of any thinking
through of the shortwave problem,
and demands that can only be met
by expenditures running into millions of dollars all gave radio men
an impression of wandering idealism. Radio men are not overlooking
that 20 hours double shifts of broadcasting and stepped up power (new,
expensive transmitters) and more
languages can easily pile up a
staggering overhead.
posals,

that

if it

clearly

believes

does not do as the Govern-

ment wishes about shortwave

was more than a year

mean even more,

the making.

It

will

we think, a year from now than right away.

It

does go deep.

It

In

one thoughtful reader observed,

full

It is,

as

of slow explosive.

For your copy of this comprehensive study, 'phone or write to

the 'or

Ciovernment takeover of this
This idea has been confunction.
else' is

veyed. Unofficially of course. But
conveyed. It accounts for the radio
trade accepting as realities alternatives which, not being 'official,' some
Washingtonians apparently feel free
to describe as 'far-fetched,'
Meaning as of this particular week in history.

The Washington

THE COLUMBIA BROADCASTING SYSTEM

•

NEW YORK CITY

'hints'

as under-

stood by radio men amount to this:
whatever the financial sacrifice of a
fuller shortwave schedule might be
to the broadcasters, keeping the
service in private hands should be
worth the price.'
And the broadcasters are inclined
to agree.

Indeed there is no real dispute on
general broad issues since the government seems disposed to accept the
basic thesis that it is good democracy
to retain the form and identity of
free enterprise in American shortwave Instead of having It, as in other
countries, a frolic of the bureaucrats.

Hannibal
air with

new

(Me.)

Courier-Post

station,

KHMO.

—
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unreasonable to freeze a growing
business by a rigid time formula.

NBC CBS Insist lleyll Go to Court

NBC Lawyer
In

one

HBS

Raps

Stahlman,NowinNavy,StinA.W.O.L

CBS and NBC

respect,

swapped

FCC Junks Anti-Monopoly

Unless
Rules;

Attad MBS'

Washington, Sept.

16.

Two senior networks Friday (12)
propositioned the Federal Communications Commission about junking
the drastic anti-monopoly reforms
and going to work on a new regulatory statute that would let everybody know where he stands. Countering Mutual's suggestion for a
quantitative formula, fixinj; the time
which might be optioned exclusively, both NBC and Columbia renewed appeals for a workable law
In place of the antiquated measure
now being used by the kilocycle
cops as justification for ordering
sweeping changes in business prac-

Tartial Retreat'

How

Hooper Rates 'Em

Great emphasis was laid on the

Ten top-ranking evening shows
September as given by the
Hooper survey are:
for

Edgar Bergen

19.4

Walter Winchell..
Lux Radio Theatre
'Aldrich Family'
Eddie Cantor
Maxwell House.;

18.3
17.1
16.3
14.8

13.9

Kay Kyser
'Mr. District Attorney'

12.6
12.3

One Man's Family'

11.6

Kraft Music Hall

11,5

tices.

The older nets reiterated unmistakably their determination to go mously endorsed, though CBS and
NBC still feer longer term networkinto court probably in New York
outlet agreements are imperative.
if
the FCC majority persists in
outlawing exclusivity in regard to Mutual earlier suggested that, under
the restrictions
in
its
substitute
either program service or time calls,
but announced willingness to take rules, three-year tickets would be
hf.nded out without injuring the
part in a cooperative movement to
protect the industry and public alike public or handcuffing the regulawith a statute not so subject to tors. On the whole, the license iswidely differing interpretations. Mu- sue is only incidental, so little time
was wasted on this phase of the
tual had no comment on this idea.
Impatiently demanding action which controversy.

—

—

will

enable

where

enced.
Reaction of
ment on the

markets

enter

to

it

difficulty

has

been

experi-

crackdown eleFCC was not clear,
though Chairman James L. Fly was
disposed to ridicule the demurrers
of NBC and CBS.
For the most
part, the regulators just sat and
listened, with
only Commissioner
T. A. M. Craven, leader of the protesting minority, throwing out a few
questions that showed he has not
given up the fight.
Commissioner
Paul A. Walker, uncompromising
ch^n foe, was content to leave
the

In briefs filed simultaneously with
the arsument, both
and CBS
stuck firmly to original contentions
the Commish has no legal right to
tell the industry how to conduct its

NBC

business affairs.
Deterrhination to
thrash this issue out in court— regardless of the confidence of FCC
lawyers that there is ample justification for specifying
what licenseholders can do in signing up with
chains was obvious throughout the
legal documents.
Objections were
repeated that the reforms go far beyond the powers conferred by Congress and violate the 'due process'
everything to Fly, except a couple clause of the United States Conbesides
injuring,
of questions about the Mutual tie- stitution,
not
benefitting, the public.
up of the World Series.
The Mutual idea of slicing the
The semi-exclusive contract Idea
broadcast day into three segments advanced by Mutual is preferable to
and allowing networks to get lim- the FCC proposal to put all chainited exclusive
time calls on af- affiliate relations on a catch-as-catchfiliates was further modified at the can basis, John J. Burns and John T.
argument, but even the latest con- Cahill, NBC and CBS attorneys, recession made no material difTerence spectively, agreed, but under no cirto NBC and CBS. Only other par- cumstances is it entirely satisfactory.
ticipant, John Shepard, was gener- Burns warned it still would put
ally against any limitations on af- radio
in
a
regulatory
straightfiliation
arrangements of regional jacket, and would be particularly
webs.
injurious if business declines. The

—

•

Two-year

licenses

were

tinani-

roles.
"This time, the attorney for NBC threw the most
rocks at Mutual, labeling the rookie
web with a money-hungry tag and
accusing it of being nothing but a
program switchboard. Burns took a
poke, however, with the remark that
Mutual is the 'most articulate proponent' of the FCC proposals, but
seemed content to let Cahill do most
of the riding.

NPC

brief maintained

it

would be

undesirability of upsetting the status
In such a crucial period.
Both
and CBS .emarked the govern

quo

NBC

clamoring fo
more and
gratis time to put over
jus
national defense ideas and bolster

ment
more

is

morale, protesting

it

is

the height of

nerve to expect the industry to be
open-handed while knocking the
economic foundations loose. This
argument drew sneers from Chairman Fly, who told Cahill no matter
what the general situation is he'd
expect NBC to protest that the
time was inopportune to apply such
reforms.

So Far as James Fly
Benny's Indecision
Hollywood, Sept. 16.
Jack Benny can't
his mind whether to
on the new season from

Because

make up
shove

oft

Coast or New York, his
writers, Bill Morrow and Ed
Beloin, are eyebrow deep in a
Comic insists on localecoloring in the script and the
3,000 miles in between makes a
difference.
Seasonal debut is
Oct. 5.
the

dither.

They straddled the dilemma
by pounding out two sheafs, east
and west, and keeping their
fingers crossed lest he decide to
take off from Chicago.

still

altered

if

another

The round-the-table procedure was comes along, he

major network

noted.

While Mutual still would prefer to
Commission that the outlaw all exclusivity, the quantitaSecurities & Exchange Commission, tive scheme is 'the maximum to
which he served for several years, which we don't object,' Caldwell
got along very well taking tho.se it explained. Although there might be
regulates into its confidence.
The some undue restraint on competition,
1940 investment trust act, Bufns re- no such condition could be perpetmarked, is the product of calm dis- uated if option clauses of contracts
negotiated
annually.
The
cussion and as a result had the full were
by Burns, with a pointed

stressed

reminder

to the

support of the companies.
This
process would avoid very serious
problems and eliminate much painful confusion,

he opined.

Jeer Mutual's 'Retreat*
Mutual's partial retreat from a position of unqualified approval of the
proposed reforms caused the older

MBS

attorney still is convinced the
rules should not allow a web to tie
up a single minute more than it
used in a prior year, if there is to
be room for everybody.
.

Tanbee's Opposition
The Yankee-Colonial opposition
advanced by Paul D. P. Spearman

networks to engage in a little jeering.
Burns commented the rookie
now acknowledges not all restraints
on competition are to be condemned,
adding that Mutual has constantly

was principally against the original
Mutual idea of allowing exclusive
calls on only one and one-half out of
each five hours in situations where

progressed,

squawked against prohibiting

despite

the

practices

there

is

only

one

plant.

of the act, the ex-

and marching on Congress, Cahill
said. Terming the regulations 'ideals'
rather than practical conditions, he
said the present

is a 'singularly intinie' to make over the
industry. Even ii the Commish does
as its attorneys insist have the

appropriate

—

—

power

to

impose

such

In

but

New England, anyway, nobody
Yankee-Colonial seems inter-

ested in serving one-station towns.
National chains aren't clamoring for
time, since they prefer the big markets. Spearman explained.
If regional webs cannot serve these little
communities, the public will suffer severely, for the operators of
plants in such spots are unable to

spend much for talent, even if it
available.
Yankee-Colonial,
being the Mutual outlet, needs more
option time, in order to care fgr
both the national accounts coming

command- were

ments, this power shouldn't be exercised now.

Mutual was charged by the NBC
spokesman with attempting to use
the Commish to avoid making expenditures such as the senior chains
disked. He said MBS seeks to gain
u position which it has been unuble to achieve and cannot until its
'rather
wealthy stockholders' arc
willing to use some of their capitaL

via MBS and its own business.
Further, the. regionals need more
latitude so they can book opposite
the weak national programs, since
they obviously cannot oppose the
big-time features.

The anti-dual rule was touched
only in the NBC brief, which put a
lot of weight on financial aspects of
Formula suggested by Mutual
exclusive options on not over four the issue.
The eldest skein reout of each five hours in the three niinded the regulators it has $19,brackets would lay undue empha- 000,000 tied up in property and has
sis on commercialism, both Cahill annual operating costs of $17,900,000
and Burns protested. Idea that a
web could reserve only as much
time as it used the prior year is
even worse. Cahill said that MBS
proposal is the acme in commercialization,' instead of encouraging more
public service.
Burns argued that
if the business is going to be entirely competitive there will be 'frantic
rushing' to get time and sponsors,
automatically cutting down sustaining programs. .The pubjic is bound
to suffer, both lawyers contended.

—

'

The original idea of having differtime-call maximums according
to the number of outlets in a market is both needless and hard to
apply. Caldwell said in modifying
his proposal.
He acknowledged as
long as there are any options, stations are going to tie up primarily
with one particular web and give it
all the breaks possible.
Complicated engineering and practical problems are another reason .for dropping all such limitations, as it is
difficult to agree what stations should
be co'hsidered in determining the
degree of competition. As illustration, he cited Detroit, noting two ol
the five stations don't cover the
whole
metropolitan
area;
when
Windsor is taken into consideration,
it's almost impQssible to say
whether
Detroit is a three-station, fourstation, or six-station town.
The idea also was disliked by
ent

The

selection

ment

stores

station

off

WSAI by the 4

and 7

which

is

largest depart-

local breweries indicates

used most by those

the

who know

Cincinnati best.

NBC RED *HD ILUE-S.MI WATTS NIGHT AND DAY

WSAI

CINCINNATI'S
OWN STATION

9raven.

While it may be possible
at this stage to have different limitations according to the number of
would have to be

stations, the rule

610

KC

NBC 'RED
imTnii

Wednesday (today). After giving
notice of intent to appeal, the former'
president of American Newspaper
Publishers Association— who defied
the Commish on advice of his counsel—got a stay of the effective date,

making his appearance indefinite.
The hearings are expected to con-

tinue for several weeks, according to
Chairman James L. Fly, though
Commish attorneys have been reported far from through with their
job of getting more accurate and
comprehensive information. At several sessions a month ago, the FCC
got black eye when subordinates introduced exhibits with glaring errors and deficiencies and expert witnesses talked glibly in generalities
with intle exact knowledge of various phases of either the radio or the
publishing business.
In some quarters it has been expected the FCC would back down realizing it grabbed a bear by the tail,
but Fly showed no disposition to
give up in affirming the renewal
would occur as scheduled.
Hints
have been dropped high administration people are irate over the boners
which marked the first stage of tha
inquiry.

Expand Healey Show

net-

tio>i.

The vagueness

cellent service rendered by the industry, and the uncertain times are
strong reasons for calling things off

Concerned

Washington, Sept. 16
Though ordered by U. S. District
Judge James W. Morris to show ud
James G. Stahlman, Nashville Banncr publisher now on active duty
with the Navy, won't be on
hand
any time soon for quizzing in connection with the FCC's hearings
on
newspaper ownership which resume

Also

about which it originally squawked. work options on the prior between
Cahill followed this up with the ob- 11 p.m. and 8 a.m. (because it would
servation that 'the most ardent' sup- upset the Yankee news schedule)
porter of crack-down philosophy and the provision that contract renow envisions 'serious difficulty in newal negotiations could not be inoperating' under the Commission's itiated until 00 days before expiraconditions.

Is

Schenectady, Sept. 19.
Jim Healey, who has sinca
July been doing news commentary,
poetry and philosophy on 6:45-7 a.m.
spot three mornings weekly for P.
Lorillard's Union Leader Tobacco,
over WGY, Schenectady, will move
Col.

to

6:05-6:15

p.m.

block,

Monday

through Saturday, starting Oct. 6.
In increasing the time from 45
minutes weekly, Lennen
60
& Mitchell, agency on the account, will add a second product
line. Beechnut Cigarettes and BeechThe latter
nut Chewing Tobacco.
will be plugged on alternate nights.
Healey also airs at present over
WTRY, Troy, for Central Super
Markets.
to

(including $3,000,000 for sustaining
wire
talent
and
in
$3,000,000
charges).
Shotgun divorce would
involve a huge financial loss, since
the affiliation contracts cannot be
assigned to any new operator and
the only thing NBC has to sell are
one full-time and one half-time stations. The NBC brief insisted thereis competition between the Red and
the Blue, noting each has its own
sales organization, but did not go
into a detailed refutation of the
sizzling criticism from the Commission majority..
-

—

.; .

.

!
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m IRRESISTIBLE

WHEN

FORCE

. .

MEETS AN IMMOVABLE
OBJECT .

.

Lower Your^ Cost
Someone Gets Caught

Distribution

in a Squeeze!
Today

it's

of

the manufacturer, faced with

Bupng BLUE!

by

an ever-diminishing margin of profit. His
cost of production has risen enormously
due to higher taxes, higher hourly wages,

and the increased cost of raw materials.
Meanwhile- prices have risen comparatively

little.

And

price ceilings bar the

possibility of passing the

there

is

a

way

WITH
more

out

.

Enjoy

increased cost

of production on to the consumer.

production

costs

and

selling

your margin of

profit.

prices

And you can

distribution cost by getting more out

lower your
of the advertising

are located in the

power
rose

is

from 64

selling is

them per thousand

listeners.

under such measurement that the
And, depending upon such varinumber of stations, etc., the Blue costs from

It is precisely

Blue stands up
ables as

best.

eleven to thirty-six percent less per thousand listeners.

"The reason becomes obvious when you consider
these advantages of the Blue

heaviest.
to

Money Markets where
As the-number

buying

of Blue stations

110 in the last 16 months, the
network remained the same

cover tnarkets, not just areas,

Chances are that you've already recognized
most economical national medium.
But today many radio sponsors are examining
measuring their coverage not
their set-up anew
merely in volume, but in efficiency in what it costs

—

less

per thousand listeners!

coast Blue Network. As you expand your network
you receive savings up to 20% of your total time
cost, naturally leaving more money in your bud-

get for talent.

basic strategy of the
to

radio as the

36%

to

ECONOMICAL BY DESIGN—BlueNetworkstationt

dollars you spend.

—

through the air with the greatest of ease—^<i;v

from 11%

or less out of your control, it becomes
necessary to lower your cost of distribution to protect

sales

Yet

.

to

provide

sales

when

ECONOMICAL IN TALENT-fiolstered by the finest
sustaining schedule of news, sports, and public ser-

most profitable.

vice programs

ECONOMICAL WITH POWER— Some

networks

number of 50 kw stations, but remember that while power is not always effective, it is always expensive. The Blue has high power stations
where power is needed elsewhere conserves its
power and your budget.
offer a large

—

ECONOMICAL

IN

COST PER STATION—The

famous "Blue Plate" system of discounts was
originated to encourage the use of the coast-to-

NATIONAL BROADCASTING COMPANY—A

on the

air, Blue sponsors enjoy an
it is large. Blue evening comhave a CAB average tf 10.
And they have achieved this amazing record with
a talent expenditure oi44% less per quarter hour than
their m<vor network competition.

audience as loyal as
mercial programs

If current conditions suggest the

your cost of distribution,

let

need of lowering

a Blue salesman

show

you the way out of your trouble

Radio Corporation of America Service

NEW

MAJOR IMPROVEMEKTSI

STATIONSI
In th, fait /»r iwRrA/, the Blae Network bii iddcd I new
BalUowrc) "fo Bloc'* on
Mittoni (2 in major markcti). Four otber itaiioni (includinr KQV. Piitiburch and
8 ftatlooa lociaied ibdr powvr. Is
October 1. In (Lc lajne period, 11 Blue lUiIona completed Important improrcmenia

WCBM,

—

tmprorcmcntaarcnovirni/A'iM/— 20 power tDcrraaci (ladudlor
6 frequency beiccrmcnca and 2 Dew tnntmlticra and anccnnai.

addition, 28 Kation

NETWORK
•th

oif^t
S„tes thru the

the greatest

ofease

WWVA'a

iiKTeue to SO.OOOwatta).
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Paine of

ASCAP

In Chicago

Rintool Station Opening

Addresses Indies

Doubts Breakaway From N.A.B.

Inc., when the latter
its convention at the Stevens
hotel, Chicago, Monday (22). Harold
prez, has declined to
N.I.B.
Lafount,
take seriously the report in the
trade that the convention will be
faced with strong pressure from a
small but determined group of independent broadcasters to adopt a
resolution favoring mass resignations from the National Association
of Broadcasters.
The advocates of this resolution,
It is said, will argue that the N.A.B.
Is in no way representative of the
non-network stations and that these
Independents could accomplish more
for themselves by maintaining com-

SPECIAL STATE LOOP

plete autonomy.

Salt Lake City, Sept. 18.
Frank C. Carman of
(NBCBlue) last week inaugurated a statewide network affiliation to function
twice-weekly with a gubernatorial
fireside chat. Stations joining hands
include, KVNU, Logan; KLO. Ogden;
KOVO, Provo; KEUB. Price; KSUB,
Cedar City and KUTA, Salt Lake
City.

KUTA

At opening sesh Governor Herbert

Maw

sat

in his

shirt sleeves

by

own fireside and talked for 15
minutes on activities and happenings in the state government.
Adhis

ministration of

be taken up

all state

agencies will

in turn.

—

WSRR, Stephen
kilocycler

R. Rintoul's 1400-

preeming

is

tomorrow

(17). Rintoul will continue with the
Katz Agency, leaving operation
new station to Slocum Chapin,
manager, and Bill Voss, program di-

opens

B.

E.

E.
of

UTAH GOVERNOR USING

Broadcasters,

News Opens Radio Page

Katz Agency Discusses With Stations Whether Local or National
Should Be Most Emphasized ^Durham Is Radio Ed.
Stamford, Conn., Sept. 16.

The

Next Week; Lafount

John G. Paine, general manager
of ASCAP, will on invitation adNational
Independent
the
dress

Deseret

But Boss Stays With

rector.

Salt Lake City, Sept 16.
how much of it should ba of naThe Deseret Evening News this tional, scope, and how much local.
week created radio history in Salt Opinions varied on this all the way
Lake City by adding a full radio from 90% national to at least 50%
page to Saturday evening edition. local The subject of reviews was
Co-operation between
radio and treated gingerly and no announcepress has been on the up-swing for ment was made for the present.'
some time but this development
Mark Petersen, the new manager
strongly marks the difference from of the Deseret News Is responsible
six years ago when local newspapers for the Innovation.
He has named
did not carry even the dally likings. Wllby Durham as radio editor. DurDiscussion of policy was Invited ham has had a good deal of radio
by the newspaper at a luncheon experience and has been plugging
'

Flock of advertisers already set
with WSRR, Connecticut's nearest to
New York City, practically assures
operating in black
broadcaster's
'

from first day.
Announcing

staff

.Includes

Gail

ex-WNYC; Ted Hush, John
Wilson and C. Mitchell, latter two
given for representatives of the stafrom NBC page school. Marjorie
tioos and the advertising agencies.
Johnson, ex-WTAM, will be in
Chief bone to worry over was
charge of femme fare.
whether or not the sponsor's name
should appear in connection with
Minneapolis
Staff shifts send write-ups of programs. Decision was
Charles Ross from WCCO here to against this, in the hopes of keepKDAL, Duluth, as announcer, and ing the page to Us maximum of ediDick Link from WCCO's 'Bob 'o tor.ial Interest.
Links' to WLOL as production manAnother point brought up was the
ager.
suitability of material and especially
Smith,

—

'

for a radio page for months.

A

among their
made shortly to

telephone survey

circulation will be
determine reaction.

—

Greenwood, S. C. WLr.3, new
station, opened here with Dan Crosland managing. Calhoun Mays and
C. C. Featherstone, Jr., own and
operate layout.

SPECIAL GROUP STUDIES
RADIO'S MATERIAL NEED
Washington, Sept. 18.
Special committee to study the
material and equipment needs of
broadcasting and other forms of
communications was created Sept.
5 by the Defense Communications
Board to o(Tset the danger that
bottlenecks in industry may hamper
expansion o( radio, telephone and
telegraph. The body will be a link
with the Federal officials in charge
of making priority schedules and
allocating raw materials for various
defense and civilian uses.
The DCB displayed great concern
about the possibility that various
types of communications will suffer
from diversion of equipment and
materials notably aluminum, rubber, copper, plastics and other essentials
from normal tfade channels
to the industries producing guns, airplanes, and other articles needed for
military
purposes.
Assurance" "of
priorities for materials needed to repair and maintain radio receivers is
not considered ample protection, and
no provisions have been made previously for allocating transmitting
apparatus between different tisers.

THE A

ERICA

—

—

ENGLAND SALUTES MEXICO
U.S.A. Also Observes- 121st Birthday
of Repabllc—Citizens Pleased

Mexico
Uncle

City,

Sam and John

Sept

10.

Bull paid

radio homage to Mexico on the occasion of her 12Ist birthday (16)
as a free nation. Both the New York
and London broadcasts .were highly
appreciated in this country. It is estimated that they were heard by
around 10,000,000 persons, for this
was a unique radio tribute. The
British program \yas of singular significance because Mexico severed
diplomatic relations with Great Britain May 13, 1938, as the then President Lazaro Cardenas took umbrage
at a stiff note London sent regarding expropriation of the Mexican
Eagle Oil Co. (Royal Dutch Shell),
and there has been much talk of
late about a resumption of those relations.

The U.S. program was handled by
with the rendition of Mexican
music and song and an address by
Rafael de la Colina', Mexican consul'
general in New York. The Mexican
end of this program was handled by
local station XEQ, linked to a web.
Reception of both broadcasts was

CBS

excellent.

Wise. Regional Active
Milwaukee, Sept. 16.
Prospects for a revival and enlargentient of the former Wisconsin
Broadcasting System are seen in the
Jact that the nine state stations comprising Wisconsin Network,
Inc.,
were fed through.,WBMP last Thursday night for President Roosevelt's
talk, again for the American Legion
convention and for several other
programs originating in and about

Milwaukee.
Feeding of the state stations Is for
free, their only expense being for
line charges.
While Wisconsin Network Inc., has been doing O.K., It
Is

figured

much more

satisfactory

program service can be supplied to
li itcners
by having a metropolitan

f/ie

move

/s to

JYM MUTUAL BROADCASTING SYSTEM

RADIO
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NEW

O'DANIEL'S

WHN Uses Delayed Disc

Apostle of the Far West

|

Of Mutual Radio Show;
Art

Kemp

of

CBS Not

Selling Just His

Own

check Source

KTBf, Tacoma, Functioning
Tacoma, Sept. 16.
KTBI, new independent here, is
into its second week of broadMore than 2,500 persons
casting.

Western

Electric

will

16.

WOR

HE
IMEEPS

EOll

TEXIS

repeat visited the studios during the open-

Thursday night (18) at 9 p.m. Over
easily-surveyed and relatively low- WHN, New York, a program origiArt Kemp CBS Coast sales chief, budget market offered by the 11 nally broadcast Sept. 9 on. the
of
Eastern
Western
states.
Agencies
tour
with
transmonth's
Mutual network, but not outleted by
)s oft on a
due to a baseball game overagencies with an hour-long lecture continentals which are beginning to
repeat is on
on the 'test tube' radio markets of wane will be urged to 'test tube' new run on time. The
dates lined shows on the Coast and thus have purchased time for the benefit of
the west.- Had speaking
he
'em
ready
to
detosa Into the breach employes of Western Electric's plant
up with 20 ^encles before
at Kearny, N. J., from whence the
parted Thursday (11) and will stop when needed.
Philadelphia,
Although Kemp's Idea Is beneficial Sept. 9 program was originated by
off In Detroit, Boston,
and
St. to western radio as a whole, he fig- Fulton Lewis, Jr.
Cincinnati
W. E, via
Minneapolis,
Although ures he has enough ammunition ac- makes' it possible for the hired hands
Louis on his way back.
with companying It to show prospects to belatedly hear their own broadhe'll have several presentations
him, Kemp's major mission is to wby the CBS Coast link should be cast.
Fulton Lewis series is called
spread the gospel of the isolated. the first choice proving ground.

San Franctsco, Sept.

BISCUITS

Western Electric Sponsors now

Pay-

87

WHN

WHN

ing period.

Edward Jansen, formerly with Since Moving to Washington
KSFO, San Francisco, and KOL,
the Broadcaster - Turned Seattle, is general manager; Fred
Politician Has Kept Up
Pelger, program director; George
Johnson, musical director, and E.
Robinson,, sales manager.
Station, at 1400 kc,

S.

began commer-

broadcasting with more than 100
accounts already sold.

cial

'Your Defense Reporter' and is arranged by the National Association
of Manufacturers.

Air Contact With
State

—

Tells

How Much

Home

Homefolks
Rent He Is

Paying and About Wife's

Lumbago

SADLY ABSENT
Washington, Sept.

ARKS ARE CHANCING

Lee

W.

('

Pa s s - th

16.

e-Biscuits-

Pappy") O'Daniel; former Governor
of Texas, hasn't forgotten the folksy
touch and the power of Tidio, even

though he

now

Is

a U.S. Senator.

It

was radio that made him both Governor and Senator.

From an apartment (which he explained to Texans, in a recent broad-

was costing $360 a month), th«
Texas biscuit-passer keeps up a ru
:unning patter of comment on life initha
Nation's Capital and tells his concast,

stituents all about the O'Daniels'
family life. Regular Sunday morning broadcast, over 15 Texas stations
is
plattered each Thursday and
mailed to the various transmitters
complete with renditions by th«
-

Senator's imported Hill-Billy Band.
Declaring that 'she'll work ma
over for telling off on her, but it's
so,' O'Daniel told his Texas listeners
recently that Mrs. O'Daniel was suffering from lumbago.
'It looks as if the longing for all
this
(the O'Daniel 'home on the
range, in the beloved state) has
settled In her back,' O'Daniel declared.
'For she can hardly move
about from some cau"e or other
guess they call it lumbago.
Other domestic tid-blts concerning
the O'D.'s concerned Mrs. O'Daniela
homesickness for her canary and her

—

fit

goldfish.

'She always had her goldfish,' he
explained. 'Something happened to
them all but she still has her goldfish bowl— I guess they all drowned
when they found out we were moving from Texas.'

Song Broke Her Up

Thus does the dark, serious-looking Texas solon entertain his rapt
audience In the

home

state.

Ex-

plaining that he had taken his wife
to a motion picture show ('to get

September

12tli,

E Ballantine and

Sons moved into the 9:30-10:00

P.M. Friday night position on Mutual, bringing the gay,

packed "3 Ring Time" to the
Shirley Ross and

Bob

air.

new

laugh-

Charles Laughton, Milton Berle,

Crosby's Orchestra are the backbone of an enter-

tainment extra which will

sell

Ballantine's Ale and Beer over

more

her mind

he related

home and children'),
that when the orchestra

off

started playing 'Home on the Range'
he looked at Mrs. O'D., who 'had her
face covered with her handkerchief.'

(At this point in the transcription,
O'Daniel's hill-billies siftly played
'Home on the Range.')
Continuing the' description of the
picture, O'Daniel said that his wife
was forced to leave by a newsreel
showing pictures of soldiers ('including one who looked a lot like
our son Pat') the Senator's wife— according to the newspaper account
had to leave the theatre, because the
martial newsreel 'caused her to
think of something.'
(And, at this
point the O'Daniel
band played
'Just Before the Battle, Mother'.)
;

than 75 Mutual stations,
*'3

coast-to-coast.

Ring- Time", direct from Hollywood,

is

the second

program which J. Walter Thompson has entrusted
Cigar's

Raymond Gram

Volume Plan

to Mutual. General

Swing, perennial favorite of fabulous

ing audiences was the agency's

first

Mutual program — and

listen-

success.

A song composed by the Senator
('Beautiful Texas') was sung and
the former Governor put In a plug
for the purchase of Defense Bonds
and Savings Stamps.
The

sample

program concluded
by O'Daniel

with a short statement
as follows:

'And

so,

;

with Texas Rose and the

Boys singing that inspirhymn, 'Jesus Savior, Pilot

Hill -Billy

mg

old

Me,' and the reading of that b'ttl«
poem, 'Walking with God,' we come
to the close of this little visit from
your Texas Senator away up here

In the Nation's Capitol, with you
folks in your homes or wherever

.

.

.

America's

ONLY

Station Operated Network
-

you may be. Let me again urge
you to go to the church of your
choice today and every Sunday, and
tak« the little boys and girls along
with you.'

Wednesday, September

Variety
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DENVER WAKES UP

Oakland Super-Grocery Exec Telling

Net,

—

Qalcken

Local

sun

But

Convention of Big Radio Ballyhoo
will be used by Crouch to illustrate.
The presentation was planned and

registering a gain of S.K.'. Network
biz also picked up, but the total was
held down by national spot, which
hasn't as yet reflected the seasonal
to fuller schedules.

Philadelphia, Sept.

16.

will explain

how

ing tieup with

a radio merchandis-

KGO-KPO, NBC

sta-

pushed

San Francisco,
in
tions
radio-advertised food products.
A 27-minute condensation of a 60broadcast, presented as
minute
a free show in Oakland auditorium,
motion pictures and colored slides

KGO

planted by Milton Samuel, chief of
the KGO-KPO press department,
who came east for the purpose.
Frii>co

formula.

Through

%

Post-Enquirer

Network

7,925

..

6,280
Local
Nat'lSpot..
1,850
Total ...... 16,055

bad four weeks advance build up

(Included:

KGO

night.

WAHS

WASHINGTON,D.C.

Change.

—2.6
—1.4

-1-1.4

H-S.l

KMYR,

KLZ,

KFEL,

KOA, KVOD)

with daily plugs, plus several speIn all ads, pictures of
radio artists were carried alongside
the products which sponsor them on
the air, with program time given in
addition to the usual sale price of
the merchandise.

Set-up has excited much interest
in
the grocery trade, one Texas
super-market operator making a
special trip to Frisco to attend the
original broadcast.
Super markets
represent only 3% of the nation's retail

SOr-c

food outlets, but they do around
of the biz.

Rubicam

is

stations.

CLEVL STATION PERMIT
Cleveland, Sept.

Sawyer

Charles

16.

Cincinnati,

of

Ohio Democratic national committeemen, has asked the Federal Communications Commission for an okay
to. build a new
tion that will

LAND O'LAKES LOOP

Cleveland radio stabe chiefly local in

coverage.
Politician is requesting 5,000 watts
power, a wavelength of 1,300 kilocycles and right to operate 19 hours
Intends to use network
per day.
shows 'only as long as they do not
interfere with my northern Ohio

Cleveland

stations

in

WTAM.

John

WHK

and

and

Area

Minneapolis, Sept.

IN

CHICAGO FOR RUSSEK'S

16.

Chicago, Sept. 16.
Land O'Lakes Creameries, world's
Russek's fur shop here takes on
cooperative, has signed up
a
with KSTP for series of weekday radio deal tie-up with the Drake
Programs, Hotel's swank Camellia
morning farm shows.
House start-

called 'Land O'Lakes Newstlme,' will
feature stars of KSTP's 'Sunrise

ing

Sept.

23

with

a

program on

WGN

tagged 'Florence Bourke Elli?
Roundup,' a hillbilly show; weekly
guest artists; Val Bjornson, the sta- at the Drake.'
It will be one of us-girls shows
tion's farm editor, and the day's
on
.handled
by Miss Ellis who
flashes.
headline
will chit-chat with guest personali.
Series, running at 6:45 a.m. daily,
except Sunday, will be fed to WEAU, ties around the tea table. Will be
a
weekly
30-minute
shot.
Bisinark,
Eau Claire, Wis.; KFYR,
N. D., and WDAY, Fargo, N. D. It
will be billed as a salute to Northwest dairy farmers.

WGN

TWO CHURCHES

programs," declared Sawyer.
Cost of station would be $62,000.
There are at the moment only, four

Radio entertainment at the Wednesday session will be Lanny Ross,
presented by his CBS (Campbell
Soup) sponsor.

to
in Cooperative*!)

WDAY

FLO ELLIS GABBING

WEAU, KFYR,

KSTF Show Fed

largest

CINCY POLITICO ASKS

To

50,000

6.

cial sections.

obtain admission to the auditorium, customers had to register for
tickets with more than 40,000 names
and addresses coming across the
Several thousand were
counter.
turned away from the jam-packed
auditorium show, hour of which was
and repeated by
broadcast on
transcription on KPO the following

fit

few Columbia

of

7,810
5,970
2,511
16,291

Sept. 13. Sept.

KGO-KPO

Auditorium.
with the Oakland
(Hearst), the show

Oakland

a -tieup

Y&R

placing one-minute announcements for Wheatmeal (General Mills). Campaign will extend pretty much across the
country and consist of 40 announcements, with 10 to be run oft the
first week at the rate of two a day and the remaining 30 to be aiied
at the rate of one a day for the following five weeks.
Agency may also supplementary the Burns and Allen hookup (Swan
Soap) on the NBC-Red with transcribed versions of the show on a

Young

Comparative Unit Count

Crouch explains,

his 21 stores acting as hosts at
program of

had

a two-hour
in
talent

j]

Off

Denver, Sept. 19.
Local units got oil to a good start
for the fall season the past week,

Radio will monopolize the only
open session of the annual Super
Market grocers convention here tomorrow (17). Charles Crouch, president of Lucky Stores of Oakland,

Wheatmeal Blurbs Via

Total

17, lo

WESTERN
WASHINGTON

BUY ON WIND

— NBC-owned

WGAR

Indie
WCLE, v/hich

Patt's

owned by Cleveland Plain

are

Dealei",

rnorning newspaper.

16.'

Chicago, Sept.

Two

churches

come

on

WIND

shortly as two first-line commercial

The Midwest Bible Church
weekly 60-minute program
and the First Baptist
5,
Church of Oak Park takes a weekly

accounts.
starts a

on

Active National Accounts

Oct.

45-minute

TIME

PURCHASES
AGENCY
Bad.'^er & Browning. Anr.ouncements

ACCOUNT
American Chicle Co
Anacin

The

Blackett-Sample-Hummert. y4
Blackctt-Sample-Hummert. ^4
Football
N. W. Ayer
Russel M. Seeds
Vt

Aspertain
Reflnine

Atlantic

Brown & Williamson Tobacco Co
Bulova Watch Co

Hours
Announcements
Biow Co
Announcements
S. A. Levyne
Announcements
PoUyea Adv
Young & Rubicam. ..Announcements
Announcement*
Joseph Katz

Paw rubber heels
Clabber Girl baking powder
Drake Bakeries
Cat's

spot

Ex-Lax

advertiser's

Presba, Fellers tt Presba
5-Mins.
Flex-O-Glass Mfgr
Foster-MUburn (Doan's Kidney Pills) .Spot Broadcasting. .. Announcements
General Mills
Blackett-Sample-Hummert. >/4 Hours
Great Atlantic & Paclflc Tea Co.
(cofTee)
Paris & Peart
Announcements
Griffin Mtg
Bermingham, Caslleman & Pearcc..

Hecker Products

Leo Burnett

Howard Clothes

Redfield-Johnstone

International Salt

preference

Johnson

tt

Co

J.

Johnson

(Tek

Meadowgold

WGN

signatured

Network

.

.

of

Change.
+2.8
9,610
fi.

.

-t-3.2

+2.4
+2.7

WGN,

WMAQ)

Hays MacFarland
\\ Hours
Theodore Newhofl. ..Announcements
Adrian Bauer
Announcements

National Toilet Co

Klau, Van Pictersom, Dunlap.S-Mins.
Roche, Williams & Cunnyngham...

Nu-Enamel Corp

Wm.

Old Gold cigarettes
O'SulIlvan rubber heels

J.

Up

Announcements

—

9.7%
Lagger

Spot

Only

Blair Baggaley. ..Participations.

Des Moines. Sept. 16.
Walter Thompson. .Time Signals
Network and local units gave eviBermingham, Castleman & Pierce..
Announcements dence of a bit of autumn briskness
Blackett-Sample-Hummert. % Hours the past week. The latter category
Tomaschke-EUiott ....Participations was especially active, piling up an
BBD&O
Announcements okay gain of nearly 10%.
.

Par soap
Penick & Ford (My-T-Flne desserts)
Philadelphia Dairy Products (Dolly
Comparative Unit Count
Madison Ice cream)
Shock Adv
Participations
of
Pinex Co
Russel M. Seeds
Announcements
Sept. 13. Sept. 6. Change.
Lydia Flnkham Medicine Co
Erwin, Wasey
Announcements
7,240
7,135
+1.4
Quaker Oats (Sparkles)
RuthraufT U Ryan
% Hours Network
3,668
3,343
+ 9.1
Rit dyes
Earle Ludgin
Announcements Local
—2.3
2,986
3,058
Rockwood & Co. (candy)
Federal Adv
TParticipations Nat'lSpot..
13304
+2.7
13,536
Southern PaciHc Railroad
Lord St Thomas
Announcements Total
(Included: KRNT, KSO, WHO)
Standard Beverages
Emil Reinhardt
Participations
Standard Brands
Kenyon & Eckhardt.. Announcements
Swan Soap
Young & Rubicam. ..Announcements
Swift Premium hams.
Amer. Chicle Buys
J. Walter Thompson. Announcements
Tidewater Associated. Oil
Lor* & Thomas
Football Games
Minneapolis, Sept. 16.
VIck Chemical (VapoRub)
Morse InternationaL.Announcements
With the signing up of American
Vitapep Products
Cesana & Associates. ..Participations Chicle for three news periods, KSTP
Wilson & Co. (Ideal dog food)
U. S. Adv
5-Min. News, now has another complete sell-out
.

%

per capita

market

.

Vi

r'.s);

for

cny

liuclio

TIME LAST

Solas oifice

WEEK

mors informaiion nboul

//J5V, one o( the seveiiissii

Hour News on

(.'A

50,000

wtii'

-.ration;

STORE
Hub

Dept:' Store

ParU Dept. Store
Joske's Dept. Store

CITY
Baltimore
Salt Lake "".ity
San Antonio.

all news .shows.
Company bought 'Highlights in
Headlines,' airing weekdays at 5:45
p.m. Plugging Adams Clove gum.
Chicle takes Tuesdays, Thursdays

and Saturdays. Riqhman, clothiers,
has the other three evenings.
'Morning Newspaper of the Air' at
7:15 a.m. daily is Sold across, the
PURCHASES board to Model Launderers, Same
Announcements goes for. Tomorrow's Headlines* at
Vi Hour News 10 p.m. daily, while Manhattan Soap
Announcements and Minit Rub share *Mldday News.'

TIME

62%

of

Washington State's population.
They control 64% of
the retail sales,

66%

of the

huying power, and have
$107.00 more to spend than
the average American in
normal times.
95^ of

own

radios.
in

the Seattle area total one
billion, eighty-five million
dollars, leading the nation
in government purchase per
capita.

More people buy more
Western

the

in

Washington

Market.

Represented Nationally hy

Edward Petry

&

Co.

.

News

DEPARTMENT STORES BUYING RADIO

Market served by KOMO in
Seattle.
These limits are
Canada to the Norlh, the
Cascade Mountains to the
East, the Pacific Ocean to
the West, and the Portland
Market to the South.

Defense appropriations

i

Ovaltlne

Just as the sides of a box
are rigid, so are the liiiiiu
of the Western Washington

these people

DES MOINES PEPPY
Local

KOMO

In this area live

%
Sept

Announcements
Esty
7,101
Local
6,877Nat'lSpot.. 12,190
11,902
Announcemcnt,s^
Esty
29,171
Total
28,379
RuthraufT & Ryan. .Announcements,
(Included: WBBM, WENR,
Franklin Bruck
Participations
WIND, WJJD, WLS,
Craven & Hedrick. ....Participations

Morton Salt Co

wealthiest

Fur

Comparative Unit Count
sept. 13.
9,880

Served by

19.

Russek's

'

Wm.

Mission Bell wines

nation's

Oct.

store to a weekly 30-minute period
starting Sept. 23.

Participations

Wm.

&,

cream

Ice

M. Mathes

Ferry-Hanly
Announcements
Kenyon & Eckhardt. Announcements

Lever Bros. (Sp^y)
Manhattan Soap Co
Marlin razor blades
Mar-d-Oil shampoo

the

Announcements
V\ Hours
Vi Hours

starting-

tooth-

brushes)
Kellogg Co. (Pep)
Thos. Leeming (Baume Bengue)

Lehn & Fink (Hinds Honey
Almond)

in

Hours
Hours

Games

shot

Both programs are for Sundays.
Other WIND contracts include the
Martin Kelly Co., 30 minutes once
weekly, through Malcolm-Howard;
Standard Distributors, for Black and
White Cameras, 15 minutes weekly;
Bankers Life & Casualty Co., five
minutes six days weekly, through
Lane, Benson, McClure; announcement schedules include Paul Beich
Candy Co., 12 announcements per
week, through Arthur Meyerhoff.
Committee of the
Conservation
Waste Paper Consuming Industries,
28 announcements weekly, through
the Olian agency; California Wine
announcements weekly,
18
Co.,
through Irvin Meyerson.

IWO U. 9. C>n«u« BfScnttir Clmml>»r of Comnien-e

StatlKtlrH rt-om

port

li

KOMO
NBC

:-:

RED

SEATTLE, WN.

5000 WATTS
DAY AND NIGHT

bought, in addition to

Pertussin Fall

Campaign
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to

WNEW;

their

89

other

m., Tuesday,
Saturday, and i0:4S to

periods, 7:30 to 7:45

a.

Thursday and
11 p. m., Monday, Wednesday and

BaOantine Ale Buys Half-Hours

Friday.

Bakery Signs Quincy Howe
WNEW

for the fall and
New biz at
record, with
winter is reaching for a
new accounts and
A lengthy roster of
contracts to
expansion of current
Seeck & Kade (Perbolster the bid.
have placed quarter-hour petussin)
riods,
usinir

while Taylor Reed Corp

s

their
the station to introduce
to the

new Tumbo chocolate pudding

market.
to
A spurt of new business
resulted^ in the
during the past week
Howe, the stations
sale of Quincy
tajlansfeatured news commentator,

WQXR

(WQXR)

10 weekly for 18 weeks
J. Walter Thompson; Hurley
Machine Co. (Thor Gladiron), six
weekly for 13 weeks, through E. H.
Brovm; Brunswick Laundry of Jersey City, 25 weekly for 13 weeks
(direct); Bulova Watch Co. for their
50-word time signal announcements,

Clgarets)

through

week through the Blow Co. for
13 weeks; sponsors who bought additional time include Howard Co. of
60 a

Newark, N.

J.,

through the Levy

Advertising Agency bought 4:45 to
5 p. m., Tuesday through Saturday
and 10 to 10:15 a. m., on Sunday.

WOR: Olson Rug Co., through
Presba, Fellers St Presba, five minutes three time weekly, 13 weeks; P.
LoriUard Co. (Old Gold clgarets),
through J. Walter Thompson, announcements during Happy Jim Parsons, five days a week, plus one announcement on Saturday, 15% weeks;
William Underwood Co. (for Black
Bean soup), through BBD&O, participations on the Bessie' Beattie program five days a week, 13 weeks;
Public Service Corp. of New Jersey,
renewal of 'Have You Heard
Danny Dee,' five minutes once a
week, and Time to Muse with George
Hogan,' 10 minutes once weekly, till
forbid; Ronzoni Macarino Co., 'Visiting Time with Happy Jim Parsons,'
quarter hour once a week, five and
direct,

heard every
com bakeries. Howe,
Monday through Friday from 9 to Howard currently sponsors Elton
sponsored by the Brltt, the singing cowboy at 1 p.m., three-quarter weeks.
9-15 pm., will be
Hanscom Baking Corporation for an Monday through Saturday; Abelsons
Sept. 22, acentire year beginning
the
cording to the contract placed by

Agency.
Ideas Advertising
To enable their employees to hear
Lewis,
a special broadcast of Fulton
over the Muaired
was
Jr., which

are adding 5:30 to 5:45 p. m., TuesRobert King has been named eduday, 'Hiursday and Saturday, this In
addition to their 12:45 to 12:50 Mon- cational director of station KTSA.
day through Saturday time and 4 to
Dick Haines has joined the an4:10 p. m., Tuesday through Satur- nouncing staff of station KABC. He
day period, and Barney's Clothes comes from KVOL, Lafayette, La.

On KHJ;
Hollywood, Sept.

Yeast
through

16.

Just when things began to look
rosy and all units roosted high, along
comes dat ol' debbil minus and
throws the two big bread-winners,
locals and national spots, for an

uncomfortable

loss.

Network

sales

barely escaped the slump.
KFI; Danya hand cream, 52 participations In Art Baker's Notebook,

through J. Walter Thompson; Guaranty Union Life, 52 quarter-hour
through Stodel Adv.;
newscasts,
American Chicle, 88 one-minute
Badger,
through
transcriptions,
Browning & Hersey; Lyon Van &
Storage, 160 participations In Notebook, California Home and Bridge

Foam
J.

Walter Thompson; Health-

aides, 10 half-hour broadcasts by
Victor Lindlahr, through Ruthraufl
& Ryan; Bond Stores, 30 quarterhour newscasts, through Neff-Rogow; Slavick's jewelry, 30 participa-

tions

in

'Rise

and Shine,' through

Advertising Arts; Scheaffer pen, 30
announcements, through Russel --M.
Seeds.

KNX: Yeast Foam, 130 transcribed
hour programs, through .Benson &
Dall; Red and White Stores, 52 halfhour broadcasts of 'Tip of the Morning,'

through'Heintz-Pickering.

Comparative Unit Count

%
Network

..

12,234

Local
4,762
Nat'ISpot.. 1,522
Total
18,518
(Included:

of

6.

Change

12,218
4,904
1,616
18,738

+0.1
—

Sept. 13. Sept.

Club.

KECA: Brooks Clothing, 312 quarter-hour newscasts, through Stodel
Adv.
KHJ: BaUantine Ale, 52 half-hour
broadcasts of "Three Ring Time,'

KNX

to

2.S

—5.8

—15

KECA, KFI, KHJ, KNX)

tual network last week, Western
Electric has bought time on WHN
on Thursday (Sept. 18) from 9:00 to
9:15 p.m., and will rebroadcast the
program which came from the
Kearney, N. J., plant of the company. This is one of the rare cases
where radio time is purchased by a
company to deliver a message to its
employees, and because Western

Electric has a multiplicity of plants
—six different locations in the met-

—

ropolitan area radio is the best
means of reaching all employees at
once. Western Electric is currently
broadcolling attention to the
cast with publicity, posters and announcements at the plants.

WHN

The broadcast, 'Your Defense Reporter,' was originally heard over
Mutual at 10:15 p.m.. last Tuesday
(Sept. 9) and was supposed to go
over WOR by transcription at 11:30
but because of the baseball
that night the program was
not rebroadcast until after midnight
—and by that time most of the
p.m.,

game

Western

.

Electric

employees

were

asleep.

WHN: Good Luck margarine,
through Young Si Rubicam, quarterhour three times weekly; Franciscan
Friars of Atonement of Graymoor,
through Donald Peterson, renewal of
'St. Anthony Hour,' half-hour program aired once weekly, for 52

'

weeks; Griflin Mfg., through Bermingham,. Castleman & Pierce, daily
announcements, 52 weeks; H. B.
Cough Drops ,through Horton-Noyes,

weeks; Pinex Co.,
through Russel W. Seeds, six UP
news periods weekly; Arrid, through
Small
& Seiffer, dally station
breaks; Fairmont Creamery, through
Joshua S. Epstein, renewal for 52
station breaks, 16

Above: "Listening

In

the Bam'

weeks of station break contract;
Lehn & Fink (Hinds Honey & Al

mond cream), through Wm.

Esty,

announcements; Dill Co. (Espotabs),
announcements; Street & Smith (Pic
magazine), through Vict(jr van der
Llnde, announcements.

WMCA:

Monarch

Wine

through J. R. Kupsick, 'Johannes
Steel,' three quarter-hour programs
weeks; Street & Smith
through Victor van der Llnde, twoweek announcement contract; Alvin
theatre through Kayton-Splero, one-

-

SEPARATE 1^^^^

Co.,

•weekly, 26

THE Mccormick family and

week announcement contract; Conservation Committee of the Waste
Paper Consuming Industries, through

WLW

Ollan Adv., 12-week extension of
announcement schedule (17 weekly);
P. LorlUard Co. (Old Gold cigarettes), through J. Walter Thompson,
12
announcements
weekly,
15V4
weeks; Ben Marden's Riviera, "Rush
Hughes Hughesreel,' Ave quarter
hours weekly; United Artists, oneweek contract for 17 announcements,
through Buchanan & Co.
WNEW: Seeck & Kade, through
Erwln Wasey, three 15-minute periods three times weekly, 26 weeks;

Taylor-Reed

Corporation,

through

W. I. Tracy, for Tumbo chocolate
pudding, quarter-hour three times
weekly,
13
weeks; Plough, Inc.,
through
Lake-Spiro-Shurman, six
15-minute periods six times weekly,
82
Weeks;
The Piso Company,
through Lake-Spiro-Shurman, Ave
minutes six times weekly, 20 weeks;
Dellwood Dairy Co., W. I. Tracy,
three 15-minute periods in addition
to spot announcements for a period
of 15 weeks; Street & Smith (Pic
Magazine), quarter hour six times
Weekly; Lorr Laboratories (Duragloss Nail Polish), quarter hour three
times weekly, 52 weeks, through
H. M. Kiesewetter; Columbia Protective
Association, daily quarter
"'hours in addition to .spot announce•iients for a period of 13 weeks, direct spot announcement business includes P. Lorlllard
Co. (Old Gold

&

... a clear channel station i t :
serving the MIDWEST! Programs with a
distinctive sectionalized flavor

are high-

wlw

Mr. McCormick, Chairman of the Muskingum County Farm Bureau
cultivating

300

is,

at present,

acres devoted to com>

lighted features of the Nation's Station.

wheat, alfalfa, and clover. There ore

Developed and produced for the sole

seven children in the McCormick family. \n
recent 4-H Club Competition, two of the
McCormick youngsters were selected to

benefit of the midwest farmer, they
linked together

two great

families.

have
Such

programs as WLW's "Everybody's Farm,"

represent their fellow club

"Boone County Jamboree," news, market
and weather reports are overwhelming

fudges

favorites with the Burwell McCormicks,

prominent Muskingum County farm family
living

near Norwich, Ohio.

in

members as

the Chicago Livestock Shows.

Says Mr. McCormick: "We stay tuned to
because we get the programs we

WLW

like best."

Proof enough ... that

serves midwest

RURAL AMERICAI

THE NATION'S
STATION

WLW
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LOOKS UP

K.C.

Changes

San Francisco Market

in

Aatumn

—

KQW

San

PHILLY BRIGHTENS

Francis-io, Sept, 16.

Marked changes in the Frisco
radio picture are anticipated as a re£ult of the 50,000-watt construction
permit granted Ralph Brunton's
by the Federal Communica-

KQW

Commission

tions

Important

is

last

week.

Most

the possibility that the

Columbia Broadcasting System will
switch its affiliation from KSFO to

happens, KSFO may
be in the position of huntinj for a
new home as the Palace hotel
studios ociiipied by the outlet be-

KQW.

If this

long to CBS.

Columbia has long desired power
parity with NBC and Mutual here,

KSFO's nighttime

rating being 1,000

All

Gain—Wrifley Gum on

Units

WIBG
Philadelphia, Sept. 16.
Three new sponsors la^t week
bought participations in WIBG's
"Shoppers Jackpot' show in which
cash is given away via the random
telephone call. New BankroUers include Mrs. Filbert's Margerine,- and
Cellowax Co., both set through the
C. D. Ferguson agency and Mrs.
Schlorer's Mayonnaise, through May
Advertising.
WIBG, now a parttime 1000-watter, is skedded to go
fulltime at 10,000 watts early in '42.
Other new business reported by

(NBC
watts against 50-kw KPO
Red), 7,500-watt KGO (NBC Blue) WIBG: Wrigley Chewing Gum, 42
(Mutual). spots weekly, 52 weeks, through
and 5,000- watt KFRC
Trade here takes it for granted that Vanderbie St Rubens; Rubin's (elecCBS will therefore switch to KQW, trical appliances), one 15-minute
question uppermost in local minds musical program weekly, 13 weeks;
being whether the web will make Ogontz Motor Co., 15-minute musithe change when the present KSFO cal program, 13 weeks; Theodore
contract expires in December or Huston (rugs), 273 spots; Shapiro
actually gets on the Fur Shop, 273 si>ots.
wait until
Comparative 4Jnlt Connt
air with 50-kw, which will take
about a year. At present both staof
tions operate on 5,001 watts daytime,
Sept. 13. Sept 6. Change.
1,000 watts night.
Network .. 935
9,275
+0A

KQW

%

Meanwhile KSFO, owned by As- Local

20,211

sociated Broadcasters, of which W. I. .Nat'l Spot..
5,453
is president, is understood to
Totel
34,969
be mapping a last ditch fight to
block the grant and obtain a new
wavelength and power boost for it-

Dumm

Happy Days

self.

20,015

+0.9

5,351
34,641

+\S

in

4-0.9

to

City, Sept. 16.
regulation fall biz

which began a week or two ago is
Salt Lake City, Sept. 16.
under way, but still slight as
Network and national still strong,
it's likely to be until the nets get
with local doing a good Job of holdAll station maninto full swing.
ing its own, too.
agers agreed the summer past left
Much fall buzzing around in Salt
them more untouched than any preLake radio with advent of cooler
vious summer, and consequent outlook for the new season
ened considerably.

is

director of KDYL, has been serving
as publicity director of the first annual Police Benefit show here. Bob
Hope and Jerry Colonna as guest

Only dark cloud ahead is the
change from daylight, saving to
standard time which leaves its mark
twice annually on the bookkeeping
departments. Effect of this will be
naturally heavier on the network
affiliates than on other local outComparative Unit Connt

plugs Ideal

%of
Sept. 13.
6,905
5,139
Local
Nat'l Spot..
6,000
18,044
Total
(Included: KCKN,

6,800
5,141
S,949

—0.03

17390

-f-0.9

Arrid, through Spot Broad24 announcements; BeechPacking, though Newell-Emmett, 85 chain breaks; Beneficial
Casualty Co., through Stodel Adv.,
50-minute programs; Makoff Ladies'
Apparel, 18 five-minute programs;
Fashion Furniture, 104 one-minute
announcements; Spring Canyon Coal
Co., through W. E. Featherstone, 54
casting,

Nut

-f-1.5

-1-0.8

KCMO, KITE,
KMBC, WDAF, WHB)

BASEBAU FINE

one-minute announcements; Beehive
Coal Co., 52 one-nvinute announcements; Salt Lake Hardware Co., 60
news
announcements;
Grant E.
Hayes, Studebaker dealer, through
.

SKINS UNITS IN

'SAN ANTON
San Antonio, Sept.

16.

16.

KQW

.

WOAI:

Groves

R. T. Harris, 26 chain breaks; Fisher
Brewing Co., two quarter-hour programs; Stuard Appliance Co. (refrigerators), 36 one-minute announcements; Pembroke (office appliances),
38 tie-in announcements; Herbert I.
Michael (ladies' apparel), 10 announcements; Papiano's Cafe, 13
participations in Inquiring Reporter;
Utah State Symphony, three oneminute announcements.
KSL: American Chicle, 83 oneminute
spots,
through
Badger,
Browning Sc Hersey; Blair Motor
Co., three 50-word spots weekly, direct; Utah Woolen Mills, renewal,
52 weeks, one fifteen-minute program weekly.
KUTA: New York Fur, 00 announcements, direct; Lyman Motor
Co., 52 announcements, direct; Diamond Shoe Co., 52 announcements,
direct; Peterson Electric Co., 100
announcements, direct; Florsheim
Shoe Store, 52 spots; Hotel Utah," 100
announcements through The AdCraftsmen.

ity

Here's a winsome, sales- winning
shoK-—cheery and oharming— built

appeal and selling-power are tested
and prottd ... it will work equally

aruund romantic dueta and instrumental interludes, woven together
by sparkling dialogue, that finds

well (or i/our products.

'

Network

..

Local
Nat'l Spot.

Totol

.

13.

enthuaioatic audiences everywhere.

Ted

Steele, radio's

acknowledged

master of the ^Tovachord, is aided
.and abetted by lovely Grace Albert
in

26 fifteen-minute programs of

song and banter.

Take "timeout" to find out about
this sales-making scries
local radio station. It

earmarks of a

in-

makes friends
and quickly ... the kind of
friends whose loyalty to a product
is persistent and unswerving. Its

from your
has

all

the

show* because

is made for three commercial announcements with Ted

provision

and Grace themselves
stage for each

Gay, intimate and decidedly

litt

. .

.

readily.

Hear

charmed

yourself!

it

soon

— you'll

be

%

NBC Orthncoiuilic

13.

5,734
10,470

Nat'l Spot..
1,200
Total
17,404
(Included: KABC,

5,615
10,708
1,760
18,083

A

RCA
•

Bldg.)

Kodk> Corptntha of

Radio City,

AawWca SwWc*

New York

Traiu-Uix tU%., Wash., D.

C

•

Sunul & VIm, HollyWood

week

movement upward of network
By improving 3% during the
it

slid

more than 200

units

ahead of the same week a year ago.
After vaulting up nearly 8% the
previous week, local biz went into a
tailspin which landed it down close
This was
to where It had started.
anticipated in view of the fact the
six stations, despite the latest decline
still are carrying 1,000 units over the
period of 1940 on local accounts.

Comparative Unit Count

j

%or

of

Change.
6,836
+0.2

..

—0.9 Local
+3.6

Nat'l Spot.

+0J

Total

.

Sept

6.

Obange.

7,870
11,689
4,600

7,650
12,672
4,587

+ 2.9
—7.7

24,159

24,909

—3.0

Sept

Network

13.

+ 0.3

FIBST in pcHeim*

Nay w«

of

Stations

In-

bo«U«t

WAIT?"

+2.1

—2.2

—

BsprsseaUllTssi Th* WAIKEB CO., 310 MIchlgaB At*., CHICAGO

31.J

—3.3

KMAC, KONO
KTSA, WOAI)
820

Promote Fred

MsrchondlM Mart, CUcosa

time.

Sept 6. Change

local station for an aujition
...or write direct to

io-Reconling Division

final

Independent

"WHT

Ask your

'NAnONAL BROADCASTING COMPANY

—Web

Detroit, Sept. 16.
Business continued spotty for the
six stations in this area last week,
encouragement being found in the

Gldcago's Great

wnd T*B Am

Sept

Gains

OK

Power cunong

Co

Chemical

loRn«tlT«

..

UnlU

WAIT is First in

JDC«, tool

Network

TAILSPIN

IN

Previous

Sheds

The Signed of

Comparative Unit Connt

Local

DETROIT
Local

cm

Benton 8i Bowles, five 15-minute pro
grams per week through the NBC
network; Gulf Brewing Co., for
Grand Prize Beer, two quarter hours
each Saturday, through Rogers Gano
on the Texas Quality Network,

charm

that this program establishes so

WEMP

Laboratories,

helping to reflect

to your message the friendly

formal, this series

WEMP

—

6.

2,475
1,270
lOJUtl

through Morse International, three
quarter hours per week sponsorship of Leona Benders Women's
Page of the Air; Bachelor's Children,
for Colgate-Palmolive-Peet, through

setting the

easily

Recorded

Vick

Sept

6,863
2,461
1,316
10,620

the

Network;

were

contracts

Under sponsorship of the Plankinton Packing Co.,
will feed
the football games to cities of the
Wisconsin regional Racine, Sheboygan. Fond du Lac, Green Bay, Wisconsin Rapids, Appleton, Poynette
and JanesvlUe. Announcing to be
handled by Allan Halz, crew coach
at Wisconsin, who formerly spieled
for NBC under the monicker of Bill
Allen. Although games do not start
until Oct. 4,
will have a prelim kickoff this week Friday night
with a plug by Harry Stuhldreyer,
the Wisconsin coach.
WTMJ's football broadcasts will
be handled by Russ Winnie, as in the
past, and will be sponsored by Wadhams Oil Co.

I

%
Sept

Aair;Missing Persons,
for
Duncan Coffee Co., through
Steele Agency, five 15-minute prO'
grams per week via the Texas Qualof

when

(15),

Comparative Unit Connt

through H. W. Kastor, three quarterhour programs per week featuring
Red River Dave; Sear's, Roebuck, five
announcements, direct; The Clegg
Co.,
three announcements, direct;
Listen Zander Credit Co., one announcement per week for one year,
through Marion Johnson; Waverly
Fabrics, throuoh Anderson, Davis &
Platte, three 75-word announcements
per week on Leona Bender's Women's

Page

Milwaukee, Sept. 16.
WEMP, NBC Blue outlet here, and
frequentUy an irritant to WTMJ,
Red, edged in again on its older
and formidable competitor Monday

NBC

this series of sports events.

Dog Food,

KDYL;

Sept 6. Change.

..

KSTP

Minneapolis Sept

WTMJ

signed
performers packed them In.
whereby the University of Wisconsin
KDYL promotion also included football
games this fall will be broadletters, counter cards and broadsides
cast from WEMP as well as from tha
to grocers, tieing in with premium
Journal ^tlon, which was generally
offer made by Wilson Packing on
their
KDYL newscasts. Program supposed to have the exclusive on

lets.

Network

Emerson Smith, program

weather.

bright-

Local and national spot units took
With agriculture in this section a drop this week as the local baseas under its terms Bninfbn must sell
booming as the result of bountiful ball season closed. Several sizable
KJBS, which he also owns.
contracts were closed for local time
Despite defense shortages, Brunton crops and higher prices and with
making" up part of the loss in local
-enticlpates few- delays once actual advertisers eyeing this market more
units.
physical construction gets under closely, KSTP will bring actual dirt
way.
A transmitter has already farmers to the mike as one of the KABC: The Clegg Co., five anbeen earmarked, and the present features of a new half-hour show nouncements; Southwest "Tablet Co.,
tower will fulfill the minimum in which 15 state and federal agri- the Shatter -Parker Circus, Monday
FCC requirements should steel cultural agencies will participate. through Friday .for quarter hour;
shortages delay construction of a Program's avowed purpose is to cap- San Antonio Seven-Up Bottling Co.,
new antenna 'etup, Brunton points ture a still wider farm audience for sponsorship of 28 local high school
football
games; O.
It.
Mitchell
out. Enlargement of the plant will the station. It will be aired at 6 a.m
Motors, for Plymouth, 13 spot anbe necessary, but the present struc- daily.
ture, located on tiie San Francisco
The dirt farmers, selected at ran- nouncements for four days; Wolf te
bay salt flats near San Jose, was dom, will be interviewed regarding Marx Co., three announcements per
day; Gillette Safety Razor Co., boxbuilt wi^ possible expansion in farm problems and agricultural de
ing match on Friday, Sept. 19; Menmind, Brunton adds.
vel<^ments.
ter Credit Clothiers, 2S announcements per week for 52 weeks; Smith
Motors, Chevrolet,
10
announcements for four days; A. B. Poe Motor
Co., two announcements per day;
three-day rebroadcast of series between Dodgers and Cardinals sponsored by Fomby Clothiers, Sunshine
Laundry, Knowlten's Creamery, National Bank of Commerce, First Federal Savings & Loan Association,
Scobey Warehouse, Chicken Shack
and Suuton Real Estate Co.

new

FOOTBALL WITH

Renews KSL Pgm.

Kansas

Comeback

WEMP SHARES

Mills

still

The FCC grant may

also bring
faces into the local radio setup,

KDYL; Utah

1^%

Town
Ralph Brunton Has 50,000-Watt License
Sure for CBS—More Changes?
Thinks

Contract

Arrid

Bli Aids Unit*—Net Galni

To

Harm

Chicago, Sept. 16.
WJJD has appointed Fred Harm
as local sales manager of the station.
Harm has been with the WJJD sales
organization for the past five years.
National sales contacts are being
handled by Boss Ralph Atlass him
•self pending the appointment of
.

man

i

for

th'ls

post

pfe^jW^Hj^ll^l^

WAIT
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URfHETY
Sam

Inside Stuff-Radio

Morris' Bible

41

Hour

San Antonio, Sept. 16.
series of programs to be
as 'the Bible Hour' will be
each Sunday morning for a
quarter hour over the Lone Star
Chain. Series will be conducted by

Guaranteeing a Winner

New

known
aired

Latest to be mentioned In the;4«t<e as interested in working. out a purchase deal lor the NBC Blue is Albert H. Lasker, owner of the Lord &
Thomas agency. Lasker is reported to be involved with a Chicago synSame rumor has it that Lasker is doing his
dicate on the proposition.
prez and chairman of the
talking exclusively with David Sarnoff,

RCA

NBC

board.
In representing Edward G. Noble, owner of WMCA, N. Y., and Life
Savers magnate, on an approach. to NBC in connection with a deal for the
Blue, M. H. Aylesworth is reported to have been quoted a price of
$15,000,000. Aylesworth rrwde his inquiry in mid-August.

Sam

Morris.
Series will
KTSA, here;

be aired by station
KGKO, Fort Worth;
KGNC, AmariUo; KRIS, Corpus
Christi; KXYZ, Houston and KRGV,
Weslaco.

—

Fort Worth Porter Randall, newsformerly with WBAP-KGKO,
here has joined the staff of station
caster,

Lever Bros, may run into some station difficulty for its Burns and Allen
program when that Swan Soap series starts on the NBC-Red Oct. 7. Included in the stations tentatively set for the hookup are a number of B!ue
affiliates and now that the Tuesday 9 to 9:30 period has been sold by the
Blue to Williamson Candy Co. these Blue stations will have to bow out

KFJZ,

here.

Robert Wear has been named news
editor of station

KGKO.

San Francisco, Sept.

16.

War has made some strange partnerships, but among the oddest is
an agreement supposed to have been made here between two rival
stations both seeking a juice jump to 50 kw. Due to defense shortages,
it's said that only a couple of 50-kw transmitting units are still obtainable, so the competitors reportedly have placed a joint orutr for the
same high-power juicer, with the understanding that whichever wins
the wattage increase takes delivery. Hearings on the applications currently are skedded for November.
It's almost a foregone conclusion that whoever gets the nod will likewise get the CBS franchise, as the web is anxious to achieve wattage
parity with NBC.

&

A. link.
of the B.
A.'s original
B.
broadcast at 9 p.m.

&

broadcast

is

set for 7:30-8 p.m. but there's to

The outlets on

be a re-

rebroadcast hookup were to include several Blue affiliates, particularly the southern group.
Williamson is currently in the Monday 10-10:30 p.m. spot.
this

NBC late yesterday (Tuesday) was still trying to tuck in the loose ends
on the deal which would give Daniel Tuthill and his financial backers the
ownership of what is now the NBC Artists Service. NBC officials handling the sale were hopeful of closing it for signatures by tonight
(Wednesday).
It has been reported that M. H. Aylesworth had refused to assume the
personal guarantees certain prospective backers wanted and that there
was in consequence an east coast-west coast hitch.

KGO-KPO 'Foto Flashes,' abolished six months ago in San Francisco as
an economy measure, refuses to die. Distributed through 550 independent grocers, the newspicture service proved so popular that the grocers
themselves are now printing Foto Flashes at their own expense with
KGO-KPO still getting credit. Idea, originated here by Milton Samuel of
the press department, was picked up by the NBC Hollywood division and
is still used there, so the plates are now shipped here and turned over to
United Grocers.

—

A coincidence was noted when radio drama produced by Milton Kakus
WMEX, Boston, two weeks before Paul Colette, the DeGaulIist, took a
shot at ex-Premier Laval.
Show's principal character was just such a French patriot, who, after
haranging a mob in Paris, killed a renegade Frenchman, a Nazi sympathizer. Kakus' hero was also 'Colette,' and the man killed was 'Pierre,'
Laval's first name.
at

Gillette can have exclusive broadcast rights to next year's Rose Bowl
football game lor $60,000 but not two games at that figure as was it
proposal. Conference of Graduate Managers gave the bid a fast turndown,
figuring there wouldn't be much left for the champs after they split their
third with the other Coast Conference schools.
Understood Gillette entered a bid of $50,000 for this year's game but
the price at the time was jacked up to $75,000.

Ballantine Ale doesn't like the idea of another beer account preceding
on WOR, New York, Friday nights, and so it has been arranged for this
Mutual affiliate to shift the other brewer's program, a sports review with
to another spot In three weeks. Feigenspan is a local account
with a schedule of five quarter-hours a week, whereas BaUantine is the
sponsor of the half-hour Milton Berle-Charles Laughton show. Latter
stanza opened last Friday (12).
It

Red Barber,

The N.Y. musicians union is examining the record Jockeys on the
sundry local stations with an eye as to whether or not their extensive
usage of phonograph records on broadcasts tends to curtail employment
of musicians.
Some of 'em

NOW!

KFYR
5000 WATTS
Both
Day and Night

do ad lib vocals and otherwise 'entertain,' so that their
chores go beyond the theory of mere announcing.

Under the personnel arrangements as now set for The March of Time,'
which debuts on the NBC-Blue Oct. 9, the directorial assignment will be
shared by Henrik Booraem and Alexander Stronach, of the Young Sc. Rubicam agency, with Tom Everitt as coordinator on the production and script
Everitt will continue to concern himself with the agency's talent booking
and the 'Battle of the Sexes' and Eddie Cantor programs.
Hal Burdick chose a novel system to write himself and his wife, CorKate' on the NBC coast Red so they may vacation without disrupting the Sperty flour stripper. Plot will have the Judge (Biirand Dr. Kate (Cornelia) getting hitched and dropping out of the

nelia, out of 'Dr.

dict)

show while they honeymoon.

Bob Hope's autobiography, 'They Got Me Covered,' with

a preface

by

Bing Crosby, published this week.
it's Palmolive Shave Cream that's replacing 'City Desk' with 'Hobby
Lobby' on CBS and not Colgate Shaving Cream as reported.

More Thau Ever

The Regional Station With
The Cleared

(Channel (coverage

KFYR
MEYER BROADCASTING CO.
BISMARCK, NORTH DAKOTA
Ask Anv John Blair Man

42
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RADIO REVIEWS

BEBLE
LAIIGHTON

MILTON

— CHARLES

THE SUNDAY NIGHTERS'

'JDNGLE MEN'

ORSON WELLES

KAY THOMPSON FESTIVAl

With Dolores Del Blo, Blanclie' Tar- With General S. Jarman, Gertrnde
Lawrence. Bndd Hulick, Ralph
ka, Brenda Forbes, Pedro de
Dumke, Nlles Trammell, Jimmy
Cordoba, Meade Lux Lewis, Sonny
Lytell orch.
Bupp, Kathleen Fltz, Benny Rubin,
30 MIns.
Variety
Hans Conreld, Osa Massen, CUB Music, Comedy, Talk
Sustaining
80 MIns.
30 MIns.
p.m.
7:30
Edwards
Wednesday,
BALLANTINE BEER-ALE
Thursday, 8;30 p. m.
Literary Vaadevllle
WABC-CBS, New York
Friday, 9:30 p.m.
WJZ-NBC, New York
Columbia spotted this one into the 30 MIns.
WOR-MBS, New York
This was billed as a special NBC
Wednesday 7:30 period for a flve- LADY ESTHER
(J. Waller nuompson)
salute to General Jarman's 'Jungle
week run while Lifebuoy gave its Monday, 10 pjn.
Oft lli premiere showing, this .show Mr. Meek' serial a vacation. When WABC-CBS, New York
Men' the 30,000 regular army men
looks in the groove. The formula is caught (12) the pinch-hitter treated
stationed
in 200 isolated army posts
(Pedlar & Ryan)
right for Milton Berle, and Charles the vacation idea a.' the central
in
a 900-square-mile jungle area. It
The best thing about this new halfLaughton, Shirley Ross and Bob motif for its songs and patter and
turned out mostly as a salute to the
Crosby's orch give corking assist. If the entertainment results were de- hour is that there is no convenient Panama Coast Artillery and army
classify
5igeon-hole
in
which
it.
to
the Thomp.son agency will continue cidedly on the weakish side. Bob
decision on radio stations PCAN and PCAC In
to make sure that Berle's humor re- Hannon's voice fared nicely in the It is a purely arbitrary
the Panama Canal zone, with merely
mains on the straight comedy tack singing interludes as did the stylistic the part of this Variety reviewer to a light glossing of entertainment.
and sidetrack the comic's propensity Miss Thompson, but the patter which list it above as 'literary vaudeville.'
Budd Hulick and Ralph Dumke,
satisfactory term
to use a brash, 'insulting' style, the strung the musical tidbits together By that not entirely
acting as m.c.'s, had the tough asis conveyed the question of quality
Ballantine-sponsored program should
sophor
tenuous,
but
only
was not
(an intellectual flavor)
and the signment of maintaining an informal
It
eiijoy a hefty listening audience.
moric.
method of presentation (a series of tone as a group of biggies marched
has the entertainment ingredients
spoke
of taking the turns and skits in the. vaudeville up to the mike. Pair did well concontinuity
The
and a strategic spot on the Mutual listener on a tour of vacation spots
sideiring. Jimmy Lytell's orch played
network just ahead of the Friday around the country. For instance, style, each item self-contained, as three tunes, which helped break the
distinct from the running comedy
night fight broadcasts.
there was some quite unfunny cross- routines on the typical radio variety speech-making sameness.
The bulk of Berle's comedy open- fire about a dude ranch and that show, where there are gag sequences
Of several show world celebs
rapidin
good
was
a
ing night (12)
served as Hannon's justification for but each is a part of a total formula.) promised Gertrude Lawrence was
fire solo along the lines of his stage breaking into the lyrics of 'Yip-AyAs 'literary vaudeville,' then, what the only one to appear on the broadwork; there was some nice byplay Ki-Yay.
Though It was third-rate Orson Welles put together Monday cast.
This consisted of informal
with Laughton and later a light com- tabloidia, the program provided
crossfire
between
Dumke-Hulick
edy sketch, in which l,aughton some good chorus singing and ex- night (15) was a hodge-podge, but in with Clay Doster, master sergeant of
mastei* showman. There
played the part of a king and Berle pert orchestral accompaniment by the style of a
are innumerable touches which viv- the Panama Defense Command. Dosa job-seeking court jester. This put Walter Gross.
Odec.
ter apparently was instrumental in
idly
illustrate
production
can
what
Laughton in the position of kicking
mean when an original mind breezes framing the program's Panama end,
Berle around, which is the first time HORSE PLAY'
through it. The progfam works in and active in affairs of PCAN and
Berle has been in a sympathetic po- Comedy, Songs
quick, vivid effects.
Welles proves, P(2AC.
sition on the air, and that's to his ad- 35 MIns.
to cite only one detail, that full proListeners were told that NBC had
vantage.
FrI., 9:35 p.m.
fessional courtesy can be extended sent 2,000 electrical transcriptions to
Laughton as a name and doing BBC, London
in the matter of billing without clut- the Canal Zone for use on these two
A novel idea this, opening up a tering
comedy is a major asset for the show.
up the .program. Plug-horse stations. C. Lloyd Egner, head of
He's appealing when burying his new channel in ether entertainment radio producers often refrain from NBC electrical transcription departtraditional 'Captain Bligh' dignity in as far as memory covers. Principal telling who's
who over the air, be- ment, later was introduced because
slangy material and, opening night, characters in an original yarn are cause they say it merely adds words of this connection with the CZ staasking how the Brooklyn Dodgers filmites W. C. Fields, Billie Burke, and nobody cares.. Welles slides in tions. He in turn introed (General
are doing. At the finale he gave the Edward Everett Horton, roles being the credits as cute postscripts, oblique S. Jarman, who formerly commandprogram a dramatic sock by reading covered via the impression route. comments and passing remarks.
ed the Canal Zone 'jungle men.' Net-,
Treedom Is Made of Simple Stuff,' a Granted a deal depends on the exFrom Walt Disney's cartoon, 'Pi- work had brought him up from
masterful piece of prose written by cellence- of such impressions, but as
Georgia where he's now stationed.
one Hazel Carter, an 18-year-old, and handled here there could be few nocchio,' Welles has borrowed for
Niles Trammell, president of NBC,
radio the character of imp-voiced
first
published in the Louisville complaints,
welcomed PCAN and PCAC to the
Gay nonsense in the main, yarn Jiminy Cricket. Jiminy is his con- network
Courier-Journal.
It was remindful
as
honorary
members.
of Laughton's recitation of Lincoln's was of that type in which the se- science, his inner heckler. 'Keep it Glenn
E. Edgerton, governor of the
brief,
expected
Orson
another
spefech,
what
Gettysburg address in 'Ruggles of lected film players could be
Canal Zone; Major General William
has
Orson?
monied
dame
yoti're
doing
fine
,Orson,
perform.
A
a
to
Red Gap.'
Shedd and Bill Bernarr, narrator for
to ride but don't take forever. .'
yen,
she
.wants
Such
is
cowboy-ish
Because of an elaborately complex
her lawyer seeks to bust the the amusing patter of Jiminy, per- the two CZ stations, besides Sgt.
situation (see news story on page 52) 'em;
complex by transporting the sage- haps the brightest innovation of its Doster, briefly outlined what was
there was no ASCAP music on this
dude ranch and en- kind since the original introduction going on and what is being accomprogram. Hence, Crosby's orch was struck lady to a
The Hulickaid of a wacky rancher. These by Phil Baker 10 years ago of. his plished in Panama.
not at too good an advantage, and listing
Billie Burke, Horton and disembodied stooge, Bottle, who pe- Dumke team managed to lift for the
the one orchestral number, 'Taking roles go to
On the per- riodically broke in to insultingly bel- broadcast with their sample from
Fields, respectively.
It Easy,' was hardly a gem. But the
the Reasonable Exact Facsimile Deformance
.end it clicked; script alone low, 'Get off the air!*
band did as well as possible, and a
partment one of their radio gags.
short.
Max Kester's writing
Two of Welles' choices for the
trumpet, both prominent and well falling
Wear.
erred in giving everyone too much opening program bespeaks the savor
played, almost made the weak com
say, probably with idea of getting of the program.
He went to Saki,
position sound strong. Also for some to
over the impression. It would have the whimsical shortstory writer who GRACIE FIELDS
strange reason, Shirley Ross, a fine
been enough if left to the players flourished in England before the last 20 MIns.
singer, was not given a solo on the
Mo
opening show. She was a part of the themselves to clinch this aspect. have war, for a quaint bit about a sickly Wed., 7:30 p.m.
tion picture technique might
boy whose life was made miserable BBC, London
sketch and also sang a fine duet with
advantage; dialog ses
by a she-tyrant of a guardian who
Radio moguls ran a wire into a
Crosby on 'Yes Indeed,' a spiritual been used to
sions ate up more than their share denied him every pleasure.
In his garrison theatre for the R.A.F., for
done in swing.
of airtime.
suppression the boy came first to which the comedienne was doing a
Opening night this program imme
George Melachrino's voicing of lovl, and ultimately to worship as a concert. It was her
first introducdiately followed Red Barber's sports- Fields was standout; his timing of
tion
god,
he
woodshed.
to night audiences since her rea
cat
kept
in
a
cast for Feigenspan's Beer, wim the the part would indicate plenty study
plugs by both sponsors sounding very of the Fieldian manner. Alma Vane When the mean old witch finally turn from America and there are no
much alike. That's too close for did well by Miss Burke; Michael went to the woodshed to remove this indications of m6re. Which might
comfort, and it's likely Feigenspan's Moore coasted as Horton. A couple only pleasure, the boy prayed to his be called just too bad, for both the
time will be switched on Friday of songs were nicely threaded into cat-god. Denouement Is in the form ether and those present left little
of a word-picture of the cat, mirac- doubt as to why she rates the prefix
nights.
the proceedings; n.s.h. on lyrics but
ulously turned into a giant feline, 'Our,' to her Gracie.
BUI Goodwin's annotmcing for this tuneful. Joan Young handled them making
Carle Carlisle m.c.'ed the proceedoff into the hedge with evishow is expert
capably.
Scho.
dences of a sudden meal on his face. ings, with Ivor Newton at the piano.
The small boy gorges himself on jam Miss Fields opened with a number
as the servants, going to the wood- by Harry Parr Davies, 'It Always
With Bob Ilannon, Walter
Chorus
•Three Rlnp Time," with Shirley Ross,
Songs, Patter, Band
Bill Goodwin, Bob Crosby orch

Gross,

—

—

—

Music, Comedy, Songs

With Noel Coward, Cella LIpton.
Lupino Lane, MontovanI Orch
Sunday, 6:30 p.m.
30 MIns.

BBC, London
This is Ci«rry Wilmot's show for
the services, announcer with the Ca«
nadian unit m.c.ing and also handling the watch. It^s been a consistent puller on the air, moving up to
this evening spot after a long spell
as afternoon fare. Despite the stage
background to the piece— it has an
invitee audience, airing from a dance
hall in town radio end is looked
after okay, plus the dial value of the
guest names, who, in the main, are
aware of the much larger audience
back of the mike. Sole exception

—

when

caught was Lupino
comic preferring to keep his

commentary on comedian's

Rains Before the Rainbow,* a new
pop tune which may get around, dependent on how much plugging she
gives it. This was followed by 'Come
Let's Meet the Dawn'; frequent calls
brought in 'Little Busybody,' number getting a lot of play here. The
usual comedy patter to music led
up to singing the perennial "Sally';
item was intended for closing, but
performer had to beg off with 'Ave
ture to the southern neighbor. But Maria' and that comic bit about the
that it was done at all and in such greedjr kid.
a way is a clue to the kind of show
In intro-ing the show, no referWelles has in mind.
ence was made to any fund-raising
At one point in the program U. S. trip either by BBC or those on
Welles stated the' show was a little stage.
short and that they had Meade Lux
Lewis, the Negro boogie woogie

shed, emit outlandish screams.
Welles made capital of the national
independence day of Mexico (Sept.
16) by enacting scenes from adven'
tares of the revolutionary priest.
Hidalgo, played beautifully by Pedro
de Cordoba. For this interlude he
employed J>olores Del Rio, a Mexl
can, to introduce some remarks.
It
was gracefully .done and a nice ges-

^

MUTUAL Oct

joins

l$t

THff^ Alvanta^ /
if eve^^^^
^
For Examplet

^4

—

—

WCAE

giues
• The

MUTUAL

largest and

most loyal following of

—1250

Center position
Pittsburgh band.

• A powerful

on the

voice in the

dial

— in

the

booming Pittsburgh

market of 4 million people.

MUTUAL

WCAE

gi'ucs

—

• A brand new program interest new shows,
new stars, new network features.
• Flexibility in arranging good radio times for
non-network advertisers.

•

A new patterh of merchandising service available to every advertiser.

'London Bride,' may have something
for the publishers.
It might have
been a. better idea to have turned
this number over to Celia Lipton,
up-and-coming young warbler who
opened the show. Kid has a socko
style of delivery and can sell a song.
Right now she's heading for trouble
in clinging to the ala Judy Garland
billing under which she first came to
attention,

Metro

that's

only pare of the story. For complete infortime and program availabilities consult

as to

Th« KATZ Agency
500

Fifth

Avenue

WrAP
WW t

•

in radio versions
starlet's pictures.

of the

»»

Montovani's aggregation was filling
having a

here, standard orchestra
date out of town.

*»**»»»
Follow

Wayne

Up Comment

who has been singing to his own piano accompaniment
on a 'Romance in Rhythm' quarterhour over Mutual from WCLE,
West,

Cleveland, possesses a rather pleasant though not a big voice and a
likeable
personality.
Must have
struck a warm spot in some listeners*
hearts by warbling numbers of such
ASCAP composers as Irving Berlin
and Hart, and Rodgers.
He did
Berlin's 'How Deep Is the Ocean?*
and H&R's 'A Small Hotel.'

Bob, Emery put his perennial kiddie romp, 'Rainbow House,' into seasonal stride Saturday morning on
WOR. There seemed to be two or
three principal changes. First, what
'Big Brother' terms production numThis is a device for having
bers.
his youngsters, who are capable of
solos, blend with snatehes-- of- re-citation, dialog and dramatization.
Example: 'poor Butterfly.' Second,
the Rainbow House choir is being
enlarged. Now has 65 voices and Is
shooting for a membership of 100.

Emery

Is

making much more

fre-

quent and extensive use of the kid
Emery's third
choir than before.
stunt,
having a team of British
evacuee kids quiz-compete with a
team of home stock, seems capable
of

than

greater exploitation

got

it

Saturday (13), It's a pip idea warm
with human emotion and Emery
might let the sentimentality faucet
drip a little more abundantly without anybody probably objecting.

Emery

himself

tossed

off

Wendell Holmes poem,
Horse Shay,' always a

Oliver

One

'The
fine

bit

of

juvenile vaudeville.

in the studio.
So play,
Meade, play. You see what we mean
by hodge-podge.
The music is credited to Freddie
pianist,

Martin's orchestra.
It was quietly
rather than spotlightedly notable for

being

different.
The selection of
as the requirements of
the script demanded had, it was evi
dent, not gone unattended to.
Welles acted throughout as narrator. His art in this respect is that
lie folds himself up and stays in a
closet when not contributing to the
progress of events. He talks well,
but not, happily, just because he
talks well. For the final episode he
played a role in Irish brogue. This
\vas the odd, fragmentary, impressionistic, half-poetic encounter on a
ship of a product of the old sod with
an old Jew, fleeing from Germany,
and his daughter. This incident was
warm with humanity and kindliness.
Yet shot through with an Irish comic
tang.

Welles handled the several referLady Esther. They were inreferences.
The program
was presumably amply identified.
But a trade paper comment cannot

"Shucks, Mitt Gilfinch, anybody knows the best way to
reach the TVArea market ii to
advertise over WNOX!

"Iff

what Pop

"He

National Representatives

New

York, N. Y.

PITTSBURGH, PA,
5000 Wattf .1250

ICC.

—

Denver. M. Main Morris, recently
with General Outdoor In Kansas
City, added to KLZ sales staff.

says,

Mitt Gilfinch.

and he advertises over

Leastways, that's

WNOX

himself!

says you reach

"Honest, Mist Gilfinch,

telligent

pass without recaUing the
fact that
lor years Lady Esther had
one of the
most consistently obnoxious (but
profitable) lines of over-done,
overlong,
over-slushy commercials In
network radio. It is a pleasure of
an aesthetic sort to find a new, more
lady-like. Lady Esther.
Land.

just like 'rithmetie,

more people for your advertising
dollar... more people with money to spend. And the more
people you reach, the more tales you make!

ences to

And

mation

on

Topping was Noel Coward, a surprise entry to the proceedings. He
Impressed the cuffo audience, but as
the ear can't see, there was plenty to
grieve o'er lor the dialers. He did a
couple of his ditties, 'penned in the
last 10 days or so'; nostalgic piece

mood music

listeners in Pittsburgh.

•

antics

stage.

.

,

Lane
stuff to

the hall, an understandable decision
since he's sans much ether experience.
Wllmot did his best for the
listening and via a good running

I

thought even

xSil

hatl
f 15,000 W.

"

DAY;

OOMNITE

A

Scrlppi-Howard Radio Station Affiliated
with The Knoxvllla NewtiSentlnal.

KNOXVILLE. TENNESSEE
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THE BRANHAM
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,

IMTTf
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Wiramo

LC ---LA PAIKIN
Slopak Orch

,
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i

W IZ-NBC, New York
series

'
'
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Mins.

i

!

REVIEWS

20 Winks

J*^^'

Vi;i>

6:30 p.m.

STday,

NBC

First of an,

.

Some
.

,
introduces
,

Louella
British operatic star
Josef SloPaikin accompanied by
orchestra in a brilliant quarat 6:30 over WJZ-NBC
Pfr hour
the

m

reason

the Mexican waltz, 'E.-;and 'Love's Roundelay' from
trrllita
Straus).
•W-ltz Dreams' (Oscar
was a suave quater hour, the
;

'

It

having the

final

musical

present purpose.

—Local

MIns

WEIL CLOTHING CO.

And the fact that she
sing a pretty good tune
she wants to, wrinkle her

nose

at

can

leave

He drew cheers from the
and collected the five-spot.
Bob Young bugled the various
calls and then doubled as a drummer while the pianist pounded, and

FIVE PERFORMANCES

second

guessers, and
studio
wrapped

the

That

But

is

the production schedule for

that's only the

a year!

serial alone.

DEPENDABLE

PLANNING, EXPERIENCED DIRECTION, BRILLIANT
SUSTAINED WRITING— the most sought after triad of "Better
Teamwork Programming."
Associated producers and directors of Henry Souvaine,

watchwords
.

Inc.,

men and one woman whose names have become

include four

'

dinky piece of mink
should be
WOV's

one day-time

beginning of the story. Everyone of those

two hundred and sixty performances demand

'American Music'. (11-12 p. m.)
is nightly offering the most in-

Sergt.

a week!

OVER TWENTY PERFORMANCES a month!
TWO HUNDRED AND SIXTY PERFORMANCES

still

in a tasty
is
as it

mob

daytime radio.

in

Here they are:

teresting collection of records of
any of the New York pop music
stations.
Program plays everything, from Kern-Bolton-Wode-

so on.

ran

"^CARLO DE ANGELO

house Princess shows to 'Annie
Rooney' to Gershwin, without
announcement.
You have to
guess
Allen Courtney
(also
WOV) has sprinkled some vinegar over his matinee 'guest

considerable length and persistWould seem that
ence of thought.
the account might respect the association with the defenders of democto

and not impose quite
on good nature, the mark

little

Sahn.

democracy.

when

other.

Nipht.'

heavily

Teamwork
Programming
Better

pair

an extremely comfortable corner
surrounded by Crosby, John
Scott, and one thing and an-

ArGarfield and Walter WinchelL
nold Schwartz, of Lawrence, Mass.,
warbled 'Two Hearts Pass in the

racy a

Buyers of Daytime Radio

to

vir-

it

the

while, there's no doubt that Miss
Boswell has backed herself into

unearth talent.
Station staff conducts auditions to
Robert Shan, a' pripick the best.
vate gave impressions of Edward G.
Robinson, Humphrey Bogart, John

as
of

So

now warbling for each other
rather than the public. This can
do Miss Boswell the most harm
because the opposition is tougher
on the feminine side.
Mean-

Sur^ay. 2:30 p.m.

KRD, St. Louis
Programs will alternate every
week between Jefferson Barracks
^ and Scott Fjeld. If the standard set
]n debut is maintained draftees and
dialers are in for very passable enBankroUer dishes out
tertainment.
to every draftee who
g $5 note
makes the grade, and this serves to

Proved quite listenable.
Commercial announcements

Message

—

their own amusement.
tually boils down to

Soldier Talent
30

Two-Gun

alone. Not so now. Other girls
are coming up.
Even on the
records Crosby and Miss Boswell listen as singing mostly for

Abel.

PARADE'

•DBESS

Hickok and

this
may kill 'em In
but how does MinneMiss Boswell sang
a good song before her present
affiliation.
Outside
of K a t e
Smith, she used to be almost

Grooved at the 6:30 Sunday dinner
session that
ueriod, this is a 15-min.
merits retention on a weekly sustaining buildup, and such evidently
its

A

sota like it?

nc*vantag€.

is

Bill

dialect

Lindy's

the strings to

off

is

tween a Wild

Simon Legree

street,

Dvorak excerpt which
handsome

n

w'ih

«iv

showed

negative. One
because that cross be-

Connie is affecting has crept into her vocalizing. The second is
that it also seems she is mainly
singing the way Crosby wants
her to. As the latest in last licks
on how it's being sung these
days on the sunny side of the

w

orchestra

singing as well since be-

is

ment votes the

II

r^liaoletto')

discussion in pop inusic
on whether Connie Bos-

well

coming one of the boys on the
Crosby program. This depart-

her
network. Well-known
England and on the Continlight and grand opera, her
S debut was auspicious. Singing
was
that
voice
in an authoritative
Ihowmanly and wisely programed,
repertoire included 'Caro Nome'
blue)
native
ent In

circles

juries'

who now

''BASiL

*CHICK VINCENT

actually take a

bite out of the platters they are
served.
It
makes for better
listening. .. .Next week let's all
chip in and buy WHN's 'Music
to Read By' another record....
Waite Hoyt's
tribute to the
Dodger's Wyatt, on that 1-0 Card

Kliment,
WEBR, Buffalo,
portscaster, has been elected v.p. of
Western New York Football Con-

Bob

ference.

and

''MARY LOUISE ANGLIN

WOR

game, was worth hearing. From
one pitcher to another, and you
tell that Hoyt meant
Shudders of the week;

Mu-

summer

lull,

could

tual's version of a

LOUGHRANE

MAURY LOWELL

At one time or another these

it.

Morgan, is not only still with Us,
but it looks like he's moved In

in

building or directing

among which

many

five have had an imoortant hand
milestone pro"f'""«; of davtime radio,

are:

for the fall semester.

MARY MARLIN
VIC & SADE

'GO GET IT'
With Joe Bolton, Neal O'Malley
Novelty
30 Mins.—Local
Sustaining

Wednesday,

t:30 p.m.

WOB, New York
The idea of the treasure, or scavenger, hunt is nothing new to radio,
but there's a chance that Joe Bolton
and Neal O'Malley, a couple of vet
announcers in this locality, will in
quick time build enough of an audience among New Yorkers to make
their version a commercial article.
What happens on this program is
silly enough not only to capture the
regular attention of those who like
such charades, but to entertain the
Bolton and
laugh-seeking gentry.
O'Malley need a little more ease
in handling their charges and much
more smoothness at keeping the in-

AND EM
WHEN A GIRL MARRIES
The WHEATENA Playhouse
CLARA, LU

THE O'NEILLS
MANDRAKE THE MAGICIAN HILLTOP HOUSE
LIFE CAN BE BEAUTIFUL THE LIGHT OF THE WORLD
THE GUIDING UGHT
AGAINST THE STORM
Backed by
several

NEW

this rich experience,

we

are

now prepared

to offer

daytime properties written by some of the outstand-

.

Here's onr Chief

Annonnecr, Mr.

D»vld B. Smooths!
He's good,
v«ry good, and he found It out
a long time ago,

'''nueir

l*»aa a

trifle

mercial end
aleimaii.

towards the comIs really a good

and

Re dlrecU the half a dosen annooncers, Inelndlng himself, all
on

WHIG, and all receive a great
more or less!

seal of mall,

Weakneu: Mirrors!

ticiiii

I
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.
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come

rolling, but this will likely
after they have had a few in-

gram furnished an ample assortment
of amusing experiences and quarries.
The participant who got the grand
prize on this particular instalunent
(10) was a girl who brought back
a sailor with a tatoo on his chest,
but the incident that must have
raised no few evebrows around
loudspeakers was tne recital of another miss which had. to do with exchanging garters with a cop. (The
letter's name was not mentioned.)
Other bits concerned the delivery
of a zither, an umpire's chest protector, 90 pounds of ice, a barber
who could .and did shave) his
finder in three minutes, a dressmaker's dummy, an eight-ball and a
sing
could
that
quartet
sailor
.

"tu
*

]
;

Bwil

tU

.

U»

toru

«M

•*

mtu.

Ultei.

terest

stallments to tfteir credit.
Mechanics of the programs are
simple. Five men and five girls are
selected an hour before the program's opening for the hunt. They
tick their assignments out of a hat.
ach one collects $5 on returning
with the quarry and an award of
$25 goes to the one that the studio
audience considers to have carried
Each
out the most original task.
participant is required to relate how
he or she went about the fulfilling
of the assignment. The initial pro-

.

C

.

•Anchors Aweigh.'

Odec.

ing writers of daytime radio including Elaine Sterne Carrington,

Jane Crusinberry, Ruth Adams Knight, Emerson Treacy, Irving
Vendig and John M. Young.

We

believe that these

manner what we mean by
rection

and

NEW

prograrifs evidence in a striking

dependiable planning, experience d di-

—

brilliant sustained" writing

in

other words "Better

Teamwork Programming."

For

specific information regarding these

NEW

programs please communicate with

HENRY SOUVAINE.lnc.
30

Rockefeller Plaza
'*Knou) a

company by the company it

New York
keeps.**

City
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Recent Public Interest Shows by

NBC

interest program division -in New York under Walter
keeps a continuing catalog of local programs o£ this type
NBC affiliates. Latest addenda to this compilation reveals

NBC's public
Preslon.

Jr.,

produced by

Payroll Traffic
Portland, Ore.— .iiick Eichenberger
has been named mana.^cr of public
relations and research for KGW-

KEX.
tant

I)cs

this station production activities:

KARK, Utile Bock, has 'KARK Forum,' a one time per week 30 minFive outstanding citizens are inute broadcast on Sunday afternoons.
vited to participate. Two of these persons take the negative side, two the
affirmative. One acts as the discussion leader. Subjects include local and
.

It's

news

from

a promotion
editor.

assis-

Moines.— Dick Covey, former-

KGLO, Mason City, has joined
the announcing staff of KSO-KRNT,
replaces Jack Thomas, resigned.
ly of

He

—

Port Arthur, Texas Merri.ll M.
Ash has been promoted from announcer to program director of
Worcester, William Cavanagh, Program Manager, has planned
KPAC.
"Dofeature
a
a series entitled, 'Dcfen.ie on Parade.' The weekly shows
lense Reporter' wlio visits steel mills, munitions factories, and key plants
Seattle Maury Rider, on KIRO. is
Interactivities.
in the Worcester area, describing the actual scenes and
acting as program director during
views arc held with company executives and representative employees.
absence of Tommy Thomas, while
WTOL, Toledo, informal and unrehearsed program. Entitled 'Staff Meet- Harry Cheek is handling daily Farm
in on
ing the program is just what the name implies. Listeners are cut
publicity due to illness
discuss Forunv and
the' regular staff meeting at which time the WTOL announcers
of Bill Moshier.
affairs.
topics of general in.terest including news, sports and national
state condition,"!.

WTAG,

From

m mW

>

H-

the Production Centres

4.^,

YORK CITY ...

With 'Jack Armstrong,' 'Capt. Midnight' and 'Little Orphan Annie' going
on WOR Sept. 29, the station will have a solid hour-and-a-halt of kid pro.
grams in the late afternoon three days a week
Already heard then are
'Mandrake the Magician' and 'Uncle Don'
Macy's will sponsor the first
league Brooklyn football Dodger game of season, and may decide to bankbalance of the schedule as well.
Walter Kaner, WWRL, N.Y., p.a., last' week submitted to the U.

roll the

S. treas-

ury department a special promotion campaign for defense savings stamps
which would involve 9,000,000 stamp collectors. ., .Frank Lovejoy, of the
'Aunt Jenny' and other casts, is learning to pilot a seaplane.
George Hayes and John Simpson are the announcers assigned by NBC
to the Treasury House in Rockefeller Center Plaza. They read news bulletins and introduce celebs. .. .Mayor Ray Perkins is temporarily out
of
radio during the course of the current army maneuvers in Louisiana. He'i
assistant to the First Army Signal Officer
Ralph Edwards takes his
Boston.
Stuart Novins replaced
Truth
or
Consequences*
show
into the State theatre, Hartford, Conn., for
announcer.
WEEI
staff
Newell
Hal
as
Newell goes to WCAU, Philadelphia. a week beginning Friday (19).

—

'

WTMJ

presents a program
on Saturday mornings,
called 'The Question Before the House.' The purpose of the program is
aristo help parents make dicisions in everyday problems and questions
ing in the home. Series is produced under the auspices of MilwaukeeDowner College with Mrs. Urania Rauter as commentator.

WTMJ, Milwaukee,

—

—

San Francisco. Don Logan, KROW
•News With a Smile,' is another WTMJ show. George Comte, staff an- publicity director, has resigned to
nouncer hit upon the idea when he grew tired of telling liis listeners noth- join the Erwin. Wasey radio departinspirational ment.
ing but war. accidents, and trouble. The series is a period of
being
things
and amu:ing news. News of good fortune, and constructive
Rochester. Winston H. Thornburg,
done Is presented.
WFIL, riillaCclplila, 'Kerry Drake of tl-.c Signal Corps,' three times per sales manager of WS.\Y. transferred
wc.;k. It is a dramatic story of adventure and ac'uion into which is woven to McGiUvra offices in New York as
representative.
Elmer J.
the work of the U. S. Signal Corps in the lield .of communications: short- sta'iion
wave radio, telegraphy, wig-wagging, and heliograph signaling. Youthful Walz, manager of station accounts,
listeners are invited to join the WFIL Signal Corps, and since the com- becomes sales manager in Rochester.
mencement of the program over 12,000 young men in the Philadelphia Mort Nusbaum continues as station
area have joined as cadets for the free course of training in communica- manager.
Ford Cowing, U. of R. graduate,
tions.
WGY, Schenectady, 'Speaking of Books' is a new type of book review added to WHEC announcer staff.
Charlotte Edwards, script writer
program each week. An unrehearsed rr.dio show, the program presents
and in cliarge of women's programs
a board of experts and a guest author each week. During the first poron WHEC for the last cisht years, retion of the program the author is 'gagged.' In this period the critics discuss and question the style, plot, and author— anything about the book or signed to devote herself to creative
When the author is allowed to join the dis- writing and home making. Ross
its writer that comes to mind.
cussion Suring the latter part of the program, he is confronted with a num- Woodbridge takes over her Chilber of queries. The subsequent discussion of these queries contributes dren's Recess program.
greatly to the 'behind-the-scenes' type of information brought forth on the
Nashville. Bill Long 'has been
program.
added to WSIX announcing staff. He
WHO, Des Moines.—Each Sunday afternoon for 30 minutes, WHO has comes from WSTP,
St. Petersburg,
been presenting 'The Iowa Roundtablc' for local listeners. The series was and replaces
George Anderson.
suggested by two young men representing the Junior Bar Section and the
Iowa Bar Association, inspired from material which they had from the
St, Louis.— Appointment of Mrs.
National Junior Bar Conference. Th* programs are ad lib discussions Frances
Dawson as full-time pubwithout benefit of manuscript. Well known men and women in the Des licity director
at KSD, owned and
Moines area are invited to participate. Topics discussed are of national operated
by the St. Louis Post-Dis-

—

—

interest.

KGNC, Amarlllo.—'What Are They Doing,' is the title of a new series
being broadcast over KGNC. The purpose of the series is to tell listeners
about the activities and work which the various Amarillo organizations
are doing. Produced in cooperation with the Secretary of the Community
Chest, the programs explain the various points on different Chest organizations such as the Salvation Army, Girls Social Center, Boy Scouts, etc.
WOAI, San Antonio.— 'Know Your Neighbor," is step in cementing a
closer relationship between the United States and Mexico. For the eight
weeks duration of the series, which is presented in cooperation with the
U. of Texas Institute of Latin-American Studies, points of interest in Mexican development will be described, the Mexican way of life, including in
dustrial and agricultural development, education and art, and United
States and Mexican cooperation for hemisphere defense will be dramatized.
Once each week narrations in Spanish are aimed to provide Mexican citi
2entry with information on social and economical developments in the
United States.

PllliOiillilliimuuuiui^-

WBNXyork
THE MOST

INTJ-

,

SALES APP«°'tfi'c3T
AMERICA'S LARGEST
MARKET.

5000 WATTS

-O

Boyce House's New Audience
San Antonio, Sept. 16,
H. J. Justin Boot Co., will expand
the Boyce House 'I Give You Texas'
program from KGKO, to the entire
Lone Star Chain. Originations will
continue from KGKO.
Other stations to carry broadcasts
are KTSA, here; KXYZ, Houston
KRIS, Corpus Christi; KRGV, Weslaco and KGNC, Amarillo.
House is a newspaper columnist
of the southwest.

patch, brings to
praisers

femme

two the number of
employed by local

Mrs. Sue McCaslin, at
the other.
Robert L. Coe, chief engineer of

stations.

KWK,

is

KSD, and Lawrence Trombly, member of the station's en.?ineering staff,
have joined the colors as commissioned officers of the Columbia Na-

Guard.

tional

San Antonio.
been added

—Jeanne

Wiggins has

to the continuity staff, of

lis

HOLLYWOOD

.

.

JWT

NY

again bankrolled by General Petroleum. .. .Amos 'n' Andy will do their
programs temporarily from the east so they can see the Nova-Louis fight
and World Series. .. .Gene English moved up to production from engineering staff ^t KNX....Hedda Hopper is shopping around for a new format.
She's run out of picture names to bio on her Sunkist dramatic vignettes
.Judy Garland draws a two-parter on Silver Theatre following Mickey
Rooney's lid-lifter Oct. 5.... Burns and Allen writing staff for Swan will
comprise Sam Perrin, George Balzer, Galen and Fowler and Harvey Helm
.James Cagney will do 'Strawberry Blonde' on second Screen Guild
show.
.Ddn Gilman told Kiwanians what radio means to the Coast on
the observance of their Radio day. ..!Lum and Abner will kick off transcontinentally from Chicago Sept. 29.... Dennis Day in from an all-summer
personals tour.
.

m

.

CHICAGO

.

.

.

WLS

Ed Wilson joins the
spieler gang, coming over from NBC...
now with the 'Stepmother' cast.... Jack Van Volkenburg
of CBS, chairman of the Advertising Committee of the Community Chest
drive. .. .Burrldge Butler and Glenn Snyder back from Phoenix and
speeding up
operations.

Forrest Lewis

WLS

Betty Winkler takes over the lead femme role in 'The Great Gunns' on
will be tied up with duties on
the 'First Nlghter' show. ...Don McNeill, Evelyn Lynne, Garry Moore,
Nancy -.Martin and Curley Bradley booked for dates at the Omaha' Food
Show later this month. .'. .Jim Goss added to cast of 'Midstream*. .. .Joe
Ainley has been assigned production duties on the Columbia show, 'Woman in White'. .. .CBS announcer Tom Moore's wife seriously injured in

WGN-Mutual, replacing Barbara Luddy who

WOAI.

Frank Mackemson has been down-state auto smashup.
added to the traffic department.
staff.
Toledo.— Walter Patterson has left
WSPD for Chicago, where on Sept,
11 he made his NBC debut as m.c

.

Dick Mack, producer of Rudy Vallec's opus, cut himself in for a character bit J. Walter Thompson producers heard it and made inquiry about
the comic 'discovery,' figuring to use him on one of their shows. Upon
finding out they went limp. Mack was on the
payroll for years' as
Edgar Bergen's scripter
Frank Bull will call the football games here
again for Associated Petrol, which year in and out has sewed up the Coast
Conference games.. Wick Cryder passed a few days here going over fall
campaigns with Jim Bealla on J. Walter Thomp.son Coast shows. .. .Milli
Rorke looking after the Ward Wheclock office while Mary Garvin vacations in Canada. .. .Vie Knight chugging east with the family to take up
rein on Fred Allen's oiler. .. .Radie Harris wound up her stay here and
aired back to her home base....Wil Marcus of Columbia's
television
staff stopped over enroute back from a honeymoon in Mexico City....
Earl Ebl, Chicago air performer, here for a while at the Sprockets...-.
Sam Hayes will have his football predictions on Columbia Pacific network

IN

.Wayne Nelson added

..

SAN FRANCISCO

.

.

to

WJJD

announcer

.

Cliff Howell, for the past year and a half program director of KSFO
here has resigned to go to Holly wpod... .while here Howell revamped the
transcription department, revised the entire production system and proCo., being heard on the Blue network duced such sponsor-grabbing shows as 'Dialaword' and 'News Quiz'....
each Thursday, Friday, Saturday and KYA has repainted its studios, describing one as being 'glorified with a
Sunday at 9 a.m. over 45 stations in vivid green' and another with 'a warm and satisfying blue motif
the midwest.
Inauguration of the Grand National Livestock Expo in Frisco's 'cow
palace' gets a national release Nov. 17 via KGO and NBC's National Farm
Salt Lake City.— Howard Flynn, & Home hour
Jack Kirkwood of KFRC's breakfast Club comedy show
formerly with KLO, Ogden, XJtah is being sought by the Duncan Sisters as writer-m.c. for their new night
has joined the announcing staff of club opening here next nwnth. .. .if Kirkwood accepts he'll be doing his
KSL, Salt Lake City.
8 a.m. ether stint on his way home.

of a 15-minute musical variety pro-

gram sponsored by Pillsbury Flour

—

Bridgeport Conn.
Harry OS' WLOLs' former
sales manager, has
borne, Winslow Porter, John Mont'
gomery and Bob Dreir announcing joined' the KS'TP sales staff. He has
been assigned to sales work in Kflnat WNAB, which went on air Sept. 8.
neapolls under Ray C. Jenkins.
Ken Thomas heads commercial de
partment.
Salt

—

Bismarck, N. D. Loring Knecht
has joined the KFYR staff doubling

from announcer

to publicity.

this

cosnection with advektisixo
.*<:encv or radio station.

Lake City.—Hal Moon is added

week

to

announcing

KD'YL, coming from
soula,

prouurxion man with nktwokk kxperience » e 9 i b e 8

'staff

KGVO,

of

Mis-

leil

Write K. EARIi JACOBY,
UomerrcBt Ave., Brooklyn, N.

Mont

—

jNew York Norman MacAvoy had
been added to the New York staff
of the William G. Rambeau Co.

KDYL's new

5000-M-att

broadcasting pattern

fits

mountain population
glove.
It

THEOmiLLS

Conn.— Leonard J. Patri
upped from WTIC production
department to assist Thomas C. Mc
Hartford,

Ample power,

directional

the

setup

inter*

like

a

directed where

does the most good!

celli

Cray, program manager..

Binso 'Vaudeville Show,'
Saturdays at 11:30 a.m., Is

-

NOW

[RADIOS /v^OST

brings

pa;v\ii.y

KDYL
SALT lAKE CITY
JOHN DmB/i.W\
a COMPANVC

JAME >A'E5T

3y
Spry

WEAF

considering addition of Al Stone and
Letitia Lee as permanents.

POPlil.Ali

\'o\\

Washington— Miss Marshall Adams
has gone with

WINX

as director of

',UG!-1T[R

women's activitjes. Formerly with
the Washington Post 'as women'
page

P.'.;

editor.

New York City—Hal Kent, who
moved from an announcer's joto al
WGY,

Schenectady, to one at WABC,
don't think you've got to protect
New York, Is now with WO'V.
Minneapolis.

—

,.-

-'oc

Haigh,

-^D

ory

Soap

;

.

EAirr-YMiKJBS
99

'

4
usrm:
WABC—6:

ED8T—CBS
COAST TO COAST

"

Mr.
Stanley

IfiAliS
.)v

MOT. ID

OOMraON ADVERTISING AQKNOV

WOLF— RKO
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BEGINS AT

8:30

EVERY NIGHT

AT BEN MARDEN'S
(Fort Lee, N.

RIVIERA

J.)

WITH

PHIL
HIS SPECIAL

SONGS

BAKER

- HIS STORIES - HIS

MY THANKS

ACCORDION

TO:

MARDEN
HARRY RICHMAN
JACK ARKIN
HERMAN BERNIE
BEN

BILLY

KENT

THE LADIES AND GENTLEMEN
OF THE PRESS

Special Material by

Management

HERMAN
R.K.O.BIdg.

BERNIE
Radio City

DAN SHAPIRO
JERRY SEELEN
LESTER LEE

«»«>«».
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Jacobs Starts Rehearsal

Passeri s Opera at Ambassador, N.

New York

In

on Oct. 5

Concert People

The Young Men's Symphony Or-

Draws Curious of Concert Profession

chestra

of

N.Y.,

ductor, will

Max

Jacobs con-

resume rehearsals Oct.

5 in N. Y.

1 911

*****

*t*ifttttmn,

Book by Mrs. Burton Davis, head Gyorgy Sandor, pianist, Oct. 13, Paul
of Commuhity Concerts Service, will Robeson, baritone with Clara
RockI
I

be published by Prentice-Hall in the
called 'Favorite Recipes
the U. S., was founded in 1902 and fall. Book is
of Famous Musicians,' and will be
its trainees occupy positions in alpushed by ConTmunity Concerts and
most every major symphonic or- General Electric.
Audiganization in the country.
Lily Pons has postponed her opentions for membership will be held
ing concert in York, Pa., because of
Oct. 5 to Oct. 12.
an infantile paralysis outbreak and
will open in Syracuse on Sept. 25
Orchestra, oldest training school in

EDWARD SMITH

By
Amedeo

Passeri's season ol opera
top at the Ambassador,
N. Y., opened Thursday (11) with
•Carmen.' Home seating 1,100 was
at

Name

Winnipeg

Lineup

a $2.20

numerous
with
papered
heavily
managers- scattered
and
singers
throughout. Performance was fair,
with Winifred Heidt in the title role
carrying oft honors, displaying a
good mez7.o, at its best on top, where
•G's and 'A's flowed with ease. Her
acting was passable considering her
Inexperience. Aroldo Lindi, veteran,
in the role of Don Jose, copped acting honors in the last act, with the
balance of his performance routine.
adequate
as
was
Vicar
Maria
Michacla and William Hargrave dis-

Winnipeg, Sept.

The Celebrity Concert Series

will

concerts

Maritime Co-op

Artists to appear will be Richard

Tauber, Nov. 24; Gregor Piatigorsky,
Dec. 8; Ballet Russe, Jan. 12; Zino
Francescatti, Jan. 26; Gladys Swarthout,
Feb. 10; Dorothy Maynor,
March 9; the Minneapolis Symphony
under Dimitri Mitropoulos. March
23, and Jose Iturbi, April 6.

ding

circuit.

Jack Butler, manager

of the Imperial at Moncton, N. B.,
and partner of A. J. Mason in the organization of the Cooperative, has,
evidently, gone out of the indie cate-

BIG OPERAS
Trenton Opera Association
have its most ambitious sea-

The
will

CONCERTS' RECORD

Bromfleld

Trenton, Sept.

A

18.

series of six orchestral concerts

will be put on by the Trenton

phony

Orchestra

Guglielmo

this

Sabatini.

year

for 26 concerts, against last year's
total of 76,332, and an average of
3,181, previous high.
Yehudi Menuhin drew top attendance for his concerts, the one on

July 24 drawing 6,601 and on July
26 he

drew

7,505.

Symunder

Soloists

will

Include Jose Iturbi, Igor Gorin, and
Hilde Burke.
The Trenton Choral Society will
put on two additional concerts under
Michael Kuttner. These will feature

Constant Lambert's 'Rio Grande' in
the, first week of December, and during' Holy Week, 'Verdi's Requiem'
will be presented with Jean Tennyson, Christine Johnson, Jan Peerce,
and Lorenzo Alvary as soloists.

45 Concerts

And

in U. S.

SJl. for

Menuhin

Yehudi Menuhin has been set for
33 concerts in the U. S. and 12-15 in
South America for the coming season. Violinist opens his tour Oct. 18
in Los Angeles and closes April 28.
He then leaves for Latin America,
winding up in late May.

Menuhin

Leinsdorf's

4tii

Season

With San Francisco Co.
Erich Leinsdorf, conductor of the
Met, left for San Francisco Sept. 15,
where he will conduct for his fourth
successive season. He Ls scheduled
to
baton 'Carmen' with Gladys
Swarthout on Oct. 27, as well as
'Simon Boccanegra," 'Tannhauser'

Metropolilait Opera Co. has signed
Astrid Varney, 22-year-old Swedish
soiprano who has spent the last 17
years in America,

the Met,

.

RAYINIA PARK, CHICAGO,

TRENTON

Nathan Mllstein, violinist, has been
appearances with the Philadelphia Orchestra in N, Y, -and Philadelphia, as well as the Chicago, National, (Cincinnati, and Indianapolis
Symphonies. He will give a Carnegie Hall recital on Feb. 17.
set for

Imp with the
Players-Canadian circuit,
Grace Moore will open Duluth
The theatre had been
Margaret Speaks will be guest Symphony orchestra season Nov, 21.
operated independently since it was
founded about 30 years ago. Lining soloist with the Toronto Symphony Ossy Renardy, violinist, and twoup with FPC would seem to assure Sept. 25. She is booked with the piano team of Fray and Braggiottl
Symphony, Oct, 2, the also booked for solo appearances.
Butler, a former film exchange man- National
ager, of a picture supply, and render Cleveland Symphony, Oct. 20, and
He the Altoona Symphony, Dec. 10.
his Coop connection needless.
Lily Pons opens the fall Coca Cola
had toured the provinces with Mahour Sept, 28 for $5,000, Others set
Mack Harrell, baritone of the Met, include Richard Bonelli,
son for several weeks, contacting inwho closes
die theatremen on the value of the sings in 'FalstafT' with the Chicago the summer show on Sept. 21 at
Cooperative movement for exhibitors Opera Co. Nov. S.
$1,500; Paul Robeson, Oct. 12, at $2,as a means of getting the right and
500, and Helen Traubel, Nov. 23, at
John Barblrolll will conduct the $2,500.
enough films, accessories, equipment
at lower costs than formerly pre- flrst American 'premiere' of the N.Y.
Philharmonic season, when he will
vailing.
Helen Traubel and Marion Anderpresent a score by William Grant
son made a number of "Victor recStill, Negro composer, on Oct. 23 enords this week, all disks being
More Join Mich. Co-op
titled 'Plain Chant for America.' On
Christmas
songs.
Oct. 23 and 24 Josef Hofmanii will
Detroit, Sept. 16.
Adding seven new houses, Co-Op- play the Beethoven G major piano
Septet
from
'Lucia'
and th*
Barerative Theatres of Michigan has concerto with the orchestra.
direct
orches- Quartet from 'Rigoletto,' not recordwill
the
reached an all-time high in member- birolli
According to Carl W.. Buer- tra during the last two weeks of ed since 1928 by Victor and in which
ship.
mele, general manager of Co-op, the October, and then returns to the Gigli and Galll COrci were heard,
new members have increased the Coast to direct the opening concert will be made by Columbia with Lily
circuit to 107 houses. Among the ad- of the Los Angeles Philharmonic on Pons, Irra Petina, Charles Kullman,
During February he di- Robert Weede, Salvatore Baccalonl
ditions are Louis Schlussel's Mel, in Nov. 20.
Melvindale; Irving Belinsky's Claw- rected the Seattle and Cincinnati and Alessio de Paolis for 'Lucia,' and
in
Clawson; R. R. Shook's Symphonies and returns to the 'Pons, Kullman, Weede, and Bruna
son,
Shores, in Saint Clair Shores; John. philharmonic for six weeks on Feb. Castagna for 'Rigoletto* this month.
gory, by affiliating the

Famous

MAY GO DARK

IN

Stevens' husband, Walter Szuiovy.

Alberto Sllva, Mexican bass has
been signed by the Chicago Opera
Co, and auditioned Friday (12) st

is

just recently.

USCALA,MILAN,

CONCERTS

currently in New
repertoire

Rudy Polk, former concert representative of Columbia Concerts
in
California, is in N. Y. visiting.
Polk
has an agency on the Coast with Rise

Brunswick, working on
with Frank La Forge,

jContlnued from page 1;

son this year with the presentation
Sunday's 'Rigoletto,' had no names of five operas. These are 'Carmen'
unfamiliar to N. Y. audiences. For on Nov. 20 with Carolina Segrera,
the most part attendance was small Raoul Jobin and Christine Johnson;
and performances scheduled for 'Butterfly' on Feb. 26 with Licia AlMonday through today (Wednesday) banese, James Melton and Earl
were cancelled, with the season to Wrightson; Traviata' on Jan. 9 with
pick up again tomorrow (Thursday) Vivian della Chiesa and Carlo' Mo<
with The Barber of Seville.'
relli; 'Barber of Seville' on Dec. 18
with Bruno Landi, Grace Panvini,
Lorenzo Alvary; and 'Cavalleria
Rusticana' and 'Pagliacci' on April 9
with Segrera and Francesco Naya in
the first, and Giovanni Martinelli,
Jean Tennyson and Morelli in the
second.
Michael Kuttner is the musical director; John E. Curry, managing di- Igna's Berkley in Berkley, all new
rector; Tony Stivenello, stage direc- houses.
Two came in through actor; and Michael De Pace, artistic quisition by present members, Ben
director.
Rome, Sept. 12.
and Lou Cohen, who took over the
The La £cala, Milan opera house,
Town and Apollo taken over by Saul
oldest and most famous institution of
Korman.
Seventh house was the
Its kind in the world, will probably
previously unaffiliated President opbe shut this year for the first time in
erated by Bernard Brooks.
Italy's other two largest
decades.
BIZ
houses, the Theatre Reale in this
city, and the San Carlo of Naples,
also will be closed down.
Chicago, Sept. 16.
Reason is that the government
iContlnued from page
The total attendance and general
lubsidy which keeps aU three houses
going, will be withdrawn thi,s year, average for Ravinia Park this sum- be a stepping stone to such an apHis rep as a scientific
since all monies available for opera mer have been higher than for any pointment.
gentleman farmer recently brought
are being used for the war.
previous year. Total attendance for
him an appointment to the Ohio Adthe season was 83,101, with an avervisory Committee of the Federal
age of 3,196 admissions per concert
Farm Security Administration.

SABATINI TO GIVE SIX

She

instead.

Cosma VuUo and Claudio

entation.

eight

certs.

played fair top tones as Escamillio.
Orchestra managed to stay near, if
not always on pitch.
'Boheme' on Friday (12), was not
so good, with Eugene Conley cracking on his top 'C in 'Che gelida
manina,' and being somewhat less
than good in the balance of the presFrigario were the other principals.
'Cavallerla' and 'Pagliacci' on Saturday (matinee) again enlisted Lindl
as the star as Canio, with 'Vesti la
giubba' being dramatically acted and
aung.

16.

during the
1941-42 season from Nov. 24 to April
This is the 30th season of con6.
present

more, Thereminist, Nov. 4, and Ruth
Draper, monologist, Nov. 12.

receives $3,000-$3,500 per
concert and during the past summer
drew the highest fees and grosses
any violinist has ever done in a 22
concert tour of South America.

field on.

Papers were in the suit by Eleanor Harris' against 20th-Fox, in
which she charges that screenwriting credit for work she had done
was given Bromfleld on 'Brigham
Young.'
Author was
examined
Monday (15) by Miss Harris' attorneys, O'Brien, Driscoll & Raftery.
He admitted that he had urged on
the studio giving the femme screen
credit along with his own name.

Montreal Operas
Montreal, Sept.

Bromfleld Served
Subpoena-server who had been
aiming for months to lay a plaster
on Louis Bromfield in New York
knew his chance had come a couple
weeks ago when listening to 'Information Please.' He heard that the
author would be the guest last Friday (12). So he armed himself with
two tickets for the show and prepared to meet his quarry. Bromfield, it happened, accepted service
at his hotel without difficulty and
the process server, to keep things
friendly, turned up at the broadcast with his wife to chesr Brom-

16.

26.

Winnipeg Auditorium

will present

four soloists this season.

TOWN HALL
New York

IN

They are

OCTOBER

Auditorium Has 21 MusiEvents Booked

United States Marine Band will
play third annual Ohio Grape Festival,

Sandusky, Sept.

25.

COL RECORDS

cal

RAIDS VICTOR

Town Hall has scheduled 21 musical events and concerts for October.
The N. Y. Concert Hall gets its season under way during the month.
has
Records
Corp.
Columbia
Events are John Creighton Murraided Victor's list in the last few
ray, violinist, Oct. 3; Isabel French,
imsoprano, Oct. 10; Salvator Manetto, months and signed many of the
were
violinist,
Oct. 12; the Asociacion portant concert artistes who
Cultural Inter-Americana, Oct. 12; formerly exclusive RCA performers.
Maxim Schapiro, pianist, Oct. 13; Among those to join CTolumbia in
Abbey Simon, pianist, Oct. 15; the recent months are Lily Pons, Bidu
Farbman String Symphonietta, Oct. Sayao, Jan Kiepura, Bruha Castagna,
Ethel Eilfenbeni, pianist, Oct. Nino Martini, the Budapest String
17;
Quartet, Leopold Stokowski, Paul
19; Anne Judson, contralto, Oct. 19;
Hilda Somer, pianist, Oct. 20; Ern- Robeson, Rudolf Serkin and Adolf
est McChesney, tenor, Oct. 22; Alek- Busch.
Columbia is also planning its big*
handr Helmann, pianist, Oct. 25;
Kathryn Boghetti, contralto, Oct. 25; gest campaign for Lily Pons' 'DaughCathalene Parker, soprano, Oct. 26; ter of the Regiment' album. Full
New Friends of Music opening its page spread on the recordings will
series with the Budapest Quartet be taken in Life, Time, Newsweek

and Hortense Monath, pianist, Oct. and tl)/e New Yorker from Oct. 6 to
Nora Fauchald, soprano, Oct. 27; Oct. 25. The records will be reConrad Thibault, baritone, Oct. 27; leased Oct. 1.
26;

William

Kappel,

pianist,

Oct,

28;

Bernhard Weiser, pianist, Oct. 28;
Donald Dickson, baritone, Oct. 29,
and Thomas L. Thomas, baritone,
Oct. 31.

CLASSIC VOICES OF

PAST FORMING ALBUM
Mecca Temple

Rabinoff's

RCA

Victor

will

an

issue

his-

torical
album of celebrity singers of the early part of the cenRabinoff, operatic impresario,
has taken over Mecca Temple, N. Y., tury in October. .Records are all 12and is re-building and re'-modeling inch, and contain 10 selections by 10
the house to be ready Oct. 31 for artists with the entire album selling
a season
of operetta, ballet and for $5.50.
sympTiony concerts at pop prices.
Records to be re-issued are Titta
The theatre when completed will Ruffo's 'Hamlet,' 'Marcella Semseat 3,200. Actual plans as to what brich's 'Traviata,' Geraldine Farrar'a
will.be presented are still in the Butterfly,' Charles Dalmores's Car-

Max

Wilfred Pelletier, Met conductor,
and Desere Defrere, Met stage director, will give a season of opera
:Contlnued from page Is
and 'Rosenkavalier.'
embryonic stage.
here Sept. 26-30 at the St. Dennis
'Tosca,'
men,'
Antonio
Scotti's
when a Negress gave birth to twins,
Before joining Gaetano Merola's theatre.
Operas to be given include one bfeing black, the other white.
Johanna Gadski's 'Tannhauser,' Nelforces he will conduct excerpts from 'Aida,' 'Manon,'
'Butterfly,' 'Boheme,'
lie Melba's 'Lucia,' Pol Plancon's 'Le
The Chocolate Soldier' for Colum- 'Faust' and 'Carmen.'
That's where Kilpatrick came in.
B'klyn Soloists' Package Cid,' Emma Calve's 'Carmen,' and
bia Recording with Rise Stevens and
He
summoned a specialist, who exAmong singers engaged are GioThe Academy of Music in Brook- MatUa Battistini's 'Ernani.'
Nelson Eddy.
vanni Martinelli, Rose Bampton, amined the infants and declared that
Anna Kaska's, Hilde Burke, Leonard the white babe was an albino. It lyn will present a master composers
Warren, Norman Cordon, Lansing took some time to convince the series of concerts, stressing special
father
that
his
household was in or- programs
Boatless Papi Will Fly
Hatfield, Helen Jepson.
Opera Group Auditioning
of noted artists interpreder.
He is now traveling with the

Meal Ticket

.

Road

Hilde Burke's
Rio de Janeiro, Sept. 16.
Dates
Gennero Papi, Metropolitan opera
Hilde Burke, Met soprano, opens
conductor, missed his boat for the her concert tour in Moultrie, Ga., in
V. S. here and will fly instead on early October and has nine engageSept. 24 to San Francisco.
ments set before Joining the Met in
Due there to conduct for Gaetano November.
Merola's company in. early October.
This is her sixth year at the Met.
'

works

'Whirl of Mirth' caryinal show along
with the twins and mammy.

tating

the

Series

opens

Kilpatrick contracted for the babes
for 21 years. Parents receive $25 per
month when they are not being exhibited and $25 per week when they
are on view. For his end the impresario gets $50 weekly as 'royalty.'

Oct. 29.

of

the

with Jose

masters.
Iturbi

on

Others booked are Simon Barere,
pianist, Feb. 4; Harold Bauer, pianist,
Nov. '26; Robert Casadesus, pianist,
March 4, and Bartletl and Robertson,
pianists, Jan. 7.

The Opera group of the National
Orchestral Association will hold auditions for membership beginning
Oct. 1.
Organization will present
five operas at Carnegie Hall during
the year.

One

operatic, role

is tfie

minimum

requirement for membership.

—

ORCHESTRAS
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Dance Remotes Off Networks
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THE ARMY NOW

IN

Circus, Radio

and Dance Mnslelana

Victor Records Uses

Dance Carnival

In Service Gronp

WSMB, New

Petrlllo,

James C.

—

Louisville,

With A.F.M. Cisler of
Does Self-Blackout

American Fed-

BOB ASTOR INTO ARAGON

Orleans, Feuds

WGRC,

San Antonio, Sept. 16.
circus, rodeo and radio
make up the newly
orchestra at .Brooks Field
here.
John L. Sparlcs of the 63rd
Air Base group is pianist of the
group. He's from the Ted Lewis and
Lawrence Welk bands.
Bob Rucker, the trombonisit, has
formed

prez. yesterday
iv^TL of Musicians
gave the Mutual network Lloyd Meyer's Cleveland Spot Now
find a
With
played with Chan Chandler and Her-liiThursday (tomorrow) to
between WGRC.
man Waldman.
rSuu2n to Uie fight
loc^l
Cleveland, Sept. 16.
Preston R. Noble, trap drummer
S,Xille. and the
Bob Astor's crew, which played and soloist, has played with Vic
choice of d)
Mulaal has the
(2) of cutting off the all summer at the Sea Girt ballroom Insirilo, Jack Benton and Ringling

SaS

MCA

issue.
affiliate
any Icind

Sw^lle

^t Jm
ot

nTmus^cia

.

from network in New Jersey,
and (3) of hav- Aragon Sept. 21

originating sUtions
any sort of

baned from feeding

m^lc

house band spotted by

first

MCA.
Dance

ouUets.
to affiliated

NW:"

as the

into Lloyd Meyer's
for a month's run

tieing

hall,

.

meanwhile trying

to

mduce

AFM

for the

first

time,

is

up with

MCA

becoming a new

Brothers.
saxoplione, has
played with Louis Stokes, and Ed
Ferlack's bands.
Tommy Watts, tenor sax, has
played with Eddie Fitzpatrick and

David C.

Clark,

outlet for Its bands by Eddie Martin.
and the
hooking up with
a
Mutual chain for several network
?Sm
shots weekly. Astor to be the first
New Orleans, with a view
musicians' tangle ex- band name the ballroom has ever
the
ng
soiv
to
gettin| remote con- plugged on the air.
ting the'e and
Meyer also .-ipotting MCA name
back to the NBC-Rea.
trol bands
of ^ustai^ng outfits every other Sunday, for one^^Hemote pickups
oft both NBC- night stands. Jan Savitt Inaugurated
knocked
were
bands
networks last week this policy Sunday (14) and RayMutual
and
Kid
outlet
for Oct. 5.

PeS

to'permit one of the

build-up

WHK

NBC

stacall, to

an

to accompany
relations exec on

officials

WSm

CEDAR POINT'S

*'

GAY REPORT

mond

between
Secause of disputes
Amerimembers of the webs-and the
Red
Musicians.
can Federation of
because of
pickups were canceUed
local 174.
between

AFM
anwgument
city.
New Orleans, and WSMB. thatover

blackout occurred
NBC beat
LouisviUe. Ky.
head, to the
James C. PetrUlo.
blackpunch this time, however, by
itself, not
ing out susUining pickups
for Petrillo to order the

Mutual

WGRC.

AFM

waiting

bands

off.

when

SUrted

Petrillo

(11) to cease feeding
remotes because the station
and local have been unable to get
together on a contract for house muIt
sicians. NBC countered by saying
couldn't refuse to service the outlet,
contract between them
that thie
would then be violated. Then, anticipating Petrillo's proclamation ta
bandleaders to stay off the Red, NBC;

WSMB

Same

is

set

MVkeeA.F.M. Local Has
36 Members Employed
At Three Radio Stations

Milwaukee, Sept. 16.
Musicians' union. Local No. 8,
ordered A.F.M., now has 36 men working in

NBC Thursday

band programs itself.
of argument pushed

cancelled

Scott

sort

radio stations hpre as the result of
negotiations just concluded between
Vollmer Dahlstrand, union chief, and
execs of the kilocycle cabins.
WEMP, which has had only three
musicians regularly on Its payroll,
was asked to add three more, then
of its own volition because business
is good put on five additional men,
giving it a total of eight.
W4[SN, which recently went to
5,000 watts, added two musicians,
thereby increasing its staff to 10.
already had 18 men, or
four more than union requirements,
so its number stands as Is.
Musicians* organization also has
upped its fees in the local nlterles
whose business is booming due to
increased spending as a result of
heavy payrolls in the defense In

bands off Mutual next day (Fri.)
although each individual station on
the circuit broadcast pickups locally,
won. New York's programmingi for
Pickups
Instance, wasn't disturbed.
simply were not fed to other outMutual blackout hurt Amerilets.
can Society of Authors, Composers
and Publishers members, of course.
Mutual net is their only channel for dustries. Some squawks at the. pay
song performances.
boosts for musicians, but eventually
who
all the spots signed up, men
formerly got $1 per hour now getCisler Baps Petrillo
ting $1.25 and those who got $1.25
Louisville. Sept. 16.
getting
$1.50 per hour.
now
Steve
Cisler,
WGRC's general
manager, took to his own facilities
last Friday night
(12)
to attack
James C. Petrillo, American Federa-

WTMJ

He

tion of Musicians prez.
accused
Petrillo of using Hitler tactics and
stated that he had been negotiating

with the Louisville local until the
president called and in
formed him that he would have to
employ six
additional
men by
Sept 1.
Edwin Lorenz, president of the
Louisville local, said that all

latter's

WGRC

had been employing on Its staff was
an organist and that the union had
been sending over bands for audi
tions at the station until it be
came a joke. Lorenz held that It
was only fair that the station em
ploy a reasonable number of local

JACK ROSENBERG TURNS
INTO A SONGWRITER
Jack Rosenberg, president of New
local 802 of the American Fed
eration of Musicians, is now a songwriter. He's listed as co-writer with
Ira Schuster, Leonard Whitcup and
Paul Cunningham of a tune being

York

published by Feist, Inc.
It's titled

Bob

musicians in
ting

asmuch as it was get
name bands from remotes on

the networlcs.
Cisler has taken the position that
he will not yield to the union and
that if

Mutual Insisted that a settlement be made he would drop the

affiliation.

MBS

He

also circulated other

with cards urging them to ask
Congressmen to 'support new legiscurb such union tactics.

lation to

JAN sAvrrr adjusts
DISPUTE, STAYS

MCA

Jan Savitt's squabble with Music
of America has been ironed
out and the band is .to remain with
the agency, tl will play one-nighters and theatres unUI the first
of the
year, at which time MCA has agreed
to provide Savitt
with a location
sund.
Savitt tried for a release
irom MCA last week, though he still
owes the agency a portion of the
'-orp.

>noney that was advanced him last
year to buy a release from a Con
sohdated Radio Artists contract.

Band
«re.
Oct.

will

New
3,

go into the Strand the
York, for two weeks

replacing

Sonny Dunham's

pand which had been booked for
that period.

'AH for Love.*

Crosby Clarinetist Lannching
Small Group In Buffalo

Buffalo. Sept. 18.
Hank D'Amico, who left clarinet
seat with Bob Crosby, unveils his
own band at a suburban benefit FriOutfit numbers eight
day (19).

men

and

is

sweet-swing.

Cedar Point. O.. Sept 16.
On Labor Day, this resort ended
one of the most successful seasons
in its half-century existence with
the assistance of a

name-band

policy,

and the stimulus of defense-coin.
This was the third year for namebands, the first two being more or
less experimental and with grosses
not too encouraging. But, according
to the

Aim-

ing to play mostly school dates for
the present, to build up collegiate
following." Tick Smith, local promoter, is handling the outfit.
Hank's lineup is brother. Jack,
tenor sax; Oakley Yale, accordion;

ROY GILL'S SPLURGE
$1,740

For SpeoUI Boston Newspaper
Space on Casa Lorn*

Auburndale, Mass., Sept. 16.
Totem Pole will take the largest
advertisement ever placed by a New
England ballroom when it starts off
Glen Gray and the Casa Loma orchestra's unlimited engagement next
Monday (22) with a full page ad in
rotogravure in the Boston Sunday
Herald (21) and the Boston Traveler
Monday (22). Cost is $1,740 for the

Monte Proser's Dance Carnival
which opened and closed In
than a month at Madison Square

idea,
less

Garden, N.Y. last June, will be taken
on the road as exploitation for Victor Records.

Under the

title,

"RCA-

Victor Dance Caravan,' a unit consisting of

Tommy

Dorsey and Shep

orchestras plus the palm
were used at
the Garden, will begin a two-week
test' tour Nov. 3 at the Cleveland,
Fields'

trees, lights, etc., that

O., Auditorium.
Dorsey, who was picked to repago. Manager Roy resent tlie company's Victor label,
bought a full page in color in for which he records, and Fields, sethe Boston Record-American, using lected likewise for the Bluebird
half-page for picture of ballroom sides, will stay with the show for
with following copy: 'Unrivalled re- the two weeks, making stands in

page.

Two months

Gill

finement of atmosphere' plus name various cities where there are large
auditoriums.
If
the
initial
two
and address on remainder of space
weeks prove successful Victor plans
purely an institutional ad.
the
Caravan
on
to
keep the
road for about nine months, using
various bands on the two labels
Frowns
when they are available, and repeating them if necessary.
Orchestras
will be paid, of course; a conference
Benefit; Caled Chiefly

Murk

Upon

week between

last

A Promoter's Self-Aid

the leaders and

bookers with Victor

their

officials

worked out a payoff rate that's supto be somewhere between
what each outfit would have earned
Minneapolis, Sept. 16.
"Boogie for Britain' show, sched- were it playing regular percentage
posed

A
orchestras will be a fixture at the
ballroom after this solid season. It uled for the Lyceum theatre last
feels that the missionary work of Sunday and advertised as a benefit
that
and
over,
years
is
preceding
the
for Britain, with Bob Zurke and Jothe customers are ready to support
Jo Sullivan, appearing at local nitits policy.
Each week gross bettered the one erles, as performers ran into difficulwith the Alvino Rey ties when the local chapter of
it followed,
Band, which worked the last full 'Bundles for Britain' withdrew its
week, topping them all. Ted Weems, name after objections from the Minwho played the last four days, also
neaiMlis Musicians union.
did very welL
George Murk, Musicians' union
president, claimed a local boogie
woogie group was being used as a
Judge Dismisses Pair
He charged that investiga
showed that a booking agency
here promoted the affair to publicize

one-nighters
theatres
during
or
those weeks.
Victor won't run the dances free
as far as admission is concerned.
Two many squawks from competitive enterprises would result. ITiere
will

be an arrangement whereby

Victor dealers and distributors wiU
be cuffed, probably along with their
friends, but there also will be a general admission charge.
Prices and
itinerary of the show has not definitely been set
It may remain in
Cleveland for several days:

'front.'

Who

Operate Chihrooms

tion

Customers' Champagne

and its business and that
'Bundlls for Britain' was of secondary consideration.
Minneapolis, Sept 16.
Murk said the local professional
George E. Murk, president of the musician is always ready to contri'
Minneapolis Musicians' union, and
bute financially or render services
Edward Citarelli, doorman at the for charitable purposes, but he does
Musicians' club, were acquitted by
so through his own union organizaPaul W. Guilford in municipal court tion. The 'Bundles for Britain' offi
on charges of keeping a 'disorderly cers said they would have nothing to
ill governed tippling house.' Charges
do with the show as long as it was
grew out of an early morning raid not approved by the. union. Howof the club by the police morals
ever, the show was given, but in the
squad, at which time only Citarelli
Prom ballroom instead of the ..Lywas arrested. Judge Guilford in ceum.
court the next day also ordered

For

Murk's

Tnred

Tooteirs

arrest.

In a memorandum accomi^anying
the acquittal charge. Judge Guilford
remarked the court case had brought
out sufficient evidence so there can
be no excuse if they are brought into
He also said
court in the future.
there was no evidence that Murk
night.

musicians have
maintained clubrooms for 40 years in
the interests' of the members' economic and social welfare and the
public is never invited to the rooms.

Murk

itself

says

the

JACK LAVIN MOTORS

TO JOIN WHITEMAN

NO RADIO TIME SO
T. TUCKER CANCELS
Six-week location date for Tommy
Tucker at Colonial Inn, Singac, N. J.,
has been cancelled. Tucker was supposed to tee-off a new name band

Party Costs Parsons'

Orch Del Hotel Job
Detroit Sept 16.
flowing
freely,

Champagne,

washed Lorln Parsons orch out of
exclusive Casino of the Hotel BookCadillac here. Although the action
originally was summary 'there's the
door'
conferences between the
maestro, union and management in
which officials of the musicians
union threatened to strike the
swank spot, turned the immediate
dismissals into a two-week notice.
What happened was that a lonely,
well-heeled manufacturer
started
wanting folks to help him celebrate
his birthday.
From sending bottles
to other tables, he' became more ex-

—

—

pansive until his final bill covered
$700 worth of champagne an esti-

—

mated 78 bottles. The party, which
went six hours through plentiful
high jinks and well into the after

hours, finally involved the band, the
maitre d'hotel and captain of waiters,
the latter two getting the heave-ho
advised him that it without further adieus.
Although William O. Seelbach,
had no sustaining time to allot to
him. Since he agreed to play the general manager of the hotel,
spot only for the air-time he could charged that he had a right to toss
and for which his contract the band out for breaking an ironget,
clad
rule that men in the orchestra
called, he bowed out
Until it decided to switch to name can't drink in public rooms. Parsons
bands, Colonial, a 450 seat spot, had called in the musicians union which
bolstered
his claim that the band
used non-name acts and local music.
was not responsible for the party
and was entitled to a tw6-weeks notice.
If not union orchestras would
CHICAGO
be nixed in the Casino.

policy at the spot Oct. 10, with Mutual and CBS wires but cancelled

out

when CBS

Jack Lavin, Paul Whiteman's personal manager, left New York by
auto yesterday (Tuesday) for San
BOOKER CHANGES
Francisco where the bandman opens
Whiteat the Palace hotel Oct. 2.
Frank Marino, guitar; Red O'Neill,
man bows on the NBC-Red with Art Weems Back at G AC— Ann
piano; Jimmy Cantino, bass and
Burns and Allen Oct. 5 for Swan
CRA's Rep
Sandy Graff, drums.
Richardson
He opens at the Florentine
Soap.
Gardens, Los Angeles, in December.
Lavin may remain on the Coast
Changes In Chicago agencies of
Dancing to Discs
for two or three months.
General Amusement Corp. and Consolidated Radio Artists became ef<»
Toledo, Sept. 16.
Strike Hits Hopkins
fective last week. Art Weems, who
Something new in ballroom pracSept.
16.
San Francisco,
tice hereabouts has been inaugurated
was once head' of GAC's branch
has
Strike of hotel employees
near Erie, Mich.,
at Luna Pier,
He re
there, resumed that post.
where an outdoor dancefloor extend- spread to the Mark Hopkins hostelry, placed Joe Shribman, who returns to
entertainment
with
ing into Lake Erie has been operat- the first hotel
Herbie New York office to work on location
affected.
be
to
ing all .summer. With the close of policy,
agency
his
own
had
Weems
jobs.
its first Frisco
the regular season, and favorable Holmes orchestra, on
attraction, with his brother Bob, but gave it up
current
the
is
weather, the ballroom continues to date,
Cin to return to GAC.
be open but, instead of an orches- jumping here a week ago form
Rich
Ann
involved
shift
CRA's
16-week contract.
tra on the bandstand, records pro- cinnati, on a
Band is not actually on strike but ardson, who was assistant to Charles
vide the music.
Green in New York. She assumed
Advertisements state: 'Dance under is respecting the picket line. Holmes,
last
branch
Chicago
charge of the
Franthe stars with America's leading or- himself, is stopping at the St
week.
cis.
chestras by recordings.'

—

Under Auspices

T. Dorsey, Fields

management, the better known

ever had been in the clubrooms at

HANK D'AMICO ON OWN

Idea as Ballyhoo for Disc Sales;

Former

musicians

LOPEZ

ARRIVES

UTE

TO LAUNCH NEW POUCY
Billy

Fitchburg, Mass., Sept. 16.
Burfis' inauguration of a

name-band policy at the Fitchburg
Arena got off on the wrong foot Friday when Vincent Lopez' orchestra
failed to arrive until 10:45 p.m. The
leader flew in and his band came by

bus, but both late.
When the music finally started
around 11 p.m., 600 were present at
In addition to re$1.10 a throw.
funds. Burns said hundreds turned
away at the door, when they found
the band missing.
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Reverse is another of Powboogie-woogie sizzlers. It socks

okay.
ell's

Les

Brown;

gio'-'Nickel

'Joltin'

Serenade'

DiMag-

Joe

(OK

6377).

Brown's coming band cut coin machine material on both sides. Built

Is

a

summer,

outstandingly

first

strong

Ina Ray Hutton; 'Nobody's Sweetheart'-'Back in Own Backyard' (OK
Miss Hutton's greatly im6380).
proved band drives two standards
They're not likely to do
so'lidly.

hit-

done; tempo is average. Reverse, neatly.
Blng Crosby; 'Waiter, Porter, and
a twist on 'Give Me Some Skin,' is
Blues'
Maid'-'Birlh
of
a lively jump piece.
'Moonglow' Upstairs
tops it easily, however.
(Decca 3970). Machines should go
Artie Shaw (Victor Album P-85). heavily for first; Crosby, Mary MarVictor combined some of the best of tin, Jack Teagarden and his band
Shaw's hit sides, four with the old combined to cut solid novelty from
band that made 'Begin Beguine' and combo's film, 'Birth of Blues.' It's
four with the new string-sectioned light stuff, delivered with a peppy
combo, into this book and it ought tang. Crosby is coupled to Teagarto sell with ease.
Collectors will
dispute with Victor the selection of
the four best sides with the old band,
bU of which are driving arrangements to the four standards made

with

the

new

fic

Jam,' 'Seranade

•Frenesi,'

Tunes are:
Shuffle,' Trafto
a Savage.'

band.

Bay

'Stardust,'

'Dancing

In

Dark,' and 'Moonglow.'

Claude Thornhlll; 'Lovers in Glass
Houses'-'Mandy Is Two' (Col. 36Thornhill is headed for the
top, but the process is being slowed
by the tunes given him to record,
and the way they're done.
Pace
needs to be varied.
With the exception of 'Hungarian Dance,' etc.,
everything he has made has been
slow
beautifully
tooled arrange361 ).

-

(Records belou; ar« grrabblng most nickels this week in jukeboxei
throughout the country, os reported by operaton to Vxriety.
JVamei
0/ more than one bond or vocalist after the title indicates, in order of
Fiffiires and nomes
popularity, whose recordinog are being played.
in
parenthesis indicate the number of weeks each song has been in (he listingi

and respective publisher*.)
I.Maria Elena (12) Southern

^

den's band and trombone on reverse,
a familiar melody.

novelty of 'Hut-Sut' school.
'B-I-Bi' (Col. 36337) ia expected to
be a solid hit. This won't. Tune is
cute and undoubtedly will sell, but
Heidt's doesn't seem to have the
punch for a big splash in niachines.
other

In
easy
very unreffeshing.
rhythm, it's vocalled by Donna and
Don Juans. Smooth, handling of
'Tattletale,' in dance tempo, spotlights Frankie Carle's tasteful pianoCharles
It's the better side.
ing.
(Goodwin vocals.

Tony Pastor's coupling of two Cole
Porter tunes from 'You'll Never Get
Rich' (Bluebird 11267) are played
well, but neither seems to have much
chance to do anything in boxes.
'Dream Dancing,' a fair melody, is

'Mickey'-'In

5.

Yes, Indeed (7)

4.

(9)

You and

(4)

I

Vaughn Monroe

Decca
Bluebird

I

Tommy Dorsey
Bing Crosby
Glenn Miller

Bluebird

j

K^' Sr'.V.V.V.Co£bU

Embassy
f

WilUon.

'T" Heveille (4) Melody Lane

,

6.

Guess

7.

Don't

I'll

Dream Rest

Want

to Set

8.

You Are My Sunshine

9.

Piano Concerto

10.

Kiss Boys

Block

(4)

World Fire

B

(4)

Victor

Decca

f SZyZ"ey::::.-.=!"^^^lS?

(7)

It still

doesn't total up.

with 'Honorable Moon'

It's

vak's

muted horn

is light

and

Okeh
Decca
. .

.

J?om^

Famous........

first

.Bluebird

S.-.V/.-'^^.'^S

(Dick Robertson

Decca
p^^,^^ .......Bluebird

Jesters
{

This Often (BVC)

Mama

.

.

Columbia
Decca

.*.

'F=e°Kr;::.V.V.S,

{ ^,\^,a^e^^^^;tin

(Encore)

.

On

:

Okeh
Les Brown
Freddie Martin ...Bluebird
.Columbia
Horace Heidt

Joe DiMaggio (Courtney)
Rancho Pillow (Shapiro)
Jolting

Pine

..Columbia

(Kay Kyser^

Blue Champagne ((Encore)

We Do

...

{?rnny^irg-.:.\\\!'.Cct
Jimmy Dorsey. ...... .Decca

Been Drafted (Vanguard).

Don't

Okeh
Okeh

Charlie Spivak

(Harry James

Jim (Kaycee)
_
»»
»„, _
\
»v /T/$21 Day. Once Month (Kaycee)

Why

Decca

Charli* Splvak
f

Peaceful In Country (P(ffgie).

I've

10 in popularity, but growing

{Jimmy Dorsey

Time Was (Southern).

Booglie Woogli. Piggy (Mutual)

fluffy.

_0k*

DISKS GAINING FAVOR

backed

—so-so.

.
.

Flat (1) (Martin).

Goodbye

.

Tucker
Bing Crosby
Freddie Martin

Southern.

(2)

^^cker

{Tommy

(These records are directly beloto the
by Johnny McAfee. 'So
Near and Yet So Far,' lyriced by in demand on the coin machines.)
Eugenie Baird, is a good side, in
It should do
fast bolero rhythm.
Buddy Clarke
all right on counters.
does 'Dream Dancing' (OK 6388) and
gets more out of it than McAfee, but

{Tommy

Cherlo

vocalled

Glenn Miller's 'Elmer's Tune'
(Bluebird 11274) is a melody that
has done well in midwest via Dick
Footsteps'
(Bluebird 11276). Jurgen's on Okeh".
top's
Miller does a
job,
at slow
ments which have produced little Start of another cycle?
First it's commercial enough
reaction in machines. Something to 'Jim' now 'Mickey.' Lyric concerns dance speed, on the pleasant air, but
that the tune packs the punch for
attract kids is in order; 'three min- a youngster, however, not a phllan
wide attention in eastern boxes is
ute concerts,' no matter how good, derer.
In slow dance tempo side
Ray Eberle and ModernwonH do .the job. In addition, these leaves good impression though it's doubtful.
'Delilah' is a weak
aires vocal.
tuneji
aren't
worth much. Dick not strong enough to do 'much in entry. At dance speed, lyric is- done
Harding vocals dully.
machines.
Ruth Gaylor's vocal Is by Tex Beneke and-Modernaires.

Teddy Powell;

Yours

It's

Mitchell Ayres; 'I Don't Want Set
Charlie Splvak cut a much-needed
World- On Fire'-'When Are We Go- instrumental in 'Let's Go Home' (OK
Land Abroad' (Bluebird 6366). He's been devoting heavy ating
to
ar275). Victor's first release of tune tention to commercial pops and this
side, played with smooth drive and
that's hitting high spots currently
hits the mark.
Ayres version of 'Fire' is satisfy- light rhythmic bounce,
It should find machine play despite
ing, but hardly strong enough to
fact boxes don't eo for instrumental
head off Tommy Tucker's start. nowadays. Leader's trumpet is open.
Speed is slower, and it hurts. Mere- "To Your Heart's Content' CAcerdith Blake's vocal is average. Should cate Mas') is a side that boxes can
It's another instrumental, but
get some counter sales, however. use.
Backing seems a good novelty. It's in the sweet groove and based on a
played in lively tempo and lyric fine melody. Background for Splinfers what sailors have beefed about
since Noah built the Ark; good lor
certain machines.

Marks.

2.

Pa^'s^rt'.V.V.-.BluS

{Jimmy Dorsey

side

with good lyric and lilting melody. is better side here, but coupling, with
behind.
is
close
vocal,
played solidly at fast, lilting leader's
It's
pace. Reverse Is best release so far Guitar break shines.
Bob Chester; 'You Betcha My
of 'Coin Machine Song.' Tempo is
Life'-'You Can't Get Lovin' (Bluemedium-fast. Betty Bonney vocals
Chester hasn't made
bird 11280).
both.
a tune with as much machine posKing Sisters; 'Moonglow'-'SIap- sibilities as the first in some time.
Slap' (Bluebird 11279). Kings lie up Good rhythm melody, band plays
solidly from a colorful arthe first standard in sock arrange- 'Betcha'
rangement. Reverse, in dance tempo,
ment and clean vocal; capable of is an old tune. It's treated equally
anywhere. Machines will well, but first side is topper. Betty
selling
find it equal
to
anything they've Bradley vocals both and does 'em

'Beguine,' 'Back

pressive version of 'Don^t Take Your
Love From Me" (Bluebird 11272),

with Yvonne King vocalling. Side's
a cinch to figure in record sales of
the tune, in boxes or otherwise.
Yvonne does reverse, too, a cutting
of the standard 'Jealous' that stacks
up as powerful backing. Vocal is

anything in machines, sales will be
chorus ensemble.
from counters, but if she continues backed by
to improve and gets good material
novelty
Horace Heldt is first to record anshe'll build a following. 'Backyard'

around Joe DiMaggio's 56-game
ting streak of past

Alvino Rey picks on a strong ballad this release, turninc out an im-

oh Coin-Machines

10 Best Seflers

and rocks.

Coin-Catching Records-and Others

. .

the Upbeat

—

Meyer Davis has opened a $250,- Bar, Detroit, for Chicago's Congress
000 bowling center, the Hi-Skor, In Hotel.
downtown Washington, D. C.

Bob Chester re-signed

to Bluebird

Records for second year.

Sammy Kaye takes eight-day vacurrent
completing
after
Strand theatre, N. Y., dat« tomor-

FORMS

Jane Alfred, former singing swimBilly Rose's Aquacade during Great Lakes Expo, joined Clint
Noble's crew as vocalist in Cleveland.
Ernie Taylor, who has been Noble's

mer with

(Continued on page 49)

cation

row

CLOSING

(Thurs.).

HENRY

Jerry Wald begins work with his
California college band at Longview, Tex., Sept. 10-20 then goes to
St. Anthony hotel, San Antonio, Tex.,

new

BUSSE

Sept. 23-27 and Blue Moon, WlchiU,
Kan., opening Oct. 3.

and HIS

Henry Kin; opened three-week
engagement at Bill Green's, Pitts-

BOXOFFICE

Chicago

3.

Jimmy Dorsey has recorded a tune
titled 'What Makes Sammy Run,'
based on the book by the same name
by Budd Schulberg.

BANDS

Tommy

DICK

ROGERS

following Harry
James' recording of 'Eli EU' with

Dorsey

la

one of his own on Victor, trumpeting
done by Ziggy Elman.

Issue of

at the

Edgew^ter Beach Hotel

Earl HInei band open* Grand Terrace Cafe, Chicago, for lour weeks
Oct.

ORCHESTRA

Now

burgh, Moniday (15), replacing the
Everett Hoagland outfit.

Paul Carley, baritone, now singing
with Dick Rogers ban'd at New Yotk
Roseland B.

And Hie Orchaitra
CirRRENTI.T AT
I
I ROSELAND, NEW YORK
I BroadoaailOB Coaat to Coast

I

MBG MBTWORK
OKEH RECORDS
MUZAK CTANBCRIFTIONS
HARRY A. ROMM

COLXmiBIA
r»t. Dir.:

Harold Nagel band opens in the
at the Astor
New York, Sept. 22,

new Columbian Room
hotel.

Sam Donahue band

Reserve Advertising Space

NEW YORK
154

W.

46th 8t.

HOLLYWOOD

CHICAGO
S4

W. Randolph

St.

plays

its

first

theatre data Sept. 22-24 at the State
theatre, Hartford, Conn.

Extra Exploitation Values

NOW

Stan Kenton's Coast band will get
a buildup via Decca recordings be'
fore going East for iMoklngs. Crew
currently is playing the Balboa
beach ballroom on Coast.

Henry Jerome band Into the
Merry-Go-Round, Pittsburgh, for Indefinite run following summer engagement at BOO Club in Atlantic
City.

He

replaces

MANAGEMENT

GENERAL AMUSEMENT CORP.

Benny Burton.

1768 No. Vina St.

Gloria Van, singer with. Jerry
Shelton's
orchestra,
joining
Vic
Abbs crew when It leaves the Motor

JIMMY
DORSEY
and His Orchestra
BOB KBERI<Y
HELEN O'CONNEIX
PABAHOCNT 8TVDI08

Featnrlnir

'

HOLLYWOOD. CAL.
"THE FLEET'S IN"

DECCA "records
Pemonal Manacement

— BILL

BURTON

—
ORCHESTRAS
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Unpredictable Switcheroo

49

Phonograph Companies to Curtafl

On-the-Upbeat
^s^ontinued trom page 48^^s

Swing and Bweet reversed positions at the b.o. again last week.
Benny Goodman's band topped nil previous opening-night high-water
jnarlcs at Frank Dalley's Meadowbrook, Cedar Grove, N. J., recapturing for the swlngsters at least one palm, so far, from Sammy Kaye.
tiatter invaded Meadowbrook few months ago and cracked records
Goodman drew
set by Glenn Miller, Jimmy and Tommy Dorsey.
about 1,100 opening night (Thurs.) and a few short of 1,700 Saturday

pianist-partner in booking bureau,
quit him last week to handle society
dance dates for
in Northern
Ohio.

Monthly Release of

MCA

.

the highest

(13),

number

of patrons that ever has

been packed Into

Tony di Pardo, whose band opened
fall season at Hotel Texas Den
Friday (12) at Fort Worth, is pre-

new member

senting a

the spot.

is a successful stand by Tommy
in Harlem, New York. Yet Tucker went into the Savoy Ballin that quarter Sunday (14) and drew approximately 3,000
dancers with strictly sweet rhythms and novelties. That total Is considered very good for the hottest swing groups, which play more in

Last thing anyone would expect

Anne

2-Way .Pitt

Hotel Deal; Opens Oct.

4

of the outfit,

blonde
Pittsburgh, Sept. 16.
She replaced
Frank Andrini has just signed a
stepped from the
bandstand to matrimony at the two-way contract at William Penn
Shreveport engagement.
hotel here, calling for his services
husky-voiced

Ryan,

Tucker

singer of Kansas City.

room

Betty Bunch,

Harlem's groove.

Andrini in

the

who

New Pop Tmies

Intimations have come to musio
publishers from the phonograph record companies that they propose to
reduce the number of pop tunes on
the monthly releases and thereby
limit their merchandising objectives.

The

if It goes through,
tougher than ever for
output of Tin

restriction,

will

make

it

the

run-of-the-mill

Pan

alley to get on discs.

with both an augmented band for
the
information
According to
dinner-dancing and an instrumental reaching publishers the recording
foursome for the Continental Bar. companies have come to the concluHe'll have a seven-piece outfit and a sion that the list of recorded tunes
girl singer for the early evening for monthly release has expanded to
Dave Cheskln, WGR-WKBK, Buf- sessions and his regular quartet at the point where sales effort is badly
Opens at both places Oct. diffused. It would be more economifalo, music director, also taking band the Bar.
into Glen Casino in suburban Wil- 4, replacing at latter spot Wanda cal to make fewer numbers and conand Her Escorts, who previously had centrate on them.
liamsville on weekends.
succeeded Andrini there early last

Harold Austin has opened his Esquire Ballroom, Buffalo, for second
season with his own band,

Defense Stamp Admits to Tea Dance
Originated

Stunt

for

Glenn

Miller's

Saturday

Matinees at Pennsylvania Hotel
Glenn Miller will inaugurate a
Saturday afternoon series of tea
dances at the Pennsylvania hotel.
New York, beginning Oct. 11, for
which an admission of one Defense
Savings Stamp will be charged. Latter are sold in various demoninations, but the lowest (25c) will be

As well as helping Stamp
the idea is to provide an au-

accepted.
sales,

dience for Miller's Saturday 5-6
p.m. full-hour sustaining show on the
NBC-Blue, which donates 250 recordings and one or more radio-

phonograph combinations

to

camps.

Dances will

last

two hours

6:15 p.m. Admission will
the privilege of listening
to the band and seeing
Drinks, etc., will,
cast.

of Chicago

McCoy

Pony Up

Campus

For Dinah Shore Instead

—

4:15-

Of Imported Name Band

cover only
or dancing
the broad-

College hop which follows the an-

Kenneth DrDmmond, former solowith Horace Heidt orchestra, un-

Oct.

Band opens

nual

U. football

6.

lero

outfit

when

available.

Jimmie Lunceford Misses
Date When Bus Busts
Jimmie Lunceford was forced to
cancel but of a scheduled date at
Joyland^ Park, Lexington, Ky., Sept.
8 by a mechanical break-down of the
bus that was transporting his crew.
Leader notified the park management by phone about 6 p.m. the
evening of the hop that he would
be unable to make It as he was over
100 miles away at Lebanon, O.
Park hired a local band and set

up

free dancing for a mob of over
that had come to gander

1,000

Lunceford.

ist

name

der

Croft, S.

of

Kenny Drake,

C, as

to (jamp

private.

Eddy Rogers orchestra at the Hotel
Uteh, Salt Lake City, Sept. 19. Irene
Janis, vocalist, will be along, as well
as Enters and Borgia, dancers.
Schedule calls for dancing every
night except Sunday; with cover
charges 75c Thursday and Friday,
and $1 Saturdays.

Oklahoma U.-Oklahoma State
game usually uses a name
band, but this year Oklahoma U.
Bob McGrew negotiating a shot on
dancers will be latisfled with a local
the Fitch Band Wagon with the
sponsor in Des Moines where both combo because the budget U being
are localites. After an engagement used up to import Dinah Shore
Colonial Inn, Singac, N. J., nitery,
at Kansas City club McGrew and Singer will fly from New York, all has Ciro Rimac and his orch, plus
band will likely head foi the West expenses paid.
South American revue with Alzira
Date is Sept. 26.
chanteuseCoast.
Brazilian
Camargo,

be extra.

summer.

For his vocalists, Andrini has
signed Virginia Ramos, Latin-American singer now featured here at £1
Chico. Andrini is a brother of Lawrence Andrini, NBC instrumental
Sets
on the Coast
artist.
Both boys started here toGeorge Harris opened last Friday
Chicago, Sept. 16.
gether more than 10 years ago, later
(12) for the season at the Rio Casino,
Clyde McCoy orchestra goes into in Boston, formerly the Versailles. touring in vaude before splitting up
in
1939.
the Trianon at South Gate, Cal., for Al Taxier continues as new spot's
Looks like a late start for William
a stand from Sept 18 through Oct. 29. manager.
Penn's diQner-dancing room, the
Set through the Gus Edwards ofChatterbox.
Spot 'is being refice here.
Anthony Bruno started his third
modelled but main hitch is in Manseason last Thursday (11) at the Latin
ager Gerry O'Neill's inability to land
Qijarter, Boston.
the band he wants. Understood to
Kids
be dickering for the Carmen Caval,

Gus Edwards

Army

of course,
at the hotel

Newt Perry, who disbanded his
orchestra to get married and honeymoon, is reorganizing in New Haven,
Conn., where he originally started
while at Yale;

terper.

Horace Henderson, arranger for
numerous swing bands, is fronting

new

all- colored

orch.

Just Oat-

mm

CAT

Angnsto Sanabia, Cuban violinist,
and his orch into the Beachcomber
Room of the Blue Mirror, Newark
nitery, Tuesday (16).

"It's

Sweet"

Hal Wayne and his rhumba-conga
crew go to the Hotel' Wolverine, DeEnsemble opened
troit, Sept 19.

"It's

Hot"

new Drum room
Kansas

City,

of Hotel President,

Aug.

29.

Joe Cappo opened the New Edgewood club at St. Joseph, Mo., spot in
wRTch Joe Howard has laid out an
estimated $75,000 in remodelling, redecorating and renaming.

Tony Sales, orch leader of Mayfair
Club, West Orange, N. J., left Newark hospital Sunday (13) after a
four months' layup.

"It's Jive"
"It's

Sending"

"It's Novelty"

Frankle Little trio at Hotel Roose-

Lounge Cafe, Pittsburgh, for
two-month stretch, following Johnny
Kaaihue and his Royal Hawaiians.
velt

"It's Melodic"

Len Mavern's band, featuring Neil
Buckley, former Don Bestor vocalinto Colonial, Pittsburgh, replacing Eddie Weltz crew.
ist,

Howard Becker's band has hit road
again following three-month run at
Pines, Pittsburgh, and Bill LeRoy's
outfit has been signed there for week
end dance

sessions.

Sklnnay Ennis band cut

its

Greyhound
For information v/riu
Crtybound Travtl Buriau »l

ntamtdtyMoui:
New York atr • CleTtlud, Ohio
Ctalnio, lUlnolxFblladelphlL Pf.
BoatoD, lUu. • WuUDBtoD, D. C.
Detroit, lilclilgu • St Losle, Mo.
SuFruelico, Cel.eFt. Wottli,T».
Uliuie*polie,Jfltui. eLexliuiion.

Cbuleaton.

New

M

Kr.

W. Vs. • andniutl, O.

Richmond. Veu

•

Hemphle,TenD.

Orlesne, Lo. • Wlnbor, Oat.
London Btnet, B.) • UontneJ.
aies Ooicboter St., W.l

is

the

first

choice la ttavel

many more reasons than extra
economy! There's the extra convenience
of frequent schedules, handy terminals
the extra comfort of traveling in
for

—

smooth-riding, air- conditioned SuperCoaches plus the extra reduction In

—

transportation costs

when you

diarter

an entire Greyhound for a group traveling together. Next timevou go on the
road professionally or for pleastue
go Greyhound, anywhere In America.

—

YHOUND
\UN£S\

Don't

Want

to Set

World on

and 'Don't Let Julia Fool

first

Fire'

Ya.'

Irene Daye joining Harry James

on

"It's Terrific"

Made

sides for the 50c Victor label.
*I

Besides That-

vocals.

Listen to

BEN BERNIE'S DECCA RECORD 3986A

Ken

Bailey band rounded out full
year at Fort Pitt Hotel, Pittsburgh,
last week and had its contract renewed Immediately for another 12

JUST RELEASED

months.

Teddy King closes tonight (17) at
Sky Vue Club, Pittsburgh, and
opens Friday (19) at Odenbach's in
From there to
Rochester, N. Y.
Hotel Peter Stuyvesant, Buffalo.

Four

Skyllners

opened

Monday

at Hotel Roosevelt's Lounge
Cafe, Pittsburgh, succeeding Frankle
Little trio.
(IB)

Published by

WESJAY MUSIC CORPORATION
1619 Broadway, New York

MICKEY GARLOCK, General Professional Manager
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ORCHESTRA CROSSES

H9

Band nieatre Biz OK; Ennis Tops

NX Finale 30G

At 34G.Clu;Kaye's
fJBslitno(es)

Tommy" Dorsey, New York— (ParaWound
3,C64; 35-55-85-99).

mount;

Monroe, &iipa^ Herman Strong

Band Bookmgs

Initial appearance of Key's band
credited with major part of the gate.

Aud.,
Sept.
16,
Wheeling, W. Va.; 17, Aud., Charleston, W. Va.; 19, Xrena, Fitchburg.
Mass.; 20, Elmira, N. Y.; 22, Aud.,

Morgan,

Russ

Kitchener.

Ont; 24,
Morgantown, W.
ton,

Va.; 26.

Stathree big weeks here last night Father Takes a Wife' (RKO).
orch part of the Rochester unit,
(Tues.), 'Aloma ot South Seas' (Par) bile's
comic getting most
being screen attraction. Picture and with the colored
fine $20,000 comfoi
kudos
the
biz,
steady
of
bring
Dorsey combined to
third week being $35,000, second ing up.
Pinky Tomlln, Pittsburgh— (Stan$49,000.
tip

at 65c for gross of $715.

theatre, Morgantown, Pa.; 24, Empire B., Allontown. Pa.; 26-28, Metropolitan theatre, Providence, R. I.;

—

good

$9,200.

—

Sammy

Kaye,

New York— (Strand;

In third and
2.756; 35-55-75-99).
final week here with 'Dive Bomber'

(WB)

Kaye's

as screen company.
accounting

for much o( the
being done, the blowoff
looking to $30,000 or over,
(2d)
was a substanwhile last week

band

fine business

session

tial $36,000.

Ray Kinney, New York

— (State;

Kinney
Is credited along with Emlle Boreo
and others on vaude bill with help

3,450;

28-44-55-75-«0-$1.10).

for additional $1,215 at $1.35

Will Hodsen-Eddle Delange (Manhattan Center, N. Y., Sept. 13). Playing first date with new band duo
leaders played to about 3.000 at 75c.
Earl Hines (Uptown B., Portland,
Ore., Sept. 12).

Fair 900 at 75c for

$700.

Woody Herman

(Sweet's

land, Cal., Sept. 14).

mob

Oak-

B.,

Third largest

age 75c for approximately

Orrin Tucker-Bonnie Baker,

B.,

AlvIno Rey (Chermot

B.,',

Omaha,

Jan Savitt (Glen Casino, WilliamsN. Y., Sept 11). First name to

villc,

Omaha

Bobby Byrne, Sept. 19, Purdue U.,
with
Lafayette, Ind.; 20, Castle Farms,
It's the bandCinn.; 25-Oct 1, Central theatre,
getting the bir Passaic, ,N J; Oct 4, Sunnybrook B.,
10-40-55)

Nite

Qubs

Map Plans To
Meet

AFM Rise

Lake, la.
ing 'Here Comes Mr. Jordan' (Col)
mapping plans designed to meet 20%
(2d) though believed picture is pro
increase that Musicians Union, Local
Viding the major portion of the
60, will demand for its men Oct. 1.
draught. Looks to very good $26,000,
In majority of cases, cafe owners
perhaps a bit more.
have stated oft the record that they
Ted Lewis, Cleveland
(Palace will do one of two things, cut down
S,700; 30-35-42-55) with 'Father Takes number of hours or the number of
Wife' (RKO). Lewis a fave here men in order to keep their payroll
and pace augurs nifty $20,000 take.
for music as is.

Bands

at Hotel B.O.'s

Whiteman Grad

Goldie,

Rehearses Comedy Umt;
Atlanta

Into

NEW YORK

Clyde McCoy, Los Angeles— (Para
Cafe men claim union Is basing
(Presented herewith, at a weeklv tabulation. Is the estimated cover
mount; 3,595; 30-44-S5-7S)
McCoy demands on increased biz which charge
business being done by name bands in various Sew York hotel*.
accountable for a substantial portion hasn't materialized yet, ^th nitery
Dinner business (7-10 P.M.) not rated. Figures after name o/ hotel oiue
Coupled with gang stating they will be willing to
of the draw here.
room capacity and cover charge. lArger amount designates weekend and
This Woman Is Mine* (U) on the go along with Local 60 when and if
holiday priced
Kreen, is getting $16,000 on the the expected boom comes through.
C*T«n Total
WMka rut Goran
week.
On other hand, union insists current
Batal
riaT«< Waak Oa Data
Band
Tony Pastor, Brooklyn
(Strand take is way up over last couple of
8.850
2,950
BobChester......Astor (1,000; 75c-$l)
,.. 3
that
claims
and
time
same
30-40-50-55)
years
at
'Sweetheart
with
2,600;
46,425
22
Waldorf (450; $1-$1£0)
2,550
XavierCugat
of the Campus' (Col) and vaude cafe musicians are still being paid
57S
6,375
14
RayHeatherion...BUtinora (300; $1-$150)
bills.
Stage show gets the honors depression salaries.
28,975
Lexington (300; 70c-$1.50)
22
1,450
for attracting fine $13,500 in four
At same time. Local 60 announced Ray Kinney*
14
21,225
1,950
Johnny Long*.... New Yorker (400; 75c-$l.50)
days, Pastor's orch getting support that it was moving up several Pitts37S
6,775
17
St. Regis. (400; $1-$150 )
from the Harvest Moon Dancers and burgh .spots including Yacht Club, Hal Saunders

—

—

Nan Rae and Mrs. Waterfal (Maude from
Davis).

— (Earle:

which means
'Asterisfcs Indicate a supporting
Union permits a
weekly for its major draw.

'B' to 'A' rating,

increase In scale.

Alvino Rey, Philadelphia

Lyonhurst

Rey gathered good
Neb., Sept. 7).
total of 1,6C9 payees at 75c in hot
weather. Previous night (6) crew
opened Frog Hop B., St Louis, season with 1,563 at 90c.
Infrequent
Fri8ay stand at Val Air B., Dcs
Moines (5), saw 1,204 turn out at 75c,

in spot's history; 2,502 at aver$1,850.

Monroe

Mass., Sept. 8). Good 2,215 at $1.10; next day (0) pulled 2,512
at 85c into Commodore B., Lowell,
Mass.; Wednesday (10) 2,040 dancers
paid $1,734 at 85c despite heavy rain.

InkspoU (Gridiron Club, Ports- play here In three years, Savitt
mouth, Va., Sept 14). Good 1,400 clicked off solid 1,234; 670 advance at
—(Orpheum; 3,000;
85c. rest at door at $1.10.
attendance at 85c-$l^for about $1,000.
•Tight Shoes' (U).
Raymond Scott (Casa Loma B., St
that's
singer combo
Harry James (Arena, New Haven, Louis, Sept. 12). New opening night
here, and a smash $21,000 is in sight. Pottstow'n, Pa.
Conn.. Sept. 14). Mat and evening,
mark
set by Scott with 3,000 at 50c
Dolly Dawn, Oct. 6-8, Maryland at 55c, to $1.10, James and vaude for $1,500.
pulling 6.300.
theatre, Cumberland; 0, week. Flat- proved good magnet,
ArUe Shaw (Aud., Rochester, N.Y.,
bush theatre, Brooklyn; 17-19, Wind- At Riverside Park. Springfield, Mass.,
Sept. 12). Shaw's new combo lured
sor theatre, Bronx; 25, week, Stan- on the 11th, band drew 2,000 at 65c
Pitt
,356. at $1.12 net; at Hershey,. Pa.,
advance, 85c door for $1,800; day beley theatre, Pittsburgh.
dancers Park B., Sat (13) approximately
Johnny Long, Oct. 9, Central the- fore (10) band collared 1,100
475 at $1 turned out despite infanin rain at Armory, North
atre, Passaic, N. J.; Oct 22-29, Par- at 99c
tile paralysis epidemic; at Ritz B.,
Adams, Mass.
amount theatre, N. Y.
Bridgeport Conn., Sunday (14) manGene Krapa (Jantzen Beach Park agement blamed over-selling of date
Johnny McGee, Oct 11, four
weeks, Van Cleve hotel, Dayton, O. B., Portland, Ore., Sept 9). Third for 1,964 at $1.12 net which turned
Jerry Wald, Sept 10-20, Long- largest turnout In history of park; up, which still was good.
view, Tex.; 23-27, St. Anthony ho- 3,500 dancers at SSc for great gross ot
Tommy Tacker (Toien Pole B.. Autel, San Antonio; Oct 8, Blue Moon, $3,000.
0-13). Tucker
Johnny Meianer (Totem Pole B., bumdale, Mass., Sept
Wichitai Kan.
established here; drew, starting
ChsTlla Spivak, Oct 22, Prom B., AiAumdale, Mass.t Sept 8. FollowPittsburgh, Sept. 16,
Tuesday,
1,800, 2,600, 2,700, 3,600 and
for
gross
with
14,500
big
days
ing
five
St Paul. Minn.; 23, Surf B., Clear
at $1.35 couple.
Saturday
3,800
Night club operators here are
on
1,800
played
to
band
of $9,788
In."

—

'

Monday

^Estimates)

ha,

Lou Breese, Sept. 20, Lakeside
Park, Dayton, O.; 22, Basle theatre,
Washington, Pa.; 23, Metropolitan

With John Oct
ChiSkinnay EnnH, Chicago— (Chicago; ley; 3,800;
3, indefinite, Chez Paree,
on the stage and "Law of Tro- cago.
4.000; 35-55-75). Going second week Boles
screen. Doesn't look
with holdover of 'Dive Bomber" ,.._s' (WB) on
Tncker, Sept. 25, Empire
Tommy
In
poor
$14,500,
than
more
G«tting fine $34,000 cur- fike much
(WB).
AUentown, Pa.; 26, Arena, Fitchbig WB house has been B.,
rently, after excellent $43,300 in sec- light of what
Shubert theaand Boles burg, Mass.; 28-Oct. 1,
ond week. With aviation film getting doing of late. Tomlin
tre, New Haven, Conn.; 2-8, Central
were last-minute substitutes for
most of the credit
theatre, Passaic, N. J.
cancel
to
had
who
Jimmy Dorsey,
Ersktne Hawkins, Los Angeles
Shubert the3-5,
Oct.
Tleet's
Daly,
Duke
film,
Par
of
account
'Ice- out on
(Orpheum; 2,200; 30-44-55).
atre. Providence, R. I.

(ShuHorace Heidt, Cincinnati
bert; 2,150; 33-44-60) with 'Adventure
Second stage
in Washington' (Col).
show of the new season here and
heading for excellent $16,500.

1,234 at One-Nighter

couple.
Loa Breese (Peony Park B., OmaVaughn
Sept 13). Good 1,100 turned out Marlboro,

New

25-40-60).

Capades' (Rep) and 'Highway West'
(WB) on screen, not much support.
Band largely responsible for fairly

Peony—Savitt's

Strong at

K. of C,

Dick SUbHe, Boston— (RKO Bos- Williamsport, Pa.: 27, four weeks,
with
28-33-44-55-65)
3,200;
Kenmore hotel, Albany.

ton-

—Lou Breese

Mark, 3,000 at Opener

Scott's St. Louii

Arena, HamilMcKeesport, Pa.; 2S.

Can.; 23,

30-hour

minimum

Several spots use
35-46-57-68-75).
1,768;
Backed by night
personal appearance of Anita Louise their men 40 hours; these say it
plus 'Ice-Capades' (Rep).
Combo union remains adamant in Its dedown to rock botthey'll
cut
looks headed for excellent $21,500. mand,
tom.

floor show,

aUhou0h the band

is tl^e

OcL 15

Cleveland, Sept.

16.

Harry CGoldie') (^>ldfleld, who
was with Paul Whiteman for 15 years
as comedy vocalist recruited Lenny
Rocker and Jack Barnhardt from the
local musicians' imlon for his new
orchestra, which he has been re-

hearsing here (or a fortnight
'(3oldIe' styling It as a comedy entertaining band, of seven pieces.
Skedded to take it to Saginaw, Mich.,
for a break-in hotel date.
Also dated for an ei)gagement starting Oct. 15 at the Henry Brady hotel
in Atlanta.

clubbers.

SONNY
AT THE PIANO
Bands

Both

STORK CLUB, New York

49th

Consecutive

Week

OF
6th

Ltoocl

Came

Say

Hamptan (Panther Room. Sherman Hotel, 700; $1-$2.S0 'min.).
all right last we«k with 4,700 persons, with the President's

through

Noble, trails Freddy Martin

Into the
geles.

Cocoanut Grove, Los AnAfter a long run.
11.

Oct

Martin moves bis band to the St
talk hurting Thursday night here as at the other spots.
Griir WUIiaas (Onpire Room. Palmer House; 600; $3-$3J0 mtn.). First Francis hotel. San Francisco.
N. T. LMaTs $02 Tilt
full week of WJllianu was fine here; 5,000 people.
Indications are that
Increase -in musicians' scale In band will have great run in this spot
New York local 802's Jurisdiction
Haebua (Chez Paree; 500; $2.50-$3.50 min.). Fklt the pressure
will be 15%, which has all of the some weak days but held to okay 4,400 for the stanza.
spots using music squawking that
ilmmy Jay (Walnut Room, Bismarck Hotel; 300; $l-$2 min.). Middle of
the extra load wiU be back-breaking. the week was tough going but week-ends built and Joy brought in neat
to
Increased cost of food, coupled
2,000 people.
additional levies for music will be
Henry Basse (Marine Boom, Edgewater Beach Hotel; 500; $1725-2.50
difiicult for them to surmount and
min.).
Despite out-of-the-way northside location and unseasonal chill,
still come. out with a bit of profit.
Busse rep here remains strong enough; fine 4,200 In first week.
AND HIS
has
Increase
the
Y.
However,
N.
^
not been dated. While 802 has set
Music Makers Orchestra
the 15% boost to overcome the
Records
Columbia
higher cost ot living, so ntr as its
Freddy Matthi (Ambassador; 000; $1-$1.90). Long run champ In this
^
members are concerned, a definite class spot keeping them coming to the tune of around 3,000 covers a week,
>
date for Its going into effect hasn't last stanza being.no
exception.
been earmarlced.
Carl Ravazza (Biltmore; 1,150; minimum $1-$1.50). Not setting the room
Dir.;
Male Corp of America *
on fire but satisfactory at 4300 payees.
Gene Krapa (Palladium; 9,000; S5c-83c). Fair-haired lad with tha kids
who like to shake their tootsies and pulled a strong 17,500 on his first
FTTZE
week; not as high as Herman's last wedc, stanza previous, which pulled
.

KENDIS
Leading

Chicago

RETURN ENGAGEMENT

M

•yd

HARRY
JAMES

[
^

Los Angeles

ON TOUR

—

THANKS, ADMIRAL
Auhunn Season
THE FLAGSHIP. Union, N. I.

For Lonuching Ua for the

about

at

Tuesday, September 23rd

MEL MMtVIN
and
ATTENTION

his

"Take

IXOXABQJOT

i

JACK KStr
MAMNIE SACHS

it

Oa the

to

—

STANFORD ZUCKER AGENCY
New York

FAUSTO

CURBELO
and His Orchestra
AppcailBs Mlahtlr at

BEN MARDEN'S "RIVIERA"
Wallace Downey,
Broadwsr
,

1619

Inc.

Directioni

Muaie Corporation of America

Air

Mntaal Network
Wsekly
1 Tlmei

Coait

MANAGEMENT
501 Madison Ave.,

of the Americsi

The Favorite

Paraeaal B«p.i

San Francisto
win Osborne (Rose Room, Palace Hotel, 500; SO-ilSO). Strike nervous
ness plus openings of Paul Pendarvis at the St Francis and Herbie Holmes
at the Mark held ,^iz to around 1,100 covers, very mild.

Easy" Music

.WOB and
Ooaat

18,000.

Harry Owens (Hotel Miramar, Santa Monica; 500; 50c-$l). Clicking off
customary 1,500 tabs with one week to go. Band goes back into the
Roosevelt hotel in Hollywood.
Bob Crosby (Casino, Catalina Island; 4,000; 28c-44c). Continues to pull
despite general impression the island resort closes Labor Day. Around
14,000 subs in the chopper. Folds for the season (20).
Ted rio BHo (Trianon, South Gate; 1,200; 40c-55c). Parties helping to
swell week's take to approximately 6,000 customers.
Ozzle Nelson' (Casa Manana, Culver City; 2,000; SSc). Leveling oft to
around 4,000 payees after a slow start.

.

BSASLET FOLLOWS EAUFEOB
Chicago. Sept 16.
Will Bradley orchestra goes into
the Panther Room of the Hotel
Sherman on Sept 26 for a four-

week

WUl

stay.

COLLEGE HUVOR

.

follow

Hampton

orch.

*Mtuic ioUh the

the

current

Lionel

STRONG AppeaP

BOB STRONG
AND HIS OBCHESTBA

UNCLE WALTER'S DOG HOUSE
NBC-BED

Maaas^aMott M.C.A.

Wednesday, September 17, 1941
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BMI DISTRIBUIES $200,000
CBS and NBC

Insurance Risk Ends Happfly
of the easiest and least costly Insurance premiums is figured to
be the $35,000 paid to the four different underwriters who split up the
This
$1,000,000 BMI insurance policy against song plagiarism suits.
occurred at the time of the Jan. 1 cleavage by the broadcasters from

One

Music

E

StiU

Work for ASCAP

Resumption by Sept

ASCAt*.
In the nine months that BMI has been the dominant licsensing
group for radio, the big insurance companies including Lloyds of
London—virtually had its $35,000 premium on the $1,000,000 policy as
a net proposition, through surprising paucity of litigation.

—

Music States 12
Publishers Get Between
$2,000-$4,000 on Perform-

Broadcast

ance Fees

Monies for European Music Publishers

Accumulate

New York Escrow

in

—Same Number

Writers Get
$1,500 Each
of

3,000,000

$1,000-

CREDITS

Monies due music publishers

in

the occupied areas of Europe on mechanical rights are still accumulating

ASCAP Ways-Means

among the

lost

mail in

Committee Set Up

John O'Connor

submarine sinkings.

AKM

(Anstrian) Receiver

ASCAP

Sues

for

$15^00

of

OK

As proof that he's shipshape, and
that his indisposition was due more
to aeronautical altitude, John O'Connor, g.m. for Fred Waring, and on
the
board as rep of Words

ASCAP

& Music, Inc., attended two important Society meetings.
One of
Harry M. Propper, receiver of the confabs was to ratify the new
A.K.M., Austrian aftiliate of ASCAP, radio deal with the networks; anHied a,^$lSO,000 suit in N.Y. supreme other late yesterday, of its present
court yesterday (Tuesday) al[ainst officers, was preliminary to the genthe Society, seeking monies allegedly era' elections.
due as royalties. Propper was apO'Connor had flown to Albupointed receiver June 12, 1941.
querque to huddle with an old pal.
It is alleged that between 1983-36
Jack Malloy, Hearst exec, when
only part of the royalties due were stricken on the plane. He was laid
paid, and from 1936-38 none were up three days.
paid.
Royalties are allegedly due
on songs belonging to the Austrian
subsidiary and licensed by ASCAP
Gilbert's

Album

in the U.S.

Starr, head of Warner
music publishing enterprises,
has let it be known that when the
Music Publishers Protective Association gets around to discussing a
renewal of contract with the contactmen's union he will demand

airmailed

tured

hands

drastic

.

As ASCAP-radio peace approaches

the Sept. 28 back-on-the-air deadthe Eongsmiths, getting things
the immediate future,
find that their songplugging prospects are now their competitors
In short, many a maestro now has
line,

primed for
.

an axe to grind on his own.
So many bandleaders own or have
Jns on indie music firms (BMI) that
their ASCAP 'pals'— now that the
hig romance is re-*orn— find that a
new hurdle has cropped up. And if
not publishing on his own, they now
have tunes they want to get 'placed,'
which means that too Is fraught with

beaucoup grief and

'angles.'

Bobbins will publish two of the
prize-winning songs of the National
Song Contest sponsored by the
'Committee to Defend America.'
These are 'Me and My Uncle Sam'
by William A. Dillon and 'My Own
America,* by AlUe Wrubel.

WNEW's

Merle

Pitt.

papers be in the network'i
within seven days.
The

approved
meeting
(15) and It is likely the
board will convene Friday (19) to
do the same thing with regard to the

Monday

CBS

pletion of the agreements with CBS
is the legal phrasing of a couple

minor

Columbia hopes

clauses.

.

W

SONGS

SHOW

producing 'It Happened On
with using eight songs belong-

latter

ASCAFs

them without permission In
the show, the Robbins Music Corp.
and 20th Century Music Corp. filed
ing to

Future

•

suits

Publishers

See

Need

to

Brighten

the

are requested. Only Arthur Wirtz,
who's partnered with Sonja Henie in

UNFROZEN MARKS

ON LUCKY STRIKE HIT PARADE - NO.

1 IN

Saturday (13) against them in

N. Y.' federal court. An injunction,
accounting of profits and damages

Society's

Facade

"

Sonart, is personally named in the
suit.
'Ice' is being presented currently at the Center theatre, N. Y,
of which the first-named defendant
is the holding corporation.
Songs which belong to the plaliitiiT
corporations and which allegedly
were used in the show without permission since 1940 are 'Between You
and Me and the Lamp Post,' 'So
What Goes,' 'What's On the Penny'
'Long Ago,' 'The Moon Fell in the
River,' 'The Little Man Who Wasn't
There,' 'If Love Were All' and 'Down

Argentine Way.*

For a time, Robbins collected
$200 weekly from the .Ice revue, on
behalf of the sorigwritfe'rs, as a royalty, since the tunes were allegedly
'written for hire, but after a while
that fee stopped.

NATIONAL SALES

YOU AND

I

A grateful acknowledgement to the profession for the recognition of my song.
Meredith WUhon
And now I offer "TWO IN LOVE." Hope you hke
it.

SOLE SELLING AGENT—MUSIC DEALERS SERVICE,

to

vember.
According

Ice,*

Planning for

INC.

^

799 SEVENTH AVENUE

.

agreements.

Only thing holding up the com-

dropped. The present two-year contract with the union expires in No-

Publisher faction on the ASCAP
You in My Dreams,' 'What Is This
LYRICS
board was slated to hold an unThing Called Love,' 'The Way You
official
gathering
late
yesterday
Look Tonight,' and 'The Best Things
(Tuesday) to discuss several mat- ASCA^ Peace Removes Fear of Llilin Life Are Free.'
pertaining to the Society's
ter's
fatlon on Held-Up Song*
Topics due to come up infuture.
Mills Music, Inc., has obtained the volved ASCAP's need for building
ASCAP-radio 'peace' will free a
score'Of 'Go West, Young Lady' from goodwill and remodeling a prestige
flock of E. B. Marks music which
Columbia, the 'Song of the Para- which had been somewhat battered
chute Battalion' from RKO's 'Para- in the fight with radio. Also ways had been held in abeyance, chiefly
chute Battalion,* and the tune, 'Out of creating a sounder good relation- because Marks had enough songs to
of the Silence,' in Hal Roach's 'All- ship with licensees and increa^ng work on and figured it wasn't necesthe number of licensees in fields sary to hazard any possible litigaAmerican Co-ed.'
other than radio and theatre so that tion where ASCAP lyricists had colHarry Bevel and Mort Greene part of the loss in income from laborated on tunes by Llncke,
Strauss, Fall, et al.
defied 'Beware,' 'Zana Zaranda,' broadcasting made be made up.
However, now that all questions
Suggestions developed at this- ses'Hands Across the Border,' 'The
Light of My Life Went Out Last sion were to be submitted to the are eliminated, Marks will push
these songs this .coming fall .and
whole
for
conboard
as
for
'Call
ASCAP
a
title
song
and
the
Night*
winter.
and
adoption.
sideration
RKO.
Marines'
at
Out the

1

station

ROBBINS SUES ON EIGHT

Songs, chosen for Gilbert by listeners to his two daily platter programs at WOV, are 'Blue Echoes,'
'If I Could Be With You,' 'I'll See

NO.

affiliated

ASCAP board formally
the NBC contracts at a

WOV

eight-piece orchestra, featuring
pianist Frank Froeba and hot fiddler
MacCeppos, will be directed by

its

gate

•

Six standard pop tunes have been
(N.Y.)
chosen by Dick Gilbert,
record jockey, for his first album of
records, scheduled to be etched Sept.
Music
Shops.
Art
20
for
Liberty
Doesn't Lead So Directly Back (o

The Good Old Days

to

riders which would oblithem to pay their share of the
network commercial fees with an
appended request that the signalegalistic

get these points cleared up within
the next two days. Indications are
to Starr a number of that CBS will defer signaturing
the
publishing firms have, while extoll- ASCAP contracts until NBC is ready
ing the anti-payola provisions of the to
do likewise. Even before the. concontract, been using all sorts of sub- tracts are signed
by the networks
terfuges to get plugs. He states that the latter will
have prepared a cirhe won't signature any contract that cular letter for advertisers and ad
he doesn't intend to live up to and agencies advising them of the rethat unless the union can find ways sumption date for
ASCAP music.
to suppress these subterfuges he
The webs figure on putting these
wants
free to compete with letters in the mail the same
day that
Among the firms that, BMI stated, others toIn beusing
whatever means contracts are signed. NBC is lookreceived between $2,000 and $4,000
necessary to get plugs.
ing
to
next
Tuesday (23) as the date
for the second 1941 quarter were
It Is also Starr's argument that
for this, event
Embassy with 'Everything Happens
unfair exploitation practices were
High*
NBC officials have within
To Me' and 'Oh, Look At Me Now'; more rampant
after the signing of the past week received
numerous
Regent, the Benny Goodman firm
a contract with the union than had calls from
ad agencies inquiring as
with a catalog of swing numbers.
previously existed.
Most of the to when they can expect to be able
Melody Lane with 'Do I Worry' leading
publishers queried on this to program ASCAP
tunes.
Reply
and 'Til Reveille,* New Era with statement
disagreed
with
Starr. commonly has been that the net'Watcha Know, Joe,' Beacon with
While admitting that there have work was doing
everything possible
'Nighty Night,' Mutual Music Sobeen cases of violation, these pubs to expedite the
closing of contracts
ciety
with special arrangements
held that briberous conditions last and that it figured
on getting the
which, did well on local stations,
year were nothing as compared to music on
Sept. 28.
Campbell with Things I Love' 'Lonwhat they were before the advent
don' with 'Nice Dreamin*, Baby' and
the union. One of them pointed
Time and Time Again,' Porgie, of
out that the existence of the clause
Debin and Friedman with 'A Little
in the union contract had served to
Bit South of North Carolina,*. Warsave the Industry many thousands
ren Publications with 'No. 10 LuUaby
of dollars in 'command performIN
Lane,' Republic with 'Daddy' and
ances,* benefit tickets, special ar'Until Tomorrow,' Schumann with
rangements and other methods tg
"The Hut Sut Song,* Nationwide with
which publishers were aubject for
Charging
t!ie
Center Theatre
(Continued on page 52)
years.
Corp. and Sonart Productions, Inc.,

THE WINDING ROAD

It

ASCAP music on their networli
NBC last night (Tuesday)

facilities,

Herman

Bros,

tributing $200,000 in royalties among
tention the clause as it now stands
publishers and writers for the quarter ending June 30. It mentioned 12 is ineffectual and that unless this
publishers as each receiving between prohibition against bribery can be
$2,000 and $4,000 for the quarter and equipped with real enforcement
dea like number of writer teams each
vices the whole thing ought to be

escrow fund maintained by
Harry Fox, agent and trustee. Fox
ASCAP has a new ways and
Is continuing to license works conIt
consists of
trolled by publishers in the occupied means committee.
collecting between $1,000 and $1,500.
and pro-Axis countries- and make John O'Connor, representing the The distribution was based on
the necessary reports on the coin publishers, and Oscar Hammerstcin 3,000,000 station performances.
thereby collected to the U.S. state II and George W. Meyer, the
BMI composers and writers are
writers.
department.
The number of writers and pub- being paid oS on the basis of 2c. a
Fox is now relaying monies due
performance, while BMI-affiliated
English publishers through the Cen- lishers on the committee is supposed
publishers
receive 4c. a performance,
tral Hanover Bank, of N.Y., which to change at intervals. There are to
be two writers and one publisher with the latter sum including the
Is the depository for Barclay's, one
Fox during one period, and two publish- share these pUbs are to pay their
major- banks.
Britain's
of
own
writers.
According to BMI over
adopted this method after the unre- ers and one writer for the followirig
1,000 writers and nearly 300 pubdeemed payments to British pubs period.
lishers are involved In the $200,000
had grown to a considerable amount
divvy.
because his checks in transit were

Columbia yesterday
were still pointing for

(Tuesday)

Sept. 28 as the date for the return

Again Under Dispute

Broadcast Music, Inc., announced revision of the clause dealing with
yesterday (Tuesday) that it was dis- payola practices. It is Starr's
con-

in the

frequently

NBC and

Plug Bribery Control

either the elimination or a

4-

28

NEW YORK

{

..
..

'

Wedlnesdajt Seplember 17, 191.1
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Reactions to Link's

WCAX. Burlington. Vtjolds Out Vs.

ASCAP

New

Causes BaUantine Change

have just read Harry Link's

I

Ale

series

.•something

inits in-

didn't

how

let for

Some

our songs.

of us,

Inside Stuff-Music

Don't Want Set World on
Time Was
You Are My Sunshine...

market with ASCAP songs.'
It's been a terrible eight months
for some of us, real hardships; and
for everyone a nerve-strain, but with
like

him

his to Variett breaking the log-jam,
there'll be a rush of the finest songs
that American has ever known. And
the date ASCAP goes back on the
air will be a date that the country
As just one of
will never forget.
the 1,300 writer-members, thank Mr.
Link for this inspiring letter, and
thank Variett for publishing it.
Mary Ccrolwn Davies.

New

love affair New York's latest addiabout to vanish. It is Barres Publica-

a summer

York.

The

WOR, New York

Block

Campbell
Schuberth

music v^Tiormancei is
Mutual Broaicaziing System,

,

Service and the JtfBS logs.

PUBLISHER TOTAL

TITLE
You and
Give

I

Willson ....

;

;

Me Your Answer

Goodbye

Fanuius
Cherio

Daddy
Green Eyes.....
Time Was

Republic
Southern
Southern

the so-called small bootleg publish
er, as Harry terms them, were not
as mediocre as stated, and perhaps
sold in just as large quantities as
former ASCAP hits. The fact that
a novelty number has crept In here
'Jim,' wh^ch diaws signs of becoming an outstanding hit, Is not bringing and there and forged to the front,
any performance rights rietums to its publisher, Kaycee Music Co., a does not mean that the song was a
subsid of I.eeds Music, Inc. Kaycee is licensing the tune direct to net- big seller. These are sober times,
works and radio stations and not through Broadcast Music, Inc. Impres- and the music-buying public, in fact
aion current in the business is that the owners of the Kaycee catalog
the public at large, Is trying to find
would prefer to have the number remain independent of BMI so that in its way out of a topsy-turvy condithe event of ASQAP going back on the air the publisher would-be in a
tion, and the popular song usually
position to assign the number to ASCAP as part of the Kaycee catalog.
the state of mind the public

Apple Blossom Time

is in.

ASCAP has refused to let CBS use the issue of an outstanding money
claim against the network as a condition for signaturing a new licensing
contract. The claim made by ASCAP is for $65,000 and is in connection
with fees which the Society held was due from a CBS managed and operated station. Columbia has offered to settle the claim for $30,000, whereas
the Society has made $50,000 the minimum.
Not generally known Herb Marks had a young brother, Edward B.
Marks, Jr., until. the birth notice recently of a family addition to the
latter.
Marks, Jr., Is not in the mu^ic business, but has been devoting
himself to social service work since getting out of school, having edited
Better Times, a trade organ, and is now with National Refugee Service.

Broadcast Song Hits, a 10c lyric sheet which, buyd tha rights from music
publishers, has made its debut on the stands.
It'i put out by K. R. K.
PublicaUons, of which S. R. Kunkis, a lawyer, b ih* editor. With the
exception of Fred Fisher and Stasny, the publishers licensing to this song
sheet are in the ranks of Broadcast Music, Inc.
It's

BMI

been no secret that with the Influx of
licensing the payola has been rampant.

ASCAPites now wonder what

•nd—it

is

will follow
hoped—freer of subsidy.

new

lndJ« publishers

when competition

Waxing Hotter and Hotter

I

under

gets keener

I

DON'T WANT TO SET

THE WORLD ON FIRE
Tommy Tucker—Okeh

6320^ Horace

Heidt—Colnmbia 36296

Sm

Gar lAinbarda—DECCA
nick Todd-BLCEBIBD llSOl
Ink Snot*—DECOA S987
Mitchell Arcn—BLUEBIRD 11«T5
The Charioteera OKEH 6320
Btdnnay Emile ^TICTOB £708*
Ulck BobertaOD—DECCA S»SI
Bon Bon—DECCA 3»B«
Harlan Leonard—BI.rEBIRD 1W1»

—

—

CHERIO MUSIC PUBLISHERS,
New York

IS85 Broadway,
I
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II
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I

I

It Anything It's Love
Understand
Guess I'll Have to Dream the Rest
I Went Out of My Way....
Don't Cry Cherie

Call

J

II

I

INC.

n

II

I

IJ

I

li

not

|i l

quantity
in

will

the

BMI

Distributes

-Contlnaed from page 51;
'A Romantic Guy,' Reis and Taylor
with 'Afraid to Say Hello* and 'Slow

Down* and 'What Word Is Sweeter
Than Sweetheart* and Stevens with
'I

Do,

Do

You.'

The Writers
The writing groups that

got between $1,000 and $1,500, according to

BMI, were Hy Zaret, Joan Whitney
and Alex Kramer, 'It All Comes
Back to Me Now,' 'High On a Windy
Hill,' 'So You're the One' and 'My
Sister and T; Joe Ricardel, "Wise
Old Owl'; Arthur Hammerstein and
Dudley Wilkinson, 'Because of You';
Ben Raleigh and Bernie Wayne, 'You
Walk By"; George Fragos and Jack
Baker, 'I Hear a Rhapsody'; Irvin
Graham, Twist of the Wrisf; Jay
Levinson and Ray Evans, 'G'Bye
Now'; Lannlng and Read, 'Let's
Dream This One Out'; Manners and
Ileeds, 'Keep an Eye on Your Heart'
and Marco and Erlckson, 'May
Never Love Again.'
Here's how BMI reports the top
tunes fared on performances during
that second 1941 quarter:
'My Sister and V

49,803
47,405
48,843
44,762
•Things I Looe*
39,704
'Because of You'
95,869
•It All Comet Back'
33,289
Now'
'Oh, Look ot
30,493
•North O* S. CoroHna*.-.... 29,547
•You .Walk By'
29,501
•No, 10 Lullaby Lane'. ....29.457
29,259
•Hut Sut Song'

•Do r Worry*

19

.

...

18

.

.

17

.,

17
18

.

15

.

14
14

,

13

.

Berlin

•.

12

,

Feist

12

Block

11

BMI

11

Shapiro
Bobbins
Schuberth

.,

. .

,

10

.

,

10

.

10

.

10

.

Santly

.!

excerpt.

N6C-CBS Pli^s
Following compilation of plugs on NBC and ColumMa's New York outlets covers the week beginning Sept. 8 (Monday) and ending Sept. 14
(Sunday), from 8 a.m. to 1 a.m., and is based on. daily recapitulations furnished by the Office of Research-Radio Di»tsion of the College of the City
of New York.

TITLE
You and

PUBLISBEB
I

;

Melodylane

32
31
28
25
24
24
23
22
22
21

Warren
Embassy

19

Block
Southern

Campbell
Schuberfh
Southern

Kaycee
Willson

"Til Reveille
City Called Heaven
Yes, Indeed
I See a Million People

It

43.
32

Mutual
Marks
Southern

Don't Want to Set World on Fire
Green Eyes
Jim
Two in Love

Wasn't

TOTAL

Willson

,h

;

conditions
Booglie Wooglie Piggy
music game, make for bigger and Yours
i
better business and do its share in Time Was
world down to Guess ru Have to Dream Rest
crazy
bringing a
Shibby.
earth.
Maria Elena
Do You Care?

W

Radiotunes

18

BMI

You?

Found You in the Rain
What Word Is Sweeter?
Blue Champagne

18

Porgie
Rels

17

"
W

Encore
Regent
Sheppard
Southern
Rinker

Peaceful in the Country
Shepherd's Serenade

You Are My Sunshine
B-I-BI

You Can Depend on Me
Cherry

»..

Daddy

La
La

16

W
1*
15
15

Salle
Salle

1*
1*

...Republic

Hello There

1*

Lcvison

Went Out of My Way
Lament to Love
Things I Love

I

>

BMI

1*

Roe

1*

Intermezzo
There's a Voice In the Valley
We Go WeU Together
Cowboy Serenade
Easy Street

Regent

Tomorrow
Yo Te Amo

good aa U»

1"

BMI

1"

Nationwide
Republic

1'

BMI

"DADDY"

!

"THE SON OF THE WOODEN SOLDIER
rCBLISBED BT

BELWEV, mC.

Sole nialrlbotoni

BOOSEY-HAWKa-BELWlN.
43-4S-47

11

"

Tempo

PD

Until

1^
1*
l'

.Vanguard

; . .

1^

•

.'..Marks

Flamingo
Golden Wedding
Hi Neighbor
Romantic Guy, I

Just a»

14

..Campbell
Schuberth
Esquire

'WolWn' By the River'
'Wise Old Otol'

Me

City
J

and

19

. .

Mayfair ...
Melodylane

Reveille

I

20
.

Broadway
Harms

Begin the Beguine
Love. Me a Little Little

reflects

for better

20

Marks
Kaycee
Witmark
Embassy

granted his release frofia NAVAH, the Belgian performing rights society,
and has applied to ASCAP for membership,: even though his tune is via
a BMI link. Spielman also did the tune for 'My Boy, My Boy,' lone song
in forthcoming Paramount picture, 'itold Back the Dawn' (Charles BoyerPaulette Cjoddard).

Quality

...

Yours
Jim
You're a Natural
Yes, Indeed

'Til

38
29
23

Mills

—

Kiss the Boys Goodbye *Kiss Boys
Don't Want Set World on Fire

lyricist

make

V

but

chain.

Goell, are partnered in the new Sheppard Music Corp.
which has just brought out 'Shepherd Serenade.' 'Tune is

Unusual coincidence of two novelty, tunes with titles almost Identical is
currently confusing music men.
Designed as a follow-up to *Hut-Sut
Song,' the writers of that tune. Jack Owens, Ted McMlchael and Leo KilIlon have written a thing thej; call 'By-U-By-O.' It was published on the
Coast.
At almost the same time a novelty titled 'B-I-Bi' began circulating in
the east

not

Compilation hereu-ith coiters the week
beginmng Sept. 8 (Mondav) and ending Sept. 14 (Sunday) from 8 a.m. to
2 a.m. based on daily recapitulations furnished by Accurate Reporting

Kermit
publishers might well give Elmer's Tune
(BMI licensee) ASCAP
Intermezzo
not as to the quantby Fred (Fritz) serious thought,
Tattle Tale
ity of songs issued, but to the qual•Filmusical
Spiehnan, refugee Viennese composer-entertainer, who has just been
Some of the song releases by
ity.

and

Marks

release /or

MBS

olso includes the entire

BML

Co.,

Southern
Southern
Encore

/olIou;in9 tabulation o/ tiettoorfc popular

coii/ined to

Editor, Variety:
tion to the music publishine fold is
I read with interest Harry Link's
19tions (one tune) and its disappearance will be with good reason— it's
letter in your issue of Aug. 27 relayear-old chief (who also happens to have written that one tune) has to
tive to the'popular song situation in
recognition
more
rates
probably
who
Barres
Yetiim to Yale. He is Barry
Harry writes
the music industry.
right
AU-American
Barres,
Herster
of
on the fact that he's the brother
and speaks as an authority, and both
end for the Yales on Albie Booth's team .than he does as a publisher.
the public and industry hope for an
Barres' single effort—which he admits he offered to a 'few' ptibs before
early adjustment between ASCAP
Are
You
Heart
ballad,.
'Whose
himself—
a
is
deciding to go in business for
Breaking Tonight?' Guy Lombardo introduced it on the air Sept. 6 as and
However, despite any settlement
his 'Song of the Future' and Lanny Ross has also used it.
which may be made, we will be
flooded with a deluge of songs, and

Abe Farbman, formerly with Southern Music

Cherio
Southern
Southern

Mutual Network Plugs

in the publishing end;
and with all of us in the songwriting group giving our best work at
with a letter like
and
moment,
this

men

Fire

Green Eyes
,
Blue Champagne ,
Yours
Guess Have to Dream Rest
Maria Elena
Things I Love
^
Intermezzo

how-

Qnallty
like

'

Peaceful in the Country

(speed the day), and Mr. Link is
right when he says, 'My idea of the
quickest way to bring back the music business would be to flood the

were treating
which is also
upon WCAX to accept ASCAP mu- his interludes. WRVA,
Columbia affiliate, were cutting in,
sic on this occasion but the station a
WCAX's management it was disclosed, recordings of BMI
stood firm.
Forest whenever the
suggested to Mutual that the latter tunes done by
Nothing program got
get Thompson to phone it direct 'Double Or
him in an
but the agency's reaction was that around to broadcasting
stated that
would rather pass up use of ASCAP number. Forest
It
stations maul
ASCAP music for the occasion. A rather than have these
he
Thompson radio exec stated the sta- up his part in the network show
go back to BMI music.
tion could be dropped but that was preferred to

Come September and

Jim

ever, have used this nerve-wracking
eight months as a time to writfe and
polish a group of the best songs we
are capable of, in readiness for this
day of ASCAP-network singing

Richmond,

Willson

Campbell
Melodylana
Kayces
Regent

ReveiUa

'Til

the creative writers' feelings that it
was futile to write on, with no out-

including

stations,

several

WBVA

let-

straight

should so sympatlietically understand

through the WilUam Esty agency,
that he would have to drop the inclusion of ASCAP numbers because
of

it's

5ept. 13)

You and I
Do You Care?

from-the-shoulder and hits the ear
of every songwriter.
It's remarkable that a publisher

it

-

for the debut broadcast Thompson
elected to drop the ASCAP numbers that had been listed and confine itself to BMI and public doMutual sought to prevail
main.

(Week ending

York.

Editor, Vabiety:
ter in tonight's Varictt;

would have to consider
for the second program.
elude any ASCAP music on
Won't Say
last Friitial program over Mutual
In the call from Mutual to Buroutlet
one
because
night
(12)
day
lington the management of WCAX
in the 82-station hookup refused to
asked whether it was acting
accept anything but KWI tunes. The was
under instructions from Columbia.
outlet, WCAX, Burlington, Vt.. is
rpanagement answered that it
affiliated with CBS and had been The
commit itself on that
added to the hookup by Mutual at would not
question.
the request of the agency on the acMutual also encountered difficount, J. Walter Thompson. WCAX,
culty on another commercial propaying
at
balked
alio
250-watter,
a
gram in connection with the use
the ASCAP fee which would have
Frank Forest,
of ASCAP music.
amounted to $1.18 a program.
quiz sessions on
The agency saw no reason why it who sings between
Or Nothing' show
'Double
should plead with the station and the
advised the network,
since it had to get the music ready (Feenamint),
Ballantine

15 Best Sheet Music Sellers

Letter in 'Variety'

W««t SSrd

St.,

N. V. C.

IJ
10

-

-
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REVIVING PERMANENT
Suburban Theatre Maps Vaude;

Mpls.

Opens

Central, Passaic,

Minneapolis, Sept. 16.
Minneapolis may have a season of
all, but It would be
$125,a suburban house, the new
Gordie Greene,
000 Hopkins theatre.
manager of that house, formerly
Minnesota theatre manager, is planpicning such a season along with
present straight
tures in place of the

vaudeville after
in

film policy.

Orpheum

The

will

contmue

main as stage

Is

and

AGVA

Help

There'll be no razing of
former, as threatened, and it
season
will start its legit roadshow
with 'Meet the People.'
month
next
A. Steftes has decided to rebuild

Non-Members

W.

damaged
the Alvin, which was badly
soon
by Are, and it will reopen as
probably
as repairs have been made,
Hirschwith
weeks,
six
about
In
Kati burlesque.

Central

ture

House Presentation

Policy

—

Balto,

Philly,

Washington Vaudfilmers
Following Parade

TEST FOR BALTO
vs.

the

The
riety

In Passaio
Passaic, N. J., Sept. 16.
theatre, 2,400-seat vaud-

York, leading the way -and the Hipp,
Baltimore; Fay's, Philadelphia, and
the Earle, Washington, probably fol-

lowing.
At the Roxy it's also a
Minneapolis, Sept. 18.
American Guild of Va- throwback for Jack Partington
Artists, which recently Insti- (Fanchon & Marco), producer for

tuted a scale raising entertainment
for

costs

The revival of an old picture house
presentation policy appears to be in
the making, with the Roxy, New

200%,

who originated that type
of showmanship years ago In San
Francisco. The whole idea is predicated on a permanent m.c.

the house,

had its premiere last
Roxy, it's understood now, had
gotten
further
has
a
turnaway crowd. Central is mission,
been mulling the permanent persontheatre built here in 20 stranglehold on the local situation ality-m.c. for a couple
of months bewhen the miisicians union put the
non-AGVA bookers fore deciding on Archie Robbins,
Initial bill showed Charlie Spivak s bars down on
currently in his seventh week at the
orch, 3 Stooges, Sylvia Froos, Wally and performers.
house and slated to remain on inThe musicians union decreed that definitely. House also picked Latin
Brown and Toy and Wing. Skedded
for next week are the Andrews Sis- its members could play only for
singer Don Arres
a permanent
ters and Joe Venuti.
AGVA artists and where AGVA- voice and he also isasa seventh-week
the
House is operated by the Center franchised
bookers
handled
holdover and continuing until furAmusement Co., headed by Abram show. On its part, AGVA has agreed ther notice.
Preiskel, managing director of the to issue franchises only to those
House has also engaged special
theatre.
bookers who have the musicians writers. Snag Weras and Harry
union approval.
Crane, to furnish special material for
Toledo Par's Reopener
Ted Brown Alch, AGVA deputy the show in general and Robbins in
(10)

to

new

years.

Toledo, Sept. 16.
The Paramount here, will offer its
stage show of the current season on Oct. 3, 4, and 5. Cab Calloway's orchestra is booking.
First stage show In Toledo this
season was Earl Carroll's 'Vanities,'
Sept. 5, 6, and 7, at the Rivoli.
first

Springfield (Mass.) Resumes
Springfield, Mass., Sept. 16.

Court Square, Springfield's only
vaude house, will resume stage
shows Thursday (18) after a summer
layoff.
Opening bill- includes Louis
and Delita. Johnny Galvin, Larue
and Carol, Jackson and Daze, George
Watts, and Eight Broadway Starlets.

House runs vaude Thursday, Friday and Saturday.

WSM UNIT CONTINUES
DESPITE WOOD'S DEATH
Nashville, Sept. 16.
WSM's roadshowing of 'Grand Ole
Opry' will continue despite death of
co-owner Tom CJam-Up') Woods,
^e Wiles announced Monday (15).
Wiles as yet has not decided whether
to operate unit
singly or have someone else share duties with him.
Earle Mitchell's roadshow unit of
WSIX's 'Old Country Store' folded
Its

tents

Wednesday

(10).

Reason

'or folding was stiff
tax Imposed on
•now ($30 per night) by towns
where unit played. Tax could have
Men avoided by having American
Legion sponsor show in these towns
out Legion's percentage would have
lun as high as tax. Show folded be<»use seating capacity was only 700
jnd tax or sponsors share would
nave copsumed approximately 25%
Kross.

WSM

'Camel Caravan,'

unit bank-

rolled by R. J.
Reynolds Tobacco Co.,
With
bookings
at
army camp.s
Xhrough October, moves out of Vir8'ila

week

this

to

play camps in

Maryland, Illinois and Indiana.

I-AMBERTI'S

BEWABD

San Francisco, Sept
Professor

18.

Lamberti's
two-week
on the Golden Gate stage here
naj netted
him a four week date at
we Bal Tabarin.
^Comedy xylophonist moves In

^esday

(23).

here, reports that

Twin

City niteries

particular.

Milwaukee, Sept.

Bell

down

18.

$6,000 for six

weeks advance rental and announcHollywood, Sept.

16.

Credit line for Belle Baker's
songs at the Bal Tabarin in
Frisco will read: Music by Herbert Baker.
He's her son.

new

Door Fees Would

local

niteries, etc., from 75 to
and decreed that booking
week agents must be limited to 10% com-

filmer,

AFM Snag on Social Security
After planking

Theatre Hires Special
Writers in Revival of Pic-

Mpls. Tooters

re-

after all.

first

After

Herb Rings the

Toledo Nitery

Toledo. Sept. 18.
opening Toledo's
latest night club on the Dixie Highway, just outside the city boundary,
to be known as the Evergreen Club.
Building was formerly a garage.

show establishments

Turnaways

SETS PUCE

to

using

play occasional stage shows,
outstanding units, name bands
stage notables.
film, radio and
The Lyceum and Alvln will

New

Louis Walker

M.O

Warners Drops Milwaukee Vaude?

j.y..

to Sellout Biz

83

ing the opening of the Riverside for
last Friday (12) as a Warner theatre,
with a stage show topped by Brenda
and Cobina and Buddy Rogers, the
new lessees of the town's only
vaudeville house suddenly dropped
it like a hot potato and called everything off. Result is a dark spot on
the main stem during the current

American Legion convention with
downtown crowds- .Milwaukee has ever known.
the biggest

Closed July 31
by Charles
Schwerin, Chicago and Milwaukee
realty operator heading the holding
company, as a result of internal dissension climaxing when Ed J. Weisfeldt,
the manager, brought suit
against his employers for $1,380 back
salary, the Riverside was picked up
by Warners the first week in September. They took the house for a
Cincinnati, Sept. 16.
Seven of this burg's niteries, six weeks trial with an option of a
termed by their operators as Class further trial of six months, and a
C clubs, inaugurated a doorcharge second option for a 10-year lease.
Spots, down- Weisfeldt was retained to handle the
policy Monday (15).
town and in outlying nabes, are the theatre. Extra help was rushed in to
Cat and Fiddle, New Wonder Bar, get it ready for reopening, show
Kelly's, Casa Grande, Schmieslng's, was booked, Jobby and canopy proHoXise of Rinck and Golder's Palm claimed the reopening and advertising campaign was launched in the
Garden
To meet the American Guild of newspapers.
Reason for Warners' change In
Variety Artists salary boost for, enBone of
tertainers, which is effective this plans is musician trouble.
week, the operators met last week contention is a new clause In Music
with Bob Edwards, AGVA's local Corp. of America's contracts specifyrep, and organized as the Night Club ing that social security expense must
Operators of Cincinnati. Minimum be borne by the theatre playing a
weekly salary for entertainers ad- band rather than by the leader of a
vanced from $30 to $35. Operators musical organization, the house thus
also have to take care of new state, being regarded as the employer.
federal and liquor taxes and pay In- MCA was lining up bands for the
house and was acting under an
creases for employees.
Operators are free to determine American Federation of Musicians

Meet

Increased

Cincy Expenses

rapidly are being signed and that
It's ironic that the biggest house
seven of the 15 Minneapolis and St. personality of all time, Paul Ash, is their own door charges, although ruling.
Paul bookers already have applied now merely leading the house or- they agreed to up the charges FriWith Art Kassel's band lined up
for franchises. There had been re- chestra and, with a possible revival day,
Saturday and Sunday over for the Riverside's second week unwere
bookers
ports that dissatisfied
of the policy, the house is hunting a other nighta, and to be in effect der Warner management, Horace
planning to organize an association complete newcomer.
Ash, in Chi- from the time music starts to 15 Heidt to follow and angling already
has
nothing
but
to combat AGVA,
cago, at McVickers and the Oriental, minutes before closing time, which begun for other name bands, the
Warner execs refused to go for the
come of this.
was money in the bank; then he was is 2:30 a.m. for niteries here.
brought to the Paramount, N.Y.,
Agreement between the operators deal.
Incidentally, Local No. 8's (AFM)
with a tremendous building which and AGVA is for not less than five
transcended his own talent, so, the months, with a stipulation that any claim against the former operator of
Dancer's Fatal Illness
the Riverside (Schwerin) for $4,000
public stayed away in droves.
operator may solicit an adjustment
At the Hipp, Baltimore; Izzy Rap- of the contract at any time during balance on their contract was setMedicos
tled
Mystifies
by Schwerin prior to the conpaport, operator of the house, is cur- this period.
summation of the Warner deal, rerently holding Lew Parker, comic for
Intention of the operators' organConcerned by 'Epidemic a second week as m.c. of the show ization is to eliminate cut-throat portedly for $2,000. Also, Weisfeldt's
back
salary claim against Schwerin
and will hold him for at least two competition, establish a healthier
was settled In full, according to
If the policy continues to
more.
condition in the night club industry, Robert
Detroit, Sept. 18.
A. Hess, Weisfeldt's legal
click, Parker will remain on indefiand
to offer better entertainment, rep, and
n compromise effected on
Nomadic habits of vaudeville nitely.
stated John Rinck, temporary chair- his contract,
which had two years
Both Harry Anger, producer for man.
teams have brought concern to
to
run.
at the Earle, Washington, and
health authorities here following the
Sam Stiefel, operator of Fay's, Philadeath of Mrs. Clara Seymour, who deliphia, are hunting m.c.s who fit
Chicago Snag
died in Eloise hospital Thursday (IP the bill as permanent fixtures for a Price Gets
Chicago, Sept 16.
Per In
and the critical illness of her dance presentation policy.
Social security clause in AFM
partner-husband, Peter, from a mysput the Stratford here on
A notable example to some exN. Y. Cafe Comeback; contracts
terious malady.
the hot seat over the weekend.
tent of a presentation policy is at
here
Stratford Is also a Warner house
Pair were moved to a hospital
the Tower, Kansas City, which has a
Got $2,500
Heyday and circuit's execs' have refused to
after they came to town for a turn permanent m.c. in Lester Harding,
signature such a contract for fear
following a two-week engagement in who also sings.
Lansing, Mich. They had been travWhen LaConga reopens Sept. 23, they would be leaving the company
open for possible demands for back
eling around the country via trailer.
the New York nitery will be under
Because of the nature of their illsocial
security payments by the
maestro
Jack
Harris'
direction
and
Company acness, officials are fearful they may
federal authorities.
Georgie Price will mark his Broad- cording to local reports, is apparenthave carried some peculiar 'plague'
3 IN
ailment. A post mortem followed
way comeback after being In Wall ly willing to okay theatre payment
Mrs. Seymour's death left the medistreet for some years.
Price was of social security from now on.
Musicians Union tied up the stage
cos bewildered save in the bePittsburgh, Sept. 18.
booked In by Music Corp. of Amer- shows in the Stratford
that they both came down
lief
for a few
Andrews Si.sters who came close ica at $500 weekly guarantee, plus
with a strange malady of the epihours on Saturday (13), but union
a record at the Stanley
demic type. Opinions have inclined to breaking
percentage; at his heyday, as a Shu- later permitted the pit orchestra to
they
rolled up
when
week,
July
4
toward such rare diseases as typhus
bert juve, Price was salaried at work the shows.
band
Krupa's
with
Gene
$33,000
and mountain spotted fever, neither
$2,500. Price won't give up his seat
have been booked back into the
of which Is found in this area.
WB deluxer Thanksgiving week on the N. Y. Stock Exchange, but
As a result health authorities have for their third engagement there in will handle both coincidentally.
COLOSIMO'S,
SIGNS
started back tracking on the dance
Harris was batoneer at I,aConga
less than a year.
team's itinerary to discover, if posGals are being generally credited last season until Its bankruptcy, but
sible, what ailment caused -the enwith getting Stanley rolling again has taken over the entire establishtertainer's death and to take the
after house had been running along ment for operation this year.
necessary precautionary steps both for almost two years to grosses
Chicago, Sept. 18.
here and at other places where they
between $14,000 and- $17,000
of
After months of negotiations, a
may have played.
weekly. Momentum they gave spot
Nitery Revue Tours
deal was finally sealed last week behas been felt ever since, with house
tween
the
American
grand
now
Guild of Variety
under
20
rarely
running
GArun RecoTerIng
Los Angeles, Sept. 18.
and usual biz being between $25,
Artists
and Colosimo's,
Chicago
San Francisco, Sept, 16.
000 and $28,000.
Copacabana floor show moves to nitery. Deal was set by the new
Tom Gerun, co-owner of the Bal
the Paramount theatre for a week, operator of the nitery, Ben Bortz,
Tabarin nitery here, shortly will be
Jack LaBelle, former operator of
beginning Sept. 18, after which It with the AGVA chief here. Jack
Philadelphia
and
clubs
In
night
permitted visitors at St. Mary'i hosnow managing shifts to San Francisco and a tour Irving.
Minneapolis,
but
pital where he recently underwent a
Lenox Hotel Casino, Duluth, has of the northwest.
Award calls for an upping of
serious operation,
been granted Duluth boxing fran'
New Copacabana layout, starting chorus girl scale to $30 and principal
Understood he'll b« bedded for chis'e by Minnesota state boxing com'
:
Sept,-a5, 1» headed- by Tito- Guizar.- - minimum 'to -$60.'
mission.
several weeks yet.
'
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m

ANOTHER QUICK REPEAT
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Wednesday, September 17, 194]
a straight dancery with Phil Ha
music, looks after the kitchen.
Tavern has one long bar just

Night Club Reviews
WILSHIRE BOWL,

off

L. A.

entrance,
above which are
the
murals by John Decker in caricature
Erl Franke deOf the film great.
signed the interiors. Carl I.>aemmle,
pioneers
was Betty Compson's Jr., is said to have tossed quite a
•iMc. i-.v Widow' waltz with Jack Hpl
parcel of coin into the enterprise
tinsilent
the
More
recent
of
K-iiui.
provided the
although Anderson
tv-.K'i-s. siie is still a looker and gels
bulk.
ovLi- llic floor with the ease and
Directly competitive to Earl CarKiiiue o( the contemporary ballroom roll's, it is some three miles away
virtuosos. Nick Lucas, although not with the edge on
this score in
of the films, strictly speaking, caught Carroll's favor.
His spot is in dead
the sitters basking in the glow of center Hollywood while Anderson's
these not-so-olden days, and had Bowl is pitched in the Wilshire resithem pleading for more of the heart- dential district, far off the beaten
luggers he strummed and sung years path of the night owls.
Its proxTom imity to Beverly Hills will be helpago for the gramophones.
Patricola does his heavy-footed taps fu. The town is taking it up plenty
in the early hoofing style and for a and that should keep Anderson's en(inale to his turn brings out four terprise on' the profit side for some
femme sepians in abbreviated garb, weeks to come although the operataggregate weight, better than half a ing nut is no Woolworthian worry.
ton, for a few whirls. Why?
While the Andersen show isn't a
company of the Diamond
Nostalgia is swept away by good road
when Gitta Horseshoe revue which he staged
entertainment
solid
Aipar, European operatic soprano. for Billy Rose in New York, it's a
Who also swings a mean 'St. counterpart in r.sire than one- re-,
The 'Merry Widow' waltz
Louis Blues,' moves on stage after spect.
Anderson's 'Birth of Beauty* number reminds of the Mae Murray-George
including a half dozen chorines with Fontana double; and the general
in-be- keynote is nostalgia, with a cinesuch
resembling
mask.";
Furthermore,
Swanson, Fickford, matic background.
twceners .as
Davies, et al. Lady with the voice, Tom Patricola was in Rose's N. Y.
helned none by the room's acoustics, shows last year, also a mauvo
gave out with theme arias from early decade theme. The format, thus, is
pictures,
and then spotting the similar, but its execution different,
operetta composer, Oscar Straus, at a although Rose has
used Carlyle
tnble. had the mob 'coax' him to the Blackwell, Nita Naldi, Gilda Gray,
bandstand to lead the musikers while Mae Murray, et al., as his yesteryear
Helm.
she chirped his 'My Hero' from proponents.
'The Cliocolate Soldier.' It provided
a smash finish for her act and had
Straus taking bows for fully three
S. F.
minutes.
Nor was the approbation
of Cynda Glenn, comedienne and a
looker, whose tiptop comedy antics
San Francisco, Sept. 11.
around a piano have been observed
Mifzi Green, Jack Marshall, Theohere before, and the adagio dancing dore & Denesha, Ra7n.<!dell Dancers
of Grace Poggi and Igor, sentimen- (6), Carleton Ackley's Orch (5).
I

Los Angeles, Sept. 10.
Clara Kimball Youno, Betty Compson, Bryant Washbunt, Betty Blytlie.
Original Keystone Kops {Hanic Mniiii,
Chester Confclin, Snub

Pollard;,

Patricola, Nick Lucas,

Tom

i

Clyde Cook,

Herman, Gitta Alpar, Grace Poggi
and Igor, Cynda Glenn, the Mnii-

ill

geans,

Darryl

(11);

minimum

I

Harpa's Orchestra
with dinner,
$3

$1.50 without.

Sentimentally, John Murray Anderson's The Silver Screen,' which
he prefers to bill as 'a musical
glamorama of the movies," has a
heart-tug for Hollywood. CommerAs
cially, It's up against stiff odds.
long as the picture mob and its
hangers-on continue to patronize the
theatre-restaurant, it should fare
quite well, it having long been the
custom here that the night trade follows the celebs. It's more than a
reasonable doubt that the repeating
flickerites will come back in droves.
That would put Anderson's nostalgic

revue

it

modems, who

less about, the
the big question mark.
set up it is lacking in

and care

little

oldtimers,

How

own.

strictly on its
to the

appeal

will

know

is

As presenOy

entertainment ingredients. The opening night turnout of the town's

names was in its sentimental cups
and lavished applause on every turn.
The hardened expected more from
John Murray Anderson.
Naturally, nostalgia has to be the
of 'Silver Screen," tracing as it
does the four phases of the cinema's
development, viz; Birth of Glamour,
Of the
Sex, Beauty and Sound.

theme

:

I

.

.

.

CLUB MODERNE,

tally-inspired. They're both solid acts

Bryant Washburn and Clara and will still be around when AnderKimball Young toil the hardest son undoubtedly re-routines the show
and longest, splitting the emcee and props up a few of the sags. AI
chore. Betty Blythe, earliest of the Herman is still around in blackface,
screen vampires, recites 'A Fool here doing a takeoff on Al Jolson
There Was,' with appropriate ges- and spinning yarns that could be
tures and back-up by three males modernized and slightly sapolioed.
and the chorus to broaden the effect The Mangeans are a.troupe of femme
in
of how femme wiles operated in the dervishes, and nearly everything
days before pictures talked.
The the revue being reminiscent of someKeystone Kops, decked out in their thing or other, bring to mind those
old police getup, kick each other a Arab handstanders and tumblers of
another
generation
biz
of
show
few times and then end up by pusholdsters,

ing oozy pies in each other's kissers.
much of a rise but the

It didn't get

oldsters got a

warm hand

Best

received

the

of

vaude.

Larry Ceballos, erstwhile choreographer of fllmusicals, routined the
numbers for the 16 prancing belles.
hardy Music, adequate to the purpose but
not noteworthy, is credited to Howard Godwin and Forman Brown.
Franz Steiniger directed Darryl
Harpa's band for the .floor show,
with the crew doubling for the dance

for their

effort.

'
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rhumba and waltz sections.
Considerable coin was spent for
makeover of Wilshire Bowl to
resemble a music hall of the '90s
with its double tier of boxes rimming the room. House curtain is a
four-paneled mirror, which parts to
allow for a shimmering drop. Small
stage is used, spreading to the extended apron and spilling out on the
dance floor, where the production
numbers range right up to ringside

Playing her first nitery dafe in
California, a nervous Mitzi Green
faced a near-capacity opening-night
audience and landed so solidly she
was forced to do two unreheairsed
encores. Admitted at the Anal bowoff that she had been 'scared stiff.'
However, she now knows there's no
need for jitters here. Socko reception of the Thursday (11) opening
was generated entirely by Miss
Green's nitty piping and mimicry.

Place was almost full.
Modestly garbed in dark blue floorlength gown with collar and cuffs of
^whlte.lace', Miss Green tees off with
a rhyming intro during which she
mimics Sophie Tucker, Harry Richman and Ted Lewis for okay returns.
Follows with a smooth rendition of
'Lady Is a "Tramp,' which she introduced in the stage 'Babes in Arms,'
and 'Nobody.' .Then goes into an-

in swing,

other voice-doubling sesh, giving out
'Beat Me, Daddy' as it might be done

the

by Hepbm-n, Garbo and Fanny

tables.

Handling of the capacity mob of
some 850 was a bad job and had
many of the payees at $10 a head
grumbling. Advertised for a 9 p.m.
start, show didn't get imder way until around two hours later.
Irables
were so crowded together that
waiters and bus boys couldn't navigate without getting in one's way or

Brice,
collecting chuckles en route. For a
closer she uses an 'I Want to Act'
ditty, finishing with a dramatic copy
of Luise Rainer's tearful farewell
scene in 'Great Ziegfeld,' which got
the room by the throat and held It in
silence.'.. Mob called her back repeatedly, forcing a George Arliss
imitation from her child screen days
and an extra rendition of 'Where or

When.'

Herewith appears a Variety review of u N. Y. Palace bill of 20
yeart
(ipo.
The intention is fo reprint these tueeklv vaing the relative week
of
1921 trlth the current date of issue. No special reason in revivinu
these
reviews other than the interest they niay have
recalling the acts which
locre playing at that time, the manner of putting together a big time
show
(booking), ti;htch radio stations may find pertinent, and as a resutne of
the
ityle of vaud^t;ille reviewing of that day.

m

(Reprinted from Variety of Sept.

PALACE,

landed as strongly as anything in the routine.

Houston Ray, a youthful concert pianist, played to No. 2 hit Ray is the
of the concert recruits to be used by the big-time houses this season.
recently appeared at the Strand and was held over there. Ray's playing is along concert lines, with improvisations on old melodies finely renfirst

He

dered at the finale.
at Cal-Neva Lodge, and Jack MarErford's Oddities, three
shall, comedy m.c. who was brought
in three shows back and is still click- opening offering.
and the meat coui-se didn't get ing so well that he'll probably be
around until well afer the show here several more weeks. Guy just
laughter and his material
started, which made for much static oozes
with
clashing
knives
and fork stands the test of repeat viewings.
Wern.
against the crockery.
K. L. Loeb,

girls in the air,

made a

flashing,

well-dressed
fl>^g-

hair,

Thanks,., sammy kaye

,

who

for years operated the

Bowl

as

MARINE ROOM, CHI
(Edgewater Beacb Hotel)

^^^^^^
LOEW
BOOKING
AGENCY
GfNfRAl fXECUTIVf OFFICES

LOEW BUILDING ANNEX
;IM

1921)

Around 35 persons concerned In the Palace show this week, with three
feature turns holding the numerical strength, but the smallest individual
was the magnet for the biggest share of plaudits. That was Daphne
Pollard, the English comedienne, who returns to this side of the water
a
heatfllner (New Acts).
"The house was long in filling Monday evening, and though it was
corking business the boxoffice did not go clean. The return to the leaflet form
of program was welcome to patrons and acts as well, full billing of names
and credits providing a bit of atmosphere that has been missed in the bigtime .New York houses since the paper shortage during the war forced
a
single sheet.
Val and Ernie Stanton were runners-up to the smash of Mis.s Pollard,
the brothers going for a wham next-to-closing and immediately following
the peppery Australian mite. The Stantons seemed to have everything and
landed with all features, from delightful humor to the other bits, in what
is to be rightly termed a legitimate vaudeville routine.
The brothers'
chatter anent sports is original enough to protect It fully, and that is why
it sounds crisp.
New lines shine here and there. This brace of comedians
show smartness by the touch of music In the turn. They have added a
song and are encoring wjth a clever bit of stepping.
The Ford Sisters, too, came through with 'Dancing Around.' Spotted at
the finale, they held the house 100%. With their own orchestra added and
new touches here and there, the sisters have what looks the best offering
they have yet developed. Lifted to featuring Is Dave ApoUon, a mandolin
virtuoso. "VToung ApoUon, who came from a Russian orchestra, stepped
from the circle of musicians with whom he had been strumming a banjo
and performed astonishingly with the mandolin. Only exceptional digital
dexterity accounts (or his accomplishment of a Hungarian number. His
stunt of playing the instrument and piano at the same time is' quite a feat.
Rupert Cufbert and Dave MacLaughlin are other members of the orchestra
billed for numbers. The strong musical support carried by the Ford Girls
is smart showmanship.
Their dressing is, as always, pretty, and for the
finish quite chic.
The tap-stepping at the close was perhaps the most
graceful of the dances given, with the act taking earned curtains to a
rising audience.
William and Joe Mandel set the pace for the succession of hits that followed intermission. The Mandels came out of the west, last spring,
appeared at the N.V.A. show at the Hippodrome and immediately drew a
route.
As a comedy acrobatic turn it is a whale. The smaller Mandel
smiles like Chaplin, and some of his antics recall the film star, though
there is no impression of imitation. When the brothers arrived at their
'ear-to-ear' stunt the house- was all theirs and bits in 'one' were eagerly
received.
The size of the show probably brought Charles Withers in 'For Pity's
Sake' on third, unusually early for this turn. It looked as though some
cutting had been requested through the length of the show, which at the
matinee ran far past five, but with the cutting of the news weekly at night
exited precisely at 11, after an eight o'clock start. There are 12 characters
billed for the act, but the count is really seven. Arthur James, as chief
assistant to Withers, handles at least half the roles. The pair have again
worked in new chatter at the opening, with James* hat falling into the
paste bucket and his bawling exit drawing a round of applause. Among
the programmed names is one 'Dan Hennessy,' palpably an insert 'Abraham Lincoln' (New Acts), a condensation of the Thomas Dixon play, closed
Between the two
intermission, holding attention for a 33-minute span.
big acts -Joe Darcey fitted very successfully, and he could have stretched
his bit with ease. Darcey's songs were surer than his stories. At first the
returns were spotty, coming mostly from the back of the house. But when
he got down to encore warbling there was no question of his score. His
rendition of one of last season's most-sung numbers came at the end, but
it

First half of the show features two
turns by the Ramsdell dancers, a neat
line and new in this spot; three fast
routines by Theodore and Denesha,
capable dance team here from a date

16,

N. Y.

W. 4M.

SI.,

N.Y.C • Myoat 9.7N0

.

.

for a swell twelve-week iheati'e tour.

.

was a

Chicago, Sept. 13.
Busse Orch (17), Albins
Jack Spot, Dorothy Dorben
(2),
Doncers (8).

It

work wilh you.

treat to

Henry

...

Busse remains one of the great
front-men in the music business. He
is working all the time, pulling the
dancers and others along with him,
building the tempo and jump of the
band and imparting a certain dignity
to the room. Busse also cornets, and
while there may be some who can
play the instrument better, there are
few who can get as much showman-

through its shuffle rhythm (which
used also by San Savitt).

A

theatre

managers and their

staffs,

tour such a pleasant and suc-

cessful one.
.

hotel spot.

ship into the instrument.
Musically, the Busse orchestra is
okay, being original in style, individual in its arrangements and possessing a musical marking which
makes it immediately recognizable

all

who made my

Henry Busse has been a longstanding favorite in this area, and
his return to town heralds a run of
big business for an out-of-the-way

.

HARRY MAYER, LEO MORGAN,

.

IRYING WINDISH, and
three Record-Breaking

the entire staff for

Weeks

at the

NEW

YORK STRAND.
.

.

.

and

to

May Johnson, MCA

Artists, Ltd.

BUly deWolfe
p. S.
to

—

THE

ROOM

am

returnlDf

RAINBOW

October 81b.

is

Lee Edwards

is the band's vocalist.
youngster with good appearance
pipes, he indicates promise but

and

needs

how

to unbend a little and
to sell.
m.c.s, doing it well.

Busse

learn

From

the band there's an outstanding novelty by Otto Glaeser, the trumpeter,
who has a number in which he uses a
glove doll on his key fingers, so that
the doll seems to be pushing the

i^Sntme.d. 90 A^MfA^)
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NATIONAL THEATRICAL EXCHANGE
Century Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa.
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MARINE ROOM, CHI
Vey» With «ome clever and pleasant
mueiing by-play between the doJl
load
Glaeser, the latter gets

and

musical humor.
Shows here are ordinarily skimpy,
"with the band depended upon lor
ol classy injart

bulk of the blz-getting^ Curthe Alblns are outstandmg
standard burlesque ballroom,
sharply.
routines, and they clicked
t
Jack Spot Is a imlcyclist who hasn
much change of pace, or manv tricks.
ttie

rently,

with

He polnta up the spots need for more
Saterial designed lor the cramped
area ol a nitery floor.
Standard here lor some time and

excellent are the Dorothy Dorben
dancers, small line, but fresh-looking
and in fine taste at all times.

Gold.

VOGUE ROOM, CLEVE.
(HOLLENDEN HOTEL)
Cleveland, Sept.

Don ('Poplkoff')
JioTTissey, Glover

Sammy

Leach,

10.

Tex
LaMae, Jean

Tonncn,
It

Wotkins" Orch.

HoUenden's "intimate Vogue Room,
one of Cleveland's most consistent
money-makers with a sound entertainment policy, has two new surefire bets in Glover and LaMae.
Management seldom keeps an act
longer than three or four weeks, but
.dance team's contract has been rene^ed for another month .as the result of putting across their 'champagne hour' with slick salesmanship.
Idea's been overdone here but they
freshen

it

up considerably, making

at

VILLA MADRID, PITT
PitUlmToh, Sept.
Ctzi Covato

Orch

11.

Rita,

tanettes (6).

the material, which also

calls

for

better-grade monologists in the clas-

The Etzi Covato-John Lazarro cafe sier cafes.
His Raymond Gram
operating combine, which has been Swing with its redundant opinionatbehind several of Golden Triangle's ing; Clem McCarthy's hysteria; Hermost successful nitery operations, bert Marshall 'in any Alfred Hitchreally has 'em coming at this cellar cock
film';
Boyer,
Ouspenskaya,
spot.
Previously a white elephant Laughton, the Lunts, Ijeslie Howard
nobody would touch, Covato and comprise the forepart. Takeoffs on
Lazarro took It over more than a such Savoy-Plaza faves as Hildeyear ago, felt their way slowly at garde and Dwight Fiske (former
first and then shot the works.
Re- comes into this room directly after
sult's been a steady click for months. Hoysradt) was a better idea than its
Chief reasons have been shrewd execution.
The four Kings Zog,
management, the friendly-host stuff Selassie, Carol and Victor Emmanuel
was another of those good ideas not
and first-rate shows.
Current layout speaks for itself. quite boflfily rounded out. FDR and
Headlining is Alice Dawn, who has Churchill, in the same topical vein,
quite a following here among the didn't click. By and large, Hoysradt
spenders.
Gal's also entertaining is smai-t and modern, but he, his
them.
A striking looking femme, agent and his author should do some
with oomphy figure and face to between-the-halves, skull-practice on
match. Miss Dawn can sell a song which touchdown songs are surefire
with the best of them. Looks like plays for public favor, and leave the
deceptive work out. He's a talented
musical-comedy material, too.
Another hefty click is Phil D'Rey, performer, and should have seasoned
ventriloquist.
Guy's a clever prac- well through his touring as the Noel
titioner and expert adlibber.
If he Coward character in "The Man Who
had a more positive personality for Came to Dinner.' Seemingly, with
his dummy, he wouldn't be far out of much time to devote to building up
Bergen's class.
His splinter's too a comeback repertoire for the smart
nondescript and those movable eye- clubs, he has gone overboard. That
brows are just a bit corny. But cough-sneeze routine is another
where D'Rey definitely excels Is in which didn't quite come off.
his material. It's biR-timey. Dance
team of Leo and Rita start with a
Kitty Carlisle is making her N. Y.
conventional ballroom number; then
debut at the Versailles, and the
come back later for a flying adagio. cafe
singing star, better known on screen,
Latter is their best but needs polish. radio and rostrum, proves
she can go
For a small outfit, Etzi Covato's Into the better rooms
and contribute
orch, presided over by Mark Lane,
in more ways than, vocally.
She's a
who also doubles as m.c, fills the bill well-poised, chic personality, and
her
Cohen.
nicely.
songalog, comprising 'Hit a New

AGVAAIDEIN

Toledo, Sept. 16.
Ada Brockett, -23, billed as 'Zorita,' convicted Aug. 27 of indecent
exposure, was sentenced yesterday

—

—

My

High,' 'Out of Sight,' 'Sands in
Shoes' fa trailer for Cuba), 'plow
Gabriel,'
'Tuba' and 'Intermezzo,'
socked. She is possessed of a warm,
well-trained voice, not too 'superior'
for her mediuixi, and she paces her
pick of the song croc for best results.

Good support are Capella and Beatrice,

with a

slick ballroomologists,

variety
routine
that
runs from
Chopin mazurkas to fast whirls,
wherein he holds his femme vis-aspot to launch his own enter- vis aloft in a somewhat daring series
prise, Pittsburgh's only congarhumba of positions. Capella, who has been
club, got away so fast a year ago around with sundry partners, has a
Maxithat he went overboard on shows sturdy partner in Beatrice.
and almost permitted high cost of milian Bergere's orchestra, per usual.
talent to bankrupt him after first Is socko; ditto Panchito's rhumba,
which explains their repeated reflush of novelty had worn away. As
turns here, the latter having been
a result, there were times late this
spring when it was doubtful if Sala the house band on the Latin terpwould continue.
He reorganized, ology for four straight years. Next
however, shut down for summer and month, Nick and John are trying an
has gotten new season started on a innovation for the Versailles a girl
Margery Fielding.
more businesslike basis. El Chico's show, staged byinability
to get biggoing in for smaller, more intimate Prime reason is
shows, making the food and the name acts, and the management flgdance music the chief selling points. ures a change of pace Is a good busicellently.
ness Idea.
Abel.
The letter's been on a
In the music, Sala's made a wise
nme-month run.
Pullen.
choice in Mario. He was here several
months ago and clicked big, but had
to pull out on account of previous
Mario's not only a
engagements.
personable, good-looking gent with
some smart musicians behind him,
but he's also a crack sizer-upper on
dancers' tastes.
Virginia Ramos, sans mike, has
Dance Players are
swell pipes.
three boys and three girls. Do modern Cakewalk that's especially good.
They're an attractive, nattily dressed
couple
of 'em step out
group and a
8th
by themselves for a spirited tango
that's in the groove.
Mario m.c.s. Even with so small
a lineup, Sala could achieve smarter
everything's
Is,
As
routining.
COAST TO COAST—tVOR
Eveiy Taesday, t P.M.
bunched together and run off so
renonal Dlieetloiii SAM RACCH
fast it seems more abbreviated than
Co hen.
necessary.
forti's

—

.

lan for stay of execution of sentence
while case Is appealed to Lucas
County Common Pleas Court. Kaplan filed notice of Intention to appeal the case and has 30 days in
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KELLY BACK AS

PHILLY

(Monday) to six months in workDawn, skillful self-editing. Hoysradt is the house by Municipal Judge Homer A.
Manhat- former history prof, at Yale and Ramey. Judge granted application
Groton who has become one of the filed by .^ttorney Samuel D. Kap-

EL CHICO, PITT

during the revue.
Don CPopikoff') Tannen, laces
current edition with more smartly
paced gags and laughs.
Pop-eyed
singer is a newcomer -here but his
chucklesome travesty on concert
singers, plus his eloquent mugging,
caught ringsiders' fancy immediately.
Although his flag-waving, finale is
rather heavy, he doesn't miss on any
of his other comedy points.
Tex
Morrissey's act as Hank the Mule is
(till a good, diverting piece of clowning. Jean Leach as strolling troubadour and Sammy Watkins' smoothlygrooved orchestra are holding up ex-

ON 'INDECENCY' CHARGE

his

(6), Alice

PMl D'Rey. Leo k

dance contests more lively and
popular than the regular floor show.
Walter LaMae does it with his affable, quick wit; Alice Glover also
has an amusing flnesse in getting
dancers tangled into knots or figuraPittsbvrnh. Sept. 10;
tively standing on their heads to
Mario Orch (6), Virginia Ramos,
earn a magnum of bubble water or a
free dinner. There's nothing stereo- Dance Players (6).
typed about them or their riotous
sessions that warm up the entire
Joe Sala has learned his lesson.
room.
Duo also does nice, flashy Long-time Nixon Cafe bartender,
work in latinized ballroom numbers who broke away from Tony Contheir

Hoysradt did the entire book
Savoy-Plaza preem, going
overboard as to length and choice of
repertoire. Some of the mimicry is
better In Ita characterization than
Itriia

Hi

STRIPPER GETS 6 MOS.

Philadelphia, Sept.

16.

Thomas E. Kelly, bounced as executive secretary of the Philly unit
of the American Guild of Variety
Artists last year, is slated to get back
in the driver's seat of the local again.
Kelly is disbanding his United Entertainers Association, an indie talent group, and is back at the

which to file.
Dancer was accused of indecent
exposure in Kentucky Klub Aug. 15.
She wept when sentence was proAGVA
nounced and was taken to women's
office in the role of 'legislative adjail, where she's being held until
visor.' He is almost sure to be elect$1,000 bond Is posted for her refill one of the vacancies on the
ed
to
lease pending appeal. Previous bond
board of directors and it's rumored
posted by'James Karas, club owner,
that he'll be backed by the majority
for dancer's appearance in court for
sentence automatically became in- of the members for the post of local
will continue
valid Monday' (15) before the dancer president. Dick Mayo
as executive secretary.
was sentenced.
Kelly's return to the AGVA foldCourt denied request by Kaplan
-

for leniency because Zorita had no
police record and for suspension of
sentence on payment of a fine.

Agent Larry Allen,

the union.

Jnpe Pinve Put On

San Francisco,

Sept, 16.

Larry Allen, of the Frisco office
of Consolidated Radio Artists, demonstrated

that

live up to the
dition.

Allen

put

Kelly is still popular with a segof the rank and file of cafe and
club entertainers, being credited with
pushing through the recently enacted
bill in the legislature which gives
actors new safeguards against being
exploited by cafe owners or chiseled

ment

Show

Unbilled Fair
.

ends the long-smouldering feud in
the ranks of Philly actors. V nen he
was ousted by Hoyt C. Haddock, exAGVA national exec secretary, Kelly
vowed 'a fight to the finish' against
the alleged Communist domination of

by

even an agent can
show-must-go-on tra-

together

show for a Portland,

an

agents.

FRISCO AGVA

outdoor

DISSENTER

Ore., fair date

with a cast of 66 and then found he
had a rainstorm on his hands. With

WARNS

70

BEHAVE'

San Francisco,

4,400 tickets already sold, Allen purchased 12 pairs of hip boots, water
wings and other accessories, plus 18'
pairs of galoshes, bathing suits, cellophane raincoats, etc.. for the line
girls and staged the opener regardless, to cheers of the mob In the cov-

Sept. 10.

Buddy O'Brien of the Actor's Betferment Committee, who recently
sought • separate AFL charter
for the American Guild of Vahas frequently
riety artists and
criticized local Guild officers, has
been notified by the AGVA board of
ered grandstand.
Lou Ashe, one of the singing acts, directors here that drastic action will
appeared In
tux and boots, but be taken U he continues to 'disgossip.'
unsubstantiated
finally had to accept a rain hat and seminate
slicker from two chorines, which he O'Brien was called before the Board
last Wednesday (10).
donned without missing a note.
.

Charley Morrsy's All-Jersey orch

moved
N.

J.,

(11).

into the Chantlcler, Millburn,
for Its fall opening Thursday
Band, has just acquired Bobby

Domenick,

guitarist,

and Tony FedTeddy

bass fiddle player, from
Powell's crew.
ericl,

'Vance Silk.

AGVA

exec, sec, said
O'Brien was Informed that any complaint presented In a 'proper manner would get full consideration, but
that he had been "warned that hia
actions were considered destructive
and not In the best Interests of the
organization.'

.

'
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HELD OVER
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MOB WAS YELLING" ^I^f^'
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West

8,

Francisco, Aug. 26
A near-capacity crowd gave Belle Baker a tremendqus send-off at her
Bal Tabarin opening here tonight (26), demanding repeated encores to point
where singer had to beg off.
Formula of the new Tabarin bill contains line in two turns, novelty act
and dance team, leaving last~1ialf entirely up to Miss Baker, who uses her
own accompanist. Jack Goodman. First La Baker in white dinner gown,
splashed with left-shoulder orchids, reminded customers of Sophie Tucker^
who played the spot recently, but as soon as she went into action she made
'em forget anybody else.
Opening with standard 'Down Argentina Way,' she second-choruses with
her own lyrics which had the mob pricking up ears, and paves the way for
*My Husband Irving,' which netted spasms. Changes pace with 'Last Time
I Saw Paris,' which got over rather well, although fun-hungry diners seemed
to prefer the encore, 'I Get No Kick from Champagne,' which includes a PepsiCola ditty to the tune of 'Amapola.' It had 'em screaming. By this time the
mob was yelling song titles, netting choruses of 'Alabama Bound,* 'Always,*
'Ten Baby Fingers,' 'All of Me,' 'Blue Skies," After You're Gone,' and others.

Broadway's Newest Instrumented Sensation

ROGERS CORNER,

Wednesday, September

BAL TABARIN, San

Srd to 18th
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STRAND, B'KLYN

major*

Allen and Kent (i), JacHie HeUer
•Think-a-DHnk' Hoffman (5), Emtle
Band
Boreo, Ray Kinney's Hawaitan
House Orcn,
(17), Ruby Ztuerltng's
•Here Comes Mr. Jordan' (Col).
This show lacks balance, but manages to play fairly well on the merit
In the
of the invidiual acts, aU good.
next-to-closmg
and
trey
deuce,
frames it's a parade of male smgles,
the four
course,
of
discounting,

blondes who distribute thedrmks
for the very commercial "Think-aDrink" Hoffman, holding the middle
Blot.

Opening night, however, drama
was added to the show as a whole
by the amplification in the theatre of

Roosevelt's _m.omentous
President
speech on the freedom of the seas.
The house sat quietly and tensely all
the way and then burst into solid
applause, interrupted by the playing
of the national anthem, which was
\
followed by another outburst.
hard to imagine a tougher
It's
thing for an act to follow than a
.speech by President Roosevelt, but
but
did
only
not
Kent
Allen and
came through with flying colorsthanks to the mixed team of oldtimers whose antique hoofery on a
mat steals the play from the billed
couple. Latter are pretty sharp tapsters and showmanly, but the girl,
either because of more heft or an
obviously injured ankle, appears to
have slowed up a bit. Once the old-^
sters came on, the act was solid with
the audience and the applause was
near show-stopping.
Jackie Heller, a miniature in song,
was not doing the right tunes at this
catching, or maybe his voice was
Opened with 'Feeling Like a
.tired.
Million,' then followed with 'From
Taps Till I Hear Reveille,' 'Kiss the
Boys Goodbye,' a medley and, now
that all the swallows have flown
back to Capisttano, HeUer is plead-

'Come Back

ing,

Hofihnan's

to Sorrento.'
novelty is, as always,

Harris and Shore, who scored mightballroom
ily with their burlesque
They've been tops
dance routine.
years and
St. Louis, Sept. IS.
at this stuff for several
Sally Rand Revue with Jot and
are today better than ever. Charles
Kemper runs through the show as Jane McKenna, Don Rice, Bob Fuller
comedian, and relies solely on the & Singing Sextet, SkaU-0-Man\acs,
bits Foxettes
(16), Ben Rader's Home
tried and well-worn burlesque
and clicks. Mack and Haggerty are Orch (20); 'Our Wife' (Col).
also in with Kemper for comedy.
Pat Henning has a bang-up turn.
Although It has been seven years
Does comedy talk and burlesque im- since the Springfield, Mo., exponent
personations of how famous ^ough of the fan and bubble dances has
guys of the films die.
been in these parts, she's still a sock
Kay Penton does some pop tunes b.o. attraction. This 5,000-seater in
and Freda Sullivan has a little danc- midtown was brimful at 60-mInute
There are 16 girls,
ing specialty.
While Miss
supper show caught.
contributing
and
wardrobed nicely
Rand Is the big marquee name,
three okay numbers.
others on the vaudfllm bill, the secStanding 'em up at the last show
ond of the current season, run her a
Gold.
on Friday (12K
If
stiff race for customer approval.
the management can continue to
book such shows, vaude- has a good

GOLDEN GATE,
San Francisco,

S. F.

Sept. 10.

Congaroo Dancers (8), Holtyioood CoEds (2), Peggy O'Neill Line (12),
Chorles Kaley, House Orch (13);
Cirizen Kane' (RKO).

Homo

Vincent, Billy Reyes,

Unexpected extension of 'Citizen
Kane' for a third week after the
stage show had been booked is an
unfortunate break for the acts,
sparce attendance at opening performance making it difficult to get
a quorum for laughs.
(Curtains part on Hollywood CoEds, pair of femmes who go from
taps into fast flips and whirls for

okay

returns.

Deucing

is

Billy

Reyes, formerly of George White's
Scandals.' A smooth juggler using
a rapid flow of patter, Reyes deserves a rebooking when more can
His juggling as Garbo
see him.
might do it gets over big and his
delivery retains just enough British

Unrelated
flavor to be refreshing.
to the rest of his act, but landfhg,
is an imitation of Boyer In 'Algiers.'
It could as easily be tabbed an impression of Jean Gabin in the original French role.
,

but one wonders' what the
is for the various whiskey
Third slot Is filled by the Congaroo
Four pretty girls assist Hoffman, two on the stage and the others Dancers, eight sepia jitterbugs from
film versions of
circulating the drinks in the audi- the N. Y. and
to two
ence. This helps break up the mo- 'Hellz3poppin,' who are held
notony of the male gender a bit, even turns by the 45-minute overall runtboueh the girls aren't anything but ning time. It's long enough to raise
several degrees,
temperature
the
Then comes
visual entertainment
however.
Emile Boreo.
Final 20 minutes Is allotted to
Boreo hasnt changed his act ex-

surefire,

payoff
I>lugs.

to provld* contrast «• 'dnim
for RoxyetU (house line) stilt

ber in

finale.

Ga« Foster
»

This

Is

num-

ibm familiar

routine, but something of
Roxyettes
as always.

sensation
too,
open,

with

routine.

Pastor Oreh
(15)
with
Baird,
Johnny McAfee,
Spanish -shawl Johnny Morris; Nan Roe & Maude
Davis, Roy & Arthur, Harvest Moon
Mae.
Ball Dancers; 'Sweetheart of the

Tony

Eugenie

Biz good Friday matinee.

Campus* (Col).

TOWER,

K. C.

Strand is still clicking with its
split-week vaude and single film
Tony Pastor orch and Nan
polity.
Kansas City, Sept. 14.
Rae-Maude Davis are maintaining
Aforey ATnsterdom, Monroe Broth- the pace set by the season''s opening
ers, Prince and Princess SeUindia, two bills.
Layout played to a full
Lester Harding, Hanic Sieman, Patsy house when caught (Friday, last
Dou;ner, Herb Six House Orch; 'Very show)

Young Lady'

'

(20tb).

Regular vaude is the policy for the
week, with four standard acts and
the house band making up one of the
better combos. Comedy Is the best
stock of the show, with over half of
the 50 minutes devoted to it. Film Is
drawing the juve trade and sets up
good audience reception for the funmaking, the Friday night (12) crowd

Running about SO minutes, show
satisfying except for a lull here
and there. Pastor starts out with a
rather dull, unbilled instrumental,
but proves the click of the bill later
with his multiversed version of Cole'
Porter's 'Let's Do It,' an arrangement that is largely responsible for
his success of the past six months.
This crowd exhausted the leader's
supply of lyrics to the tune, some of
which were a bit blue for ordinary
circumstances, but right up the alley
of the zestful Strand patronage.
On the road since leaving the Lincoln hotel. New York, last spring,
Pastor's crew of Ave sax (including
his tenor), three trumpets, three
trombones and usual four rhythm
gives evidence of a need for rehearsals, but nevertheless is a click
here.
Following the opening tune,
it pops up with a short instrumental
then cues Eugenic
of
'Beguine,'

is

chance to make a local comeback.
Elevator platform is used for the
currently and Don Rice
After a short opening band
m.c.'s.
number the Foxettes, line of 16 naplenty of stimulus,
tives recruited and trained by Muriel giving the cast
There are some light spots In the
Stryker Hill, do the first of their
routines to 'Daddy,' but the gals are show, such as the 'Shortnin* Bread*
no great shakes when they attempt of little Patsy Downer, amateur win
the delivery of Hank Sieman's
to warble the ditty. Their tap-terping is o.k. and their costumes eye- dummy talk, and some of the work
of Prince and Princess Selandia,
filling.
But there is also some good
terpers.
As the girls form the background, fun with the Monroe Brothers and
the Skate-O-Maniacs, aero roller- Morey Amsterdam.
skating pair, copped plenty of palmOpening
by the Herb Six house
twirling.
dizzy
their
with
pounding
a medley of college tunes
The Bob Fuller warbling sextet, band is onwith
the season, and the
step
with one gal and the rest lads, are
Selandias, Scandinavian dance team, Balr(f .into 'Man I Love.' She's cute
Attired in cow-country garb,
next.
Johnny McAfee
follow. 'Their work is only average and sings well.
they sock over 'Home on the Range,' until cosing when they sport a Scan
completes the medley on 'Don't W?r.t
a medley of other western ditties, dinavian-flavored tap that's a bit to Set World On Fire.' Near the
'Oregon Trail,' 'Old Man River,' and different. In his ventriloquism Sie- finish Johnny Morris takes an overa medley of college tunes. It would man sports better material through done drum break on 'Parr diddle
have been advisable to have substi his dummy, Archie, than his falsetto Joe,' but it sold heavily to this mob.
tuied songs of the. two local colleges delivery is equal to, thus coming off
younger
introduces
his
Pastor
Barifor some not so well known.
with a draw. Rest of the show Is brother. Stubby, at one point, extone in the mob has particularly fine comedy except for m. c. Lester plaining he's just out of school. Kid
and while the songs are Harding's vocals of 'More Than You olays trumpet, not big-league yet
pipes,
sell
it.
Audiladled out in rapid-fire fashion by Know' and 'You're My Everything.'
has
learned
to
but he
qll, he's standout.
Next to closing, the clowning ence went for his work enthusiastiRice does a lot of whacky stunts trampoline turn of the Monroe cally.
Nan Rae and Maude Davts, latter
He Brothers and Joe Cookish props give
that won audience applause.
tromboning, has a stooge a big inning to broad comedy. Silly coming on from the audience as 'Mrs.
fakes
among the customers, does imitations fun of one brother and the accom- Stanislaus Waterfall,' are still doing

tooters

.

.

Pair ofplished stunting of the other are a their hefty comedy turrv.
good coupling, and the act registered fer bright repartee, with Miss Rae
solidly. Amsterdam, with a quarter- foiling for gags that drew reoeated
hour of gag-reciting, closes with a waves of belly-laughs. 'Double-talk
delivery
of 'Alexpnder's Ragtime
arranged
cleverly
more
sophisticated,
Next are the McKennas, brother
routine. Delivery is almost elemen- Band' and TIsket-Tayket' by Miss
and sister, and what Rice has left
orly a cello and bow to Davis, plus a comedy dance by latter,
undone they supply with gusto. As tal, with
break into his monolog, but Amster- also helo.
the gal warbles, 'Can't Give AnyRay and Arthur, hand-to-hand
cept for the over-dramatic rendition Romo Vincent, who hops to New thing But Love,*- the m^le knocks dam, after several years of radio and
screen writing, has the listenable balances, replaced The Arnolds on
of The Last Time I Saw Paris,' done York after finishing here to go into about all over the place for sock re
first day (latter went out when one
From the rehearsal for Eddie Cantor's 'Banjo suits. While she's off the apron for patter that clicks. Closes strongly.
straight and in French.
sustained ia badly cut chin during a
Quin.
way he winds up for the song it looks Eyes.' Vincent uses the same mate- a costume change, McKenna does
Replacements, working up
stunt).
as though he's teeing off a nipup, but rial displayed recently at the Bal one of the niftiest drunk acts seen
front as oneners, get off a nice series
he's even pitching the tune like a Tabarin nitery and continues to get
in this house. Team's burlesk of
of tough muscle work, but unhappily
N. Y.
Brooklyn rooter with the jitters. He over like nobody's business. Light pair of adagio dancers also won the
the^r stuff look too e<»sy a^d
make
General
to
his
despite
that
number
on
feet
his
bulk
and
posdedicates
(NEWSREELS)
mob.
thus don't incur as much appreciaDeGauUei's 'Free French,' which sessed of expressive hands and face,
tion as they could.
Miss Rand does her usual fanmakes it dramatic enough without Vincent sells his 'Gabriel,* Too Big
Newsreels aren't very potent curHarvest Moon Ball winners who
the silly gyrations. Otherwise, his for the Army,* 'Police Officer' and waving and toying with a huge, in- rently, due purely to the fact- that
completed a two-week stay at the
Before she
act Is the same, with all the lip- 'Lone Ranger' numbers for a steady Bated rubber bubble.
cTetense news has been sparse during State theatre, N. Y.. last week with
sraacklng and sundry other noises stream of chuckles and call-backs. appears, line does a bal'ct routine.
the past few weeks. There's plenty Ed Sullivan, columnist of the N. Y.
which he Interpolates In his singing, House line polishes off the proceed- Miss Band wears a shimmering happening, without a doubt but the
Daily
News, closed the show. They
plus his usual encore of The Parade ings.
Wem.
white evening gown for the first part- reels have already covered It in
Wood,
were a dick.
of the Wooden Soldiers.' Also, per
of the fan routine, but just before ever;^ conceivable fashion. Start of
usual, he's making the audience beg
the close of this she edges to the side big-time army maneuvers in the
tor him. He took four bows Thursof the apron where the dress is south t)iis week will provide someday night before finally agreeing to
snatched off and she does the rest thing of a shot in the arm.
come out again.
practically in the nvide, soft lighting
Topper is President Roosevelt's
Ray Kinney's Hawaiian band is
enhancing the turn. G-string is not speech of Thursday (11) night and
Baltimore, Sept. 12.
Pittsbttroh, Sent. 12,
strictly Ray Kinney's singing and the
Four Macs, Lew Parker Co. (2), easily discernible. In bubble rou the show at the Embassy Newsreel,
Pinky Tomltn Orch (13), John
Aloha Maids, five undulating hip- Grace Drysdale, Shea It Raymond, tine she wears a short skirt but dis- N. Y., for instance, gives It a full
Boles, Geraldine It Joe. Roy Davis,
owners. Maybe the band has some- Andrews Sisters
Felice Xula cards this as she finishes the stint.
(3),
five minutes, using Paramount's cov- Lime Trio, Km/ Little, Danny Richthing, but the way the stage is
Sahu.
House Orch (13); 'Parachute Baterage.
ards. Max Adkinx Orch (16); 'Low
dressed, and considering the lighting, talion*
(RKO).
Embassy program also runs heavy of the Tropics' (WB)
which looks like a foggy night in
on the old s.a. Therie are at least
liondon during a blackout, the audifour separate bathing beauty seFairish layout leaning on Andrews
Just a case of bad bookine, but
ence wouldn't know it. That bbnd
which
ain't
either.
quences
bad,
Jimmy
nobody's really to blame.
set and black and gold-trimmed Sisters for name support and getting
Silly season for the reels is plenty in Dorsey's outfit was skedded for this
Kinney's some help from the comedy dancing
drapes are from Dixie.
evidence from all angles, too, as they date, but he had to be-r off for a film
Washington. Sept. 14.
vocals are excellent and the girls' of Shea and Raymond. Packed by
Parker fc Porthole. Co'em'-n CIrrfc, reach for the lighter side.
chore in Par's The Fleet's In.' and
swinging ititgin! are arresting, espe- Lew Parker, brought back here for
Par's pix on the President's 'Well
Sunny Rice, Sharkey the Seal, Gae
del'uxer had to get something in
cially for a hundred or so voluble his 'steenth visit, this time a four
newsboys who were in the theatre as week run, layout unfolds in front of Foster Roxyette (house line) (16), shoot first' warning to Germany are a hurry. PInkv Tomlin- John Biles
strangely combo was the result.
Not bad
guests of the- Newark (N. J.) Star- the house orch, batoned by Felice Joe Lombardi House Orch; 'Our exceptionally clear, but
marred by fiecky printing, like a 20- enough havini; a sin-ring .star and a
Ledger. Two of the femmes solo, lula, broue;ht on stage. Moving of Wife' (Col).
year-old Chaplin reissue. They are singing bandleader, but Tomlin also
one of them weaving her hips slowly orch is not so good, considering the
Harry Anger, Earle manager and also jumpy, as though the lenser has a couple of vocalists with him.
but wickedly while Kinney ironically multiplicity of props employed by
to
camera.
Serve
hand-held
used
a
sings *I>3vely Hula Hands.' He does almost every act on the layout, thus producer of its stage shows, has corFenjme in" act of Geraldine and Joe
e secon'9 number to a tune more further cramping for space. Stage- raled some out-of-the-ordinary acts' show, however, what the recent cares gets' in one song between acrobatic
with the death numbers, and Roy Davis' pantomime
apropos, namely 'Hawaiian Hospi- hands come on and off so much they for this one. "Result is a revue that of state, combined
tality.'
Other girl, who steps out of rate a hand.
would entertain on novelty value of his mother, have done to F.D.R. to phOnovraoh records is strictly on
His face is deeply lined, the circles the canary side. Only Lime Trio—
a line of four, clicks with her standPast opening by the Four Macs, alone if for no other reason.
ard 'Cockeyed Mayor* routine. Kin- evenly divided mixed quartet of
Vaude doesn't boast many table- under the eyes longer than usual, fi&nk goodness ^keep their mouths
Incidentally, Fox does a nice shut
etc.
ney continues at the Hotel Lexing- rollerskaters
employing
circular tennis wizards like Coleman Chrk
ton's Hawaiian Room (N. Y.), now platform for their spins and throws. many trained seals like Sharkey or job with an 'In Memoriam' from the
Of course, that was onening show
library, on the President's mother.
In their fourth or fifth year.
today (12). By evening the warbling
Parker on next for some gagging and ventriloquist turns like Parker and
What should be the piece-de-extra marathon should have taken at least
Attendance was excellent at the an intro of Grace Drysdale, who does Porthole. Their presence on one bill
defense footage is disappointof
the
last show, which ran overlong at 84 clever manipulation of dancing ma- lends a bright freshness.
„ 50% cut imperative not only for
ing in comparison to the newspaper
minutes.
probParker,
and
Porthole
act
5cho.
Is
the show, but also in the interests of
rionets.
Works sans strings with
That's the
ably most novel. In next-to-closing stories of the event.
economy. Running time of getaway
dolls worn as gloves.
firing of the combined 16-inch batspot, this Is, at the outset, an ordi
performance, close to 80 minutes,
Parker back, this time for his act, nary
ventriloquist
session,
until teries of the new U. S. S. North would have shuttered house around
employs some newish material and Parker goes into the audience, leav' Carolina. Fails to impress partially
2 in the morning. Whole thing was
brings on the prop department with
(Geo. White** 'Seandsb*)
ing Porthole on stage still 'talking. l}ecause the full sound of the terrific particularly tough on Boles. When
a table for an eating bit. Baldpatcd Routine consists
explosion
is
not
heard
and
that's
of dummy's identi
he finally got on as the closing act
stooge, not too fast on the pickup,
CTticago, -Sept. 13.
fication of objects taken from mem- the most soul-quaking feature of the mob was so tired of hearing pops
Helen Morgan, Pat Henning & Co.' engages comic in some crossfire, after bers of audience. With customers firing of big guns. Tremendous pow- that Boles could have done the sex'I'd
Rather never being enlightened that dummy der flashes without the noise mean
<2), Charles Kemper with Mack & which Parker vocals
tet from Lucia all by himself, and
Haggerty, Freda Sullivan, Harris & Have a Rifle on My Shoulder Than is operated from backstage by micro- little. Metro and Par provide the
Indian
Wife on My Neck,* sending him off phone and remote control, even clips, although most of the camera at the same time juggled
Shore, Koy Penton, Girls
(16); a
clubs and knocked off a time step,
well enough. Makes way for Shea though they may
•Hightooy West* (20th).
guess,' the turn is work appears bad enough to have but he still would have registered
and Raymond, contrastingly sized a solid click.
been the work of official Navy phoonly half his capacity. It was just a
duo
of
eccentric
dancers
who
mug
Brought In without the George
Clark is featured In the mid-show togs^_
too much, and routine
White tag, this "Scandals' unit womd well and employ intricate legmania spot, assisted by a young lad who
New ships being launched (Par), case of much
Tomlin doing what soundprobably have had trouble getting for plenty of laughs. Lads have been apparently can ping and pong in the war games (Pathe, Universal and which had
ed like a closing musical number
past the booker. But the White label here before, but have improved con- same league. Act is well-staged for Metro) plus making and testing of
right before Boles' entrance, didnt
changes all that White himself is siderably. Changing headdresses for best effect series of various trick plane armor (Par> complete the dohelp matters any. Flock of 'em were
here with the show and is working angular member of team sets motif shots for laugh being built into an mestic military picture. There's a
walking before screen star got on.
it as an announcer for the acts. Un- for hoofing routines which burlesque exciting match which proves to on- paucity from abroad, too, with only
Lineup is particularly unfortunate,
seen, he is heard through the speak, tango, conga and modernistic styles. lookers it can be a strenuous game some shots of German prisoners in
since, in the proper pattern, every
Hang
up
real
bellringer.
a
er system, introducing the show and
Australia and American sailors In
calling for considerable skill.
turn on the bill would be a sock.
The Andrews .trio close and score
the acts. It's a good. Intimate touch
Starkev does the iisu?' tva'ned seal the same place (both Fox) to fill
band is more tha^i just passTomlln's
from
the teeoff. Working in considtricks, more sensational because a out
that does much to put the show. over
himit's really the leader
Soldiers appear In a couple of the able, but
Helen Morgan headlines and con erably more animated fashion than seal can do them than because it can
That
it for attention.
do them well. Sharkey's variation other clip.s (both Universal) but they self wl)0 pegs
tinues to sing the tunes from 'Bhow' previously, gals open with 'Aurora
shy-hick personality is a pushover
following
with
'Daddy,'
"Boogie is that the musical number is done, are only props for displays of temme
boaC getting over well She's
audience, and ne
bathing suit pulchritude.' Bebe Dan- for any four-bit
good moniker for any marquee and Woogie Bugle Call* and 'Apple Blos- not with horns, but with bells.
sharpwith
over five tunes
Sunny Rice, though more conven- iels makes a good impression with slaps
her occasional vocal lapses are more som Time.' Each number pulled a
Gives out firs'
accuracy.
shooting
than covered by the cloak of sweet hand on announcements, and result- tional, clicks solidly with fast taps. anecdota on her arrival from Eu- with 'Boogly Woogly Piggy.' then a
ing delivery buiHs to strong climax. She's on solo early, returning, since rope with hubby 'p—i Lyon, ps dIcremembrance and name-power.
(Continued on page 6.1)
Biz okay*.
she's in the smt^l and cute category. tured by Par,
Bunn.
BfTb.
Out.<!t9ndine turn of the show
,

of F.D.R., Wendell Willkie and John
L. Lewis, tosses a dummy out into
the seats and all in aU, gives the
payees plenty of entertainment.
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57
Narlta Ore
Eddie Davla
Noel Toy
Oscar Davis
Rose La Rose
6 Crackerjacks
Adrlenne Parker

Pancho Ore
Fausto Curbello Ore

Congnsa Hotel

Holly Swanson
Vlerra 'HawaJlaos
Helen Sumnoi

lAkevIew Inn
Joe Lenny
(Hamnionton, N. J.) Pbll Mills Ore
Phil Baker
Joe Scotty
Joe Grande, Jr
Joan Merrill
Del Shot*
Jimmy Walker
Silver E«ke Ina
Gower A Jeanne
Eddie Danders Ore
Kunny
Stone
Splron Stamnu Ore
La B A Campbell
Carol King
Drake Hotel
Gwendolyn Veauaell Daniels A Day
Goo Keed
Ches Hale Ols
Camlllla Honso)
Aaron Orkin
Edna Sellers
Bee Kalmua
Gypsy Rita
Bob Grant Ore
Bobon Uleti
Isobel de Marco
I>exlni:ton Casino
A lire Lucey
Dale Evans
Place Elegante
Carrie FInnel
Joey Hayes Oro
New Vnrker
Gus Howard
Edgewater Beaeb
Emeat Franz Oro
Sevllla A Vlilarino
19
Martin A Mnrvol
Spotola's
Hotel
Dolly Kay
Bill Farrell
Sophlstlchords
Darbara Lee
(Beach Walk)
Ted Cook
Vincent DeCoata
Jean Henne
R Dyer-Bennct
EnrI Lindsay
Julos &. J W'ulton
Art Tubertlnl
Don Renaldo (4)
Russian Kretcliroa Hehry Busse Oro
Nnmerab in connection with blUs below IndloaU opening day of
nardu All Ore
Darlene WalOerti
Victor Harte
Alberto Aveyou
Alblns
Lexington
Coquettes
Adia
Kuznetzoff
Fatsy
Gale
Bert Felton
T'Ce Edwards
how. whether fall or ipllt week.
Stamp's
Rosi'.lle Jovlnelly
Nastia Pollakova
Kretlow Olfi
Otto Glasser
Queen .Uary
Andy Russell
Maruela Sava
Arne Tlarneii Oro
Lido Venire
Fuzzy -Coombs
Chlqulta Venezia
Fuye Trotter
Al Mlltnn Ore
MIscha Usdonolt
Nlglitbawks
3 Peppers
Leila GayneH
DnncinK Debs
Lunia Nestor
Fallndlum
Dorben GIs
Darlene
Asta Sven
Bob Baaton
Terry Carroll
Dinah Shore
Jean O'Neil
Nicholas Malthey O Herb Foote
Ch
UouRherty
GIs
Lynn Sis A Mack
(Two to flri)
Jack Wallace Ore
Toni
Sorrell
Charlie Splvak Ore D.mhy Veraee Ore
Bplvy'a Root
Bud Sweeney
SSS Club
Gwen Stader
Babe Slater
PBOVIDENCE
rulmer Uoune
Grant Family
Little Rathskeller
ConHuelo Flowerlon Eddie Mayhofte
Terry Lynne
Johnny Howard
(Empire Room)
Barbara LaMarr
PHILADELFniA Provldenca (19-21) Jerry Blancbard
Hal Pfarr Oro
Theo Hoffman A G Griff Wllllnma Oro
Lenny Kent
Rochester Unit
Haywood A Allen
Cannon (19)
Loose Nuts (3)
Kinil Toye
June Carson
Dai;mar
Jtaye & Nnldi
Dick Stabile Ore
Maalne Bros A B
Prank Shuman
Boyd & Smith
Fin de Valerl
Guardsmen
Sun Bay Gardens
3
Nonchalantn
Oracle
Helene Faye
Spivy
Barry
rmcAoo
Ann La Velle
Kcxers
MKW YORK CITX
Rainbow Grin
Johnny Woods
Walton A O'Rourke
Radio Ramblers
ARnen Willis
Chleaso (19)
Johnny Honnert
Stork Club
Victor Hugo's Ore
RItn Roper
Kitty Murray
Smythe A Dolores
Allen A Kent i
nuB3 Smith Ore
Faramoant (17>
Berry Broa
Julio Garcia Ore
Ore
Gertrude
Sonny
Kendle
Simmons
Minstrel
Tuvem
Ruby Ring
Nadlne Walz
Aahbuma
Play's (19)
Smoothlee
Ken Murray
Btel's
Pedro DeLeon Oro
Harvey Brown
Beatrice
Faith
A Danny
Uaron
Ed
McGoldrlck,
Jr.
Pranklyn
D'Amour
KiilfilKiw
Room
WASniNGTON
Judy Canova
Abhiitt Onnrer^
Don A Dorese
The Blanchards
Hans Muenzer 4
Versailles
Alarglo Rose March
cmcAoo
Howard (18)
Mitchell Ayrea Bd
Hhermnn fflntcl
Ozzle Cnswell Oro
Grace Drysdale
Doris WIttich
SiflRy GInnie Loftus Don Anton Ore
Slate Ijikc (18)
Ella Fitzgerald. Bd CIcmente Ore
Max Bergere Ore
Tune Toppera
rCHtlr Caf<>)
Bill Ames
Heidelberg 4
i-iiUy Foy
Oypey Roae T^ee
eotli St. Rathskelleff
Moke A Poke
Panchlto Orr
Bob Evana
Gene Kerwln Ore
Daclta
Carroll A Howe
Stella En(;le
Jackie MUes
Earl A Francis
KuthHbrllnr
Carll»ic'
Honey Cole
Kitty
Slji
Fay
Ray
Jainn
Jose Fernandez
Ed McGoldnnk, Sr
PITMAN
MIAMI
Louis & Ore
WORCESTER
Capella A Beatrice
(l*pntlier Ronmt
Hobby A Jackie
Juanlta Deering
BL'FXAI.O
n'wny {to only)
Olympla (17-20)
PynMutli (is-t7)
Nrll Dlrsrhnn's
Victor DacoHta
Monel Hampton Ore
6ie« Club
Village Ham
Arthur LoFleur Co Howard Caaino Rev Rolf Passer
Danny PrayeoQ
On
Jean Bernhardt
Mnrx
Laura Dutton
Charlotte Carlton
Buffalo <11)
Danny Thomas
George Slerney Ore
Tweeter Ohmnn
Jacqur^llne Laird
Rliumbii CuHlno
May Dlga
Rivlem
Roberts A Reynolds
Harriet Lane
Tommy Dornoy Bd Slmme A Bailey
Ray Harklnn
DIosA Cortello
Leonard Cooks
I.,eonarda
Mary
Beth
Sires
A
Galanti
Condoa Bros
Ada Duval
(»t. Lee, N. J.)
Geor;;es & Jalna
JcNH Altmlller
HwiiB Clab
The Bartons
Ray & Harrleon
Faul Wlnchell
Greco
Armand Delmar
Bob O Lin GIs
Marty Bohn
Gall Gall
Cabaret
nilly Arnold Ore
LOS AB&ELES,
Mark Fisher Ore
Linda Ltcf
Tan-Am Dane
Old Falls Tnvem Watiion Sis
GarncK Btagebar Dnn Pedro Oro
Bob Murphy
Bur of Mnalo
Nancy Lee
Judy
Monchlto Ore
Don
Jacks Ore
Cafe
It'
Alma A Roland
BUI Jordan
Ignore
Fe Pe Canay Oro
Mel Henke
Bill
Earl Denny Ore
George Kent
billy Hayes' Ore
«Ofl Clab
Garbo
Lurlle Angel
Frankle Richardson
Graemere Hotel
20tb Centnrr
Arthur's MooUb
Bob Haymoa
Dave Forrester Oro
Billy Carr
Tony .Sharrabba
Pusay De C^rmo
(Glass House Bm)
Rouge
Frances Carroll
Betty Bradley
Honey Bee Kellar
Dick WInslow Oro
Al Kilbride
Macambo Cnfo
I<w Story Oro
Virginia Anatin
University 3
MEW YORK
Yvonne Bouvler
Cell von Dell
Hotel Bclmoet
Marie
Trawler
Op^.Door
Cafe
Harry Reao
Stylists
Strund (IB)
Blltmorc Bowl
Edwardo Agullar O
Adama A Llaa
Jean Mode
riaia
Betty Grey
Montoya
Kenny
Shaffer Trla
Henry
Eddy Duchin Oro
Dolores
Amapola
"1*fttrlck
Baron
Co
Dolly
FITTSBUROH
Sterling
Arthur Ravel Ore
Max A His Gang
Arthur Strohman
Merrlel Abbott Daa
Raydon A Rogers
Phil Otaman'a Ore
BtaBley (I»)
Donna Darnell
Ivanboo
.Ino Pafumy Oro
Rita A Rubin's
Armando's
Lynn, Royce A V
D;Ht:e Vlllnrd
VaURhn Monroe Ore
Yvonne & St Clair
Worwick Uotd
Hlramar
Frank Paris
Dea Perron
Florence Schubert
Fi'ankle Schlueth
Roy Davis
<«eo Morris Oro
Trixle
Bernlce Marshall
Leo Dryer Ore
Carl Ravazza Ore
Harry Owens Ore
Gwen Gary
Al Trace Oro
Navy Blue •
Viola Klalsa Ore
Fedrlto Oro
Joe & J McKenna
Jerl Vance
Ueber'fl Uof Braa
<1»)
Julie Colt
Anita Louise
Ha;!0l Scott
Peacock Gardens
Camden
Sammy Knye Oro
Alaha
(«)
Vincent Rlzzo Ore
Bill Bertolottr*
Billy DeWolfe
Sol Lake Oro
Pinky Tomlln Oro
6 Grays
Callahnn Sle
Roman Grille
Nola Day
Tripoli »
John Bolee
Julos Flacco's Ore
Lynn Russell
Oeraldlne A Joe
Pen Bannerman
BBOOKI.TN
INDEFENIXNT
Doris Lee
NATION'S
Stevens Hoiel
Marianne
Roy
Davis
Farrar
Barney
Stnnd (IS-M)
A Longle
Johnny <3ullfoyle
(Continental Km)
Jane Churchill
Syd Golden
Tommy Tucker .Ore Lime 3
Gloria Dale
VAUDEVILLE
Del Courtney Ore
Edith Lambert
Pumphandle Trie
John Bolea
WASHINGTON
Lenny Pegton Ore
Annette
Villa Venice
Al Ooldecker
Earie (l»)
Wesenn Broa
Radio Echoes
Moya GIITora
Roalta OrteRa
Roxyettes
Russell A Christine
Toy WInir
Bendeavoos
OInger Lane
Pogffl * Igor
Rathr^r Eldoradlana
rmLAi>Bi.PBiA Tola Oalll
(Hotel
Senator)
Ann Forbes
Tana
Harry Reso
Da7o Plerson
Earie (IS)
Don Sylvio On
Vanessa A Sandino Johnny Flsk (3)
C DanwlIIa
Olenn Miller Ora
Benle St Boys
Wilson's
COL. 5-0930
Angela Ore
Jacqueline MIgnao
1619
8lbyl Bowan
(IS)
Bob Davis
Buzzonnle
Roxyettes
Joe Hough
The Stapletona
BlU'a Oaj 90'a
Walter T>ane
RInaldl
Sunny Rice
Art Mathues
(«>
Johnny Plch (3)
Aorette Sis
i:harles Strickland
Coleiran Olark Co
Alvino Rey Oro
Terry Regis
Lulu Bates
Sharkey
Ann Grace GIs
Kins Sla
Sam's Cafe
Fred
Bishop
Anita Louise
Parker A Porthole
Pnlfadlom
Gloria Mnnn
Herb Shrlner
Eleanor Rberle
CITY
Frank Fonti
Rpiko Harrison
Lewis & Ban
Martha Greeham
John Hubert
Gene Krupa Oro
Stanley Rich
Harold Wlllard
Mystics (2)
Belmont Ualladeers
:
Bobby Johnson
Kitty Barnes
AlboDy Amu
Paris Inn
Harry Donnelly
Goo Baquet Ore
Horley Rogers
Hotel Blltmore
Bamoy Devlne (S) Bobby Deli
Ofzle Nelson Ore
Uomle Orauer
Kenny Henryson
KIkl Hall
Pepper Garat
Ray Heatberton O Lollta & Ardo
Babette*s Clob
Tacht Clob
Marg'rlte A M'rtmez
Carman
Peppl
Joe.
JovinelU
Cafe Society
Steve Dey
£mlly Vaas
Henry Monet
CoDsuelo Flowrton
Ruth Templetoa
Ronny Ferris
Mfk'e .Ray Ore
(Mldtown)
ClaiTSon Sis
Cofioanot Orov*
Helen Lewis
Sfayla
Diane
Cooper
Lee Norre
Sliver Fleet Ina
Electra Allison
Count Basle
Varne A Sarlta
Valeyne Hague
Jane Lynn
Jimmy Brlerly
Nomad Club
PJckert A Ross
Hazol Scott
Iva Klrby
Jack Fernandez Bd
Chic Lauler
Anita James
6 H'wood Starlets
MEW YOBK CITY
WASHINGTON
"•vlvln Jackeol
Valerie Ross
Milton Huber's Orc Jackie Whalen
Max Levin
Victor Nelson Ora
UoUl Bossert
Doodles Weaver
IM««e (18)
Zola Gray
Kenneth Spencer
Capitol (18)
( Brook b'D)
Mitchell Leiseu Rev Helen Miller
Benson's Cafe
Larry Clinton Ore
Edith Delaney
Ammona A Johnson Bobby Parks Oro
Chnck Henry Oro
Doyglas Dean
CLEVELAND
Lane A Ward
Lenny Parson
IT Rhythm Rockets Golden Gate 4
Helen Colby
Plrmtee Den
Freddie Martin Ore
Imogen Carpenter
Vinee Mondl
Bobby White
Hal Le Roy
Patsy Johnson
Alpine VlUace
PoplkotC
Arren A Broderlck
Dennise
Sunny I»a Vere
f^fe Society
Oomez A Minor
Hotel Edlsoo
Manny Davis Oro
Tex Morrlssey
Ral Sherman
Roe Coletta's rOc
Shclla Barrett
(VlUace)
Roy Rogers
Nino MIrandez Ore Gaby La Fltte
Blue Barron Oro
President Hotel
Jean Loath
Shad rack Boys
Breakers Hetd
Teddy Wilson Oro
A Orlllta
(Bound Wwld Bm) Frances A Gray
Hotel Essex Boom Pete
Sorelll
Tom Hardy
Key Taylor
(Bhlp Deek)
Sammy Price
8 Dane Ols
Nick D'Amlco Oro
Al Stone
Sammy Watklns O
Nick Cochran Oro
Bob Copfer
Art Tatum
Earl Carroll
Beale Street Boys
Lee Bartell
Hotel
LexlngtoB
De
Meranvllles
Bhimboogle
Helena Home
Hotel sutler
University 3
Corday A Trlano
Dr Rockwell
Sol Grauman Co
Ammons A Johnson Rny Kinney Oro
Bob Evans
Rosalind Gordon
Jules Duke Oro
CUrldce Hotel
B Mlnnevltch Co
D'Rey
Meymo Holt
Lovey Lane
Pedro Albanl Ore
(Moyfalr JLoajge)
Helen O'Hara
Cafe Vienna
Otto Thurn Oro
Napua
La Conga Clob
Lola Galloway
Marty Uagee's Ore
Michel Ortiz Bd
Paradise Clab
Ruth Barr
El Ihraipo'
Lellanl laea
JenI Le Gan
Freddie Carlone Ore
Alec MorlBon
CbelscA Hotel
William HoKman
Lucky Bucks
Nam
Todd
Rocketts
The
Bob
Manners
Ore
BOSTON
Madelyn
Merldlth
CLEVSr^ND
(Terrace Bm)
Llttlo Bits Turner
Murray Miller
Lehua Paulson
Lindsay's Shybav
Ceo Pee Johnson O
Sammy LIpman
BKO Keith's (1»)
Barney Grant
Falaca (19)
Billy Van Trio
Pandro Dlggs Ore
Dolfy Margens
Antoinettes
Hotel McAlpIn
Beachcombers of '42 Geo White Scandals Leo
Maurice Rocco
Dorothy Ford
Bcbeherasode Cafe
Pleskow Oro
WIMIe Howard
Hal Simpson
CUqaot Clob
Eldorado Ctnb
Paddock Int'l
(12)
Jolinny Messner Ore The Debonairs
Mara Manet
Rio Broa
Caaa Marta
Pearl de Lucca
Wallace
Joe Campo
Ted Lewie Ore
>lallo Cheron
Zorlta
Aggie Auld
Hotel New Vorkcr BerylHayward
Vic Hyde
Ina
DAYTON
Antoinette Sevorin
Yascba Borowskl
Jackie Richards
J Mackenzie Oro
Slonaco's Cafe
Ches
Faroe
Gordon 3
Johnny
Long
Oro
Bill Brady
Colonial (19)
Tony A EsLrella
Russian Gypsy Oro
Vickl Cooper
Gonrmet Clob
Adele Inge
Chals-Slnclair Dane The Ollllngtons
Juan Makula Ofa
Manny Strand Ore
Bothwell Brown
Hector Del Vlllar
Marie KIbbey
Seven Seas
Martin A Allen
Peter Klllani
Helen Jerrico
A Bernle
Monallto
Royal Haw*allans O Julianna Makula
FlorcntlM Garden
i GIs of Rhythm
Chlqulta
DeLorlee Zlegfeld
Zora Canon
H Montgomery
Adrian Rolllnl S
Lllla KIplkona
Bill Lochman
Juan Dlmltrl Ore
Corrinne & Tlta
Chas Senna
Maribcl Vinson
Alice Parrel Line
Club
Harlem
Kaha
Peon
Brenda A Coblna
Benny
Atlantic
Hotel
Hotel Allerton
Chateau Modemo
NTG
Lee Kelson
Guy Owen
Rita Coug-hlln
Harlem Scpla Rev
Puananl Mathews
(Palm Bm)
Kanazawa 4
Joe Daldl Ore
Sugar Gelse
Al Kelly
Annette Guerlain
Angela Carsons
Mlkl WikI
<">
Moonds Clab
Cosmopolitan OrlD Al Francis
Line ol Ola
Hotel Carter
Chief Sautlnl
E Carroll's Vanities Maurice Shaw Oro Elizabeth Cravens JImmIe Grler Ore
Royal Palm Ore
Hlldegarde
Gabriel
Billy KUng
<>*>
Charlie Fo7*s Ctnb Stanley Wheeler
Tommy Monroe
Slate Broa
Thlxlon Sprenger
™
.
6 Moundi} Boys
^tochester*
Grace May
Elizabeth Crane
Malua
Bits Carlton Hotel AmbRPsadors Oro
B Shaver. Olive A G Dorothy Tanner
Charlie Foy
Dick Stabile Oro
Whitey
Burke
Florence
Walters
Recnl Clob
Charlie Openul
(Aleny Go Bound
Wiere Bros
Elephant Cafe
Leonard Suea
Hotel Creveland
Grade Barrle
Fred Leach
Tee Ballet
Ore
Eddie
Bush
B6om)
Al Norman
Ducky
Malvin Ora
Lorraine Elliott
Leighton Noble Ore
Carol Gertzen
Walton A O'Rourke Fay Carroll
Eddy Morgan Ore
Claremont Inn
Hotel Park Central Jerry Lester
Slapsy Haalee
3700 aob
Joe Armstrong*
Kitty Murray
Hotel Fenway Hall
Jean Devereaux
Joe RIcardel Oro
Red Stanley Oro
(CocooBut Grove)
Joe Doyle
Tray nK) re Hotel
Ben Blue
CINCINNATI
Art West
Dynton Dane
Johnny CowglU
Club 18
Peggy Shields
Grace Hayes Lodse Cully Richards
Shabart (19)
Buddy Clarke Oro
C Arlstocrata
_
Bill Sfadden's Oro
Beverly Carroll
Grant
Wilson
H Carroll's Vanities Lois Morrlssey
May Williams
Alfonao Ore
G Andrewa Oro
Herman's Uoslc Bar
Hal Hall
Grace Hayes
Hotel HoOeDdcB
Ann Page
Village, Garden
Julea Stower Oro
Jack Waldron
(I»)
Shirley Burke
Mary Healy
Ann Leo
JImmie Solar
Benny Lossy
Horaca Heldt Oro
Virginia Renaud
Glover A LaMae
Don Walsh Oro
Jammie Ames
Don Qibaon
16 Carroll Beauties Pat Harrington
Doris Ellloti
Elenore Wood
Jack While
Peter LInd Hayes O Patti Moore
Mildred I>a Verne
Bob Merrill
Sam Lewis
Frankle Hyera
Hlbbert, ByrJ Co
Trent Patterson
Senorlta Del Rio
DETROIT
Jockey Derby Clob Helen White
Joe Polsky
VInce Curran
WInton A Diane
Neville Fleeson
Joe Oakle
Bunny Howard
Roy Sedley
XiCnny Ross
Mary Rellly
Hap Brander Oro
Book-Cadlllae Hotel
Club Bfar-Jo
Al Bard Oro
Ginger Dulo
Kay Blalre
Robert Bard
(Book Casino)
lent
Carroll A Gormaa
Wilson Lang
Gaye Dixon
Swonne Inn
House of Uorpbj
PHILADELPHIA
Loren Parsons
June Carson
Hazel McNulty
Kay Evans
Fred Skinner
John Crawford
Sanford Mandel
Danclnff Dletrlcha
Lillian Fltagerald
Hotel Peonsylvanla
Meade Lus Lewis
Club BoU
Virginia Lawlor
Barry
Wilkinson
Jean
Meunler
Merrltt
Lamb Ore
dob Gaacbo
NEW YORK CITY Richard Lane
Kay Korlton
Jimmy Flora Ore
Frankle Gallagher
Trianon
Iris Wayne
(Motor Bar)
Morocco
Moalc Hall (11)
Pedro Valll Ore
Gordon Bishop
Nash A Evans
Clyde McCoy Oro
Ramos Rhumba Bd
Hotel rUxA
Plntoe
Joe Vera
.Antomn Re^
'Gay Nineties' Hey
Nllda
Ben Tost (
Ellen Talor
The Dutrina
Alan Fielding Ore Sandy Mcpherson
Dick Uaaparre Ore
Bowery
Paul Haakon
Buddy Duray
Dolores Laurell
Bali-lovo)ies
ELIZABETH
Blanche
Roth
Chlqulio
Ore
Joe
Foder
Oro
Nicholas Voallleir
Linda A L Orla
Beatrice Kay
Leslies (2)
Liberty (18-21)
CHIOACrO
Lillian RuBso
Paul Haakon
Anthony, Allyn A H
MasterH A Hobblns Madelon Baker
Virginia Ramos
Dfauaond Honeahoe Maxlne Klsor
Tj'Icr, Thorn A P
Eddie King Ore
Andor Foldes
Lee Fox
Neblolo's
Helene Siandlah
Rio A Rita
Anibussudor Hotel Lola Andre Dane
Mae Murray
Clark Chesney
Hotel Savoy-PUa
Paddy Cliff
Deloyd Mockraye
020 Clob
Fay A Andre
George Jones
(Pnmp Roona)
Gale Parker
NIta Naldl
Roekettetf.
Howard
Lally
Ore
Don
Arden
Dane
Johnny Policy
(Two to nil)
Joan Hope
BCD Franklla
Bobby Lee Oro
Carlyle Black>ioll
Corp de Bnllet
Val Oman Oro
John Hoysradt
Chas Carlisle
Laskey Sis
Ted Smith
Dob Carney
Joe E Howard
Glee Club
FALL RIVER
Ralph Eaatwood
Maggl McNeills
Benny Kexh Oro
Clem Hawkins
Hotel St. aioriCi
Savage Trio
Margie Drummond
Ross Wyse, ft
Brno Rape* S.vmph
Empire (18.1R)
Lfto Zollo Ore
Blionarcfc Hotel
Leonard Seel Ore
Casanova
Ford Harrison Ore
Advocates
Lillian Fitzgerald
June Mann
Cab Calloway Ore
^xy (W)
Mitchell
(Walnnt Boom)
Bemlce Byers
Sammy Frisco Ore Ellen
Buddy Lewis
Don A Cdflfuindra
Nortliwood Ina
Delia LInd
Adele Olrard
HARTFORD
Dorothy Keller
mile Boreo
Jimmy Joy Ore
Peggy O'Nell
Ceclle ttlalro
Geo Fontana
Prank Gaby
State' (18)
Anita Jacobi
Capitol I^unffe
Benny-the-Bum
Caria & Fernando
June Brooks
Betty Burns
La Von
S Crackerjachs
Truth or Con'qu'ces Llla Lee
Woods A Bray
Lolo & Ramon
Capt Frankle A Pals Harry Schlllfng
Agnes Tolle
Don & Jane Ford
KlnfT Cole 3
Ollda Gray
Archie Bobbins
Sam Donahue Ore
Embassy
Mardo A Kaye
Lonis Jordan Ore
Joe Mai la
Gene Fields
Charles King
Hotel St Reels
Don Arrea
Troy A Lynn
Itoshee A Lee
Lee Wallers Oro
Jack London
Susan I^ng
Mangean Sis
Hal Saunders Ore
Btan Rom
JAMAICA
Ray
Carlin Oro
dies Poree
Cadillac Tavern
Allida &. Chico
Hadlcy GIs
Clyde Hager
Gus Martel Ore
Jamalea (18-21)
Club Cooffo.
_ ApoUo (19)
Olde Wayne Clab
Johnny Parrlsh
Art London
Carmen Amaya
Eddie Thomns
r^ts Waller Ore
Bob Howard
El Cbke
Hotel Tuft
4 Mills Bros
Carlos Reyes Oro
(Tavern Room)
Cross A Dunn
Norma Cordova
Eddie Mann Oro
Apua A E^sprellpa
Rose Marie
Vincent Lopes Ore
Betty St Claire
Don Alberto Oro
Dave Prltchard Ore Sara Ann McCabe
Maurlne A Norva
Freda Mann
Myra Johnson
4 Co-Bds
Ann Barrett
Evergreen
Casino
Ralpn
Brown
Benito
Collada
Dick Ware
Henrique A A
Christine Forsythe
Sinclair A Lo Hoy
Gleason A Sanborn
Sonny Skyle'r
Palm Beach
Chas A Dottle
Padllla Sis
Bob Marshall
Maury Sis
Romero A Roslta
4 H'wood Blondes
Sandy & Popper
Nick A V Collins
4 Jltteilbugs
Tereslta Osta
Hotel Waldorf*
Carlos. Vesta
Annette Shields
Boyd Raeburn Ore Harry Dobbs Ore
Vivian Vance
Bo Jenkins
LYNN
6 Reedcttea
Victoria Barcelo
Afltorlu
Bob Hopkins
Caaillac Soubrettee
Bobby Itamos Ore
Marcia Harris
«obln Cosaey
Capitol (18)
Blaekliawk
King Perry Oro
Antonio de Cordova
(Starlight Boof)
Mark A.Marsha
Evans GIs
Pat Shevlln Ore
Ray A Arthur
ATLAJITJC CITY
Art Jarrett Oro
Carroll's
Xavler Cugat Ore
Don Pablo Ore
El Morocco
Corkt,own Tavern
Rechetle A Bee be
Gall
Bobbins
Clob Alabam
(U Walton Boof)
Valdes
Happy Arnold
Hack's Bedford Ibb
Jimmy Edmundson Chauncey Grey Ore MIguellto
cSSm?"
Dolly Stirling
Jean Rlcftey
Llna Romay
Larry Vlncont
Charlie Gnlnest Ore Grace O'Hara
Mao McQraw Oro
Ch Frederlcica Co
Cookie Bowers
Beth Farrell
Chluulto Ore
Jose Rosado Ore.
Senor Wences
Pancho & L Roche Wilbur Ranee
Glamour GIs
Burns 2 A Evelyn
(Three to nil)
Ellon Kaye
Royale
Evelyn Tyner
FiiBMOo Door
Ulackfltone Hotel
Irene Burke
Grace. Gordon
Helen Heath
NEWARK
Joe E Kerns
Johnny Howard
BALTIMORE
(Ballncee Bm.)
Eunice Jason
Mickey Dunn
Mary Lou Williams B Williams, ]
Cook A Brown
Adams (10)
Cole A Corto
Maurice
Maryea
Elaine Cotton
Bemie
™,'''l'JE<«i'omo (18)
Floyd Smith
Hnrrkane
Adier
Dr
Marcua
Cab
Calloway
Johnny
Duffy
Oro
C
Vesters
Tip, Tap i Too
Lois Hunt
Paulette LaPIerre
Bobby Vail
June Richmond
Dave Dennis Ore
Ceraey 2
« Boys A Glrle
Pattl Clayton
Les Arquette Ore
{•liylll. Colt
The
VlklnKS
Romanl Ore
Dotty Dalo
Carrollettes
Andy Kirk Oro
Adrlenne
Otto Bason
Brf voort Hotel
I*w Parker
Hand's
M FAber GIs
Marlon Moore
Jack Lament
Deano Janls
Nell Fontaine Ore
Avla Andrews'
HavoJia-Madtld
(Crystal Boom)
Johnny Burke
Dick Worthlngton
Billy Vine
Allan Coe
Ann Dee
Hose Gallo
Paul, Slim & Eddy
3 Old Timers
« Crlstlanls
Frollan Aiaya Ore
Don McGrane Oro
Daisy Hardy
Olson A St^lrley
Dave Unell Ore
Harry Rose
Nano Rodrlgo Ore
Manuel Lopez
PAa'SAIC
Miss America
Juanlta Sanabrfa fi Lee Mayers
Ann Nuzzo
Eddie Roth Ore
Centml (18)
Stutler Hotel
London Chop Boose
Kamon A Luclnda Val Valtane
Cedanv'd Loc Cabin
Jam Besaloa
Dob BWngs
<*»-«»)
Andrews Sis
Sande WllUoms Ota
Arthur L«FI«ur Co Joe Venuti
Helen Ortega
(Malaga, N. J.)
Coloslmos
Corinno Barleaa
Geo Verrechia
Ore
Iceland RvHtaonnt
Carmen Montoya
Broad moBi
Barney Greeo
Siika
<1»-X0)
_
Pansy, the Horse
Prank Quatrell Ore Kay Weber
Mickey House
Ted Eddy Ore
K«y A Carroll
Augustin Rival
Ruby Ore
Chris Cross
Betty
Coeds
Gale
Ray
e
O'Day
Billy
Kretchmer
FIfl Dezlilerle
Danny
White
« Montgomery
Clarice
Spencer A Foreman Alda RIOB
Tomack A Rels Bro Cynthia Evans
Buddy Lester
Pasttnea & Fanchon Ver^-a Bell
^orth
Hopklns'Batbskeller
A Mnrcia
9
Hickory Hoase
Robert Klrby
Andree Andrea
Barbara Dale
PATERSON
CiDb Mayfair
Heat Waves (3)
Mary Lou King
4 L'obas
Betty
Wren
Dolly
MaJcath) (2S-25)
Betty
Bruce
Atkinson
Jimmy
Venuti Oro
Ruby A SImone
Bill Turner On
Betty Winie Co
Marty Joyce
-Boy«l (19)
The Elglns
Margie Dale
Don Lang Ore
Deanle Dawn
RIcoma
Saxoltes (6)
Mercedes
The Lorenzos
geitarco KIda
Jack Dempsey's
Art Testa Ore
Larosa Sis
RamonI Padllla
Sunny Ray
Karl Spaeth Oro
Carol Boyd
Itunia Bradley
teda A Curley
H'wgij B«fltaorut
College Ibb
M Montgomery
Mildred Parr
Babe La Tour
San DIeico
Rollln Smith
Rohl A Annette
Kelly Rand
Brown Derby
C Worth A Marcia OInger Wayno
„ CAMDEN
Hentwood A Stone
Jerry Marcelle
Frankle Lester
Reglna Stanbeck
Cap Frankle
Irv Carroll
'
4 Macks
Mary Earl
Dorothy Rogers
Jack Prince
Sonta La Dare
Pbll Olnen Ore
lokol Duo
HI Mardo A Kay
Uatd
Aator
(19-22)
LeoD A Eddie's
Joan Dare
Pronaph GIs
Jerry Delmar Ore
Blllle Lee
Cordan A Sawyer
Plomento A CacDIU Bob Cheater Oro
Loa Martin Ore
(Continued on page 62)
Juanlta Bates
Harry- Pooler Ore
Scarey Gavin
Agnes Barry

Variety Bills

(GUm Hat Bm)
Vincent Bragale O
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Shows

Boston Broker Charges Shuberts' Agcy.

in

Rehearsal

lady/

Spirit'—John J. WilNoel Coward, Lunts.
'High Kickers'- George Jessel.
•Viva O'Brien'-Hickey, Hale,
Robinson.
'Let's Face It'—Vinton Freed-

$28,000,

Again Leads

6 way;

'Blithe

son,

With Discrimination; Jolson Also Beefs

ley.

Boston, Sept. 16.
result of alleged discrimina-

As a

N. C.

ests in ticket brokerage outfits may
Frank B. Foster,
be tested soon.

veteran broker, operating Tyson, has
filed a bill in Superior Court alleging
diycrimination and charging that the
Shuberts and Herrick's are violating
the state law which became effective

'Anne

of

England'

— Gilbert

For Baho

Fall

Hendersonville, N. C, Sept. 16.
Concluding a very successful 10week season hore as a strawhat. the
Theatre of the Fifteen vacations unOct. 20, when it opens a f""
til
stanza of the same duration at the
Three Arts Theatre, Baltimore. Will
play there until Christmas, with revivals and a couple of planned new

plays.
month.
Outfit-, along the lines of the Group
Foster complained that he was not
Theatre, is a company of 15 people,
getting his locations, that his direct
Includes players, diincorporated.
line to the Shubert switchrector, and scenic designer. Formed
board hrd been disconnected, and
two years ago, it is now under the
th?t he was not oermitted to adverSDonsorship of Charmine Lantaff
tise in Shubert theatre programs. As
Camine. For last two winter seaB result of his legal complaint, an
sons it has played in a small theatre
Inji-nction has been issued against

Are

Alike'—Lee

Ephriam.
•Ah Wilderness'
Theatre Guild.

(revival)—

Men

•All

Season

last

•Blossom Time'

(road)—Shu-

berts.

•Student Prince' (road)—Shuberts.

IiLPhilly;WaInut

SL

trial.

Meanwhile, Al Jolson has had his.
own troubles with the local ticket

situation since bringing in 'Hold On
to Your Hats.' Jolson has been placated, but not before he threatened
to take the show off the Shubert
boards here. Not only was the actorproducer disturbed about playing to
emnty seats because too many tickets

late by the Herrick
agency, but he also blew up when he
was told that he could not buy four
ticke*"! for a personal party at the

were he'd too

Jolson. at one performboxofflce.
ace, told the house that seats could
now be ob'ained at the b.o., and he
repeated this reference when he
playe-1 a Sunday benefit at the Bos-

between

here

'

A

hurried^ conference
Jolson and Shubert
reps who rushed up from N. Y.
cooled off his peeve, and more tickets became available (particularly in
the balcony) at the Shubert box ofStar asserted that because tickfice.
ets were not available for direct sale
first week's gross of 'Hats' had been
nicked about $2,000.

ton Garden.

roof caved in on Alvin al-

Harris outfit
ago,
product to
subsequently
okaying
'Father' for its Senator after laying
plans to have Alvin rebuilt and
ready by Oct. 1. But Alvin is experiencing plenty of difficulty being
reconstructed due to inability to get
steel shipments on account of defense priorities. As a result, 'Father'
deal has been reduced to two weeks,
with precm now set back to Nov. 17,
when H-rriscs hope Alvin will be
ready. In case it isn't, and Tvith film
product piling up and Senator only
house they have to play it. it's not at
a'l ir.-;nnceivable that legit play will
hrve to be passed up altogether.
a

switched

year

all its first-run

Senator,

however, 'Father' does come In

It.

have against U,
17,
it'll
strangely enough, for a fortnight at
UBO booked, another show
in which Russel Crouse and Howard
Lindsay, co-authors and part backers of 'Father,' are heavily' inter
ested 'Arsenic and Old Lace.'
Nov.

Nixon.

—

little

Wound up with

action;

less

than estimated $2,500 and called

it

produced for two consecutive years
will be in the 'will call* department
votlrkg privileges and will

—without

probably not be invited to attend
meetings. Board, however, has dis-

MILW. LOOKS TO BEST
LEGIT SEASON IN YEARS
Minneapolii, Sept.

16,

With 12 shows already tentatively
coming season, the Lyis

Had a big session In its 30th week
coming up with fine $12,000 in
1,200-seat Harris at $2.75 top.

here,

TRENTON HAS HEAVIER
SCHEDULE THAN USUAL
Trenton, Sept.

16.

of legit attractions for 1941-42, .For
the past few years legit enthusiasts

here have been obliged to whet their
appetites at Princeton tryouts and
New Hope's (Pa.) summer sked.
Season of one-night stands gets in
16-17; Lunt and Fontanne in There swing Oct. 1 with Percy Waram and
Shall Be No Night,' Dec. 31'-Jan. 1; Margalo Glllmore in 'Life
With

Murray

says.

Engagements
Cornelia Otis Skinner, Arthur Besser Into 'Crazy Show'
Margetson. Viola Roache, Frederick
Joe Besser is going into the ShuBradlee, John Moore, Helen Flint, bert-Olsen fit Johnson 'Crazy Show'
Frances Compton, J. Colvil Dunn, as a featured comic.
Jane Gordon, Leon Shaw, "Theatre.
It's the first legit break for the
Gladys George,. Ben Smith, Lee standard vauda comedian.
Leonard Penn, Gertrude
Bjkcr,
Flynn, Merle Maddern, Len Doyle,
Jerome Weldman has turned over
Morgan Farley, Louise Stanley,
Itobert Vivian, Burke Clarke, Larry his first play, 'All These Years,' to
Hugo. Gilbert Morgan, "The Distant hla agent,' Irvin iMarka, for produc
tlon.

O

(Operetta).

'Claudia,' Booth (31st week) (CD712; $3.30). Chicago company opened
Monday (15); original outfit is still
drawing profitably and was quoted
around $12,000 last week.
.

JOLSON

$22,000

.

House' is ready; playing twice Sunday; three matinees; estimated around
$23,000; great for long-run revue.
It Happens on Ice,' Center (2d repeat engagement) (9th week) (R-

Went

3,027; $1.65).

IN 2d

HUB WK.

off considerable

from front running pace during Labor Day week, but with quoted $25,300 last week It
position on list.

•Lady

is

in the runner-up

the* Dark,' Alvin (re(M-1,375; $4.40).

in

sumed) (23d week)
Boston, Sept.

16.

Al Jolaon's second week.Jiere with
'Hold

On

to

Your

Hats' eclipsed his

Right back at top of tlie list again;
takings went to more than $28,000,
near capacity level.

first

WasL

For the first time in a decade
Trenton it getting a hefty schedule
are 'Meet the People,*

Additional attrac-

(Musical),

Two Shows;

any time in recent years, according
to manager Leo Murray.

tions are anticipated,

M

"

in a better position as far

'Arsenic and Old Lace,' Jan. 21-24;
'Life With Father,' Feb. 16-21; Ethel
Barrymore in 'Corn Is Green,' March
19-21, and Maurice Evans In 'Mac-

Estimates for Last Week
C (.Comedy), D (Drama),
(CoTnedy-Dratna) , R (Revue).

Key:

CD

—

as bookings are concerned than at

Penciled in
Oct. 19-20; Jooss ballet, Oct. 24-25,
Katharine Cornell in 'Doctor's Dilemma,' Nov. 14-15; Ed. Wynn in
'Boys and Girls Together,' Nov. 20-22;
Veloz and Yolanda, Nov. 27-28; AI
Jolson in 'Hold On to Your Hat,'
Dec. 7-10; 'My Sister Eileen,' Dec.

sight' speech.

week, with indications the three•Lite With Father,' Empire (96th
frame run would be profitable. Mu- week) (CD-990; $3.30). Varies somesical's opening week gross was un- what from week to week, but always
derestimated, hitting over $22,000.
on the profit side;'iiow looking to an'Mr. Big,' new farce-comedy got other full season; $13,400 quoted;
divided press here and will stay for Howard Lindsay and Dorothy Stickthree instead of two stanzas for re- ney back in cast.
visions.
'Candle in the Wind,* star•My Sister Eileen,' Biltmore (38th
ring Helen Hayes, and 'Native Son,' week) (CD-991; $3.30). Slightly up
starring Canada Lee, both opened last week when the gross was around
here Monday (15).
$11,000; appears to have ^ood chance
Estimates for Last Week
to play through fall period.
'Hold On to Tear Hats,' Shubert
Shubert (resumed)
'Pal
Joey,'
(2d wk) (1,590; $3.30).—Building on
Not
(36th week) (M-1,372; $3.30).
strength of word of mouth and press
as strong as expected; just about fair
foUowup.
Second week just over
at the scale, with takings estimated
$22,000.
One more week.
around
$13,000; soon goes to road.
•Mr. Big,' Plymouth (1st wk) (1,Golden's 'Cbudia' Gives
•Panama Battle,' 46th St. (46th
480; $2.75). Came in like a lamb,
Business
and (George Kaufman now working week) (M-1,347; $4.40).
Chicago
hard to give it a lion's roar for stands up rather strongly, though unBroadway. First week around $9,000. der last season's high levels; rated
around $23,000.
'Eileen' Great $12,000 Two more weeks.
'The Corn Is Green.' Royale (42d
week) (D-1,047; $3.30). Continues
profitably, but to comparatively modChicago, Sept. 16.
Wynn, $20,000, First
erate grosses; up $1,700 last week
Yesterday
(Monday) the loop
and bettered $10,500.
legit crop jumped 100%, hopping
Click of Season In
"The More the Merj-ler,' Cort (CPresented by Otto L.
1.064; $3.30).
from a single entry to a roster of
Preminger and Norman Pincus;
two shows with the arrival of
Washington, Sept. 16.
written by Frank Gabrielson and
'Claudia' in the Selwyn to suppleCooler weather finally arrived, in Irving Pincus; first called 'The Great
ment the long-run 'My Sister Eileen' time to allow Ed Wynn's 'Boys and Whitewash*; opened Monday (15);
Girls Together' to become town's mixed notices.
at the next-door Harris.
first legit hit of new season at the
The Wookey,' Plymouth (1st
John (^Iden starts the season off National. Built all week after open- week) (D-1,075; $3.30). Indicated to
excellently from all indications, his ing on sultry Monday (8) night, and, have very good chance; well over
'Claudia' being backed as the first scaled at $3.30 top, finally hit ap- $10,000 first five times and figured to
proximately $20,0()d for eight per- top $17,000 this week; got $2,600
of the American Theatre Society formances.
Saturday night.
subscription shows.
In
October,
Current is 'Separate RoonT^' at
•Village Green,' Henry Miller (2d
Golden brings in Theatre' as the* $2.20 top.
week) (CD-940; $3.30). After fairly
second ATS subscription show.
good press business expected to be
better; first full week was over an
'EUeen' wiU call it a day Sept. 27 Abbott's 'Forward' Preem
estimated
$5,000; may pi<!k up.
after a run of nearly eight months,
•Watch on the Rhine,' Martm Beck
and goes on tour.
Fine
in N. Haven

set for the

ceum

OK

First indicated success of season Is
"The Wookey.' 'Lady in the Dark"
again assumed leadership of Broadway.
Business fafrly good except
Thursday (11). when most people
listened
to
President Roosevelt's
'shoot rattlesnakes of the Atlantic on

'Cnokoos on the Hearth,' Morosco
(C-939; $3.30). Presented by Brock
Pemberton; written by Parker W;
civilian
patronage the next two Fennelly; first called 'Two Story
House'; opened last night (Tuesday).
nights. Tlien goes to Richmond and
'Hellzapoppin,' >t Winter
Washington,
Garden
Current this week at Ford's is Ed (156th week) (R-1,671; $3.30). Not
Wynn's 'Boys and Girls,' in to a expected to tour until later In season and may move when 'Crazy
pleasinS advance sale at $3.30 top.

THEIR LEAGUE

beth,' April 2-4.

City.'

basting from the crlx and attracted

MGRS. TIGHTEN

THEATRE SNAG
ON TATHER' DATE

When
most

to Shuberts

Philadelphia, Sept. 16.
Official verification of the addition
of the famous old Walnut Street
theatre, opened last season independently by Oscar Serlin for 'Life
With Father,' to the Shubert-UBO
chain was made last week, just about
ten days after Inside reports of deal.
booking will be 'Separate
First
Rooms,' which will open Sept. 29.
Forrest offered the first musical
show of the season last night (MonManagers' League of New York day), when George Abbott's 'Best
Theatres made a contemplated move Foot Forward' started two-week stay.
that will tighten the organization Also last evening, the Locust lighted
and make more effective the conduct for 1941-42 with 'Johnny Belinda,'
of its business. It was accomplished also listed for a fortnight.
Season's first offering, Katharine
by changing the constitution and
Cornell's revival of Shaw's "The Docbylaws. Two classes of membership
tor's Dilemma' crashed off on the
have been established, one to have right foot with a rousing estimated
voting privileges, the other being $23,000 for its single week's stay at
continuing membership without the the Forrest last week. Prolongation
Any new producer of Jersey resort season kept a lot of
right to vote.
will be eligible to join the League potential playgoers out of town, but
crix raved and star's name spelled
regardless of the new set-up.
Hereafter managers who have not plenty of magic even this early.

cretionary power In. classifying managers of recognized position In show
business and they will have the same
standing as those who are active,
regardless of the length of time between productions.
As the estahlishing of two classes
of membership will reduce the voting membership considerably,' It was
Pittsburgh, Sept. 16.
also decided to lower the quorum
If nine are present it
It's beginning
to look as if the minimum.
Louis Calhern-Dorothy Gish com- shall constitute a quorum, 14 being
pany of 'Life With Father' may pos- the previous requirement. Expected
sibly have to find a new home in that the League will function more
Pittsburgh this winter.
Show had promptly hereafter.
been booked into Senator theatre
On the agenda are several unioil
here for four weeks beginning Nov. agreements to be entered into, exS, but that contract was signed by
the basic pact with
tension of
Harris Amus. Co., operator of the Equity being rated the most imSenator, when it was believed that portant.
Alvin, ace Harris house here, would
be ready to reopen.

Pm

16.

Michael Wallach-Pat C. Flick's
'Keep Covered,' produced by Morris
Sarnoff at Ford's took a terrific lam-

quits here.
At the indie booked Maryland, the
29th Division's 'Snap It Up Again,'
military revue, played to the public
at $2.50 top and built in rosy style
for four shows to the weekend. Performed for a strictly soldier audience
Monday night (15) and resumed to

ComeU Big 23G

Coming winat Coral Gables, Fla.
Shubert and Herricks. and Foster is
ter It may move into the new Gant
now. obtaining most of his locations,
Gaither house, Miami Beach.
his phone connection, and the propram is ooen to him for advertising.
The test case has not yet been called

Quick Brodie in Balto
Baltimore, Sept.

'Louisiana Purchase' (road)
B. G. De Sylva.

phone

for

Keep Covered/ $2,500,

Miller.

tion against the Tyson ticket agency
here by the Shuberts and the Hcrrick ticket agency, the new Massa-

chusetts law prohibiting theatre operators from having financial inter-

Slrawbt Preps

Hlfookey; lOG In 5 Shows, Looks

'Student

Father.'
Oct. 22.

$10,300
New Haven,

(24th

Sept. 16.

Shubert, under new management
Yorkhaven Enterprises, registered
nice boxoffice bounty on season's
opener, preem of George Abbott's
musical 'Best Foot Forward.'
In
four performances (11-13), at $3.30
top, show got approximate $10,300,
an early season sockeroo.
House has set heaviest Sept.-Oct.
schedule in several seasons.
Currently is 'Arsenic and Old Lace' for
three days (15-17). Thursday (1820) brings preem of Gladys George
in 'Distant City.' Ballet Russe stops
over for one performance Monday
(22), followed by Jolson's 'Hold On
to Your Hats' for last half (25-27).
October bookings include Katharine
Cornell in 'Doctor's Dilemma' (2-4)
and the break-in of Noel Coward's

of

'Blithe Spirit.'

in S. F.

Prince'

follows
Christmas night Ethel

.

of

8.

Your

(road

Tentatively set are 'Time
and Old Lace'
'Separate Rooms'
Doctor's Dilemma.*

Life,' 'Arsenic

company),

and The

First Frisco presentation is a personal triumph for Kruger as well as
an overall click.

Fred

Thompson,

Dawn PoweU

(book), Vernon Diike and John Latouche (songs), dances by George
Balanchine and Chick Milling, are
Civic
and Community Concerts the credits behind The Lady Comes
Across,' forthcoming musical to star
Ass'o, managed by B. F. Kutcher.
Jessie Matthews, just arrived from
London. Charles R. Rogers is angelBay Kavanangh appointed musli ing Georgle Hale with an eye to ulcal director for 'Viva O'Brien.'
timate fllmlzatlon.
Attractions are booked Into the
2,500-seater War Memorial Building
and. are sponsored by the Trenton
.

'

'

of

$16,000.

miwBA,'
$6,800,

$9,200,

OKAY

m;
L

IN

•Los Angeles, Sept.

A.
16.

'Mamba's Daughter,' starring Ethel
Waters, opened strong at the Biltand

more with acclaim

will

notices
pull estimated $9,200 on the week.
Duke Ellington's 'Jump for Joy
inched over the nut for approximately fair $6,800 in its 10th week at

Mayan,

'Rose Marie' opened a week's run

8G

On
San Francisco, Sept. 16.
Barrymore will appear in» 'Corn Is
Henry Duffy's version of The
Green.' Ruth Draper is booked for Male Animal,' at the Alcazar here,
Jan. 10; 'Hellzapoppin,' March 10; with Otto Kruger, Ruth Matteson
and
Robert
Scott topping, got esti'Ballet Russe,' March 18, and Ed
Wynn In 'Boys and Girls Together,' mated big $8,000 on its first week.
April

One

(D-1,214; $3.30).

was around

at

'Animal'

week)

the holdovers expected to be in the
running through fall period; somewhat better last week, when gross

Hollywood Bowl,

first

al

fresco

staging here of an operetta. 'Fun for
the Money' closes at Hollywood

Playhouse after two unprofitable
weeks. El CJapitan, dark since Vinegar Tree,* will reopen Friday (19)
with 'Man Who Came to Dinner,
featuring Laird Cregar.

Teople' 15G in Det
Detroit, Sept. 18.

Improving briskly .over Its first
week, 'Meet the People' climbed up
to an approximate $15,000 at the Cajs
here in the second week of its scheduled month.

Opening the regular

fall

season

here the xevue chalked up a sizable
starting
the
Improvement
over
week's gross of $12,000, helped by •
special $2,500 matinee staged for the
Ford dealers convention.

.
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Shuberts Switching

New Measure Taxes Passes For

Yonngnuin to

All

Types of Amusements
fr-

Beginning Oct. 1 there will be no
admission to any type ol

Selwyn Back to

tax free

religious aid .are likewise taxable,
that of course including Actors Fund

end Stage Relief shows. Passes for
shows priced at $3.30 call for 80c tax
show ducats
per, and the tax on $4.40
wlli be 80c per.
Only exemptions noted in the bill
in the
are men in service and
Civilian Conservation Corps in uni-

L A.

Is

slated for further legit asthii season, but Metro
present anotber play,

signments

Gene

As Pro

But in Yande, Not LegH

in

•

straight plays

Gene

appearance as •
pro in his home town will be at the
Stanley, 'WB deluxer, some time
after flrst of year.
Although a
Broadway star (in 'Pal Joejr",), Kelly
has never appeared here on the
stage, except in a couple of UniverKelly's

flrst

sity of Pittsburgh Cap and Gown
shows and a community theatre' revue at Playhouse. Went from latter
New York as • specialty dancer

Legit Theatre
visit to

in 'Leave It to Me,' ihence Into
Your Life' and 'Joey.'

'Time

of

Delegation

Washington

of legit

theatre people who succeeded in
knocking out the proposed 50% increase on theatre admissions, with
Senator Robert M. La Follette their
principal proponent, proceeded along
lines suggested by Brady who did not
make the trip. Theatre delegation in-

When 'Life' played here last fall,
Kelly had already dropped put of
cast In favor of his brother. Fred
Kelly.
Upon learning that dancer
wouldn't be with 'Joey' when It plays
Nixon next month, Harry Kalmine,
zone manager here, got in touch
with him, trying to line up a week at
Stanley before Kelly departs for

WB

actor-manager Eddie Dowl- Hollywood to make his flrst picture.
to be on cordial terms
Pitt^urgh lad replied he was tied
Brock
with President Roosevelt.
up staging dances for 'Best Foot
Pemberton was also in the capital Forward,' and Inasmuch at he' was
helped
his fellow showman's
and
due on the Coast Nov. 1, couldn't
mission.
make the date in meantime but
Personnel
the , delegation: would be definitely Interested upon
of
Herman Shumlin, James R. Reilly, finishing picture around Jan. I.
Milton R. Weinberger, League of
Kelly has Inked a David O. SelzNew York Theatres; George Middle- nlck deal and will be featured In
ton,
Dramatists Guild; James F. next Alfred Hitchcock film for SelzBrennan (lATSE), John F. Casey, nick. After t^at he expects, to coSolly Pernick and Robert Amstett, stnr with his brother, Fred,
on
Local No. 1, lATSE; Robert Sterne, Broadway
William
Saroyan's
in
musicians union; Thomas Murtha, 'Sweeney In the Trees.'
Central Trade's Union; Wood McLean,
George Williams, James Balfour,
scenic artists; Morrie Season, treasSEASON'S 1ST
urers union; Louis F. Werba, managers and agents union.
cluded

ing,

.

known

XOYERED'

FLOP; $40,000 IN

RED

SHUBERTS STALL TEEOFF

Morris Sarnoff, one of the season's new managers, If a person of
OF
IN DET. quick decisions. Ha took one look
at 'Keep Covered' when H opened
Detroit, Sept. 18.
in Baltimore last week and ordered
Scheduled opening of the I,afayette H given back to the authors at the
theatre here by the Shuberts on
end of the week. Sarnoff Is an InSept. 15, which would have given
this town two legit houses for the surance broker, brother of David
New showstart of the fall season, has been Sarnoff, head of RCA.
postponed due to the continuation man spent plenty on the play, which
of 'My Sister Eileen's' run in Chi- cost $30,000 before the curtain rang
cago.
Evidence now is that the up. 'What with the tryout business
newly renovated house won't bow and a second week's pay to the
In until after the play moves on to players, the loss is estimated to be
Its Milwaukee date on Sept. 20.
around $40,000, or more.
Because of ill-starred Shubert
'Covered,' which Is the season's
venture here last fall, care is being
flrst identified flop, was written by
shown in getting the second house
Pat C. Flick and Michael Wallach.
here underway with sound material.
It was flrst called 'Listen to Me' and
Cass, which opened its fall season
Take It From Me.'
on Sept. 1, mea'hwhile is moving to
Cast included a colored player,
four weeks with 'Meet the People,"
after getting a strong summer's' run John Marriott, who found no vacan«f 12 weeks with 'Life .With Father.' cies in the Baltimore boarding house
Another
where he usually stops.
house recommended him was raided'
U. of Minn.
Saturday (13), after midnight and

LAFAYEnE

Ams Preem

Saroyan's

'Jim

Dandy'

he was sent

Unable to

to the clink.

reach the company manager he was
Minneapolis, Sept. 16.
not released until Monday (15).
William Saroyan's newest play,
Jim Dandy,' will have its world
premiere here Oct. 16 at the hands
Angus Snncan With Equity.
of

the U. of Minnesota theatre, comprising student actors.
It has been
released by the playwright to the

Angus Duncan, son

who

is

a

prominent

of

Augustus,

member

of

Equity's council, has been added to
Tl\eatre
conference,
of
Which the University Theatre is a the staff of the actor's association.
n»ember, and its production here will New York offlce. He has had some
precede its Broadway opening in stage experience and may resume
B
^
Watiopal

.

acting later on.

the fall.

Play's action transpires in a pubDuncan takes over the duties of
"c library and one of
the chief Frank Clark, who replaced Edward
enaracters is a man with one foot in E. Hale when the latter recently rewe grave, symbolized by a miniature signed to take a camp entertainment
<=asket

he wears on one

foot.

post.

'Exclusive Service/

Canadian Pay Are Major Issues

going into rehearsal in

new Shubert producYoungman may go into the
season's closing show at Ben Martions,

Kaofman Revises

den's Rivieria, Englewood, N. J.

Equity Anti-Ism

New

Committee

Equity recently named a new
committee to work upon the long
pending resolution whereby members or employes leaning towards
Communism and other isms shall
be barred from offlce or jobs. Just
when the matter will come before
is

still

quite

been extended until Sept. 27 and is
now due at the Lyceum, N. Y., Sept.
30, instead of next week as intended.
George S. Kaufman, who produced
the play, is said to have made the
revisions, although the original was
written by Arthur Sheekman and
Margaret Shane.

Equity

By

Strawhat Ops for Bond

When around

summer

50

stocks

on Sept. 6 Equity expected a
rush of strawhat showmen to its office to reclaim money and securities
deposited there to guarantee salaAlleged radicalism in the coun- ries. But there was no such influx,
cil
may reach the floor during which verifies the financial success
Equity's quarterly meeting Friday of the rural ventures, many of which
(26) next week, it being anticipated claimed 'record' takings. Some are
that the question wlil be brought continuing this week and a few
to life by one or more of the 10 slated to play next week, after which
councillors who resigned early this it will be curtains for 1S41.
summer immediately after the anEstimated there is upward of $20,nual election. They then explained 000 still on deposit with Equity.
they would work more efledtively Average guarantee coin is around
for Equity's
welfare as average $570 per company. There are some
members than as officers. Resignees theatre people who keep securities
also ventured to say that if the in Equity's bank vaults continuously
council added to its alleged radical and yearly or semi-annually interest
element, conditions imposed on man- coupons are clipped by the onoiers.
Play most in demand by the barnagers might result in reducing the
volume of production and imperil yard circuit was "The Male Animal,'
their chances for earning a liveli- which was performed by 54 different
companies.
'George
Washington
hood.
Slept Here,' was runner up, with 42
Bed Cbarrcs Dominant
A year aigo Equity was in a dither weeks. 'Mr. and Mrs. North' was
over charges- by Congressman Wil- third, playing 38 weeks or spots,
liam P. Lambertson that there were with 'Out of the Frying Pan' close
haU a dozen Reds or Communist behind with a count of 37 as was
sympathizers in the council. There 'Ladies' In Retirement' with 35
were assurances th^t the Dies com- stands. The Philadelphia Story' was
played by 17 stocks. "The Man 'Who
mittee would clarify the situation,
Came to Dinner' was in demand, but
but ho activity from that direction
was not available for stock until the
ever eventuated. Pointed out that
season had opened and most comthrough all the controversy steamed
panies had completed their schedup by Lambertson 'not one lota of ules by the time the comedy
was reproof was ever submitted.
leased. It, however, was played by
An Equltyite of standing s^id that 21 different companies.
there Is little doubt that there are
'Her Cardboard Lover,' with Talsome pink members, if not really lulah Bankhead as guest star, has
Reds, but it is believed that this appeared in a dozen spots.
makes little difference in face of
Some In
the Eurc^ean situation.
Equity insist there is a racial angle,
another reason why they prefer SUIT
«eeing the anti-ism matter placed
back in the box.
YS.
CRITICS
cause

tions,

of

scrambled

world

condi-

finalled

Russia fighting on the tide of

the allies for one thing.

-

.

'

TESTING

LAW

BARRING

Hudson

N.Y. Times Converts
Little

To
Little, N.Y.,

From

A

Meetins

Phce

has passed out of the

fuit

Falls, N.Y., Sept. 16.

testing

the

constitution-

Davidson law, passed
by the Legislature last April and
ality

Legiter

of the

drafted to

prohibit theatrical, producers from barring dramatic critic;
and columnists who have incurred
producers' displeasure, has been in-

stituted in Supreme Court by Robert
Interior Is
legit theatre, section.
W. Christie, of Schenectady.
being renovated by the N. Y. Times,
In his action, scheduled to be
which owns the property and is to be heard by Justice Leon M. Layden
starting
(Tuesday),
used for lecture and meeting pur- here,
today
Christie
seeks to recover damages
mostly
pergatherings
to
be
poses,
from the 46th Street Theatre Corp.
sons connected with the publication.
and the Select Operating Co. (ShuNone of the events to be held at the berts) of New York. He does so on
Little will have an admission fee,
the grounds he was refused entrance
which obviates the necessity of car- to 'Panama Hattie,' playing at the
rying a regulation staff. Orchestra Shuberts' 48th St theatre, N.Y;, afpit has been cemented over.
ter purchasing a ticket.

on,

is

basic pact between, the

but the

managers and

Equity covering conditions for the
coming theatrical year has not been
I

Theatres.

Equity says that it is willing to
pact, with certain rebut wants the managers to
their minds whether they
want the agreement or not. Latter
asked for continuance as is for 60
days, but Equity fixed Oct. 10 as the
date upon which the agreement
should start The ticket code accom-

renew the
visions,

make up

panies the agreement and, despite
the delay, over 40 agencies have
signed to comply with the regulations for the fourth consecutive season.

of

the points in dispute

is

over the deletion of the exclusive
service provision in actors contracts.
Plan of the managers is to put the
matter up to the membership directly at the Equity quarterly meetinjg
Sept. 26 and observers think that
showmen will lead with their chins.
Delegation of managers will present
their views at the meeting, unless
they change their minds.
That the actors will give them the
brush-off is predicated upon the fact
that the rank and fliers in Equity
demanded that the provision be
dropped from the regulations,' particularly that element of the membership that is also occupied with radio.
Council adopted the rule after it had
tabled an original proposal for the

same purpose, because it was felt
thr.t outside jobs would l>e spread
more widely by the exclusive service
clause.

Deletion of the exclusive service
provision which became effective
Sept 1, stipulates that riders may be
written into contracts that the actor
will not accept outside jobs (radio,
film, night club) unless the manager
assents.
But that applies- only to
featured players, with those in less
important roles free to accept outside engagements. Managers are not
apprehensive that such other engagements would Interfere with performances, but figure that the leeway
provided may subordinate the theatre, whereas it should have the ac-

primary interest.
Canadian Pay
Matter of pay in American dollars
when playing Canada is
second in importance.
Equity is
adamant on Uiat point, but now
ready to accept a sliding scale arrangement because it is realized that
part of the salary is spent on living
and other expenses, with Canadian
dollars buying as much as American.
Plan at this time is that the manager
pay an agreed percentage in American coin to actors getting up to $250
weekly, and that the manager and
actor split the exchange over that
amount up to $500. Players getting
the latter figure and more are to pay
the exchange themselves, rate being
111%. Actors unwilling to take the
right procedure have resorted to
(Continued on page 63)
tors'

of actors

2 'FATHERS'

WHl

BE

CONCURRENT ON COAST
While the original "Life With Facontinues to clean up at the
Empire, N. Y., two companies are
being readied for a second season of
ther'

touring.

Something new

in

booking

has been arranged, both road shows
arriving on the Coast about the same
defense coordinator in time in the spring. They will play
Little since the site was acquired by
county, insists he was concurrent dates in California; one
the Times. Latter originally planned barred for 'No reason.' The Shubert In Los Angeles and the other in San
razing the Little to provide a 44th office refuses to discuss the cause of Francisco, extended stays being anstreet entrance to its plant on 43rd the barring.
ticipated in both stands. Routes for
street.
It was also proposed to use
both, calling for 40 weeks* time, were
The producers have been involved
the Little site as a more direct route
independently booked and are opposeveral times In similar situations
for delivery trucks to east side of
sition to United Booking Office in a
involving critics and columnists.
city and Grand Central Station. Pubnumber of stands.
lisher refused to operate the theatre
Northern company, with Percy
as such and there have been no reand Margalo Gillmore (who
McClintic Mulls 'Way* Waram
cent offers to rent it.
replaces Lillian Gish) will open at
McClintic
Guthrie
considering the War Memorial Auditorium, TrenLittle, which seats a little more
than 500, was built by Winthrop. production of 'This Way Out' by ton, N. J., while the southern outfit,
Ames and was completely equipped. Franklin Relley. Play is an adapta- with Dorothy Gish and Louis Calhern topping, will- start season with
In recent seasons its limited capacity tion of a novel by James Ronald.
It
Paramount was mulling possibility a matinee and night showing at tha
has been a booking handicap.
housed a number of long run hits of backing the play, but has with- Klein Memorial Auditorium, Bridgeincluding 'The First Year' and 'Pigs.' drawn.
port Conn.

There have been- few shows

at the

'

upon.
Four points are at
issue and, although there are claims
of amity, there are distinct differences of opinion between Equity
leaders and the League of New York

agreed

One

Coin Enilorses Big B.O.

indefinite

and there are those who favor keeping the issue in the background be-

went on Monday (15) night.
engagement in the Hub has

Play's

No Rosh on

The new season

'Big'

Understood that the script of 'Mr.
Big,' current at the Plymouth, Boston, has been considerably revised
and what was practically a new version

Resolution Gets

the council

16.

or musical comedies, to

but was collectable for revues.

Recent

Pittsburgh, Sept.

Pad;

New Eqm'ty,

either of the

may whoUy

prcdiably dependent upon the draw
of 'Wo<^ey.'
Robert Sinclair, who
form, also city officials when present also came on from the Coast to diexpected,
on official business. It is
rect 'Wookey,' Is also due to return
however, that free tickets for critics there.
and press will also be exempted; also
leeway when
a certain amount of
free admissions are distributed for
Kelly
exploitation purposes. Exemption of Pitt to See
men in the services was made after
the New York committee on enterfor Isf Tmie,
tainment and recreation, headed by
Mrs. Julius Ochs Adler and John
Golden, protested against taxing men
uniform.
Regulations have called for tax on
free admissions right along, but legit
was made an exception. Shows with
sustained stories were exempted, that
being provided for in the N.RA. act
at the instance of William A. Brady.
When the N.R.A. passed out, the legit
exemption was retained in the Internal Revenue Department regulations.
It was an erratic rule anyhow, because no tax applied to passes for

Mgrs.

The Shuberts are switching Henny
Youngnvan, current in 'Meet the Peo-

Prior to

given 10 weekg to rehearse and
present the play on Broadway,
'Wookey'
having
opened
last
V^ednesday (10) at the Plymouth,
N. Y.

He

4 Stumbling Blocks in

ple' at the Cass, Detroit, to the forthcoming 'Ziegfeld Follies' or 'Passing
Show of 1S41.'

show, that being a provision jn the
Having produced Tha Wookey' for
new federal tax measure. Tax must Metro, Edgar Selwjm, former Broadduring way manager,
be paid on all passes, same as
will leave for HollyWar I. Bene- wood late this week, there to rethe aftermath of World
performances for charitable or sume his studio activities. H* was
fit

New Show

89

Christie,
his home

-

—

Wednesday* September. 17,

LEGITIMATE

60

Town

Plays Out of
in the

Candle
Uramn

six

keeps her chin up and appears in
enough costume changes to appease

Wind

Boston, Sept.
ai-i'iics.

15.

hy M:\\-

tlirof
hi'
Amli-isoii: piwi-nli'il Jolnily liy
T'"' Tlifiiiiv (milil:
PliiywrlKliia'
|)i-.i.lndli'M
dlreclfil liy AlfiiMl I.unt. wllli
ni'is.

In

I

wcll

trance is weak, almost to the point
of being n jolt to film fans who have
.•teon her only in black and white, but
slie gains momentum as the show

To the
mo,st fashion-hunfiry.
sticklers it will seein incongruous
that while the Indies had a tough
the

time obtaining even enough crackers
to go with tlieir Paris tea, they had
no difficulty in buying some very
fancy rigs in occupied France.
"liln'
""Ill'
Stiano Braggiotti is a satisfactory
Ili.rrl»(in
nol.prl
lover, but he appears only thrice,
'-'"»« «"I"M'"
and briefly. John Wengraf, as the
lllniilo \m\n-e
and subtly nasty prison
.HoliMi ll^iy-'S unrelenting
director, has more opportunity to
r
Stlanp 11i:ib';i„iiI Impress and comes off with a standHnno Moll. r
Tonib Salwart.
performance.
Knud KivuKi'i; out
officer who softens
Nazi
plnving
the
"'•m-.iar
J"l">
under the strain of his unpleasant
'<"iln .^.'Iw.n-l
Evelyn
Mnrlo l.:ii:h- prison work, also re.<;isters.
MlcliPlelli- V.Jianl
Varden, as the breezy, realistic
Stnnli-y i,-!-m\>
friend of the actres.s, is believable
Biliin 0..iniiri: lll
and enjoyable. She has the only
.•...I'lnll llofrnMin
T.cny.i
she
finds
piece,
so
laugh lines of the

upcrvlseil liy I,ii»n>ii« Ijiusner mid
SrtllnKs l>y Jo MIoliiiiiM-; nl (.olodPrson.

FftrKMu
De,"";
Chnrlol'tV

Mercy
Oucat
Molsle Tompkins
Mnilcllllp

Kaoul

Clouil

SI.

Cermnn Cnplnin
Gonnon Llcuionnnl
Col.

lihfurt....

Lleul. .Sflinon
Corponil Hv^n-ens

Kleury

Mnd.nnll-

M. Fleury
Guuid
lat

2nd Gunrd
Sril

oimrii

•4lh

Gunrd

Josopli \Vls^>ni.->Ti
GoorK.- M\<\ri-

r.uy Monypcnny
Willlnni Malton

Sth Guord
eth Gunrd...:
Captnin
Bcrgoant

Hruco Firnnld
Dnvid Shnlla

Depending upon one's viewpoint,
•Candle' is either a romantic war
play or another of those anti-Nazi
It is not the best thunderthings.
and-lightning romance, nor the best
nudge at the Nazis, but it has good
elements of each kind of theatre and
should be a hit on Broadway, though
probably not a smash.
Concerning the persevering, brave
and noble (efforts of an American
actress to free her French writarlover from a Nazi concentration

camp in Paris, 'Candle' treats the
with a realism that will
seem exaggercted to those who have
just begun to suspect the Nazi threat
to be real. To ttie others who have
been thinkin>» about this for years.
'Candle' will lack the blast of a blow
situation

torch which they may wish to see
applied to the subject at hand.
Lunt had not welded his parts together satisfactorily for the premiere, nor had he succeeded in pacing it as raoidly as the play demanded in srwts; Result was the
?ilayers were too tense and stagey at
imes, and the deep human spirit of
Anderson's writing did not blossom
into fullness. However, Helen Hayes,
reliable as ever, is supported by
an excellent and intelligent company, and it goes without saying
that before they leave Boston all
concerned may anticipate the New
York opening with quite some confidence.
Opening scene drags worst, while
various characters are Introduced
and the action gets underway. Second scene of the first act is a marked
contrast, with the actress encountering the Nazi officers who run the
prison which holds her lover. From
then on, the playwright taunts with
the question as to whether any Nazi
can be bribed, whether any of Hit-,
ler's officers are human underneath,
and whether the prisoner can ever
escape to reunite with the actress
who has had only a brief affair with
him. While the question is plain
enough and the answer perplexing
almost always, the audience is not
made to suffer enough with the
actress and that is something for
Miss Hayes and Lunt to work out
In the fortnight, here.
Miss Hayes has her best part since
*Victoria.'
While she undergoes a
terrible Stress and strain, the actress
-

~

—

herself in an opportunist's position
Lotte
which she doesn't abuse.
Lenya gives a straightforward and
excellent performance as a Viennese

maid.

Lunt has more successfully captured the spirit of the heel-,clicking
Nazi atmosphere airound the prison
than he has the romance. Mielziner
has caught both in his .settings, which
include an impression of the Versailles garden, a French apartment
and the office of the prison camp.

No

credit

lighting

programmed;

is

Santa Barbara. Sept.

FORWARD

New Haven, Sept. 11.
In iwo ncla. 17 a.-cnPs,
by John Cecil Holni; mu^lc And
IIUKh Mnrtin nnd Itnlph Ulnnr:
Bcncry nnd llRhtlnfi. Jo .Miclnlner; dnnc*
MuhIcuI comedy

ItDok

'

lyrlcg,

direction,

Geno

Kelly.:

costunteB,

.Miles

While: orrhcalrntlons, Donald Walker and

Hunk Hoyt
Sntchel Moyer
Chuck Green

Kenneth Dowers
Itobby HorrcU
Tommy DIx
Tecney Il<d>ertn
Fleming Wanl

Oliver Clark
Dr. Reebcr
£thel

Victoria

June

Minerva
Blind Dale
Miss Tioga
Old Grnd
Dud Hooper

Htuart Langley
Gil

Stratton, Jr.

Roser Hewlett
Vincent York
Martiy May
Norma Lehn

nosemary Itnne
Maureen Cannon

,,

Nurse

Freshman

.Scnuols

Allyson

Xnncy Walker
Uelty Anne Nyman

Professor Lloyd
Chester Billings
Jack Hnggcrty
Waitress
Gnle Joy
Helen Schlesslnger

Clara Nett
Richard Dick
Robert CrlfHth

',

Prof. Williams

Here's one the folks are gonna like.
Taking as his ^ basic theme a combo
of 'Babes in Arms' aod 'New Faces,'
George Abbott has once more pulled
his familiar routine of assembling a
flock of unknown talent and welding
Indicait into a click production.
tions are that Abbott has the inside
track on the new season race to
bring in an early hit musical.
Book is bright, credible and up-tothe-minut^ in its treatment of prom
goings-on at a boys' prep school.
Score is a first full-length effort
for Hugh' Martin and Ralph Blane,
previously known for individual
numbers and for harmonizing as The
'

Martins
ing job,

sock

Lads have done a corkwith at least a half dozen

(4).

tunes

that

will

get

around.

Songs get over despite a shortcoming in proper buildup, sever:^! instances indicating an attitude of 'Let's
sing a song' and then going into one
without proper cues. Slated for heavy

and

SYLVIA

SHORE
ON TOUR
GEOBOE WHTTE'S SCANDAIS
WM. KENT
New

Torli

SAMUEL FRENCH
SINCE

1830

AUTHORS' REPRESENTATIVE
Plan (w BUM, SfrtM'utf Radit
35 Wut 4Sth Street New Yerk
611

Well

7tli

Street

Ln

!5untii

Angelei

ItnrlMirti.

IScpt,

(.'at,,

'Jl,

Harry nnrlsliurg

rhnlo-Flnliih

When the mayor of Hanover, Gerrhany, ordered further barbarities of
in that city, he referred to a book, 'Clermany Must Perish,' as the
basis for his command.
Volume urges the sterilization of all Germans
and reduction to coolie status of all Nazi soldiers. Author is Theodore
Kaufman,
said to conduct a theatre service in Newark, N. J.
N.

Jews

Book came from an obscure publisher and had been little known in th*
U. S. until the Nazis brought attention to it. German sources mentioned
however,, some time ago in commenting on one of President Roosevelt's
speeches.
it,

,

'Hello
Out
Saroyan's
and passionate piece of
extrovert writing not in the usual
Saroyan manner, stole the evening's
thunder here as a curtain-raiser to
George Bernard Shaw's dated and
talky 'The Devil's Disciple.' [Cast
and credits below.]
Despite the fact that the Shaw play
had been ballyhooed by David O.
Selznick's flacks as the vehicle in
which Janet Gaynor would make her
legit debut, the Saroyan melodramatic ohe-actcr made the Britisher's
piece a lengthy, monotonous anticlimax. Harry Bratsberg, as PhotoFinish, a rapist in the jail of a small
'Texas town, and Phyllis Walker, as
the jail cook, stood head and shoulders above the other actors who
graced the Lobcro theatre stage during the evening. The twin-bill was
staged for a four-day run, ending
Selznick's plan to 'revive the legiti-

William

There,' a fine

Smoke used in the bombing effect during a rehearsal of 'The Wookey,*
Plymouth, N. Y., had the players rehearsing 'High Kickers' at the Broadhurst plenty worried one day last week. Latter theatre's stage adjoins that
of the Plymouth and the smoke seeped into the Broadhurst, with the
result that it was first thought the hou.'^e was on fire. All hands rushed out
-

Into the air.

'Wookey,' which premiered last Wednesday (10), has a profusion of
backstage equipment for the bombing and air raid effects, So much
apparatus was carted to the house that it attracted unusual attention from
passersby.

Plans filed for enlarging the lobby of the National, N.Y., have met with
the approval of building inspectors, so when the house relights with
'Macbeth' in November, the entrance will afford more convenience to
audiences. Considerable reconstruotion will be required, additional space
being provided by the preseht alleyway which leads to the stage entrance,
National has housed a flock of standouts, but its tiny lobby has been
notoriously inadequate, especially during inclement weather. Bank-o\^'ned
house is being operated by Harry Somers and Abe Enklowitz.

Douglas D. Cornette, member of promotion department staff of tha
Louisville, Ky., Courier-Journal and Times, was elected executive manager
mate theatre,' at least for this season. of Icoquois Ampitheatre' on a full-time basis by directors of the Louisville
Next year he plans to produce five,
Park Theatrical Assn., which recently brought to a close the fourth season
Saroyan's play was without the
of sujnmer operas in cooperation with
Shuberts. Cornette succeeds

the
half-mystical introversion that charJohn H. Hoagland, promotion manager of the newspapers, who has diacterizes much of his writing. It was
a meaty portrait of the caged fUry rected the Amphitheatre operation on a part-time basis since its estabof a no-good kid who knew he was lishment in 1938.
going to die, either at the hands of
a mob or at the end of a rope, An
overtone of doom was given by a Wookey, stamps onto tha scene,
Whatever the reCurrent
single spot that caught the figure of things look up.
Bratsberg pacing angrily back and sult of the engagement! the pudgy
(Sept. 17-27)
forth behind the stark steel bars of little Englishman is triumphant. He
a cell. To him and to Miss Walker, is much better known in Hollywood
alone together in the tiny jail, escape than Broadway, where he did attract
'Arsenlo and Old Lace'—Erlanger,
some attention in the moderately Buffalo, N. Y. (22-24); Strand, Ithaca,
(Continued on page 63)
successful 'Laburnum Grove' a numN. Y. (25); Masonic Aud., Rochester,
ber of seasons ago.
N. Y. (28-27).
Wookey is a tugboat captain, a
'Ballet Basse'—Shuhert, New Hacockney who has the affection of his
Plays
family, life in their home near the ven (22).
Forrest,
'Best Foot Forward'
London docks being phrased by his
criticism of the way the war is be- Philadelphia.
ing conducted by the government.
'Boys and Girls Together' (£d

Road Shows

on Broadway

—

THE WOOKEY

Drama

In

three

ncis

presented

at

the

Plymouth, X. Y,, Kept, 10, '-11, by Edgar
Selwyn (for Metro); written by Frederick
Hn/.IItt nrennan: j-tiig-^d by Unbcrt Sinclair: settings, Jo Mielziner: $3,30 top.
Krnlo Wookey
Aunt Gon
Mrs, Wookey

fJeorKe Sturgeon
Cai-ul

4

HARRIS

Hanacemebti
1776 Broadnaj

Loliero theatre,
«,

I'hylls Walker
Bihel
Ji;nii» Westerlleld
Tho ,M.Tn
Mady I.HWrence
The Woman,,
Other Men,-, Gordon Helwh-k. KIrby i^mlth

dueted by Rosemary Lane
and Marty May, is a good number, Primrose Wocikey
Constable Simpson
but on too long (becomes repetitious Walt GIbha
clocked at five minutes steady sing- Mr, Wookey,,'
ing time); "The Three B's,' warbled Rory- MoSwjggIn
Hector
by Victoria Schools (Blues), June Cousin
Mr. Archibald
Allyson (Barrel-house) and Nancy A.R.I'. Warden
Walker (Boogie-woogie) .has 'em Dr, Lewlstiohn
First Boy
cryin' for more.
lioy
[Although not credited in any way, Second
Third Boy
Richard Rodgers is in on production Flr.«l Girl
In an advisory capacity.]
•Second Girl
Gene Kelly has done okay on the Vack Lady
Curate
terp staging angle.
Ensembles are Flrst-Ald Man
lively and neatly routined, judicious- Measenger
ly combining speedy pace with nov- Colonel

'Blues,'

NORMAN

10.

In «ino art by \\'Jllliim SnrorrcM-ntod by the l>iivld O. .Solznlck
Ooinpiiny and dir<»;Mcd by .MTi-id do I^lagro,
Kule Dinln I,nw,Min; at the
.^-'elllngs,
Jr.

MelOilrnm:i

viin,

Hnns

Splnlek; special bullet muaU', Will
Archl*^
conducted
by
Irwln:
orcticslra
liteyer; pro<luctlon stiiKcd and presented
by GeorKO Abbott at llio iihuberl, New
Haven, .Sopt, 11. '41: $3.::0 top.
Jack Jordan
Dutch Miller
Lou Wills. Jr,
Kred Jones

John Anderson, N. Y. Journal-American drama critic, put Tlie Billboard
on the pan for its critics' boxscore, and incidentally coupled Vahihtv (aj.
though not by name) In. his pet peeve against the Billboard's tally on
Anderson's 'no opinions.' Inasmuch as The Billboard has copped a feature
Vahibtt created some 20 years ago, Anderson might just as well forget
about Variett, as The Billboard's boxscore is Just a road company so far
as we're concerned. It's a dept. that Billboard copped verbatim last year
including the phrase 'no opinion,' and it didn't make too much difference
to Varibtt then, as now, excepting for Anderson, or any other drama
critic's inclusion of the two papers in the same category. Billboard is stU]
the No. 1 pitchman's -delight.

.

HELLO OUT THERE

.

BEST FOOT

Inside Stuff-Legit

Richard (Dick) Watts, Jr., drama critic for the N. Y. Herald Tribune
Allyson and Betty Anne Nyman, tal- missed the opening of the legit season principally because' of trouble
in
ented blonde teen-agers; Victoria getting out of Chungking, China. He is due to board a clipper
plane there
Schools, brunet looker with a fine
today (17) and inay reat^h New York next midweek. Watts, who usually
soprano; Kenneth Bowers, who adds
the summer in some foreign land, planned to visit Moscow befora
a bit of Benny Goodman licorice- spends
slicking to hoofing; Tommy Dix. pint- returiilng, but was dissuaded,' as that city is being bombed by the Nazis.
Howard Barnes, Trib's picture critic, former second-stringer on the
sized lad with a booming baritone;
and Jack Jordan, in for n heavy share drama, Is covering the premieres in the absence of Watts.
Vincent York
of straight trouping.
rings the bell as a hick newspaperPlaywrights flatly scores the report that Robert E. Sherwood changed
man.
Abbott's staging of the show gives th« script of 'There Shall Be No Night' as 'ridiculous and 100% inaccurate.
Not a sentence, not a word has been changed and 'Night' will be presented
it cohesion that brings the finished
product out as first-rate entertain- on tour this season precisely as it was all of last season.' Report was
ment, following an audition talent predicated on the fact that- Finland, again at war with Russia, is
play's
hunt that covered territory from locale. 'Night' is definitely dated to open out-of-town Oct. 13, with
a reChicago to Norfolk to New England.
peat engagement on Broadway now tentative for February, Instead of
'Forward,' as a pic ,po.ssibilily. indicates better stuff than matcvialized in this fall as originally planned.
Gomez,
who
was
with
'Night'
in
S.
Thomas
a
smaller
part,
Many
filmusical,
'Too
will
Abbott's last
take
Bone.
Girls.'
over the role* originated by Richard Whorf. Otherwise, only minor cast
changes have been made in support of Alfred Lunt and Lynn Fontanne.

it

First Promise at My First Prom' is
nicely sung by Victoria Schools;
'Buckle Down, Winsocki,'. as handled
by Tommy Dix, is a punchy act-two
opener; 'That's How -I Love the

LOU CLATIOH

ily, many with no previous stage experience, are Gil Stratton. Jr., as Bud,
and his wistful sweetheart Maureen
Cannon, click mixture of personality
and voice; Nancy Walker (daughter
of Dewey Barto), comic blind date
who garners a tlock of laughs; June

played no small part in adding
Fox.
to the performance,

but

play are 'Everytime,' 'Just a Little
Joint With a Juke Box,' 'Shady Lady
Bird,' 'Alive and Kicking' and 'What
Do You Think I Am?' Ballad 'My

IUt.i

progrest'es and ends up comfortably
on the right side. Looks attractive
and delivers an okny vocalizing
chore, Marty Ma.v, onlj' other semblance of a name in the case, is aces
as the film gal's agent. Underplays
the role to a nice degree that kills
off the false impression of this type
usually found in picture versions.
Among the kids who register heav-

19'(i

Qoodnor

-Somh Howr,rd
Heather Angel
Henry Mowbroy
.Nell

Fitzgerald

Kilmund Gwonn
Horace Mc.Nnlly
Victor Beecroft
Ilyrnn Russell
t,,

Roland Bottomly
l^verett

Itlpley

tteiTge Wilson
.Gilbert Russell

John Moore
Griire

Collins

Corn Smith
Olive

lleevos-Snillh
Senn Dillon

Harry Sothern
Allen Stiavr
Charles Francis

John Trevor
(
elty of execution. Individual stepping
(Mllion Blumenthal
N'avWes
is clicko stuff, being contributed by
Betty Anne Nyman in a 'Three Men
The first war play- of the season
on a Date' routine; Kenneth Bowers
in some fast stepping and June Ally- should get across and indications are
It's
a drama that
son following suit; also Teeney Rob- that it will.
erts.
Lou Wills, Jr., Bobby Harrell isolationists won't like, because of the
and Billy Parsons rate mention for topic, but ror the average American
who admires the grit of the British,
their
acrobatic
hoofing.
is
increasingly
a
Mielziner sets, while not as lavish The Wookey'
as several of his previous musicals interesting in performance.
Metro has been excited about the
breaking in here, display originality
in a gymnasium setting involving Brennan play for some time, spent
giant athletic figures in a totem pole plenty on the production and aseffect, and vivid color in, a boys' signed the former Broadwayite, Ed'
gar Selwyn, to present it. Robert
dormitory set
'Forward'
represents
Rosemary Sinclair also came from the Coast
Lane's legit debut. Picture player, to direct.
originally a Fred Waring songstress,
Story pyramids In holding audifills the bill in a role more or less
ence attention.
It
starts gabbily
foreign to her film casting as the enough, with the limey accents of
sweet 'Four Daughters' type. Plays the women smeared on so much that
a Hollywood glamor gal bordering the dialog is not 6asy to discern.
on the hard-boiled. Her first en- Once Edmund Gwenn,
Mr.
as

—
Hayes) —Colonial,

The middle-aged salt won't fall in Wynn) Nixon, Pittsburgh.
line with the war effort, but when
•Candle
In
the Wind'

(Helen
the call to help at Dunkirk comes,
Boston.
Wookey goes into action with such
'Claudia'—Selwyn, Chicago.
»
effect that he is awarded a medal by
(Katharin*
Dilemma'
The
Doctor's
the government.
Fact that his sister-in-law's husband had been killed Cornell)—National, Washington.
'Ilellzapoppin' (Billy House-Eddie
in the fighting figures in Wookey's
participation in the Dunkirk evacu- Garr)—Curran, San Francisco (H*
ation.
Oakland, Cal. (21-22);
20); Aud.,
(24-27).
However, Wookey is still critical Mayfair, Portland, Ore.
'Hold On to Tour Hats' (Al Jolof the way the war is being run, and
one of the comic highlights is his son) Metropolitan, Providence, H.
dictation of a letter telling off Win-' I. (22); Memorial Aud,, Worcester
ston Churchill.
Then his home Is (23) Bushnell Mehnorial, Hartford
bombed. The regeneration of the (24) Shubert, New Haven (23-27).
Wookey Is then virtually complete.
'Johnny Belinda'—Locust, PhilaHis wife Is killed end the house delphia.
completely wrecked. When officers
'Jump for Joy' (Duke Ellington
come to warn him to move from the
Mavan, Loa Angeles (11th week)
docks and, Wookey insists upon remaining in the basement, which is (17-27).
'Male Animal' (Otto Kruger)designated as a bomb shelter. Raid
warning sirens sound the close, with Alcazar, San Francisco (17-24).
•Man Who Came to Dinner' (Laird
The Wookey shown determinedly,
Hollywood
climbing the stairs armed with a Cregar)- El
Capitan,

—

;

:

.

—

tommygun, transformed completely
Nazidom to the death.

to fight

Surrounding Gwenn are other admirable players.
Carol tioodner
again proves she is as good with
dramatic parts as lighter assignments. .She plays tha sister-in-law,
somewhat loose in her morals until
the man she weds is killed Norah
Howard
stands
up
excellently
though her accent is too defined at
first.
Heather
Angel,
as
The
Wookey's daughter, comes through
.

in the last act

when

upon for
McNally plays
called

hysterics.
Horace
well as McSwiggln, the thick Irish

(Continued on page 63)

_

(19-27).

•Mamba's DaoKhters' (Ethel Wa-.
ters)— Biltmore. L. A. (17-27).
•Meet the People'—Cass, Detroit.
'Mr. Bk'—Plvmoiith, Boston.

•My

Sister

Eileen'-Harris,

Chi-

cago.

•Native Son'—Majestic. Boston.
'Separate Booms'—Ford's, BalU-

more.
•Tobacco

.

B^'—

(John Barton!Son VrancLsco (21-27).
,
Theatre* (Cornelia Otis Sklnn?r)
Royal A''""'"'^'e, Toronto.
•Viva 0*Brlen*—Shubert, Boston

Ci'rran,

—

(2S-27).

CHATTER

tTcdncsday, Seplember 17, 1941
he returns west
Miss Moreno made a film
sical;

Broadway

this week.
in B. A. for

Boenos Aires

Baires.

house, has installed a booth to fill
in dark nights with pix.
In for preem of "Best Foot Forward' (11) were Cole Porter, Jphn
Wilson, Dick Rodgers. Doug Fairbanks, Jr., Alexander D'Arcy, Stew-
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HoHywood

By Bay Josepha
Anything can happen in the Stork
Margaret Lindsay laid up. with flu.
Club, and usually does, and one of
Jim TuUy In town.
those things was the 4 a.m. call that
Pampa Film employees awaiting
Jean Parker is laid up with throat
Lep Solomon back at Longacre John Gunther and Jimmy Young, reorganization for paychecks.
art Chaney, Richard Skinner; also trouble.
boxofflce<
U.S. newspaperman formerly stasister,
mother
and
Exhib
Carlos
Glucksman
Rosemary
Lane's
back
in
Oliver
Hardy bedded with an inh.o.
Frank Phetps back to Warner
tioned in Tokyo, put through to town from biz trip lo Rosario.
Leota.
jured knee.
Japan's premiere Konoye, to ask him
alter Chicago trip.
Lucas Demare likely to sign to diDavid May, film organist, being
Eyes' goes for a quote on the oil-to-Vladivos- rect Liberlad Lamarque's next for
Eddie Cantor's 'Banjo
divorce.
sued
for
weeks.
lluce
tok.
Sono Film.
IntT rehearsal in
Errol Flynn hospitalized with a
resting
Madrid
Jack Berlin, U. S. Yiddish actor,
Louis Nizer, who's been
throat infection.
doing own musical comedy, 'Dias
due back thU week.
By Joseph D. Ravotto
In Bermuda,
Feriados' ('Holidays'), at the Mitre.
Rudy Vallee bought a home in San
for
Pittsborgh
New offices are being provided
Film
director
Arturo
S. Mom spoke
Valley.
Fernando
h.o.
at
the
Fred Leslie, Fox Movietone, off to
BKO theatre executives
By Hal Cohen
before swank crowd at the Teatro
Lora Lee is the new screen name
from
Nacional de Comedia on 'Fantasy in Lisbon with wife.
Cecelia Algernon vacation
Donivee Purkey.
for
vacationing,
from
Pena,
back
Julio
and Guatemala.
Films."
PM, touring Mexico
Tony
Stern
on
the
job
again
WB
role.
at
screen
looking
for
Marshall
out of the hospital
Brenda
Costume
Reviving custom of football matchHarold Blumberg (Brooks
after appendix operation.
Comic actor Antonio Casal signed after an appendectomy.
between companies of legiters.
Co ) recovering from appendectomy.
Ray Allison, of Rivoli circuit, a es
contract with Cifesa.
Jerry Adler switched his stage
Apolo, Maravillas and Avenida top- one-year
for Gilbert grandpop;
ilarry Fleishman, g.m.
it's a son for the Ray AlliVarges, Metrotone, cooling
.

-

Miller, also

handling the Miller the-

atre.

.

Stitt,

Ralph

formerly with Par >n

may come

Detroit,

into

home

the

son, Jr.'s.

Al Spink

into

his

second

Nut House

town ahead of the
office.
Ed Wynn revue, which reaches the
Newest idea of wire companies is Nixon Sept. 22.
heavy
for
telegrams
wake-up
Red Richardson, former trumpet
sleepers.

The Ben Lyons (Bebe Daniels) to
Hollywood before they clipper back

London Oct.

to

2.

Grable

Betty

among Coastites
ditto George Raft.

.

and
in

Ida Lupino
vacations-

for

^ .
Irving Berlin to the Coast again

this week; Fred Astaire departed yesterday (Tues.).
Josep Nicolas, French-Dutch paintnew aparter dicT David Rubinoff's
ment in the Essex house.
Jimmie Dwyer claims his Sawdust
and has
Trail' is now a class joint
Installed a 10c cover charge.
Ruby Reed's House of Theatre, one
drama-tutorof those West 52d street
ing troupes, folded suddenly.
Dave Carter, ex-CBSer and
exploiteer in Hollywood, now with
ad dept. of Pan American Airways.

later

.

RKO

Macfarland,

Jim

formerly

pub-

director at R. C. Music Hall,
has joined the Hal Home publicity
licity
staff.

Edwin Clay, singing under name
Edwin Bassori, now regular member of Radio City Music Hall glee
of

Harry Gourfain back in town after
summering at Grossinger's and at
work on the play he plans tor fall
production.
June Preisser. in New Orleans
visiting her three brothers, will hit
town before returning to the Coast a
month hence.
Emmett Callahan will probably
manage Billy Rose's legiter, 'Clash
by Night,' by Clifford Odcts, starring
Tallulah Bankhead.
Arnold Rossfleld, co-boniface of
Club Versailles, out of Post-Graduate
hospital and recuperating at his Jersey home from gallstones operation.

Mary Livingston preceded hubby

Benny to N.Y., making the
nitery roimds with the EM Sullivans.
Benny arrives tomorrow (Thursday).
Willy Pasternack, manager of the
Downtown National theatre, Yiddish
Jack

Megiter and vauder, is recuperating
at Polyclinic ho^ital from a heart
attack.

Ann
Hutton

Barrett, who replaced Betty
still
in 'Panama Hattie,'

doubling into the Hotel Taft where
she sings with Vincent Lopez's orchestra.

Louise Phesay of United Artists
press department suffered a slight
concussion
last
week when she
slipped on a newly-waxed floor at
the h.o.

Cornwall Jackson, successor to Bill
Dozier in literati department of BergAUenberg on the Coast, arrives in
New York next week for a fortnight's visit.

Bennett Cerf, Random House prez,
preems his new brownstone town
house in the East eOs this week.

More room necessitated, now that
he's

Recently doing radio work. Hazel
Flynn returns to the Phil Spitalny
payroll in a couple we^ks on a speassignment, including his forth-

coming Strand sUge date.
The New Orleans Samuels (Helene
and Monte), back from their annual
Maine hegira, return to their hometown next week, after a week's
catching up on the shows.
Jack Mehler upped from Metro's
story department to eastern talent
scout, in the department headed by
Marvin Schenck. He succeeds William Deering, called to duty in the
Navy.
Prank Seltzer, who came east as
p a. with WB's 'Navy Blues Sextette,'
.

returned to the Coast yesterday after
remaining in New York but a day.
His father is critically ill in Holly
wood.
.Claude Lee in Washington on offl
cial business for Par after looking
In on convention of Southeastern
Theatre Owners at Jacksonville last
week, his old stamping ground for
Sparks.
Al Margolies,
publicity chief,
and Morris Helprin, Alexander Koraas press rep. have co-authored a
screen orlgfnal, 'Mrs. Dudley's Dol-

UA

lar,

now making rounds

of

film

companies.
Agent Mel Shauer's trip east to
put his son in a Westchester school
coincided with arrival from Buenos
Aires of his actress-wife, Rosita Mo-

^0.

in

celino Ornat and Trini

Ariel

off heels in

Lisbon awaiting new as-

Moren opened signment.
'Jalisca Nunca

name to Jerry HilliardL
Ray Milland and Bo Roos

Pierde.' Mexican
having successful run at the

Hijas de mi Alma' ('Daughters of
My Soul') at the Mayo.
Film critics worn out; 22 openings
in one week recently, an all-time
high.
All must be caught in theatres;, no previews here.
Report current here that ban on

'

.

House Reviews

—

STANLEY, PITT

-

OLYMPIA, MIAMI

.

SlLonis

a pappy.

Irving Lehrer, p.a., filed a volun
tary petition of bankruptcy Monday
(15), listing $4,397 in liabilities and
$5,000 in assets, latter in insurance,
not touchable under law.

cial

ping league so far.
Spanish variety company of Mar-

vacationing in Mexico City.
Vicki Lester out of the hospital
pict,
after two weeks with flu.
Palaccio de la Prensa.
Lent Riefenstahl Madrid-bound to
Herman Hover and Earl Carroll
do exteriors of 'Lowlands' with Ger- ended their long association.
man cameraman Hans Schelb.
Osa Massen, screen actress, drew
ace with Everett Hoagland, now an
'Torbellino' to go on lot shortly
her
final citizenship papers.
army lieutenant.
EstrpUita Castro, Tony d'Algy
anti-totalitarian films may soon be with
Ann Sothern and Roger Pryor
Singing Jean Travers and Kenneth
and Manuel Luna in top spots. Cifesa
lifted as a result of the government's
CHorley were married in Salt Lake
producer, Lous Marquina pilot agreed on a trial separation.
stiffening attitude against the Nazis. is the
de
City. Utah, Aug. 28.
Blanquita
Alfredo Mayo and
Johri Ford to Washington to join
Dinner marked 100th performance
Billy May, of Glenn Miller's orch,
Barcelona to start work the Naval Photographic diyision.
of 'Mujer Zonza la Patrona' ('Owner Silos off to
got h'is start here with the Boys Club
in 'Raza,' propaganda pic, with some
Jeanette Russel, screen actress, diIs a Stupid Woman'), Claudio Marof Pittsburgh band.
written by General- vorced Jasper Russel, casting directinez Payva's for Eva Franco at the of the scenario
Exhib Israel Roth has announced
issimo Franco.
tor.
Astral.
the engagement of his daughter,
Irene Bordoni to New York to
Anbel Magana and Mirtha Legrand
Ethel, to Ben Siegal.
huddle with a sponsor on a radio
will top cast of 'Adolescencia' CAdoOwen Cleary, of the Fulton man- lescence'),
deal.
Francisco Mugica's next
agerial staff, seriously, ailing again
Edward H. Griffith planing to New
for Lumiton.
Scripted by Pondal
in the Mercy hospital.
York via Mexico City and Washand Olivari.
Continued Irom pace
Peter Higgins checked out of Villa
ington.
Silvana Roth signed for 'En El
Madrid after a long run to open at Viejo
Jimmy Van Horn in the hospita^
Buenos Aires' ('In the Old
Detroit's Club Royale.
after a fall from a horse, on. RKO
Buenos Aires'), which Alejandro
Lois Miller back home after spendlocation.
Casona wrote on order for San
ing the summer at the Heinz Pier Miguel
Sheridan Gibney back from New
studios.
(Atlantic City) organ.
Did* It and I'm York for script huddles with Walter
New '400-seater, Cine-Art, will new tune of his 'Iwith
Bobby Pine; on Yacht Club bill open
a medley of Wanger.
at the end of October for Euro- Glad,' winding up
with elder Pat Rooney, used to be pean artistic imports. House built by Tomlin compositions capped by 'ObFrances Gifford, screen actress,
known as Bobby Pinkus.
Lapzeson & Co. will be managed by ject of My Affections.' his surest-fire. filed suit for divorce against actor
Jean Coyne, chorine in a couple of Dr. Leon Klimovsky.
Accompanies himself on the guitar James Dunn.
extra
Playhouse musicals, has joined the
Bob O'Donnell in from Dallas conSono Film announced Mario Soffici for this. Orch's also carrying
'Pal Joey' ensemble in N. Y.
Richabout product for the InterDanny
ferring
Little
and
Kay
pipes
in
will megaSugo Wast's 'El Camino de
Anita Louise will fulfill previously las Llamas' ('Road of the Flames') as ards. Gal particularly is a showy state circuiti
cancelled date at Stanley Friday (19)
Chbrles Cobum ambling eastward
to follow
a high-budget special. Wast is one .stylist, but might do better
with Vaughn Monroe's band.
on Fire' on vacation after finishing his latest
of the best-known writers in Latin 'Wouldn't Set the World
Variety Clubmen Al Weiblinger America..
with something less in the torch vein film role at Metro.
and Bob Fiske have penned a new
Gene Autry back from an air trip
British Embassy and leaders of than 'Jim.'
tune, 'I'll Always Wait For You.'
Former kid act of Geraldine and to Oklahoma, where he sang. for the
English community here turned out
Stanley Gilkey said to be inter- in full force at 100th performance of Joe is now grown up, but they soldiers at Fort SilL
ested in producing Charlie Gaynor 'Mujeres En El Ocaso' ('Ladies in haven't lost anything in the maturing
Bob Hussey out of the hospital, rewhirlwind
from a chest injury susrevue, 'Lend an Ear,' on Broadway.
covering
are
a
two
process.
The
Retirement'), British meller, at the
Skip Nelson, who has just quit the Teatro Argentine here.
hoofing pair with an acrobatic flair, tained in a motor crash.
Joe Breen tossing a get-together
Joey Sims band forJBenny Buton's
Odeon, long-time No. 1 legiter always their forte, and the femme's
outfit, will be a pappy next month. known especially for
a cutie with a millon bucks' worth party for the new producers, direccomFrench
Henry Miller okay again after an panies it formerly imported, will go of ooh-la-la personality. Lime Trio, tors and actors at RKO.
Roy Rogers bought a house in Eneight-month illness and back at the to films. Announcement made short- with the multiple-jointed Gollywog,
piano with Piccolo Pete's orches- ly after the death of owner, Senora of course, remains one of the best cino and Martha Raye, a renter, has
tra.
pantomime acts in the books Roy to move out In two weeks.
Juana Gonzales Devoto.
Billy Conn has bought a Squirrel
Jerry Horwins to Frisco to celeAldredo Jordon, Aida Albertl and Davis' pantomime Is also of t high
Hill home with the $25,000 he got com{Sany with director Catrano M. order.
Plays a couple of records. brate their first wedding anniversary
from Republic for making 'Pittsbijrgh Catrani taking locations shots atLIao Jerry Colonna doing 'Sonny Boy'^and with Betty Horwin's parents.
Kid.'
Guido Orlando, recently released
Llao for 'Sinfonia en Blanco' ('Sym- Cyril Smith's 'Old Sow Song,' and
Berry brothers, driving to the phony in White'), first pic here in acts them out to synchronized lip from the hospital after pneumonia,
Coast by car, stopped off here for a some time with a sports theme. For movements. He's clever and should went back for an appendectomy.
few hours to see themselves in 'Lady San Miguel.
Virginia Sale hooked herself for
stay up there a long time, his type of
Be Good.'
turn being unlimited in its possibili- nine more appearances at Army
Harry O. Buch has quit the local
ties.
camps, payitig her own expenses.
police force after 23 years to beMax Adkins' house orch in pit dePaul Von Hemreid, who became
come a studio cop for Universal on
livers nice overture.
successively Paul Hammond and
Cohen,
the Coast.
Biz off.
Paul Henrie, Is now Paul Henreid.
By Les Bees
Marion Kane, Betty Kingsley and
Jessie Matthews aired in from
Charlotte Ackerly, burlycue chorNew York to do a short at RKOAlan Usher, Paramount district
ines last season, are now Casino
Pathe for British and American
usherettes.
manager, In town.
charities.
the
into
comes
Dolly Dawn's band
Walter Abel in from Hollywood
Sol Shur, screen writer, spending
Stanley for week of Sept. 26, and for visit with his dad.
Miami, Sept. 14.
his furlough at Republic and exJimmie Lunceford follows her fort
Gertrude Guimont, Warner booker,
Erik Rohdes, Cart Brothers, Bob hibiting his corporal chevrons, earnnight later.
vacationing in northern Minnesota.
King, Martin Brothers & Fayne, Fred ed at Fort Monmouth, N. J.
Fred Kelly in New York helping
James Gray, St. Paul Pioneer Lightner & Rosella, Harr]) Reset
Nelson Eddy made an out-of-court
his brother. Gene, stage the dances Press
drama editor, back from House Orch; 'Whistling in the Dark' settlement of an auto accident suit
for the George Abbott show, 'Best Hollywood jaunt.
(M-G).
filed by Helen Lynd, film actress.
Foot Forward.'
Father of Jerry Bloedow, Orpheum
Original action demanded $8,723.
Gray Carpenter, actor-son of Brad- assistant manager, passed away at
Personal of Erik Rhodes and
All-night bowline ordinance was
dock exhib, off for Fairfax Field, Redwood Falls, Minn.
sugary notices on film make this good vetoed by Mayor Bowron. He deKansas City, as a flying cadet in
U. S. Marine band here for two boxoffice bait and though hardly clared it discriminated against other
Naval Reserve.
concerts at Auditorium Oct 8 under calculated to cause any dancing in forms of amusement, such as pool
Herb Magidson here visiting his Women's club auspices,
the aisles, it measures up as satis
halls and shooting galleries, which
family on the wajr to New York from
are restricted by law.
Moe Levy. 20th-Fox district man- factory summer entertainment.
It's been some time since Rhodes
Hollywood. Songwriter expects to ager, back after sessions with W. C.
has appeared on the screen, but evi
stay east two months.
Chicago
Moines.
Gehring
in
and
Des
considerable
The Mark Browars (he was an
'Ice-Capades of 1942' had 18-day dently his name still has
An ingratiating chap
exhib here for 34 years) have moved run at St Paul Auditorium, longest b.o. value.
to Santa Itonica, where they will ever chalked up for stage attraction with a pleasant stage manner, he
By Sam X. Horst
bows on in a reprise of his old telemake their future home.
phone routine with which he scored
May Beegle has again rented there.
Lyceum theatre not to. be torn
Abe Lyman band, begins threeSchenley theatre for six Saturday down after all and will continue to in 'Gay Divorce,' then devotes remainder of turn to straight warbling. week engagement at the Chase Club
mornings when she will present the
house legit roadshows, opening sea- Comic Latin characterization is still Friday (19).
Clare Tree Major kiddie shows.
son next month with 'Meet the Peo- okay, but is somewhat dated now
Club Continental, Hotel Jefferson,
ple.Unless he expands his repertoire, it resumes season Saturday (20) with
Herbie Kay orch into Hotel Nicol- would appear his best bet is to Carl Lorch's band.
Kansas City
let Minnesota Terrac following six- capitalize on his singing talents. Nice
Edgar Bergen and Charlie Mcweek run of Dorothy Lewis' 'Adven- voice and appearance should com Carthy inked for a personal at the
By John Qnlnn
tures on Ice,' which goes from here mand some attention as a cafe at
Municipal Auditorium, Oct. 9.
to St. Regis, hotel. New York.
Harry Redman, manager of the
trction.
Sally Rand featured at nearby
President E. L. Peaslee, Northwest
Bob King is a clever ventriloqui.st Majestic theatre, St. Louis, has
Springfield, Mo., expo.
him
Kansas City club opening winter Allied; Bennie Berger, circuit owner, but likewise, his material could beaten an illness that had
and Merle Potter, former film edi- stand attention. Utilizes two dum- bedded down in a local hosp'ice for
season with Bob McGrew orch.
male
Tiny
several months.
announcer, now tor but now latter's general manager, mies, a boy and a gal.
Jon Yost.
getup,
Sammy Kaye orch will play the
handling Terrace Grill remotes aired to Philadelphia for national Allied character, decked out in gob
appeal, but St Louis National. Horse Show Sept
audience
convention.
of
States'
has
plenty
via WDAF.
^
thrashing femme is a negative factor. 27-Oct 4 in the Arena. Victor McPolice of Kansas City, Kansas,
King works smoothly, lip movement Laglen's Light Horse Troop from
throwing four-day benefit rodeo in
being rarely perceptible.
Hollywood will perforn), too,
American Royal building.
The bulging biceps brigade is
Playgoers of St Louis, Inc., nonJohnny Steele and Sandra new
represented at this sitting by the two profit organization formed to aid leteam in the Omar
fiiano-vocal
By Harold M.' Bone
Carr brothers, who click convinc- git here, using newspaper ads in
ounge. Hotel Continental.
with
their
ingly in the nifhtcap
campaign to recruit new members
Clair Tree Major children's reperBurleigh Morton back to booksell'
work
Pair
acrobatics.
whacky
tory theatre skedded for four presen
for 1941-42 season at the American
ing after a sour vaude venture.
.straight In whirlwind finale, uncork
talions to Kansas City school kids.
.Paramount mulling vaude, with ing series of socko lifts and holds. theatre.
Jimmy Nixon, Music Hall impre Eddie Wittstein for house band.
Bill Robinson, 60, v.p. of lATSE,
Had to beg off.
sario, trained to St. Loo over the
last week beFishman Bros, have added the
Fred Local No. 143, died
himself,
introducing
In
weekend for the Dodger-Cardinal Rivoli (nabe) to their local chain
fore an operation for a b'ursted apLeightner cracks that he's not old;
*ray.
pendix could be performed. He was
„ ,
Myron Gilbert, Hotel Garde man.Morey Amsterdam goes to Colum- ager, installing a new 'Fiesta Room.' 'it's just his gags." And he's kidding a member of the local since 1910 and
on the square. Some of the chestbia studios for dialog scripting after
The Roger Sherman hotel will nuts he drops popped before Joe was a projectionist at the Shenancompleting his vaude week at the
spend about $15,000 for a facelift Miller learned to scribble.
But doah, a South St Louis nabe.
Tower.
John J. Hanley, onetime stage
they're so corny, they're actually
Burton Dahl and Jeri Paul new including lobby.
manager at the Park theatre hei-^
Prof. Theodore Komlsarjevsky put funny.
Royal
Ruth
Phillips.
the
at
singers
twoMartin brothers and Fayne are and for four years stage manager of
back at the organ after California his drama studes through
week public festival.
standard three-way terpers. Routines the Municipal Theatre Assn., has
vacation.
Arena booked Rochester and Dick and executioil are acceptable, but been appointed superintendent of
pitching in to
Don Davis of
operations of the city's $7,000,000
aid Joe Redmond and Frank Ritter, Stabile for one-niter Thursday (11) show little thought or originality.
Job pays
Full house when caught Friday municipal auditorium.
Fox theatre managers, on their ex- to buck opening of Shubert that
1 $3,000 per annum.
Leslie.
Shubert, town's only legit (12)
tensive 'Sun Valley' (20tb) campaign. night.

Ted Blake going

straight year at original
in Millvale.

She may do a Broadway mu-

KCKN

New Haven

,

WHB

•

-
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Bills
;

Next Week

.idenlifled man to the janitor asked
'hat windows to the dancer's apartWaekbia^^^^^
„.
^^^^

TOM WOODS
.vi.f„«^= 12
Torn (Jam-up) Wot^, 52

iTrtfot'eTt

FRANK M CONLY
Frank M. Conly,

unit

65,

operatic basso,

C

Ilcnoe Hartmaa
MInit

arrol Crane
Tiny Gorntnn
ack Thomns Oro

St

He was co-owner
Opry' roadshow.
Funeral services

of

'Grand

agency men

D\ Giovanni

is that while many of
their clients might be willing to Invest coin in the shows as a goodwill gesture, they'd also want some
concrete compensation in advertis-

Vorne Wilcox
John ft Joaale Horn
Olca llay
Horace Houcfc Oro

In other words,
ing and publicity.
they are not willing to altruistically
hide their generosity completely
under a bushel.

Dalo Rhodea

MnrKO Good
Good & Goody

Art,-

PhiUy^

.

I

Wanfla
Eaoorts

Lo<l||«

Dick FInncy
Sandy Slonn
Doddy Dobaon

Bin Green'i
held in
Joseph C. Roeber, 66, Henry
^^^^ jj^^y
King Ore
Nashvilie, Monday (15). SurvivorsKjij^g^ign
the Rochester (N. Y.) UooKle-Woogte Clab
cj^jg orchestras Booff ShermaD
are tiis bride of four months. Vera, pj^jji^^j^p^jg
and
Pete,
Robert,
Maxle Simon
and three brothers,
j^^. ^|,g ^^^^ 13 y^^^s, was found float.
Comorada
Harry
Carol Woods.
ing in the Genesee river last week, Buddy Blaine
was nronounced due to Tubby Miller
Death
Dvorak
He had been missing from Resgle and
[suicide.
WM. ('JERRY') COOK
Bottle
Cork
Lloyd fox
William J. ('Jerry') Cook, 76, vet home four days. ^ ^ .
1928
Before going to Rochester
Colonial
amusement and dance orchestra
uzz Aston Ore
in Roeber was connected with the G(15)
promoter died "STonday
Eddie Pe7ton'a
New York,
Springfield, Mass.. after a long Illness. jSchirmer Music Co.,
Art Schambers Ore
~
IdenUfled since 1922 with various Widow survives,
ildred Segal
Eddie Poyton
amusement ventures, Cook was best
Sandy Mccllntock
WALTER S. CALDWELL
known as operator of Cook's ButterMarlon Muller
fly BaUroom, Springfield, and Cook's
yf^n^i s. Caldwell, 96, former acEI Cbleo
Crystal Ballroom at Riverside Park,
theatre manager, died Sept. Mario Merin Ore
Agawam, Mass.,
heart Virginia Ramos
.
10 at his home in Toledo.
Dancing Flayers
For 38 years Cook managed
proved faUl. Manager of the
ETergreeB*
Brookside Park, Orange. Mass. In Esquire theatre, Toledo, of late, he
Revelers
1922 he built the Crystal baUroom,.K
managed Loew's theatres in Kay Burke
Ray Valance
and later the Butterfly dancery. At Toledo for years.
Nancy Qrey
one time he had 15 orchestras under
In 1903 Caldwell was assistant
Hotel Fori Flu
He sponsored ^^j,^g„
management
his
the old Percy Xi. WU- Ken Bailey Oro
Springfield appearance of
j.
Johnny Mitchell
j^^^^ i„ N. Y.
Hkrry Walton
Vallee when the latter was still a
Jeaale Wheatley
Yale student.
EUGENE LEVY
Hotel Henry
Leaves widow, son. and daughter.
(.SUver Orlll)
Eugene Levy, 47, died suddenly M Contreras Ore
Burial in
Funeral today (17).

were

m
.

Kat HouM
Sherdlna Walker
Ted Blake
George Oreeg

I

to

Oaal*

Frank Shean Ore
Pines

^

Bill

LeRoy Oro
Trelon*

1

Jack Leary Ore
Nancy Gardner
Marlon Joyce
George Webber
Yacht Club
H Middleman Oro
Jerry Cooper

Rudy

'

HUBERT HARBEN
«„K»ri Harben^
wo,.i,on
Hubert
matic

actor,

died

Bri*i<:>,
,ira
British draat his London

«•»

63.

Friday night. .(12) from injuries suf
fered in an auto accident while he
was en route from Poughkeepsie to
Newtiurgh, N. Y. Veteran theatre oppartnered with Parar^,.„,
-„„^„,
Funeral services Sunday
mount.

^

I

home. Aug. 24
morning (14) at Newburgh. Widow,
For 40 years. Harben had been on
j
.
„
„
three daughters and a son survive,
the British stage, appearing with the
^^"^
^^^^'^^
Lewis WaUers. Mr. and Mis. Kendal
and many of the most prominent
.

,

'

LIEUT. H. B.

managements during his career. In
most of these plays he appeared

Lieut. H. B. Goldstone, 24. South

with his wife. Mary Jerrold, among
them being 'Mary Rose.' 'Milestones.'
The Man Whb Stayed at Home,'
'Blood and Sand,' and The Great
Adventurer. ,He served during the
last war, prior to which he had a
season in New York. His most recent stage performance was in
•Goodbye, Mr.. Chips'
•Victoria the Great,'

and the

GOLDSTONE

Engineering

African

Corps,

was

Kathleen
Charlo Sl Dupree

Conchlta
(Gay M't)
Dorothy Nesbllt
Hetel 7th AvenM
Bc98 Saunders
Ida tola
Everett Haydn
Betty Donataoe
Al Devin
Evergreen Oardona
Revelers
Sam Sweet
Alice SonO'
Zelda

Wicked

Shirley Heller

SkT-Vns
Teddy King Oro
Union Grill

Villa Madrid
Etzl Covato Ore

Skyllners

BOSTON
(Clrt'Utt

[

FLOBANCE M. GUEDALLA

Florance M. Guedalla, attorney
and a member of the board of direc
tors of United Artists' British orJOBN J. McCarthy
Iganization, as well as being assO'
John Justin McCarthy, 50. former ciated with the company in a legal
dancing comedian, died Sept 6 at capacity, died in London. Sept. 9.
Veterans' Hospital. Newington, Conn. In hi* late sixties, he had been ill
A native of Bridgeport, McCarthy for a long time,
started his stage career as partner of
Jimmy Conroy with John W. Vogell
EMILIO CABRERA
Minstrels and later went with Al G.
Emilio Cabrera, 49, Mexican legit
|

Runklft

|

St

Jack Manning
Al Lewis
Victor Donato

F Slmpaun

&

Ranny Weeks Oro

Beriiio Bonnott

Maxine Sullivan

O

Ginger Harmon
Eunice Healey
International Casloo
Henri Jobert Ore
Ken Club
Ernie Marr Ore
Russ Howard
litttln Quarter
Anthony Bruno Ore
Rlea Marline Ore

while dining with his wife George LIbby Rev
S^v«n, M,«
n^""?* ,f*
Roily Rolls
"
Jerry &. Turk
onl--^ -^-^^^^
Jalisco state, Barbara Belraor*
Columbia burlesque wheel, but later Guadalajara, capital of
Doris Abbott
Mexico,
returned to vaude with Bobby
Club Vnnlty Fair
both
pro
and
daughter,
Widow
Moore in 'Anything Can Happen'
Kal Nlra Oro
Stella Ray

—

|

^

---^

JOHN O'CONNOR
John O'Connor,
player

GENE MARKEY

-

Darren Wilson

In 1931 McCarthy retired from
sho^w biiofness and joined Conroy
in operating a tavern in Bridgeport.

67.

Nan Stone

Sammy Walsh

Coconnut Orove

former stage Mickey Alport Oro
his Don Rico Ore
Wally Wanger Rev

who gave Harold Lloyd

start asi
.

an

actor,

died Sept. 10 in
For years O'Con-

Paine
Marianne Francis
Hilly

Santa Monica. Cal.
Markey.
former
vaudeAmapola Lopez
villian (Markey and Montgomery). nor played leading roles in midwest Jack & J Lorraine
companies. Interment in Chi Barry, Prince St Cl'k
died' sept "9.* at hirhomeTn "North
I^eo Dixon
Wildwood, N. J., where he had re- cago.
Renee & Root

Gene

Lambert

ArmstronK^ Adele Coroy
JSva C'louph
Rita Henderson
Hotel Unrdner
Cusa Alannim
Burt Shnw
A I Tory Ore
Evalyn Harvey
Harrldon Aulger
Joye Martin
Hotel Stntlcr
Tom Brown
(Cafe Kunne)
Katbyrn Fortener
Salvy Cavlcchio Oro
Iioulge Sherwood
Hotel Rlt£ CarlotOD
Earl Gregg
(RItx Roof)
Jane Glddlngs
Jean (?arlo
Bennle Carter Oro
Don Muckel
Terry Shand Ore
Frank Martls Oro
Clnb Mnjfair
Juanlta Juarez

Shayne

'^'"IIP cently

&A^^"Re;?oldsnS

St

Uotol fiasex
Ernest Murray Oro
Billy Kelly

Karl Rohdo Oro
Harry Stockwell
Carl

Kuom)

Floronce Hatlman

UlUiBlnib's

film

Survived by widow, and actress

them

is

.

|

MARY

I

&

|

I

-

'

Better Clearance For
Dixie

3

Radio Aces

Gulll

Gulll

Antliony-Allen-H
W'y's Congo Roolas
Helen Carroll
Bio Casino
George Harris Oro
Harry Spear
Carlos St Carlta

Camp

Theatres,

BntLayPubficBamied
Spartanburg, S. C, Sept. 16.
Proximity of winter with heavy
cancellations on outdoors recreational activities for thousands of soldiers,

except in Florida, has resulted in
heavy expansion schedules for Dixie

army

theatres.

Camp

Croft here

among

to

first

announce new construction, and will
built fourth house this fall. Layout
to seat over 1,000 men, will be ready

announcement on the air
of the program in a before winter.

cantonment does not indicate that

Army

endcrses the product.

Attending

were reps

powwow

week's

.last

of J. Walter

Thompson,

McCann-Erickson, Blow, 'Benton 81
Bowles, Lord & Thomas, William
Esty. Tom Fizdale, BBD&O, BlackNewell-Emett-Sample-Hummert,
mett and Young & Rublcam.

Group Supposed to

Theeatre officer here is Capt. Arthur T. Kaplan, former eastern exhib.
Concurrent with new agreement reached by Army Motion Picture Service with distribs Croft is
getting pix at the same time as near-

by commercial

now booking

Has Held No Meetmg
shows in the army camps have
yet to reach first base. After 'win
ning' representation on the Joint adlegit

visory committee, which

is

supposed

also have people from the several theatrical guilds and unions,
there has never been one meeting of
the group, which accounts for the
to

chairmanship has
the
that
least three times.
Legit people say the army has not
accepted their proffer to use experifact

changed at

enced showmen to prepare camp
shows. Those on the committee that
has not functioned include Bert Ly'

tell,

theatres.

Army

is

every two weeks

inr

stead of monthly.

MARRIAGES

Settle

Anny Show Problem

Jeanne Fuller to Hugh Harman,
Las Vegas, Nev., Sept. 15. Bride

in
is

writer; he's film cartoon producer.

William Post, Jr.,
Both are
in New York, Sept. 11.
legit players, presently in the Broad-

Joan Castle

to

way 'My Sister Eileen.'
Edith Mean Alexander

to C.

Fred-

erick Frank, Jr., in Pittsburgh, Sept.
15.
She's daughter of Jim Alexander, Republic franchise holder in
Pitt.

Lois Wilde to Harry Ca-sh, in Las
Vegas, Nev., Sept. II. Bride is stage
and screen player.

Helen Metcalfe to Spence Leve, in
Reno, Sept. 8. He is division manager for Fox-West Coast in Los Angeles.

Frances Cochran to Pete Goscg, in
San Antonio, Aug. 30. He is control
room operator of station WOAI, San

Antonio.
E. Sherwood and Burns
Sherwood is in Government

Robert

Mantle.

including union
Others,
representatives (Equity, etc.), have
yet to publicly air their views, but
there is no doubt they ar^ disappointed over developments so far.
service.

BIRTHS
Mr. and Mrs. Lyle Engels, son, In
York, Sfejit- 9. Father is pubSong Hits magazine.

'

New

lisher of

Stimson's Offer to Golden

Mr. and Mrs. Ed Humphrey,

son,

Offer to John Golden to take com- in Chicago, Aug. 28. Father is anplete ch'arge of entertainment in the nouncer with WJJD, Chicago.
Army came directly from Secretary
Mr. and Mrs. Lowell Farrell,
of War Henry L. Stimson, it has daughter, in
Hollywood, Sept. 8.
been learned. Producer hasn't made Father is assistant director for Alexup his mind definitely as to whether ander Korda.
or not he will take the post, pending
Mrs. Paul Hayes, daugh-

further

huddles

with

Wart Dept.

execs.

Dept. has flatly turned down
Vonna
Goldpn's suggestion that Billy Rose
tired with his wife, Elva J., who was
(Melody Lonnire)
Joae & Lollla Vega
be given the job. Rose Ipng ago went
Marjorle GarreUoB Letlela
his stage partner.
CHARLES T. FALES
No relation, of
to high Army ofticials with complete
Herb Lewis
Btenbcn*if
course, to Hollywood's Gene Markey.
former
show
Charles T. Fales, 67,
Cniwfnrd Hons*
plans for entertaining the soldiers
(Vienna Room)
Markey broke into show business biz press agent, who had been in Ray Cnllinn Ore
T*ew Conrad Ore
and still holds open an offer to drop
Boyd Hoathen
at 16, touring the old Keith and the amusement biz in various other Sally Keith
all his personal business and go to
Brecn
Chester Dolphin
Orpheum circuits. His last stage capacities for 25 years, died in Bing- Maria
Dolores Gaylord
Armstrong & Slark work for the Army at $1 a year for
Gene Bayloe
appearance was as a member of the hamton, N. Y, Sept. 9.
Darry St English
the duration.
Crawfordettes
Dolor<!B Reed
cast of the musical, 'Follow Through.'
Surviving are widowf and sister.
Short shrift given the diminutive
Tlie Crtve
Fox & Hounds
He was a member of the Actors Club
Ralph
Porroj
Oro
MlUon Goorge Oro
showman by the Army has never
jAcU^Flehcr
and Vaudeville Artists Association
Ul-Hat
been adequately explained. .One
HOBERT RAY TURNlBR
Tamara Dorlva
of Camden, fi. J., where the Markeys
Pete Herman Oro
Barry & English
reason, it is figured, is that the War
Hobert Hay Turner, radio enter- I.>urille
Orey
Collta St Corral
maintained a winter home.
Dept. fears- mothers of many draftees
tainer on West Virginia stations Frank Potty
Phil Barry
associate Rose with girl shows, gams
under the name of 'Stuttering Skip,
BARTON
and bathing suits.
died at his home at Weston, W. Va
Clare Conway, secretary to SamMary Barton, 26, nightclub dancer, of heart trouble.
Afraid of Rose's Ballyhoo
uel ChotzinofI of NBC, has written
died in her apartment in N. Y. S^t.
.Another thing which Broadway
a song called 'If Your Heart Were and Washington insiders figure is
Alice A. Nash, 53, veteran em
6 following an overdose of sleeping
My Heart.' Another song, 'Poor hurting Rose's chances is his overpowders. The dancer's last engage- ployee of C. C. Birchard
Co., Bos
ments were at th^ Queen Mary and ton music publishers, died Sept. 8 Little Penguin,' written by three supply of energy. The Army, likes to
NBC men, Jinuiny Donnelly of the do things in its own methodical way,
at Jimmy Kelly's, both Gotham in Brockton, Mass.
'
press dark room', Eldrldge Packham some captious ones aver [that's evi•pots.
Ellas Disney, 83, father of Walt of the music department, and Joe dent by the way it is still flounderMiss Barton's death- aroused susplcions of police because persistent Disney, died Sept. 13 In Hollywood Seifert a guide. Is being published ing around on an entertainment proby Southern Music
gram], and fears that Rose will kick
phone calls all wee^ from an tin- following an operation.
I

'

.

origin

that

Those who favored presentation of

Hotel Bradford

Dcuchcoinber

staff,

He was

daughter, Joan Harben.

War Dept., since the inception of
the emergency,^ has been very liberal in allowing commercial radio
shows to emanate from camp auditoriums. Only restriction forced on

Burton'a BIrda
Countesa Alabaaaa
ManhattanctLca

Harry Morrlseey
Lfndn Bruco Dane
only son of John S. Gold- Peplto
& Lucia
stone, circuit supervisor of African C'Kt>!AAr & RoBlta
Buster Kelm Rev
Consolidated Theatres,

agerial

the routing of the

all

Army.

the

to work directly in the
Dept., although the CC would
ostensibly still carry on the work
of arranging and routing the sliows.

War

been delegated by the Army
put on live entertainment. CC

sponsored shows with the cooperation of the Morale Branch of the

Mark -Lane
Key Taylor

Wllllea

bitterly castiinactivity in

its

Golden, some six weeks ago, was

Art Tagello
Frank Natale
Mike Sandreito

Hotel RooacTcIl

killed in action May 31. it's just been
learned. Was on the African Consoli.

dated Theatres (South Africa) man-

Alice Kavan
Lionel Kaye

Showman

promoting morale via entertainment,
with the squawk picked up by the
wire services and published in
papers throughout the country.

would be

O would handle

Harry Frank
Arthur Lloyd
Chuck Wilson

A

ago.

gated the Army, for

this

has

Blondell Sis

|

tape-embroidered

aslc

Details were only passingly disNew Penn
cussed, but the plan would be to
H Fritschle Ore
have each advertiser sponsor 'a
Frank Reckless
Don Andre
be a
It would
particular show.
Eddy Trombetia
Dolores & do Vargas vaude, musical, minstrel «r legit
Baba- Oaren
unit and would be under the genJack Jlandall
Citizens
of the
eral supervision
Nlion Cat*
Committee for the Army and Navy,
Al M.nrlaco Oro
which currently has USO-flnanced
Bob Carter
Rhul & Kva Reyes shows touring the camps and which
RItter Bros

-

red

offered chairmanship of the entertainment division of the Citizens
Committee for the Army and Navy,
succeeding Vinton Freedley, who resigned Aug. 1. Golden refused the
post Offer from Stimson, however,

Steps

|

Orange.

weeks

the men to come together late
week in New York or Washington to hear the decision.
Different Type Shows

HerrT-Gu-RoDod
Henry Jerome Qro

Cavezza Oro
Balconades
uddy Carlaon Oro

ROEBER

C.

ArllDKton
hil

|

Ole

JOSEPH

Wm

FeoD
Hotel
(Continental Bar)

Anchorage
HuBh Morton Oro
Maynurd. Deane

-

Final straw that created a distinct
bias by the Army crowd fot;. Rose
was the letter from him which Burns
Mantle published in his column in
the N. Y. Daily News about six

Army, after hearing what the
agency execs had to say, asked for
an adjournment of the confab
while the War Dept. goes into a
huddle on policy. It is expected to

PITTSBUBOH

bert.

Dramatic

Ore

009 riub

ronrnds

^.^^^^
He also guested with the Philadelphia Orchestra on numerous occaSUter, Eleanor Conly Kil
sions.
gore, founded the KUgore School of

WS^

NashLouis "^anf
viUe afong with appearances over
NBC For past four years Woods
memwas
was with WSM. where he
ber of team of Jam-up and Honey.

KWK

Ireno Bosch
Cauti'lllos

Sept 10 at his, home in Wyn- Gloria Van
orry Rholton Oro
woods appeared with Primrose died Philadelphia suburb.
and coU,
Hope Lnuronce
_
Minslrels and with Primrose
Conly appeared as soloist at Wilon
Verne
West. Following this he appeared
Park when operas were
Grove
v..-|low
cir
«..ui5-o
PanUges
Illy Mcnehcr
Keith, Orpheum and
the batons ol
under
there
given
Did
D^^^
radio^
radio
before entering

cuits

Herman Fine
Wonder Bnr

clarify how far the sponsors could
go In the matter of capitalizing on
Feeling ot the
the money spent.

Voi-allonH

The Tropin

Is

the
would be receptive to advertiser- over
sponsored entertainment and would traces.

WhKtIrr Hotel
((iolil Cub Room)

ifr.

atuck Snow:

oTSrOlfop^:" WSSI

Gordon Oro

Slovadors
Jnck Terry
e Ulanc & Du

p^^,^^
^^^^^^
mmsirei
faced comedian and former
autopsy and are searchmg
^^^.^^^j
for the man.

— Continued from p>ie

Bobblo nobblna
Raul & Annette
Xllo J'rycr Ore

Doltle Uiiwn
'aul

Commercial Radio Shows

Continued from pa(« S7s

Dob Tolley

War

Mr. and
Des Moines, Sept. 9. Father
with the Buckaroos on WHO, Des
Moines.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Dauer, son,
Sept. 13, in N. Y. Father is treasurer of Center theatre, N. Y,
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Leighton, son,
Sept. 12, in Superior, Wis. Father
ter, in
is

is

newscaster at

WEBC,

Superior.
^

Mr. and Mrs. Walton 'Manny
Lochman, son, Sept. 5, in Kansas
(K.C.),
Father is ^'KMBC
sports announcer, KCKN and WREN,
baseball announcer.
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Timberg,
City.

Jr., son, Sept.
14, in New York;
Parents are both performers mother s
pro name being Betty Harrison.

Bobby Byrne's orchestra, containing his brother Don, ogened with a
family reception and class feunion
during his engagement at Eastwood
Gardens, Detroit (Sept. 12). They
ate the sons of Clarence Byrne, head
of Cass Technical School vocational
music department where both
started here into the

band

business.

,
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the latter later being

linked

with

The Harrisburg Telegraph.
H.

S.

Chlpman,
Sept

90,

lisher, died
Centre. L. I.

9

retired pubin RockvUle

In 1870, he founded the
Japanese newspaper printed in
Japanese, and in 1880 started the
Picturesque Atlas Publishing Co.,

Plays on Broadway
: Continued

first

AF

Bays Andl Control

fear that
Primarily
the war may leave it
U S entry into
without a source of continental
Press acAssociated
European news,
of the
QUiied majority holdings
Argentine news agency, Andi, which
eyes and
European
its
will operate as

because

of

^
ears if and when.
Move has been kept closely secret
Aires reand AP officials in Buenos
questions even offfuse to answer
nevertheless,
Learned
the-record.
.

followed a long series
that the step

and that Andi— which
of negotiations
primarily a local
up to now has been
agency— is preparing to send its own
correspondents to Europe and Ulie

U.S.) monthly as its share of Pampero's cost. Advertising from German and Italian firms supplies the
rest.
Pampero gets its news from
Trans-Ocean and from the German

Embassy Press Bureau.
Inter-Amer. Writers' Congress
its more than a year off,

Although

plans are already

underway for

In-

ter-American
Newspaper Writers
Congress to be held in Venezuela
toward the end of 1942.
Dario
Sainte Marie, former Latin-American editor of the Associated Press,
who heads the recently formed Inter-American
Federation
of the

Press, is currently touring Latin
overseas who America lining up delegates.
over those of AP's stalT
should war be
Affair will be strictly
are not Americana,
prodemocracy gathering with reps of
declared.
NoAgencia
Is
name
Nazi and totalitarian-minded rags
Andi— full
Interiores (In- ruled out. Group will
ticias Distiibudores
also strive to
Agency)
Distributing
enlist newsmen in the inter-Ameriterior News
news can solidarity effort; writers from
foreign
obtained
formerly
from both the AP and United Press, the States and from Latin republics
giving them in turn its local news. participating jointly. Also expected
functioned
organization
Argentine
that some basic labor union organimainly to supply for those interior zation like the Newspaper Guild niay
papers in Argentina unable to use or result.
Latin fourth estaters curafford a U. S. press service and also rently have many organizations, but
whom
stations
radio
local
most are literary societies not conto cater to
the Yankee agencies did not handle. tract getting, V'age-setting groups.
Marcelino
by
headed
Organization,
A. Aparicio, sold its news at far
Ed Sullivan's Killed Col.
lower costs than either of the U. S.
'You can draw your own con-

—

press services.
clusions,' managing editor Dick Clark
Since Hitler controls most of the replied to a query as to why
the
continental European outlets, except N. Y. Daily News last Thursday
(11)
the Swiss radio, at present, and since pulled Ed Sullivan's column after it
for
dangerous
be
would
even that
had run in but one edition. Column
on
be
in
States
the
should
Americans
was devoted in its entirety to castithe war officially. It's figured that the gation of the current Nye-Ciark
inEurope to Argentina to U. S. method vestigation of Hollywood's alleged
would be a practical solution.

propaganda

Prematnra Obit
re
last minute 30-day
prieve for foreign language newspapers caused much embarrassment
to the Rio News, leading English
daily published there, but also hope
that the ban on all sheets in any'
thing but Portuguese might be per
manently lifted. Ralph B. Ross,
editor-publisher, rounded up a flock
Brazil's

many from U. S.
and the casinos
which use Yanqul talent, and then
led off with a front page 'obit'
Next day. Instead of a funeral,
sheet came out as usual, explaining
the stay granted by President Getulio Vargas and hoping that none
of farewell ads,
film
companies

films.

Obvious conclusion was that the
Sullivan piece got the hell-box because it ran counter to the News'
strongly isolationist stand.
Clark
said that the column was killed out
at his order, although Capt Joseph
Medill Patterson, News publisher,
was in New York at the time.
rhilly Inquirer to StrlkeT
The Philadelphia Inquirer unit of
the Newspaper Guild authorized its
officers to call a strike whenever
deemed necessary in the battle for a
10% wage increase at a meeting on
Sunday (14). The vote was 160-163
in favor of the strike As soon as the
Inquirer management was apprised
of the unit's action, negotiations,
down,
were
previously
broken
resumed. The first of the meetings
was held yesterday (Mon.>, but

the advertisers would get sore
and feel they'd been tricked. Ban
on foreign language sheets was the
Idea of Lourival Pontes, of the Press proved unproductive. Another meetand Propaganda Bureau, and wa? ing is scheduled tomorrow.
due to official feeling that 'comMaurice F. X. Donohue was chosen
plete assimilation of foreign colonies chairman
of the strike committee.
was Impossible while they had their
own papers to read.' Further held
BIe Office Blacks Cut
there was no incentive to learn PorPressure from advertisers Is untuguese while foreign papers conderstood as the reason for the sudtinued.
Move hit hardest at the Nazis. den turnabout in the editorial polThere were 23 German papers icy of the Los Angeles Herald-Express, which rescinded an order to
printed
in
BrazU;
13
dailies.
Deutsche Rio Zeitung, leading Ger- cut down Jimmy Starr's drama secman daily, said it would continue tion in the four-page green sheet on
Saturday afternoons. Early in tHfe
In Portuguese as did
Fanfulla,
Sao Paulo Italian ajn. sheet Among week an edict was sent out announcother papers affected were the Eng- ing the whittling of the Starr seclish language Anglo-Brazilian Chron- tion for economic purposes.
Two days later came another edict
icle, Times of BrazU and BrazilianAmerican.
Also 14 Japanese-lan- rendering the first edict null and
guage papers and eight in Arabic, void. The section continues as was.
Turkish and Syrian.
Took All His Thae
of

A

Argentina

Nail Daily
Indications
that the Argentine
government, long the most reluctant
of any South American republic to
take any stand against the totaliTs.

ish blonde actress, is okay as Finch's
divorced wife about whom he is still
something ruts. Teddy Hart and Millard are
publisher of Australr.:-i<> Illustrated.
of a find, as a kid actor, playing the the teammates who blackjack the
'Clinton L. Dofgett, 43, shipping young son of The Wookey like a fellow in the bus and who get some
editor of the Journal of Commerce, trouper.
Everett
Ripley,
Olive of the laughs. Then there are Will
died Sept. 10 in his .N.Y. apartment Reeves-Smith and Charles France Geer. Doro Merande and G. Albert
Smith, plus a flock of others, some
Surviving are a widow, sister and do very well in smaller parts.
There is much apparatus back- of whom have a line or two.
his father. Dr. Laurance L. Doggett,
Plenty of people, but hardly
president emeritus of Springfield stage to simulate the din of bombIbee,
ing, air-raid warnings and other blitz enough show, or too much.
College.
effects. Impression on the first night
Mrs. Charles H. Barr, 68, novelist
was
that Selwyn ordered the sound
and essayist died Sept 10 of pneueffects soft-pedaled so that the audiDrama. In three acts <foor scene*) by
monia at her home in Bryn Mawr, ence might not be shocked. But the
Michael Kallesser and Richard Norcro^s;
Pa..
setting of. the ruined home, reduced staged by Charles Daverrport; setttngs.
Baddon Ivins, 63, editor of the to rubble, the smoke and simulated Louis Kennel; presented by American CItIc
Inc., at John Golden theatre. New
Hudson (N. J.) Dispatch and state dudt is sufficiently horrific anyway. Theatre.
York, Sept. 9. '41; $3.30 lop.
librarian, died in Engl^wood hospi- That setting in particular is -fine.. Mom
Kasla Orsizewska
William W. Tetry
tal Sept 5.
John Mitchell succeeds Excellent scenery, crack lighting and I'ete
Jack Lambert
Hugo
direction
accompany
this
unusual
him as editor of the Dispatch.
Joe
Royal Raymond
drama.
ibee.
.VnlCa Llndsey
.\nnle
T. H. Alexander, Memphis (Tenn)
Paul
Frederic de Wilde
Commercial Appeal political writer,
Marlon
.Martha Roberta

autobiography.'

State's

has

The More
.">!.

'

—

'

Baedeker.

Robbins

Music

Corp.

publishing.

Robert Parks, managing editor,
Augusta (Ga.) Chronicle, promoted
Frank Hawkins,
to editor's chair.
former managing editor, Macon
(Ga.) News, joins Chronicle as managing editor. Jack Tarvls replaces
him on News. Parks is vice presi'

dent of Chronicle.

PM publisher Ralph Ingersoll is
en route from Moscow to Ankara,
Turkey. Carl Randau, of PM foreign news staff, and his wife, Leane
Zugsmith, of the city staff, who have
been in Japan, are on their way
home.

Managers-Equity
:Continued from page

Sf

Equity seeks the discontinuance of
a practice on the part of some managers concerning collection of commissions from actors. It seems that

the courts for provisional
errest of the listed publUher, Olegano V. Andrade, following demands
"» the Argentine Congress.
which has an estimated
circulation, built by high
pressuring and wholesale distribution of free copies
since the outbreak
war, has«been under Are during
iJie past
three months as a result of
• probe currently under way by a
congressional committee headed by

m,m

•

M

^eputy Raul Damonte Taborda.
Ta™rda, an ex-newspaperman,

was

son-in-law of the late
Natalio Bolano, publisher
of the pro-Democracy afternoon
leader, Critica.

suite.

It all takes place in the main hall
of multi-millionaire Harvey Royal's
castle in the Colorado Rockies. He
is intent on becoming candidate for
governor and boasts to Senator
Broderick that he'll be the president.
Royal has spent fabulous sums building hospitals and other institutions,
and he plans the dedication of his
latest philanthropy in Denver the
next morning.
But he never gets there, his plane
being grounded because of bad
weather. Upon return from the airport. Royal finds the castle jammed
with assorted people, parked for the
night from a bus that is unable to
proceed in the snow. They are admitted because his press agent, Dan
Finch, and Joe Dolma, who is to
collaborate on Royal's biography,
need the money to make the trip
to Denver and they think their patron is on his way there.
Two comic ex-mobsters mistakenly bump off one of the passengers, who they intended to rob, and
the body is discovered.
Finch,
Dalmo and Bugs Saunders, the heart
interest, who is going to help write
Royal's life, connive on ways to get
rid of the body.
Detected, they
bring the man into the house, pretending he Is drunk. But the second

floor

gallery passageway

is

full

of

does nothing but issue the con- traffic and they never do get the guy
out, even though they put skates on
Since the deals are made di- the
mugg to make it easier.
rect actors cannot see why they
The enraged Royal finds the man
should pay co;nmissions to agents in his room and tosses him over the

who

interests.

Mked

tracts.

Jack Malloy Bested, Back
Jack Malloy, managing editor of
the Chicago Herald-and-American,
the Hearst paper, is back at his desk
after a lay-off in New Mexico.
Malloy was taken off the train at
Albuquerque a few weeks ago when

suddently

taken

ill,

and has been

restnig there.

A.

Spalding,

88,

actual service. They railing. It is believed the fall kills
say that if the manager is obligated him and no amount of explaining
to the agent he should pay the com- by those who knew he was a stiff
before then can convince Prosecutor
mish himself.
Lockhart, the opposition candidate,
Another point to be clarified is
After much hokus
to the contrary.
run-of-the-play contracts pokus evidently inserted to pad out
that of
which extend for more than one sea- an otherwise short play, the deSome producers have been ty- ceased party is recognized as a much
son.
ing- up players for two and 'three wanted felon so the rich man beContended that there is no comes a hero.
years.
Whatever weakness the play has
assurance that the play will run
it is not the acting.
There is a prothat long, road dates included, and
fusion of talent, with Keenan Wynn,
that there is no protection to the acson of comedian Ed, making his best
tor in the event it goes off, the bid for stage ratini to date.
He is
boards, but the actor's services are scheming Dolma. Frank Albertson,
Equity as Finch, has almost as much to do,
guaranteed the manager.
Jack
wants a provision that in the event and plays the part well.
the play does not open on the season Riano does a resd job as the guy
or -seasons after the contract is en- who is croaked and only an acrobat
tered into, that the actor receive two could take the fall the way he

who perform no

—

LITERATI OBITS
William

former

of the Los Angeles Times-Mirror Co. and manager of The Los
Angeles Herald, died Sept, 7 in Los
v.p.

.

'

may

Attorney Caraballo In B. A.

is

Mr. Tyler
Rlcbnrd Karlad
1.
the Merrier
Pi-ocess :>erver
Georse Edwards
George
Schumm,
editor,
85,
Force comedy tn three ncls, presented at
printer and for 13 years chief proof- Cort.
'41,
Y..
Sepl.
by Olio I,.
'Brother Cain' apparently sets the
and N'ormnn i*lncliR; written by
reader of The Nation, died Sept. 14 PremlnFrer
It
Pranlc Gabrfeloon nnd Irvin Flncus; stuKcd season's low-water mark early.
in Ossining, N. Y.
He founded and by Prcmlnser; setting by Stewart Chaney; is one of the slowest-moving, dullest
was editor of "The Radical Review, a $3.30 top.
dramas to have reached Broadway in
Miss Craig
Dorrlt Kelton
a long time.
Chicago publication from 1882-84.
Harvey Royal
}jo»\b Hector
American Civic Theatre is billed
J. C. Nugent
C. S. Slater, 78, founder of the .Senator Broderlck
Herbert DulTy as the producer, with considerable
Mechanicsburg (Ohio) Daily Tele- Jackson
Crivers
Robert Gray mystery as to who that may be.
gram, died Sept 11 in his home in Daniel Finch
Frnnlt Allienion
Bog* Saunders...
Grace McDonald Reluctance to unveil is very underSarasota, Fla. He started the paper Joseph
Dolma
Keenan Wynn standable, as well as the reason Lawin 1002 as a morning daily, later Mr. Cartrfrlght
John McKce rence B. Wallis, English and drama
Mrs. CaVlwrlght....;. Mrs. Priestly Morrison
bringing it to the afternoon field.
instructor at Mt Holyoke College,
Bus Driver
T.. .Scott Moore
chose a nom-de-plume for his coRoy Melbourn Chalmers, former Mrs. Keek
:. Lucia .Seger
He uses name
Kronda Struck authorship billing.
Action writer, died in Shawsville, Lucille Keek
Fat Man
nalph Chambers Richard Norcross, with his partner
Va., Sept 15.
Young Man with Radio
.Saint Subbc^
Max Deck in crime being Michael .Kallesser.
John J. Mead, 78, newspaper pub- Mr. Jupiter
Sinister Man
Ilnnlele Porlse Kallesser is author of a number of
lisher, was killed in Erie. Pa., Sept. Mlas Hogben
Doro Merandc plays of moderate proportions, last
Mead Al Goblin
Teddy Hart one to hit Broadway being about 10
15 when struck by a truck.
Horry SctsttIs
Millard Mitchell
founded and published The Erie Oeorgs
Smith
Jack Rlano years ago. 'Brother Cain' script was
Daily Times.
Forrest L«ckliart
Will Gecr around for a long time before a
Capt. James
John Barnes backer was unearthed
First Stat« Trooper
Lee Frederick
In pedestrian dialog and with
Second Stale Trooper
Tames Alt»rt
CHATTER
Mr. Dewey.
Guy .<»«mp«el transparent dramatics, Wallis and
Robert Carson sold his yam, "Bats Mrs. Dewey
Jane Standlsh Kallesser tell of a boy brought up in
G. Albert Smith Pennsylvania coal-mining territory
in the Belfry,' to Saturday Evening Doc Strube
who is aided by his half-witted
Post
First farce of season was produced brothers in becoming an attorney.
Emile Gauvereau's forthcoming with good intentions, but seems
to
he returns from college, they
'My Last Million Readers' (Dutton; be wasted effort. New producers When
resent what their coin has done.
$3) has six editions printed before strove for plenty of action of a kind, Lad, as expected, proves he is of
all figured to make the performance pure gold while the brothers are
its Sept. 23 publiration.
Jack Malloy, recently ill in Al- funny. Net result however, is that not which is what everyone knew
There's supposed to be
buquerque, New Mexico, is on the The More the Merrier' is not comic anyway.
something sociological about it too,
mend and returns soon to his chore enough.
Otto L. Preminger had the right because the b'rothers are constantly
as managing editor of Chicago Her- idea in pacing the
play swiftly, but berating the coal company as ruthald-American.
the contents are ineffective and the less employers^
Joe Bryan HI, who used to be a affair, first called 'The Great WhiteMixed up in Charles Davenport's
Satevepost associate editor, is hit>er- wash.' didn't click.
hapless direction, Louis KenneFs
Story is much ado about a corpse, poor sets and the bad dialog and
nating in Hollywood fixing up an
'authorized' biog on Katherine Hep- comedies about cadavers having had dramatics, any cast would have asx
something of a vogue of late. Latest impossible task. But with perhaps
burn which the SEP bought
one might have been hilarious re- the one exception of Kasia Orzazewwith
co-author
Marjorie May,
gardless, but it is too confused.
It ska, as the mother, the acting is
Consuelo Hermer, of "Havana Man- is much too slow in getting started,
amateurish. Miss Orzazewska Is a
ana' (Random House) did the lyrics has a first act finale that is comic recruit from
the Polish-speaking
Second act is the stage. She, at least, deserves anof a theme song to Eliseo Grenefs and promising.
melody, based on their daiquiri best but third act hardly follows /^*her chance.
Herb.

died Sept

Random House was to have pubprohibit or at least cur- lished it this fall; now looks like a some producers, in casting their plays
Buenos Aires newspaper EI spring entry as the playwright-pro- select the players, agree on terms and
Pampero, No. 1 Latin Nazi daily. ducer is too tied up with his other then refer them to their chosen agent
tanans,
tail the

Grorge Sturgeon

mate.

BROTHER CAIN

money changers and the exchange
busy difference was considerably more.

Moss Hart says 'I've been so
acting and raising a new mustache
I haven't had a chance to finish my

from page 60;

THE WOOKEY

Fampero, whose editor, Enrique Angeles.
"«s. IS awaiting further court
Evelyn Underhlll, 65, author of
ac"on on charges of
libel, has refused over 30 l>ooks on mysticism, died In
'0 Show its books
to the probers. England in June, according to word
t'mes in recent weeks it has received in New York from her pub" <lenied postel rights after lishers, E. P. Dutton and Co.
In! 1
""^ cartoons caricaturing
Since such contracts
E. Z. Wallower, 86, founder of the weeks salary.
P rt o """^^
protests from the Amer- now-defunct Harrisburg (Pa.) Inde- call 'for high salaried people,' manI,..
ican
Embassy,
pendent, died Sept. 10 in Harrisburg. agers have demurred on that point,
"^e German Embas- The Independent dissolved upon Its arguing that it would tie up too
sv^\**,^*^^
sy Shells
out 100,000 pesos ($25,000 merger with the Star-Independent, much money.

does it
Louis Hector, as Royal, does his
stint so intently that he is almost
counts
apoplectic.

in
J. C. Nugent
little to do
Grace McDonald, a small

the early portion, but has
thereafter.

Plays Out of
;Comtlniied

Town

from page

C

HELLO OUT THERE
meant freedom.

If she could only
contrive to get a key before the mob
While she is gone the husof Bratsberg's victim, aided by
a mob (whose presense is suggested
only by off-stage voices), gets In and
shoots the man who bad outraged his

came.

band

wife.

The stiff-bosomed Santa Barbara
society audience unbent with salvos
of applause when the curtain,raiser
ended. The rest of the evening they
were restless under the heavy-handed
direction by Sir Cedric Hardwicke of
the equally heavy-handed Shaw play.
Alfred De Liagre, Jr., did the capable
direction of 'Hello Out There.'
Bratsberg, formerly with the Grotrp
Theatre, and Miss Walker, who is

under contract to Selznick, are both
positive bets for pictures.
Miss Gaynor's debut in lavish costumes designed by Adrian, can best
be summed up by the remark of a
clowager when the actress swooned
in the second act: 'Didn't she faint
beautifully!'

Alan Marshal, as the young American rebel filled with a quaint, halfbaked cynicism, and Michael Hogan,
as the preacher husband of Miss
Gaynor, took the acting honors.
Hardwicke's own performance was
excellent. Support, adequate enough,
was given by June ll,ockhart, James
Westerfleld,
Eily
Malyon, Barry
Macollum, Anthony Blair, Houseley
Stevens,

Maude

Fealy,

Gordon Rich-

Claude Allister and Alan Ed-

ards,

miston.

The settings, for both Saroyan and
Shaw, were exceptionally well done
by Kate Drain Lawson.
The Devil's Disciple
Comedy In three acts by George Bernard
Shaw. Presented by the SeUnlck Company
and directed by Sir Cedric Hardwicke.
Scltlngs, Kate Drain Lawson; at the Loben
theatre, Santa Barbara, California, &>epl.
8.

'41.

Mrs.

Dudgeon.'

Christy Dndgeon

Anthony Andeisoa.
Judith Anderson.......

Lawyer Hawkins
William Dudgeon
Titus Dudgeon
Mrs, Titus Dudgeon

Richard Dudgeon..,
Urltlsh .Sergeant

Major

Malyon

June Lockhart

E^ssle

A

Elly

(iwlndnn

James Westerfleld
Michael TTognn
Janet Gnynor
Barry Macollum
.\nthony Blair

Houseley Stovcns
Bauds Fealy
Alan Marshal
Gordon Richards
Claude Allister

General Burgoyne....Slr Cedric Hardwicke
.......Alan Bdmlston
Mr. Bmndenell
D(T".

.
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20
MARKS THE COMPLETION
OF A MOST SUCCESSFUL
Sept.

4

WEEK ENGAGEMENT AT THE

HOTEL ASTOR

.

NEW YORK

Sept 23
ARKS THE OPENING OF A
WEEK ENGAGEMENT AT THE

CABIN FARMS

ARMONK, NEW YORK
HBlk AND MUTUAL NETWORKS
eOAST-TO-COAST

ICTOR-BLUEBIRD
RECORDING ARTISTS

LD TRANSCRIPTIONS

ESTER
AND

HIS

ORCHESTRA

featuring

BETTY BRADLEY

BO.B

HAYMES

Personal /Hanajemenr

ARTHUR

T.

MICHAUD

730 FIFTH AVE.

NEW YORH

.MANAGEMENT

LONDON ' NEW YORK • CHICAGO

• f

AN MANCISCO •

IIVERLV HILU

EACH OFFICI A COAAPLETi UNIT

IN ITSILP

•

eUVILANO

•

DALUS

RADIO

SCREEN

Publlahed Weekly at 1(4 Weet 46th Street,
Bntered a« Second-claas matter December

COPmiOHT,

VOL. 144

NEW

NO. 3

New
22,

STAGE

T., bjr Variety. Inc.
Annual BUbgcrlptlon. 110. Single copies 2t cento.
at the Poet OlTlce at New York, N. T., under the act ot March %,

Torh, N.

1906,

BT VARIETY,

1941,

IMC.

ALI.

BIGHTS RE8EBVED

YORK, WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER

PRICE

24, 1941

25

CENTS

MONOPOLY ON STRIPPERS
From Prison For

Release Hoofer

BURLESQUE TIES

Show

Biz GuOds and Unions

Would

Clamp Down on Cuffo Army Shows

Disturbing Peace of Fellow Cons
G-!

beefed

that

his

routine

was

too

monotonous.
Given a 10-day speeding sentence,
the nitery entertainer started to use
up his time by keeping in trim on
his song and dance routine. The first
The
day the other boys liked It.
second day It was just o.k. By the
third day they knew aU the lyrics
and steps. By the fourth day, with
Stone constantly rehearsing, they
were going bugs.
They finally complained that either
they or Stone would have t^ be

in explaining that

arrangements have been made

Paramount to lend him to
Samuel Goldwyn for one picture,
says it is the Hollywood counterfor

part of what's happening in
Washington.
"They call it,' he declares, 'the
lend-louse bill.'

Casey On the Mound
Strikes Lindbergh Ont;

Not a Peep in Reply

thrown but

FOR CONGAS
of Carlos ManCespedes, Cuba's highest
honor for distinguished service, will
be made a ceremonial at the Waldorf-Astoria, N. Y., with the wife of
Cuban president Batista and the
Cuban Ambassador coming to N. Y.
for the occasion to present it to
Xavler Cugat.
It's In recognition for his popularisation of Cuban music and its general effect to Increase employment
for Cuban musicians. Cugat himself
Is from Barcelona, but is an Ameri
can citizen.

The Grand Cross

uel

del

Hirst
and Midwest
Wheel Sew Up Peelers'
Outlet
Control More
Than 30 Burley Houses

Izzy
Bob Hope,

.

CUGATS KUDOS

H'wood Urgency

Hope's Self-Gag

Detroit, Sept. 23.

John Stone, 30, Negro dancer who
works professionally under the name
of Chandu, was. bounced from Mt.
Clemens (Mich.) jail before his time
was up because other prisoners

Minneapolis, Sept. 23.
Dr. R. O. Casey took care of exCol. Charfts A. Lindbergh on the
In an
question of anti-Semitism.
elaborately detailed broadcast answer over WCCO, Casey went to bat
to prove that Lindbergh talked over
the air the same words and used the
same arguments as anti- Semites
everywhere, notably Sir Oswald
Moseley, Jailed Fascist of England.

Casey demolished Lindbergh's
claims of Jewish dominance in radio
and press by proving it simply
wasn't true.
After Casey struck Lindbergh out
on all points. Earl Gammons at the
wondered briefly if some of
American Firsters might not

—

FOUR

IN N. Y.

The

strangest of all monopolies
on burlesque strippers in particular,
and burlesque acts and comics in
general has been effected via a tieup between Izzy Hirst's Wheel and
the Midwest Burlesque Circuit. If a
peeler doesn't work for this combine
she virtually won't work at all, both
wheels controlling nearly all the
road time in the country, plus four
of the five burley theatres in New

—

York City.
Midwest and Hirst book or operate
more than 30 burlesque houses, these
including thfe N. Y. quartet, and
there aren't more than a half-dozen
strip-spots outside of the combine.

(Continued on page IB)

raise a howl.

Nary

a peep.

23.

'Come back at once' was the
message sent by Universal to
who was
Abner Biberman,
hedge-hopping on a vacation
from Hollywood, to New York
in his one-seater plane.

WIP

by performers
Cease order has
been given on the Coast
and shortly will be acted on in New
York by the Theatre Authority and
the unions, guilds and charities
which comprise It, to make the baa
all

free appearances

at

army camps.

already

must

nation-wide.
TA, the unions and guilds are fed
up with the do-nothing policy of
the War Dept. In providing enterhim for his hat size.
tainment.
'Emergency period,' so
far as camp entertainment is concerned, has long since passed, they
feel, and the time has come when
Bette Davis Picture
the army should forego haphazardness of benefit performances for a
Plugs Tschaikowsky
real
program of paid-fpr camp
shows.
Summing up the War DepartInto a Jukebox Hit
ment's complete Indifferences to offers of Equity and other groups to
Since Warner Bros, used the mel- cooperate in getting a real enterody of Tschaikowsky's 'Piano Con- tainment program started. Alan
certo' in Bette Davis' film 'The Great
(Continued from page 53)
Lie' (Mary Astor played It during
a piano concert In the picture),- the
tune has, moved along an ever-Increasing popularity trail.
Freddie
Martin's arrangement and recording
of the public-domain melody, titled
'Piano Concerto In B Flat Minor,'
now clicking heavily, has started a
string of variations on the theme.
In addition to his instrumental version, Martin's own publishing company whipped up one with a vocal,
Milwaukee, Sept. 23.
titled 'Tonight We Love.'
Allen Walz, known to NBC lisShapiro-Bernstein also fitted a voteners as Bill Allen, announcer, who
cal to it and titled it 'Concerto for
had
been scheduled to do the spielTwo'; Woody Herman's arrangement
ing 'this season for University of
is called 'Concerto No. 1 In B Flat
Wisconsin football games over
Minor.'
and the affiliated Wisconsin loop, has
An indication of how the public been replaced
for the job by Fred
has responded to the melody is the
Hessler, of WIBU, Madison.
(Continued on page 55).
Reason given for the switch was
that 'Walz had too much of a New
'It

be important,' he said, hustling
back by commercial plane.
The studio wanted to measure

VOLUNTARY
INCREASES

Y.

ACCENT

POISON IN Wise.

WEMP

NOEL COWARD MAY
RETURN TO FILMS

Dallas, Sept. 23.

Effective last Saturday (20), Interstate Circuit, Inc., and Texas Consoli-

dated Theatres, comprising 160 theatres gave to all full-time employees,
including union crafts, an average
London, Sept. 23.
BRITISH
Report here is that Noel Coward 7%% salary increase. More than
Tooted Mostly ASCAP; will re-emerge in celluloid, with a 2,000 employees including 600 headRISKIN
navy yarn written by himself. Pro- quartered in Dallas, are effected.
The raise, authorized
Listeners Annoyed duction deal is ostensibly awaiting Hoblitzelle, president, andby R.Karl
J.
signature, with hint Columbia is
London, Sept. 23.
O'Donnell,. vice-president and genlined up for distribution.
Robert Riskin will Join the British
Philadelphia, Sept. 23.
eral manager, was labeled National
If it goes througflT' it would mark
Ministry of Information and remain
Baseball fans listening to the
Coward's first film showing since he Emergency Compensation and was all winter to work on war propabroadcast of the Important Dodgersgiven in view of the rising cost of
did 'The Scoundrel' some years ago
ganda pictures, it Is understood.
Phillies double-header on Sunday
living.
in New York (Astoria, Long Island)
London
(21) over WIP were burned up by
Based on the figures of the U. S. Hollywood writer arrived in
for Ben Hecht and Charles Macostensibly on
the continuous black out of the
Dept. of Commerce the higher living about a month ago,
Arthur.
Liberty magaplay-by-play and the cut-in by some
costs will be taken care of with a an assignment from
least
salary increase of 10% for pay in zine, but with arrangements at
transcribed music.
then, it Is said,
It
the lower brackets, or those up to partially made even
seems that the Dodger fans,
Defense Stamps
and including $24.99 per .week; for the MOI post. Circuit exec Sid10,000 strong, had come over from lOc
is understood to
7%% for the middle bracket or ney L.setBernstein
Brooklyn with their own band.
it.
No salary is involved.
Whenever the play got tense the
As Part of B.O. Change salaries from $25 to $49.99 and 5% have
Writer-producer is said to have
for the salaries of $50 and upward.
Flatbushers would break into some
told friends that he nurtured the
tune, which in most cases was in
Buffalo, Sept. 23.
desire to
come to England for
the ASCAP catalog.
COY COVINGTON, KY.
An engineer
more than a year to see what he
In order to push the Treasury
at the ballpark would immediately
Cincinnati, Sept. 23.
bond sales, the
defense
could do to help in the war effort.
Dept's
switch ofl'the playrby-play broadcast Cheektowaga
All the casinos across the river in Desire was so strong he lost interest
Drive-In
gives
its
and an e.t. was set turning at the patrons 10c defense stamps instead and around Covington, Ky., will in all other work, he declared, and
WIP studio to flU in the lull until the of currency in their change, when close at the end of this month for 10 it caused him to give up bis partBrooklyn band had ceased.
days.
buying admission tickets.
nership, with Frank Capra, He had
Although WIP's parent network,
That's when and how long the no difficulty in getting Britain's perBond booklets are distributed to
Mutual, has signed with ASCAP, the each patron on driving in, thus grand jury sits there and the casinos, mission to enter, but it took months
local outlet is still holding out and is further simplifying the entire pro- not
relishing
any complications, of patience to obtain a passport from
forbidden to play any ASCAP music cedure of accepting and saving the choose to close rather than em- American State Department offion local broadcasts.
stamps,
barrass the crlme-probers.
cials. It Is said.

Dodger Fans^'Own Band

U

Abrupt halt
about to becoms
effective throughout the country on

'N.

INTERSTATE'S

station

the

Hollywood, Sept.

PROPAGANDA
SPOT FOR ROBL

York

accent.'

Execs were afraid he wouldn't b«
sufficiently well understood by middle western listeners. This seems to
dispose of idea that all Americans
share at least one language.

'Andy Hardy Meets
Dr. Kildare'
Start of

May Be

New

Series

'Andy Hardy Meets Dr. Kildare'—
a merger by Metro of two of its top
series pictures is being
hatched.
Script has already been worked out
in considerable detail and designed
to allow for just the one picture, a

—

combining the two\ screen
groups or perhaps only an occasional
future picture employing the merger

series

idea.

Scheme originated in New York,
and has met with considerable enthusiasm from studio heads and
others' who have heard it.
There
may be a delay, however, before it Is
used. Inasmuch as company feels It
(Continued' on page 54)

—
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America Wide Open for U.S. Singers,

Sez Grace Moore After Long Air Tour
fr-

The Sarge's Public

By GEORGE FROST
South America is wide open for
North American singers. Take it
from Grace Moore, returning to LaGuardia Field, New York, Friday
(19) from a 26,000-mile Pan American Airways concert junket through
llama and llano Hand, classed by
her as 'a series of unforgettable tri-

Not an

ftalian opera performers unable to return to their duceland.
•This was particularly, true in Rio.
where one audience was sprinkled
•with 300 hirelings supposed to stage
a protest demonstration,' she said.
•But I couldn't take a thing like that
Beriously. The plot failed completely
and the performance was a huge suc-

agent.
Pact, beginning Jan.
specify any particular
pictures annually.

1,

does not

number

of

Hollywood, Sept. 23.
Variett reports that 'Sun. Valley Secenade' took In $40,000 the second
RelativesTrl thank you.
it played the Roxy.
With eight comedians in my next picture, somebody could make a fortune smuggling in a straight man.
Jack Oakie caused a lot of excitement on the set yesterday he actually

week

scene.
Hellinger, the producer, is still building up
me do a triple take instead of a double.

still in a.

Mark

—he

role in the picture

Broadway Department
Betty Grable walked Into Lindy's, one herring turned to his girl
what I mean!'
Broadway Rose has become so high-hat since the Saturday Evening
Post's story on her, she is thinking of changing her name to Park Avenue
friend and said, 'See

Rosita.

Stella Adler

When

Paul Small goes on a diet he doesn't take

Dorsey's Party

Tall, blonde and very pretty is a
prescription for Hollywood associate producers, but one that the
boys and gals at Metro soon will be
accustomed to, for that's Stella Adler at a glance. Miss Adler, who began to learn the business as an assistant to producer Arthur_ Reed this

new

Turns Into An Arena;
Griffin Bros. Involved

On the Coast Errol Flynn was taking a poke at Jimmy Fidler, and
Mrs. Fidler was poking Flynn's ear
Evidence of her glad hand was the
with an oyster fork; here in New
naming of a waterfall outside Rio York Thursday night (18) Tommy
The soprano
•Gracie Moore Falls.'
Dorsey was opening new quarters
Silverlined up from Miami in time to
for his Embassy Music Corp. and a
(Continued on page 32)
punches

week, is the first femme to hold such
a post in cinemaland.

Hollywood

will be nothing

new

to

off

pounds; he takes

off

people.

Honey-Chile' Wilder, the playgirl, recently went Into bankruptcy. Tliat's
such a thing usually happens to the playboys who take
her out.
The Barter theatre reports a terrific summer season this year. They
took in 2,000 eggs. 300 pounds of butter, 601 chickens, and one-eighth pound
(Some food hey, kid!)
of caviar.
really a switch

cess.'

my

lets

When

WithSA,That's

the York part In the picture.
home
the
down
Trailing
stretch In the Mail Derby are
Errol Flynn, Jimmy Cagney and
Olivia de Havilland'.

Tommy

i

By Milton Berle

stood

Film Producer

Hero No. 1 is paged by 450 letters a day, about six furlongs
ahead of Gary Cooper, who plays

lapel
small
12
with
Rattling
madals, bestowed by as many grateful S. A. countries, the Metropolitan
etar lowdowned' that pampas dwellers were hungry for opera talent
from this half of the Americas. Only
hitch she found was resentment of

THE BERLE-ING POENT

—

Hollywood, Sept. 23.
actor, Alvin York- gets

more fan mail than anybody
War
else on the Warner lot.

umphs.'

Bome

Sonja Stays on at 20tli
Hollywood, Sept. 23.
Sonja Henle, currently in New
York, was signed to a new 20th-Fox
through her Hollywood
contract

—

—

**

Attention!
will
go.)

Gag

Hollywoodiana
Orson Welles is growing a beard again that
last one.
(Get on your marks, ready, set,

writers:

be even longer than his

Now

that

Warner

Bros,

has gone very dignified

is

—he

filming the life of Maxle Rosenbloom, 'Slapsy*
no longer wears a plaid Jacket with tuxedo

trousers.

John Payne says he sat in a card game with an old-time minstrel man
her, however, although viewing it
from the rear end of a camera will. who was a bit of a card sharp. The fellow started the game off by sayShe recently completed work in ing, 'Gentlemen, be cheated.'
Phil Silvers is training his new litter of pups to play with pencib;
Shadow ol the Thin Man' and has
when they grow up he wants them to be autograph hounds.
number of the guests mixed
(Continued on page 34)
Music Department
with the cocktails. Out of a welter
Do you think BMI songs will stop receding hair?
of reports, It's gleaned that the fight
There's a certain conceited composer who is so in love with himself he
started after a verbal exchange beCanadian Gov't Will
Start Erection Of
wrote a sequel to the song, 'You and I' titled. 'I and I.'
tween Harry Goodman, brother of
Understand that when 'Skinnay' Ennls lays off, he rents himself out to
Benny and operator of the latter's
Continue to Control
Country House For
bandleaders as a baton.
Regent Music Co., and Gerald GrifRadio Department
fin, executive secretary of the AmerQnints' Show Biz Deals
(Continued on page 44)
H'wood Indigents Bill Goodwin, announcer of my radio show, has a new name for radio
gag writers. He calls them 'switch-doctors.'
There's a certain radio comedian on the air who is so corny they print
Toronto, Sept. 23.
Moppet Injured
Hollywood, Sept. 23.
his scripts on husks.
The long fight of Oliva Dlonne to
Ground was broken Sunday (20)
Philadelphia, Sept. 23.
There's No Truth to the Rumor:
Shirley Hill, elght-year-old film for the Motion Picture Country
have his children brought together
That Barbara Hutton goes to picture houses just for the dishes they
House, a home for aged and indigent give away.... That Broadway Rose is now going steady with a gopher....
under one roof has been won by the moppet, was cut and bruised In an
In
nine-acre
tract
on
a
people
film
auto collision in which six other
That Andy Devine is recording a series of Jullabys
That Henry Fonda
father, but the Ontario Government
miles
Valley,
few
a
Fernando
San
persons were badly injured at Woodwas actually seen laughing in a picture. .. .That Charlie Barnet's orchestra
Hollywood.
(till plans control of the quints and
will feature waltzes.
bury, N. J., near here, on midnight north of
First to be constructed will be a
their $1,000,000 estate, plus guardian- Sunday (20).
Hangnail Descriptions
containbuildings
group
central
of
ship of the five youngsters night and
Shirley and her mother were ridCreot Britain; Land of the 'V
Charlie ChapHn: Tve Goddard under
day against possible kidnapping. ing with friends whom they were ing a theatre, recreation hall, pro- my skin
JViphtclubs: Where bored people go to be bored
Joe
.
Government will also supervise all visiting in Woodbury, the Hills' home jection room, kitchen, dining hall, FtUco: a racing form with a stutter
Fronchot Tone and Burgest
.
(Continued on page 13)
advertising contracts Involving the town.
Meredith: Playmates.
The little actress, who apfive youngsters; In abeyance is the peared with Bing Crosby in 'The
Obacrvatlon Department
final film in the 20th Century-Fox Star Maker' and is featured in 'Moon
Walked out of the Garden of Allah apartments where I live and found
PULLERS, three
contract and which has not yet gone Over My Shoulder,' will not be dis- QUIZZERS
Arabs praying in the forecourt. (From the very bad picture of the
Into production because the quints figured by cuts about her face, physame name.)
SHAGS
Li.
Elavesdropped at Plaza Hotel: 'Is she notorious she's good for 10 blind
sicians said.
(Continued on page .44)
items In a gossip column every year.'
Eavesdropped at Bit of Sweden: 'The rubber in his checks would keep
Los Angeles, Sept. 23.
Radio quiz shows on the stage of me in tires for a year.'
Eavesdropped at Beverly Tropics: 'He's a lover of simple things—just
the Paramount theatre have lost
their pulling power at the boxoffice, look at his wife.'
My brother (the one who always comes to dinner) finally broke into the
according to operators of the house,
and have been given their moving writing field. He now writes comedy lines for funnybones.
7
Whatever Became of
Legionnaires Scram Beer City'* Cuffo 300,000 orders. Three such programs are
Smith Si Strong
Odiva & Her Seals
All had cash giveaway
affected.
Libby & Sparrow
Doc. Baker's 'Flashes'
lures to the audience, but more reGlasses of Brew Hedda Hopper's Breaks
Ferry, the Frog Man
Brem«, Fitz Sc. the Murphy Bros.
cently have failed tq stimulate' biz
Afterpiece
after enjoying a vogue that started
When you're an extra, you want to be a bit player. When you're a bit
solemn note of the occasion when he two years ago.
Milwaukee, Sept. 23.
House management says many player, you want to be a star. Doesn't anyone want to be a producer?
Although It had been announced said:
complaints have been received from
from Hollywood by International
'Too many people who have for- patrons, who didn't take too kindly
News Service that Louella Parsons, gotten how to laugh have the reins to the added attraction. Petrol, bread
Hearst columnist, would come to in their hands today. That is why and shirt companies used the stage
Milwaukee following her hpme town
(Continued on page 18)
as a radio pitch.
.
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Milwaukee Normal Again

<

—
—

63 at

appearance Sept. 15 in Dixon, HI.,
for 'Louella Parsons Day,' her plans
for belated attendance at the Ameri-

RODGERS-HART WRFTING

Richard Rodgers and l.orenz Hart
are working on a one-act opera for
Lily Pons, which

have three scenes and be based on
the story, 'The Chink and the Child,'
from the Thomas Burke book,
'Limehouse Nights.'
Story was produced in' silent film
form by D. W. Griffith in 1919 as
'Broken Blossoms,' starring Richard
Barthelmess and Lillian Gish.

-

from

WTMJ.

dian, acting as m.c. for this gatherdiners,' sounded the only

L.

Monmouth, N.

About

MOBRIS,
J.,

JB.

Sept. 23.

retuuL. to civil life
through operation of ruling releasing,
men over 28 years of age, 63 members of the Training Film Produc,to

Laboratory at Ft. Monmoulh
the 20th Signal Asso'to
continue contacts with
each other and with members of the
tion

ciation

The opera, which would Laboratory still
In service, and to
run about an hour and a half, would maintain their Interest in the field

43 season.

and reading matter, being
given as much attention in the
Sentinel,
Hearst
newspaper,
the
which features Louella Parsons' column daily, as in the Journal; and
doing radio broadcasts from the Sen

ing of 1;800

Past

may be produced have formed

at the Metropolitan during the 1942-

tures

the rival

By FVT. RICHARD
Ft.

OPERA FOR ULY PONS

merous cocktail parties, etc. Also
she was the recipient of gobs of
newspaper publicity, both in pic

Featured with Joe E. Brown,
Carol Landis, Evelyn Keyes and radio's Quiz Kids as a special Wedncs
day night convention frolic in the
Milwaukee Auditorium, Miss Hopper
gave the lowdown on herself under
the interrogation of Quizmaster Joe
Kelly, confessing her real name was
Ella Furry when she was born in
Pennsylvania 51 years ago.
Joe E. Brown Geia Serious
Incidentally, Joe.E. Brown, come-

Biz

— Vaude 'Revival'
—Film-Theatre-Radio' Recruits

but she was accorded a place
of honor in the big parades, made
personal appearances in the Fox
theatres, met with various legion sub
groups, was guest of honor at nu-

as well as

Show

Summer

iary,

WISN,

to

But Form Post-Duty Org.

can Legion convention here were
changed, and the local field was left
clear for Hedda Hopper, radio commentator, who was on the ground
from the start and accorded more
adulation throughout the big. confab
than the picture stars, themselves.
Not only was she on the official
convention program, addressing the
opening session of the Legion Auxil-

tinel station

Monmouth Back

HELEN MORGAN IMPROVES

ABBOTT
'Abbott
offering

and

uome

Cottallo
of the best

Universal Pictures
Under Personal

and

COSTELLO

a wonderful pair of mountebanks
music hall clowning of our time.'
Brook* Atkinson, Nev» York Time*.
Chase A Sanborn Hour, NBC- Red

are

Management

ofi

EDWARD SHERMAN

of

the

visual

new

education.'

Charter

organization

was

for

signed

Tuesday (23) at a dinner attended
by Lt. Col. M. E. Gillette, T.F.P.L.

commanding

officer.

New organization elected as national officers Austin Doyle, Technicolor sensitometrist, president, and
John Logan, Metro cutter, secretarytreasurer.
Hollywood and New
York chapters were set up with Albert ShalT, cutter on 'Dr. Christian'

singer Awaits Operation in Chicago; pix for RKO, chairman ol the
Condition Still Critical
West Coast unit; and Ambrozi Paliwoda, Disney animator, secretary.
Chicago, Sept. 23.
Chairman of the New York chapter
Helen Morgan, critically ill here Is Pete Barker, stage manager and
in Henrotin hospital, was reported television,
while Joseph
director,
resting comfortably yesterday (Mon^ Thompson,
erstwhile director of
day) after having had two blood Chamber Music Society of Lower
transfusions in three days. Several Basin Street for NBC, is secretary.
more will be administered before
Regulations definitely allow men
(Continued on page 18)
(Continued on page 55)
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WHY

SPENDING ISNT FREER

Synchronizing Both Ends

SAIC

FOR TAXES London's Escapology; Laff

others have been accused of injecting racial bigotry into the light on President Roosevelt's
foreign policy against Germany, the latter country, through its shortwave 'Political Cabaret' broadcast from Berlin, hae been very busy
lines
trying
to
make
of
Roosevelt and Jewishness
along the sama

synonymous.
A recent broadcast of the 'Political Cabaret' used American danc*
music to attract an audience to hear subsequent blasts against th«
U. S. A. The American song 'Franklin D. Roosevelt Jones' was parodied to read "There'll Be a Jewish Holiday in the U. S. A.', with other
bigotry to match.

Dancers' Plea to

any

or

Esles,

made

direct

a

hamper them

profession.

their

In

future

possible

have

Girls

appeal by letter to

President Roosevelt to ease the curfew for professionals who travel by

Hollywood, Sept.

23.

Maxie Rosenbloom
shadow-boxes with himself for
two rounds on the Warners lot,
Slapsia

beginning

Sept. 29, with
as referee

Reeves £ason

Gordon

Hollingshead

B.

and
pro-

as

auto to engagements.

moter.

The letter, which follows, aptly
(ums up the situation for all

Title of the short is 'The Life
of Slapsia Maxie Rosenbloom.'

troujpers:

Dear Mr. President;

We

are two girls in

we know

ness;

little

show

busiof politics,

nothing of economics and' no more
about national emergencies and
ever-present crisis than the average person. Yet we feel that the
right of every citizen of the United
States to make his living in the
only manner known to him does,
or should, transcend all other considerations.

We

are as patriotic and selfsacriHcing as the average citizen,
but when governmental regulations deprive us of the right to
work and support ourselves, then
those regulations are wrong in
(Continued on page 54)
1

What's Worse Than One

Ear Infection Postpones
Par Scenes With J.Dorsey;
Shoot Around Orchestra

in

of
of

yesterday (Tues.). Meanwhile shooting progressed around him and the
band.
Dorsey crew will go into the Palladium, Los Angeles, for two weeks
Oct. 15 replacing Gene Krupa who
originally was scheduled to stay unOct. 23.

Palladium made a deal

23.

TO

BY PLANE

U. S. allocation of priorities in demet six years ago in Paris
but were parted on the outbreak of fense materials has now been exthe war when Canadian-born Nesta tended to air travel. Principal air

Pair

Williams left for the U. S. with the companies serving the eastern seabetween New York and
Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo, but board
Russian-born Slava Toumine was Washington have had to reserve a
unable to secure a visa. Toumine minimum of five seats on each flight
later went on tour to Australia and for use of Government officials.
Commercial travellers consequentSouth America with the de Basil
group. Ultimate meeting place was ly must wait for last-minute canToronto, where Sol Hurok's Ballet cellations from Washington before
Russe de Monte Carlo played the being able to reserve seats on these
Royal Alexandra week of Sept, 15, flights, or else order well in advance.
•with do* Basil's BaUet Russe here
for rehearsals prior to opening the Di Maggio, Durocher Set
at

Massey HaU Sept.

22.

Two were married between performances, with personnel of both

theatres, as well as generally, in this
industrial city where huge plants are

payrolls; In fact, there are plenty of
squawks, and justifiably, of poor
business.
ijatest explanation for this unusual situation is that many thousands of workers, enjoying boom
time wages, are socking their coin
away to. be prepared for the lean
days that many economists predict
will follow the present prosperity.
OfliciaT^ of banks that border the
Industrial areas say their savings accounts have skyrocketed to unprecedented levels, and they know from
conversations with the depositors
that they are simply preparing for
a rainy day.

financial

Institutions

haven't experienced the same savings boom as those in the outlying

(Continued on page 16)

Kaufman-Ferber Play

On

Cantor, Allen

Shows

Joe Di Maggio on Eddie Cantor's

And

Berlin Revue For

Music Box's 21s| Anni
The Music Box,

celebrating its
21st anniversary as a Broadway
playhouse, will make it a doublebarreled exploitation - feature this
season, first with the premiere of a

new George
ber

play,

S.

and

Kaufman-Edna Feragain

next

when Irving Berlin does

spring,
his

first

Music Box Revue in years. Berlin,
who left for Hollywood this week
on a Paramount fllmusical assignment (Bing Crosby-Fred Astaire),
will have Moss Hart doing some of
the scenes, and Zorina rnay be
starred.

Mrs. Ellin Berlin closed up their
Catskills home, put the children in
school and joins her husband this
week.
They've taken the former

Lady Mendl home

in Beverly Hills
for a couple of months.
Music Box Revue theme will be
somewhat visionary and in-thefuture, rather than no'stalgic, according to Berlin's present plans.

Arnold Reelected

SAG Prez

Matty Fain's rump ticket failed to
place on the SAG board directors,
as

Edward Arnold was unanimously

re-elected president carrying with
him the entire slate. Others voted

another term were George Murphy,
Paul Harvey, Walter Abel, v.p.'s; Lucille Gleason, recording secretary;
Porter Hall, treasurer.

ballets in attendance at Holy Trinity
Church after regulations were re-

Four new directors elected were
show and Leo Durocher on Fred
Charles Boyer, Olivia da Havilland,
Allen's first show of the new season

laxed permitting

will oppose each other Oct.

them

to get a spe-

cial license.

Par's Radio Director
Adrian Samish, radio producer and
director, has been inked by Para-

mount

to

a producer-director pact.
He Is skedded to ie at the studio
Oct. 15 and will spend some time in
familiarizing himself with the new

medium.

Member

of the

Young & Rubicam

Samish has produced
Helen Hayes Theatre,' 'Aldrich
staff,

'ly,

'Silver

other shows.

'The

Fam-

Theatre' and numerous

notes.
He was auditioned and
signed next day.
His name is Jimmy Cash and
he'll be heard with Burns and
Allen and Paul Whiteman on the
Swan soap show. Cash must
have been tipped oft, too, for
he's not quitting his job until he
knows the radio stint has some
permanency about it.

Milwaukee, Sept. 23.
While there has been some improvement in business In picture

week. Band worked Monday and Tuesday (15-16), but on
Wednesday the leader was unable to
continue. Jie was expected back

SUBJECT TO PRIORTTY

week

An

tion last

Love?

Toronto, Sept.

Hollywood, Sept. 23.
There are more than eggs, coffee and butter to be found at
are
stores.
There
grocery
singers,
too,
and for radio.
Young & Rubicam found that out
last week after being tipped olT
to a clerk who punctuated his
chores with high and fancy tenor

BIG DEPOSITS

Jimmy

Dorsey's band In
Paramount's 'The Fleet's
making
In' has been delayed by an ear infection which put Dorsey out of ac-

Work

with Krupa to- finish up earlier to
allow Dorsey to come in, otherwise
the latter would not have been able
to play the spot for more than five
days because of commitments in the
After literally chasing each other
east.
As it is Dorsey will be doubfor six years, with the war itself
ling between the Palladium and reseparating them for two, Nesta Wiltakes on the film.
liams, of the de Basil Ballet Russe,
and Slava Toumine, Ballet Russe de
Monte Carlo, caught up with each
other here and got married last N.Y.
D.C.
week. However, after only a weekend together, they were separated
again yesterday (22) as both ballets
went their diverse ways.

Dancer

(North American Weiuspaper Al-

Putting

the Cash Away With
Eye to the Future

Downtown

til

Ballet

But Bankers

Public's

they should be considering the great

curfew on gasoline

rationing, will greatly

Little

working day and night to fill war
orders, the takings are nothing like

Maxie's Biog

Callahan Sisters, dance team, are
fearful that the

1.

Walter Kingsford and Alan Hale.
Retained on the board were Arnold,
Harvey Hall, Beulah Bondi, Ralph
Byrd, Howard Hickman and Dwain

Agent Mark Hanna, who handles
Durocher on the air, is also offering
him for vaudeville, with- or without
Stanley.
the Dodgers, win or lose; ditto the
AUen-Durocher booking, win or lose.
Durocher will vaudeville after
the baseball season ends, especially
if
the Dodgers win the pennant.
George Jessel will write the act for

him. Jessel, incidentally, is turning
his hand more and more to writing
stage material.
With Harry Conn,
he will write the skits for the Jack
Curtis-Harry Bestry 'Take a Letter'
revue, which will be composed'of an
all-amateuT
office
workers'
cast.

Charles Tobias and 'Sammy Slept are
writing the score.

BY SHEILAH GRAHAM

Cash and Carried

Up a
Report

Biz

FDR on Gas Rations

Sums Up Trouper Travel Problem

Pix,

Hard Drinking, Much Gambling

Nye and

While Lindbergh, Senator Gerald P.

AU

Unions,

Names

III

Crayxam is regularly stationed in
Hollywood for NANA, but is currentcovering the Clark sub-committe«
heorings in Washington.)
ly

Escapology is certainly the keynote of cosmopolitan wartime London, in between blitzes, which have
been quite rare of late.
We only

had three

Revue At N.Y. Garden

its

'Fun to Be Free,' patriotic revue
be presented at' Madison Square

Garden Oct. 5 by the 'Fight for
Freedom' group, will have an announced list of name artists who

my two months

The who-knows-what-

fatalism.

tomorrow-may-bring
understandable,
nothing defeatist about

attitude
is
but there's

quite

it;

rather

it's

that one takes the war for granted,
now, and the desire to play as hard
as they fight Is quite understandable.

general attitude

the

to

is

veer away from mundane problems.
They gamble liks fools; drink like

mad; play hard, fast and consecutively, in between regular workaday
the 'bottle clubs' (London's
of our American speak-

duties;

to

alerts in

in the British capital, and the dominant impression of London-at-play ia

Thus,

Will Co-op on Patriotic

version

easies) are thriving; war films such
as 'Night in Lisbon' don't click, while

(Continued on page 54)

have 'guaranteed'

to appear, according to the presenters, which include
the American Committee to aid
British Labor. Program, which will
be in four parts, will end with
speeches, topped by Wendell Willkie,
who will be introduced by Helen
Hayes. Other well knowns who will
make addresses are William S.

SHERWOOD STICKING

GOVT

IN
Published

report

SERVICE

that

Robert E.

Sherwood would soon retire from
Governmental service w^ promptly
Knudsen and Herbert Agar.
Show will open with a concert, denied.' Most prolific dramatist of
the Playwrights is at present in Lonfollowed by a pageant conceived by
Ben Hecht, and Charles MacArthur, don on a mission for the War De-

with a score by Kurt Weill, staging
being done by Brett Warren. Third
section will be a vaudeville bill supervised by Billy Rose, William
Morris, Jr., being chairman of the
artists committee.
Those named to
appear: Eddie Cantor, Harry Richman, Ethel Merman, George Jessel,
Morton Downey, Ella Logan. Paul
Draper, Bill Robinson, Sophie Tucker,
Vincent Travers orch, Tallulah Bankhead, Larry Adler.
Commentators
and m.c.'s in addition to Miss Hayes
are Burgess Meredith, Melyyn Douglas, FranicHot Tone.
All stage unions are cooperating
in 'Fun to Be Free.'
It is stated to
be a pattern for other revues to be
staged in key cities coast to coast.

partment, and
week.

is

expected back next

Sherwood will proceed to Washington, where he will continue to
bureau assigned to assemble information in connection with
the federal services. Playwrights do
not expect a new script from him for
act in the

some time

come.

to

Trado Mark Reflstored

FOITNDED BT

vjSIMB SIT..VERHAN
Pobllsliad Weekly bj TARIETT, Ino.
Sid .SIlvarmaD, Prealdent
154 Wcat 4Cth .Streat, New Tork, N. T.

BUBSCRIPTION

METRO TO GLORIFY
R'WAY* GOSSIP FENCE
WalgreeHif drug store on the corner
of 44th street and Broadway, already
figuring in the legiter, 'My Sister
Eileen,'
will be mcriorialized in
Metro celluloid. Reproduction of it
is being used
in 'Babes on Broadway.'

Spot has long been the gathering
place of legit hopefuls. Il'.s a convenient place for resting, while
making the rounds of producer's
offices, for dissemination of the latest
casting dope CI hear Abbott is hunting for an ingenue who can sing')
and for discussion of the Duse vs.
Bernhardt techniques. Also for an
occasional coke.

Kyser East for 3 Mos.

Hollywood, Sept. 23.
Kay Kyser packs up his band for
an eastern stand after the Oct. 6
broadcast from a sound stage at
RKO, where he will be completing
Pittsburgh, Sept. 23.
Marjorie Gainsworth was stricken his current film, 'Playmates.* It
in Baltimore with a throat ailment also marks the parting with Ginny
and was removed to a hospital there, Sims, long vocalist with the orforcing her out of Ed Wynn's 'Boys chestra, who now has her own radio
show and is under contract at RKO
and Girls Together.'
Lucille Johnson was rushed here for star groonning.
Kyser remains east until first o'f
from N. Y. to take her place in the
revue at the Nixon. She went on the year when he is due back at
last night (Monday) with only two RKO to start the first of three pictures tor which he's been contracted.
hours' reheersaL

Marj Gainsworth

liance roving reporter just returned
irom two months in London. Miss

,2S Centa

flj^g^*
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PICTUBE8
Bhmberg, Fox

Aniusements Will Contribute Some
1000,000

Under

Washington, Sept.

Amusement

FDR s New Taxes

to yield $60,000,000, efTeclive Oct. 1,
and film producers and exhibitors
along with other enterprises will
find their operating costs climbing

imder the national defense revenue
bill signatured by President RooseSaturday

The corporate

(20).

and individual income levies do not
apply until next March 15, but all
the raft of miscellaneous imposts become payable the first of the month.
Just

how much

the drive to boost

Federal income will cost amusements
is an impossible guess at this stage,
b\it it will

Fort Monmouth,

N.

Sept

J.,

uniformed

soldiers,

Fort Monmouth Signal, camp
paper at this home of many former HoUywoodites grabbed by
the draft, has adopted— with a

slight

5%%

phonographs, records and musical
instruments, put a novel $10 per year
license fee on jukeboxes and 'innocent' coin-operated amusement machines and $50 on gambling devices,

and soaked photographic supplies,
cameras, and illuminated signs 10%.

Each week

it

$140,000,000

from the

stiflEer

tariff.

fear

the additional tap will drive
trade, the official estimate is
$60,000,000 additional, with Treasury
experts hoping the greater national
income and rising employment will
make this figure conservative at the
end of the year.

away

DETROIT'S $42,400 FOR

USO DRIVE ALL NET
Detroit, Sept. 23.
single luncheon, no

Without a
meetings and no exijense, the gross
of Michigan's USO drive also turned
but to be the net. Stripping out all
the usual adjuncts to such drives,
Edward Herber, of Universal, general chairman, and- Earl Hudson, of
United Detroit, co-chairman for the
theatres, staged the collection in over
400 houses and grossed $42,400.
Boy Scouts cooperated in the collections here, which brought one harassed exhlb to the telephone.
'I ran your trailer, I turned up my
lights, and no Boy Scouts,' he yelled.
It was explained they didn't come
cut of the woodwork and that he
chould have arranged with the nearest troop.

ward.

The

label

the Warner Bros, theatre circuit collected '$170,536 during its drive.
This is in addition to substantial
sums raised by various units of the
circuit in cooperation with local

WB

USO

drives held several

Morrison Vs.

months

ago.

FeMman

NET

FOR 39-WEEK PERIOD
During the past week Universal
reported a net profit of $2,751,000 for
the 39-week period ending Aug. 2
last, after all charges, but before
provision for Federal income and excess profits taxes which are computed. at $751,000 for a total of $2,000,864. This compares with a profit
for the same period in 1940 of $1,771,805.

Springer-Cocalis Chain

Almost 100% Liquidated
The Springer-Cocalis
of the more important

Hollywood. Sept.

Damages
a suit

23.

of $150,000 are asked in

Superior court against
Feldman-Blum agency by Leo Morrison.
Agent-plaintiff charges John
Wayne was induced to sever his
managerial contract with him.
Morrison pulled out of the Artists
Managers Guild, charging another
filed in

agency

had influenced one of his
clients to break a contract.
Meanwhile, Morrison stated, he has
obtained a direct agency contract
from the Screen Actors Guild. Such
franchises are not limited to Artists

Managers Guild members.

BNYDEE-WEDLOCK'S CHORE
Hollywood, Sept.

23.

Warners have signed Howard Snyder and Hugh Wedlocjc, former radlcf
writers, to script 'The Man They
Couldn't Kill.' Edward G. Robinson
will be starred.

one

circuit,

in the east,
has been entirely -liquidated excepting for a couple northern New Jersey stands. First move in the liquidation following the death of Sam
Cocalis a couple years ago, was turnand
ing over Bronx houses to
Skouras, while others have been
spread among various indies.
The Cocalis will called for liquidation while previously after Jack
Springer had died, some theatres of
his own which were a part of the
circuit, had been disposed of together with various interlocking in-

RKO

terests.

on

Santell

UA

Deal

with that added nighttime.
There had been rumors that
President Roosevelt intended extending daylight time and making It national 'to hypo defense.
This never came about, but

N.Y. Court Rules
Demand for an injunction against
20th-Fox's 'Charley's Aunt,' on the
charge that it copped original 'stage
bu.<iine6s' from the play as presented
on Broadway last season, was denied
in N.Y. Supreme Court Monday (22).
Injunction, plus an accounting of
proflt<;,

revival of the 50-year-old
the Cort, N. Y.

Admitting

they

had

comedy
no

screen

moon,' for consideration as his next

In for serious

under her

RKO,

drama

new

years
first

picture

'Sister Carrie.'

Baker.'

L.A. to N.Y.

Judith Anderson.
Carter Blake.

Nate Blumberg.
William Boyd.
Grace Bradley.
Alton Brody.
Charles Butterworth.
Jerry Chodorov.
Bette Davis.

Joe Fields.
Elizabeth Fraser.
Michael Harris.

Leland Hayward.
Terry Hornblow.
John B. Hughes.

10 FIX

ON PROD. LINE

'Hollywood, Sept. 23.
Production steps on the gas at
Warners this week with 16 units
working on 10 pictures to utilize all
'

available studio space.
Six extra units are shooting sequences for 'They Died with Their
Boots On,' 'Captains of tKe Clouds'

Co.,

Armstrong's ruling, in effect, held
that Sosna filed his beef under the
wi^ng section as the testimony developed a dispute whether iso.sna
could continue to show M-G flickers
at a cut-rate admish. Sosna asserted,
that he could make money with the
admish fee 5c in his 400-sc.-iter, despite opposlsh from the Frisina's 800seat Liberty aitd 450-sent Rex in the

same burg.
John Quinn, local branch mana.i>er
for M-G, in the hearing admitted
that he had withdrawn celluloid
from Sosna's house because the owner was charging an admish fee lower

S.E.C., after

two

false starts.

Anally received an explanation of
the way the transaction will be carried out and the reason taxes for
wanting to dissolve the Pathe unit.
No opposition was displayed by the
Federal market watchers, although
questions were asked about Davis'
part in the negotiations.
Routine hearing developed the
fact that Pathe has cash available
and dividends due from DuPont
Films that will take care of the repurchase of outstanding Pathe stock.

—

—

holding Alms.

The Sosna case
officially

is

concluded

the

first

to

in this area

be
and

was twice docketed before going
Last spring Sosna

bat.

to

a beef
distributors,
filed

against all of the major
asserting that he had been encouraged by them to invest more than
$40,000 in building the fiicker house
in Mexico and then was denied film,
forcing him to a position where he
could not operate profitably.
When Sosna discovered the case
could not be tried before Sept. 15 he
suddenly withdrew it and after a
lapse of several months reflled, naming Loew's, Inc., and mentioning
Frisina as a party of interest

D. ErFrank's Clearance

Squawk

Detroit, Sept. 23.

D. E. Frank, owner of the Gale,
Galesburg, Mich., has rhade a clearance complaint against all consenting distributors except RKO, naming
the Uptown and Michigan theatres in
Kalamazoo. He is asking that the
present clearance of 67 days after the
Kalamazoo first-run be cut to seven
days.

Nat'l

Board of Review

Disputes N.Y. Censors'

Nix of Steinbeck Pic
Taking an unusual step. National
Board of Review last week openly
aligned itself with opponents of the
New York Board of Censors. James
Shelley Hamilton, exec director of
the NBR, in an open letter took Issue with the scissoring body's ban
on sequences in the John SteinbeckHerbert Kline documentary on Mexico, 'The Forgotten Village.'
"The Committee (on Exceptional
Photoplays of the NBR) sees nothing in the film It could call objec-

'even
Understanding is that Pathe will tionable,' Hamilton declared,
according to the strictest conservaits holdings of DuPont Film
tive standards, and certainly nothits own paper held by E. I. Dubeing
Pont de Nemours, turning in 3,500 ing censorable in the sense of
rfttional
Fifth member of Orson Welles* shares for
56,700.
The Pathe re- harmful to audiences.'
Board represents women's groups,
Mercury Theatre to be Inked by tirement plan calls for paying
off
RKO, Anne Burr, pulled out of New holders of 7,469 shares of Pathe at civic organizations and the like interested in quality films.
York Monday (2g) for the studio. $100 a copy and giving one
share of
It'll be
her picture debut, femme DuPont for each 10.3
'Forgotten Village,' distributed by
shares of Pathe
having been seen professionally only common.
There are 585,095 of the Mayor & Burstyn, has had its New
on Broadway and the road in Welles' latter outstanding.
York opening delayed by censors'
legiter, 'Native Son.'
jc B have engaged Morris U
Davis told the S.E.C. he had an nix.
RKO has no role set for the gal, oral agreement assuring him' a $150,- Ernst to fight the ban as far as necbut it appears likely she will be as- 000 commission,
but further ques- essary.
signed to Welles' unit for a break-in
tioning developed that he has a writunder his direction.
ten pact under which he'll get 300
shares of DuPont paper, which is
Pic Outfit
Hurley's
worth approximately $46,000.
N.Y. to L.A.

and 'Male Animal.'

swap

Anne

Burr's

RKO

Spot

for

M

Own

Andra Lindley.
Tony Martin.

Stella Adler.

Irving Berlin.

Marie McDonald.
Gregory Ratoff.
Al Rltz.
Harry Ritz.

Ned Brown.

Ann Burr.
Matty Fox.
Mitchel J. Hamilton.

•

Gerrit Roelof.
Alfred Santell.
Oliver L. Smith.
Ruth Vivian.
Al Wilson.

the Securities it Exchange Commis
sion may' not' greenlight the com
mission for Col. T. C. Davis, Palhe
director who is intermediarying the
st3ck swaps.
Stockholders meeting
has been called by Pathe for Oct. 1
to rubberstamp the scheme.

The

WB. STAGES CLOGGED,

23.

player contract with

The DeMarcos.

them

$1,000 for rights to film certain stage

vocalist

Film is based on a heavy novel by
Theodore Dreiser, to be produced by

Graham

department,

production

offer

orchestra, goes
i.n

by the retiring board. Additional
condidates may be placed on the ballot by petition before Sept. 24. Election closes Oct 3. Three governors
will be elected from each of five
groups, making a total of 15 who will
choose next year's officers of the

SEC

scenes intact.

for

emy

O'Brien's nTx on the
Walter Breruian, Charles Coburn,
Donald Crisp, Irene Dunne, Henry
'Whether Gabel and Wharton ac- Fonda, Rosalind Russell, James Stew
art Spencer Tracy.
Directors Branch: Frank Capra
Jack Conway, Mervyn LeRoy, Frank
Ernst
Lubitsch,
George
Lloyd,
Stevens, Preston Sturges, William
Wellman, Sam Wood.
such drastic relief as is sought,' the
Writers Branch: Sidney R. Buchdecision stated.
man, Walter DeLeon, Howard EstaFox maintained that not only was brook, James Hilton, Talbot Jennings,
the stage business not new, but thatJane Murfin, Norman Reilly Raine
much of it had been swiped by Gabel Robert Riskin.
& Wharton from the 1924 film proProducers Branch: Henry Blanke
duction of 'Charley's Aunt' in. which B. G. De Sylva, Y. Frank Freeman,
Syd Chaplin was starred. Julian T. Samuel Goldwyn, Arthur Hornblow,
Alleles, Fox copyright counsel, also Jr., David O. Selznick, Hal B. Wallis,
presented evidence by Karl Stall, Walter Wanger, Darryl Zanuck.
who played In. a legit version of
Science Branches: John Aalberg,
1925, that much of the 'business' James Basevi, Richard W. Day, Farsquawked about by Gabel ii Whar- ciot Edouart, Hal C. Kern, Thomas
ton was contained, in it then.
Moulton, Jack Otterson, Ray Wilkin
Herman Lieb, producer of the 1925 son.
version, testified. In addition, that he
had a role in the play In 1907 and
fthe same stuff was used even at that Pathe-DuPont Stock
time." Fox maintained al.so that much
of it's 'business' was picked up from
Details Outlined for
the Syd Chaplin pic, which the cast
Washington, Sept. 23.
and director Archie Mayo viewed
Federal approval of the plan to
before the new Jack Benny edition
unscramble
the Pathe-DuPont ome
went before the cameras.
let is generally expected, though
Gabel & Wharton assert that Fox

mount

Sims,

BOARD OF GOVERNORS

quired any rights by reason of their
production, or whether 20th CenturyFox made use of stage business
which would aff.ect, the property
rights are not so clear that the court
should exercise Its power as to grant

ing Joe Pincus, ah eastern rep of the

Kay Kyser

Amuse

.

spite Justice
injunction.

lease through United Artists. Eastern trip starts when he finishes his
current film, 'Malayai' for Para-

with the

cept those of the Frisina

costs will total.

Mrs. Wharton nevertheless claimed
than that contained in the contract
they did have a properly right ,in
Quinn and William Feldstein. Spring'novel technique, expression, treatfield, III., manager of the Frisina inment and embellishment' which they Academy at their first meeting In terests, both denied innuendos that
said Fox plagiarized. They plan to October. Nominees to date are:
they had conspired to freeze So.<:na
take their squawk before a jury, deActors Branch: Edward Arnold out of the exhibition flcld by with-

two director jobs.
Meanwhile Santell is going to New admitted the novejty of presentation
York to negotiate a three-picture re- of certain scenes in the play by hav-

Heavy on the Debut

23,

which intervened as a defendant. It
has not been determined what the

NOMINEES FOR ACAD'S

Hollywood, Sept 23.
Walter Wanger, president of Acad
of Motion Picture Arts and Scl
at ences, announced nominees for next
year's board of governors, selected

rights in the play Itself, Fox having
acquired them from the estate of the
author, Brandon Thomas, Gabel and

Louis, Sept.

office.
The minus represents
the costs that accrued In the case,
and that must be borne by Sosna ex-

exhibitors
rushed out and bought up stocks
of aspirin. However, maybe another, headache will come along.

was sought by Carly Wharton

and Martin Gabel, who produced the

St

AAA

many

meanwhile

Swap

Hollywood, Sept 23.
Paramount submitted to Al Santell two more pictures, '^iden Voyage' and 'South Americarr~honey-

'

Over Wayne's Contract

'

Louis Sosna, a flicker exhib In
Mexico, Mo, drew zero-minus In his
beef against Loew's, Inc., whom ha
charged with refusing to supply him
with screen fodder, in a ruling handed down last week by Special Arbiter
Fred Y. Armstrong, local barrister,
who heard the testimony in the locai

Daylight saving ends Sunday
(26), which means an hour's extra sleep for exhibs before they
again begin enjoying better b.o.

'NJ to LA.'

is

U'S $2,751,000

Ginny

$170,536

Bernhard, chairman of
campaign, reports that

USO

Day lite Time Ends

the

of

list

Hollywood, Sept.

WB's
Joseph
films'

until

Stage 'Business'

prints a

Training Film Production Laboratory staffers heading coast-

ment

Though many amusement operators

remain

Protect

Can't

Variety feature.

Figures for the first three quaryear include funds that
Other levies that will hit amuse- ters of this
Great Britain, amountments considerably are the 6% ex- are frozen in
ing for the period to $1,299,408, plus
cise on telephone and telegraph mesexcess profits taxes on
income
and
sages, 5% sticker on light bulbs, and
this.
10% levy on airconditioning equip-

Admissions levy is the most important feature of the schedule. Congress lowered the base for the second time in 15 months and statisticians
count on getting around

to

familiar

variation— a

and

sailors,

Civilian Conservation Corps boys.
The various amusements are hit
(Congress wound
in several ways.
up by lifting from
to 10% the
present duty on radio receivers,

weekend

Loses Sl Loo Squawks Vs. Loew'<

York, heads east

23.

come somewhere between

and $100,000,000 annually.
Biggest segment is the boxoftice bite,
which will go on all tickets above
9c. (except for kids up to 12) and
$75,000,000

New

Christmas holidays.

shoulder anothev tax load expected

velt,

this

will

Sosna, NickeJ Admission Exhib,

•Hollywood, Sept 23.
Matty Fox got in yesterday (Mon.)
from New York after three-month
absence from Universal studio.
Nate Blumberg, Universal prexy,
who remained on the Coast during
Fox's stay in

'NJ to LA'

23.

ticket-buyers

Shift

'

Robert Longnecker.
William F. Rodgers.
Edgar Selwyn.
Gloria Swanson.
Sam Ward.

Archibald Into

RAF

George Archibald, co-managing
director for United Artists in Great
Britain, will join the Hoyal Air
Force Oct. 10. He Is expected to assume a behind-the-lines executive
post

Teddy Carr, Archibald's colleague
as head of
on.

UA

in

England, will carry

Hollywood, Sept. 23.
producing
company to be known as Theatre
by
Attractions, Inc., and headed
Harold Hurley, filed incorporation
papers In Los Angeles County.
Hurley announced a release deal
through United Artists. He was for
years a producer at Paramount.
His first wiU be 'Ox Bow Incident'
by Walter Van Tilburg Clark.

New

independent- film

Wednesday, September 24, 1941

PICTURES

•PROPAGANDA' BRUSHOFF
VB FoHows Par and RKO in Short

LOEiN'S IGNORES

Term Sales Deak Under Mirni. Laws
Minneapolis, Sept 23.
Warner Bros, has instructed Its

branch to sell 1940-41 In short
term deals under cthe state law In
Paramount and RKO
Minnesota.

Brown's M-G De-Froster

local

have been doing

this.

- Hollywood, Sept. 23.

Clarence Brown Is on his way to
England with federal sanction and a
labor permit from the British government to direct a plctijjxe, 'Random

Wall SL Sees

Earnings lipping; Somewhat Bullish

BOyCOTT THREIIT

Letter.8 on 'War
monger' Films

ing'

any easing up of the product House.'
is needed, due to the Ave
Film will be produced by Metro
major decree companies and United with money invested over there.

WAR

However,

ecutive secretary.
sists,

he. in-

no Independents face a lack of

pictures.

Northwest Allied leaders take parthe defendant
companies' contentions in

ticular exceptions to

decree

their final brief filed in connection
with their application for the temporary injunction, arguing the invalidity of the defendants' allegations that one of the evils perpetu-

ated under the consent decree is
that requiring the exhibitor to buy
and pay for pictures which he cannot show without alienating patrons
and which are inimical to public
welfare and against public policy.

Freedom

to Exhib

connection, defendants
Important factors,' the
companies'
brief
avers.
"The freedom of the distributors
to change the combination of the
this

'In

overlook

plaintiff

block-of-five affords the same freedom to the exhibitor to select in the
first Instance which motion pictures
he desires to license. Here, too, it
should be held In mind that under
.the decree the exhibitor will have
seen all of the picture which he licenses before he enters into the li-

FIX

America

First

see the rushes of 'Shanghai
production
for
Gesture,'
In
United Artists release' by Arnold
Pressburger, who once produced
pictures la Europ* and sees no
harm in following an old European custom, allowing the critics
to gander a film In th« making.
His idea is that he may pick vp
a few constructive criticisms
before it is too late.
Anyway, the scriveners are
welcome to voice their opinions
every day at noon.

DO BIG

Committee threat to

FOR RKO IN 2 YEARS

boycott those Jersey City theatres
which pontinue to show 'war propaganda' pictures.

Contract has been agreed upon
and probably will be signed this

from Raymond J.
Hanfield, chairman of the Committee's Hudson chapter, were received
by all theatre managers here about

week whereby he

will

make from

four to six pictures for RKO within
the next two years, Gabriel Pascal
said in New York yesterday (Tuesday).
British-Hungarian producer
declared his contract with United
Artist* has been compromised to
allow him to make the first of the
two films due the company in 1944
and the second in 1945.
Prior to making the RKO pact
Pascal said, he arranged his freedom from his contracts with his
English backer^. He goes to RKO
strictly on a personal producer-di
rector deal, similar to that held by
Orson Welles. He will work at the
RKO-Pathe lot, sharing it with
Welles.
RKO provides all the

Warning

the 'warning' entirely.
The managers of the town's three
(Continued on page 20)

ORIENTAL, CHI
BEEF TO BAT

oa.7
Chicago, Sept. 23.

stories.

After several weeks of shuffling
Pascal declared that his English
company will continue operation the arbitrator lists for the case of
and would start production iii two the Oriental theatre against'the five
months on 'Johnny Belinda,' Broad
named in the
under the de- way legit success of last season. He major distributors

cense agreements.
The assertion that
cree an exhibitor might be required
to take pictures offensive on moral
or religious grounds, etc.. In his
community Is, of course, wholly
without
foundation.
Under the
Minnesota -Act the exhibitor would
license pictures without ever having
seen them.
Under the decree he
will see the pictures before he licenses it. He has an opportunity then
to decline to license the picture if he
considers It offensive on any of the

grounds mentioned.

However,

if

he

nevertheless licenses it he still has
the opportunity to eliminate It under
the provisions giving him that right.
Thus, under the decree, he has
two opportunities to avoid exhibiting the undesirable picture, whereas
under the Minnesota Act he has one
opportunity, or perhaps none If he
has already exhausted his cancelation right by the elimination of pictures which he deemed would be
unprofitable.
Under the decree his
cancellation privilege is unlimited

and if the pictures are offensive
every picture licensed by a particular exhibitor could
be eliminated.'
Just let an exhibitor try to change
the combination of a block or eliminate under the consent decree sell-

ing provisions and see

how

far he
won't get, answer Northwest Allied
leaders.

Deals covering the
five

RKO

pictures

semester have been

&

Jenkins,

first group of
on the 1941-42

made with Lucas
New Hamp-

Maine and

shire circuit, Affiliated in the midwest. Associated Playhouses, Skouras" eastern chain.

Fabian.

Consolidated and

Branch

Wolff,
New
manager, closed the

ciated,

Skouras,

Bob

Consolidated

York
Asso-

and

said he had m.'.de a percentage deal
with the author and producer for
screen rights.
Pascal said he did
not know yet who would distribute
'Belinda,' but that it would not be
UA. British company has been reorganized, he declared, with Richard
Norton and David Hanley as new
toppers.

Goldwyn, Selznick To

Share Old

Studio

which brings

into partnership

two of

Hollywood's outstanding producers
Samuel Goldwyn and David O. Selznick.
They will share the physical
equipment on the Santa Monica
boulevard lot, once known as the
United Artists studio and later taken
over by Goldwyn when he pulled
out of the UA combination.
Selznick remains as a UA producer and Goldwyn continues to release his productions through RKO.
The proposed deal to make Selznick
a producer-owner in UA is still under negotiation. His rental spot in
the Culver City RKO-Pathe studio,
is being turned back to RKO.

negotiated

and others in the
Additional

RKO

it

circuit.

is

Hays McKlnney, former

presi-

list of

10 possible arbi-

18 will intervene in the suit.
Also in on the picture, of course,
will be the film companies named
The only
in the consent decree.
theatre which will not intervene is
(Continued on page 16)
case,

Ed Clawton Invading

Par-Lpch-Wometco
Fla.;

Miami

In

Theatre

Encouragement to independents to
invade circuit strongholds, inspired

Stalls 'Dinner'

sibilities

of

getting film

easier be-

with Durkee

Gracie Allen's Pic
Hollywood, Sept. 23.
Gracie Allen has been put under
contract by Metro for one of .^he
leads in 'Mr. and Mrs. North.'
It's

the

first

picture for

the

air

comedienne since she made 'Gracie
Allen

Murder

Mystery'
mount two years ago.

at

Para-

One of the most valuable sites in
Miami, on Biscayne blvd. at its
northern end near the Royal Palm
club, has been obtained by Edward
Clawton.
He will build a theatre
seating around 1,000.
Property on
which it will go up is worth from
$1,000,000 to $1,250,000, according to
all of

Kent,

since distribution c6.sts are relatively
fixed.
Some statisticians a!so
listed a sixth .contributing factor,

who

—

NX Par Keeps Dawn'
May SeH Away

where any atget considerably

sales resistance likely

'SkyW

tempt

is

made

to

more than the present

scale.

Finan-

observers believe the increase In
wages plus increase in the number of
people employed will overcome this
tax problem but Industry experts are
not so cheerful about it.
Another problem confronting the
cial

Because of inability of the' Music
Hall, N. Y., to give 'Hold Back the
Dawn' an early fall date, Paramount
has reconsidered sale of the picture

is

a possibility

if

the Hall doesn't

-

five

major companies

under

selling

the Consent Decree is the anticipated
hike in selling blocks-of-five or less
instead of the full year's product.
But on this score, it is predicted that
higher rentals and more active com-

petition on sales will''mor^ than
buy cover any hike in selling costs.

Another angle, which has been
overlooked by financial experts In
appraisals of industry pros-

film.

their

pects,

is

the possibility that U.

S. film

July Tradings Static

companies will be able to unfreeze
the major portion of some $40,000,000
presently tied, up in Great Britain.
Washington, Sept. 23.
Static condition of the film mar- Transfer of these funds to American
ket during July was reflecjcd Fri- picture distributors' treasuries Is
day (19) in the monthly summary bound to enhance the value of all
of stock exchange transactions pre- shares because Jbettering each compared by the Securities & Exchange pany's cash position and insuring
continued high quality production.
Commission.
Gobbling of several thousand
shares of Monogram Pictures Corp.
stock was the only evidence of activity In film papers, with Herman
Rifkin, Boston officer and director
of the company purchasing 8,418
shares of $1 par common (raising
Highest production budget ev^er ashis holdings to 9,018 shares) during
Norton V. RItchey, of signed to a British-made picture by
the month.
New York, picked up 3,168 shares of an American company Is $1,500,000,
earmarked
for This Above All,' now
same type papers to show total holdings of 3,268 shares $1 common and being readied by Robert T. Kane for

$1,500,000

BUDGET FOR

20TH'S BRIT.-MADE PIC

the

20th-Fox on the Shepherd's Bush lot
near London, 20th-Fox is using this

Belated return on Paramount Plx
$1 par common was turned in by
Barney Balaban, who revealed purchase of 2,000 shares during May,
1939.
This represented his total
holdings at that time.

means to liquidate part of its $6,500,000 funds frozen in England since
the war started.
Another feature
being shot by remote control from

9,768

options

for

common by

end of July.

Welles Un-Horses Holt

was formerly occupied by various

Hollywood, Sept. 23.
Tim Holt, cowboy star, climbs off
his horse to play one of the lead
roles in 'The Magnificent Ambersons,'
to be produced by Orson
Welles for
release.

other enterprises.
Clawton holds an interest in indie
theatre properties in Ft. Lauderdale,

Welles had words with RKO execs
before they allowed the young buckaroo to shift from westerns 'to a

Fla.

straight dramatic

realty information.
There are no
theatres on Biscayne blvd. but site
on which the first will be located

factors were listed as contributing
to
a healthier picture from the
standpoint of the financial district.
These are (1) The basic position
of the film business has improved
over recent years with rising business in the offing and no apparent
further readjustment problems on
tap; (2) foreign losses have been
considerably offset by other developments; (3) mass purchasing power
is
on a real upbeat; (4) trend is
towards higher admissions at theatres along with higher prices for
everything else; and (5) better theatre attendance counted on because
of
improved economic conditions
means considerably increased profits

hat been taking though of possibly minor importance
the past couple years, is and doubtful of working out as exit easy
spending only an hour or so a day pected this is that 'the present system of priorities or rationing is
In the president's oSic* at 20th-Fox liable
to divert spending from con-^for the time being.
sumers' goods to the boxoffice.
Tax Angle
He will not go to Washington in
The principal sour note on this opconnection with the lub-coramittee
of film propaganda timistic outlook is the taxation probInvestigation
motives either as an observer or as a lem and how it will affect spending
witness, it Is understood. He was not at theatre boxoffices. Higlier taxes
among those subpoened but 20th ..wUl placed in effect by the Government
have Darryl F. Zanuck there before are expected to cut into 'the amount
the hearings aire over.
of coin available for entertainment.
Kent returned 10 days ago from a But the main headache is the new
two-month summer vacation at his 10% tax on theatre admissions which
Thousand Islands home.
starts with the first penny instead
merely extending down to all ad>
mittances starting at 21c. These taxes
But must be passed on to the public with
S. R.

been objected to on the
some grounds or another by the varitrators having

cause, among other things, overbuying is now taboo, his crystallized in
Hollywood, Sept. 23.
plans to build a theatre In Miami in
Dog bite on Bette Davis' nose is opposition to the Paramount Enterholding up production on 'The Man prises-S. A. Lynch and Wometco
chains there.
Who Came to Dinner' at Warners.

circuit.

deals covering its
first batch of five 41-42 releases have
been closed with the Butterfield circuit,
Warners Ohio theatres, the
Malco chain, Commonwealth, Central States, Ariderson
circuit, HarrisVoeller, and the Barney Brotman

He

by the consent decree and the pos-

BeHe's Bite

UGHT

BUSINESS SCHEDULE

dent of the Chicago Bar Assn.
away from its own Broadway Par
In accepting the assignment, Mc- and will play it at latter starting
Kinney made one stipulation, and Oct. 1.
that was as to the time of the hearPar has another top-budget 1941ings, and on his request the hear- 42 picture available for the Hall if a
ings will begin on Oct. 7. Previously deal can be worked out.
This Is
there had been considerable diffi- 'Skylark.'
The Rivoll, favored In
culty In lining up an arbitrator, with the past by Par for certain pictures,

ous members of the suit.
Hollywood, Sept. 23.
It Is now certain that of the 19
It's the Goldwyn-Selznick studios
now, the result of a long-term lease theatres mentioned in the Oriental

Fabian contracts.
Injury required several stitches
Republic has sold its 1941-42 prod- and may take four weeks before the
uct to the Frank H. Durkee circuit, scars heal enough for further shootoperating 26 houses in Maryland. ing.
It may be necessary, doctors
Jimmy Grainger, sales head, and said, to use plastic surgery.
Jake Flax, Washington franchise
holder,

consent decree, the various participants in the Oriental case finally
settled upon arbitrator for' the case.

thS original

UA

KENT'S VERY

.

financing.
First film-will be 'Arms and the
Man,' said pascal, and the second
will be 'Snow Goose,' to be made in
Canada. Deal, he stated, calls ^for
him to alternate between George

Bernard Shaw and other

'

.

letters

a week ago. Loew's passed Its copy
along to the New York oftice. Notis
Komemnis, in charge of Skouras'
Hudson County houses, disregarded

pany shares,

stocks, as several brokers made appraisal of film share earnings^ Five

Hollywood scribei are invited to

Jersey City, Sept. 23,
Local theatre men are ignoring the

PASCAL'S 4-6 FILMS

the outlook for leading picture com-x_,
particularly common

Hollywood, Sept. 23.
Every day at luncfa hour th*

If

action on' their application lor a
temporary Injunction against the
Minnesota law, the Warner Bros.'
action will provide it, according to
Fred Strom, Northwest Allied ex-

Wall Street again this week
heard encouraging reports regarding

Critical 'Gesture'

Jersey Thcatr* Owners Nix
America Firsters' 'Warn-

situation

Artists' refusal to sell 1941-42 deals
In Minnesota pending, at least, court

Many Reasons for Pix

RKO

role.

Westwood

to

London

is

The Young

Mr.

Pitt,' starring Robert Donat.
Slated for future filming at Shepherd's Bush are 'Spitfire' and 'Paddy
the Next Best Thing.'

Rodgers

to Coast

William F. Rodgers, sales v.p. for
Metro, left yesterday (Tues.) for the
Coast to huddle with studio execs

on new product, sales plans, etc.
He had planned going out earlier
but was detained by product deals,
.

the Allied
States
convention
Philadelphia and other matters.

in
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PICTUBBS

SAG

NICK SCHENCK TOPS SENATOR CLARK
HoUywood,

REPEATEDLY AT WASHINGTON HOOPLA

Sept. 23.

Roseanne Murray's player option
picked up by 20th-Fox.
Anthony Qulnn rertewed by Warners.

of PreviYesterday's Session Follows General Lines
Loew's
ous Hollywood Quizzes^Battle of Witt—

Prez Tells

Why

His Co.

Washington, Sept.

23.

Is

Tops

question, and pointed
producers.

to

United

Artists'
With a flow ot ready quips and alSchenck said he would be just as
most humorous piety under the happy if Loew's could sell its 129
D.
sharp questioning of chairman
houses at a fair price and limit itself
Nicholas
prez
'All
Worth Clark. Metro
to making and selling pictures.
forces
HoUywood
Schenck gave
need is a few places to exploit
m we
a clear-cut edge today (Tuesday )
pictures,' be said.

M

the initial appearance of a 'defense
witness' before the Senate subcommittee investigating alleged propa•ganda in Alms.
Schenck faced the committee most
of
of the day, following a castigation
Senator
the investigating body by

BebOlTity
into HoUywood family relationships, apparently to prove that
the entire film colony was tied up in
one way or another into one gigantic

.

Sheridan Downey of California. Upholding the picture industry's right
it
of free speech and denying that
tried to influence the Unjted States
into going to war, Dovmey declared:
The movies reacted to their pubthe movies.'
lic, not the public to
Clark, in questioning Schenck, went
through the gamut of familiar
charges against Hollywood: No indie
producer can make or distribute a
picture without permission of the

Going

monopoly, Clark asked if it was
not true that • vice president of
Loew's was a grandson of Adolph
Zukor. Schenck replied that Arthur
Loew was married to Zukor's daughter, but that it meant nothing as
Loew's capacity was strictly one of

—

COLUMBIA'S $552,744

of the session this afternoon found Clark just starting to
scratch the surface of blockbooking
list of questions remaining that probably will keep Schenck
on the witness stand through tomorrow morning's session.
Harry M. Warner, who was a spec-

and with a

tator at today's stanza, will succeed
Schenck at the witness iable. Barney Balaban, who is said tp be in
town but was not at the hearing today, is expected to be' reached" in the
IJarryl
questioning by nmrsday.

Zanuck arrived in Washington last
night and will follow Balaban with
his testimony.
niegal

NET PROnT, 52 WEEKS
foriged ahead a few. dolduring the fiscal year ended
June 28 last when a n«t profit of
$5S2,743A4 was shown as compared
with $512,185 for the prior 52 weeks.
This lis after deduction ot all charges
plus provision for Federal income
and other taxes as well as special
charge, not explained, of $84,157.86.
Earnings are equivalent to approximately B5% a share on the
366,268 shares ot common outstanding after deductions tor the preferred stock
Col's balance sheet sh*ws current
assets of $13,594,372.04, ot which ap-

Columbia

lars

questioning
of
his
Clark,
in
Schenck, was obviously drawing for proximately $1,170,000 is in cash.
much of his material on the Current liabilities amoiut to $1,704,monopoly report of the government's 608.33, with working capital approxiTemporary National Economic Com- mately $11,890,000.
mittee.
Asked concerning the re
port's
statement that the eight
majors account for 85% of film reveSmall's
Beds' Film
'
nue, Schenck said:

Twin

'That's probably right We make
virtually all of the good pictures and
It would be natural to assume that
we get the bulk of-the income.'
Schenck denied Clark's intimation
that there was no competish between
the majors.
He pointed out that
Metro was at the moment having
in'

to

Paramount.

one

comedy plugs

of his frequent
for his company, he

Hollywood, Sept. 23.
into producwith 'Twin Beds,'

Edward Small goes
tion today (Tues.)

based on a stageplay which had a
long run on Broadway years ago.

Tim Whelan

'And if Paramount doesn't buy
Metro product it's shortsighted.'
He pointed to trouble M-G had
had in selling to Warner Bros, one
year.
When Metro sold away,
Schenck declared, WB came around
begging to get the product back
Clark pressed the point that the
Big Five could squeeze anyone else
out by its ownership of theatres.
Schenck replied that Metro, Paramount, WB, 20th-Fox, RKO would
never get together to squeeze anyone out because it would be con
Bplracy and iUegal.
'For that matter,' he said, "you
could blow up a building.- But you
wouldn't'
With double features there Is
plenty of playing time for any qualIty

picture,

Schenck

said.

Indies

can> get all the dates they need and
make money if their pictures are
good and made at reasonable cost,
he stated.' Th6y can also get bank
loans, he said In reply to Clark's

directs.

Small is winding up production on
'The Corsican Brothers.' Both pictures are for United Artists Release.

Maybe

added:

'

find.
is in metal
uniforms.
film
using shellac and
substitute for gold

Another shortage
for

supplies

Studios
gilt as

are
a

braid.

Downey

Senator

Tells Off Solons;

AWOL

St Louis, Sept 23.
Unless some aimy biggie at Jefferson Barracks, Mo., just south of
this burg, extends a i>ass Issued to
Private Louis Mastroianni,' a lion
•

tamer tor HoUywood flicker comis in danger ot being AWOL,
Given a 10-day leave to complete

panies,

some studio work Mastroianni, diS'
covered he couldn't get back in
time.
He burned up the wires to
get the leave extended.
'White Savage,' a new Universal
jungle epic, is the flicker Mastroianni is working on currently.

PAB TIES CLEMENS
HoUywood,

Paramount

signed

Sept.

ReaHy Saw Pix

on

•

deal with Columbia.
Marten Lamont signed actor con
tract at

RKO.

Harry Clork inked writer deal at
Metro.
Bonlta Granville handed threepicture deal by RKO.
Jackie G. Gleason renewed by
Warners.
Eileen O'Hearn's player option
picked up by Columbia.
Mildred Coles' aictlng ticket renewed by Warners.
Eddie Albert drew three-picture

Everybody-

is

Inclined,

the Californian chided, to

consider

their opponents statements as 'propaganda' and their own ideas as in'Industrious'
controvertible facts.

Hollywood, Sept

23.

Too many requests tor 'deal conbetween players and pro.
ducers have caused the Screen Actors' Guild to call a halt on the practice, except when the actor gives a
satisfactory explanation of his request before the SAG board of directors. Guild officials declared the
'deal contract' procedure Is being
used to cut salaries. Notice to SAG
tracts'

members

said:

'When actors began to bargain
with producers tor certain rights,
one ot the first jnajor Issues was the
outlawing of the 'deal contract.' This
was a method, under which a producer, to slash an actor's salary,
lower amount than he would get athis regular scale on a week-to-week

RKO.

basis.

work

offer him a given sum for his
in a picture, usually a much

"The Guild, however, has granted
Faith Brooks inked acting pact
waivers in certain cases. For exwith Alexander Korda.
Cobina Wright, Jr., renewed by ample: an actor, ostensibly to keep
up his recognized salary and at the
20th-Fox.
Frances Gifford, Richard Webb and same time secure work in a picture
Katharine Booth drew option lifts which the studio does not believe

payment ot

justified the

Paramount

In Aog. 1;

endangering traditional liberties and
denying that the condemned pictures are 'inflammatory.'
Unlike Nye and Clark, the Calif ornian had seen most of the fea-

ers' control.

Wage Cutter

would

$324,426

Dovfney's demurrer was to
the effect the isolationists are trying to 'blame Hollywood for' natural feelings beyond the produc-

Called

contract at RKO.
Lina Rivas, Howard McCoy, Her-

,

tures.

On Deal Contracts;

bert Pinney, Julie Warren and Lee
Fredericks signed to studio pacts at

at

Average Daily

Wage Reaches $11.98
Hollywood, Sept.

Film extras drew
wages and overtime

his salary,

will request a waiver permitting him
to work so many weeks at his regular salary and then a week or more
at a smaller salary, or perhaps with-

out pay.
'The practice at first was rare and
the Guild granted waivers with the
thought that they were for the beneHowever, the refit of the player
quests have 'become so numerous
that it is obvious the studios are
using this procedure to cut salaries
which apcontracts
and to make
proached the 'deal contract','

23.

in

$324,426

during

the

month of August, the second highest month ot 1941 in job placements

WB PLAYER

ROSTER

REACHES HIGH OF 88

and dollar value. Regular wages
amounted to $283,000 and the rest
was accounted for by overtime and

Hollywood, Sept.

other adjustments.

23.

Three new players, Jean FitzAverage daily wage was $11.98
and the average number of extras gerald, Van Johnson and Don Philon the job per day was 1,042. Total lips, hoisted the acting contract
placements for August were 4,000 roster at Warners to a total ot 88,
higher than tor July, and the dol- consisting of 18 stars and 70 featured
leged,' t)owney remarked. He com- lar value was $50,000 greater. New thesps.
plimented the film producers tor Screen Actors Guild wage scales
Outside ot that, the studio has oneexercising the pirivilege ot free went into effect Aug. IS, but there picture deals with 29 outside players
speech 'with moderation.' The only was about 25% more work during in features now in work and is
fault he could find with the 'Dicta- the first two weeks of the month dickering with two off-the-lot stars
tor' was that it made comedy out than there was under the new rates for future commitments.
of films distributed in re-

cent years has tailed signally to reveal any such insidious propaganda
for war, as has been too lightly al-

of world tragedy.
'Frankly, it strikes

committee

is

focusing

me
its

that the
inquiry in

during the last half.
Placements during

August were

distributed as follows;

direction,' the Californian

Bate

Namber

Valnc.

admonished. 'The world is on fire,
and because a few paie shadows of

$5.50
6,50
•8.25
8.25
10.50
11.00
12.00
13.75
16.50

2,316

$12,738,00
5,947.50
5,115.00
39,393.75
80,787.00
77,000.00
72.00
2,227.50
59,466.00

the

wrong

conflagration fiicker tor a moment
or two on the screen, which is Hollywood, you seek to throw cold waYou pursue an
ter on California:
illusion. The blaze is in Europe and
The propaAsia, not in my state.
ganda you seek tor is history itsell,
the fiery unrolling ot events across
the seas, the tumbling into ruins ot
old civilizations. If you cannot put
out the fire there, how can you hope
to prevent its reflection here?"
While the industry has potential
(Continued on page 20)

its

*

915
620
4,775
7,694
7,000

6
162
3,604

•

Represents standins paid $8.25

Provide Big Pic Sked

During Maneuvers

Subpoena Casey, Labor

Heads for

Bioff Trial

Apparently seeking their support
as character witnesses, a number of
union members and Pat Casey,

film

producers' labor contact representative, have been served with summons to appear In Federal court in
New York, Oct. 6 in behalf of Willie
Bioff who goes to trial on charges of
extortion with George E. Browne,
In addition to Casey, others are
Joseph N. Weber, honorary president of the American Federatii^n of
Musicians; William L. Hutchinson,
president of the carpenters union; E.
J. Brown, president of the Interna-

When the 270,000 soldiers quartered in the northeastern portion of
the United States move into the field
Koster Prod.-Director
Oct 3 for six weeks of gigantic tional Brotherhood of Electrical
maneuvers, they will find they won't Workers; Al Speede, busine'ss agent
2-Picture Contract miss any ot the films they would for the Hollywood local of the
have seen during that period in their IBEW; Jess Gillespie, ot the musiregular camp theatres. The pictures cians union on the Coast; Joe TouHollyvi^ood, Sept, 23.
will be shown in 16 outdoor theatres, hey, head of the teamsters union on
Henry Koster, director at Univer- each seating 1,800 men, which the
the Coast; Lou Helm, who heads the
became a producer-director Army will erect to take care of rec
sal,
hodcarriers in Hollywood, and Joe
under a new deal calling tor two reation of the men during the
Marshall, International representapictures.
maneuvers.
tive for the hodcarriers.
First is an aU-femme-cast yarn,
In addition, each division (20 ^f
Reported also that Eddie Mannix,
still untitled, dated to start in Januthem) has a portable 16 mm. pro- general manager of the Metro stuary. Second is 'The Phantom of the jector and a stock ot film. Pictures
dio; Steve Newman, International
Opera,' a top budget remake with an shown with these machines, how
representative for the lATSE; and
all-star cast
ever, are all old and not very popuAller, business rep of the
Joe Pasternak, with Universal in lar with the soldiers except as a last Herbert
cameramen's local in Hollywood, are
since
various
capacities
1926, resort
Tendency ot the men to also to be subpoened. None of these
checked off the lot to take a vaca- spend spare time- shooting craps or
labor
jf/ere present at the Newark
tion before moving over to Metro getting themselves into
other gam- meeting on studio basic agreement
late next month as a producer.
when
bling games has led the Army to
(20)
During his stay at Universal, Pas- make the extensive preparations for negotiations Saturday
the
on
summonses were served
ternak handled aU of Deanna Dur- showing films.
others.
,
bin's 10 pictures in addition to three
There will be some live entertainPapers were signed by Federal
Marlene Dietrich features and two
too,
with
ment
the USO-flnanced Judge John C. Knox, N. Y.
with the moppet, Gloria Jean.
.

OnU

.

Committee preparing to send
two mobile vaude units into the
North CaroUna maneuver area.
Citizens

23.

William

SMITH LANDS, TOO

Hollywood, Sept 23.
Paul Gerard Smith's career as an
associate producer at Warners begins
with 'Leathernecks,' In which he
screenplayed his own story.
Yarn deals with the adventures of
picture-to-picture

Clemens to a director pact, to take
effect on completion ot his current
piloting job on The Morning After."
Clemens recently completed 'a directorial chore on 'Sweater Girl,'
working
deal

Marion Rosamond's acting option
hoisted by 20th-Fox.
Jean Negulesco, shorts director,
renewed by Warners.
Richard Lane signed a six-picture

Washington, Sept .23.
Jean Parker signed to a threeBefore the first of the numerous picture deal by William Pine-William
industry figures took the stand at to- Thomas unit at Paramount
day's session of the Senate subcomCalinviestigating
films,
mittee
junior senator, Sheridan
ifornia's
Earn
Downey, went to the bat for the Extras
producers, chiding his colleagues for

combing

Windup

selling

script demanded 500 feet of maShip chandlers on
nila rope.
the West Coast said there wasn't
that much rope for private use.
The Navy is using all it can

Asked about Louis B. Mayer,
Schenck digressed into a 30-minute
humorous history of the founding of
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. He said he
considered Mayer 'the best man in

Blockbooking

in

Hollywood, Sept. 23,
Defense priority slowed up
production of Alexander Korda's
picture, 'Jungle Book,' when the

signing checks.

our line- of business.' He admitted
majors; the eight principal com- that Mayer'i daughter was married
panies account for 95% of Hollywood to David O. Selznick, and added:
'It's a .perfectly natural thing in a
income; interlocking family relationmajors lend stars around small society for boys to meet girls
ships;
among themselves to the exclusion and get married. As for tieing in
of indies; indies can't get equipment the business that way, it isn't done.'
because of patent pools; indies can't
Clark asked about Mervyn LeRoy,
get studios; indies can't' get their and Schenck admitted he was marpictures approved by the Hays of- ried to Harry Warner's daughter but
fice.
worked for Metro. 'We took him
In every case, in what developed away from Warners just as we would
we
into a 1?attle of wits between Clark take any good man away when
and Schenck, with the press corps h^d the chance," Metro prez said.
That line of questioning was closed
and audience in the big Senate caucus room frequently roaring with with Schenck's reply to Clark that
laughter, the Metro exec denied the Bill Goetz, v.p. of 20th-Fox is also
married to one of Mayer's daughters.
chairman's allegations.
Going into star-borrowing, Clark
'We wouldn't do that because that
(Continued 'on page 20)
would be illegal and we don't commit crimes,' was frequently the burden of Schenck's answers.

trouble
Getting

Commander Harvey S. Haisllp
drew a new writer ticket at Metro.

Roped Out

Cracks Down

COLBEBT-McCBEA SET
'

Paramount

Hollywood, Sept

23.

will co-star Claudette
McCrea in 'Is That

Colbert and Joel
Bad.'

WB

'

Preston Sturgess wiU direct

UNES UP

HoUywood,

off.'

Sept, 23.

.

.

Backfleld consists of Ronald Reagan,.

Jane

'

the U.S. Marines.

11

Football goes into action on the
Warners campus Oct 8 with Edward
Sutherland as head coach of 'KicK-

Stevens,

Wyman

and

George

PICTUBES
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SEE TOUGH LABOR BATTLE
Allied s

Hopes

for

Ae

Dommaiit

Natl Org. Deflated
Philadelphia, Sept. 23.
Defeat suflered by the leaders of
Allied Statei Exhibitor! Asiociatlon

on the convention floor here last
week was -not so bitter in ita surface
Implications as in what lay back of
It Weeks of confabs by Allied execs
with distribution chieftains and the
possibility of striking a death blow
at rival exhlb organizations were
scuttled when convention delegates
refused to back their leaders' pro-

Sosal for a

harmony move with

dis-

:ibs.

Back of the hand-ln-hand stuff between Allied and the distribs Is said
to have bieen the idea of making Allied the single Important exhib orOther
ganization in the country.
so-called exhib outfits—which distribs have actually been supporting
afthem
of
in
membership
through
filiated circuits—would fall by the
wayside because, according to the

bargaining body.

it

as the

would thus gain
exhlbs would feel

membership as
they want a voice in their bargaining agent, according to the theory.
What embarrassed the Allied
heads was that the big harmony
move was no ad llbbed idea hatched
at the conclave, but a plan carefully
worked out with distribution execs,
and a number of the latter were on
hand to see it break 'out of the shell
They even had brought along for the
carefully-prepared
final
banquet
which
speeches
congratulatory
ended up in the ashcan.

'

—

.

•

'

Toogh Blow

.

•

10-2S% Wage Increases Demanded First 3 of the 10
Crafts in tbe lA Group
Presents Its Claims
New-

—

—

ark the Scene of Other
Labor Powwow

start to shed her clothes to slow

music. After removing her apparel in standard stripper style,
she picked up a card which read:
'Now you'll see something
really hot.'
The curtain
side curtains

vealing—a

Paramount

HOURS, CONDITIONS

were

raised, reof forthcoming
product.

Because of salary demands presented yesterday (Tues.) by the first
three of 10 crafts in the lATSE
studio group, at its initial meeting
held with the Producers group in
Pat Casey's office in N.Y., a lengthy
and hard-fought series of meetings
is predicted.
In addition to anticipated strong resistance over scale
increases, ranging from 10-25% demanded by the three locals, it is ex
pected that considerable difficulty
will be met with from the producers
over present working conditions.
.

OVER
BID

$100,

FOR NEW

Instead of directing negotiations
the outset of the hearings, the
is remaining in
the backin order to permit each
studio union to come in separately
Bidding reached fever peak yes- and make its demands as well as neThose meeting, with proterday (Tuesday) on screen rights to gotiate.
Daphne duMaurier's 'Frenchman's ducer representatives today were en
Creek' with a sale likely today, tlrely on their own, without anyone
Price has already shot over the' from -the lATSE present. They in
$100,000 mark and may possibly elded Studio Laborers, who demand
reach $125,000 before a deal is closed a 15% increase; Sound Technicians
which will put the book up with the who are seeding 20-25% boosts, de
pending on classifications of work;
top money-getters of all time.
Paramount, Selznick, Goldwyn and and Cameramen, who are also asking
20th-Fox were the bidders, with 10-25% mfre than the present scale.

DuMAURlER

at

lATSE

ground

Although the delegates stand a
84 to 48 Honrs
good chance of having their decision Warner Bros, also aid to be interHolding up the purchase
reversed in a referendum of the ested.
For weekly workers, each union
membership about to be taken, vote yesterday were con^plicatlons over asks a reduction in hours from 54
against sweetness and light on the where the author's taxes on the sale to 48, but understood that after the
convention floor was a crushing are to be paid and by whom. Miss demands of the others are consid
blow.
What made it so much duMaurier is in England and pay ered,' an effort will be made as far as
tougher was when Nate Yamins, for- ment will be in blocked pounds.
possible and practical, to get all
Yarn is being serialized in the conditions
mer prez, got up at the final session,
down to a uniform basis
shouted 'sellout' and won over a ma- Ladies Home Journal and will be for the various unions. Because of
published in book form in February,
jority of those voting.
vast added production costs involved
Allied officers felt so badly, in fact, 1942.
if all final demands were to' be met
Laid in the 17th centnury off the
that they resigned in a body at a
including increases now asked, as
special meeting immediately after Cornwall coast, it's about a titled well
as those yet to be presented
the convention closed. Board refused English woman who leaves a respect- strong resistance
by the producers
to accept their withdrawals however, able husband and kids for romantic
against reductions of hours is ex
pending the results of the referend- adventure with a gallant French pected.
um, ordered to be taken within 10 pirate.
Sessions with Casey and the prodays.

Convention delegates were openly
suspicious that the resignations had
been 'stage-managed,' but were obviously affected by this act of their
officers, who include Col. H. A. Cole,
prez; Abram F. Myers, chairman of
the
board and general counsel;
Charles H. Olive, secretary; Arthur
K. Howard, re(;ording secretary, and
Martin G. Smith, treasurer.

Yamins Outburst
Yamins,' Fall River exhib, ex.ploded the goodwill talk after re
porters and producers reps were
cleared from the room and the con
ventlon went into exec session. With
his voice breaking and tears in his
eyes as he wound up, Yamins, one of
the founders of Allied 25 years ago,
declared
any joint distrib-exhib
committee, 'would be the stepping
stone to the end of Allied and an
other sellout to the distributors.'
Jack Kirsch, prez of Illinois Allied,
who sponsored the resolution; Cole
and Sidney Samuelson, of the exec
committee, .all took the floor immediately to deny Yamins' charges
that the resolution had been rail
roaded through the board of directors and that it was a sellout, but the
Massachusetts exhib leader had ap
parently made his point. Vote was
taken first on resolution amended to
eliminate the most offensive paragraph:
'It is the sense of the Board that
«uch national Joint committee, when
organized, shall study the possibility
and desirability of bringing the several branches and groups of the in

dustry into more elaborate and en
during form of industry organization...,'

Following a vote to eliminate the
(Continued on page 20)

Screen Readers Okay

€10 Tie

in

~

Veering By

N.Y.GDi!dsFromAFL
Move by

film unions in

New York

with the CIO was carweek with
Screen Readers Guild approval of
charter granted It by the Screen Of-

to

affiliate

ried a step farther last

fice

&

Professional Employes Guild,

the

This marks the

musical, is Owen Crump's entry
into the directorial field at Warners. His latest Job as a screen
in
'Soldiers
playwright was
White,' a national defense short
in Technicolor.

yarn shows how musiare built, from try-

first

Inroad by

cal revues

outs to

.

affiliated

AFL

or have re-

mained steadfastly indenendent.
Weekly minimum wage of $85 for
experienced readers is being sought
by the Screen Readers Guild of New
York in the contract with studios on
which it is now about to open negoSalary compares with the
tiations.
$42.50 average now prevalent and
the $75 paid under the Coast Readers
Guild pact. New York, SRG seeks
a differential over the Holly woo,d
scale in all classifications on the
basis that living is 10-15% more expensive in New York.

of the

(Wednesday), for investigation by a
Federal Grand Jury, Judge John

W.

Holland in N.Y. federal court ruled
(22).
Martin Conboy,
Browne's attorney, will appeal the

Monday
decision.

On Friday (19), the demand of the
came to light when Browne
moved to quash the subpoena. Con-

first nights.

Jury

boy argued that the. subpoena had
to the pending trial of
William Bioff, west coast

H.C.L CAUSES Browne and
reference

lATSE

TO ASK

representative of the lATSE who are
accused of extorting $550,000 from
Paramount,
Loew's, 20th Century-

Fox

and

threats
union.

of

Warner
calling

through

Bros.,

a

strike

in

the

Conboy stated that the Government had no right to use the
Grand Jury to prepare its case
against the two men for trial, which
is
due to start Oct. 6, and that
Detroit, Sept. 23.
Browne's Constitutional rights were
Based on rising living costs, scales being violated by making him appear
for theatre employees here have and testify against himself.
Mathias F. Correa, U.S. prosecutor,
been vaulted under the new lATSE
said that the Grand Jury investigacontract negotiations.
tion was to determine if others beUnder the new contract completed sides Browne and Bioff were enfor the stagehands union by Ed King,
gaged in crime, and that Browne
business agent, the scale for straight
would not have to testify before the
pix houses continues unchanged exGrand Jury, just to produce the
cept for a sharp increase on overtime
books of the union.
which moves to $1.50 .and $1.75 an
Judge HoUand then ruled that in
hour.
Downtown vaudfilm houses
his
opinion the purpose was not to
were raised $10 per man. Grips and
spotlight operations in the legitimate issue the subpoena, for the pending
trial.
He found 'that Browne's Conand combination houses went up 50c.
stitutional
rights were not affected,
per show with the stagehands in
nabes with stage shows or in houses and that the books and records of the
running shows only a few nights union were not Browne's property,

UPPEDWAGES

a Veek getting the same advance.
Contract was negotiated for one year.
Both musicians and Operating Engineers unions also are asking increased scales since their biennial
contract expired on Sept. 1.

but that of 'the union. He then denied Browne's request to quash the
.sCibpoena.

Correa asked and received a bench
warrant for the arrest -of Louis Kaufman, a material witness in the pendHe's business agent of the
Operators' .local lATSE),
and has been missing from his Newark office for some time.
Correa
said Mrs. Kaufman has been collecting

trial.

Newark

PayroU Padding Laid

To Stagehands Union

By

Mich.

State

Fair

ing his salary regardless.
'Records of the lATSE relating to
the collection of more than $6,000,000
in

Detroit, Sept. 23.

membership assessments and

bur.'iements

yearly

are

thus

dis-

un-

earthed.

Present at today's meeting, in ad
to Casey, representing the

dition

Doubt

persists that the

lA

will re

manager

of the fair,

who

turned the purposes of the fund are vague, with

investigation over to the legal ofan example of 'general organization
fice after d.eclaring that the union
expense' cited. The fund isinot carhad agreed to make restitution.
ried on the regular books of the
Youngblood accused a business union and control of it is vested in

agent of the union with cashing the
checks of three men whose names
were on the payroll from Aug. 24 to
31 and who fraudulently were
credited with earning $175. One of
the men only worked a day while an
investigation showed that the other
two were out of the State at the time
their cards were being punched in

Aug.

at the fair.

Browne, as president. Attorney for
the demand to produce the books, and Judge John W.
Holland
postponed
arugment to.

Browne fought

Monday

(12).

Correa stated that the quiz on this
fund is only one phase of the genOther matters
eral investigation.
being investigated are bribery, in-

the business come tax evasion, and other possible
cashing the violations of the law.
checks and turning the money over
to the local but its officials had
checked up and found the money
Believes in Keeping Busy
Huddles
was not tliere. He added that the
'very fair' and that the
In
Increase's union was
Hollywood, Sept. 23.
agent would face trial by the union
Producer sessions separately with as well as possible criminal action
Not satisfied with only five picthe
lATSE were initiated yes from the State.
tures on his Acting program at 20thterday (Tuesday) in the office of Pat
Roy Showalter, president of Local Fox, Jack Oakie is dickering for two
Casey, studio labor contact, where
more assignments on next year's
38, SEU, not the official accused in
as the meeting with unions under the the payroll padding, refused to make schedule on the Westwood lot. In
basic agreement was held in New- any statement. Roger Kennedy, in- addition, he has a one-picture date
ark at the Robert Treat hotel.
ternational v.p. of lATSE, said he with Warners.
sumption is that some of those sit- was reluctant to intrude in the picCurrently, Oakie is playing in 'Ris*
ting on the Newark huddles pre- ture and that the local was checking and Shine' and is slated to work opferred to hold the meeting outside of into the charges to see what action posite Betty Grable in 'Song of the
Islands' as his next 20th-Fox Job.
would be taken.
(Continued on page 22)

The fair officials said
CIO on screen and stage em- turn to the basic agreement confer
who have always either been ence, of which it was formerly a agent had admitted
with the

Browne, president

E.

Charges of payroll padding were
The move is the beginning of an
leveled against the Stagehands Union
inve.stigation under the anti-rackehere as an aftermath of the Michigan
teering act, into the affairs of the
agree upon. The locals yet to be State Fair with Herman J. Rushton, union. The books sought cover. the
dealt with by the producers are State attorney general, conducting an collection of a special 2% assessment
Studio Electricians (lamp operators); investigation with an eye to bringing against the salaries of 125.000 memcriminal prosecution.
Property Men; Makeup Artists; Stu
bers of the uiiion with average saldio Projectionists; Grips; Wardrobe;
Revelation of the payroll hike was ary being
$50 weekly.
and Lab Workers.
made by Bernard J. Youngblood,
The Government claims that the

producers' group as chairman, and
Fred Pelton, his associates, were Sid
Rogell of RKO studios; Fred F,
Meyer of 20th-Fox studio; D. S. Garber of Universal; Charles Boren of
Paramount and Carroll Saxe of Warners,
plus Z. Fairbanks of the
laborers union group; Harold Smith,
representing the sound technicians
Screen Publicists and Herb Aller of the cameramens'
plate doing so.
union, as well as other local union
Guild is also slated for the same ac- delegates.
tion.

George

Stage Employees, must produce the
books and records of his union today

resentatives will come in for the
final sessions to approve or demand
amendments on deals locals may

109,

ployes,

How

"Xelh

International Alliance of Theatrical

ducer group will resume today
(Wed.) but it is not known whether
they will be able to dispose of nego
tiations yet to be considered.
It is believed that the lATSE rep

United Office and Professional Workers of America, CIO.
Vote on accepting the charter was
unanimous, with one abstention.
Number of unions of home office
clerical employes have also affiliated
with the CIO and the rest contemLocal

H'wood

Hollywood, Sept. 23.
'Calling All Girls,' a two-reel

'Girls'

dropped and two

list

to the Uipon,

In Ordering All Records Produced

Par's S.A. Trailer

official

It

lATSE Books Belong

Not Browne's hoperty, Court Rules

in Plnlly

Philadelphia, Sept. 23.
Exhibitors were lured into the
Paramount exhibit at the Allied
convention by the promise of a
*hot show.'
At stated Intervals
a brunet or blonde would appear
behind a transparent screen and

plan, distribs would withdraw their
Allied wouldn't
financial backing.
become the substitute receiver of
but distribs
largesse,
distributor

would recognize

lATSE REMAINS

member.

Newark

10% Wage

End

,
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FILM REVIEWS
ture is due for critical attention and
strong women patronage in the key
runs, to follow through for profitable biz in the subsequent bookings
•
with the adult trade.

You'll Never Get Rich
(MUSICAL)
Hollywood, Sept.
Columbia

19.

rele.ifo of .Suniiiel BI»clioft proKlla K«yi'l-ed Astiiire,

Slam

duction.

voilh; rcniures Holjc.l Hi'nchley, John
by ."^lUney Uindflil.
Ulrei-lcd
HuUbnr.1.
OrlglnnI wrocnpliiy by Mlrhnel Fosslcr snd
Ernosl PuRono; mnsn by Colo Poiior. ComPhillip Tnnnurn: cilUor. Olto Moyer;
«rii
Geno Anilorsoii; ^dnnrcs.
Olrcclor,
ass't
Robert Alton: music director. II. W. atoPrcvlowivl ,Tt .Moxnnili'r. Glenrtnle,
loff
Sciit l.S, '41. RunnInK lime. *' MIN.'i.
VnA Astnlro
.R,iiir>rl Curtis
»lta Hnywortjl
Shiilii WInthrop
Holjfrt

yi\f.

rrl,-d;i

CorllanS

steeds,

turns in a sparkling characterization as the bounder who continually discounts financial responsibilities and finally gets jammed
over thefts from his employer. Nigel Bruce is outstanding in support,

This Hopalong Cassldy
(Par).
is In a timber country locale;
good Bctioner.
'NUgara Falls' (Roach^UA).
Second Hal Roach streamliner
broad farce to catoh good share

llenchloy
IniMrort

Cllrt

.S'aznrro

latter,

Mnrjorlc n.ili-Hon

Ann Shoemaker

Dnrton

Doyd Dnvla

—

—

berjack.

A

sock in the. jaw here and there,
some mass fistic encoimters and
shooting dot the action. Included is
Hollywood, Sept. 18.
RKO production and release. Stars Cary a free-for-all in a village street that
Grant, Joan Fontaine; features Sir Cedric provides excitement, but some of the
Hardwicke, Nigel Brace, Damo May Wliltboys on the losing end are clearly
Directed by Alfred Hitchcock. Screen«y.
play by Samson Raphaelson, Joai) Harrison not trying. In the shooting also the
and Alma Revllle, from novcli by Francis aim is strictly to miss, this being

SUSPICION

camera,

Harry Stmdllngi special erVernon L. Walker; editor, Wllllnro
Hamilton; Ass't director, Dewey Starkey.
Tradeshown In L. A. Sept. IT, 'il. Run
lies;
fecta,

sin gtlme, 102

MINS.

Johnnie
Llna
Gen. McLaldlaw
Beaky.
Mrs. McLaldlaw.,
Urs. Newsham...
Ethel (maid)
Isobel Sedbusk...
Reggie Wetherby.
Captain Uelbeck
.

Cary Orant
Joan Fontaine
Sir Cedric

Bloh' (Col)

patronage.

band; Cary Grant, although gaming no sympathy in his role of the

with Sir Cedric Hardwicke, Dame
May Whitty, and Heather Angel
capably handling respective cast assignments.
'You'll Never Get Rich' is a lightlyIn switching tragic ending oi
texluret], compactly-packaged, song Francis lies' novel in favor of a
and dance comedy in tune with cur- happy finale, Hitchcock and his
Mar- scripters devised a most inept and
rent audience requirements.
of
combo
starring
quee voltage *f
inconclusive windup that fails to
Fred AsUire and Rita Hayworth plus measure up to"" the dramatic intengenerated,
factors
. entertainment
sity of preceding footage, and this
make the picture a profitable A at- doesn't reach the climax expected.
traction for all bookings.
In this respect, nicture structure is
Picture provides Astaire with a deficient and it is obvious that the
new dancirig partner, Miss Hayworth writers endeavored to toss in the
clicking solidly in her several num- happy entling in a few hundred feet
bers with Astaire. Columbia has the and let it go at that
Unfolded in the leisurely pace that
two stars tied up for another pitch
on the 1941-42 program, which will is characteristic of British cinematic
be to the company's advantage. As- story-telling technique, Hitchcock
taire, providing six dancing appear- deftly displays the effect of occurance three solo and, same number rences on the inner emotions of the
with Miss Hayworth— holds his posi- wife. Protected girl of an English
tion as the films' top dance star. Fur- country manor. Miss Fontaine falls
thermore, his light and personable in love and elopes with Grant, an
handling of the top role again dem- impecunious and happy-go-lucky inonstrates ability to depend entirely dividual, who figured her family
on dancing as his major accomplish- would amply provide for both of
'ment for films.
them. Deeply in love, she overlooks
Story has Astaire as stager of a bis monetary irresponsibilities until
musical show for producer Robert discovery that he has stolen a large
Benchley. Latter, in making a pitch sum from an estate, and prosecuBurden
for affections of Miss Hayworth, gets tion and exposure looms.
in a Jam with his wife, and has As- of events finally develops mental attaire get him out of the predicament titude that her husband would even
Girl, with a crush on Astaire, Is commit murder to secure funds for
^omewhat disillusioned by the pro- repayment, and this suspicion is
ceedings, and gives him the heave^ heightened
when Grant's friend,
ho.
When' Astaire is inducted into Bruce, dies during visit to Paris
the selective service camp, Benchley with the wife believing the husband
makes a deal to conduct rehearsals responsible. Finally at the breakAnd stage a show for the boys in ing point of nervous tension, she beorder to obtain services of Astaire lieves Grant would even stoop to
In putting it on. There's plenty of poisoning her to secure insurance to
serious and humorous by-play around repay his thefts. Finish, with satthe camp, with Astaire a permanent isfactorv explanations and happy re
tragic
resident of the guardhouse, but it all conciliation,
the
replaces
works out when the show finally goes ending of the book.
on and the couple 'are married on the
UncTer Hitchcock's guidance, piC'
stage for the finale.
ture develops plenty of suspense and
Script by Michael Fessler and Ern- appeal to the women sector in disest Pagano is' studded with humorous playing a wife's development of
lines and situations, .and despite a mental hysteria throueh burden of
somewhat familiar ring it's all been real or imagined criminal tendencies.
sufficiently' refurbished by Sidney Production is excellently mounted
Lanfteld's direction to get over in throuehout, with English settings
good style. Lanfield keeps things and Harry Stradllng's photoeraphy
moving consistently, and the song of top grade.
Watt.
and dance routines are neatly spotted.
Producer Samuel BischoS wisely
held the production numbers down to
Riders of the Timberline
sane background proportions, which,
(ONE SQNG)
in the final result, show better on
the' screen than super-elaborate setParamount release of Harry Sherman
tings.
Astaire's solo numbers are production. Stars William Boyd; features
Brad KIdk, Andy Clyde, J. Fairel Mo
performed in the camp guardhouse; Donald,
Eleanor Stewart, Anna Q. NlUson,
while the final military wedding Edward Keene, Hal Talllaferro and Victor
number of the show, with Astaire Jory. Directed 'by Lesley Selander. Dnned
and Miss Hayworth backed by a on characters created by Clarence E. MulDenton
J.
large dance ensemble to finally ford; story and adaptation,
Cheney; editor. Fred Feltshnns, Jr.; sone
emerge for a duo atop an army tank, by Grace Hamilton and Jack Stem; phoTradeshown in
is doubly effective, due to restraint t'offmphy, Russell Harlan.
Running time: 68
N. Y., Sept. le, "-tl.
in lavislmess.
Songs by Cole Porter are adequate. 3IIN8.
Hopalong Casaldy
William Boyd
Best of Porter's six are 'Since I Johnny Nelson.....
Brad King
Kissed My Baby Goodbye' and 'So California
Andy Clyde
J. Parrel McDonnld
Near and Yet So Far,' utilized for a Kerrigan
Blaine
Eleanor Stewart
song and dance duo by Astaire and Donna
Anna Q. Nllsson
Miss Hayworth. Miss Hayworth, of Tatos
Edward Keene
course, is no surprise to the trade as Petrle
Hal Talllaferro
Tom Tyler
a dancer, but isn't known as such to .Slnde
Baptists
Victor Jory
the fans. As Rosita Cansino of the Larry
Ulckey Elssa
dancing Cansino family, she started
as a terper, but as Rita Hayworth did
Compact, actionful outdoors unit
little of that in films.
in the standard Hopalong Cassidy
Benchley's
droll
comedy and series, i>roduced by Harry Sherman,
sparkling cracks add much to the en- will enjoy a substantial following.
tertainment factors.
Cliff Nazarro This one is up to the higher-thancatches attention with tiis double- average standard maintained by the
talk, teamed with Guinn 'Williams as series.
Astaire's buddies in camp.
John
As a switch, William Boyd Is sent
Howard, Osa Massen, Donald MacBride and Frieda Inescort are capa- into lumber country, where he and
his buddies thwart the plans of eastble support
Novel presentation of opening title ern timber "interests to delay fulfilland Credits, comprising a series of ment of a contract so that they may
roadside signs observed by Benchley, take title to valuable log-producing
territory.
It's a little relief to find
is one of the most original of its kind
turned out in several years, and im- Boyd in a different setting with a
mediately arrests audience attention. story that has good pace and plot
but the cowboy character is one that
Wolt
'suits him better than that of a lumSir."

Colonel Shlllcr

Duncan Renaldo is the sheik of
tha desert, but take that bedsheet
wrapper away and instead of a Bedouin you v« got one of the Three
Mesquiteers, Republic's horse opera
trio, of whom Renaldo was recently
the saddle, is deUiled to
leave Hie U. S. to buy some Arabian

Guinn WlUlnnis
DonulJ Macllrlde

Kowple UlRln
Top Sentennt
Swivel Tongue
Aunt Louise

Tou'U Never Get

the same old mesa

Fred Astaire and
(Musical).
Rita Hayworth in solid musical
for wide and profitable b.o.
Excellent
•Snsploion' (RK'').
adult production to catch attention from critics and wpmen

-O"" Mnsnon

Konya

Miniature Reviews

It's

Joan Fontaine equals her highlyrating performance in "Rebecca" as
the pivotal factor in the tele, successfully transposing to the screen
her innermost emotions and fears
over the wastrel and apparentlymurderous antics of her hus-

J'*" Hublinrd

r..m Uiirton
.Vurlln Corllnnd

Arabia. But
mellerism.

Hardwicke

.Nigel Bruce

Dame May Whitty
Isabel Jeans
Heather Angel
Aurlol Lee

Reginald Shefneld

Leo O. Camll

Alfred Hitchcock's trademarked
cinematic development of suspense
(ul drama, through mental emotions
of the story principals, is vividly
displayed In 'Suspicion,' a class production provided with excellence in
direction, acting and moimting. Pic-

true when hoodlums
employed by the crooked lumber interests are trying to stop Boyd and
Brad King at a dam they are about
to blow up.

particularlv

Romantic interest Is played down,
but Eleanor Stewart is a promising
type if anyone ever wants to make
more use of her. She plays the
daughter of the lumberman who
triumphs against those trying to play
dirty tricks on him,
Andy Clyde, a regular Boyd associate, delivers a fair comedy punch,
while lessers include J. Farrel McDonald, Edward Keene, Hal Talliaferro, 'Victor Jory and Anna Q.
Nllsson. The vet Miss Nllsson, as a
camp cook, shows her years a lot,
as the camera has not been particu.

of dual support dating,
'Outlaws of the Desert' (Par).
Hopalong Cassidy v/estern with

an Arabian

Write your

locale.

time

This
still

Timberline'

tbe

of

'Kiders

one.

own

tagline.
'Ellery Qneen and the Murder EIng' (Col). Another murder
mystery unravelled to satisfy as

BIU

Boyd

(Hoppy^,

In

King

romantically' inclined
aide, with Jean PhjUips the other
half of the suggested romance. Lull
Dcste, a Lamarrish siren-type, is. a
fits well into the
alone
looker and
Near East setting as one of the kidnap plotters. Rest of the performances run from fair to poor. Naka.

the

as

Queen and The
Murder Ring

Ellery

Tex

Hopalong Cassidy again exter-

Okay

minates some rustlers.
the juves.
'Secret
(Par).

Wastelands'

the

of

for

Moderate

blz-gettlng

Hopalong Cassidy western.
'The Kid from Kapsas' (U)
(Songs). Unexciting actloner for
dual support in the secondaries.
The Apache Kid' (Rep.) Poor
western featuring Don 'Red'
Barry.
'General Snvorov' (Artklno;
Russian-made). Low-grade, talky
propaganda film that even the
arties won't relish.
'Wanderers
West'
(Mono).
Boring Tom Keene western.

Hollywood, Sept

17.

Columbia release of Larry Dnrmour producUon; associate producer, Rudolph FloFeatures Ralph Bellamy, Margaret
ttiow.
Directed
by
James Hogan.
Lindsay.
Screenplay by Brio Taylor and Gertrude
Purccll; story by EUety Queen; camera,
James S. Brown, Jr.; editor, Dwlght CaldPrewell; Asa"t director, Carl HIecke.
viewed at La Relna, North Hollywood,
Running time. 70 .MINS.
Sept. in, "41.
Ralph Bcllnmy
Ellery Queon
Margaret Lindsay
NIkkl Porter
Charley Grnpewin
Inspector Queen
Mono Darrle
Miss Tracy
Paul Hurst
Page
James Burke
Sergeant Velle
GeorKO Zucco
Dr. Jsoney
Blanche Turka
Mrs. Stack.:
>

Tom Dugan

Thomas

Leon Amen

John stack

Jean Femvick

Alice stack
Dr. Williams
Dr. Dunn

Olln

Howland

Dennis Muore
Charlotte Wynters
Pierre WatUlns

Miss Fox
Crothers

A moderately-budgeted whodunit,'
with comedy trimmings, latest adventure of sleuth Ellery Queen will provide good support for the secondary
and family bookings.
Latest adventure of Queen revolves around a hospital and strange
murders that are committed after
the suave sleuth arrives to investiOf
gate most strange happenings.
the three murders, the second two
have been previously set up as suspects for the first killing.
Ralph
Hollywood, Sept 20.
United Artists release of -Hal Roach pro- Bellamy wades through the cineFeatures Morjorle Woodworth
duction.
matic maze of typical whodunit forTom Brown, ZaSu Pitts, Slim BummervIIle, mula,to finally narrow things down
Orlglna
Directed by Gonlon Douglas.
The adventure,
screenplay by Paul Gerara Smith. Hal to the perpetrator.
Yates, Eugene Conrad; camera,
Robert with its sideline comedy byplay, is
Plt-tack; pbotogrnphic eltects, Roy Seagenerally acceptable diverting fare.
Wright; editor, Bert Jordan; Aas't director,
Paul Hurst and Tom Dugan are
Eddie MontRgne. Previewed at Alexander,
Glendale, SepL Id, '41.
Running time, teamed as a couple of gangsters de43 .MINS.
toiled to bump off hospital-endower,
Matgy Blake
Horjorls Woodworth
Tom Wilson
Tom Brown Blanche Yurka; and stick around the
Emmy Sawyer
ZaSa Pitts corridors and wards of the instituSsm Sawyer
Slim Summervllle tion for several rounds of broad
Potter
Chester Clute comedy.
Bellamy is okay as the
State Trooper
Edgar Doerlng
Chock
..Ed Gargan sleuth; Margaret Lindsay satisfies as
Trlile
Gladys Blake his girl friend and assistant; Charley
Head Walter
Leon Belasco Gfapewin is the police inspector;
Rand Brooks
(
Honeymooners
Margaret Roach and. George ZUcco is the medical
Clerk
Jack Rice head of the hospital.
Despite the whodunit meller as'Niagara Falls' is the second of Hal pects necessary, scripters Eric TayRoach's "Streamlined Features' with lor and Gertrude Purcell have inabbreviated running timp to catch jected lightness in the comedy trimsecond spottings in the dual book- mings. Direction by James P. Hoings.
A fast-paced farce, with in- gan clicks more with the comedy
clusion of broad slapstick and gagged than with the mysterious elements,
routines, picture
clocks suflicient which further gets the tale off the
Walt
laughs to make it good supporting regular groove.
fare in the duals.
Complications in a honeymoon
hotel overlooking Niagara Falls are
Star Vigilantes
displayed with usual marital mixups
(WITH SONGS)
and trimmings, with several bedHollywood, Sept 18.
room episodes enlivening the pro-

Photography generally,
is very good, and some of
the montage shots excellent.
A song for group singing, TTie
Fighting 40,' is a very listenable
choral number, sung twice by a
group of lumberjacks.
Char.
larly kind.

however,

NIAGARA FALLS

.

it

-

The Lone

Summervllle, on
Pitts, has a
penchant for sticking his nose in

Slim

ceedings.

honeymoon with ZaSu

—and

other pciople's affairs
carries through to toss

result

Tom Brown

Columbia release of Leon Barshn production, stars Blir Ulllott, Tex Ritter. Directed by Wallace W. Fox. Original ecreen-

play by LucI Ward; cameru, Benjamin
Kline; editor, Mel Thorson; Ass't director,
Milton Catttt,
Previewed In studio prolectlon room Sept. IT, '41.
Running time,

and Marjorie Woodworth together in SB MIM&
a room for the night and marriage Wild Bill HIckok
Tex Martin
windup.
Cannonball
With Brown, Summervllle and Shary Monroe
Miss -Pitts carrying sufficient poster Morcla Banning
values for dual bookings, picture will Colonel Monroe
Banning
garner a good share of playing time Dr.
Major Clark
in the spots for

which

it is

intended.
Wolt.

Bill Elliott

Tex Ritter
Frank Mitchell
Virginia Carpenter
Luana Walters
Budd Buster
Covin Gordon

Peabody
Ctuirllo

Lowell Drew
Edmund Cobb

(^bb

Ethan Laldlaw
Rick Anderson

LIge Miller

(ONE SONG)
Paramount release of Harry Sherman
production.
Directed by Howard Bretherton.
Screenplay, J. Benton Cheney and
Bernard McConvllIe, based on characters
created by Clarence E. Mulford; camera,
Russell Harlan; music director, Irvin Tal'
hot; music, John. Leipold.
Tradeshown In
N. Y., Sept. 22, '41.
Running time: 66

MINS.

Hopalong Cnssldy
Johnny Nelson

Bill Boyd
Brad King

Andy Clyde
Forest Stanley

California

Charles Grant

Susan Grant
Mrs. Jane Grant
Marie Karltzh
NIckle Karltza
Major

Yussut
Sheik Suleiman

Faran El Kaker
Sallm

scripters

'.

Lull Deste
Albert Morin
George Woolsley
...George Lewis

Duncan Renaldo
Joan Del V«l
Mickey BIssa
Jamlel Hasson

All

Maybe

Jean Phillips
'Nina Gullbert

was western Arabia the
were thiiiking about For

it

Faramount's 'Outlaws of the Desert/
another In the Hopalong Cassidy
series, has switched its locale from
California's location spots to what
one presumes to be tne deserts of

Forrest Taylor.

r...

Benson

Outlaws of the Desert

YOUR GUNS

STICK TO

(WITH SONGS)
Paramount

release

'Lone Star Vigilantes' is the best
of the first three Bill Elliott-Tex Ritter western series.
Full of action,
aimed to satisfy western addicts, and
with plenty of gim-pumping and
heroics, picture Is a good entry in
the western field for dating.

Good western-type

script accentu-

action and excitement, combined with fast-paced direction by

ating

Wallace Fox, provides
with

Elliott

and

Ritter

suflicient material to
catch attention.
Story is laid in
post-Civil War Texas, with Elliott,
Ritter and stooge Frank Mitehell re-

turning from the Confederate army
to find the populace under the rule
of an outlaw gang headed by a
phoney state police captain. Trio
proceeds to expose the plot to terrorize the district with plenty of
gunplay and excitement engendered
in the unfolding.
Elliott Is most prominent for heroics in dealing with the imposters,
while Ritter has his guitar handy to
sing a couple of prairie ditties. Mit'
chell catches a few laughs by his

—

of

Harry

Sherman

Features William Boyd Brad
Clyde.
Directed by Lesley
Selander. Screenplay by J. Benton Cheney,
based on characters created by Clarence E
Mulford; camera,
Russell Harlan; flini
Car^ll Lewis.
editor,
Tradeftionn
In
N. v., SepL le, '41.
Running time: ai'
production.

Andy

King,

backed by his two sidekicks,
Andy Clyde and Brad King. Accompanied by Forest Stanley, who
has commissioned them for the job, MINS.
Hopalong Casaldy
they become involved in the Arabian Johnny
Nelson...
desert with kidnapers. But justice California
June
always triumphs.
Boyd performs in his standard, Winters
acceptable manner, aided by Clyde Buck
Pronchy
for the stereotyped comedy and Pete

dual supporter.

The Lone Star Vigilantes'
(Col) (Songs). Bill Elliott and
Ritter teamed In good actioner for western audiences.
'Stick to Tour Guns' (Par).

obvious tumbles. Support includes
Virginia (Carpenter, Luana Walters,
Budd Buster, Forrest Taylor and
Gavin Gordon.
Walt.

William Boyd
Brad King
Andy Clyde
Holt

Jacqueline

Henry Hall
Joe NYhltehnid

Bob Card
Jimmy Wnkely

Skinny

Bow

Johnny Pond
Dick ninetinrt
Jack Smith
Jack Trent

Wow

Tex
Hw)
Lanky

Homer Holcomb

;

Waffles

,Tom

Ed
And Jim Walfely

London
Mickey Elua

Trio

The Bar 20 boys ride again in this
Hopalong Cassidy chapter; they' get
the rustlers and all the kiddies who
like shooting and excitement in cowboy costume will be satisfied with
this Harry Sherman production.
This time one of the old Bar 20
boys, now an indie rancher, is havtrouble

ing

rustlers.

He

with a big
sends wires

gang of
to all his

former pals enlisting their aid and
all respond.
Boyd and Andy Clyde
come in from the rear, joining the
rustlers by a ruse, while Brad King
leads the rest of the posse in a
frontal attack.
Meanwhile blonde
Jacqueline Holt, because her grandpappy is an Inveterate rustler
hunter, gets mixed into the posse
and affords a romantic vis-a-vis for

King.

With the rustlers thus surrounded,
no wonder they're all either well

it's

up or captured and, of course,
is again the hero of the
pastures. Interspersed with all'
the shooting, the Wakely Trio, plus
King, harmonize some chants of the
saddle as soothers in between the
shellfire.
No sense in completely
shell-shocking the kiddies.
Per usual, the acting is uniform
for the series; ditto all the production assignments.
Scho.

shot

Hopalong

cow

Secret of the Wastelands
Paramount relea.ie of Hnrry Sherman proDirected by Derwin Abrahams.
Screenplay, Gerald Geragbty; story. Bliss
Lomnx; hosed on characters created by
Clarence E. Mulford; camern, Russell Harlan; music. Irvln Tslbot; score, John LeoTradeshown In N. Y., Sept. 22, '4L
pold.
Running time, 66 MINS.

'ductlon.

Bill Boyd
Brad King

Hopalong Cassidy
Johnny Nelson

Andy Clyde

California
Jennifer Kondall

Barbara Britten
Douglas Fowley

.^alters

Keith Richards
Soo Young
Gordon Hart
Hal Price
Leo Tung Foe
Earl Gunn
Ian McDonald
John Rowlings
Richard Loo
Roland Got
Jack Rockwell

Clay Elliott
May Soong
BIrdsall

Prof.
Prof.

Stubbs

Day Ke«
Clanton
Holllstcr

Williams
f^uan

Yeng
SherllT

This Is a somewhat far-fetched
Cassidy western, since
there are apparently more Chinese
in the pic than horse opera characters.
However, the somewhat original idea of Hoppy (Bill Boyd) siding with an Orlentol group in the
latter's fight against California landgrabbers should generally find popular appeal.
somewhat questionable name for
the leading Chinese character is
May Soong (played by Soo Young).
Soonc might be recalled as the family name of the famous Soong sis.

Hopalong

-

A

one of whom is Mme. Chiang
Kai-Shek. At that however, its association with the film's character
isn't too far amiss as far as the intent was concerned; she is apparently
the saviour of a people seeking to
rehabilitate themselves in the CaliAnd, with Hoppy s
fornia valley.
aid, they're able to lay claim to the
Tied up with the
farming land.
ters,

yarn is an archaeological expedition
for which Hoppy is commissioned ai
the leader.

.

Cassidy, Clyde and Brad King do
well enough on performance, while

Douglas Fowley is sufficiently villainous.
Miss Young looks enough
like the wife of the Chinese generalissimo to command interest though
her performance is outstanding in
Itself

gets,

in a role that demands, and
Nafta,
extreme simplicity.

The Kid From Kansas
(WITH SONGS)
HoUywood, Sept

If.

release of Ben Plvar producFeatures Dick Foran, Andy Dovlne,
Directed by William Nigh.
Screenplay by Griffin Jay and David Sllversteln; .original by Jay; camera, John
W. Boyle; editor, Arthur Hilton. Previewed In studio Projection Room, septRunning time: 61 MINB.
IB, "41.
Dick Foran
Kansas
ITnlversal

tion.

Leo

Carrlllo,

Leo

Pancho

Francis

McDonoM

James

Walker

Seoy

Marcia Ralston

Linda
Jamaica

Nestor Palva
Antonio Moreno
Loyland Hodgson

Chlef>ot Police.

York
Russell

Carrlllo

Andy Dcvlne
Ann Dora"

Andy
Smitty
Cesar

Wsde

.•

Boteler

Guy U"*"

Maloney

'

The Kid from

Kansas'

is

an action

of lightweight proportions
that will suffice as supporter in tne
(Continued on page 18)

meller
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•Kane' Nifty at $7,500

Lamour-'Aloma -Scott Orch Drab 32G

In Memphis, 'Lady' e'/jG

h Generally Steady Chi; 'Kisses' Hus
Gypsy Rose Lee ISaTatiier Wife 16G
Chicago, Sept.* 23.
Loop !• showing good strength
gtnerally. Palace comes up with a
strong twosome that looks for some
real bir In 'Father Takes Wife' and
'Parachute Battalion.'
Not much In the offing for Dor-

Roosevelt Is
currently with

othy Lamour's 'Aloma.'

double

a

trying

Tanks a Million' and "Bad

Men

of

slowest of weeks in this big house;
$6,000.

Newman

(Paramount)

(1,900;

10-

28-44)— 'N. Y. Town' (Par). Has
some strength for the marquee, but
showing up only so-so at the b.o.,
$6,000.

last

week, 'Aloma

South

Seas' (Par) hold over and registered
good $7,500 for nine days.
Orpheom (RKO) (1,500; 10-28-44)

—'Dive Bomber' (WB).

Coming

off

creditably, $9,500.
Continues the
solo policy established by 'Citizen

Memphis, Sept. 23.
Kana' is confounding the
local wise guys with the business of
the week.
In
town where the
Hearst angle means nothing, since
W. R. never operated here, and
where marquee names are supposed
to be all, this crix pix is pacing the
field for the week, and looks to outdistance Metro's several - starred
Lady Be Good' by a substantial
margin.
M. A. Lightman's independent
Malco Is showing Orson Welles opus.
RKO product normally would play
one of Loew's houses. Latter circuit's State has "Lady Be Ciood.' Palact trailing frail third with 'Parachute Battalion.'
Local reviewers did nipups that
helped raise 'Kane' into upper

Missouri,' but it's Just another week, Kane,'
in
contract to iti% usual
end the rest of the loop's straight house duals. Certain holdover. Last
week, 'Citizen Kana' (RKO) In. sec- money
brackets.
Word-of-mouth
flicker houses are content with holdcontroversy
isn't
ond week was only average $5,000.
hurting,
public
overs.
being pretty evenly among those
Tower (JofTee) (2,110; ,10-30)
Estimates for This Week
'Under Fiesta Stars' (Rep) plus who like it and those who don't.
Taking it easy for one of
Apollo (B&K) (1,200; 35-55-65-75) vaude.
Estimates tor This Week
Came lower totals and unusual as Autry,
—'Barbara' (UA) (2d wk).
Halco (Lightman) (2,800; 10-33through with good $9,600 last week in film, is a regularly strong draw 44)—'Kane* (RKO). Strong trade
and will hold currently to okay $7,- here; $5,300.
Last week, 'Very will propel Welles pic to easy $7,500.
While doing well enough, it's Young Lady' (20th) and stag* bill Last week,
000.

—

not near the strength of 'Pygmalion,'
another Shaw opus.

(B&K)

Chloafo

(4,000;

headed by Morey Amsterdam did

$5,800.

35-55-75)—

'Aloma' (Par) and stage show (Raymond Scott's orch). Used considerable advertising space and got away
all right, but doesn't indicate sustained power, and will probably

come in with $32,000, milder than has
been usual here recently. I«$t week
•Dive Bomber' (WB), with Skinnay
Ennis orchestra on stage, finished

(B&K)

Defense Money

UpsD.C;Hot23G

(900; 35-55-65-75)

—'Dive Bomber' (WB). Moved here
from the Chicago, and for third loop
lAst
session looks for neat $5,500.
week 'Manpower' (WB) came up
with $4,200, so-so.

For 'Lady -Vaude

(3,200;

'Unfinished
(U), $6,500, very good.

Business'

Warner (WB) (2.000; 10-33-44)—
'Highway West* (WB), four days,
'Navy Blues* (WB) (repeat), three
Opening opus yanked haltway, with 'Navjr* back to rescue.
StUl will do well to grab gasping
Last week, 'Navy Blues*
$2,500.
(WB), $6,200, mighty nice.
State (Loew) (2.600; 10-33-44)—
'Lady Be Good* (M-G). Musical is

'Navy'-DucliinNifty44G,'Wife'-Vaude

Nice 39G,

lady Be Good' Weak 22G

A

(22) and started out good. 'Badlands Dakota' (U) went two week£
the second being $6,100, the first
$11,000, for extremely good biz.
first-runs.
Blvoll (UA) (2,092; 35-55-75-85)—
and holdovers, well into the profit •Unfinished Business' (U) (4th-final
column. Large crowds were in the wk).
Goes five additional days
downtown area all day Monday (22). through Friday night (26); third
Business on Saturday (20) was very week up Sunday night (21) close to'
strong, while Sunday was close be- $18,000, while prior (2d) stanza was

substantial take over the weekend, followed by the Jewish holidays, Monday (22) and yesterday
Criies.),

day

move New York
Including new pictures

combine

'

to

.

hind

$20,000, fair profit.

it.

Principal disappointer currently is
'Lady Be Good' at around $22,000 for
the Capitol.
It will be held over
regardless, with 'Honky Tonk' slated
for Oct.

2.

'Lydia,' first from United Artists
to play the Music Hall in some
while, is benefiting markedly from a
holiday play and will hit a big $100,-

or

000

close,

holding

on steady patronage, and will

gamer

$18,000 currently. Last week
with
White's
'Scandals'
'Highway West' (20th) was powerful

•George

with $22,200.
United ArtlsU (B&K-M-G) (1,700;
85-55-65-75)— 'Ladies Meet' '(M-G)
(3d week). Women have really gone
for this one, excellent $10,000 after

W

brilliant $12,800 last

K.

week.

DUAL GOOD

Kansas

City, Sept. 23.

Pictures are regaining

on the basis of better
tre

lOG,

C; 'BOMBER' $9,500

row has new

some trade

films.

Thea-

attractions in every

No

spot

records will be broken but
figures should be good in all spots.
Belle Starr* at the Uptown and Esquire, which was figured a natural
for their territory, is doing well, but
is
not of any smash proportions.
Dive Bomber,' at the Orpheum, and
Lady Be Good,* as bill topper at the
Midland, are more in line with good
012 as expected.
Theatres
getting
some terrific
competition from General Motors'

Parade of Progress,' showing for a
in Kansas City, Mo., followed

week

Kansas side. GM
making no friends with exhibs as
by a

move

to the

" s going for big ad lineage in dailies
and getting over 25.000 oglers nightly
lor the 45-minute walk-through.

Weather favorable all week.
Estimates for This Week
Esqoire and Uptown (Fox-Midwest) (820 and 2,043; 10-30-44)—

BeUe Starr' (20th) in both spots.
BIZ above average and will be a successful

week, but not what was

6,500

combo).

for

Gewe

the

film

Last

in

this

week,

in-

town,
'Wild

Calling' (20th), day and dated
these two houses, came through
with good $6,500.

in

—

Midland

(Loew) (4,101; 10-28-44)
Lady Be Good' (M-G) and 'Tillie

Toiler'

(Col).

P'^y

Bringing
fairly
week's total around
Last week, 'Major

10,000, good.
Barbara' (UA) and 'Big Boss' (Col)
Quailed es a sickly pair for one of

Woman

Is

Boxy (20th) (5,886; 35-55-65-7585)—•Sun Valley Serenade' (20th)
and stage show (3drfinal wk). Amazing strength shown on windup for
an approximate $47,000, beating second week's take of $41,500 by a good
margin.
'Yank in R.A.F.' (20th)
opens Friday (26).
State (Loew's) (3,450; 28-44-55-75-

An- 90-$1.10)—'Kiss Boys Goodbye' (Par)

over.

other new show that is reaping a
good harvest is 'Navy Blues' at the
Strand, which has Eddy Duchin and
the Navy Blues Sextet on the stage.

Indications point to $44,000 or better.
This likewise holds.

'Our Wife,' bought outside for the
Paramount, Is no world-beater, but
at $39,000 on the first week ended
last night (Tues.) it adds up to a
satisfactory net result.
In person
here and not to be discounted so
far as draught is concerned are Ken
Murray, Judy Canova and the Mitwell liked to mebbe $6,500, not at chell Ayres band. Show goes a secall bad.
Last week, 'Major Barbara' ond week beginning today (Wed.).
(UA), four days, and 'Dance Hall*
Very potent is 'Sun Valley Sere(Mth), three days; $2,300, terrible.
nade,' which winds up' a highly
Palace (Loew) (2,200; 10-33-44)— profitable engagement at the Roxy

(2d run) and Larry Clinton orch.
SubstantlaUy in the black at $25,000,
or in that vicinity. Last week 'Jordan' (Col) (2d run) and Ray Kinney,
Emile Boreo, others, in person,
$26,000.

Strand

(WB)

(2,756;

35-55-75-85-

99)—'Navy Blues' (WB) and Eddy
Duchin, Navy Blues Sextet, others,
.

on

Hitting strongly for $44,and holds. Last week,
third for 'Dive Bomber* (WB) and
stage.

000, or better,

Sammy

Kaye, very good
making show, $30,000.

money-

Frisco Spotty;
'Starr'

M9d 166;

—

'Caroline

•

OK

lOG

—

.

—

'

—

neatly

"This

Mine' (U) opens Saturday (27).

'Parachute Battalion* (RKO). Title tomorrow night (Thurs.). The conseems sole strength of this one and cluding session will be $47,000, as
may help to moderate $4,000. Last compared with $41,500 last week
week, •Belle Starr* (20th), $4,400, '(2d).
Backed by an exploitation
subpar.
campaign engineered by the Hal
Strand (Lightman) (1,000; 10-22- Home organization, 'Yank in R. A.
33)
'Puddin' Head' (Rep) and F.' opens Friday (26).
Tillie' (Col), split week.
Pointing
Loew's se£ond-run State Is doing
to uppish $1,100. Last week, 'Wide
Open Town' (Par), three days; good business with 'Kiss .Boys Good'Moon Miami' (20th) (2d run), two bye* and the Larry. Clinton orchesdays, and 'Voice Night' (Col), two tra, predictions being for a very
sound
$25,000, or about that.
days; $1,500, okay.
San Francisco, Sept. 23.
'Unfinished Business' leaves the
Rivoli after a fair money-getting
Biz spotty this week. Weak picrun Friday night (26), with "This tures and holdovers might hava
Woman Is Mine' coming in Satur'Kisses'-Carrofl Unit
something
to do with it. With the
day (27).
exception of 'Life with Caroline'' at
Estimates for This Week
Cincy,
112,500 in
Golden Gate, new entries, including
Astor (Loew's) (1,012; 35-55-85- •Belle Starr' and 'Our Wife,' are
'Jekyll-Hyde' (M-G) proving mild.
$1.10-$1.25)
Weekend biz was a
'Navy Bhes' Good
(6th wk). Last week (5th), $11,700. redeeming factor all over.
fair.
No date of departure yet set.
Public's Interest In novelty and
' Broadway (Disney) (1,895; 55-75- comedy remains unabated,
however.
Cincinnati, Sept. 23.
'Fantasia' (Dis$1.10-$1.65-$2.20)
Cinema center's trade Is holding ney) (46th' wk). Became the long- 'Hellzapoppin' on Curran stage
pulled jam-packed houses for three
close to last week's all right level est-run roadshow talker last week solid weeks, finishing Sunday (21). $10,100,
okay. In Veterans Auditorium Jpe Fisher,
in face of weather opposish over (45th), when grossing
weekend, when temperature hit 90 'Gone .With Wind' (M-G) went 44 owner of a theatre chain in Singaweeks at $2 top, 'Singing Fool' (WB) pore, set up a 16-mm travelog pitch
degrees, and competlsh from Xavier
31, while record of 98 consecutive and sold out so fast at $1 top that
and University of Cincinnati night roadshow weeks on Broadway Is still he had to add an extra (fifth) pering it toward excellent $23,000. Last football games Friday (19) and Sat- the high for silents, scored by 'Big formance.
Parade'
Oddly enough,
(M-G).
Newly reopened United Artists la
week 'Belle Starr' (20th), can thank urday (20).
J. Kavanaugh, who's in charge of having a tough struggle with 'Major
Will Bradley orch on stage for conFour of the ace pic parlors have M.
the 'Fantasia' run, also handled 'Big Barbara.'
siderable of very good $21,500.
releases currently, which is on Parade' on its memorable run at the
Colambia (Loew) (1,234; 28-44)— freshhigh
Estimates for This Week
the
side for Cincy. Top tugger Astor.
'Jekyll-Hyde* (M-G) (2d run). Third
Fox (F-WC) (5,000; 35-40-50)—
'Unfinished Business,' at the Albee,
CapUoI (Loew's (4,820; 35-55-85downtown week, average $5,000. is
with 'Navy Blues' In the Palace next $M0-$1.25)— 'Lady Be Good' (M-G). •Belle Starr' (20th) and 'Chan In
Last week 'Life Hardy' (M-G) (2d
best; both black markers.
Also on Will hold over, though an indicated Rio' (20th). Bandit queen isn't splltrua), same figure, fine after two big
ti' much here; $16,000 is about th*
the right side are 'My Life With
$22,000, light, does not justify it.
weeks at Capitol.
limit.
Last (2d-final) week 'JekyllCaroline' at the Grand, and 'Bad- Last week,
second for 'When Ladies
Earle (WB) (2,216; 28-39-44-68)—
Hyde'
(M-G) and 'San Diego*
Meet'
'Navy Blues' (WB) plus vaude. Head- lands of Dakota' at Keith's.
under $20,000. 'Honky slipped to finish under expectations
Combo Shubert is having a pass- Tonk' (M-G),
ed for nrofltable $18,000. Last week
(M-G) due Thursday (2).
with $10,000.
'Kisses
able
week
with
Breakfor
managed fair
(Col),
Criterion (Loew's) (1,682; 35-44'Our Wife'
fast' and Earl Carroll's 'Vanities" on
55-77Geary
(Curran)
(1,286;
55-75)— 'Ice-Capades' (Rep). Comes
enoush $17,000.
stage.
'Fantasia'
(RKO).
$1.10-$1,65)
39-55)—
Kelth'.s
(RKO) (1,830;
in today after better-than-average
Estimates for This Week
Much
'Life with Caroline' (RKO).
week with 'Kildare's Wedding Day' Four-day windup going strong for
better than expected, should hit
Albee (~RKO) (3,300; 33-40-50)— (M-G), $8,000. Preceding that "West $3,500. Last (2d wk) held up for
Legit
house,
satisfactory
$5,200.
healthy $10,000 in six and a half 'Unfinished Business' (U).
Nifty Point' (Par), only $5,500, weak.
which ]ias been used by RKO almost
Last week 'Citizen Kane' $12,500.
days.
Last week, 'When Ladies
Globe (Brandt) (1,180; 28-35-55)— continuously since last April for
(RKO) (3d week), dropoed, but still Meet' (M-G). good $11,500.
'No Greater Sin' (University) (4th(twice), 'Citizen Kane,'
much in the black, $7,000.
Capitol (RKO) (2,000; 33-40-50)— final wk). Circused by Lou Brandt 'Fantasia'
Vatican,'
now
'The
'Snow
White'
and
MetropoliUn (WB) (1,600; 28-44)— 'When Ladies Meet' (M-G). Move- in the selling and still making coin;
reverts to footlighters with 'Mamba's
'Dive Bomber" (WB) (2d run). Still over from Albee for second week. this week (4th) probably
$6,300, Daughters' taking over Oct. 6.
zooming rfter two weeks at Earle, Fair $4,000.
t,ast
week, 'Jekyll- while the past semester (3d) was
Golden Gate (RKO) (2,850; 39-44good $6,000. Last week 'Mr. Jordan* Hyde* (M-G) (2d wk). slow $3,500. $6,500. 'Smiling Ghost' (WB) opens
55)— 'Life with Caroline' (RKO) and
(Col), better-than-average $5,500.
Family (RKO)
15-28)—
(1,000;
vaude. Very good, $16,500 indicated.
(Loew) (2,242; 28-55)— 'Dressed to Kill' (20th) and 'Sweet- tomorrow (Thurs.).
Palace
Hollywood (WB) (1,225 7S-$1.10) Will hold over.
Last (3d-final)
'Ladies Meet' (M-G) (2d wk). StiU heart of Campus* (Col), split with 'A
good for $12,000. Last week, excel- Very Young Lady' (20th) and 'Dead- —'York' (WB) (13th wk and 7th week 'Kane' (RKO) rode to smash
'
hei-e).
Down
less than $14,000 $11,000.
to
lent $17,000.
,
ly Game' (Mono).
Normal $2,^. last week (6th Jiere) and closes in a
Orphenm (Blumenfeld) (2,440; 35Same last week for 'Cracked Nuts' week or two, to come Into the pop40-50)
Wife'
(Col)
and
'Our
(U) and 'Saddle Mountain Roundup' priced Strand Oct. 17.
Cracked Nuts' (U). House is in dol•Aloma'-'Pitt Kid'
(Mono), divided with 'Dangerous
Palace (RKO) (1,700; 28-35-44-55- drums again with around $8,000. Last
Game' (U) and 'Citadel of Crime* 65-75)— 'Hold That Ghost' (U) and
week This Woman Is Mine* (U) and
Jersey City at $14,500 (Rep).
'Unexpected Uncle' (RKO), dualed, 'Perfect Crime* (Col) did
$7,500.
Grand
(RKO)
(1,430: 33-40-50)—
Jersey City, Sept. 23.
'My Life With Caroline' (RKO). open here this a.m. (Wed.). 'Kane'
Paramonnt (F-WC) (2,470; 35-40Business is average at .the three Fairly good $4,500. Last week, 'Sun RKO), mighty gross-getter, turned 50)—
'When Ladies Meet' (M-G) and
'Aloma,' at
in $19,800' first week and additional
first-run houses here.
Valley' (20th), second week of movefor
concluding six days 'WhIstUng in Dark* (M-G). Third
tiie Stanley, is likely to do best, with
$11,000
over run, all right $4,000.
(5-day) week will do well to get
'Parachute Battalion' and 'Father
through
last
night
(Tues.).
Keith's (Libson) (1,500; 33-40-50)—
Last (2d) week got okay
$6,000.
Paramoont
35-55-85Takes Wife,' at State, coming second, 'Badlands of iDakota' (U).
(Par)
(3,664;
Okay
and Loew's 'Life With Andy Hardy,' $4,200. Last-week, 'Parachute Bat- 99)— 'Our Wife' (Col) and, on stage. $9,000.
St. Francis (F-WC) (1,475; 35-40holdover, third.
Ken Murray, Judy Canova and
Ulion' (RK6)/tame $3,500.
50)—'Jekyll-Hyde* (M-G) and 'San
Estimates (or This Week
Lyric (RKO) (1.400: 33-40-50)— pjlitchell Ayres band (2d-flnal wk). Diego* (M-G) (moveover).
Just av-.
Transferred from Starts holdover today (Wed.), after
Loew's (Loew's) (3,205; 28-33-50)— •Alom^' (Par).
erage $5,000.
Last (2d moveover
Brutal getting $39,000, not big but suitable week)
Life Andy Hardy' (M-G) and 'Black- Palace for second week.
'Sun Valley Serenade* (20th)
Last week, 'Our Wife* (Col) profit, on first seven days ending last
out' (UA) (2d wk.). Good $9,000 in- $2,500.
night (Tues.). The third week for and 'Private Nurse' (20th), same.
(2d run), mild $3,000.
Last week fine $15,500.
dicated.
United
Artists
(UA-Blumenfeld)
Palace (RKO) (2.600: 33-40-50)— 'Aloma' (Par) and Tommy Dorsey
Stanley (WB) (4,500; 30-35-55)—
35-40-50)— 'Major Barbara'
(1.100;
'Aloma' (Par)- and 'Pittsburgh Kid' 'Navy Blues' (WB). Good $10,000. was $35,000, very strong.
(UA) and Tanks a Million' (UA)
Radio City Music Hall (Rockefel
Expect good $14,500. Last Last week, 'Aloma' (Par), all right
(Rep).
(2d wk). Gcttin,<^ nowhere fast, delers)
44-S5-85-99-$1.65)
(5,945;
week 'Wild Geese' (20th) and 'Smil- $9,000.
Sbnbert (RKO) (2.150: 33-44-60)— 'Lydia' (UA) and stage show. Hit- spite critical raves. Only $5,000 in
in3 Ghost' (WB), fair $12,000.
n.sg.
Stale (Skoras) (2,150; 30-35-55)— 'Kisses for Breakfast' (WB) and Earl ting snappy pace for fine take of view. Last week $S,500,
Warfield (F-WC) (2,650; 35-40-50)
'Parachute Battalion* (RKO) and Carroll's 'Vanitie.s* on stage. Pass- $100,000, or near to it, and holds
Lady Be Good' (M-G) and 'BulGood able $12,500. Last week, 'Adventure over. Last week, fourth for 'Little
'Father Takes Wife* (RKO).
lets for
O'Hara' (WB) (2d wk).
Horace Foxes' (RKO). $80,000, excellent.
(CoU
and
Last week 'Charley*s Aunt' Washington*
$9,500.
Bialto (Mayer) (594; 28-44-55)— Holdover picking up good $8,500.
(Par) and 'Dressed to Kill' (20th) (2d Heidt's orch, big $17^00 for season's
'Pittsburgh Kid' (Rep) opened Mon- First week about aveTjo.e at $'.2,0';0.
best thus far.
wk.), satisfeotoiy $7,000.

Washington, Sept. 23.
Upswing Is in evidence and there
also are indications theatres are beginning to profit from increase In
week 'Tom, Dick, Harry' (RKO) and population here due to government
'Man Hunt' (20th) took all right defense activities. Profitable grosses
$7,800.
are being marked up at all downPalace (RKO) (2,500; 33-44-66)— town houses, even for the lesser
'Father Takes Wife'
(RKO) and films.
Leader is 14th anniversary combo
Opened Satur'Parachute' (RKO).
day (20) and got away in sharp style at Capitol, largest local presentation
that should take the current week house, which 'Roxy' Rothafel opened
to satisfying
Last week at the Fox. With 'Lady Be Clood' on
$16,000.
"Kane* (RKO) and 'Baines Broad- screen and Sheila Barrett and Hal
way'. (RKO)
flnished' fine three- LeRoy on stage, week's figure should
hit sweet $23,000.
week stand to pleasant $9,200.
Surprise package Is "Life with
Roosevelt (B&K) (1,500; 35-55-6575)— 'Bad Men Missouri' (WB) and Caroline,' at Keith's. Soared over
•Tanks Million' (UA).
One of the weekend and management is now
Infrequent double features here and regretting 'Little Foxes' opening set
going to fair take at $10,000. Last for Wednesday night (24), which
week 'Wild Geese' (20th) was a prevents second week the Ronald
quick blooper and out at sad $6,700. Colman starrer should have.
SUte-Lake (B&K) (2,700; 28-44)—
Estimates for This Week
"Kisses Breakfast' (WB) and vaude.
Capitol (Loew) (3,434; 28-39-44-66)
Gypsy Rose Lee and Roscoe Ates
'Lady Be Good* (M-G), plus stage
headlining stage. Nice take in the
show with Sheila Barrett and Hal
offing here as this house goes along
LeRoy. Anniversary ballyhoo boost28-44)
—'Bride COD' (WB) and 'Caroline'
(RKO). Pretty fair coriibination of
subsequent run flickers that will
bring in $7,500 for okay week. Last
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Tather Wife'-Monroe-Louise

Happy

In

Pitt,

(Rep), 'Kansas Cyclone' (Rep) triand 'Flame New Orleans* (U)•Roundup* (Par), dual. Pretty fair
Last week 'Gangs Sonora*
$900.
(Rep)-'Poison Pen' (RepT-'In Navy'
(U), triple, split with 'So Ends
Night' (UA), 'Man Betrayed* (Rep),
'Night Lisbon' (Par) and 'UnderFury*
'Frontier
ground*
(WB),
(Cap), fair $900.
Avenue - Military - Dundee (Goldterrific first week's
(Rep), berg)
(960;
600; 300; 25)— 'Moon
Miami' i20th) and 'Barnacle Bill' with 'Hit the Road'

OK I8I/2G

Lamour Mild

—

days

beyond

second

full

week;

'When Ladies Meet' is doing well
enough at Warner to rate another
stanza at Ritz, and at Ritz in third
downtown session, 'Divt Bomber'

needs no apologies.
Estimates tor This Week
Fulton (Shea) (1.700; 25-35-50)—
•Sun Valley Serenade' (20th) (2d
wk). Sonja Henie starrer holding

ple,

'Jordan/ Ulaisie' Dual Tops

May

paired

Boston, Sept. 23.
'Mr. Jordan,' playing both Locw
houses, Is out to cop the top biz here
this week, with 'Sun Valley Serenade* at Keith Memorial running a
close second.
'Parachute Battalion
*

with 'Beachcombers of 1942, on.-ilai^e
at the ItKO-Boston, is very henlli'v
and the holdover of 'Hold Bsck

Dawn* at the Metropolitan is doiug
Orpheum (Hamrick - Evergreen) okay.
'Hold That Ghost,' doing a subse(1,800; 35-40-50)—'Belle Starr* (20th)
and 'Parachute Battalion' (RKO) quent run at the Translux, is tunSecond week for 'Starr* and still Ing into the best gross recorded
doing good $4,500. First week, with there in many weeks.
'Ellery Queen and Perfect (irime'
Estimates (or This Week
(Col) went to great $6,100.
Boston (RKO) (3,200; 28-33-44-55)
Paramount (Hamrick - Evergreen
$3,800.

'Lady -'Stars' Pace

OK

L'yille,

$9,000;

'Kane' Medinin

8G

Toiler' (Col), kicked in with nice
Louisville, Sept. 23.
$14,000 in 10 days.
Continuing to run strong, this
Strand (Indie) (2,000; 28-39-50)—
'Our Wife' (Col) and 'Two in Taxi' town's first runs are set to garner
Proved a right tidy sum with the help ,of
(Col) (extra four days).
Defense
steady for extra days and should end tremendous weekend biz.
seems to be hitting its
up tomorrow (24) with swell $11,500 spending
stride hereabouts, and the downtown
in till.
district looks like boomtown on a
Saturday night. Film houses have
not as yet fallen in line on the midnight show idea, but the National,
now drawing neat biz with stage
shows and films, has been successful

TO WIFE' VERY NIFTY

BALTO AT $14,000

$11,200,

(W.

(air (Parker - Evergreen)
(M-G), split with 'Voyage Home'
36-40-50)— 'Unflnishefl Busl
(UA), 'Bride Crutches* (20th) and (1,500;
"Magic Music' (Par), an improved ness' (U) and 'Moonlight in Hawaii'
Moved from UA for second
(U).
$1,000. Last week 'Tom, Dick, Harry'
(RKO) and 'Big Store' (M-G) split week for good $3,500. Last week
Ladies Meet' <M-G) and
with 'Flame New Orleans'
(U), 'When
'Wait for You' (M-G) and 'Reaching 'Rookies Parade' (Rep) closed a
third
stanza
for
aoove-average
Sun' (Par), a nice $900.

'Harmon of Michigan' (Col). Opened
Sunday (21) to heavy biz and headLast week
ing for grand $12,000.
'Lady Be Good' (M-G) and 'Tillie

IN

Hub

h 2 Spots. Fme 3(iG: Wy' 19G

and 'Bad Man Dead wood'
good $2,700.
Majestic (Fay) (2,200; 28-39-50)—
'Dive Bomber' (WB) and 'Accent on
Love' (20th) (2d wk). Heading for
hot $11,000 after knockout $12,000 in
mood. Only the Penn isn't enjoying opening stanza.
MetropolKan (Indie) (3,200; 30-40
general prosperity and, at that,
Rochester on stage with Dick
•Aloma of South Seas' is doing bet- 55 )—
Stabile orch, and 'Let's Go Collegi
ter than either its single b.o. lure ate' (Mono) on screen.
Pulled in
Dorothy Lamour, or the notices nifty $7,500 in three-day weekend
would indicate. Senator has itself a run.
smash of sizeable proportions in 'Mr.
State (Loew) (3,200; 28-39-50)
Jordan' and will probably hang on
Never
Rich'
(Col)
and
'You'll
Get
least another fortnight
Pittsburgh, Sept. 23.
Bells tolling merrily for practically everybody this week; weather's
just right, attractions are okay and
people seem to be in a fllm-going

to it for at
while excellent combo of Vaughn
Monroe and Anita Louise on stage
and 'Father Takes a Wife' at Stanley is getting that house right back
Into the heavy coin again.
Elsewhere, it's exclusively h.o.
territory and In every case the com'Sun Valley Sereplaints are nil.
nade' at Fulton may stock for few

"

)

)

with added midnight performances

—

'Parachute Battalion' (RKO) with
(3,000; 35-40-50)— 'Jordan' (Col) and
'They Met Again' (RKO). Opened stagQ show. Flirting with pleasing
Last week, 'Father Takes
well and looks like strong $9,300, $17,000.
Last week 'Sun Valley Serenade* Wife* (RKO) and stage show topped
(20th) and 'Hurry, Charlie' (RKO) by Rochester, $20,500, very good.
Fenway (M&P) (1,373; 28-39-44-^
closed second week at nice $5,700.
55)—'N. Y. Town' (Par) and 'FlyUnited Artists (Parker) (1,000; 35
40-50)— 'Lady Be Good' (M-G) and ing Blind' (Par). Heading for comLast week, 'Parson
'Klldare's Wedding' (M-G). In line fortable $6,000.
for whopping $7,000.
Last week Panamint' (Par) and 'World Pre'Unfinished
Business'
and miere' (Par), $5,200.
(U)
'Moonlight in Hawaii' (U) took satKeith Memorial (RKO) (2,900; 28.
isfactory $8,000 and moved to the 30-44-55)— 'Sun Valley' (20th) and
.
Mayfair.
^
'Gay Falcon* (RKO).
Aiming at
$19,000 and holdover.
Last week
(six days) 'Citizen Kane' (RKO) and
'Baines Broadway' (RKO) (3d wk),

on Saturdays. Current we«k spotted
Sally Rand in the midnight show
dual, paUid $9,500.
Baltimore, Sept. 23.
only, and packed *em in.
Metropolitan (M&P) (4,307; 28-39'Lady Be Good,' at Loew*s State,
Biz here still on the upbeat all
IN
44-55)— 'Hold Back Dawn' (Par) and
around. 'Our Wife,' at the combo is shaping up for the best gross
'Aldrich for President' (Par) (2d
downtown, while 'Citizen Kane,' on
Hipp, is building in highly satisfac- a single at the Rialto, was given
wk).
Around $14,500, okay. First
Denver,
23.
Sept.
erably more than 50%. In opening tory manner, and 'Aloma of South columns of praise by the critics, but
week same combo turned in nifty
'Hold Back the Dawn' at the Den
week 'Serenade' grabbed close to Seas' has them coming to the deluxe the bulk of the patrons are not ex- ham is leading the town, with 'Belle $19,500.
Will hold over three extra Stanley. B.o. continues extra-heavy cited, being more or less on the fence
$9,000.
Orpheum (Loew) (2,900; 28-39-44Starr' and '2 Latins in Manhattan'
on weekends,' when defense coin as to 'what it's all about.* The avdays.
55) 'Jordan*
(Col) and 'Ringside
at Denver a close second.
Penn (Loew's-UA) (3,300; 25-35- hereabouts is turned loose. In spite erage patron doesn't seem to savvy
Maisie' (M-G). Will garner smasho
Estimates for This Week
60)—'Aloma' (Par).
With Bing of decided recent drop in retail the story. Take on the Orson Welles
Aladdin (Fox)
25-40)— $20,000 and almost certain holdover.
(1,400;
Crosby or Bob Hope or both, Doro- business, blamed mostly on continu- opus will Be under that of the Loew's 'Wild Geese Calling' (20th). After
a Last week (nine days) 'Ladies Meet'
thy Lamour may mean something ation of unreasonable heat, show State entry. 'Badlands of Dakota' Is
(M-G)
and
'Blondie
Society' (Col)
week at the Denver, nice $5,600. Last
locally, on her own, she never has. business has been consistently hold- looming up as a strong contender for
\
week '.lordan' (Col), after a week at tallied $19,800, very good.
fair^ mild $10,000 generally sums ing its own.
b.o. honors at the Strand, while the Denver, nice $5,000.
Paramount (M&P) (1,707; 28-39up the general satisfactory tone of
Estimates for This Week
holdovers are likewise healthy at
44-55)— 'N. Y. Town' (Par) and 'FlyBroadway
25-40)—
(Fox)
(1,040;
Last week 'When
film biz locally.
'Jordan' (Col). After week at each ing Blind' (Par).
Hitting $8,000,
Centnry
15- b.o.
(Loew's-UA)
(3,000;
below
sagged
Meet'
(M-G)
Ladies
Estimates for This Week
28-44)—'Lady Be Good'- (M-G).
Denver and Aladdin and day-date good. Last week, 'Parson Panamint
$15,000 estimate by almost a grand.
Brown (Loew's-Fourth Avenue) with Rialto , good $3,000. Last week (Par) and 'World Premiere' (Par)j
Bltz (WB) (800; 25-35-50)—'Dive Fairish $11,000. Last week, 'Major
Errol Barbara' (M-G) didn't get the masses (1,400; 15-30-40)—'Unfinished Busi- 'Sun Valley' (20th) 2d wk here after $7,000.
Bomber' (WB) (3d wk).
ness* (U) and 'Moonlight In Hawaii' week at each Denver and Aladdin,
Stat« (Loew) (3,600; 28-39-44-55)—
Flynn-Fred McMurray starrer fol- at $9,400.
Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,500; (U). Healthy $2,800 for moveover. good $3,000.
'Jordan' (Col) and 'Ringside Maisie'
lowed the usual Penn to Warner to
15-28-39-44-55-66)— 'Our Wife' (Col) Last week 'Sun Valley' (20th) and
Denham (Cockrill) (1^50; 25-35- (M-G). Heading for $16,000, very
Ritz revue here and should hit
Funny plus vaude. Building to strong $14,- 'Dressed to Kill* ,(20th), excellent 40)—'Hold Back Dawn' (Par). Fine bright. Last week (nine days), 'Laaround $2,700, all right.
$14,000 and holding. Last week 'Aid- dies Meet' (M-G) and 'Blondie SoLast week,- "Parachute Bat- $2,700.
thing about this small-seater; it sel- 000.
Kentucky (Switow) (1,200; 15-25) rich for President' (Par), with Major ciety' (Col), double, $14,700, good.
dom moves more than a couple of talion' (RKO), leaning heavily on
Translux (Translux) (900; 15-25hundred bucks either way on these p.a, of Andrews Sisters, hit the bell —'Bride C.O.D.' (WB) and, 'Sunny' Bowes unit on stage, strong $14,000,
Denver (Fox) (2,525; 25-35-40)— 44)— 'Hold Ghost* (U) and 'Men of
(RKO). Fine $1,600 for subsequent
downtown- wind-up runners. Last for $15,700.
Keith's (Schanberger) (2,406; 15- run.
Last week 'Caught in Draft' 'Belle Starr* (20th) and 'Latins' (Col). Tlmberland* (U). Marking up $5,000
week 'Jekyll and Hyde' (M-G),
which traveled same course, got 28-39-44)— 'Unfinished Business' (U7 (Par) and 'Underground* (WB), ex- Big $12,000. Last week, 'Wild Geese' or better, excellent.
Last week,
(20th)
and
'Chan
Rio'
(20th), nice
(2d wk). Holding nicely at possible cellent $1,500.
around $2,800-.
'Wings in Dark' (Par) (reissue) and
Loew*s State (Loew's) (3,300; 15- $11,000.
Senator (Harris) (1,750; 25-35-50) $8,000 after very good $11,300.
Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 26-36-40) Citadel of Crime* (Rep) (1st run),
New (Mechanic) (1,581; 15-28-35- 30-40)—'Lady Be Good* (M-G) and
—'Mr. Jordan' (Col). Had an excel'JekyU' (M-G) and 'Down In Rio' $3,000.
Very
lent advance campaign and the 44)— 'Belle Starr' (20th). Maintain- 'Stars Look Down' (M-G).
fng moderate pace and attracting good $9,000 and leading the town. (M-G) (2d wk). Poor $6,500. Last
everywhere cemented
its
raves
chances. Heading for a great $10,- house's steady femme following for Last week 'Major Barbara' (UA) and week 'Jekyll' (M-G) and 'Down in
000 on getaway and should stick okay $6,000. Last week (3d) of 'Sun 'Tanks a Million* (UA) pulled some Rio' (MkG), fine $12,000.
Paramount (Fox> (2,200; 25-40)— 'Sun Valley' Plenty
around for a while. Word-of-mouth VaUey' (20th) completed weU-sold class trade, but bulk of regular film
run for strong $17,200.
patrons were conspicuous by their 'Major Barbara* (UA) and 'We Go
Is immense, too, and that will also
East' (20th).
Yanked after three
Stanley (WB) (3,280; 15-28-39-44- absence. Mild $5,000.
Strong, $11,500, Seattle
help. Last week 'Wild Geese CallMary Anderson (Libson) (1,000; days, finishing week on 'Harmon of
ing*^ (20th), didn't call loud enough, 55)—'Aloma' (Par). With big weekend under belt, indicating solid $12,- 15-30-40)— 'Navy Blues* (WB). Flock Michigan' (Col) and 'Smiling Ghost*
and finished at $5,000.
Seattle, Sept. 23.
Stanley (WB) (3,800; 25-40-60)— 000.
Last week, third of 'Dive of defense workers, show shopping (WB) to nice $5,000. Last week 'JunTather Takes Wife' (RKO) and Bomber* (WB), held up to rosy $37,- over a busy weekend, kept the fle Cavalcade' (RKO) and 'Bowery
Every year local plx feel competl-"
>11U' (Mono) good $6,000.
wicket busy. H.o. week should shape
Vaughn MoAroe's band with Anita 700 for the run.
Rialto (Fox) (878; 25-40)— 'Dive tion of the western Washington fair
Iiouise on stage.
up for alright $3,500. Last week
First-rate bill at
Bomber*
at
nearby
Puyallup,
(WB) after week at each
which does the
both ends and building smartly to
same pic was off to a sizzling pace
Denver, Aladdin, Paramount, and state*s biggest week*s gross, year in
what looks like $18,500 or better. 'Starr'
and wrapped up resonant $5,000.
$8,500.
Monroe practically a home town
National (Indie) (2,400; 16; 35-50- 'Bride Wore Crutches* (20th), good and year out.
About 300,000 pass
boy, haibng from a town 20 miles
60) 'Prisoner
on Devil's Island* $2,200.
the turnstiles at four-bits each, and
Boys'
away, and getting- a l9t of civic at(Col) and stage show 'Belles- Agrandstand fees add top this. Howtention. Last week 'Law of Tropics'
Poppin' produced by Bert Smith.
ever, this week the showshops are
(WB) and John Boles-Pinky Tomlin
Aided by p.a. of Sally Rand at middoing big biz and apparently not
Omaha, Sept. 23.
wound up better than anticipated,
night show Saturday (20), iQoks like
being hurt appreciably by the fair.
Downtown
business
pretty
much
about $16,300:
biz is perking at this house. Current
Telenews theatre opened Friday
off this week.
Leader
will
be
'Belle
4G,
Warner (WB) (2,000; 25-35-50)—
week good $6,800. Last week 'Her
(19) to nice biz' at 30c top.
•Ladies Meet' (M-G). Shifted here Starr' and 'Road Show' at Orpheum First Beau* (20th) and stage show
Estimates for This Week
from Penn. an4 marquee is just as with around $8,500, not much for wound up with satisfactory $6,500.
Lincoln, Neb., Sept. 23.
strong on Fifth avenue as It is at this ace Tristates house. 'Father
Blue House (Hamrlck-Evergreen)
Rlalto (Fourth Avenue) (3,400; 15Varsity
piloting
of
'Dive
Bomber'
Penn and Sixth, with result that Takes Wife' and 'Parachute Bat- 30-40)— 'Citizen Kane (RKO). Critics to house's second biggest take since (850; 30-40-50)—'Ladies Meet' (M-G)
star names will overcome indiffer- talion' not clicking heavily at the went to town raving about this one, opening is the big news
and
'Ringside Maisie* (M-G) (4th
here.
All
Brandeis
and if they get $4,200 it
ence of picture. .That means close
and some class trade in evidence. palaces prospering. Flynn-MacMur- wk). Indicated $2,200, okay. Last
to $5,00(1, just about what 'Dive will be a little more than now May build as week progresses, al- ray starrer
only slightly behind week, solid $3,300.
Bomber' (WB) did last week, also looked for. 'Kiss Boys Goodbye' and though average run of patrons is not 'Great Dictator,* the
Coliseum Hamrlck-Evergreen)
record holder.
'Blackout' at Omaha will barely
on a moveover from Penn.
causing any b.o riots.
Pacing for Exhibs generally highly pleased and (1,900; 21-35)— 'Manpower' (WB) and
reach $7,500.
High schools opened night football medium $8,000. Last week 'Unflnishd feel present product lineup will keep 'Blossoms in Dust* (M-G) (2d run).
Business'
(U)
and
'Moonlight in Ha- the ball rolling all winter.
Anticipated fair $2,500. Last week,
season Saturday, may be a factor.
waii' (U) brought the best biz in
'Barnacle
BiU* (M-G) and 'Moon
Estimates for This Week
*Kane'
Estimates for This Week
Prov., 13G;
town, $8,000.
Colonial
(Monroe-Noble-Federer) Over Miami* (20th) (2d run), fair
Omaha (Tristates) (2,000; 10-30-40)
Strand (Fourth Avenue) (1,400; 15- (750;
10-15)
'Wanderers
Weif $2,500.
—'Kiss Boys' (Par) and 'Blackout' 30-40)— 'Badlands of Dakota' (U) and (Mono)
'Harmon^Kich'
Fifth Avenue (Haimrick-Evergreen)
and
'Wolf
Takes
Chance'
(UA). Light $7,500. -Last week 'Kil- 'Sing Another Chorus' (U). Western
(Col) splits with 'Saint Palm Springs' (2,349; 30-40-50)— 'Jekyll' (M-G) and
dare's Wedding' (M-G) and 'Ring- is really pulling 'em In this week,
'Whistling in Dark* (M-G) (2d wk).
(RKO) and
side Maiisie'
(M-G), pfetty good proving that Richard Dix and asso- Swelegant 'Son of Crockett* (Col). Good
Providence, Sept. 23.
$5,700.
Last week, $10,000,
$1,100.
Last week, 'Rid•Citizen Kane,' backed by consid- $8,200.
ciate players still pack plenty of b;o.
Orpheum (Tristates) (3,000; 10-30- punch. Should easily click off fine ing Rainbow' (Rep) and 'Spitfire Out filne.
erable ballyhoo at' RKO Albee, is
Liberty (J-vH) (1,650; 30-40-50)—
West' (RKO) split with -Let's Make
riding the crest In a strong pic town 40)— "Belle Starr' (20th) and 'Road $4,000.
Last \*eek 'Ice-Capades*
Music' (RKO) and 'Bad Man Dead- 'Jordan' (Col) (4th wk). Indicated
this
week.
Also high is 'Dive Show' (UA). Not very good, $8,500. (Rep) and 'This Way Please* (Par), wood' (Rep).
okay $2,800.
Last week, nice at
Fair $900.
Bomber,' which is in its second week Last week 'Tight Shoes' (U) and Or- average $3,300.
Lincoln (J. H, Cooper-Par) (1,503; $4,800.
at Majestic, and 'Our Wife," which is rin Tucker band with Bonnie Baker
10-23-40)—'Belle Starr' (20th). AverMusic Box (Hamrick-Evergreeri)
being held over for an additional on stage, smash $21,400, very close to
age $2,800. Last week, 'Hold Ghost' (850; 30-40-60)
'Charley's Aunt'
four days at Strand. Rochester unit house record at 10-40-55.
(U)
(20th),
got
nine
moved
from
Paramount. ExBrandeis
days
and
hefty
(Mort
Singer) (1,500; 10- PORT., ORE.,
$4,500.
at Metropolitan also nice.
Nebraska
25-35-40)
(J.
'Father
H-.
Cooper-'Par-> 4ieoted.-$2,aD0, excellent Last week,
Takes
Wife*
Estimates for This Week
(RKO) and 'Parachute Battalion*
(1,236; 10-15-20)
(M-G) and
'John Doe' (WB) 'Life Begins Hardy'
(RKO).
Albee (RKO) (2,200; 28-39-50)
Slim $4,200.
and 'Here Comes Happiness* (WB). 'Navy, Blue Gold' (M-G) (5th wk),
Last week
•Citizen Kane' (RKO) and 'San An- 'Jordan* (Col) and 'Highway West'
'Doe* return pulling very healthy $2,100, good.
tonio Rose' (RKO).
$2,200. Last week, 'Tight Shoes' (U)
Orpheum
(Hamrick - Evergreen
Building to (WB), fair $5,000.
Portland, Ore., Sept. 23.
State (Goldberg)
rpwie $13,000. Pic drawing elderly
(900; 25-35)—
Strong product and foul weather and "Man Lost Self (WB) dre\v gne (2,600; 30-40-50)—'Aloma' (Par) antl
patrons. Last week, 'Reluctant Dra- 'Moon Over Miami' (20th) iand 'Bar- ganging up to give the burg's film of house's best weeks with $2,400.
'Flying Blind* (Par) (2d wk). PointBtoart' (J. H. Cooper-Par) (1,884; ing to big $4,700. Last week, $8,200,
gon'. (RKO) and 'Parachute Bat- nacle BiU' (M-G) split with 'Voyage spots a good break.
Home' (UA), 'Double Date' (U) and showing their worthTwo openers 10-25-40)
talion' (RKO), nice $7,500.
'Ladles Meet*
(M-G). great.
are 'Here
Nice $1,100. Comes Mr. Jordan' at the big Para- Strong femme word-of-mouth big
Carlton (Fay-Loew) (1,400; 28-39- 'Magic Music* (Par).
Palomar (Sterling) (1,350; 21-40)—
'Tom.
Dick,
Harry*
60)—'Jekyll' (M-G) and 'Tanks a
factor In man-size $3,500. Last week, Hello Sucker* (U) and 'Hurricane
'^^^
'Sun VaUey' (20th) (five-day h.o.), Smith' (Rep), plus stage show. ExMilUon' (UA) (3d downtown wk). (RKO) and 'Big Store* (M-G), split l?ttle"uA"*
with 'Flame New Orleans* (U), 'Wait
•Hold That Ghost' leads the town's after colossal $6,500 first week, got pect fair $4,000. Last week. MounStill pulling for nice $2,500.
Last for You' (M-G) and
'Reaching.. Sun* holdovers, still piling up queues
week knocked off nifty $3,000.
tain Moonlight' (Rep) and 'Raiders
at $2,200 on extended time.
(Par), for fine $1,200.
the Broadway.
Varsity (Noble-Federer) (1,100; 10- of Desert' U), plus sUge show, okay
Fay's (Indie) (2,000; 10-25-35)
Town (Goldberg) (1,500; 10-20-25)
Estimates for This Week
30-40)—'Dive Bomber' (WB). Town's $4,300.
•Fiesta -Stars'
(Rep) and 'Father —'Ban Men Missouri'
(WB), 'Men
Broadway (Parker) (2,000; 3B-40- leader at crackerjack $4,000, ahnost
Steps Out' (Mono). .Autry Is popu- Tlmberland* (U) and
Paramount (Hamrlck-Evergreen)
'Mr. Dynamite* 50)—'Hold Ghost' (U) and
'Shark cinch h.o. Last week, 'Tom, Dick* 3.039; 30-40-50)—'Sun Valley' (20th) .
lar hereabouts and promises nice (U), triple,
split with ^Love Rides Woman'
(Rep).
Second week of (RKO) fell off badly end of run, but and 'Broadway Limited' (UA). Big
$3,000. Last week, 'Chan Rio* (20th) On*
(Cfap).
'Mr.
District
Atty' 'Ghost* going for high $7,400 after managed strong
$3,000.
(Continued on page 11)

'DAWN' PLENTY TORRID

well, much better, in fact,
h.o.s at this spot and may
stick again, depending on the windup. Looks like better than $5,500,
which isn't bad at all since average
falloS at Fulton is generally consid-

up pretty

than usual
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PICTURE GROSSES

Wednesday, September 24, 1941

Miller

Orch-m Kid' Near Philly

'Barbara' Sets Pace In

Good

Montreal,

$9,000

Montreal, Sept. 23.
five first-runs are out
with repeat at
Orpheum heading for another nice
take.
Best will be 'Major Barbara'
at Loew's, which is pacing for very

Tork' Sets

LA. Records With 42G

Three of the

House Mark, 33G; Bob Hope BoffZOG
Philadelphia, Sept. 23.
Business this week started with a

a
thoroughfares for
central-city
an ineander at Bob Hope,
Serson appearance at the SUnley in
connection with the preem of his

makmg

Key

City Grosses

•Nothing But the Truth' on Wednesday 07). The zingy pace is conlift
tinuing: aided no a little by the
supplied by the Jewish holidays,
with matinee biz reported extra
heavy.

Estimated Total Gross
This Week
fl,T65,eM
(Based on 27 cities, 184 theatres, chie/lv Jlrst runs, including
N. Y.)
Total GroES Sam* Week
Last Year
.$1,493,S04
(Based on 25 cities, 172 theatres)

With Hope's latest vehicle easily

copping the duke for the
like aU-time
film grosses, it looks
house records for the Earle vaudefllmer may be shattered this sesh by
straight

Glenn Miller's band and 'Pittsburgh
The combo looks headed for a
Kid
smashing $33,000. within one grand
record set by
6f the all-time house
the late Joe Penner.
Estimates for This Week
Aldlne IWB) (1.303; 35-46-57-68)—
'Lady Be Good' (M-G) (2d wk).
Fairish $8,000 for holdover after
initial
$10,500 which shaded par for
try last week.

'Scandals

Ups

'

Arcadia (Sablosky) (600; 35-46-57)
Okay
-•Jekyll- (M-G) (2d wk).
Last week sour $1,200 for
$3 200.
four days of 'KUdare Wedding
(M-G) (2d run).

35-46-57-68)—
Plenty
(2d wk).
(Col)
'Jordanprofitable for h.o. with $12,500. Initialer snared plushy $16,000.

Bovd (WB)

Earle

(WB)

(5,560;

(2,758; 35-46-57-68-75)

'Smiling

Ghost'

currently,

Estimates for This
Palace (CT) (2,700;

Last week 'Wild Geese' (20th) and
'Accent Love' (20th), good $5,500.
Loew's (CT) (2,800; 35-53-67)—
'Major Barbara' (UA).
Tops currently with nice $9,000 in sight. Last
week 'Dive Bomber' (WB) (repeat),
good $5,500.
Princess (CT) (2,300; 30-40-53)—
'Puddin' Head' (Rep) and 'Ice-Capades' (Rep), weakish $3,000.
Last
'Devil's Island'" (Col ) and 'TilToiler' (Col), soso $2,800.

(Ind) (1,100; 30-40-60)—
'District At-

Pointing
(Rep) (2d wk).
good $3,500 after excellent $5,000
last week.
..Cinema de Paris (France-Film)
(600; 30-60)— 'L'Empreinte du Dieu'
(3d wk). Still clicking for nice $1,Cleveland, Sept. 23.
Phenomenal fall heat spell cut 000 after good $1,200 last week. 30(France-Film) (2,500;
down some of the weekend takes, 40)St. DenU
'Porteuse
de
Paris'
and
but 'Smiling Ghost' and (George •L'Homme
a la Barbiche.' House fillWhite's 'Scandals,' with latter being ing well with good $4,800 likely curthe magnet at Palace, are knocking rently. Last week '(jirconstances Atoff a hefty $22,000.
tenuantes' and 'Mauvais Garcon.'
'When Ladies Meet' is not doing nice $4,200.
four-star biz for State,- but attendances are more than above normal,
and Hipp's 'Sun Valley Serenade' is

'Jordan;

Hannon

On

Stage-Screen

torney'

(2,916; 35-46-57-68)

JORDAN' NEAT
$7,000,
For

pheum

MPLS.

Minneapolis,' Sept. 23.
still
another week the Oris setting the boxoffice pace

This time 'Here Comes Mr.
Jordan' is turning the trick, even
pulling away from 'When Indies
Meet' despite the letter's impressive
here.

names.
There's a lone holdover currently,
but it's a plenty strong one, 'Hold
That Ghost,' which has moved over
to the Century after a terrific seven
days at the Orpheum.

.

Good' and 'Down in San Diego.'
Small 1,700-seat Adams made a nice
catch here in taking over 'Sun Valley' after it clicked for $30,000 in its

is

Dorsey will ring up a
rousing frame at the Buff.
'Little
Foxes' at the Century is a peak offering and 'Dive Bomber' is In for
a powerful second round at the

—'Sun

(20th) and 'Mystery
Should be potent $9,000

Valley'

Ship'

(Col).
after 'Sun Valley' click at

Fox

last

week. Last week 'Hold Ghost' (U)
(3rd wk.)'and 'Private Nurse' (20th),
nice $7,000.

—

FOR

20G,

NEAR RECORD

Orpheum (P-S)
'Jordan' (Col).

Newark, Sept. 23.
Lakes, with 'Our Wife' plenty potent
Biggest local smasheroo in years is
at the Lafayette.
'Citizen Kane,' currently in its secEstimates for This Week
ond week at RKO Proctor's. Pic
Buffalo
35-55)— rang the bell last week for a terrific
(Shea)
(3.500;
'Kildare's Wedding Day' (M-G) and $20,000, and for a time threatened
Tommy Dorsey orch on stage. Shoot- the all-time house record of $24,Both the Paramount and the
ing for sockeroo $25,000. Last week, 000.
'Sun Valley Serenade' (20th) and Little had their three-week holdover
'Down San Diego' (M-G) dandy streaks come to an end. Former said
goodby to 'Aloma,' which stopped
$16,000.

week. Little
Great Lakes (Shea) (3.000; 35-55) closed out 'Intermezzo' because of
—'Dive Bomber' (WB) and 'Chan previous pic commitments.
Rio' (20th) (2d wk).
Strong hold
Estimates for This Week
over stamina at around rosy $10,000.
(2.000;
Paramount (Adams-Par)
Last week, bang-up $13,500.
'Ice-Capades' (Rep)
Hipp (Shea) (2.100; 30-45)
'Sun 30-35-44-55)
(Mono).
Valley Serenade' (20th) and 'San and 'Bowery Blitzkrieg'
average $10,000. Last
Diego' (M-G)
Mildish Should do
(2d run).
'Parson
pace on re-run Indicates $6,000. Last week 'Aloma' (Par) and
Pix
week, 'New Wine' (UA) and 'High- Panaminf (Par), dismal $6,500.
way West' (WB), dipped to n.s.g played three weeks.
Proctor's (RKO) (2,400; 28-44-55)
$5,200.
'Citizen Kane' (RKO) and 'MexiLafayette (Hayman) (3.300; 30-40)
Spitfire's Baby' (RKO) (2d wk).
—'Our Wjfe' (Col) and 'EUery can
Should be good for healthy $14,000
Queen' (Col). Proving tall tugger
after ringing the bell last week for a
for around $9,000.
Last. week. 'An- terrific $20,000.
gels
Broken Wings' (Rep) and
State (Loew's) (2,000; 28-33-44-55)
Lady from Louisiana' (Rep), went
'Life Begins Andy Hardy' (M-G)
wobbly, under $5,000.
and 'Blackout' (UA) (2d wk). Neat
20th Century (Dipson) (3.000; 30
$12,000 after clicking in initial week
44)— -Little Foxes' (RKO).' Zoom for $15,000.
"ig and will snag fancy take, over
(300; 33-39-44Little (Franklin)
$13,000.
Last week. 'Parachute Bat- 55)—'No Greater Sin' (U). Headed
talion'
(RKO) and 'Scattergood for sock $2,200. Last week 'InterMeets Broadway' (RKO), just fair, mezzo' (UA) (3d wk), nice $1,200 for
clicking, after

,

Picture not so forte,
(20th).
title putting it over mildly in this
theatre that caters to the younger
So-so $2,400 in prospect.
element.
Last week 'Flame of New Orleans'
(U) only $2,600 for six days, fair.
Hall'

Indpls. Hot; 'VaHey'

9iG,

but

WOWS NEWARK

—

—

its

first

profit.

Enroute

(2,800;

28-39-44)—

Raves sure to bring
good $7,000. Last

to

week 'Hold That Ghost'

(U),

sock

$9,000.

28-39-44)—
(2,300;
State
(P-S)
Names
Meet'- (M-G).
bringing in many customers, but division, of opinion regarding film's
merits holding down takings. May

'When Ladies

reach mild $6,400. Last week 'Lady
Be Good' (M-G), disappointingly
light $6,000.

Uptown

28-39)—
(1,100;
First
(Par).
Hills'

(Par)

'Shepherd
Looks like
neighborhood showing.
good $2,700. Last week 'Tom, Dick
and Harry' (RKO), okay $2,300.
World (Par-Steffes) (350; 28-39-4455)— 'Cockeyed Sailors' (UA). Not
of

type of picture apparently for this
Weak $1,000
carrlagetrade house.
may be about all. Last week 'Our
WUe' (Col) (2d -wk.), mild $1,400.

—

.

six days.

'Lady'-TiHie'

Wood's Two-Way Tester
Hollywood, Sept.

23.

$9,000

Indianapolis, Sept. 23.

Theatre managers in downtown
houses this week are sharing the

week

and 'Whistling

(1,034;

(20th-

Last

$8,500.

(M-G)
the Dark' (M-G)

in

own with
Downtown (WB)

held

Starr'

bring

'When Ladies Meet'
its

$10,700.
(1.800; 30-44-55)

—'Sergeant York' (WB). With Uriff
advanced to 85c top heading for
socko $20,500.
Last week 'Navy
Blues' (WB) (2d wk). Closed below
expectations with $5,700.

Four SUr (UA-FWC) (900; 30-4455)— •Stars Look Down' (M-G) (4th
wk).

week
,

Sliding to poor $1,100.

Last

$1,500.

Hollywood (WB) (2.756; 30-44-55)
—'Sergeant York' (WB). Figures for
smash $21,500. 'Last week 'Navy

(WB)

Blues'

(2d

wk)

wound up

with slim $3,700.

Hawkins' band with 'Iceca(WB) and 'Highway West*
(Rep) grossed a nice $10,200.
PanUres (Pan) (2,812; 30-44-55)—

kine

pades'

'Jordan' (Col) (2d wk) and 'Officer
and Lady' (Col). Holding strong for
Last' week 'Jordan,' with
$11,000.
•TlUie the Toiler' (Col) fetched very

good

$12,500.

Paramount (Par) (3,595; 30-44-5575)— 'Badlands of Dakota' (U) and
Blind' (Par) with Matty
Malneck's orch on stage.
.Should
garner $11,000. Last week 'Woman
Is Mine' (U) and 'Aloma' (3d wk),
with Clyde McCoy on stage, okay

'Flying

$17,000.

RKO (RKO)

(2,872:

30-44-55)—

'Mr. Jordan' (Col) (2d wk) and 'Officer and Lady' (Col). Looks like $8,000.
Last week 'Jordan' and 'Tillie
the Toiler' (Col) brought nice $9,800.
SUte (Loew-F-WC) (2,204; 30-4455-75)
'Belle Starr'
(20th-Fox).
With strong plugging promises $12,-

—

Last week 'When Ladies Meet'
(M-G) and •Whistling in the Dark'
(M-G) made the estimate with

500.

$13,000.

United Artists (UA-F-WC) (2,100;
30-44-55)— 'When Ladies Meet' (MG) and 'Whistling in Dark' (M-G).
Should check in with $3,300. Last
week •Jekyll and Hyde' (M-G) and
'Down in San Diego' (M-C) did well
on movcover with $5.G00.
Wilshire (F-WC) (2.29G: 30-44-55)
'When Ladies Meet' (M-G) and
ConWhistling in Dark' (M-G).
tinued first run indicates $5,500. Last
week 'Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde' (MG) and 'Down in San Diego' (M-G),

—

$5,600.

wealth.
Indiana is sliding along in front
dualling 'Sun Valley Serenade' and
'Dressed to Kill.' Loew's is close behind with 'Lady Be Good' and 'Tillit
(Continued from page 10)
Circle is in show posithe Toiler.'
campaign ups biz to smash $11,500.
tion with 'Unfinished Business' and
week, 'Charley's Aunt' (20th)
'Moonlight in Hawaii.' Lyric is hit- Last
'Private Nurse' (20th) (3d wk),
and
ting a new low with a holdover for
good $4,100.
a second week of 'Citizen Kane' and
Roosevelt (Sterling) (800; 21-35)—
'Baines' Meets Broadway' after duct
'Uncertain Feeling' (UA) and 'Sunny*
played first stanza at Indiana.
(RKO) (2d run). Heading for okay
Estimates for This Week
Last week (30-40-50) 'Dive
$2,200.
Circle (Katz-Dolle) (2,600; 25-30- Bomber'
(WB) (4th ^/k), $2,600,
40)
'Unfinished Business' (U) and okay.
•Moonlight in Hawaii' (U).
Good
Winter Garden (Sterling) (800; 16Last week, 'Bad Men Mis- 30)—'Knew
$8,000.
Answers'
(Col)
and
souri' (WBD and 'Jungle Cavalcade' 'Dare Not Love' (C(?l>-(2d run). Ex(WB) okay $7,000.
pect fair $2,000. Last week. 'Million
IndUna (Katz-Dolle) (3,100; 25-30- Dollaf Baby' (WB) and 'Woman's
40)— 'Sun Valley' (20th) and 'Dressed Face' (M-G) (2d run), $2,300, good.

SEATTLE

—

to Kill'

—

.

— 'Belle

Should

Fox).

week because pressure of prodOrpheum (B'way) (2,200; 30-44Fox caused it to be pushed 55)— •Broadway Limited' (UA) and
'They Meet Again' (RKO), with
Estimates for This Week
Charlie Barnet's band on the stage,
Adams (Balaban) (1,700; 30-40-55) figures so-so $7,600. Last week Ers-

—

'KANE'

(Grauman-F-WC)

Chinese
30-44-55-75)

first

one,

unseasonably warm
not doing much In the

Even

of nicking the figures.

Tommy

Last week

uct on the
along.

HYPOESmDARE,'25G

weather

(1,518; 83-

'Fantasia
(Disney)
Despite school opening,
even with $4,000 in
wound up with

(34th wk).

biz holds fairly
$4,300.

Detroit, Sept. 23.
Finally breaking away from the
constant holdovers here, four of Detroit's five first-runs have fresh product this week, but only average biz
in sight with one exception.
Fox is
running in front with the doubleheader of 'Jordan' and 'Harmon of
Michigan,' the latter pulling plenty
of added strength through the 'local
boy' angle. Further bolstering this
the house has Harmon lending a personal touch to the two pixes.
Michigan will stay healthy with
'Manpower' and 'Reluctant Dragon,'
while the United Artists will come
out around average with 'Lady Be

DORSEY

way

—

$1.10-$1.65)

prospect.

—

rently.

twin pictures and Matty Malneck
orch on stage.
•Here Comes Jordan' is holding
strong for dual intake of $19,000 in
second week. With last week's multiple opposish out of way and pleasant weather prevailing, trade is
slightly on upgrade all around.
Estimates for This Week

Carthay Circle (F-WC)

A 23G Touchdown

Estimates for This Week
Fox (Fox-Michigan) (5,000; 30-40Aster (Par-Singer) (900;15-28)— 55) 'Jordan' (Col) and 'Harmon of
and sprinting for $12,000, okay. 'Dangerous Game' (U) and 'They Michigan' (Col). Further bolstered
appearance of Tommy
—•Nothing But Truth' (Par). Bob Last week, 'Dive Bomber' (WB) ex- Meet Again' (RKO). Dual first-runs by i>ersonal
in for five days and pointed toward Harmon, this looks for choice $23,000.
Hope's personal plus plenty of high- cellent on second lap. $9,200.
'Jungle Caval- Last week 'Sun Valley' (20th) and
powered plugging adding up to hefty
Palace (RKO) (3,700; 30-35-42-55 satisfactory $1,200.
(WEQ with cade' (RKO) and 'San Antonio Rose' "Chan in Rio' (20th) terrific $30,000.
Ghost'
$20,000 for world preeming of his 66)— 'Smiling
open
Thursfirst-runs,
(U), also dual
Michigan (United Detroit) (4,000;
latest laugh opus. Last week, 'Belle George White's 'Scandals' off stage,
Last week 'Three Sons 30-40-55)
'Manpower' (WB) and
Starr" .(20th) no worldbeater with Illness of Helen Morgan forced house day (25).
Guns' (WB) and 'Very Young Lady' 'Reluctant Dragon' (RKO). Ok $16,so-so $13,000.
to change all its posters and billing,
(20th), dual first-runs, 'split with
Last week 'Dive Bomber' (WB)
SUnton (WB) (1,457; 35-46-57)— but show still has enough oomph to 'Broadway Limited' (UA) and 'Six 000.
'Great Mr. Nobody' (WB) (2d
and
week,
Last
excellent
$22,000.
the
run up
'Highway West' (WB). Getting
Gun Gold' (RKO), also dual first- wk.). fair $13,000.
overflow from the Stanley and •Father Takes Wife' (RKO) and Ted runs. Nice $1,800 in eight days.
Palms-SUte (United Detroit) (3,checking in with good $4,800. Last Lewis unit were perfectly teamed,
Century (P-S) (1,600; 28-39-44)— 000; 30-40-55)— 'Dive Bomber' (WB)
week, 'Stars Look Down' (M-G) catching a sweet $21,000.
'Hold That Ghost' (U) (2d wk.). (3rd wk.) and 'Father Steps Out'
State (Loews) (3,450; 30-35-42-55) Heading for big $4,500 after terrific
hangup $5,000.
(Mono).
Fair $7,000.
Last week
—'When Ladies Meet' (M-G). Im- $9,000 first week at Orpheum. Last 'Jungle
Cavalcade' (RKO) and '3
pressive lineup of names bolstering week 'Blossoms Dust" (M-G)
(2d Cockeyed Sailors' (UA), nice $7,500.
thin comedy and biz; $14,000 not to wk.). big $4,500 after great $8,500
United Artists (United Detroit) (2,BUFF BOFFO; T.
be kicked at. Last week, 'Aloma' first week at State.
30-40-55)
'Lady Be Good'
000;
(Par) took a slugging from natives,
Esquire (Berger) (290; 28)— 'Souls (M-G) and 'Down San Diego' (M-G).
too; average $11,000.
Another of the Ordinary $9,000. Last week 'Jekyllin Pawn' (Indie).
Stillmnn (Loew's) (1.972; 30-35-42- sex films which seem to keep this Hyde' (M-G) and 'Whistling Dark'
55)— •Aloma' (Par). All right for a house going. Good $1,000 indicated. (M-G) (3d wk.), slick $8,000.
Last week, 'Lady Last week 'Mr. Smith' (Col) (reisshittover, $5,000.
Buffalo, Sept. 23.
pleasing sue), light $500.
wk),
(2d
Good"
(M-G)
Be
Downtown wickets are experienc(998;28)— 'Dance
(P-S)
Gopher
ing another sizzling session cur- $0,300.

(WB)

Blanley

Los Angeles, Sept. 23.
All previous house records ara
slated to be toppled by 'Sergeant
York' at Warners' Hollywood and
Downtown theatres this week. The
two houses are rolling up smacko
$42,000 to forge past former high
set by 'John Doc.' Tlie Chinese and
State are doing okay with 'Belle
Star' for combined take of $21,000,
backed by heavy exploitation. Paramount counting around $17,000 on

to

—

—•Pittsburgh Kid' (Rep) with Glenn
skating for third place.
Miller orch on stage. It's all Miller
Estimates for This Week
and the joint's jumpin' to the tune
'IceAllen (RKO) (3.000; 30-35-42-55)—
of a socko $33,000. Last week
Capades' (Rep) with Alvino Key 'Dive Bomber' (WB). Smart $5,500
stage
orch and Anita Louise on
in sight for third week on this movenetted cheery $21,500.
over. Last week, 'Hold Ghost' (U)
Fox (WB) (2,423; 35-46-57-68)— (3d wk) satisfied with $5,600.
'Navy Blues' (WB). Okay $li.OOO.
Alhambra (Printz) (1.200; 10-20Last week, 'Aloma' (Par) pulled out 35)— 'Naval
Academy' (Col) and
with mediocre $8,000 for six days of 'Cracked Nuts' (U). Ordinary $1,100
second week. 'Blues' will probably for three days. Last week, 'Sweet
set
h.o., with 'Yank in the R.A.F.'
heart of Campus' (Col) and 'Raider
to follow.
of Desert' a bit better, $1,600, four
Karlton (WB) (1,066; 35-46-57-68) days.
—'Aloma' (Par) (2d run). Saronger
(1,800; 20-35)—
Circle (Polster)
not Setting anv b.o. blazes with un- '40.000 Horsemen' (Indie) and 'World
spectacular $4,000. Last week, 'Our Premiere' (Par).
Aussie war film
Wife' (Col) got $4,200.
showing unexpected pull, spotted for
Keith's (WB) (2,220; 35-46-57-68) fine $3,200 for full frame. Last week,
—'Belle Starr' (20th) (2d run). No 'Stars Look Down' (M-G) plus 'Bulbetter than the first run with poor lets O'Hara' (WB) extra nice $2,900.
$4,000 for this ride. Last week, 'Sun
Hipp (Warner) (3,700 ;30-35-52-55)
(20th).
(20th) nailed satisfactory —'Sun
Valley'
Serenade'
Valley
$4,500 for second mm.
Liked more than Sonja Henie's last

Broadway Grosses
Estimated Total Gross
This Week
$37l,0«e
fBo^ed on 14 theatres;
Total Gross Same Week
Last Year
$324,500
(Based on 12 X\ieaires)

week

Orpheum

On Upgrade

Week

30-45-62)—
'Jordan' (Col).
Good $8,000. Last
week 'Sun Valley Serenade' (20th),
good $8,000.
Capitol (CT) (2,700; 30-45-62)—
'Our Wife' (Col) and 'Penthouse
Mystery' (Col). Ckiod $6,500 ahead.

lie

OK $21,000,

'Starr'

Business Generally

helping.

'New Wine' (UA) and

In Geve. to 22G

At Upped Prices,

good $9,000. It's a good week with
weather and lack of other shows

when huge crowds jammed

bane

front

in

11

week,

(2ath').

'Citizen

Good
Kane'

$9,500.

Last

(RKO) and

'Baines Broadway' (RKO) fair $7,900.
Loew's (Loew's) (2,400; 25-30-40)

—'Lady Be Good' (M-G) and

Warm'

'Very

for Judy

Tillie

Toiler'
(Col).
Fine $9,000.
Last
Sam Wood looked at Betty Field's week, 'Mr. Jordan' (Col) and 'Wait
screen test for Maria in 'For Whom for You (U), okay $8,100.
the Bell Tolls' at Paramount and
Lyric (Katz-Dolle) (1,900; 25-30
picked her to play Cassandra in 40)— 'Citizen
Kane'
(RKO) and
'Kings How* at Warners, on loanout. 'Baines Broadway' (RKO) (2d wk).
Wood has contracts to direct both Brutal $2,500 in holdover from big
doing 'Kings sister Indiana.
currently
Last week, 'Manpictures,
Row.' Later he -will pilot the Hem- power' (WB) and 'Bachelor Daddy'
(WB), red $3,500,
ingway yarn at Paramount

Hollywood. Sept.

23.

Judy Garland and Marta Eggerth
will

be

top-bracketed

in

Metrb'i

the Broadway musical,
'Very Warm for May.' Ray McDonald from the New York stage has a

filming

of

featured role.

Arthur Freed produces after completion of 'Babes on Broadway.*

'
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EXPLOITATION

'

Blanco Turns Over His 5 Frisco

Bob Hope's Comedy Biog
To Trailerize Pic, Radio

IS

McCarthy Gaims 2-Year Contract

A

Houses; Theatre-Exchange Briefs
San Francisco,

Sept. 23.

Five rural houses formerly operated by A. Blanco have been taken
over by a n^ew group known as Siinnymount Theatres, Inc., which will
Houses are the
also build a sixth.

Mountain View and Cinema, Mountain View, and the Sunny vale, Campbell and Los Gatos in cities of the
Situations will be
same names.
under supervision of Bruno .VecchiAssociated with him are J.
arelli.
Leslie Jacobs, theatre broker, and W.
B. David who is connected with the
George Mann circuit. Sixth house is
to be located in Los Altos, where a
site had been purchased.
William Mason, former Eureka dismanager, new assistant to
trict
George Mann, replacing D. P. Isaresigned recently to operate
the Vacaville in

bella,

his own theatre,
Vacaville.

Fox West Coast's California, Market street subsequent, will be completely revamped and renamed the
Work has already begun on
State.
the interior but new front and name
not materialize for several
weeks due to defense priorities on
division
according
to
materials,
chieftain Arch M. Bowles.
Circuit's first-run Paramount, managed by Allan Warshauer, also getting new roof, floor and seats. Seats
are already on hand and work will
be done over period of two weeks
interrupting
operation.
without
House will lose about 100 seats in

may

.

the process to permit
between rows.

with Aekerman are Otto Grossman
and Charles De Hess, who formerly
operated a string of theatres in Austria.

Present 2,350 capacity will be cut
to 2,000 to permit 37-inch spacing of
rows and widening of aisles. Total
of $25,000 will be spent on seats
alone, all loges plus 300 super-loges
photos from Hope's album and posed
for the front balcony said to be the
material.
most costly pews produced. Other
The Pepsodent-Hope-Par exploitaalterations include removal of ramps
to balcony and substitution of a tion includes an advance order for
grand stairway, new front, boxoffice, 3,000,000 copies of the book. It has
carpets, etc.
Policy will be subse- been placed on sale in 85,000 drugquent run at 25c to start but house
win be outfited more lavishly than stores, selling at a dime. Additiona deluxe acer with a view to wan- ally, 5,000 copies have been sent to
gling a first-run policy later.
New wholesale drug dealers along with
company is known as Downtown other matter on 'Nothing But the
Theatres, Inc.
Truth.'
House is not new to Aekerman.
Hope is calling attention to the
As member of the firm of Ackerman
Harris he operated the spot publication of his autobiography on
from the time it was first built in broadcasts last night (23), Sept. 30
1918 until 1938, save for two brief and Oct. 7 from Chicago, Washington
periods, during one of which Henry and Cleveland, respectively.
DufTy had stock there.
Until 18
months ago, the house was owned by
Bronco Billy Anderson, early screen
hero.
Bafly
Prior to 1930, the Casino was occupied largely by stock, musical
Hearst
In
comedy bnd vaudeville, finally being converted to pictures 11 years
ago.
The snot went dark a little
Detroit
over a year" ago.

&

Heavy

Newspapers

More Schlne ShKU
Rochester. N. Y., Sept. 23.
Schine managers start traveling

again.
Harold DeGraw, Temple,
WB's Sales Hyp«
Fairport, moves to Oneonta. FranManagers of the Warner circuit in cis (Pop) Geer switches from Libthe Philadelphia zone will attend an erty here to Fairport, and- Howard
annual meeting of their' group to- Helleberg, Riviera to Liberty. Stockday (Wed.) in Philly with Joseph ton Leigli. one-time manager of the
Bernhard, g.m. of the chain; Leonard Regent here, transfers from CortSeymour
aide,
and land to the Riviera.
Schlesinger,
his
chief
Harry Goldberg, advertising director, Samuels, assistant manager of the
Madison, goes to similar post at the
on hand from the home onice.
Bernhard will make awards in State.
LeRoy theatre. leased by Kallet
the 'Drive to Meet and Beat the
Emergency' drive for the Philadel- Theatres Corp. from Ralph Blouvet,
phia zone with presentation of three closes for- six weeks for remodeling
automobiles to as many managers to nearly double present size. Two
showing tlie best results. The 52- adjacent buildings will be incor-

idea of Ted
Schlanger, zone operator for Philadelphia.

Baie Shea'a Coort

St.

der direction of the late Mike Shea,
of the best known two-aday theatres in the country.
Except for sDot rentals, it has been
tiitie in the past 10

was one

dark most of the
years.

Fox's Takeovers
Denver, Sept. 23.

Fox has acquired two competitive
theatres in Colorado.
They have
bought the property and on Sept. 28
will start operating the Longmont at
Longmont, Colo. "This was owned by
3. Goodstein and formerly was
leased by Fox.
Goodstein filed the
first case under the consent decree in
an attempt to get more pictures, but
withdrew the case after three days
J.

hearing.

Jamestown, N.T,, Shifts
Jamestown, N. Y., Sept. 23.
Warner Bros, and Shea chains
suddenly shifted personnel at both
local &rst-run houses. Palace and
Shea's Sunday (21).
Al Newhall,
city

manager

lor Warner houses
Jiere, sent to Elmlra, succeeded by
William
Leggerio,
formerly
of

HopeU.

Dean Emiey remains

as

assistant here.

Joseph Hockenberry, assistant at
Shea's for nearly three years, transferred to Pittsburgh house, and relieved here by Fred Lahmarr of
Marietta, O.

Hampton Back

Into Fix
Spartanburg, S. C, Sept. 23.

Nelson Hampton, former Spartanburg Herald- Journal promotion manager,

wUl re-enter theatre

lall,

probably with Wilby-Kincey
former employers.

field this

The other is the America
owned by Chas. Mcln-

at Sterling,

who has

operated since taking
back from Fox some time ago. These
buys again make Fox exclusive in
both these towns.
Fox IntermounUin has spent about
tyre,

$10,000 on a remodel job including
new front and seats at the Isis, Boul
der, Colo.
Lon T. Fidler, Monogram franchise
holder, back from biz trip to Dallas.
.J. T. Sheffield, Republic exchange
owner, returned to his Seattle headquarters after two weeks here.
The San Luis at San Luis, Colo.,
now being operated by Delfino Salazar.

The Trail. Colorado Springs, closed
for remodeling.
Orin Flagler, recently manager of
the Longmont, Longmont, Colo., now
managing the Pueblo, Pueblo. Colo.
Arthur Greenblat, PRC sales manager, here conferring with franchise

chain, his

holders Joe

Carolina, Wilby-Klncey's top local
house, reopened after being dark one
week for improvements. R. B. Talbert manager.
Camden (S. C.) city council has
okayed local merchants' request lor
removal of Sunday movies ban dur-

man.

mg huge Carolinas area army maneuvers Sept. 28-Nov. 30.
Alfred. Lasenby, Jr, Salisbury
(N.
C.)
Post photographer, has
30">ed Strickland Film Industries,
Atlanta, for film titles work.
Palmetto Theatres, Inc., operating
Carolinas houses, opened first driveunit at Columbia, S. C. Carroll

m

White,

former assistant manager,
Carolina.
Spartanburg, more recently with Carolina, Henderson-

^" named manager.

Detroit, Sept. 23.
'Citizen Kane'
newspaper
and United Detroit

With advertising on

blotted out of the Hearst
here, both

RKO

Theatres are making special overtures to the other two newspapers
and reaping the benefits.

H.

Meredith, manager.
Dock St. theatre, Charleston, S. C,
announces signing of George Hall as
assistant manager.
Succeeds Emmett Robinson.
Spartanburg theatres plunged into
darkness with all houses loaded for
bank nite last Thursday. Reason-

A

Little

Charles E. McCarthy's departure
from 20th-Fox as director of publicity and advertising may entail
settlement of a contract which has
two more years to go. This is due.
it is understood, to a clause concerning 'complete control' which ha
deems was breached when the company brought in Hal Home on special exploitation.
slxmonth salary
settlement is reported to have been
proposed but rejected by the ad-

Tieup?

Worcester, Mass., Sept.

23.

Metro's 'Wlien Ladies Meet'
whose hero is a newspaperman
named Jimmie Lee, got a rave
blurb from a columnist in the

A

Worcester Gazette.
It was
written by a newspaperman named Jimmie Lee.

man.

McCarthy wound up Friday

'ONE FOOT IN HEAVEN'

PREEMIfIWASH.Oa.2

to the publicity-advertising field in
Chartering trains and planes to
charge of the 20th-Fox department
church dignitaries, members as McCarthy's successor,
brings him
New back to an arm of the distribution
York, Hollywood and other points branch which he deserted 10 years
to Washington, Warner Bros, will ago to go into production lor Paramount.
hold a world premiere of 'One Foot
Called east by S. R. Kent, on rein Heaven' at the Earle there the turn ol the 20th-Fox president
Irom
night of Oct. 2.
his summer vacation, Botaford was
immediately
set for McCarthy's spot
Preem breaks there while attention .is focused on the hearings of and took hold during the past week.
He
came
into
the
company
on a trial
the Senate subcommittee investigating charges that pictures have basis to see how it works out rather
th?n demand a contract.
been indulging In war-mongering.
Botsford leaves for the Coast Sat'Heaven' is one of the costlier of
urday
will
be
1941-42
and
(27)
to
clear
features
up matters out
the
backed by an extensive' ad cam- there and move his family back east.
paign. Charlie Einleld, now in the He expects to return Oct. 6, and
east on the preem, campaign, etc., meantime states he will probably do
will be in Washington for the open- nothing about appointing an advering. Harry Warner, on for the sub- tising manager under him to take

carry

WB

will

hearings,

also -be

POTTER'S VALEDICTORY

Carthy

WB Whoops

It

Up For

Par Pic's PhiDy Preem
Philadelphia,

Sept.

23.

Most

a plaque
from the stage by the Philadelphia.
Council, American Legion, in recognition for his 250 benefits In 1940.
special section in the theatre was
roped off for the delegates to the
Allied exhibitors' convention.

A

Charles Reed Joneses

of the

Hurt

which

post'

vacated

Minneapolis, Sept. 23.

Explaining his departure from the
to become general manager
Bennie Berger circuit of independent theatres, Merle Potter,
veteran film critic and columnist, in
his farewell column, said that Berger wished to discover whether he.
Potter, after writing for many years
atxiut films, really knows anything
about them.

Times

the

last
first

Maurice Bergman
summer when Mchanded in his resigna-

Bergman will not return to the
post.
He confirms this, adding that
he is considering some other offers,
including outaide of the show business.
Kent is said to have asked

tion.

Hope was presented with

Film Critic Explains How He Was
Lured Into Cirenit Berth

(19)

and immediately departed for Massachusetts to visit with relatives prior
to making any future plans. He has
no thought of retiring, he has stated.
Meantime, A. M. Botsford's return

of the press and others from

pretentious
'Hollywood
premiere' ever staged here, was put
on by Stanjey-Warner circuit for
the world preem of Paramount's
The Michigan, where the film will 'Nothing But the Truth' last Wedrun, has stuck on a new trailer de- nesday
A crowd estimated at
(17).
vice, running the first three minutes more than
4,000 jammed a grandof 'Citizen Kane,' up to the death stand- set up opposite the Stanley
scene, and following it with dialog theatre,' catching the sidewalk Interballyho that the picture has been view of film and stage notables aired
banned in 520 theatres, the mystery by Betty Hurd, film commentator of
of the character's identity and that WCAU.
it will be shown 'uncut.'
The voice
Heading the list of names for the
advises the audience that 'Citizen opening was Bob Hope, Jerry ColKane might be anyone of 21 living onna, Carolyn Lee, Anita Louise
Americans.'
Radio spot announce- Honeychlle Wilder, Alvino Rey,
ments also are being used plentifully Dania Krupska, Rosemary Lane and
along the same Ideas.
others.

in

N J.

Auto Crash

Charles Reed Jones, publicity director for Republic at the home office
and Mrs. Jones who, under the name
of Evelyn Jones does freelance publicity in films,

escaped with minor

in-

Bergrnan to reconsider his resignation and remain until he (Kent) returned from vacation, same as hs
asked McCarthy.
Home's Deal
Resignations of both McCarthy
and Bergman stemmed from dissatisfaction concerning the Home appointment to handle special exploitation on the higher-budget productions made under Darryl F. Zanuck's
"own supervision.. Under the Home
contract which is understood to run
to June, 1942, Horne reportedfy receives $1,000 a week, plus $575 in
expenses.
Twentieth has nine exploitation men of Its own in the
field.

Home's first assignment was 'Belle
which hasn't played New York,
while second is 'Yank in R.A.F.'
Third will be 'How Green Was My
Star,'

Valley.'

Decision

to

turn

the

McCarthy

post over to Botsford occurred last
mid-week when the McCarthy resignation was permitted to stick following a huddle between him and Kent.
McCarthy is said to have laid down
certain rules which the company
apparently could not meet in view
of the commitment with Home's
special ballyhooing organization.
Appointment for Botsford resumes an association with Kent that
dated back to earlier days in Par
where Botsford was advertising
manager in 1925. He shifted from
that shortly afterward to become ad

juries Sunday (21) when their car
'Strange thing happened to me the was in collision with another while manager for Publix Theatres (Par)
Ashby and Bernle New- other day and I'm still rather be- cnroute to the Jones farm at Wash- under Sam Katz. Stepping from
wildered by it all,' wrote Potter. ington, N. J.
there to head the eastern story de-

TVInterton Steps Up
Saskatoon, Sask., Sept. 23.
of the Dayligtit theatre
here since 1933, W. E. 'Bill' Winterton has taken over managership of
the Capitol, replacing the late Frank

Manager

Miley. He will be city manager for
the Famous Players Corp.

Reginald Plumb, assistant manager of the Capitol, manages the
Daylight now.

'Bennie Berger, head of the Berger
Both are in the Somerset hospital partment in 1931. he shifted to HolAmus. Co., called me to his office.' at Sommervillc, N.J.
Jones with lywood a year later as production
Said he: 'Merle, you've been writing
various lacerations and bruises, Mrs. contact for the home office. He beabout motion pictures now for years
Jones with a broken nose and rib, came assistant to Emanuel Cohen,

and years.

I'm a curious fellow.
discover whether you
I'd like to
really know anything about motion
pictures. How'd you like to be general manager of the Berger cliain
of theatres?'
'Naturally,
visions.

Indigents'

Home

Continued from page

2;

I

I

immediately
in an

saw myself

had
office
thick,

with plush carpets a foot
lovely blonde secretaries running in
and out of my office every time I
pressed a buzzer, movie editors
hanging on my words, advertising
salesmen soliciting my business, my
name in gold letters on an office
door, etc.
I
must have mumbled
my acceptance, because when my
head stopped whirling, Bennie was
giving me a lecture on theatre op-

lounge and library, all connected by
roofs and protected walks.
Main group will be surrounded
by bungalows, double for married
couples and single lor unmarried.
Jean Hersholt and Edward Arnold
have contributed checks to pay for
the double houses. Endowments for eration.
local power failure.
'So I'll be a general manager.
individual cottages have been turned
I
in by Billie Burke, Osa Masscn, don't know exactly what that enTo Reopen Casino, Frisco
Ralph Morgan, Otto Kruger and his tails. Maybe I'll start out trying to
ThanksRiving- day tentatively set daughter, Ottilie.
Officiating
at placate Irate women who can't unas reopening date for the Casino theatre as the Downtown. Complete re- ground breaking ceremonies were derstand why they can't have two
modeling, which will cost $90,000, is Arnold, Hersholt, Mary Picklord, Y. seats on the aisle in Row 8, or scoldnow under way. Deal lor the house Frank Freeman, George Stevens, ing boys for throwing paper wads
Gibney
and
William at the screen during a Robert Taywas made by Irving C. Aekerman Sheridan
with the Hlbernia Bank. Associated Pereira, architect.
lor-Heddy LaMarr love scene.'
i?'

Charles

With 20th; Meantime Bot^ord's Set

committee
Thus far, a special screening has there.
been tossed for the newspaper staffs
of the two Hearst rivals at the Detroit Film Exchange with packed

attendance.
The theatre, weeks in
advance of the opening of the picture this Friday (26), has sprinkled
both accepting newspaper's with liberal teaser adds on 'Who Is Citizen
porated In the new theatre.
Kane.'
There's been reciprocity,
Cliff A. Schaufele, manager of the with such press backing as rotograDiana. Medina, transferred to the vure spreads, cartoons and special
Majestic, Hornell.
stories, several on Orson Welles.

Buffalo, Sept. 23.

Shea's Court St., 40-year-old landmark, will be razed at once and replaced by a parking lot, according
to
McNaughton-Shea Realty Co.,
owner. For 25 years the house, un-

on 'Kane

Two Non-

more leg-room

wcek drive was the

humorously-done book of 95
pages, written as an autobiography
Bob Hope, and being sold In drugstores throughout the country starting last Thursday (18) as a promotion stunt for Pepsodent.Hope's radio
sponsor, broke coincidentally with
the release of the comedian's newest picture, 'Nothing But the Truth."
Both this one and 'Louisiana Purchase,'
to
be released later, are
plugged in the book with stills from
these films reproduced along with
of

among

other Injuries.

Metro's Fancy House Org.

managing director of Par production,
becoming
aide
to
subsequently
Henry Herzbrun and finally to William E. LeBaron.
He produced film for Par from
1936 through last year but has been

inactive the past seven months. His
Most lavish attempt by any dis- last picture was 'Moon Over Burma'
tributor to curry exhibitor goodwill
and when LeBaron shifted to 20th he
some time, has been launched by

in

Metro.

A new

planned taking Botsford along but

house-organ,

'The couldn't fit him in.
Lion's Roar,' specifically designed to
Until Botaford seta someone for
pictbrially merchandise the Metro
the h.o. ad post formerly occupied
current program, is a 76-pagc exby Bergman, Jack Thai and Frank

and

pensive

graphed

handsomely
which

magazine,

lithowill be

sent to theatre owners regularly.
Album of Metro stars, players and
production personalities is bound in
stiff covers, attractively designed for
possible
resemblance to Fortune

Moneyhun

will

handle the

details.

They have been doing so since Berg-

man

quit.

COMMEKGIAL BALLT TIEUP

Ta-Kit, a new form of giveaway
in style and size.
First consisting of a bag filled with various
issue contains super-enlarged photo standard products, has been installed
reproductions of players and scenes in all Staten Island (Fabian) theoperafrom company's important product, atres and three upstate

Magazine,

WB

as well as stories,
stars themselves.

Howard
Seadler

of

and by the

U managing

Albany, Troy and CatskiU.
displays have detachabl*
each week's kit may
be properly advertised.

tions In

Lobby

DIetz supervises and
editor.

Si panels so that
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Seek 'Bad Man' (M-G)
Withdrawal in Mexico

Argentine Fix Seek Distrib Extension
In U.S.; Shauer,
Buenos Aires, Sept.

Moreno Behind Move

fornia and Texas which get a Spanish-speaking trade only.

Move, which

expected

is

to

have

the blessing of Jock Whitney's section of the Rockefeller Committee
because of its goodwill exchange as-

Consequently, /the Ministry of the
Interior has asked producers to suspend exhibition of the picture.

Guide

'Variety* as

16.

First attempt to secure extensive
U. S. ?howings of Argentine-made
pix with subtitles In English is to
be launched shortly. Currently, only
showings of Argentine pics in the
States are in a limited number of
houses in Manhattan, Southern Cali-

Mexico City, Sept 23.
Complaint of the Mexican consul
in Chicago is thaj 'The Bad Man'
(M-G) puts Mexicans In a bad light.

upon features for

determining

lent notices

by Variety which

On

Theatre Building

mades.

can Pictures Corp., with offices in
New York, plans to present a program of Spanish-language pictures
in the U.S. during the 1941-42 sea-

The schedule includes 10 feature films and five shorts.
Edmund St. Struhl, president, announces that beginning in October,
the company will release a feature
a month and one short every two
months.
Pictures were made in
South America. Pix will be released

BRITISH PIC COS. PUSH

RELEASE OF ANTIP COIN
Wellington, N. Z., Sept. 5.
Another bid has been made to
Zealand's Finance Minister,
Walter Nash, by the British Film In(justry
Association, which covers
mostly Associated 'Talking Pictures,
Gaumont-British, General Film Distributors and Associated British, for
permission to transfer all British
rental coin from New Zealand to
London. Presently there is a freeze
of 50% on British coin in this zone,
brought in as a wartime measure.
A seven-point plea has been submitted to Nash.

Wew

Rio de Janeiro, Sept.

JOIN STRIKE
IN MEXICO
Warners

the third

is

Interest

now

to Sept. 29,

.

wage

increase;
vacation
Hollywood 'at least once

trip

a

to

year

and

severance pay.
Latter proif granted;
would be retroactive to the time that company
went into business in Mexico.
vision,

Mexican newspapers have pubcomparative
wage scales
which show that in some respects
lished

paid in the Mexican film
industry are higher than those paid
by other businesses.

Produce

Mex

Reachi Merges His

Ad

Biz to Devote

More

Tune to Theatricals, Pix
Mexico

City,

Sept; 23.

member of the
that has long been
the
international
business and one of this

Santiago Reachi,

Mexican family
prominent

amusement

in

country's ace advertising men, has
merged his publicity organization,
Publicidad Organizada, S. A., with
Grant Advertising, S. A., conducted
by Will Grant and David Echols.
Purpose was so Reachi can devote
all his tim£ to show and picture
business.

Reachi is president of Posa Films,
A., which has Cantinflas (Mario
Moreno), ace tramp comic, under
exclusive film contract. Reachi has
organized a theatrical booking and
presentation firm here which has
taken over for remodeling at a cost
of $200,000 (Mex) ($50,000 U. S.) the
Teatro Politeama, an old stage house
that for several years has been a
cinema.
Politeama is to feature
S.

streamlined Mexican revues, slanted

American tourists, and headed
by Cantinflas, who is also a direcfor

amusement

firm.

The Reachi enterprise is
for Mexico in the U.

acts

Mexican

to book
S. and

acts for north of the bor-

Politeama

is

'Kane'

to

skedded for a

Sydney
Debut to Fine Biz
in

Sydney, Sept. 5.
School vacation has given all film
theatres a top biz break.
Leaders
are 'Lady Hamilton' (UA) and 'Fantasia'

(RKO), with 'Lady Eve' (Par)

a click with adults.
'Citizen Kane
Havana, Sept. 16.
(RKO) bowed in with plenty ol
Cuban composer Ernesto Lecuona ballyhoo and looks like developing

reports a successful, dicker with Ernesto Smith for the Teatre de la

into high b.o.

Comedia, where he will produce a
Melbourne, Sept. 23.
own new musical shows
Listed in this spot to solid trade
beginning in October.
are 'Thief of Bagdad' (UA), 'Buck
He's recently back from a tour of Privates' (U), 'Philadelphia Story'
South America.
(M-G) and 'Road to Zanzibar' (Par).
feries of his

VS.U.S.SEEN

front of .Argentine film pro-

local pic figures are currently talk-

ing organization of an Argentine
United Artists, threatening a strike
tfnd their own production should demands be refused.

~
Australia

Prime
In

Ministership
of

fav<)r

of

the govern-

W. Fadden, is
promoting
anticipated
as
some
changes in the Aussie fllmdom, according to industry men with a

ment's treasurer, A.

knowledge
Fadden,

and

stars

talk,

using

their

organization.
Adding fire to the controversy were reports that Columbia and other U. S.

Camberra, Sept. 5.
of Robert G. Men-

from

A

own producing

down

Stepping
zies

especially in the Interior, plus rising
costs.
Producers of Grade
features are seeking to lop off approximately 50% from the cost of production, determined upon a maximum
salary figure they would pay top
artists in order to eliminate bidding
for services.

Resentment flared quickly
immediately began strike
the threat of forming

FOR AUSSIE

of the political setup.

who heads

the Country
Party, is linked with the United
Australia Party, and is recognized
as a hardboiled mathmatician, one
ambition being to secure the coin to
keep the country's war effort going,
Brazil, and Metro's new outlets in
irrespective of who gets financially
All these
Tijuca and Copacabana.
houses will run U. S. films only, slapped. With the Labor Party, led
John Curtain, holding an almost
French, German and British films by
having been pushed to a minimum. equal balance of power in federal
Argentine-mades, which are an in- Parliament, there's a feeling in political circles that both believe coin
creasing threat in many parts of
South America, are no worry here could be gotten from the pic industry to aid further the war setup,
since Brazil speaks Portuguese and
most of the Argentines aren't up to especially from companies turning in
Even when they are, the huge profits, plus those U. S. disTJ. S. films.
tribs playing the exhibition end as
cost of sub-titling is so great that
.

producers

were planning

move

to

into local production.
Result was
feeling by stars that if the Yanquis
were coming in, there would be a
further bidding for their services
and that therefore they should hold
out for their original paychecks.

Specifically mentioned in the producers'
list,
of maximums
were
Libertad Lamarque, currently highest salaried star in Argentine, followed by Pepe Arias, Luis Sandrini,
Ninl Marshall and Hugo del Carril.

Senorita

Lamarque, who has been

getting 90,000 pesos per pic (about
$22,000 U. S.) would be cut to 50,000
pesos. Del Carrll from 75,000 pesos
to 40,000 pesos.
News of the maxilist brought action from stars
and directors who were also affected.
Enrique Muino, Elias Alippi, Francisco Petrone, Angel Magana, Lucas
Demare, all top figures in local production, are reported leading the
United Artists Idea.

mum

Practically
producers
all
local
here are in a bad way. One leading
company, currently in reorganizawell.
the nut
tion, has not paid employees for four
RKO, which recently closed its
months and is talking bankruptcy.
Inoreaae to 75% Rumored
convention,
cashed
in
Brazilian
Local artists have no organization
Sydney, Sept. 5.
neatly on the upturn of interest in
similar to these in the States and the
U. S. films when, after preem of
Unofficial forecast in many quarproducers' group up to this time has
which high-lighted the ters is that next year, unless the never been
'Fantasia,'
extremely active. Press,
huddle. President (jetulio Vargas re- war ends quicker than -figured, there
especially trade papers, are urging
ceived Walt Disney, Phil Reisman, may be an increase from the 62%%
some
of conciliation before
RKO foreign chief; John Hay WhH- coin freeze to 75%, thus bringing situash sort
becomes too serious.
ney, here on Rockefeller Committee this territory in line with New Zeabiz; Bruno Cheli, Brazilian manager, land on U. S. coin curbs.
This month sees the introduction
and Ben Y. Cammack, Argentine
Although Whitney and Dis- of the 1942 War Budget under Fadchief.
BIZ
ney were not in on RKO affairs, den's direction, and the inside is
company got the publicity benefit.
that the pic industry will have a
$6,100
In addition to new building, many prominent place in the tax setup.
older houses here have installed air
Buenos Aires, Sept. 16.
conditioning and other modern equipment.
Biz generally poor last week with
Killed
lack of picts with any great appeal
Sydney, Sept. 5.
for localities held the chief cause,
Dennis Claude Flemming, 30, son plus the fact that weekend trekking
of
Claude Flemming, Australian crowds have begun moving out of
stage and radio star, has been killed town now that
^Continued from page 3;
spring's coming on.

few

ulating public interest in the business with fiestas and ballyhoos during .second National Cinematographic

Lecuona

UPPED FILM TAX

U.S.,

economic

many

time limit, ex- and is demanding more Hollywood
has been films.
Among new houses currently in
remaining American
placed
for
construction are a chain which Ben-'
major distributing companies to ad- jamin Fineberg, an American forjust difficulties. Employes of Metro
merly with Metro, is building in and
and Columbia struck Sept. 3.
around Sao Paulo, industrial center
What the U. S. firms consider to be of Brazil; a string under way by Luis
fantastic demands embrace a 30% Severno Rebiero, largest exhib in

der.

11-17.

the

status far

A new

had passed.

late-fall reopening.

week, Sept.

with
Brazil's

more steady than tliat of
other South American counstrike of Mexican exchange work- tries dependent on Europe for the
ers.
Employes walked out last foreign trade that keeps them alive,
for
Wednesday '(17) after the deadline is cited as. the principal cause
the upturn. In addition, Brazil has
set for settlement of the controversy
become more and more Yank-minded

Mexico City, Sept. 23.
Picture employers and labor are
believed to have succeeded in stim-

This was considered the best show
the industry has ever staged.

16.

tions both In Rio's metropolitan area
and in the Interior indicates that
Brazil is well on the way to gaining
a top position among Latin repub-,
lies in the number of modern film
houses. Country, largest in size and
population, currently ha; about 1,250
theatres compared to 950 in Argentina, which has a population of 13,000,000 compared to Brazil's 40,000,-

Close workings
kept
major Ameri- which have

can film company to be affected by

tending

Buenos Aires, Sept. 16.
Faced with an ultimatum from the
solid

By the new arrangement cinema
workers will receive 15% boost on
Ultimatum for cut was delivered
all salaries up to $12 weekly; 12^%
by the .Asociacion Productores Peliculas Argentines as a result of
severe drop in boxoflice receipts,

000.

tor of the

Hypo Mex Pic

National Assn. of Theatrical Employees for a percentage boost to pay
envelopes. Agreement covers cinemas on a national basis.

Large-scale theatre building opera-

WORKERS

WB'S

son.

with their original Spanish dialog,
supplemented by EngUsh titles.

Upped Wage Accord

on wages over that amount

salaries

Spanish Pix Beleases

The recently United South Amerlr

Modernizing,

is

the only U. S. trade paper to
carry reviews of all Argentine-

Like French imports designed for
general showing, the Argentine-made
will be subtitled in New York and
then distributed to many of the spots
suffering from a lack of the French
product. Upbeat of interest in Latin
America may also serve to produce
a big student and hemisphere-minded trade, it's believed.
Initial effort Is being made by Mel
Shauer, formerly a director and now
His wife,
agenting in Hollywood.
Bosita Moreno, U. S.-Latin star, recently here to make a film for the
new Baires studio, did the selecting
of the two pix Shauer will release
Films chosen, 'Historia de Una
Noche' (Sono Film) and "Los Martes,
Orquideas' (Lumiton) were both outstanding critical and b.o. successes
Themes are also such that
here.
they're held likely to appeal to U. S.
audiences.
Author John Erskine, here recently
under the guidance of the Rockefeller group, will be sought to do the
subtitling. Erskine has done a number' of films from French to English
and in addition to this expressed
great interest while here in helping
promote Argentine-mades.
Argentina currently makes 60 to
70 full-length features annually. Of
this, about a quarter might be suitable for U. S. showings.

British Workers, Exhibs

London, Sept. 9.
ducers that salaries of stars would
Labor gained a major victory when have to be cut from
30% to 40%,
deal was signecf between exhibs and

Yanks Cue Brazfl

distribution in the States.
Picts chosen, 'Los Martes, Orquideas' and 'Historia de Una
Noche,' were both given excel-

Fi^ Pay Cuts

United Artists Setup to

In
V.xKiCTT reviews of Argentinemade pics were used by Rosita
Moreno, U. S.-Latin film star, in

pects, will be worked as a strictly
commercial proposition, however. It's

figured that there is a sufficient audience attending the arty foreignlanguage houses in the States to
make it pay.

Argentine Film Stars Talk of FiHining

picts can

make

BA PICTURE

LAGS;

USBON' BEST AT

Flemming's Son

Why No Spending

in action in Syria.

and

suburban

districts,

but

an

He was an

officer of the First Wisconsin ..Na
tional bank, largest of the city's depositories, asserted that about 25%
of total deposits are in savings,

which

is

Oriental Beef

regarded as a healthy con-

US.

dollar), follow:

Ambassador (Lautaret and Ca(1,400; $2, $1.50)—'Serenata'
(French-made; distributed by Almar). Fairly good $12,000 primarily
due to presence in town of Louis
.

Hoarding Cash

the

Plenty of money being socked
away, however, isn't being deposited
according to this official, but is be-

its

stowed away in safe deposit
vaults, the hoarders wanting all
their cash readily accessible in an
ing

money

(4.15 to the

^Continued from page S;

dlUon.

emergency.

'One Night in Lisbon' (Par) was
the best of the crop, raking in 25,000
pesos ($6,100 U.S.) for the opera.
Other estiTnates, given in Arpcnfine pesos, currently uiorth 25c. U.S.

only son.

Others are cacheing the

in their
of hiding places.

homes

in all sorts

'These people were caught before;
they're not going to be caught again,'
"They have been
said the banker.
scared by stories of the enormous
taxes the government , is going to
collect to further its war effort, and
are spending today only for their
immediate needs. This undoubtedly
U one reason the theatres are not
getting the money they might ordinarily expect; another is that industrial employes are working long
hours and overtime, so that they are
too tired to go to a show or sit
through a double feature.'
Unusually large are the Christmas
club, Tax Budget funds and other
bank sponsored savings plans, while
a Jot of money, too, is being placed
In defense bonds and stamps, mercantile establishments in many cases
giving change in stamps, if acceptable to purchasers.

RKO

Palace which will permit
be handled by the

interests to
film firm.

RKO

Oriental case

is

looked upon gen-

erally as the most important one in
the short history of the new arbitration setup, and will likely be an
influence in the industry nationally.

Oriental

is

seeking an adjustment

in clearance, claiming that the present setup is unfair, unreasonable and
arbitrary in that it forces 'this 3,200seat loop house to follow 19 other

valo)

Jouvet, the star.
Ideal (Lococo) (1,046; $3, $2.50)—
'Major Barbara' (UA). Considered
weak for here because of preponderance of dialog; did surprisingly good
$17,800.

Bex

(Cordero, Cavala and Lauta-

ret) (3,305; $2-$1.50)— 'Dulcy' (M-G),
Nosedived to limp $15,000, lowest at
this house for some time.

Normandie

(Lococo) (1,420; $2throughout Chicago, with $1.50)— 'You'll Find Out' (RKO) and
Pretty good at
these houses being con- 'Vatican' (RKO).
$17,000. 'Vatican,' in Spanish, getting
smaller and of less ima hand from the clergy.
portance as far as potential gross is
Monumental (Coll and DiFiore)
concerned. Oriental, through its at- 'El Hermano Jose' ('Brother Joe')
torney, Robert Farrell, made what (Sono Film, Argentine-made). Best
is probably the shortest complaint
local in some time and running a
on record, consisting of only two handsome $15,000, with even better
short paragraphs, one making the hopes for the nabcs.
Opera (Lococo) (2,500; $2-50-$2complaint and the other asking for
$1.50)— 'One Night In Lisbon' (Par)
an adjustment.
and 'Dead Men Tell' (Par). Okay
Balaban 8i Katz theatres lead the $25,000.
list in number of theatres named by
Broadway (Lautaret and Cavalo)
houses

many

of
siderably

the Oriental.
Besides the

rest are B.

&

K*.

going
Still
Lie'
(WB).
strong on second run with $10,000,
despite a four-week smash at the

—'Great

RKO

Palace,

the

others are the Warners, southside
Avalon and Capitol and in the loop,
the Essaness Woods and the Jones,
Linick & Schaefer McVickers. The
spots.

•

Ambassador.
Sulpacba (Lococo)

—'Reaching

for

(950;

Sun'

'Power Dive' (Par).
due for holdover.

$2-$1.50)

(Par)

Nice

and

$10,500,

'
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CLARK GABLE MEETS LAN A
TURNER IN "HONKY TONK
the screen team of
CLARK GABLE and LANA TURNER—
the year— represent a master stroke In dynamic casting in "Honlcy
literally

Tonk."

first

time with. sparks

eases the hurts even" of his victims, but
steel.

A

blonde

and Gable eventually comes over to the

displays a

when
girl

it's

charm and wit which
necessary to resort to

succeeds where

all else fails,

side of law. It's a role tailored for

him, calling for the type of portrayal with which he's ridden the peak
of popularity for a long time; a popularity which gains in solidity

and

carries

on from dramatic successes

Girl" and "Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde," gaining in

momentum

in "Ziegfeld
all

the way.

As the blonde young idol of Gable's heart, Lana plays a prim Boston school
teacher who has coine West in search of her father. In her love for Gable
she is a fiery and determined female and she gets her man. In that she's
as deadly as the bullets from the six-shooters of the booted

Assuring the best in direction was Jack Conway, a veteran of twentyyears in Hollywood, and each year marked with, outstanding mega-.,

phone triumphs, including the roaring "Boom Town."
In the supporting cast

who has

developed

a'

real box-office fol-

is seen as a widow determined
up the camp. She ploughs under the wicked, including even Gable

Also seen are Claire Trevor, as a beautiful dancc-hall
rival for Gable's affections;

pistol brawls,

Henry

present pal of Gable

who

girl

and Lana's

Albert Dekker, his opponent in political and

O'Neill, as the civic leader
sticks with

and

Chill Wills, the ever- -

him through thick and

thin, including

Innumerable humorous incidents.

Pandro

S.

Bermaji was the producer, following his success with "Ziegfeld
and John Sanford wrote the screen play.

is

Constructed for

"Honky Tonk" was

the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

lot. It

the largest outdoor set ever used

was the town

of

Yellow Creek and

on
it

^

towers over the remembered Burkburnett,one of the locales in "BoomTown."

More than 500
exciting

extras .worked on the Yellow Creek set,

day when, armed to the

teeth, they

memorably the

marched on the

city hall to

oust Gable and his gang.

and bearded

miners.

five

to clean

Girl." Marguerite Roberts

never decreases.

Gorgeous Lana Turner

gravel-voiced Miss Main,

lowing with a succession of fine performances,

and Miss Turner at times.

flying.

As a suave and gay "con-man," Gable
gun-play, he turns hard as

plays Miss Turner's lovable but shyster father, and Marjorit

Main.

The

Planned to be of a "Boom Town" atature, this production actually ovSrehadows that famed audience hit and brings this box-office team together
for the

Morgan who

a wealth of famous talent, including Frank.

Romantic fireworks between Gable and Miss Turner reach a peak when
she tricks him into marriage and then tells him he must woo her in' approved
Boston style, and when she locks him out of her room at the beginning of
the long Boston courtship and he bluntly kicks down the door.

"Honky Tonk"
love story.

is

the top teaming of_ the season and

its

mo3t.excitin|(

•

w
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FILM BOOKING CHART

O'Brien Back

to Grind

Film Reviews
Hollywood, Sept.

23.

iConttnncd from page *;

Absent from the screen for a year,
booker* Vamett pr«senti
(For <n/ormo«on o/ fhea(r« ond J?rm excTwnoe
Pat O'Brien went back to work yesall the American diitributlno coma c«niplet« chart 0/ /eatur« relewe* 0/
terday (Mon.) at 20th-Fox in 'High<n
piwen
reuieto* 05
way to Hell,' with a schedule that
panies /or the current fluarferly period. Date 0/
will keep him hustling until next
Vabiety and the runntni; lime o/ print* are included.;

Melodroma; C—Comedy; CTy-Comtiy
to Tvpe Abbreulationj;
Western; D—Drama; RI>—Romantic Drama; MU— MitficaL
Drama;
Vameiy's review and running time.
COrTBICHT. IMO. HY VABIBTT. D<C. ALL BIGHTS BESBBVKD

M—

Key

W—

Fiflures hercuiith indicate date of

The Kid From Kansas
subsequent duals. Lacking sustained
action, overloaded with dialog, and

year.

not clearly defining plot motivation,
picture grooves into filler fodder
group.
Story, laid against banana planta-

His schedule calls for Trinidad'

and 'He's Your Old Man' at Columbe followed by Tripoli' and
The Life of Floyd Gibbons.'

bia, to

background, has Leo CarriUo
and other planters ol the Central
American district beset by slarvation prices for their crops and
tion

.

WEEK OF RELEASE—«/8/41
C

S/13
TUlla Uie Toiler (Col)
Whlsaiag In the Dark (M-G)

8/C

Dynamite Canyon (Mono)
7/M
Wide Open Town (Par)
SiK Gun Gold (BKO)
Dressed to KiU (2«th)
Hold That Gbost (U)

New Wine (UA)

8/27
7/23

7/3«
7/9

Manpower (WB)

W
W
W

T. Holl-L. White
L. NoUn-M. B. Hofhee
AbboU-Costcno

37

D

Ice-Capadec (Bcp)

8/20

WUd Gec^ Calllne (20th)
This Woman U Mine (U)

7/30
8/27

W

C

S3
100
70

D
D

88
78
81

C
C

who banded

Mas$ey-B. Barnes
E. Boblnson-M. Dietncn

103

.

Lindsay

B. ElUot-T. Bitter

M. Rooney-A. Rntherford
J. Barryraorc-F. Farmer
J.ElUson-D. Lewis
R. Fonda-J.Bcnnctt
F. Tone-C. Bmce

WEEK OF RELEASE—8/22/41
7/30
Here Comes Mr. Jordan (Col)
8/20
Dr. KUdare's Weddlne Day (M-G)
The Parson of Panamlnt (Par) «/2S
Scattcrgood Meets B'way (RKO)
8/27

Under

Fiesta

SUrs (Rep)

Private Nnrsc (20th>

7/30
A Dangerons Game (U) 3/S
Highway West (WB) 8/C

C

D

03
82

CD

84
70

D

(0
C9
(Z

W
W
M
M

R. Montgomery-R.
L. Ayres-L. Day
C. Rnggles-E. Dr^

G. Klbbee-E.

Johnson

Dnnn

Gene Antry
Harwell-B. Joyce
A. Devlne-R. Arlen
B. Marshall-A. Kennedy

J.

(Col)

c

8/20

When

Ladles Meet (M-G)
8/27
Saddle Mountain Bonndnp (Mono)
Aloma of the South Seas (Par) 8/27
Flying Blind (Par)
8/20
LItUe Foxes (RKO)
8/13
Doctors Don't Tell (Ben)
Pittsburgh Kid (Bcp)
9/3
Sun Valley Serenade (20th) 7/23

Lydla (UA)
8/20
Major Barbara (UA) S/7
Dive Bomber (WB)
8/13

92
103

c

w

RD
M
D
D
W
CD
RD
D
D

7S
C9
lis

M. Douglas-R. Hnsscy
J. Cnwford-R. Taylor
Bange Busters
D. LamouT-J. Hall
R. Arlen-J. Parker
B. Davls-H. MarsbaU
J. Beal-F. Rice
B. Conn-J. Parker

K

S. Henle-G. BUUer
M. Oberon-A. Blarshal
W. HlUer-R. Morley

E. Flynn-F.

MacMnnay

WEEK OF RELEASE—9/5/41
8/S
Mystery Ship (Col)
Gentleman from Dixie (Mono)
JekyU and Hyde (M-G) 7/23

Kane (RKO) 4/16
9/17
of Dcadwood (Rep)
Charley Chan In Rio (Mth)
8/27
BadUnds of DakoU (U) 9/10
SmlUng Ghost (WB) 8/13
Citizen

Bad Man

D
D
D'
D

CS

D

P.
J.
S.

KeUy-L. Lane
LaRne-M. Marsh

60
74

Tracy-I. Bergman
O. Welles-J. Cotton
R. Rogers-G. Hayes
S. Toler-M. B. Hughes
R. Dlx-F. Farmer

71

W. Morrls-B. Marshall

127
120
61

W
D
W

WEEK OF RELEASE—9/12/41
Harmon

of

Lady Be Good (M-G)
Let's

Go

D

Michigan (Col)

Collegiate

MU

7/18

(Mono)

BeUe

Starr (ZOth)

7/16

7S

Darro-M. Moreland

IL Preston-N. Kelly

-

3 Mesqultcers

W

87
94
108

RD
D

8/27

8/13

T. Harmon-A. Louise
E. Powell-R. Young
F.

D

W
D

8/27

Unllnlshed Business (U)

Navy Blues (WB)

119

C

Panehuta Battalion (RKO)

Outlaws of the Cherokee Trail (Rep)
Apache Kid (Rep)

D. Barry-L. Merrick
R. Scott-G. Tlerney
I.

Dunne-R. Montgomery

A. Sheridan-J.

OaUe

D
CD

91
69
64
64
CI

C

CD
W
D

'

I.

Lupino-L, Hayward

McDonald-B. Granville

'R.

L. Barl-A. Curtis
J. Fraree-J. Downs
D. For,->n-L. Carrillo

-

M. I.ockwood-R. Houston

M

63

R. Regan-J. Perry

WEEK OF RELIPASE—9/26/41

Lady Scarface (RKO) 7/23
Week-End in Havana (20th)
Last of the Dnanes (20th)
It
•

StarUd With

Sergeant York

Adam

(WB)

CD

88

W
D
W

114

C
.D

MU

F. Astalre-R. Hayworth
B. Joncs-T. McCoy
C. Boycr-O. de llavllland

W. Lundlgan-S. Ross
.

6S

D
D

S7

7/2

D

134

9/10

D. O'Keefc-J. Anderson
A. Faye-J. Payne
G. Montgomery-L. Roberts
D. Durbin-C. Lauehton
G. Cooper-J. Leslie

WEEK OF RELEASE—10/3/41
Two

Latins from Manhattan (Col)

Buy Me That Town (Par) 7/30
Father Takes a Wife (RKO)

Man at Large (20th)
Burma Convoy (U)

Texas (Col)

Lady Be Good (M-G)
Tonto Basin (Mono)

9/10

D
D

DavlS'J.

J.

Woodbnry

Moore
A. Menjou-G. Swan.<;on
M. Weaver-C. Reeves
C. Blckford-E. Ankers

L. Nolan-C.

C

M

70

D

WEEK OF RELEASE—10/10/41
W
w. Holden-C. Trevor
7/16
MU 110 A. Sothern-E. Powcll-R. Tonni
W
Ranee Busters

SIcylark (Par)
9/ie
Mercy Island (Rep)
Riders- of Purole Sai;e (ZOth)
Great Guns (20th)

C

W

c.

K. MIddleton-G. Dixon
G. Mont^omcry.-M. Boward
Laurel-llardy

C

MU

Hellzapoppln' (U)

Colbert-R.'MUUnd

92
SO-

D

0/17

New Wine (UA)

L Masscy-A.

C

Curtis

Olsen-Johnson

Izzy Hirst's circuit comprises: Boston, Howard and Globe theatres;
Utica, Colonial; Newark, Empire;
Union City, N. J., Hudson; Philadelphia, Trocadero; Baltimore, Gaiety;
Washington, Gaiety; Pittsburgh,
Casino; Allentown, Pa., three oneWaterbury, Conn.,
night
stands;
Jacques; Detroit, National; St. I.ouis,
Grand opera house.

Midwest's time comprised: Buffalo,
Palace; Toronto, Casino; Detroit,
Arena; Chicago, Rialto; Cleveland,
Capitol;
Dayton,
Toledo,
Roxy,
Gayety; Youngstown, Grand; Canton,
Grand; Cincinnati, Gayety.

Sherry Britton, Margie Hart
Workings of the Hirst-Midwest
combine came out into the open Sept
12, when Sherry Britton, an inSie

booking of strip'per.s through HirstMidwest on the: pain of being decleared 'opposition.' Stiefel then tried
to cancel Miss Britton, but, when this
was not possible, paid her off without working her.

had

also

verbally

com-

D

Top Sargent Mulligan (Mono)
Nothlne But the Truth (Par)
All That

Weekend

7/30

Money Can Buy (RKO)

In Havana (20th)
Sniith^f Tahiti (U)

9/17

119

M

(Rep)

W

Bay (Ben)

Erlckson
N. Pendleton
B. Hope-P. Goddard
E.

KU

D

'

Down Mexico Way
Jesse James at

c
C

F. Rlc«-L.

D

MU

Arnold-W. Huston

A. Faye-J. Payne
B. DonLcvy-M. Montea
G. Autry-S. Burnett
R. Rogcrs-G. Hayes

TRADESUOWN AND FOR FUTURE RELEASE.
Aldrlch for President (Par)
7/30
All Money Can Buy (RKO) 7/1$
the Living (Par)
9/3
Birth of the Blue^ (Par)
9/3
Glamour Boy (Par) 9/10
8.'13
International Squadron (WB)
The Gay Falcon (RKO) 9/17
Married Bachelor (M-G)
9/10
New York Town (Par) 7/30

Among

SmlUnc Thru (MGM) 9/17
The Prime Minister (WB) 9/17
Honhy Tonk (MGM) 9/17
Night of Jaaoary ICth (Par)

9/10

Look Who'! Laughing (RKO) 9/17
The Feminine Touch (MGM) 9/17
Unexpected Uncle (RKO)
9/17
Bldlns the Wind (RKO)
*/l6

c

73

J. Lyden-J. Prelsscr
E, Arnold-W. Huston

D
D

100
67

C

80
79
85

J.

67
SI

G. Sanderf-W. Barrle

MU

M
M

C

RD
RD
RD
RD

D
C
C
C

W

7S
100
94
104
80
1i
9S
67

(4

A. Dekker-S. Hayward
B. Crosby-M. Martin

Cooper-S. Foster

R. Rcagan-O.

Bradna

Younr-R. Hussey
M. Martu-F. MacMurray
MacDonald-B. Aherne

R.
J.
J.

C.
E.

Glelgud-D. Wynward
Gable-L. Turner
Drew-R. Preston

E. Bergen-L. Ball-F. Redman
.R. Russell-D. Ameche
A. .Shirley-J. Cralg-

T. Bolt-M.

tract for Margie Hart, starting Oct.
16, at $1,000 a week. Then he tried
to cancel it, but the matter was
brought before the American Guild
of Variety Artists, of which Miss
is a member, and the matter is
scheduled to come up for a preliminary hearing today (Wed.) at the
AGVA office in N. Y., with Stiefel
sitting in. It's charged that the cancellation came about only because
Miss Harl. is not booked by HirstMidwest; iStiefel wanted to cancel
because he felt the $1,000 was high
for his theatre, which uses a combination -of vaude and burlesk.

Hart

now famed 'scorched eurlh'
speech. Both are poorly made, and
to those familiar w-ith German and
British film propaganda it reveals
that the Soviet has far to go on this
Stalin's

score.

Doughu

Llarbara Taylor
Nick Barter
Joe Walker
Judge Taylor

I.ynn

Merrick

I.sroy

Maaon

Itobert KlHke

John

Conunlsaloner

Elliott

Murray
Montngue

Kiirbea

Sherlfl

.Moiite

Al St. Jofan
Fred Toonoa

Dangle
8D0wflake

"The Apache Kid'

is

among Re-

public's poorer westerns.
dling, a factor for which

It's

daw-

director-

producer George Sherman is somewhat responsible, while the basic
story has trod the same trail too
frequently in the past to get by even
the most rabid western fans.
The Robin Hood premise has once
again been resurrected, with Don
'Red' Barry as the Samaritan who
habitually holds up the stagecoach
to pay off a gang of road workers
whose payroll is being snatched under orders of the town biggie.
Performances are poor all along
the line, though Barry shows some
improvement over his flfst Republic

Lynn Merrick, a
blonde looker who resembles Jean
horse

operas.

Arthur considerably, plays the romance.
The resemblance to Miss
Arthur is purely facial.
Naka.

GENERAL SUVOROV
(RUSSIAN-MADE)
Artkino

Moolllnl productlun.
.*!Ura .\'. I', (.^borkiifov.
DIrei'led by V. I.
(i,
by
j'uduvkln.
.Screenplay
GrpbnPr.
Camera, A. fjolovnj and T. I.obi)V. At thu
Stanley. N. Y., .itnnlns Sept. 1», '41. Runrp!(i.T80

of

Wanderers of the West
^Tonog^nm rolenae of Robcrl Tanee.v l>roStara Tom Keenc; fualun'B S.iKitr
Dftwn. Slim Andrews. Dlreotp*! by nMli..rt
Kninietl;
Screenplay.
Unbcrt
mil.
camora. Jack R. Young: editor. rr<>il H;iln:
;it
flovli-wnt
SanuccI,
nuiclc,
Frank
Colonial, Lincoln. Neb.. Sept. JH, 41 iluiil.
< "nning time, 08 miNf).
TomMnllory);
t„„, jcoene
ductton,

F,

Arizona
Sugar I.ee

(

Sugar

Slim

Sllni

J.aura I<ee
\Vc»ly Mack)

Waco Dean,

IJcnson

.Tnck

StaDb'7

Bronco

'..Gene

.Mllfa
<:,

i.ipi

Vrlce
Alsai-e

Tom

ShorllT
Jeff llalne.t

Saloon

T):iwn

AnOi'('t\-s

Hetty
i„,„

f

l.onil(in

JiiinfH Sherildim

Keeper

[•'rcrt.

litrfi^w

llualy

Tom Keene
literally

and

took the
just

title

wanders

here too
aimle.<:.':Jy

through 58 minutes of boring

antics.

Even Sugar Dawn, the curlyhaired
youngster who made it possible to
sit through Monogram's last Keene

measure up in this
hokey yarn concocted by Robert EmHJot one characterization is be-

starrer, fails to

mett.

lievable.

Keene plays
father

killed

is

a horse rancher
by Tom Seidel.

whose

mem-

ber of Stanley Price's rustling mob.

Keene vows to get Seidel and trails
him from Montana to Arizoiin. There,

he meets him, but since all he's following is a name, fails to recognize
the killer under his real handle. Just
to conipse the audience, Keene. too,
takes on a nom de saddle, .<:o neither
.V.
Paul I
Yarhnll.'ikI
Arakcheyev
AutaoRuv, Honored Seidel, who realizes he's being hunt>[,
ed by his victim's son, or KeeneBugmllon
ICIlfdn
Mei<hchor]<kl
V. Akscnov knows who the other really is.
All
PIntnnlch
A.
Khanov very befuddling.
Prnkhor
G. Kovrov, Honored
Slim Andrews' comedy is pathetic
Tlurin
A. .\nionov
and Miss Dawn, her hair fre.'Jhly
curled lacks the ease of her la.sl apfin Russian; with English Titles)
One of the provisions in any loan pearance. 'Rusty,' Keene's 'wonder
made by the U. S. to Russia should horse,' is given a minimum of footbe that none of the coin be used for age.
Lone redeeming feature is Jack R.
producing films. At least not Alms
Young's 4:amerability. His silhouettes
like 'General Suvorok.'
It's a cruel
waste of money. Even the confirmed are used freely and are well done.
'comrades'
in
this
country and Washed out library clips, however,
probably in the U.S.S.R,, too, for detract even from this department.
that matter will have trouble keep- Robert F: Hill's direction misht have
ing awake through this amateur- been snapped up, but could never
ishly made, badly written, horribly have overcome the awkward screenArt.
directed propaganda effort.
Arties play and cast.
which, before Russo-German pact
used to corral limited trade, with
Soviet-mades, won't even have any
use for this, despite the large body
of sympathizers with the Russ war
SsContlnued from page 2^__
cause now.
ning time: 90 .MINS.

K. P. Cherknsov

.Suvorov

—

—

Helen Morgan
^Continued from page 2^
she undergoes

an operation for a

serious liver ailment.

WEEK OF RELEASE—10/17/41
Blonde From Slncapore (Col)

Stanley theatre, N. Y., is showing,
addition to 'General Suvorov,'

—

Stiefel

D. Barry-L. Merrick

(U)

Bad Propaganda
in

about 10 minutes of Russian newsreels on the current war and what
appears to be a complete version of

Newsreels have a poorly spoken
and poorly written commentary and
agent for the fruit line, singing two also lack the strong military music
songs along the way. Carrillo car-, which gives a spark to the Nazi efries his. accent to good effect, and forts alone this line.
Photography
Devine provides moderate comedy is frequently unclear and unrevcalAnn Doran is in for ro- ing and pictures little real action.
antics.
mantic interest as an agricultural Commentary does not adequately
mit Hirst-Midwest. jto send them chemist from the States; while the explain to the audience what it is
roadshows. Izzy Herk's Gaiety on heavy side is taken care of by Fran- seeing. Cheap-looking special efTecls
Broadway has remained outside of cis McDonald, James Seay, Marcia in the titling are also not destined
the combine and is continuing his Ralston and Wade Boteler all in a to leave a good impression.
Stalin speech is said to be the
plot to rob the planters of their
stock burlesk policy.
Direction by William Arst time the Russ head-man's voice^
properties.
Nigh does everything possible to in- is heard in this country. Talking in'
BAA Follcy
ject action into a stumbling script.
what
sounds like a monotone he cerfrom
A hitch in N. Y. may come
Walt.
tainly leaves no imprint of dynamic
the Burlesque Artists Association,
personality.
Pictures
with
the
one of the Associated Actors and
speech, in addition to an occasional
Artistes of America group, which
shot of Stalin, have the camera wanclaims an agreement with all the
Kopiibllc releane of Goorgc Shermnn pro- dering through the listening crowd
It
tirefor
closeups
faces.
gets
of
Keulureii
N. Y. theatres that guarantee burlesk ducUon, dlreclrd Ijy Sherman.
'Keil'
Unrry.
.Scrceiiphiy. Eliot Olbsome.
Greater variety ol morgue
performers at least two weeks in Dun
bnnH iinil Rloliartl Murphy; citmern. Hurry material should have been used to
each -spot. As roadshows are strictly Newmann; i<<tltor,
Orlebct'k;
music,
add Interest to the visual side.
In l'roJe<-Uon Uoom.
one-weekers, it's obvious the the- Cy Keufr. I'revlewetl
Herb.
Running llmc:
N. Y., Sept. 10, '41.
atres can't switch from stock shows MIN8.
Don 'Red* Barry
rete DawBon
without a tangle with the BAA.

mitted himself to a three-week con-

Never Get Rich (Col)
Gun Man From Bodle (Mono)
Hold Back the- Dawn (Par)
7/30
Drjth Valley Outlaws (Bep)
Sailor Be Good (Rep)

You'll

Andy Dcvine Is
meeting wanderer

Dick Foran, who joins up to work
Foran gets
for the native owner.
accused of murder, but slips out of
the clink to Anally uncover the plot
that is ruining the planters and giving the contracting fruit shipping
line a bad name. For western purposes, formularized yarn just substitutes unpeeled bananas for cattle.
Foran is okay as the undercover

stripper, was not permitted to play
Fay's, Philadelphia, operated by Sam
Stiefel, who was 'forced' to do his

WEEK OF RELEASE—9/19/41
Ladles In Retirement (Col)
9/10
Down in San Diego (M-G) 7/10
We Go Fast (2eth) 9/10
.
Sing Another Chorus (U)
9/10
Kid from Kansas (U)
A Girl Must Live (U)
Nine Lives Are Not Enough (WB)
9/3

equipment.

M

.

7C
103
lis
130

itself is hard *to tell, but It is frequently difficult to follow the action.

THE APACHE KID

WEEK OF RELEASE—S/29/41
Our WUe

this fall Hirst and Midwest,
composed of indie operators
together for mutual
booking advantage, were in opposition to one another, A few weeks
ago they effected a junction and
started tying up strippers and acts.
The four N. Y. houses, Republic and
Eltinge on 42nd street; City on 14th
street, and Star, Brooklyn, fearing a
shortage of strippers and comics,
agreed to drop their stock policies
and accepted an agreement to perlatter

I.

WEEK OF RELEASE—</M/41
M CS B. Bellamy-M.

Ellcry Qneen and Perfect Crime (Col)
8/13
Klnr of Dodce City (Col)
t/ll
Lite Begin* for Andy Hardy (M-G)
8/27
World Premiere (Par)

and

Carrillo's foreman,

1^^

Up untU

w. Boyd-R. Hayden

77

M 7S
C 8S
HU B

7/3*.

^^Contlnued from page

'

serves to make more episodic the
chapter-by-chapter nature of iho
script.
Whether it Is the poor job
of English sub-titling or tne story

strange destruction of their harvest

Burley Combine

K. Harrls-W. Tracy
c. Veldt-A. Rntherford
T. Keene-E. Flnley

*7
7(

D

Particularly good is N. P
merits.
Cherkasov In the title role because
he has so much opportunity to ham
and doesn't. Photography is very
mediocre, and th" editing only

Milw. Normal

At her bedside are her mother and
husband, Lloyd Johnson, an auto
Angle for the resurrection of
salesman, whom she married in July Suvorov's biog for a film is that he
A feature of that was the General responsible for
in Miami Beach.
wedding at the'Dempsey-Vanderbilt the defeat of Napoleon's army.
pool was the bride's slacks attire There is a similarity, of course, bewhile the band' played 'My Bill,' ex- tween Napoleon's and Hitler's efforts
to conquer the Muscovites. Suvorov,
cgrtp from 'Show Boat.'
it
is
possible to gather here and
Miss Morgan collapsed last week there in the film, was quite a guy
at the State-Lake, where she was the father of modern blit; warfare
playing in George White's 'Scandals' and a non-conformist in both a militab, but Anished out the engagement tary and social sense.
He looks like
despite severe pain. She entered the an-«xcellent bet as a film subject,
the Russians have certainly
hospital, Friday '(IS), and her con- but
dition
was immediately
termed missed the boat on this effort.
critical.

Miss Morgan was a click during
the prohibition era, both in Ziegfeld
shows ('Show Boat,' 'Follies') as well
as niteries. Her penchant fqr perching on a piano while singing became
internationally famous and she was
the 'subject of innumerable impersonations.

Instead of telling their story by
picturing the action, the Russ filmmakers have substituted lengthy
speeches.
And direction which
causes two citizens a few feet apart
in a closed room to shout at each
other in what otherwise appears to
be an ordinary conversation is something that Ainerican film audiences
will not understand.
Acting is better than th« script

we have

that terrible

word

— war-

on our lips. If we'd only try to
laugh and understand our neighbors,
there'd be no war.'

Milwaukee has now returned to
normal after the hectic week of the
American Legion convention, and
the big breweries are working overtime to build up their sadly depleted
reserve stocks.
Miller,

Schlitz, Pabst, Blatz,

Gettleman and Braumeister
all held open house

(independent)

for the Legionnaires, tapping an estimated 2,500 barrels of free beer for
their guests. Schlitz alone dished out
800 barrels of gratis suds, or a total
of 300,000 glasses, at 48 bars that
lined a blocked off city street with
fancy entrances at both ends,
with 100 bartenders who« had noth.

ing to do but draw beer; there were
no cash registers to bother with.

Wednesday, September 24, 1941

ALICE FAYE •

JOHN PAYNE

19

CARMEN MIRANDAj
•

CESAR ROMERO

I

Cobina Wright

Jr.

George Barbier
Sheldon Leonard

Leonid Kinskey

^
t

,..4.

-vh*

..

."Tft«

xu)''*

Chris-Pin Martin
.

^Billy Gilbert
WALTER LANG
Produced by

WILLIAM Le BARON
Original Screen Play

by Karl

Tunberg and Darrell

War*

Pance* Staged by Hsnnet Pan

Wcdaefiday, September 24, 1941

PICTUBES

20

Spencer

F. G.

-Continued

m

Houses

8,000-Pop.

Whos Fee^ Nye-Clark & Co.?

Sen. Downey

Owns 'AD Three

Town

tnm

pace <s

to shape or express political
opinion, the isolationists arc imagining things when tiiey charge films

power

whooping up war sentiment
They only reflect public feeling and
with

Tium, N.
The

S.,

Sept

Fidlcr** 5-Starrers

J3.

third theatre, the .^pyal, in

town of only tfiOO has t»een
opened by F. G. Spencer Co. of St
John, N. B, operators of the Strand
and Capitol, also here. This eircurt
this

owns all the IfiOO
The Hoyal seate

Jinunie Fidler'e charge at the
film investigation last
week that Hussell' Birdwell had
offered him $2,500 for a good

Senate

theatre seats here.
1,000.

and thus

review (denied by Birdwell) of
'Trisoner of Zenda' brings up the
fact that Fidler up to that time
(1937) had given "five bell' ratings to on^ three pictures.
Two of the films, 'Zenda' and
'Star 'Is Bora,' were David O.
Birdwell
productions.
was Selznick's p. a. at the time.

is

All
the largest of the Truro trio.
the seats are on one floor.
Spencer has been ezhibitine films
here for 31 years, and fbr most of
that time has had no opposition.

^wniA

CurrenUy. theatre biz is upped a lot
through the war boom. The Hoyal
construction
Js the only new theatre
year,
in the maritime provinces ttiis
barrier erected
against new theatres by the Canadian government as a war action.
A number of theatre projects had
of

because

the

FIDLER BITED

been considered but none has materialized owing to the Dominion
There has even been potent
ban.
getting
remodel or enlarge.
in

diffculty

permission

OUTOFFRISCO

to

In September, announced Bay AUi£on, of the Associated Theatres, Inc.

Cleveland. New house is said to be
one of the most elaborate neighborhood bouses in the country, and will
seat 1,800. E. E. Bair, former manager of the Valentine and Strand, DewiU be resident manager
fiance,
of the Colony.

C

H'wood GdMs Fby
Senate Witch

Hmd;

WoiM Qnz Qnzzers

Congress decides some curlw
are needed. How cah they be imposed without centralization of Govemment power and deatb blow to

even

if

Individual liberties? he Inquired.
Ilore competitioh wouldn't help,'
'Doubling or
Downey protested.
trebling the number of producers
would not change the nature of

product' The Califomian doubted
the isolationists can convince
people of the need for monoiMly inquiry, particularly with Justice De-

partment riding hard on films. And
an attempt to use monopoly charges
'as an apparent inducement to the
movie industry to submit to censorship' will bring national misunderstanding, he said.
tSoris to dig
into foreign holdings

San Francisco, Sept 23.
First local echo of the Clark committee's investigation of asserted
^warmongering* via the screen is the
droppinc of Jimmie Fldler's column
by the Chronicle here. After several
day^ absence, vacancy was explained in an editorial which stated
'We have decided to edit him right
out of the Chronicle.*
In cacplaining its decision, the paper stated that There was no pressure from film producers or exhibitors or any other special interest*
Action, however, met with hearty
approval among exliibitors, some of
whom had lodged protests with the

23.

d

the

hereby protests your anti-demoac^ which are so contrary to

cratic

American

traditions

and

in reversie, that tiie Industry had
better investigate the committee.'

Probe

in

Wash.

oontrib)iting so much Innuendo to dents' that will justify carrying out
the inquisition of the Clark commit- the headline hunt and assure checks
tee, we have decided to edit him to meet the expenses.
The most menacing move
from
right out of the Chronicle.'
the Isolationist viewpoint is the
suggestion of pulling the pursestrings, for the subcommittee has no
particular checking account and is

—

8UREFIRE BREAKER-UPPER

Allied's

Hopes

—Continued from pafc
paragraph, balloting on the entire
resolve taken.
It was clearly defeated.

National

Halts Flynn-Fidler
FitsicaCTs In HoDywood

Hollywood, Sept 23.
Hollywood )iad another one-punch
fight Sunday night (21) and, inci'
dentally, found a way to break them
,

up

they go beyond that When
Errol Flynn took a sock at Jinunie
Fidler at the Mocambo nitery, Phil
Ohman had the band strike up 'Star
Spangled
Banner,'
which made
everybody stand at attention and
gave Fidler chance to get- off the
floor in patriotic reverence;
The Fidler-Flynn fracas was a
stencil of other cinematic knuckle^
fests.
There was only one punch
but many versions.
Fidler said
Flynn has long harbored a grudge
against him and threatened to take
a poke at him whenever they meet.
Gabber has talked it over with
attorneys on advisability of putting
Flynn under a peaice bond, thereby
legally preventing him from swinging at sight of Fidler.
The gosslper's wife, Bobbie, went
to the defense of her mate by bssertedly jabbing Flynn in the ear
with a fork and bringing on a flow
of claret. Fidler insists she slapped
him very hard.
Observers say the fight started
when Flynn made crack about Fidler talking too much in Washington
arid he let go. Blow caught Fidler
across the forehead which seiit the
gabber to the floor and his wife to
her feet
For once, Hollywood
wasn't suspicious of the motive behind Flynn's belligerency. .He has
no picture in current release or one
In Immediate effing,
Flynn still insists he'll take poke
at Fidler every time their paths
if

cross.

Flea for

Anthem

CnHy

Representatives of two majors
during the earlier days of the con-

vention

made

fervent pleas for *unity

Standing before
the exhibitor convention, William F.
Rodgers, Metro vice-president in
charge of sales, and Claude F. Ijee,
in the

industry.'

head of Paramount's public relations
department, called upon the delegates to back up the plan of forma'
lion of a liaison committee composed
of reps of exhibs aiA distribs to
settle all differences within the industry without resorting to the washing of dirty linen' in public.
Rodgers* plea was particularly
Speaking on Wednesday
fervent
(17) (before the vote killing the resolution) and again Thursday night
(after the vote), Rodgers urged that
the plan be endorsed.
-'It is high time,' he declared, 'that
we as an industry rise as a unit in

public.

Schenck said there were plenty of
in
Hollywood to go
around among both majors and indies.
ERPI, he stated, controlled
many patent pools, and anyone could
get equipment from them.
Indies,
could probably rent studios more
cheaply than majors, he stated.
^ On the question as to whether indies could get Hays office seals on
their
product,
Schenck said he
wasn't sure that such seals were
necessary before a picture could
play, although he certainly wouldn't
let any of his company's product go
technicans

SAG Condemns

Probe

propagandistic'
Local theatre officials' most pointed comment has been that the socalled war-propaganda films have
'Escape'
been boxoffice successes.
played a fine two-weeks at Loew's,
Man Hunt' was a two-week smash
at t)ie State,

and 'Dive Bomber'

re-

cently completed a very profitable
seven-day run at the Stanley.
The isolationist committee's Hudson County Chapter held a meeting
here on Friday. Approximately 300
persons attended. Hanfield was not
present, and plans for a theatre boyout without such an okay.
colt were not discussed.
Corporate Structure
Loew's Indifferent
With Willkie waiving the right to
Charles C. Moskowitz, Loew's the-

—

.

'Brushoff'

^Continued from pace I;
independent had enough big. first-run houses, operated reability to make a topnotch picture in
spectively by Loew's, Skouras and
the first place,* Schenck said, 'he'd
Warner Bros, do not expect to have
have probably been working for us
their film schedules revised, even if
already.'
forthcoming pictures be labeled
the

have counsel advise Schenck .during
counting on Senatorial courtesy to testimony, the Loew's president first
see that funds are forthcoming to was quizzed about corporate strucfoot the bills for stenographic ex
ture.
Out of 1,600,000 common
pense and summoning of witnesses. shares outstanding, Schenck and his
Whether a move will be made to family own 'very little five or six
force a vote soon on the question of thousand,' the committee learned.
shoveling out cash <for the proceed- When Clark asked if his stake apings remains conjectural, but Senator proximates 3%, Loew's prexy snorted
Scott Lucas, the chairman of the 'nothing like it' Remainder is held
Senate Audit ,and Control Commit- 'all over the country and on the
tee,
Monday (22), announced he other side, too.'
doesn't propose to okay any vouchers
When asked why his own holdings
until the proceeding is over.
Then were not larger, Schenck told Clark
the question will come up whether the man too close to his own busithe blanket authority to hold hear- ness hasn't got the confidence he
ings, subpoena witnesses, and incur should
have.
'Nothing
pleasant
financial obligations in order to ex- ever comes into his office, only
pedite legislation is so broad it can trouble,' Schenck niftied. He noted
be used as justification for a general more seriously that since he became
prowL
President, Loew's hasn't passed a
So far the probers have incurred single dividend and usually paid exdebts topping $500, possibly amount- tra. Attempts to pin Schenck down
ing to $1,000. Chairman Clark cer- on details of Loew's setup were untified to the Senate disbursing office successful.
bills aggregating $552.04 for the two
Led by Clark, Schenck admitted
Hollywood gossip vendors who were Ix>ew's sunk $3,000,000 in Gaumontsummoned to testify last week. Jim- British and has 24% but absolutely
mie Fidler put in for $287.54 and doesn't control. Even with 100% of
George Fisher for $264.50 for trans- GB common, it couldn't rub the enportation and hotels.
In addition terprise, he explained, because 'someeach is entitled to $3 witness tee. No body else has a special kind of stock.'
bill has been received for steno- He 'thought' that was the Bradford
graphic services, but the size of the Trust. Gaumont is the largest chain
record to date indicates this item in England, with Maxwell second, he
is mounting rapidly and probably said.
has passed $300.
When Clark inquired about a pos-

righteous wrath against those who
our industry as a
As to unity, I feel
that your plan for an all-industry
committee is a very definite step in
the right direction.'
Rodgers then digressed iiito a disHoll3rwood, Sept. 23.
cussion of Metro'd sales policy, callScreen Actors Guild boaiti of diing it 'no deep, dark plan to in- rectors, representing a group of ap
crease our revenue.'
proximately 10,000 film actors and
The so-called sliding scale on per- extras, adopted a r&olution today
centage pictures was devised as a (Tues.) condemning continuance of
benefit to the exhibitor as much as the Senate subcommittee's investigawe hoped it would benefit to us and tion of alleged 'wanriongering' by
was adopted after months of study. the motion picture industry.
Despite Rodgers' conciliatory
The Clark-Nye-Wheeler inquiry
speech, the convention adopted
was branded as a deliberate move to,
resolution condemning such deals, as force censorshijr on free expression
'dangerous for sapping all profits in the U. S. and would also have a
from exhibitors and increasing dom tendency to breed religious and raInation of the distributors.'
cial discord.

attempt to use
political football.

it

Nick Schenck Tops Sen. Clark

'If

sheet for carrying the gossip«r's historic statement tha* no flick was
Washington, Sept. 23.
worth more than two-bits to see.
Money trouble and Administration
Editorial further stated "There is
are
a
double-barreled
for more pressure
responsibility
editorial
threat
to
the
Senate Isolationists
th^ grammar and rpelling. There
may curtail the sport of
is editorial self-protection in law \i4iicb

principles.

Tt appears to vs the investigation
Is

AU this info, the column stated, has long been in the hands of
Wendell L. Willkie, counsel to the film Industry, but refusal of the
committee to allow him to- cross-examine has prevented him from
making

borrow majors' name players because of the majors' doubt that

chudcing
war propaganda and
monopoly rocks at the film Industry.
Cloakroom muttering has reached
the point where leaders of the picSatirically, the message
to opinion... Now that Ur. Fidler ture investigation are thumbing the
the industry turn around and inveshas brought the matter to a head by parliamentary histories for 'prece-

cil

Front leader.

indies could make pix good enough
to keep from injuring a star's standing.

Cnrblarmonger

.

'Representing Guilds of Screen
Writers, Screen Publidsta, Screen
Office Employees, Screen Headers,
Screen Set Designers and Dialog Directors, the Hollywood Guild Coun-

Three Holly woodites or ex-HoUywoodites and a re^rdi group paid
for by the America First Committee and supervised by John T. Flynn
are the guys behind the guys behind the investigation, Pearson and
Allen declare. Coast people were listed as:
Winfield Sieehan. former head of Fox, who P&A intimate is venting
vindictiveness tor recent lack of success in Hollywood.
Biiwll Slack (real name Mahoney), who is said to be a former motion picture writer, and was in Germany shortly before the war.
G. Allison Ffaelps, commentator on a Los Angeles radio station and
author and 'peddler' of 'Tower of Babel,' bcxriclet lambasting Holly-wood. Phelps* biased chatter has long beien a pain-in-the-neck to the
film colony. He is said to fire the balls that Sheehan and Hack make.
America Fireters have for weeks bad researchers in New York studying both films and radio. One of the researchers, P&A declared, was
Guy Juneman, henchman of Joe McWilliams, New York Christian

Bodgetitis May

and good taste. .refusing to... perSenator D. Worth Clark, chaizman,
mit self-buiMiips at the expense of
by Edward McCreary Gilbert, presi- radio time
or newspaper and ink
dent of Hollywood Guild Council.
arc not Infringements on the right
suggests that
tigate the committee.

trade.

Downey added. Inquiries of this
kind are relevant 'only if we intend
;ConclBue< froBi page C;
to forbid to the fpreign-bom citizen
his freedom of expression, to deny asked if the majors did not have all but Schenck minimized this by rethe American business leader, the big ones under contract.
marking Loew's is only jointly interwhose genius has developed a mar'Sure, that's what we're in busi- ested with Paramount in 12 Buffalo
ket abroad the right to express himness for,' Schenck answered.
'We houses and with RKO in one Denver
self on international issues.*
theatre, no partnership with Warneed them to make pictures.'
ners or 20th. Houses are mostly first
Indies could hire freelance stars
or build their own, same as the runs in Icey cities he agreed. Exmajors do, Schenck said. He ad- plaining 'our ambition was to get
mitted that indies probably couldnt good theatres in good cities.'

.

Hollywood, Sept
Protest against the tactics

Interstate Commerce sub-committee
in its investigation of the motion
picture industry has been wired to

the .past month, was purportedly answered by Drew Pearson and Robert S. Allen in their, nationaUy-Qrndieated 'Washington Meny-GoBound' column yesterday CHiesday). Much of it was known in the

and birthplaces

industry leaders are unjustifled.

CHRONICLE'

Telcde's

Toledo, Sept 23.
Colony, in suburban West Toledo,
scheduled to begin Qperatiofis late

DO proof can be presented that influence in determining attitude towards other nations Is more than
negligible. Impossibility of preventing films felt unwise was emphasized,

&

Co. with the dope on Hollywood
Who is providing Nye-Clark
v^iich itaey have been firing via their band-j>lcked senate s«ib-«ommittee? That question, which has had the industry scratchlne its head for

,

operating head, declared the
will not be 'intimidated' by

atre

company
America

First"

Committee

threats to

boycott houses showing alleged profeatures and newsIndicating that a letter from
reels.
the Hudson County (N. J.) chapter
of the Lindbergh-loving group would

war propaganda

be ignored, 'Moskowitz stated:
run our theatres for entertainment and give the public what
We do not show any picit wants.

We

ttires

which

incite

No Squawks

war

hysteria.'

in Northwest

Minneapolis, Sept 23.
Wheeler, Nye, Lindbergh, et al,
who object to anti-Nazi films, aphaven't much company
parently
among local theatre patrons on this
score.
At least, the public here,
addition to according the picture in
isn't
patronage,
good
question
squawking to the showhouses about
their exhibition. And this is regard-

m

ed as an isolationist stronghold.
A case in point is 'Underground
which played the downtown Gopher
recently. Perhaps no picture throws
the hooks into HiUerism any harder.
The picture not only did a bang-up
business, but Roy Slentz, Gopher
manager, says there wasn't a single

squawk.

When 'Man Hunt' was at the Century a few weeks ago, it also clicked
impressively at the boxoffice and if
any patron took offense at the films
anti-Naziness, he or she never took
inform manager
the trouble to
true.
Charlie Zinn.
Up to this year, frozen ~ British
During its highly successful twofunds have been set up as a cor- week run at the Orpheum, there
porate reserve, but now they're be- were perhaps a half-dozen coming used to buy up bonds, not ex- plaints to the theatre office against
tend holdings.
Explanation that •The Great Dictator' by patrons who
Loew's retired obligations on Empire called it 'propaganda,' according to
Warner Bros,

interest in MaxSchenck said he's heard such
rumors, but doesn't know if they're

sible
well,

drew comment from Clark
good management.'
Loew's has a few theatres in Auand exchanges in many countries, Schenck said, and is interested
in three Canadian theatres.
Clark started hitting at suspicion
of close- relations between majors,

theatre

manager

'that Is

'March of Time' was on the biU
about a month ago, several 'indignant' customers demanded the refund of their admission at this the-

stralia

Bill Sears.

When

the last

atre because. In effect, they 'didn t
want to pay to see propaganda Instead of entertainment*
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ALL THE GREAT ACTION PICTURES ROLLED INTO
ONE... A THUNDERING EPIC OF HEROIC ADVENTURE!
ig as the

mighty State

it glorifies! Fast as the

flight of

a blazing

bullet!

Thrilling as a furious
fight with bandits!

med

Cram-

with top production

values!

Jammed

flesh-and-blood

with

drama

• •

r

pulse-pounding romance
• • ,

lusty

humor!

a

sweep and

of

its

:ring

mag-

iheme!

—

—

—
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TRADE SHOWINGS
See Tough Labor Battle

(From

Sept. 24-Oct.

4)

-Continued from pass

make its deals separately.
N. Y. and chose Newark because of ing to
With respect to working conditions
Its convenience.
for unions under the studio contract,
Labor and producer representait was agreed that for casual workIn
hours
18
for
closeted
were
tives
ers the minimum call would be six
Newark, Saturday (20) before reachhours instead of three or four-and-aing agreement on a 10% increase to
on

(Alphabetically orronped according to Exchange City,
chronotoDicolli; iegue»u:ed accordino to calendar
readv reference lor all
date nnd hour serp.ening».
eihtbitors, embrocinfl ALL the five major dlstHbutort

and

A

each ensuing year. In
meetings are to be held in October
Instead of In March, as in the past
The basic agreement covering six inexpired
had
unions
ternational
March 14 last due to no earlier meeting on its renewal and the unions,
meantime, have been coasting along.

Members of the old basic pact, on
agreement for a five-year renewal,
demand a 20% increase in scale and
wanted it retroactive to last March
Musicians did not seek a boost
14.
but are asking for changes in working conditions which will be taken
up on a special meeting scheduled
for tomorrow (Wednesday). On the
same day also demands of the
Teamsters concerning despatchers,
car washers, etc, will be discussed,
although drivers are covered by the
10% increase granted at the Saturday meeting.

air-conditioning electricians in the
film plants of $1.62 an hour, a boost
Demand for
of more than 10%.
vacations with pay, either for one or
two weeks, was ruled out and request for sick leave of hourly em-

MILWAUKEE

ALBANY

half as in the past, depending
WED., SEPT. 24—
all crafts under the studio basic pact,
the so2:00 p.m.— 'Twilight on the Trail' (Par), ZOth-Fox
At the when called. Moreover, on
retroactive to July 1 last.
called 'gravey<ird shift' (late night TUBS., SEPT. 30—
same time the studio basic paper was
2:30 p.m.— 'Dumbo' (RKO), 20th-Fox P.R.
hours), workers will get seven hours'
renewed for five years, subject to
ATLANTA
for six hours' labor.
annual meetings on negotiations for pay
future these
A new scale was established for WED., SEPT. 24—

P.B.

RKO

_

^

_

WED., SEPT. 24—
^
^
2:30 p.m.— 'TwUlght on the TraU' (Par), Panunonnt B«.
TUES., SEPT, 39—
2:30 p.m.—'Dumbo* (BKO), BKO PJL

ployees also turned down. Question
of warranty of replacement for employees going into military service
was not acted on since it is contended this is covered by law.

WED., SEPT. 24—
2:00 p.m.—'Twilight on the Ti»n' (Pmf), Niagara
TUES., SEPT. 30—
2:30 p.m.—'Dumbo> (BKO), ZOtb-Fox P.B.

However, in connection with seniority of employmeint, the producers

WED., SEPT. 24—

BUFFALO

_

H

2:00 p.m.—TwOlght on
The hod-carriers presented claims TUES.
SEPT. 30

Boost Rei»«sents
More Teariy

CLEVELAND

—

International unions signatory to
the basic concordat are the carpenters,

electrical

hod-carriers,

ers, plasterers,

work-

teamsters and musi-

whom

cians, all of
get the 10% hike
wage scales excepting the musicians. Additionally, a seventh union

In

plant; Barney Ttninhait Par president; Charles Boren of the Par
studio; W. C. Michel, executive v. p.
of 20th-F6z, in behalf of S. R. Kent;
Fred S. Meyer, representing the 20thFox studio; John J. O'Connor, v.p.
of Universal; D. S. Garver of the
studio; Leonard S. Picker, representing the Columbia studio; Pat Casey
and Fred Pelton, labor reps for the
Motitm Picture Producers Assn. of

cjf the culinary workers.
When negotiations to cover the
culinary group are w ot ked out, all
studio restaurants and cafes for the
first time win em{doy union labor.
The lA was a former member of the
basic agreement but pulled out and
declared unlikely it will return-since
no application, in. that direction was
made at th6' Newark meeting. It
could come back later, but that also
is doubted, with lA appareaUy want-

tion

'

2:M pA^'Dnmbo' (BKO), Paiamonnt P.B.

DES MOINES

U WED

be brought under the basic
agreement as result of favorable
action Saturday (20) on the applica- HoUywood; Joseph N. 'Weber, hon-

will

DENVER
SEPT. 2«—
9:3tan.— TwOltht: OB the Tran> (Par), Paiamonnt Ba:
TUBS.. SEPT.

SEPT. 24-~
U-M p.m.-^'TwlUght on the Trail' (Par), Paramonnt Ex.
TUBS., SEPT. 30—
2:3* p.m.—'Dumbo' (RKO), Paramount P.B.

H/
t
SEPT. J4
l:Mp.m.—'TnUlfbt on the Trail' (Par), Paiamonnt Ex.
orary president of the American TVBS SEPT. 3t
2:3ap.m.—'Dnmbo> (RKO), Blax Blomenthal PJt,
Federation of Musicians; Jess Gillette, representing musicians on the
INDIANAPOLIS
Coast; William L. Hutchinson, John WED SEPT.
Flinn, L. Muir, John Skelton and Joe
Idb p.m.-^TwIIIiht on the TiaO* (Par), Paiamonnt Ex.
Gambiano, representing the caipeffl- TUES. SEPT. 3^—
2:30p.m^-^nmbo> (RKO), Paramount P.B.
tcis; E. J. Brown and AI Speede of
the electrical workers; John M.- Gilleqiie and Joe Touhey, for the team- WED SEPT. tf
1:30 pA^TwiUcht on the Trail' (Par), Paiamonnt Ex.
sters; H. Redman and Ben Martinez,
TUES., SEPT.
representing the plasterers; and Lou
2:30 p.m.—'Dnmbo> (RKO), Paiamonnt P.B.
Helm, representing the hod-carriers.

H

KANSAS QTY

M—

LOS ANGELES

WED
-

l:is
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CITY

GARY COOPER
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i
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HOLLYWOOD
*

PARAMOUNT
U> WKBK
Bath Hnwcr

YOk'
WABNEB BBO& HIT

'SERGEAHT

Spactaeular Stag* Productions

HelvTn Donflw

WBD.. SEPT. 24—
^•:3« a.m.—'TwlUght on the TraU' (Par), Paramonnt Bx.
TUBS., SEPT. 30—
2a( p.m.—'Onmbo' (BKO), ZOth-Fox P.B.

NOW PLAYING

MUSIC HALL

SEPT. 14
p.m.— 'Twilight on the

BSraj

61«t 8*.
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"LADY BE GOOD"

i^'UNnMiNNncmc

A new

NEW SETUP

film production

company

to

supply pictures for the independent
state^right

week by

market was formed last
Cosman, president of

J. T.

the Producers Labs,

Inc., of

N. Y.,

to be called Independent Pictures,
Inc. Plans to produce 18 features
and eight westerns for the coming
season.

>

^;^

PALACES

aivt> Tbiu S<pt 25
'LIFE BESIN8
If ANDY HAnDr

?

Don

Lewll STONE
Mlekty ROONEV
imtr OARLANO

AMECHC

THE BOYa
aosDavE>

'KISS

VFSBK BEGINNING TODAT

Id Parion

lu E. LEWIS
PETERS SISTERS

Od Btsn
Urnt CLINTON''

PtuI REM08
Hl« Toy B»yt

t

ABBOn

and COSTELLO
"HOLD THAT GHOST

Ford as

%rtm

Picture

is

two

budgeted at

close to $1,000,000.

CND

Sidney

WBEB

Oct.

Salkow

directs,

starting

15.

Ann Sheridan * Jack Oakie
Martha Raye * Jack Haley
Smr
WuBtr Bnik

In tbe

IRENE DUNNE

ROBERT MONTGOMERY

In

"IRFIRISBEI RNSIRESS"

UNITED
ARTISTS

RIVOLI^.:'

OMnOwn aao A.M,

MIONITE SHOWS

sot

.

.

.

mVY BLUES'
Wltk

THE EAVY BLITES SEZXETTE

EDDY DUCmNand

10 :30

a jn.—TwUlght on the TraU' (Par), Paramount Ex.

TUES, SEPT. JO—
.

2:30

p.m.—'Diirabo' (RKO),

His Orch

STRAND B'way&47SL

In the Highland*
Hollywood, Sept 23.
Frank lUcDonald goes hillbilly as
director of the next Weaver Bros,
and Elvlry picture at Republic. Contract calls for shooting to start

Oct

4.

Elviry and the mountaineer brothdue in town this week alter
an eastern tour.
ers are

RKO

P.R.

PITTSBURGH
WED., SEPT.

—

24

Z;30 p.m. Twilight on the TraU' (Par), Paramount Ex.
TUES., SEPT. 70—
Z:30

p.m.— 'Dumbo* (RKO),

RKO

P.R.

PORTLAND
WED.* SEPT.

11

/

l:Mp.m.-^'TwUlght on the Ttall' (Par), Paramount Ex.
TUBS., SEPT. 30—
2:30 p.m.—'Dnmbo' (RKO), Star Prev. Rm.

ST.

LOLTS

WED., SEPT. Z4—
'TtvlUght on the TraU' (Par), Paramount Ex.
1:00 p.m

p.m.—'Dumbo' (RKO), S'Renco P.R.

SALT LAKE CITY
WED., SEPT. 24—

—

1:00 pjn. Twilight on the TraU' (Par), Paramount Ex.
TUES., SEPT. 30—
2:30 p.m—'Dumbo' (RKO), 2«Ui-Fox P.R.

SAN FRANCISCO
WED., SEPT. 24—
1:30 pjn.— 'TwUlght on the TraU' (Par), Paramount Ex.
TUES., SEPT. 30—
2:30 p.m.—'Dumbo' (RKOp, RKO P.R,

SEATTIJE
WED., SEPT. 24—
1:00 pjn.— 'Twilight on the

RKO
Several

Trail' (Par),

Paramonnt

Ex.

TUESy SEPT. 30—
2 ;3S

pjn.— 'Dumbo' (BKO), Jewel Box

P.R,

SIOUX FALLS
TUES. SEPT 30—
2:30 pjn
'Dumbo* (RKO), Thea Supply

—

Co. P.R.

WASHINGTON

WED., SEPT. 24—
10:00 a.m.—'TwlUght on the TraU' (Par), ZOth-Fox Ex.
TUES., SEPT. 30—
2:30 p.m—'Dombo' (BKO). 20th-Fox P.R.

Unit Deny
managers,

one

2 EXHIBS iOLLED, MGR.

EEEE

HURT

assistant

and a treasurer of the RKO division
and Long Island, hcSded
by Louis Goldberg declare that they
have not joined, nor do they intend
to hook up witti, the newly-created
union, Eldiibition, Exposition and
Entertainment Employees, which is
conducting i. campaign to organize

IN

RKO.

ord as to their position. At the same
time managers, assistants and treasurers in the RKO group of houses
under C. B. McDonald are understood to have voted against sup-

AUTO CRASH
Detroit, Sept. 23.

in Brooklyn

Owners of the Linwood-LaSallo
here, Morris R. Saulson, and bis
Davidson,
brother-in-law,
Ralph
were killed Wednesday (17) when
their car crashed into a gravel truck
on the city's outskirts. Critically Injured in the accident was Ralph
Eckersley, assistant manager of their
theatre.

The trio were en route to a golf
course on the outskirts when the
machines collided head-on. Saulson,
who with Davidson had owned the
large nabe here for many years, also
managed the

LA.

theatre.

Variety

Chb

Los Angeles,

Hollywood. Sept. 23.
Title role in 'Blartin Eden' at Columbia goes to Glenn Ford, with
f enune leads.

[asd ITBezpected Uncle'

P3.

WED. SEPT. 24—

Dinner

porting the EEEE.

Eden'

Claire Trevor playing one of the

(Par), 20th-Fox

PHILADELPHLi

Oisman, who hea4s the new outfit,
Directing its oflensive against RKO
left N. Y. for the (Toast on Saturday as the first step in unionizing all of
(20) to arrange deals for talent and Greater N. Y. EEEE claims to have a
proiductlon personneL Program will majority representation in two of the
be financed throu^ a loan of over RKO divisions, those headed by
$1,000^000 from the Reconstruction Goldberg and Sol Schwartz.
(GoldFinance Corp. Distribution will be berg's managers have gone on recthrough state-right franchises, agreements covering 76% of all territories
having been completed.

;^JiowoisTtuMiii>.iiTrf Ji,i5

Trail'

TUES., SEPT. 30—
2:30pA—'Dnmbo> (BKO), 20th-Fox P.R.

Several in Goldberg's

RFC BANKROLL FOR
COSMAN'S

Ex,

OMAHA

MEMPHIS

York Theatres

B.

OKLAHOMA OTY

WED., SEPT. 24—
10:30 a.m.— TwlUght on the Trail' (Par), Paramonnt
TUES. SEPT. 30
2:30 p.m.—'Dumbo' (BKO), Paramount P.R.

Z:30

WED., SEPT. 2t—
1:30 p.m.—Twilight on the TialP (Par), Paramonnt Bz.
TUBS., SEPT. 3»—
Zdtp.m.—'Dnmbo* (RKO), BKO P.R.

New

PJL

TUES., SEPT. 30—

DETROIT

m

Trail' (Par), 20th-Fox

—

$35,000

of at least $350,000, accordiiag to reliable estimates.

Ex.

IQiSj a.m.— 'Maltese Falcon' (WB), Warner Bros. P
MON., SEPT. Z!^
2:30 p.m.—'One Foot In HeaTen* (WB), WB P. R.
TUBS,, SEPT. loll :30a,m. "Dumbo' (RKO), Broadway T.

the Tian* (Par), Paramonnt Ex.

for jurisdiction over set watchmen,
, 2:30 pjn.—'Dnmbo' (BKO), BKO Thea. P.B.
whistlemen, fiagmen, doormen and
janitors.
Matter was left in abey- WED.. SEPT. 24ance to be discussed on -the Coast bel:3*pjn—"TwUlght on the Tratt' (Far), Paramount Ex.
TCES, SEPT. 3»—
The producers compromised at the cause of jurisdictional angles.
2:3apjn.—'Dnmbo' (BKO), 2Mh-Fox P.R.
10% boost for members of the basic
Newark meeting was attended by
agreement after Government figures Nicholas "H. Schenck, head of Loew's;
DALLAS
BH SEW* 1^
had been cited showing living costs George J. Schaefer, president of
IttMajn.^TwUVt on the TiaU* (Par). Paramount Ex.
to be up 8'/i%. This will entail an RKO; Sid Rogell of the RKO studio;
TUBS., SEPT. M
additional yearly cost to producers Carroll Sax, representing the Warner
2d*pjij ^Dombo' (BKO), Paiamoont P.B.

10%

—

10:30 a.m. 'TwUlght on the Trail' (Par), Paramount
TUES. SEPT. 30
2:30 pjn.—'Dumbo' (BKO). 2*th-Pox P.R.

CHICAGO

.

SBPT.

WED., SEPT.

T.

NEW ORLEANS
24—

NEW YORK QTY

CHARLOTTE

WED

WED.. SEPT. 24—
lOM ajn.—'TwUlght on the Trail' (Par), Whitney
TUES. SEPT. 30
2:30p.m,—'Dumbo' (RKO), 20Ui-Fox P.R.

WED., SEPT. 24—
10:00 a.m^'Twlllght on the
HON., f EPT. 29—

—

of (Usabili^, temporary illness, etc.

NEW HAVEN

T.

v
_
. i_
recognized this as a serious problem
10:00 a.m.—TwlUght on the Trail' (Par), Paramount Bz.
and agreed to make, a study of the TUES., SEPT. 3»—
2:30 p.m. ^'Onmbo' <BKO), 20th-Foz PJl.
matter so that a report could be
made at the next meeting' under the
basic pact in October, 1942. Unions TUBS., SEPT.
2:30 pan.—'Dnmbo' (BKO), BKO PJB.
desire protection for employees with
companies 10 years or longer in case
CINCINNATI

M—

I

TUES., SEPT. 30—
2:30 p.m.— 'DumbO' (RKO), 2eth-Fox P.R.
^

P.R.

BOSTON

TUES. SEPT. 31^—
nba' (BKO), ZOth-Fox
ZOth-Fi
2:30 p.m.—'Dumba'
P. R.

MINNEAPOLIS

10:30 a.m.— 'Twilight on the Tiall' (Par), paramount Eh.

TUES., SEPT. 30—
2:30 p.m.—'Dumbo' (RKO),

under one table. This u)iU be hrougM up to date tacH
the »chcdule of releaiea for the ensuing
10 davs from Variett's date of pubHcatJon. Key: T. /or
Theatre; P.R. for ProJecHon Room.)

toeeic, llstino

Sept. 23,

Southern California Variety Club
tosses its first dinner at the Ambas>
sador Hotel next Monday (29) with
the inauguration of Charles P.
Skouras as chief barker,
Detroit, Sept. 23.
Membership increases which forced
Lawrence Cohen is producing the
It
beyond its present authorized show, to be emceed by Red Skelton.
outstanding stock caused Co-Operative Theatres Of Michigan to inOmaha's Fro Tcm H,Q.
crease its capitalization. The MichiOmaha, Sept 23.
gan Security Conunission authorized
Omaha Variety Club is doing busitht organization to b<u>st Its capit^- ness in office of its secretary Lawyer
ization by 20%. The new setup Is Eddie Shafton. Reason is that club
for $60,000 with an issue of $10,000 and Fontenelle Hotel couldn't get toput out consisting of. 40 shares at gether pn rental for palatial quar$250 par value.
ters club has occupied there for past
The group recently added seven five years. Club casting about now
houses to Increase its membership for less expensive quarters In hotel

MkL

to 107.

Co-Op Expands

of

downtown

sector.

Wednesdaf, September 24, 1941
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MUTUAL GETS COCA-COLA
ONE THING

m

COMMON

RCA-NBC

|UUU|

Speech-makers at the current Chicago convention of the National Independent Broadcasters have stressed, with considerOV[i)
able truth, the many conflicts of self-interest that exist between
the small station and the big station, the local broadcaster and
the powerful, rich networks. There are often few points of
Guaranteed Availability of
agreement on many trade issues when a network key market
ASCAP Music Plus Choicer
licensee and a Main Street indie enter the same room. At the
Time Clinches Deal ^Best
annual conventions of the N.A.B. itself the contrast has been

With Affiliates in Advertising

BLUE, CBS

—

vivid, especially in latter years, for all to see.

While some

of the trade association acted and looked and spent
like millionaires/ many of their fellow-members were in the
lobby, making small deal* for piddling margins of profit.

members

Sellers

on

Considers Participation

Workings of

NBC

Pending at

public relations

Phonograph

Sales Charts Will Be
ized Following Week

Public Service

Its

BERNARD PROCKTER TOURS

as a gesture in

a proposed plan
join hands

is

Tim* Bayer for Blow StsUu Pack- whereby
RCA-NBC would
ages for Lava Soap
Utilwith local affiliated
Bernard Prockter, time buyer for
Blow, left Sunday (21) for a crosscountry tour in quest of package
'buys' for Lava Soap, the Procter &
Gamble account which the agency

stations of the
in ptud advertising in
newspapers. Under the pro-

Red and Blue
local

posal, for which the nationdl organiThere exists within the framework of this amazing industry
COSTE IN
zation would earmark $250,000 acThere is outevery gradation of income from fat to lean.
recently acquired.
cording to present plans, the affiliate
wardly little in common between the village broadcaster
Schedule tmder consideration Is would be expected to match dollar
F. W. Coste, V.p. in charge the
icratching around for two-bit announcements from small merfrom
12
to
30
announcements
a
week
D'Arcy agency's New York office,
for dollar, although probably thos«
chants and the guy with a suite of rooms in a lush hotel enter- was in Atlanta yesterday (Tuesday) within a period of 13 weeks.
radio stations which have spaca
taining big-league time-buyers.*
discussing with Coca-C^la officials

ATLANTA

On

all

sorts of issues

from

ASCAP

up

— or down—the points

view of the big operator, the in-betweeners, and the bottomof-the-ladder boys seem to be not only unharmonious but downright hostile. That being true, many broadcasters in the lower
classification have long nursed a feeling of perpetual injury
by, and incurable disadvantage in, the National Association
They have biliously noted the smooth way
of Broadcasters.
in which bigness prevails in business and they have, feeling
sorry for their smallness, talked much of going off in a corner
proud of it and exclusive.
and
small
and being
of

There is just one flaw in this quite natural business of hating
people and organizations because they have more power or
money, or because they do things that only the rich and influthat is the flaw that negative acts, like resigential could do
nation, walkout, non-cooperation, do not stop or solve the
abuses or the advantages or the practices which are the real

—

grievances.

the details' of the elaborate program
series which the account intends to
debut on the Mutual Network Nov.
3.
The order will be for five quarter-hours and a half-hour a week,
with the tentative time being 10:15
p.m. across the board. It's the biggest piece of nighttime business that
has yet come into the^ Mutual fold
and it has garnered against stiff bidding from the NBC-Blue.
D'Arcy agency explained that the
decision to go Mutual had been influenced by the fact that Mutual
could provide the choicer time and
across the board and that Mutual
could furnish ASCAP music so the
programs could rely on an unlimited repertoire for their material.
The account cquld in that way make
sure that the pattern that the series
proposes to follow will not be
stymied by the failure to be able to
broadcast an ASCAP hit that might

pop up.

Nobody is going to stop bigness except something bigger.
That means the Government, and there are hard-headed reasons
why nobody, big or little, "should ever encourage Government
Try to get 'em to leave once
to come live with the family.
they're

in.

Small broadcasters must live in a world that also includes big
broadcasters. They must find solutions or compromises within
conditions and subject to trading liabilities that others escape.
Small broadcasters have, and will continue to have, due and
But they have
plenty of cause for worries and complaints.
at least one overwhelming reason for sticking with the main
trade association. And that is that all broadcasters, regardless
of size,

income or

—

political drag,

outside enemies
those
advertising not least.

who

Plough Trio
Kibitz

Schudt

have one thing

hate

common—

BJORN BJORNSON AS
ICELANDIC NEWSCASTER

made a

pitch

for the account.

Mutual board nova meeting in
Chicago will decide on leasing legit
theatre in New York, perhaps the
Adelphi, to house Coca Cola show,

for the .15-minute periods during the
week will be those that lead in
phonograph sales for the previous
week, while the orchestra assigned
the Saturday night half-hour will
be selected on the basis that it was
No. 1 in sales of the tune' which sold
the mos^ records the previous week.
For the initial five programs the
sales yardstick will b)e the previous

Minneapolis, Sept. 23.
ing the hit angle, it will make the
Bjornson. former Minne- flrst time that Lucky Strike's SaturTribune editorial day night show on CBS has encoun(and brother of Val, KSTP tered competitive listener interest in
news analyst), goes to Iceland for the popularity welfare of current
NBC to broadcast developments songs.

As long ago
wrote

to

as last June, Bjornson
that 'things

NBC, predicting

The hookup on Mutual will take in
120-odd stations. In time alone the
expenditure, it is estimated, will be
easily over $1,000,000, providing the
series runs for 52 weeks. Coca Cola
also underwrites the Andre Kos-

send soldiers there. -He also told
agency of Memphis put in three solid
ought to have a man telanetz program on CBS Sunday
day« in the company of Ed Hoscn- NBC that it
there who knew all about the land, matinees and the Singin' Sam rewald of Plough products.
Bill
and the people. Stating cordings on around 230 stations on
'Schudfs CBS recording staff pro- the history
declared he was the basis of five quarter-hours a
ceeded In that time to make 109 his qualifications, he
week.
man.
<lramatlzed announcements.
These the
Two weeks ago a telegram came
were shipped prompUy to 150 radio
Bjornson he was
•tattoni for the new Plough cam- from NBC telling
engaged for the Iceland assignment Piliip Morris Listens To
paign.
Blurbs running respectively IS and
and one minute will advertise, Penetro nose drops and salve
•nd St. Joseph's aspirin.
20 seconds

IBEW

in

Tacoma, E?erett
Seattle, Sept. 23.

International Brotherhood of
Electrical Workers has negotiated
contracts covering technicians, and
including some announcer-engineers,

The

CHARLIE

HAMP BACK

AS ONE-MAN SHOW

with two stations in Western Wash-

ington— KEVE, Everett, and KTBI,

„

Charlie

Chicago, Sept 23.
Tacoma.
Hamp, veteran one-man

Revised

Version

Of

Walter O'Keefe Program
Lyons

Lyons agency

auditioning for Philip Morris cigaret through
the Bio\y agency a revamped version of 'His Honor the Mayor,' starring Walter O'Keefe.
The revised
program will be more along the
lines of a musical comedy.
ft

is

•now entertainer of radio idAitifled
Herman Hupfeld has written a
Chautemps Concert
years ago with WBBM, returns to
song for the audition stanza.
J-nleago for a new three-a-week
Juliette Chautemps, wife of the
Sam Becker,' CBS lawyer, 3B, geton WGN for Ward baking former premier of France, will apS!!!*?*^
s Tip Top bread.
pear as guest pianist on Oct. 4 over ting a captain's commission in the
Original deal is for 13 weeks, set the NBC red network from 5:30-5:45. Ordnance Dept., and reports to
through the W. E. I/ong agency.
Washington in a week or two.
Program is all classical.

o^

in

Bid

For Super-Power

NBC has been public relationsminded for some time and is reported to have been much influenced
by a recent survey of public views
which was won by the American
Telephone & Telegraph Co., which
had apparently succeeded in identifying itself with public service in the
minds of the citizens.
Recently

Federal

WOAI

made aware

of its

need

for friends, the broadcasting subsid

San Antonio, Sept
Station

23.
of RCA has other projects afoot for
has applied to the improvement of its public relations.

Communications

Commis-

sion for authority to use 750,000
watts.
At the present time station
operating on a clear channel, on
1,200 kilocycles with a power of 50,000 watts.
is

Gerald Cock to Pacific

Coast Shortly as

BBC

WLW

Cincinnati has lately re^requested similar super power for deTouring
in
fense convenience. WOAI was one
of the stations that asked the FCC
Gerald Cock's new assignment In
for 500,000 watts in 1936 when WLW,
Cincinnati enjoyed that strength.
the United States for the British

Rep

U5.

.WOAI urges upon the FCC being Broadcasting Corp. will take him to
near the southwestern border makes the West Coast in the near future. He
it of primary consideration in deremains nominally operating out of

fense plans.

AFRA Chapter Presidency
Looks Unopposed For
Writer -Actor Boardman

New York

BBC

as

a

special consultant but the latter

is

the

office

of

now

absorbed within the Ministry of
Information as is the home staff in

England. The Ministry of Information recently sent over its own man.
Lindsey Wellington, to function as
American representative under Sir
Gerald CampbeU.
Gerald Cock has been with BBC
as an executive for some 18 years.
At the outbreak of the war he was
in charge of BBC television. With
sky-pictures blacked out for the

Hollywood, Sept 23.
With little opposition Indicated,
month.
duration he was shortly thereafter
Music Corp. of America, which True Boardman looks like he has a sent to New York. Cock has lived
field
ahead
clear
for the presidency
will book the bands on the Coca Cola
in the U.SA. on several occasions.
series, is to co-operate with D'Arcy of Coast Chapter of American FedHe will probaby go west in a forteration
of
Radio
Artists,
which
Is
in "compiling information on retail
night or so.
record sales. With Coca Cola stress- voting a new slate of officers Sept

Morning

would be popping in Iceland shortly'
and that the U.S. probably would

WLW

basis

joy these benefits.

It is one of the few
this being a contract consideration.
The series will be strictly all dance stations whose signals are h^rd In
Mexico and other South American
band with the name units chosen accountries.
cording to their status as makers of
phonograph record hits. The bands

writer

there.

At Columbia transcriptions' New
York office last week Avron Spiro,
preaident, and Clark Brown, ri^dlo
director
of
Lake-Spiro-Sherman

sales staff also

Bjorn

apolis

For Three Days

in

advertising, and radio

all

Phonogrsph Toppers

CBS

up on a time-for-lines
would be allowed to en«

credits built

swap

WOAIFoOows

Presently Boardman
writersecond v.p., and Ken Carprexy.
Other candidates
by the nominating committee are Ted Bliss, Hal Berger,
Ynez Seabury, Paul Keast Frederic
30.

actor, is

penter,

certified

McKaye,

Knox

v.p.'s;

RED SKELTON BACK
WHEN SEEDS GETS SPOT

Manning

treasurer, and Elizabeth Wilbur, recording secretary.

Nominated

to board of directors
to represent the actors are Edward

Arnold, Georgia Backus, Jean Hersholt Boardmaii and Edwin Max.
For announcers: Jim Doyle, Mark

Brown A Williamson

will

bring

back Red Skelton to a network
hookup as soon as it can flind a spot
him.
agency.

for

Russcl A. Seeds

Is

tha

Account had been considering putting him on a schedule of five quarter hours a week liut the plan now

Breneman and Ted Myers; singers,
Keast and Thurl Paycroft On the favored is a weekly half -hour pronominating committee were Mann- pram.
ing, Norman Field, Walter White,
Jr.,
Robert Bruce, Grace Lenard,
PAT
OFF HILL
Bliss, Miss Wilbur, Stanley Farral
and Max.
Fubllcity for U. S. Navy New Oecnpatlon—Works with EockefeUcr
.

WEAVER

Jean Paul King Continues;
Spiels on Tacoma Pair
Tacoma, Sept.
King, formerly

23.

Pat Weaver has quietly quit tha
American Tobacco Co. where he was
assistant to G. W. Hill, Jr., V. p. in

charge of advertising, to join the
Jean Paul
anU. S. Navy.
nouncer on many New York netHe has been assigned to do publia
work commercials and now holding relations
work on Pan-American deexecutive position in his father's
fense in association with the Nelundertaking firm here, is keeping his
son A. Rockefeller conmiittee on
hand in by doing broadcasts on TaLatin-American relations.

coma

stations.

Last

week King

KVI on
Gonzaga

did three over
the Pacific Lutheran College
football

game which

will

be played here Sept. 26, and also
handled some news broadcasts over
KTBI, new Independent.

San

Francisco—Harlan

Dunning

has resigned from KSFO's announcBob Foring staff to join KFRC.
ward, KFRC announcer, has been
transferred to

KHJ.

.
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Pan Mall Makes Slang

First Responsibility of ^oadcasters

Pall MtU's current spot announcement campaign has Inadvertently
contributed a new simile to the lexicon of American slang. It's the
phrase now often heard in conversation, namely, 'Oh, he's modern

That Commentators Be Scholars

Is

design.'

And Gentlemen, Say Censor-Fighters
According to a subcommittee of
the National Council lor Freedom
From Censorship the safest way for

KDKA

assigned by the council's radio committee to arrive at a policy toward
newscasters and commentators that

might be recommended for inclusion
in the code of the National Association of Broadcasters.
After pointing out that In the case
of commentators the element of personality as well as opinion must be
considered, the committee suggests
that the most reasonable course
would be to amend the code in so
far as it applies to commentators.
The recommendation is phrased as
follows:

Since a good

L

Keeps

Thomas

But Otherwise

a station or network to protect Itself from attacks on opinions expressed over Its facilities is to make
sure that the commentator Is of 'high
character, intelligence and expertTlie subcommittee had been
ness.'

Ml

Shows Go Over

to

'ASCAP

KQY

Red web next week (1), Westinghouse station will retain only ofie of
Blue network features, Lowell
its
Thomas, although practically, all of
the other Blue shows will go to
KQV, which gets that hook-up.
Hearst station WCAE, present outlet
of Red, was offered Blue but turned
it down, taking Mutual exclusively.
Retention of Thomas was demanded
by Westinghouse group and okayed
by NBC.
Switch to Red comes just a month

will salute station In a special program Oct. 5 at 1 p.m. Following

from NBC officials and entertainment by web stars in New
York and Chicago, show will shift to
Pittsburgh for follow-up by Bernle
Armstrong and station's staff band,
Faye Parker, Billy Leech, Mary
Martha Brlney, Pat Haley and Kingreetings

der

aU

Sisters,

of

KDKA

artists

staff.

With

change,

KDKA

.

will

feed
Red,

three local programs to the
'Treasure Trails of Song,' 'Reflec-

In Rhythm* and one to be
Station's musical staff is
picked.
writing a new song called 'Seeing
Red,' which will be introduced during KDKA's portion of the network

tions

Woodward Up

HARVEY HARDING
—
—

Also aean regularly

Joe Ries Out After 11 Yrs.,
R. A. Ruppert to Dayton

WNBT

Cincinnati, Sept. 23.

TcIeDtsion

Van Woodward

IBS'

POSITION

DONALD FLAMM INTO

ONTECHNICAL

of
to Its statement, has countered with
an offer of 6%, tleing this up with

but

It

turned

down

the arbitration

The current

discussions are part
of the five-year contract which the
network signatured in 1937. This
agreement stipulated that- either

di-

Neal Lang Joins Radio
Staff of General

Amus.

Neal Lang, husband of Martha
Kaye, has joined the sales staff in the
radio department of the General
Amusement Corp. in New York.
He was^ previously with the New
Yorker hotel.

On 6 Ford Hour

Aug.

1,

April

1.

The

Dick Voynow has departed from
the

New York

title

of radio director.

office

of the

Arturo Toscanini has been signed
to direct six concerts for the Ford
radio .hour starting mid-January,
Conductor will be given carte
blanche with one stipulation, that he
play at least one American composition 'On each program.
Reported price is $15,000 per

and

separated

charges

last

Mrs,

that

owned and operated stations.
Special meeting for the new reorganized NIB will be held not later
than Nov. 15.
Yesterday's (Tuesday) session was
devoted to the music licensing situation.
John G. Paine, ASCAP general manager, a<Tmitted in an address
that ASCAP had been 'licked' and
expressed the hope that his organization would be able to cooperate

Bennett left St. Louis several months smoothly with radio under the conago and Is living with relatives in sent decree.
Sidney M. Kaye, of
another state.
Broadcast Music, Inc., also spoke as

MISSING

11^

did Victor Waters, the special U. S.
attorney general, who handled the
consent decree for the Department

TEXAS

of Justice.

Program Dramatizes Real Tales
A.W.O.I..

of

BeUUves

San Antonio, 'Sept.
'Missing Persons'

Is

the

series of quarter-hour

title

HUDSON COAL BACK
WITH A WGY QUIZ

23.

of

programs

be aired Monday through Friday
the Texas Quality Network by
(Coffee Co. qf Houston. Persons trying to locate relatives or
friends send their name Into the
sponsor, with a seU-addressed en
velope.
An information blank Is
then mailed and the dramatic inci
dents are put Into radio terms.
Broadcasts will originate at KPRC,
Houston, and will be aired over
WOAI here;
Fort Worth, and
to

Ward over

held the

Voynow
other

1932,

petition

ization the convention adopted a res«
olution making this a cardinal prin«
ciple of the NIB. The same resolu*
tion limits the National Independent
Bookers membership to independently

Bennett, staff gabber at
filed suit In the lo-

week

charged with general indig'
The couple were married

Is

nlties.

VOYNOW OUT

'Casts Wheelock agency where he

J.

last

cal Circuit Court for a divorce from
his wife, Mrs. Mabel A. Bennett,

new

Tosci's Carte Blanche

Louis, Sept. 23.

St.

Myron
KVTK,

OF WHEELOCK JOB

weekly, starting this Sunday, at 8:30

program

.

recommendation of the NIB organ-

CHARGED BY BENNEH

for a

for a half hour.

WMCA

all men must be on guard,'
Fly stated.
The present Senate witch hunt of
the film Industry was a sample of
the threat to radio.
The Govern*
ment has no wish or plan, he added,
to take over radio stations in the
event of war or any other change.
It Is no longer necessary for a
member of the NIB to be also 4
member of the National Association
of
Broadcasters.
Acting on the

which

GENERAL

20% increase in the scale
wages. The network, according

mand

DICK

will personally handle the
production Job.

'Monopoly was the great tlireat ol
modern times and the enemy against

UNION

STAR FINAL'

rector,

in Broadcasting.'

WLW

angle.

WMCA,

The Indies heard Chairman James L.
Fly on Monday on 'Current Trends

taken departure from the continuity
department to do radio scripting for
Erwiif, Wasey & Co., in Manhattan.
Joseph Ries, with
and WSAI
for the past 11 years as an announcer
and director of educational programs,
took leave lest week.
Richard A, Ruppert resigned as
sales promotion manager of WSAI
to start Monday (22) as commercial
CBS yesterday (Tuesday) Issued a manager of WING, Dayton, O.
statement on the status of its negotiations with the Associated Broadcast Technicians Unit of the InterINDIGNITIES
national Brotherhood of Electrical
Workers In regard to the union's de-

ment be submitted to arbitration.
The 6% was okay with the union who

BOWLING ALLEY BIZ

stepped up Friday

(19) as continuity director of Crosley stations. He joined the. writing
staff in 1938 and succeeds Lee House,
resigned.
Latham Ovens also has

the proviso that on the expiration
of the present contract in 1942 any
unsettled points in the new agree-

salute.

Chicago, Sept. 23.
National Independent Broadcasters
meeting here currently with something mcnre than the usual amount
of attention focussed upon the small
town, small-watt stations because of
hints, persisting despite denials, of
movement to wnj^ out on the
larger, older, ipore" representative
National Association of Broadcasters,

WLW,

at

Is

Singing Actor Novachordist
Organist Pianist
Now Broadcasting
"New Ivory" Commercials. P. & G.
COMPTON ADVERTISING, INC.

N. Y., is going into the bowl
ing alley business. He got a charter .party might request an annual re'
for this purpose from the secretary consideration of wages.
The CBS
"Hie petition carried the statement also pointed out that the
of state.
name. The Bowling Club, Inc. The present five-year agreement contains
WMCA, New York, Is reviving its directors named were Flamm and his a no-strike, no-lockout provision.
old dramatized news program, 'Five two brothers, Sidney and Milton.
Star Final,' which was launched Principal offices will be in Brook'
originally around 1930 by Charles lyn.
Martin and discontinued only a year
William Weisman, of New York,
and a half ago. It will be heard once was the filing attorney.

Walter Craig,

Future

Spirit in

CRAIG DIRECTS WMCA'S

full

Licked' Paine Admits But Hopes for Better

Pittsburgh, Sept. 23.
switches to NBC's

Albany, Sept 23.
Donald Flamm, former owner of

'5

Votes Separate Identity

N.I.B.

When KDKA

'

NEW

Intended as a synonym for 'He's just a lot of noise.'

Is

Bhie

before KDKA's 'come of age' annimany news commen- versary (21st) on Nov. 2. Network

tators have been developed during
the past two years and since the
work requires various special skills,
the code should state that a station
or chain assumes considerable responsibility in putting a commentator on the air and at least as high
standards of character, intelligence
and expertness are required as a
newspaper requires of a columnist.
But, given a commentator of real
authority, he should be allowed to
express himseU freely on paid time.
'If his remarks touch on a controversial issue which the station or
chain believes entitled to further
exposition, an opportunity should be
given for the oUier side to be heard.
/But the station or chain must use its
own good judgment to decide
whether it Is in the public interest
for a reply to be heard. The point
is to leave the door open for legitimate reply and to prevent the commentator, from indulging in reckless
attacks, secure in the knowledge that
he will never be answered.'

This

expects to close for anconnection within the next

week.

WCAE's Program Board

Duncan

^AP,

WFAA,

broadcast.

Dallas.

SchenecUdy, N. Y., Sept. 23.
Hudson Coal of Scranton, Pa., will
launch 'The Little Red Schoolhouse,'
quiz
half-hour
show in which
youngsters representing various
communities compete, over WGYi
on the night of Oct. 7. A team from
Schenectady will match wits with a

combined Johnstown - GloversvIUe
squad on the initial broadcast. Program win run for 26 weeks.
Eddie Flynn will be quizmaster.
Leighton & Nelson is the agency.

Pittsburgh, Sept. 23.

Mutual Board Meets, Con^ders More

With switch- to Mutual from NBC'
Red network next week, allowing
more time for local shows, WCAE
has formed a Program Board in or
der to give full consideration to

Stock Ownership

Among

Affiliates

American Legion Strongly Opposed

new

program ideas submitted by members
of staff. Board will have four peN
manent members Leonard Kapner,

To Foreign Language fooadcasts

—

general manager; William Schroeder,
manager; R. Clifton Daniel, program director, and James Murray,
merchandising manager. In addition,
there will be two temporary representatives chosen to sit in with regU'
lars for short periods, revolving with
other staff members.
Meetings will be held once a week
and board will consider suggestions
from anybody connected with WCAE
or its local' affiliate, Sun-Telegraph,
afternoon paper, for either sustaining or commercial shows.

4-

sales

Chicago, Sept. 23.
and stockholders of the Mutual Network opened a
two-day meeting today (Tuesday).
One of the subjects slated for discussion is the further distribution of
stock among affiliates. This will not
only concern the newcomer stations
to the network, but some of the
older niembers. Options are to be
granted the four station holders of
six shares each to acquire enough
additional stock to put them on a
par with the three outlets now each
holding 25 shares.
Also down for airing is the problem of guaranteeing time for network cUents. Suggestion has been
advanced that Mutual affiliates give
the network an option on a specific
number of hours during the day and
night so that Mutual can meet this
advantage on the part of the NBCBlue's sales staff. Other topics will
deal with Intensive advertising and
promotion campaigns In behalf of
the network.

Board

SPONSORS BRIDGE LESSONS

of directors

Same Over Air

as In Physical Attendance at Class

San Antonio, Sept.

23.

Hom-Ond Food

Stores with special tie-up with radio station KTSA
will present a 10 weeks Series of
bridge playing Instructions by R. S.

Maxwell.
Listening audience is invited to
attend the schools in person but re
ceive the

same

microphone

If

Schramm

instruction via the
they cannot attend,

Quits

WBYN

Four Belles on

WJZ

The Four Belles Little Music Store
Off Broadway,' a new radio program
with a girl quartet got under way

John C. Schramm resigned Mon- yesterday (Tuesday) at 10 p.m., over
day (22) as production manager of WJZ. Program' will be heard twice
the new station, WBYN of Brooklyn, weekly.
Program will use seldom
formed from a merger of four for- heard or new tunes.
mer neighborhood stations.
Bob Kerr set program. Girls are
He will depart at the end of this Joan Brooks, Janice Bowman, Clara
week.
and Eda Frlm.

ONE FOR BERGEN

Milwaukee, Sept. .23.
Expressing in no uncertain term!
its views on the use of alien tonguei
Abbott and Costello Probably Not
In radio, the American Legion In
Making the Journey
convention

IN

CHI

.

the closing session of

Its

here Thursday (18) unanimously
adopted resolutions for presentation
to Washington asking that broadcasta
in foreign languages either be barred
entirely from the air, or that an
English translation be given before
the foreign language version.
It also asked that foreign language
newspapers be compelled to carry.
Inclined to fly to Chicago, for the In a parallel column, EngUsh transbroadcast because of picture oom- lations of their context
mitments.
Ray Noble will fly to Chicago and
use a local musical contingent. J.
Acct. on
Walter Thompson agency is now
Cincinnati, Sept. 23.
•
trying to line up other talent for the
*
The MaJesUc Camera Co., Chicago,
event
sponsoring three hillbilly prois
grams a week In early morning ISMinneapolis—KSTP has sold quar- mlnute spots on WLW.
ter hour of Its eo-minute dally 'SunPlaced through Lane, Benson &
risers' program to Vlck Chemical.
McCIure, Inc, Chicago.

Abbott and Costello may be absent
from this Sunday's (28) broadcast of
the Chase Si Sanborn show. Edgar
Bergen has a concert date In Chicago which will make it necessary
for him to do his air performance
from that town and A & C aren't

Camera

WLW,

Wcdncsdaji September 24, 1941
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BLUE FEELS HUMMERT PIQUE
Talk Programs

May

Replace Dance

Esty Protests on 'Penthouse Party'

Remotes on One NBC Network
that there are too
many dance orchestra remotes from
may this sea11 p.m. onward, NBC
Bon adopt the policy ot clearing
the

In

either the Red or Blue from 11 to
one a.m. of all remotes of this cliarInstead, there would be a
acter.
concentration of live talent pro-

grams, studio produced, some posof a public Interest nature.

sibly

There is even talk of a midnight
forum on public events.
believes the adult audience,
as distinct from the jitterbug age
groups, may be getting too little
adult fare on the present late evening schedules.

Agency Take*
Milwaukee, Sept. 23.
Gov. J. P. Heil (Julius the
Just) speaks frequently from all
local radio stations and the other
night, following an address on
WISN, he said:
'And now I want to thank all
the boys of WEMP for their

many

WSMB

NBC

'but this is WISN.'
know,' acknowledged the
'I
executive, 'but I want to
thank the boys of WEMP -anyway, and I thank all you boys at

WISN,

too.'

will

Rejects

Protests,

AGENCY CANCELS
Blackett-Sample-Hummert's latest
feud with NBC has gone beyond the
boiling point.

'GANGBUSTERS'

MUST LAY OFF
SPIES
understood that 'Gang Busit resumes on the NBC10, will have to confine Its
stories to the old domestic crime
pattern and lay oft anything having
It

Is

when

ters,'

Blue Oct.

its

sale of the 6:30-

6:45 period to Alka-Seltzer by issu-

two American
Home Products daytime strips on
the same network. The cancellations

ing a cancellation for

involve 'John's Other Wife' (Freezone) and 'Just Plain Bill' (Anacin).
As a further rebuke B-S-H is considering handing the Blue a cancellation for the two Sterling Products
strips, 'Orphans of Divorce* (Lyons
Toothpaste) and 'Honeymoon Hill'
(Haley's MO). With the loss of this
hour the Blue would be entirely devoid of daytime commercials.

The raspy situation between the
and the network started
the former, on hearing that
the Blue was offering Alka-Seltzer
the 6:30-6:45 niche for 'Lum 'n* Abner,'
protested that the spotting
would be unfair to Anacin, a competitive headache remedy, which for
agency

'

when

to

BLUE

Hugh

MAGNER FROM OPERA

CHICAGO

I.Q.'S--20TH

TOUR

Quiz Hops from

San Francisco
Birmingham Oct. 13
Chicago, Sept.

to

23.

Next stop for the
casts

is

the

Birmingham,

'Dr. I.Q.' broadAlabama theatre in

where

the

program
mov-

will originate starting Oct. 13,

ing

from the Warfleld, San Francisco.
Mars and the Dr. I.Q. candy

Set for
bars,

make the 20th city
program, which is
handled through the Grant agency
this will
visited by the

here.

chauman

of

Chest drive
$75,000.

Allen, head of

WLVA,

appointed general
the city's Community
with a week to raise

Va.,

new Warren

it to 'manager of
enterprise.'

Moving

Downtown

PhUadelphia, Sept.

23.

WIBG last week took a long term
on a three-story downtown
building for its new studios when
the outlet starts functioning as a fuUtime 10,000 watter next Spring. The
station now is located in Glenslde, a
suburb, and operates on 1,000 watts

F.D.R.

account, has taken the position that
when it contracted with the Blue
for the broadcasting of 'Penthouse
Party' in the Wednesday spot starting Oct. '6 it figured that it became
entitled to all Blue stations.
Also
that the mere fact that seven of the
Blue stations carry a Red network
program doesn't interest it. Esty
has also advanced the argument that
it not only expects NBC to deliver
these seven Blue stations but to enforce the rule dealing with competitive products versus adjacent spots.
Fort Monmouth, N. J., Sept. 25.
words, the seven stations
Badly in need of radio engineers, In other
are not to follow up the 'Penthouse'
Signal Corps announces that it Is
stanza with a broadcast ot the Kyser
still offering commissions as officers

COMMISSIONS

OPEN

«
program.
men with prope.r qualifications.
The seven stations involved in this
Engineers with practical knowltangle
are
WHAM, Rochester;
edge and experience in the field ot
WSYR,
Syracuse;
KOB,
Albuquerelectronics are especially needed, it
KFBK, Sacramento; KWG,
que;

to

is said.

Stockton,

The

Milwaukee's 'Radio City*
Buries James Fly's Voice
Milwaukee, Sept.

WIBG

April

A

the

ot

WTMJ,

City'

Saturday

(27).

1.

large chunk

of the station

was

'

W55M

staff members. James Ii, Fly,
chairman «t the FCC, Gov. Julius P.
Heil, Mayor Carl F. Zeidler and offi-

Now

WLW

Gustave
was

N.A.B. prcxy, after receiving 'congratulations on a difficult job well
done' from P. W. Morency, g.m. of
WTIC; praise for 'yeoman service'
from Martin Campbell, manager ot
WFAA; congratulations 'on behalf of
all the broadcasters' from E. E. Hill,
of

FM

A.

Gerber,

filing attorney.

New York

TAX WIN

Washington, Sept. 23.
VJT.
DonviHe
'Expressions of gratitude from stations all over the country poured in
Cincinnati, Sept. 23.
on the National Association of
Robert E. Dunville, general sales Broadcasters Monday (22) for the
manager of
and WSAI, Cin- aggressive fight put up by the orcinnati, has been elected a viceganization toward eliminating the
president of the Crosley Corp.,
'super-tax'
on radio broadcasting
which owns and operates the two from the current tax bill.
stations.
Thanks for the various bouquets
Naming occured at last Thursday's
was returned by Neville Miller,
(18) meeting of the Crosley board.

Jim Crowley on

Chicago, Sept. 23.

MBS

With

by

WTAG, and
Hugh

appreciation voiced

A;

Halff,

WOAI,

and

others.

Inserting just enough hesitancy
over the results, to date. Miller complimented the industry on its 'united
front'
and thanked the stations, repPresident Roosevelt's regular Tuesday and Friday press conferences In resentatives of advertising; labor
Washington are the particular sub- unions and 'other groups' for their
'whole-hearted
cooperation.' Implied,
ject of the newest sponsored news
session. Chrysler sales division has however, that the battle is not yet
Pr.inting trades unions must
contracted for four Mutual stations over.
be
Miller
cautioned.
watched,
starting Sept. 30 for Jim Crowley to
'While we have been successful In
tell what was said
at the White
House huddles. The four are WGN, eliminating this particular tax from
Chicago; WIP, Philadelphia; CKLW, the current revenue bill,' our flght
Detroit; WCAE, Pittsburgh. Account against a discriminatory tax ot this
was sold by Mutual's man Tom kind is not yet won,' he told the inHarker ot Chicago via the Lee dustry. 'It will be proposed again,
Anderson agency.
unless its sponsors—certain printing
Another unique aspect of the pro- trades unions are Convinced that it
gram, a quarter-hour session at 8:15 would hurt them as well as radio
p.m., is that it will be available broadcasters.
The N.A.B. has not
sustaining to all Mutual stations, relaxed its vigilance, and will conwhich may sell it locally to any tinue its ^efforts in this and other
interested Chrysler dealers.
directions on behalf of the Industry.'
.

—

—

'

.

Dr. Harry Hagen's True or False'
program on NBC blue will originate
in Akron, O., Sept. 29.

Mc-

-MILLER

not expected to. be completed before next spring.

Press Conferences

Time on Tribune's

BakersfieldL

A LESSON'

is

Dope on

WKNY

ston, has increased its capital stock
from $15,000 to $22,500. Value of
the shares remain at 115 par.

MB.

cials of The Journal company will
all be disked for posterity.
With construction work hankered
by war time priorities, Radio .City

Chrysler Sponsoring

Marshall Field Store Buys

and KERN,

last three are part ot the

Clatchy group.
The Red's rate card offer no outlet tor any ot these towns excepting
Albuquerque.
The red rate card
states that KOB is available with
the mountain group.

There

Keys a Conunercial

Chicago Tribune's FM station,
recently purchased by a syndicate
headed by John B. Kelly, Demo- W59C, last week signatured a deal
its first commercial when the
cratic leader here, and Anthony J. for
Marshall, Field department store
Drexel Biddle, Jr.
okayed a nightly hour on the fidelity
station starting immediately.
Set through the Charles Daniel
Increases Stock
Frey agency, the program will conAlbany, N. Y., Sept. 23.
sist of 55 minutes of recorded music
Kingston Broadcasting Corporar and five minutes of news, broadcast
in King- each night at 9.
tion, which operates

City,

23.

cornerstone tor
occurs next
\«rill be deposited the recordings ot various
speakers' addresses as well as the
individual voices ot WTMJ and

Laying

'Radio

lease

Paul F. Harron,
part-time.
prexy,' estimated that the new station
would be ready to operate about

the

SIGNAL CORPS

from

Philly Suburbs

has suddenly found itself beby an old policy barprograms ot competitive
products from occupying adjacent
spots on a network schedule. The
account that is insisting that NBC
live up to this rule is Camel, which
recently signed for the Wednesday
9:30-10 p.m. niche on the Blue link,
while on the other side of the
squeeze is Lucky Strike whose Kay
Kyser show clears over the Red
hookup the same night from 10 to 11
o'clock.
The actual cause ot the
jam are seven Blue-affiliated stations which have been airing the
ing plagued

ring

Kyser program tor some time.
William Esty, agency for Camel

NEW QUARTERS

WIBG'S
station

WKNY

Edward A.
Lynchburg,

tomer change

The agency last week
NBC-Blue for go-

MAYGETNBC

Chicago, Sept. 23.
Martin Magner added to the NBC
production staff here, filling vacancy
left by departure of Tom Hargis for
Job with the Russel Seeds agency.
Magner was formerly with the
Chicago Opera Co. as stage director.

there by Frank Nied and Judge
Perry Stevens of Akron that it
refused to accept offered classified ad of station manager seeking a home in Warren.
Add read that 'manager ot new
Warren radio station' wanted a
home. But paper made the cus-

tiguous

do with spy or Fifth Column
These themes are still firmly
stuff.
tabu on the networks.
Like the Burns & Allen show, years has maintained 'Easy Aces' In
'Busters' wiH this fall be cleared the 7-7:15 sector. NBC argued that
also over CBS stations but by the sales affects of the two products
Sloan's Lina- would be amply cushioned by the
transcription route.
ment has decided to do some sup- intervening quarter-hour (Lowell
plementing of 'Buster's' Blue cov- Thomas-Sun Oil), but B-S-H refused
Agency on this account Is to budge from its demand that Alkaerage.
Seltzer be kept out ot the designated
Warwick fit Legler.
period.
The Blue issued the okay
for 'Lum 'n' Abner' anyway.
Omaha, Sept. 23.
Squabble has complicated things
Stays
Feltis
KOWH, which is owned and operfor B-S-H and the Blue in still anated by the Omaha World-Herald,
4th Yr. in N.A.B. Post other direction. The agency had been
ha.s applied to the Federal Communitaking to the network about adding
Seattle, Sept. 23.
cations Commission for 10,000 watts
two night-time half-hours for Sterland full time on 660 k.c. It has stipThe Sales Manager's Division of ing Products and two daytime strips,
ulated that it will build a directional the National Association of Broad- 2:30 to 3, but these discussions have
antenna so that there will not be any casters, District No. 17, met in Port- been temporarily stalled.
B-S-H's
interference with WEAF, N.Y., key land recently and reelected Hugh daytime strips on the Blue now run
of from 3 to 4 and the cancellation almanager
commercial
for the NBC-Red, which is on the Feltis.
secretary- ready put through affects the second
Seattle,
KOMO-KJH,
same channel.
time. Har- half ot this hour.
KOWH is now operating at 500 and treasurer for the fourth
Spokane, was
daytime only. Understood that should vey Wixson, KHQ,
Alka-Seltzer has become one of
elected to the Board of Directors for. NBC'sv important customers.
It get the 10,000 watts the station will
It all
thereafter probably become the local the coming year.
has 16 night-time quarter-hours on
Meeting, largest ever held by the the network; four quarters with
outlet for NBC-Bluie programs.
district group, with more than 60 in 'Lum 'n' Abner,' a half hour with
attendance, heard a talk by Ralph 'Quiz Kids' and a full hour tor the
Calkins of Ruthrauff fit Ryan, who 'National Barn Dance.'
Blue network sales execs declared
represented the American Associayesterday (Tuesday) that there was
tion of Advertising Agencies.
a good chance ot solving the situaJOINS NBC,
tion satisfactorily all around.

KOWH, OMAHA,

Warren, O., Sept. 23.
Chronicle-Tribune is
reported so opposed to new radio station soon to be started

Okays Time As Non-Con-

ing through with

reach

the listening public's reaction. Red
Is currently Ailing In the absence of
dance music with studio bands emanating from various affiliates. Many
at NBC cherish the ideas Strotz is
now figuring to try out.

— NBC

NBC

That's Prejudice
Wacren

struck back at the

concrete or lasting form depends entirely on how it will shape up and
v.p.,

Which Carry Red s Kyser Show

That

state

WSMB's quarrel with AFM local
174 took bands oft the Red almost
two weeks ago.
Whether the idea, credited to Sid
Strotz,

Position

Blue Unfairly Sells 6:30
Spot to Alka-Seltzer
Against Anacin at 7 p.m.

courtesies.'

'Pardon me. Governor,' interrupted Announcer Hal Walker,

NBC

Regardless ot
This possibility that NBC will not
return remote orchestra pickups to
Its late evening Red network time,
exists regardless of how the present
negotiations between Its WSMB, New
Orleans, affiliate and the American
Fedeiation of Musicians turn out.

Not Getting Seven Blue Stations

TOO-NEAR SHOW

Not a Tongue-Slip

belief

P^RfEff
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HITPARADE
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WE, THE PEOPLE
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AYE'S FOOTBALL HEADACHE
WRRN, Wamn,

Starts Oct. 16

Warren, O., Sept. 16.
Warren, O., station

HAS TO ENIPLOy

New

WRRN, new

win begin operations

Oct. 15.

Services, Includbg

BOOTH

CLOSED

Majority of Radio Stations
Contracted for Football
Games This Fall Not in

Station will not have

any chain

affiliations.

XEW's 11th BirtMay
Mexico

XEW

Local radio station
celebrated

watts)

To Stage Alone, Not Broadcasters

City, Sept. 23.

Mexico City, Sept. 23.
Radio announcers throughout Mexhave been forbidden by the Na-

(150,000

11th birthday

its

program that
on the big day

(18) with a continuous

—

lasted
until

from
1:25

6:55 a.m.

tional Theatrical Federation to participate this year (starting

Incorpo-

next morning.

PROBLEMS

Mexico's

was the in- homage
Pan American through

rated in the gala day

auguration

the

of

agency yesterday
N. W. Ayer
(Tuesday) was making an analysis

not

licensed

Nov. 2)

in

'Day of the Dead' when
to

the

deceased

is

paid

the

traditional

'Don

Juan

i^ER FIRST 9

of the responses it had received- from
stations slated to broadcast football
games in Atlantic Reflning's behalf
this fall on how they proposed to
furnish collegiate music between the
With the majority of the
halves.

involved

rights to 'Don Juan' presentations.
radio
announcers
Several
had
cleaned up handsomely by radiopublicized versions.

Washington.

Sam

—

Still

WJSV

ber of the

Uncle

last

•

by

ASCAP, the agency and account
were much concerned by the possihaving to use closed booths.
Atlantic and Ayer were also disturbed by the possibility that listener
interest might be unfavorably affected by the absence of musical
hoopla as picked up from the stands
and playing-field. The Atlantic football broadcasts start this Friday (26).
bility of

One broadcasting

outlet

that did

offer a solution was the CBS New
England Network. Latter explained
that it could not take out an ASCAP
license unless the national network
(CBS) itsell became an ASCAP licensee, but added that vrhat Atlantic
Refining could do was to confine
non-ASCAP music to the field-play
ing time and use a closed booth be
tween the halves. The music picked
up during the two halves could be
cleared in advance through Colum
bia's New York checking staflt and
if necessary the New England orig

games could
fill In some mu^ic from the studio
between the halves.

Inating sUtlon for the

BIG SPLASH FOR
TAKE

s

tlic tI>o'-

of fq«af«

DEMOCRACY
'

;

-

'

,^

'

-

.

)Kimir^^^^^m(^ja^ '^cu> factfo fam--''"
yitl»6^^^^%|ii«4i>y tHc "Network
Most"— hundreds of
alrt|&^^^§|tsajjds; oi ww'fiitritties eager to buy TODAY.
bring,

-

NO LONGER it pufchasihg pow«r huddled cfote
Washington, Sept.

23.

to

Nation-wide to-do

celebrating
•Liberty Fleet Day,' when 14 United
States Maritime Commission built
cargo ships will participate in the
bifgest mass launching since the last
world war, will receive plenty of attention form the radio Industry. Although President Roosevelt will be
unable to personally deliver a sched uled coast-to coast speech, because
of the pressing nature of world
affairs, special transcriptions are being made of his Sept 27 talk for use
by local radio stations in the vicinMr.
ity of the shipyards involved.
Roosevelt's speech will be broadcast
and amplified in order to reach the
'men in overalls' who work at the
yards, as Well as the brass-hats who
will participate in the launching
ceremonies.

HAROLD KENT'S CONFAB
Meets
Dee.

In

•

Chicago

—Three-Day

3

Again

On

Session

Chicago, Sept. 23.
Fifth Annual get-together of the
School Broadcast Conference will be
held in the Congress Hotel here
starting Dec. 3 and run through a
three-day .session.

Harold Kent, chief of radio programs for the Chicago school system
and father of the Confernce, remains
chairman of the meet.

t,hs cejiters

circuiating

of these

MilE aher mile
Ohio

— up

and

— smoke-stacks
crimson
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Today

o'ttes.
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UNCHALLENGED DOMINANCE

Aliegheoy and the

In Baltimore

the Monongahela Valley

smudge

MILE

the sky by.

by night Wheels

after mile

^

'Hies

"

'

/'

,along^ the

-

the swiftly

turn.

day and

WB

And moneys

changes hands.: Across three state lines spreads
the <Jf/></«<a'e</ Pittsburgh market of TODAYl
through Maryland —overflow,

ing into Delaware and Virginia— t(>dv<i»g htm
and humming faaones blanket with new pros>

Radio's part in the "Liberty Fleet

Day' celebration is being handled by
Clinton L. Mosher, former Washington correspondent for the Brooklyn
Eagle, who last week was appointed
radio contact man for the Maritime
Commission.

It

another

staff

was

memlost to

week, when Charles
NBC and the 24 Mexican Tenorio,' 16th Century Spanish trag- ('Shorty') Parker, stock room superspieler with KOCA, Kilgore, Texas. .web of
intendent, received a I-A rating
stations that XEW keys. News serv- edy.
Bessie Krause and Lewis Bernard
from his. draft board, plus instrucLa Baume are recent additions to the ice from A.P. is also new under
Federation figures that regular tions to report to the Army on Oct.
WOAI traffic department.
sponsorship by Bristol Myers.
stage actors should enjoy exclusive 13.

fringement of Copyright

stations

Don Juan' Belongs

ico

San Antonio Jim" Ralph has been
added to the announcing stafi of station KABC. Ralph has been disSchool Bands Represents missed from the army in the overConstant Threat of In- age classiflcalion. He formerly was

ASCAP Fold—Music From

Traditional Nov.

Link With NBC, Marks

The

operate on 1,400
kilocycles with 250 watt power on
unlimited time, is being backed by
Frank T. Nied, Akron cigar store
owner, and Judge Perry H. Stevens
of the court o{ appeals.

station, licensed to

;
^

'f'Spttity ati arcil^ir^eV'thafft/ni-aii^^
tnes.

That area--^// ofJt-t^is

Baltimore" Maritet!

ip^tay's

expanded

'

watts:
(
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RADIO MABKETS

£8

Olson Rng Ads

P.&G.SeriaItoKNXforDreft;

DUS MOINES WEAKENS

On

Bond Clothing Stores on KHJ

Contract to

Monnt—But

Spot Units

WIS; Ward Baking

Others on

Des Moines, Sept.
National spot struck
note hereabouts

happy
Hollywood, Sept.

hours on a 52-week stretch were
blocked off for 'Lone Journey,'
which will carry the torch for Dreft.
is. using transcripCurrently
G's
tions five times a week for P
dash. Smart pickup in Frisco, with
signed there,
contracts
four new

KNX

&

Ft.

Wayne, Sept.

22.

emcee of 'What's
on
zany
afternoon
takes over WOWO's 'MuClock' show at 6 a.m.

Ed King,
Cookin','

WGL,
sical

will be known as: 'MuClock— WUh the Musicol

Show
sical

Clncfc.'

SHORT. SNAPPY

AUTO IDEA

aided the local setup.

KFI: Gallenkamp shoes, 13 halfhour broadcasts of 'Prof. Puzzlewit,'
through Long Adv.; Brooks cloth-

Chicago, Sept. 23.
nice variety of accounts sent
units in the windy city on the way
up this past week. Though local biz
continues to lag, the next several
weeks should bring Improvement in
that category, too.
WLS: Consolidated Products, 15
minutes three times weekly, through
Mace agency; Edwards Tablet Co.,
Vitamins, five minutes
for Parr
three times weekly, through United

week, when

A

Matinee Madness

23.

Biz went bounding last week and,
aided by a strong pickup on the network front, totaled up a comfortable
For the first time since late
gain.
season, the unit count aplast
proached the 19,000 figure.
Especially optimistic last week
•was KNX, where Procter & Gamble
made one of the biggest spot buys
Five daytime quarter
of the year.

newscasts,
quarter-hour
ing,
With new models either Just rethrough Stodel Adv.; McMahan fur- leased or about to come out, autoniture, 81 quarter-hour broadcasts
accounts are starting to take
of 'The News Crier,' through Ad mobile
Carpenter; Beckman fur, 52 an- an interest in spot broadcasting. The
nouncements, through Glasser-Gai- indications are that in all instances
52

brushed

oft

gory skidding from plus
.7 per cent

Advertising Companies; Good &
Reese Nursery, 15 minutes once
weekly, through Leo Boulette; Dr.
Hess i Clark, five minutes three
times weekly, through N. W. Ayer;
Flex-O-Glass Co., 15 minutes once
weekly, through Presba, Fellers &
anthree
Co.,
Presba; Hulman
nouncements weekly, through Pollyea agency; Jumbo Studios, three announcements weekly, through Buchanan-Thomas; Iodine Educational
Bureau, three announcements weekthrough Simonds & Simonds;
ly,
Utilities Engineering Institute, three
15-mlnule periods weekly, through
First United agency; Coyne Electrical iSchool, 15 minutes once weekly, through McJunkin agency;. Olson
Rug Co., three announcements weekly, through Presba, Fellers 4c Presba; Russell-Miller Co., three particiannouncements
weekly,
pation
through N. W. Ayer; Procter & Gamble, for Ivory soap, chain breaks,
through Compton Adv.

9.7 to

minus

Postal "Telegraph, three flve-minute
sports programs, through Biow Co.;

Tanvilac Co., IS-minute programs, direct; Bulova- Watch Co., chain-break
announcements, through Biow Co.;
Foreman & Clark, five time signals
daily, through Allan L. Firestone;
Gootch Milling Co., daily flve-minute
programs, through Potts-TurnbuU;
Chatham blankets, participation program, through M. H. Hackett; Miller
Cereal Mills, three quarter-hour programs weekly, through Allen 4c Reynolds; Manchester Biscuit Co., oneminute transcriptions daily through
Geo. H. Hartman; Sinclair Coal Co.,
three quarter-hour programs weekly,
Sargent
Potts-Turnbull;
through
Feed Co., Ave announcements weekly,
through Fairall Adv.; Manhattan
Soap Co., three quarter-hour news
programs weekly, through Franklin
Brack) Simoniz Co., chain-break announcements, through Geo. H. Hart-

man; Iowa Roofing:

Co., participation

program, through N. A. Winter; Postal Telegraph Co., three quarter-hour
news programs weekly, through
Biow Co.; Bishop Cafeterias, participation program, through Wells Barnett; Chrysler Corp., one-minute announcements, through Lee Anderson;
Colonial Oil "Co., three quarter-hour
programs per week, direct; Iowa
Dairy Industries Commission, Iowa
University football games, direct;
Foreman 4t Clark, five time signals
daily, through Allan L. Firestone.

.

.

I

.

—

—

Cecil St Presbry;

Look at

Van Dyck

Cigars,

15 minutes onte weekly, through the
Federal agency.

Comparative Unit Connt

%
Sept. 20. Sept. 13.

Network

of

9380

+0.8

7,3iB8

7,101

—4.0

Nat'l Spot.. 12,310
29,663

12,190
29,171

+0.9
+2.0

Tptol

(Included:

>%
Network

..

Nat'l Spot.

.

Total
(Included:

Sept. 20. Sept. 13.
7,240
7,356
3,668
3,670
2,986
3,074
13,894
13,099

of

+2.8

—0.6

Earlier in B.C.

Victoria, B.

C,

Christmas time buyers if
and when the Santa Claus contingent becomes active again. Predictions are for continued steady gains
in all three categories, making every

one very, very happy.

Mel Wright, KSL conliol room supervisor, will, be in charge of a 12for a broadcast of the
Priesthood Pageant in the Mormon

mike pickup

Tabernacle October 1, and Parley
Baer, assistant Production Manager
of KSL returns this week from two
weeks on the Coast.
At the Utah State Fair, both KSL
and KDYL are working overtime.
For KSL, promotion manager Perry
and production manager
Driggs
Glenn Shaw are supervising a public address system on the Midway

which will give pleasure seekers a
5-minute news broadcast each hour.
Announcers will rotate, with Wally
Sandack taking the first shot Saturday (20).

KDYL for
RCA

the second time are givfair-goers a demonstration of
Television, long time pet of

S. S.

Fox. general manager.

ing

Sept. 23.

Premier T. D. Pattullo announced
British
Columbia will revert to
standard time at midnight, Sept.

27,

Instead of midnight Sept. 30, as previously planned. The provinces went
on daylight saving time July 7 after
it was decided that coast shipyards
engaged in war orders should have
longer daylight working hours.
It was originally planned to con
tinue fast time until at least late in
1942, but Pattullo said It was felt
there would be no advantage keep
Ing clocks ahead during dark winter

months.

Demon-

stration Is arranged along similar
lines to the one at Treasure Island
and is in charge of George Provol,

production manager, and John M.
Baldwin, chief engineer. New note
televised baby show, called Teletot.
As child's image appears through receiver it will be screened throughout
fair grounds. Photographer will take
picture from screen and parent will
get a copy with certificate explain-

is

ing that print

is

from televised

pic-

Although Teletot show will not
go on until last three days of Fair

ture.

27) and 200

darlings
will be handled daily, there will be
(25,

26,

many

little

disappointed parents because

six days before going into opening,
all reservations had been grabbed up.

Granite Furniture takes over the
15 minute newscast of Tom Cafferty
and Ed Letson, formerly aired for

Change
—1.4
—2.7
Frigidaire dealers

KRNT, KSO,- WHO)

DST Ends

Salt Lake City, Sept. 23.
If Salt Lake radio has any worries
these days it is wondering how to
satisfy the

at 10:30 a.m.

Time

be unchanged.
Walter Wagstaff, commercial manager of KDYL, has recently been

will

appointed member of the Co-ordinating Committee of the Pacific Advertising Association.
KSL: Peter Paul, Inc. (candy),
156 quarter-hour newscasts, through

Brishacher, Davis; Lever Brothers
spots,
eight one-minute
(RInso),

through

Ruthrauft

4c

Ryan; Lion

House Social Center, 52 announcements, direct; Utah Association of
Petroleum Dealers, two 50-word announcements,, direct; Utah State
50-word announcements, diNehi Beverage, six evening

Fair, 16
rect;

chain

BBD

breaks per week, through
O; Coldway Tablets, series

4c

daytime and evening spots,
through H. W. Kastor; renewal of
Corn Products, flve-minute newscast weekly and daytime spot schedof

ule.

In Radio, too,

be Lower

it'sbenerto

Change

9,965

.,

Local

Comparative Unit Connt

Local

INSALTLAKE

the only
the past
the minus

KSO: Catspaw Rubber Heels, one
minute announcements through S. S.
Levyne Co.; Owens Illinois Glass Co.,
chain-break announcements, through
D'Arcy Adv.; Tayton Cosmetics, 15minute programs, through BBD&O;

—

'

it

23.

sign for a gain of nearly three per
Both network and local biz
cent.
took a fast trip down, the latter cate-

Zeeman clothing, 35 quarterit win b« announcement campaigns
hour broadcasts of 'Cabbages and
intensive duration.
Lockwood-Shackel- of brief but
Dodge and Buick have already
26 announcements,
made inquiries about availabilities
through Campbell-Ewald.
KNX: Procter & Gamble, 260 and there are signs that similar acfrom; Chevrolet
quarter-hour transcriptions of 'Lone tion will soon come
Journey,' through Blackett-Sample- and Packard.
WBBM: M. J. Lanahan Co., 15
Hummert; Langendorf bakeries, 520
minutes each Saturday following
announcements, through Leon Livfootball games, through Lane, BenDETROIT RECOUPS
ingston; Van Camp's (beans), 26 oneson & McClure; Chevrolet Motors,
mipute transcriptions, through Cal19 announcements weekly, through
kins & Holden; Lever Bros., 89 time
Web, Spot on Upbeat Football Aids Campbell-Ewald, Rival Co., tempersignals through Young Ac Rubicam;
Local
ature announcements six days weekSchwabacher tc Frey (stationery),
ly, through Charles Silver; Luden's
52 announcements, through W. AusCo., station break announcements,
tin Campbell; Edwards Coffee, 78
Detroit, Sept. 23.
four times weekly, through J. M.
announcements, through McCann.
Coming out of last week's tailspin, Mathes; Local Loan Co., five minutes
Erickson.
Detroit hwig up appreciable gains
KECA: Pennant oil, 52 quarter' both In network and the national weekly in adidtion to current three
15-minute periods weekly, 'through
hour broadcasts of 'Don't You Be
categories. With the former
si>ot
George Hartman.
lieve It/ through Brisacher, Davis;
progressing better than 2% and the
WIND: Hitter's Furniture Store,
Frankie Gordon (credit clothing), 26
It
latter leaping up nearly 5%,
seven hours weekly; Westminister
quarter-hour
recording
periods,
rounded out a completely healthy
through
Lockwood • Shackelford; picture stacked up against the fig- Insurance Co., 15 minutes weekly,
through. Lane; Benson & McClure;
Nesbitt fruit products, 13 quarter
ures for 1940.
Sunway Fruit Products Co., five
hour transcriptions of 'The Passing
Although local business continued minutes, six days weekly,
through
Parade,' through Walter K. Neil;
to fall off, It found all threii cateSchwimmer & Scott; Moskins Credit
Thirty drug stores, 207 quarter-hour
gories here ahead of the same listClothing Co., three five-minute peperiods of war commentary by Wil
ings a year ago. Local units were riods
and nine announcements weekliam Parker, through Milton Wein'
up 100 units over 1940 during the ly W. G. Riley Jewelry, three flveberg; Kelley Kar, 312 broadcasts of
comparable week, network time was mlnute periods weekly;
Peoples
"Sports Roundup,' through Milton
up 600 units 'while national spot was Credit Clothing, three five-minute
Weinberg.
topping a year ago by 100 units. periods and 12
announcements week,
Imminence of football season here, ly; Cousins, Inc., six flve-minute
L Comparmtlve Unit Connt
peplentiful local time buying, will
rlods and 18 announcements weekly;
% of with
set the position of the six stations
Weiboldt Foundation, 32 announceSept. 29. Sept. 13. Change
at a peak for this time of the .year.
Network .. 12,629
ments weekly; Isabell's Restaurant',
12;Z3<
-|-2.4
four hours -nightly except Monday,
Local
4,831
Comparative Unit Count
4,762
+1.4
Nat'l Spot.
when it is two hours.
1^72
1,622
Total
WMAQ: Schoenhofen - Edelweiss
-1-2.2
18.932
18,618
Sept. 20. Sept. 13. Change
Co., five minutes five times
(Included: KECA, KFI, KHJ, KNX)
Network .. 8,070
+23 through Western agency; weekly,
7,870
Quaker
4J State Oil Co., three one-minute,
Local ...... 11,127
11,689
an
Minneapolis
Gordon Valentine, Nat'l Spot.. 4,828
+4.9
4,600
nouncements weekly, through Ken
formerly with KSTP workshop, has Total
—0.6
24,026
24,159
yon & Eckhardt; Denton Sleeping
returned to the station as an aa
(Included: CKLW, WJBK, WJLB,
Garment Mills, 14 one-minute announcer.
WJR,' WWJ, WXYZ)
nouncements,
for
two
weeks,
through the Reeves agency.
WGN: Ward Baking Co., three 15
minute periods weekly, through the
Long agency; John Puhl Co., three
15-minute periods weekly, through
ley;

Kings,' through
ford; Chevrolet,

BOOMING

BIZ

Downbeat

WGN

WBBM, WENR, WGN,

WIND, WJJD, WLS,

WMAQ)

EDWARD CLARK TO CANADA
WLW Writer TunCs Up Wartime
Mosquito Boats—Wife Stays Behind
Cincinnati, Sept. 23.
Clark, who Joined the
.

Edward

WLW-WSAI

pubUclty
staff
two
-move along shortly
Canadian fighting force as a
To prepare for an exwhich he learned last
week he passed, Clark took a special

months

ago,, will

to the

mechanic.
amination,

course in Diesel engine operation
His war job will be to keep Canadian
mosquito boats in^trlm.
His wife, Katharine Clark, will re
main here as woman news writer

and

WLW

commentator on
and Crosley's WLWO

WSAI
wave

and

short-

''

station,

Which reminds

h( that a low tie-

3\Aacv station has plenty to b«
laokful for, too.

Inc hwer

tho

(3000 wattO to reach 12,500,000
people economically. Why be a
when you can be a lion?

giraffe

frequency the longer the 'wave-

WMCA

length; die longer the wave-length

WMCA

Mo/o

nno comPAnv

srAnoH'mKPRtsKitiT/nmes
.mWVHUC • NTMir •«IIKAGe°« MN niUCNC*

—

Seattle Frank Cooley now announcing at KIRO, Seattle.
For.
merly with KMOX, St. Louis, and
KSLM, Salem, Ore.

the stronger die signal.
has New ibrk's lowest frequency
(570 ke.) with enough power

FIRST

ON NEW YORK'S DIAL

-

RADIO MARKETS
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KCMO

Interviews in Cocktail Lounge

KYW

Also Has

New

Little

Gospel Singers Program for

Crow

Philadelphia, Sept. 23.

novel commercial program was
last week. The Hotel
sold by
Warwick, one of Phllly's most ex15clusive hostelrles, will sponsor a

A

KYW

Milling Co.

SOCONY-YACUUM BUYS

NEWSCASTS ON KCMO

Kansas City, Sept. 23.
mlnute show each Friday from its
Fall increases for the town are not
cocktail lounge on which prominent
hotel guests will be introduced and likely to be of proportion they have
The deal was set,|,been in past as last summer's dropinterviewed.
through the Al Paul Lefton agency off was not as heavy as of other
KYW also sold 'The Happy Clarks,' summers.
Best increase of the week was at
gospel singers, to, the Little Crow
WHB, which took on a new schedule
Milling Co. (Coco Wheats) -for 15
for Milgram Stores with Mary Neal
minutes a day, Monday through Frias
Marian Milgram broadcasting
day.
three food quarter hours daily, six
A new WIP quiz show was pur- days weekly on a thirteen week conchased by Adams Clothes last week, tract.
staMan.'
The
Question
titled 'The
Baseball bid fareweU to KCKN as
tion's mobile crew makes the rounds the Kansas City Blues dropped out
of defense plants and athletic con- of the American Association playtests quizzing employees and spec- offs early in the week.
This will
minutes,
aired
15
It will be
tators.
cut heavily into national spot units
thrice weekly.
at this station, but increases in local
KYW: Longines-Wittnauer Co.
(watches), 30-minute musical program weekly, through Arthur Rosenberg: Conti Products Corp. (shampoo), five spots weekly, 13 weeks,
through Bermingham, Castleman &
Pierce:

Shyrock

Radio,
Hansell-Zook;

through

accounts will likely absorb It soon.
listed several new contracts with several more expected to
be conflrnied within the week. Peter
Paul candies, through Plat^Forbes,
placed contract for Ave announcements daily, Ave days per week, 13
weeks;
Socony-Vacuum began a
daily quarter-hour newscast for 26
weeks on Sept. 11, placed through
J. Stirling Getchell; Webster-Eisenlohr, for Tom Moore cigars, two announcements daily for ten weeks
through N. W. Ayer, Pabst Sales Co.
signed for the 11 o'Clock Final, hour
program daily six times weekly for
52 weeks, placed direct.

Comparative Unit Coant

..

Local
Nat'l Spot.

Total

.

Sept. 20. Sept. 13.
6,905
6,905
5,139
5,363
6,020
6,000
18,064
18,268

French Canadian Village JJfe Serial

Revived in Quebec by General Foods
WRUL's New

Change
—4.2
-1-0.3

Montreal, Sept. 23.

Abilities

Canadian Broadcastins

To Reach Far Places
Boston, Sept. 23.

WRUL

is the first short wave stathe country to optairi the
FTC's permission to operate on three
beams, and will now be able to
blanket Europe.

tion

% of
Network

in

The

World

—1.1 and

'Cure de Village' ran for years up

end of 1938 when Choquette disTelling the troubles,
it.
Broadcasting tribulations, amusements and general
jollity of a village priest and his
operates
call letters for its parishioners, it was typically Frenchto

continued

WRUW. The

WRUL

have not been assigned. Canadian and had an immense following throughout the province of
Quebec.
(Included: KCKN, KCMO, KITE,
'Cure de Village' will be broadcast
KMBC, WDAF, WHB)
and South America and Mexico over CBF, CBV (Quebec City); CBJ,
simultaneously. The additional beam Chicoutimi; and CKCH; Hull, virSUmford, Conn. Moe Magliola will enable us also to send one tually blanketing the whole provcommanding sports and Harold broadcast to all of Europe and the ince. French-Canadians in the New
Yudain news at WSRR. Yudain was British Isles, central Europe, includ- England states were a considerable
late Heywood Broun's m.e. on Con- ing Germany, the Balkans, Italy and factor in the audience reaction prenecticut Nutmeg.
viously.
Africa.'
•

No

third station

President Walter S. Lemmon of
the corporation explained, 'We now
will be able to reach all of Central

change.

—

spots

39

Seven-Up

J. M,
Corp. (Red Book),
three spots weekly, througn Joseph
Katz; National Oil Products Co.
through
spots,
78
(shampoo),
Charles Dallas Reach: Pall Malls, 24
spots weekly, through Ruthrauff &
Ryan; Vick Chemical Co. (cough
drops), 85 spots, through Morse InReading
Philadelphia
ternational;
Coal «c Iron Co., 52 spots, through

McCall

McKee &

Albright: Beech-Nut gum,

65

through

spots,

Newell-Emmett;

Bryant Air Conditioning, 13 spots,
through Albert H. Dorsey; Hardwick
it Magee (rugs), 52 spots, through

Felgenbaum;

Harry

Arrow

Stores

(drugs), 78 spots, through FelgenChevrolet autos, 36 spots,
through Campbell-Ewald; Citizens
Non-Partisan Committee (political),
20 spots, through Philip Klein; Perfection Stove Co., three flve-minute
McCannthrough
weekly,
e.t.'s

baum;

Ih'lckson.

WCAU: Evening Public Ledger,
two spots weekly (before and after
Penn football broadcasts), through
Benjamin Eshelman; John F. Jelke
Co. (margarine), 15-minute musical
program, 30 weeks, through Young

&

Rublcam; Smith Brothers (cough
252 spots, through J. D.
Tarcher; Natural Casing Co. (sausages), 22 participations on Laura
May Stuart program, through Charles
Candies, 52 spots,
&
Silver;
through Lord 4c Thomas; Philadelphia Coal & Iron Co., 78 spots,
through McKee St Albright; Wilen
Wines, flve-minute news show across
the board, through Frank A. Wellman, 33 weeks.
WFIL: Owen-Illinois Glass Co.,
one spot weekly, through D'Arcy
agency; Quaker Oats Co., three 15minute e.t's weekly, through Ruthrauff & Ryan; O'Sullivan Rubber Co.
(heels), 12 participations in musical
drops),

M

M

roundup weekly, through Bermingham, Castleman & Pierce; American

no

Cigar Co., 41 spots
fit
weekly, through Ruthrauff fit Ryan.
WIBG:
Ojmmonwealth Optical
Co., 39 spots, through Pollock agency; Pierce-Phelps (food products),
six flve-minute newscasts weekly,
through Adrian Bauer.
WPEN: Ben Wilks. (clothes), 15

with ten

advertiser can afford to ignore.

Cigarette

For

WBAL hurls your selling message
tmes

the

power of Mary-

land's next -strongest statioji

loy^l aftd targe

Red Network

— placing;

Statiorfi

BaWnJorethoUi
th

-;

.

minute news show daily

(Norman

Jay).

Comparative Unit Count

%
Sept. 20. Sept. 13.
9,306
6,651
19,937
»0,211
Nat'l Spot..
5,453
5,806
Tout
85,295
84,969

Network

Local

..

of

Change
-f2.6

—1.3
-f6.4
-f 0.9

LOCALBOTTLERS
PLACE NEHl BIZ
Nehi (Crown Cola) will continue
on spot this fall with one-minute
announcements.
will
be
These
placed direct by local bottlers.
Account has been furnishing the
bottlers with flve-minute transcrip'
tlons of Sheldon and Howard rou
tines.

is

Wide

now

Corporation

Corp.

reviving 'Cure de Village' (Village
Parson), Robert Choquette opus,
Oct. 1 from 8-8:30 p.m. Thursdays
for 39 weeks, under sponsorship of
General Foods of Canada, Ltd., for
Jello and Jello Pudding.

(beverage), 130 spots, through

Korn;

29

BAlTiMORE'S ONIY 50,000-
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Evidence included disclosure child and
that the Hearst people wanted to tiful baby

finally grew ihto 'a beauand we love it'
Associated Press, but
The' relations between newspaperand
chains were put on broadcasters
ASCAP was
International
News brought out while Fitzer was on the
Hearst-owried
Service and now-defunct Universal stand. Much was made of the fact
that the press-owned stations enService.
joyed a lower tariff from 1932 to
70 Out of 3,«00
1941, with Chairman Fly inquiring
Bulk of the exhibits lifted from the persistently what ASCAP got
out of
Hearst flies— the Commish snoopers the deal engineered by Fitzer,
Walgathered 3,000 documents, but placed ter Damm (WTNJ), and Lambkin
less than 70 of them in the record
Kay (WSB). At first he insisted
situation.
Gist the group had a clear understanding,
related to the
of them was that Hearst people with E. Claude Mills of ASCAP that
wanted desperately to oust the CIO there would not be any publicity
program, exercised strict censorship pay-off, but finally acknowledged,
to discourage the AFL, tried to play after being shown the memorandum
up to industrialists, and feared the embodying the understanding, that
labor broadcasts would hurt Exam* the copyright pool manager made
iner and Call-Bulletin advertising. concessions in return for newspaThe Commish learned that Stoer pers' promotion of music via news
stories.
"Fitzer
complimented Harold Myers,
argued, however,
manager, on getting rid of the Fed- that the formula covering the presseration program, and instructed him owned stations was not as good as
to refuse to renew the CIO contract that gained by the networks, .so that
newspapers cannot be accused of
when it expired a year ago.
HearstSs venture into radio, Gough trying to gain unfair advantage.
acknowledged, was inspired by dual Furthermore, he noted, the arrangemotives to promote tlie papers and ment was made at a time when it
was everybody for himself and the
to prevent loss of advertising.
In the course of time Hearst poli- industry's united front had broken
tlons.

FCC RESUMES PROBE INTO NEWSPAPERS;

USING HEARST, K.

C.

STAR SITUATIONS
was developed through cross-questioning of E. J. Stoer, general man-

Anti-Labor Allegations in KYA, San Francisco, Case
Underscored by Commish Lawyers Newspaper
Deal With ASCAP Is Brought Up

—

ager of Hearst Radio,

Inc.,

and

his

predecessor, Emile J. Gough; Roy
Roberts, Kansas City Star managing
editor; and Don Davis, president of
WHB, Kansas City. But the atJames L. Fly admitted the exhibits torneys for the publishers Louis G.
Washington, Sept. 23;
Caldwell, Judge Thomas D. Thatcher,
lawyers
urging
the
often
evidence,
as
Every little mis-step on the part of
presentation of the docu- William A. Porter, and Arthur G.
newspapers with radio outlets has to speed
ments and cutting short any verbal Scharfeld had to pull teeth, for the
a special meaning all its own to the
Commish lawyers never put a quesFCC lawyers digging up evidence to explanations of their meaning.
tion about the possible advantages of
Points
of Emphasis
decide
cops
kilocycle
the
help
tie-ups.
whether press ownership of stations
The observers were bewildered by
Roy Roberts Heard
is in accord with the public interest
failure of the Commish attorneys to
contributed
Newspapers
have
Resumed hearings last week drove try to draw conclusions from the
home the apparent determination of visual information but more or less greatly to the advancement of radio,
agreed.
the
witnesses
Roberts rethe Commish barristers to make out agreed the objective was probably
'radio
marked
that
would
be a lot
a case that would warrant adopting to establish these points:
a policy or proposing amendments
Hearst is anti-labor, so pub- better off if we had more newspapers
1.
to the law forbidding publishers to lishers must be forbidden to run running radio stations because the
Gough
two
media
hand
in
hand.'
'go
have any interest in the broadcasting radio stations if unions are to have
business.
any means of getting their message believed newspapers made 'bi:; contributions' toward broadcasting inTwo distinct situations were spot- over to the nation.
growth,
dustry
carrying
over'
tlie
2. The K. C. Star puffed its ownlighted last week, Hearst's operations
idea of public service and setting
in San Francisco and the Kansas outlet, WDAF, more than the rival
Proceedings plants, so the only way all operators examples in ethics. Davis, surprisCity Star's conduct.
ing
barristers
with
his
the
FCC
were unique because of the small can enjoy the same amount of pubamount of oral testimony. The- FCC licity is to see that no newspaper is friendliness toward the press, felt
that 'radio is the long arm of jourattorneys, who prowled through files affiliated with a station.
nalism
.
newspaper
opera-'
radio
gained
3. Newspaper-broadcasters
armed with subpoenas, were more
tion is a logical development for the
interested in bringing into view let- an advantage over other stations in
dissemination of news.'
ters, memoranda, messages, and sim- dealing with ASCAP.
While Gough and Stoer were on
differentials accorded
4. Rate
ilar material, with the result that
some 120 exhibits were added to the newspaper-owned stations by the the stand, the Commish found out
rapidly-mounting pile of documen- publishers and vice versa violate the considerable about the trouble
had over labor union programs.
tary information. For minutes at a public interest.
5. Newspapers are more anxious Minor issues were the Hearst attistretch, the shuffle of papers was interrupted only by subordinate re- to keep news oil the air than to pro- tude toward sponsored news, sale of
marks about the source from which vide listeners with a full report of news by press services to broadcastRegu- whafs happening around the globe. ing stations, and the relations bethe material was obtained.
The case for newspaper ownership tween Hearst papers and Hearst stalarly as a metronome, Chairman

—

—

.

.

—

rodio-reslrict
that no

see

KYA

KYA

—

back and forth, the Commish learned. Though the publisher
mostly differed with others of thn
fraternity who considered radio a
major menace, he was on and off of
the bandwagon. Brief reference was
made to the Interval when Hearst
in
common with others,
papers,
cies shifted

dropped all logs. Gough acknowledged attempts to hamper TransRadio's development, though he said
the Hearst papers did not penalize
took that service.
stations which

down.

Don Davis

WHB

which the letters on WHB's banner
and on KMBC's mike had been
blacked out
Davis acknowledged
that

the

short-lived

were too tough.
Fitter on ASCAP
The Kansas City situation was examined from an entirely different
inducing Roberts and
After
angle.
Dean Fitzer, the WDAF manager, to
boast, Commish attorneys unwrapped
tions

exhibits tending to show Jiow the
Star discriminated against rival stations and gave the public less microphoned news than, any other outlet.
Fitzer was quizzed particularly about
the paper's program listings which
FCC lawyers pointed out were by no
means complete and puffing of
far more than any other

—

the only thing to be desired is belter
typography for station logs. Better
newspaper listings generally would
mean more listening, he observed.

Dorothy Whyte Daily On

CFCF

a whole market

CEOGUraiC COVERAGE. Network radio

KONOMIC

beats the barrier of distance. It not

cuts through

only blankets the big cities, but reaches

middle, and low.

outside to the

where the

rest

Out West
Network
sity,

towns and hamlets

of your customers
the

Columbia

live.

Pacific

covers, with primary inten-

3363 big cities and towns at night

...2566 by day... in addition to the

rENETRATION.
all

Radio uniquely

—

income levels

Montreal, Sept.

perial

6%

less

14^ by day!
farliwr,

covm

Topliner

will

WISMER'S FOOTBALL HOP
Detroit

and Chicago Games
Chore In One Day

third.

So

groups

one radio

. . .

.

Saturday

(27).

In the afternoon he

will broadcast the season opener between Michigan and Michigan State
from Ann Arbor.
Game Is expected to end around S
p.m. when he will fly to Chicago
where at 8:30 p.m. he is scheduled to
Lions-CMcago
cover
the
Detroit
Cardinals professional game from
Comlskey Park.

«

This Rich

campaign

economically!

. . .

sells all

from the

_

uppercrust deep

on

Coliunbia-Pacific where

you get listening families 3
more

for a penny!

goods—when you

use...

Thru Tennessee's
Pioneer Station

It/Xa

j

:

tht wholt West, selk

Palace Hotel, San Francisco

•

i

rich -market, thte teeming
TV-Area, where multldollar spending on
rosrinr defeiue aecda tend* payrolls skyacross
streamlnr
rocketinr. sets cola

counters!

A

vital

market with

sales

potentials

lmounU{n>clln(tblng dsllx. and Tennessee's
Voidest radio (tation carries your product
Kht alonr with the . rise!

Columbia Square, Los Angeles

A DIVISON OP THE COLUMBIA BROADCASTING SYSTEM
RADIO SALES with

offices la

His

Detroit, Sept. 23.
Covering two football games 300
miles apart on Iha^same day is the
trick Harry Wismer, gridiron broadcaster for WXYZ, will have to pull
'

COUIMBIA PACIHC NETWORK

Kepresented NationaUr by

be
Lis-

same sponsors.

their radios than those in the lowest

Especially

go«

ten' for

time at

average time-cost of only 21^ per
at night,

Tobacco.

Dorothy Whyte, of Winnipeg.
Show replaces 'Light Up and

Families in the top-third income

group spend only

vast rural area in between. All at an

Your budget

feared broadcasting would result in
a loss of circulation and then dwindling revenues, the Star had a different slant At the beginning, however, radio was a parasite and had
to be supported (or a long time, he
said; It gained the status of a step-

23.

high,

down into the mass
market where volume sales grow.

town

transmitter.
Deep opposition to sponsored news
was registered by Roberts, who was
momentarily embarrassed by references to his years-old opinions on
the relationship between radio and
The Star m.e. said the
the press.
evil In sponsored news is the frequency of repetition, because there
just isn't enough interesting new material to justify hourly broadcasts.
The Star felt when radio came
along that .the innovation was something to be watched closerly, Roberts
said. Though many other publishers

for Imperial Acct.

Canadian Marconi CFCFC has new
series of programs starting Sept. 30,
daily from 6:30 to 6:45 p. m., under
name of 'Hoedown,' sponsored Im-

—

sell

the

WHB

WDAF

takes both to

between 1935 and 1939 when

station .was party to a trade deal
was the only station with a
Press-Radio
full program listing in the Drover's
Agreement was in force, Hearst in- Telegram. Though the Star doesn't
sisted his papers should continue always give
as much publicity as
broadcasting as before, suggesting he'd like, Davis felt he received fair
the pact might be revised if limita- treatment from the paper and felt

KYA When

It

Friendly

Telling of his experiences, Don
Davis testified that
got satisfactory treatment from the Star, on
the whole. The commish attorneys,
though, put in evidence photostats of
a six-column Star photograph in

New York, Chicago, Detroit,

Charlotte,

and St Louii

KNO}(VIU.E -TEMN£5fE£
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like

A Radio Man

Hears About IWorale

mules

month and

maneuvers for a
had perhaps a month

SI

In the
still

even harder to go?

Time Jam Puts Burns and Allen On

They realize that th« army isn't
fully equipped yet, but they know

Soldiers

in Louisiana It's

Say

Who

Not

Them

But Civilians

Need Pepping Up

the equipment is on the wdy, and
they're eager for it; they gripe a lit-

about not having it, but it's only
because they're anxious to g^t going
and do the job.
They Take It Big
No, the low morale is not in the
soldiers. They're looking to the people to find out who is behind the
campaign to drop unsigned' letters
along the roadside with stories of

Discs for Chicago, Other Big Towns;

tle

By CECIL CABMICHAEL
(Of wLvr-wsAi-yrLwo,

Account

Spfit

crowded with about three, thousand
soldiers, whooping and hollering under the brilliant lamps as happily
Difficulties in clearing time on
as a Thanksgiving football mob. We
were 'going to broadcast the main
Baton Rouge, La., Sept. 23.
NBC red network by Young & Rubi'What the hell are you gonna do match in Spanish over WLWO to
cam for Its Burns and Allen Swan
our Latin-American network and soldier dissatisfaction and trouble,
about it?'
soap program has forced the agency
evidently
hoping
letters
will
get
the
We were sitting on the ground at a just before the show started the to the newspapers.
to utilize one of the most unique
command post 10 miles back from master of ceremonies told the solThe soldiers don't, mind waiting in split chain setups ever contrived for
diers about the broadcast and asked
the highway in the bayou country o(
line two hours to make a long disPreempted
full national coverage.
Louisiana. AH around us were the them what kind of a greeting and
telephone
call to their girl
tance
quiet sounds of the headquarters impression did they want to send to friends, when they have enough time in the east and desire of Y. & R
Latin-America.
The response of
staff of the Second Army Air Task
money to make the call at all;^hey to air the show at the best available
Force making preparations to move cheers and applause could be heard don't mind the inconvenience of not peak periods has made necessary an
all over town,
to another post farther to the west
being able to buy little knick-knacks arrangement whereby the program
'It their morale were low, do you
and closer to the enemy territory.
in small towns that have been com- will split between NBC and CoThe Sergeant, a former filling sta- think they would cheer like that pletely bought out by their buddies; lumbia.
Cincinnati)

tion

lighted

attendant,

a

cigarette

for

ANYBODY'S

benefit

'

the Col-

with a match cupped in his* brown, onel in charge asked me.
hard hands.
And for that matter, if their mor'These men are not traitors," he said. ale were low, do you think those
They aren't slackers. They believe in soldiers would have been interested
watching or participating in a
in
this country and its freedom as much
boxing match after they had worked
as you or I and it's unfair and insulting to them to write stories and
broadcast reports about their low
morale. Look,
Inside a huge, canvas-topped truck,
a group of soldiers were leaning over
a desk drawing up a transportation
We got the M.P. and went
chart.
over. After the usual exchange of
courtesies, I bumptiously asked them
the same question I had put to scores
of other soldiers.

'

'Morale?- What the hell is that? If
it means being willing to march and
miss meals and sleep on the ground
when you get to sleeit at all and be a
traffic cop for a herd of these babies
and like it, we got plenty of morale
Who are you, a newspaper writer?'
'No, I'm a radio man.'
There followed quickly a barrage
of Jibes which, though good-natured,
stung worse than the bayou mos'
quitoes.

'Do most of the fellows feel about
the army as you do?'
'Yea,

Some

all

'em

of

gripe about

I

know

little

like

It.

things that

come up now and then, but hell,
there ain't any more to gripe about
In the army than there is at home is
the

way most

of us feel about

it.'

The Sergeant and the M.P. and I
went back to the WLW mobile unit
The Question
'You see, the Sergeant said, 'all
these reports about low morale in
the army are exaggerated all out of
bounds. I've even had letters from
home saying some people were whis
pering around that it the boys didn't
get out by October, there was going
to be wholesale desertions and that
if the President' sent us out of this
country to fight there'd be revolt
That's a lot of damn lies and I know
I've

It.

been

in this

army now over

a year and I know what I'm talking
about. It's the people who have the
low morale, not the soldiers. He
stopped and took a long draw on his
cigarette and in the bright head
lights of the mobile unit he looked
me straight in the eye.'
•What the hell are you gonna do

about

it?'

the question a sergeant
me at midnight in the
of a command
post in the bayous of the manuever
area in Louisiana. Under the bushes
and in their jeeps and blitz buggies
and on cots and hammocks under the
trees, soldiers all around us were
sleeping a few winks before their
move at day-break,' and the planning
and operations officers and men were
busy on their maps and typewriters
Low morale, as far as they were concerned, was something they didn't
even care to dream about, judging
from their lusty snores.
During the time the seven-man
staff of
was in the maneuver
area, we travelled hundreds of miles
back and forth between points as
widely separated as Monroe and
Baton Rouge. We talked to and in
tervlewed on the air scores of sol
diers of all grades, from privates to
major-generals, and we came away
with this impression: the army has
done a magnificent job, both as to
That's

passed on to

swamp woods camp

WLW

its

men and

its

materials.

Shouting for Latins
Instances of morale could be mul
On the
by the hundreds.
Saturday night before the combat
maneuvers between the Red and
Blue armies was to begin Sunday
midnight, the personnel division arranged a boxing program in the
baseball park of a small Louisiana
town. One of the bouts was to be
fought by two former golden gloves
national champions and the park was
tipU'ed

they grouse a bit about not having

enough money

to

pay

home when

their transget a fur-

they
lough and about motorists passing
them up as though they are common
hitchhikers, but they take it pretty

portation

big.

Between NBC, CBS
heard on other nights over CBS.
Coverage is so split up the Coast rebpoadcast will reach the northeast,
and south and blanket
more areas than the initial airing.

midwest

Program

tees

up

Oct.

airing

7,

through the unoccupied areas of th*
east at 7:30 p.m. (EST), with the repeat at 6 p.m. (PCT) for the Coast
and other points.
Louisville

—Howard

Perry,

merly commercial manager
Wooster, Mass., and Manager

for-

WTAG,
WCAX,

Red web gets the live show Burlington, Vt, has been named
while transcFiptions will be used on
manager of WGRC. Jack
sales
11 CBS outlets, including such important centers as Chicago, St. liouis, Robertson, sports announcer, rePittsburgh,
Kansas City, Minne- cently with a station In Monroe, La.,
returned
to resume
has
to
apolis and Dallas. Show airing out
of NBC here on Tuesdays will be his sport airings.
'

WGRC
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Inside

Stuff-Ra£o

Sponsor Broadcasts and Ukes

WJR, Detroit,- officials entertained 200 Detroit business executives last
Friday at the Grosse Pointe Yacht Club to meet the Ail-American halfback,
Tom Harmon, who is the station's new sports director. The same day, his
draft board in Gary, Ind., deciding his film earnings had cushioned his
parents, put Harmon in 1-A. The same day he opened a series of personal
appearances in conjunction with his picture, 'Harmon of Michigan,' at the
Fox

theatre.

come this Friday night when he
WJR. Next day he will broadcast

Harmon's first radio assignment
previews Saturday's football games
the Michigan-Michigan State game from Ann Arbor.
heavy schedule unless Uncle Sam beckons him.
will
for

He's lined up for a

Mutual network and NBC's cousin, RCA Victor, have gotten together
on an exploitation' campaign for the Philadelphia orchestra, wFuch the network broadcasts and Victor records. The tieup, as reported to Mutual
affiliates by the web's publicity director, Lester Gottlieb, involves publicity in Victor house organs which go to 150,000 subscribers and 14,000
dealers, mailing of pieces to educational outlets, dealer window screens,
mention of the Mutual broadcasts in 1,200,000 counter supplements and
regular plugs in Victor publicity matter send record reviewers and music
cdtiors.- In return for all this the broadcasts themselves will speak of the
Victor.
orchestra's recordings but without direct reference to

RCA

Due for a lot of roaming this season, Chase ic Sanborn show has ai
Educated to a weekly diet of Charlie Mcticket problem on its hands.
Carthy and his antics, retailers of the java have come to expect ducats
What with the show to make out of town pitches,
at regular intervals.
mostly in army* camps, every other week, J. Walter Thompson has partly
solved the dilemma. Last Sunday's broadcast was from the Los Angeles
Ambassador (Hotel) theatre with its seating for 1.300. NBC studio, where
show has originated for years, holds around 300. Both sponsor and agency
favor large audiences for the program, serving as it does a dual purpose.
Walter Thompson agency has reconciled itself to a marked Increase
its Ballentine show (Milton Berle-Charles X^aughton) on Mutual when Canada Dry debuts its 'Michael and Kitty Pepper'
series on the NBC-Blue Oct. 3.
The Mutual hookup now includes about
a dozen Blue aflfiliated stations and since the two programs are in opposition (Friday, 9:30-10 p.m.) these affiliates will be required by NBC to
turn the period over to Canada Dry according to the options held by the
latter network. The stations concerned will have no recourse but to take
the Mutual program oft on disc and air it later the same night.
J.

of delayed broadcasts for

Albert D. Lasker, chairman of the Lord & Thomas board, declares that
there was no basis whatever for the report that he and a Chicago syndicate were interested in buying the NBC-Blue. He says he has never discussed the subject with David Sarnoff, RCA prez, or anybody else; that
he is not getting together a syndicate for a deal and that any such connection would be contrary to one of his agency's fundamental policies,
that is, not holding a financial mterest in an advertising medium used by

12

It

San Antonio, Sept.

ON ONE SHOW

23.

When the regular announcer of the 'Kallison's Trading Post' program
went on his vacation last week. Perry Kallison, owner of the store,
asked the station to allow him to take over.
He now reports that a closer bond of
between himself and the customers that he
the store and say how much better it is to
time to have the owner talk to them about

serves.

local

features

24.

'Community Singing' over the air is an idea of WLOL for a Sunday
afternoon program. It's called 'The People Sing' and Harry Anderson, who
conducts community sings in the public parks during the summer, encourages listeners-in to sing familiar songs in their homes as he shows the
way by warbling the words and melodies.
Dorothy Lewis, gadabout specchmaker for the National Council on
Children's Programs, is oft again. This time it's just a short trip of three
months involving 26 states. In each burg the club women interested in
radio programs will get an early start and talk straight through into the
night.

Sidney Marshall, writer on 'First Nighter,' 'Knickerbocker Playhouse,'
'Grand Central Station' and other shows, will have his first novel published
this week. It's tagged 'Some Like It Hot' (Morrow).
It's a mystery and,
as might be expected, is localled in a radio station. Guy murdered is a
director in a Chicago station.

his

Myron J. Bennett, who
own brand of homely

philosophy and recites poems; transcription music by the
orch;
warbling by Lon' Saxon; organ solos
by Rich Hayes; interviews and informal gab.
Some of the participating sponsort

KDK

have bought spot announcements
while others are bankrolling five-

minute segments of the show. Sponsors are Louis Greenfield, local furrier; Silbrccht-Burke, local Packard
distributor; Histeen Tablets; Pepsi
Cola; Baldwin Piano Co.; University
City Federal Savings and Loan" Co.,
Wagoner Stoker Co., the Drive In
Theatre, Triple A Advertising Carriers for Climaline, the Alton Box
Board Co., the Landers Pearlman
Fur Co., and the Kroger Grocer and
Baking Co.
•

RCA

Stockholders

Balk

At Settling $50G,000,000
for

Suit

Mere

Million

Six minority stockholders of Radio Corp! of /Vmerica will apply to

S. A.

OK

for U. S. Singers

:Cantinued from page 2s
start a coast-to-coast U. S. tour

Mon- ence Lake Thursday

Misses
(18).
Shirley and Lake, greeted by Mrs.
Bennett C^rf, wife of the Random
publisher, said they were
A champ availer of
WNOX, Knoxville, through its publicity director, Charles Ben Davis, Privilege turned up this week in here for a 10-day shopping orgy.
The
star-dusting
Stratoliners
has organized a regular weekly gossip column about radio programs which Nancy (Boomerang) Kelly. Ticketed
dusted^.in fronv the Coast, among
Is going in mat form to 15 papers in the area.
Material is mostly borrowed for Los Angeles, Miss Kelly set forth
others, such stars as Charles Cofrom CBS publicity material, but there is a minimum of
Identifica- aboard a TWA Stratoliner 9:30 WedbTirn,
Ella
Logan,
Joe
E. Brown,
tion so as to invite maximum use as 'use at will' filler. Stuff carries an nesday (17) night.
At Chicago she
utomatic kill date so that stale stuff can't get published accidentally,
suddenly changed her mind, hopped Douglass Montgomery and Frank
into a waiting east-bound Strato- Ross„ and carried out Barney Balaban,
Paramount
prexy,
and Lord
-Capt. Elliott Roosevelt, who has been on active duty for the past year. Ijner and boomeranged straight back
Only clue was the Louis Mountbatten. .Milton ('Terry
to New York.

day

(22).

A Woman's

Privilege

WNOX

recollection of LaGuardia attaches and the Pirates') Caniff went the
that she had had a lengthy phone TWA way to Chicago, Friday (19)
confab with husband Edmund ayem, and Dinah Shore likewise to

O'Brien, staying at a N. Y. hotel,
just before taking off on the overnight turnaround.

ditto Friday (19) p.m.
Visitors to the Kitty

during

Hawk Bar

week included George

the

Helen Hayes, Mary LivingWalter Abel, Bob Burns, Una

Jessel,

Perc Westmore's Ideas

AVAILABLE

spiels

KSTP music librarians report 'a lulu of .a call.' It was from Baby Diaper
Service Co., Minneapolis, who wanted to know if 'Rock A-Bye Baby' is a
cleared number. The didee-washing outfit proposed to use it on their truck
horns for an advertising gag.

Woman's House

NEWS STRIPS

high in co-sponorship of a

program was registered when

an even dozen bankroUers pitched
in to finance the 'M. J. B.' program,
which is run in two sections daily
over KWK. On from 8:00 to 8:45 a.m.
and from 1:45 to 2:45 p.m., program

has reported for duty at Kelly Field, San Antonio, for a course in navigation. He will be under instruction in the school until about Dec. 27 and
will be transferred to the aircraft observation corps at Brooks Field for

duty on Jan.

Louis, Sept. 23.

St.

A new

Is being formed
Customers come in

friendship

deal with a firm that takes
world conditions and prices
of merchandise.
Kallison plans to continue to produce the program
himself henceforth.

clients.

2 CHOICI

SPONSORS

ston,

from the current heat wave Merkel, Franklin D. Roosevelt, Jr.,
aim of Perc Westmore, War- Bernt Balchen, Patsy Kelly, Wilmakeup expert, who Strato- liam (Hopalong Cassidy) Boyd and

Relief
was the

ner

lined in Saturday (20) for (1) a delayed honeymoon, and (2) a determination to get N. Y. milliners to revert to the old practice of topping
off

(Grace Bradley) Boyd.

Mrs.

N.Y. supreme court today (Wednesday) to vacate and set aside a court
order, which referred a $500,000,000
stockholder action against the comits officers and directors. General Electric Co., and Westinghouse
Electric
Mfg. Co., to referee Abraham J. Halprin for hearings starting
Oct. 1. The referee will consider an
offer of the last two corporations to
settle the suit for $1,000,000.
The minority stockholders will
charge that the offer is inadequate

pany,

&

and will ask that the trial go on.
Westinghouse will also apply to the
court to consolidate all the stockholder actions and to restrain any
of them from proceeding against tha
defendants until the referee has decided on the fairness of the ofler.
Suit, which charges waste and mismanagement, claims Westinghouse
and GE sold worthless patents to
RCA for 40,000 shares of RCA common. Stockholders who will ask that
the hearings be set aside are Jennie
Danziger, Harry Bernstein, Florian
J. Fischer, Beatrice and Cornelia
Amster and Celia Bader.

beauty with becoming hats.

With muttered references to 'medieval milkmaid bonnets' and 'things
you'd pick up in a cow pasture,'
Westmore said 1941 chapeaux model's
not only look like the devil but
photograph

like two devils.
too, he said,

Mighty

because
the medium for
is
spreading styles. With him was the
newest Mrs. Westmore, the former
Mrs. Donald No vis. It was their first
chance to get away from Hollywood
inconsistent,

photography

WAKR

/}^^

since their

wedding

last

June

29.

Unable to persuade 'We the Peopeople to wire his emceeing out
of Hollywood, even at a 50% slash in
his own salary. Burgess Meredith
flew United in from the Coast last
ple'

12-12:15 p.ni.

Monday

thru Sofurdoy

6-6:15 p.m. Monday thru Soturday
WIRE or PHONE

WAKR

Bebe, Ben In Stopovers

OR

Brief, too, was the stopover of
Bebe Daniels and Ben Lyon, who
Stratolined in from Chicago Monday
(15) night for a 'We the People'
show and took another of TWA's
high-flying machines out Wednesday

INTERNATIONAL

RADIO SALES
Ntw York— 20 btl
ttltogo— 326 W.
Jon FremlM.

WAKR

STDi

(17) for L.A.

JlrMt—Ptaia •-]6M

M«Uim Avt.— Ctnlral

— Htonl

luilding

414/

— OMglat 2S36

go«t 5000 watts

(is)

A if D
%A#
WWA%IVI\

week and did the show. (Following
program had Eddie Dowling's maiden
m.c. appearance.)
With Coast and
picture commitments. Meredith
breathed little New York air. but
flew back day after the show.

OCT.

1

Aaron's Only

NBC Outlet

Clippering literati bound for the
war zone included Stephen Laird of
Time mag and his wife, Lael Laird,
of Fortune mag; Russell Barnes, Detroit News, and Mrs. Alice Mabel
Jackson, of the Australian Women's
Weekly, Sydney. Vincent Sheean
took off in the other direction, bound
for San Francisco, thence to New
Zealand, Australia, Dutch East Indies, Philippines and the Hawaiian

do a series of articles
Tribune syndicate.
Mainlining into town from the
Milwaukee American Legion convention were Carole Landis, Friday
(19), and Anne Shirley and Flor-

WSAI program plays a tune for sales, the
of WSAI blows his own horn and pulls
your program with street car and bus cards,
neon signs, news pictures, movie trailers, taxicab covers,
While your

Winged Plug

listeners to

downtown window neon
for retailers plus

Cincinnati's

Own

displays,

monthly house-organ

many another "plus" you

get with

Station.

WBC RED AND BLUE-S.tO t WATTS NIGHT AND DAY

CINCINNATI'S
OWN STATION

WSAI

Islands. He'll
for the N.Y,
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MEXICO HAS

Wanted: Face-Saving Formula
FCC'ft Anti-Monopoly Orders, Originally

Aug. 2 Enforcement,

Still

Washington, Sept. 23.
to or about the
anti-monopoly or-

Dated for

Relative Values

What happens

that would:

A.
B.

Save everybody's

face.

End everybody's boredom.

Chicago, Sept.

23,

Newspaper men here were

in-

vited by Columbia network to
lunch with Hedda Hopper. All

were
Miss Hopper
details

cancel

the

completed
told

ieil

when

Columbia to
and call the

luncheon off.
Because: she had just made a
date to meet Col. R. R. McCormick of the Chicago Tribune,
and the Mutual web.

WON

No More Qlens

Falls Radio Co.
Albany, N. Y., Sept. 23.
Glens Falls Broadcasting Corporation, which was chartered several
months ago to conduct a radio broadcasting business in Glens Falls, has
been dissolved. An official of a down-

Reuter has been
named transmitter engineer at KIRO,
Seattle.
James Upthegrove is now
studio engineer in charge of special
events, and Orval Steele has been
added to the staff of operating engi- state radio station was listed as one

better.

neers.

—

Some observers feel there. Is a
real chance of a three to three division on the FCC and faint hope
two of the majority will switch their
votes and force a complete rewritAttention is focused on Commissioners Ray C. Wakefield, the
rookie who voted for the regulations
though in office only a few weeks,
and George Henry Payne, aligned
the last couple of years with the
New Deal crack-down element.
Both Wakefield and Payne have
indicated in private conversations
they entertain doubts about the
wisdom of carrying through the rC'
forms as now framed. If not sold
on the fact the regulations will do
serious damage to the industry, they

ing.

at least

seem

uilcertaln

ab^iit

in-

voking the ire of listeners and the
Industry's friends in Congress. There
also have been new doubta whether
the rules would be upheld In <
court test thus giving a new
centive for backing down.
-

Chairman James L. Fly, who pre^
was believed willing to al

vlously

low some modified option-time sys'
tem along the lines sketched by Ma
tual, now is portrayed in some quar
again anxious to outlaw all
network control over use of affill
ates' facilities.
It was evident at
the recent oral argument he will not
be deterred by protests that upset

.ters as

ting the industry's economic founda'
tion and provoking a judicial strug'
gle will hamper the Administration's
effort to promote 'national unity.'
He scoffed at remonstances that
even if the Commlsh has jurisdic
tion and authority the present Is
no time for such a radical upset of
established practices.

—

-

Occident Floor Sponsors
Fuinish Language

News

For Minnesota Colony
Duluth, Sept. 23.
The Russell-Miller Milling Co.
(Occident flour) is returning its
Finnish
news program through
WEBC,
and WHLB, aiming
the' newscasts directly at the 150,000
Finnish residents in the Head of

WMFG

Lakes area, after summer layoff,
Although tiie prosperous Finnish
farming settlements represent fertile
area for both national and local
business, Russell-Miller is the only
Arm Which has gone directly into the
field.

Bach morning

at 6:30,

Onnl Laine,

Finnish newscaster at WEBC reads
news of the day in Finnish, giving
commercials In Finnish.
Idea of
having commercials also given in
Engli^ was dropped, as not being
feasible.
Program placed through
N. W. Ayer.
Three Fhinish newspapers are
published In Duluth and Superior,
two daily and one weekly.

CHARTER MEMBERS
Several With

WLS

Barn Dance From
Ago

Start Eight Tears

Chicago, Sept. 23.
National Barn
Oct. 4 the
will celebrate Its eighth anniversary, as
coast - to - oaster.
a
Among those in the first broadcast
who continue to be heard as regulars
are Joe Kelly, Arkle, Hoosier Hot
shots, Lulu Bell and Scottie and Jack
Holden.
Pete Lund remains the
script writer.
Lum 'n' Akner wiU be in for the

On

WLS

Dance

anniversary broadcast.

Seattle—Bill

to

Smarten

Up

Peasantry

the

Highly

Mexico City, Sept. 23.
Radio stations in Mexico have
Washington, Sept. 23.
out,, the trade school occupies 'only a
been increased In number to 108
Grossly misleading claims on the small portion of one floor of the Sexwith Inauguration of XELQ (5,000 part of the National School of Elec- ton Building in Minneapolis.'
Other high-falutin'
boasts
in*
watts) In Morelia, capital of Mi- tronics (formerly the National Instichoacan state. That town now has tute of Technology) of Minneapolis, eluded the claim that 'several of its
three radio stations, including XKl Minn., were charged today by the graduates are heads of broadcasting
statioiis' and that 'the respondent is
(5,000 watts), which Is one of the Federal Trade Commission.
connected with most of the larger
oldest air services in Mexico.
Commlsh cast out almost all repRadio sUtion XEJX (1,250 kycs.) resentations of the so-called 'school,' electrical companies, airports and
radio and police broadcasting stais being readied for inauguration in
which has been telling the public
Queretaro City by Geii. Ramon that courses in television, photo tions.' An airplane, equipped with
Rodriguez Familiar, ex-governor of cells, ultra short waves, sound broad- radio devices, or radio-equipped
trucks will call at the homes of stuQueretaro state.

has not particularly
since the recent oral
arguments—at which CBS and NBC
termed Mutual's alternative optiontime Idea better than the original
reform but still objectionable but
there are some apparent reasons for
Industry hopes of half-a-break or

Sentiment

crystallized

Promises

Rapped

Dubious, Says Federal Trade Commission

Uncertain

FCC's. proposed

ders, dated May 2 for original enforcement, on Aug. 2, is just one of
the unkowns In this concentration
camp of uncertainties. Latest intimations is that many if not all
members of the Commission would
greet as a buddy any mastermind
capaisle of proposing a compromise

MH STATION

National School of Electronics

8S

of the original directors.

casting, talking films, public address
systems, commercial and aircraft
radio and design construction research were available.

In addition, the company (headed
by Thomas J. Casey) told prospective
students, through 'letters, circulars
and catalogs' that the school was a
'residence school occupying a large
six-story building covering half a
block.' Actually, the FTC pointed

was further claimed, to test
'equipment built by the student,' It
also stated that 'students hav«
the benefit of frequent visits from
'field engineers' who act in the ca«
pacity of traveling teachers or indents, it

was

structors.'

—

Akron Jack Irish has joined th*
announcing staff of WJW.

-'
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34

department her* and 8*t Frank Fay's slg
Mag sketches by Rlan James will be dramatlxed In
for the Turns series
a new' series by North American Tobacco Co. (CharlM H chtroots). Ifi

Von Zehla

to install Bill

NEW YORK

CITY

.

Is Discussing:

of

fight the Tribune.

Peter Donald added to NBC serial, 'Into the Light,' in addition to 'Can
with
You Top This?', 'Bright Idea Club,' 'Mary Marlin' and 'Rookies'
the Office of Education's 'Freedom's People,' writer Irv Tunick has two
other is established
programs with name credit in an hour on NBC
'World Is Yours'.. Carl Ruff, ex-WOR praiser, assigned to Army pubUcity
he broke a rib since entering service.
on Governor's Island
James H. Fassett is the acting director of the CBS music department,
replacing William H. Fineshriber who has been promoted to director of
John Hanlon, of the CBS accounting deCBS shortwave programs
partment, will shortstop for the U. S. team in the World Series of amateur
baseball at Havana beginning Sept 25... William Gaxton m.c.d the NBCtelevised fashion show which was put on in behalf of the sale of defense
bonds and savings stamps at the Sunken Plaza. Rockefeller Plaza, last
Friday (19). Among those from show business who appeared were Vivienne Segal, Lucille Manners, Ethel Merman, Ida Lupino, Arthur Treacher,

Olga Baclanova, Mady Christians, Stella Inda, Yvette, Tamara, Jo Ann
Sayers, Honey Chile Wilder, Mary Deesm, Mary Drayton, Katherine Locke,
Elaine Ellis, Helene LeBerthon and Katherine Barrett.

Richard Hippleheuser, CBS script writer, who turns out 'Report to the
Nation' from WJSV, has sold Saturday Evening Post article on the Government's sub-contracting problems. Title of the piece is 'Hello, Washington! York, Pa., Calling.'
to hold a director's stopwatch for CBS
Frank Danzig leaving
Ab Smith will officiate for Bates agency when Dave Elman's 'Hobby
Lobby' returns for Palmolive. .. .Margaret Cuthbert of NBC on road
speechifying.

.

.

.

—

The Radio Trade is Discussing: Lindbergh's bigotry the new
d<iy week at Blackett-Sample-Hummert—WBBM'i snaggle with the
Technician's Union— Balabnn & Katz* demonstrotion television in Chicago theatre lobbu— P.K. Wrigley's and Lea AtUas' possible relation to
Marshall Field's new Trib-/lghting doily in Chicago.

•

•

Lindbergh's bigotry— Steve Cisler's
swingtng
postcard to Mutual stations—juMoCs (lolding up Ayleswonh's
pooh-poohed, that Lou
of deal for NBC's Artists Bureau— the rumors,
CBS, may head Marshall Field's new daily in Chicago to
Ruppel,

The Radio Trade

jContlnned from psg* 2s

CHICAGO

IIS
lis

Marvin Mueller subbing as announcer on the 'Stepmother* show while
Carlton KaDell vacashes and Michael Roy subs as m.c. on the 'Club Matinee' shindig while Durward Kirby honeymoons. .. .Don McNeill, Jack
Baker, Evelyn Lynne and the Escorts and Betty doing a personal In
Lansing on Oct. 18
Gladys Heen and Willard Waterman added to cast
of 'Woman in White'
Fran Allison and Eddie Dunn doing soma specialty
entertaining for the 'Editor and Publisher' Central States Assn. luncheon
.Jack Swineford and Mary Patton now with ihe 'Road of Life' cast.
.

.

.

.

IN SAN FRANCISCO

...

—

The Radio Trade is Discussing: Lindbergh's bigotry the annual time
change headache—The future outlet of CBS in Frisco the corisequences of

KQW

—

going 50 kw.

Mutual-Don Lee has made a tieup with Telenews headquarters here to
pick up a weekly football rally from the four Telenews houses on the
Kickoff will Include a 10-minute
Coast starting Friday (26) at 10 p.m
slice from Frisco Telenews with John Tobln, assistant to district manager
Ellis Levey, and equal portions from Los Angeles Telenews with Sam
Baiter and Seattle Telenews
Graham McNamee presided at a cocktail
party in Palace hotel tossed by National Association of Manufacturers in
honor of the 'Defense of America' show which observed its 31st week with
pickups via KPO. .. .McNamee gave the boys a new twist by making a
speech, but good, on adventures in defense broadcasting.

WMCA

IJV

HOLLYWOOD ...

V

—

The Radio Trade js Discussing: Lindbergh's Bigotry luhere are the
gags for radio comics to come pom now that Tuesdav olone tuilt consume as much as a year of voudeville used to require u>?iat Orson
Wellea is driuing at ujith his neu> Lady Esther series that ignores most

—

Radio Daffodils

Des Moines
recently

—The

when

a

^

WHO

strangest request ever received at station
came
to inquire 'who is the best divorce law-

woman phoned

yer in town?'

—

of the rules.
Boston Bill Rule, WEEI control room engineer, motored through
Mexico on his vacation. On his return, a letter arrived at the station
Ray Erlenborn, Columbia's deadpan sound-eflfecter, whose act with noise requesting information about a courteous man connected with WEEI who
contraptions has been a howl at civic luncheons and other ceremonials, had pulled ovet to the side of a narrow road to allow the writer to pass.
joined Al Pearce's troupe as a regular. He'll play stooge and also appear
metal plate carrying the station's call letters had betrayed him. Both
Irene Rich goes aU blue this season after drivers were from Massachusetts.
In the Pearce film at Republic
years of splitting with the red... .Donald Thornburgh east lor a combo
Charles Vanda back at his CBS producvacation hnd home office call
Philadelphia
Advertising agency managers have received paint brushes
The Jim Jordans (Fibber and
tion desk after fortnight in Manhattan
through the mail with a tag inscribed with the following message:
Molly) brought back a packing case of momentoes of their Alaskan cruise
'Paint yourself beautiful pictures of ^our business by placing your ad
.Herbert Ebenstein stirring again on the radio scene, this time with a
.
message on WPEN, most powerful independent station' in Philadelphia.'
production setup
Andy Love, NBC's literary rights topper, playing
prof to novice radio writers taking university extension course. .. .Lewis
Boston—WEEI's sales department has Issued a challenge 'to all radio
Allen Weiss taking a Caribbean cruise with the missus after a brief stopstations in the country to compete with its exhibition of the fine art of
Charles Tazwell will script
over in Chicago for a Mutual board meeting
doodling while transacting business via telephone. A club has been formed
the Screen Guild Theatre programs this season, .. .Jean Hersholt renewed
at the station with the following charter members: Kingsley F. Horton,
for the sixth consecutive year of 'Dr. Christian'. .. .Dr. Pepper inspecting
O'Connor, Tenny Kelly, Nan Hojvard and David Garland. An
new half-hour disk from here featuring Dick Foran, Texas Rangers and Constance
actual exhibit has been set up in the clients' room.
Martha' Mears. Benton
Bowles waxed the audition. .. .Carlton Morse's
'One Man's Family' kudosed for the steenth time, the latest citation from
American Legion Auxiliary for being 'the sponsored program which has
KFBK, Sacramento; KGO, KFRC,
best served the American Family'
Noman Morrell moving his Lord tc
San Francisco; KWG, Stockton;
Thomas staff to quarters adjacent to
recently vacated by defunct
KERN, Bakersfleld; KECA, KFAC,
Columbia Management. . .Lum -and Abner will kick oft transcontinentally
KMPC, KHJ, Los Angeles; KTMS,
from Chicago
Hal Hackett,
radio head. In from N. Y. long enough
KDB, Santa Barbara; KMJ, Fresno;
KQW, San Jose; KXO, El Centro;

A

—

.

Stella Adier

for Mutual.

the IVoduction Centres

From

in th«

.

&

ONESPONSOR'S

KNX

.

MCA

91GRIDCASTS

appeared in a number of other films.
Being a production exec, she hopes,
doesn't mean the end of her acting
career.

Production, at least leglt producno novelty, either. Niftilyor Is that no way

tion, is

gammed femme
to talk about

—^produced

—

an associate producer?
and directed for the

Group Theatre and other outfits in
New York, London and on the Coast.
Last of her directional efiforts on
Broadway was 'Morning Star,' produced by CTeorge Kondolf,
Production assignment at Metro
or at least so
all a coincidence

—

was

Miss Adler would have it She went
to see Ben Thau a year ago about
an acting job on the lot. Asked concerning her experience, she recalled
that she had directed the legit version of 'Golden Boy' seen on the
Coast.

Thau remembered

it

and

asked more questions. Then he suggested a production post and sent the
gal to see other Metro execs, from
They all
Louis B. Mayer down.
thought it a nice idea, the feminine
touch and all that sort of thing.
Frof. on the Side
But Miss Adler— pardon. It becomes Prof. Adler at this pointwas in no position to take on a longtime job. She had to return east to

resume the position

of

head of the

dramatics department at the New
School of Social Research, N. Y., job
which she had also held the previous year. So the start of her producing contract was extended 12
months and Miss Adler went to work
under the pact on Monday (22).
Her initial assignment will be 'DuBarry Was a Lady.'
Why a gal whose background has
obviously been drama should be assigned to the unit of a musical producer like Freed is a question Miss
Adler thinks she' has the answer to:
'To kind of balance me off.'
It would appear that Metro fears
its newest associate producer may be
infested with art and the musical
will act as a quarantine period to rid
her of any such ideas. 'If that be
it,' she declared, 'they'll find nobody
more willing or quick to forget art.'
'You are Luther Adler's sister?'
brings a quick rejoinder: 'Luther is
my brother.' She's willing to have
however, that she's the daughter
it,'
of Jacob and Sarah Adler, famed
Yiddish legit couple. Fact is, Stella,
youngest of a tremendous brood, was
brought up in the traditional wardrobe trunk backstage. She made
her debut at 4% in a Yiddish meller and appeared in many more of
them before she transferred to the
English-speaking stage, where she
acted as well as produced and di-

KIEM, Eureka; KVCV, Redding;
KVOE, SanU Ana; KVEC, San Luis
Obispo; KDON/ Monterey; KTKC,
Visalia; KYMC, Marysville; KHSL, rected.
Chico; KYOS, Merced; KFXM, San
Bernardino; KGB, KFSD, San Diego;
Springfield,
Mass.—Herb Edman
Hawaii: KGU, KGMB, KHBO; Idaho: has returned from vacation to lake
KIDO, Boise; KRLC, Lewiston; Ne- up new duties as chief announcer at
San Francisco, Sept. 23.
vado: KOH, Reno; Oregon; KALE, WMAS, local Columbia outlet, to
Associated Oil's sponsorship of
KEX, KWJJ, Portland; KORE, Eu- which he was appointed just before
Coast football this season calls for
gene; KBND, Bend; KUIN, Grants leaving.
Additions to WMAS staff
coverage of 91 games' in a setup
somewhat different from that used in Pass; KOOS, Marshfleld; KRNR, include Barbara Maynard, formerly
the past. An even wider range of Roseberg; KMED, Medford; KAST, of The Springfield Republican, LorAstoria; KFJI, Klamath Falls; Wash- raine Cartier, and Wanda Lam-'
gridcasts Is scheduled blit airings
ington: KOL, KJR, Seattle; KMO, bourghinl.
will be confined to Don Lee and
NBC Blue webs, plus a few indie Tacoma; KUJ, Walla Walla; KGY, Laurence ReiUy has been apoutlets.
No Columbia or NBC Red Olympia; KGA, KFIO, Spokane; pointed chief engineer at WSPR,
KXRO, Aberdeen; KIT, Yakima; Mutual outlet here, coming from
stations are included.
KELA, Centralia.
WOLF, Syracuse.
Heaviest Individual

ONCOAST

Somewhere

in Louisiana

"Somewhere la Louisiana," nearly a half million
American troops are engaged in the

natiota's greatest

peace-time maneuvers.

"Somewhere in Louisiana" with Ohio's 37th
•pedal

staff

of

WGAR

is

a

and

'<war correspondents"

program has

been allotted to KQW, which gets 20
starting (28). Up to nine different matches will be sponsored in
a single dhy, with as many as 55

technicians, reporting the actual on-the-scene activities

games

of this famous -Ohio division.

from San Diego

stations

Why the Ohio 37th? Because this is "Cleveland's own"
division, with

here in the vicinity of the Buckeye State's

Programs

first

like these bring a radio station

dty.

and

its

Bill

audience doser together. Programs like these have

won

for

WGAR

the

title

Idaho

Mock, Oregon; Ted

Bell, Seattle;

Klise, Pat Hayes,
Gillette,
Eastern

Roy CeviUe,

Rod
Lou

of Cleveland's Friendly

rmfALL
/rspET^^ofT

Washington

ANP WWJ-

and Idaho.

Missing from the lineup
Ernie Smith. Commentators include Mel Venter of KFRC
and Eddie King of KPO. Missing

year

this

Stadon, and our prized Peabody and.Variety awards
for Public Service and

to

involved at one time. About 60 stations in all will share in the pie.
Signed as sportscasters have been
Prank Bull, Mike Frankovich, Richard 'Van Desautels, Los AngelesDoug Montell, Carroll Hansen, Hal
Wolf, Don Thompson, Frisco; John
Carpenter, Jack Shaw, Art Kirkham,

some 12,000 of the 18,000 men from

Showmanagement,

is

from

this list also is Art Linkletter.
Schedule was worked out by Har-

WGAR

THE FRIENDLY STATION

CLEVELAND

BASIC STATION ... COLUMBIA BROADCASTING SYSTEM

te.

A..Rkhard$,

Pnu

'

Edward Palry A Company/

John
Inc.,

F. PiOf,

V.

R«

G«n.

NaUooal ReprMenfotfve

Atgr.

old R. Deal, Associated advertising
chief,
and the contracts placed
through Lord Se Thomas. Intricate
interlocking of outlets was necessary
to obtain desired coverage.

Friday night game will get an airing via
in Frisco, KWJJ, Portland; KFIO, Spokane, and KMPC,
Los Angeles. Eleven pick ups will
be released in the Hawaiian Islands.
Stations which will carry Associated's
schedule include
Arizona:

KQW

KTAR,

Phoenix;

Tucson;

KSUN,

yuma;

Safford,

KVOA,
LoweU;

KGLU;

KTUC,

KYUM,

California:

WWJ

At no time during fhe 2l.-year history qI
hai the
Detroit Market and thit station offered greater sales possibil*
itisi for advertiser* than are offered now.
Be sure to make
Detroit and
muitt on your fall schedules . . .

WWJ

NOW]

Own»d,oi»l OparofMf
by Th» D»iroH Newt

George

P.

Anociata Stalien

W45 0—FM

Holllngbery

Compaay

RADIO
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Philco Sponsors Aylesworth

'KATE SMITH SPEAKS'

News

AS PRESS FEATURE
Phlico Is arranging lor an elaborate campaign of news programs on
Latin American stations, starting Oct. 1. The news will be aired over
local standard-broadcast band stations in South and Central American
countries at the rate of seven shots a week.
Philco makes the first account that M. H. Aylesworth, as head of the
radio division of the Office of the Co-ordinator of Inter-American
AfTalrs, has been able to sell on the Idea of such a campaign.

Kate Smith has contracted with
Watkins Syndicate, Inc., to turn out
a 600 words six time weekly newspaper column designed along the
lines of her noon-day CBS network radio show, and similarly titled
'Kate Smith Speaks.'
Contract is
for one year. Watkins, former head
of Ledger Syndicate, operates out
of Ardmore, Pa.
Bill Ttfaloney, Miss Smith s p.a. m
^ii^N York, set up the deal.

—

Gnatemaia Via Crosley Web
Cincinnati, Sept.

23..

Bristol-Myers started Monday (22) to blurb Ipana and Sal Hepatica
with nightly 15-minute newscasts in Spanish on TGW, Guatemala
Station is an affiliate of Cadena Radio Inter-Americana, Crosley
Latin-American network. CRIA's basic network has been carrying
the Bristol-Myers series since mid-July on a 52-week contract. Sale
of time on TGW, also on a 52-week basis, was made through the
Boclaro agency, NYC.

City.

>

at

NBC

In

New

Is

now

—

Amarlllo, Texas
Winkie Wilehas joined the announcing staff
KFDA of which he was

man

Sask.—^New

announcers at
Renins,
Regina, are Frank McGilllvray and Oscar Gullander. Gerry
Quinney, control room operator, is
back on the lob after a lengthy

CJRM,

ProspectlTC Sponsor of Networh

Its

with

WTRY.

Payroll Traffic

\

York,

GUARDIAN LIFE UP

of station
a former

KGGM,

member.

Albuquerque,

Comes from

New

Buchanan agency is working on a
half-hour program for the Guardian
Life Insurance Co.
If the charting goes through it will
serve as this company's debut In

Mexico. network radio.

Admen Meet With Gene Carr Connnittee
N.A.B. Sees and Would End Waste and Confusion
on Market Data, Rate Cards, Etc.
The American Association of Advertising Agencies and the National
Association of Broadcasters, as represented by its sales managers' division, are back to huddling.
This
tinve the talk has to do with rate
cards, mail and other surveys, coverage maps and program relations.
The first qf these discussions was
held at the Roosevelt hotel, N. Y.,
last Friday (19).
The suggestion for these latest
conferences came from Gene Carr,
of WGAR, Cleveland, as chairman
of the N.A.B.'s sales managers' division. Carr asked that the Four A's
name a committee of time buyers to
discuss ways of streamlining rate
cards and coverage maps so that the
information could be given to the
agencies as they wanted it and at
less cost to the stations. Carr point-

ed out that the broadcasters were
spending a great deal of money on
this data but without pleasing time
buyers in general. He thought that
if he could get specific ideas of what
would be acceptable, the suggestions
could be passed around among sales
managers at N.A.B. district meetings
and out of it might come standardized patterns for the. industry to fol-

low.

The

time that a

last

ing their old forms.

O.—Albert C. Houghton
WlylAN, Mansfield, to rejoin

Mansfield,
left

WKNY,

ICingston, N. Y.

Dayton, O.

—Jack

become national

Thornquest has

sales

manager of

WING, Dayton, and WIZE,
field,

Spring-

A

local sales manager for
will be named soon.

O.

WING

Wichita, Kan.—Gene W. Setzer,
announcer at KFH for past three
gone to Seattle on teaching
fellowship at Washington University.
He will work for master's degree in

Ustw

I

years,

political science.

—

New York City. Warren MacAllen,
formerly on the telegraph and cable
desk of the N. Y. Daily News and
previously day and night editor of
the Philadelphia Record and other
papers, has joined the CBS publicity
staff In charge of the press desk.
Morris Hastings, formerly with the

Boston
Transcript,
and
Thomas
Kelly, formerly with Standard News
Assn., also joined^the CBS publicity
department recently. Former succeeds Ilya LaskoS'~as music' editor,
while

the

latter

becomes

a

staff

waiter.

Robert E. I^ee, formerly engineerIn-charge of radio communications
In South

America for South Ameri-

can Gulf Oil, has joined the shortwave division of the Columbia engineering department.
Hal Kent, formerly with WABC,
New York, has joined the announcing staff of WOV, New York, to
handle late-evening specialty musical programs.
Three members of the pageboy
staff at NBC have shifted to the network's short-wave department. Walter Law becomes an. English announcer-writer, while John B. Williams Is now a traffic clerk and
Herbert Mattick a music clerk.
Schenectady.

WGT

—Roger

Goodrich at

as an announ cer. From WEBR,
and WFBL, Syracuse.

Buffalo,

Bnflala.—WGR-WKBW has a pair
of

new

spielers In Gilbert

Thomas

get

So does my famHy. You

see,

w*

Kv*

in

West

Virginia,

means a

to ws.

When we wake up

lot

the morning about 6:30,

Dad

turns

AH of

to get the market summaries.

en

all,

and

we have

butter,

te

miHc,

eggs

prices

Al Taylor and Ed O'Connor exited
announcing staff.

we're

know what

a

Tonngstown, 0.-:-Vem Smollk has
the Shamrock Grille, Youngstown, to Join WCKY, Cincinnati.
left

— Hal

Wausau,

Tozler, from
Wis.,
added to

WTMJ's announcing staff, succeednow with WIND,
ing John Cannon,

Gary, Ind.

—

Troy, N. T. Don Lyon, announcer
and newscaster, has shifted from

WTRY,
Randy
riiouth.

Tom

Troy, to WHN, New York.
English, from WHEB, PortsN. H.,

Is

now

a

WTRY

is

fust

Hke

mlker.

Armstrong, a salesman trained

faithful friend

.

.

.

always depend-

able."

because
I

don't

WLWs

that's

easy to understand,

a CLEAR CHANNH. STATION.

know what

that means, but

we

always

WLW 'Bam
WLW has so

us feel that

that us farm folks

me

WLW. My
I

know.

two

And

sisters feel

the

that

just

day

that

that the

same way about
all

I

can say

Is

about takes care of

the whole Vickers family

our

wa

weren't for

If It

a% for me, well,

—

like,

we live 200 miles apart."

just the other

(ust

"Dad says

—

San Antonio Charles Balthrope
has been named manager of station
KABC. Balthrope comes from station KTSA where he was assistant
manager and commercial, manager.
Replaces Charles Meade who returns
to the Texas State Network in Fort
Worth.

HUwaakee.

WLW

says

re-

signed from WFBC, Greenville, after
several years as program director,
sports editor, to join WPTF, Raleigh,
N. C.

WSAU,

Dad

make

days would seem plenty long

It,

products.

C^-Jim Reid

"Mother told

going te get for our

WBEN

they

are friends even though

us Kiten, be-

when we depend en

i : i

many programs

WLW

Rapids, Mich.

S.

Ddnce'

\

cause after

pro-

as clear as a belli

Farm Hour/ 'Earthbom' and the

and racKo

Charleston,

|ust

And we're o-azy about 'Everybody's

on the Oalcdal* Dairy Farm, near

from WBDO, Orlando, Fla., and
Ralph Snyder from WLAV, Grand

OreenvlUe,

—every

good reception

gram oomes in

— we

couldn't get along without

good

contingent

from the N.A.B. met with a time
buyers' group from the Four A's it
was to develop a standard form of
spot contract.
The meetings were*"
heated and suddenly the broadcasters committee issued what it determined would have to be the new
standard form. Agency time buyers
ignored this form and continued us-

sickness.

has

35

friends

on

WLW."

CARL SANDBURG
'Cavalcade of America'
30 MIns.

es Mins.

CAMPBELL SOUP

Monday,

WABC-CBS, New York

,

entertainer who has gone a remarkably long way in the past decade and
now has nothing to worry about but
material.

Cream

for

is

„

^

.

of Potato

by CampbeU. It should be a
soupy winter in lots of houses.
Land.

oup

AT THE HIBISCUS'

'CntL

15 Dilns.

BBC, London.
offers one complete
each week in doings of
Smith, come-on girl at the
Hibiscus hitery, and may reach home
to the hearts of less fortunate maidens condemned to soda pop in a
mere ballrom. Still, soda pop has
some signs of life about it and certainly fizzes; there's very little kick
In the weak mixtures served by
•writers Nick- Vane and Val Gielgud.
Follow-ups will need more than the
smart-talk served at this catching.

New

series

episode

Amanda

program that came
from having Sandburg read his own
Americanese,

narrative tie-to-

plus

gethers by Buzz Meredith and interpolated bits carried by actors, was

something that was half-free verse,
half editorial in praise of the basic
wisdom of simple people.
It was rich with everyday Idiom,
backcountry wisecracks, glimpses of
On
magnificence in mean places.

the whole
quality it

—

it

had

this

was material

remarkable
that could

be 'read' as conservative praise of
rugged character by conservatives
and at the same time less conservative listeners might nod approvingly
on the lines concerning the constant
exploitation of the simple by the
clever, the honest by the sharpies;
Which is something sufficiently unusual by itself.
Those who have kidded the wisebut-careful boys in Wilmington that
their Cavalcade stopped with the
America of Rutherford B. Hayes will
sense the authentic native feeling
and tang that the new formula introduced. The base of appeal here
and perhaps
wider thematically
higher I.Q.-wise. In forgetting about
of the third-rate melodrama
that has sometimes marred the telling of pioneer exploits DuPont may
fail to interest or to hold certain
But has DuPont
types of minds.
any desire, or need, to reach such

some

UJtra talky script severely mauled
a catchy idea
In introing its adventurous young
It appears she's one smart
lady.

minds

Land.

to start with?

•FREEDOM'S PEOPLE'
With Paul Robeson: W.

but Mayfair, not points' East,

and plants herself

O.)

for years.
The resultant

what might have been
doll,

&

(B. B. D.

In a rather firm jarring loose from
previous moorings the DuPont-sponsored 'Cavalcade of America' series
has launched a two-time experiment
under the sub-caption 'Native Land.'
First of these employed Carl Sandburg, the poet. He proved a standout radio personality, a fact not surprising to anyone familiar with his
versatile, not to say protean, performances on the lecture platform

promisingly on Sept. 16 due to an
easy-going blend of material and
Burns.
_
Termed 'The Arkansas Traveler
(an ideal narrative device for get-

ting around in story-telling), Burns
Is both gagging philosopher in the
straw-chaw tradition and the central figure in little adventures. The
first one was a dramatic trifle about
how the quick-minded and kindly
Traveler misled the constables and
enabled a night club singer to escape
In a freight car to go visit her baby.
It had an amiable aroma all the
way. And some sly belly laughs.
Being just enough different in comedy formula, there seems little reason to doubt a clear-cut click for an

m.

WEAF- NBC, New York

(Ruthraul! & Ryan)
Now on his own after several
years and a buildup into a major
radio personality on the Bing Crosby
program, the homefolksy funnyman
from Arkansas is the star of his own
A scries that got oft very
series.

,

7:30 p.

at the nitery as

Josh White, >robIe

table dressing for ogling males by
making a bet with the proprietor she
can neatly snare a very prominent
bigwig, just now within the club and
doing his drinking solo. Two bot-

Orcb.,

SIssle's

Frank Wilson, De Paur Chorus
Music, Songs
30 MIns.
Snstalnln;

champagne more profits Sunday, 12:30 p. m.
The bigwig is her brother all WEAF, New York
An all-Negro program
the time, a plant, a pseudo, a stuffed

tles

Handy,

C.

of

make.

weekly snatches may

put

to-

and written by the U. S.
Office of Education in the Federal
Security Agency, this half hour of
songs and music by established colored entertainers made good listening once it was clear of stilted explanatory paragraphs that got it underway. Idea was to dig down and
unearth the origin of Negro blues
gether

Frances Clare as the
is Miss Gush dorfe in
dialog, but faulty is the script, not
{he girl; she wades satisfactorily
through the stream of wordage and
Other
seemingly deserves better.

chameleon.

gilded charmer

yet give her a

chance to shine intriguingly'.
Remainder of characters disport them-

and folksongs which, properly delivered, are unmatched in inherent
Piece got most of its punch out feeling and natural rhythm.
Script told of the Negroes who
of a slick production job, especially
were transported into- slavery and,
on music backgrounding.

selves as headwaiter, nitery •o^vner

barman.

•

because of their lamentable position

and the

restrictions

imposed upon

them, the blues and folksong was
born via the only means of expression they had song. One interlude
clearly and grippingly pointed up

—

the

origination

of

'Steal

Away

to

background' of 'John Henry,'
with Josh White on guitar, war handled in the same way; a dramatized
bit capsuled the beginning of 'Mem-

Jesus';

8his

Blues' in the mind of W. C.
[andy, who helped in the telling.

MUlions

424

Paul Robeson's contribution was
sing the 'greatest of all Negro
'Swing Low, Sweet Charand 'No More.' Noble Sissle's
band and the De Paur chorus did
to

spirituals,'

BuymB
n Effective
And yo"
'eo^el

iot,'

'n-

A talented
fine work throughout.
Josh White, also
helped.
Show was produced by
Dr. Ambrose Caliver, script written
by Irve Tunick. Frank 'Wilson did
the narrating and, outside of trouble
with the above mentioned opening

""xl
part of
iover the be.t
market

this

Get

8 on

all

|

proflrams,

coverage,
'

instrumentalist.

I

"J'^j"

WDRC

rate

lines,

handled that end

easily.

Wood.

CONNeCTICUTl

BASICCBS""

but

Friday, 9:55 p.m.

(Lord

.

WAAT

.

sports edi.
tor the Denver Post for 20 years,
has joined
as sports commentator.

THE O'NEILLS'
-

,

E

WES

I^ADIO

S

/v'lQST

has

P
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that's Kleenex.'
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DAILY

Red Network, 12t16

IN..
Nr.

MOT. ED

to 12:30

P.M,ED8T

WABC—5:30-6:45 ED8T-^B8
COAST TO COAST
OOHTTON AOVEBTISINa AOENCX

WOLF—RKO BLDG. NEW YORK

CITY

r

Odec.

•

WELCOME LEWIS
With Lanny Ross

FRANCO-AMERICAN SPAGHETTI
Monday,

7:15 p.

m.

WABC-CBS, New York
-

.

MEXICAN WEB INAUGURAL
Thursday, 9 p.m.

WJZ-NBC, New York
Shortwave as a means of linking
nations produces many disappointments. This time It wa« the Aurora
Borealis.
But mere 'good-will' exchange programs between the United
States and various Latin republics
have been coUossal busts ( as listening) than it is perhaps kind to
enumerate. It- was especially embarrassing last Thursday night that
an elaborately arranged two-way
program to dedicate NBC's tie-up

words and music from
NBC went back to

in

New

York.

It

never

and Conrad Thibault all performed
with their customary effect. Nlles
Trammell spoke.
A bad break for John Royal, -who
negotiated the Mexican network
alliance for NBC, and for the Azcarraga-Velez group at the other end.
Latul.

miere.
In place of usual highpltthed, squeaky kid voices, Dolphe
Martin presented a group of sweet
sophisticates— not the obvious child-

prodigy type, but of a substantial
sort.
Age average was from 10
to 16.
of

The 50 beautifully blended voices
Young America Choristers with

Del

Castillo at organ,

sang as though

ing by Jack Lawrence account of
the gyrations and taps.
Excellent was Gloria Muddell, 14,
whose lyric soprano on 'Kerry
Dance' belied her age; has attained
voice quality of person twice her
age, but with naivete of her extreme youthfulness.
Drama shop's offering of B. H. McNeil's, 'The Pampered Darling,' wai
very nice. Leading parts were taken
by Nancy Dealy, Joyce Mitchell,
Joljn M. Grubbs, Janet Corzen, Ted

A

established any kind of contact when
attempting to pick up the Mexican
composer. Augustin Lara, in Chile.
So it was an hour of little individuality.
Black's orchestra, Glenn
Miller's swingers, Gladys Swarthout

[-art-t:-!Robs

WEEI, Boston
This well-paced children's program
uncovered a wealth of talent from
Greater Boston schools in Its pre-

for colds.
two or three-line reprise by the vocalist follows and the
program fades out to the announcer's
ode, 'Soft as music,
rong as love,

—

Frank Black
'll-ARS

Shop,

Jack Lawrence

ago for the first time.
Patricia
Walsh, 13, was fine soloist with this
group, which sang 'My Sister and I,'
'Sweet and Low,' and then gave remarkable vocal background for
Charlotte Moulton's marimba solo

of

(Youno & Rubtcatn)
Little heard from of late years on
nighttime radio Welcome Lewis on
her guest appearance Monday night
with Lanny Ross proved once more
that she can db two things very
Them Bums will blow it.
smartly. First, she can sing a song.
Second, she can indulge in a fast
line of light comedy.
DUFFY'S TAVERN*
It was an amusing trifle she did
With Ed Gardner, Shirley Booth, with Ross about her Glub-Glub club
John Kirby orchestra, John Reed and the baptism of Ross as a memKInr, Eddie Gsttn
ber.
Bright, too, was the sarcastic
25 MIns.
debunking of the lyrics of the song
SCHICK INJECTOR RAZOR
'Daddy.' With priorities gals should
Tnursday, 8:30 p.m.
nowadays beseech their sugars for a
WABC-CBS, New York
bit of aluminum or copper or something really hard to get and a true
(J. M. Mathes)
love for oopsieof sugar's
Ed Gardner, that clever Archie, test
Land.
woopsie.
and Shirley Booth, that clever
daughter of unseen Duffy, returned HARRY TATE JR.
to CBS and the service of Schick 'Family Crackers' With DorU Nichols,
ClUIord
Bean,
Betty
Huntley
Razor last Thursday evening (li)
Wright.
for the half-hour which is gypped
20 mIns.
five minutes at the tag-end for world BBC, London.
Son' of a vaudevillian father has
events.
Amidst world events and
radio events the comic blandish- all of that parent's tricks. It's unfortunate these tricks are not prements of 'Duffy's Tavern' are very cisely radio. This one is 20 mins.
While the quality and of strung gags which may wow over
welcome.
adaptability of the visiting person- the footlights, but nestle in the ear
like so much wax; there's nothing to
alities introduce a fluctuation of the
support them, there's no mental piclevel of mirth from week to week, ture; it's listen and laugh or don't;
Gardner, Abe Burroughs and Park after a while it even reaches 'can't.'
Script sets out with a family of
Levy contrive a jovial average of
described nuts, with Harry Tate Jr.,
dese, dem and dose hoke comedy.
Session is In
'Archie' is one of the nicest things as pa of the bunch.
that has happened to network radio for six weeks which means that
He's a many situations in that many 20 minin the past couple of years.
bona fide character and Mrs. Gaid- utes; affairs may tee off at the breakner (Shirley Booth) is a lady-sock fast table, the club, the picnic, the
in all her lines. They jibe and jell party, etc. Initial offering just had
them at a meal. Keeping the fun
big.
The program has gags, a running alive for Its allotted minutes Is a
situation, the perennial distress of hefty task, and there's grim deterArchie, the bartender-manager of mination to try; each thing each one
the Tavern. It has a collection of says has got to be funny, that's how
Incidentally, it hits the ear. To boost this deterdelicious malaprops.
there is John Kirby's occasional mination likely accounts for the
burstings in the Kirby style of hot lineup of characters (six in all);
music. On this occasion there was there isn't a straight-man In the
And bunch. Tate would be much better
Negro comic Eddie Green.
speaking of the crisp, slick-punched off going it solo on the comedy end,
line delivery of Gardner end Miss plus some attempt at story. His maBooth, this colored Green gent also terial would get high-lighting and a
chance to register.
Too much
finds the button perfectly.
The Mathes agency exposed an In- Family; to many Crackers.
telligent bit of copy for the razor
sponsor, a spiel that makes sense to
men., viz., customers.
Land.

unintelligible
Mexico City,

'AMI I.Y BPJM G5 YOl.
,MJG!-ITCR

used in limit-

smooth

weave

and routine by the cosmic disturbances.
After a few minutes of murky,

POPULAR

—

cadence and melodic
It's
Miss Sims' voice.
the first time that Kay Kyser's
vocalist has been starred by herself
on the air.
The commercial makes Its first intrusion after Miss Sims has completed the lyric and the selling point
emphasized Is the use of the tissue
the

less

MOW

pleasant impression, brief

is.

is

Drama

Junior

Castillo,

was 'You and I.' The arrangement long organized although they had
was a darb, bringing out as it did met Martin -two and one-half weeks

with-.XEW, Mexico City, and a new.
web In Mexico was rendered form-

"1"

it

Sound judgment

ing Ginny Sims to a single song,
and that she did delightfully on her
initial program
(19).
The choice

,

KOA

little

leaves a
as

Sustaining

Denver. — C. L. Parsons,

Besides

of reputation and a
instrumental combinaaccompaniment. It all

vocalist

a

tion for the

added the loud, cynical and fresh
Kirby
who previously
Dick
popped up on WBYN in the same
capacity. Kirby may yet make
the Rose Bowl for he is either
going to knock himself or Ais
audience out If he keeps on yelling so loud for attention.. .Kindly
notice that WHN's Dick Fishell
Is again predicting football winners for this paper this fall. Last
year Fishell finished the season
with the excellent average of .725.
This aided 'Variety staff members
no end in. increasing their lead
over the sheriff to half a game.
Shudders of the week: That

buying
Kleenex.
minutes the account makes use

product,
five

of

smooth

.

.

Diomas)

Unlike others that do it with
chainbrcak announcements, the In-

ing In Manhattan becomes pretty
If reception ever improves
dull.
in New York, It's not going to be
hard for some ambitious out-ofstation
to steal away this
town
early hour metropolitan audience. .WEAF has been breaking
into its nighttime list by bringing in a studio string ensemble
from Chicago 12:30 to 1 a. m.
Could this be a feeler by the station to get out from under the
dance band remotes with which
dissatisfied?

&

ternational Cellucotton Co. is ^oing
to no little expense to get a mmute
plug across the country for its ace

This?' (in curtailed rec-

ord form) offers possibilities on
the comedy end. It is sad but
true that if Jerry Lawrence
doesn't wave the Bamberger banner once in a while, late listen-

it's

Del

46 MIns. Local
Sustaining
Saturdays, 10 a.m.

WABC-CBS, New York

'Can

susUinlng

Choristers,

KLEE^fEX

York's

Mutual's

You Top

With Dolphe Martin, Yonng America

Songs, Band
6 MIns.

all-night radio
group is down In the gully. Even
WOR, the all-nighter with the
most vitamin B, is at a standstill,

DUPONT

Tuesday, 8:30 p.m.

The plug

New

MARCH OF YOUTH'

GINNY SIMS

20 Winks

With Burfess Meredith

Billy Arlzt Orchestra

with
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BOB BURNS

'Maria Elena.'
Interspersed was tag dance by
Smythe Twins, made more interest-

Knudson, Jean Redimann, Alexander
Courtney, Gerard Gorham, Jamee
Lawton, and Robert Seymour as nar-

—

rator

gram

all 13 to 16 years old.
Prooffers $5 prize for original 10-

minute playlet written by students
under 18.
Different twist on average quij
program was 'You're as good as your
word' game, where contestant is
given a letter and is to name words
beginning with the letter, in 15 seconds time alotted, winners receiving

$3 for first: $2, second, plus
numerous smaller awards, all in defense saving stamps.
In another game, contestants pronounce words spelled to them by
Martin, with dime stamps as winners' rewards.
This show has varied interests, has
been well written, directed and produced by Dolphe Martin, last with

Bob Emem

at WOR.
'March, of Youth'
for 'kid shows, for

New
is

York.

exceptional

WEEI

Boston.

Washington.

and for
Paul.

—Two newcomers—re-

cently reporters for Southern newslast week joined the WJSV

papers

news

—

staff.

All Leitch, former night city editor
of the Atlanta Constitution, who used
to air news over WGST, and Ernest

Mclver, reporter from the Fredericksburg, 'Va., Free Lance-Star, are
the arrivals,

WBNXr.

INTITHE MOST
•'"•TIVE
MaVe AND

AMERICA'S

UAROEST

MARKET.

5000 WATTS

—

—
Wednesday, September 24, 1941

RADIO
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DOWUNO

THE BALTON BOYS

EDDIE

Vt'ith

Harry Dupre
Vocal and Instramentiil

3« Hins.

15 Minf.

Tuesday, % p.m.

SANKA
WABC-CBS, New York

Sii!itaining

WGY,

Schenectady
Dalton Boys (3), for some time
singers on Major Bowes' program
from Capitol theatre, New York,
have been guesting on WGY at various times this summer. They recently began a series of early-evening programs.
Act may remind some listeners of
the Landt Trio and Mahr, who were
Daltons
at WGY for many months.
are a threesome including novelty
numbers in their- repertoire, with
one doubling as number-announcer,
and with an accompanist of their
own. When heard, they stuck to enSoloing might add
semble work.

(Young

Rubicam)

Jt

Speculation is both natural and
legitimate concerning the whyfore of
the bad performance a good actor

Eddie Dowling gave on his first
night out (16) as the new master of
ceremonies of 'We, the People.'
People of the theatre could hardly
credit this veteran of dozens of
Broadway first nights with being as
nervous as he sounded over the air.
Actors are always inwardly taut at
a premiere, but experienced ones
like Dowling don't fluff and strain.
rt seems a plausible guess that
Dowling may have been the victim
of a broadcasting formula as much as
vsriety.
broadcasting jitters.
Was he exOne feature, which probably pected to be, probably coached and
would click stronger were an audi- rehearsed and pushed into being,
ence present to joir in, is a 'Com- something that he ain't?
He ain't
munity Sing.' Li.-Jtcners invited to Gabriel Heatter!
Nor is he a typi^
chirp and to senci suggestions on cal radio narrator or announcer
or
favorite numbers.
Jaco.
bubble-voiced gladie-glad of
like

CLUES

the

kilocycles.
He's a legitimate actor
with a style and a personality of his

own. Neither was heard
day (18).

last

Tues-

Instead there was Dowling in a
voice that wasn't his usual voice and
working at a tempo that perhaps belonged to the original radio program
formula, but not to the original

50,000

wAns

SALT LAKE CITY

Dowling. The unnaturalness was especially evident ,in the shouted captions assigned to Dowling.
Versatile man of the theatre that he is,
Dowling is no newsreel off-screen
voice. He's a poor shouter. His admirers won't think any the less of
him on that account.

Meanwhile the program-merchandising slant for exploiting Dowling's
theatrical name and career highlights
was rather slick. 'We, the People'
deals in interviews with real people. The real people are introduced
by a master of make-believe who
says to the radio audience, 'real life
is

A
it

more dramatic than drama, etc.'
good idea, only Dowling can't do
the Gabriel Heatter way.

It was the start of the sixth year
for this program, an established sue-'
cess, but pretty consistently dull on
this particular hearing with the exception of the interest inherent in
the presence of Bebe Daniels and
Ben Lyon, over here for a few weeks
to see their children before returning to England to see the war
through.' They told some amusing
stories and gags about the dogged

English under fire.
Baseball player Ted Williams stumbled self-consciously through a script
that emphasized, but failed to prove,
that he was no longer conceited.
It was strictly drool for those who

The

MOSTLY OBVIOUS

can digest slobt>er about athletic
heroes, meaning those millions and

If,

during the years, you've

with any degree of

singje

station

guides would be popping in on them
in bedroom, dining room and kitchen all through the day. The Engles told the story clearly and it
was Indeed a novel experience, if as

—

—

told the story to discover that the
Columbus Dispatch hadn't explained
that tourists under tow of lecture-

So

interest,

to a

if

you have

people

who

a message

respond to

you've probably noticed

any good

names long associated with

cat

it.

could do worse than follow

Names

Names

Procter 8c Gamble.
Bros.,

Bond

Clothes, Richfield Oil.

Names

Dugan

like

of America's smartest and

most

finicky timebuyers.

Such

offer faster than a

succumbs

•

sponsors

who

you

to catnip,

the example of those

like Bristol-Myers,

Bosco, Hecker, General Mills,

millions.

There was a session with the whole
Engle family of Ohio who got -a
week's 'vacation' In a model home
on the fair grounds only as they

markets in America.

watched WOR's sponsors

are

WOR

among

the

country's greatest advertisers.

In fact, makers of good
things
tised

who have
them over

not adver-

WOR,

have

no idea how subdy and

surely

station spreads a

mood

related.

A

nick

Kenny

Whalen, aged

14,

protege, one Philip
got a place on the
of a story

recognition 'is no mere coinci-

about his singing to provide money
for an operation

covers

on

They

like

many

about

the speed with which this sta-

A

team

WOR. Among

them

masters and in dubious taste in 1941.
While octasional hints of the supposed entertainment appeal of this
session were apparently detected by
this reviewer, the whole episode was

on the what's-this-all-about

Harry Von Zell's singing
Sanka coffee and

about

western

lating

a

thing

about

recitation

—
—
is

which an

states

time-users have a

tion accelerates the fingers

tage-for-less.

which open pocketbooks

gentlemen,

in

The

it's

cost?

Why,

fundamentally

themajorityofabout4,250,000

a Scotch treasurer's idea of

homes with

radips in the most

what

densely-populated group of

cost!

ALL

advertising should

of a song

agency usually says 'well, that's just
your opinion.' 'The statement thai
it's
pretty horrible will perhaps
produce a survey proving people
cute
think
it's
enough people
Scoffers may also learn that even if

—

WOR. .THAT POWER-FULL STATION
AT 1440 BROADWAY

Mrs. Ethel Colby, wife of Julius

Cohen (Colby), does a bright 'Mr.
and Mrs.' post-premiere stint on

WMCA

(N. Y.) nightly, in between
chatter,
theatrical
spouse's
(iolby has a good voice, In his commentator quizoloffv on show biz
matters, and Mrs. (Jolby is quite assertive In her own opinions and reIt's
actions to the new openings.
done in an engaging, round-table
manner. Incidentally, Ait'a succeeded her husband as N. Y. Journal of

her

ens

WOR

Interpothe sort of
advertising

considered a singer. Von Zell still
gets as much per performance as
MartinelLI, so ne must be good.
Land.
We'll still shudder.

Pe'ry

office

more infofrnahon

ubou'f

oil'/

one

ular

very clear idea of this advan-

side.

big

t'or

of welcome for them. But reg-

of supposed quick-fit tail-

ors from the Bowery went through a
patter act that sounded phoney. It's
a kind of Hebe comicking that will
be new only to the younger scout-

definitely

I'Sl,

things

money, but did not solicit any.
Instead, at the end, Dowling stated
'now don't worry, everything Is going to be taken care of.' By whom
was not stated to the listening pub-

eleven

dence.

his sister's eyes.
The sister was also present. The
continuity built up the need for

lic.

I'lsl;

this

program on the strength

that

ol

SO 000

'lip

w.iii

seventeen
s?niions.

which,
critic
with Wllella Waldorf on the N. Y.
Post succeeding John Mason Brown,
makes bar one of the two regular
flrst-stringers covering legit preems.

Commerce dramatic

IN

NEW YORK

.
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Grace Moore Opens

Admission Tax Measure Clarified

Grace Moore will open her

Concerts; Reveals

On Opera and

.

Cohiinbia

Opera

1

In

Baltimore Return
Baltimore, Sept. 23.

Columbia Opera

Co.,

.

under direc-

tion of Armand Bagarozy, will make
its seventh annual visit to the Maryland here next week with grand
opera repertory at $2.22 top.
Guest stars include Lanny Ross,
Lucille Manners, Felix Knight, Ethel
Barrymore Colt, Francia White and
mission.
Metropolitan
Virginia Pemberton, Alfred Chlgi,
Top for opera at the
heretofore was $7, but tickets sold Josepha Chekova, Louisa Coroniria,
Oct. 1 and thereafter will be $7.70, and Lloyd Harris are regulars listed
all
for return.
with the 10% levy applying to

Met

locations.

Season tickets bought in advance

performances, whether for chari-

All
table or religious purposes.
passes must be taxed, also, those

admitted paying 10% on

being so

the cost of the ticket would be.

what

Expected that tickets for critics will
be exempt, as are admissions tendered men In uniform of the services.

Revision of the admission tax
structure may result In the social
security classification for all those
who are employed in the offices of
operatic and symphonic organizato the present such per.
tions,

sons have not been required to pay
social security, nor are they included
4n such ultimate benefits, although
required to pay iitcome tax. Reason
advanced is that grand opera and
symphony organizations are' supposed
to be non-profit venfures and are reEmployees in such
table, groups.
s organizations such as the Rockefeller Foundation, are also outside social security regulations, because of
.

an

erratic
years ago.

Washington

ruling,

some

IRRA PETDiA SINGS 14

IMS WITH S.F. OPERA
Irra Petina,

14

Met mezzo,

performances

in

will

have

five-week

the

San Francisco Opera Co. season this
Her manager, Dolores Hay'
ward, has returned from the west

year.

coast.

Singer recently

made

a picture for

Paramount.

I

May

Beagle Announces
Pittsburgh

Heels by Confusing Toronto Dates

booked for 26 concerts and will have
Oct.
35-40 by the end of the year.
Miss Moore will sing with the San
Francisco, Chicago and Met opera
Robert Weede, Met baritone, opens
companies, her new role at the. lat- his fall concert series In Rosemond,
ter house begin the title part In Mont., Oct. 6 and sings In CorvalUs,
'Tosca.'
Ore., Oct. 8, San Diego, Oct. 11,
Pasadena, Oct. IS, and Bakersfleld,
Cal„ Oct. 15 befor* Joining the San
Francisco Opera Co., whera he will
sing In 'L'Amora Del Tre Re,' 'Barber of Sevllla' and 'Tosca.' He gives
a recital In Eldorado, Kas., Nov. 11
and planes to Cuba for concerts In
Havana and Santiago Nov. 17 and 19.
Then flies back to Join the Chicago

6

Weede Bows

CITIZENS

GROUP

FORMS SYMPH
INB'KLYN

Opera Co.
We«de will handlt most of the
important barlton* roles at th* Met
this season.

Formation of Brooklyn's first symphony orchestra will be announced
at the Hotel Granada, Brooklyn, tomorrow (Thursday), when a permanant citizens committee of 100 will
meet to augment current plans.
Georges Zasdawsky will be in charge
of assembling an orchestra of 100
men.
Programs will be given at the
Academy of Music. For the first
year it is planned to have eight concerts, which may be supplemented
•by a popular-priced series for youngIn a terrific drive to force the last
er members. Organization is to be
Heretofore, major non-union symphony orchestra
non - profit making.
New York will witness a number Brooklyn Has depended on touring into the fold, James C. PetriUo, presiwhich
have
winter
this
dent
of the American Federation of
of operas
orchestras for its symphonic music.
not been heard in periods ranging
Musicians, last week threatened to
from 15 to 80 years. Operas will be
throw a picket Una around Sympresented both by the Met and the
phony Hall, Boston, and everywhere
New Opera Co.
the Boston Symph goes If it refuses
Latter organization will put on
to join the AFM. Earlier in the week,
Vie Parlsienne,'
'La
Offenbach's
Petrillo told Efrem Zimbalist and
which has never been given at the
Joseph Szigeti, violinists, both of
Met; Verdi's 'Macbeth,' which was
whom resigned from the American'
first given in N. Y. in 1850 and has
Guild of Musical Artists to Join the
likewise not been done by the Met;
AFM, to cancel-engagements with the
'Cosi Fan Tutte' (Mozart), which
Koussevitzky outfit. Petrillo's office
had its last Met presentation In
been

of that date will not be taxed, however, whether actually paid for or
not, and it is understood that most
of the Mel's subscribers have already
ordered their tickets. Same applies
for the New Opera Co.'s limited season at the 44th Street, N. Y.
No Social Security
Admissions tax applies on all tickets from 10c up. Included are benefit

On

fall

concert tour in St Paul with the
Minneapolis Symph on Sept. 24 In
the Auditorium. Singer Is presently

Repeal of Exemptions as of Oct.
In show circles the general impression was that admission taxes
would not apply to grand opera and
symphonic concert tickets because
that class of performance was formerly regarded as 'educational.' That
term Is not specifically mentioned in
After President
the tax measure.
Boosevelt signed the bill it became
clear that opera and symphonic confrom the
exempt
certs, heretofore
tax, will be classed together, as of
Oct. 1, with all other types of ad-

Hurok, GaOo Toe Troupes Rocked Back

With Mpls. Symph

Schedule

Symph

Boston

Forgotten

Faced With AFM

Opera Set

Picket Line

For Revival

KREISLER SET

FOR 21 CONCERTS
set for 26
1941>-42

Fritz Kreisler has

with

Lucrezia

Bori,

stated yesterday (Tuesday) that the

seaconcerts by NBC for the
George Meader, son beginning in January. The 66- question of picketing will be acted
Luca and Editha year-old violinist, recovering from upon Just before tha Boston symFleischer; and Tschaikowsky's 'Pique his auto accident, will make 16 of phony opens its season. Meanwhile,
Dame,' first done in German at the the appearances with the NBC or- it was added, the situation remains
unchanged.
Met in 1910 with Leo Slezak, Emmy chestra.
The Boston Symph has been barred
Destinn, Alma Gluck and Adamo
Kreisler will first appear with the
from radio and phonograph records
Didur.
Philadelphia Orch Jan. 9 In Phila- during
the past two years by Petrillo.
The Met plans revivals of 'Fra
five
other
delphia. He is booked for
Petr^lo went to Boston Sept. 18 to
Diavojo' for Lily Pons, not done
engagements with that group, dates attempt
since .1910, 'Meyerbeer's Hugenots,'
to make a deal with the orPhiladelphia; Jan.
which was last heard in 1919 with being Jan. 10 in
chestra to no avail.
Hempel, 13, in Washington; Jan.' 14, BaltiCaruso,
Frieda
Enrico
Boston Symphony pays salaries
Emmy Destinn, Mabel Garrison, more; Feb. 9, Philadelphia, and Feb. which are all higher than the miniLeon Rothier, and Antonio Scotti. 10, New York.
mum set by the AFM.
Other orch dates are with the
Also planned is Mozart's 'Magic
Flute,' last done in 1926 with Marion Pittsburgh Symph, Jan. 23 and 24;
Talley, Elisabeth Rethberg, George the Kansas City Philharmonic, Feb.
Meader, Paul' Bender, and Gustav 3 and 4; Cleveland Symph, Feb. 19
Concert People
Schutzendorf. 'Elixir D'Amore* will and 21; St. Louis Symph, March 6
be done with Bruno Landi, Salva- and 7; Chicago Symph, March 12 and
Straight recitals are scheduled
tore Baccaloni and Bidu Sayao; it 13.
Efrem Zlmbalfit leaves West
was last done in 1934 with Tito in Boston, Elgin, 111.; Knoxville, Co- Hartford, Conn., where ha spent the
Schipa, Giuseppe De. Luca, Editha lumbus, O.; Chicago, Trenton, Washsummer fanning, to return to his
Fleischer and Ezio Pinza. Last, in ington, Buffalo, Charleston, .8. C,
post as director of the Curtis Instithe list of Met revivals is Rossini's and Hartford.
tute, Philadelphia, at the end of the
'Cenerentola,' never done at the Met,
month.
and last given in 1856 In N. Y. This
Booker
Snyder
Harty
As
will be revived for Baccaloni and
23.
Sept
Philadelphia,
Flerre Lnboshnti and Cenia NeElizabeth Wysor, contralto.
Snyder,
local
press
agent,
Marty
menoff, duo pianist, give a N.Y. reoperas
both
'CarBesides these
men' and 'Lucia' will have new set- has branched out into the concert cital Jan. 23 at Town HalL ^
tings and scenery, and will be re- booking field at Town Hall.
Opening attraction wiU be CarKlrsten Thorborr, Met contralto,
studied for more elaborate presenmellta Maraccl, dancer, Dec. 10.
tations.
will solo with the N. Y. Philharmonic March 26 and 27.

April,

1928,

Victors Big Push for 'Good Music

18

Town Hall Lecture Series, has'
dates set for Claire Boothe, Chicago
Table, Raymond CTapper,

Round

Vincent Sheean and Quentin Reystill to be filled.

nolds, with a sixth

Mitropoulos'

NBC

Dates

Minneapolis, Sept. 23.
Dmitri Mitropoulos, Minneapolis
Symphony orchestra conductor, will
toinduct the NBC symphony orchestra's initial

winter season's concerts,

•
Oct. 7 and 14.
He also will conduct broadcasts of

the New York Philharmonic Symphony Dec. 14, 21 and 28 and Jan. 24,

Jan. .1 and 2. On Nov.
he appears with the Montreal
'

Artists Symph,

29 With Advertising Campaign—
Are Waiving Their Royalties Temporarily

Starts Sept.

their companies,

ments here

—not

two
to

legit

manage-

speak of the au-

diences.
As far as ballet-goers

were con-

cerned, confusion commenced with
the newspaper announcements that
Hurok was presenting the Ballet
Russe de Monte Carlo at the Royal
Alexandra for seven performances,
commencing Sept. 16, and that Fortune Gallo's Original Ballet Russo
(the de Basil group) would be at
Massey Hall for a week's engagement, beginning Sept. 22.
Result
was utter confusion among theatregoers who shuttled between both
houses, and got the programs of both
ballets and the principals mixed up.
Even th« newspapers got bawled up
and transposed cut-lines; the pacitying of their 'to-blazes-'with-it' attitude was another headache for the
advance men and the publicity representation for the Royal Alexandra and 'Massey Hall.
Chief result of this 'double feature' in ballet is that both houses
have taken a beating while, if they
can get together this time, th« two
Impresarios, its held, can bind up
each other's wounds. Opening the
1941-42 season too early, this coupled
with hot weather and the presence
of the rival troupe the following
week. Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo
chalked up a poor $12,000 at the
Royal Alexandra here, with the 1,551-seater scaled at $3.60 top. What
th« Original Ballet Russe will do at
Massey Hall (2,840-seater at $3.60
top) remains to be seen.

11 Conductors Set

To Conduct

.

records

group of

may be

sold for the entire

six.

The first group to be released Sept,
29 will be the orchestral records,
these comprising a recording by the
Philadelphia orchestra under Eugene
Ormandy ^ playing Strauss's 'Em'
peror Waltz,' and the second being
the Boston Pops Orchestra under
a cost of $1 per pair, or 50c a record, Arthur Fiedler playing
the baUet
records, however, not to be sold, ex- music from 'Faust.'
Second release on Oct. 20, will
cept in pairs.
have
Rose
Bampton
singing
'O
Actual purpose of the drive will
Patria Mia' from 'Alda,' and Benlbe to show the public the extensiveamino Gigli singing 'Celeste Alda,'
ness of the Victor catalo'g, as other while the .other in this group Is a
records at the regular $1 price will recording of John Charles Thomas
be released at the same time. "Full singing 'When I was a Lad,' and
page ads will be taken in the News 'There Is No Death.*
in N. V. and Life the first week, and
Last will be the instrumental
then in 57-70 papers throughout the recordings, these being one of Jesus
country during its duration. A ceil- Maria Sanroma playing Liszt's Secing has had to be placed on the sale ond Hungarian Rhapsody, and Wll
of the records, since all participating Ham Primrose,
playing Dvorak's
artists have waived royalties on the 'Humoresque'
and Nevlns'
"The
sale, hence a maximum of 2,000,000 Rosary.'
.

'

for

NBC Orch

28

Concerts

Twenty-eight concerts with 11 conductors have been set for the NBC
symph during the 1941-42 season.
Conductors set are Dmitri Mitropoulos, Oct. 7 and 14; Efrem Kurtz,
Oct. 21 and 28; Leopold Stokowski,
Nov. 4, 11, 18, 25. March 24. 31, April
7 and 14; Juan Jose Castro, Argentine director of the Colon, Dec. 2. 9
and 16; Sir Ernest MacMillan, Dec.
23 and 30; George Szell, Jan. 6 and
13; Dean Dixon, Jan. 20 and 27;
Frank Black, Feb. 3 and 10; Alfred
Wallenstein, Feb. 17 and 24; Fritz
Reiner, .March 3 and 10, and Saul
Caston, March 17.

PHILLY OPERA CO. BOWS

WITH TAUSr NOV. 18
Philadelphia, Sept. 23.

The Philadelphia Opera Co., with
Sylvan Levin as musical and artistic
director, and C. David Hocker, general manager, opens its season at the
Academy of Music Nov. 18 with
'Faust.'

Other operas to be done during the
season, all in English, will be 'Bartered Bride,' 'Die Fledermaus,' 'Boheme,' 'Eugene. Onegin,' 'Spiel oder
Ernst,' 'Butterfly,' 'Nozze di Figaro,'
'Old Maid and the Thief,' 'Pelleas et
Melisande,' 'Rosenkavaller,' 'Tales of
Hoffman,' 'Cosi Fan Tutte,' 'Traviata,'
'II
Tabarro,' 'Suor Angelica' and
'Gianni Schicchi.'
Deems Taylor's
'Ramuntcho' will be given its world's
.

First' tour. performance of the St.
Opera Co. takes place in
Evansvllle, 111, Oct. 20.
Opera is
'Martha,' with Felix Knight, Douglas Seattle, Hertha Glaz and Ger'

Louis

RCA Victor will start a drive on
Sept. 29 to 'stimulate the growth of
At same time. Miss Beegle, who
good music in America' and will,
manages Pittsburgh Orchestra Association,
released POA bookings break Us most extensive advertising
lor season: Philadelphia .Orch, Oct. campaign in years t)ack of the pro31; Boston, Dec. 13 and 14; Minne- motion. It plans to release six recapolis, Feb. 13, and Philadelphia
ords over a period of nine weeks at
again May 3. Another Beegle enterprise,

CUndlo Arran, Chilean pianist,
will guest solo In the Liszt E Flat
piano concerto with the Chicago

Symph on

Crooks, Maracd Dancers,
Salvatore Baccaloni, Jascha HeUetz.

Lily Pons.

23.

Gallo, in

stroke of business that brought bad
news all around for themselves,

De

Richard

Nelson Eddy, Vladimir Horowitz and

Hurok and Fortune

Easton,

Florence

Giuseppe

'

Pittsburgh, Sept. 23.
May Beegle, Pittsburgh's No. 1
Impresario, announced her concert
series for 1941-42 last week and at
the same time announced that subscribers could substitute Marian Anderson, booked as an outside attraction, for any other attraction on the
list
Ogera 'Don Pasquale,' with a
Met cast, will open the year next
month and others pencilled in are

Toronto, Sept.
Sol

bringing two ballet groups to Toronto within the fortnight, pulled a

hard Pechner.

Symphony

with the Philadelphia
Orch In New Orleans on Jan! 26,
Miss Hellwlg also appears with the
same orchestra In Philadelphia
27
'Requiemu'

and

28

in

Company

Mack can

Harrell, pianist, will appear in a
performance of the Beethoven Ninth

March

.

premiere on Feb,

Jndith Hellwlr, soprano, and

Verdi's

10.

uses only

young Ameri-

singers.

WNEW's

Anzac Basso
Recently Got to U.S.A.

Oscar Naska, New Zealand bass of
Russian decent, has been signed by
WNEW, New York, dnd makes his
American debut on tliat station to-

Jean JnelU, former dancer with day (Wednesday) from 8:15 to 8:30
the L'Opera Paris, arrived last week p.m. The bass arrived in the U. S.
from France.
a few weeks ago and will be known
on

the air as the 'Anzac Basso.'
He has sung leading roles at
Covent Garden, London, and appeared
spend two days weekly during tiie throughout England in concerts.
winter teaching opera at the Julius
Harrte school, Hartford. He will
Dallas Symph has booked Helen
also teach at his home In Monroe, Traubol, Zino Francesattl and Sidney
N. Y„ besides mt^ng appearances at Foster among Its soloists for the

Fredrloh Schorr, Met Wagnerian
baritone for the past 18 years, will

the Met.

1841-42 season.
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BANDS-THEATRES'
Fitch Record-of-Week Gives Radio

And Columbia

AIM. SHOlOl

Discs Unique Tieup

Sensational

the radio

Kansas City, Sept. 23.
Newest topical development in
the current popular terp crazes
the blackout conga originated
by Maestro Hal Wayne at the

is

Drum Room

Thursday before the Sunday broad-

Hotel President
week.

casts, in anticipation of sales calls.
Columbia, in reciprocation for the
Fitch direct plug for the waxworks,
will have a special label on the respective tunes, thus giving the hair
preparation a direct-into-the-home
phonograph billing, akin to its radio

ployees of the Light and Power
company, caused a total blackout
of the city at midnight Wayne
supplied terping patrons with
lighted candles and the conga
chain went merrily on.

tionally distributed to its dealers the

TUXES

S.

When

strike

a

of

the

last

'Phoney'

Leader Has Toreman' Relationship

MCA

Follows

Contract

Unexpected

on

Opening

Paramount

—

Serenade Joe Weber

of

Mitchell Ayres Orchestra

At
em-

of

Disclosure
Signature

Petrillo

Grants Reprieve to State,
Strand

A.F.M.

special

a

'greetings'

to

prexy-emeritus Joseph N. Weber

Ben

at

It's

Selvin's Muzak plant.
for the occasion of the

Webers'

RETROACTIVE FEAR

C.

Canavan, Harry
and Fred Birnbach

Brenton

waxed

James

officials

Ed

Petrillo,

golden

wedding anniNew York

versary, celebrated in

yesterday

(Tuesday).

plug.

idea

Bandwagon

Thought
and

Oct.

oft

tees

Duchin's
the

will be billed as
Specials,' and the
5 with Eddy
'Love
of
of It Air and 'Stars Over

records

The
'Fitch

recordings

These are BMI
Sehoolhouse.'
ASCAP publications respec-

unis
peace
ASCAP-bc23<iasters'
formally signatured and all tunes
Fitch is on
are back on the air.
NBC-red network, hence the strad-

tively, thus straddling the fense

PALLADIUM
FAII^TOOPEN

til

IN CHI

dle.

The Oct. 12 week will be omitted
but the deal resumes Oct. 19 with
Chicago, Sept. 23.
Harry James; Oct. 26 with Horace
Heidt or Kay Kyser. et al. Benny
The new Palladium Ballroom
Goodman, Claude Thornhill, Charlie failed to open here on schedule FriSpivak, and others will follow.
the Police Dept.
night
when
day
(19)
Pat Dolan, director of exploitation
Columbia; refused to grant an operation permit.
for
advertising
and
Plans had been made to get under
(Continued on page 40)
way on a verbal promise of a license,
but when time came for okay to be

CISLER SIGNS

WITH AFM

issued it was stalled off on explanation that new operators first had
to be investigated. That's apparently a throwback on recent trouble
with the spot when it was known as
the Theatre Cafe.

Bookers of Charlie Spivak's band,
which has been laying oft in Chi

Remote dance bands went back on
the Mutual Network last Friday (19)
after Steve Cisler, general manager
of WGRC, Louisville, a Mutual affiliate,
agreed to employ a studio
The controversy
staff of musicians.
involved, as it turned out, the expenditure of $170 a week by the
Cisler fiew into New York
station.
to meet with James C. Petrillo,
American Federation of Musicians
prez, on negotiating a settlement.
Under the settlement terms
will use four instrumentalists at
$27.50 a week each, a band leader
,($30) and an organist at $30 a week.
Petrillo pulled the remote bands off

since Friday, said they expected the
dancery to get a green light and
(Tuesday.).
night
unshutter
last
Dinah Shore, singer, had also been

but returned

set

New York

to

12.

Herman Probable For

New Ybrker Return Date;

Now

in

Coast Hospital

New

last

week

gained a last-minute reprieve from
the musicians union for the three
theatres on Broadway playing bands.
With Loew's, Paramount and Warner Bros, refusing to sign the new
American Federation of Musicians'

On
Eddie

Dixie

(Rochester)

fore returning to California and Jack

Colored
Benny's radio program.
comic begins overnight stands tonight (Wednesday) at the Stadium,
Portsmouth, Va.. and follows with
dates at Aud., Charlotte, N. C, tomorrow (Thursday); Municipal Aud.,
Atlanta (24); Aud., Columbia, S. C.
(29),
(2fi); Mosque, Richmond, Va.
with the 27th and 28th still to be

FRATERNIZES

Trenton, Sept.

when the New Jersey sulast week ruled that so
long as an orchestra is subject to the
control and direction of the operator
of a spot the latter must pay the
government insurance premiums.
The court test was brought through
Othello Bqndiera, a musician, who
had been employed in Alex Bartha's
band at the Steel Pier, Atlantic City,
preme court

summer.
The court laid down the principle
was in reality em-

this

that the leader

ployed as an agent or foreman and
should be not considered as an individual employer.
Justice Ralph
W. E. Dongas, in writing the opinion
for the court, stated:
'It

FIRST

show, due to the union's ruling that
no dates, either in theatres, hotels,
cafes, etc., could be played by a
traveling orchestra unless it was
contracted for under the new form.

Harry Mayer, booker of Warner
Bros.' Strand, and Sidney Piermont,
booker for "Loew's, were also pre.>;ent
at the Paramount opening and, having been a.ssured that Paramount
wasn't signing the new contract
form, they were surprised to see

The musician.'! accommodated themselves to the needs
and demands of the Pier and in
from and were
under control of the Pier.

the musicians union by
one of the bookers elicited the response from Jack Feinberg, vicepresident of Local 802, that Ayres
was permitted to play the Paramount because a contract on the new
form had been filed with the union.
This looked like a fast curve, so

Lucas' musicians sat around with
all night, then later took him
upstairs to their quarters where he
apparently watched where keys, etc.
were placed. It wasn't until after the
theft that Lucas
discovered that

execs,

call

who

was made

to

Paramount

reiterated that they had

(Continued on page 42)

'Viewed in the
ality, the situation

opened-in San Fran-

t'olved are musicians.'

MONROE BAND
CRACKS

be pulled on some other band.
Suspect Is six-feet, blonde, about
170 pounds.
8

when

Party'

will return
hotel again the
first part of 1942, though no contracts have been definitely signed.
Pencilling in of a date for his opening and the official signaturing .is
awaiting the first couple of weeks
of Benny Goodman's stay, response
to which will determine the length
of Goodman's run and, of course,

New Yorker

Show, which had been on CBS
Friday nights with Paul Baron's
band, gees ii)to a 9:30-'l0 p.m. spot on

NBC's Blue.

Sammy Kaye's orchestra contractMonroe begins his first New York
ed with Victor Records last week for location date the week previous.
another two years. Band was given Opens Commodore hotel Oct. 2.
an increase In salary, supposed to be
$600 a side against a royalty. Contract calls for SO sides a year.
Kaye's recording of 'Daddy' Is the
side that Victor has
had in some time.
It's
hovering

B way Par Booking Jams

bigge.st selling

Xavier Cugat s Concert;

around the 425,000 mark.

Herman's- opening.
Goodman opens

Yorker

Oct.

9

for

at
at

the_
least

Xavier

-

\H

AND YODEL

at Harold Austin's
For a New Vocalist

Open Auditions

Johnny Long's Orchestra Coveted by Previously
Unimpressed Hotel, Theatre

New
Buffalo, Sept. 23.

eight

weeks. He's now at Frank Dailey's
Meadowbrook, Cedar Grove, N. J.
Herman was operated on at
Cedars of Lebanon Hospital, Hollywood, Monday (22) morning for a
hernia.

ROLLER SKATES REPUCE

AT BALTO'S COLISEUM
Coliseum, Baltimore, wbic.h seats

about 7,000 people for fights, etc.,
and can dance between 8,000-9,000
pepple, is giving up use of name
bands and is going In for roller skat-

Bandleader-op Harold Austin, lackfill
by means of
Esquire
his
at
auditions
open
ing a vocalist, will

dancery. For next five weeks anyone with .vocal yen Is being invited
to climb up on bandstand and warMost promising voice, male or
ble.
female, will get the job.
Local interest is aroused at stunt,
since Austin has boosted a couple of
other singers, notably Tiny Schwarz,
now at WBEN, by this means. Va-

cancy was

left

by Jack Kennedy's

return to Texas U. for final year of
music.

.

Harry Jaecer, drums, formerly with
ing instead.
Benny Goodman and Irving GoodSpot is operated by William H. man, trumpeter, former's brother,
now with Vaughn Monroe's, band.
Rochman.

Pittsburgh, Sept. 23.
business is snobbish about
Witnessing this truism is
the success stbry of the upcoming
Johnny Long orchestra' and the
change in its fortunes since 1939.
In that year the Statler interest
took over the William Penn hotel
and dismis.<;ed Long as not worth the
$900 weekly stipend It was then getBefore leaving Pittsbursh, Bub
ting.
Miley, Long's manager, tried to get
a $l,000-week booking at the Stanley
theatre here. The theatre was bored*
by the suggestion.
La.st week the Penn hotel bid $3,000 for the Long orchestra, but the
Orchestra wasn't available to It because it's booked into the same Stanley theatre Dec. • at sround $5,000.

Show

success.

Dance Pickups Switch
In Cincinnati Area
Cincinnati, Sept. 23.

Remotes of orchestra program^
from the Lookout House, nearby
Kentucky nitery, transfer to WKRC
and the Mutual web Oct. 1, after
eight years of airing by Crosley's
and WSAI. NBC affiliates.
Wally Johnson's band, local, la cur-

WLW

rent at the spot.
Change gives
their

first

WCKY,

WKRC

Cincy

CBS

and Mutual
music pick-up.

affiliate,

Later

opening at the
Broadway Paramount having been
advanced lo Oct. 1, on a four-week
picture commitment with 'Hold Back

Success Goes to Headlines

JUST POP

Carnegie

Into

Beside Rochester and Hayes' crew
Kitty
unit will carry couple acts.
Murray, a singer, is only one set so
far.

orchestra begins
job in commercial radio Oct.
it joins Camel's 'Py)thouse
Ilka Chase and guest

with

stars,

VICTOR AT A BOOST

filled.

Woody Herman's band

to the

ICE

Vaughn Monrot-s
its 'first

SAMMY KAYE WITH

light of actudoes not dif-

from the engagement of a
group of painters for a specified
time or a group of ushers
merely because the persons infer

cisco a week ago.
Leader thinks
that the stolen uniform means that
the same 'one-of-the-boys' trick will

call to

another

fact took orders

him

would play the Strand.
Ayres' Ralncbeck

A

serv-

foreman.

cisco.

outfit

that

law, but the orchestra was subject to the control and direction
of the Steel Pier Amusement Co.
as to the time it was to play and
what it was to play. It is clear
that Bartha was merely
the
agent for hiring the men and
was for all practical purposes a

passing through to San Fran-

Holmes'

undisputed

Unem ployment

posed as a member of Herbie Holmes'
band is thought to be the thief who

man

is

were performed tutthin the
Compensation

ices

Wednesday morning, no- raided the band's rooms and copped
body was more surprised than the the articles. According
to Lucas,' the
Paramount theatre execs themselves. guy showed up at the hotel Saturday
The night before they had figured
night (20) dressed in a band uniform
the theatre would be without a pitand represented himself as a Holmes
schedule

<

tion taxes

.

However, when Ayres and his
crew appeared at the Paramount per

23.

The Musicians union has scored a
on the Issue of making
employers responsible for the payment of unemployment compensalegal victory

musicians in traveling bands, it
didn't appear late last Tuesday night
Clyde Lucas' band got along as
(16) that Mitchell Aj^es' orchestra best'it could Monday night (23) at
would open the following day at the
the Benjamin Franklin hotel, PhilaParamount, nor Larry Clinton at
Loew's State on Thursday, nor Eddy delpia, lacking three instruments and
Duchin at the Strand on Friday.
one uniform. Young fellow who

Ayres in action and rushed back to
their offices to find out why 'fish
for the Paramount was fowl for the
.State and Strand.' Piermont, in fact,had
already lined up a straight
One-Niters
vaude show to replace Clinton's
orch, while Mayer was still uncerAnderson goes tain what type of show, if any,

out on a short string of one-night
dates with Edgar Hayes' band be-

SNEAK THIEF

form contracts, stipulating that the
theatres were responsible for paying
social security taxes on individual

Jack Benny's Rochester

WGRC

Mutual Sept

over

the weekend.

What has been classed as a 'mistake' by an unnamed girl clerk in
the Music Corp. of America's
York cohtract department

New Jersey

On Social Tax Responsibility;

The Endless Chain

Under a tieup between Columbia
Records and the Fitch Bandwagon,

show will plug a song-oithe-week record. This disk will have
been recorded by the time the rotake to the air. Coguesters
tating
lumbia will have the platters na-

I

Musicians Union Wins in

broadcasts

dance music from th« Hotel Gibson,
in which the station li located. Other
place* here playing road bands arc
broadcast through WLW-WSAI.

Cugal's

the Dawn' (Charles Boyer), it forced
cancellation of. his Oct. 5 LatinAmerican concert at Carnegie Hall,
N. Y. With $800 rental paid in advance, the music of the Americas,
under the Cugat baton, will be
interpreted the first open date in the
first

week

of

November.

The Latin show with Cugat will
include Jay and Lew Seller, Larry
Adler and Raul and Eva Reyes.

George Olsen's Reduction
Detroit, Sept. 23.

George Olsen has prevailed, upon
State Fair Grounds to reduc*
weekly rental from $1,500 to $750
on the ground that his expenses for
the season had been considerably
more than he had anticipated. H*
estimated that his losses to date hav*
been $17,794.
Olsen's deal gave him an exclusive
on all band bookings for th«
the

his

grounds.

-t
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Inside Stuff-Orchestras

On

of Tchaikowsky's 'Piano Concerto,' tagged
In his version 'Concerto No. 1 in B Flat Minor,' is unique in that two men
wrote it in given halves and tempoes without either being aware of how
Jiggs Noble, who has been with
the other was approaching the job.
Herman for years, penned the first half in sweet style and slow tempo.
Lowell Martin, s recent arranger addition, did the second half in swing

Woody Herman's arrangement

»tyle

and tempo.

Herman recorded

number

Other versions of the public
domain melody are by Freddie Martin whose 'Piano Concerto In B Flat
Minor' is now a best selling record, and Shapiro-Bernstein's arrangement,
with a vocal, titled 'Concerto For Two.'
the

for Decca.

Artie Shaw apparently is having trouble with bandstands in the ballrooms that he is playing on his current one-night tour. Shaw's 32-piece
outfit, including himself and vocalist, needs a lot of room when it tees up
for an evening. Even over-sized stands of the type that are found in the
bigger danceries in the east are well-populated with Shaw's bunch occu-

pying them.
General Amusement Corp., Shaw's bookers, now have Howard Sinnott,
assistant to one-night booker Dick Gabbe, out in front of the band making
certain that bandstands which have him scheduled are of the right dimensions and strongs enough to sus.tain 32 people, instruments and library.

10 Best Sellers on Coin-Machines

the Upbeat

SId Dlckler band played
engagement at Northslde
Pittsburgh.

50th
Grotto,

its

Jack Leary, with Marion Joyce on
the vocals, into Rie Trelon. Pittsburgh, for an indefinite stay, replacing the Yachtsmen.
Paul Wblteman moves into Florentine Gardens, Hollywood,- Dec. 24, as
a supplemental attraction to the
N.T.G. floor show.

Bob Crosby succeed.? Clyde McCoy at the Trianon, Los Angeles,

(Records below ore grabbing most nickels this week in jukeboxes
throughout the country, as reported by operators to Vabiety.
Names
of more than one band or uocallst nffer the title indicates, in order of
popularity, whose recordings are being played.
Figures ani names in
parenthesis indicate the number of weeks each song has been in the luttinas

and respective
1.

2.

3.

publishers.)

Maria Elena (13) Southern
I

Don't

Want Set World

1

I

4.

Yes, Indeed

5.

You and

I

Dallas,

for

two-week

a

6

Guess

7.

'Til

stand.
8.

Ace Brigode at the Centennial TerBonnie Baker, vocalist with Orrin Tucker's band, will stay with that race, Sylvania, O., Saturday Sept. 20.
year because of requests for her made by thewhere Tucker is now playing. Several
Milton Tarloff, manager of the
weeks ago VAniBrr front-paged the fact that she was bowing out, an item Trianon Ballrdoom, Toledo, O., in
that was subsequently denied by the publicity department of Columbia New York city, listening to dance
Records, for which Tucker records.
bands.
Singer had been scheduled to leave the band about Oct. 1, but the aforementioned requests for her appearance in territory where the group had
Bcrnle Cummins orchestra on 11not played since 'Oh Johnny' pushed it to the fore, set back the date of
day engagement at Blue Moon, Wiher exit. MCA will book Miss Baker solo when she leaves the band.
chita, Kans.

9.

After having moved its New York headquarters to larger space in the
Howard Russell back into the
came building last spring, Music Corp. of America is again shifting around Trianon, Regina, Sask., for third
seaand again finds itself with quarters too small to house its staff. Moveover
son after summer at Waterton Lakes
of the CBS Artists Bureau, recently bought by MCA, has made the reNational Park, Alberta.
cently acquired larger quarters obsolete.
Publicity offices of Jack Lear had to be moved to a different building
Henry King has added a gal vocalnearby to accommodate the Artists Bureau complement.
ist,
Gloria Faye, to his band at

Vaughn Monroe

I'll

Dream

Reveille

Tommy

Piano Concerto

You Are.

My

B

Flat

Tommy'li""
Dorsey

I

B'lB Crosby

Kay Kyser

Sunshine

Southern..

(3)

Bluebird
Victor

Decca
Columbia

Freddie Martin
I

Kiss Boys Goodbye (8) Famous.

...Bluebird

Decca

'^'''^^^

2'"^

Tommy
(Tommy
i Tommy
(

10.

Victor

....Decca
Bluebird

Miller

J

Martin

(2)

Bluebird

Dorsey

I

Rest (5) Block

Melody Lane

(5)

Dorsey"-

2',"* ^H^??^^
Glenn

!

outfit until the first of the

atre managers in the midwest

Jimmy

(

Willson

Ina Ray Hutton band at Peacock
Terrace,

Okeh
Decca
Decca

I

)

Embassy

(8)
(5)

Decca
Bluebird

Jo"""^ Tucker

'(Inkspots

Yours (10) Marks

Oct. 30.

Jimmy Dorsey

{Tony Pastor

Fire (5) (Cherio)

Tucker
Dorsey
Tucker

Okeh
Victor

Okeh

DISKS GAINING FAVOR
(These records are directly belou) the
in

demand on

Joltin"

10 in popularitj/, but growing

first

the coin machine.';.)

Les Brown

Joe DiMaggio (Courtney)

Okeh

Jimmy Dorsey

Blue Champagne (Encore)

Frankie

•

Decca

Okeh

Masters

(Jimmy Dorsey

117,0. <'c»..»,>,.„\
Ti^^ Was
Time
(Southern)

Decca

carlie Spivak
Okeh
Glenn Miller
Bluebird
Johnny Long
Decca
Charlie Spivak
Okeh
(Harry James .....Columbia
Jimmy Dorsey
Decca
|

Booglie Wooglie Piggy (Mutual)

(

I
•(

Peaceful In Country

(Porgie)

..

Jim (Kaycec)
Johnny Long and Les Brown were rival band leaders on the campus of Green's, Pittsburgh. She was for,21 Day, Once Month (Leeds)
Duke U. a few years ago. Long with a sweet crew and -Brown with a merly with Jack Teagarden.
J
swing combo. So, the two outfits saluted one another this week by runEverett Hoagland skedded for oneColumbia
Kay Kyser
ning parties at each other's spots.
I've Been Drafted (Vanguard)
nighter at Bryn Mawr ballroom,
(Jesters
Decca
Sunday night (14) Long's outfit journeyed to Brown's stand at Log
Pittsburgh, Thursday
(25).
Spot
Cabin, Armonk, N. Y., and last night (Tues.) Brown returned the shindig
taken over lay Emil Martinelli for Why Don't We Do This Often (BVO...... ^.t^^a^f/^^artin
\\-'Bte"b!^d
with one of his own at the New Yorker hotel, where Long is playing.
)
series of weekly dances with names.
Freddie Martin ...Bluebird
Rancho Pillow (Shapiro)
'I Don't Want to Set the World on Fire,' tune Tommy Tucker recorded
Horace Hcidt ....Columbia
Johnny Marlone opener* indefinite Mama (Encore)
for Columbia-Okeh, was discovered by band leader when. Philadelphia's
stay Thursday (18) at Sky Vue,
Columbia distributor, Elliott Wexler, took him to hear the 'Four Keys'
Pittsburgh, replacing Teddy King
time he appears on the bandstand,
appearing with Bon Bon, ex-Jan Savitt, at Lou's Tavern there.
outfit.
he is a showman in the best sense
Unit had been featuring song' at spot, gaining much popularity for it.
Gold.
of the word.

^L.'::^"^

(

Lillian Lane, Ft. Wayne radio singer, joined Claude Thornhill as vocalist
New York Sunday night (14), spent all day Monday (15) making recordings with Thornhill band, and is now being readied for her debut with
band at Glen Island Casino, N.Y.
In

Pittsburgh, Oct.

1

for

limited

Joey Sims crew there until

then.

Ralph

Allen

returned

to

New Wedgewood Room decor of the Hotel Waldorf-Astoria's former Penn, Pittsburgh, on Monday
Empire room, N. Y., where Eddy Duchin opens Oct. 3, loses a little capac- for fourth engagement
there
ity due to a large banquette arrangement.
875 previously.

Will be 350 capacity, as against

After their present Itinerary is completed, Orrin Tucker will be booked
•lone with his orchestra. Bonnie Baker will go out solo, sans band.
Both under
direction,

MCA

eas——s^=—

=s^=^^^—

year.

BUSSE
ORCHESTRA

and HIS

SHOWMANSHIP SPRUCE
UP FOR SONNY JAMES

(22)
this

Tom Kerr band, with Gloria Jolley doing the vocals, into Trelon
Cafe, Pittsburgh, for four weeks, replacing Jack Leary.
Hinds band booked to re

open Continental room of
Schenley, Pittsburgh, Oct. 4.

Hotel

George MacFarlane returned with
his orchestra 1o the Wonderland Dot
Mass., Monday (22)
for the four weeks' fall meeting.

Sonny James band, heretofore a Track, Revere,
non-name crew working various
jobs such as the second outfit at the
Roseland

Now

New

Succeeded Herbert Fritsche

Billy

HENRY

New

Russ

Morgan's

orchestra,

which

opens in the Rainbo Room of the'
is
from CRA. Bon New Kenmore hotel, Albany, Sept.
Bon, colored singer formerly with 27, will broadcast four times weekly
from that spot.
Jan Savitt, has joined the group,
along with arranger Eddie Durham.
Leon Mojlca and orchestra began
James started the trek upward last
eight weeks' stand at the Triweek (Tues.) at Lob Cabin, Armonk, an
anon, Seattle, on Thursday, Sept. 18,
N. Y.
Will play Thursdays, Fridays, SatOutfit stayed a week, gives way to urdays and Sundays.
Bob Chester tonight (Wed.) then
returns after Chester exits 10 "weeks
Erskine Hawkins into the Trianon,
hence.
Seattle, Sunday, Sept. 28, for a onenight stand.
Ballroom,

York,

getting a buildup

at the

Edgewater Beach Hotel
Chicago

JIMMY

»J

Band Reviews

Art Farrar band goes into Colo
nial,

stay.

DORSEY

SSContlnued from page 3 0.^^

Freddy Martin moved back

MCA.

and His Orchestra
BOB EDERI.T

GRIFF WILLIAMS ORCH

(14)

The Nob-Hillbillys

Palmer House, Chicago
Fitting into the atmosphere of this
swank dinner and supper spot, band
is a happy combination of sweet and

Maurie Lipsey, MCA exec in ChiLake Compounce Ballroom, Bris- swing, never leaning too far in either
cago; E. G. Naeckel of L. W. Ramtol, Conn., extending its seaiion to direction, and playing together with
sey agency of Des Moines, repreOct. 4. Has Casa Loma next Sunday precision and nice tone quality. Outsenting Fitch, set the deal.
PARAMOVKT STUDIOS
(28).
Spot usually folds week after fit can easily be identified on the
IIOM.YWOOD. CAt.
air, due to the fact that the arrangers
In
view of the concentrated Labor Day.
"THE FLEET'S IN"
tastefully include a strain from the
buildup, focusing the Fitch plug on
Williams theme in each number.
DECCA "rIcORDS
Columbia records, dealers are exEnos Odd, former arranger, put- Idea, while not new, is especially
pected to stock up above par. Usual ting together
an
11-piece band. He's well done in this instance.
r«TOonnI Manae«m«i>(
Bllili BUBTON .procedure
is to take the preceding
being backed financially .by Noel
Instrumentation
includes
three
three records and average their Wesley.
brass, three sax, three violins and
sales as a norm for ordering.
three rhythm, with the pianistic
Bands will be picked for Fitch by
Teddy Powell again using Teddy ability of the leader added occasionally to make a total of 13 men. In
Lipsey (MCA) and Mannie. Sacks, Bears, a small jam group from
withColumbia recording head in N. Y. in his big band at Rustic Cabin, addition, there is lovely little Lois
Lee, gal vocalist, who contributes
Sacks and Joe Higgins will pick the Englewood Cliffs,' N.
J.
heavily on the rhythm tunes, and
t'catnrlDK

nd HELEN" .O'CONKELI.

DICK

ROGERS
And His Orchestra
CURHEMTX.Y AT

ROSELAND, NEW YORK
BroadcnsMnK

SONNY

AT THE PLANO
Leading

Both

Bandt

STORK CLUB, New York

50th

Consetiitive
OF

Week

•

6th

RETURN ENGAGEMENT

tunes

designated

Specials' and the
trated plug, and

'Band Wagon
obvious concenvalue to the

as

its

chosen publishers will prompt a big
plugging push. Only condition is that
each tune be exclusive to the bands
until the broadcast.

Sammy

Eisen,

who

recently closed
Club, Narragansett

EIU

Fitzgerald Sept. 28, Sonny
Oct. 5, and Tony Pastor
at Ritz Ballroom, Bridgeport,

Dunham
Nov. 2,
Conn.

Lei Aloha and Hawaiian orch
playing at Club 22, Youngstown, O.

at the Dunes
Pier, R. I„ opens

Shep Fields will replace vocalist
Thursday (25) at Dorothy Allen with Anny
Perry
the Cabana, new nitery at Warwick, when
His band goes into Strand thesuburb of Providence.
atre, Brooklyn,
<3ct. 3.

also joins with the quartet of the
band. The Nob-Hillbillys, to form a
swell quintet. Ballads are handled
In great fashion by baritone Bob
Kirk, from the sax section, and Walter King, drummer, does the vocal
work on most of the novelty .tunes.
Vocalists are far above average.
Williams as front man has an
agreeable personality, and whether
waving the baton or seated at the
piano he radiates affability. In addition he possesses one trait lacking
in so many leaders, erace and stage
presence. Making new friends every

Coafit to Coast

NBC KKTWORK
OKEH RRCOROS
MUZAK TRANaCBimONN
Per. Dir.: HARRY A. ROMM

COl.'C.MniA

MANAGEMENT

—

KENDIS

(6)

the Lombardo and Sammy Kaye rison, in fact, is a relatively recent
Although organized only repatriate from abroad, where he
three years, orch has had some long was four years dividing his engageballroom and air experience. Musi ments between the Bagatelle in
cal output nicely fits this supper Paris (the El Morocco of the French
capital, pre-occupalion vintage). Caspot.
Garr devotes himself to vocalling sino at Biarritz, Chez Victor at
and baton waving .and leaves his Cannes and the Sporting Club at
one-time electric guitar, playing to Monte Carlo.
Harrison is a violin-maestro whose
a full time hand. Vocal department
is well rounded, with Maurie Frawvirtuosity on the strings is socko,
ley, of the reeds, soloing the tenor with his gypsy type solos as entr'acte
ballads,
Jeanne Yarnell handling to the revue. For dansapation purthe novelty lyrics along Bonnie poses, his six men give out plenty
Baker lines, and a male trio around of lift for the hoof with a brisk,
Garr which is called on frequently. melodic style of 'society' music. BerArranging is contributed by Frank niqe Byres, featured vocalist, is also
White, string bass plucker, and Joe unique in her manner of song delivery, she too veering to the betterFamian, trumpeter.
Originally the band was the enter, grade excerpts without being too
prise of brothers Charles and Chet longhair for a dance band vocalist.
Garr, who now occupy a pew in the Her 'Rumanian Gypsy' excerpt and
sax section.
Latter Brother Glen 'Chi-Chi-Castenango' make for good
was enlisted as front man. George contrast; while Harrison's 'Play
Aubrey is fourth member of the Gypsy' and 'Intermezzo' are likewise
reeds. Jack Bibins, on trumpet, and surefires, enhanced by exceptional
Charles Stout, on trombone, round interpretations. Incidentally, Harriout brass, and Cliff Slimm, piano, son is a good emcee in pacing the
Abet.
George 'Red' Howe, drums and Wade general proceedings.
Creager. guiUr, fill out the rhythm
with White.
Quin.

Lee,
into

the St. Francis, Frisco, Oct. 21, via

Orch

lines.

With Bob Kirk, Walter King, Lois

Fitch Tie-Up

FORD HARRISON

Featuring Berntce Byres
(13)
Hotel St. Moritz, N. Y.
Hotel Muclilebach, Kansas City
Ford Harrison's 'continental' music
First time for the Glen Garr crew is ideal for the Hotel St. Moritz
in tliis town and it brings one of the which, from its Cafe de la Paix
sweeter types of music to the Grill, (sidewalk cafe) to its Sky Gardens
Featuring sweet saxes, muted brass (roof), is patterned after a de luxe
and electric guitar setup, it is along hostelry in yesteryear Europe. Har-

GLEN GARR ORCHESTRA

GENERAL AMUSEMENT CORP.

ITerbcrt

Foote,

organist,

in the Marine Dining Room,
Edgewater Beach
Ilotel,

Chicago,

the past 12
years, recently accepted perfor

manent engagement with
the Columbia Broadcasting
System. The Hotel has not
yet filled his position and is
casting about for a well-

known male

organist.

ORCHESTRA GROSSES
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Weather,

No Radio

Bally Crimps

Nothing Pretentious

(Estimates)

Auburndale,

Mass.,

Second shot here In

Sept 15-20).
four months for

new high

Mitchell Ayres, Dec.

Tommy Dorsey
Makes Bow As
Business Mgr.

Morgan (Brookline Club,
Meetings this week between his
Second
Sept 18).
Philadelphia,
those of two and posname crew in here, Morgan drew own reps and
Russ

(Glen Casino, WilOnly
N. Y., Sept 17).
one week's notice meant fair 818
dancer's to Pastor's first stand hereabouts 322 at ?9c advance, rest a

Tony Pastor

liamsville,

sibly three
will put

bands probably
Dorsey in the band

other

Tommy

management business, a
move he has contemplated for some
personal

band
manager,
Dorsey's
time.
Leonard Vannerson, is scheduled to
huddle with Dean Hudson's men to
backing
and
out
details
of
his
work
Raymond Scott (Casa Loma B., St
After setting directing that band and another
Louis, Sept 12-19).
meeting will put him finally in the
new opening night record poor same position with Harry James.
weather crimped Scott's chances for
James recently bought his release
new full-week mark; $5,000 gross at from a seven-year management con30c-40c-50c scale.
tract held by' Arthur Michaud-Jim

$1.25.

Peppe, but a iVk piece of his outfit
is still held by Benny Goodman, who
advanced him money to get going
almost two years ago.
Third group in which Dorsey Is
San Francisco, Sept. 23.
supposed to be interested is Alex
Don Kaye, whose band got its first Bratha's, the house band at the
major break when booked into Hotel Steel Pier, AtlanUc City, for the past
St. Francis this summer, has been
couple summers. Hudson's band is
signed by L. A. Fredericks. Latter, widely known in the southeast. It>is
out here for Herbie Holmes first sponsored on a radio network In
Coast date at the Mark Hopkins, that territory by Lantz's Toastchees.
heard the Berkeley aggregation and Dorsey is also a music publisher.
took it under his wing.

Don Kaye Under Fredericks

.

Kaye's surprise click- at the St.
Francis won him a pact which will
bring him back for the next four

for

summers.

ton, Oct. 1 for four

Bands

4,

four weeks,

hotel, Memphis.
Bobby Byrne, Oct. 8, Aragon

Peabody

down draw.

fair 1,250 at 65c-85c for $800.

T. Dorsey, $25,000, Buff.

New York

B.,

Estimates for This Week
Ayres, New York (Par;

Mitchell

3,664; 35-55-85-09).
B.,

Ayres, plus

Murray and Judy Canova, are

Smash

Ruby Newman opens

fall

season

Oval Terrace, Copley Plaza, Bosweeks.

ed with stoutly bolstering 'Our Wife'
Louis Prima, Oct. 17, week, How(Col) here; on first seven days ended
ard theatre, Baltimore.
Shep Fields, Oct. 3-6, Strand the- last night (Tues.), $39,000, not big
atre, Brooklyn; 24-week, Palace the- but quite profitable.
atres, Youngstown, Akron, O.
Charles Barnet, Los Angeles (OrCharlie Barnet, Oct. 17, week,
pheum; 2,200; 30-44-55). 'Broadway
Earle theatre, Philadelphia; 24-26,
Adams theatre, Newark; 30, Hipp Limited' (UA) and 'They Meet
theatre, Baltimore.
Again' (RKO) on screen not much
Bobby Parks, Oct. 2, indef.. Beach- help. Band gets credit for bulk of
comber, N. Y.
$7,600.
Bill
Bardo, Sept. .26-28, Peony
Larry Clinton, New York (State;
Park, Omaha; Oct 11, three weeks, 3,450; 27-44-55-75-90-$1.10). With- ArLowry hotel, St. Paul.
ren and Broderick and other acts on
Dolly Dawn, Oct 9, week, Flat- stage, 'Kiss Boys Goodbye' (Par)
bush theatre, Brooklyn; 17-19, Wind- (2d run) being the film. Very good
sor theatre, Bronx.
$25,000 in prospect. Since Par films
Johnny Long, Oct. 9, week. Cen- second-run here usually suffer from
tral theatre, Passaic, N. J.
being milked at Ist-run Par, Clinton
Artie 'Shaw, Oct 1, Civic Hall, band no doubt is accounting for a
Richmond, Ind.; Oct 3, week. Pal- goodly share of this business.
ace theatre, Cleveland; 10, Trianon
Tommy Dorsey, Buffalo (Shea's;
B., Toledo; 11, Castle Farms, Cin3,500; 35-55).
Paired with 'Kildare's
cinnati:
C;oliseum,
Evansville, Wedding Day'
14,
(M-G). Chief credit
Ind.; 15, Memorial Hall, Joplin, Mo.;
for sockeroo figures goes to Dorsey
17, Coliseum, Tulsa, Okla.; 18, Aud.,
on stage. Rip-roaring $25,000 is up
Oklahoma City; 21, Aud., Topeka, there with the
best where this out
Kan.; 22, Shrine Mosque Springfit belongs.
field, Mo.; 23, Playmor B., Kansas
Eddy Duchin, New York (Strand;
City, Mo.; 24, Turnpike Casino, Lin2,756; 35-55-75-99). With Navy Blues
coln, Neb.
Sextet on stage and 'Navy Blues'
Jerry Wald, Oct. 11, indef.. Ging(WB) on screen. Strong from the
ham Gardens, Springfield, III.
Count Basle, Sept 28, Walnut gun, gross looking $44,000 or better.
Beach, Milford, Conn.; Oct -3. Arena, Draught probably about evenly divided
between Duchin and picture.
New Haven; 12, Arena, Trenton,
Matty Malncck, Los Angles (ParaN. J.
29,

Aud.,

10,

two weeks.

sas City,

Chase hotel, St. Louis.
Del Courtney, Oct 20, Modernistic
Clinton, la.
Earl Hines,

B.,

NEW YORK
estimated coyer
(Presented herewith, as a weekly tabulation, is the
York hotels.
charge busi7iess betno done by name bands in various New
give
Dinner business (7-10 PM.) not rated. Figures a/(er name of hotel
room capacity and cover charge. Larger oniouiit designates weekend and
holidav price.)
Total

26-27,

Ted LewU,
atre,
atre,

at Hotel B.O.'s

^

Sept

Green

Great Falls, Montana.
Ina Bay Hntton, Oct 6, Dining
Hall, Lawton, Okla.
Mill,

Oct. 17-19, State theHartford; 24, week, Earle thePhiladelphia.

Vaughn Monroe, Pittsburgh (Stan>
With AniU
3,800; 25-40-60).

Louise for stage support and 'Father
Takes Wife' (RKO) on screen. Monroe clicking first time around, on
strength of that big record following
of his. He's delivering, too, and the
home-town angle isn't hurting him

Headed

any.
good.

Raymond

for

Scott,

around

Hotel

Ruad

riayrd

23

(Par).
rather mild $32,000, with
Scott probably a major part of the

Getting

draw.

Dick Stabile, Providence (Met; 3,with 'Let's Go Colon screen and Gracie
Barrie (Mrs. Stabile) in stage show.
Nifty $7,500 in three-day weekend
200; 30-40-55)
legiate' (Mono)

stand.

Plane Crashes Also

Dangerous for Tooters
.

It

isn't

enough that the Ameri-

can Federation of Musicians had to
pass a rule recently forbidding more
400 miles between one-night
to curtail auto smashes of
musicians, now apparently they'll
have to begin worrying about planes.
There are a number of leaders who
fly themselves from date to date,

than

jumps,

3,595; 30-44-55-75).
Malneck often carrying some of their men
strong help for take of around $17,- with them. Jimmie Lunceford is the
000.
Accompanying pictures are first to crack-up under such circum'Badlands of Dakota' (U) and 'Flying stances. He wrecked his machine in
Blind' (Par).
landing at dusk on an unlighted field
Glenn Miller, Philadelphia (Earle; at Winchester, O., short time ago.
2,768; 35-46-57-68-75) with 'Pittsburgh
Leader walked away, from the
Kid' (Rep).
Miller and his crew smash with 'only five or six stitches*
credited for virtually all of the biz, in his head, but was forced to canwhich Is breaking all house records cel out of two subsequent one*
for bands with blazing $33,000.
A nighters. Two musicians with him
couple of grand higher than Miller's weren't hurt.
Leader is now on
last appearance, here, and within $1,- vacation and fully recovered.

OUT

NEXT WEEK COOT.

/.)

15
30
23
15
18

Covsn
fast
Week On Date
11,200
49,550
6,925

2,350
3,125

550
t900

900
30,500
23,200
7,200

1,525
1,975

425

baud
•Asterisks indicate o supporting floor shou;, although the
(18).
t3 davs; James opened Tlmrsdov

is

t/ie

mojor draw.

Los Angeles
.

along,
Freddy Martin- (Ambassador; 900; $1-$1.50). Merrily he swings
month after month, with slightly over 2,500 customers for the week.
Catchmg on alCarl Ravazza (Biltmore; 1,150; minimum $1-$1.50).
returns.
though not too well known. Pulled around 5,500 for satisfactory
Gene Krupa (Palladium; 6,000; 55c-83c). Krupa has a following here
much
and were it not that biz is off all over town would have clicked
Couldnt
bigger than the low 12,500 that hepped through his first week.

BOXOFFICE

BANDS
Issue of

maintain the pace of a hangup opening.
Harry Owena (Hotel Miramar, Santa Monica; 500; 50c-$l). Seaside dance
past
spot goes into camphor Sept 26. Pulled normal 1,500 covers on the
week.
Bob Cros'by (Casino, Catalina Island; 4.000: 28-44c). Closed out the season last week, lateness of the engagement cutting the wicket count down
to

around

8,500.

,

,«

j

Clyde McCoy (Trianon, South Gate; 1,200; 40-55c). Opened Sept. 18 and
should pick up around 5,500 stubs on flr,<!t week.
Oziie Nelson (Casa Manana, Culver City; 2,000; 55c). Hitting around
3,500 hoofers on the week and doing as well as can be expected with most
of the town taking a holiday from the dance.
Jimmie Grier (Florentine Gardens, Hollywoo(j^ 1,000; 75-$l). First name
band into this spot, which has long featured Nils Granlund's floor revue.
Place has long prospered and hard to tell how much of the 5,000 draw can
be credited to Grier.
'

Extra
Don't

Miss

Values

Exploitation

Representation

in

this

Bonus

Edition

Wire Copy Collect

San Francisco

Blackout of
Will Osborne (Rose Room, Palace Hotel, 500; 5p-$1.50).
Mark Hopkins sent some biz to the Palace, upping Osborn's fourth week
to around 1,300 covers, still only fair.
Paul Pendarvls (Mural Room, Hotel St. Francis; 550; 50-$1.50). First
week netted around 1,250 covers. Band is catching on with collegiate
crowd, which helps Saturday nights.
Herbie Holmes (Peacock Court Hotel Mark Hopkins; 500; 50-$1.50).
Strike blacked out Holmes' first coast dale before he had a chance, to get
8oiT)e,Jbut the few days he had were good and band is definitely liked here.

NEW YORK

CHICAGO
54

W. Randolph

St.

$20,000,

Chicago (Chicago;

35-55-75) with 'Aloma'

4,000;

CoTcri

Astor (1,000; 75c-$l)
Bob Chester
Waldorf (600; Sl-$1.50)
XavierCugat
Ray Heatherton. ..Biltmore (300; $1-$1.50)
Lincoln (250: 75c-$l)
Harry James
Lexington (300; 75c-$1.50)
Ray Kinney*
Johnny Long*
New Yorker (400; 75c-$1.50)
Hal Saunders
St Regi^'(400; $1-$1.50)

by

Joe Penner.
ley;

Kan- mount;

Oct

Mo.
Henry Basse, Oct.

Will Bradley,

000 of smashing house high set

Ken

credit-

Philadelphia.

$300.

for holding

Savoy

riSmilton, O.;
ton, O.

in

eroos.'

At Natatorium Park,
Spokane, Sept 20, band pulled 1,000 at 85c. Cold weather was blamed
was

3,

Record; Duchin Swell 44G in M.,

4, Armory, Teaneck, N. J.; 5,
Arena, Trenton, N. J.; 7, Centennial,
8, Myers Lake, Can-

23.

musical candor
is being touched by a 14th street
grill here which Is billing its
musical attraction as:
'Smellie Ori and His Stink-

Earl Mines (Uptown B., Portland,
Hines' lack of airOre., Sept. 16).
time advanced as reason for poor 400
draw in 1,200 capacity spot. At 75c
gross

Dorsey, Sept. 26, Rosemont B., Brooklyn; 27, Sunnybrook
B.,
Pottstown;
Arena,
New
28,
Haven, Conn.; Oct. 1, Uline Arena,
Washington, D. C; 2, Brookline C,
City;

Newark, Sept.

A

Dunham was

okay. Total of 16,200
dancers in six days at $1.35 couple
equalled strong gross of $10,935 at
Conn., Sunday
Haven,
New
Arena,
(21) outfit drew fair 4,400 at 45c$1.10, mat and evening.

Tommy

Philadelphia;

Casa liOma (Lackwood Park, Ma-

honey City. Pa., Sept. 18) 1.200 at $1
was okay, but not up to level of
other crews playing here recenUy.
Sonny Dnnham (Totem Pole B.,

MiUer. $33,000, Breaking Phifly

Band Bookings

Hines in Pordani Ore^ 400 at 75c

41

154

W.

4eth 8t.

HOLLYWOOD
1708 No. Vine St.

"
1
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Future Tense Stressed At
New Ways

would be miniLS traveling orchestras
by the end of this week.
The ramifications in the AFM ruling on social security are almost

ASCAP

—

Being Formulated By Society Era o
to Follow Radio Peace

Economy Certain
ASCAP

board of
Members of the
directors will continue to hold their
unoflicial meetings on ways and
SsContlnued from page 39^ss
of revamping the organiza
tional setup and methods until they not signed the new contract.
sechave agreed on recommendations for ond call to Feinberg elicited the insubmission at a formal gathering of formation that the contract was
the board. At the first of such un signed by Harry Kalcheim, Para-

Bands— Theatres

means

A

meetings held last week the mount's booker, and Mitchell Ayres.

official

subjects discussed included sugges
When Kalcheim denied that he had
cutting
down signed any such contract, a sample
further
tions
for
overhead, the matter of of Kalcheim's writing was sent over
building goodwill among
to the union for comparison and the
bcensees and a proposal that the contract on file with Local 802 was
cream of ASCAP's district reps be discovered to be a 'forgery.'
assigned to tour the country for the
By two o'clock that afternoon the
purpose of signing up local stations
matter had already come to the
to the new licensing agreement.
attention of James C. Petrillo, presl
spokesmen for these informal
dent of AFM, who sent for Sonny
gatherings denied the report, that it
Werblin,
exec.
Werblin
was also proposed to make a change
couldn't understand how something
In ASCAP's legal connection. This
like that had happened and inune
report was described as baseless, biit
diately returned to MCA's offices to
it was admitted that consideration
had been given to a suggestion that investigate. Tliere it was brought
David L. Podell continue as special out, according to MCA, that the
advisory counsel to ASCAP.
Also .clerk, noticing that a duplicate con
tract for Ayres' engagement had not
aired at the initial informal meetbeen filed with the union and not
ing was a proposal that the presiknowing of the issue between the
dency of
be- put on a nonunion and the theatre on social sesalary basis. It has been intimated
curity, had filled out the new conthat the favored candidate for such
designation is Otto Harbach, at pres- tract form, listing each musician's
salary, and sent it to the union after
board.
ent a member of the
herself signing the names of Harry
.

ASCAP'S

ASCAP

.

A

MCA

ASCAP

ASCAP

HERMAN STEIN
Jules

Stein's
in

Temporarily

MCA

Post

etc.,

lists

effective Sept. 1 and which
each musician Individually, plus

his

salary,

to

become

social

number

security

However, theatremen
local.
claim the union is also backing up
another of its rules, which prohibits
employers from being members dt
the union. It conceding that bandleaders are employers, AFM would
have to amend its constitution or
expel all bandleaders from the union,
New musicians' union contract

When the Music Publishers Protective Association and the professional
music men's union get around to discussing a renewal of their agreement
the chief Interest on tha part of the pub contingent wiU be to strengthen
the clause dealing with plug bribery. The present two-year agreement
expires Dec. 11. Understianding is that the strictures on unfair exploitation practices will include personal loans to band leaders and the endorsform definitely establishes the re- ing of their notes and the payment of heavy advances on
songs written by
sponsibility of paying social security them when the publisher has no intention
of publishing such manuscripts.

taxes as belonging to those spots
For
playing traveling orchestras.
Curt Weinberg, ex-Broadway p.a., who was inducted into Fort Bragg,
instance, it reads in part:
N. C, along with Heywood Hale Broun and a couple of other Main Stemmers, is putting on a camp show tomorrow (Thursday) and were struck by
'The employer shall at all
the fact that in their cantonment town (Fayetteville, N. C.) they not only
times have complete control of
didn't have but never heard of 'Goodbye Dear, I'll Be Back In a Year.'
the services which the employees
They needed the ditty for the camp show and had to send to N.Y. for a
will render nnder the specificacopy of the sheet music.
tions of this contract. On behalf
of the employer' the Leader will
distribute the amount received
Stanley Cowan, son of vet music man, Rubey Cowan, has done the score
from the employer to the emof the 'Ice Follies,' current in Hollywood, with Bobby Worth.
Young
ployees, includincr himself, as inCowen and Worth already authored 'Til Reveille' and 'Do I Worry?', both
for BMI-affiliated firms.
dicated on the opposite side of
The 'Ice Follies' score is being published by
Melodj^ Lane, a Ralph Peer (Southern Music) subsid which Abe FrankI
this contract.'
operates
on
the
Coast
and
Solly
Cohn
represents
in
New York. Further
Retroactive
paradox in the BMI-ASCAP situation is the fact that Cowan, Sr., is an
Theatres are shying from signing
ASCAP writer-member but Is currently with NBC as a music scout.
the new contract form and admitting

Bloom,

Phil

San Francisco, Sept.

23.

Herman Stein, brother of Jules
is holding down the Music
Corp. of America office here temporarily, replacing Happy Powell
who replaced Reuel Freeman.
Stein was formerly statiohed in
London.

Washington, Sept.

23.

Theme song for the 'Red, White
and Blue Network' morale-building
brainchild of Capt. Gordon Hittenmark,
star
announcer— announced last week by tht War De-

—

WRC

partment.
U. S. Army's Quartermaster Corps
Is purchasing 300 transcriptions of
the tune— appropriately tagged 'Red,
White and Blue'— and each of the
150 stations of the platter-serviced
will be furnished one.

network

Patriotic air was composed by Rus
Magnus, a member of Don Allen's

orchestra.

NBC-CBS

Plugs

Hall, meanwhile, has been paying
social security -taxes and unemployFollowing compilation of plugs on NBC and Columbia's New York
out- ment insurance under protest on all
lets covers the week beginning Sept. 15
(Monday) and ending Sept. 21
outside acts it books.
{Sunday) from 8 a.m. to 1 a.m., and is based on dailv
recapitulations furnwhed by the Office of Research-Radio D'wision of the College of the City
oj New York.
,

Music Notes

PUBLISHEB

'^"''^

Jime Was
You and I ..
Do You Care?..:

TOTAL

Southern

WiUson
Campbell
Marks
Cherio

»ours
Don't Want to Set World on Fiie
Guess I'll Have to Dream Rest

Block
...."..Melodyiane

win^rif
VWasn
t It You?

."

'

]

'.

'.

BMI

^«^'

Embassy
Southern
Radiotunes

^'n;

Lnlr WoogKe
w °« Piggy
ajoghe

Mutual

Wh^t'word is' Sweeter?"::.
I Found You in the Rain
Daddy
uT
M„i'ul
Hi Neighbor

.

.

.

.

V.

.

tn
^"

Re"ent

19
in
17

wiuJ^L

]l

BMI
"

Intermezzo

l\

^

Poreie
Republic

Love

Maria Elena

.

.

'
-

:

43
39
32
29
27
27
25
24
24
23
22
21

Rlj^""
i.

Peaceful in the Country
in

'Internal.'

Necessary wartime material, which went into a new shampoo product
Johnny O'Connor (Fred Waring's manager) was promoting, has

-

'sJhuh^rfi.
"'

Wh

Blue Champagne.V.V.V;.V.V.-.V.V.V.;.V.'.;.
Cowboy Serenade

Sammy

J«

«;^3^-Ae«'"
Amapola
Lament to Love

"

-

n"*"^

1

writing songs for 'Eadie

Was

a Lady'

at Columbia.

The following tabulation of netuiork popular music per/ormances is not
WOR, New York release for Mutual Broadcasting System, but
MBS chain. Compilation herewith covers the week
beginning 5ept. 15 (Mondav) and ending Sept. 21 (Sunday), from 8 a.m. to
Z a.m. based on daily recapitulations furnished bv ilccurate Reporting
Service and the MBS logs.
confined to

also includes the entire

PUBLISHES TOTAL

TITLE
You and I
Want Set World on Fire

Willson

Don't

Cherio

Jim

Kaycee
Campbell

Do You Care?
Time Was
Kiss the Boys
Til Reveille

Famous
Melodyiane

Marks
Mills

Southern

Daddy

RepubUc

There Goes That Song Again

ABC

11
11

Witmark
Remick
Lobe

11
9

9
9
8

BVC
Remick
Broadway
Encore
Berlin

Don't Take Your Love

George Waggner and Frank Skin
ner wrote 'Melahi,' theme song for
'White Savage' at Universal

29
21
19
17
17
15
14
14
13
12

Southern

— 'Kiss Boys Goodbye

Goodbye

.-

.•

'.Witmark
Block

Guess I'll Have to Dream the Rest
Understand
In Love

I

sic

Willson

:

cleffed

15 Best Sheet

Corp.

Bill

Brown

joined the music staff

Music Sellers

(Week ending

L..

Sept. 20).

Willson

:

Cherio
Melodyiane

•.

Do You Care?
Yours

Leonard Keller^ orchestra leader

who wrote

'Alexander the Swoose,'

penned another novelty

'The Little Guppy.'
Music bought the tune.
titled

g

You and I
Don't Want Set World on Fire
•Ta Reveille

ditty

Schumann

..Marks
10
Levison ........
Will J. Harris has written a new
Cole
tune tagged 'Dear Mom,' which may
::::;; Nationwide :::::: 10 be tied
in with the Wrigley ether
Sheppard ..
lo show of the same name.

Jim
Guess Have to Dream Rest
Intermezzo
Blue Champagne
Green Eyes
Maria Elena
You Are My Sunshine

Daddy
Peaceful in the Country
City Called Heaven

.

:.:::

;

'

;

.

'

'

7
7
^
7
7

7

Feist

Two

'Filmusicol eicerpt.

Myer Grace and Bex LIpton

bert.

w

,

Mutual Network Plugs

You're a Natural
Angels Canve Through
Ma I Miss Your Apple Pie
Why Don't We Do This More Often
Wind' at Paramount.
Below the Equator
Howard Jackson doing the score Apple Blossom Time
for Damon Runyon's 'At the Stroke Blue Champapa
Call It Anythmg It's Love
of Twelve' at Warners.

has

,

Care?' (Campbell) should have been credited with 34 plugs on
for the week ending Sept. 14, instead of 24. With the corwould have rated as No. 2 on the week's list.

CBS

Victor Tonng Is assigned to the
musical score for 'Reap the Wild

\\

•••::':::::"m:^. ::::::::•

There
Mexlcah Rose
Romantic Guy I
Shepherds Serenade

You
and

\l
3

K°ft

City CaUed Heaven
^"""^ ^^^"^ees

'Do

NBC

rect total the tune

of the William Morris agency.

^^/e
viarkQ

Foolish Heart

for the duration.

Decca is apparently discontinuing free discs to various fan magazines
not deemed sufficiently important. Publications thus affected continue to
get comps from Victor and Columbia.

Yours
Give Me Your Answer
Cahn and Saul Chaplin are Green Eyes

Wolfe Gilbert and D. J. Vecsel
wrote words and music for 'My Ab::::::::::::JS'.::::;::::;. ^ sent Love,' to be published
by Gil-

You Can Depend

that

stymiA the campaign

'What Love Will Do' and 'TwoTiming' for waxing by Record MuI

iw«^ou*ofMyway....;;:;;;v.;v;.v.v.:.v.v.v.v.Bm'""..;;;:;-:-^f

My

Songsmith Charlie Tobias addressed a kidding-on-the-square check to
Revenue Dept.,' when making final payinent on his income tax,
S. authorities deadpanned him back that it should be addressed

'Eternal

but the U.

A

Rns Magnus' Tnne

Two

The weekly college songs which Fred Waring and Pat Ballard, his p.a.songsmith, write as part of the Chesterfield show (published by Words &
Music, a Waring subsid) led Into an 'assignment' from the U. S. Air Corps,
Naval Reserve, Pensacola, Fla., to write an 'official' ditty for them. Waring is complying.

theatre agent.

Werblin later explained .that Sam
Souber, treasurer of Local 802, had
called the
contract department
last Tuesday (16) and stated that a
contract filed for Ayres' engagement
was on the old form and not accep-

MCA

Stein,

Stuff-Music

Next week'* Satevepost givei Moe Gale the kudos as 'Harlem's Great
White Father,' calling him 'tha world's greatest entrepreneur of Negro
musical talent.' Maurlca Zolotow, who did the 'Broadway Rose' piece last
week, authored It. Incidentally, from a show biz perspective, when Lew
Leslie had his vogua with tha 'Blackbirds' revues, he has dubbed the
Abraham Lincoln of colored talent,' but Gale's stable, which comprises
4 Ink Spots, Cab Calloway, Maxlne Sullivan, Ella Fitzgerald, Sister Tharpe
Golden Gate Quartet, Erskina Hawkins, Benny Carter, Coleman Hawkins'
Al Cooper, Tiny Bradshaw, Lucky Millinder, et al., Is indubitably tbe-W^
crade of Harlem Jiva talen.
1
October Coronet salvoes 'Lombardo
the Corn King* In a piece by Francis Sill Wickware, detailing the whyfore'
of the Lombardos' lasting vogue.

and

responsibility for paying, social security 'taxes because of the fear that
the Government would then make it
retroactive to 1937, the start of the
This would
Social Security Act.
mean the payment of huge sums of
money by some spots, especially the
Paramount and Strand, on Broadtable. He is said to have demanded way, both of which spend at least
a contract on the new form and $250,000 each yearly for traveling
that's how the contract clerk came bands. The theatres then would also
have to pay social security taxes on
in.
all acts and specialties, plus, also,
'MIstalce'
large amounts of coin for state unWerblin then called Petrillo and employment insurance. In several
explained the 'mistake.' Inasmuch as instances already ^e theatres have
Ayres had already played a couple been nicked for unemployment in
of shows at the Par, Petrillo was not surance after hearings by referees,
inclined to yank the band, despite but in most cases., the theatr,|s duck
the irregularity of the contract.
As the issue by claiming that all acts
a matter of fairness to Loew's and are
independent contractors and
Warners, he permitted Clinton and therefore the theatres are not the
Duchin to open at those houses, and employers.
declared a one-week truce on the
It is reported by some sides that
social security matter and the new the hotel association has signed the
form contract. The truce expired for, musicians' new contract forms, but
the Paramount last night CTuesday) under protest and until an eventual
and for Loew's tonight (Wed.) and ruling by the U. S. Supreme Court
Warner
Bros.
tomorrow
night on just where the responsibility lies
(Thurs.). Until late last night, how- for paying the taxes.
ever, despite constant meetings, both
This may come out of the test suits
sides were still where they were last filed by the Radio City Music Hall in
week, and it looked as though all the the N. Y, stat^ and federal courts
major
circuit
houses
nationally Hall wants to 'determine whether it
is obligated to pay s.s. taxes and un
entployment insurance for all members of any act it books, although
the Hall pays only the owners of the
act, who in turn pays his 'employees.'

Kalcheim, Ayres and

FRISCO MCA

IN

Brother

hade

Theatres, hotels, cafes,
claim the bandleaders are the
employers of the Individual musicians and are individual contractors
when they sign for an engagement;
the union rules otherwise and in order to back itself up ordered the new
contract form, which was supposed
countless.

Campbell
Marks
Kaycee
Block
Schuberth
Encore

.Southern
Southern'

Southern
Republic
Resent
'/^V/.'.^^'.'.'.wirMn

7

:
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ASCAP STILL SUSPECTS STALL
Spectacular Crawford Career Over

'IT'S

Former Jockey Skyrocketed to $2,000,000 Worth,
Then Lost All in Stock Market Dies at 52

—

British

Radio Plugs

(Week Aug.

18-24)

London, Aug

27.

"....Chappell

'Dolores*

'Darling Daughter'

Chappell

'Amapola'

C. C.

Cavendish

'Cornsilk'
'I Yi Yi'
'Mr. Brown'
'Hut Sut'
'Think of You'

FDH
Maurice

ChappeU

'Forget-Me-Not
Doesn't Mean
'Love At Last'
'There I Go'

and when he returned to New York
it was as co-producer of a legit production, 'Separate Rooms.' Broadway
wags were often given to describing
Crawford as the music "man who 'ran

down

Lane

A

.

. ,

Thing*.

,.

&

petition

in

with

bankruptcy

the

He

N. Y. federal court
liabilities as $453,365,

and

gave his
assets $250,

with the latter consisting of clothes,
etc.

ASCAP

Directors

— Some

Urge Trust
as ASCAP's Only

of Latter
Suits

Effective

Still

&

His widow, Mary Lucas Crawford,
former showgirl, survives. There's
also a son, Robert, Jr., by a previous
marriage. He's with Columbia pictures. Burial was in Chicago where
his family still resides.

Murray Wizel Manages
N. Y. Office of Tempo

Promoters Sue

To Recover Fees

FromASCAP

used and plaintiffs were Infringing.

ASCAP was then notified, according to the complaint, and told 'Ice
Follies* that it had nothing to fear
since the rights were invested In It.
At the end of the run of the show. It
is

alleged, plaintiffs

were

notified

by

ASCAP

that It had made a serious
mistake and that the rights to the
music did hot belong, to it. Plaintiffs
were forced to pay Tams-Wltmark
$6,300 In settling the account and

OKAYS SLOW
New York revival this week In ASCAP, and partly in advertising agency circles, of
suspicion of a 'gigantic stall' by the
networks against signing a contract
with ASCAP. To this charge the
webs merely laugh, blaming the additional delays on the lawyers and
the staggering legal detail. Skeptics
take the position that either NBC or
CBS can miraculously clear the way
for any project, however complicated, which appeals to their selfinterest

want that sum back from ASCAP.

BORCHARDT

IN

U5. RECORD BIZ

as
Herbert H. Borchardt,
Murray Wizel has taken over the
management of the New York office manager of the Polydor firm for 12
of Tempo Music, Inc., another pub- years, had much to do with the distribution of the Brunswick and
lishing subsid
of Artie Schwartz.
operates a chain of

who

Decca catalogs in Europe, arrived
last week from France to make this
country his permanent residence.
is with him.
end His family
After he has become settled Borchardt intends to do some Indepen-

music counters on the westcoast, has
other

publishing

namely, Saunders
Maestro Music Co.

enterprises,

Music Co.

dent recording, using refugee artists

Merry Macs_ recorded 'Annabella,' who are known to American record
from the Monogram picture, 'Zis buyers through the import of EuroBoonv Bah," for Decca.
pean masters.

JAY LEVISON and RAY EVANS, Writen of "G'By« NOW," Say
And Miny Thanka To
II CI I A
nCLLU TUrnCIt
intnC
"the triple-threat QUINTET"

These directors stated that
had been exercising the utmost patience in working with the
networks but that It was becoming
apparent the more tljan AsCAP was

Justice.

ASCAP

to
especially,

For Their Vocal Arrangement and
of

Repeated

Broadcaati

THERE" on the NBC Networks
"HIGH JIVE FROM ALL FIVE"

Our New Song "HELLO
That'* Really

lEVISON-EVANS MUSIC CORP.. 336 W. 24th

St. New York

was

the more
inclined to

CBS,
back'

away.

New

NBC

agencies

has advised adthat have ap-

proached it on the question that there
will not be any blanket contracts issued for the use of ASCAP-controlled
during
football
collegiate
music
broadcasts. The agencies have been
informed that any applications for
such music will have to be made
according to the form required by
the Society's consent decree with
the U, S. Government.
An application will have to be made for each
individual number and in each instance the writers and publishers
will have to be consulted before a
price can be set or a license issued.

Chafing to Go,
Biz

Waits On

Trade Harmony

Association

Independent Theatre Owners Association

of

New York

issued

a statement that

tained

the

law

firm

week

last
it

has re-

Weisman,

of

Celler, Quinn, Allen & Spett, to sue
the American" Society of Composers,
Authors and Publishers for triple
damages which would include the
license fees paid by exhibitors dur-

ing the past six years.

The

action,

according to the announcement, will
also seek to enjoin

ASCAP* from

col-

any more fees from such
on the ground that the
small rights performance
but an additional charge for
already paid for by the pic-

lecting

sources

ASCAP

fee is
rights
ture producer.

The announcement suited that data
was being collected by ITOA counsel from various exhibitors who are
checking their records to determine
how much they have paid ASCAP
during the six-year period. The association figures that 300-odd exhibitors will be named as plaintiffs.
Reaction of the ASCAP manage-

ment to this announcement was that
the whole thing looked more like a
campaign to build up a trade asso-elation than a test on ASCAP's rights
to collect a music fee.
Every trade
association, it was said, needs a
rallying cry and
believes
that It happens to be a convenient
one at the present time.
The

ASCAP

With ASCAP-radio

"peace*

deemed

imminent, the big romance between ASCAP management added that it
the pluggers and the maestros has was yet to be served with papers in
been intensified. It never was per- a similar suit that a similar trade association in California announced
mitted to' cool, always with an eye weeks ago that it was going
to bring
to future goodwill, even though net- against ASCAP.
work wires were tabu for ASCAP
It was further pointed out by the
tunes, but now the boys are starting ASCAP management that proposed
to fraternize in a great big way In suits were predicated on the fallacy
readiness for the time when the So- that the mechanical right which the
ciety's catalog gets radio clearance.
producer bought was interlocked
Meantime, there's much chafing with the performing rights granted
and fretting because of the uncer- exhibitors by ASCAP.
What the
tainty of dates and dating.
Bands producer paid for was the right to
still are holding off stocking up on
mdke a dramatic version of a parnew ASCAP tunes, not knowing ticular song, while the license
when these arrangements may be granted exhibitors covered the right
performed over the air, and the to perform all songs in the ASCAP
publishers are vexed for the same catalog.
Under the copyright law
reason, since they are unable to the two rights are totally unrelated
prime any plugging campaigns. It's« and each requires a separate license
one consolation that the recording from the copyright owner.
companies are playing ball despite

CompUcatloii
Whereas a couple weeks ago Columbia disclosed that it had all its
the CBS-Columbia and RCA-NBC afaffiliate lined up to approve any
finity
and are cooperating on getdeal It made with ASCAP, the same
ting the new tunes In readiness for
web yesterday (Tuesday) stated that release, as when and if the pluggging
could ;iot exchange signatures campaigns can get rolling.
it
with ASCAP until all the CBS affiliates had seen the printed contracts
and had declared in writing that they
wouldi pay their share of the network fees for ASCAP music. Early
last week NBC reported that it proposed to get out riders to its affiliates
for the same purposes immediately
but yesterday (Tuesday) NBC declared that it would wait until Columbia completed its deal with
ASCAP so that NBC could send out
A slow-down move on releases, as
the same contract forms to its affiliates as Columbia issued to its a means of catching up on backlog
orders, Is one means that the phonoown affiliates.
(Tuesday) graph recording companies are enyesterday
Columbia
stated that all the points in the va- listing in order to maintain pace.
The albums are being cut down,
rious new ASCAP licensing forms
have been Ironed out and all that and a week or two ago, both Cowas left was drawing up the final lumbia and Decca skipped 'new redrafts and turning them over to leases' entirely, as a furt{ier means
ASCAP for relay to the printers. to catch up.
Also that CBS could not consider
exchanging signatures with ASCAP

—

—

SLOWING DOWN

ON RELEASES

and setting a date for the resumption of ASCAP. music on the network's facilities until the affiliates
have had a chance to study the language in the network contract and
to remit their signatured agreements
to the

DEEP RIVER BOYS

give

inclined

possible.

vertising

Skeptics see the stalleroo as posOscar F. Johnson, Edwin H. Ship- sibly prompted by a desire to save
stad, and Roy L. Shipstad, who. as performance fees for another quarpartners produced the show 'Ice ter and to give Broadcast Music, Inc.,
Follies,' flled a $6,309 ^ult in the a further special competitive adN. Y. supreme court Wednesday vantage in time. BMI has worked
very considerable momentum
(17) against Gene Buck as president up
of the American Society of Com- through nine months of greenlighted
posers,
Authors and Publishers, speed while its ASCAP publisher
claiming that ASCAP granted them rivals were stalled, almost motionthe right to use songs on which less.
ASCAP had no license, and as a
Tenor of the sentiments expressed
result plaintiffs were forced to pay yesterday by some ASCAP directors
Songs Involved was also that a meeting of the board
the real owners.
were 'Sometimes I'm Happy,' 'Who,' should be called within tiie next two
'Tea for Two,* 'A Kiss In the Dark,' days for the purpose of instructing
'Toyland,' 'March of the Toys' and David Podell, special ASCAP counCho.'
" ASCAP licensed plaintiffs for their sel, to serve NBC and CBS with
papers in a combination In-restraintproduction at Madison Square Gar- of-trade suit and to seek his advise
den which started Dec. 2, 1940. On on calling the' alleged conspirative
Dec. 3, 1940 Tams-Witmark Music behavior of the two networks during
Library, Inc., Informed plaintiffs that the recent negotiations to the attenrights to the tunes tion of the U. S. Department of
it owned the

who

Schwartz,

Up Trade

the printed contracts were out to
the affiliates there would be a concerted push on the part of the network station relation staff to get the
signatured forms back as quickly as

Meanwhile

Weapon

.

Tried Again
1932 Crawford re-entered the
music business, buying back the
.DeSylva, Brown
Henderson catalog for less than $100,000.
He became deeply involved in debts and
In 1938 this catalog passed to DreyCrawford quit the music
fus.
business and went to Hollywood. On
his return to New York with 'Separate Rooms' Crawford talked to his
old intimates about hoping to get
enough money out of his share in
the legit venture to buy back his old
music catalog. That hope did not
materialize. Instead came the filing
of the banliruptcy papers in which
persons connected with 'Separate
Rooms* were named as creditors.

In

two

Further Delays in Signing
Produce Impatient E
asperation Among Many

.FDH

Warner Bros, of a group of music

Mandel musical comedy productions.
It was while he was in Europe that
the market cracked and in trying to
save his holdings Crawford tossed
in everything he had left over plus
$225,000 that he borrowed from Max
Preyfus, who was associated with
him in the WB deal.
The Dreyfus loan became public
the past July when Crawford flled a

Film Exhibs a Rallymg Cry For

There was a grand

after the other. He drew $1,250,000
as his share of the selling price to
catalogs. At the time he had an additional $800,000 in cash and securi.ties and $3,000 to $5,000 a week coming In as a backer of Schwab

ASCAP Calls License Fee Issue By

lilEBS

...Sun
C. C.

string.'

Crawford's success as a publisher
From a jockey
spectacular.
around Chicago he drifted Into the
vocation of songplugger. He hadn't
been in New York very long before
he organized the firm of De Sylva,
Brown & Henderson and out of this
combination came one smash hit

m: SAY

Maurice
.Wright

to a shoe-

was

LEGIIL

Building

Bobby Craw&rd, 62, who took a
fortune of $2,000,000 from the music
business and lost It shortly afterward in the stock market crash of
1929, died of a heart attack at the
Ritz Carlton hotel, Boston, last Saturday (29). Crawford not so long
ago became Al Jolson's business
After his attempt to
manager.
come back in the publishing business
had failed, Crawford in the mid 30's
became a Hollywood talent agent

a $2,000,000 bankroll

TIE

NBC

CBS home
had

ttie

office.

week before declared

that it was pointing for Sept. 28 as
the starting date for ASCAP music
on the network. The same source
yesterday (Tuesday) spoke of hoping to get the music on in early
October, while Columbia said that
it thought that it might be possible
to start feeding the ASCAP repertoire around the middle of the same
month.
added that as soon as

NBC

SAUL^ORNSTEIN
CRITICAUY
Saul H. Bornstein,

critically

(N.Y.)

111

at his East 7Sth street

home with what

is

described

pneuwas expected between last night and this morning.
He has had several doctors in atas 'a virulent case of double

monia.'

The

crisis

tendance.

The veteran music man walked out
suddenly from an Important ASCAP
(radio contract) meeting a week ago

Monday

(15),

much

to the surprise of

confreres, and not until later
was it disclosed he had been walking
around with a high fever.

his

Blasting Hotter

I

ILL

and general
Berlin, Inc., and
member of the board of ASCAP, is
v.p.,

manager of Irving

I

DON'T WANT TO SET

THE WORLD ON FIRE
Tommy Tucker—Okeh

6320, Horace Heidt—Columbia 36296
Gay IxiinbaTdo—I>ECCA 3SM
Dick Todd—BLVEBIBD 11291
Ink Spots—DECCA SBBT
Mlt«h«ll Aye»—BLVEBIBD 11275
The ChnriotMrs—OKRH 6820
SkJnnay Ennis VICTOR 2iwe
Dick Robertson—DECCA 8081
Bon Bon—DECCA 8980
Harlan Leonard—BLUEBIRD 1091S

—

,

CHERIO MUSIC PUBUSHERS.
1686 Broadway,

New Tork

City

INC.

«t
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Saranac Lake

AGENTS

SEETHE OVER

KELLY

Kelly, stormy petrel of latter
as
years, who is making a comeback
one of the leaders of the actors'

Tom

union.
Last week's announcement thai
Kelly, once ousted as AGVA business
as
agent, was back in the saddle

AGVA's

'legislative

advisor.'

dele-

gate to the Central Labor Union, and
possible candidate as the next presiin
dent, was like waving a red flag
front of many of the agents.
Besides the memory of their past
10tussles with their ex-nemesis, the

N. T. Oper»tor« Dotaf

By Happy Benw»y

The Good Old Days

So Well That

They Drop Cafe Idea

Y, Sept. 23.
Joseph Bugoni, former headwaiter,
Margaret Newell, who saw much and Frank di Lello, former barman

well at
bed here, was handed her walking for Theodore's, are doing so
She will continue ozoning at their Baroque, N.Y., as straight
cane.
French dinery operators that they're
her home in Philadelphia.
forgetting about the cabaret license.
Ben Schultz, after a mess of curLatter held up their debut for
his okay
ing at the Will Rogers, got
pending the talent percutting capers In some weeks,

He

is

now

Brooklyn.
Peter Turgeon,
Father,'

dad.

'Life With
visit his

to

m

In disgust they opened the spot
with straight food, and its click has
caused them to withdraw their

(Reprinted from Variety of Sept.

now

PALACE,

application for the cabaret aspect.

Eugene

Platzman,

member

of

here.
is not doing so well
tryis also very ill and he is
ing to master a recent operation.
He's at 69 Franklin avenue.
joy Navarre, who saw so much
bed, has a two-week okay for a Big

ASCAP.

Wirtz, Shayon to Coast

Wife

On

Ice

Show Tours

Arthur M. Wirtz, accompanied by
Linden,
planed
Robert

director

Town vacash with her husband.
from New York to Hollywood SunMany years ago Jack W. Lewis day to complete casting of the next
made the grade here. He has since Sonja Henie 'Hollywood Ice Revue,'
which starts rehearsals at the Chibeen doing well in N.Y.
next week. This seaEarle Larrimore, Broadway le- cago Stadium
son's' playing dates have been somegiter, is doing niftily on the ozonwhat lengthened, with jumps beSeactress
He's the hubby of
ing.
tween stands shorter than heretolena Royle.

fore.

Ten acts at the Palace this week, with a show that ran for three and a
quarter hours, pleased generally, but could have been much more entertaining had it held less talk and more dancing. There were three comedy
skits wholly devoted to dialog among the 10 acts, Solly Ward & Co. with
'Babies' running 26 minutes Monday night, Franklyn Ardell in 'King Solo,
mon, Jr.,' consuming 32 minutes, and 'A Dress Rehearsal' going for 17.
The first two skits were third and closing the first half, and the 'Dress
Rehearsal' second after intermission.
Another feature of the show that made for sameness was the presence
of three single women, .quite a lot of feminine singles for one show. These
included Patricola, Daphne Pollard, held over for the second week, and
Yvette Rugel. All three landed, Patricola taking the honors of the trio
as well as those of the show. Patricola was fourth. Miss Pollard opened
the intermission, and Miss Augel was third after intermission. Patricola
did six songs and unreeled her familiar violin specialty, everything she
did bringing substantial appreciation. At the finish the applause was insistent enough for a speech, and Patricola didn't Jockey, either.
Gallagher and Shean, next to closing, were doubling from the Colonial
The 'Mr. Gallagher and Mr. Shean' song started them off with a roar and
sent them oS the same way. As the team was about to go into their finale,
someone in the orchestra that sounded like a 'plant' loudly called for
more of the Mr. Gallagher and Mr. Shean verses. In reply to a query
from Gallagher, Shean said he had one more verse. Then the team went
ahead and did five more. It's a great topical that 'Mr.' double, one of those
things that only happens once in 20 years. And how they do it, making

AGVA

Dorsey Party Brawl

to identify any loS^Continued from pate Zsss
Donations will be
cally deceased.
turned over to the WiUiam Morris ican Guild of Variety Artists and
Memorial Fund, of which Mrs. Wil- nitery columnist for the New York
Enquirer, published by his brother,
liam is president.
William Griflin.
(VVrite to those who are 111.)
Politics, and especially the Spanish civil war, is said to have waxed
in
discussion,
and
Griffin
hot
Cugat Date Returns Met,
assertedly lunged by walking into
the crowd of some 800 showBoston, to Stage Shows folk guests. Charlie Lang, a music
man, was standing nearby, and Is
claimed to have remarked that GrifMetropolitan, Boston, once an ace fin's 'insults' were 'shameful'. With
stage show spot, but in straight pic- that, another Griffin brother, Alexis,
tures the past couple of years, will reportedly socked Lang. Frank Sinabegin playing name bands Nov. 14 tra, member of Tommy Dorsey's
with Xavier Cugat's unit. House, band, then is said to have socked
however, will play only spot book- Alexis Griffin, while it's reported,
ings, reverting to straight pix in Jimmy Shields poked the other Grifbetween.
The Griffins were then pushed
fin.
Met, in Paramount-partnership, Is out into the hallway, where Gerald
being booked by Hairy Kalcheim Griflin insisted upon talking to Tomout of N. Y.
my Dorsey himself. Dorsey had not
witnessed the scrapping, having been
in an inner office apart from where
the premiere party was taking place.
Fancy

would be used

AND

Hl»

ORIGINAL PHONOGRAPH

NOW
STRAND
NEW YORK
2 weeks

career.

For making

my

all this possible
sincere thanks to Harry

Mayer,

Harry

Kalcheim

Jesse Kaye, and especially
my friend and represen

to

tative,

Dan

Friendly.

Passaic. N.

J.,

Sept. 23,

Ttaa new Central (indie), playing
straight vaudeville with shorts, on
its second week of operation will
yield tha Andrews Sisters some $5,500 on percentage although guaraii'

teed only $2,500 against a split over
^10,500. The operators, figuring on
Charlie Spivak's openlnjg week gross
of $11,500, set lO^G as the split fis
urc. Current bill looks beaded lor
It's a 2,300-capacity' theatre.
Arthur Fisher books, playing only

$16,500.

big

name

acts.

Sammy Kaye

an act In itself.
Miss Pollard's number with the cockney copper, the Cleopatra travesty
and her opening 'Nancy' song, stamp her as a character comedienne of the
first water. There has been little of this type of entertainment over here
for some years past, 'and Miss Pollard's characterizations mak-e a welcome
addition to American vaudeville. She was one of the hits of the show.
Miss Rugel's card received applause and she was accorded another reception on her entrance, with flowers at the finish. Depending on her
voice alone, Miss Rugel includes no kind applause numbers or anything
that appeals to any particular nationality. Her rei>ertolre runs from opera
to rag. Nothing could be more embracive than that. The current Palace
engagement was in the nature of an American reappearance for Miss
Rugel, who was abroad all summer. The trip overseas finds her a bit
plumper In appearance, but with a marked improvement in her vocal
it

methods. Any time, the Met is looking, for a find for opera, they couldn't
do better than lock over this corking little American prima. She has
everything.

SiG

Andrews'

Sept. I9th-26th
Making this my 13th week
in Broadway theatres in my
18 months' show business

23, 1921;

N. Y.

.

&

DAVIS

MM «»;

Herewith appears a Vabiety review of a N. Y. PaUiee bill of 20 i/eorj
000. The intention is to reprint these weekly using the relative ioeek of
1921 u'ifh the current date of issue. No special reason in reuiviiift thejg
recalling the acts tohich
teviexot other than the interest they may have
were playing at that time, the manner of putting together a big time show
(booking), trhicli rodio stations may find pertinent, and as a resume of the
ttyle of vaudeville reviewing of that day.

mit.

with

was up here

This column would like to hear
Henie show will open in Omaha
from Joe Dabrowski, Melvin J. Fox, Nov. 18 and will troupe until late
Ross, Hose
January, Madison Square Garden
percenters are burned at him over Eddie (Carlton Boys)
Emmett, Teddy Stew- date being at that time.
the passage of the new 'employment Clark, Buddy
Wilbur,
Sam Shayon, of Fanchon Marco,
Kelly is given credit for the art, Marie Bianchl; Butch
act.'
Parker and Jules leaves this week for the Coast. Gostrenuous lobbying which helped put Sylvia Abbott, Joe
of the Zwillings.
ing out to set details on the tour of
It across at the recent session
Legislature.
Mother of Tommy Kerns, who 'Ice Follies,' the Shipstad-Jobhson
Many of the agents have informed passed away here years ago, re rink revue.
business agent, cently visited us, and she could not
Dick Mayo,
that theyll have nothing to do with find her son's grave since there was
the union as long as Kelly Is con- no marker. This column would thus
like to have slight donations that
nected with It.

ROY

^^

^

Saranac, N.

papers.

Philadelphia. Sept. 23,
The honeymoon is over as far as
Associathe Entertainment Managers
American
tion (bookers) and the
Guild of Variety. Artists is concerned. From now on it looks like
another row between the two groups.
And the cause is none other than

EATERY PAYS OFF

Bobby Byrne and

bands due next

Franklyn Ardell and company of six girls closed the first half with a
comedy hurrah. 'King Solomon's Wives' represents the modern Idea of
travesty perfectly. The note of fantasy is nicely maintained throughout,
and the laughs are timed to a nicety. Ardell, one of the few light
comedians who can handle dialog or situation that approaches the line
without making it offensive simply, revels in- the comedy 'fat' apportioned
to him In the skit. Ruth Warren, now playing the chorus girl wife, is
immense. She never overdoes the part for a minute. The cast is an excellent one and the production handsomely staged.
Solly Ward and Marion Murray went over very well No. 3 in 'Babies.'
The opening is a bit burlesquy, but the company handles it expertly.
Adolpbus and Co. opened with singing, dancing and violin playing. Each
of the specialties scored as well as could be expected with the house in
process of filling up. Jack Hanley was second with a comedy Ihggling turn.
Hanley was a bit out of form Monday night, making several misses in the'
early portion. The manipulation of the sticks, however, sent him over.
'A Dress Rehearsal,' a George Choos production, runs to the old burlesque drama thing. It had to follow the other two talking skits, and while
securing laughs got little at the finish. With the other two acts out, it
might have been different.
Davis and Felle closed with an athletic routine that stands with the best.
The Palace was capacity Monday night, with a larger bunch of standees
'
than in several weeks.
.Bell.

Doncy Steps In
Dorsey went Into a parley with
Gerald Griffin In a iiearby hallway.
Later the Griffins' were urged
into an ^levator and sent to the
ground floor, where they waited In
the lobby and again encountered
Dorsey. This started another tiff.
Gerald Griffin on Monday (22)
vigorously denied that he had made
He also Covington, Ky^ Nitery
any invidious remarks.
claimed that neither he nor his
brother threw any punches, although
CaDed Unfair' by
stating that others threw punches at
them. Griffin also said the report
American Guild of Variety Artthat Tommy Dorsey had punched
him was 'completely untrue.' Un. ists has put Jimmy Brink's tiookout
marked himself, Gerald Griffin House, Covington, Ky., on the 'unThis means no AGVA
claimed that his brother was Ilke^ fair list'
wise not marred or ctit, as reported members can play the spot, booked
by the William Morris office, without facing disciplinary measures.

AGVA

Park Central
on the 'unfair

Quints' Control
Zss

^^sContinoeil from page
can't

speak

English

sufficient

for

studio requirements.

The present nursery will become a
classroom for the quints and their
brothers and sisters. A new home

Park Casino, PhiUy,
Cited by Rum Solons

-

syndicate (Pete Sullivan-AI

Delmonico) which operated Piping
Rock, Saratoga, until the past season
Is opening a new spot in Cincinnati
tagged Arrowhead Inn Oct. 1.
Cincy nitery will be an elaborate
affair and play name bands plus
acts.

DON
ARRES
HELD OVER
9th

ROXY.

WEEK

NEW YORK

COAST TO COAST—WOB
renoMi IMimUobi BAM MAVCU

OUR SINCERE GRATITUDE TO

MR. JOHN

FOK HIS KIHDNESS
AND ASSISTANCE

tario Cabinet ministers.

Bob Chester will intro an audience
partlcIpaUon stunt at hii Log Cabin,
Armonk, N. Y., opening tonight
Iff a memoij test idea,
(Wed.).
guesta who recognize old tune* to
b« given dinnen^ etc.

OPENING CINCY CAFE
Same

hotel, N. Y., Is also name
list.'
Like Lookout
House, the P. C. has refused to enterinto a basic agreement with AGVA.

Philadelphia, Sept. 23.
for the entire Dionne famUy of 14
The Park Casino, roadhouse on the
persons will be built on what was
formerly designated as the Dionne East River Drive here, was cited by
Hospital grounds. The education of the State Liquor Board last week
entrusted
to
the
for allegedly presenting floor shows
the quints will be
Catholfc Church, llie probability is and allowing dancing after the Sabthat the public views at the Dionne bath curfew.
quints, long an Ontario tourist lure,
The proprieter, Sam Ottenberg,
will cease to exist when next sum- was ordered to appear before the
mer's tourist season arrive Gov- board next week and show cause
ernment viewpoint Is that, when in why Uquor license should not be retheir babyhood play periods, they voked.
could be viewed from a glassed-in

enclosure without seeing their audience, they are now. in the adolescent age and should no longer be •
side-show. Scheduled for a final discussion of current details Is • meeting between Papa Dionne and On-

SULLIVAN, DELMONICO

ROY

20TH WEEK RAfNBOW GRILL, NEW YORK
AI,

HEUD OTKB INDKnMmi>T ^
GBOSSMAN—Fenonal RepreHntaUre

AUDEmUB

Wednesdaj, SeptemUer 24, 1941
Mitzi Held

I Detroit Theatres Adopt Occasional

Vaude; Toledo Books
Detroit, Sept. 23.

With the public again beefing that

Name Orchs

Gravatt's

Sahte to Yost

population lacks

this city of 1,850,000

Camden, N.

Sept 23.
Unusual tribute to an act was paid
major picture houses have again Ben Yost's 'Mimic Men' on its apmoved toward putting in infrequent pearance at the Towers theatre over
the past weekend.
Frank Gravatt

first-flight vaudeville,

two

ot Detroit's,

J.,

stage shows.

operator of Steel Pier, Atlantic City,
Both the
where the turn had been working all
4,000-seat Michigan, biggest of the summer, took an ad in local papers
urging Camdenites to see the 'Mimic
first-runs, have signed with the DeMen.'
troit Federation of Musicians for the
With his pier closed for the seaplaying for shows when 'proper talson, Gravatt advertised in the CamLast season the
ent' is available.
den Courier and Post: 'Camden, Atsame houses worked the same policy. tention! We are glad to share with
Broadway-Capitol, second-run
you Ben Yost Mimic Men, who enUnited Detroit house in the loop tertained millions in 4,000 performarea, is also going in for stage shows, ances at our Steel Pier. Be sure to
also 'when available.' Meanwhile the see them at the Towers.
They're
subsequent-run great
two-bit
Colonial,
and I wish 'em luck. Frank
house on the dqwntown fringe, which Gravatt'
has been instrumental in keeping
vaudeville alive in Detroit, has resumed its regular policy starting the
Dies at
season Sept 19 with the booking of Fred
Lya Lys, Isabel Jewell and Michael
Several nabes here also
Whalen.
In England; Discovered
continue to do a strong business with
smaller orchestras and stage bills.
Chaplin
5,000-seat

Fox and

Over

•

Kamo

75

and Stan Lanrel

Toledo's Name Bands
Toledo, O., Sept. 23.

Shep Fields' orch Is tentatively
billed for the Rivoli, Toledo, Oct. 10,
while Ben Bernie is definitely set
November, as is a unit headed
by Willie- Howard.

for

At the Paramount, Cab Calloway's troupe will play Oct. 3, 4 and
and the Andrews Sisters and Joe
Venuti's orchestra appear there the

6,

week of Nov. 28.
This is the first season in several
years that Toledoans have been offered more than occasional vaude.

Peter Seymour
Dies

One Week

After His Wife

many as six companies
He used to hire comediby first testing them in falls; if

at.s

they fell properly they got a job.
Charlotte Goes 3 Days
This is how he gave Chaplin a job,
Charlotte, N. C, Sept 23.
The Broadway, local vauder, will in an act titled 'Skating Rink.'
up its stage show policy to three I,ater, Karno toured Chaplin in

for Magi

Halifax, N.

S.,

Sept. 23.

in

the

Lynch Shows

showing

his audience

carnival, was
to make

how

things disappear, somebody stole
into the back of his tent, and swiped
a metal case containing magical accessories and also a guitar that
Singer used in his act.
The bother to the magician is that
while he made things reappear, his
uninvited caller hasn't returned the
stolen items.

AGVA Molk

Means

on cutting down employspreads.
Top acts from
the theatres and niteries previously
have doubled locally.
For instance, opening the fall

Penalties Set

Associated Actors and Artistes of

America on Monday

(22)

endorsed

the American Guild of Variety Artists' ruling against 'Celebrity Nights.'

Four A's

is informing all of Its afunions to tell their member*

flliate

that .the

AGVA

AGVA

ruling goes for

all.

ruled that no performers
can play a 'Celebrity Night," which
has become a habit in some cafes,
gratis.
Those performers whose
weekly salary is less than $100 must
be paid at least the AGVA one-night

minimum

of $10. Those getting $100
or over must be paid one-seventh of
their salary, with all coin to be dis-

bursed through

AGVA.

Latter

is

putting teeth in the rule by proscribing a fine of $500, or a sixmonth suspension from the union, or
both, for those performers who violate the ruling.

At a board meeting
(19),

last Friday
national board, meetYork, passed a resolu-

AGVA's

ing in

New

condemning the Senate subcommittee probe Into alleged warmongering by the film industry.
Resolution stated that the probe
tion

leaned towards censorship.

practice

.

the turn of the century, hiring directors and writers and sometimes

Bad Cue

4A s;

Detroit Sept. 23.
Peter Seymour, nitery entertainer, Detroit
died here Wednesday (17) of the
same rare malady which a week beDoubling as
fore took the life of his wife and
dancing partner, Clara. The illness
Of Restricting Jobs
of the pair from a mysterious ailment contracted somewhere in their
trivels by trailer, had proved such
Detroit Sept 23.
a puzzle to medicos that Federal exACVA officials locally, are mulling
perts finally were enlisted in help- theatre-nltery doubling, which it is
ing determine the disease and its feU, might, establish a dangerous
source.

of one act.

Adopted by

While Herman Singer, a magician,
with a legerdemain show of his own

The coma and sudden deaths of
London, Sept. 23.
Fred Karno, nee John Westcott, the pair had cut off health authorithe all-time top comedy act pro- ties from determining where they
ducer in England and credited with may have contracted the ailment bediscovering Charles Chaplin, died fore they both were stricken while
in
a Lansing
(Mich.)
last Wednesday (17) in Parkstone, appearing
night club. Because of the nature
Dorsetshire, England. He was 75.
Karno, an ex-comedian himself, of the illness, similar to both typhus
set
up a comedy-act production and Rocky Mountain spotted fever,
office on a big scale shortly after rare in this area, and the fear of

touring as

Blanket Rule vs. 'Celebrity Night'

San Francisco, Sept. 23.
Mitzl Green has won a third-week
holdover at Club Moderne here.
She'll be followed Oct. 2 by EsteUe
Taylor, who in turn will be trailed
by Ethel Shutta. They're WilUam
Morris bookings via Sam Rosey.
Oct 2 sees another Morris client
debuting when Paul Whiteman begins a Palace hotel run.

the

45

ment

if

it

RAND, CARROLL

Isabel Jewell, Michael Whalen and
of films. Teamed up on the
contract was the Club Trocadero.

Lya Lys
The

trio are

appearing three times

contagion in places where they may daily at the downtown theatre and
have appeared, the deaths had been doing a midnight turn at the nitery.
of grave concern to Federal authorities.
Unusual precaution's. Including
the segregation of other performers
with whom they had appeared, w^re
Ronun, Rockwell
taken because of the fear that^an
epidemic might hit major defense
Theatre Deal

Harry

May End

centers.

MAP

TEXAS FAIR SHOWS

vaudeville season at his Colonial theatre, Raymond Schreiber lined up

Dallas,

Sept

23.

Mel Smith, manager for Sally
arrived TTiursday (18) and
conferred with officials of the Texas
State Fair, which opens Oct. 4, regarding two shows which will be
sponsored by the fan dancer. The
shows are the 'Nude Ranch' and
'Miss America.'
Earl Carroll has ai-rived to complete arrangements for presentation
of his 'Vanities' as the Fair's AudiRand,

torium attraction.

Samples of the dancers' blood
Orrin Tucker and Bonnie Baker
Harry Romm and the General will head a floor show at the new
were sent to Hamilton, Montana,
where the spotted fever outbreak Amus. Corp. have decided to end the Cafe Esplanade, with the 'Iceseems to occur, after the malady w#is arrangement whereby Romm oper- Capades of 1942' also included In
definitely found to be of the dan- ated his own theatre booking setup the setup.
The Midway will have
gerous rickettsial type. Meanwhile, within GAC. Romm's contract with free acts and inde^-endent entertainauthorities,- who had learned the GAC doesn't expire until Feb. 1, but ments. Many of the shows will com*
pair had come east from California, there are indications that Romm from the World Fairs of San Franwill
depart
from
GAC's quarters cisco and New York.
were backtracking on their itinerbefore that date. Leonard Romm,
ary with warnings.
his brother, who has been associated
of a
show business as a
with him at GAC, will become part
dancing troupe, billed as 'The Eight
theatre
of
booking department that Shutta, Price Head
Lancashire Lads,' owned and manGAC proposes to establish when
aged by Joe Jackson. Chaplin then FISCHER FOREGOES
Harry Romm leaves. Latter came
Broadway Cafe Shows
was 14, and clog-dancing.
into
the
(7AC
in early 1938.
Karno himself became known the
When the required notice period
world over as a knockabout, comeTwo stage vets return to Broadfor renewal of contract arrived
dian in the late '90's, his most famous
Clifford C. Fischer has decided, at Thomas G. Rockwell, GAC prez, way niteries, both debuting tonight
vehicle being tagged 'The Mummers.'
Born in extremely poor circum- least temporarily, not to elaborate suggested that Romm drop his status (Wednesday) at competitive places.
and roadshow his 'Folies Bergeres' as as an Independent agent and accept Ethel Shutta heads the new show at
stances in Exeter, and spending a
a $2 show, although he may do It a salary from GAC. Romm replied the Hurricane and Georgie Price
good part of his boyhood at factory
later with Phil Baker and other that he had always worked for him- marks hU comeback at the nearby
looms and as an apprentice to a
names at the helm. Meantime, how- self and that he would prefer to go LaConga.
prison plumber, he saved what
ever, the unit opens Oct 13 in on operating that way. At GAC he
Latter spot also Inducts Maestro
money he could to pay for training Worcester,
Mass., prior to RKO Bos- handled his own acts in addition to Jack Harris as full-fledged proprie-.
Out of this evolved
as a gymnast.
ton and some eight or 10 weeks of booking GAC-managed bands and tor of the nitery where he was
His
his first act the Karno Trio.
RKO
dates.
singers.
formerly the maestro.' Incidentally,
talks with convicts were the basis of
Gene Sheldon, Harald and Lola,
the Hurricane is now operated by
a subsequent comedy turn billed as
Freddie, Ben Jade Arabs,
Irving Zussman, who used to be co'Jail Birds,' and Karno bought a Little
LONG-DISTANCE BOOKING owner of LaConga. After he sold
second-hand Black Maria in which Arren and Broderick, Frances Urban,
DeLage,
Andre
Ratouchefl (midget)
out it went Into bankruptcy.
he transported his troupe to the
and
Harry
Kalchelm
Sets
All
Par
32
girls
Thecomprise the realigned
The Hotel Plaza's Persian Room
music halls.
atres
'Folies.'
He
Books
for
New
Tear's
reopens tonight (Wed.) also, with
Besides being the discoverer of
Incidentally, despite the currently
Jean Sablon and Gower- and Jeanne,
Chaplip, Karno also brought to the
cool
attitude
Harry
Kalcheim
has
longtowards
set
a
Anything that
the latter after four months at Ben
fore such topflight comics as Stan
smacks
Vichy,
distance
record
.of
sorts,
already
of
France,
havit was deMarden's Riviera. Dick Gasparre is
Laurel (and Hardy^, Fred Kitchen
(who never played the, U.S.) and cided to retain the 'Folies' billing as ing set New Year's shows in nearly again the maestro. Frances Faye,
Harry Weldon. 'In one Karno act an established trade name. Fischer all the Paramount theatres he books. meantime, returns to the Riviera
Gene Krupa's orch and the An- next week, while tomorrow (Thurs.)
based on football, Weldon played was for changing it
drews
Sisters
will
be
the
combo
Guy Lombardo returns to the Hotel
the comic and Chaplin was a villain.
headliners for New Year's at the Roosevelt N. Y., for the 'steenth
Weldon and Kitchen both ranked as
N. Y. Paramount; Tommy Dorsey time.
among the greatest of English Smaller Cafes
Detroit
will open at the Michigan, Detroit
comedians.
Ink
for
week;
the
New
Year's
Eve
a
By 1910, Karno's production setup
Beef on Discrimination' Spots and Erskine Hawkins' band
was so prosperous, he virtually reare dated for the State-Lake, ChiZorita Free on Bond
tired, though he was still comparacago, over that holiday.
tively a young man.
Detroit Sept 23.
Kalcheim is also setting a show
Owners of the little drinking spots for the Chicago, Chicago, and two
Toledo, O., Sept. 23.
here with a war boom in sight
Ada Brockett 23, billed as 'Zorita,'
shows (with Harry Mayer of WarNovis Heads Show
think they ar^ getting a raw deal
ner Bros.) for the Strand, Brooklyn, who recently (15) spent the night In

Night
according to T. D. one of the companies of 'A
Southern Attractions in an English Music Hull,' which was
manager.'who books units for some booked in the U. S. and was ChapInlin's stepping stone to pictures.
150 southern theatres, of which the
cidentally, Chaplin later made a
Broadway is one.
two-reeler titled 'The Rink,' which
Decision to up policy, from presmay have been based on his act for
ent two days a week, came as a reKarntf.
sult of growing popularity of units
It's not generally known, however,
in this section. Also in anticipation
that Chaplin originally started in
«f catching trade from 500,000 soldiers
member
weekly,

days

Kemp.

Jr.,

who win be

maneuvand November,

in this area for

ers during October

FRISCO AGYA PRESSES

NITERY
When

WAGE CLAIMS

San Francisco, Sept. 23.
the Music Box and Royal
niteries reopen during the

Hawaiian

couple of weeks,

jiext

they'll

find

Silk, local American Guild of
Variety Artists secretary, sitting on
their doorsteps. Silk says no
talent may play In either until labor
claims against the spots are paid. He
seeks $1,180.00 from the Music Box
and $342.90 from the Hawaiian.
Former is being reopened by the

Vince

AGVA

Puncan Sisters, angeled by one
Frank Herman; latter, retabbed
Shangri-La, has- been taken over by

Andy Wong.

SL Regis

Grill

Reopens,

Dark for Several Years
The

former

Maisonette Russe,
Hotel St. Regis,
New York, reopens as La Maisonette
next month after being dark a
couple of seasons. Managing Direcgrillroom

in

the

tor Gaston Lauryssen thinks that
business this season will warrant
opening both the swank Iridium
Room plus the Maisonette. Nicholas

Mathey orchestra and Yasha Nazarenko, em-cee, who were at the
Russe room before,
are ^ being
brought back.
However, despite
current pro-vodka feeling, it was
deemed unwise to revive the Russe
part of the billing.
The Iridium's ice show will again
star Dorothy Lewis for her fourth"
consecutive season there, and' Harriette

Haddon,

Lucille

LaMarr,

Norah Gale and Bernice Stewart,
who were formerly part of Mitchell
J

Leisen's 'St Regis Bustles' revue
here, will return. Bob Duffy and
Bob Tobin, Hollywood skaters, will
be sub-featured. Miss Lewis is staging. Hal Saunders' and Gus Martel's
rhumba will be the bands.

New

ELABORATE TOUES'

^''

m

—

because' the city allows dancing and
one opening Xmas Day for six days, jail at Toledo because of inability
entertainment in cabarets that pay a and another opening New Year's to produce a $1J)00 bond pending her
yearly toll of $50 but bans them in Eve for flve days.
Elko, Nev., Sept. 23.
appeal on conviction on the charge
of indecent exposure, was freed th«
Donald Novis will head a three- the smaller places.
As a result the Detroit City Counnext day after her foster mother in
day floor show in the Lounge of the
Commercial hotel here beginning cil is seriously considering the propLos Angeles wired her that amount
Clicks
in
osition that for a $10 fee, smaller
Authorities, however, then cut her
Thursday (25).
With Novis will be Ben McAtee, places be permitted to toss in threebond in half and she plunked down
Vallejo, Cal.,
m. c. and impersonator; Theodore piece orchestra and entertainment.
$500 cash.
San Francisco, Sept. 23.
and Denesha, ballroom team, and a Through their Royal Ark Association
Zorita had been sentenced to six
Fox-West Coast Theatres Is trying months in the workhouse by Munithey have submitted flgures to the
fourth unset act.
Commercial show runs during Council to prove that they could vaudeville in its 700-seat Marval, cipal Judge Homer A. Ralney. She
Nevada State Medical Association give jobs to many more entertainers Vallejo, Cal., with excellent results. was accused of dancing in the Kenconvention headquartering at Elk's and musicians. There are upward Bert Levey office is booking five acts tucky Klub here Aug, 15 without
of 200 spots here which would very three days weekly (Saturday through any covering.
Clubs here.
McLain's
Commercial likely put in shows, it is argued, if Monday) until further notice.
Eddie
Stage fare is backed by an 'A'
Lounge orchestra will play the acts. the bars were let down.
Paula Kelly joins Artie Shaw'i
Detroit police contend they haven't flick at 50c top, and seemingly can't
McLain begins his second solid year
here next week. His hand lays off sufficient manpower to keep the city miss in the military boom town band tonight (Wed.) in Ottawa, Can.,
when imported shows and bands from .becoming 'wide-open' if they which adjoins the Mare Island Navy- despite rumors Helen Forrest would
Yard.
take over.
permit the spread of niteries.
come in.

At Elko, Nev., Hotel

F-WC

At

Try
Vaude

—

Ayres Orch (13) with
Johnny Bond and Meredith Blake;
Ken Murray, Bob Evans, Tune Toppers (4), Judy Canova with Anne;
Don Baker; 'Our Wi/e' (Col), reviewed in VAniETV Aug. 20.
'Brevity'

is

to every act

a

on

word that's foreign
this layout, from all

observations at the last

when

show Thurs-

ran well over 80
minute:,. It was too much of a good
thing, the stretching having a negative effect on what should otherwise
be a good sum total. Honey Coles,
colored dancer, was taken out of the
show opening day for abbreviation's
sake, but that wasn't enough.
Ken Murray is in his element here,
on the pit platform and intimate
with at least that half of the house
nearest him. That's more intimacy
than a performer usually gets nowadays in the big picture houses, and
the reaction is immediate for Murray,

(18),

whose

it

style of

comedy works

best with an audience up' close. His
gags click sharply, and closing, with

Judy Canova, in which

she's virtu-

stooging for him, is a strong
laugh anti-climax up ahead of the
national anthem.
Miss Canova, now something of a
film name, with her sister Annie accompanying and soloing on the piano,
scores mildly with her hillbilly
She delivers 'Benny the
yodeling.
Beaver," 'I Ain't Got Nobody' and
'Some of These Days,' but doesn't
wow 'em until Murray gives her
some comedy singing lessons with
burlesky body grabs.
Show's applause topper was ventriloquist Bob Evans, who's best
when the dummy is singing with
burp and sneeze punctuations. The
gags are a little worn: but Evans'
delivery is neat and catchy. Young
and personable rn tails, Evans is
ally

Three Jays (straight man, comic
and girl) work on a trampoline.
okay.
The straight man's
alternate back and front somersaults
through a hoop rate applause.
Also spotted in between the band
numbers is Dolores Gaye, flashily
dressed blonde, who performs a tap
routine to swing version of PadcrThey're

ewiki's 'Minuet'.
Harriet could smoothen a bit for
platform delivery in his emcceing,
but the playing is excellent, and the
boys finale with 'Scotch and Soda'
Show runs 58
to upbeat effect.
Gruen.
mins.

KEITH'S

BOSTON

Boston, Sept. 19.
'Beachcombers of -1942.' starring
Willie Howard ujith Vic Hyde, GorTrio. Eddie Rio and Brothers
(3). Mareiii niid Allen, Lee Gelson,
Elnine Hume, Charles Senna, Al
Lora Saunders, Line and
Kelly,
Showgirls; 'Parachute Battalion'

don

(RKO).
the

season here, and it adds up to fastmoving, flashy entertainment, but
strictly for adults.

Willie Howard is on lor three
The radio number,
skits, all good.
featuring
doubletalk
Charles Senna and Howard, latter as
chief of the 'Bad Will Hour'; and the
rabble-rousing bit Howard assisted
by Al Kelly, are stock turns of the

between

comedian.

An added number

Howard confusedly
the army instead

signing

up

is

for

of obtaining a
marriage license.
While the unit's title points to the
South Seas, this theme is cast aside
after the opening line number in

From there on, it's vaude
dressed up with patriotic stuff. Gorsarongs'.

don

more sweetness.
Bond does an excellent comedy
special tagged 'When Are We Gonna
Land Abroad,' and he doesn't mean

STRAND, B'KLYN

distant shores, while Miss Blake
sings well 'Booglie Wooglie Piggy,'
'I Don't Want to Set the World On
Fire' and, with Bond, 'While the
Band Played On,' Don Baker, as
usual, is at the house organ. Busi-

Tqinmy Tucker's Orch (13^ with
Amy Arnell, Don Brown, Kerwin
Somerville, Alan Holmes; Toy &
Wing, Wesson Bros. (2), Jbhu Boles:

ness was fine
(Thursday).

Balance— that was the keynote of
the past weekend's stage show at the
Strand. There was Tommy Tucker's
orch, numbering 13 men Including
the leader, for the hepcats; Toy and
Wing, the by-now standard Chinese
mixed hoofing team, the Wesson
brothers (2) for the major comedy

ORPHEUM,

night
Scho.

L. A.

'West Point Widotu' (Par).

-

—

Ch<irlte
and John
Ford Leary, Bob CottoU, Quintones Boles.
Boles, looking the perennial Juvc,
(5), Rex Weber, 3 Jays, Gloria Gave,
'Broadway Limited' (UA); 'They remains a fine concert personality
concert as defined from vaude. 'This
Meet Again' (HKO).
'

theatre's
jitteroos,

Charlie Barnet's orch takes the responsibility for this week's biz here,

ficult for

mer

tough audience, with its
made it particularly difthe rather conservative for-

film star and. his retentive

mem-

with Hex Weber doing a valiant job ory. Tunes such as 'Rio Rita' and
to help. The rest is just average.
'One Alone' remain among his
The Barnet band has cut a lot of standard repertoire of offerings, but
records, so disc buyers and juke it's doubtful if they're
sufficiently
listeners can be depended upon. keyed to the tempo
of the younger
They liked today's opening show. audience that frequents this theatre.
Maestro switches from alto to bass
Amy Arnell and Kerwin Somersax, with clarinet his featured in- vill, with Tucker's band,
are more
strument inbetween. The arrange- within the jivers' metier. They do
ments by Andy Gibson, Bill Mohr, tunes such as 'Daddy,' 'Man Who
and Con Humphreys get class, mu- Comes 'Round' and 'Papa's in Bed
sicianly delivery. There's wide vari- with His Britches On.'
However,
ation in the numbers, and they're the customers choices
bear no reprogrammed lor contrast. The boys flection on the merit of Boles. He's
open with 'Take the A Train,' a a Hollywood personality with
somejitter affair, lolWwing with 'Pomp- thing to offer,
a singing voice. He
ton Turnpike,' blue and swingy.
trades on that alone. No Hollywood

Bob Carroll, satisfactory straight
baritone, sings 'Peaceful in Country'

and 'Just What We're Doing Tonight.'
Si Baker does 'Honeysuckle
Rose' on his tricky trumpet, keepInn audience in the mood.
I'he Quintones (three men and
two girls) put over 'Baa-baa Black

Sheep' and Hoagy Carraichael's 'Star
They are plenty capable, but
a load of sweetness gets drained out
of their harmonies by what appears
Dust.^

to

be

too

much

—
—

style-consciousness.

The band

four horns, four saxes,
trombones, bull fiddle, piano
makes much out of a
novelty Indian suite, incorporating

and traps

the inclination prevailed, the
fortissimo waves of sound that cascade from the stage most of the time
make dozing impossible.
When Liarry Clinton and his mob
isn't drowning 'em in swing and
if

Jack Durant, until recently in 'Pal
Joey' on Broadway, has the next-toclosing with a melange of gags, imitations and vocal bits geared for
comedy. Gets over nicely, particuboogie-woogie there's Vince 'Blue' larly with his staccato chatter and
Polishing off is
Mondi, the one-man band, thumping Gable mimicry.
and blaring 'em silly with his barrel- Lela Moore's 'dance of love.' Garbed
house conniptions. The noise motif half male, half female, she smoothly
even runs through the comedy phase conveys impression of two persons,
of the bill.
Charlotte Arrcn's (Ar- although some of her passes are a
ren and Broderick) chief stock in bit surprising for a family house,
trade still proves to be a talent for smacking more of niteries or burlesque. House line works twice for
sustained
shrieking
in
high
C.
Withal the assortment of stage en- okay flash.
Wem.
Biz fair at opening.
tertainment
well
the
over to

extends

MUSIC HALL,

oft.

N. Y.

Paul Haakon, Nicholas VasiUeff
AnthonVt Allj/n and Hodge, Clark
Chesneu, Andor Foldes, Rocketies
M. H. Symph Orch, Corps de Balle*'
Glee Club; 'Lydia,' (UA), reuieuie'J
in VARiL-ry, Au0. 20.
Divided into the customary A to D
items, the current stage show has
•two visible evidences of how .showmanship reacts to Page One. There
a Russian number by the. Music
Hall Glee Club and the military
drilling of the Rockettes is preceded
is

by newsreel montage of the British
in action and a giant 'V from the
spotlight. Clark Ghesney recites the
poem, 'Say Not,'
March' portion.

in

the

'Victory

The first scene 'Harvest Time,' is
a reaction to ihe calendar. It's a traditional frolic in the pumpkin field.
Rather saucily and engagingly put
together, this incident is also notable
because Paul Haakon does his ballet
stuff to the strains of 'Old McDonald
Had a Farm.' The house ballet unit
is divided between overalled boys

with rakes and an equal number of
aggregation gives a swell
farmers' daughters' who shake their
aptitude for undiluted
sltof skirts in the manner of the
jive, and about the only time that
French soubrets. It's a lively rural
the din subsides is when Peggy
Chica0o, Sept. 20.
Mann takes over for a trio of pop
Berry Bros. (3), Smoothies (3), conceit that the WLS Barn Dance
melodies.
Miss Mann serves as Franlclyn D'Amore & Co. (2), 3 wouldn't quite recognize.
Clinton's lone contribution to the Swifts, Dorothy Hild Dancers (16);
Cossack uniforms, in red, of the
saner side of musical diversion. In 'Atoma of South Seas' (Par).
Glee Club prove a big eyeful and the
any event she's quite an asset to the
response was strong in applau.se.
troupe. Unlike the average girl voJust a stage show, but a good one,- Nicholas Vasiliefl leads the chorus.
calist attached to a dance unit nowThe
comedy interlude comes from
with the house hopes being based
adays. Miss Mann clothes her lyrics
.strictly
on the picture currently. Anthony, AUyn and Hodge, who
in both adroit interpretation and leFrom indications the hopes were a' turn a ballroom adagio routine into
gitimate singing.
For the boogiea muscular mix-up that is extremely
little too high.
woogie hounds and those with a
droll.
Fortunately there is full satisfactaste for the screwball side of songAppearance of Andor Foldes, as
dishing Clinton ofTer.s Butch Stone. tion on the stage, with three stan- piano soloist with the pit
orchestra,
When Stone gets hot with his gib- dard acts and a fair radio name turn suggests that the Music Hall may be
berish on the themes of 'Hot Dog managing to supply a big measure overlooking a bet in instrumental
Joe' and 'My Feet's Big' he looms of entertainment.
virtuosi, a kind of talent that fits the
as the looniest thing this side of Harbig
house.
Foldes
registered very
Berry Bros, are on after the initial
lem. Some of it is amusing.
strongly.
On the instrumental front Clinton line' routine and score powerfully,
and with deserved results. They reSoldier stufT by the Rockettes
gets his choicest licks at the very
opening of the show with something main a classy colored dancing trio couldn't and didn't miss closing the
stage
end
with
rousing
whoopdedo.
and
with
a
great
showmanship
a
style.
he calls 'Kansas City Moods.' MidLaiid.
way down the bill Clinton again
Franklyn P'Amore Is another stancuts loose with an exhibit of or- dard turn.
He has been doing his
chestral stamina, and in this in- strong man stuff for years, but it restance the melodic nostalgia of 'Old mains a solid act. well delivered and
Man River' takes a bad beating, polished. The chair backbend and
even though the song's underlying lift is put over
in great style, using
Philadelphia, Sept. 20.
rhythm serves Irving Gather nicely
a girl who Is no midget.
Three'
in showing what a clever fellow he
Glenn JUtller Orch with Marion
Swifts, still another standard turn,
is when it comes to a sustained atHutton & Ray Eberle,- Sybil Bou<an,
tack on the percussion contraption^. consistently click with juggling and Wolly & Verdyn Stopleton; 'PitlsWatching this talented drummer also minor comedy. With fine appear- burph Kid' (Rep).
invokes a question: why do most ance, nice style and general distincyoung drummers keep jawing away tion of approach, the Swifts are
Glenn Miller remains high in the
at a wad of gum and at the same among the tops in juggling.
tfme maintain studied deadpans?
Doubling from the Blackhawk realm of the hepcats. Everytliing he
Of the other four turns on the bill nitery are the ifmoothies, two men says, every note his lads play got a
Hal Sherman easily takes top favor. and
a girl, highly pleasant singers. bombardment of applause that pos?
The half-pint comic with the over- With
a strong radio buildup and good sibly made the manager
of the Earle
sized suit and the expressive peepworkmanship, trio is suitable for any wish the walls were made of rubber
ers, who recently quit the Broadway
They work hard and mix a when this reviewer caught the show.
'Hellzapoppin' rather than take a spot.
cut with the rest of the cast, packs happy dose of clowning into their
Band, in third trip here, tees off
a wealth of explosive humor. He's general vocal work. Some of their with a bouncy version of 'Anvil
the best of his tribe of laugh-makers impersonations are so-so,, but they Chorus.' with the individual memthat's come along since Jimmy Savo. get by on exuberance.
bers of Miller's aggregaUon getting
Dorothy Hild girls are on for two a chance to shine.
Sherman is thrice-endowed, having
feet that are not only nimble but a numbers, made outstanding currently
There's plenty of handclapping
source of much mirth, a style of by the excellence of costuming by down front when
the Miller gang
Ktory-telling
that's
surefire
even Francis Pallester^
goes Into its latest hit tune 'Chattathough the material leans toward the
Business good at last show Fri- nooga Choo-Choo* (from 'Sun Valley
nip-and-tuck, plus a sense of panto- day (19).
Gold.
Serenade') with Marion Hutton and
mime that builds up to roars when
the
Modernaires
(male quartet)
Sherman gets around to imitating a
handling the zingy vocalizing. Also
sailor dancing with a dame who has
getting the kudos from the asK. C.
a foot or so on him in height. At
sembled alligators is 'Booglie Wooglie
the performance caught Sherman
Piggy'
and 'Serenade' with the

STATE-LAKE, CHI

its

.

EARLE, PHILLY

.

TOWER,

tied things

up complet^y.

Kansas

City, Sept. 20.

follows Sherman,
Tom O'Weal, Carlton Emmy's Dogs,
takes a little time to get started but Hartnells (2), Del Breese, Lester
she delivers the results just the Harding, Gene Kelsey, Herb Six
same.
She still has that surprise House Orch; Under Fietta Stars'
finish for the opening number, the (Rep).
sudden halt in trying to reach a high
note and departing from the stage
Entertainment this week Is on the
on rollerskates. The -rowdy cutting- favorable side, though not as strong
up in that harem toggery remains as some other recent four-act bills
just a filler, and, as always, what here.
After what looks like an indoes the damage to the midsectors
auspicious start, last half of the 48is her mimicry of a prima donna
minute show brings some ^ood comgoing through the spasms of a highedy to offset the earlier deficit. Show
note attack.
is formula throughout, with the Herb
Lane and Ward, composed of a
young blonde looker and a young Six house band opening, number befellow with an outstanding knack ing Morton Gould's 'Pavanne.' Lesfor acrobatic shuffling, project a ter Harding takes over as m.c. from
turn that's just different enough to there to bring out the quartet of
be refreshing. The opening bit in standard acts, the weekly amateur

Miss Arren,

which they

who

trip

around in their winner and

stockinged feet

is cute while the
closing number Is compounded of
deft tumbling and whirlwind stepping.
Mondi stimulates interest in
his one-man band routine with a recital of how he got that way.
It's
an ingratiating novelty.
Odec.

go into his

to.

own

sing-

ing assignment.

Opening standard team of Sally
and Freddy Hartnell, British terpers,
push their bit across with some
whirl and semi-acro tapping by both
and
a Russian swing tap by the male.
gibberish.
No fiU-ln talk about
Boy soprano, Gene Kelsey, Is ama'songs he did in pictures.'
By his
teur entry, singing aria from 'Martha'
warbling of 'Rio Rita' and 'One
Alone' he allows them to recall for
in swing.
He rates above am par.
S. F.
themselves that they were tunes he
Del Breese, magic manipulator, is sodid in the cinematic versions of 'Rita'
so with a pack of cards, cigarets,
and 'Desert Song.'
wine glasses and eggs.
San Francisco, Sept. 17.
Don Brown is another featured
Pace of the show steps up here as
Jack Durant, Ward & Van, Charles
Tucker vocalist, tenoring neatly, Fredericks, Hector & His Gang, Lela Harding starts it
oft warbling 'I Went
while Alan Holmes is a novelty with Moore, Peggy O'Neill Line,
Charles Out of My Way,' with a chorus from
his one-man band stunt.
Kaley House Orch (13): 'My Life 'I Understand' as his usually wellacWesson brothers are past masters With Caroline' (RKO).
cepted bit. Then he calls on Tom
of ribbing notables with their mimiO'Neal for a turn with several bits
cries, but their-flnale number, a takeThis week's opening acros are of comedy.
Solo work includes
off on President Roosevelt and the four-footed.
Hector and his dogs mouth-harping of
First Lady, is in extremely poor break
'Nola' and 'Starthe ice, with a stageful
taste.
Not because the Chief Execu- hounds backed by their master's of dust,' interspersing the routine with
pattive and Mrs. Roosevelt are the sub- ter.
Pooches do little outside of a comedy chatter and satirized clever
jects, but the extent of the imper- few flips,
toe-tap.
but natural mutt-appeal

GOLDEN GATE,

Cherokee and Comanche war dances,
with matching yells. They follow
muted, Duke sonations go .beyond reasonable pro-

with the beautifully
Ellington's 'Solitude.'

Larry Clinton Orch with Peggy
Mann, Butch Stone, Irving Gather;
Lane 4 Ward, Vince 'Blue' Mondi,
Hal Sherman, Arren & Broderick;
'Kiss the Boys Goodbye' (Par).

for added encores^

.

Los Angeles, Sept. 17.
Bomefs Orch (15) with with their impersonations

four

strumentalizing.

N. Y.

credit side.

first

Trio, on early, register here with
an exciting, brief adagio routine that
has the girl whirling and looping in
almost constant flight.
Vic Hyde moves fast and furiously
in his one-man band act, handing out
his usual brand of corny musical
iour-rhythm sections grouped to-k novelties, stopping everything. Rio
gether on the left side of the stage, Brothers get over okay in a hokum
and the three-rhythm section on the drama skit, softshoe eccentric hoofright, is much too brassy. The horns ing and a nutty finish involving a
blast all the time and that's not do- unison strip act.
Show supplies plenty of girl flash,
ing the band's impression much good.
Orch's best inning is near the close, particularly in the opening walk-when it does 'Make Believe Ballroom arounds and the 'Indian Serenade.'
Time' (a nice plug for Martin Block The usual ban-can number is also
and WNEW), chprally and musically, worked into the show, and the finale
individual looters doing neat im- features 'Flags (and -girls) of the
There's not much origigressions of Harry James, Tommy Nations.'
lorsey, Jimmy Dorsey and Glenn nality in the unit, but ingredients are
Miller, plus a tired comedy takeoff mixed with the skillful hand of the
on Kay Kyser's musical quiz. Ayres seasoned producer.
At
the
opening
show, business was
Is
a showmanly maestro, but he
Foi.
should mix up the swing with a little staunch.

second

Even

STATE,

Clinton's
Howard production is
femme show of the Keith account of

This Harry

curetire for class cafes.
Tune Toppers (4) (New^Acts), who
register, and Mitchell Ayres' orch,
•with Johnny Bond and Meredith
Blake as vocalists, complete the bill.
Ayres' ba"nd, with the five-brass and

the

This may not serve as a model for
modern flve-act bills, but there's one
thing certain about it: sundry customers won't snatch a nap between
showings of the feature picture.

he had to talk
He's young, handsome
his way
and robust both In pipes and appearVocals 'Song of Open Road,'
ance.
'You and I,' 'Glory Road* and 'Donkey
Serenade.'
Ward and Van, only double on this
bill
of singles, occupy the trey.
Their hokc harp and fiddle stuff, unchanged through the years, gets as
many laughs as ever, indicating that
audiences haven't changed so much
In more serious moments
either.
they generate some really nifty in-

Dime.' and a scrambled version of
the 'Hut-Sut Song.'

N. Y.

MilcUcU

day
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PARAMOUNT,

portions.

Ford Leary, playing trombone with
Standing room only at tiext-to-last
the outfit, stands out with his sing- performance Saturday night (20),
ing of 'Shadrach,' baritoning 'Old with usual four-day weekend show,
Man River' in conclusion. Rex Friday to Monday, being extended
Weber's standard ventriloquism got this week through Tuesday due to
fine reaction.
He finishes with the the Jewish New Year (Mondayfamiliar/ 'Brother Can You .Spare a Tuesday).
Naka.

generated satisfactory response.
Unusual is a show-stop in the
deuce.
Slot is allotted to Charjes
Fredericks, baritone who recently
spent 10 \veeks at the local 365 Club.
Despite fact hotise orch was too loud
and out of step at show caught, lad
pitched four tunes to tie up the proceedings.
Apparently unprepared
•

Closing

Emmy

arid

Is

assigned to Carlton
fox terriers. Turn

his

Modernaires

and

Miss

Hutton

Ray Eberle

continues

evoke

to

from the femme pewholders,
Things I Love,' 'Indian
Summer' and 'I'll Have to Dream the
Rest,' with the Modernaires joining.
There are two. outside acts, Sybil
Bowan and the dance team of the
Stapletons.
Miss Bowan made an
instant hit with the crowd with her
clever imitations.
Wally and Verdyn Stapleton were well received In
their three numbers.
Shot.
crooning

EARLE, WASH.
Washington, Sept. 23.
Out for Fun,' with Harry Reso,
Yola Gain, Danwills, Gae Foster
Roxyettes (16), Joe Lombardi House
Orch; 'Navy Blues' (WB).
'All

Format Is ordinary, but welded
together solidly, moving swiftly and
being generally entertaining.
Featured

In

next-to-closing

Harry Reso, able buffoon with

Is-

indi-

style.
His trick eccentric
dancing wins customer approval im-

vidual

mediately.

Then

into

nis

forte,

pantoiniming; best bit perhaps being
his impersonation of a juggler. Goes
over solidly.
Roxyettes (house line) open show
with Mardi Gras routine, followed
by Danwills in spectacular tumbling
stunts, surefire.
Yola Galli is next,
opening conventionally with South
American ditty, then blends Into a
potpourri of swing and classical
tunes. Her clincher Is on the hokum
side,
special
arrangement of
a
'Nightingale Song.'
Note of pathos
is as effective as any flag-waving,
leaving the customers wanting more.
Roxyettes pull a new applausewinner in mid-show when they appear to swirl red gowns before plain
blue drop.
Highly effective and

well devised canine comedy and
winds up the show socko. Emmy is
no newcomer to this stage. With
the Gene Autry screen entry and
the Emmy pups as strong juve draws,
kids are due to pep the b.o. consid- staged well.
erable.
Quin.
Biz good Friday evening.
is

on

deck.
sighs

Mac.
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STRAND,

go places. Ade Duval Is a suave
prestidigitator who completely baffles the house with his slick sleight-

N. Y.
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STANLEY, PITT

JEddv DucWft Orchestro (12) /ea- of-hand. Stage presence Is bolstered
Pittsburgh, Sept. 19.
Lew Sherwood, June Hobbtrw, by smart line of chatter, delivered
Vaughn Monroe Orch (14), Anita
Louise, Ziggy Talent, Joe & Jane
Tony Leonard, Johnny Drake, 3 Ear in strong limey accent.
For those affected with a nostalgic McKenna, Marilyn Duke, Trixie,
Benders; Roy Davis, Lynn, Royce &
Vonva, Merriel Abbott Dancers (8) yearning for gas-light hurley, Ray Max Arkins Orch (16); 'Father Takes
fentiirtno Valerie Thon; Navy Blues and Harrison are just 'the ticket. a Wi]e' (RKO).

Night Club Reviews

tiirino

They're slightly out of phase with
the rest of this bill though, being
cornbelt comics from way back. She's
a balloon ballerina, weighing apparently around 250, but certainly manages to get around. Clown hoofing
Back from three months In Rio is good for guffaws, but they can delete the duets and the patter needs
de Janeirtf, Eddy Duchin smartly

Sextet {Katharine Aldridge, Georgia
Peggy Diggins, Loraine
Carroll,
o n
Ccttrtian, Marguerite C h a p
Alice Talton); 'Navy Blues' (WB),
Tcuieuied in Variety, Aug. 11, '41.

m

,

'

points that up In his able style of
Ingratiating emceeing, without overdoing the samba influence. The new
cariocan importation Is a brisk tune,

in melodic swingo style, punctuated
by the Brazilian manner of orchestration, but for the rest Duchin does

a standard, surefire, 100% Yanqui
band show.
Per always, the fetching Duchin
pianology, with emphasis- on the

paprika.
B.O. remains boffy.

Leslie.

COURT SQUARE
(SPRINGFIELD, MASS.)
Louis

Spring/ield, Mass., Sept. 18.
& Delita, Johnny Galvtn,

George Watts, Larue & Corol, Micro
Maniacs (3), Broadway Starlets (8),
melodic, keynotes the general runBert Green's House Orch; 'Sweetning of the show.- His team of four heart
of Campus' (Col).
reeds, four brass and four rhythm
which
from
support,
able
gives him
Well-balanced and clicking from
are culled comedian-trumpeter Lew
Sherwood with his 'Pants Too Long' start to finish was bill selected for
resumption
of
(18-20)
weekend
and 'Daughter of Jeanie' specialties;
Tony Leonard and Johnny Drake vaude at Court Square here after a
with their solo opportunities; June summer layoff. Only marked flaw
and other was in dancing of the line; its numBoys'
'Kiss
Bobbins'
bers
were
well-planned
but
at
openpops; plus three neat supporting
ing performance several of the girls
specialties.
missed their cues.

Lynn, Royce and Vanya
Louis and Delita opened after a
Their Hartmanesque
socko.
are
hoop number by the line. Pair preballrooipology, for once, assumes the
They have sents some topnotch aero balancing,
pattern of the legit.
notable for its apparent lack of efclass, look like they could do their
fort. Playing three clarinets at once
terps 100% according to form; hence,
is most notable of Johnny Galvin's
their stuff comes with a bit more
surprise than usual. They're a cork- performance in a turn which ends
with a sax-clarinet duet in which he
ing comedy turn. Both Vanya and
the two men are impeccably attired, plays the two simultaneously. Stunt
stuff is generally okay.
straight
reformed
and are apparently
George Watts, Negro comedy-songballroomologists who realized their
greater dividends via the laff route. tap turn, beats it out a la Bill RobinDuchin tees off by kiddingly call- son. His singing is passable, but it
ing attention to the Columbia Re- took a bit of time for him to get his
cording easels as a frank plug for chatter warmed up.
Next to his
Following a brisk nimble feet, his biggest asset Is a
his wax works.
opener, the batacuda samba number mouthful of Ivory that flashes in a
Abbott wide grin at slightest provocation.
on the Merriel
brings
feaThen
Valerie
with
He
took
several
calls
Dancers,
and then retured, doing a nifty acro-dance. The turned for a bit more stepping.
Abbotts were with Duchin at the
New here were Larue and Carol:
Copacabana, Rio, and they click Dressed in brown cover-alls and a
again with a miniature piano rou- black mask, Larue, comes onstage
tine, all eight performing on the and proceeds to 'crack' a safe in its
miniature uprights.
center. From it he takes a mailsack,
Roy Davis' hoke with records, out of which Carol steps. The pair
simulating Dannv Kaye's 'Dinah'; duplicates some of the balancing
Miranda's 'Ay Ay,' including comedy stuff previously performed by Louis
Cyril
and
turban,
and Delita, then 'Strips off the coverfruit-basket
Smith's madrigal proved a show- alls and appear in scanty costume for

Of

these,

some top

stopper.

The Navy Blues Sextet, comprising the prize lookers from the
fllmusical concurrent, are ' brought
on from a rising pit where the WurIt's a novelty
litzer used to be.
Intro, and gives the customers a
good closeup on the lookers. Most
or all of them being ex-models, they
have carriage, grace and poise, and

WB

•

what's more, handle themselves well
on lines (dialog; not physical) and

Loraine Gettman is
musical arrangements, which, even if it ain't so, is
Approa good showmanly touch,
they're
in hula costuming
eriately
vocalization.
credited for

One

adagio.

of the best acts ever to apis the Micro Maniacs, three

pear here

young fellows who pan the daylights
out of newsreels in one song and
radio advertising in another. Their
tunes are funny, but their facial contortions and sound effects double the
punch.
House about three-quarters full
for opening

show Thursday

(18).

_

Lvnch.'

the

match their cinematic decor.
Ducbin's pianology ties it up some
more after Davis, Sherwood and the
dancers' specialties; thence the octet
of miniature pianofortes by the Abbotts, and the stage portion clocks
off as a nifty 50-minute presenta
Abel.
tlon.

EMBASSY,

N. Y.

(NEWSREELS)

>

OLYMPIA, MIAMI
Miami, 5ept.

Sima

.

St

Bailev,

Lester

18.

Oman,

Scenes of suffering and destruction, interspersed with lighter human-interest shots, pace the usually

massive roundup of world events.
Paramount and Pathe share top
honors with impressive GermanRusso war scenes. Par is releasing
spectacular films of the Nazi drive
into Russia, released by the British
censors.
Pictures show stuka raids
on Red air fields and artillery attacks at the outbreak of hostilities in
the north.
Films of an actual attack by a

Dannv Dravson, Ade Duval, Ray & combined British-Soviet naval force
Harrison, Cnarlte Sahy House Orch;
on Nazi supply ships in the Baltic,
•World Premiere' (Par).
showing two of the cargo vessels
sunk by torpedoes and depth charges
Manager Al Weiss can click his (Par) and official German films of
heels and take a well-earned bend on tank, artillery and infantry attacks
this one. With the September slump near Brest- Litovsk (Pathe) further
setting in, this layout staoks up as highlight the program.
one of the best of the summer, and
Embassy theatre's own compilawith the film combination impresses tion of the American rearmament
as having excellent b.o. possibilities. program, under heading of 'Ringside
In a sense. It's a personal triumph Seat at World War No. 2,' with runfor Lee Sims and Ilomay Bailey, who ning commentary by Reagan 'Tex'
Mc(5rary, is a five-minute subject
are celebrating their 10th anniver
sary as Mr. and Mrs. by stopping graphically showing conversion of
every show.
Pair are just back auto factories to plane and gun manPar scores again with
from Rio, this being first workout ufacture.
of the
here. For o. turn that's been on the splendidly recorded episode
British-Canadian invasion of Spitz
boards so many years, they are an
bergen.
amazing couple. Sims has loosened
The human-interest department
up, getting to be quite a comic, and
offsets the serious stuff with a raft of
his keyboard virtuosity has never incidentals,
good for laughs.
all
been showcased to better advantage, There's the American Legion hijinks
Miss Bailey, is a gracious and charm- and parade in Milwaukee (Pathe and
ing songstress. Arrangement of Ra- Par); runaway kid joining army
vel's 'Bolero' la tops, likewise 'Tea (Pathe); a home-made auto which
for Two' and the (Jcrshwin montage, runs on crude oil (Universal); Red
babies
clothing
French
Cross
Had tough time making getaway.
Few marionet manipulators are (Metro); father joining his seven
even In the Same league with Lester sons in the navy (Pathe) and arrival
Oman. He's possibly the smoothest in N. Y. of European refugees on
operator ever caught on these boards. Spanish ship (Par).
Working In full view of house,
Several other worthwhile news
blaclfed out except for pin spot On events, such as the U. S. war games
dolls, he scores heavily.
Manipula- in the south (Movietone) and retions of a batontwirling majoret lease of ,army over-age seleqtees
and a double of himself working the from camps. Usual flock of hardy
strings of a still smaller character perennials round out the balance.
are uncanny. He is a class attraC' They include grape harvesting In
tion and warrants plenty of atten^
California (U an* Pathe); prizetlon.
fight training scene of Joe Louis and
An agile hoofer, Danny Drayson Lou Nova (Metro); horse-racing
clicks both in his single, and as em- (Pathe); girls' snowball fight on Vir
cee. He's a talented young tapologist, glnia beach ^(Movietone) and the cusand, with an expanded routine will tomary fashion show.
.

YACHT CLUB, PITT

..Harry's New Yoricer
(CHICAGO)

Pittsburgh, Sept. 17.

homecoming for
Herman Middleman Orch (8),
Chicago, Sept. 20.
Vaughn Monroe.
He hails from Jerry Cooper, Lionel Kaye, Charlo &
Dolly Kay, Ralph 'Cookie' Cook,
nearby Jeannette, Pa., and went to Dupree, Alice Kavan, Shirley Heller; Jules & Joanne Walton, Darlent
the Carnegie Tech music school here $1.50-$2 minimum.
Walders, Muriel Kretlow Dancert
for three years before g6ing to Cleve(6), Ame Bamet Orch (6), Al Milton
land, where he got his start with the
With Little Jackie Heller, brothei:, Orch (4); $1.50 minimum.
Austin Wylie outfit.
The usual
chamber of commerce thing is to part-owner and star of show, away
This show, opening the fall and
give any local boy who made good fo a few weeks on a theatre tour, winter season, is apparently a comThis

is

really a

in the big city a great big hand, but Sol Heller has brought in Jerry
Monroe would rate the same thing Cooper to fill the vocal chores at his
here if he hailed from Twin Falls.
Easy to understand why he's gone Yacht Club. What's more. Cooper
far and fast.
Handsome maestro fills 'em. Vaude, musical comedy
looks like the leader of a modern and radio performer is making his
dance band should look; he has a first appearance here, and judging
swell platform manner; a good bari- from the way he's going across.
tone that's way above the contempo- Cooper can come back any time.
rary norm, and, what's just as im- Guy has a nice style, pipes are great
portant, perhaps more so, is that he and he's a smart picker of songs.
lias an outfit that makes sense.
Goes through repertoire of usual
Arrangements are out of the* pops, adding numbers with which
beaten path, and Monroe has a gang he's been identified over the air, and
of musicians who know how to do thumbs back the pages for a socko
them justice. When band goes sweet, finale.
it isn't that cloying sweetness that
One of biggest hits- Yacht Clyb
sends a customer out of the theatre has ever had is Lionel KAye, who
dripping with molasses, and when calls himself "The Daffy Auctioneer.'
Folks who have been clamoring that
it goes hot, it isn't the blast furnace
of the low-down brasshats.
Rather, there's nothing new in cafe enterthe Monroe crew strikes a' happy tainment haven't seen Kaye yet. He's
balance in both mediums and result got something, and it's socko. For
dinner' show he does a good magic
is music that's both listenable and
intelligent, a fine and unfortunately act, but at the late session he goes
rare combination these days. Num- into the auctioneer's spiel, sells
bers are picked wisely and not from some pretty good articles to ringa hat, with preference naturally go- siders, for as little as 5c and up to
ing to the tunes Monroe has recorded a buck, and buys unusual stuff from
Works the
successfully, notably that 'Pagliacci,' them at a fair price.
which first won him attention. On customers into a regular bidding
the vocal end, leader, too, has a de- fever and punctuates the whole turn
cided edge on most of the other sing- with a flock of laughs. For a finale,
ing maestros.
Band carries two he offers $2 for an undershirt, gets
other singers, Marilyn Duke, who three guys on the floor and then
knows her way around a song, and three gals, offering a buck to the
Ziggy Talent, more of a novelty femme who can get one of the garscatter, however, than a conventional ments off first anc'. the deucer to the
lyric peddler.
Mob this afternoon feUow who takes It off. It's a terKaye's act is not only
couldn't get enough of Talent, who rific howl.
will one day work himself into a different, it's also good, and should
good case of St. Vitus dance if he be surefire in any cafe.
Alice Kavan's a crack, dancer.
doesn't watch out,
Anita Louise '^lad some trouble She's a striking looker, wears white
out her
first show getting the band together tails and topper and raps
with her harp playing, running a taps a mile a minute, telling a little
race with her accompaniment most story in pantomime all the while.
of time. Screen star is really some- Encores with' some swell cape work,
thing to look at and, with or without working it around like they ^o in
harp, could just stand there for the a bull ring for a great flash. Kavan
audience to feast its eyes on and gal's strictly class.
Dance team of Charlo and Dupree
earn her salary, in spades.
Does
three numbers, a semi-classical, then needs some routines. .They're a cute
'Star Dust,' finally 'Fresnesi,' and couple, although that gray eton with
turn does slow down the show some- shoes to match the boy wears is a
what, but that was expected, sacri- little too affected, but their hoofing
Make a good
fice being well made in view of the is too one-keyed.
vision of loveliness she presents. original impression, but they don't
Presentation gets away fast with the follow through.
juggling by the blonde Trixie, who
Kaye serving as m.c, getting his
can keep the stuff going in mid-air own introduction for the auction
almost as. well as Stan Kavanaugh, from (hooper at the end of latter's
only she's much prettier.
Show turn, and music is by Herman Midmoves into the wallop stage with en- dleman, with Shirley Heller, also
trance of Joe & Jane McKenna,
in the family, doing the vocals. Good
McKennas are Stanley stand-bys, show band, performers swear by it,
having played
deluxer at least and okay on the dance end, too.
Cohen.
a dozen times, and while doing the
same dance act they've been doing
for years, they get funnier by the
season.
Murdered 'em here today
N. Y.
and could have stuck around for another 10 minutes, wind and limbs
permitting. Monroe had to crack inCorrie Finnell, Anita Sevilla and
to their applause for his closing Vitlarino, Richard Dyer-flennet, The
medley and even then Joe McKenna Sophtsttchords (6), Stuort Ross, Herhad to come out and con the crowd man Chittison; $2 minimum.
into silence with one of those hometown sendoffs for Monroe.
Herbert Jacoby calls this the V
Biz not up to expectations. Downseason of his Ruban Bleu, smart East
stairs was full at getaway but upper
56th street boite, which has the dual
perches were pretty slim.
Cohen.
connotation of marking the fifth
year of a policy he created at Les
Boeufs sur le Toit in Paris. It's in
N. Y.
•

-

'

.

WB

LE RUBAN BLEU,

APOLLO,

Fats Waller Orch (14), Candy
Pepper; Bobby Cossey, Apus
Estrelita, Myra Johnson, Sinclair
LeRoy; 'Sign of the Wolf {Mono).

the polite, drawing-room style of intime entertainment, sans dance fioor,

& with succession of specialists punc& tated by Stuart Ross' and Herman
& Chittison with their pianoforte inter'

ludes.

Since Felix Ferry brought strippers into his snooty Monte Clarlo,
anything could happen and does at
the Ruban Bleu with .Carrie Finnell
doing her acrobatic heaves. It's a
far cry from a carny pitch for Mike
Todd at the World's Fair to this spot;
but from Minsky to Fefe Ferry's
covers about the same scope. Miss
Finnell is a very buxom exponent of
muscular control above her waist
line that puts her in a niche all her

Apollo is still not ready to put
forth its best efforts on its usual type
of colored shows with girl line, etc.
So, this week.'s bill is another vaudeville show.
Acts are all billed as
part of Fats Waller's revue, and
while few of them are professional
turns rated from a big-time standpoint, the stuff they 40 clicks handily here.
Major objection to the 80-minute
layout is that Waller himself is so own.
There have been contortive
wrapped up in helping the various and abdominal coochers of all shapes,
turns that he devotes too little time styles and sizes, but Miss Finnell has
to his own forte, the piano and organ no competition through her unique
keyboards. Cuts loose on piano all and
quite
Ripleyes(}ue
prowess,
himself only once on 'Honeysuckle Rose,' which he and Andy
Razof wrote. On organ he' plays
background music for Bobby Cossey, a- shy youngster with a good
voice which he doesn't yet know

by.

which

she accompanies with appropriate lyrics. It may not be for
Aunt Deborah from Dubuque but it's
great stuff for the debs and postgrads who patronize Monsieur
Jacoby's snooty saloon. At $2 a head

to use. Kid clicks, however, on minimum she's big boxoffice.
InciGot Plenty of Nothin.' 'Without a dentally, Jacoby continues to capably
Song' and a third unbilled melody. emcee his own bolte.
Anita Sevilla aided by Villarino
Doesn't know how to use a mike
either.
on the guitar is more polite with
Candy and Pepper, brace o^ gals their flamenco son^s; ditto Richard
singing
Elizabethan
dressed in male finery, open. They Dyer-Bennet,
dispense a wealth of energy in fast and early American madrigals and
tap work, and while the pair goes roundelays to self-accomp on the
over \?ell enough there's a lack of Swedish lute.
thought in their routines. Male atThe 5 Sophistichords (New Acts)
tire gives them a fresh, crisp appear- Include two femmes In this rhythmic
ance.
Apus and E^relita, comedy- vocal group. The colored group
dance-song duo, are on too long. swing-sings French, German, Italian,
Some of the lines they use ^re effec- Spanish and 52d street ditties in the
(Continued from page 53)
Ahpl.
Delta Rhvthm style.-

how
'I

bination of acts which scored best
in previous engagements.
There is
plenty of talent, and it is routined
to get the most out of them.

Headlining

is

Dolly Kay, long a

favorite of Chi club and theatregoers. Miss Kay does five songs, but
could knock out 25, if the patrons
had their way.
Comic Ralph 'Cookie' Cook m.c.s
and has a fine spot on his own.
Unique style of comedy is based almost entirely oi\ satire, which is
smart in text, but brought down to
earth by his hokum touch.
Nifty
personality fits this room well.
Jules and Joanne Walton offer
dance routines in the Tahitian man-

ner

to good results.
especially fine terper

well

costumed.

Man

an

is

and team

is

Good appearance

them materially, and they have

aids

trouble in getting across. An
aero tapper, Darlene Walders' is impressive in two routines.
Gal is a
nice looker and possesses ability and
stage presence.
Rounding out the show are the
little

.

Muriel Kretlow Dancers, holdovers
from the previous show. Gals open
and close with two colorful and excellently costumed numbers, which
reveal Uiem to be tall, attractive and
shapely.

Arne Barnet's band plays for- show
and dancing, with Al Milton's group,

by femme vocalist Patsy
Gale, filling in with the rhumbas.
assisted

Loop.

New

Act in Theatre

TUNE TOPPERS

(4)

Mnsic'al
10 Mins.

Paramonnt, N. T.
a punchy musical quartet,
making its first stage appearance,
doubling from Rogers' Corner 8th
Ave. (N. Y.) restaurant, and seven
nights-a-week sustainers on NBCRed. Instruments are a trumpet, ac>
coiCdion, bass and guitar, with the
boys playing hot, corny and in th«
pantywaists' groove.
At this catching they did 'Summertime,' 'Dark Eyes' and what sounded
like a medley of pops, with the trumpeter and accordionist most prominent. Both are top musicians, though
the latter should stand a ^little further away from the mike\ since he
picks up the click of the keys to tho
detriment of the musical effect. The
bass player and guitarist are likewise
clicko,
especially
with that twohanded whacking of the big-bellied
instrument.
They'll fit most anywhere that
music is liked in jump style. Scho.

This

is

New

Acts

m Niteries

JOAN ROBERTS
Singer

Rainbow

Grill, N. T.
Joan Roberts is more, than the
usual vocalist with a dance band,
although she officiates here with
Russ Smith's crack crew. As is the
policy at both Rockefeller niteries,
the vocalizing femme is given solo
opportunity
and invariably she
clicks. Laura Deane Dutton, for example, in the more formal Rainbow
Room, is registering with Ozzie Caswell's band, and ditto Joan Roberts
here with Russ Smith.
her
spotting,
entr'acte
Given
'Chocolate Soldier' excerpt clicks,
and her 'Samson and Delilah' excerpt, which starts out legit, becomes more zingy as she swings 'My
Heart at Thy Still Voice.' Miss Roberts, besides being possessed of vocal
authority, backs it up with a fetching front. She's reported slated for
For
Shubert operetta contracting.
class cafes she contributes solidly.

,

AbeL

THE SO.PHIS'nCHORDS

(6)

Rhythm Songs
Le Rohan Bleu, N.

T.
Colored quintet, with pianist-arranger Lloyd Pinkney accompanying
them, is a mixed Harlem combo of
which two are femmes. Their forte
is swing-singing in French, German,
Italian, Spanish and, of course, English.
And while their TeutonicHarlem brogue, for example, is a
curious admixture as they rhythmize
'Wien, Wien,' they're a very competent group that should make its mark
in the cafes and on the records.
From the waxworks they should ex-

pand

into theitres, etc.
Is in the Delta

Their style

Rhythm

and Ink Spots idiom, plus their
novelty

'The.v

of

Mol

h-nf^lin>»

ditties

own
like

H'Amo-r,' 'Vesta la
etc., with a 52d street touch.
alsn nit up with p""' /!>><»'.

'Parlez
.Guibba,'
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Pancho Oro
Fausto Curbello Oro

Nnrlta Ore

Jimmy

Noel Toy

Variety Bills

Whitey T/y
Jadin

26
I

I

Nomermls io eonnccdon with bills below indicate •penliig day af
show, whether fall or spIH week.

I

Wong

Ray Lynn

ft

Cabaret

Art Tubcrltnl
Victor Harie

Dert Felton
Qoeea Slaiy
Chlqutta Veneala

CTTT

PBTanravat (24)

Ken Murroy
Judy Caoova
Mitchell Ayree Ore
Tune Toppera

MINNEArOI-IS
Orplwam (2a)
Hone« Hrldt Ore

Gaynes

JOUET

RJulto <1 onI>')

Sully

T^lnnel

Gordon
2

Lorraine Den-ood
Jnrkle Gllrord '

Koeera

a-

(;«o

ZfPhym

Morris Oro

Peddto Ore
BlU BertalotU'a
NoJa Day

HoRman

Br.

Lisa

Julio Colt

Snnoy Hlce

Rlzoldlto Broa

ft

Dolores Bitron Co
Lake (26)
Hampton Bd
Armnnda's

rtalrngn (tS)
rortollo'a TloKa

Thojnaa

ft

Tvonne Bouvler

Adama

rnicAoo

state

MTASn
Olytnpla (24)
Dlian ft Dnrrnw

Bouge

Sweater Olrl Rev

Bob EvKM

Artbnr'K Mvalla

'

Lyau Russell
Marianne Forrar
Jane Churchill
ISdltta

Warner

Lambert

Annette

Moya

Gilford

Ginger Lane

Ann Forbes

NEW TOBK

CITT

Strand <te)
fiddy Duchln Ore
Morrlel Abbott Ola
Lynn, Royee ft V

Roy Da via
l^avy Blues 6

BROOKI.TN

Joso lyomlnguel O
BlU'a Gay M'a
Charles Strickland

Bowan

Sibyl

The Stapleiona

FITTSBVBGH

Lulu Bates
Fred Bishop.
Glenn Miller Oro
Spike Harrison
Sibyl Bowan
Harold WilUrd
The Stapletona
Harry Donnelly
Dernie Rrauer
(IB)
Vaughn M6nroe Ore
Cafe Society
Staaley (28)

Strand (26-20)
Cab Calloway Org
Avis Andrews
Trixle
Calloway Boys ft O Joe ft J McKcnna
Otto'Bnaon
Anita Louise
Paul, Slim ft Eddie

WASmNGTON

(ie-23)

Tomioy Tucker Ore
John Dolea
'Weason Bros
Toy ft Wlnff

l-HUADKT.PBIA
Eari* <26)

Jan Savltt Oro
Toy & Wing
Whltaon Broa
(W)
aienn Miller Oro

Earle (26)
Roxyettes
Tola Gain

Horry Reao
6

Haywood

&

Art

3

Sla

VBW YOBK

CITT

B W«1U &

Duval

Fa7i

4

Bo7d- Heather

Jackie Heller
Fonzal Bros
Bryant, Rlnea

Paol Remoe
*

Peters BIb

WASHINOTON
Rhythm Rocketa

Lewla

'

T

St

RKO
CLETBLAND

BOSTON

BKO

Co Tony

Helen Raynolda
MItJd HaTtalr
-Watson Sla
John Bolea

atobns

I

'Pastor Ore
Joe. ft J MeKenna

Bsrry Broa
Oil Malson Co
(le)

.

Oeo Wbll<- Scandals

<i»)

Beachcombers of

Colonial

4

The

4 Sannels
Al Bornie
Adrian Rolllnl 1
Brenda ft Cobina

Letter Cole
C^arroll

Vanities

Mnalo Bali (2B)

ft

Cobina

Kanamwa 4
RTRACCSE
Bmptre

(26)

Singer Midgets

.NEW TOBK CITI Ray
Autittnn

Rolllnl «

Brenda

<••>

B

BlllinKtona

Al Bernle
Adrian

Debs

ft

(26)

Oeo White Scandals
<»)

Shnbert <t«)

Kanazawa

DAYTON

'42

CIKCIMNATI

Els ft Jarvla

(One to mi)

BABTFOBS

Rev

Paul Haakon
Nicholas Vaslltelt

Anthony. AUyn

Andor Foldea

ft

State (2«.27>

H

Beacheombera or

'42

TLXST

Bla<o (26)

Clark ChesDey
RocketteH
Corp de BaUet
Glee Club

Oypsy Rose Le«

JAHAICA

Erno Bapee Symph
Boxj- (M)
Miss America
,

Nicholas Bros

Jamaica (2S.28)
ft Arthur

Ray

Jimmy Edmundwo
Roeholle

Arthur

Bid Oold

Boms

Stan Rosa
Archie RobblnF

ft Ueebe
ft
Tiavel
2 ft liSvelyn

M

FATRBRON

A»olb <2«)
Majeatlr (SO-2)
Lucky Mlllender Bd
Arthur Lefleur
Trevor Bacon
Dave Burrv
Sister Tbarpe
Elsie. Barnj'd Belle
Joe Phillip.. Co

Strut Flash

McCain ft Rosa
Freddie Robinson
filo

(2»-2e)

Ora
DeMareo

Brown

BALTTMOBK
RIppodvoBw

(SS)

Monroe ft Grant
Geraldlne ft Joe
Alphonse Berg "Co

B

Tost Mimic

Lew Parker

'

Men

Sis

Bob Eaoton
CP*'mer ft Rangers
(One

to All)

^CcBtnl (SB)
Bobby Birne Ore

Beatrice ICay

(Three to

Carroll

(tS-tl)

Jans ft Carroll
Primrose ft Gold
Rosa Lane ft Ross
Bo7*l (C«)
Loula Prima Oro
lloke ft Poke
Earl ft grands

CAUKBN

Howe

ft

Grace Drysdale

PHIIjlSELPMIA
Canaan (26)

Major UoweH ijliow
Fay's ««)
„
Eve Arden
Bobby Bnxter
Cina

ft

Cortez

Johnny Burke

_

PITMAM

_B'way

(21 only)

Walter Behr
(Three to fill)

Crlatianls

Henry Anmetta Co
Lou OreeM Ore
Roy Smeck

BXIZABBTH
lAratr (w-ts)
Btanu ft Anavan
Martin Bros

Tinace

Laura Dutton

Oeorire

Albino

.

Carl

Oroovemeers

Bliomba Cnslao
Dlosa Costello
Georgea ft Jaina

Billy Arnold Ore
Old HiUa TiBvoiB

•

Don

Oreco

Pan-Am Dane

VAUDEVILLE THEATRES

EDWARD SHERBIAN
NEW TOBK

BROADWAY

Wade

coe Cinb
Cnrr

Iternlce Marahnll
Jcrl Vance

COL

MetmpolltaD
(2«-S8)

"arr Bros

.

Plxnoath (ii-Ui
Cab CAintwny rtre

Grill*

Warwick

U Cher's

Hsf Bran
t^DMlea
Grays

Alice

P«t

Jules Klacco's Ora

Rendezvous

Aick Denpsey's

Carmen Montoya

B-way Beataarani
Kelly Rand

Auguslln itlval
Alda Rloy
Anita Rabat

Jack Harris Ore

Chlquillco

ft

E

Hlckorj llouM
Bill Turner Ore
Mercedes
Carol Boyd

Irv Carroll

•

Lu Conga

Coloslmna

Broodmoni

.

Tomack

Leoa * Eddlp-i.
Lou Martin On

nrawB
Mary Earl
Jonn Dare

Mildred

l>orby

Juanlla Batev

Rei.t

Arllne

Hro

Ramonl Padilla

Art Testa Oro
Ols

ft

Andree Andrea
Betty Atkinson
Don Lang Ore

Wren

.Marglo Dale

Gatanos

Frankle

Day
Frank (Jnsirni orr Helen Kramer
Mary Farrcll
Gale S

Betty Coed*
Verva Bell
Robert Klrby

Betty

Georgia Price
Di.

Don Richards
Wally Wanger

niiiing*

1

arr

Hejtwood & Slone

'

'

Jack Prineo
Pronaph GIs
Harry Pnotry Or<

•Sunny

Hank Datton

Collee* Ina
Jerry Marcelle

Roc

Puasa Dl Carmo
Agnes Barry
lAbevletr Inn

(HnmmontoB, N,

Kuth Denning

Howe

Al Golderker
ft Christine

Ilusscll

lam's Cafo
Frank Pontl
Jean Rico

Raths'r Eldoradlans

Dave

IVIImhi'*

Joe Hough
Art Mathue*
Terry Regis

MIUs Ray Ore
SIlTcr fleet inn

'

Lanier
Levin

Clilc

Max

Lenn.v_,

.Toe

Jerry Delmar OnScnrey Oavin
Tonl Mitchell
Dl Ftatos
'i.i

Lexington Casino

Gus Howard
Martin

ft

Marvel

-I

Plekut

ft

A

Martha Gi'oshniii
Geo T:af|uei Ore
riob

Vnrlil

Lake Inn

Sllrer

Ruth Templcion

La D ft Ciimpbell
Geo Reed
Gypsy Rita
Alice Lucey

Diane Cooper

Sunya T.eDnre
D.-wo Vnnllold
Victor Nelson Ore

CLEVELAND
Doris Weston

Alpine Vllhiga

Joan Marsliall

Roy Rogera

tinrelll

Franrps ft Gray
Key Taylor

Sanniiy Watltios

lUib t.'upfnr

Ray Morton Oro
Porez Ore
Ernie Taylor

.lose

D'Rey
Ot:*i Thurn Ora
f,l
Itampo
Ftob Manners Ora

Sammy

la C'unga Clab
Freddie Carlon* Ora

Lipnian

Undaiiy** Sfcybar
.Maurice Rocco

Antoinettes

Club

Hal Simpson

Aggie Auld
" Mackenzie Oro
Coorraet Club
Royal Hawailaoa
Bill Locliman

Pearl de Lueea

Moanco'a Cafe

O Juan Makula Ore
JuUanna Makula
Zora C^non

Hotol Allcrloa
Joe llaldl Ore
Hotel Cnrter

Alice Parrel Line

Rita Coughlln

Mounds Clnb

Tlilxion Spreiiger
Ambii:'sn(lors

'

Ore

Hiidegarde
C

Mounds Boys

Hotel Ciovchind

Noble Ore

Lcl:;liton
llntcl

Frnwny

O

Hotel Statler

Do Meranvilics
Oraumnn Co
Sol

llnll

Regnl Clob

Duchy Malvin Ora

Grant Wilson
Hotel Hollrndro
Poplkog

3700 Club
Art West
S Arjstocrata
Hal Hall
Shirley Burke

Tryon

Don Walsh

JoUnny CnwKlll
'

Sis

.

On

DEtEOIT
llook-Cudillae Hotel
(Rook Caslao)

Den Voung Ore

M -Jarblnicr*
Oeiio Field*
Story 81s
Cerlle Itlalrs

Cor:nne Barleau

Barney Green

Ruby Ore
Clarice

Club .Uayfalr
'

Rohl

(Carroll ft

Slorocco
'Oar Ninettes^ Rev
Buddy I>uray

Joe Foder Oro

Madelon Baker
Neblolo'a

Fay ft Andro
Johnny Policy

t

Lasltey Sis

.

Corktoma Tnt'ern
Dolly Stirling
lleth. Fnrreil

Si*

Clem Hawkins
Leonard Seel Urr
Nortlia'ood

inn

Anita Jacobl

Kaye

Woods

Joe E Kerns
Cole ft Cort*
6 Vcslers
Leu Arquetle Ore

ft

Gorman

June Carson
Dancing Dietrich*
Merritt Lamb Ore

Ralph Brown
Chna ft Dottle

Davis

Bradley
Annette

Club Mnr-Jo

Uetty St Clalro

Dawn

ft

Iteglna Stanberk
Phil Olsen Ore

-

Jitterbugs
« Reedettea
King Perry Ore

Marty Joyce
The Lorenzo*
Itnnla

Lee Walters Ore
Clob Congo
Buck ft Bubbles

Ellen

Hand'*
3 Old Timer*
Manuel Tjopeifi

Loadon Chop Bnaoo

(.Motor Kar)

Joe Vera
iluwery

Sims ft Briley
Tangln Co
Lee Fox
Paddy Ciltf
i>on Arden Dane
Chas Carlisle
Benny lte.''li Ore
CaaaiMTa
0 ft R Jenkins
l-eula Taylor
Cy Landry

ft

Itroy

Harry Schilling
Itofllieo

Ray

Lee

Carlin Ore

Old* Wayae Clob
Eddie Mann Oro
Freda Mann

Palm Beach
Hal Heeney

Delmar

Earl Pnrehm'an
Mildred I'erlee
Hllge
Gregory, TJay'd ft
Lyle Carlyle Ore

Al Bedel

Aaron Orkln

Boh-O-Unks
Ann Dane

l''ran
-.

Phil Mills Ore
Jo* Scotly

(rand Terrace
Nagie Cats

Marty Wayne

Pler.ton

Jack Smith

l,oln Clalro
Hrr.vl Wllllnms

Bcp't
J.)

.M^BS Bis

Helen Jerlco

Snndy MePher

i-ester

Bannernian

I'en

(Hotel Senntor)
Valnntlne Vox
Delta Rhythm Boys Syd Golden

BUI Brooks

.

Ilntrl

Dryer Ore

I.,e(i

Sis

Ullly

6':

Carla ft Fernando
Bclen Ortega

PBOnoKNCE

WOBrHSTER

Buman

David Bull

Jacqueline Mlirn^o

Tavera

James

Venire «rlll
(.ouls 1)1 Nunzlo
Joey Atlee
Marian Mplrosa
Conrhlta & Antonia

Vincent Rizzo Oro

Tann
Saodlno

TranH-Atlontlo
Billy

Murphy

RInaldl
Auretta Sla

Hob

ft Roland
Earl Denny Ore
tOth Century
Francea Carroll

Carlotta Dale

-

Mildred Jocclyn

Alma

Leto

-

Gllbrrlo Ore

Marty Bohn
Lloda Llaf

Watson Bti
Nancy I.,eo

Arthur Strohman

Wnde
ft T

ft

Gloria Date
I.«nny Pegton Ore

ft

:

Bathakclleg

St.

Babo Cumming*

Rosemary
Johnny Cullfoyl*

M'rUnex
ATLASTIC CITY
Henry Monet
'Helen Lewis
Lollta ft Ardo
Albany Aram
Hcnann'* Moslc Bar
Varne ft Surlta
Cocoannt Urovo
Barney Devlne 2
Iva Klrby
Jimmie Solar
Jimmy Briarly
Valerie Rosa
Dorla Elliott
Uabrtto'o Clnb
Helen Miller
C irwood Starlets
Conauelo Flowerton Bob MerHll
Doodles Weaver
Chuck Henry Ora
Nomud Clnb
Anna May Taylor
Rector IttI Villar
Hotel Lezlngtoa
Mitchell Lolsen Bo*
r iia l os nes
Valeyne Hague
Monallto
Annette Rosa
Doyglaa Dean
Milton Rnher's Ora
Ray Kinney Oro
Juan DImltrl Oro
Jackie Wh.'ilen
Freddie aiartln Ore Dennlse
Msymo Holt
Helen Colby
Gaby La FItt*
Benson** Cnfe
Casino Kami*
Napoa
Copacabana
Patsy
Johnston
Shndrack Boys
Lenny Parson
Nina Tarasova
Lellanl laea
Nino Mirandes Ore Alkali Ike
Belly Kecnan
Bobby White
NanI Todd
QypKy Markoff
Zola Grey
Pete ft Orlllla
Al Robinson
Sunny LaVere
Michel MIchon
Lehua Paulson
i Dane Ols
Nick Cochran Ore
President Hotel
Roo Colette's Ore
NadIa ft Sasha
Hotel HoAlpla
(Boond
Earl Carrall
the World
Rlinmbooglo
Mlselia Novy
ClarUgo Hold
Room)
Johnny Messner Ore Dr Roettwell
Dmitri Mat\ ienko
Bob Evans
(Mnyfalr Bm)
Lovey l«ane
Marty Magee'a Ore Alan Stone
Hotol Now Xoikor B Minnerltch Co
Chatean Bodenw
Helene Stnndieh
Helen O-Hara
Lois Galloway
Johnny Long Oro
rhdsca Hotel
Annette Guerlain
Michel
Cathryn
King
Ortiz
Stump
Stumpy
Bd
&
Adele Inge
(Temcio Bm)
Alaurlee^Shaw Oro
Arden ft Rennnrd
Alee Morlson
Peter Ray
Billy Van I
Peter Killam
(iabrlel
Madelyn Herldith
JenI Le Can
Pnddock Intl
DeLorles Zlegfeld
Dorothy Tanner
Cllqoot Club
Barney Grant
The Rocketts
Marlbel Vinson
Whitey Barke
Zorila
Dorothy Ford
Cee Pee Johnson O Joe Camiw
Ony Owen
Ff«a Leach
Paddock Rev
Tho Debonair*
Angela Careens
Scheherazade Cafe Dert Dagmar
damn out Im Elizabeth
Beryl Wallace
Penn Atlantic Hotel
Itarbtvra Wallace
Cravens
Mara Manet
Joe BIcardei Ora
Ina Hayward
(Palm Rm)
Kaye Stevens
BiUy Kllng
MallD Cheron
BUI Brady
Muriel Day
Clab 18
Al Fennels
Grace May
Yaaclia Mornwskl
Manny Strand Ore
Sue Mitchell
Florence Waltera
Chez Puree
O Andrews Ore
Russian Oyp»y Otc
Royal
Palm Ore
Ico Ballet
tloraatln* Oatdoa
Jtilea Stower Oro
Bothwoll Brown
Sfvan Sea*
BHa
CarltOB Hotol
Pat Harrington
Corrlnne
Tita
Hotel Park Central
ft
Helen Jerrlco
(Meny-<jo-Ronnd
Lllla KIplkona
Jack White
NTG
tCocoanut Orove)
H Montgomery
Boom)
Benny Kaha
Frankle Hyers
Leo Royee
Buddy Clarke Oro
Club llnrlrm
Eddy Morgan
Puannni Untheva
VInce Curran
Vanlta
,
Atfonao Ore
Harlem Sepia Rev
Trajmora Hotel
MikI WikI
Roy Sedley
Geraldlne
Ross
Jack tyaldron
Chief Sautlnl
CofipioiMiIltaa drill William Madden O
Kay Blaire
Sugar Otimt
Virginia Ronaud
Stanley Wheeler
Oaye Dixon
JlmnUe Grler Ore
Village 4iaid«B
Tommy Monroe
Elenore Wood
Maiun
Hazel MeNulty
(BlnrV Horse Plka)
Ellznbeth Crane
Charlie Voy a Clob Charlie' O'peool
Hibbert. Byrd Co
Lillian Fitxgerald
Don Gibson
Cliarlle Foy
WInton ft Diana
Elephant Cafe
Bddle Bush Ora
Rob Wallace
dob GaDcIra
Leonard Sues
Bunny Howard
Joe Armstrong
Mildred LaVerne
OInger Dulo
Lorraine Elliott
Slapsy Haxleo
Pedro Valll Ore
Joe Doric
Hap Bran dor Ore
Jerry Loster
Wilson Lang
Nllda
Ben Blue
Red Sianley Ore
Kay Evans
Dolores Laurell
Cully Richard*
PHILADELPHIA
Linda ft L Orla
Hotel Pennsylvania (rare Hnyea Lodge May William*
Orace Hayes.
Jimmy Flora Ore
Ann Page
Club Haxlm
Mary Healy
Clnb ItaU
Jack Linn
Benny l.cKSy
Hotel Plaaa
Al Stone
Jainmle Ame*
Mickey Dee
t Inkspnta
I'attI Moora
Johnny & George
DIek Gasparre Ore Peter LInd Hayes O Sam Lewis
Takoyania
IJalllovUea
Sandra & Carroll Sta Gower ft Jeanne
Trent Patterson
Eidie Ixing Or*
Fred Conor
Joo Pols!;y
Neville Fleeaon
Jean Sablon
Clal> Samoa
Alan Fielding Ore
Joe Oakle
820 Club
Mary Rellly
T.all-lnvcllos
Al Bard Ora
Hotel Boosevelt
Joy Umiamaka
Bobby Lee Ore
Robert Hard
f'crardo
Mabelle Icuasell
Guy Lombardo Ore
Pinkie Lee
Swnane Ina
House
of Mnrptiy
Franc*
ft Beryl*
Pegin' O'Neill
Kenny Gardner
Marglo Druramnnd
Josf» Morales
Fred Skinner
Linda (^stro
Jolin Crawford
Lillian
Fitzgerald
HotH Snvoy-Plasa Jean Meunier
Meade
Lewis
Slieila Reynolda
ISrn FrHnklln
Dudily Lewis
Howard Lally Ore
Adele Rence
Frankle Gallagher
.Trlaaon
Peggy O'Nell
Sav'na
John Hoysradt
Rochelle Carter
Gordon Rishop
Clyde McCoy Ore
l.a Von
Clyde Lucas
Mil-Ray-Samoa Mda
Ellen Talor
The Damns
Hotel St. MorHi
Blanche Cole
Lyn Lticaa
Diamond Uurseshuc Ford Harrison Ore
California 4
EmbasNy
Dorothy Keller
Biancharda
Mae Murray
CHICAGO
Susan Lang
Teddy Mnrlln
VIrEinia Burke
Nila Naiill
Xo"u Sheridan
Great Maurice
Ambuowidor Holi'l I.Ola Aiid.-e Dane
Carlyle Ulacknell
Denny the Bum
Anne Franclne
Lolo & Ramon
Joe If Howard
(Paoafi KwHn)
Oale Parker
George Cllftord
Pedro Blanco Ens
Roas Wyse, Jr
Joan
Ho]>e
Hotel St. Kcgl*
"Val Oman O; r
Frederlekn
Agnes Telle
June Mann
Tl.I t-mlih
ilaml McNeills
Chico ft Evelyn
Joceph Mllla
Hal Salindom Orr
Delia LInd
Sava;;e Trio
Uhlgorl Continentals
Cns Marlel Ore
Bbanarrk Hotel
Ciidllinc Tnvera
Geo t'onlana
.\dvocnter'
(W'alnnt Boom)
Krergrern rnslno
Hotel Tuft
Lilu Lee
Salnm.v
Ihc« Ore
Kddla Tliomns
Gllda Gray
Romero ft I'osita
Xorma Cordova
Vincent Lo|>ez Ore Jimmy Joy Oro
<'np:tol l.nunce
Ciiarles King
Bettj- Burns
Vivian Vance
ilaurine
Norva
Ann Barrett
King Cole t
Don.
Mancean Sis
Jane
ft
Ford
Marcia Harris
Henrique ft A
Sonny Skyler
Louis Jordan OnClyde Uaeer
Gene Fields
Tenny Newbold
Maury
Sis
Hotel tVulileriJack London
Pat Khevlln Ore
t'lifr riirer
Itarton r.ros
El Cliln
Astorla
Hndley C.ls
Shades of Rhythm
Carmen Amn:a
(11 Walloo BooTi
Don Alberto Ore
(Starlight Boot)
Art London
Harry "(t'jL's Ort
Cross ft Dunn
Benito Collada
G.nce O'Hnra
Xavler Cucai Ore
(Tnvcm Boom)
-.^
iiaru Ann iiicC'abe
Padilla Sla
Glamour GIs
Dave Pritchard Ore Christine
Mlguelito Valdes
Porsycbe
Tereslta Osta
Helen Heath
Dick Ware
Waneta
Lina Roraay
Bates
4 ll'wood r.londes
Victoria Burcelo
Charll,Bob Marshall
Senor Wences
»>rc Cook ft Brown
Hoyd
Rncburn
Orv
Antonio de (^<irdova Evelyn Tyner
l)r
Marcus Annette Slilelds
Jack Ryan
Hobby Ramos Orr
Cernoy 2
Kunlce Jason
El Morocco
R Williams, t
Blackhank
J£vnti)< G)o
Adr.'ennc
Elaine Cotton
Chauncey Grey Ore
Hurricane
Art Jarret t Ore
Neil Fontaine Ore
Joe Hoss
Clnb Alabuao
Chlqultn Ore
Dave Dennis Ore
Onll Rabbins
Itore Gallo
Harry
nose
Lorry Vincent
Esiiex Boniw
Ethel Shutta
Jean Riehey
Nano Rodrlgo Ore
Pancho ft L Roche Ann Dee
Mark Ballero
Jofce Rosatio Ore
Imogen Carpenter
Jam Bmaloa
Crdjirw'd Log Cabin
Ireue Burke
Mata ft Harl
Nick D'AmIco Oro
Itlaclwtnnr Hotel
(Malaga, N. J.)
Mickey Dunn
Oeo Verreehia
Barry. Prince ft C
(Italbietie Bm.l
Famoas I>oor
Bernle Adler
Mlrkfy House
Tommye Adams
Frances Williams
nilly Kretrhmer
Pautctte I.aPlerre
Mary Lou Wllilnn,s Iceland Restaurant Johnny Duffy Ore
Tommy
Monroe
Patti Clayton
Dotty Dale
George Lutz
Floyd Smith
Hobby Dale
Ted Eddy Ore
^Inrloo Moor*
June Richmond
Carol Kent
Itrrvourl Jlolel
noiiklas'Kutlukoller
Danny White
'Allan Coe
Andy Kirk Ore
(Ciratal Boon)
Club Tag
Jimmy Venutl'Orc
Paatlnes ft Fanchon
I>a\o I'nell Ore
Daisy Hardy
Uavaui-Uadrid
Uabe La Tour
Mary Jmu King
l.enny Rous
Eddie Roih Ore
Ann Nuzzo
Don ft Betty Pierce
Botty Willie Co
Frollan Maya Oro
MarRle Spearing
Marg'rite

Don Anton Ora
Fay Ray
Brooks ft Brook*
Dotty Bronnan
Jean Bernhardt
Tony Bennett Ora
Ray Harkin*
Bwoa Clnb

EadI* Ijing

Steven* Hotel
(Contlncalul Rm)
IJol Courtney Ore
VlUa Vcniea
Roslta Orteoa
Poggl ft Igor
ft

Jo* Blair

•Mb

University i

Viola KInIss Ore
Peacock flarden*

Dolly Sterling
Donna Darnell
Yvonne ft St Clair

Vnnesaa

5-0930

Looae Nuts (8)

Ray O'Dell

Sob Boy Garden*
Paltl La Verne
Agnea Wilila
Smyth* ft Dolor**
Nadlne Wall

Styllate

Little Joe
ITvonettes

Honey Bee Kellar
von Dell
Jean Mode

Cell

Bazeonni*

Casa Mnnana
Ozzle Nelaon Or*

Terry Lynns
Hal Ffalt Oro

Billy Hayes' Ore
Kenny Bhnfrer Trio
Pmnkle Richardson Owen Sis
Al Kilbride
S Rhythm Mnnlacs
Vonuti Rhyrhnieltes
Open Door Cnf*

'

Don Pedro Oro
Monchlto Ore

Billy

Doreae

ft

Margie HIght

Oali Gall

Fe Fe C^nny Oro

Tripoli 3

BOOKING THE NATION'S LEADING INDEPENDENT

1619
Helena Horns
ft Johnson
Cafe Vienna
Ruth Barr
William Holtmaa
Marylln Duke
Murray MUier
Ziggy Talent
Doify Margena
Peter Rotunda Ore
Leo Pleskow ura
Hotol Edison
CSaaa Hart*
Bluo Barron Oro
Antoinette Scveria
Hotol Eases House
Tony ft Estrella
Nick D'AmIco Oro

Tonl Sorrell

Jess Altmlller

Marx%

Ruaseil

F«y* Trotter
Dancing Deb*
Jean O'Nell

Owen auder

DeUoyd McKay

Hazel Scott

Yatum

Stamp**
Marlon Tully

Andy

Gnardaman

Darlena Waldora
Patsy Gale

(4)

Allwrto Aveyou

-

Alaha
Sol Lake Oro

Pries

Bpalola's

Don Renaldo

Dagmar

J Walton

ft

'

Hal LeRov

lowers (2e-2S)
Oleaaon ft Sanborn
Joe Arena
Princess Tvonne
O'Connor Fam

Beve'rlr Pais*

TenalTle*
Bergore Oro

Panclllto Ore

Kitty Carlisle
ft Beatrtco

Frank Hasael Oro

Oro

Lenny Ko^t

Ted Cook
Jolaa

.

State (28-1)
TValter Behr
All).

Mea

CapelU

-

.

Tnloae <t6)

BcKli'a <«e)

Harvey Brown

4 Octave*
Bardu All

Hoaall* Jovlnelljr

I/Aldoa

Lee Edwards
Kretlow Ols
Rexera
Otto Glasser
Arne Bamett Ort
Victor Hugo's Oro
Fusxy Coomho
Ai Milton Oro
Mayo'o
NIghthawks.
Palladium
Dorben GIo
Jack GrlSin
Dinah Shore •
Herb Foots
Vlllard
Dottle
Charlie Bplvak Oro
Halane Martin
885 Club
Palmer Home
Marl* Chevalier
(Bnpiro Booaa)
Johnny Howard
Mayo Swingster*
Tbeo Hoffman ft Q Orltt Williams Ora
Mlaatrel
TavoiB
June Carson
Rays ft Naldl
Fid de Valeri
Ed McOoldHek, Jr.
t Nonebalanta
Ann La Vella
Margie Roa* March
Johnny Wooda
Johnny Honnert
Slaay Glonlo Loftua
Rita Roper
Jnllo Garela Oro
Sally
Foy
Oertnade Simmons
Stella Bngle
Pedro DeLeon Oro
EKel's
Ed Hc<;oldrlck, Br
AblMitt Dancers
Stone ft Page
Hann Muenser 4
Sbormnn Hotol
Dorla WIttleh
NeU Dtoghaa'o
(Ccltio Cmh)
Heidelberg 4
Corday
& Triana
Gene Kerwln Oro
Duvaltt
BathsKoHar
Jaros Sis
May Digs
Louis ft Ore
(Panlhsr Boom)
Leonard
Cook*
Llonsl Hampton Ore
6100 nub

Ammons

Capitol <S5>

Stat« (SS)

S

O

Stemey Oro
Danny Thomas
Harriet Lane
BiTteiB
Qalantl ft Leonarda Roberts ft Reynolds
(Ft. Lee, N. J.)
Mary Beth Sirea
Tho Bartons
LOS ABGELES
Bob O Lin GIs
Mark Fisher Ore
Bob Mnrphy
Bar of MoU
Onmcli Stagcbar
H> Cafe
Bill Jordan
Don Jacks Oro
Bill
George Kent
Joan Barry
Mel Henke '
LucUe Angel
Ml Chee
Tony Sbarrabba
Oraemere Hotel
Dave Forrester Or«
Dick Wtnslow Oro
(Glaus Uonae Rm)
Mocainbo Cnfo
BIItmOT* Bowl
I.ew Story On
Edwardo Agnllar O Mario Lawier
Max ft Bis Gang
Oro
Phil
Ohman'9
Betty Grey
Rita ft Rubin's
Palhidlam
Frank Paris
IvnnTioc
Oene Kmpa Oro
Carl Ravazza Oro
Hotol Commodopo
Paris Ilia
Florence Schutiert
Herb Shrlner
Kenny Henr>'son
Al Traco Oro'
Vaughn Monroe Ore Lewis ft Ban

(Vaiiigc)

Loew

Joe

Arthur Ravel Ore
Joe Pafomy Oro
Bea Perron
Gwen Gary
Eleanor Bberle
John Hubert
Belmont Balladeers
Hotel Blltmoro
Art Jarret Ore
Oale Robinson
Randy Brooke
Jack Turner
Roberta ft White
Hotol Bosaeit
(Broohlya)
Bobby Parka Ora
Imogen Carpenter

Club
Sonny Kendla Ore
Btofli

Joan Roberts
Killabaw BooBl
Ozzle Caswell Oro
Ciemcnte Oro
Dartta
Jose Femandes
Jaanita Deering
Rolf Passer

Count Basle Oro
Haiel Scoit
'^•Uin Juckaon
Kenneth Spencer
Aoiraons H; Johoauo
Golden Oato 4
Cafe Boeletj

Sammy

.

Reyes

Billy

Ginger Wayns
Hotel Astor
Harold Nagel Ore

Betty Bradley
Hotel BelnoBt
Plana

Allen

Spl\-j-

Ashbums

Bob Hayniea

Teddy Wilson Ore

<1»)

Andrews

Smith

ft

Prank Shuman

Klml Toye
Boyd ft Smith
Rnlobow OrtU
Rubs Smith Oro

Barbara L*o

Hotlr

Hotel

(Beach Walk)
Henry Buaae Ore

(MMtown)

Danwllls

Roxyettes
Lowe, Kite

Rollln

Carrie Flnncl
Seville ft Vlllarloo
Sophlstlchorda

SplvT'o Boot
Eddie MayhofCa
Barbara LaMarr

Conauelo Flowerton

NEW TOSECITT

Chea Hale Ols
Hnbon Blea

.

Jerry Blanchard

VKW TOKK

VIneant Bragala

BnsHlaa Krrtclinu
Adia Kuznetzoft
Nastla Poilakora
Maruaia Sava
MIscha Usdonoft
LunIa Nestor
Nicholas Matthey <

Jack Wallace Oro
Bnbe Slater

KHs

waasea
lom
Hawatlaaa
Halaa Snnoor

at4l
Hat Mm)

Lido Vanlc*
BdOle Danders Oro Bptros fltamoo Oro
Drako Hotvl
Owendolyn ToanMll t Pepnsrs
CamlUIa Houso)
Edna Sellara
Alan Oal*
Bob Orant Oro
loobel do Maroo
Oh Dongborty Ola
Dnlo, Evans
Danny
Vorao* Oro
Mow Torkoi
Edconter Bcaafc Dolly
Uttio BathakeUor
Kay

R Dyer-Bennot

Terry Carroll

Paramount

(Oiaas

.

Gowar A Joanne
Hopper* Carol King

riaee Kieganto
Krnest Franz Oro
mil Farrell
Vincent DoCoata

r.eila

Baiter

Phil

Joan Merrill

Bdrtle Diiria
Llla Barbour

Male 3
Marian

WEEK SEPTEMBER

I'arrell

O

W

Courtney

Ruih Heeney
Hugo ft Tayrp
Don Pablo Oi
(Continued on page 55)
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Shnberts

Want

to

Make

Their

Efiz.

Shows

Frazer

m

"Night'

Hollywood, Sept.

From

Safe
Hudson

The

first

designed to

N. T., Sept.

Falls,

the
23.

Shows

court test of a new law
make the theatre 'safe

for critics' drew defense testimony
Friday (19) here that unfavorable
reviews cause large losses to theaIn arguments before supreme
tres.
court Justice Leon M. Layden, defense council William Klein, of New
York, contended 95% of readers of
critical reviews are Influenced by
"

criticisms.

The action was brought by localite
Bobert W. Christie against the 46th
St. Theatre Corp. and the Select
Operating Co., both Shubert subslds
In N. Y.
He claims he was refused admittance to a performance of 'Panama
Hattie' May 27, although he had a
Ucket. He seeks to recover a $500
penalty for breach of contract.
The law, passed by the 1941 Legislature, prohibits refusal of admission to anyone purchasing a ticket.
statute
thecontended
Sponsors
would

Bad Bad

re-

professional

protect

in

Critics

Rehearsal

'Sons o' Fun' ('Crazy House')
—Lee Shubert, Harry Kaufman.
'Aa Ton Like tt*—Ben Boyar,
Eugene S. Bryden.
'Clash by Night'—BUIy Rose.
The Good Neighbor'
Sam
Byrd.
The Free Cnnpany' ('Murder,
Inc, 'Brooklyn, U A.')
Bern
Bernard, Lionel Slander.
'Father's bay' ("Western Union
Please')
Aldrich & Myers.
•BUthe Splrh'—John C. Wilson,
Noel Coward, Lunts.
'High Kickers'—George JesseL
'Let's Face It'—Vinton Freed-

—

— GUbert
'AU Hen Are Alike' — Lee
Ephriam.
'Ah WUdernesa' (revival) —
'Anne of

England'

Miller.

Theatre Guild.
'Ghost For Sa'le' (alternating
stock) ^Alex Cohen.

—

viewers.

The theatre maintains the law is
tmconstitutional because it permits
'undue, unwarranted and unreasonable influence with the defendant's
property.' No evidence was offered
to show that Christie was disorderly
or abusive in conduct or why he was
denied admittance.
Lcfal Battery
Justice Layden directed filing of
briefs not later than Oct. IS.
Solicitor General Henry Epstein
of Albany appeared for the State of

New York and Attorney Charles
Hughes of Schenectady represented
the plaintiff, while Attorneys Milton
Weinberger, George B. Smith and
Klein represented the defendant.
The plaintiff was not called to the
witness stand.
Attorney Hughes states that an'
agent of the corjwration without
Just cause refused admission to the
plaintiff.

Ben MaUon, general traveUng
manager for the corporation, the
first witness, testified that the company operated 25 theatres. He said
that one person was excluded from
one of the theatres about 25 years
ago for a reason other than dis-

He

conduct.

orderly

that

testified

he had never denied anyone admission to any of the company's theatres.

Dborderly Condact Only

Ray Whitaker, general manager

of

the corporation, testified that to his

knowledge there had never been denials of any persons to the playhouse

except

for

-

disorderly

con-

duct.

James

F. Riley, of Freeport, fol-

lowed Whitaker to the stand. He is
an executive for the Theatre. OperProducers' Association. He
said he had been associated with the
theatrical business for 37 years and
that
no exclusions of would-be
patrons had taken place except in
the cases of two critics, James Metcalfe

two

and Alexander Woollcott, and
newspaper columnists, other

New

Basic Agreement; Chisel

On Conmiish Nixed Can. Pay Ruling
First

Colored folks of New York's
Harlem conducted a horse show
recently and Bill Robinson was
invited to be an honorary judge.
He accepted and thereby made

WORRYING

a mistake. 1>ut didn't find that

out until later. The people who
ran the show didn't pay off and
a lawyer planned to sue 'every-

EQUITY

body on
those

who

paper,' meaning
were billed as of-

the

ficials.

Anticipating that the proposed
anti-ism resolution may crop up at
Equity's quarterly meeting Friday
(26), council made the matter of the
committee's report a special order of
business at yesterday's weekly session. Council failed to take affirmative action. It has gone on record
against Reds and other subversives
and awaits an investigation. It has
the power to act if proof is submitted at any time.

Robinson burned 'when he
heard that from the lawyer over
the telephone. He even dared
the guy to sue him, told him
where he was appearing in 'Hot
Mikado' last week and this week
(Flatbush, Broklyn) and promised
a real hot time for anyone who
attempted to slap on a summons.
.

'.

tee recently appointed to consider
the proposal reported that it was
tmable to phrase a resolution that
feir to the whole membership.
Philip Loeb, one of those
named by Congressman William P.
Lambertson as a Communist last
year, but who has been Insistent
'Cuckoos on the Hearth,' which that the charges arc untrue, attended
opened at the Morosco, N. Y., last the council session last week. He is
appearing in Chicago with 'My Sisweek, drew a doubtful press, as an- ter Eileen' and it Is the- seccmd time
ticipated by tile management, but he came to New Yoilt for such a
got two radio breaks on the same reason.
Expected fireworks from Loeb
date, two days after the premeire.
were absent and he calmly disAir plugs appear to be a fresh aid cussed
the proposal with other counto legiters, especially when gratui- cillors.
He was of the opinion that
tous, as In this instance. Kate Smith an anti-ism rule might not catch the
iCBS) went to town In praise of the ones intended to be snared, and that
some Reds might slip throu^ the
show, and Allen Prescott (WJZ) denet while others innocent of partivoted most of his commentary late
cipation or leanings towards ComThursday (18) afternoon to tell
munism might be enmeshed.
about 'Cuckoos' and why he liked it
Principal diffictdty is to devise a
Prescott's personal reaction to the
way
to identify Commimists or symgood
com,
but
that
'it's
play was
pathizers.
It Is the custom of such
corn, and I like corn.'
persons
to screen their activities In
start,
books
Because of the weak
such
a way that positive proof of
are
reported
of "tickets at 50c each
their participation Is not often obManbeing offered to organizations.
agement claimed an Increase of 60% tained. Around Equity there is no
indication that the topic is a hot Isin business the third night over the
sue, but it Is felt that a number of
Last season
second performance.
disaffected well-knowns in the Orother shows which used similar barganization are adamant over getting
gain ticket arrangements to prolong
a contrcdling- nde adopted.
their engagements were 'Johnny BeA council resolution, however,
linda' and 'Separate Rooms.' Former
would not dispose of the matter. It
climbed to a level where It made will be necessary to make an amendsome operating profit, but was so far ment to the conatitutloa Any such
in the red It never climbed out change is generally dated during
an'Rooms' was a money-maker after nual meetings, but there la provision
being on the wrong side of the ledg- for special meeticas to consider
er more than $30,000.
amendments and a' session ot the sort

FREE AIR PLUGS

the

From

'Neighbor' Coining

Strawhats

.to

B'way

'Crood Neighbor,' a sort of

than for disorderly conduct, to his
knowledge. [The columnists referred
to are Walter Winchell and Leonard
Lyons of the N. Y. Post, latter still
persona non grata.}
Attorney Klein told the court that
no persons were denied admission

starter In

Attorney Weiiiberger told the
court that the police power of the
state cannot be operated by the
legislative branch of the government and that a need must be shown
why such a law should be in force
Solicitor General Epstein contended that the moving picture exhibit-

stock

lolned the

lummer

the
list

possibilities,

upon 30 days' notice to
membership.
Equity leaders
railed

have their fingers crossed Uiat such
a move will not be made, ptefening
to aee the Issue tabled until such
time that the international situation
Is more clear to the average cltizoi.

added
has

stocks,

of regular production

having been placed Into

AUG. 'ARSENIC

on bad
critics

sought to keep dramatic
and columnists from writing

adversely

concerning

the

pictures

offered.

Attorney Klein stated that 95%
of the people rely on the' writings of
critics as to whether pictures are
good and bad, and that sometimes
the criticisms cost the theatres real
money due to a Iqck of patronage.
He said that the bfll was rushed
through the assembly and senate
through the efforts of Leonard
Lyons, columnist of the N, Y. Post,
who writes under the name of The
Lyons Pen,* who had the support of

a

legislator,

and what was known as

the Davidson Bill

became a

law.

Union;

presentation,

smaller

parts

The August melon for the 21
backers of 'Arsenic and Old Lace,'
N. Y, was
was considerably

Ftilton,

spots.

Dante'» Coast Date
Los Angeles, Sept

23.

Magic will follow Ethel Waters
the Biltmore theatre, with
Dante, illusionist and a troupe of
20, playing at $1.50 top.
into

Dante moves

in

after

"Mamba's

Daughters' moves out in two weeks.

basic,

of

minimum

agreement for the season virout The point not dis-

tually ironed

cussed concerns the exclusive service

which

regulation

Equity

already

placed in the books. Managers think
they can secure a modification by
arguing it out at Equity's general
meeting Friday (26), but it Is doubtful that the rule will be entirely rescinded.

Hereafter, when actors agree with
producers on salarj^afte^ direct contact and are sent to a casting agent
for their contracts, no commissioh
to be paid the agent by the actors.
there is any fee, the manager shall
responsible. "There was no argu-

is

If

be

$32,000.

in

That sum

excess of the

When shows

DoUan

-

play Canada, payment

of salaries must be in American dollars with certain stipulations. Players getting up to ^50 are to get their
money in American, managers to
pay the 11% rate of exchange. Between $250 and $500, manager and
player split the difference in exchange, and above $500 the actor
must take care of the exchange.

money they got for July, even
though there was not much differ- However, there is some leeway. If
ence, in the show's weekly grosses, the actor asks for an advance on bis
and the angels are smacking their salary for current expenses he is to
be given Canadian dollars as hereUps in anticipation of bigger and bet- tofore and
such amounts will be deter checks from now on, as the road ducted from the pay without refershow got off to a flying start last ence to the exchange.
The fourth point at issue was the
week.
practice of some managers in issuing
Nothing seems to distnzb tbe com- run of the play
contracts to players
placency of the 'Arsenic* Backers ex- for mMe than one season. Rule will
cept when some envious friend men- be that the manager will be given
three
weeks on the road and two on
tions the bite the Government will
Broadway, during which time he is
take by means of the Income tax, to make up his mind whether he
not to mention the New York State wishes to tie up the actor for the
nick. It was Buck Crouse's turn to following season or seasons. Showwrite 'em the note accompanying the man may notify the actor one way
Should the manager
coin. He said he didn't get any real or another.
plea-sure out ot cutting up the prof- advise the player in the aSrmative
and the show does not reach the
its, having a more artistic soul than
boards,
two
weeks
pay must be paid
his partner,. Howard Lindsay, the
tbe player.
man with the 'titian mustache.
easy

.

1 am trying to fix things so that
Lindsay's next check will not make
him look like such a heel,' Crouse HAother/ Tather! Both
wrote, explaining that the road show
was opened and cost of production
Their 'Day' in Legit
was earned during the Chicago engagement Crouse said that the comJust after Richard Aldrich and
pany win play towns 'that even Hitler's secret agents have not yet dis- Richard Myers changed the title of
covered, and we hope it keeps its 'Western Union Please' to' 'Father's
feet In black Ink. We have sold the Day,' wMch will bring Charles ButArgentinian rights. Do you know management announced that their
anybody down' there?
Ftee list management announced that another
new play would have a similar title
suspended.'
'Mother's Day.' Latter is a drama
previously known as The Fugue,'
which concerns a woman supposed to
have amnesia, and is to be produced
by Allen Boretz. William Schorr and
Al Bloomingdale.

HaTe

—

Demand

Stagehands Out

remain to be Ironed when a photographer took pictures
but the managers have asked ot the set and players at the Mor-

tract provisions,
out,

Play wUl Introduce Sinclair Lewis
as a stager. It will be the third of
the summer shows to be presented so
far, those already open being 'Village
Green' (Miller) and 'Cookoos on the
Hearth' (Morosco), which was tried
out under the title of 'Two Story
House/ Fourth play from the sticks
slated for fall production Is 'Walk
Into My Parlor,' which provoked
some controversy when shown at
Long Island and New Jersey rural

the issues in the revised

Faitly Canadian

$32,000

by Sam Byrd, actor-manwas tried out at Stoney
for
Brook, L. I., early this month, and Is
to the theatres unless for disorderly
due on Broadway Oct 21, »tttx a
conduct.
He, however, later said
there might have been a few isolated week or more out of towtt. Dialect
Number of points at issue between was annoyed by a business agent of
cases.
play by Jack Levin will have the the managers and scenic artists the stagehands' union, who desame two leads as appeared In the union, which seeks changes In con- manded that an operator be put on
Qocatleit New Law
It

having been recast

saw most

Equity, held last week,

Mgrs. Ask Agreement With Scenic

rehearsal
ager.

New York

of

sometime ago.

MELON

would be

may be

League

ment over the provision and it was
claimed that only shoe-stringers indulged in that practice, inference being that they participated In the
agency commish, which Equity nixed

.

LEGITERGETS

conference between
managers'
of the
Theatres and

joint

representatives

ROLE

Understood thai the new commit-

&

ators'

In

Dubious Honor

ANTMSM

—

ley.

Out Issues

23.

Elizabeth Fraser, legit and screen
has left for New York, to
loin the cast of There Shall Be No
Night,' revival of the Robert Sherwood play.
Miss Fraser had featured roles in
the Warner productions 'Man Who
Came to Dinner* and 'One Foot In
Heaven.'
actress,

—

A

Equity, MgrSe h'on

49

for a basic agreement, rather tiian
the past practice of deals betVeen
the designers and -producers individually.
One of the demands said to
have been dropped was the requirement that the stage crew be placed
on the job one week before premiere or preview.
Why the scenic people injected the
deckhand union into its list of revised regulations is not known, but
it is reported they dropped the idea
after Brock Pemberton signed his
contract
for
'Cuckoos
on
The

Hearth' (Two Story House*) scenery under protest and reserved the
right to sue for damages if forced
to put stagehands on the job before
needed. Manager said he believed
that action reflected the opinion In
Washington, which has nixed the
action of unions forcing the hiring of
unnecessary labor.
Thereafter Pemberton alleges he

osco, N. Y., before the

show opened.

He

Ada May (Weeks) has been

re-

the first-named cast

by

placed in

Ruth Weston. Soon after rehearsals
it was decided that Miss Weeks appeared to be too young. She ^ad
been placed by the Music Corp. ot
America's legit casting department
which placed her under a season's
Under
contract after auditioning.
tlie arrangement Miss Weeks Is guaranteed arotmd 20 weeks, play or pay,
Mabel Paige ot "Father's' cast did

also claimed attempted interferwhen transfer men hauled a not start rehearsing until late last
couch needed in the show from his week because her 20-year-old daughoffice, also arguing over who should ter was killed in a motor car crash.
handle • costume trunk sent to the Philip Faversham was a late addition
theatre. Manager claims that here- to the show. Young actor was with
tofore an operator tor a photogra- the ambulance drivers corps aboard
pher was not required and that pic- the Zamzam. which was torpedoed
tures of other shows were recehtly several months ago, and was interned
taken
without like interference. in France tor a time.
Latest demand comes from the
photo-engravers union, which lists
photographers who may take thea-

ence

'

trical pictures.

Readying

New

Musical

Musical, 'Caleb Catlem's America,'
In addition to placing costtmie advisers with all productions, another will be produced by Jerome Mayer.
new rule will probably change the Casting win start shortly with the
rate for scene painting. Price will intention of getting It on Broadway
Jose Ferrer
now be 12c per square foot Union by early December.
says that is not a boost in rate, ex- may play the lead.
plaining it's based on the cost of
Book is by Valentine Davies aitd
such work on shows during the past Vince McHugh and the music and
10 years.
lyrics by Harold Rome.
.

War DepL

SNAP

Washington, Sept. 23.
Washington will not see the army's
'Snap

musical,

Up

It

according to latest communiques from the War DepartRevue, staged by the 29th
ment.
Meade,
Division, stationed at Fort
out of
Md., was ruled permanently
after
the running on Friday (19)
two days earlier.
It had been closed
to go up
Just before the curtain was
on the final performance of a week's
Balat the Maryland theatre,
Again,'

run

timore.

War Henry L. Stimhanding down the final fold

Secretary of

PUT OFF AGCY/S SUFT
Yiddish Legit Outlook Bright for
VS. 75c PREMIUM LAW

Show

Orders Soldier

To Fold As Opposition

all-soldier

IT

to B.O.

UP AGAIN

Baltimore, Sept
Mllllary revue In two
proaontcd by the Mlh
IT.

.s.

ecu ond

!i2

11.

soncg

Intnntry Division.
Army: eliiRed by Oono Ford; niuslrni

director,

Wnrrunt Omcer Leon Dnndoy,

Jr.

.Marlon Dubrow Vennble and
dani-Oii by
Wdldon O'Toole: chornl ensfinbles,
I'vi.
Al the Miirylnnd
Ilobl. Frederick Frfund.
IhcRtre, llnlllniore, Md., Sepl. 11, 'tl: »:;..'iO
loi>.

CttBi: IrvhiB Lovick, Robert DelonK. Everett Snyder, Cornelius McQunde, Georpe

Bdlund, O.sborne A. Rhodes, John Wilson.
Arthur C. Doring, Wllllnm Church, Robert
Dowlll. Hiirvoy Biirnes, Martin Wlllcn,
Zcr«, Woldon O'Toole. Edwnrd DnrKan. Ben Sultrln. Lorry SmiBel, Waller
Model, Mauriro Sykes. John W. Keelor,
John H. Cnrlln. Charles Llllls, Fred LelKh-

Mm
toii,

John 0. Cunlln, James Cnldwell, Jnmes

«on, in
order, gave 'Snap' a reprieve, howperever, to play three scheduled
formances at the Mosque theatre,

ErHnlla, Michael DzledJiech, Benjamin BlubnuRh, Jose Cn.mnovn. Sol Lurle, Chnrlea
Irwin, John Insley, Robert T. Brooks.

Richmond, on Friday and Saturday
Tickets had been sold in
(19-20).
advance. An extended engagement
In Washington «^as to follow.
Possible competition with civilian
«hows was given by the War Department as the official reason for

This is a revival of the 'Snap It
Up' revue which was presented by
the 29th Division while a part of
the A.E.F. in France. Drawing upon
the personnel of the outfit encamped at Fort Meade, Md., Gene
Ford, on loan from Loew's (iapitol,
Washington, has whipped together
a smooth-playing and oft-times diverting revue. It's made up of the
familiar Items usually employed for
this type of stint, but professional
finish has been accomplished especially
in the dance routines by
Marion Venable and the general
musical organization under the di-

It cited Sec. 35 of the
the axe.
National Defense Act (in force since

June

3,

which prohibits army

1916)

men from

engaging In any activity,

for pay or otherwise, that would
Interfere with 'customary employment and regular engagement of
There was a suglocal civilians.'
gestion given in Baltimore that the
closing followed complaints by per-

former unions.
[In New York, spokesmen for
Equity, American Guild of Variety
Artists, Theatre Authority and other
performer and managerial organizations firmly denied that they had
made any complaint about the army
show.]

Proceedings on behali of New
York ticket brokers, who are contesting the legality of the state statute that limits the premium on all
tickets of admission at 75c above the
boxoffice j>rice, did not begin Monday (22) as dated by the court last
spring, when the case was adjourned.
Action had been delayed several
times when called at the behest of
the city's corporation counsel, defending for the commonwealth; Paul
and
commissioner,
license
moss,
Lewis J. Valentine, police commissioner, named as defendants.
Case is now dated for trial Oct. 3.
supreme court
that
Understood
Justice Bernard Sheintag, who was
slated to preside, preferred that
some other judge hear the case.
Ticket men doubted that the matter
would be pressed, but William C.
Hyman, attorney for the brokers,
declared it will be argued on the
prescribed date, unless again put
back.

of Warrant Officer Leon
Dandoy, Jr.
Opening with a brief film showing
the old 29th en route to France, in
action, and in the returning Fifth
avenue parade, the glee club gives
out with an opening vocal specially
written by Ford and Dandoy. Irving
Levick, formerly of the Four Collegians, takes hold with some okay
hand balancing. The familiar dumb
private and tough top kick in a

rection

'

comedy drill also included.
$8,90« Gate
'Vesta La Juba,' rendered by Mar2()0 soldiers and named
World War revue staged tin Willen dressed up in typical
clown outfit, is followed by a version
by American troops in Paris, 'Snap of 'Trees,' all ri^t where spotted
It Up' show opened in Baltimore and just right for the 'dame' number
on Sept. 11. It had played five per- that follows, a fan routine done
formances (one of them for sol- straight without burlesquing. Goes
diers and free) and had taken In over big and leads into a sextet of
Featuring

after the

when the close comics dressed in union suits and
More than 600 manipulating palm leaf fans for
for Wednesday laughs. Some dixieland stuff by an
instrumental
combo
brings
on
(17) performance got their money
Maurice Sykes for good hoofery. InShow cost approximately dicating some professional back'
back.

$8,900 at a $2.50 top

down

order came.
holders of tickets

$4,500 to produce.

Reaction
in

legit

theatre

—

of

the

First

act

closer

is

'Ballad

for

one Americans' and excellent.
Varied
America;! types make up ensemble,
would have pounced with glee on which works well in refrain to solo

Washington

—

is

its

pathetic.

Town

Not only Is the
on live talent, but it
loaded with selectees on leave

the soldier rfevue.
capital short
Is

trom neighboring camps.
Review of 'Snap It Up Again*
follows:

work delivered in excellent voice
by John Wilson, who has something
on the ball and worth watching.
Second halt is the best. 'A balloon
number by the 'girls' brings on Max
Zera and Larry Smigel for a very
funny burlesque on a classic dance.
Weight-lifting by Charles Lillis and
Fred Leighton is flashy. Monolog
on army life by Ben Suffrin, who
has been around, gamers laughs, and
an enthusiastic hula shake by
Michael Dziedziech works into a
solid howl.

Impression of the Ink Spots registers well, after which the glee
club fronts a strong solo by Charles
Irwin. Another punchy vocal is delivered earlier by John W. Keeler.
Show Is topheavy with legit voices.
Another highlight is a session of

Blct.t

LOll CIIJI¥TOII

NORMAN

HARRIS
and

SHORE

before the finale, a drill in the traditional flashy greys of the old 'Dandy
Fifth' Regiment, now a part of the
29th.
Orchestra is tops throughout, ditto
the costumes, lighting and scenery.
Pvt. Maurlfe -Sykes, former Balti-

ON TOUR
ManoKementi 1VM.
Brondwar

KENT

New Ti^k

PUBLIC AUCTION
on prcmlmi

THEATRICAL COSTUMES
Over 7500 of Every
Deecription
Complete Final Sale
AfODday, Sept. 29, 10:30 AJO.

Newark, Sept.

23.

Newark Opera House, reorganized
open Oct. 6, will
have setup primed to buck nearby
to

Maplewood Theatre. Price scale
ranges from 40c to $1.10 top, with
current plans calling for six evening

Street

Brooklyn, N. T.

Jerome Weldman'a first play, 'All
These Years,', was bqught -by Harry
Kaufman and Lee Shubert within 24
hours' reading time.
agented. They'll put

Irvln
it

Marks

on pronto.

by

'Life

With Father,'

It is the second such performance for school kids to date,
first having been The Doctor's Delimma' last spring, when five cents
was charged for admission. Rate will
be ISc for 'Father,' no tax applying
because the new law does not go into
effect until two days after the per-

veniles.

In 1041-42 of

Yiddish leglt theatres Ih seven
S. cities Ij approximately the
for

a number' of years, there's consider*
hope manifested during tht
Ekble
coming season tor a mild comeback.

members

of

Hebrew

the

Actors

Union will be performing this year,
as compared to the approximately
180-odd who have averaged employment during the past few years. During the heyday of Yiddish legit over
a dozen years ago there were about
25 theatres operating throughout the
country.

formance.

Equity Easing Alien

Rules for Latin Dancer

The majority of the houses, of
and teachers course, will be in New York five in
will attend, 39 youngsters and one Manhattan and two In Brooklyn.
teacher being selected by lot from Chicago, Detroit, Cleveland, Boston,
each of New York's 27 high schools.
Philadelphia and Newark will each
It is planned to follow up the same see the operation
of one theatre
idea in other ciWes. Alfred Harding apiece.
of Equity's staff is handling the chilOct. 1 Is OBIolal Opening
dren's performances -here, while
The season will be officially opened
Frank Dare, Equity's Chicago repre- next Wednesday night (1) (Yom
sentative, will be in charge there. Kippur), when some of the theatres
Producers and theatre managements lift their curtains. Heading the paare cooperating, actors and backstage rade on that date will be the Nacrews working gratis.
Only ex- tional and 2d Ave. theatres, Manhatpenses are for cleaners, ushers and tan, and the Hopkinson and Park-

Around

—

1,000 students

Strange status of Conchita, 19year-old dancer in 'Panama Hattie,'
46th Street, N, Y., in relation to
Equity's alien actor rules will soon
be cleared up and she will then not
be required to comply with regulations covering that class of mem- printing.
way, Brooklyn, Following on Oct. 8
bership. Up to now she has paid a
Theory behind the performance is are Maurice Schwartz's Yiddish Art
percentage of her weekly salary to the building
up of a following of po- theatre (formerly the Jolson) and
Equity, minimum for aliens being
tential playgoers:
Manhattan.
Public,
both, in
the
$10, and, were she to leave the show,
Schwartz has returned to the former
would have to await six months beJolson theatre, the lone Yiddish thefore accepting another legit engagetheatrical
near
the
Broadway
atre
ment Because of that she was unCurrent Road Shows
district, after last year at the Public,
able to accept a job in 'Viva O'Brien,'
(Sept. 24-Oct. 4)
on Second avenue, where he had a
new musical with a Latin American
Herman
Yablorather poor season.
background, now in rehearsal.
Conchita was born in Venezuela,
'Arsenic and Old Laee' Plymouth, koiT's company was the lone big winner of the Yiddish troupers last
having been brought here by her Boston.
Beker's',
'Goldele
Dem
year, with
parents when a year old. Under the
'Ballet
Rnsse'—Ottawa
(29-30);
rules she is technically as much His Majesty's, Montreal (Oct. 2-5).. comedy-musical that ran all season.
Sparked by his success of last year,
alien as though she had. arrived in
'Blossom Time' Lyric, Allentown Yablokoft has taken over two downConchita apthis country an adult.
Community,
Jersey
Em(29)
(30);
town theatres for this season, renewplied to Equity for an exemption and
Johnstown
Mishler,
Albassy,
(31);
ing his l^ase on the Second Ave. and
case was accepted sis the most
unusual since the alien regulations toona. Pa. (2); Maryland, Cumber- also taking over the Public, both of
land, Md. (3); Wheeling, W. Va. which have already set Yablokoftwere adopted.
(Oct.
4).
Immigration authorities have verisponsored plays. Menasha Skulnik
'Boys and Girls Together' (Ed
fied the fact that when Conchita
will star at the Second Ave. with
reaches the age of 21 she wiU auto- Wynn) Hanna, Cleveland.
Yablokoft starring and producing at
matically become a citizen, since she
(Helen the Public.
•Candle In the Wind'
is wed to an American and in the Hayes)
Ford's, Baltimore.
Goldenborg at National
meantime Equity's council has the
'Clandla' Selwyn, Chicago.
Heading the National theatre's
leeway to rate her k resident mem'The Doctor's Dilemma' (Kath- venture Is Samuel Goldenburg, who"
ber.
'arine Cornell)— Klein Aud., Bridge- hos split with Schwartz, with whom
port (29); Bushnell Aud., Hartford he'd been starred for some seasons.
'North' Switches Plan,
(30) Metropolitan, Providence (Oct. M. Chernlck is heading the Bronx
Art theatre, which will gel under
1); Shubert, New Haven (Oct. 2-4).

—

—

;

—

—

—

;

Rehearses for Tour

'Mr. and Mrs. North,' comedy murder play which made a run of it at
the Belasco, N.Y., last season, will go
to the <road. Backed by Metro, the

play was presented by Alfred de
Liagre, Jr., who ordered the show to
be readied for out of town showings
early this week. Play was not slated
to tour because of the impehdlng release of the picture version, but good
business on the road brought a

Add: Production Personnel

'Hellzapoppin' (Billy House-Eddie way Sept. 29.
Nathan Goldberg and Jacob Jacobs
Garr) Metropolitan, Seattle.
Jiead the troupe at the Parkway with
in.ij
<
1,^ T„i..«.,i
Your Hats 1(Al
Jol.ion)
Hold ^
Onto
t j i. t»i
i.
j -iir
r>
.i
"
in as
..
Judah
Bleich
and
Wolfe Barzel
,
i'>a\
Washington. (28).
-^National, -„r.„ui_-».N»
the management and stars at the
'Johnny Belinda' Locust, Phila- Hopkinson, which they also handled

—

•

—

delphia.

'Jump lor Joy' (Duke Ellington)
Mayan, Los Angeles (12th week)
(24-27).

'Lonislana
Philadelphia.

agenting
Jooss
Ballet and 'Good Neighbor* with
Hughle Schaff, general -manager of
play. George E. Brown back with
Oliver

Sayler,

Daly's,

Carl Abraham, man-

Eddie CKeefe, company manager,
(New York).
(Carles Washburn, ahead 'Father's
Day' ('Western Union Please'); Ray
Broeder, back.
Glen
Allvine
agenting
'Viva
O'Brien'; Joseph Goldin, back.
Sam Weller ahead, 'Life With
Father,' southern company.
'Claudia'

Phyllis

Perlman ahead,

'Best

Joot

ForiXrard';

F a r c h a s e'—Forrest,

'Mamba's Danghters' (Ethel Waters)—BUtmore, LoS Angeles.
'Male Antmal' (Otto Kruger), AlSan Francisco (24-1).
Man 'Who Came to Dinner'
Cregar)—El Capltan, L. A.

cazar,

"The
(Laird
(24-4).

'Meet the People'—American,
Louis.

"My

St.

—Davidson, MilBooms' —^Walnut, Phila-

Sister Eileen'

waukee.

'Separate
delphia.
•Native Son'—Nixon, Pittsburgh.
•Student Prince' Opera
House,
Boston.
•Theatre' (Cornelia Otis Skinner)

—

—Harris, Chicago.
'Tobacco Road' Curran, San Fran-

—

cisco.

•Viva O'Brien'—Shubert, Boston.

last year.
In.

Chicago,

at-

the Douglas Park

theatre, Itzik Feld

Is

heading a co-

operative troupe; the Littman's People's

theatre, Detroit,

is

also co-op,

along with the Manhattan theatre,
Cleveland. A local group is sponsoring Yiddish legit at the Majestic,
Boston, while in Philadelphia, at
Town Hall, Ludwig Satz, Celia Adler
and Jacob Cone are topping the repertory. Bernard Elving is the head
man at the Metropolitan, Newark,
Two Yiddish vaudfllmers will func-

tion—the Clinton, in. downtown New
York, operated by Irving Jacobson,
and the Bronx Parkway, Bronx, operated by Louis Weiss.

One-Day Legit Mass.
Town Resumes Oct.

15

Springfield, Mass., Sept. 23.

Dispute over terms of a lease
finally settled, the Springfield Play-

which started presenting one-day stands at Court Square
theatre here early this year, will
open Its season Oct. 15 with Shuberts' revival of 'The Student Prince.
Peggy Wood, Clifton Webb, Mil- The cast will Include Barbara Scully,
dred Nat wick, Philip Tonge, Leonora- Robert Davis, Nina Varela, Zella
Corbett, Phyllis Joyce, Jacqueline Russell, Harry K. Morton, Jay PresClarke (complete cast), 'Blithe son, Detmar Poppin, William Kent,
goers' League,

Engagements

Patricia Wing.
Present plans of the League caU
for a one-day stand at least every
second week, .usually matinee and

Lynn Stephens and

Spirit.'

Hale Norcross, Dorothy LitUejohn,
Kaye,

William Prince, Virginia
Tommy Lewis, Harry Carey,

Victor

Chapin, Philllppa Bevans, Edmund evening shows on Wednesday. Use
Joe Heidt agenting 'Ah, Wilder- Dorsay, Walter Craig, 'Ah Wilder- of the house was held up because the
nessl'.
League sought exclusive right to
Zack
Evan Tliomas, Austin Fairman, stage legit during term of the lease,
Freedman ahead, 'High
Kickers.'
Jack Lynds, Rulh Gilbert, Elsie to which E. M. Loew of Boston, operLou Deak general manager of "The Mackle, Judy Blake, Guy Tano,' ator of the house, would not agree.
Wookey.'
Sara Fanelle, Martin Balsam, Ronald Loew has reUined right to present
Fred (Red) Spooner to agent 'Lit- Alexander, Anthony Kent, 'Ghost any sort of show at the house, opertle Dark Horse.'
For Sale,'
ated as a vaudfllmer.

Time.'
ness.'

•

BATZ & VOGT

Though the operation
13

U.

Empire, N.Y., next Monday (29), it The outlook on forthcoming shows
being in line with a plan to inculcate is. considered bright.
Approximately 220 of the 283
interest In the theatre among ju-

Charles Harris, back.
performances weekly and WednesHelen Hoerle ahead, "The Student
day and Thursday matinees. House
Prince.'
will feature revivals and occasional
Nat Dorfman agenting 'AH Men
new plays. Opening production of
Are Alike.'
the season will be Ronald Jeans'
Forrest Crosman ahead, 'Blossom
'Ghost for Sale.'

Producers here are Alfred Cerrlgone and Alex Cohen.

By NAT KAHN

SEE

Special matinee for school children
will be given

-

stock,
ager.

legiter slated

New York

same number that have prevailed

more booking agent. Is stage manShow has a lot of ap- ballet.
James G. Proctor handling press
peal for civilian patronage. Biz here
for
'Ghost for Sale,' alternating
opening night near capacity, 'vixng

Newark Vs. Maplewood

Wni

TATHER' AT 15c MAT.

change in plans.
good legit tappery by Weldon
Anita Louise and Owen' Davis, Jr.,
OToole, known In vaude as Weldon
Barr.
Nice appearing lad in tails will top the cast, -which originally
gives out with Impressions of Bill had Peggy Conklin and Albert HackRobinson, Hal LeRoy, Eleanor Powell ett in the name parts.
and Fred Astaire, hanging up a solid
show stopper. Comes on just right

GEORGE WHITE'S SCASSAIS

403 Bridge

SCHOOL KIDS

ager.

8YLVIA

1176

-

13 Theatres Operatmg, 7 in

.

ground.
barring
with

the

to

show

M
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ICE FOLLIES' SPEEDS

Plays on Broadway

THE DISTANT CITY
Driinm

three nets by

In

Edwin

B.

Seir,

LunKacre, N. T., Sept.
Tuerk; Gladys Georice
elarred; stiiced by Edward Byrou: Bettings
by Samuel Lcve; $<'t.30 top,
Gladys Georire
Mom (jiilKlcy
Uen Smith
Pelo QulRley
Gertrude Flynn
Kdn.i Scott
Robert Vivian
David Harket
Mm. Beatrice rrenllus West. ..Merle Muddern
IjPC Baker
Rev. Jona.«» AVcst
presented

at

llie

Jdin

by

'41,

Lcona'rd

Prcntlse

1. ester

I'enn

Loulae Stanley
T.,«n Doyle

Laura rrcnti.ta
McKlernan

"Mrs.

Serf;eant

Gilbert

I'ollcrman

Chnplaln

Mork-an

Wardim

llurke

Larry

Guard

MorKun
Farley
Clarke

Hugo

This play has a distressing story,
Ineptly written. Might just as well
be put back in the box, but fast.
There are any number of scripts
going the rounds that are better
than "ITie Distant City,' so its presentation Is one of those mysterious
happenings that speck every season.
Difference of opinion has occasionally sent some plays out of managerial
ofTices, only to bob up as successes in
other hands. But that doesn't go for
'Ci'.y."

Gladys George has been somewhat
choosey in accepting parts since she
scored in 'Personal Appearance.'
She, too, guessed wrong on this one.
At the opening she enacts a crippled
old hag, seated Id.. a chair attached
to the wall about three feet from
the floor, so 'that she cannot hobble
about. "That is the only novel featu-e of the play.
Story starts in a tenement, where

Mom

Quigley and her grown son,

Pete, live together. The illiterate lad
collector, the reason
is a garbage
why comely Edna Scott has accepted
his adoration onl^around the edges.
She is a maid in a clergyman's house
and Lester, the cleric's step-son, is
the gtiy responsible for her coming

babv.
L:..na conies to the Quigley's place,
cc^if esses her condition and pleads

TO $28,000 ON COAST

'Washington and it becomes a race
Los Angeles, Sept. 23.
between the ipies, who ara trying
Shipstad and Johnson's 'Ice Follies
to get a fo-mula on poison gas, and of 1942' grossed near capacity, $28,the strangler, who wants to eliminate 000, last week at the Pan-Pacific
the two women. Who the strangler Auditorium.
Biz,
since
opening
actually is only the final curtain re- Sept. 4, has hovered around that
veals,
figure, which just about fills the
A prolog, with Walter O. Hill as 5,100-seat arena.
an amiable commentator, lets the
The show breaks Oct. 5, opening
stage for the happenings in the jn Tulsa for a six-day stand, after
Maine farmhouse. The second act which it plays Chicago Oct. 15-29.
concerns how Freeman, a whodunit
'M a b a s Daughters,' starring
writer, pictured it; the third Is an Ethel Waters, is
holding to fair
exception of the actual events. That $7,600 at the Biltmore for its second
makes it two mysteries and two anti- week. Duke Ellington's 'Jump for
climaxes; even that's not enough, Joy' fell off to $6,000 at the Mayan
commercially, for Broadway,
in its' ll'th week and folds SaturPemberton worked out something day (27).
of a country store bally for the play,
'The Man Who Came to Dinner,'
patrons depositing their ticket stubs featuring Laird Cregar, opened the
in a barrel from which winners of long dark El Capitan, scheduled for
prizes would be chosen.
It's the
four weeks.
first time dishes are being given
away with legit, but this one
needs it.
Antoinette Iterry's direction was
not always smooth and swiftly
paced, the first act being a complete
lull.
Performances are also ragged,
especially that' by Frederic Tozere
as a spy. Margaret Callahan looks
good, but doesn t always perform as
well; Howard St. John is adequate
as a foreign agent masquerading as
an evangelist, while George
Mathews, as a Brooklyn gangster
working for the spies, is thoroughly
hurt by his material.
Carleton
Young hasn't very much to do, but
manages nicely. Others are in for
Chicago, Sept. 23.
bits.
Scho.
"Claudia* came to town last week
as the flrst of the two John Golden
presentations, and the first of the
ATS subscription series, and looks
to be on its way to an excellent and
long run. Show was well received.
'My Sister Eileen,' currently in its
final week after a stay of seven
months, on Saturday (27) heads out
I
for a tour that will take it through
(REVISED CAST)
the entire new season. Harris stage
As a tuneup for a scheduled road will be taken over Sunday (28) by
tour for this Rodgers and Hart click John Golden's second show of 'he
of last season, George Abbott is cur- season, Cornelia Otis Skinner in
rently presenting 'Pal Joey' for four 'Theatre.'
weeks at the Shubert, N. Y. Musical
Estimates for Last Week
reopened with a Labor Day (1) ma•ClandU,' Selwyn (1st wk) (1,000;
tinee, with several important cast $2.75).
Only the subscription rate
replacements. George Tapps, who is held down this gross; came through
to play the title part on the road, with strong $14,000. One more week
has succeeded Gene Kelly in that role. under subscription.
With the exception of Jean Castro,
'My Sister Eileen,' Harris (31st
who was replaced in the could- wk) (1,000; $2.75). Has had a rehardly miss part of the- reporter- markably fine stay here and will
stripper last week by Mildred Todd, leave Saturday (27).
Bounced up
the same cast will apparently remain into the bright money levels, topintact for the tour.
ping $12,000.

m

.

'CLAUDIA' FINE
$14,000

IN 1ST

CHIWK.

much

as Pete; Gertrude
Flynn is okay as Edna; others include Lee Baker, Robert 'Vivian and
Morgan Farley.
/bee.
is

better

Cuckoos on the Hearth
Myptery comedy In three acts and proIoK.
scones, by Parker W. Fennelly; staged
by Antoinette Perry: settlni;, John Itool.
Presented by Brock Pemberlun at Moro.sco.

two

N. T., Sept.
Amos Rodlck

•il; $3.30 lop.

10,

Lulu Puns
Charlotte Carlton
Carlton

Walter O. Hill
Janet Fox
Margaret Callahan

Donald

Bherlrt Preble

Carleton

Young

Percy Kllbrldo

Kadoc Grimes
Doc' Ferris..'

The Professor
The ncv. Dr. Clarence

Howard Freeman
GcorBc Mathews
Frederic Tozere
Ilnderhlll

Howard St. John
James Coots

Peck
Dr. Gonlon
A Stale Trooper

Henry Levin
Arthur Hughes

hard to imagine how this script
fooled Brock Pemberton.
He tried
it out at Bass Rocks theatre, Gloucester, Mass., last July as 'Two-Story
House,' and that should have been
the convincer it was not for Broadway. But he brought it in, and he'll
probably take it out before long.
As a mystery all it holds is a
conundrum on just who in the cast
is a homicidal maniac on the loose
from a sanatorium. As a comedy it
IS thoroughly inept, laden with familiar, tired gags and only a masterful acting job by Percy Kilbride is
to inject some humor.
But
Kilbride is not in sight, which
often, the play bogs down in a
welter of unfunny material and, at
times, bad acting.
Another negative factor is the inclusion of a character, played by

when
Is

guest. Freeman, Janet Fox (a 'Din-,
ner' alumna) and George Matthews
are in for laughs, but the script is

too

much

they
most.

The

of a stumbling block and
a few chuckles at

manage
plot

is

simple.

It

iwrolves a

GREAT IN pnr

night's (9) performance, Tapps'
the part. That doesn't necessarily reflect on Tapps' ability it's
just that he Isn't right for the part,
while Kelly was one of those phenomenal bits of casting that rarely
happens twice.
In fairness to Tapps, he had only
a couple of weeks' rehearsals and no
performance in the part prior to the

New

Haven, Sept.

23.

Shubert hit the heights and the
depths last week. First half (15-17)
in with the
road
break-in of 'Arsenic and Old Lace.'
Comedy thriller pulled a hefty esti-

jammed them
mated $8,500

at $2.75 top.

M

brought in the preem of Gladys
George In 'Distant City.' Unfavorable word-of-mouth and lukewprm
Appress left plenty vacant pews.
proximate gross on four shows at

was

(28-1),

seem

Teople/ $15,500,
Growing

in

Still

Detroit

Detroit, Sept. 23.

With pleasant fall weather in
town, 'Meet the People,' for the third
successive week topped the preceding week's gross. Got estimated
$15,500 last week, its third.
Revue was originally inked in for
four weeks at the Cass, but if the
show continues at its present level
the run may be extended before it
moves on to Philadelphia.

'Theatre'

7G

in Bnff.

Buffalo, Sept. 23.

Cornelia Otis Skinner, in 'Theatre,' teed off local legit season at
Erlanger last half of last week to
tune of estimated neat $7,000 at $2.75
top.

All
legit

advance indications point to
getting

important

its

full

defense

share of the
coin
industry

which is being spilled all over this
town and which has been keeping

maniac and three spies who barge the picture house wicl^ets humming
in on the lonely Maine farmhouse for months past.
Nearly 20 shows
tenanted by an inventor, played by are skedded or penciled in for next
Carleton Young; his wife, Margaret few months and subscription lists
Callahan, and Miss Fox, as a distant are substantially the heaviest in
relative and maid.
Young goes to many seasons.

to virtual capacity after flrst couple

of performances and by week's end
SRO sign was out. It was biggest
biz Miss Cornell has ever done at

Nixon, where her previous high was
Only
$23,500 for 'Winged Victory.'
play of hers here to top 'Dilemma'
was 'Barretts of Wimpole Street,' but
that was at old Alvin, where she did

around $28,500.
Nixon has Ed Wynn's 'Boys and
Girls Together' current and follows
with 'Native Son,' which was definitely set only last Friday (18), just
giving house time enough to get out

weekend ads and

billing.

slim; takings indicated to

have

been under $1,000 last week; title
may change to 'Blue Coal.'
•Clandia,' Booth (32d week) (CDre712; $3.30). Chicago company
ported off to excellent start, while
original continues good draw; rated
around 10,500.
'Cockoos on the Hearth,' Morosco

when Tommy Tucker

breaks the ice ,on four-day stand.

(1st week) (C-939; $3.30). Press not
but management rates,
newcomer an audience play, with
business picking up after second

Ella Fitzgerald follows at a later
date.
'Arsenic' cleaned up in Hartford
and other one nighters, grossing over
$20,000 last week.

favorable,

estimated around $5,000 in
seven times.
'Hellzapoppin,'
Winter
Garden
(156th week) (R-1,671; $3.30). Management can't figure this one out;
ended third year Monday (22) and
still flourishing, with gross last week
over $22,000; 'Crazy House,' now
called 'Sons o' Fun,' slated sucnight;

first

HAYES,

$24,500,

SMASH

IN

HUB

cessor, in rehearsaL
'It Happens on Ice,' Center (2d repeat engagement) (10th week) (RVirtually no change in
excellent pace of rink revue, which
was quoted around $25,(KK) again; at.
present gait new edition will be set
back.
'Lady In the Dark,' Alvin (resumed) (24th week) (M-1,375; $4.40).
Let out another notch, which carried
gross to around $31,000 level; that
means capacity; standees in even at
last midweek matinee, despite scorch-

3,027; $1.65).

^Boston, Sept. 23.
'Candle in the Wind,' new Maxwell Anderson starrer for Helen
Hayes, copped top coin last week
by a wide margin, and Al Jolson
wouifd up his three-week stand with
a sweet gross that placed second
among the four shows current.
Last night (Monday), in one-night
stand at the Metropolitan, Providence,
'Hats' grossed estimated $5,700, very
neat at $3.30 top.
'Native Son' received a fairly
warm press reception last week, and
'Mr. Big,' the new Sheekman-Shane
,

farce,

rewrite

is

improving daily through
and George S. Kaufman's

Michael
(25).
Todd's musical, 'And So to Bedlam,'
is slated to open here some time
next month.
EsUnutes for LAst Week
'Candle In the Wind,' Colonial (1st
wk) (1,643; $3.30)— Built to standee
calibre in its initial

week

to ^24,500,

—

the latter has scored a personal hit
in the role.
Kelly .iust personified Joey, In appearanc. voice, manner and out(Continued on page 52)

(Operetta).

(D-789; $3.30). Another version supposed to go on this week, but chances

light $3,800.

Ballet Russe in for one performance Monday (22) caught healthy estimated $2,500, despite, curb on biz
due to Jewish holiday.
House has a big lineup of legit for
November, but will fill in with new
policy
on
open
vaude-band-pix
dates. First such is the coming Sun-

day

O

'Brother Cain,' Golden (1st week)

'

$2.75 top

(Mttsical),

'Arsenic and Old Laoe,' Fulton
(37th week) (C-938; $3.30). Capacity
through the week; rated the most
consistent high grosser in long spell;
over $16,500.

half

La.<:t

with advance sale indicating better
than that for second stanza. Theatre Guild subscription list is biggest
Pittsburgh, Sept. 23.
Although originally booked to tour in history here, and that lielps. One
only as far as Chicago in mid- more week.
'Hold On to TOUT Hats,' Shubert
November, Katharine Cornell in
'Doctor's Dilemma' may continue all (3d wk) (1,590; $3.30)—Final week
indicated held up to close to $20,000, with
actress-manager
season,
management claiming $63,000 for the
hei'e last week. Change of mind was
entire
run here.
show caught, wheras Kelly had the probably due to sensational biz
'Native Son,' Majestic (1st wk)
regulation rehearsal, plus several 'Dilemma' has done in its two weeks (1,667; $2.20)—Getting big play from
weeks' performances out of town be- out, in Philly and Pittsburgh, rolling the balcony contingent, adding up to
in
record
grosses
despite
up
heat
fore being seen in New York. Also,
around $11,000 for first frame. One
both places.
this is Tapps' flrst speaking part,
Miss Cornell got the legit season at more week.
whereas Kelly had lines in several
'Mr.
Plymouth (2d wk)
Bif,'
previous Broadway shows. And, on Nixon off to a flying start last week (1,480; $2.75)—Still getting a workwhen she rolled up sensational estitop of everything else, it's always
mated $27,000 in 'Doctor's Dilemma.' over here before it is shown to
difficult for an actor to follow anSecond week's $8,500
Playing at $3.30 top and in pretty Broadway.
other in a part, particularly when
encouraging.
One more
not
very
weather
at
that,
actress
played
warm
first in

Howard Freeman,

that is evidently
OjClose takeoff on Alexander WooUceTt.
It's a copy of 'The Man Who
Came to Dinner' even to the extent
that Freeman also is an unwelcome

3-Day N. H. Stand

injection of daffy gags.
''Viva O'Brien,' new musical, will

day

It's

able

In

$5,000

Leaders stood up well enough last
week despite return of hot weather
at mid-week.
'Lady in the ^Dark'
increased
its
leadership
margin.
Broadway still awaits arrival of new
sock shows.
EstlmaUa for Last Week
Key: C (Comedy), D (Drama),
CD {Comedy -DTama}, R iRevue),

Sock $8,500

'Arsenic'

preem here Thursday

CORNELL, 27&

Each Get

'Cuckoos,' 'Merrier/

PAL JOEY

Mom

plays the
well enough, but it's the kind of a
part that gets little audience 'sympathy.
Husband, Leonard Penn, is
not so good as Lester. Ben Smith

B'way Holds Up in High TempeFatures;

LegH FoHownp

with Pete to marry her. He cannot
see being papp.y to some other feltells him he's
low's brat, until
that kind of offspring, too.
She
doesn't even remember who the
father was, having started out as a
hustler after being kicked out of her
Krntucliy hillbilly shack.
So when Edna threatens to tell
Lester's bride what he did to her,
that swieet young man strangles her
and then blames it on Pete. His
mother swears she saw the murder
from her window. The last act is in
the warden's offlce, Pete being due
Most vital change is that of Tapps
for hanging in the morning.
Just
Kelly. When the latter first debefore the curtain Lester's ma tells for
show for a picthe truth and
changes her cided to leave the
ture contract, Abbott was going to
mind, and says there is a' God.
plans, on the theory
The drab yarn is slightly leavened cancel the road
by lurid terms now and then, but to that Kelly's presence was essential.
subsequently
cast Tapps
However, he
little purpose.
First-nighters were
Whether he can get
for the tour.
polite, tittering but once over an unaway with it appears questionable,
nc;essary line.
basis of last Tuesleast
on
the
at
Miss George
old girl

Mom

'

51

stanza.

'HELLZ' GETS

RECORD

$86,000 IN 3

S.F.

WK^.

in;;

heat.

•Life With Father,' Empire Wtfi
week) (CD-SOO; $3.30). Picked up

week, indicating the holdover's
indefinitely at the same stand;
bettered $14,000.
'My Sister EUeen,' Biltmore (39th
last

in
'

week) (CD-991;

$3.30). Held its own,
with $11,000 again the gross; good
enough to hold in holdover well into
fall

period.

'Pal Joey,'

Shubert (resumed) (37th

week) (M-1,372; $3.30). Turning a
profit and start of road tour said to
have been set back; where this one
will move, if staying, not decided;
$14,000.

'Panama HaUie,' 46th St. (47th
week) (M-1,347; $4.40). More than
held
fall;

its own and should play through
rated around $24,000; year's run

mark approaching.

The Corn

b

Green,' Royale (43d
(D-1,047; $3.30).
Another
that is slated well
into
estimated around $10,500
again; quite profitable for one-setter
at that level.
"The Distant City,' Longacre (D-

week)

stayer

autumn;

Presented by John
1.016;
$3.30).
Tuerk; written by Edwin B. Self;
opened Monday (22); panned.
'The More the Merrier,' CotI (1st
week) (C-l,0e4; $3.30). Attendance
not so ^ood sifter doubtful press;
quoted slightly over $5,000, but takes
more to break even.
'The Wookey,' Plymouth (2d week)
First full week's
(D-1,075; $3.30).
takings approximated -$14,500; light
at matinees, but good in evenings;
favorable
strongly
should help season's
having chance.

Sunday
first

press

play rated

Green,'
Henry Miller.
'Village
Francisco, Sept, 23.
Final and fourth week; never picked
Sold over-capacity for three weeks up ?fter weak start; around $4,000.
solid, 'Hellzapoppin' is believed to
'Watch on the Rhine,' Martin Beck
have broken past records for a three- (25;h week) (D-1,214; $3,30). Holds
frame stand at $3.30 top, accordinc to very good money, although under
Curran theatre manager Bill the fine gait of earlier months: may
to
Zwissig. First week got estimated play into winter or longer; $16,000.
$27,000; second week took $28,500.
and, with an extra matinee, the third
Jooss Ballet, Elliott. First dance
frame picked up approximately $29,- group to open; limited engagement.
600, or a total of $86,000 on the run.

San

-

.

Bedroom Tinge Gives

'Tobacco Road'

moved

into

Curran

Sunday

Kooms' 9G

in

Wash.

Washington, Sept. 23.
'Separate Rooms,' in for week (1520) at National, was met by expected
reaction on all counts. Critics pasted
the comedy, but all noted it a bedroom farce. Result was approximately $9,000 in the till, at $2.20
top,

plenty

profitable considering
of the play.

low operating nut
Current (22-27)

is Katharine Corproduction of Shaw's 'Doctor's
Dilemma.'

nell's

(21) for three weeks, to be
followed Oct. 20 by Dante. Jam-up
of bookings moves 'Mamba's Daughters' with Ethel Waters to the Geary,
opening Oct. 6.
Henry Duffy's production of 'The
Male Animal,' with Otto Kruger topping, pulled estimated $8,300 on its
second week at the Alcazar. First
week of five days got okay $5,500.

Lavin on His

Own

Jerry Lavin is out of Music Corp.
of America, .where he was a legit
and film agent. He also had a piece

of 'Native. Son.'
Paper Mill Playhonse, Millburn,
Lavin is going into business on his
strawhatter which recently own,
J.,
closed out summer season, begins its
felthat session Oct, 13, presenting
Peggy Carroll, chorister suspended
'The Merry Widow.' House will re- in 1934 for appearing in an nonmain open for about eight weeks Equity show, has been reinstated by
and will feature musicals, mostly the union. Penalty was two weeks
salary.
light operas.

N.

WYNN,

$16,800,

BALTO

CLICK DESPITE HEAT
Baltimore, Sept. 23.

Ed Wynn's 'Boys and Girls' ran
some extra torrid temperatures

into

Ford's here last week, but accumulated- a pleasing figure estlmated at $16,800 for the week. In
at a top of $3.33 at the l,900-$eater,
musical built steadily to almost caat

pacity

on end of week.
Rooms' is current

'Separate

Ford's, with Helc

.

at

Hayes, in 'Candle

the Wind,' set to follow as the
first of six subscription plays sponsored by the American 'Theatre SoSubscripciety ard TT^eatre Guild.
tion this season biggest since its in/'•^'/rr,
e ffnir yesrs-ego,
in

—

1

•
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increase Is the
largest granted under a Guild contract in Philadelphia. The Inquirer
unit had voted to strike last Sunday
unless their demands were granted.
At one point the management's negotiators flew to Lewlsburg, Pa., to
confer with publisher M. L. Annenberg, serving a term at the Federal
penitentiary there for income, tax
(18).

L

it

era

New Chi Daily
Chicago paper being established by Marshall Field III and
will
tee off with a
Silliman Evans
bankroll reported to be $5,000,000. It
will be a full-size sheet printed on
the presses of the Chicago Daily
News. Its offices will consist of two
$5,000,000 for

New

floors in the News Building.
Salline isn't all smooth, however,
and Field flew into N. Y. yesterday
(Tuesday) unexpectedly for huddles. Chi Tribune carried story yesterday that Jield was selling 200,000
shares of his Marshall Field store

stock at a private sale, intimating
that it was in an effort to get money
Actually, it
for the new venture.
Is understood, Field owns around
500,000 shares, and it is said his advisers feel that is too much of any
one stock. There are strong rumors,
too, that P. K. Wrigley and Les Atlass are investing in the paper.
With Field as owner and Evans
as publisher, it will get under way
around Jan. 1. Thomas MacNicho-

i i

Governor's

his

Island,

N.Y.,

head-

quarters for an explanation of what
to expect in the six weeks of maneuvers which begin Oct. 3.
Press-radio men, who will not be
required to wear uniforms as originally suggested, will be headquartered in the Kirkwood hotel, Camden,
N. C, which has been taken over
by the Army exclusively for their
Army apologized because
use.
North Carolina law makes hard liquor unavailable, but promised a
supply of beer would be on hand.
General Drum stres.<:ed that every
type of cooperation possible will be
granted and that any complaint by
the press will be regarded as a sughotel.

The Transcript's Outgrowth

A skeleton crew from the top
crust of the late Boston Evening
Transcript has emerged with a new
Boston suburban weekly titled the
Star-Bulletin, Paper is a giveaway,
with radio, motion picture and stage
show directories, patterned after the
'Radioscope' feature of the Transcript.
Two editions, one covering
the Cambridge sector, and the other
aimed at Newton and environs made

said,

is

maneuver and that

it

press

York.

He

chief
said

of

CBS

Monday

in
(22)

New

that

he's 'not denying and not confirming' rumors of a connection with the
new sheet.
It probably will have United Press
service, it is said, and there is talk

of

namin"

i*

AM.

Field's

New York

PM.

S.

I.

Edgar Selwyn

the

Haya-

as the December B.-of-M. Just
preceding. Random House's 'Junior
Miss,' by Sally Benson, was so selected,
and.
Incidentally,
Joseph
Fields and Jerome Chodorov (who

kawa

(18).

publisher

new

around

words

averaging
a week, are transmitted to the Sydney (Australia) Telegraph by telephone and are taken down verbatim by stenographic crews working
In shifts. Stuff that appears in Time
in New York on Friday thus appears
In a special edition of the Telegraph's roto the following Sunday,
Telegraph provides transcripts to the
Australian Woman's Weekly (owned,
as is the Telegraph, by 34-year-old
gold-mine Croesus Frank Packer)
end the New. Zealand Observer.
Idea for the telephonic service was
that of David Yaffa, operator of

tions,

10,000

it),

award;

Presentation of 'Rose-Marie' at the Hollywood Bowl grossed $44,000,
although j>ther reports had* the takings less. Showing was exceptionally
costly, production nu{ approximating $46,000. That outlay for a one week
date appears to have been hazardous, but the capacity of the Bowl would
have accounted for a goodly profit had attendance been bigger. Weather
was too cool and the circus was strong opposition for two days. There
probably was no actual loss, because of parking and other concessions, in
which the attraction shared.
It was the first time an operetta was staged in the Bowl, whose manager,
C. B. Toberman, and Tom Qirton of San Francisco were the principal
backers.
Fortime Gallo, New York operatic specialist, had a rooting
interest

tor, respectively.'

Little known along Broadway that Frank Wheeler, 50, husband of Winnifred Lenihan, died about three- weeks ago in the Massachusetts General
Miss Lenihan, fiery Equltyite who resigned from the council
hospital.
early in the summer, had been wed to Wheeler for a number of yeai-s.
Death followed the extraction of an infected tooth, a blood clot affecting
the lungs, with pneumonia the final diagnosis.
.

Sheean to China
Vincent Sheean, Just back in New
York from England, clippers to
China this week to cover Chungking
for Red Book and the New York
Herald Tribune syndicate, and also
to do a book on the Burma Road for
Meantime, Mrs.
Random House.
Sheean (Diana Forbes-Robertson)
has authored 'Battle of Waterloo
Road' for thfe same firm.
Mrs. Sheean is the daughter of
actress Gertrude Elliott and the late
Sir Guy Forbes-Robertson, the BritMaxine Elliott
ish Shakespearean.
was an aunt.

also a director and vice-president of
Bros., publishers.
Harper

commercial life of any selection Is
obvious. William Allen White, Dor-

&

manthe Brandon Sun

Joseph Blythe Whitehead,

aging director of
since 1905, died in Brandon, Manitoba, Sept. 12 after a lengthy illness.
Kazlemlerz Glnchowski, 58, editor
of the largest Polish paper in the
S., Everybody's Daily, died in
XJ.
Windsor, Ontario, Sept. 15 of a heart
.

Franic Smetburst, 48, managing
editor of Ine Raleigh News and pbr
server, died Sept. 18 of a heart attack in Raleigh, N. C.
Christopher W. Harmon, 80, former editor of the E^stern""State Journal. White Plains, N. Y., died there'

Wants American Boy

interest of the Curtis,
Co. in adding a boys'
magazine to balance its present wide
coverage with the Saturday Evening

Ladies Home Journal and
Country tJentleman, has resulted in
new bids being opened here on the
American Boy, which went into
bankruptcy a month ago.
Bankruptcy Referee Paul H. King,
post.

'

Ay

Wiman will present 'Solitaire' and has a share in an untitled
now in rehearsal there. It is an 'if money' for Broadway.

CoL Edward Brayton

Clark,

81,

retired vet newspaperman, died in
Brookline, Mass., Sept. 22.

CHATTEB
Click mag moves to New York
from Philly ardund Oct. 15.
Jim Tully has Just turned over

manuscript of a

new novel

to Scrib-

ners.

in

.

NANA

B. Self,

presented by John Tuerk.
Author wrote another play presented in 1933,

auspices.

advertising of ma- is also pinch-hitting for Ira Wolfert,
on vacation, covering the New York
terials for export.
One hundred copies of the 'air- legit premieres; also going to Washexpress' edition are how going to ington for the 'warmonger' probe
Iceland each week, transported by and to cover the Windsors' arrival.
navy patrol bombers. Bermuda also Her return west is indef.
began getting the 'AE' edition sevPhiily Inquirer-GuUd Pact
eral weeks ago, with next stops
planned for Hawaii and tlie Philipstrike of editorial, circulation
pines.
and advertising ei .ployeeis of the

severely hit

all

A

Philadelphia

•War' Scribes De Luxe
Reporters, photogs and radio men
covering field maneuvers of the 270,
000 soldiers of the First Army In the
Carolines will find that the War
Department has left little imdone in
looking out for their comfort. General Hugh A. Drum' told them last
week. General had a get-together
of some 50 press and radio men at

last

Inquirer

w.-s

averted

week when the management
to the Newspaper Guild's
They consist of $52,000

agreed

final terms;

annual increases; three weeks' vacation for all employees with five
years' service or more, and severance pay to '-»eirs of an employee
in case of death.
Th
agreement came after 10
hours of negotiation last Tuesday
in

it

being 'Two Strange

Women.'

Lou Schonceit^'Broadway ticket broker, received a Jewish New Year
card per usual from Daniel J. Traynor, clerk of the county court. The
good wishes side was rubber-stamped: 'Vote for Bill O'Dwyer, Democratic
mayorelty candidate.

Play Out of

TALK OUT LOUD
A musical r«vu6 tn two acts and eldvsn
conceived and directed by Not
Llchtman, assisted bjr Perry Bruubkln; with
by David Qnggory end music by Al
MOss. ~ y^lU Lorln and Qenevleve Pilot:
sketches by Reuben Shlpp and D^vld Oreggory; choreography by Helen Tamlrls; settings by Walter Ketchum; .oixhestra conducted by Charles Blackman; presented
Sept. 21, IMl, at Unity House, Forest
Park, Pa., owned and operated -by the International
Ladles'
Oarment
Workers'
Union.
Cast: Helen. Tamlrls, Vivian Cherry,
Tn«a. Filer, Susan Remos, Daniel Nogrln,
'

lyrics

,

Milton Feher, MIml Benzell, Phil Lcods.
Bob Berry, Claire Qrlnells, Estelle Raymond. Paul Mann, David Greggory, Laura
Duncan, Al Moss, Virginia Blake and Mark
Colbln.

This sprightly and vastly entertaining musical revue seems headed
for a profitable Broadway_ engagement, once It arrives there after

having undergone a bit of poland possibly
better finale.
Notable for allaround excellence of the entire cast,
the fast pace, the wealth of slick,
trick lyrics which somehow seem to
make up for what the music, though
adequate, lacks, this show., stacks up
favorably with 'Pins and Needles.'
Although at present seemingly devoid of an outstanding song hit, two
numbers, 'Haunted Heart' and 'It'll
Be Great to Be .Alive at Sixty-Five'

first

ishing, several deletions

a

(in reference to social security old

age pension), have appeal. Another
number, 'Rhythm Rides Again,' also
seems to have possibilities.
in 1883.
It appears to be a field day for David
Film writer did the show biz apW. F. (Nick) Carter, local staff Greggory and for the two colored
It Is still losing money heavily, how- proach on the London blitz, clipper- correspondent
the
of
Associated players, Laura Duncan and Al Moss,
ever, partly because priorities have ing back last week. While east, she Press, elected president of the At- together with Phil Leeds.
In the

South America, started last spring,
has achieved a circulation of 23,000.

Coast revue

who wrote The Distant City,' which opened at the Longacre, N. Y., Monday (22), is said to have provided most if not all the
backing. He is known in advertising circles as the exploiter of Schlitz
beer and is said to have a number of other accounts. Drama is being
Edwin

scones,

Sept. 19.

Flushing, N. Y., Sept. 21.

Reported

Dwight Deere Wiman will have theatrical Interests on both coasts this
is particularly enthusiastic over the script title 'Letters From
Lucerne' which will bring Rosalie Stewart back from Hollywood as coproducer, n is described as a war play different from
heretofore presented, ajithors being Fritz Rotter and Allen Vincent,

season, but

attack.

Soger Babson Friend, 35, former
Randolph
William
to
othy Canfleld Fisher, Henry Seldel secretary
Canby and Christopher Morley con- Hearst, Jr., and more recently book
tinue as the judges; the late Hey- reviewer for the N. Y. Sunday-Jourin
died
(Hearst)
nal-American
wood Broun was never replaced.

Publishing

Wheeler, 'an official of the A. & P. grocery store chain, resided in New
York with Miss Lenihan. There are three children, one hers, two from his
previous marriage.

76,

W. H. ^awcett, Jr., spending i
week in Hollywood before returnthe Detroit Federal Court, reing east.
jected the earlier bids made foj' the
Myron Weiss, former medical and
lasia and is now working on a deal
juvenile
magazine when advised
science editor of Time and Life, new
with a paper in the Dutch East In- that three
more bidders, including advisoty ed of Physical Culture.
dies.
the Curtis Co., were ready to make
Rian James turned in his 17th
Transmission cost to Australia Is offers
topping those made first and
novel. The Happy People,' for pubabout $1,300 a week, ol Which atiout
which totaled under $7,000.
llcation by Julian Messner & Co.
$800 is for phone tolls. Payment for
New York Newspaper Guild niovthe service to Time, Inasmuch as
Shellah Graham to' Lecture
ing to larger quarters, from West
coin cannot be transferred out of a
Sheilah Graham,
feature 46th street to Park avenue and 40th,
British colony to a foreign country,
George McCormick, 76, Memphis
Is credited to the mag's account in writer, long in Hollywood and just
London and helps pay for operation returned from a two-month special Commercial Appeal associate marassignment in London, is slated for ket editor and former manager ediof its editorial staff there.
Time's
'air-express'
edition
to a lecture tour under Coulston Leigh tor, has retired, ending career begun
Australia's largest syndicate.
He is
selling the service in all of Austra-

Hollywood and the Metro studio Satur.

J. Sutermeister are
business manager and associate edi-

won
Budd

Curtis

for

and Margaret

the Avery Hopwood
Schulberg's
'What
Makes Sammy Run?' is deemed the
best selling novel on Hollywood so
far (25,000 copies); and a fifth new
author, Walter Van Tilburg Clark,
has had his 'Ox-Bow Incident' just
sold to Harold Hurley's new film
production unit.
Incidentally, the 175,000 to 200,000
extra copies (at least) that B.-of-M.;
selections mean to writers ^nd publishers is described as 'a giant bingo*
in literati circles. All pubs compete
for the Harry Scherman-Meredith
Wood fnerchandising system (they're
respectively prez and v.p. of the
book club), and its effect on the

tized

Broadway

Word from the Coast Is that Arch Selwyn may soon be active again. He
goes daily to Edgar's swimming pool, hangs up. a sign about casting on
the bath pavilion, dons a pair of trunks and awaits players who may apArch Selwyn's damage suit as the result of a
expatrlate, helps him.
Arch Selwyn's damage suit as the result of a
ex-patrlate, helps him.
motor car accident is due for hearing soon.

paner is
Evans is best known in the news- play wrote 'My Sister Eileen'), have
paper field for his success, in four just completed a dramatization of
LITERATI OBITS
years, in making the Tennessean one 'Miss' for Max Gordon.
Latter is
Lee -Foster Hartman, 61, editor of
of the most powerful papers in the producing 'Eileen.'
When he bought It in 1937
sUte.
On the subject 'of new authors, Harper's Magazine, died yesterday
four
in
N.Y., of a heart attack. He
for
(Tues.)
recejvership
in
'Whistle Stop,' by Marietta Wolff
It had been
years.
(Owen Davis has also just drama- came to Harper's in 1904 and was
Australia Bays Time Service
Sale of Time magazine's Foreign
News and World War sections for
complete reproduction in a newspaper" and mag in Australia and a paper in New Zealand is an extension
of the air-mailed mimeograph ser-;
vice it started many months ago to
South American papers. Sold at
prices making it Just about possible
to break even, object Is to build up
the name and prestige of Time
throughout the world. Figured that
when the war is over the buildup
that Time has been getting will enable it to launch profitably airthroughout the
editions
express
world.
"Foreign News and World War sec-

left

day (20) after turning over the supervision of The Wookey,' Plymouth,
N. Y., to Sidney Phillips of the film firm's New York offices. Although
further legit plans are not definite, he is considering another script for
legit and may produce it for Metro as he did 'Wookey.'

sheet; Alden B. Hoag,
of the
former managing editor of the Transcript, is editor; Kenneth R. Johnson

Stewart, English prof at the U. of
California, whose 'Storm' will be
with
Harcourt-Brace's
co-choice

'Language in Action,' by

Inside Stiitf-Legit

Richard N. Johnson, former publisher- of the Transcript, is

Army was already perfect the $4,las, former Chicago newspaperman,
that the practice session will
more recently with Evans on the 400,000
cost wouldn't be needed.
Nashville Tennessean, will be genformer
Ruppel,
Lou
eral manager.
Bandom's
B. of M. Choice
largeand
Times
m.e. of the Chicago
The second new author under
ly responsible for that paper's initial
success, appears likely to take a Random House au^ices to make the
He's
sheet.
new
on
the
similar post
Book-of-the-Month is George R.
now

week

their debut last

Drum

being supplied with dark rooms and
equipment to provide
telegraph
maximum comfort and efficiency.
The General appealed to reporters to
go easy on criticism in their stories,
pointing out that this was only a
training

wage

evasion.

gestion for improvement.

Kirkwood

The

Town

Will Lorin's expressive and moving
music In 'Rhumba' and 'One-Ring
Show' In addition to his lighter stuff.
Other outstanding bits ak-e Laura
Duncan's offering of 'Lady Eve'
(by Moss and Greggory) with Miini
Benzell, Virginia Blake, Claire Grinelle and Susan Remos: also her rendition of 'Rhythm Hides Again' and
her superb duet with Moss in the
letter's 'Haunted Heart.'
pleasant
interlude is Virginia Blake's interpretation of the Lorin-Greggory tune,
'It's Better With a Sweater.'
Perhaps the switching of the Moss-Greggory song. Thank You Lord,' in
place of the present' finale, 'It's You'
(Lorin-Greggory), would make for a
more effective closing number. Greggory's 'Impressions' could very well
be eliminated entirely.
Much credit can be given to the
various persons who had a hand in
the staging, settings and production
of this revue. Also, bends to Charles
Blackman for his masterful conducting.
Bart.

A

Followup
sL'ontmaed from page

ward

personality.

Tapps

solo dancer, but that's

Otherwise, the show

H;

is

a better

all.
,

is

almost as

good as ever. Vivlenne Segal, only
remaining original lead and slated
for star billing on the road, has not

only retained the impressive edge
she had at the start, but has in numerous subtle. ways improved her perproCity Press Club.
He suc- first instance, besides contributing formance. And since the part show
ceeds C. D. Mansfield, court reporter his acting and .narrating, the clever vides much of the drive for the
lyrics by Greggory keep the show' end contains some of the best songs,
for the Press-Union newspapers.
lively and restful.
tuneful mel- that's enormously helpful. Although
Edward F. Harkins, 69, drama ed- odies and fine vocalMoss'
efforts, of which Vivlenne Allen lacks a trifle of June
itor of the Boston Record for the there ere too few, place him right Havoc's incisiveness, she looks and
past 25 years, retired last week. Emup there with the foremost colored sounds remarkably like her predeployes and executives of the Bos- artists. And Laura Duncan's mas- cessor and brings the part a ccrtyn
ton Hearst papers honored him at terly presentation of her vocal es- style of her own. David Burns isn't
a testimonial luncheon on the an- signment^ Ihould ceuse no doubt in as well typed for' the agent part as
a
niversary of his 50th year In news- eny auditor's mind that here Is an- was Jack Duraht, but he gives
Anne
other click. Comedian Phil Leeds better acting performance.
paper work,
is effective and humorous.
Blair hasn't Leila Ernst's looks or reErskine Johnson succeeds John
While the show maintains an in- freshing air, yet she has an appealing
Truesdell,
recently
resigned,
as teresting and refreshing pace, some appearance and an ingratiating way
Hollywood correspondent for Es- of the dancing is quite ordinary. of playing.
quire Features. Johnson's Job is in However, in this respect, the second
There have been numerous chorus
addition to his column In the Los act shows a decided improvement replacenvents.
Several of the origAngeles Daily News and his radio over the first. The sketches by Reu- inal girls who remain have grown
ben Shlpp and Greggory were, for beefy since the show opened last
program. Truesdell will write
column for the Chicago Times and the most part, well written, nicely Christmas night, but the newcomers
timed, tastefully dressed and quite are trimmer. Maybe there'd better
retain a few of the papers he had
funny.
be some dieting before 'Joey' hits
when he was with Esquire.
Special note should be taken of the road.
Hobe.
lantic

'

'

'

CHATTER'
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rector, has sold a
Dorrance ' tk Co.,

Broadway
Swanson

Gloria-

Saturday

l«ft for

the Coast

(20).

Davjs vacationing on her
farm.
Gene Autry again to be featured
in rodeo at Madison Square Garden
Bette

New Hampshire
starting Oct.

8.

I/evey has had his nose
bobbed. He arrived in town during
the past week.
Jules

The joints were jumpin' over the
weekend; the niteries haven't seen
EO much turnaway biz in years.
Sherr), wife of Dick Berger, expected out of hospital soon after
prolonged treatment of nervous ail-

book of poems

to
publishers, titled
•Gone With the Sinned.'
David E. Milgram, head of the Affiliated
Circuit, has arranged for
Eleanor Roosevelt to be principal
.speaker at dinner closing the Northern Liberties Hospital drive.
Nominations of new oiTicers for
the Showmen's Club: Star, Edgar
Moss; stand-in, Myer Adelman; YesMan, Charles Stoefel; financial secretary, D. M. Kirby; banker, Sam
Rosen; script man, Joe E. Sapsis, and
counsellor, David Yafle.

'

ment
E. K. 'Ted' O'Shea checked back
into the Metro h.o. Monday (22)
after a midwcstern tour of exchange
points.

Fred Hillebrand has written words
and music to 'Sunday Morning Quarpop number soon being
terback,'

published.

Australia
By

Bob Geraghty running vaude-revue
in Brisbane.

Will Mahoney may do another tour
for Tivoli circuit.
Wallace Parnell, director of Tivoli
loop, improving after recent illness.
Peter Dawson, Aussie singer, has
composed a war song titled 'V for
Victory.'
UA, since prints from England

morrow (Thursday).
Bob Frey and Benny Kayden,

for-

merly with Leblang's, have opened
their own ticket agency next to
Loew's State entrance.
picture Pioneers are having a
dinner conference Oct 29 to work
out details on initiation of new members, among other things.
Publisher's wife, Mrs, l/l. Lincoln
Schuster, is doing the landscaping
for competitive publisher Bennett
Cerf s new East 61st street house.
Joseph V. Connolly, head man at
King Features, guest of honor at
Banshees' monthly luncheon at the
Waldorf Astoria today (Wednesday).
Bill Watters, New York aiid Coast
p.a. and songwriter, has been called
up by the navy and is assigned to
public relations duty in Los Angeles.

direction of physician.

Abe Bentlet under observation
Epsom hospital for ulcers.

at

Fred Conquest, pantominie animal
impersonator, left $80,000.
Max Thorpe's wife back from
America after year's absence.
Donald Wolflt on his last Shakespearean tour t>efore joining the
navy.
five years,
gling.

splitting after

with Freddy Morgan sin-

'Fun and G.nmes' at Prince's
59th
las

is

the

London shoW written by DougFurber.

Barry

G.albraith,

The Bud Abbotts observed
local

band

at

Arthur Low and Dave Shanahan
back in boxoffice of Nixon theatre

new

Ad

legit season.

Bothwell and his
Dahlman, have taken

exec Earl

bride, Virginia
home in Mt.

a

since he has become a lieutenant in
the Intelligence corps.

lost

been forced

Lebanon.

Mary Clancy named regional director for Pennsylvania of National
Catholic Theatre Conference.
Esther Heller went to New York
to visit brother Jackie and spent vacation in bed with ptomaine.
Variety Club will hold annual

35th

wed-

house.
Earl (Pappy) Hoeser. former theatre manager, coming around at Allegheny General hosp after an op-

House Reviews
—

s

APOLLO,

York

N. Y.

recently.

Martin

Marks,

who

writes
under name of Una Lascot, on
crutches as result of a London raid

Mrs.

tive with this type of audience and
their song and dance bits go over,
on the whole the act needs
brightening.
Its delivery, however,

but

last

September.

Rumor persists that Stanley Wathon, agent who has been interned
since the war, was killed in air raid

jail.
AMPAs resume luncheon sessions is okay.
Sir Seymour Hicks doesn't like
Myra Johnson, blues singer, falters
new seato letter he has
tomorrow (Thurs.) with Bob also. Her vocals of 'Let Me Off Up- Cairo, according in
London. Would
Weitman as g. of h. and Ed Sulli- town, 'I Don't Want to Set World written to friends
Afire,' 'I Ain't Got Nobody' are of- rather be in Rochdale.
van m.c.
Embassy Club running a sevenManagers of the Raybond circuit fered unappealingly. Response was
piece sax band, with management
tossed a surprise luncheon during the lukewarm. Sinclair and' LeRoy are
honest in its claim that idea was
past week for William Quinn, newly another comedy-song-dance-act that
from Shep Fields.
appointed supervisor.
Gave him a displays tendencies to ape Stump and copped
Lindsay CoUeano, son of Rubye
Stumpy's style.
Two have been
desk set
Bono Colleano, now in WollNitery - vaude entertainer Ruth caught here before and there's not and
heim's 'Folies Superbe,' is joining
their
stuff.
They
much
change
in
Sato (she's half -Irish, half-Jap), has

1

executive secretary of TA,

declared:

'Did Everything Possible'

'We have shown the army the
value of entertainment in creating
and holding morale, we have done
everything possible to cooperate in
providing shows for the boys and
we have repeatedly offered our good
offices to aid in planning a program, but the "War Dept. and its
advisors have never seen fit to call
upon the actor unions even for concircumstances we
feel that the time has passed when
actors should make all sorts of sacrifices
which they have always
>done gladly and without asking
questions in going to camps to provide free entertainment
and In
keeping fellow-actors out of poten-

sing, dance well, especially the taps
of the slim partner, and do imitations.
One mimics Bunny Berigan's

Boston Record.
Probably a record turnout for one trumpeting of 'I Can't Get Started'
of those picture brawls were the 700 and other trumpet leaders. StutterBt the Stork last Wednesday for ing rendition of 'Ol' Man River
•Navy Blues' (WB), a little Einfeld- (Paul Robeson) is fiinny.
Waller's band, made up of three
Billjngsley tieup.
In the basement playroom of the trumpets, two trombones, four sax,
house he's building on Long Island, four rhythm, with Waller on piano,
Harry Link is -going to paper the gets little chance to do anything. Exwalls with mutuel tickets that were cept for a trumpet break on 'Ain't
Misbehavin' and long guitar solo on
on the wrong horses.
Broadwayite Edgar Selwyn, now another tune, the band has little
When It does come through
a Metro producer, admits that the to do.
sounds
N. Y. tempo is 'too hectic' for him behind the solos, however, it
Wood.
and he was glad to return to Holly- okay.
wood. He left over the weekend.
Maurice ^olotow's piece in SateveHIPP,
post on 'Broadway Rose' uses several
of Milton Berle's cracks from his
Baltimore, Sept. 20.
Vabiety column, 'to point up the
Leto Parker, Tip, Tap & Toe, Rose
character, although the publication
mary
Ploiiche ('Miss America'),
La
source is anonymous.
Bob Longnecker, who came east Johnny Burke. Phyl'is Colt, Christi-

baLto

last

ants

ment

'Our Wife' (Col).

(6),

Felice

lulo

House

Orcli;

Lew

Parker holds this layout together. In on the second of a fourweek stay, comic retains a freshness
of material and appeal in spite of
previous visits. Stays on just long
enough and sends in each contributing act strongly and effectively.
writing,
Parker
topflight
Given
la
should be able to go places. He has
style, knows how to plant a gag and
Ideal theatres can handle a vocal in satisfactory

for

fit

Vincent's

St.

hospital

last

.The Motion Picture As.sociates held
their first meeting of the season last

week.
Joseph C. Hichreiter, formerly of
& Thomas( now with Ivey &
Ellington ad agency).
The annual Variety Club golf tournament was held Friday (19) at the
Philmont Country Club.
Arthur Simon, WPEN general
manager, heading for Chi.'s National
Association of Broadcasters conven-

Lord

tion.

George
here,

a

KYW

„George Bernard Shaw's 'Back

to

Methuselah' gets another shot at the

Hedgerow
Friday
It

style.

Following some swift gagging and
a patriotic parody on 'Having Any
Fun,' he starts doings quickly with
a punchy setto of hoofery by Tip,

Tap and Toe.

Dusky

small round platform,

trio, using a
sell brisk and

tricky challenges.

his stage career.
First Russian ballad since Russia

theatre,

Moylan,

Pa.,

on

(26).

was reported here

this

week

that

Eugene Mori, Jr., Vineland, N. J.,
was among a group of businessmen backing a race frack near

exhib,

Burlington, N. J,
Betty Hurd. ex-Philly Record staffer and now
film spieler, handled the Bob Hope premiere from
the Stanley lobby.

WCAU

Murray Arnold, WIP's program

di-

Ann Sothern

New

make

her

presence

here

Gracie
'Russian Rose.'
taken it to America.

count

and

Pittsburgh

Army

By Hal Cohen

enough

to earn a legit encore

begoff.

Does vocals of

'In

the

these

the

in

on a twoOrleans and

off

New

Lang back

job at 20th-Fox

to his directorial
after four weeks in

hospital.

Leo Spitz, film attorney, bought
FerAlan Hale's hacienda in
nando Valley.
•Virginia Sale shoved of? for a
tour of nine Army camps with her
'one-woman' show.
Olga Celeste, who trains lions on
the 'White Savage' set at Universal,
clawed by a flu germ.

Harry Rosenthal opened his music
shoD with a gang of film, stage and
radio stars participating.

Braven Dyer, long associated with
Coast football, pickins weekly grid
winners for Daily Variety.
Masquers dinner for Sergeant Al>
vin York called oft because of Mrs.
York's illness in Tennessee.
Mary Pickford up and around
after a week in bed with a 'nervous
heart,' caused by overwork.
Fred Astaire returned from New

York

to start dance, routines for
'Holiday Inn' at Paramount.
Dona Dax, screen actress, filed suit
for $15,000 against Jimmy Fawcett
film stunt man, charging he beat her

up.

—

Jan Kiepura, opera singer, and his
Marta Eggert, film actress
have applied for American citizenwife,

—

now

shoving

York.

Fritz

ship.

Bob O'Donnell, chief of the Inter(^rcuit, Texas, flew back to
Fort Worth after a week 'in Hollywood.
Orson Welles back from a trip to
Mexico, where he arranged for sequences in a future picture, 'It's All
state

True.'

A. and S. Lyons,

Inc.,

opening

new

offices in Beverly Hills, celebrate
their 25th anniversary in the agency
business.

.

Jack Buetel, Howard Hughes'
'Billy the Kid,' revealed he has been
married for three years to Cereatha
Browning, a Texas gal.
Joe Penner's widow, Eleanor, went
into partnership with Eddie Milne,
former vaude booker, to produce
units for film house presentation.
Maurice Lu sailed back to China
to make documentary pictures after
absorbing a course in photography
under tutelage of James Wong Howe.
Leo Carrillo appointed by Mayor
Bowron to serve on committee for
Improvement of Trade Relations Between Los Angeles and t>atin America.

Maureen O'Hara back from Reno,
recovering from appendectomy and
annulment of her marriage to George
Brown, an

assistant film director in

England.

Minneapolis
By Le« Rees

touring posts.

Stan Norris' orchestra into Hotel

Government takes some Lowry "Terrace Cafe.
Metro booker
Melvin
Turner,
entered the war has been completed affirmative action whereby money
by Hugh ('There'll Always Be an will be allotted for camp shows,' a honeymooning in far west
England') Charles and Sonny ('So spokesman for the Coast Committee
Twin City Variety club to have
Deep Is the Night') Miller. It's titled for Camp Entertainment declared, first fall dinner meeting Oct. 6.
Fields

has

Deuce is allotted to vocal interlude
by Phyllis Colt, who manages to

Now' with patter and interpolation
of 'AH Out of Step but Jim," 'Beeuine' and 'Tonight's My Night with

'Under

tial jobs.
Jack Hylton's 'Piccadixie.*
'The sooner the Government is
British
lightweight
Boon,
Eric
champ, in hospital with minor in- brought face to face with the probjuries following collision between lem, we feel, the better it will be
cow.
motorcycle
and
a
his
for all concerned.'
'Squaring the Circle,' Russian farce
There would be no objection,
originally produced at the Mercury CorelU said, to one or two name
theatre some years ago, was revived
players working for free in dressing
at the Vaudeville, Aug. 27, and well
up a show made up- of less imporreceived.
Charles M. Woolf reading an orig- tant paid acts. Squawk arises from
inal script by Brian Desmond-Hurst half dozen or a dozen fairly big
and Francis Crowdy titled 'Pilgrim's performers booked in one show and
Sons,' which, if accepted, will be all working for nothing.
Situation
filmed, with Hurst directing.
at. Fort Monmouth, N. 3., where such
Squadron Leader Hector Bolitho, shows have been provided every
who is Royal biographer and in Monday night is believed to l-.ave
charge o^ the Air Force Bulletirj, has
written original film script for Wil- brought the situation to a crux.
liam Sistrom, which will be filmed
Unfair Aspecli
for RKO.
Corelli pointed out that one reaPaul Soskin's film, based on life of
son ihi l>eneflt system should be
Fleet street newshoiinds, for which
he tried to get David Niven to play abolished by the army is that It is
While camps near New
lead, finally going into production, unfair.
with Rex Harrison and Deborah York, like Monmouth, are getting
Kerr co-starring.
frequent shows, many others are
the
Lee getting nothing, he declared.
Your
Hat,'
'Under
Ephraim-Jack Hulbert-Cicely CourtCoast action against free camp
neidge success at the Palace last performances
was taken more than
year, goes to the sticks as twice
a month ago.
Hollywoodites were
nightly, with George Gee, Phyllis
Monkman and Hanna Watt in leads. particularly riled because of the
Gaston Palmer signed contract $500,000 allotted by the USO to the
with Edward Cruickshanks to play Citizens Committee for camp enterthe part of Friday in 'Robinson tainment, it was charged, 'not a red
Crusoe,' the next pantomime at the penny' was spent in the west Part
Royal theatre, Glasgow. It means of the money has gone for six travelhe will black up for first time in ing units

WB's Tony Stern down 2.'i*pounds
following appendix operation.
John Bouglas elected president of

Cantor-like
dressed
with
Baby,*
Harvey, ex-FBI chief specs, hat and gloves, but without
air show on any of the familiar manneri.sms. En- Wilkinsburg Playshop for this seacore is a smart lyric, 'Hillbilly son.
UA exchange manager Nat Beier
Bride,' nicely rendered in a costume
has moved his family here from
of burlap.

now handling an

WIP tabbed 'Your Friend the Policeman.'
Bessie Howard,
gabber, returned to the air yesterday (23), after summer tour through Cfanada and
Mexico.

the east.

month vacation

Army Shows
jContlnned from pace

sultation.

week.

Charley Murray's will left the bulk
of his estate, valued at $25,000, to his
widow.
Merle Oberon returned from an
eight-week tour of army camps in

eration.

Corelli,

to the hospital for

Diana Jeanne, moppet at Warners,
be known from now on as Patty

Hale.

son

Allegheny and New
undergoing extensive alterations.
Bob Hope was guest star at a bene-

Ralph Dietrich

cast.

will

celebrated

picture.

removal of a small bone in his foot.
Marlcne Dietrich back to work
with her fractured gam in a plaster

election of officers Monday (29), inthem at annual banquet Nov.

vets,

RKO

Joan Blondell ordered to spend^
another week in the hospital.
Mort Singer heading east for a
swing ground his theatre circuit.

2.

at the Hotel Edison for the

spring to set up a radio departin N. Y., for the Myron Selznlck agency, returned to the Coast
Saturday (20) tor resume top post
in Selznick radio department there.
Local office carries on under Miriam
Howell.

for her second

stalling

burlesk
ding anniversary at Casino last
week.
Fred Burleigh back from Maine
vacation, to launch series of new
season auditions at Pittsburgh Play-

their

his Hoi-

lywood arrival until Oct. 1.
June Havoc back from Broadway

.

over Liverpool

a couple publishers interested in her
autobiog. She used to work for the

weddmg anniversary.
Damon Runyon postpones

23rd

guitarist,

has joined Teddy Powell
Rustic Cabin, N. Y.

for

5S

HoDywood

after a close call.

Madeleine Skelly Foust doing lead
For first time since it was opened
of Tom Knight's 'Pardon
some 10 years ago Dorchester hotel in tryout
My German Accent' at Plymouth,
has a waiting list.
Henry Sherck has shed 35 pounds Mass.
Mickey LeVan and Lettie Bolle.s,

Julian Frank talking of reviving
through enemy action, has
to delay nabe dates on 'Romance' if he can get Mary Ellis'
to play the Doris Keane role.
The Thief of Bagdad.'
Tom E^lick has quit as director of The 21st anniversary of the Variety
Artists
Benevolent Fund celebrated
Luna Pork, Brisbane. Amusement
park has taken it on the nose finan- by midnight supper, cabaret and
cially, but an effort will be made for dance.
Metro and RKO are bidding for
more finances to permit of fresh try
'Quiet Weekend,' sequel to 'Quiet
this summer.
Alec Coppel, in charge of White- Wedding,' currently at Wyndham's
hall Productions, Sydney, may, try theatre.
Paramount's 'Hatter's Castle,' now
twice-nightly legU in Melbourne.
Policy. Introduced by Coppel, is do- in production, was budgeted to cost
ing allright in Sydney with 'Mr. $240,000 and is already costing over
Smart Guy' at 6 p.m., and Two Mrs. $300,000.
Tom Arnold has leased the WimCarrols' at 8:30 p.m.
bledon theatre and will stage vaudeville there, plus annual Christmas
pantomime.
Gerald Freeman joined the Royal
Air Force as ferry pilot. Received
Continued from page 47
his flying certificate while in New

The Gertrude Hoffman appearing were
as 'old lady character' in film role
known dancer of
is not the well
that name.
Stage designer Oliver L. Smith,
who has been painting In Mexico all
summer, returns to New York to-

Lucien Sammet has leased the
Montparnasse.
Tom Arnold shedding weight under

Morgan and Hedley

Eric Gorrlck

adopting a baby. They have no children of their own.
Dorothy Golden, wife of playwright Al Golden, all right again

London

'Until the

,

'there will be no further shows produced in Hollywood.'
Action in New York to make the
ban nationally effective is expected
in less than two weeks at a conclave
of the TA, the Associated Actors' and
Artistes of America, reps of all the
Guilds
(except
Clatholic
Actors
Guild, which goes not belong to TA)
and all the theatre charities.

Max

Factor, Field circuit booker,

from Des Moines for few days.
Mount of National Screen
office staff to be early-October bride.
Charlie Milkes out of the army and
resurning his theatre program busiin

Irene

ness.

'

Will Jason, director of Pete Smith
in from Hollywood for a

shorts,

week.

Bob Branton, Warner booker, became father of a five-pound girl.

Negro Entertainment
First child for the Brantons.
Camp Huachuca, Ariz., Sept. ii.
Independently operated Gayety,
This encampment of 6,000 Negro former burley, goes vaudeville plus
Rosemary La Planche, newly N. Y.
Dance Players at EI Chico will soldiers, so remote that few of the double features Thursdays to Suncrowned 'Miss America,' works with
Navarre
the
army
next
Frank
to
relular army camp shows ever get days.
Parker, who crossfires and covers lose
Film Bowling league, 27-week seaweek.
for her during a costume' change.
here, has just been provided with
.con opened with only 10 teams inPar's Rufus Blair due in from the
Girl has a pleasing, wholesome mana director to make It possible for
ner, reads lines well enough and Coast for his. annual call at the the boys to make their own enter- stead of last year's 14, the draft having bowled over the rest
would get more out of her hoofery drama desks.
Director is James W.
'Y' Playhou.se will launch its sea- tainment.
Jo Ann Leslie's new Times film
with less attention to actual taps
and a faster and wider use of body son next month with Saroyan's 'Time Butcher, formerly of Howard Uni- critic, succeeding the veteran Merle
versity (Negro), who will stage va- Potter, who resigned to become Benand arms in simulated abandon. of Your Life.'
nie Berger theatre circuit general
Geraldine Wolff returned to her rious types of home-grown shows.
Makes an ideal spot here for Johnny
Burke and his revivified army mono- duties at the Par exchange as Mrs,
Butcher has been sent here by manager.
'Meet the People,' scheduled to
log, a solid laugh from start to finish. Ray Pritchett.
the Citizens Committee for the army
open the Lyceum season here Oct
Mother of Al Weiblinger, Variety and
The Christianis, sextet of tumblers
navy, which is paying his sal- 19-20, cancelled, setting back openand teeterboard workers, q-lose rous- Club pianist and songwriter, passed
ary out of funds provided by the ing to November when Katharine
away last week.
ingly.
Cornell comes in.
Bum.
Frank Andrinis are thinking about USO.
Biz all right

•

—

.

.

Wednesday, September 24, 19'H
died Sept. 13 in Los Angeles. Surviving are his widow and a daughter.
Russell Bonham, 39, business agent
lATSE in Michigan, died suddenly Sept. 19 near Pontiac, Mich.
He was fatally injured when lighta flve-year-old daughning struck his summet cottage.

London Escapology
^Continued from pate 3;

for

HARRT

B.

Surviving

HAVER

Harry Rush Raver,

61,

one of the

years
film distributors 25
Angeles as
ago, died Sept. 14 in Los
by a burglar
a result of a beating
out
two weeks before. He had been
the early
of show business since
leadinj!

1920s.
. ^
u ij
Raver was among the first to hoia
Italian
press previews, showing an
gold room of
feature, 'Cabiria,' in the
1914.

in
the Astor hotel, New York,
He was a lavish entertainer and an
rights
outstanding figure in the state
10 years, but
field over a period of
when
retired from the Industry
he opcrippled by arthritis. Later
fading
erated an antique shop until
eyesight forced him to give it up.
blind when attacked by the

He was

^'

,
_
conAfter becoming blind, Raver

burglar.

ducted a radio program over KFWB,
handiLos Angeles, for the blind and
capped.

is

ter.

inane plays like Noel Coward's 'The
Blithe Spirit' do turnaway trade.
Compromise with the reality sees
bathtub gin a common practice,

Mrs. Sarah Akins, 86, mother of since some of the salient gin works
GEORGE H. HOLCOMBE
Zpe Akins, plajrwright, died Sept. 16 and warehouses were blitz casualGeorge H. Hdlcombe, 71, musician In Pasadena, Cal.
The 'black bourse' makes up
ties.
and showman, died recently at City
for the little things prohibited or
disease.
heart
Hospital, St. Louis, of
restricted, but the average newsHe ran away from his home in
man or woman, of course,
paper
Ringling
join
the
South Carolina to
for
knows only of this from an academic
circus as a drummer boy, and in
perspective.
: Continued from page 3^
1900 formed Holcombe's Military
Hotel Savoy
the
over
all
Band, which played
principle, however right they may
The Hotel Savoy Is the capital of
U. S. Ha was also instrumental in
be in theory.
things.
the move to build the St. Louis
Need Their Autos
Over
at the Savoy.
start
We'll
Arena,
Carrying costumes, shoes, music
there, holding down a corner of
the American bar is, of course,
ROBERT HENDERSON-BLAND
and other props, we, of necessity,
popularity
His
Reynolds.
legit
Quentin
vet
Henderson-Bland,
Robert
Since we
travel by automobile.
In
with the British increases in the
actor, died ia London Aug. 18.
frequently close in one town late
same ratio as his waistline. They
his younger days he had appeared
at night and open in another the
like his broadcasts and the nice
with Sir Herbert Tree in many of
be
as
things Reynolds says about them in
may
which
producnext evening,
his big His Majesty's theatre
faces. When Dorotions, and had acted with Mrs. James
much as 400 miles away, we must print and to their
Brown Potter and Lily I^ngtry. drive by night. The law prohibits thy Thompson was in England she
was Introduced at a banquet as 'the
Portrayed the role of Christ in the
us from carrying extra gasoline in
of America,' and
Reynolds
Quentin
He our car; your edict prevents us
film 'From Manger to Cross.'
Reynolds, who is not over-fond of
was a captain in the British Army.
from buying gasoline at night. Miss- Thompson, was delighted. Don't
What, Mr. President, are we going
liked it very
Thompson
think
Miss
BTRNE A. MARCONNIER
to do? You, or your subordinates,
Byrne A. Marconnler, New York have designated certain professions much though.
Robert Montgomery, looking neat

Gas

Plea

with a Topper' type of story. Question whetlier it will go over in New
York, which is more critical of its
theatre entertainment than the Lon-

don of today.

Tank Newsmen
The bar is jam-packed with
American newspapermen. There's
George Lait who asks for news of
father Jack. Drew Mlddleton of the
A.P. is looking deep into the eyes of
a pretty English girl. Bill White of
the N.Y. Herald-Tribune complains
The trouble with the British girls
is they all want to get married.'
Paramount's Dave Rose is in the
restaurant.
I went over to Dunham, which has

.

CLAUDE

E.

KING

Claude E. King. 67, vet screen acand one of the founders of the
HollyScreen Actors Guild, died in
playwright, succumbed in San Fran-.
wood Sept 18. He was a retired Cisco, Sept. 11. A native of Seattle,
having
major in the British army,
Marconnier was brother-in-law of
Robert Moses, N.Y. park commisHe went to the Coast two
sioner.
In Memory Always
years ago for his health.
Private services were held Sept.
A.

tor

LEUSCHER

MARK

16.

DIED SEPT. 20, 1936
NETTIE, MART and BETTT

/

JAMES F. McKEEFRET
James F. McKeefrey, long associated with the theatre building firm
Co., died Sept
of John McKeefrey
with
France
in
years
served two
18 in Brooklyn, after a long illness.
British artiUery during World War I. Some of the N. Y. theatres built by
King became an actor when 19, the firm were the Earl Carroll, Max1901
In
appearance
making his first

LEUSCHER

&

Elliott and Winter Garden.
He ineSurvived by widow, son and four
of Big Ben.'
England and the colonies, daughters.
coming to the U. S. in 1919, when
He
'Declassee.'
he appeared In
ABRAHAM LIBSON

The Boom

in

toured

started his film career in 1920.
In 1935 King, Robert Montgomery,
Kenneth "JThomson, Ralph Morgan

Abraham

Libson,

56,

associated

with his brother, Isaac Libson, op

KENNETH

J.

BISHOP

Bishop, 48, film prothe industry to
British Columbia for a short time,
died in VancouVerr B. C, Sept 6.
In 1933 Bishop started the shortlived. Commonwealth Productions,

Kenneth

J.

who brought

joining his brother, one of Cincinnati's pioneer exhibitors.
Survived by widow and three sis.
ters.

MRS. CHRISTINE CORTEZ
Mrs. Christine Connifl Cortez, divorced wife of Ricardo Cortez, film

which went bankrupt after actor and director, died Sept. 21 as
making two pictures in Victoria, a result of burns suffered when a
C. Two years later h« launched cigaret ignited her bed. Death came
Central Films, Ltd., which produced in a Santa Ana, Cal., hospital.
more than a dozen films for ColumFather, mother, sister and four

Ltd.,

K

bia under the British quota
Born In Sutton, England,
lived in British Columbia
Surviving are his
years.
daughter and a brother.

laws,

Bishop
for

26

widow,

CREGAN McMAHON
New

South Wales, died suddenly in
Melbourne recently. In 1920 Mc-

Sir

Ben

JOSIE INTBOPIDI
Josie Intropidi, 75, veteran actress
of light opera and musical comedy,
died in N. Y. Sept. 19. She made
her debut at 14 in the chorus of
Tony Pastor's, on the Bowery.
Actress worked in touring Gilbert
and Sullivan companies, and for the

two decades appeared on Broadin such shows as 'Sally, Irene
and Mary,' 'Honeymoon Lane,' 'Betty
Be Good,' and, in 1936, in 'O Evelast

way

ning

A

Star.'

daughter, Ethel,

is

the only sur-

vivor.

JIM CARET

preferred
gasoline.

schedule is no emergency to the
country, but the loss of a job is
certainly the first stage of an
.

emergency

which

prove

might

serious to the average person in
show business.

Lest you think

with
than
»

At

we

art dealing

'possible' situations rather
actualities, consider this:

9:30 p.m.

on Thursday eve-

ning, Sept. 18, we did a final show
York;
at the Strand theatre in
the next day at noon we had to be

New

in Pittsburgh for a rehearsal and

opening that night. At best, we
can carry only 17 gallons of gasowhich would have gotten us
There, Mr.
only to Harrisburg.
President, we would have sat until
the next morning, and comes rehearsal time would still have been
miles away. If we failed to get
there, it meant two weeks' work
lost to us, and an actor is lucky
If he works 25 weeks out of a year.
How about it, Mr. President?
There are hundreds of other acts
throughout the country in the
same shape we are. Perhaps
they're afraid to go to the 'top
man' but we aren't. You're always

who

Why not give us a card entitling
us to buy gasoline to get from job
to job?
Sincerely yours,
Callahan Sisters.

ROBERT (BOBBT) CRAWFORD
Robert (Bobby) Crawford,

52,

Grundy, _Va., Sept. 13, after givshow with three members of his
Campfire Boys at Hurley, Va. His

at

ing

three associates were injured.

FRED KARNO
Fred Karno, nee John Westtfult;
75, a foremost English comedy-act
producer, died Sept. 17 in Parkstone,

Dorsetshire, England.-,
Further details in vaudeville section.

ROMAN DEBES
Roman

Debes,

71,

who had been

associated with the late Frederic

W.

Thompson and Elmer S. Dundy in
operating Luna Park, -Coney jislahd,
died Sept. 18 in Brooklyn.

EDNA LUCE

Jim Carey, 45, connected with theatre operations for a quarter century,
died suddenly Sept. 19 at Vancouver,

— as

.

Crawford; also Bobby, Jr., by a previous marriage.
established his own unit and
Further details in Music depart
presented over 350 plays by English,
ment.
The
playwrights.
European
S.
and
U.
British Government conferred upon
DALE ROSEBERRT
him the order of C.B.E. (Comman^fer
Dale Roseberry, 28, hillbilly perof the British Empire) for his work
former with WHIS, Bluefield, W.
In promoting interest in the theatre,
Prior to his death, McMahon had Va., was killed in an auto accident

made arrangements with

doctors

became a Hollywood agei\t after
leaving the music publishing business, died of a heart attack at the
Ritz Carlton hotel, Boston, Sept 20.
He leaves a widow, Mary Lucas

brothers survive.

Mahon

Fuller for the lease of Princess, Mel
bourne, to present a new series of
repertory plays.

as

and they may buy

about the actors, who entertain the public until midnight and
then travel the rest of the night?
Perhaps the opening of an act -on

taking care of the farmers, the
laborers and the merchants; tariffs
protect the manufacturer; insurance deposits protect the citizen
with savings accounts. But ftobody
gives a darn about the actor.

_

Gregan McMahon, founder of the
Repertory theatre in Victoria and

classes

How

crating theatres in Cincinnati, Ohio, 'line

^nd Richard Tucker were appointed and Kentucky, died Sept 21 from a
under the NRA to formulate a code heart attack. A native of Pittsburgh,
between film players and producers. Libson moved to Cincinnati in 1908,

ducer

—such

Edna Luce, former

film

critic

of

the N. Y. Journal of Commerce, died
Sept. 20 in N. Y.
Funeral services
were held Sept 22 in Bellaire, O.
Mother survives.

in his naval officer's uniis pretty mysterious about the
actual work he is doing in England,
but an official at the American Embassy states that whenever a tough
assignment maneuvers off the bleak
coast of Scotland for instance-

and natty
form,

—

•

little

dazed when she says,

'I've al-

WGR-WKBW,

Buffalo.

Mrs.

WGR-WKBW

WGR-WKBW

much

the prohibition period in

of

This particular film is too
to be shown to the genpublic, but a print has been
to
Washington to give the
United States government some idea
of what can happen to a city when
the German raiders indulge their
lu:t for indiscriminate bombing.

ings.

going inside.

gruesome

blast blew him to the dance floor,
and that as he went up he passed
the gentleman's cloakroom coming
down.

eral

sent

Michael Arlen

We

are

still

in

A
the

that

the

'Hardy' -'Kildare'

Fixture

Savoy

He swears

bar.

Continued from page

l=s

Michael Arlen is a late afternoon
and evening fixture. He may have
succeeded in getting plane passage
for America by the time you read
this, but for the past six months
Arlen has been trying to get to the

will provide a valuable hypo when
one or the other of the two series
shows signs of wearing itself out. So
far the 'Hardys' give no sign of
weakening, while the 'KiTdares' are

U. S.

in

scarce,

listed at the

'

and

.

—

BIRTHS

Mr.

.

ways wanted to meet the man who America. People bring their own
wrote 'Mr. Deeds.' Do tell me, did and unless you're a member you can't
you really write it?' Riskin is in get in. Le Suivi is the most popular
London wanting to help the British night club. You dance on a postage
on propaganda pictures although stamp floor. This is one of the few
to judge by some I saw in England
dancing places in London aboverequire
much help. ground. It's more convenient to make
they
don't
There's one made by London Fire your whoopee below level, and then
Brigade during the last severe raid. if the sirens sound you don't have to
A couple of the boys turning the bother about bombs and such things.
camera were killed and 16 others Le Suivl was badly banged up one
perished beneath collapsing build- night just as a friend of mine was

Liquor and wine are getting
and most of the French stuff
Savoy Is out of stock
A wine merchant in Half Moon St.
told me his firm, which has been in
business since the 18th century, has
enough stock left for another 18
Mt. and Mrs. Dave McNutt, daugh- months. If the war is not over by
Oakland, Cal., Aug. 30. 1943, they may have to close down:
ter,
in
Father, former member of KGO- The British are trying to promote
KPO (Oakland) prfiss staff, is now Empire wines from Australia and
a first lieutenant at Mather Field, South Africa:
They're alright, but
Sacramento.
not the same as the French. Awful
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Breyer, son, to think of the Germans guzzling
in San Francisco, Sept. 9. Father is that beautiful Burgundy and Alsace
head of KJBS (Frisco) sales staff.
wine. Vermouth is practically nonMr. and -Mrs. Charles Horning, existant, and even at places like the
daughter. In Regina, Sask., recently. Rltz they substitute sherry with gin
Father is assistant manager of the for martinis (Ugh!) As for gin, too
much of it went up in smoke during
Grand theatre, Regina.
Mr. and Mrs. Johnny Boyer, the bombings of city warehouses,
daughter. In Pittsburgh, Sept. 18. hence bathtub gin is no longer conFather is announcer at KDKA, Pitt. sidered an American prohibition-era
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Reith, son, in curiosity.
Escapist films and plays are popuPittsburgh,
Sept.
10.
Father is
lar in England.
Except for the
booker at RKO exchange, Pitt.
shorts on this and that phase of the
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Birken, daughwar, such as Target For Tonight'
ter, in Pittsburgh, Sept. 12.
Father
which shows a bombing raid on Gerwas with Al Fremont band; mother
many by the R.A.F., pictures about
is
former Billle Brooks, nitery
the war are avoided by ,the British
dancer.
public. 'A Night In Lisbon,' for inTo Mr. and Mrs. Vincent E. Clay- stance received poor reviews and
ton, a son, Sept. 16.
He is control poorer attendance, whereas 'Kiss the
operator for KSL, Salt Lake City.
Boys Goodbye' and 'Turned Out Nice
Mr. and Mrs. John Boothby, daugh- Again' starring George Forby,'have
ter, in Buffalo, Sept. 14.
Father is S.R.O. sign up nightly. The Formby
announcfer at

truck, which isn't quite the same as
the station wagon he used to drive
Davict was proin Beverly Hills.
moted to being a Major as a sort of
reward for the film he is now making for the British government.
Vivien Leigh was visiting the studio
before leaving on a tour of the
provinces in Shaw's 'Doctor's Dilemma.'
She and husband Laurence
Olivier were not too popular with
the British press when they first returned to England, because of hideand-seek tactics with reporters, but
the general sentiment is gratitude to
the pair for preferring the discomfort and hardships of war to the

comes up, Montgomery is sent to
make the report. He. seems to en*
joy the responsibility and says he
finds it a pleasant change from his
$4,000-a-week job of Hollywood pic- plush ease of Hollywood.
ture making.
Night life, as you may have' heard,
Robert Riskin is introduced to is Gay. The bottle clubs are sproutLady Kitty Brownlow and looks a ing everywhere. It reminds me very

f)lm is the naughiest picture I've seen
Anthony Todaro, since the Legion of Decency threw
daughter, in Buffalo, Sept. 12. Father its sledge-hammer of purity and inMINON LeBRUN
appendicitis.
nocence, into picture-making on this
staff
Minon LcBrun, 53, actress in silent is trumpeter In
side. If the film is shown in Ameri
Carey managed the Evergreen
band.
ca there is one scene dealing with a
Theatres Circuit, in Belllngham, films, died Sept. 20 in Los Angeles.
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Williams, garment worn by
She was the divorced wife* of
Wash., for the past eight months.
the female sex
daughter, in Buffalo, Sept. 9. Father that they can
Prior to that, for eight years he CuHen Landis, one-time film star.
start cutting right
technician.
is
now.. Noel Coward's comedy 'Blithe
managed the Evergreen theatres,
JOHN B. WARD
Mr. and Mrs. George Schmidt, son, Spirit' is packing them In, chiefly
Vancouver, Wash., going to that orJohn R. Ward, 46, v.p. of Pacific in New York, Sept. 16. Father Is because it has nothing to do with
gtinization from Warners in AberCoast Showmen's Ass'n. and' man- accountant for Walt Disney ProduC' this war, or even this world— the
deen.
year ago. ager of stage productions for years. tlons.
play has a couple of ghosts in it
His wife passed away

Wash., where he had been on vacation.
He was stricken with acute

been badly blitzed, and saw Richard
Greene playing a reporter in a picture with Valerie Hobson. Army life
has done Greene a lot of good. He
looks well, and says when and If he
ever gets back to Hollywood he will
appreciate the comfort and paycheck
David Niven drives into the
100%
studio at the wheel of an army

and out

As

the

plot

is

worked

out,

old

Judge Hardy (Lewis Stone) becomes
ill and must go to New York to get
expert medical attention. His man
is

Dr. Gillespie (Lionel Barrymore),
turns the patient over to his

who

young

assistant,

ily

Dii.

(Lew

Kildare

The Judge brings his famto- New York and young

Ayres).

with him

Andy (Mickey Rooney) becomes a
fast friend with Kildare, who inspires him to study medicine.
If the first merger pic is a success,
will do his studying in later
under Gillespie and Kildare. If
the idea turns out not so big as
expected, Andy will return to his
old routine.
Or, it is figured possible, the Judge will not get. over his
illness quickly and will require occasional return trips to the (3illespieKildare repair-works, making for
a merger picture every so often. On
these trips to New York, too, accarding to the Hardy formula. Mickey

Andy
films

permitted to meet up with Judy
Garland, giving the pix another
hypo.
is

MARRIAGES
Carolyn Rice to Robert F. Harris,
in Chicago, Sept. 21. She's daughter
of Andy Rice, author.
Thomas
to
Jeannette
Nelson
Roach, Oct.

11,

in Buffalo.

on continuity sUfl of

She

WBEN,

Is

Buf-

falo.

BeUy

Blair to
adelphia, Sept

Gene
2'2.

Kelly, In PhilBoth are legit

players.

Harriet Sager, to Walter Reade, Jr.,
New York, Sept. 21. Grootn is son
of Walter Reade, eastern film circuit
operator, and now in the army. Bride
in

non-pro is N.Y. music student
Evelyn Campbell to J. Allan Simpson,

She's

Saskatoon, Sask., recently.
secretary to Gerry Gaetz,
of CKCK, Regina, Sask.

in

manager

TTednesdaj, September 24« 1941
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Football
By Dick
(WHN, N.

Bills

CommentatOT)

The '41 season gets under way with stopped by Kansas. Tomasic Is
few pushovers for opening games. spearhead of the Temple attack.

we get into the first week's
a preview of the encountry and how they shape up

So before

Minnesota- Washington

battles, here's
tire

a la qulclcie:
Eaai:

Fordham;

1,

2,

Navy;

3,

Col-

gate.

SonUi:

1,

Alabama;

Diike.
Sontliwcct:

1,

2, Bllssissippi; 3,

Texas;

2,

SMU;

3,

Hice.

Minnesota; 2, Northwestern; 3, Indiana; 4, Wisconsin.
Pacific Coast: 1, Washington; 2,
Stanford; 3, Santa Clara.
Notre Dame-Arizona
A new coach and a slightly altered
system will not help the Irish in their
early season affairs. However, they've
cot enough natural talent to breeze
through their opener without too

Midwett:

much

Bedford Ina
Uao StcQraw Ore
Boyale
Johnny Howard
Maurice &
the I.ols Hunt Maryea
The VIklnrrs
M Fabcr Gl8
Dick Worthlngton
Don McQrane Oro
Rncli'ii

y., Sports

1,

difficulty.

Boston College-Talane
Hit hard by graduation and the

An

undefeated

may be

season

SATDEDAT

Arlington

traditional rival.

ODDS
, .

.

Temple
MlnncsoU
Ohio State
Miehlcan SUte

3-1
1-2
3-1
12-5
S-1
6-5

A

T

S.

M Contreras Oro
Concblta
(Gay DO'S)
Dorothy Nenbltt
Hotel 7tb Avenne
Be^s Saunders
Ida tola
Everett Haydn
Betty Donaboo
Al Devin
Evererecn Oardeos
Rovolcrs

C.

The<:e are both mediocre squads,
but playing on their home lot makes

U. S. C. the choice.

Purdue-Vanderbllt
Vandy has a scholastic standing,
but the Boilermakers have a higher

'

gridiron

rating.

They'll

have

no

V. C. L. A.-Washlngton State
This is strictly a tossup, but the
initials have a little more power, so
we'll slick with them.

PBO GAMES

Detroit-Indiana

mediocre squad, while
Brooklyn-Phlla: It's a sound Brooksupposed to be ready for lyn club and should have no trouble

Detroit's a

Indiana

is

They have terrific sophomore material, and young Hilde-

the

kill.

brand has been touted as the greatest
back in cleats.

Duke-Wake Forest
The Duke Blue Devils are never
^Ehy on manpower. This year is no
exception.
And their second and
third-stringers will, get a workout.
Florida-Mississippi State
Slate

^

not as strong as last year,
but they've goW enough on the ball
to take the Florida 'Gators.
is

Georgetown-Mississippi

Georgetown lost mOst' of their
bowl team of last year, but they still
are not to be taken lightly. Ole Miss,
comes up with a veteran squad headed by Hapes and Hovious, the touchdown twins. They'll knock off the

clipping the Eagles' wings.
N.Y.-Washington: -The eastern pro
will be decided right here.
title
Washington will use the same gang
that was trounced so soundly by the
This is a new Giant team
Bears.
in

with more power and speed than any
The Men of
club in the league.
Mara will finish on the long end.
Bears-Green Bay: This is a much
tougher contest than appears on paThe Bears are the natural faper.
vorites but Green Bay has been
pointing for this one. So it's CJreen
Bay.
Cardinals-Lions: Two good defensive teams, but Detroit's Whizzcr

While makes the difference.

He'll

lead the Lions to the right side of the
road.

constituted

Walker O

Oasl*
Pines
Bill

LeRoy Ore
Trelon

Tom Kerr Oro
Gloria Jolley

Dlno Belli
George Webber
Yaclit Clnb
Middleman Oro

H

Jerry Cooper
Callahan Sis
Wilfred Du Bols

Valdez

Training's 'Palace'

what was

practically

a

Blue Book of variety entertainment,
piling name stars five and six deep
on bills that would be impossible to
book under normal circumstances.
Unique element in Fort Monmouth
situation, setting it apart from general run of traveling units organized
by Civilian Defense Entertainment
Committees and others, is the voluntary work of a former fllm personality, Mrs. Louis Payne "(Laura
Lee), now a resident of Elberon,
N. J., as producer. Spending three
or four days per week in Manhattan
working with producers, managers
and stars in order to line up talent,

Frank Shean Ore

(Silver OrliU

trouble.

Texas-Colorado
Colorado is strong, but Texas <s
supposedly the team of the nation.
They're really loaded, and, with Jack
Crain leading the way, this will commence their touchdown parade.

Ramos

Johnny Mitchell
Hbrry Walton
Jessie Wheatley
Hotel Uenrr

4-1
1-2

Oregon State-U.

Nat House
Sherdlna

Ted Blake
George Gregg
Harry Frank
Arthur Lloyd
Chuck Wilson

Hotel Fort FItt

Oregon-Stanford
The Cinderellas of last autumn, the
Indians
have retained
Stanford
enough personnel to trample over
Oregon.

Callfornla-St. Mary's

California a definite question mark.
until midsea.son.
The galloping Gaels have
seven of last year's starters back in
harness. They always point for this
game and they should dump the
applecart and Calif.

They never get rolling

War

Hollywood, Sept. 23.
Bros.-Barnum fic Bailey

Circus is having the biggest season
of business this year in the 58 years'
history of the two outats. With th«
defense boom, the show has been
playing to over capacity wherever it
up its tents. Capacity of the big
top this year is 10,000, with around
2,000 permitted to sit around the
tanbark borders of the ringside.
Outfit played here five days for 10
performances.
On the Saturday
night show it turned away around
2,500 and Sunday night around 4,000
from seeing the performance under
set

the

big

top.

journeyed out

However, those who
to the Coliseum and

Crenshaw lot did not
They patronized the

stray elsewhere.
sic'.e

shows and

concessions which did the top trade
of the season's tour.
Take for the
entire setup during the Los Angeles
stay was around $230,000,
which
beats al take records for this town
even when show, after playing Los
Angeles in former years, did an extra two days at Fairfax and Wilcream of the Hollywood patronage. When outfit was
here two years ago trade was not
so forte due to hot spell and lack
of air cooling.
This year its own
cooling system was working, but the
temperature was not as torrid, just
bearably warm.
Outfit will remain on tour, going
east from here through Texas and
Tennessee to Virginia. It will play

shire to get the

.

In the general revival of vaudeville, as result of shows organized
for army camp entertainment, role
of the Palace theatre goes to the
signal Corps center at Fort Monmouth, 50 miles from Broadway.
Weekly three-hour shows presented
two
there during current summer have

Blondell Sis

Ken Bailer Ore

Saturday. (27) ni0ht pame

t

of Frank Laheay, the Boston
Engles travel to the Deep South to
t.ike potent Tulane.
The green material plus -the high temperature will
be enough to lick Boston College.

liam Reynolds, of Loew-Lewin unit;
Garson Kanin, RKO megger; Berkeley Anthony, Disney studio; Robert
Jenners, animation cameraman for
Columbia; Herman Cohn, Schlesinger
cartoonist; Robert Hoover, cutter;
Jaro Fabry, illustrator^ and others.

.^andy .Sloan

Kay Burke
Ray Valiince
Nancy Grey

Even

Detroit

Dick Finney

Revelers

Even

N.

Brooklyn
Green Bay

Bscnrle

Herry-Go-Roand
Henry Jerome Oro

Buddy Carlson Ore

Virginia

(Pro Games)
N. T.- Washington

Wanda

l.ail|ce

Phil Cavezza Ore
Balconu'Jee

Dancing Players
Evergreens

SDIiDAT (SEPT. 28)

tBrooklyn-FhiladelpbIa
Chicago Bears-Green loay
Chicago Cardinals-DetroU

Harry Kreider, Par cameraman;
Robert Churchill and Paul Husserl,
documentary directors; Jerome Bergman, Metro production dept.; Wilter;

Wm

HotPi
Tenn
(Continental Bar)

Mildred Segal
Eddie Peyton
Sandy Mccllntock
Marlon Muller
El Cbleo
Mario Ore

S-1

12-5
2-1

Pnrdne

less

ducer with Samuel Goldwyn; Richard Blake, Metro scripter; Granville
Scofield, writer on 'Li'l Abner program; Donald Robinson, play scrip-

I

4-1
8-S
5-11
4-1
2-1
4-1
4-1
8-5

Friday (26) ni^ht games

'

ers; Art Wilmurt, Yale Drama faculty; Edmund North, associate pro-

Wlllams
Good & Goody'
Verne Wllcoi
Horace Houck Oro
Claire

Dili Green's
Doddy Uobson
Henry King Ore
3 Steps
UooKle-Woogie Clab
New Penn
Uoog Sherman
Ralph Allen Oro
Maxie Simon
Frank Beckless
Harry Comorada
Don Andre
Buddy Blaine
Body Trombetta
Tubby Miller
Dolores & de Vargas
Reggie Dvorak
Babs Garen
Cork and Bottle
Jack Randall
Lloyd Fox
Nixon Cafe
Colonial
A ^l.irlsco 'Oro
Joey Blms Ore
Bob Carter
Eddie Peyton't
Raul & Eva Reyes
Art Schamberg Ore Kidder Bros

(SEPT. 27)

U. C. L.

'

Vorallons Ore
Sammy DlbevL Ore
609 Club
Dale Rhodes
Dl Giovanni

-

...Stanford
U. S. C
. . . .

(Void Cub Room)
Herman Fine
U'ondcr Bar

State has a veteran club
been pointing for this game
Aneliorase
since last fall. Mich. State will have Ifugb ilorton Ore
Maynard .Deane
a successful season by upsetting their
doubtful.

that's

Miss. SUtc
Mississippi
L. S. U

Missoorl-Ohio State
MIehiKan-HielUgsn SUte
Oregon-Stanford
Oregon State-V. S. C
Pnrdne-Vanderbilt
U, C. I. A.-Washincton State.

who were over 28 before their
induction and prior to July 1 to be
out, transferring to the
Enlisted Reserve. However, to permit readjustments, men will be let
out over a period of time, probably
according to length of service, although schedule is not yet set.
Delegation includes, in addition to
Association officers: Eugene Mudge
and Franklin Coen, freelance writmustered

PITTSBUBGH

Dnlie

MinnesoU-WavUngton

Army

Meagher

Irene Bosch

Ringling

S= Continued from page

fVtaltUer Hotel

Paul Gordon Oro
Stevndora

WINNERS

•Georfetown-Hiss.
Holy Cross-L. S. U
•Kansas-Temple

Hal Wayne Ore

Hope Laurence
Billy

Michiran-Mlchigan State
Jack Terry
I.e Blanc & Du C
With Harmon and Evashevski gone
with the wind the Michigan offense

Notre Dame
Talane
St. Mary's
Texas
Indiana

Detroit-Indiana
Doke-Wake Forest
Florida-Miss. State

C!oin In

hbs 230G Out of LA.

63 At Monmouth

Conradfl
Gloria Van

Uobble Bobbins
Raul & Annette

Saxettes (S)

(And Proper Odds)

GAMES

Top

The Tropic*

Alto Fryer Ore

Missouri-Ohio State
Karl Spaeth Ore
San UlsRo
Things will be different at State
Cop Frankle
fall.
A new coaching staff, a Luclle
Blaire
new system and a new spirit will get Bob Tolley
& Silver
them off on the right foot against Sterllnir
Gloria Shayne
Missouri.

58-Yr. History;

Mr. .Mlns
Carrol Crane
Tiny Gorman
Jack Thomas Oro

Verne

this

Probable Football Winners

Notre Dame-Arlcoiia
Boston CoUege-Tnlane
Callf.-St. Mary's
Texas-Colorado

Hotel
Sande Williams Ore

Rcneo Hartman

Statler

ruined for somebody when these two
strong squads get together. Bemie
Snka
Bierman likes to defeat his Pacific Fid do Vlllerle
Coast rivals, and he's got enough Buddy L«Hter
Heat Waves «)
weight and experience to turn the StlrllOK & Bubia
Jobnoy Hale
trick.

is

Ringling Circus Getting

Next Week

sContlnued' from page 48s

Fishell

& Peggy

Shirley Heller

army posts en route, one at
Texarkana and the other, Columbus,
Ga., winding up its .season around
Nov. 20 and going into winter quarters at Sarasota.

John Ringling North says that
though show played here every other
year in past it will be out here again
next falL
John Murray Anderson was engaged by North here to stage the
spectacles and the ensembles for the
circus next year. North also bought
three of five Ltpizan horses from
the Hapsberg collection that Winnie

Sheehan owned and shipped them
with the circus

when

it left

here.

Mrs. Payne also supervised transLions
Circus
Johnny Martone Ore portation arrangements and appeared
Allen Trent
onstage at start and finish of each
Union Grill
performance with introductions and
to Kill
in III.
Art Tavello
thank yous. Payoff was a tremenFrank Nataia
Mike !)audretto
dous ovation from audience of over
St Louis, Sept. 23.
Villa Madrid
5,000 at concluding show of outdoor
Etzl Covato ore
Two
lions that were liberated from
Sam Sweet
Alark Lane
season and presentation by Brig.
a truck of the Jay Gould Colossal
Alice Sons
•
Key Taylor
Gen. Van Deusen, post commandant,
Zelda
Burton's Birds
Circus fic Carnival Co. when It was
Wicked Willies
of two silver stars and appointment
Roy Rogers
struck by a Pennsylvania passenger
Countess Alabassa
Hotel Roosevelt
as 'general of the Signal Corps at
train at Casey, 111., 125 miles from
Manhaltanettes
4 Skyllners
Fort Monmouth' in recognition of
here Friday (19), were slain by
efforts.
her
as they ran amuck in a
BOSTOH
A clue to the quality of the weekly keepers
crowd of 4,000 that turned out for
Hotel Bradford
Bearhcoraber
turnouts is seen in the prominence the parade.
A black bear, also lib(Clrcua Room)
Harry Morrlsiiey
of Individual stars such as Sophie erated
Lu-Oellla
in the crash, was lassooed
Florence Hallnian
Tucker,
Baker,
Harry
Belle
Richman,
Ch£ppa de SImone
Runklft
Lambert
before it could injure spectators.
Kleahor Teemun
Hotel BrunHwiclc
Georgie Price, Benny Fields, RoseRlAlne Jordan
(BcnnuJu Terrace) mary Lane, Joan Leslie, Dinah Gould, owner of the combo outfit
Buster Kelm Hot
that played a two-day stand at
Ella Fitzgerald Ore
llllnstruli'ii
Shore, Benay Venuta, Barry Wood, Casey, donated the carcasses
Uabc Wallace
to the
ICar) Uohdo Oro
Condos Bros., Smith fit Dale, Stump Lions' Club In the town and they
Stockwoll
Hotel TCwM>x
J lurry
GrncAt Murray Ore
Cnrl & P SlmpHim
fic
Stumpy, Radio Rogues, Delta were brought to St. Louis to be
.Shayne & ArmHl| onK Uilly Kolly
Rhythm
Cristianis,
Boys
and
the
stuffed.
Jack M:innlng
along
A
Lew
in
with
many
others.
AJuiiona
CuHfi
Gould valued the lions at $1,000
Victor Donato
Al Tory Ore
TerriAc enthusiasm of audience each and said the dead animals will
Adclu Corev
HarrUon Aulger
was an important factor in build- be replaced as soon as possible. The
HIta Henderson
Joyo Mnritn
Diane & Mitchell
Tom Llrown
ing up the scries, many soldiers Lions Club in Casey co-sponsored
llott'J Oiirdiier
Kathyrn Ktirtenor
wdrking
in
Army
film
and
radio
acthe circus-camy as an annual homenun Shaw
1.oul»e Sherwood
Uvalyii Harvey
Kurl GrcgK
tivity
located at Fort Monmouth cpming stunt.
Hotel Minerva
Jane GIddlngo
having former show business connecHarry Bay Ore
Jean Carlo
Uiirbara Douglass
tions and hence especially appreciaDon Mu(;hel
Hotel Htuiier
Clnb MnyMIr
tive of the work of the topnotchers.
(Cafe Kouge)
Ranny WeokB Oro
Salvy Cavlcchio Ore Although
outdoor
arena
accomDernle Hcnnctt* O
llotel RItz Carlecoo modated close to
George Llbby Rev
5,000 seats, it was
Continued from page 1 ,^^
(Rltz Roof)
Mao Murray
generally filled up an hour before
Joe Mar.sala Ore
Cicorcc Fontana
Mills Bros
.lack Kowler
the show' was due to go on, with sol- reaction Martin Block gets when
Frank Martin Oro
rcpe Llorene
diers taking to the tops of surround- playin| it. First time it was turrJuunlta Juarez
Dacito Ne(jo«
Jtotel ^VeKtmln.«(ter
ing trees in order to get an unob- tabled by him on WNEW, N. Y., he
Allen Carnoy
(Bloc Rtmm)
Jerry & Turk
was flooded with phone calls reJimmy McTIale Ore structed view.
Dorlfl Abbntt
Although coming of cold weather questing the title and the name of
lnternHtionnL><*afl|jio
Club Vnnliy Fnir
llcnri Jobert Ore
Farren Bios Ore
brought use of outdoor arena to an the Band who made it. Couple of
Ki'ii Club
Stella Ray
times
since he has played it without
entertainment
end,
continuation
of
Ernio Marr Ore
ainnlc O'K'pcfe
Yiust* lJuward
Uette Claire
program is planned by post Morale mentioning any credits and same
Sinclair Beef Trust
Jane Sciiver
Office using newly constructed War thing happened.
Jen!"; Jame.*f
Coconnul Grove
Ijitin Qaarter
Jack Robbins rushed an edition
Dept. theatre. Possibility exists that
Mickey Alport Oro
Anthony l;runo Ore 'Hellzapoppin' may play one-night out and has sold 100,000 copies to
Don Rl'*o Ore
Wnlly Wanccr Rov Rica Marline Ore
However, action of Theatre date at 7c wholesale. It costs him
Sammy Walsh
stand.
mily Paino
lludio Aces
Marianne Frandi
Authority regarding members play- 2c to print up.
<;ulll tiulU
Anmpola I.opez
Same sort of story is attached to
Wy*« Congo Roolaa ing gratis in Army entertainment
Arno & Annette
Helen <*nrroII
Colette & Dean
may hamper future activity or at last spring's surge of 'Intermezzo.'
Rio Cnsino
Mntheft Merryfleld
least change type of shows.
It was a theme in David O. Selznick's
George JTarrls Oro
(Melody Munee)
Marry Spear
Marjorle Garrctson
Chatter
production of 'Intermezzo A Love
CarlOfl & Carlta
llorh bcwlfl
Paul Husserl awarded sergeant's Story,' released last year. The tune
\'onna
Copley Vlnzn
stripes.
clicked heavily and was respon(Merry-<io-K"und) JoHc & Ix)Ilta Vega
Letlcla'
Mark Gilbert 3
Capt. Paul Wing reports Philip- sible for an extraordinarily high
Crawrnrd lluiiBe
Steuhen'R
pines
OK; there on new assignment. number of record sales on various
Ray Collins Urc
(Vienna Kooni)
Sally Keith
Sid
Katz
and
Russ
Selwyn
to L.A. labels.
So much so that the tune
Lew Conrad Ore
Mnrla Dreftn
T-ioyd Iloathon
by train for furloughs.
since became credited for an addiDoloren Gaylord
ChcKior Dolphin
Cleno "Rnyios
Shuberts have taken three sketches tional $100,000 gro.ss for the film.
rmstrong & Stark

Hoyas.
Ralph Rainger and Leo Robin
Holy Cross-L. S. XJ.
cleffed eight songs for 'Rise and
Cross is still building, while the Shine' at 20th-Fox; 'It All Depends Orawfordollca
Fox ft IIoundN
Bengals have already ajrived. Play- on Thee,' 'I'm Making a Play For
Milton George Ore
ing in Louisiana, the Southerners get
You,' 'Men of Clayton,' 'I Want to iTfne Donahue
the nod.
Be the Guy,' 'Dance It Off,'. 'Get David llallentlne
III-liRi
Kansas-Temple
Thee Behind Me, Clayton,' 'Hail to
The Temple Owls throw the ball Bolenciewiz' and 'Central Two Two Pete Herman Ore
Lucille Grey
too often and too accurately to bo
Oh Oh.'
Frank Pfttly

8k)--Vne

*

2

Amnck,

Has

'Em

I

Bette Davis

•

:i

—

.-.

Uiirry & English
Di»loreH Reed

The Ciive
Don DITlnna Oro
Jtuck

Klsher

Tumara

J>orlva

Barry &- KnglUh
ColUa & Corral
Phil Hairy

from 'Bottlenecks of 1941,' show produced here last winter, for 'Crazy

Gilbert, Darlsse Chateau Frontenac
Writers getting credit are orch has been contracted to end of
Churchill,
Jules Quebec winter season with option
North, Bob
Brlcken, Franklin Coen, Sol Shor, for full year from date.
Judith^
Bill Bloom,
Bob Richardson and Wetheral,-. torch singer with band,'

House.'

Ed

Fred Bornet

ai.cn h-><:

rontrpcf.

'

—
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I'TUX TOILET SOAP is a wonderful
JL^ beauty aid," famous screen stars
agree. Their daily

ACTIVE-LATHER

FACIALS help them keep million^
dollar complexions lovely. Luk Toilet
Soap's ACTIVE lather removes stale
cosmetics, dust and dirt thoroughly

— gives skin protection needs. Give
this care every day; let
new loveliness — to yout
it

your skin

it

bring

ACnVE-LATHER FMOAU
FOR MEI it's AJOVTO
PINO A COMPLEXION
CARE THAT REALLY

WORKS

J

"

I

Lux SOAP
ACnVf-UTHiRMCIAU
ARE THE RIGHT CARE
FOR ME.THEYt^e A
WONDERFUL
BEAUTY aid!

Beauty Care can bring

NEW LOVELINESS loYOU
RINSE WITH I
WATCft-THEN
WITH COOL. ACnVI
lAIHER DOES A

WARM

TH0R0U6HJ0B

NOW PAT THE

FACE

ORy. IT FEELS SOFTER-j

SMOOTHER. SEE HOW

FRISHlTLOOKSl

9 out of 10 Screon Stars uso Lux Toilet Soap
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